
la1 = LAMANG (dialectal).
la2 n l la, the sixth note in the musical scale. 
2 a syllable used in place of words forgotten 
when singing a song. 

,"'la= LALA1 2
. 

laag V [A; ac] roam about for no special pur
pose, just for diversion. Atua si Pidru sa 
syudad milaag, Pedro is downtown roam
ing about. Unsay imung laagun didtu? Ma
ngita na pud kag away? What are you going 
to roam around there for? Are you looking 
for another fight? (➔) a roving about, go
ing nowhere in particular. Lagmit paang
kan ang babaying laag, A woman that roams 
about is likely to get pregnant. Ang laag 
niyang panan-aw didtu mabiurung sa baba
yi, His roving gaze stopped at the woman. 
v [B12) get to be a wanderer. -an(➔) = 
LAAG. .laang n l noose of a trap. Biraba ang laang 
inigtunub sa manuk, Pull the noose when 
the chicken steps in. la any trap that has a 
noose. 2 stratagem designed to catch or 
trick s.o. Bubayi ang gamita nga laang pag
sikup sa ispiya, Use a woman as a trap to 
snare the spy. v [A; a] 1 trap s.t. with a 
noose. Laangun natung babuy, Let's trap 
the pig with a noose. 2 employ a trick to 
catch s.o. Di s,ya madiritsu ug dakup. Laa
ngun giyud, He can't be caught easily. He 
should be trapped. -in-= LAANG, nl. 

laas v 1 [A; c] take a sword or rod and raise 
it. Naglaas ug sundang ang burimintadu,
The amok was brandishing a- bolo. Gilaas 
sa tigulang ang iyang ulis� The old man 
raised his cane in the air. 2 [A13; b6] go
bare of protection. Naglaas ka Zang nga tug
naw kaayu? Why aren't you dressed when 
ifs so cold? 

laas v [A; a] 1 tear leaves or thin sheets 
. lengthwise into strips. Milaas siyag papilpa
ra bimuung bandirabandira, She tore some 
papers into strips to make. into pennants. 2. 
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tear, peel s.t. off from an attachment. Naka
laas ku sa bulsa sa iyang pulu, l accidentally
tore the pocket off his shirt. Ang uban nga 
tawu laasun lang angpanit sa kanding, Some 
people just peel the skin off of goats. 2a re
move the cloth-like sheathi!ng of the coco
nut bud as the first step in tapping the tod
dy. n 1 the lower part of the leaves of the 
areca palm which sheathes the trunk. Maa
yu kaayung bubatun ug sudlanan sa bugas 
ang .mga laya nga laas sa kabuyng bunga, 
Several pieces of dry palm frond sheaths of 
the areca palm can be made into useful con
tainers for rice or _corn grits. 2 the covering 
cloth-like sheath of the coconut bud which 
grows from the sides of the bottom of the 
frond. 

laaw n stray cat. 
laay a 1 monotonous, wearingly boring. La
ay kaayu ning u•a tay buhat, It is so dull to 
be without anything to do. Laay kaayu ang 
pagpaabut, It is very boring just to wait a
round. 2 disgusting, disappointing in that 
one doesn't conform to what is expected of 
him. Laaya nimu uy, ingun ka palitan ku 
nimug sapatus, How disgusting! You prom
ised to buy shoes for me (but you didn't). 
Kalaay bayang Nina, gipanabi diay niya ang 
akung sikritu, How disgusting of Nina. She 
told my secret to everybody. v [B124; b4] 

be boring, feel bored. Nagkalaay na ning 
trababua kay mu ra gibapun, This work is 
getting boring because it is always the same 
thing. Mipauli na lang siya kay gilaayan nag
pinaabut nimu, He just went home; He got 
tired of·w�iting for you. (➔) n·a variety of 
corn that takes a long time to mature. laay
laay v [A; b(l)] while away time or do s.t. 
for the meantime. Samtang magpaabut ku 
mulaaylaay Zang kug · gansilyu, While I'm 
waiting, I'll while away the time crocheting. 
Gilaaylaayan ku la-ng nig bubat, nahuman · 
na giyud, I just did this little by little during 
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my spare time, and now it's finished. ka-(➔)
= LAAYLAAY. ka- n boredom. 

lab n half of the number of points or one 
le�s half the number of points that make a 
tennis or pingpong game. (From the notion 
that when the one who is behind reaches 
half the number of points - usually ten 
points, that number is subtracted from the 
winner's points and the one behind is reck
oned at zero. E.g. a score 12 to 10 is reck
oned at dus lab instead of dusi diyis.) V [A;
b6] for the one who is behind to get as far 
as the half-way point. Maka/ab Jang ku, si
guradu giyud kung makaagpas ug makada
ug, If I can make it to love (ten points), I'm 
sure I can catch up and win. Siya ang kam
piyun apan gilaban ku siya, He is the cham
pion, but I was able to get ten points (out 
of twenty-one). 

lab2 n lab. 
laba v 1 [A; bl] wash clothing. Gilabban ni
ya ang akung pulu, She washed my shirt. 
Ang batu nga ilang gilabhan, The stone 
where they do their washing. 2 [A; b] scold,
talk against. Gilabhan ka na sad sa imung 
bus? Did your boss give you a cussing out 
again? 3 [b(l)] be badly defeated. Gilab
han namu ang ilang tim sa baskitbu� We 
trounced their team in basketball. -kara n 
washcloth. v [A; b] wash the face with a 
washcloth. labalaba v [A; bcl] work furi-
ously, in a concentrated way. Atung laba-
labahan pagpanday ang iskuylaban, Let's 
work furiously building the school. 2 keep
scolding, ranting against. a done at a furious 
pace. labhanan n 1 dirty laundry. 2 place
to do wash. 3 place to air grievances. lab
hunun = LABHANAN, nl. nilabhan (linab
han) n clean laundry. -bu(�) n lavatory, 
sink. -da(�) n laundry done for pay. v [AN;
b5] take in wash, work off a debt by doinglaundry. Naglabada (nanglabada) na Jang si
ya, She took in wash. labandira n washer
woman. v [B156; a] be a washerwoman. 
labandiru n laundryman. -dur n basin. 

laba n stains, spots, uneven color. Ang laba 
1 . • ' l' k 'h' ldsa 1yang mga s1n1na wa a ma u a, We cou 

not get the stains out of her dress. v [B; cl]
get stained, spotted in color. Mulaba (mala
ba) ang kulur sa sinina ug ibuwad kini sa;. 
nit, The color of the dress will become un
even if it gets exposed to the sun. Ayaw nag
labaa (ilaba) ug pintal, Don't paint it un
evenly. labalaba v [B46] have splotches of 
lighter or darker hue, not evenly smooth. 
Naglabalaba ang $ininang dikulur nga gilad
lad, The colored dress got splotched when 
it was bleached in the sun 

laba2 = TAAS (dialectal). pa•(�) v [A; b6]
do s.t. to enhance one's image in public. Ka
nang iyang panghatag kwarta nagpalaba Jang 
sa iyang papil, He gave money, but only to 
enhance his public image. n action of doing 
s.t. for the show and not with earnest in
tent. 

*la.ha see KIL.AHA. 
lababu see LABA. 
lab ad a 1 for the head to ache. Lab ad kaayu 
ang akung ulu, I have a terrible headache. 2 
giving a headache, problem. Labad kaayung 
tudluan. Bugu unya di pa maminaw, It's a 
real headache to teach him. He's stupid and 
on top of that, he won't listen. Ang pagba
yad imung labad, It's your headache how 
to pay it off. v 1 [B46; b4] get, have a 
headache. Naglabad ning akung ulu sa in
yung kasaba, I have a headache because of 
your noise. Labdun (labarun) pa giyud ku 
ninyu anang mga sulirana, yOU still have to 
trouble me with those problems. Tumar ug 
aspirin ug labdan ka sa ulu, Take aspirin if 
you have a headache. 2 [B12; b4] be men
tally disturbed. Malabad siya basta higut
man, He becomes deranged if he misses 
meals. labdunun a mentally disturbed. lab
danan a prone to headaches. 

*labad pa- n 1 propeller of a plane or wind
mill 2 toy propeller. v [a2] make into, in
stall a propeller. labadlabad = PALA.BAD. 

labada see LABA. 
labadur see LABA. 
labadura n batter. v [A; a2] make a batter. 
labag, labag

1 
n 1 a bundle of abaca fibers 

consisting of thirty-two smaller bunches 
(bituul). 2 any large bundle of threads or 
yarn. v [A; a] group fibers into bunches. 
Labagun lang ning tingkal arun mahibaw-ag 
pilay abutun, Let's take this twine and 
group it in bundles so we know how much 
it amounts to. 

labag2 v [A; b(l)J wring water out. Gilaba
gan sa mga sumasakay ang ilang mga saput 
nga nahumud sa dagat, The passengers of 
the boat wrung out the sea water from their 
wet clothes. -i& n s.t. wrung out. 

labaha n straight razor. v [A; b] shave s.o. 
with a straight razor. Mubui ang tingkuy pi
ru ayaw labahai, Make the nape short, but 
don't shave it. paN- v [A2] shave oneself 
with a straight razor. 

labak v [A; c] 1 throw s. t. hard on the 
ground. Nakalabak na baya kag daghang 
platu. Tingalig maburut ni, You've already 
thrown down a lot of plates. No doubt you 
intend to break all of them. 2 throw s. t. 
away. Ayaw nag ilabak, aku na Jang, Don't 
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throw that away. Let me have it. 3 [A; al 
b2) spank with open palm ..Nakalabak ku 
sa iyang samput, I spanked her on the but
tocks. 

labak v [B26] for a sore or an infected 
wound to be opened wide. Milabak (nala
bak) ang iyang · bubag nga gitambalan nia
nang tambala, Her boil opened wide when 
that medicine was put on it. 

lab-ak v 1 [AB; a] get to have spaces or omis
sions in between; cause s.t. to do so, skip.
Mulab-ak Lang kug pila ka klasi arun ku ma
sayu, I will just skip some classes so l can 
get home early. Nakalab-ak kug usa ka lin
ya sa akung pakigpulung, I accidentally left 
out a line in my speech. Gilab-akan niya ang 
tulu ka balay una siya muhunung, He pass
ed up three houses before he stopped. Ki
ning pula ilab-ak nimu sa puti, Intersperse
these red things between the white ones. 
la for colors to get uneven. Mulab-ak ang 
kulur sa sinina ug ibulad sa init, The dress 
will get uneven in color (with dark inter
spersed with light) if you dry it in the sun. 
2 [A; b7cl] go beyond a measure, too far 
or too deeply. Ang karsada milab-ak ug usa 
ka mitru sa amung yuta, The road encroach
es onto one meter of our land. Pasaylua
ku kay nakalab-ak kug sulti ganina, Please
forgive me for having spoken beyond the 
bounds of decency a while ago. Gilab-ak ni
ya pagbiwa ang iyang babin sa kik, He sliced 
a bigger portion of the cake for himself than 
for others. a 1 having spaces or omissions 
in between. Lab-ak nga pagkakural, Fencing
with the posts put too far apart. la being
uneven in color. 2 cut too deeply, gone over 
the mark or limits. n space left, a:rea beyond 
which one has gone.

labakara see LABA. 
laban (from labt) greater in number, size, in
tensity. ka-an, ka-an(�) n,most of a number 
of. Kalabanan (kalabanan) sa mga Pilipinu 
mugbu, Most Filipinos are short. v 1 [B3; b 
2cl] exceed, be more. Mulaban (malaban) 
sa uras ang iyang paglakaw nganhi, It will 
take more than an hour for him to get here. 
Hinglabanan na sad nang imung bisyu, Your
vices have gone beyond the limits of toler
ance. 2 [b2P] do s.t. excessively. Ayaw ug 
palabani (labani) ug lata ang tinulang karni, 
Do not cook the meat overly soft. 

laban v· 1 [A; bl take sides with.-Mul�ban 
ku nimu ug hustu ka, I·U go to your defense 
if you are right. Gilabanan sa Yuis ang Isra
il, The U.S. took sides with Israel. la - sa 
nigusyu cooperate in making a business do
well. Dunay mga tindirang di/i.mulaban sa. . 
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nigusyu sa ilang agawun, Some salesgirls do 
not do anything to help their master's busi
ness. 2 [A; b( 1)] def end s.o. in a lawsuit. 
Si Aturni Katunggal ang mulaban sa akung 
kasu, Attorney Catunggal is defending me 
in a lawsuit. 2a  [A; b] defend one's.honor,
uphold the stand he has taken. Naglaban
lang ku sa akung dungug sa pagpatay ku ni
ya, I killed him in defense of my honor..Gi
labanan niyaang iyang baruganan, He.stood
by his principles. paN- v be a lawyer by
occupation. n occupation of lawyer. �an(➔)
a tending to take sides with one's child or 
other person in whom one is· interested.· .Ayg pakig-away anang bat-ana kay labanan 
ra ba kaayu nag inaban, Don't quarrel with 
that child because his mother tends to take 
sides with him. v [B126] become one who 
mixes in quarrels. maN-r- n attorney.

lab-an= LABAN. 
labana= GWAYABANU. 
labandiru, -a see LABA. 
labang v 1 [A; bSc] cross s.t., go across, 

bring across. M ulabang na ta, rid layit na, 
Let's cross now. It's red light. Labangun
pa nimu ang pitu ka Ja�ud usa ku nimu 
maangkun, You cannot have me (lit. you 
have to cross seven seas before you can pos
sess me).Ilabang siya ngadtu sa pikas, Bring
her across the street. 2 [A2; b8] pass exam
inations. Gamay ra ang m ilabang sa pasulit
sa pagkaduktur, .Only a few people passed 
the doctor's examination. 3 [A; bS] come 
through a crisis. Labangun (/(lbangan) pa
nimu ang tumang kaguul, .You will have to 
pass through great sorrow. 4 [A; b] surpass. 
Labangan pa kunu niya ang rik.urd ni Sulay
man, She says she will beat .Sulaiman's re
cord. Ayaw ilabang sa napulu ang imung 
pagkuba, Don't.take more than ten. n place
across from s. t. Ang ilang haul naa sa labang 
sa sapa, Their field is across the river. - pa,
sa further than, more than. Labang pa niana 
ang akung bubatun ug tagaan kug bigayun, .I'll do more than that if I'm given the 
chance. -, •un ug pitu ka lawud may it not 
happen, may it be impossible (lit. have to 
cross seven seas to commit). Simbaku. La
bangun (ilabang) ug pitu ka lawud nga ma
matay, God forbid. Let it not happen that 
he die! -unun(�) n things one has to sur.mount, trials to which one is put. -anan(�),_
labnganan n place one crosses. 

lab-ang v [A; ab] p�ss over, miss. M ilab-ang 
siyag usa ka dahun sa iyang gibasa, . He. skip
ped a page of what he was reading. Lab-ang
ug usa ka parapu, Skip one paragraph. n
amount missed, interval. 
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labanus n radishes. The white (Chinese) rad
ishes are the variety most commonly grown 
in Cebu. 

labas (from lab-as) v [AN; a2c] vend or ped
dle lish that one has bought (usually from 
the fisherman). Naglabas lang ang iyang a
nak una kay wa pa makasulud ug trababu, 
Her daughter works buying and selling fish 
for the while because she doesn't have a job. 
Ilabas ring akung kuba, Peddle my catch. 
-ira female fish vendor. -iru = LABAS:IRA 
(male).

labas2 = GULA (used only by speakers 
strongly influenced by Tagalog). pa- n boast, 
ostentatious display. Ayaw tug tuubi ang 
iyang bilak, palabas Jang tu, Don't pay at
tention to his crying fit. That was just a 
put-on.

labas3 v [A; ab7] spend entrusted money 
for oneself. Gilabasan kug diyutay ang t
m.ung gibilin naku, I used some of the mon
ey you had me keep for you. 

lab-&s a 1 for s.t. quickly perishable to be 
fresh. Lab-as nga bangin, Fresh air. Lab-as 
nga balita, Fresh news. Lab-as nga bulak, 
Fresh flowers. Lab-as isda, Fresh fish. 2 
fresh in manner. Lab-as ra kaayu nang ;.
mung panlibuklihuk, Your actions are very 
fresh. n fresh fish. Musuruy siyag lab-as ka
da buntag, She peddles fresh fish every 
morning. v 1 [82) be fresh. 2 [AB2; al2)
make s.t. fresh to one's mind. Mga bandu
manan nga naglab-as sa atung kagabapun, 
Memories that keep our past fresh. nilab-as 
a in a fresh way. v [al) do s.t. in a fresh 
way. Ginilab-as ku niyag pangutana, He 
asked me in a disrespectful way. -ira n fe
male fish vendor. v [Bl;  a12) be a fish 
vendor. -iru = LAB-ASiRA (male). 

labat n 1 fence. 2 patches made in clothing, 
walls, fence. Ang labat sa iyang karsunss la
inlain ang kulur, The patches on his pants 
are of various colors. v [A; bS) 1 put up a 
fence. Si Angi ang milabat sa amung gardin, 
Angi fenced our garden. Labatun (labatan) 
nakug kawayan ang bakilid sa amung kalu
biban, l will fence the sloping part of our 
coconut plantation with bamboo slats. 2 
repair a hole by filling or patching it. labat
labat n 1 rough and · hurried mending. 2 
makeshift fence or barrier. v [A; bS) 1 put
up a temporary fence. 2 make coarse, tem
porary repairs. G ilabatlabatan Jang namu 
ug mga pinunit nga kabuy ang nagubang 
kural, We patched up the broken fence with ,
whatever pieces of wood we found. Atu 
Jang ning labatlabatang karsunis, We'll just 
do quick patchwork on these trousers. 

labat11>a n 1 enema. 2 the apparatus used to 
give an enema. v [A; b] give s.o. an enema. 
Labatibaban ta kag di ka malibang, If you 
don't have a B.M. I'll give you an enema. 

labaw v 1 [83; c] jut out higher than s.t., 
stick out farther from the margin or limit. 
M ilabaw ang iyang ulu sa mga tawu, His 
head jutted above the crowd. Naglabaw ang 
imung kamisun, Your slip is showing. [la
baw ang antina sa mga atup, Put the an
tenna higher than the rooftops. 2 [83;  b] 
be more, over in degree, number. Way ma
kalabaw sa iyang kabingatag, No one can 
surpass his generosity. Lab wan naku ang 
imung kininbas, I'll gather more shells than 
you did. 3 be ahead in a contest. Jsaka ang 
pusta ug mulabaw ta, Raise the bet if we 
are ahead. 4 prevail over. Milabaw ang akung 
gugma sa kayugut niya, My love for her pre
vailed over my hate. a 1 sticking out from 
the general level or margin. Put/a ang mga 
labaw, Cut off the ones sticking up above 
the rest. 2 more, over in degree or number. 
Labaw siyang datu kay kanamu, He is much 
richer than us. 3 ahead in a contest. n 1 
amount s.o. is ahead. Pilay labaw sa imung
kuntra? How many points is your oppo
nent ahead of you? 2 superior, boss. 3 -
pa, sa in addition to, beyond. Hatagan kag 
primyu, ug labaw pa niana, makabyabi ka, 
You will be given a prize, and in addition 
to that, you can travel. Buutan siya, utukan, 
ug labaw sa tanan, gwapa, She is good, 
brainy, and above all else, she is pretty. pa
(�) v 1 [C; b3] try to outdo one another, 
vie with s.o. Nagpalabaw sila sa hambug, 
They try to outdo each other with their 
big talk. Unsa may inyung gipalabawan nga
nagpangbugyaw man mu? You must be 
having some sort of a contest that you 're 
shouting so much. 2 [Al2C2; bSc] play a 
game of any sort whereby the one who gets 
the highest number wins. Nagpalabaw sila 
arun sa pag-ila kung k insay musugud sa du
wa, They drew cards to determine who will 
start the game. n s.t. done to outdo s.o., e.g. 
action of winning by getting the highest 
number. palabwanay = PALABAw. 

labay v 1 [A2; a] go, pass by s.t., bring s.t. 
by s.w. Milabay Jang ku, wa ku mubapit, I 
just passed by, I didn't drop in. Nakalabay
na ba ang dyip ?  Has the jeep pas.sed by yet? 
Labyun ku unya tung akung nalimtan sa in
yu, I'll come by to get the thing I forgot at 
your house. Gilabyan Zang ku nimu, You 
just passed by me. Ilabay kining sud-an un
ya sa ila, Bring this food by to them on 
your way. 2 [b(l)] pass over, bypass. Gilab-
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yan niya ang akung ngalan sapagpangbimug 
prumusyun, He passed my name over when 
he made the list of promotions. 3 [A2') for 
time to pass.Milabay ang dagbang katuigan, 
Years passed. a passing, short-lived. Labay 
Jang ning bangina kay unus man, This strong
wind is only temporary. It is just a squall.
pa- v [A; cl] let s.t. pass by. Magpalabay 
ku sa akung kasuku una ku muuli, I will let 
my anger pass before I go home. Palabyun 
(ipalabay) lang tu nakung iyang sulti, I just 
won't mind what she says. -um-r-,e-um•r-(�) · 
n 1 people passing back and forth. 2 passing,
transient. - pa 1 beyond. Ang ila labay pa 
sa pusti, Their pla-ce is just beyond the post. 
2 in addition, even more. Maayu siyang mu
trababu, labay pa musayu siyag anb� He 
works well and furthermore, he comes ear
ly. 'Duba ka tuig ka didtu sa Amirika?' -
'Labay pa', 'You were two years in the 
States?' - 'More than that.' 3 surely, even 
more than sure. 'Makapasar kaba ka?' -
'Labay pa,' 'Do you think you can pass?' -
'Most assuredly.' 

labay v 1 [A; ac] throw at. Labayun tikawg 
banggranid animala ka, I'll throw a hand 
grenade at you, you beast. Labayi tag duba 
ka buuk bi, Throw me down a couple. Ila
bay kanaku ang bula, Throw me the ball. 
la [A; c] throw away. Jlabay ang mga lata, 
Throw away the spoiled fruits. lb throw, 
discard in a card game. 2 [A; c] assign to a 
remote place. Way lain makalabay sa mga 
impliyadu ngadtu sa layu gawas sa supirin
tindint� No one can assign the employees 
to a remote place except the superintendent. 
n throw. Kinsang labay run? Whose turn is 
it to throw? Ang iyang labay wala makaa
but sa paril, His throw didn't get as far as 
the wall. -an(➔) n line drawn to indicate 
the place at which to stand in throwing s. t. 
-anan n dumping place. Ang Pasil labaya
nan sa tanang bugaw sa syudad, Pasil is the 
place they dump all garbage in the city. 

labayan n 1 of several species of sea fish 
growing to 6", with fine scales, found indi
vidually zigzagging in seaweed. 2 one who 
seems to be always on the go, like the laba
yan.

labha v 1 °[ABN; b4) for the skin to get 
welts, bruises, or red splotches; cause it to 
do so. Nalabba (nalabbaan) ang iyang na
wung .ra sagpa, She got red splotches on 
her face when she was slapped. Nanglabba 
nang imung nawung sa tipdas, Your face is 
all splotched with measles. 2 [BN; alP]
blush, redden. Milabba (nanglabba) ang i
yang nawung sa kasuku, His face became 

red with anger. 
labhag n welts, marks, splotches on the body.
Ang mga labbag sa kuku maila kaayu, You 
can easily tell welts made by the fingernails. 
v 1 [B4; b4] get welts, splotches on the 
body. Milabbag ang iyang lawas sa tipdas, 

. .His body became splotched with measles. 
Nganung nalabbagan ka man? Gipawu ka? 
Why are you all covered with welts? Were 
you given a whipping? 2 [B ;  b4] appear
like welts. Milabbag diba sa iyang agtang 
ang nagbandaybanday nga ugat, His criss
crossing veins appeared like welts on his 
forehead. 3 [A; a2) for emotions to leave 
their mark.Milabbag sa akungpanumduman 
ang iyang mga bait nga pulung, Her sharp
words etched themselves deeply in my 
memory. 4 [BN) blush, turn red all over. 
Manlabhag akung nawung ug makainum ku 
ug binu, My face gets red if I drink wine. 

labhak n rectangular piece, area. Gibabin ang 
_syudad ug dagkung labbak, The city was 
divided into large rectangular areas. v· [A;
cl] divide into rectangular pieces or areas. 
Kinsay naglabbak sa kabuy nga wa maa
ngay? Who cut the wood into rectangular 
pieces of all different siz�s? 

labhu, labhu v [A; a3b) pour boiling water 
over s. t. Nakalabbu ka na ba sa mga sus
anan sa bata? Have you scalded the baby's 
bottles yet? Ayaw pagduul sa abu, malab
bu (malabbuan) ka unya, Don't go near the 
stove. You might get scalded. -in-an n s. t. 
scalded. Hain man ang imung linabbuan? 
Where are the things you have scalded? 

labi a more, greater. Ug mau nay paagi pag
uma, labi ang abut sa yuta, If that is the 
method of farming employed, the yield. of 
the land will increase. v [B;  b] 1 be. greater
than s. t. else or excessive. Mulabi ang sak it 
ug mulibuk ka, The pain will increase if you 
move. Naglabi ang mga gagmay sa !flga dag
ku, There are more small ones than big ones. 
Asgad ni kay nalabiban (ttalabian) na.kug 
timplag asin, This is salty because I put- too 
much salt into it. 2 - nga more, most. Si
yay labing datu, He is the richest one. 2a -
pang [adj.) ,  [verb) even more [adj.], [do]
all the more. Usa ka labi pang kusug nga 
patid, Even a strong�r kick. Ug buang ku, . 
labi pa siyang buang, If I'm a fool, he's a 
greater one. Ug sultihan, labi pa siyang rrza
ngisug, If you tell him, he gets all the angri
er. 3 - na a =  ILABI NA. b - nang [verb) 
[do, did) all the more. Labi na siyang na
ngisug, He got all the more angry. Labi na 
(pa) siyang mubilak ug sugsugun, He will 
cry all the more if you tease him. i- na, -
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na especially. Lamian, ilabi (labi) na ug tim
plabag asin, It's very tasty, esp. if you sea
son it with salt. pa- v 1 (A; al2] prefer, 
favor. Magpalabi kung magpabiling pubri 
kay sa ingun nimu, I would rather be poor 
than be like you. Palabibun ba nimu ang 
imung iru sa imung asawa? Do you · favor 
your dog over your wife? 2 [A; bc2] do 
s. t. to excess. Nagpalabi siyag inum, He is 
drinking too much. Ayaw palabibi (palabii) 
pagpangga ang imung anak, Don't dote on 
your child too much.Ayaw ipalabi (palabii) 
ang imung bilak, Don't cry too much. pina
n s.o. preferred, favored. Sa iskuylaban way 
pinalabi, No one gets special treatment in 
school. pa-(�)  = PA-, 2. labilabi way - no 
one gets more than anyone else. Way labi
labi. Purus angay, No one gets more than 
anyone else. We all get a fair share. palabi
labi v [A; b(l)] mistreat s.o. Ayaw kugpa
labilabibi (palabilabii). Di baya ku nimu 
suluguun, Don't kick me around. I'me· not 
.your servant, you know. palabilabihun a 
tending to mistreat. mapalabilabihun a 
characterized by mistreatment. Mapa/ab� 
labibung kasaba, Arrogant scolding, far be
yond the limits of propriety. su-(�) 1 espe
cially, all the more so. Sulabi nag timplabag 
asin, wa giyuy lam� Esp. if you mix salt 
with it, it will have no flavor. 2 - ug better 
than s. t. else which has the same disadvan
tages to a worse extent. Ibaligya Lang na run 
bisag baratu sulabig mubaratu pa ugma, 
You'd better sell it now, even at a low price. 
Better than getting even less tomorrow. v 
(AP] 1 do s. t. all the more. Manday gitaga
an ug_ diyis, misulabi (mipasulabi) ug bilak, 
I gave him a dime, but he cried all the 
more. 2 = P ALABI, 2. mapasulabihun char
acterized by excessive indulgence. Mapasu
labihun sa babayi, Indulging in women ex
cessively. si- = SU·, 2. hilabihan a carried 
out to excess. Nabugu siya tungud sa ka
guul nga bilabiban, He became thin because 
of his excessive .sorrows. labihan, labian, hi
labihan, ilabihan, hilabian, hinglabihan, labi
hanay, hilabihanay, labhan a - nga [adj.) -a,
ka-[adj.] how very! Labibang mabala sa 
karni, Labiban kamahal sa karni! How ex
pensive the meat is! b - nga (maka-/naka
Vet'b] how it [did). Labibang makaulan din
big mabulyu, How it rains here during the 
month of July. Labiban niyang nakaantus, 
How he suffered! labihay, labihanay pud. 
(sad) It's unbelievable. Labibanay pud. Na
kaaku (makaaku) siya niana? It seems in
credible that he could do (would do) that! 

labid v [AC3; a] braid, become entwined. A-

kuy mulabid niining lanut, l will braid these 
abaca fibers into rope. Nalabid ang iyang d� 
la sa kalisud sa mga pulung, His tongue be
came twisted because of the difficult words. 
Nagkalabid ang duba ka biniktan, The two 
roosters became entwined. Kataas sa imu ng 
bubuk! Nindut labirun, How long your 
hair is! It would be nice to braid it. n s.t. 
braided. Unsay gidf;lk-un nianang imung la
bid? How big around is the rope you braid
ed? 

labigan n k.o. herb of moist places, with stout
branched, aromatic rhizomes and long, flat 
leaves with medicinal uses: Acorus calamus. 

labil n label, a n1ark put on s.t. for identifica
tion. V (A; b] label s.t. Labilan Jang ni na
tung malita, Let us label this suitcase. 

labing a like sweethearts. Labing kaayu silang
magtiayuna, They are a very loving couple. 
V [Bl] be loving. Malabing Ta manvna silag 
naay mutan-aw, They get to be very loving 
if s.o. is watching them. 

labit v [A; b) stitch with a loop that holds 
· but can be unravelled. Si Lusi ang mulabit 
nianang imungpanyu, Lucy will stitch loops 
around the edges of your handkerchief. ta
bitlabit n small bits of meat adhering to the 
bones or any part of a slaughtered animal. 
v 1 [AN; bS) stitch s.t. hurriedly and un
evenly by hand. 2 [A13) for bits of meat 
to be left adhering to bones. Pangubaag
mga urrud nga naglabitlabit sa bukug, Get 
the small bits of meat that are adhering to 
the bones. a meat which has lots of sinews. 
Gabi kaQyu usapun ning karniha, labitlabit, 
This meat is very tough to chew. It is sin
ewy. labitlabittin = LABITLABIT, a. . -ira,
-iru n one who works stitching materials. 

labka a partially cooked, usually said of root 
crops and bananas, but sometimes of cereals 
as well. Labka pa manvning kamuting imung 
gilutu, These sweet potatoes that you are 
cooking are still half done. v [B26; bScl] 
cook root crops halfway, and, by exte�sion, 
cereals.Mulabka (malabka) ang linung-ag ug 
dili maangay ang kayu, Rice will become 
unevenly cooked if the fire underneath it is 
uneven. labkahan = LABKA, a. 

lablab v l (AB12; ab2] slash, tear in a long 
slash. Malablab ang bandira ug kusgun ug 
bangin, The flag will get ripped if it is 
blown in too strong a wind. 2 (B6; cl] be 
loose fitting. Mulablab (malablab) ang � 
mung saya ug imung padakuan, Your skirt 
will be very loose if you have it enlarged. -
ang baba v [B6 ; cl] shoot off the mouth 
with unsensical, boasting talk. Naglablab 
ang baba sa tawung nabubug, The man who 
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got drunk became very talkative. n 1 big
rip, slashed part. Ang lab/ab sa saku gipt
kut, The big rip on the sack was mended. 2
nonsensical talk, boasting. a loose fitting. 

labnaw a 1 heavily diluted, having too much 
water. Labnaw ra ning pagkalugaw, This
porridge has too much water in it. Labnaw 
ug dugu, Weak-blooded, lacking drive or 
guts. 2 cool, lacking in warmth. La.bnaw si
yag tinagdan sa mga bisita kay dili iyang 
grupu, Sh� received her visitors cooly be
cause they weren't her crowd. v [B; ab7) 1
be diluted, put. too much water in a mix
ture. Nagkalabnaw man ning imung kapi 
nga dagban na binuun kag suk� Your cof
fee is becoming weaker now that you have 
lots of customers. 2 get too cold, lacking in 
ardor.

labni v [A; a) snatch, grab with a jerk, esp. 
s.t. that s.o. has. Wa mailbi sa dalaga ang 
milabni sa iyang pitaka, The maiden did not 
recognize the man who snatched her bag.
Gilabni Jang nrya ang suwat sa akung ka
mut, He just snatched the letter out of my 
hand.

labnit v [A; a) snatch s.t. attached or just 
placed s.w. with a jerk. Gilabnit ang iyang 
bangkaw ug mikaratil pagkanaug, He grab
bed his spear from the place he had put it 
and rushed out. 

labnub, labnug = LAGNUB. 
labnut v [A; a] pull s.t. with a jerk, usually 
s.t. that is in s.t. else. Sa iyang kapungut gi
labnut niya ang tabi sa sanina, In her anger 
she ripped out the stitches of her dress. Ang
kurd sa plantsa dili labnutun, binayun pag
ibut, You should pull out the cord slowly, 
not with a jerk. Gilabnutan aku niya sa bu
buk, He pulled my hair. 

labsik a lovesick. Labsik kaayu na siya, ma
ung ganiwang, He is so lovesick that he has 
grown thin. v [B12) get lovesick. 

labsit n game of tennis or pingpong played 
so that a player is declared winner if he gets 
half the score of the set without letting his 
opponent get a single point. v 1 [A; al2]
win by this method. Musukul ka naku lab
situn tika, Are you going to play against 
me? I'm going to beat you eleven to noth
ing. 2 [a12b8] get nothing for one's efforts. 
Wa ku makalabsit sa akung pagpanagat, I 

· did not go fishing for nothing. I got s.t. 
labtik v • 1 [A; b] strike with a flicking or 
snapping motion. Labtikan tikaw sa lastiku, 
I'll flick the rubber band at you. Hilabtikan
ka sa nawung ug buy-an ku ring sanga,
You'11 get lashed in the face if I let go off
this branch suddenly. 2 [B46) for a mecha-

nism to click or snap. Nagpusing pa ku, ni
labtik na diay ang kamira, I was still posing,
but the camera had already clicked. 2a [A) 
for the heart to beat. M ilabtik ang akung 
dugban sa kabinangup, My heart beat with 
joy at seeing her. n 1 whip or s.t. to flick at 
s.t. la reins of a carabao: a rope usually 
about 3-4 meters long attached to the end
of the nose cord (pangilung). It is snapped 
on the carabao's back to urge it on. 2 ac
tion of flicking. pa- hint, s.t. said indirectly. 
Ang iyang mulu nga wa pay swildu agi lag 
palabtik nga mubulam siyag kwarta, His
complaints that he hadn't been paid were 
just his way of hinting that he'd like to 
borrow money. v [A; b] give hints. 

labting v [A; b6(1)] whip s.o. by flicking s.t.
long and somewhat pliant at him. Gilabti
ngan naku siyag tualya, I flicked her with 
my towel. 

labtingaw, labtingaw � moderately salted
fish, not completely dried. v [AB6; cl] dry
fish, but not completely, with a moderate 
amount of salt. M ilabtingaw silag bulad ug 
dagbang isda para sa bungus, They half 

. dried a quantity of moderately salted fish
for the work bee. Wala malabtingaw (mu
labtingaw) ang buwad kay naulanan, The
salted fish did not dry even part way be
cause it got rained on. 

labu
1 

a 1 for ripe fruit, cooked root crops,
and squash to have a dry and consistent 
texture of meat without being soggy. 2 for 
skin to be dry. v 1 [B2] get to have a dry 
and consistent texture. 2 [BJ ·get dry skin. 
Mulabu ang panit sa siging kaligu, A person
who always goes swimming will get dry 
skin.

•Iabu2 kwartang ma- sure, easy money. 
Kwartang malabu ug maayu kang abinti, la
way ray pubunan, It's sure money if you're
a good sales agent. All you need for capital 
is yourself (lit. your saliva). 

labu1 v 1 [B; cl] sink deeply. Milabu ang 
ayis pik sa dugban ni Kindi, The ice pick 
sank deep into Candy's breast. Mu ra ka 
man ug bairan nga nalabu sa lapuk, yOU

take forever to come back when I send you
s.w. (Lit. You are like a whetstone thrown 
into the mud and fail to come up.) 2 [Al; 
c6] throw overboard. Ang mga ismaglir nag
labu sa ilang mga karga samtang gibugtaw 
sa taga kustum, The smugglers jettisoned
their cargo when the customs men pursued 
them. 3 [AP; bS] go into a woman Kinsa 
na sad kahay mulabu (mupalabu) nianang 
baybana karun� gab{i? I wonder who will 
use that woman tonight. 4 [B26; al] for 
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garments to become loose-fitting and flap
ping. Milabu (nalabu) ang iyang mga sinina 
karung daut na siya, Her clothing has gotten 
loose now that she lost weight. n depth of 
s.t. sunk in. Usa giyud ka pulgada ang labu 
sa lansang sa iyang lapalapa, The nail sank 
1" into the sole of his foot. pa- n k.o. net 
fishing whereby the net is spread before the 
sun sets and hauled in some hours later, but 
before the sun rises. v [A; c1) go net fish
ing in this way. 

labu-2 v [AN; ab2] fool s.o. by flattery or 
lies. Nalabu sa kandidatu ang mga pumipili, 
nakadaug giyud, The voters were fooled by
the candidate, so he won. - liba, - kasuy n 
s.t. said to fool s.o. Labu liba (kasuy) lang 
ang mga pasalig sa tinuryu, The Don Juan's 
promises are designed to deceive. linabu
han, pinanglabuhan n s. t. gained by flattery 
or deceit. -um-r- a flatterer, deceiver. 

labu3 v [B46) for fish to run in schools.Mu
labu ang rnga isda sa rmung tungud kun pa
tungdan mug suga, Fish gather in throngs 
beneath you if you beam a light down into 
the water. Ang paun nga iyang gisabulak 
mauy nakalabu ( nakapalabu) sa mga isda, 
The bait that he sprinkled around in the 
water made the fish gather in schools. n 
school of fish, throng of people. 

labu = LABU , v2. 
labu V [AB]A

1 for vision to get blurred; causelit to do so. Milabu ang iyang mga mata sa 
Luba, Her vision was blurred with tears. 

labu2 v [B2] grow thick and lush. Mulabu 
ang mga tanum kun hambukan, Plants will 
grow thick and lush if you loosen the soil 
around the base. a lush, thick in growth. 
Labu ug kilay, Thick eyebrows. 

lab-u = LABHU. 
labud n 1 welt. Dita ra ang walay labud ni
mu, I'll beat every inch of you. (Lit. only 
your tongue will escape welts.) 2 k.o. milli
ped, about S" long and an inch around, 
found in moist earth. The body is covered 
with a hard, black shell divided into thin 
segments which go around the body and 
overlap. It does not bite but secretes a clear 
yellow substance which burns the skin and 
may blind the eyes. 3 lies designed to con
vince s.o. (slang). Di ku mutuu nimu kay 
labud na, I don't believe you, because that 
is nothing more than big talk. v 1 [BN ; b4 
N] get welts on. Nanglabud (gipalabdan) 
ang akung bukubuku, My back has welts all 
over it. 2 [a4] infested with millipeds. Gi
labud ang silung sa amung balay, The area 
under our house is full of millipeds. 3 [A; 

a] convince s.o. with lies (slang). Nakala
bud siya sa iyang asawa nga pasuruyun, He 
told his wife some tall stories so she would 
let him go out. 

labug n 1 dish consisting of shredded boiled 
fish stewed in vinegar, coconut juice, and 
spices. 2 dish consisting of shredded broiled 
fish mixed with pickled fish. v [A; acl] fix 
labug. Labugun l.ang ni natung pagi, Let's 
cook this rayfish in vinegar and coconut . . .
JUICe. -m- = LABUG. 

labug v 1 [A; c] throw out. Dili ku mulabug 
ug butang hangtud dili madunut, l don't 
throw things away until they are rotten. 
Saba dinba, ikaw unya ·ang akung ilabug, 
Keep quiet, or I will throw you out. Nahila
bug (nalabug) ku pagliku ug kalit sa trak, I 
was thrown a distance when the bus made 
an abrupt curve. 2 [A3P; c] assign s.o. to a 
far away place. Ang kuntra niyang supirbi
sur mauy milabug niya ngadtu sa bukid, 
The supervisor that had a grudge against 
him assigned him to teach in the mountains. 
n distance to which s. t. is thrown. 

labuk v 1 [A; bl for a chicken to attack. Mi
labuk ang himungaan dihang gihilabtan ang 
pisu, The hen charged when s.o. messed 
with her chicks. la charge into a fray like a 
chicken. Gilabukan niya ang iyang kuntra 
sa dihang gimiramirahan siya, She lunged 
at her enemy when he waved his finger at 
her. l b  [CP ; acP) have cocks fight each 
other for practice. Nakiglabuk (nakigpala
buk) si Talyu sa iyang tiksas sa halsi sa i
yang silingan, Talyo had his Texas cock 
have a practice fight with his neighbor's 
Hulsey. le (A] come in a gust. Milabuk ang
hangin ug unya mikalma dayu n, The wind 
gusted and then calmed down. Katahap nga 
mil.abuk sa iyang pangisip, A suspicion that 
suddenly arose in his mind. 2 [A] go after 
what one wants. Ingun ka bayut srya. Mu
labuk sad na ug makalugar, You said he was 
a sissy, but I assure you he won't sit on his 
hands if he gets half a chance. 2a - sa h� 
lum go after what one wants without letting 
on to others. Milabuk siya sa hilum ug na
kaunag hangyu, He moved in without let
ting others notice it, and he was the first 
one to ask. n way of attacking. hilum, sik
ritu ug - doing things on the sly (secret
ly). Pahilumhilum nang tawhana, apan sik
ritug labuk, That man pretends to be quiet,
but actually he is doing things on the sly. 
(�) n action of clashing with one another. 
labuklabuk v [A; b] do s.t. intermittently. ,Igu Zang siyang mulabuklabuk sa trabahu 
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kay may lain siyang lingaw, He just appears 
at work from time to time because he has 
other diversions. 

lab-uk v [AN; b3] 1 swallow one's ··saliva. 
Nagpanlab-uk siya sa laway sa kaibug, He
swallowed his spittle in his great desire. 2 = 
LA&UK. n 1 action of swallowing the
saliva. 2 = LAD-UK.

labulabu v [AC; ab2S] do s.t. with intensity
and unrestrainedly. Ug mulabulabu ug tra
babu wa man gibapuy ingkris, If I work 
very hard, I still won't get a raise. Naglabu
labu ang kaun sa inyu, They were eating in 
great quantities and without restraint at 
your house. Hinglabulabuban lagig bawuk, 
padilidili bitaw, She was subjected to in
tense and rough kissing. That's what she 
gets for pretending not to want to. 

labun, labun 1 when in fact, actually. Gwapa
kaayu, labun bugawan diay, She is beauti
ful, but actually she has dirty habits. 2 -
kay anyway, [so-and-so] is OK. In any case 
. . .  Mus1'gut sad kug dili ta mangadtu, labun 
kay dagba n ku ug trababu, It would be all 
right with me if we don't go there. Anyway, 
I have lots of work to do. 3 while, to take 
advantage of a situation. Manan-aw tag sini 
labun dagban pa kug kwarta, Let's go see a 
movie while I still have lots of money. (➔) 
v [B46] be more prevalent. Maglabun ang 
sulti kay sa bubat, There is more talk than 
action. -ay(f-), si-, si-(�) = LABUN, 1. pa- v 
[A; ac] be partial, have preference for. Nag
palabun si Albin sa pagkatulug kay sa pag
suruysuruy, Alvin would rather sleep than 
go around. Palabunun kung mag-inusara 
kay sa magminyu nga maglisudlisud, I'd
rather be alone than marry and be financial-' ly hard up. Aku ning ipalabun ang dakung 
pabat sa tigulang, I'll give the old woman 
the bigger share. 

labung1 = DABUNG. 
labung2, labung a 1 abundant and long of 
growth. Labung (labung) ang bubuk sa a
kung anak, My child has thick, lush hair. 
Labung a .ng kugun, The saw grass is growingtall and thick. 2 exaggerating for the sake 
of bragging. Labung ug sinultihan, Boastful
in his speech. v 1 [BJ growing abundantly. 
Milabung ang mga sagbut pag-ulan, The
weeds and grasses became thick and lush 
when it rained 2 [B; cl] become boastful 
Gilabung· niya ang iyang sinultiban arun 
pagpatuu nga daku siyang asyindiru, He
spoke in a bragging way to make people 
believe he was a big plantation owner. 

labur n embroidery. v [AN; b6(1)] embroi
der. Mga madring Bilgas ang naglabur sa 

mga bi.lung pinya, The Belgian sisters em-,broidered the pineapple fiber veils. Akung
gilaburan ang tanang panyu nga akung gi
pangrigalu, I embroidered all the handke�. 
chiefs I gave out as gifts. 

laburaturyu n laboratory. 
labut n = LUBUT (dialectal). 
la.but n 1 concern, connection, part of. Wa 
kay labut sa amung g;panagsultiban, What 
we are talking about is no concern of yours. 
Wa kuy labut sa nabitabu, I have nothing to 
do with what happened 2 including. Labut 
ba ning baskit sa prisyu sa prutas? Is the
basket included in the price of the fruits? 
Labut ka sa iyang kasuku, y OU 're included 
in his anger. 3 - pa besides that. Tagaan si
yag primyu. Labut pa maasawa niya ang 
prinsisa, He will be given a reward, and be
sides he can marry the princess. v 1 [AN23;
cl] concern oneself with s. t. , be included
in the responsibility for s. t. Di Zang ku mu
/abut (man/abut) ana kay mu ra mag siyay 
sad-an, I won't mix into that affair because 
he's apparently guilty. Ayawg ilabut ang 
inaban naku sa away, Don't drag my moth
er into the quarrel (➔) v = HILABUT. hi
(➔) v {AN; a) 1 touch, meddle with s.t. or 
s.o., cause trouble or bother. Ang mubila
but niining akung butang mapawu gayud,
Whoever touches my things will get a whip
ping.Hilabtan gani nang akung mangbud, If 
you dare meddle with my little sister, . . .
2 steal. Hipusa ang rmung a/ahas, bilabtan 
unya, Put your jewels in a safe place. They 
might be stolen. 3 have sexual intercourse 
(euphemism). Wa siya mubilabut (mangbi
labut) sa iyang asawa kay nagdaut pa man 
kini, He did not have sexual intercourse. 
with his wife · because she was still sick. 4
harm. Dili na makahilabut natu ang ungu 
kay duna man!tay panagang, That vampire .can't harm us because we have a charm. 
hilabtanun a 1 meddlesome, given to steal
ing. 2 tending to molest. women. Sus, pag
bantay giyud mu anang lakiha, bilabtanun 
ra ba nag babayi, Myl Better be careful 
That man is known to be dangerous to 
women. labutlabut v 1 [B1256] become 
meddlesome. �awg labutlabut sa amung 
away, Don't meddle in our quarrel. 2 [c]
include s. t. which shouldn't be included 
Ayawg ilabutlabut sa atung lalis ang way 
la.but, Don't include irrelevant matters in 
our argument. pangi-, pan�, pangm-, pan�
hi v [A; b(l) ]  meddle in with s.t., make 
s.!t. one's business. Nganung manggilabut ku 
sa inyung prublima? Why should I mix in 
with your problems? Nganung panggilabu-
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tan pa niya ang akung kaminyuun? Why is 
he meddling into my wedding plans? ig-, 
dili ig- not related Makapangasawa ka niya, 
kay dili mu siya iglabut, You can marry her 
because she is unrelated to you. ka-an n in
volvement, responsibility. Ang taksi draybir 
may kalabutan sa kawat, The taxi driver 
had s. t. to do with the robbery. 

*labuy pa- v [A; cl] ignore s.t. saiq against 
one's own person. Maldita kaayu nang bay
bana, di giyud na mupalabay ug sulti, sukli
an giyud, That woman is ill-�arured. She 
never lets a word pass without answering 
back. lpalabuy (palabuya) Lang ang mga bu
bungibung nga way katinuan, Just ignore
groundless rumors. palabuylabuy v [A; b 
(1)) give hints. Palabuylabuyi ug sulti si 
Mama arun makasabut nga nagkinabanglan 
tag kwarta, Give Mama some hints so she 
will understand that we need money. 

labuyu n ·1  adolescent rooster. 2 wild chick
en, male or female, characterized by its 
smallness as compared with the domestic 
ones. -un a ha�ing the characteristics of a 
wild chicken 

labyug v 1 [AB46; c] swing vigorously with 
a sweeping arc. Grabiha sad nimung naka
labyug sa duyan, My, how vigorously you 
swing the hammock. Milabyug ang bagun
nga gikumbitayan ni Tarsan, The vine that 
Tarzan rode swung with sweeping arc. 1-
labyug ang pisi usa ilabay, Swing the rope 
vigorously before you throw it. 2 [Al3] 
wear a loose style of trousers. n 1 swinging
motion with a sweeping arc. 2 style of 
loose-fitting trousers. paN- v [A 13; a] go
fishing with a line. Ang katambak panla
byugun, Porgies are caught by casting a line. 
pina- n = LABYUG, n2. 

lad-an see LALA. 
lad-ang a 1 water having a slightly salty taste. 
Lad-ang ang tubig sa atabay nga duul sa da
gat, Water from a well near the sea tends to 
taste a bit salty. la for drinking water or 
soup to have a flat taste. 2 resp onding with 
no enthusiasm, coldly. Lad-ang ang iyang 
tinagdan kanaku, She gave me a cool recep
tion v 1 [ B;  a6] get, be flat or salty tasting. 
Mulad-ang (malad-ang) ang tubig human pa
bukala, Water tastes flat after it is boiled 2 
[B; al2] be cool in one's dealings with s.o. 

ladila n trowel for plastering or smoothing 
out cement. v [A; bS] use a trowel on s.t. 

ladlad v [A; c] 1 spread soaped white clothes 
under the sun to bleach them. Nagladlad si
ya sa iyang mga sinabunan sa kasagbutan, 
She spread the soaped clothes on the grass. 
Ang mga dikulur ayaw iladlad, Don't spread 

the colored things out to bleach. 2 spread
for display. Iladlad ang mga baligya sa asi
ras, Spread the goods to display th.em o� 
the sidewalk. Dili angay iladlad ang lawas 
sa publiku, It is not proper to display your 
body to the public. 2a show, present, tell 
Miladlad srya sa akung angsu nga kagaba
pun, She spread the smelly details of my 
past out for the public to enjoy. 3 [A; c]
set a fishline or net. Di ta muladlad sa pu
kut sa duba ka dupa kay mabaw ra, We will 
not set the net at two fathoms because it's 
a bit too shallow. n goods laid out on the 
sidewalk for display. Kining guntinga didtu 
niya mapalit sa ladlad, She bought this pair 
of scissors from a sidewalk vendor. :.in- n 
soaped clothes spread for bleaching. 

lads v [A] lodge, rent a room or sleeping 
space. n loge in a movie house. ladyir n 
lodger. 

lad-uk v [A; b6] 1 gulp down a liquid Mu
lad-uk Zang siyag kapi dayung adtus traba
bu, He gulps down a cup of coffee before 
leaving for work. 2 = LAB-UK. n 1 action of 
swallowing liquids. 2 quantity of liquid in a 
swallow. Tulu ka lad-uk sa tu.big igung ipu
gung sa ubaw, Three swallows of water,
enough to stave off thirst. 

ladyir see LADS. 
laga = HUIMIGAS. 
laga v [A; a] broil water or water with s. t. in 
it: coffee, medicinal herbs, and the like. 
Naglaga kug Luy-a para sa nagsakit kung ti
yan, I am brewing ginger tea for my stom-,
achache. -anan n any cooking utensil used 
for boiling purposes. 

lagaak v [B2S3(1)46] produce a loud crack
ing or splitting sound. Kusug nga nakalaga
ak ang kawayan pagpikas niini, The ham 
boo produced a loud cracking sound when 
it was split. 

lag-ab v [A; a] drink in large gulps, drink 
greedily. Adtu na pud sa tubaan. Paglag-ab
na pud didtu, Go on to the drinking stand 
Swig your toddy. Ug lag-abun nimu ang sa
baw, di na bisalinan ang uban, If you gulp 
all of the soup down, there won't be any 
left for the others. n gulp. Sa usa ka lag-ab
naburut niya ang usa ka basu, He drank up 
the glassful in one gulp. 

lag-ab a having spaces in between Lag-ab
2ang pagkasalug sa balay, The flooring was 

put in with spaces between the floor boards. 
v 1 [B2; cl] get spaces between Naglag-ab
ang kamaisan kay daghan ang wa muturuk, 
The corn plants came up far apart because 
so many failed to germinate. Nalag-aban
ang amung haul sa karsada, The road divid-
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ed our field 2 [A; b7] destroy a large po� 
tion of s.t., remove a large chunk out of. 
Ang bagyung Naring milag-ab sa amung ka
lubiban, Typhoon Naring destroyed a large 
number of our coconut plants. Gilag-aban 
ug daku ang kik, A big part was taken off 
the cake. n amount taken off. 

lag-ab
1 

v [A; b6] belch, burp. Milag-ab siya 
sa kabusug, He burped because he was full. 
Dili makatulug ang bata ug dili makalag-ab, 
The child can't go to sleep unless he burps.

lagablab (from lab/ab) a I for clothing to be 
loose so as to be flapping. 2 talking c ontin
uously and inconsequentially. Katuuban ba 
gud na nga lagablab man, Can you believe 
hirri when he babbles on all the time? v 1
[A] be loose and flapping. Nalagablab ang 
pagkatabi sa iyang sinina, After it was sew
ed, her dress was so loose it flapped. Nagla
gablab ang iyang agi sa iyang paglabay, She
passed by with her skirts flapping. Nagla
gab/ab ang bandira, The flag flapped. 2 [A;

·c ]  blab, talk too much. Sugut 1ang na si
yag way kaun basta makalagablab lang, She
doesn't mind not eating so long as she can 

· shoot off her mouth. Pagbantay unyag ki
ning imung bidunggan imung ilagablab, 
Better watch out if you blabber about what 
you heard here. 

lagak, lagak v [A; cl) lower s. t. on a line. 
Dinhi Zang natu lagakun (ilagak) ang baling, 
Let us just cast the fishing net here. n
length of line lowered. 

lagala a given to loud boasting. n action of 
boasting. Maayu sa abugadu nang lagala, 
kay dili palupig, Having a big mouth is good 
for lawyers, because no one can outdo
them. v [B12) be vocally boastful. Nagka-,lagala si Idi nga nagkadaku ang iyang ka-
tungdanan, Eddie is getting more and more 
loud-mouthed with his boasting now that 
he has been promoted. -un( ➔) a boastful 
sort. 

lagalaga n a darting light from a flickeringfire or phosphorescent light. Ang lagalaga 
sa mga aniniput nakabatag ug talagsaung 
dartag, The flashes of phosphorescence giv
en off by the fireflies gave an unusual 
brightness. v [A) give off flashes of darting
light. Naglagalaga ang lamparilya nga nabut
dan sa!gas, The kerosene lamp is flickering
because it ran out of gas. 

lagalaw (not without l) = LAGARAW. 
lagamak = LUGAMAK. 
lagang1 n chambered nautilus. 
lagapak, lagapak = LUGAPAK. 
lagaplap v [A] for s.t. flat to c ome partly 

off so as to flap. Mulagaplap ang lapalapa 

sa sapatus ug maukang, The sole of your 
shoe will flap if it c omes partly off. 

lagarat; lagarat a harsh and grating sound of
voice. Misinggit siyag pakitabang sa lagarat 
nga tingug, She called for help in a raspy, 
hoarse voice. Lagarat sa masinggan, The rat
a-tat-tat of the machine gun. v [B2S; a] for
the voice to get harsh, grating. Magkalaga
rat ang tingug sa tawu nga palainum, A
heavy drinker's voice becomes harsh with 
time. 

lagaraw n k.o. long machete with a blunt 
end which curves downward, used for rough 
clearing, picking up coconuts, and the like.
v [Al; b6) wear or use a lagaraw.

lagari n saw. V [A; a] saw. 
lagas a 1 for a person to be old. Dalagang la

1gas, Old maid 2 for c orn to ripen. Lagas
na ang mais. Sanggiun na, The corn is ma
ture, ready for harvesting. 3 ,vithered, shriv
eled up to the point that it falls off the 
stem. Nagkayamukat ang nataran sa lagas, 
The yard is untidy with all the f alien leaves. 
4 having spent long s. w. Lagas na ku d inhi 
sa Pilipinas, I've spent a long time here in 
the Philippines. v 1 [B2) for a person to 
become old Mulagas (malagas) kag dali ug 
magbinay kag panuyu, You'll age fast if 
you are always angry. 2 [B2] for c orn to 
mature, be ready for harvest. 2a [b8] be
overtaken by the ripening of corn. Malaga
san ka na Zang anang imung gitanum, dili ka 
pa makaamural, Those c orn seedlings will 
be ready for harvest before you get around 
to proposing. 3 [APB; a) for leaves, fruits 
to wither and fall off; cause them to do so. 
Yugyuga ang mansanitas arun mulagas (ma
lagas) ang mga bunga ug dabun, Shake the 
tree so that its dried leaves and fruits will 
fall off. 4 {BS] for a period of time to c ome 
to an end Magbinaybinay na kug pangbipus 
kay nagkalagas na ang adlaw, I had better 
begin packing up as the day is coming to an 
end 

lagasi v 1 [A; a] pursue, run after. Nakala
gas ku sa trak kay gilabyan Zang ku, I was
forced to run after the truck because it just 
passed me by. 2 [b8] get caught up with. 
Diin ka bilagasi? Where did they catch up 
with you? 

lagasak n splattering, pattering noise made 
by water falling on s. t. v [A] for water to
make a splattering 

,
noise. Naglagasak ang ihi 

niya sa batu, Her urine made a splashing
sound as it hit the rocks. 

lagat1 a for root crops or bananas to have a 
soft, stringy c onsistency with no flavor. La
gat ning saginga kay abat pagkabinug, These 
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bananas are soft and stringy because they 
were picked before they were ripe. v [B; a
1) get soggy and fibrous. Mulagat ang ka
muti ug madugay ug bumul sa tubig, Sweet
potatoes become soggy if they are left soak
ing in water too long. 

lapt2 a for the eyes to be bulging. (�) v [B
23] for the eyes to bulge. Nilagat ang i
yang mga mata sa kabibulung, His eyes pop
ped out of his head in surprise.

lagatak n 1 a clattering, slapping, thudding 
noise of numerous things hitting s.t. 2 = 
LAGASAK. v [A; al] 1 strike with a clatter. 
Milagatak ang mga batu sa bungbung, The 
stones hit the wall with a rattling sound. 
Milagatak ang mga sinsilyu sa simintu, The
coins dropped with a clatter on the cement 
floor. 2 shell out a large amount of money 
for s.t. not necessary. Upat ka gatus ang na
lagatak niya sa nayitklab, He spent four 
hundred pesos at the night club. 3 = 
LAGASAK. 

lagadat a for corn grits to be wet and un
evenly cooked. v [B6; cl ]  for corn grits to 
come out lagatlat. M ulagatlat ang linung-ag 
ug dagban ang tubig ug kuwang sa kayu, 
Com grits come out wet and unevenly cook
ed if you use too much water and not e
nough fire. 

lagatukan a almost cooked, but not quite. 
Lagatukan pa ang kamunggay, ayaw una 
bauna, The vegetables are not quite soft. 
Let them cook a bit longer. 

lagaw n k.o. deep sea fish with pink skin 
about 6" in length and 2" in width, caught 
in large schools. 

lagay
1 

n 1 penis (coarse). 2 scrotal sack 
encasing the testicles. v [ al 2) be hit or 
struck on the penis or in the scrotum. La
gaya siya pagpatid, Kick him in the balls. 

lagay2 v 1 [A; c ]  bribe, grease the palm 
(slang). Wa man ka mulagay mau nga gida
kup ka, You didn't give him anything, so 
you were arrested. 2 bribes given to s.o. in  
power. 

Iagba= LABA 
lagbas v 1 [A2; bS] pierce or traverse 
through. Milagbas sa iyang panumduman 
ang tingug sa iyang asawa, The voice of his 
wife passed through his mind. Milagbas ang 
lansang ngari sa pikas, The nail pierced 
through the other side. Lagbasun (lagbasan) 
ning sinilasa ug lansang, A nail can pierce 
through these slippers. 2 [A2; a123] arrive 
at a destination after having gone through 
s.t. Dugay kung kalagbas dinbi kay daghan 
kug gihapithapitan, It took me a long time 
to get here because I had to stop at several 

places. 3 [AC; be] go, bring s.t. beyond s.t. 
Tingalig magkalagbas ta, I'm afraid we
might pass by each other without knowing 
it. Makalagbas ka kaba sa iyang abilidad? 
Do you think you can surpass his ability? 
Gilagbasan namu ang inyung balay, We
went beyond your house. - sa 1 through
an area or over a stretch of time. Babaying 
naglakaw lagbas sa hawan sa tulungbaan, A
woman walking across the counyard of the 
school. 2 beyond s.t. Lagbas pa sa pusti,
Beyond the post. -anan n place one passes 
through. -in-an(➔) n a mark left by s.t. that 
passed.

lagda n pattern or outline to which s.t. is to 
conform. 1 rules of behavior or action. Lag
da sa gramatika, Rules of grammar. Lagda 
sa pamatasan, Code of behavior. 2 tempo
rary stitches to be sewn over. 2a tracing. 3 
signature. Way lagda ang ts,ki, The check 
lacks a signature. v 1 (A; c ]  give a set of
rules to be followed. Unsay gilagda sa Kudi
gu Pinal babin ni{ni? What does the Penal 
Code state about this? 2 [A; a] baste, 
make temporary stitches prior to sewing. 
Gilagdaan pa ni, dill unta maghibat, If you
had basted it first, it wouldn't have come 
out crooked. 2a IA; cl] trace a pattern. 
Ang tiil sa bata gilagda ku sa papil, I traced 
the outline of the child's foot on a piece of 
paper. 3 [A; b] affix one's signature. 

lagdas a careless, not giving s.t. its proper at
tention. v (AP; bP] 1 do s. t. without proper 
care. Mulagdas (mupalagdas) lang nag bigda 
bisan asa, He lies down any old place. Hika
iktan kay naglagdas man lag sulti, He got 
scolded because he spoke without thinking.
Gipalagdasan (gilagdasan) lang nua ang ni
gusyu maung nabangkaruta, They just let 
their business go, so it went bankrupt. 2 be 
any old place, everywhere. Gibutangan na
kug hilu anang gabii Pagkabuntag nang
lagdas na ang ilaga, I put out poison for the 
rats that night, and in the morning the rats 
were scattered all over the place. 3 [A12] = 
PA-, 1. pa- v 1 [A; b6] stay in a place with
out moving away, though there may be 
good reason to settle elsewhere. M upalagdas 
(magpalagdas) lang ku sa amu kay mabadluk 
kung mulangyt1w, I'll stay in our place for
ever beca1JSc I'm afraid to migrate. 2 (A; cl]
fish with thep./agdas set s.w. n fishing with 
a pole which is left -1one s.w.  ind tended 
only when s.� l,i�a. pam�!" .{A2) put in  
an applicationus. w. on a slim chance. Mama
lagdas lang kug aplay diba basin pag dawa
tun, I'll try my luck in applying in  case I 
am acC'epted. 
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lagdu n droplets. Gagmayng lagdu nga nami
lit sa kadahunan, Small droplets that stuck ·to the leaves.!v [ B6] form droplets, fall in 
droplets. Milagdu ang akung mga Luba sa. 
akung kaapingan, My tears formed droplets 
on my cheeks. 

lagduk n 1 a small stake. 2 penis (humorous 
slang). 3 - ang aninu noon (lit. for the 
shadow to have been driven in the ground. 
like a stake). 3a noon (short for lagduk ang 
aninu). Lagduk na (ang aninu) pag-abut 
namu, It was noon when we arrived. v 1
[A; b] drive a small stake into the ground. 
Maglagduk kug tugwayan sa kabaw, I'll
drive a peg to tether my carabao to. la 
stick s.t. into s.t. Jlagduk ang kandila sa kik,
Stick the candles into the cake. lb [A; c] 
hold oneself upright and firm. Makalagduk
na si Bibi pagtindug, Baby can stand by her
self now. 2 [Al 3; c] put a fighting cock 
out in the yard by staking the tether string
to the ground. Kinsay naglagduk sa manuk
diris gardin? Who tied the cock here in the 
garden? 3 [A; a2] in bowling, throw the 
ball keeping the feet together in place with
out moving them or taking a step. Nakalag
duk na ku, apan wa ku kadaug, I tried throw
ing the ball without taking a step, but I 
couldn't win. 4 [B3; b4] for the sun to be
directly above one. Mulagduk ang adlaw ug 
maalas dus� The sun gets directly above 
you at twelve o'clock. 4a be, become noon. 
Gilagdukan na Zang siya sa adlaw wa pa gi
yud mahumag daru, It was already noon, 
and he still had not finished plowing. 4b 
for s. t. to be above one like the sun. M ilag
duk akung tabanug, My kite soared above 
me. 4c [B246; cl] for the eyes to roll up
wards. Milagduk iyang mata sa kalami, Her
eyes rolled upward in ecstacy. (➔) v [a4]
become absent-minded. Uy,gilagduk na ti
ngali ka kay wala ka mQkapanira sa imung 
karsunis, My, you have become absent
minded because you haven't buttoned up 
your pants. -an(�)!= LAGDUK. n 1.

lagdung n sinker for a fishing line, net, or 
any other rope dropped into the sea. v [ b] 
use or put a sinker. 

laghang = LAHANG (plural), a and v. 
laghaw a low and throaty in voice. Laghaw
ang tingug ni Lurin Bakal, Lauren Bacall
had a low and throaty voice. v [B; cl] be,•become husky I rasping. Makalaghaw (maka-
palagbaw) ug tingug ning sip-un, Colds
make the voice weak and throaty. 

laghay a for s. t. in grains or powder to be 
hard and dry. Gaan ang laghay nga mung
gus, Dry mung beans arc light. - nga ubu 

dry cough, difficult with no discharge. v [ B 
1; cl] be, become hard and dry. Ilaghay
(laghaya) paglung-ag ang kan-un, Cook the 
rice hard and dry so that each grain is sep
arate.

laghus (from labus) v [A; ac] proceed, take 
s.t. directly s.w. Di ku magdugay dinhi. Mu
laghus ku· sa akung gidulngan, I won't stay 
here long. I'll go directly to the place I'm 
headed for. a straight without bends. 

lagi particle used to assert emphatically that 
s.t. is what it is. 1 particle giving assurance 
about s.t. the interlocutor may be inclined 
to disbelieve: believe it or not, I assure you 
[so-and-so] is the case. Ayaw ug kabalaka 
kay muabut lagi si Mama mu, D.on't worry. 
Your mother will come back. Wa lagi naku 
tuyua. Ayaw kasuku, I told you I didn't 
mean to do it. You shouldn't get angry. la
in narration, a particle acknowledging that 
there might be reason to disbelieve: believe
it or not. Ang manuk lagi ni Pidru nga ba
yat nakabunu, Believe it or not, that weak
ling cock of Pedro's managed to win! lb
kay - because, after all, that is what one 
would expect. Tungud lagi kay abtik man 
tu siya, siyay nakadaug, And since he was, 
after all, pretty smart, he won. 2 expressing 
surprise at s.t. contrary to one's expecta
tions. Ingun kang wa. Nia ra man lagi, You
said it was gone, but here it is! Ingun kang 
dili mulubad, milubad man lag� You said it 
wasn't going to fade, but it did. 2a  naa na 
pud - expression of deep exasperation at 
s.t. that occured a second time, which al
ready was exasperating to start out with. 
Naa na pud lagi. imu na pung gihilabtan,
There you go again. You touched it again. 
2b apan - but despite what might have 
been expected. Apan lagi, dinhi puy pipila 
nga nanambung, However, there were a few 
who attended. 2c [so-and-so] is the case, 
after aJl, much as one might wish it other
wise. Nalipay nga naadtu sa Amirika ang i
lang anak, piru kay anak man lagi, minga
wun giyud sila, They are happy that their 
son went to the States, but because he is, 
after all, their son, they will miss him. 2d 
with a repeated command or request: didn't
I tell you to do [so-and-so]? Now do it! 
Jbutang lagi nang kutsi/,yu, Didn't I tell you
to put that knife down? Ayaw lagig saba, I 
sa,id stop that noise. Tris lagi Di lagi ni ika
tugut ug dus, I said three. I told you I can't 
let you have it for two. 3 indicating that 
the speaker was right all along about a cer
tain point in contention: see,. I told you. 
Lagi, giingnan ta lagi kang hustu tu, See, I· 
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told you that was right! 'Uu. Mubalik gi
yud ku. Duul ra man.!' - 'Lagi, ' 'Yes, I will 
come back again. Anyway, it's right close.' 
- 'Yes (that's what I've been saying).' daan 
pa - [gen.] that's what [gen.] thought. Da
an pa lagi ku, wa srya dinbi, That's just what 
I thought! He's not here. 3a conceding a 
point with some reservation. 'Gwapu siyag 
kutsi. ' - 'U lagi, piru inutang, ' 'He's got a 
nice car.' - 'He sure does, but it's not his.' 
v [b(l)] emphatically assure s.o. by saying 
lagi to him. Di ku musalig sa iyang pasalig 
bisan ug gilagiban ku niya, I won't count on 
his prqmises even though he assured me 
emphatically.

lag-i n thin piece of bamboo or rattan used 
for flooring, fencing, or tying. v [a; a] split 
bamboo or rattan ..

lag-id a hard, tough. Lag-id ang tugas labi 
na a�g iyang lubas, Molave is a hard wood,
esp. the heartwood. 

lag-id2 v [A; be) brush, whizz, speed by s. t. 
touching or grazing it slightly. Duba ka ibu 
ang milag-id (naglag,id) niya, Two sharks ,whizzed by him. Igu lang nakalag-id sa i-
yang nawung ang bala, The bullet just 
grazed his face. 

lagilagi kinds, quality. Lagilagi ang buluk sa 
bangaw, The rainbow has various colors. v 
[A; cl6] be, get, make various kinds. Dili 
ta makalagilagi sa putabi kun wa tay kwar
ta, We can't have all different kinds of 
food if we have no money. Ayaw lagilagiba 
(ilagilagi) ang imung agi, Don't vary your 
penmanship. ka- of all different kinds. v [A
13) be of all different kinds. Ang utan nga 
magkalagilagi lamian, A vegetable stew of 
various kinds of vegetables tastes good. 

lagilhi v [A; b] smooth sticks by scraping or 
whittling off unnecessary edges. Siyay mi
lagilbi sa kawayang igsalalug, He smoothed 
the slats to put in as flooring.

liging= LUGING. 
lagingling n soft tinkling sound. Ang laging
ling sa kampanilya, The tinkling of the 
small bell. Ang lagingling sa iyang kinataw
an, The tinkling of her laughter. v [A; cl] 
make a tinkling sound. 

laginit v [B2S45] emit a ripping, tearing 
sound. Nagkalaginit ang panit nga gilaras, 
The leather that was sliced gave a ripping 
sound. n a ripping, tearing sound. Nadu
ngug namu ang laginit sa pagkasisi sa iyang 
karsunis, We heard the sound of his trou-

. . . ,sers r1pp1ng. -111- = LAGINIT, n. 
lag-it a 1 rough and sharp. Mga lag-it nang 
mga batu, Those rocks are sharp and rough. 
la sharp, keen, piercing. 2 hard and dura-

ble. Lag-it nga kabuy, panit, Hard wood, 
durable leather. v 1 [B12; a] be, become 
sharp, piercing. Sigibig baid bangtud malag
it, Keep working at it until it becomes 
sharp. Dinba na ang babayi batiag kabadluk 
sa nagkalag-it na ang tinan-awan sa tawu ka
niya, The girl didn't feel frightened until 
the man started shooting penetrating 
glances at her. 2 [B] be, become hard and 
durable. Mulag-it ang kamay ug latikun, 
Sugar becomes crystallized if you make it 
into syrup.

lagiti n a sharp, snapping or cracking sound. 
Ang lagiti sa pistulang gikak, The snapping 
of the pistol that was cocked. v [B46]
make a cracking, snapping sound. M ilagiti 
ang gamayng sanga nga akung natumban, 
The twig cracked when I stepped on it.Ang
asin mauy nakalagiti (nakapalagiti) sa kayu, 
The salt thrown into the fire made it crac
kle. -in- = LAGITI, n. 

lagiting a intense heat of the sun. Mulakaw 
kang lagiting ang init? Do you have to go 
when the heat is scorching? v [A) for the 
sun's heat to get intense. 

lagiw v [B56; b3c] run away, escape from a 
place. Milagiw (nalagiw) ang mutsatsa kay 
gidagmalan, The maid ran away because she 
was badly treated. Unsay imung gilagiwan 
sa inyu? Wtat did you escape from at 
home? Ilagiw ang imung uyab gikan sa i
yang pamanbunun, Take your girl away
from her husband-to-be. n escapee, stow
away. Nasakpan ang lagiw sa pinal kuluni, 
They caught the escapee from the penal
colony. ka- V = LAGIW. kagiw = KALAGIW. 

lagiwliw n spiny outgrowths from bamboo 
plants. v [A; b) gather lagiwliw.

lagkaw n makeshift shelter for staying in 
temporarily. v [A; a] make a temporary 
shelter. Naglagkaw ang mga bakwit sa la- . 
sang, The evacuees erected lean-to's in the 
forest. -in- a built like a temporary shelter. 

l lag a 1 fallen off. Mga lag lag nga dabun, agFallen leaves. 2 destroyed, ruined. Laglag
nga mga damgu, Ruined dreams. v 1 [B ;  a]
fall off, cause to do so. Ang bangin naglag
lag sa mga lusuk sa bumay,-The wind caused 
the grains of rice to fall off. Nagkalaglag
ang iyang bubuk human masakit sa tipus, 
Her hair has been constantly falling off af
ter her bout with typhoid. Gilaglag niyag 
tuyu ang panyu arun naku punitun, She 
dropped the handkerchief on purpose so 
that I would pick it up. 2 [B6) abort, have 
a miscarriage or an abortion. Prisubun ang 
duktur nga mulaglag ug bata, A doctor who 
performs abortions will be put in prison. 
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Bag-u pa siya nga nalaglagan, She just had a 
miscarriage. 3 [AB12; a] bring to a down
fall, destroy. Ang Diyus naglaglag sa Su
dum, God dest1.1oyed Sodom. ma-un a de
structive. Malaglagu ng hunahuna, Destruc
tive thoughts. 

laglum see LALUM.
lagmaw = LUGMAW.
lagmun n impulse, what one wants to do at 
a certain instant. Unsa may lagmun ku? Sa 
pagkakita kung nanagan sila, midagan sab 
ku, When I saw them run away, my impulse
was to run away, too. 

lagmit likely, the chances are very good that 
s.t. will happen. Ayuhag baat kay lagmit 
mabadbad ang hukut, Tie it well because 
the knot will likely come undone. Lagmit 
sa (ang) mapasahan sa gutum mabuang, A
person who has become over-hungered is 
likely to go crazy ma- = LAGMIT. ka-an 1= 
LAGMIT. 2 probability. Ang kalagmitan 
nga may glra dili' ikalimud, It cannot be de
nied that there is a good likelihood of war. 

lagnak a loose, sagging. Lagnak ra nang pag
kahigut sa muskitiru, The mosquito net has 
been tied so that it is sagging. v [B; cl] be, 
become slack, loose. Nagkalagnak ang iyang 
mga sinina gikan sa iyang pagkasakit, Her
dresses have become too loose for her after 
her sickness. 

lagnas v [A; b(l)) for water to spread out or 
flow over. Mulagnas ang tubig sa suba ngad
tu sa pilapilan ug tingbaha, Water from the 
river spreads over the rice paddies during
the flood season. Basta dakung dagat mag
lagnas ang amung silu.ng, When the tide is
high, water spreads under our house. 

lagnaw = LABNAW.
lagnay a sagging for lack of firmness. Lagnay
kaayu ang unlan nga kuwang sa dasuk, A 
pillow that lacks stuffing is very soft. v [B;
a2] sag for lack of firmness. M ulagnay ang 
tutuy sa inahan basta di na sus-an, The
breast of a mother sags after she stops .nursing.

lagnub n erect shrub or small tree with 
smooth, glaberous, and shiny oval leaves, 
used to stop bleeding: Ficus hauili. 

lagnut = LABNUT.
lagpad = LAPAD (plural).
lagpak v [A; alb2] 1 slap, strike a part of 

one's body with the hand or with s.t. flat. 
Kinsa iung naglagpak sa akung bukubuku? 
Who slapped my back? 2 [A; b] patch a
hole. Lagpaki na lang na bisag unsa arun di 
ka liliun, Patch that with anything so they 
won't peep at you. Pula ang ilagpak sa 
akung sinina, Use a red piece of cloth to 

patch the tear in my dress. n slapping
sound. -in- n having a checkered or striped
design. Linagpak nga hinabul, Cloth woven
in a checkered design. v [A; a] weave cloth
in a checkered design. 

lagpang v [AN; cl] broil peeled mature ba
nanas. Lagpangun (ilagpang) niya ang salin 
nga saging linung-ag, He will broil ·the left
over cooked bananas. -in- n broiled bananas. 

lagpi v [A; a2] harvest corn. Hinug na ang
pusu sa mais hustu -nang lagpiun, The corn
ears are ripe, just right for harvest. -unun n 
corn that is ready for harvest. 

lagput v 1 [B26; b6] be knocked a distance. 
Milagput ang hula ug layu pagpatid ni Ru
mi, Romy kicked the ball, and it flew off in
the distance. Hilagputan ku sa iyang /away,
I was hit by his spit. Nalagput ku nga giig
waran niya, I was thrown to the side when 
she hit me with her buttocks. 2 [B246)
remove from a job, expel. Nalagput na siya 
sa iskuylahan. Hasta ikaw mulagput ug di 
ka mag-amping, He was kicked out of 
school, and you will be, too, if you don't 
watch it. 3 [B26) be caused to move with 
alacrity. Milagput mi pagkadungug sa man
dasiyun, We moved off smartly when we 
heard the command. pa- v [A; cl] 1 cause
to fly off. 2 expel from school or job. Wa 
na Lang naku siya ipalagput (palagputa) sa 
iyang gisap-an, I ·didn't expel him from the 
land he was working. 

lagsaw a for the voice to be cracking, dry. v
[BJ get to be cracked and dry. Milagsaw· ang tingug sa bata ug binilak, The child's 
voice became hoarse from crying. 

lagsaw2 a 1 tall and lanky. 2 having bones 
sticking out prominently. v [B; b6) 1 be
come tall and lanky. Milagsaw lag kalit ang
batan-ung lalaki sa pagkabayung na, The
young-boy suddenly shot up when he reach
ed his teens. 2 for the bones to stick out. 
Naunsa man kang nanglagsaw na nang i
mung gu"suk? What's the matter with you 
that your ribs are sticking out? 

lagsaw3 n deer. 
lagsik a 1 speedy and energetic. la doing s.t. 
quickly. Lagsik kaayu siyang mulalag banig, 
He is quick in weaving mats. 2 healthy. Lag
sik na man si Mama. Wa nay bilanat, Moth
er is fine again. She doesn't have any fever 
any more. v [B; ab] get to be energetic, 
healthy. Milagsik ang ilang mga lakang pag
taligsik, They started walking faster when it
started to rain. Jnum sa imung tambal arun 
ka malagsik, Take your medicine so you get 
your energy. ka- n briskness. ma-un a of a 
qui�k, brisk, healthy sort. 
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lagsik2 v [B456; b2) for small things to fly 
off, splatter. Milagsik ang lapuk pagluksu 
naku, Mud splattered in all directions when 
I jumped. Nanglagsik ang bildu pagkabulug 
sa basu, Bits of glass flew off when the tum
bler fell. Hilagsikan ku sa iyang laway pag
sulti niya, His saliva splattered on me when 
he spoke. n matured coconut fruits which 
were thrown in all directions as they were 
gathered from the trees. -in- n s.t. that flew 
off. 

lagsut v [B246; b2) splatter up or out, for 
things in pieces to scatter in various direc
tions. Mulagsut ang iyang /away inigsulti, 
His saliva showers you when he talks. Na
ngalagsut ang mga lubi sa pagkabulug sa bu
lig, The coconuts that came off the tree fell 
all over the place. 

lagtang v [A; a] roast kernels of corn. Du
1nay nanimabu, may naglagtang tingali ug 

mais, S.t. smells good. S.o. must be roasting 
corn kernels. -in- n roasted corn kernels. 

lagtang2 n k.o. woody vine, the seeds of 
which are roasted and used for poisoningfish: Anamirta cocculus. v [AN; bS) fish 
using this plant as poison. -in-an n fish 
caught in this way. 

lagtiw v [B26] 1 for s.t. small to be knocked 
off to a distance. Mu rag milagtiw (nalag
tiw) ang akung ispiritu pagbutu sa bumba, 
It seemed that my spirit left my body when 
the bomb exploded. Nanglagtiw ang mga 
binugba nga iyang gibundak, Pieces of wood 
flew off in all directions when he dropped 
the logs. 2 be caused to move with alacrity 
under some pressure. Nalagtiw ming gising
kaban ug sugu, We moved smartly when we 
were given orders in no uncertain terms. 

lagtub a 1 giving off a single thud. 2 giving a 
crunchy sound. 2a cooked half-way so that 
it is still crunchy. 2b cooked so that it is 
crisp. 3 inflamed, blistered (like s.t. cooked 
crisp). Unsa man nang lagtub sa imung buk
tun? What is that blister on your arm? v 1 
[A) giving a thudding sound. Naglagtub ang
batu sa iyang bukubuku, The stone bounced 
off his back with a thud. 2a [B; cl)  get to 
be cooked in a half-done manner. Lagtuba
(ilagtub) pagsugba ang atay, Broil the liver 
rare. 2b get to be overcooked, till it is 
crisp. Mulagtub ang adubug lat-an usa, The 
spiced meat will get crisp if you boil it first. 
3 [BJ blister (like s.t. fried crisp). pina- n 1 
food that is broiled or fried half-way. Mais 
nga pinalagtub pagkaanag, Corn broiled 
half-way. 2 food fried crisp. 

lagu a filthy, very dirty. Ilisi nang kurtinaba, 
lagu na kaayu, Change the curtains. They 

are so filthy. v [B; a) be, become filthy. ka
( �) v [Al3) all covered with dirt. Nagkala
gu siya gikan sa trababu, He was filthy when 
he came from work. -un a dirty-looking.

lagub
1 
v [A2C; cl] join s.t. of value together, 

as money, land, business. Mulagub ku sa in
yung nigusyu, I will join your business. 
Nagkalagub ang amung duba ka luti sa usa 
ka titulu, Both of our lots are included in 
the same title. Laguba (ilagub) ang inyung 
pubunan arun mu makalihuk sa nigusyu, 
Pool your capital so that you can start a 
business. 

lagub v [A; bell for s.t. long to penetrate 
all tfie way into s.t. (not said of things put 
in a case). Milagub ang Lansang sa iyang la
palapa, The nail went all the way into the 
sole of his foot. 

lagubu, lagubu n dull, hollow thudding
sound. Ang lagubu sa bawud sa baybayun, 
The thudding of the waves on the seashore. 
v [B46P) be thudding in a hollow way. Mi
lagubu ang akung likud sa iyang sumbag, 
My back resounded with his thudding 
blows. -in- n = LAGUBU. 

lagudlagud n ovary of a sow. laya ug - inca
pable of bearing children, said of a woman 
who marries late in life (derogatory). Ang
babaying dugayng maminyu Zaya na ug la
gudlagud, A woman who marries late in 
life is incapable of bearing children. 

laguk n 1 sticky, resinous substance taken· 1 ,from trees, esp. the tipulu tree. 2 trap for 
birds and small insects using this resin. The 
trap is baited and the birds get stuck. v [Al
2N; ab2) trap birds with laguk. Nakalaguk 
si Silis ug limukun, Celes caught a dov� 
with laguk. paN- v [A2; b6( 1)) go trap 
game with laguk.

laguk2 v [A] for a liq�id to come out scanti
ly from its source. Igu na Lang nilaguk ang 
tu.big sa tubud, The water in the spring was 
just coming out in a few drops. Wa giyud
mulaguk ang iyang mata sa pagkamatay sa 
iyang inahan, Not a tear formed in her eyes 
when her mother died. Wa na giyud magla

k ang sanggutan tungud sa huwaw, Thegucoconut palm didn't produce a drop of tod
dy because of the drought. 

laguk3 = LAD-UK. 
lag-uk = LAD-UK. 
lagukluk (from lukluk) v [A; b(l)] hide, 
conceal by staying out of sight or away 
from the open. Di ka giyud makalagukluk 
ug pangitaun ka nila, You can't hide from 
them if they look for you. Lawum ang lu
ngag nga gilaguklukan sa kasag, The hole 
where the crab hid itself was deep. 
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lagulu n coarse fern with huge leathery pin
nate leaves found in open mud flats, in 
mangrove swamps, and along tidal streams: 
Acrostichum aureum. 

lagum a dirtyish white, greyish. Lagum ang 
linabban ug di iladlad, Washed clothes are 
greyish if they are not bleached. Lagum na 
ang iyang ngabil kay nagdugayg bumul sa 
dagat, His lips are blue from staying in the 
water too long. v [B; b6] be, become dark
ish, greyish in color. Milagum (nalagum) si
ya kay sigig kaligu sa dagat, He has become 
dark because he always goes swimming. 
paN-(�) v [A23] get dark all over in color. 
Nanglagum ang bata nga dugayng natawu, 
The baby that took long to be delivered is 
blue all over. Nanglagum ang bukubuku sa 
binunalan, His back is black and blue from 
being beaten too much. 

lagumlum (from lumlum) v 1 [A13; b(l)]
for s. t. to lie dormant and hidden beneath 
or inside s.t. Naglagumlum sa atung kabuki
ran ang dagbang mina, Ores to be mined are 
lying dormant in our mountains. Naglagum
lum nga kabadluk sa iyang dugban, Fear 
lurking in her heart. 2 [A; c16] keep s.t. 
one doesn't own or should share for one
self. Ang tagakustum kusug mulagumlum 
sa dili ila, The Customs people are quick to 
keep things that don't belong to them. A

yaw lagumluma ang sikritu. Ibutyag, Don't 
keep the secret to yourself. Tell us. 3 [A; b 
3) stay s.w, for some good reason. Mila-
gumlum siyag usa ka simana sa iyang pana
gat, He stayed out fishing for a week. Unsay
imung lagumluman sa tubaan, di inum? 
What are you hanging around at the toddy 
stand for if not to drink? 

lagumu, lagumu a producing a crunchy 
sound. Lagumu ang sinangag mais kan-un,
Roasted grains of corn are crunchy to eat. 
v [A2S; ell make a crunching, grinding 
sound. Milagumu ang bi/au nga gigaling, 
The glass made a crunching noise as it was 
ground.

lagumuk, lagumu k1 n the sound of s. t. brittle 
which is being crushed. v [A; b6] produce 
this sound. Milagumuk ang itlug nga akung
bitumban, l stepped on the egg and it made 
a crunching sound. 

lagumuk2 v [A23P; cl] fall down helpless on 
the floor, ground, ring, etc. M ilagumuk sa 
ring ang·kuntra ni llurdi, Elorde's opponent 
fell prostrate on the ring. 

laguna n a meadow. v [B126) turn into a 
weed-covered field. 

*lagunda Culu- v [A; cl] fall asleep some 
place other than one's usual sleeping place 

before transferring to one's own bed. A
yaw paglulagunda diba sa sala kay mabina
yak ka, Don't take a nap in the living room 
because you won't be able to wake up till 
morning.

lagundi n k.o. shrub of thickets and waste 
places, bearing palmately-arranged groups
of fine leaflets, with a velvety undersurface, 
used as a poultice for panubut: Vitex ne
gundo.

lagung n name given to flies larger than 
houseflies, including the bluebottle fly. v 
[a4] be infested with lagung. Gilagung ang 
patayng iru, The dead dog was covered with 
bluebottle flies. ambut sa • - see MtBUT. 
simhaku - see SIMBA. 

lagunit n screeching, ripping sound. Ang la
gunit sa tayaung Lansang nga giibut, The 
screeching of the rusty nail that was pulled 
out. v [A) make a ripping, screeching 
sound. Naglagunit ang papi/, nga gilaksi sa 
bungbung, The paper that was ripped off 
the wall made a ripping sound. 

lagunut, lagunut n dull ripping sound, as 
when weeds are pulled out. v [A) make a 
dull ripping sound. Milagunut ang gamut sa 
sagbut nga giibut, The roots of the weeds 
made a dull ripping sound as they were up
rooted. 

lagupu, lagupu n dull cracking sound of 
bones. (�) v [A2S] for bones to make a 
dull cracking sound. 

lagurul v [A; b] shave the head clean. Gila
gurulan ang prisu nga patyunun, They
shaved the prisoner's head clean. 

lagurut n grating sound or sound of uproot
ing s.t. Ang lagurut sa balhibu sa manuk 
nga gilabnut, The sound of the chicken 
feathers being pulled out. v [A2S] make 
this sound. Naglagurut ang kamuti nga gi
lidgid, The sweet potatoes make a scratch
ing sound as they were being grated.

lagus n gums. A ng  iyang lagus makita inig 
katawa niya, Her gums show when she 
laughs. t 

lagusa n hissing, splashing sound of water. 
Ang lagusa sa busay, The swirling sound at 
the bottom of a waterfall. v {A  13] hiss, as 
when waves dash on the rocks or bubbles 
burst. Ang balud nga naglagusa sa lapyaban, 
The waves hissing against the beach. 

lagusu v [A; c6] involve, include s.o. in some 
sort of mischief or punishment. Ikaw mauy 
nakalagusu ( nakapalagusu) naku sa tinuntu, 
You dragged me into doing mischief. Ayaw
kug ilagusu sa imung kasaba kay wa kuy /a
but, Don't scold me, too, because I didn't 
have any part in it. 
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lag{tsu n a soft,crunching sound, as for exam
ple that produced by chewing s.t. fleshy 
and easy to chew, but not soft. v [A2S]
produce such a sound. Mulagusu ang kapa
yas nga tagudtud ug kan-un, A hard but 
ripe papaya produces a faint crunching
sound when you eat it. 

lagut v 1 [A; al2] chew tobacco. Babu ug
baba ang tawung mulagut, A person who 
chews tobacco will develop foul-smelling 
breath. Lagutun ku ning tabakua, I'll chew 
this tobacco. 2 [Al3; al] do chewing mo
tions. Ang kabaw tmglagut kanunay, The ,carabao is always chewing. Iya Jang gilagut
ang karn� He just chewed the meat. n chew
ing tobacco. a for a child to be so cute one 
would love to pinch or bite it. Lagut kaa
yung bataana. Kaayu dyung kusiun, This
child is so cute. How I'd love to pinch it. 
(�) v 1 [A; cl] gnash the teeth. Gilagut
n�� ang iyang ngipun sa kasuku, She gnash
ed her teeth in anger. 2 [B146; b3(1)c3] 
get irritated, angry. Naglagut si [buy sa i
mung, sugsug, Iboy was irked at your teas
ing. Angay ba na nimung ikalagut (kalagu
tan)? ls that worth getting mad about? a
irritating, irksome. Lagut kaayu nang bata
ana, samukan, That brat is very irritating. 
He's a pest. pa·(�) v [A; ac] get s.o.'s goat. 
Unsa na puy ilang ipalagut naku.? What 
are they going to think of next to annoy 
me? n s.t. to irk, anger s.o. or rouse s.o. to 
resentment. paN- v [A2] for a child to be
teething. Paliti ug lagutan ang bata kay 
nanglagut na, Buy the baby a teething ring
because he's beginning to teeth. -an n teeth
ing ring. -unun n tobacco for chewing. ma
ka-r-, maka-r-(f-) a very maddening. Makala
lagut kanang imung binuang, Your foolish
ness is maddening. ma-un(f-) a irritated. 
ka-(�) n anger, irritation. t

lagut2 v [B126) be knocked to a distance 
by a force. Nalagut ang bisiklitang bidum
bulan sa dyip, The bicycle was thrown off 
to a distance because the jeep bumped into 
it.

lagutmun see LAGUTUM. 
lagutu n 1 dull, cracking sound. 2 for rice or 

corn grits to be half-cooked, such that they 
still crunch. v 1 [AN] make a dull, thick, 
cracking sound.Milagutu angakung lutaban 
pagtindug naku, My joints made a dull 
cracking sound when I stood up. Ang nag
panlagutu nga pundu sa gangu, The creak
ing of the ropes tying the large raft. 2 [ B 1 S;
b6] for rice or corn ·grits to be half-cooked. 

lagutub v [A2S] make a low, prolonged, res
onant thud Milagutub ang kilid sa tangki 

nga· nasagbiran sa trak, The tank made a 
prolonged thudding sound when the truck 
scraped it. Naglagutub ang bumbu nga nag
kalinding sa bandag, The drum resounded 
as it rolled down the slope. n this sound. 

lagutuk n knocking sound produced when 
the bony part of the body is hit, cracking 
sound of bone joints. Ang lagutuk sa tubud 
sa iyang pagtindug, The cracking of his
knees when he stood up. v [B2-346) pro
duce this sound. (➔) =  LAGUTU, n 2, v 2.

lagutum (from gutum) v [A; be] eat, feed 
with root crops and bananas in times of 
scarcity. Naglagutum mig balangbuy pagg� 
ra, We ate nothing but cassava during the 
war. Gilagutuman nakug kamuti ang mga 
bata paggutum, l fed my children sweet po
tatoes during the famine. Ang gabi ikalagu
tum ug magnihit ang pagkaun, Taro can 
substitute for the staple food when food is 
scarce. lagutmun n crops which can be used 
to replace the staple (corn or rice): root 
crops and cooking bananas. Ang binignit n� 
lutu sa nagkalainlaing lagutmun, Binignit is
a sweet soup made of all different kinds of 
root crops and cooking bananas. v [A13 ]  = 
LAGUTUM, v.

lagutuy v [B4S6; b4). for the stomach to
have nothing in it. Naglagutuy ang tiyan sa 
nagpuasa, The man who was fasting was 
starving to death. Nalagutuyan ang babuy 
nga nakalimtan ug pasaw, They forgot to 
feed the pig for a long time and it practical
ly starved to death. 

laguy 1 = LAGIW. 2 going about to avoid 
work, not staying put. Gipapabawa siya kay 
laguy man, He was fired, because he never 
stayed put in his place. laguylaguy V [A; b 

l(1)) roam around on the job. Gamay siyag 
agi kay nagbinay lag laguylaguy, He hardly 
accomplished anything because all he ever
did was gad about on the job. 

laguylaguy2 v [A; cl] chew s.t. tough. Igu
Jang siyang makalaguylaguy sa kubal, She
couldn't do anything but chew away at the 
tough pork rinds. 

laguyluy = BY ATILIS. 
lagwirta n small vegetable garden or, by ex
tension, a yard planted to grass or flowers. 

lagwis a tall and slender. Lagwis kaayu ug 
mga bitiis nang baybana,mu rag tukun, The
legs of that woman are long and straight
like a bean pole. Lagwis nga pinuti, Long
sword. v [B3(1);  b6] grow tall and slender. 
Mulagwis ang kawayan, Bamboo grows tall 
and slender. 

lagwum = LAGLUM. see LALUM.
lagyu = LAGIW. 
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lagyum = LAGLUM. see LALUM. 
laha v [A; b6( 1)] trim or clean the top of co
conut trees to prepare them for becoming 
toddy-producing palms. 

lahang n crack in between s.t. Naglili siya 
sa lahang sa bungbung, He was peepingthrough the cracks in the walls. a ·have
spaces in between, be at wide intervals. 
Gwapa unta apan /ahang lag ngipun, She
would be beautiful if it were not for her 
teeth which are too wide apart. v [AB; cl]
be so arranged as to have spaces in between. 
Kinsay naglahang ug pugas sa mais? Who
planted the corn so far apart? Naglahang 
man ning sawug. Simputa, The floor slats 
are so wide apart. Put them close together. 

la.hap v [A; ab2] slice a thick slab off, cut
off s.t. wide and thick. Mulahap unta kug 
gamay para isugba, I'd like to slice off a 
chunk to broil. Ang baha nakalahap ug da
kung parti sa iyang yuta, The flood took off 
a big chunk from his land. Nalahap ang tu
muy sa iyang tudlu sa blid, The blade sliced 
off the tip of his finger. a having been cut 
widely and deeply. Kausik sa mansanas, la
hap nga pagkapanit, What a waste! The ap
ples were peeled with so much flesh adher
ing to the peels. -in- n chunk sliced off. -in
an n s. t. from which a chunk has been cut 
off.

lahawlahaw v [A; bS] wander without pur
pose over a wide area. Nalahawlahaw (nala
haw/ahawan) na naku ang tanang suuk sa 
kalibutan, I have wandered aimlessly over 
the face of the earth.

*lahay walay - 1 not having a liking, inclina
tion for s.t. Wa kuy Lahay sa baskit, I have 
no inclination for basketball. 2 lacking fla
vor. Wa/ay /abay ang kan-un kun bilantan 
ta, Food doesn't taste good when one is
sick. v 1 [B23(1)46; b4] feel like doing s.t. 
Ang tawung bilantan dili mu/ahay sa kaun 
(layhang mukaun), A perlon with a fever 
won't feel like eating. 2 [A; b(l)l do liber
ally to one's heart's content. Mulabay silag 
katulug kun wa ang agalun, They sleep to 
their hearts' content when the mistress!· is
not home. lahaylahay v [A; b(l)] do s.t. to
pass the time. Maglabaylahay lang kug basa 
samtang maghulat nila, I will pass the time 
reading while I wait for them. 

lahi a different. Kada tawu lahi sa usa, Each 
person is different from every other. v 1 [B 
C; ac) be different or dissimilar� Malahi gi
yud kag muadtu kag magdyins, You'll sure
ly be different.from everyb<>dy else if you 
go there in jeans. Naglahi ang ilang hitsura 
bisag kaluha si/a, They look different even 

though they are twins. Ilabi (labia) ang
pagkaun sa mga binatunan sa atu, Give the
servants different food from ours. 2 [AC 
12] do s. t. apart from others or the main 
group. Mulabi sila sa grupu inigpangaun na, 
They eat in a small group off to themselves. 
pa- v [A; a] do s.t. different from the ordi
nary. Dili ku manundug, mupalahi gryud ku,
I won't imitate, I'll do s. t. different. lahila-

� hi a of differertt kinds. Lahilahing mga pa
naptun ang iyang gipalit, She bought differ
ent kinds of cloth. v [B16; a] be of differ
ent kinds. ka- v [B14S6] be of various 
kinds. Nagkalahilahi ang amung upiniyun, 
Our opinions were varied. 

lahib, lahib v [AN; b6(1)] slice off the end 
part of the coconut bud to induce a flow 
of palm toddy. Gilahiban na naku ang a
kung sanggutan, I have sliced off the end 
part of the coconut buds for the toddy. 

lahid v 1 [A; c] spread, smear .s.t. over. Lab� 
rig tubig ang panit sa inasal; Rub water over 
the roast pig's skin. Gi/ahiran ug dyam ang 
pan, They spread jam on the bread. 2 [A; a
lcl] involve s.o. else in s.t. unpleasant. Mu
labid man ka sa uban nga way sa, Why do 
you involve others who are blameless? A
yaw kug ilahid sa kastigu, Don't include me 
-with.the punishment. (➔) n magical medi
cine of coconut oil and herbs used for skin 
ailments of supernatural origin, or the appli
cation of this medicine. v [A; c) subject to
this treatment. lea- v [A13) get all smeared. 
Nagkalahid ang bungbung ug hugaw, The
walls are all smeared with dirt. 

lahing, lahing n 1 mature coconuts. 2 ma
tured person, of age (metaphorical). Lahing 
na sryag hunahuna kay idad-idaran na, He
is mature in his ways of thinking, because 
he's middle-aged. v [B2] for coconuts to 
become mature. Dali mu/ahing (malahing) 
ang lubi nga inariglar, Coconut fruits. ma
ture early if they are well tended. 

lahit v [AN; b26( 1)] cut, slice off with a 
sharp blade. Mulabit (manglahit) pa ku sa 
akung sanggutan� I still have to make a cut
in the coconut buds. Kin say naglahit sa sa-
ha sa saging? Who cut off the banana 
shoot? Mityabaw ang kanding nga gilabt .tan sa dalunggan, The goat cried because a 
part of his ear was cut off. n sickle, scythe. 

·lahu v [A2; a2] · pass_loosely through s.t. M;. 
lahu ang bula sa dakung· lungag, The ball 
easily went into the large hole. Gilabu n�ag
tulun ang dakung; lisu, She swallowed the 
iarge seed with ease. Kanang gilhanga sa ku
ral /abuan Zang na sa iru, With those gaps in 
the.fence, the dog will pass through it with 
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ease. a fitting loosely inside s. t. Labu ang
iyang tiil sa iyang sapatus, His shoes are too 
big for his feet. 

lahug v [A; bScl] mend � tear ;n a-. rough 
way using long stitches. Aku Zang labugan 
(labugan, ilabug) ang gisi, kay kapuy sursi
ban, I •n just stitch the tear hastily because 
it's a nuisance to darn it. 

lahug v [AC; cl] 1 mix s.t. together and stir 
around. Naglabug ang mga trababanti ug si-
1nintu, The laborers are mixing the cement. 
Naglahug ang datu ug pubri niadtung miti
nga, The rich and the poor mixed together 
in that gathering. 2 get all mixed up in no 
special order. Nagkalabug ang ilang sulti, 
They were talking on all different topics 
mixed up without any order. -ay v [B] = 
LAHUG. lahuglahug v [AC12; a] 1 roam 
around with others. Di ku gustung makig
lahuglahug ka sa 1nga buguy, I don't want 
you to roam around with bums. 2 roam 
around in general for no good purpose. Sa 
kaping magtrababu magpu nay lag lahugla
bug, Instead of working, he just used to 
roam about. 3 go straight s.w. Manglabugla
hug ta diba anang mga laguna paingun sa 
amu, Let's cross those meadows to get to 
our house. 

lahundung n k.o. grunter (lipti or alatan), 
also called the alatan nga Manilaun. 

la.hung v [AC; b] help carry a load. Nagkala
hung mi sa kaban, We carried the trunk to
gether. Lahungi ninyu ang pyanu, Carry the 
piano together. ka- n one with whom one 
carnes s.t. 

lahus v 1 [AC; ac) proceed, go on or for
ward, esp. after an interruption or stop. 
Mulabuslang kug pangumpra human sa sim
ba, I will just proceed to the market after 
going to church. Naglabus ang nagsaaray, 
The engaged couple went through with 
their marriage. Lahusa n:ya akung karsunis 
sa tiiuring, Please go ahead'to get my pants
at the tailor's. Ilahus ni ngadtu sa ila, Bring
this on ahead to their house. 2 [A2] pene
trate, pass through. Lahusa (ilahus) fang ang 
imung mga planu, Just go ahead with your 
plans. 3 [ B 3; c 1] get through, finish s. t. 
successfully.Milahus na siya sa iyang abuga
siya, He has gotten through his law course. 
3a [ al2] be finished in the first fight. Gila
hus ang iyang sunuy, His cock was killed on 
the first .fight. - sa going through s. t. Lahus 
ning lansanga sa pikas bungbung kay taas, 
This nail goes through to the other side.Mu 
rag kining akung tambag lahus Zang sa pikas 
mung dunggan, Apparently my advice to 
you goes in one ear and out the other. n k.o. 

small shark, so called because its liver 
causes instant defecation. (�) v 1 [C23; 
a12] for two things to lead into each other. 
Naglahusang duha ka langub, The two caves 
lead to each other. Lahusa ang duha ka ka
nal, Have the two ditches connect to each 
other. la [C23] for two openings to be!ar
ranged in a straight line configuration. Nag· labus ang duha ka pultaban, sayun ra pag
labus, The two doors are right in line with 
each other. It's easy to go through. 2 [B;
cl] do s.t. straight without interruption. 
Nalabus ang ilang isturya hangtud sa tu
ngang gabii, Their talk lasted until midnight. 
Lahusun (ilahus) ni naku ug Laba kay gami
tun ugma, 1 will have to wash this in one 
day because I'm going to use it tomorrow. 
sa - entirely. Ang akung kaguul nawala sa 
labus, My sorrows are gone forever. Malim
tan ku nimu labus, You will forget me en
tirely. lahuslahus a 1 for s. t. to have lots of 
openings so that it is easy to pass through
it. 2 taking things easy without much sense 
of responsibility.Mamana ka nianang lahus
lahus nga pagkatawu? What, you want 
to wed that irresponsible person? v [A) go
s.w. readily without bother. Mulabuslabus 
fang mu sa akung kwartu mu rag ristawran, 
You keep coming into n1y room without 
any ado as if it were a restaurant. Malahus-,,lahus na ang Upun ug mabuman na ang tay-
tayan, You'll be able to get to Opon in no 
time when the bridge is done. pa·(�) n k.o. 
tarik that consists of one long piece of tim
ber going from one outrigger float to the 
other, usually put on large-sized boats. 

tah·us n slaughtered animal and other food 
given by the bridegroom's parents to the 
bride's parents on the eve of the wedding. v 
[A; b6( 1)) give the labus. 

lahutay v [A; c] continue doing s.t. one has 
started, endure to continue s.t. Mulabutay 
kug isturya hangtud sa kaadlawun, I can go 
on talking till dawn.Mulabutay ba ang ilang 
panagdait hangtud mahuman ang pruyiktu? 
Will their good feelings for each other en
dure to the end of the project? Dili maka
lahutay sa trabahu ning akung lawas, My
body cannot endure to keep on with the 
work. n action of persevering. Bilib ku sa 
iyang /abutay nga musimanag bilar nga way 
pupahuway, 1 take off my hat to his ability
to continue keeping vigil for a week with
out rest. 

lahuy v [A] pass or go through with ease,
slip in or through without a hitch. Milahuy
man Lang wa giyud mangayug kataburan, He 
just went through without greeting anyone. 
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Milabuy ang kawatan sa kasayun kay wa 
may tawu, The thief slipped in and out with 
ease because there was no one about. Ang
akung mga tam bag mulabuy Jang sa. pikas
dunggan, My advice went in one ear and out 
the other. lahuylahuy v 1 [A; b6] pass back 
and forth easily, smoothly. Maglahuylahuy
ang bangin niining balaya, The breeze blows 
in and out of this house unobstructed. Sing
sing nga naglabuylabuy sa iyang tudlu, A
ring that passes readily over his fingers. 2
[A; cl) escape from s.t. Ilabuylahuy man 
Jang gud nimu ang sugu sa imung inaban,
You try to get out of what your mother 
tells you to do. lahuylahuy v [Al; b5c] go 
from one place to another with no purpose. 
Gilabuylabuy (gilabuylabuyan) sa ulitawung 
gulang ang kalibutan usa pabikut sa pilitina, 
The bachelor roamed around the world first 
before he let himself get hooked.

lain a 1 different, another. Lain ning klasiha 
sa panaptun, This is a different k.o. cloth. 
la may - pa of course, could it be differ
ent? 'Wa na pud tingali nay kwarta. ' -· 'May lain pa?' 'He's probably out of money 
again.' - 'Of course, could it be otherwise?' 
lb - nga kalibutan afterworld. Adtu ta 
magkita sa laing kalibutan, We'll meet in 
the afterworld. le sa - nga bahin on the 
other hand. Hustu pud ang iyang sulti, 
apan sa laing babin, sayup pud siya, What
he said is true, but on the other hand, he's 
also wrong in some ways. 2 bad, sick. Lain 
kaayu ning akung gibati, I feel very sick. 3 
odd in behavior, different from what one 
would expect. Kala.in nimu nga dili gani 
mupabiyum inigbinagbu natu! How odd of 
you not even to smile when we meet! Lain 
ug babu ning agwaba, This perfume has a 
strange smell. 3a - ug buut, ulu unpredict
able in behavior, somewhat crazy. Ayaw na 
siya kumpiyansahi kay lain ra ba nag ulu,
Don't trust him, because' he's somewhat 
crazy. 3b - ug sabaw acting strangely, un
expectedly. Lain siyag sabaw kay manaug 
manday nangbukad, He's a strange fellow. 
He leaves just when they are serving dinner. 
4 not of a good sort, bad. Lain ang panabun 
run, The weather is no good now. Lain kaa
yu ug batasan nang iyang asawa, That wife.
of his has very offensive manners. 4a - ug
buut, ulu short-tempered. Ayaw siya bikla 
kay lain ra ba nag buut (ulu), Don't irritate 
him because he's short-tempered. 4b - ug
kamut tending to steal. Lain ug kamut tung
akung binatunan. Dagban ang naw�, Our
servant was a thief. So many things disap
peared. 4c - ug sabaw sensitive, easily tak-

ing offense. Laig sabawng baybana. Wa ba
ya kuy gipasabut nga dautan! What a sen
sitive woman. I didn't mean anything by 
that remark. S for a person to be dangerous,
capable of supernatural harm. Lain kaayu 
ang mga tawu sa Naga. Dagbang mga unglu,
The people in Naga are dangerous. There
are lots of vampires. ,6 - nga tawu unrelated
person, outsider. Nagbalunbalun pa man ka. 
Mau ra ka mag laing tawu, You're bringing 
food, as if you weren't related to us. Way
laing tawung pasudlun dinbi, No outsider is 
_allowed in. 7 - pay aku, atu 7a by the way. 
Lain pay atu, tagadiin man tu ka? By the 
way, where do you say you come from? 7b 
= MAU PAY A.KU. v 1 [A3] be, become 
different, unusual. Ug mulain ang andar sa 
makina, pabununga, If the engine develops 
a strange sound, turn it off. Ayaw laina pag
sabut, Don't take it the wrong way. la [Bl
26; b4(1)] become mentally deranged Na
lainan (nalain) siya tungud sa labihang ka
guul, He went off his rocker because of his 
extreme grief. 2 [A13] be or feel bad, sick. 
Naglain akung ginbawa, I feel sick. 3 [BJ 
get bad, worsen. 3a [B1256; b6] be discon
certed, feel distaste. Nalain siya pagkabati 
niya sa balita, He reacted with distaste upon
hearing the news. Gilainan ku sa akung pag
kabutang, I feel uneasy in my situation. dili
ig- 1 related by .blood. Dili ka naku iglain,
You're not unrelated to me. /2 of the same 
family as. Ang barilis dili iglain sa tulingan, 
The tuna is not unrelated to the mackerel. 
Ang arti sa panugilanun dili iglain sa arti sa 
pamintal, The art of story writing is not un
related to the art of painting. (➔) v 1 [A;
al2] separate oneself from the group, do 
s.t. s.w. else or at another time. Milain ang 
dalagag kaun sa lalaki, The girls ate apart 
from the boys. Mulain ta kay lisud ug ipun 
ta sa mga bayaw, We will live separately be 
cause it is difficult to live with in-laws. La� 
nun naku ni ug anbi kay di naku madala 
run, I will come back for this some other 
time because I can not take it now. 2 [A; 
ac] separate s.t., set aside. Laina ang hilaw 
ug ang hinug, Keep the unripe and the ripe 
ones separate. !lain kini para niya, Set this 
aside for him. lainlain a 1 k.o. crazy. 2
thieves. Kaning mga iskwatir mga lainlain, 
The squatters around here are a bunch of 
thieves. 3 people of supernatural powers. 
Dili maayung paliwatan nang mga tawbana 
nga lainlain, We mustn't marry our children 
off to those people because they are thought 
to be vampires. lainlain a various. Lainlain 
ang mga klasi sa pagkaun, There are all dif-
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ferent kinds of food v [A13; a12] 1 be v� 
ied Lainlainun naku ang kulur sa bungbung, 
I'll paint the walls all different colors. 2 do 
s.t. separately or alone by oneself. Nganung
naglainlain ka mag kaun diba? Why are 
you eating alone by your�lf there? kalain
J.ain v [A13] be all different. ka-an n 1 
difference. Wa kay kalainan sa kawatan, 
You're no different from a thief. 2 change. 
Daku ang kalainan nga mahimu sa imung 
panit ug mugamit kag Kamay, It will make 
a great difference for your skin if you use 
Camay.-un(➔) a - ug buut, wu, kamut, etc. 
of the sort that gets easily angered, tends to 
be crazy, tends to steal. pa-(➔) v [A; b6] 
change the subject in a conversation. Wa ku 
maagpas kay mipalain siya sa iyang isturya, 
I did not understand because he changed
the tack of his story. Palainan natu ang sui
t� Let's change the tack of our conversa
tion. pan� v [c] = PANIG-, 1. panig- v 1 
(A23; c2] feel like a stranger, be treated 
like a stranger. DUi siya maniglain naku kay 
dugay na mi nga nagkaila, He feels at home 
with me because we've been friends for a 
long time. Mabiubus ku ug imu kung panig
lainan (ipaniglain, ipanaglain), I will be hurt 
if you treat me like a stranger. 2 (A23; c3] 
treat s.o. as if he were not related. Di ku 
maniglain sa paryinti sa akung asawa, I will 
not treat my wife's relatives like outsiders. 

la.is n fibers made from the strippings of the 
outer part of coconut, buri palm fronds, or 
from bamboo. Pagkubag lais ibugkus sa sug
nud, Get strips of coconut palm fronds to 
tie the firewood. v [A; a] get fibers from 
the outer part of coconut, buri palm fronds, 
or bamboo. 

Laiti = LAYTI.
lik n lock, latch. v [A; b5] lock. Wa ku ka

sulud kay gilakan (gilak) man ang git, I w_as
unable to come in because the gate was lock
ed 

lak-ab1 LAB-AK. 
lak-ab2 n a stanza in a poem or song. 
lakad v 1 [A; a] step over s.t. Dili ku maka

lakad sa kanal kay pinsil ang akung palda, I 
cannot step over the ditch because my skirt 
is too narrow. Lakarun lang niya nang kura
la, He'll just step over that fence. 2 [A; b6] 
go beyond, exceed. Kun mulakad sa trayin
ta diyas dubli na ang bayranan, If it exceeds 
thirty days you will have to pay double. 
Kadtung imung mga sulti nakalakad sa maa
yung pamatasan, What you said went be
yond the bounds of proper behavior. 3 [A; 
b(l)] marry or wed ahead of big brothers 
or sisters. Di sa ta magminyu kay di ku gus-

tung lakdan (lakaran) ang akung maguwang, 
We won't get married because I don't want 
to get ahead of my big sister. 4 - sa adlaw 
v [b4] fors. o. to be caught by the noon sun 
still asleep. Guakdan (bilakdan) siya sa ad
lawng natulug, maung nagluya ang lawas, 
He slept until afternoon so his body is weak 
a 1 - sa beyond a limit. Lakad sa balaud 
ang imung bubatun, What you are going to 
do is a transgression of the law. 2 - ang bu
Ian for the moon to be moving toward the 
noon position in the early hours of the eve
ning - i.e., the second quarter. (➔) v [b4]
- ug bulan 1 affliction of individual coc� 
nuts whereby the meat of the coconut is 
hard, grooved, and scanty or there is none at 
all, and the juice, if there is any, is sour, u� 
fit to drink. A coconut with this disease is 
called buang nga lubi (lit. 'crazy coconut') 
and is believed to be caused to be so by the 
moon's rays. 2 be mentally deranged A 
person is so called!· because he is compared
to the coconut afflicted by the moon (call
�d buang 'crazy'). Mu rag gilakaran (gilak
dan) ug buwan ang linihukan anang tawba
na, That man acts as if he had been exposed 
to the moon (i.e. crazy). -in-an, linakaran n
fine given to the older siblings by a younger 
sibling who marries ahead of them. 

lakag v [AC; ac3] chase.'Naglakag ang duha 
ka trak, The two buses are chasing each 
other. �akaga (lakga) ang manuk nga naka
bubi, Chase the chicken that escaped -ay
v [C ; c3] chase each other. Naglakagay ang 
mga bata, The children are chasing one a� 
other. 

lakang V [A;  a] step across. Lakangun ku 
nang kanal, I'm going to step across that 
ditch. llakang pag-una ang walang tiil, Take
the first step with your left foot. n step,
stride. Hinay ang iyang l4kang padung sa 
simbahan, She walked to!,church slowly.
tag-as ug - arriving at a house in time for a 
meal (lit. having long leg strides). Such a 
person is considered lucky. Tag-as kag la
kang, Du, kay mu pay pagsugud namu, You
are lucky you came in time, young man, 
because we just started to eat. sayup nga -
false move. 

lak-ang v 1 [A; b(l)] stand or squat with legs 
wide apart. Ayaw lak-angi ang uniduru kun 
mugamit mu, Do not squat with your feet 
on the toilet bowl when you use it. 2 [A;
c] set s. t. on a fire to cook. Ang kalapihan 
ang ilak-ang pag-una, Set the pot of coffee 
on the stove first. 3 [A2; b] miss, skip s.t.
in a series. Milak-ang ang iyang dugu ug usa 
ka bu/an, She missed her period for one 
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month. Nalak-angan ang iyang ngalan pag
rulkul, They skipped his name when they
called the roll 3a [Bl for there to be a gap. 
Naglak-ang ug daku ang idad sa iyang mga 
bata, Her children were widely spaced. n 1 
s. t. skipped or missed. 2 distance, gap. Da
kug lak-ang ang kinaiya nilang duba, There 
is a big difference in their character. 

lakat v 1 [A; a) walk. Mulakat na ang bata,
The baby is able to walk now. Duul ra man 
nang amu. Laktun ta Jang, My house is near 
here. Let's go on foot. la [A] for s.t. to be 
going on. Milakat ang dagbang katuigan, 
Many years went by. Samtang naglakat ang
pangadyi, While the prayers went on. lb ap
proaching an age, length of time. Mulakat 
na ug usa ka tuig sukad sa iyang pag-anhi, 
It's been close to a year since he came here.
Naglakat na ku sa kwarinta, l 'm approach
ing forty. 2 [A2; ab3c) go away, depart. 
Wa ra ba dinhi. Milakat na, He's not here. 
He went out. Unsa may laktun mu sa lung
sud? What are you going to the city for? 
Kagamay ra anang butang nga imung lak
tan, My, you are running away from such 
an insignificant thing. Jlakat ang bata sa par
ki arun mali,lgaw, Take the child to the 
park to amuse him. 3 [B46; c) spread Mi
lakat ang balita nga bakak, The false news 
spread Maayung puuhun ning baguna arun 
dili makalakat nganbi, It would be best to 
kill this vine off completely so that it can 
not spread here. 4 [AP; al) follow up. Akuy
mi/.akat (mipalakat) sa titulu sa amung yu
ta, I followed up the title to our land Lak
tun sa supirintind inti ang atung apuwint
mint, The superintendent will follow up our 
appointments. n 1 trend, course or direction 
s. t. is taking. Lakat sa panabun, Trend of 
the time. Lakat sa nigusyu, The way busi
ness is going. 2 errand, chore s.o. is sent to 
do. Wa kuy lakat run, I don't have anything 
to do now. 3 trip, journey. 4 procedure for 
doing s.t. Ang lakat sa sinadiyap labi sa ya
nung pagbablun, The procedure for weav
ing twill is different from that of a simple 
design. (�) n action of going some place on 
foot. Lakat na pud ta kay wa nay sakyanan, 
Here we go, having to walk again because 
there is no transportation. v = LAKAT, 4. 
pa-, pa-(�) v 1 [A; c6] make s.t. walk, go 
away, spread news; follow it up. la move 
pieces araund the board in a game. Sigi, ipa
lakat pa ang mga batu kay di ra ka mapasu,
Go on, keep moving your stones because 
you haven't stopped in an empty hole. 2 
(A; a] operate an enterprise; business. An
tigu srya mupalakat ug nigusyu, He knows 

how to run a business. 3 [A; b6(1)] con
tinue working on a design that was started. 
Akuymupalakat niining ginansilyu, I'll con
tinue working on your crochet work. n 1 
way, means of doing s. t. Ang iyang palakat 
sa iyang tindahan inantigu, She runs her 
store in a knowledgeable way. 2 manner or 
process of doing. -an a prone to roaming
about. hiN-(�) a tending to go out a lot for 
business or for just plain roaming. linaktan, 
nilaktan n way of walking. laktunun n 1 
way or distance to be walked. 2 errand to 
be run. tali-(�), -um-r-(f-) n about to go
out, depart. ,

lakatan = BANGAN
2

. 

lakaw = LAKAT. 
lakayan n container consisting of a bamb_oo 
tube about 8" long with the node serving 
as its bottom. It is worn strapped to the 
side as container for miscellaneous little 
things: seeds for farmers, bait for fishermen, 
et al. v [Al2; a12] make into a lakayan.

lakbang n step, procedure. Ang iyang mga 
lakbang nagkabinay, Her steps began to fal
ter. Unsay inyung mga lakbang arun madak
pan ang kriminal? What steps have you tak
en to catch the criminal? Hukmanan sa 
unang lakbang, Court of First Instance. v 
[A2; a] go s.w. walking. Milakbang na kug 
sugud apan iya kung gialiban, I began to 
walk away, but he blocked my path. Ka
duul ana, lakbangun rag katulu, It is very 
close-by. You can get there in three steps. 

lakbay v [A; b5] travel, take a trip. Pila ka 
adlaw makalakbay na ang tawu sa bu.wan, 
Soon we'll be able to take trips to the 
moon. 2 [A; a] walk, travel on foot. Mulak
bay (maglakbay) siyag pauli mabapun, He 
walks home from work in the afternoon. 
Lakbayun Zang natu ang lungsud, We will 
just walk to town. 

lakbit a 1 brief, short in time. Sa lakbit nga 
pagkasulti, In short or briefly. Lakbit nga 
pagkakita, A brief meeting. 2 sa - all of a 
sudden. Sa lakbit misantup sa iyang panum
duman, Suddenly it occured to him that . . .  , 
v 1 [A; a] make s.t. brief. Atu Zang ning 
lakbitug sulti, We'll just say this briefly. 2 
[b2c] touch on s.t. briefly and suddenly in 
the main course of the conversation. Lakbi
ti ku dibag ampu, Mention me in your 
prayers. Gilakbit niya pagtug-an ang tinu
ud, He revealed the truth in the course of 
his conversation. n a brief portion, part. Usa
kagamayng lakbit sa akung kagahapun, One 
small bit of my past. pa- v [A; c] drop hints. 
Gipalakbitan (gipalakbitan) ku niya sa iyang 
gustung pinaskuban, Shet· dropped some 
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hints as to what she wanted for Christmas. 
pa- n hints. 

lakdap v 1 [A3C3; al 2b2] for chickens to 
dash into fight for only a few clashes. Mi
lakdap ang munga sa banug, The hen dashed 
at the hawk. Naglakdap ang duba ka sunuy, 
The two roosters clashed for a short time. 
la [A3P; cl6P] have chickens clash with 
each other. 2 [A; b] swoop down over,
whizz close by. Milakdap a,:g ayruplanu sa 
digira, The plane swooped down over the 
battleship. Lakdapi siya pagpusil, Let a bul
let whizz by him. 

lakdup v 1 [A] swoop down. Banug da tung 
milakdup sa mga pisu, It was a hawk that 
swooped down on the chicks. Ilakdup ang 
imung tabanug sa iyaba, Make your kite 
swoop down on his. 2 [ A23; b6] appear in 
one's mind in a flash. Milakdup sa akung 
panumduman ang iyang mga tugun, His last 
words came back in my mind. n swoop. 

lakgak v [A; a2] join strands of abaca fiber 
(lanut) end to end to make thread. -an(➔) n 
container into which the strands of fiber are 
laid after they have been joined 

lakgutv [AC3; a] tie a series of things togeth
er by means of a series of locked knots. 
Lakgutig!maayu ang mga nipa. Adtu ilakgut 
sa katsaw, Tie the palm shingles up firmly. 
Tie them to the rafters. n tie that cannot 
come undone. 

laki n 1 male animal or plant. 2 descriptive 
term given to plants, where the same name 
is given to different species or varieties. The 
thorny and/or smaller variety or species is 
called laki, as opposed to a larger and 
smoother species or variety called bayi 'fe
male'. 3 paramour. v 1 [ B1256; b6] have 
male offspring. 2 = LAL.AK.I, v. (�) n = 

, 1LALAKI. v [B1256; cl] turn out to be a 
boy. Maayu untag malaki ning akung gisa
bak, It would be nice if my baby turned out 
to be a boy! lalaki n 1 human male. Lalaki 
kaayu siyang manlibuklibuk, He acts all 
man. 2 paramour. Pusilun ku ang lalak!i sa 
akung asawa, I 'll kill my wife's paramour.
3-ng bu.hat acting in a way proper to a man. 
Mu nay laking bubat nga makig-awayg ba
bayi? Is that what a gentleman does - quar
rel with a woman? 4 mau nay - Atta boy, 
that's the way you ought to do it (said only 
to males). la-(�), panla-, panla·(�) v [A; a] 
have a paramour. Nanglalaki (naglalaki) ang 
iyang asawa, His wife has a paramour. Gi
panglalaki (gilalaki) niya ang iyang bumag
bus, She took her stepson for a lover. -in
(�) a done like a male; man-like. Linaki ang 
iyang tupi, She has a man's haircut. v [A; 

a] do things like a male. Mulinaki ku ug imu
kung subulan, I'll act like a man if you pay
me. Ilinaki (linakiha) ang imung pagbaybun 
arun di ka biilban nga bayut, Carry yourself
like a man so people won't recognize that 
you're a fairy. -in- n 1 man's bicycle. 2 rid
ing astraddle like a man. v [A;  a2] ride 
astride an animal or vehicle. Maglinaki ku 
pagbakrayid sa mutur, I'm going to ride 
astride the back of the motorcycle. pakala
(�) v [Al 3; a12] act like a man, consider, 
treat like a man. Kinabanglan kang magpa
kalalaki arun di" ka ingnung bayut, yOU have 
to act like a man so they won't call you
scared of women. kalalakin-an n 1 the men
folk as a group. 2 = TAG-(�). lakin-un a a 
female that acts like a male, tomboy. tag
(�), taglakin-an, taglalakin-an n the groom's 
relatives at the wedding. 

laki see LAKI.
l.*laki2 maayung - have exceptional ability. 

J\tfaayung laki siMariya sa ininglis, Maria has 
exceptional ability in English. ka- n 1 abili
ty, skill. Pwirtig kalak!i niya sa karati, He is 
very skilled in karate. la extraordinary abi
lity of supernatural origin. May kalaki si
yang makatibul samtang mag-inum, He has 
the ability of whistling while drinking. lb 
walay - no good. Way kalaki ang pagkaun 
dinbi, The food here is no good. 2 course of 
action, maneuver. Ug di ta mangampanya, 
masiru giyud ta ining kalakiba, If we don't 
campaign we will get no votes in this race. 
Maprisu ta anang kalakiba nimu, We might
land in jail with those plans of yours. 3 do
ings, usually evil. Unsa tung inyung kalaki 
sa Manila? What was going on in Manila? 
3a way one does things. Kanunay kang ma
lit ug mau nang kalakiba, You'll never be 
on time if that's the way you do things. 3b 
unsay ka- how are things? Unsay kalaki run 
bay? How are things, pal? v 1 [ANP; al] 
find ways and means to remedy a problem. 
Akuy mukalaki (mupakalaki, mangalaki) n� 
ini arun dili magkulang, I'll do s.t. so that 
this will be enough for all of us. Kalakiba ri 
ug mabimu pa ba ning pawuntin ping daut, 
See if you can do s.t. with this broken foun
tain pen to make it work. 2 [AlP] do s.t. 
one shouldn't be doing. Nagkalaki (nagpa
kalaki) ka dibag languylanguy ug malumus 
ka, You dare to swim where you shouldn't 
be. You might drown. Kalaki (pakalaki) kag 
mulumakinilya ug sakpan ka sa tag-iya, Bet
ter stop playing with that typewriter. The 
owner might catch you. paka- v [ Al] 1, 2 = 
KAL.AKI, v. 3 do one's best. Magpakalaki
giyud aku sa pagtuun, I'll do my best in my 
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studies. kalakihan a having an extraordinary 
ability of supernatural origin. 

lakilaki, lakilaki n splint to brace s. t. broken: 
broken plants, broken bones, broken (urni
ture legs, and the like. v [A; al] make into 
a splint, put a splint on. Gilakilakian sa duk
tur ang akung!piang, The doctor put a splint 
on my broken arm. 

lakinayin n a card game in which the winning 
number of points is 9, wherein the face 
cards count zero. v [A] play lucky nine. 

lakip including, included. Lakip na niining 
bayad ang tubu, This payment includes also 
the interest. Nangamatay ang mga manuk 
sa tukdaw lakip ang mga pisu, All the chick
ens died of the pest including the chicks. v 
1 [A; cl] include in a group or activity; be, 
become included in a group or activity. Di 
ku 1nulakip ug kasaba sa way labut, I won't 
scold (lit. include in the scolding) anyone 
who had no part in the ruckus. Wa ka mala
kip sa lista, You were not included in the 
list. Ayawg lakipa (ilakip) kining amung yu
ta pagsukud, Do not include our land in 
your survey. 2 [A; a] enclose s.t. within s.t. 
Nalakip tingali ang risibu sa sulat pagpadala,
I must have accidentally enclosed the re
ceipt in the letter when I sent it. 

lakir 1 n lacquer. v [A; a] apply, put lacquer 
on s.t. 

lakir2 n locker. 
lakit n locket. v [A; cl] have, wear or attach 

a locket. 
laklak v [ B; c 1) for trousers, pants, under

pants to be too loose. Mulaklak ang karsu
nis basta luag ang bawakan, Trousers hang
loosely if the hip part is loose. Naglaklak
ang pundiyu, The undershorts are big a
round at the seat. 

laknit v [A; a] tear or peel s.t. off with a cer
tain amount of force. Makalaknit ba kaba 
ning bangina sa atup, I wonder if this wind 
can rip the roof off. Gilaknit ang iyang bag 
sa kawatan, A thief snatched her bag. Nalak
nitan ug gamay ang akung sinina sa alambri,
The wire ripped a small piece off my dress. 

lakpawlakpaw v [A;  cl] walk very lightly,
hardly touching the ground. Naglakpawlak
paw siya sa katunukan, He walked carefully 
over the thorny ground. 

lakra v [B; b6] 1 make an impression on a 
surf ace. M ulakra sa ilawum nga papil ang agi 
kun iduut pagsulat, If you write with pres
sure it will leave a mark on the paper be
neath it. Mga tudlu nga naglakra sa liug sa 
gibunu, Finger marks left on the murder 
victim's neck. la  for s.t. to show through a 
transparent or thin surface. Naglakra ang 

rmung panti kay hugut ang rmung sinina, 
Your panties are showing through because 
your dress is too tight. 2 for feelings or emo
tions to show in one's face. Milakra sa iyang
nawung ang iyang kaguul, Her sorrow was 
apparent on her face. n impression on a sur
face. Lakra sa banig sa iyang likud, Impres
sion of the mat on his back. a showing
through clearly. Lakra kaayu ang imung tu
tuy sa imung blawus, Your breasts show 
clearly through your blouse. 

laksa n measure of quantity: ten thousand. 
Usa ka laksang lubi, Ten thousand coco
nuts. v [B256] reach ten thousand. 

laksanti n a laxative. 
laksi = LASKI. 
laksi v [A; a] 1 tear off, detach with a jerk.
Mulaksi kug usa ka palid sa imung nutbuk, 
I'll tear a sheet out of your notebook. Lak
siun ku nang pahibalu nga gipapilit sa bung
bung, I'll tear off the notice pasted on the 
wall. 2 wipe out of one's mind. Di na malak
si gikan sa akung panumduman ang atung 
kagahapun, Our past can never be obliterat
ed from my memory. 

laksut a bad, ugly, unpleasant to the senses. 
Laksut ug hitsura, Ugly in face. Laksut ug
batasan, Having bad manners. Laksut ug Ja
mi, Tasting bad. v [B ;  a] be, becon1e ugly. 
Milaksut (nalaksut) man hinuun ang akung 
nawung nga gimik-apan, This make-up 
makes my face uglier instead of prettier. 
Ang makalaksut (makapalaksut) sa manag
higala ang panaglinibakay, What is bad a
mong friends is when they backbite each 
other. 

laktaw v [A; b] miss, skip over. Sukad sa is
kina mulaktaw kag tulu ka balay. Ang ika
upat amu, From the corner, skip three 
houses. The fourth is 1ny place. Ug maka
laktawg pila ka pulung, maigsaktu ang ihap 
sa tiligrama, If you can skip a few words, 
the telegram will have exactly the right num
ber of words. Ayaw laktawi (laktawi) ang 
akung ngalan sa pagtawag, Don't miss my 
name in the roll call. n s.t. skipped over. 
laktawlaktaw a not continuous, unevenly 
spaced. v [B; a] have gaps or omissions. A
yawg laktawlaktawa pagpintal, Paint every 
inch. Don't keep skipping spaces. ka- v [A
13)  have gaps or omissions. Nagkalaktaw
latkaw ang iyang isturya sa iyang kahadluk, 
His story had several details missing because 
he was so frightened.

laktud a 1 direct, not going round about. 
Laktud ning dalana kay diritsu, This is the 
direct route because it is straight. 2 done 
directly, straight to the point without spend-
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ing time on s.t. else. Sa laktud nga pagkasul
t� In short, to say it directly. 3 suddenly,
straight away without warning. Laktud man 
Lang siyang nawala, way pupananghid, She
just disappeared without saying good-bye. 
v 1 [A; a] go or take s.t. right away, direct
ly. Milaktud siyag sud, way tulutuktuk, He 
came in directly without bothering to
knock. Laktura pagsulti ang imung tuyu, 
Say what you want directly. llaktud ni Kati 
pagsulat ngadtu sa manidylr, Cathy will send 
the letter direct to the manager. 2 [AN; b]
go, take a shortcut. Nanglaktud ku padung 
sa simbahan, I took a shortcut to church. 
-anan, lakturanan n shortcut. -in- a done in  
the shortest possible time, with unnecessary 
steps omitted. 

lakun V [A; a] coil s.t. Lakunun (laknun) una 
nang pisi usa hipusa, The rope should be 
coiled before you store it. n a coil. Usa ka 
lakun alamb� A coil of wire. 

lakung v 1 [AB6; cl] loop around, wind into 
a loop. Dihay halas nga naglakung sa sanga, 
There was a snake curled around the branch. 
Siyay naglakung sa pasul, He coiled the fish 
line up. 2 [B; bS] warp or curl up at the ed
ges. Nagkalakung ang playwud, The ply
wood is curling up at the edges. 

lakuy n k.o. wrasse. 
lakuy-ung v [B2] fall in a heap when the legs 

or props give way. Mulakuy-ung nang silya
bag lingkuran kay balig tiil, That chair will
collapse if you sit on it because it has a 
broken leg. Nakalakuy-ung siya sa dihang gi
patiran ku ang iyang batiis, I kicked him in 
the shins, and he fell in a heap. 

lakwatsa v [AC 12; ac] go about with no fix
ed destination and have fun doing so. Adtu 
ta sa Talisay maglakwatsa, Let's go to Tali
say to stroll about. Ayawg ilakwatsa ug u
ban ang nagtinarung pagtrabahu, Don't take 
the serious workers along when you go rov
ing about. lakwatsira = LAKWATSIRU. (fe
male). lakwatsiru a one who gallivants 
about. v [B12] become a gallivanter. 

lakwig a tall and lanky. v [B] be, become tall 
and lanky. Naglakwig lang ang bayungba
yung, The adolescent is tall and lanky. 

lala v [A; a] weave leaves, straw, plastic.
1Muli silag mga kalu, They will weave hats. 

Lad-i (labi) akug banig, Weave me a mat. 
Wa a 1 for bites to be poisonous. Li kaayu 

2ang tuyum, Black sea urchins inflect a pain
ful sting. 2 - ug baba, dila one who has the 
trait that- whatever bad he utters will come 
true. Such people usually have a birthmark 
on the tongue. Di siya makabuyag, mahita
bu dayun, kay lig dila, He cannot make 

comments, because they will come true · 
right away. He has a poisonous tongue. 
Simbaku malala kag baba, God forbid if 
what you said comes true. (Lit. God forbid 
that you be a person with a poisonous
tongue.) v [b4] 1 be affected by venom. Di 
siya lad-an sa suyud sa buyug, He is not af
fected by bee stings. 2 be hurt or embarrass
ed by a comment regarding s.t. which is se
cret but true. Naiad-an siya sa ilang panag
hap nga may kurang, She was embarrassed 
when they figured that she was having ho
mosexual relations with s.o. because it was 
true. 3 [b4] feel the effects of an activity 
so that one cannot continue doing it. Gilad
an sa bayli maung di na gani gustung mami
naw ug sunata, She has danced so much 
that she doesn't even want to hear music. 
lad-a.nun a having strong reactions to ven
om. t

lala!= BALALA.
la.la v [A; a] 1 slurp, lap up s.t. noisily. Gila
la sa iring ang gatas, The cat lapped up the 
milk. 2 drink liquor (slang). Naplastar kay 
milala man gabi� He is flat on his back be
cause he tied a good one on last night. n 
drinking spree (slang). 

lalag 1 = DALAG
1• 2 yellow of complexion, 

having jaundice. v [B 1] get a yellow, sickly 
complexion. Malalag sab ang mata sa maa
wasan sa apdu, Your eyes get a yellow cast 
if you suffer from jaundice. 

lalagan n k.o. • scaly, yellowish fish about 
three fingers wide and 5" long found in 
shallow waters. 

lalan (not without!/) v [A; a12] 1 eat food 
oneusually eats with staples alone. Ayaw la
/ana ang sud-an kay wa na unyay isula sa 
paniudtu, Don't eat the food without rice
because we'll run out. 2 eat s.t. without the 
thing it usually accompanies. Ayaw lalana 
ang mantikilya, Don't eat the butter with
out bread. 

lalang (not without /) v [A; a] create. Ang
mga tawu gilalang nga di managsama, Men
are created different from one another. n 1 
creature. 2 power. Unsa kahay lalang anang 
tawhana nga mu ra mag tukuyun ang mga ba
bayi, What sort of power does this man pos
sess that women come to him like chickens 
coming for their feed. -in- = LALANG. nl. 

lalau n muddy water. Ayaw pagdula sa la/au 
arun di ka nukaun, Don't play in the muddy 
water because you'll get sores. kalalauhan 
n a swampy area, portion of a river or bay 
where the water is muddy.

lalawigan see LAWIG. 
lalha v [A; a] strip leaves or fronds off of a 
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stem by ripping them with a sudden down
ward motion or cutting downward with a 
knife such that a clean break is made. Lal
baun ku ang dabun sa tubu, I'll strip the 
leaves off the sugar cane. 

lali n k.o. amberjack. 
lalik v [A; a] form into a certain shape. A ng 
iskultur nga naglalik anang istatwa, The 
sculptor who carved that statue. Maayung
pagkalalik ang iyang batiis, She has well
formed legs. Gilalik ku na sa akung bunabu
na ang akung buut isult� I have already
formed in my mind the things I want to say. 
-in- n s.t. carved, formed. Dili ka magyukbu 
sa linalik, Thou shalt not worship graven 
images.

lalim a 1 pleasurable. Lalim paminawun ang 
Rusas Pandan, The song Rosas Pandan is 
very pleasant to listen to. 2 delicious, de
lightful to eat. Lalim kaayung kan-un ang 
prayid tsikin nimu, Your fried chicken 
tastes delicious. - mu, ka, ninyu, -y 01' nga
imagine that, can you believe it! Lalim mu 
ba nga (y) wa diay kuy ikapilit� Imagine!
It turned out that I didn't have money for 
fare. v 1 [B; b6] be, become pleasurable. 
Magkalalim ang tuba imnun ug madugay 
nang ininum, Coconut palm toddy becomes 
more delicious after a quantity has already 
been taken in. 2 rb6] don't you think that 
is s.t.? Gilaliman kag bulagan ug uyab? 
Don't you think being jilted is bad enough?
Gilaliman ka ba anang kantidara? Don't 
you think that amount is s.t. '? 

lalin v 1 [A2; b6] emigrate. transfer one's 
residence to a far place. Ang pamilya niMu
tuk mulalin ngadtu sa Amirika, Mutuc's 
family will immigrate to America. 2 [A; cl] 

one. 
for a relapse after childbirth to be se

transfer s. t. to a new location. Lalinun ( ila
lin) ang amung upisina diin adunay kabi
lum, Our office will be transferred to a 
quiet place. (➔) n emigrant. 

Wis v [AC; ac3] argue about the rightness of 
s.t., dispute. Di ku malalis nga may rasun 
ku, You can't deny that I'm right. Nganung 
lalisun pa man, sumbagayun na Lang, Why 
argue over it? Just fight it out. Gilalisan n� 
la ang paagi sa pagbabin, They were arguing 
about how it was to be divided up. Di ma
minaw ug rasun ang akung gika_lalis, The 
man I had a debate with won't listen to 
reason. n argument, dispute. -an(➔), -un a 
quarrelsome. ka- n s.o. with whom one has 
or had an argument.

lalug v [A; c] 1 feed slop to animals. Ang 
mga subra ilawug sa babuy, Give the left
overs to the pigs. 2 feed a person (deprecato
ry). Gilalugan na ba sad nrmu nang imung 

way prubitsung bana? Did you feed your 
no-good husband again? (➔) n 1 slop to 
feed animals. la fodder, feed for animals 
that graze. Tambugig lalug nga kumpay ang 
kabaw, Give the carabao some hay for fod
der. 2 food served (deprecatory). 3a f1ne 
sediment. Ibuwad nang lawug sa tuba ngad
tu sa sukaan, Pour the sediment from the 
toddy into the vinegar container. 3b slime 
clinging to the bottom of containers. 4 
youngest child in the family (humorous 
slang). 

lalum a 1 deep, extending far down from the 
surface. Lalum nga bangag, A deep hole. 
Ang suba dinbi lawum, The river here is 
very deep. 2 late in the night. lalum nga 
kagabhiun, Deep in the night. 3 deep,
low in tone. Lalum nga pangagbu, A deep 
sigh. 4 profound, hard to understand. La
lum nga tirminu, Difficult terms. Lalum
nga pinsar, Deep thought. 5 - ug bughat 
for a relapse after childbirth to be severe. v 
1 [AB; ab] deepen, cause to become deep. 
Ang kaminiru mauy mu/alum sa mga kanal, 
The street cleaners will deepen the ditches, 
Mula/um (ma/alum) ang samad ug dili lim
piyuban, A wound will become deep if it is 
not cleaned. Laluma pagbubu ang lubung, 
Dig the grave deep enough. Lalumi pag di
yutay ang bulsa, Make the pocket a little 
bit deeper. 2 [B25] become late at night. 
3 [B2] become deep and low, reaching 
from the depths. Mi/alum ang iyang pa
ngagbu nga nagtan-aw sa masakitun, Her 
sighs grew deeper as she looked at the sick 
man. 4 [B2; b6] get to be profound. Maka
/alum (makapalalum) diay ug pinsamintu 
ning kalisud, I have found out that hardship
makes think deeply. S - ang bugbat 

vere. Ang kasagunsun sa pagpanganak mauy 
makalalum (makapalalum) sa bugbat, Hav
ing babies one after another makes one get 
severe relapses. 6 - ug dulut see DULUT. 
-g- = LALUM, a, v (plural). gi-un, giladmun 
n depth. Ang giladmun sa iyang pangutuk, 
The depth of his intelligence. ha- a deep. 
Halawum nga ginbawa, A deep breath. ka
n depth, deepness. Dili masukud ang kala
lum sa iyang gibati, The depths of her feel
ing cannot be fathomed. kahi-an, kahilad
man n depths, the innermost recesses. i-(�) 
n underneath, under. I/alum sa kama, Un
cterneath the. mattress. I/alum sa gabum sa 
Katsila, Under the Spanish regime. llawum 
sa dagat, Under the sea. pai-(�) v 1 [A3 ; b 
c] go under, underneath s.t. Mipailalum ang 
isda sa sapyaw, The fish went underneath 
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the fish net.Pailadmi sa libru ang mga papil, 
Put the papers under the book. 2 [A; al2)
assume responsibilities or duties. Akuy mu
pailalum sa tanang trababu dinb� I'll do all 
the chores around here. 3 [Al be subject, 
subservient to. Nasud nga nagpailalum sa 
bandilang langyaw, A nation that allowed 
themselves to be subject to a foreign power. 
h� v [B1256] get to be underneath s.t. Li
sud kubaun ang libru kay nabailalum sa u
ban, It's difficult to get the book because 
it's way underneath the others. 

lalung v [A; aJ 1 grow seedlings. Maglalung 
kug talung rung tuiga, I will grow eggplant 
seedlings this year. 2 transplant, transfer 
from one place to another as a whole. Mag
lalung ku ining similya, I'm going to trans
plant these seedlings. Ang tanang balay sa 
iskwatirs lalungun ngadtu sa Labug, All the 
squatters' houses will be transferred to La 
hug. -un( ➔) n 1 seeds for seedlings. 2 seed
lings to be transplanted. 3 houses or things 
of great bulk to be transferred. 

lama n 1 imprint, stain left behind. Lama sa 
ngabil, Mark left by the lips. Lama sa kul
dun sa iyang bawak, The imprint of the 
cord on his waist. 2 stain on one's character. 
v [AB2; b] I leave a mark, have a mark left 
on it. Naglama sa mantil ang kitsap, The 
catsup left a stain on the tablecloth, 2 bring
a moral stain or blemish upon. Ang imung 
pagkadisgrasyada mauy naglama sa atung 
kadungganan sa banay, yOU got pregnant, 
and it has blemished the honor of our fami
ly. 3 become clearly apparent. Ang kaguul
mulama giyud sa hitsura, Sorrows show 
themselves in one's countenance. (�) v [A;
cl] dye thread or cloth. Ang usa ka putus 
tina makalama ug tulu ka sinina, A packet
of dye can dye three dresses. -in-(�) n 1 
dyed large cotton threads, usually used for 
weaving into blankets or towels. 2 red weft 
thread. lama.lama a smeared, uneven in col
or. Lamalama nga pagpintal, Not evenly 
painted. v [B6; a) be, become smeared or 
uneven in color. Maglamalama ang kulur sa 
sinina ug iladlad, Your dress will get all un
even in color if you bleach it. 

lamak, lamak n muddy watery place. V [B;' cl) become, make into a muddy, watery 
area. Lamakun (illzmak) sa kabaw ang pila
pil usa tanumi, The carabaos are made to 
tramp over the paddy to turn it into a mire 
before it is planted. -an n = LAMAK. 

laman, la.man = LAMANG. 
lamang short form: lang. only, just. 1 merely, 
( do] nothing more than Naglingkud lang 
siya did.tu ug wala magtingug, He just sat 

there without saying anything. Mutsatsu 
Lang siya unya magbuut, He's just a house
boy, but he wants to have the say. Wala ku 
muanhi arun Jang kasab-an, I didn't come 

Ihere merely to get a scolding. Igu lang siya 
sa pagbilak, All she could do was cry. (Lit. 
She was merely up to crying.) Kawang lang 
ang akung pag-antus, My sufferings were all 
in vain (nothing more than vain). Baratu ni 
kay pisus Zang, This is cheap because it is 
only a peso. Tu lang akung guia, I only 
brought three. la with commands or exhor
tation: just do [so-and-so] - it's a small 
thing to do. Hulata lang ku sa gawas, Just 
wait for me outside.Maglakaw lang ta, duul 
ra man, Let's just walk. It's not far. lb sigi 
- please [do], it's just a little favor to ask. 
Sigi lang. Tugti lang ku, Come on. Please, 
let me do it. le with negatives: not bother 
to do. Di lang ta mangatulug rung gabi� 
Let's not bother going to sleep this evening. 
lei wala (dili) - . . .  kun dili .!. .  not only 
. . .  but also . . .  Di Lang ang inahan kun di 
hasta anak maapiktahan, Not only the 
mother but also the child will be affected. 
ld b�ta - just so it happens, though it 
isn't desirable. Iwari lang na. Basta Lang ma
wala sa akung panarraw, Get rid of it. Just 
so it gets out of my sight. le karun, bag-u, 
gahapun - just now, just recently, just yes
terday. Karun lang siya miabut, He just ar
rived now. Bag-u lang silang namalbin, They
just recently moved. Gahapun lang siya ma
uli, He just went home yesterday. lf [ex
pression of time] - just do at [such-and
such time] (and no other time). Mahuybis
lang sila mamasura, They just collect gar
bage on Thursdays. lg balu, ambut - gee, I 
don't know (I'm only up to saying I don't 
know). lh dipindi, sigun -, sa [verb} - de-,pending on. Akung ibaligya sa makauna 
lang, I'll sell it to whoever is first. Sigun 
lang sa prisyu, It depends on the price. li 
gani, galing - the only thing wrong. Maayu
unta, galing Lang nasayup ang miskla, It 
should have been good, only the mixture 
was in the wrong proportions. 2 just, take 
[so-and-so] rather than some other choice. 
2a with nominal predicate and verb subject: ·let [so-and-so] do it. Aku lay da ani b� 
There, let me carry this. Ikaw lay panguta
na, You ask. (Lit. let you be the one to 
ask.) 2al [pronoun, noun] - [so-and-so]
will take the consequences. Ug imung buha
tun, ikaw lang, If you do it, you take the 
responsibility. 2b with quantities: just make 
it [so-and-so] much. Trayinta Lang ni ha? 
Can I have it for thirty? 2bl anhi, dinhi, 
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nganhip- only up to here.Anbi Jang ku din
bi manaug, rll just get off here. 2c with 
verb: take the choice of [do] ing. Ang is
dang dili mabalin gamsun Jang, dili bularun, 
If they can't sell the fish, they just salt it. 
They don't dry it. Ayaw lag anbi ugma, kay
mabimu man sa Huybis, Don't bother com
ing tomorrow because you can do it on 
Thursday. s.gi - 2cl never mind. 2c2 well, 
all right, I'll agree to it. Sigi Jang. Di Jang ku 
mudayug palit kay mabal, Never mind. I 
won't buy it because it's expensive. Sigi
Jang, itugut ku na Jang nig bayinti, Oh, all 
right. I'll let you have it for twenty centa
vos. aku tiya, imu) - just let me (him) have ,it rather than s.o. else. Aku Jang ni, Kadtu 
lay ihatag ni Pidru, Let me have this one. 
Just let Pedro have the other one. 2c3 can't
help [do]ing. Mahadluk Jang ta bisan sa 
pagpanimati Jang, We can't help getting 
cold shivers, even just hearing about it. 2c4 
mau - 2c4a it cannot be otherwise. �u ba 
siya ang nakaingun?' - �u Jang!' 'ls he the 
one that caused it?' - 'Of course! Who else 
could it have been. 2c4b yes, most certainly 
so. 'Mukaun kag surbiti?' - 'Kaun mu Jang,' 
'Would you like to eat ice cream?' - 'I sure 
would.' 3 na - 3a now it is only [so-and
so much] where it was more before. Sukad 
sila namalbin aku na Jang ang nabib ilin, Af
ter they moved away I was the only one 
left. Human na ang tanan, paglimpiyu na 
lang, Everything is done. Only the cleaning 
remains. Duul na Jang ang atung gidulngan, 
It is just a little way further to where we're 
going. 3b just take [so-and-so) rather than 
some other manifestly better choice. 3bl 
with nominal predicate and verb subject: 
[so-and-so] will do it, though it should not 
be so.Aku na lay tiwas ani, kay madugay ug
laing tawu, Let me just do this myself be
cause it would take forever if s.o. else were 
to do it. 3b2 with quantities: just make it 
[so-and-so much] (which is less than what 
one would ordinarily get). Trayinta na Lang 
ni, ha? Just let me have it for thirty, this 
time, all right? 3b2a anhi - just here (when 
I really want to do it elsewhere). Kay lisud 
man ug musud, anbi na Jang ku sa iskina ma
naug, Since it's difficult to take a vehicle in, 
I'll just get off at the corner. 3b3 [do] as 
the best choice under the circumstances. 
Gamsa na Lang nang isdaa kay wa nay mu
palit, You might as well just salt that fish 
because there isn't anybody who'll buy it. 
Ayaw na lag dad-a ug bug-atan ka, Don't
bother taking it if you find it too heavy. 
sigi na - = SIGI LAMANG. aku, iya na - let 

me (him) have it (although you might have ,s.t. better to do with it). Aku na Zang ni, 
ha? Let me have it, may I? salamat na -
I thank you, since I can't pay you any other 
way. Ug di ka pabayad, saLamat na Jang, 
Since you won't let me pay you,just let me 
thank you. 3c can't help [do] ing. Sa tan
tung kapungut naUmut na Lang siya sa iyang 
kaugalingun, He was so angry he just forgot 
himself. 3cl following expressions refen-ing 
to time: it's already [so-and-so] late and s. t. 
still hasn't happened or hasn't stopped hap
pening. Udtu na Lang ug nagZukun Jang gi
hapun sa banig, It's already noon, and he's 
still curled up asleep. Gab ii na Lang wa giba
pun siya, It's already night and he still has 
not come home. 3c2 dayag, klaru na - ob
viously, can't help being that way. Klaru na 
Lang nga muhiZak ug imung kusiun, Obvious
ly he's going to cry if you pinch him. 3c3 
salamat na - nga the only saving grace was. 
Malumus unta ku. Salamat na Jang nga din
bay nakakita naku, I would have drowned, 
but thank God, s.o. saw me. 4 pa - 4a fol
Lowing expression of time: 4al [such-and
such] was the first. Karun pa Lang ku maka
kita sa ingun, This is the very first time I 
ever saw anything like that. 4a2 if it was so 
at [such-and-such] a time already, it would 
be even worse later. Sa sugud pa Zang naba
nakan na siya, At the very beginning he was 
already out of breath. 4a3 [so-and-so] just 
happened now. Karun pa Jang srya muabut, 
He just arrived now. Daw kagabapun pa 
Lang, It seems like only yesterday. 4b lest 
[so-and-so] happen. Di ku muduul sa iru 
kay paakun pa Lang ku, I won't go near the 
dog, because I might get bitten. 4c if [so
and-so] had been the case. Di pa Lang ka 
amigu naku, ikiba ta ka, If you were not my 
friend, I would have filed a case against you. 
Aku pa lay gipabubat,. gwapu tag agi, If
they had told me to do it, it would have 
come out nice. 

lam-ang v [A; b4] 1 overstep, go over s. t. 
Nalam!angan ku ang litir dyi, I skipped let
ter g. 2 go beyond what is normally expect
ed. Milam-ang sa maayung pamatasan ang
imung pag-ukit-ukit, Your inquisitiveness 
has gone beyond the limits of good man
ners. HiLam-angan ra sad ang imung pagkaa
yu, Your goodness is far beyond what one 
would expect. a taken beyond normal 
bounds. Lam-ang kaayu ang iyang pagpa
ngasaba, l:ler scolding h_as gone too far. 

lam-ang2 n name of an Ilocano epic. 
lamanu v 1 [AC; ab2) shake hands. Naglama
nu ang managkuntra apan dumut gihapun, 
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The two protagonists shook hands but they 
still were full of hatred. Lamanubun ku ang
bag;ung kasal, I'll shake hands with the 
newly-weds. 2 [A; cl) join two edges of 
metal sheets with one hooked into the 
other. Lamanubun (ilamanu) ta Zang pag
sumpay, Let's join it bending the two edges 
around so that one fits into the other. n 
1 handshake. 2 joint of two things where
by the two things fit into each other. Na
bungkas ang lamanu sa baldi, The pail came 
apart because the joint where the edges of 
the metal were made to fit into each other 
came apart. 3 powdered milk donated by 
the U.s: government which bears a picture
of a handshake (slang). tlamas, lamas v 1 [A; b) spice. Las-ay ang u-

• 1 ,tan ug dt lamasan, Vegetables are tasteless 
if you don't spice them. Ang babubuyna 
ikalamas, Mint can be used as a spice. 2 [bl 
spice s. t. not food Gilamasan sa kandidatu 
ang iyang diskursu ug mga kumidiya, The 
candidate spiced his speech with jokes. (➔) 
n 1 spice. 2 s.t. that lends color or richness. 
Ang kanta lamas sa kinabubi, Songs add 
spice to life. 

lamas2 v [A; c6] rinse off, wash s. t. to eat. 
Gadangbag ka Lang naglamas sa kamut� la
pukun gibapun, yOU were careless in the 
way you washed the sweet potatoes. They 
are still muddy. 

lamat v [A; al] 1 deceive the eyes with an 
illusion. Gilamat ra tingali ku pagkakita ad
tung gwapang babayi, Maybe it was only an 
illusion when I saw that beautiful woman. 
la  for supernatural beings that have taken 
and hidden a person to put a banana trunk 
in the person's place and make it look like 
the body of the dead person. 2 enchant, be
dazzle. Usa ra ka pabiyum ang milamat ka
niya, One smile was enough to enchant him. 
Nalamat siya sa katabum sa kagabbfun, He 
was enchanted with the beauty of the night. 
n thing with which s.o. is bedazzled. Ang
lamat sa babandi, The enchantment of 
wealth. ma-un a enchanting, bedazzling. 
Malamatung buni, Enchanting melody.

lamaw n 1 slop fed to animals. Lupig pay la
maw ning sud-ana, This food is worse than 
pig's slop. 2 k.o. sweet made of the meat of 
young coconut mixed with its water, milk, 
and sugar. 2a k.o. sweet made of a mixture 
of the meat of papaya or avocado with milk 
and sugar. v [Al; a] make, eat lamaw. (�) v 
[Al; b6] have lots of lamaw. -in- = LAMAW, 
n2, 2a. -an n 1 pail for collecting slop. 2 
feeding trough for animals. 

wnay1 v [A; b] for a sickness, feeling, vice 

to become deep-seated and take root or for 
medicine or s. t. else taken in to take its full 
effect. Mawad-an siya sa bwisiyu ug mu La
may na ang ispiritu sa alak, He loses his 
good judgment when the alcohol begins to 
take its effect.Ang kaluuymilamay sa iyang 
kabiladman, A feeling of pity took root in 
his innermost being. Ug dili ka magpatam
bal lamayan giyud ka sa sakit, If you don't 
submit to treatment, the sickness will get 
worse and worse. 

lamay2 v [A; b(l)] join a wake for the dead 
without sleeping. Ang nakalamay sa Lunis 
sa Myirkulis na sad mubalik, Those who 
kept vigil on Monday will do so again on 
Wednesday. n wake for the dead. 

lamba v 1 [A; bSc] slam s.t. long and hard 
against s.t. Kinsang pliyira tung milamba sa 
batir sa yuta? Who was that player who 
swung the bat hard against the ground? 
Kupti ang b�s sa ikug unya ilam ba sa paril, 
Hold the snake by the tail and swing it hard 
against the stone wall. Nalamba ang saka
yan ngadtu sa kabatuan, The boat was slam
med against the rocks. 2 [A; b6(1)] pass a 
basketball from a distance to one's team
mate. Lambabi (lambabi) tung kauban na
tung way gwardiya, Throw the ball to the 
teammate that no· one is covering. lamba
lamba v [BS;  cl] be repeatedly thrown or 
struck against s.t. Naglambalamba ang sira 
sa bintana sa kakusug sa bangin, The win
dow shutters swung back and forth against 
the sills with the force of the wind. n the 
action of throwing or striking repeatedly. 

lambang v [AC; ac] 1 join two things, usual
ly live,to each other. Nagkalambang ang du
ha ka biniktang sunuy nga giduul pagbigut, 
The two roosters that were tied too closely 
to each other got entangled with one an
other. Lambanga ang duba ka karabaw, Tie 
the two carabaos together. 2 for animals to 
have sexual intercourse, and, by coarse ex
tension, for people to do so. Duba ka iru 
nga naglambang, Two dogs copulating. A,
makiglambang Lang na bisag unsang bayba
na, He doesn't care who he screws. 

lambanug, lambanug n alcoholic drink made 
from the water taken from the nipa palm 
bud that has been fermented and distilled 

lambaruk n k.o. mackerel (small adlu). 
lambayl = LANGBAY. 
•lambay -in- n 1 k.o. stage play, usually 

2about heroic deeds of past ages, with a dia
logue delivered in verse. 2 s.t. put on for the 
show of it. Kanang paggukud kunubay sa 
mga dagkung ismaglir usa Zang ka linambay, 
The drive against the smugglers is nothing 
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but a big show. v 1 [Al; b(l)] present a li
nambay stage play. 2 [A23] play in a 
linambay. 

lambayaw n k.o. hardwood timber. 
lambayung n creeping vine of seashore with 
purple morning-glory-like flowers: Ipomoea 
pes-caprae.

Iambi a for one of two things that should fit 
together to overlap. Lambi ang ngabil, ilba
nang nanaway, The lower lip is sticking out, 
a sign that he is criticising you. v [ B6; ac] 
get to be protruding. Nalambi ang sira sa 
kaban, The cover of the trunk jutted out 
over the edge. 

lambid v [A2C3; a] be wound around in an
irregular way. Milambid ang gaway sa kugi
ta sa iyang paa, The tentacles of the octo
pus were wound around his thigh. Ayaw i
duul ang mga hiniktan arun dili maglambid, 
Don't put the cocks close to each other so
that their strings don't get all tangled up. 
-in· n k.o. budbud made with white and vio
let-colored sticky rice, such that the dark 
and light colored rice forms intertwining 
streaks. linambiran = LINAMBID.

lambigit v [AC; ac] get entwined, latched on 
to. Magkita gani ming magsuun maglambt
git dayun mig isturya, When we sisters get 
together we get engrossed in conversation 
with each other. Nagkalambigit ang ilang 
mga ngalan tungud sa ilang kasuud, Their 
names became linked with each other be
cause they are close to each ot=her. Nagka
lambigit ang duha ka pasul, The two fishing 
lines got entangled. Kanunay ilambigit niini 
ang hitabu, Always connect the incident
with it. hi-Iha- v [ c6] be involved, tied up 
in. Wa ka ba mahilambigit sa tikas? Are
you not involved in the swindle? Ag akung 
kwarta nahilambigit sa tindahan, My money 
is tied up in the store. ka-an n involvement. 
Maprisu ka ug duna kay kalambigitan sa 
huld-ap, You will go to jail if you have s. t. 
to do with the hold-up. 

lambing v [AC; cl] join two things together 
with a length of s.t. Lambinga ang duha ka 
baskit, Tie the two baskets together. Gidu
ul ninyu paghigut ang kanding. Di nagka
lamb ing binuu n, yOU tied the goats too 
close together so they got entangled. n fish
ing line with two hooks attached to the 
main line. 

lambiyaw n the fry of a k. o. crevally, silver 
in color and glossy green on the back with 
smooth skin: Selaroides leptolepis (so call
ed from the color resemblance to the biyaw
beetle).

lambiyug, lambiyug = LAMBUYUG. 

lambiyung v [A3P; cl] whirl around, go 
around in circles. Naglambiyung ang binti
ladur, The electric fan is revolving. Lambi
yunga (ilambiyung) ang imung buktun,
Whirl your arm around. Ang tugpahanan gi
lambiyungan sa ayruplanu una kini mutug
pa, The airplane circled the airp ort before 
it landed 

lambu n 1 cord made of cotton strings twist· 
ed together. Lambu ang ibaat sa putus kay
lig-un, Use cord for tying the bundle be
cause it's strong. 2 fishing line made from
such cord. paN· v [A2; b6] catch fish with
a hook and line made of lambu dragged
behind the boat. 

lambu a growing lush and tall, prospering. v
[B3] 1 for plants to grow lush and tall Mi
/ambit ang tarrum nga giabunuban, The fer
tilized plants- grew lush. 2 prosper, flourish. 
Milambu sa ngadtungadtu ang iyang nigus
yu, His business flourished with time. 3 for
good feelings to grow in time. Sa kaduga
yan nilambu ang akung pagbati niya, With
time, my feelings for her grew intense. 
-anan n a place where s. t. flourishes. Lam
buanan sa mga yawan-ung bunahuna, Place
where evil thoughts flourish. ka-an n pros
perity. Alang sa kalambuan sa nasud, For
our nation's progress. ka-an(➔) n advance
ment, growth. Way kalambuan ang imung 
paninguba kaniya, Your romantic efforts 
have made no progress whatsoever. ma-un a
growing luxuriantly and tall. 

lambud v [AC; c] wind around, get wound 
around. Milambud ang gaway sa kugita sa 
iyang paa, The tentacles of the octopus 
wound around his thigh. lpalayu ug bikut 
ang kabaw ug kanding arurt dili magkalam
bud, Tie the carabao and the goat far from 
each other so that their ropes will not get 
entwined with each other. Ilambud ang bilu 
sa karitisan, Wind the thread around the 
spool. lamburan, lamburanan n reel or any
thing on which s. t. is wound. budbud linam
buran n k o. budbud made of white and vio
let colored rice or millet, rolled and wound 
together.

lam bun v [A; cl] broil s. t. in between em
bers. Pagkuba ug dabun kay maglambun 
tag kamuti, Get some banana leaves. We're 
going to broil some yams. -in-an a cooked .by having been broiled in live coali 

larnbunaw n medium-sized tree of the forest 
producing bunches of oval, red fruit, 5 cm.
or longer, with an edible pulp and a single 
pit: Aglaia everettii. 

lambung v [A; b(l)] grow long and thick, 
clinging or hanging over s. t. Naglambung na 
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sa tingkuy ang iyang bubuk, His hair is al
ready hanging thick over his nape. Gilam
bungan sa balantiyung ang ilang atup, The
squash grew over their roof, covering it en
tirely. a hanging long and thick covering s. t. 
-ay n mane. paN-ay v [A2] grow profusely 
in strands or bunches as if a mane. Maa
yung a/utan ang imung bubuk kay nanglam
bungay na, It's about time to cut your hair 
because it is like a mane. -ayun a thick and 
long like a mane. 

lambunit v [ C] fight with one another to get 
s.t. Naglambunit ang babayi ug ang manga
ngagaw St.l bag, The woman struggled with 
the purse-snatcher. 

Iambus v [A; cl] strike with s.t. heavy, usu
ally in a downward motion. Mga balud nga
milambus sa gamayng sakayan, Waves that 
lashed at the small boat. Makalambus ka ka
ba anang kaban niya? Do you think you 
can slam that trunk on him? Gilambusan 
ang kawatan sa albu, We struck the burglar
with a pestle. Alsabun tikaw ron ug ilambus 
sa yuta, I'll lift you and throw you hard 
against the ground n 1 blow with s. t. hea
vy. Kusug nga Iambus sa ikug sa buaya, Hea
vy lash inflicted by the crocodile with its 
tail. 2 stick used to strike s.o. 

lambut v 1 [A2; a2b2] reach a certain 
amount, length, or distance. Milambut ug
usa ka libu ang ilang balin, Their sales
amounted to one thousand pesos. Naka
lambut ug usa ka gatus ang mga bisita, The
visitors reached one hundred persons. Lam
buta ang syudad sa duba ka uras, Get to 
within reach of the city in two hours. 2 [A
2; b6] catch up or overtake. Mulambut pa 
ta sa unang byahi, We can still make the 
first trip. Gilambutan namu sila sa Karkar, 
We caught up with them in Carcar. 

lambuyud a feeling dizzy. v [B6; b6) feel 
dizzy. Mulambuyud (maglambuyud) ang
akung panan-aw ug magsigig libutlibut sa 
baligi, l get dizzy if I keep running around 
the post. 2 = LAMBUYUG.

lambuyug, lambuyu g v 1 [A; ac) whirl s.t. 
around on a string and throw it off in a dis
tance. Lambuyugun ku nang langgam nga 
nagbatug sa sanga, I'll sling a rock at that 
bird perching on the branch. Gilambuyug
niya ang laang usa pasapluti ang baka, He
whirled the rope before he lassoed the cow. 
2 [B26) for attention, thought to veer off 
on a target. Nalambuyug ang iyang mga ma
ta sa nagkiaykiay nga babayi, His gaze was 
diverted to the girl with the swaying hips. n
sling for hurling stones made of a piece of 
cloth, leather, or palm leaf which holds the 

stone and a pair of strings which are whirled 
around. When one of the strings is released, 
the missile flies off. 

lamdag a bright. Lamdag kaayu ang siga sa 
plurisin, The fluorescent lamp gives a bright 
light.Ayaw pagsuga kay lamdag man, Don't
tum on the light because there's enough 
light. Lamdag ug kaugmaun ang tawung ku
gihan, An industrious person has a bright 
future. n 1 illumination. Ang lamdag sa su
ga, The lamp's illumination. 2 enlighten
ment. Lamdag sa Ispiritu Santu, The en
lightenment of the Holy Spirit. v 1 [AB; a
b] give light or brightness; be, get bright or 
well-lighted. Adlaw nga naglamdag sa kali
butan, The sun that gives light to the world. 
Dunay tawu kay naglamdag mag ilang bay, 
There must be s.o. home because the house 
is lighted. 2 [A; b( 1)) enlighten. Pagtulun
an nga milamdag sa akung bunabuna, A les
son that enlightened my mind. 3 [Bl; b6] 
for a place to be stripped of plants or parts
of plants. Ang pagpabit sa kamaisan sa mga 
babuy mauy nakalamdag (nakapalamdag) 
niini, The pigs ate the corn plants and made 
the area bare. Gilamdagan ku sa mga kabuy 
sa lagwirta nga gipamutlan sa mga sanga,
The trees in the yard looked bare to me af
ter some of the branches were pruned. pa· 
v [A; b) go, put to a lighted or illuminated 
area. Ayawg!palamdag kay hiilban ka, Don't 
go under the light because you might be re
cognized. Palamdagi ku ngari aron makita 
ring akung trabahu, Give me some light 
here so I can see my work. ka-un n clarifi
cation. ma-un a enlightening. 

lamdarn an ( coined from lamdag 'light' and 
panumduman 'thoughts' - root dumdum) n 
inspiration. Ang dalaga mauy lamdaman ni 
Rina/du sa iyang pagpanulat, Reynaldo
took his inspiration for his writings from 
the girl

lamhun v [B3) for a wound or bruise to get 
infected and swollen, but not severely so. 
Tambali nang nuka sa di pa makalambun, 
Put medicine on your sore before it gets
infected.

lamhung a 1 growing thickly and profusely, 
esp. such that other plants are crowded out. 
2 choking off or overshadowing, keeping 
plants from growing well. 3 swollen and in
flamed. v [B3; b6] 1 grow thick and/or tall 
such that other growths get stunted. Ang
kamukamu milambung sa lagwirta, The
morning glories spread all over the garden 
(and choked other plants). la stunt other 
plants by choking them off or overshadow
ing them. Makalambang ang dahun sa kay-
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mitu sa mga tanum, Star apple leaves are 
used as a cover to kill off other plants. Na
lamhungan ang mga munggus sa balili, The
grass stunted the bean plants. 2 [B2346] 
get inflamed. Milamhung ang pinaakan sa 
lamuk, The mosquite bite became inflamed. 

lamhuy v [B1236] for bruise to swell and 
get soft. Nalamhuy ang akung tudlu nga na
dukdukan sa martilyu, I struck my finger 
with a hammer and it became soft. Wa ma
kalambuy ang buktun nga giiniksiyunan, 
The arm that was injected didn't swell. 

lami a 1 tasty, giving a delicious feeling or 
taste. Lami nga pagkaun, Delicious food. 
Lami nga isturya, A pleasurable talk. la -
nga i-[verb] it would be lovely to . . .  Lami
rung ikaligu sa dagat, How nice it would be 
to go swimming now. 2 beautiful to look 
at. Lami kaayu siyag kurtina, She has beau
tiful curtains. n l taste, flavor. Way lami, 
Tasteless. Kining isdaa lamig lapuk, This 
fish tastes like mud. 2 orgasm. Dugay siyang 
abtan sa lami, It takes her a long time to 
come to her orgasm. v [B; a] 1 be, become 
pleasant to the senses. Mulami (malami) 
ang sud-an ug bitsinan, The food becomes 
tasty if monosodium glutamate is added to 
it. Ang pagsinabtanay mauy makalami (ma
kapa/.ami) sa panagtiayun, Understanding is 
the thing that makes a marriage pleasant. 
Lamian kung mubunal ug batang pilyu, I
love to whip naughty boys. 2 [ b4] reach 
orgasm. - ug ka.lit v [A23] take a sudden 
unexpected turn. Maayu pa tung amung is
turya unya milami Lang siyag kalit, nasuku 
man Zang naku, We were having a nice talk. 
Suddenly s.t. got into her, and she got mad 
at me. Luya na ang buksidur, unya sa kata
pusang rawun milami lag kalit, gidabudabu
ban ang kuntra, The boxer had gotten weak. 
Then suddenly at the last round he seemed 
to have gotten his second wind and rained
heavy blows on his opponent. v [A13] be
come more interesting. Naglami (nagkala
mi) ang ilang isturya human makainum, 
Their talk got more interesting after they 
had had some drinks. pa-(�) v 1 [A; acl] 
do s. t. to add to the taste, pleasurableness 
of s.t. 2 [Al3] indulge oneself in s.t. nice. 
Nagpalami srya ug katulug ug wa gani mag
bunabunag digamu, She's sleeping blissfully 
without even thinking about cooking break
fast. n seasoning. palamilami v [A) indulge 
in sexual pleasures of any sort. n sexual in
dulgence. •an a delicious. v {B126) get to 
be delicious.

lamigas = HUIMIGAS.
lamigmig v 1 [A; a] pat successively and 

shake or massage. lightly, usually on a full
and fleshy part of body. Gustu siyang mu
lamigmig sa akung paa, She likes to play 
with my thigh by patting it, shaking the 
hand while pressing down. Lamigmigi ug a
sin ang hinimulbulan nga manuk, Pat some 
salt into the flesh of the dressed chicken. 2
[a2b2] be repeatedly hit with s.t., usually 
not fatal. Hinglamigmigan ka lagi kay nakig
sumbagay kag buksidur, If  you pick a fight 
with a boxer you'll get yourself soundly 
pummelled.

lamili = DAMILI.
lamina n framed picture, esp. of a saint. v
[A; al 2) make framed pictures, esp. of 
saints.

laminasiyun = LAMINISYUN. 
laming v [A; cl] 1 confine an animal for the 

pui.-pose of controlling its food prior to 
slaughtering. Lamingun ang alimangug mga
simana una lutua, They keep mud crabs 
and feed them a special food about a week 
before they cook them. la do a similar thing
to people. /laming sa duktur ang pasiyinti 
sa di pa upirahan, The doctor will confine 
the patient and put him on a special diet 
before he operates. 2 keep s.t. in confine
ment. Kadtung iyangpagsiyagit did.tu ra ma
laming sa iyang kinahiladman, He kept his 
shouts stifled in his innermost being. Nala
ming silang tanan sulud sa balay, They were 
all kept imprisoned in the house. 2a  in the 
game of tubigtubig, imprison players in one
of the squares. n animal that had been kept 
confined prior to slaughter.!(➔)!= L.AMING, 
n. -an(➔) n 1 the first two squares the play
ers at play enter in the game of tubigtubig. 
2 the player guarding these squares. 

laminisyun n lamination of plastic over s.t.
laminit v {A; a] laminate with plastic. 
lamisa n 1 table, desk. 2 food set out. Naa na
bay lamisa diha kay musaka mi, Do you
have a table set? If you do, we'll come in. 
v 1 [al2] make into a table. 2 [A; c] set 
the table, put food on the table. Lamisahi
ang bag-ung abut, Put dishes on the table 
for the visitor that just came in. 2a have a 
lot of food on the table (usage taken from 
the custom among poor people that a table 
is set only when there is a decent meal -
otherwise people just take what there is and 
gobble it down). Basta bag-ung swildu mag
lamisa giyud mi sa Dinghaw, As soon as we 
get paid we'll have a banqu·et (lit. table set)
at the Ding Hao restaurant. 

lamisita n small table or desk. 
lamiti a smeared with s.t. sticky. v [Bl; aP)

be, become smeared with s.t. sticky. Nag/a-
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miti ang nawung sa bata sa tsukulit, The 
child's face is besmeared with chocolate. 

lamlam n a k.o. itch affecting the parts bet
ween �he toes, usually caused by walking 
bare£ oot on ground soaked with horse 
urine. Katul kaayu ang lamlam sa akung tiil, 
The itch in my toes is so bad. v [Al23P ;  b 
4] get lam lam. 

lamlam2 v [A; c] talk too much, nonsensi
cally or boastfully. Lamlami lang si Tatay 
mu kay aku di na mutuu, Just hand that 
line to your father. As far as I'm concerned, 
I don't believe you. Unsa na man say gilam
lam mu didtu sa imnanan? What sort of 
foolishness did you tell the boys in the tod
dy stand this time? n talk, words. Pulus 
Zang lamlam nang tawbana way nabubat, 
That fellow is all talk, no action. 

lampaag, lampaag a 1 stout, fat. Kalampaag 
sa nawung anang bayhana! Ikatalakpun, 
What a broad face that woman has! You 
could use it as a shutter for a window. 2 
spreading lushly. Lampaag kaayu ang lam
bayung dapit sa bunasan, The vines are 
spreading out lushly near the edge of the 
tidal flat. 3 for the hair to look bushy. v 
[B ;  b6] 1 be, become broad, flat. 2 get to 
grow lushly. Mulampaag ang mga balili ug 
muuwan na, The grass will grow lush when 
the rains come. 3 for hair to get bushy. Na
unsa man ang imung birdu nga naglampaag 
man. Gitis tingali, What happened to your 
hair that it's so bushy? You must have 
teased it. 

lam , ' 
LAMPAAG.paga = 

lampakanay nga kugun n k.o. reed found in 
marshland. 

lampanug v [A2; b3] go out without saying 
goodbye to escape, get out of work, in an
ger. Tua, milampanug kay gikasab-an, There,
he ran out of the house because I scolded 
him. Ang pagpanglimpiyu sa silung muy i
yang gilampanugan, He left the house to 
get out of helping clean out the cellar. 

lampara n 1 oil or kerosene lamp without a 
chimney. 2 pressurized kerosene lantern 
where the light shines downward, used 
mainly for fishing. v [Al 3; al] make, use a 
lamp of this sort. paN- n type of fishing us
ing a pressurized lantern to anract the fish, 
used esp. in shallow waters for catching 
schools of small fish. v [A2; c] catch fish 
by this manner. lamparahan = LAMPARA,
1. lamparista n one who fishes using the 
panglampara method. lamparahanan n boat 
used in panglampara fishing. lamparilya n a
small kerosene or alcohol lamp without a 
chimney. v [A13; b6] make, use as a small 

kerosene lamp. 
lamparu v [A; al b2] slap with the hand, usu

ally at the head. Dili ku mulamparu kay pi
ligru kunu sa utuk, l would not slap anyone 
on the head because it might hurt the brain. 
Gilamparu ku sa kusug nga bangin, l was 
struck by a strong wind. n slap. 

lamparunis n k.o. pussy, slow-healing ab
scesses around the neck that leave large 
scars. v [B124; a4b4] be afflicted with lam-

, .parunts.
lampas1 v [AN2; b] cut down, sickle grass 
and undergrowth with a swinging motion. 
Pagsuhul ug mulampas (manglampas) sa ka
lubihan, Hire s.o. to cut down the grasses 
in the coconut grove. n the cutting down 
of grass or undergrowth from an area. - ta
num v [A; bS] cut down the plant growths 
and plant rice or corn at the same time. 
This is done in paddies under deep water 
which cannot be plowed or in second
growth forests between the trees. Gilampas
tanum (gilampas tanuman) ang anut, The 
plants were cut down, and at the same time 
corn was planted in the second-growth for
est. n the process of cutting plant growths, 
plant rice or corn at the same time. 

lampas2 = LAPAS. 
lampasu v [A; b] polish a floor by rubbing a 
half a coconut husk or s.t. similar over it. 
Lampasuhi ang sala, Polish the floor in the 
living room with a coconut husk. 2 [A;  b2 
c) pummel, shake and throw to the ground. 
Ilampasu ku kinsa ninyu magbinuang, If 
anybody cuts up I'll scrub the floor with 
him. Ilampasu namu ang inyung tim, We'll 
give your team a thorough trouncing. 2a 
have s.t. done thoroughly to it. Hilampasu
han unya mug kasaba, You'll get a tho
rough tongue-lashing. v s.t. to polish the 
floor with, esp. a half a coconut husk. 

lampay n k.o. small shallow porcelain bowl 
to eat out of. 

lampin n diaper. v [A; cl] put on, make into 
a diaper. Lampinun (ilampin) lang ning da
ang palda, Just use this old skirt for a dia
per. Lampini ang bata, Diaper the baby. 

lampingas n indifference to how s.o. is af
fected. Ang lampingas sa kapalaran, The 
arbitrariness of fate. -an a indifferent and 
oblivious to how other persons are affected. 
Lampingasan nga tawu nga wala mabalisa 
sa iyang gipamabdusan, A brute, complete
ly indifferent to the fate of the woman who 
bore his child. v [B12] be, become indiffer
ent, oblivious to others. 

lampinig n yellow jacket. Ang lampinig sa 
panulat nakaukub sa iyang tingkuy, He was 
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bitten by the writer's bug. (Lit. The yellow 
jacket of writing bit into the nape of his 
neck.)

lampirung n 1 white, translucent material 
taken from the inside of the shells of cer
tain oysters, used for windows, lampshades 
and other ornaments. 2 name of the oyster 
from which this material is taken. v [a12] 
use lampirung shells for windowpanes. 

lampis n k.o. small edible crab of streams. 
lampuay, lampuay v [B6 ; b6]_ flow or spread 
beyond the limits. Milampuay ang iyang ti
yan sa katambuk, His stomach bulged from 
excess fat. Naglampuay ang sabaw sa panak
san (ang panaksan sa sabaw), The soup 
spilled over the edge of the bowl. 

lampurnas v [A; b6(1)] 1 scrub, wipe with 
force to clean s.t. Nalimpiyu ang pansayan 
human siya makalampurnas niini, The com
fort room looked spotless after she scrub
bed it. la clean s.t. by splashing water over 
it. Nakalampurnas na ku sa banyu, I have 
already splashed water to clean the bath
room. 2 destroy. 2a [Al 3 ;  al2] beat heavi
ly. Ang way kaluuyng igsuun naglampurnas 
niya sa gamay Jang sayup, His heartless 
brother beat him mercilessly for the slight
est mistake. 2b [c6] badly beaten in games. 
Ilampurnas Lang nang inyung tim nga bayat 
sa ilaba, Their team will just trounce your 
inept team. 2c be struck by a severe storm. 
NangaLuad ang kabuy nga gilampurnas sa 
bagyu, The trees that were battered by the 
storm were uprooted. 2d [a12] wipe off or 
out swiftly. GiLampurnas Lang ang mga pag
kaun nga gidut sa pista, The food that was 
served at the fiesta was rapidly wiped out. 
2e [A; c] throw s.t. to the ground with 

I Iforce. /yang ilampurnas ang mga kaLdirug
way sud-an, He'll smash the pots on the 
floor if there's no food. 2f [A; al] pet tor
ridly with a girl (slang). GiLampurnas niya 
ang iyang tratu sa siniban, 'He petted franti
cally with his girl friend in the movie house. 
n scrubbing. Way lampurnas ang ilang saLug, 
Their floor has not been scrubbed. 

•Iampus v [A24] be successful. Milampus
ang iyang planu, His plans succeeded. ka-an 
n success. ma-un a successful. Malampusun
nga miting, A successful meeting. v [Al3]
be, become successful. Hinaut untang mag
maLampusun ka sa imung tinguba, I hope 
you will be successful in your undertaking. 

lampuug, lampuug = DAMPUUG. 
lampuyang = LUY-ALUY-A. see LUY-A. 
lampuyut, lampuyut a for flesh to be flabby 
and loose. v [ B; c 1]  be loose and flabby. 
Mulampuyut ang atung pus-un ug wa tay 

iksirsayis, The lower part of your abdomen 
becomes loose and flabby if you do - not 
exercise. 

lamu v [A; a] temporarily preserve tiny fish 
by salting lightly. Lamua ang subrang tug
nus, Preserve the leftover fry by salting
them lightly. -in- n small fish, temporarily 
preserved with light salt. lamulamu,.lamula
mu v [A; b5] 1 do s.t. fast in a slipshod and 
careless way. Gilamulamuan (gilamulamu) 
Lang nimug laba ang mga bisti u, · dagban
pang buling, You washed these clothes so 
fast and carelessly. See, they are still all 
dirty. Ayaw lamuLamuag bungat arun maka
sabut ku, Don't speak so hurriedly and in
distinctly, so I can understand. 2 done rap
idly and without reserve. GiLamulamu Jang 
niya ang usa ka panaksang pansit, He just 
gobbled down a whole bowlful of noodles. 
Gilamulamu niya ang iyang uyab sa sud sa 
siniban, He engaged in a heavy petting ses
sion with his girl friend in the movie house. 

lamudlaw n k.o. vine of waste spaces bearing 
edible fruits, the size and shape of a hen's 
egg with stripes, acrid and pulpy, but with 
little juice and lots of tiny seeds. 

lamugdung a overcast, gloomy. Lamugdung
ang Langit, muuwan tingaLi, The sky is over
cast. It will probably rain. Lamugdung siyag
nawungmu rag kahilakun, She has a gloomy
expression as if she were about to burst in
to tears. v [B ;  b3cl] become overcast,
gloomy.

lamugay v 1 [A;  cl] mix, jumble thorough
ly. Kamiy milamugay (naglamugay) sa balas 
ug simintu, We mixed the sand and cement 
thoroughly. 2 [B26C3; cl] for a crowd to 
mill about in confusion. MiLamugay ang 
mga tawu pagkakita sa kalayu, The people 
ran about in confused panic when they saw 
the fire. a topsy-turvy, in disorder. Lamu
gay ang sala, The living room was topsy
turvy.

lamuglamug n slimy substance. 1 slime which 
forms where water has been allowed to 
stand. 2 slime exuded by certain animals, 
such as snails. 3 thin film that forms on the 
eyeballs of seriously ill persons. 4 thin,
filmy membranes adhering to meat or ten
dons. S . gelatinous substance found under 
the bark of young trees. 6 oily substance 
found on the surface of coconut meat ripen
ed beyond maturity ( = DALINUG). - sa 
ruba sediment in the coconut palm toddy. 
v [B1246; a4b4) form slimy substances of 
these various kinds. 

lamugmugan = LIMUGMUGAN. see LIMUG
MUG. 
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lamuk n mosquito. v [a4) 1 be infested with 
mosquitoes. Ang Lugar nga may lamak la
mukun, A place where there is standing 
water gets infested with mosquitoes. 2 wait 
s.w� too long. Gilamuk na Lang kug hinuwat, 
wa giyud mupatim-aw, I waited for a long
time, but he did not show up. (�) v 1 [A; 
b6] be present in large numbers with con
fusion and bustle. Naglamuk ang mga tawu 
sa baratiLyu, People crowded the bargain 
sale. Miting man unta ni, nalamuk na man 
binuun, This is supposed to be a meeting, 
but it has become a melee instead. 2 [BC3]
be, beco11)e a free-for-all, melee. NagkaZa
muk ang mga istudiyanti ug mga pulis,
There was a free-for-all between the stu
dents and the police. a busy and chaotic 
with large numbers of people. n a free-for
all, melee. lamuklamuk = LAMUK, n, v2. 

,-ay(�) see LAMUKAY. 
lamukat v [B16; a) be, become disorderly, 

messed up. NagLamukat ang iyang nawung 
sa mik-ap, Her make-up was in chaotic dis
array. Nalamukat ang mga dabun sa suLar, 
The leaves were strewn all over the yard. A-
yawg lamukata nang imung asuy arun hi
sabtan ka, Do not tell your story incoherent
ly so that you'll be understood. a all in dis
order. Lamukat nga administrasiyun, A 
chaotic administration. ka- (not without Z) 
v [A; a2] be in chaotic disorder. Nagkala
mukat ang Zababu sa mga platu ug kaldiru, 
The sink is a mess with all the kettles and 
plates piled up in it. Magkalamukat ang pa
nimalay kun way pagsinabtanay, Home life 
is chaotic when there is no understanding. 

lamukay (from lamuk) a in chaotic disorder,
topsy-turvy. Lamukay ang kwartu, The 
room is in chaos. v 1 [A; a] mix, stir things 
up thoroughly. Naglamukay si Ipi sa simin
tu, lpe was mixing the cement. 2 [B] for 
there to be chaos, things in great numbers 
in disorder. Naglamukay (nagkalamukay) 
ang mga tawu sa tyanggiban pagsunug, The 
people in the market were rushing about in 
all directions when the fire broke out. ka-

,= LAMUKAY, v2. 
lamun n 1 k.o. badly infected boil which 

goes deep and fai_ls to develop a head. It of
ten leads to blood poisoning. 2 word used 
in a curse hoping the one cursed gets a la
mun. Wa ka dad-a sa lamun! Damn you! 
(Lit. Haven't you been killed by blood poi
soning?) v [b4] be infected with lamun. 
Ang batang gilamunan namatay, The child 
who was infected with a lamun died. 

lamun v [A;  cl] put large chunks of food in 
the mouth whole. Makalamun kug usa ka 

parak bingka, I can put a whole piece of 
rice cake in my mouth. Kulang ka rang la
munun (iLamun) sa higanti, You're not even 
enough to stuff in the giant's mouth. 

lamuruka!plump in the cheeks. v [BJ for the 
cheeks to become full and rounded. Nagka
lamuruk ang iyang aping sukad maayu, Her 
cheeks are beginning to get rounded now 
that she has recovered. -un a of a plump
sort. 

lamuy v 1 [A; a] take in s.t. by swallowing. 
Maglamuy kug tablitas para katulug, I'll 
take some sleeping pills. Gilamuy si Hunas 
sa baZyina, Jonah was swallowed by a whal,e. 
la eat greedily or gluttonously (coarse). A,
milakaw man Zang dayun human makaZa
muy, After he gorged himself, he immedi
ately left the party. l b  - sa bakunawa ang 
buwan [al2] for there to be a lunar eclipse 
(for the moon to have been swallowed by 
the bakunawa). 2 [A; a2] swallow words or 
feelings. Milamuy ka Zang dayun sa iyang
gisuZti, You swallowed his story, hook, line, 
and sinker. Gilamuy ku ang akung kasuku 
arun way masilu, l just swallowed my anger
so that nobody would have hard feelings. 3 
swallowed up in a figurative sense. Galastu
ban nga milamuy sa ilang tinipigan, The ex
penses which swallowed up their savings.
GiZamuy siya sa kangitngit, He was swallow
ed by the darkness. n food consumption. 
Ang amung mutsatsu dakug lamuy, Our 
servant eats too much. walay - poor as a 
church mouse (deprecatory). -in-an n man
ner of eating.

lamuya V [B] get excessively fat. Naglamuya
siya sa katambuk, He is bulging with exces
sive fat. Nagkalamuya ang tiyan sa palai
num, The drunkard is getting a beer belly. 

lamwas v 1 [A; b6] for water to come in or 
spread over s.t. Hapit malunud ang sakayan
nga nalamwasan sa tubig, The boat nearly 
sank because water came in it. Gilamwasan 
ang tugkaran sa tubig gikan sa kanaZ, The 
water from the drainage ditch flooded our 
yard. la for water to run out over a contain
er. Milamwas ang tubig sa pZanggana, Water 
ran out over the basin. 2 [A; cl] extend 
beyond a certain limit. Mulamwas ang akung 
tiil sa katri kay mubu ra, My feet spill over 
the end of the bed because it is too short. 
Lamwasa (ilamwas) sa tubud ang sidsid sa 
akung sinina, Extend the hem line of my 
dress beyond the knees. 

lamyat a sluggish, doing things slowly and 
lazily. v fB; b6] be sluggish in doing things.
Nagkalamyat ang mid nga nagkadugay sa 
bay, The longer the maid stays in the house 
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the slower she works. 
-1-an alternant for -anan, added to some, but 

not all, bases which occur with -anan and 
usually with the same meaning. Palalitan,
Place one buys things. Halatagan sa limus,
Person to whom alms are given. 

lana n 1 oil obtained from plants. 2 a con
coc1tion of oil and herbs having special cura
tive properties or power to ward off evil of 
supernatural origin. - nga pangulang oil to 
counteract supernaturally caused skin ail
ments. 3 may, walay - have (not have) sex
ual potency in old age. Mamana ka anang 
tigulang balu? Wa na nay Lana, Are you go
ing to marry that old widower? I doubt if 
he can do it any more. v 1 [A; a] make oil. 
Dili ku mulana anang lubi kay kapuy ug ka
gud, I will not make oil because it is tire
some grating those coconuts. 2 [b6] put oil 
in a lamp. 3 - ug putut v [Al 3; al2] do the 
impossible (lit. extract oil from a very young 
coconut). Maayu pay magJana ug putut kay
sa muJansar nga way kwarta, I t  would be 
easier to squeeze oil out of a young coco
nut than to win an election without money. 
(➔) v 1 [A; b] apply oil on. Lanahi ang ha
Jigi arun di'li anayun, Put oil on the post so 
the termites can't get at it. 2 [B3(1)46] be, 
become oily, exude oily secretion. NagJana
ang iyang panit, Her skin is exuding oil. 3 
[A; b6] coax s.o. by flattery. Lanahi siya 
di ba humuk musugut sa imung hangyu,
Give her some sweet talk. See if she doesn't 
give you what you ask for. lanahan, lanhan 
n folk doctor who practices healing with 
the use of special oils. lanahan n container 
for oil. lanahun, lanahun a full of oil. t

lana2 = DILANA. 
la.nag n mild, not fatal poisoning. Ang Janag 
sagad dili makamatay, makapabuyud Jang,
Mild poisoning usually doesn't kill. It just
makes one dizzy. v 1 [Bl26; b4(1)] have,
be affected by poisoning. NaJanag ku sa 
amuting kahuy nga wa maayung pagkalung
ag, I got food poisoning from the cassava 
that wasn't prepared properly. 2 [B126] 
be sickened, nauseated. Nalanag ku sa bahu .
sa karni didtus ihawan, I was sickened by 
the smell of meat at the abbatoir. 3 be bored 
to tears. NaJanag ku anang imung isturya 
nga gibaJikbalik, I am bored to tears by 
your st?ry that you keep telling again and 
again. (➔) n s.t. to smoke (derogatory).
v [A; cl ]  smoke. NagJanag ka na sab nga 
gidid-an ka man sa duktur? You're smok
ing again when the doctor told you not to. 

lanang n watery, slushy ground. v 1 [B; b6] 

become watery and slushy. Milanang (naJa
nang) ang silung sa ulan, The yard became 
watery and muddy in the rain. (�) v [A; b6] 
for liquid to spread out on an area. MiJa
nang ang imung ihi sa saJug, Your urine 
flowed over the floor. -an n slushy, muddy 
place. lananglanang v [A) be greasy, oily.
MulanangJanang angimung nawung ug di ka.mamuJbus, Your face will get oily if you
don't powder it. MagJananglanang ang sud
an nga labihan kamantikaun, A dish that 
has too much fat is greasy; 

lanap v [A; b(l)] overflow or flood an area. 
Ang karsada nga giJanapan sa dagat napunu 
sa mga gapnud, The road that the sea had 
flooded is full of driftwood. Sa pagkusug sa 
uJan, giJanapan ang amung siJung sa tu.big, 
Because of the heavy rain, our basement 
was flooded with water. 

lanat v [A; a12] pursue, chase. Dili ku mu
Janat nt1a ngadtu sa ngitngit, l will not run 
after them into the dark. Lanata ang kawa
tan! Chase the thief. maba ug - tend to be 
short-winded, easily tiring out. Di siya ka
agwanta ug bugtaway kay maba siyag lanat, 
He doesn't last in a race because he is short
winded. (�) n pursuit, chase, race. Ang la
nat sa kinabuhi, The rat race of life. 

lanatad n sea which is flat and even, as for 
example, at high tide before it begins to go 
out again, or water over tidal flats. v [B2]
for a large area to become covered with a 
smooth surface of water. Ug magbaha, mu
lanatad ang tubig sa kaumahan, When it 
floods, the water floods over the fields. 

lanaw = DANAW, DANAW. 
lanay v 1 [AB2S; a] melt, become soft. Nag
Janay ku ug tingga para gam-ung pamatu, l 
am melting lead to make into a sinker. Nag
lanay ang mantikilya, The butter is soft. 2 
- ang atay [B246) get flattered Milanay
ang iyang atay pag-ingun nakung gwapa si
ya, She swelled with pride when I told her 
she was pretty. ( ➔) a 1 soft, partially melt
ed./ti nga Janay, Soft and watery droppings 
of fowl. 3 - ug tingug for the voice to be 
flat in tone, not full, as if cracked. Way ka
lak ing paminawun ang lanay nga tingug, A 
flat voice is not pleasant to listen to. v [B; 
b6]  1 for the voice to become flat. - ug si
nultihan a way of speaking characterized by 
a slow and slurring intonation, not brisk. v 
[BJ for the manner of speaking to be slow 
and slurring in intonation. 

landa v [A; a] put copra in a tray to dry. A
ku Jang landahun ang kupras kay wa may 
init, I 'll just dry the copra in a tray (and 
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put it in a kiln) because there's no sun. lan
dahan, landahan n 1 tray for drying copra. 
2 kiln where copra is dried. 

landag v 1 [A; a2] cook eggs by boiling. A
yaw Jg landaga ang mga itlug kay papusaun, 
Don't boil the eggs because we are going to 
let them hatch. 2 broil bananas or tubers 
that have been peeled, usually leftover. Lan
dagun natu ang babaw nga kamuti ugma pu
bun, We'll broil the leftover sweet potatoes 
tomorrow. -in- n hard-boiled eggs. 

landag2 = LAMDAG. 
landang n 1 a powdered buri palm starch. 2 
sweet preparation made of buri palm starch, 
sugar, juice of coconut meat to which fruit 
may optionally be added. v [A; a2] make 
the dish called landang.

landasan n anvil. 
landay a for female humans or mammals to 

Jbe sterile. v [Bl] be, become sterile. Sagad
sa masakitung babayi malanday, Most sickly 
women tend to be sterile. 

landay2 n a sack that holds more than twen
ty-five gantas and is of a strong material,
designed esp. for holding heavy contents. 
Usa ka landayng kupras, A large sackful of 
copra.

landig v 1 [A; c] for boats or airplanes to 
land. Ang idru mulandig sa Masbati, The 
plane will land on Masbate. 2 [B256) come 
to rest after falling. Didtu mulandig (malan
dig) ang awtu sa sapa pagkatambug sa pang
pang, The car fell off the cliff and landed 
in the stream. t 

landing n airfield, airport. v [A; c]  1 for air
planes to land. Ci/anding ang idru sa daru, 
The plane landed on the plowed field. 2 for 
invasion forces to land. Ang pwirsa sa mga
Amirkanu milanding sa Layti, The American 
forces landed on Leyte. - bards landing
barge. v [Al3 ]  go by landing barge. - pild 
n airfield. 

*landrakas see KALANDRJ\KAS. 
landung n 1 image, replica. Daw landung sa 
kamatayun ang iyang panagway, Her face is 
a picture of death. Landung giyud siya sa 
iyang inahan, She is the image of her moth
er. 2 shade, shadow. Ang purma sa kabuy 
mailhan sa iyang landung, You can tell what 
a tree looks like just from the shadow. a 
shady. Landung kaayu sa kalubihan, It is 
nice and shady in the coconut grove. v 1 
[ B46] for an image to form itself, come 
into the mind. Wala mu/andung sa akung 
kaisipan nga mau kiniy mahitabu, It never 
occurred to me that this is what would hap
pen. 2 [AlB; b2] be, become shady, over
cast; cause to become so. Ang akasya nga 

- langas 

naglandung sa natad, T·he acacia tree that 
shaded the yard. Naglandung ang kalibutan 
kay baga ang panganud, The world is over
cast because there is a thick cloud covering. 
Hinglandungan ang misitas sa lubi, The or
namental plant is in the shade of the coco
nut tree. pa- v [AN; b5] 1 think, ponder. 
Nagpalandung ku sa unsay mabitabit nakit, 
I am pondering over what will happen to 
me. Ang atung pagpamalandung gikutlit gi
kan sa salmus, Our meditation is taken from 
the Psalms. la wala, dili - v 1 [A13; a12]
not expect s. t. to happen. Wa palandunga sa 
tanan nga madatit ka, Nobody thought
you'd get rich. 2 [A; b(l)] put or go to the 
shade. Palandungi (palandungi) ang kabaw 
kay init na ang adlaw, Put the carabao in 
the shade because the sun is hot now. 

landuylanduy v [A; be] gallivant about, 
bum around (instead of doing s. t. one 
should be doing) Maglanduylanduy Lang ku 
kay wa kuy trababu, I'm just bumming 
around because I have no work. Ayawg lan
duylanduyi (ilanduylanduy) ang imung pag
tuun, Don't spend the time you're supposed 
to be studying in roaming about. 

lang = LJ\MANG. 
langab v 1 [ al 2) do all of a set portion of 

work. Langaba ug sanggi ang t ibuuk maisan, 
Harvest the entire cornfield. Langabun ku 
pagpintal ang usa ka bungbung usa ku musu
gud ug lain, I'll paint one whole wall before 
I start the next. 2 [A12; al2] inadvertently 
work on an area assigned to s.o. else. Nala
ngab ug daru sa sinubulan ang nasikbit nga 
uma, The hired hand inadvertently plowed 
the adjacent farm as well. 

langan v 1 [A3P; a2b3] delay, waste time. 
Naglangan ka sa amung byabi, You are de
laying our trip. 2 [Al 3 ;  b( 1)) spend or 
waste time, effort doing s.t. Naglangan ka 
Jang ug limpiyu anang kabun, You are just 
wasting your time cleaning that box. n de
lay. Sa walay Langan miadtu dayun siya sa 
prisidinti, Without delay he went at once 
to the President. a wasteful of time. Langan
(langan) kaayu ning paagiha, This procedure 
is very wasteful of time. (➔) = LANGAN. 
-an(➔) a taking a long time. Langanan kaa
yu siyang suguun, He takes his sweet time 
about it when you tell him to go s. w. ka- n 
delay, waste of time. Ang kalangan naku 
dili kabayran ug sapi, Money cannot make 
up for the delay I suffered. ma-un a waste
ful of time. 

langas a 1 noisy. Langas kaayu ka nga mag
tuun, You are very noisy when you study. 2 
moving about a lot, engaging in horseplay. 
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Langas kaayung ikadulug, He'll bother you 
a lot if you sleep with him because he tosses 
and turns. v 1 [A; b6] make noise. Dili mu 
maglangas kay matulug ku, yOU should not 
make noise because I'm going to bed. la 
[A3] breathe a word. Dili ka maglangas 
kang bisan kinsa sa imung nakit-an, Don't 
you tell anyone what you saw. lb shut up! 
Langas! Naglamlam ka lang! Shut up. You 
are talking nonsense! 2 [A) moving about, 
not keeping still. Langas! Ayaw paghikap
hikap, Hold still. Keep your paws to your
self. 3 [A] make a fuss about s.t. Mulangas
man ku ug dili bahinan, I will make a fuss 
if you do not give me a share. n 1 noise. 2 
fuss, ado.Mitrabahu dayun sa walay daghan 
nga langas, He went to work without much 
ado. -an a noisy, engaging in horseplay. Kad
tung langasan kaayu dili dad-un sa sini, 
Those of you who don't keep still will not 
get to go to the show. 

langatad = LANATAD. 
langaw n housefly. v (➔) [a4] 1 be infested, 
swarm with flies. Langawun ang pagkaun, 
The food will be swarming with flies. 2 get
tired waiting. Dugay kaayu siya nga mag
ilis, langawun ka ug pinaabut, It takes her 
a long time to dress up. You will get tired 
waiting. 3 do not sell, sell little. Gilangaw
ang iyang tinda, way halin, Her store did 
poorly - she had no sale. pa- v [Al2] at
tract flies. Ang palut sa mangga makapala
ngaw, Mango peelings attract flies. ambut sa 
- search me, I don't know (and I don't 
care much). langawlangaw = , ABUNGAW . l,langay a wasteful of time Langay ka kaayu 
sa pagkaligu, You take your sweet time 
about taking a bath, don't you? v 1 [A13 ]
waste time. Naglangay ka lang kay dili na 
musalir, You are wasting time because that 
won't do. 2 [A 13 ; al 2) cause delay. Nagla
ngay ka sa amung trabahu. yOU 're holding 
up our work. Dili mistil langayun ang kasal 
bisan ug wa pa dinhi ang amahan, You do 
not have to hold up the wedding just be
cause the father is not here yet. -an(➔) a 
always dilly-dallying. 

langaya = LANGAV AN. see LANGAY. 
langbay n edible swimming crabs, found in 
shallow and deep waters, rather similar in 
shape and flavor to the blue crabs sold in 
the States. They differ from other crabs in 
that the shell has two sharp points on the 
sides, both claws are the same size and only
slightly larger than the other limbs. Deep-sea 
specimens may grow as big as a foot across. 
paN- v [A2; b6) catch this sort of crab. -an, 
paN-an n place where these crabs are found. 

langbi = LAMBI. 
langbu = LAMBU. 
langbud = LAMBUD. 
langday = LANDAY, 1, 2. 
langga short for PALANGGA. 
langgam n bird. -an(➔) n a small instrument 

used to cut rice panicles during the harvest. 
-un a bird-like. Ang iyang sunuy mu rag dili 
igtalari kay langgamun kaayu ug hitsura, 
His rooster doesn't look like a fighting cock 
because it has a bird-like appearance. 

langgaw a lukewarm. v [AB2; c1] be, be
come lukewarm, cause s. t. to become so. 
Malanggaw (mulanggaw) ang tuba ug hiini
tan, The palm toddy will become lukewarm 
if you leave it under the sun. Naglanggaw
siyag tubig para ikaligu naku, She's heating 
water for my bath. 

Janggaw n vinegar. v [A13; a12] make, 2make into vinegar. 
langgi v [A3P; a] snap s.t. off from the main ,part at the joint. Akung langgiun ang sanga 
sa imung tanum, I'll break a branch off 
your plant. 

langgikit v 1 [A; a12] tie or attach things to
gether or side by side. Mulanggikit ka ug pi
la ka bulus kawayan para gam-ung gakit, 
Tie several lengths of bamboo together to 
make a raft. Langgikitun naku ning duha ka 
buuk kabuy arun makas-a ug dala, I will tie 
these two pieces of wood together so I can 
carry them all at once. 2 [C23] be near one 
another. Sigi sila nga maglanggikit bisag asa 
lakaw, They are always near each other 
wherever they go. 3 [A; c6] involve s.o. in 
s.t. Ang imung binuang naglanggikit naku 
sa kaulaw, Your foolishness involved me in 
your shame. Ayaw kug ilanggikit sa inyung 
tinuntu, Do not involve me in your shenan
igans. n link, means of connecting. Kining
sulata mauy langgikit sa kagahapun, This 
letter is a link to the past. 

langgilanggi n shrub or small tree with a 
straight, light-brown trunk used for fencing.
The leaves are alternate, elliptic, with en
tire margins, green on top, whitish on the 
bottom and smooth. It bears sweet, pea
sized, white berries in axillary clusters. 

langgis a high-pitched, screeching noise. Lang
gis ang agi sa tisa sa pisara, It's very spine
tingling the way the piece of chalk scratches 
the blackboard. v [A] make a spine-tingling,
screeching noise. Ayuha nang imung pagkis
kis kay naglanggis, Try not to make it so 
spine-tingling when you scrape. ka- n the 
way s.t. is shrill and screeching. 

langgisaw n k.o. fish. 
langgita n loop at the waist of trousers 
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through which the belt is passed. v [A; b6] 
make or attach belt loops. 

langgiti n anvil. 
langgung v [B56;  c l ]  in pool, for the cue 

ball to go into the hole and not be counted. 
langgus v [A; al2] chafe, injure a wide area 

slightly. Ayawg bukti ug alambri. kay mu
langgus sa pintal, Don't tie it with a wire 
because it will scratch the paint. Nalanggus
akung buktun pagkatumba naku, I chafed 
my arm when I fell. 

langgut v 1 [A; alb2] for a fish to break a 
line. Nalanggut ang pasul kay gidawibag 
dakung iJda, The fishing line broke because 
a huge fish got hooked on it. 2 [AN; a) em
bezzle, cheat. Nalanggutan (bilanggutan) ku 
niyag singku pisus, He cheated me out of , ,five pesos. /yang langgutun nang inyung 
kwarta ug siyay inyung pagunitun ana, She 
will pocket your money if you entrust it to 
her. -ira = LANGGUTIRU (female). -iru a em
bezzler, swindler. 

langgwita = LANGGITA. 
langi v [A; a2] la loosen s.t. rigid and long 

fror:i a place it is embedded. Way makalangt' 
sa pusting maayung pagkataruk, No one can 
loosen the post, it is so firmly implanted. lb 
bend s.t. rigid out of shape. Nakabubi ang 
isda kay nalangi ang taga, The fish escaped 
because the hook was bent out of shape. le 
break the finger or toenail. Malangi ang a
kung kuku ug di binguk-an, My nails break 
if I don't trim them. 2 twist off a branch 
from plants. Nakalangi ku ug usa ka sanga 
sa iyang san pransisku, I broke a branch off 
from her croton. a hangnail, loose in its 
place. Hustu nang tangung langiun. Langi 
na kaayu, That tooth is about ready to pull 
out. It has gotten very loose. 

langi2 v [A] 1 ask for affection by making 
demands. 2 act spoiled and abusive from 
having been pampered. Naglangi na siya kay 
labanan man, He has gotten uncontrollable 
because s.o. always takes his side. a asking
for affection, being spoiled. Kanang iyang 
pagpangayug pagkaun agi Lang nag Langi, 
When she asks for food like that she's just 
asking for attention. 

langigngig a for foods to be too greasy or oily 
to digest readily. v [ B ;  c 1] be too greasy 
and heavy in the stomach. Di mulangigngig 
(maLangigngig) ang tiiL sa babuy basta lat-an 
ug butangag batung Linata, Pig's legs won't 
be too fatty to eat if you add salted black 
beans. Magkalangigngig ang biku sa tantung 
kaun, The more sticky rice you eat, the 
heavier it is in the stomach. 

langis v [A2; c] hoodwink s.o. into doing s.t. 

by giving him sweet talk. Maayu siyang mu
langis sa iyang apuhan arun tagaan ug kwar
ta, He is good in talking his grandfather into 
giving him money. Gilangisan ku niyang mu
palit ug libru piru iya diayng gipanugal, 11e 
hoodwinked me into giving him money
which he said was for a book, but actually 
it turned out to be for gambling. n sweet 
talk; flattery employed to gain one's ends. 
-iru n one who sweet talks people and pulls 
the wool over their eyes. 

langit n 1 heaven, sky. Ang langit gibuti sa 
mga bituun, The sky is pock-marked with 
stars. 2 joy, happiness. Langit ka sa akung 
panan-aw, You are a joy to my sight. ikapi
tung - the last tier of heaven where per
fect happiness is to be found. Dad-un ku 
ikaw sa ikapitung langit, I'll bring you to 
the seventh heaven of happiness. v [B1256] 
go to heaven. Ikaw kay makasasala, dili ka 
malangit, You, who are a sinner, will not go 
to heaven. kita ug - v [Al2] experience 
the most painful sensation of one's life, esp. 
pain in childbirth. Nakakita na siyag langit 
sa iyang pagpanganak, She experienced the 
most painful sensation of her life when she 
gave birth. ka-an n skies. -nun a pertaining
to heaven. Langitnung kahayag, A heavenly 
light. langitlangit n 1 egg white. 2 canopy
of an altar or bed. 2a - sa muskitiru top of 
a mosquito net. langidangit = LANGinA
NGIT, 1. 

langitngit = ALANGITNGIT. 
langkap v (A; ab7] take over all or part of 

s.o.'s obligations so that they be completely 
fulfilled. Akuy milangkap sa iyang bayranan 
kay wa man siyay kwarta, I paid up all her 
obligations because she had no money. 
Langkapa ang akung bahin sa gunahun, kay 
may laktun ku, Finish my weeding work for 
me because I have to go s.w. Gilangkapan
sa uyuan ang kuwang sa twisyun, The uncle 
paid the amount lacking in the tuition fees. 

langkat v, 1 [A; a] rip off, out, tear forcibly 
away. A tung lan�katun ang salug, Let us 
rip the floor out. Amung gilangkatan sa mga 
balagun ang kural, We ripped the vines off 
of the fence. 2 [A; b6] strip s.o. of power,
rights, or privileges. Gilangkatan siya sa 
ranggu, He was stripped of his rank. 3 [A; a 
2] remove s.t. as if pulled away by force. 
Ang imung pagLuib naglangkat sa akung gug
ma kanimu, Your unfaithfulness has killed 
my love for you.Sukad karun langkatun ku 
ang bunahuna nga kita manag-amigu, From 
now on I will banish the thought that we 
are friends. 4 [A; al]  slam a basketball that 
is in the air above the head in a downward 
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direction. Pag-untul giyud sa hula sa ring, 
gilangkat dayun ki,:zi ni Wilyam, As soon as 
the ball rebounded from the ring, William · slammed it down. \_ 

langkaw a tending to loaf on the job, playing 
hooky. Gamay kag agi kay langkaw ka sa 
trabahu, You haven't accomplished much 
because you've been loafing on the job. v 
[A; b6(1)] loaf on the job, play hooky. Di 
ka makapasar ug sigi kang langkaw, You 
won't pass if you keep playing hooky. Lang
kawi ang imung pagdaru kay minusan ku 
ang imung swildu, Loaf on the job while 
you're plowing and I will take it off your 
pay. •an(➔) a always loafing or playing 
hooky.

langkay n 1 dried coconut palm frond. 2
l.old maid (humorous). v [B12] become an 

old maid. ,langkay2 = DIWIT. 
langki a for teeth to be crooked. Makadis
gwapa sa babayi ang mga ngipung langki: 
Crooked teeth mar a woman's beauty. v [B;
b6] for a tooth to become crooked. Maa
yung pagahilutun ang ngipung magkalangki, 
It's good to massage into place a tooth that 
is growing in crooked. 

langking n k.o. black pigment shaped into 
rectangular sticks used for shoe blacking, 
drawing, and by the Chinese for writing. v 
[A; b6] blacken s.t. with this material. 

langkit v [A; ac] join two pieces of material· 
together by sewing, welding, and the like at 
the edges. Langkitun ta ang duha ka habul 
aruvn ta makatulda, We'll sew the edges of 
the two blankets together so we can have a 
tent. Ilangkit ang usa ka playwud ngari,
Join a piece of plywood to this place. 2 [ c] 
add an affix in grammar. ig-1· n affix. 

langkiya, langkiyal n spa def ish: Scatophagus 
argus. 

langkiyaz , langkiya (from kiya) v [8236(1)) 
for airplanes or kites to wobble, dart from 
side to side in losing altitude. Mulangkiya 
ang talabanug kun mabugtu ang tugut, The 
kite will ·wobble from side to side and con
tinue losing altitude when the string snaps.

langkub v 1 [AC12; act] combine several 
things, ideas, quantities into a group at the 
same time. Akuy mulangkub ug dala aning 
duba ka bugkus, l will take these two bun
dles at one time. Kining duha ka suma nag
kalangkub (gilangkub ), The two sums have 
been put together. la [A13) include, com
prehend. Ang lungsud naglangkub ug Zima 
ka baryu, The municipality includes five 
barrios. l b  [B1256) be included in a group, 
identified with. Pagkadatu niya nalangkub 

siya sa alta susyidad, After he got rich he 
was identified with high society. 2 [A; b5)
make s.t. a complete whole. Langkubi (lang
kuba) ang kuwang sa bayad, Complete the 
amount lacking in the payment. 2a [ A13; 
al2) fix one's decision, decide to do s.t. 
with no wavering. Naglangkub ku sa akung
bunahuna sa paglikay sa sugal, I am deter
mined to avoid gambling. -in- n things that 
are taken together, done collectively. Li
nangkub nga sisiyun, A joint session. 

langkuy
1 

v 1 [A2;b5c] walk or travel around 
without any particular purpose. Mulangkuy
sila inigpangitag bulad sa tabuan, They walk 
about in the market when they look for 
dried fish. Ilangkuy ang masakitun sa wiltsir 
sa plasa, Take the wheelchair patient for a 
walk in the park. 2 [B2; b6]  be, become 
an idler. Malangkuy (mulangkuy) siya kun 
du.nay kwarta, He becomes lazy when he 
has money. 3 [AC; a12b2) have sexual in
tercourse with (slang). Naglangkuy ang mag
tiayun sud sa kwartu, The couple are mak
ing love inside the room. a idler, lazy. n 
sexual intercourse (slang). langkuylangkuy 
v 1 = LANGKUY. 2 [A; b(l)] dawdle about 
instead of working. Sukad sa akungpagsulud 
ug trabahu dinhi wa ku makalavngkuylang
kuy, Since I started working here I haven't 
dawdled around on the job.

langkuy2 n cutlass fish: Trichiurus spp. a tall 
and thin (like the cutlass fish). 

langpus = LAMPUS. 
lan-grabir n landgrabber. v [B1256] be, be

come a landgrabber. 
langsa a having a fishy smell or the taste of 

blood. Bahung langsa ang mga pasahirag is
da, Fish vendors have a fishy smell. Ang
mulmul langsa nga isda, The parrot fish has 
an intense fishy taste. Langsag habit ang ha
baying girigla, Women smell of fish when 
they menstruate. v [B12; b6] be smelly 
from fish or blood. 

langsad ·v 1 [A;  b6] run for an elective posi
tion or office. Mulangsad ku pagkagubirna
dur, I will run for governor. 2 [A; c] take_ 
the gamecock out of his cage. Ilansad ang 
sunuy sa silinganan, Tether the rooster in 
the yard. 3 [A; c l) take a hen and young 
chicks out of the nest and set them on the 
ground. Ug ilansad (lansdrun) ug sayu ang 
p"isu, patyun sa umigas, If you take the 
chicks out of the nest too early, they are 
likely to get killed by the ants. lansaranan 
n ground on which gamecocks are tethered 
out. 

langsi = LANGSA. 
langsu� a for an area to be shady and dark, 
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either because it is depressed below the sur
rounding land or because it is surrounded 
by tall trees. Sagad sa Lugar nga langsub 
bugnaw, A depressed or shaded area tends 
to be cool. v [B) for an area to be shady 
because of its depressed situation or the 
trees surrounding it. Ang mga dagkung ka
buy mauy nakalangsub aning inyung sular, 
The trees make your lot shady.

langtaw v 1 [ANl3 ;  a2) see, look at s.t. in a 
distance. Lantawa ang bukid ug gigabunan 
ba, Look at the mountain and see if it is 
shrouded in mist. Nalantawan ku sa akung 
gitindugan ang pag-abut niya, I could see 
him coming from where I was standing. la  
[A; al2) watch a movie or stage perform
ance. Mulantaw kag sini rung gabii? Will 
you see a movie tonight? 2 [ A ;  a2b2] look 
to the future, perceive with foresight. Lan
tawun mu ang kaugmaun ug panagana, Look 
to the future and be prepared. Nalantawan 
ku nga kanang trabahua walay kauswagan, 
I have perceived that that job offers no ad
vancement. 3 [A; a12) look after. Akuy
mulantaw sa bata ug mulakaw ka, I will 
look after the child if you go out. Lantawa 
ang akung sinugba nga isda arun dili mapa
gud, Keep watching my broiled fish to see 
that it doesn't get burnt. -an(➔), -anan n an 
elevated place which affords a good view. 
paN- n foresight. Kanang imung paagi ku
lang sa panglantaw, Your procedure lacks 
foresight.

langtu a having the smell of green beans, 
spinach, burned feathers, hair, nails, and 
some kinds of plastic. Ayaw pagsunug ug 
balhibu kay langtu kaayu ang bahu, Don't 
burn feat hers because the odor is very dis
agreeable. v [B1;  b6] get this particular 
smell. Ang balatung mauy nakalang_tu (naka
palangtu) sa linat-an, The string beans made 
the stew taste peculiar. 

langtung n the point in the tide where the 
highest level is reached and when it is about 
to start going out again. - sa hunas point
in the tide where the lowest level is reached 
before it begins to come in again. v [B3N;
b6] for the tide to reach its highest point. 
Ug mulantung ang dagat muabut giyud sa 
ilang tugkaran ang tu.big, At the highest 
point the tide reaches their front yard. 

langu a 1 dizzy due to poisoning. 2 drunk 
(slang). v 1 [B12; b6] be, become dizzy due 
to poisoning. Nalangu ang iring human ma
kakaun sa bilu, The cat became dizzy after 
eating the poison. 2 [ AlP; a] make s.o. 
drunk. Kadtung ikaduhang lungnik mauy 
naglangu ( nagpalangu) naku, The second 

fifth sure made me drunk. 
lang-u a having a dank, unpleasant smell. 
Lan-u ang basung giimnan sa batang nagsu
wag inun-unan, The glass that the child 
drank from after he ate the vinegarized fish 
has a dank smell. v [ B; b6] develop a dank 
smell. Mulang-u ang trapung way Laba, A 
rag will develop a dank smell if you don't 
wash it. ka- n foul smell.Ang Layipbuy ma
kakuba sa kalang-u sa lawas, Lifebuoy can 
get rid of body odor. 

langub n cave. v [B1256;  al2] become, 
make into a cave. 

lang-ug a having the putrid smell of severe 
halitosis. Lang-ug ang baba ug bag-ung mata 
ug di makapanutbras, A person that has just 
woke up has awful halitosis until he brushes 
his teeth. v [BJ get a foul smell. Mulan-ug
ang tubig sa banga ug dili kailisan, The wa
ter in the jar will turn foul if you don't 
change it. 

langut v [A2; b] stick to work until it is 
done. Tiwas dayun na ug langutan naku ug 
tulu ka uras, It'll get done quickly if I stick 
to it for three hours. 

languy v l [A; ac] swim. Gikalambriban siya
samtang naglanguy, He had an attack of 
cramps while he was swimming. 2 [A13] 
float as if swimming. Ayawg isirbi ang sud
ang naglanguy sa mantika, Don't serve food 
that's swimming in fat. 3 [b8] for soup to 
be too dilute. Grabi sab ka makasabaw ka
languyan man, How terrible the soup is! 
You could practically swim in it. (�) v [Al
2] swim for pleasure. n l action of swim
ming. Ang amung languy niadtung Duming
gu, Our swim last Sunday. 2 swimming con
test. linangyan n style of swimming. 

langyaw v l [A; b6] travel abroad Mulang
yaw ku inigkabikay sa paspurt, I'm going 
abroad as soon as my passport is ready. 2 
[A2; b6) emigrate. Mulangyaw sila sa Min
danaw, They will emigrate to Mindanao. n 
foreigner. buhatang, kalihukang - Depart
ment of Foreign Affairs. 2 extra-marital re
lations (humorous). Human sa trababu d{li 
pa na siya mupauli kay duna pay kalihukang 
langyaw nga atimanun, After work he 
doesn't go directly home because he still 
has some foreign relations to attend. - nga
kalabutan foreign affairs. 

lanipga n forest tree with wood that smells 
like cedar, used for making cigar boxes, 
finger boards for guitars, et al.: Toona ca
lantas. 

lanit v [A; a) grab s. t., usually with speed. 
Milanit siya sa iyang amirkana ug miadtu 
sa buspital, He grabbed his coat and went 
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to the hospital. Gilanit ang iyang pitaka sa 
kawatan, The thief snatched her purse. Gi
lanitan ku niya sa iyang pistula, He drew 
his gun on me. 

laniw n k.o. small flying fish, smaller than 
the barunguy and bangsi.

lankay = LANGKAY. 
lanlan v [A; al 2) 1 eat food usually taken

with rice or corn (sud-an) all alone. Mulan
lan siya sa isda usa mukaun sa �an-un, He
eats the fish and then eats his rice after
wards. Mau ra niy bu/ad, ayaw ug lanlana, 
This is all the dried fish we have. Don't eat 
it without rice. 2 by extension, eat s.t. 
alone that usually accompanies s.t. else.Mu
/an/an Lang siyag dyam nga way pan, He eats 
jam all alone without bread. 

lanlidi n landlady of a rooming or boarding
house. v [Al3 ]  be a landlady. 

lansa n launch. v [Al 3; al2] go or travel by 
launch. Maglansa mi pag-adtu sa Buhul, We
will travel by launch to Bohol. 

lansad = LANGSAD. 
lansadira n 1 shuttle in weaving. 2 case for 
the bobbin in a sewing machine. v [A13; 
b6(1)] make into, attach, use a shuttle. 

lansalira = LANSADiRA. 
lansang n 1 nail. Lansang sa kabayu, Nail for 

a horseshoe. 2 dried anchovies (slang). v 1 
[A; c ]  drive a nail, nail. Di na ni maukang 
kay gilansangan, You can't get this off be
cause it is nailed down. /Lansang sa bung
bung ang kahun arun dili mahulug, Nail the 
box to the wall so it won't fall. 2 [a12] sit 
or stand rooted to a place, as if nailed. Gi
lansang ku sa akung gilingkuran sa kalisang, 
I sat nailed to my seat in fright. 2a [ a3!] for
the gaze to be fixed, as if nailed. Ang iyang 
mga mata nalansang didtu sa dalaga, His
eyes were glued to the maiden. 2b [ c6] be 
fixed at a certain quantity, as if nailed. Gi
lansang sa diyis ang amung iskur, hangtud 
nahuman, Our score was stuck at ten points 
to the very end. 3 [A; b4] get a tire punc
ture from nails. Lansangan ang dyip nga di 
mubigay, If you don't give protection mon
ey, they•U puncture the tires of your jeep. 

lansar = LANGSAD, 1. 
lansarira == LANSADIRA. 
lansaru n leprosy. v [ a4] be affected with 

leprosy. lansaruun, lansaruhun n leper. v 
[B1256] become a leper. 

lansilira•= LANSADIRA. 
lansis v [AN2; b] tell a lie about what one is 

doing when one is actually doing s. t. else,
make a lying excuse. Nanlansis siya pagbu
lam ug libru apan namisita diay, He came 
on the pretext of borrowing a book, but he 

actually wanted to visit my daughter. Unsa
may &tung ilansis sa maistru ug pangutan-un 
ta? What excuse will we give the teacher if he 
asks us? n lie told to disguise one's actions. 

lansita n small launch. 
lansiyang = GALANSIY ANG. 
lanslayid n landslide. v [A; b4] for there to

be a landslide. Ang tibuuk lungsud gilan
slayran sa mga dagkung batu ug yuta, The
whole town was buried under a landslide of 
rocks and earth. 

lansu, lansun n thin, white, coarsely woven
cotton fabric. v [A; cl] use lansu. Pubri 
man, di maglansu Lang, I'm poor, so I wear 
lansu. 

lansunis n tall, slender tree bearing a fruit of 
commercial importance. The fruit is whitish
yellow, up to 6 cm. long, growing in bunch
es from stalks which come out of the larger
branches and trunk, and has juicy translu
cent pulp encasing one or two irregularly
shaped seeds: Lansium domesticum. 

lanta n dressing for open wounds consisting
of absorbent cotton soaked in a mixture of
lime, vinegar, and coconut oil. v [Al3; a12] 
make such a dressing. -in-, ni- = LANTA, n. 

lantaka, lantaka = LUTHANG, n2. t
Ian tap a for l iquids to have oil or streaks of 
oil o� the surface. Lantap kaayu ang sabaw, 
Soup is full of oil. v [A; b] for the surface
of a liquid to be oily. Naglantap ang dagat 
sa usik nga gasulina, The surface of the sea 
is _full of oil because of the gasoline that 
spilled,

lantap2 a for the sea to be high and calm, as 
when the tide is coming in and there is no 
wind. v [B2; b6] for the sea to get high and
calm. 

lantaw = LANGTAW. 
lantay n anything with a top or bottom con

sisting of bamboo slats: a bed, table, tray,
bench, shelf. v [A13; al 2) put, make into a 
lantay.

lantayug a growing very tall. V [BJ grow very 
tall. Mulantayug ang lubi ug magulang na, 
Coconut· trees grow very tall when they get 
mature. Naglantayug ka Lang nga way buut, 
You may be tall, but you don't have a grain 
of sense. 

lanti a clear, clearly defined with sharp edges 
and contrasts. Lanti kaayu ang makita diri 
sa largabista, I see everything very clearly 
with the binoculars. v [B2; b6] be, become 
clear. Mu/anti ang akung panan-aw ug mag
antiyuhus, My vision becomes clear if I 
wear glasses. 

lanting v [AC; ac] for boats with no anchor 
or floats to tie up to or together with anoth-
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er boat. Mulanting ku sa imung sakayan 
kay wala kuy pundu, l will tie up to your 
boat because I don't have an anchor. Lanti
ngun ta ning duba ka batang arun makada
ug natu, Let us tie these two logs together 
so that they can carry us. 

lantip a 1 sharp of blade. Lantip kaayu ning 
kutsilyuba, This knife is very sharp. 2 sharp
of mind. Lantip ug salabutan, Having an in
cisive mind. v (B2; a2] be, become sharp
edged or sharp of mind. Kanang imung bi
nairan dili makalantip (makapalantip) sa 
sundang, The machete will not get sharp 
the way you are doing it. -in- n a bolo al
ways kept sharp and not usually used for 
household chores. ka- n sharpness, keenness 
of mind. 

lantsa = LAN SA. "'-;:_., ~·. 
lanrugay v ( A12] linger, dilly-dally over s.t. 

or at a place. Dili makalantugay ang akung 
mga anak sa iskuylaban kay dagbag bubat 
sa amu, My children cannot afford to linger
around after school because there are so 
many things to do at home. pa- v (A; bScl]
linger, dilly-dally. Hingkaadlawnan kanunay 
ang bana pagpauli kay adtu man magpalan
tugay sa sugalan, The husband used to come 
home in the wee hours of the morning be
cause he stayed late in the gambling den. 

lantugi n argument, quarrel.Ang inyu,w ban
ha nga lantugi nakapamata naku, Your nois
y argument woke me up. v (A2C; a2] argue, 
quarrel. Di ku mulantugi nimu anang buta
nga, I won't quarrel with you over that mat
ter. Naglantugi sila ug unsaun pagpaguwa 
sa pyanu, They are arguing about how to 
take the piano out. ka- n an opponent in an 
argument. ma-un a contentious, argumenta
tive. Malantugiun kaayu siya nga mitubag 
sa iyang inaban, He talked back to his moth
er in an argumentative tone. mag-r- n debat
er. mamumulung - orator-debater. -un(➔) 
a controversial. Lantugiun ang risulta sa ilik
siyun, The results of the election are very 
much a matter of controversy. 

lantung = LANGTUNG. 
lan-u = LANG-U. 
lanubu a 1 grow lush and big. Lanubu ang 
tanum dinbi kay tabunuk ang yuta, The
plants grow large here because the land is 
fertile. 2 be economical to use because a 
small amount does the same job as a larger 
amount of similar material. Lanubu kining 
bugasa kay kusug mutubu, This rice is eco
nomical to use because it expands well. La
nubu kining sabuna. Gamay kaayu ang gawi
un, This soap is economical. You just need
to use a little. v (cl] make s.t. go far. La-

nubua (ilanubu) ug gamit ang sabun, Use
the soap sparingly.

lanug a loud, resonant. Lanug kaayu iyang 
tingug sa pagtawag naku, He called me with 
a very loud voice. v 1 ( B2] be, become 
loud Mulanug (malanug) ang imung tingug 
ug magmigapun ka, Your voice will become 
loud if you use a megaphone. 2 ( A] echo,
resound. Naglanug ang iyang singgit sa dyim, 
His shout resounded in the gym. n 1 loud
ness. 2 echo. Walay mitubag gawas sa lanug 
sa iyang tingug, There was no answer except 
the echo of his voice. 2a echoes, reminis
censes of the past. Kining mga awita mga la
nug lamang sa kanbiay, These songs are but 
echoes of the past. pa- v (A; c6] broadcast, 
disseminate by word or publicity. lpalanug 
ning balitaa sa tibuuk nasud, Broadcast th is 
news throughout the nation. 

lan-ug = LANG-UG. 
lanulin n lanolin. 
Ian-us a have the bad smell of eating or drink

ing utensils which have been used but not 
well cleaned. v 1 [B: b6] for utensils to de
velop a bad smell from not having been 
properly cleaned. 2 [A; c 1] let coconut 
milk curdle to use the curds for medicine. 
Maglan-us kug tunu nga bimuung lanta, I'll
ferment coconut milk to make into a medi
cinal plaster. -in- n sediment from ferment
ed coconut milk. 

lanut n gelatinous water that develops when 
rice or beans are boiled. Lanut ang ipainum 
sa masusu, Give the baby water from boiled 
beans. v [A) develop this substance. Kining
bumaya humuk mulanut ug lugawun, This
rice develops gelatinous water when you 
make porridge of it. 

lanut n 1 hemp from abaca. 2. any k.o. long, ,tough plant fibers. A nang trabahua ang i-
mung kinabuhi naglatay sa usa ka lugas la
nut, Your job is very dangerous. (Lit. In 
that job your life walks over a long thin 
strand.) v 1 [A; al2] make hemp from aba
ca. A nus-a man lanuta ninyu ang pinutul 
nga abaka? When will you make hemp from 
that abaca you cut into pieces? 2 [BS]
show fibrous components, become thread
bare. Daan na kaayung kalsunisa naglanut
na gani ang panaptun, These trousers are 
very old. They are already threadbare. 3 f B 
456) for s.t. sticky like syrup, glue, and 
the like to show fiber-like portions when 
stretched. -un a fibrous, having fibers. La
nutun kaayu ug unud ang pahu, Pahu is a
stringy kind of mango. lanudanut n fine 
fibers of fruits. 

lapa v 1 [AC12; a] cut into sizeable chunks. 
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Lapaa ang babuy unya ataruha, Cut the pig 
in chunks and group them into portions for 
sale. 2 [A; a] hack to pieces. Dinhi siya la
paag sundang sa naghuramintadu, He was 
hacked to pieces in this place by a man 
who ran amok. 

lapad a 1 flat, level surface. Lapad siyag na
wung, She has a flat face. Lapad ug tiil, 
Flat-footed or having the toes wide apart. 2
broad, having considerable width. Lapad
nga karitira, The broad highway. Lapad nga 
kayutaan, Vast stretches of land. v 1 [AB;
a] be flat, wide. Mulapad kag baril, mauy
ikural, Flatten barrels to make into a fence. 
Naglapad Jang nang ilung mu, Your nose is 
so flat. 2 [APB2; ab7] widen or broaden. 
Nagkalapad na ang haul nga gihawanan na, 
The field has more area now that it has 
been cleared of bushes. Lapdan ang lamisa 
kay gamay ra, The table will be made wider 
because it is too narrow. - ang atay v [ B 2 · 
6) be, become flattered (lit. for the liver to 
expand). Mulapad (malapad) dayun nang 
iyang atay basta daygun, It goes to her 
head if you flatter her. n flat, pocket-sized 
bottle for liquor (slang). pa- n matting made 
out of woven palm fronds. v [A; cl] make 
this matting. pa·(�) sa papil, kaugalingun v[A; c6] do s.t. so as to project a good im
age of oneself. Nagpalapad siya sa papil ma
ung midunar, He made a donation in order 
to give himself a good public image. -g- = 
LAPAD (plural). ha- a wide, broad. laparun 
a flattish in surface. ka- 1 state of being 
large, broad. 2 = Gll.APDUN. gilapdun n
width. Kwatru piyis ang gilapdun (kalapad) 
sa playwud, The plywood is 4' in width. 

lapak n 1 an area differing in color or tex
ture1 from the surrounding ·area: splotch,
stripe, spot. Ang sanina may lapak nga pula 
ug itum, The dress has red and black dots 
(stripes, splotches). 2 a piece, irregular scrap 
of material . Paggunting ug Japak sa puti nga 
panaptun, Cut a piece of white cloth. v [A;
a] put spots, stripes, smudges on s. t. Mila
pak ang pintal nga basa sa iyang buktun, 
His arm got a splotch of wet paint on it. 
Nakalapak ( nakapalapak) sa salug ang hu
gaw nimung tiil, My floor has become 
splotched with your dirty feet. Lapakun
pagtaud ang mga lainlaing kulur sa buluha
tung bidsprid, Sew patches of assorted col
ors into 0the bedspread you are making. -in
n plaid design. 

lapa1½ v [A; alb2] spank s.o. lightly. Sakit 
ang sinilas nga i/,apak, It hurts - if you are 
spanked with a slipper. 

lapak v [A; b(l)] step on s.t. Nabuling ang 

linadlad kay gilapakan sa babuy, The bleach
ed clothes got dirty because pigs stepped
on them. 

lap-ak n splotch, splatter. Dakung lap-ak sa 
dugu sa samput, The big blood stain on the 
bottom of the dress. v [B6; cl] splotch,
splatter. lap-aklap-ak v 1 [B6; cl] splotch,
splatter. Gilap-aklap-ak (naglap-aklap-ak)
ang iyang buktun sa bun-i, His arm has ring
worm marks all over it. 2 [AB; cl] do s. t.
irregularly, such that the results are splotch
ed or irregularly spaced spots. Ang bung
bung naglap-aklap-ak sa litratu, Photos are 
pasted all over the wall in an irregular fash
ion (as if spattered on the wall). Abanira gi
yud. Ayaw lap-aklap-aka (ilap-aklap-ak) 
pagpintal, Paint it a square at a time. Don't 
skip around. 

lapalapa n 1 sole, bottom surface of the foot. 
2 sole of shoe, boots, etc. v [A; b6(1)]
work on the sole of a shoe being manufac
tured.

lapanag v [A2S; b4] for s. t. to spread over 
an area. Milapanag ang tubig sa daruhan, 
The water spread over the fields. Ang iyang 
ap-ap naglapanag sa iyang tibuuk lawas, His
fungus is spreading all over his body. Wa 
makalapanag ang balita, The news didn't 
get very far. 

laparu = LAMP A.RU. 
lapas a past, beyond a time or place consider
ed right. Lapas na sa alas unsi, It's past elev
en o'clock. Lapas na ang dy{p sa atu, The
jeep has gone past our place. v 1 [B2; b6c] 
go past a certain time or place, do s.t. be
yond, esp. where one shouldn't. Bayri sa di 
pa makalapas sa tagal, Pay it off before it 
goes beyond the due date. Di na makalapas 
sa tuhud ang sinina sa atung mga kababa
yin-an karun, Women's dresses these days 
no longer go beyond their knees. Ayawg la
pasa (lapasi, palapasa, palapasi) ang utlanan, 
Don't build beyond the boundary of your 
land. Ayaw ug ilapas (ipalapas) ang kural sa 
utlanan, Don,t have the fence go beyond 
the boundary. Naminyu na ang imung mang
hud ikaw wala pa, hinglapasan hinuun ka, 
Your younger sister has g�tten married, but 
you haven't. You have been passed over. la 
- na sa kalindaryu v [B23 56) for a woman 
to have reached an age greater than the 
number of days in the calendar (lit. gone 
beyond the calendar). Lisud ka nang ma
minyu ug mulapas (malapas) ka na sa kalin
daryu, You,11 find it hard to get married if 
you get above thirty. 2 [A; a12 ] violate a 
law, go beyond certain rules or agreements.
Wa pa dungga nga mulapas kug saad, I've 
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never been known to break a promise. Na
kalapas ka sa maayung pamatasan, You 
have gone beyond the bounds of good be
havior. (➔) n abalone, so called because the 
meat tends to extend beyond the shell. ka
an n violation, actions going beyond a code,
Pasaylua kami Ginuu sa amung mga kalap&
san, Forgive us, Lord, our trespasses. ma-un 
a going beyond the limits of right action. 

' .lapas1 = LUP ASI. 
lapat

1 
a for the contents of a container to be 

practically gone. lapat na ang bugas, The 
rice is right down to the bottom of the rice 
can. v [B3] be almost to the bottom of the 
container. Nagkalapat na ang tubig sa tang
k� The water 1n the tank is getting near the 
bottom. 

lapat n clothes for home wear. 
2lapaw v [B23; cP] go above or beyond a ce� 

tain amount Milapaw na ang akung anak 
naku, My son has gotten to be taller than I 
am. Ug maLapaw na sa dus pisus ang gan
tang sa mais, ambut Lang, If corn goes be
yond two pesos a ganta, I don't know. Ma
kalapaw ka bag luksu anang gilay-una? Can 
you jump beyond that point? Sa iyang abi
lidad di ka makalapaw, You can not surpass 
his ability. Gilapawan ang mga atup sa Lu
nup, The flood water rose above the roof
tops. Ilapaw (ipalapaw) giyud ang sabaw sa 
gilung-ag, The water level should be higher
than the rice. a gone far beyond, over. - sa 
beyond tagi-, tagi-( ➔) a high above a ce� 
tain level Ang baba tagilapaw (tagilapaw) 
sa tu.bud, The flood is above the knees. 

lapay n k.o. purple-brown heron of swamps 
and tidal flats: Ardea purpurea. 

lapdus v [ A; b6(1)] lash, whip. Midagan ang
kabayu dihang gilapdusan, The horse gal
loped when it was lashed Makapabilanat
kunu kanang ikug sa pagi kun mauy ilapdus, 
They say that it will make a person ill if 
you whip him with a stingray tail. n lash, a 
stroke with s. t. ?liable. 

lapgus n 1 bundle of twine or hemp. 2 stand
ard size by which a bundle of twine is sold. 
v [Al; cl) make a bundle of twine. 

lapi v 1 [A; al2] bend or fold s. t. over dou
ble. Lapia ang panaptun ug adtu guntinga 
sa piniluan, Fold the cloth over and cut it 
iil the fold. la [ C3) for two flat surfaces to 
be close together as if there were only one. 
Abi kug usa ra ni ka pisus. Duba man diay, 
nagkalapi Lang, I thought there was only 
one peso, but it turned out they are two 
bills stuck together. 2 [B3(1)6) double, in
crease twofold or by extension, a few folds 
more. Milapi (nalapi) ang prisyu karun sa 

tanang mga palitunun, The price of every
thing has doubled. Anam-anamun ku ni pag
bubat arun dili maglapi, I will do the work 
as it comes up so I won't have but one 
thing to do at a time. 2a [Al2; al2] do!s. t. 
to two where one is usual Buang ka ug la
piun nimug pangulitawu ang mga mag-agaw, 
You're crazy if you court both the cousins 
at the same time. 3 [A; a] break s.t. off a 
plant by bending it over and twisting. Mag
Lapi Jang kug igu tilaubun, I'll pick just
enough young corn to broil Putla, ayaw la
pia ang pagkuba sa sanga, Cut the branch 
off, don't break it off. Malapi nang palwa 
ug imung tungtungan, The frond will break 
off if you step on it. n 1 action of folding 
s.t double. 2 times in division. Pila ka lapi 
ang unum sa trayinta? How many times 
does six go into thirty? (➔) a coconuts 
with dry, oilless meat that is easily detached 

· from its shell, and which has failed to 
sprout v [B2; b6] be, become a lapi coco
nut -an(➔) n k.o. coconut, the fronds and 
fruit bunches of which break off easily. 

l ida n tombstone. v [A; a) make a tombapstone, put a tombstone on. 
l iki n repeated, sharp smacking sounds. v ap[A; c] make a smacking sound. Milapiki
ang iyang nawung pagtamparus naku, Her 
face resounded when I slapped her. Gilapi
kig Latus sa kutsiru ang kabayu, The rig
driver cracked his whip on the horse. 

lapilapi v [B56; cl] for a liquid to reach 
the brim or to the top of an embankment, 
almost spilling over. Milapilapi na ang suba. 
MagLunup man kaba, The river has risen to 
the banks. It looks as though it's going to 
flood Gilapilapi naku ang tasa sa kap� I 
filled the cup to the brim with coffee. a 
filled up to the brim. 

laping v [A23; cl]  graze s.t. but not hit it 
squarely. Swirti kay milaping Lang niya ang 
batu, Fortunately the stone just grazed 
him. Gilapingan Lang ku sa bala, The bullet 
only grazed me. 

lapinig = LAMPINIG. 
lapis , lapis v 1 [A; al2b2] do the same

1 I ,thing to two things at once. Lapisa ang du-
ha ka langgam sa usa ka tiru, Hit two birds 
with one shot Ayaw lapisa sa pagbigugma 
ang duba ka magsuun, Don't fall in love 
with both sisters. 2 [A; cl] be included in 
s.t. that happened to s.o. else. Nalapis ku sa 
kasaba kumu kauban, I was included in the 
scolding since I was their companion. 

lapis2 n k o. leather jacket: Scomberoides 
spp.

lapis2 n pencil v [Al; al2) write with a 
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pencil Lapisa Lang pagsulat. Usburrun pa bi
taw na, Just write it with a pencil. It has to 
be rewritten anyway.

lapiti v [A; b6(1)] make s.t. dirty by. bespat
tering it. Siyay nakalapit i ug lapuk sa bung
bung, He spattered mud on the wall ka-, 
ka-(�) v [A13 ] get s.t. smeared, spattered
all over one. Nagkalapiti ang bata sa tai, The
child got smeared all over with his stool. 

lap lap a for clothing to be loose and flap
ping. l Namanus kag sinina nu kay laplap 
man kaayu nimu, You must be wearing s.o.
else's clothes because they are so loose on 
you. v [ B; cl] for s. t. to flap or clothes to 
be loose. Naglaplap ang bandira sa bangin, 
The flag is waving in the breeze.

lap lap 2 v [A; ab 7) slice off s. t. from a sur
face. Mulaplap kug gamay sa karni p ara i
sugba, I'll slice off a small piece of meat to 
broil. Laplapa ang apdu ug ilabay, Slice off 
the gall bladder and throw it away. Laplapi
ang lapalapa sa kubal, Cut the callous off 
the sole of your foot. 

lapnis n fiber stripped off the outside of a 
banana or abaca trunk used to tie things. 

lapnut1 a for liquids to be thick and sticky. 
v [B; a] be thick and sticky. Mulapnut (ma
lapnut) ang sabaw sa utan ug dunay ukra, 
Vegetable soup gets sticky if you put okra 
in it. 

lapnut v [AN; ab2] remove s.t. rooted, at
tachea, or sticking fast. Kinsay milapnut sa 
papil nga akung gipilit sa lamisa? Who rip
ped off, the paper that I h_ad pasted on the 
table? /yang gilapnut ang iyang lasu kay gi
saput na man pud, She pulled the ribbon 
out off her hair because she was in a bad
mood again. 

lapnuy v [B2] glide, move through an area 
smoothly. M ilapnuy lag ltsu sa santu l sa a
kung tutunlan, The seed of the santol slip
ped down my throat. Mulapnuy ang kasili 
sa kadanglug, The eel is so slippery, it will 
come right out of your hands. a moving
through an area smoothly. Lapnuy ianak 
ang ga't!'ayng bata, yOU will have a smooth 
delivery if it's a small baby. lapnuylapnuy v
[A3; b6] glide up and down on a surface. 
Naglapnuylapnuy ang gapnud sa mga balud, 
The driftwood is gliding over the waves. 

lapris n rabbet plane. v 1 [A; b6] make or 
smooth a groove with a rabbet plane. 2 (A
13; a12] make into a rabbet plane.

saw a watery, diluted in taste. Lapsaw kalapayu ang ilang litsi kay giligaban ug tubig, 
Their milk is watery because they adulter
ated it with water. v [Bl; a2] get to be wa
tery, have a diluted taste. Kinsay ganaban 

sa imung sabaw nga naglapsaw ang lami?
Who likes your soup since it tastes so wa
tery? - ug dugu sluggish, lacking in vigor,
movement. - ug utuk stupid. 

lapta a splotchy. Lap ta kaayu ang pagkapin
tal sa kisami kay nubatus ang nagpintal, 
The paint of the ceiling is splotchy because 
the painter is inexperienced. laptalapta v
[B; cl] be splotchy. Naglaptalapta ang mga
bun-i sa iyang buktun, Ringworms are ap
pearing in splotches on her arms. 

lapu v [A; al] spank s.o. with the hand or 
with s. t. long, rigid, and flat. Lapu_hun ta ka 
iring lipak ug di ka mutuman, I'll spank you 
with this bamboo slat if you don't obey. 

lapug n k.o. large grouper. 
lapuk n 1 mud 2 derogatory remarks. Nag

iyahay lag labay ug lapuk ang mga kandida
tu, Political candidates resorted to mud
slinging. -sa agtang a smear on a man's rep
utation incurred when his wife commits
adultery. v 1 [B; a] be, become muddy.
Mulapuk (malapuk) Zang kita dinbi kun 
mag-ulan, This place becomes muddy when 
it rains. 2 - sa agtang v [A13; bS] for a
wife to smear her husband's reputation by 
c ommitting adultery. lapuklapuk v [Al; b
5) make muddy. Gustu giyud maglapukla
puk ang mga bata, Children enjoy getting 
themselves all muddy. Gilapuklapukan ang 
salug sa mga bata, The children made the 
floor muddy. ka- v [B1456] be spattered
with mud Nagkalapuk ang tiil sa iru, The
dog's feet are muddy. -un a muddy. ka-an n
places that are muddy.

lapulapu1, 
n commercial name given to group-

ers (pugapu).
lapung v [AN; cl] involve s.!o. in s.t. bad 
that he should not be involved in or do s. t. 
to more mem hers of a group than should 
have had it done to them. Siyay naglapung 
ug pangulitawu sa tulu namu ka tindira, He
courted all the three of our salesgirls at one
time. Makalapung kag dakup nianang mga 
manuka? Could you catch all those chick
ens at one time? Gilapung ku niyag away 
bisag wa ku makasa, She quarreled with 
everyone, including me, even though I had 
not done anything wrong. Nalapung ang a
mung balay sa sunug, Our house got burnt 
along with the others. 

lapus v 1 [A2; ac] penetrate, pierce through 
the opposite side. Di makalapus ang ulan sa 
atup, The rain can't penetrate the roof. Na
lapsan sa pan.a ang isda, The spear went 
through the fish. la [b4] have one's men
strual blood penetrate to one's clothing. 
Gilapsan ku, maung mag-ilis ku, I got men-
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strual blood on my dress so I have to 
change. 2 [A2; b6(1)] bypass, pass through 
or beyond a point. Dina ku mulapus ngad
tu sa pikas bungtud, I won't go beyond the 
other side of the hill 2a [A12; b6(1)] fin
ish one's studies. Nakalapus na siya sa abu
gasiya, He has gotten through his law course. 
2b [A2; ale] go up to, reach. Milapus ba 
ning karsadaba ngadtu sa Liluan? Does this 
road go all the way through to Liloan? 3 [C 
23; al2] for two holes to lead through to 
each other. Ang duba ka langub naglapus, 
The two caves lead into each other. 4 [B2] 
for the foreskin of the penis to get loose so 
that the glans can be exposed. Magpatuli ku 
kun mu'lapus nag akung tintin, I'll get cir
cumcised when the foreskin of my thing is 
loose enough to pull back all the way. a 1 be 
finished with one's course of studies. 2 turn 
out to be relatively more beautiful than the 
others in a group. Namung magsuun si Nina 
ray lapus, Nena is the only good-looking 
one among us children. (�) a going clear 
through the other side. Lapus ba ang lungag
sa masig ka dawunggan? Do the earholes 
go clear through the head to the other side? 
lapsanan n place where s. t. or s.o. exits 
Duna bay lapsanan ning pasilyuba? Does
this passageway have an exit? 

laput n term for various kinds of fry or tiny
fishes caught by the sanggab.

laput = LAP-UT
lap-ut v [B126� b2] get slightly burnt, light

ly in}ured from heat or acid Nalap-ut ang 
akung tudlu sa asidu muryatiku, My finger 
got scalded with muriatic acid Nalap-ut 
akung bukubuku sa init, My back got burnt 
in the sun. n light burn. 

lap-ut2 a for a liquid to get thick and sticky. 
v [B3(1)] for soup to thicken. Mulap-ut 
ang sabaw sa utan nga sagulan ug bisul, Veg
etable soup thickens if yautia is stewed 
with it. Hauna sa di pa makalap-ut, Take it 
out before it gets thick. Ang banna naka
lap-ut (nakapalap-ut) sa sabaw, The flour 
made the soup too thick. -ay, -ay(➔) = 
LAP-UT.

lapuy v [B; a4b4] be weary, fatigued. Nala
puy (milapuy) ang akung mga buktun sa 
pagginuna, My arms have become fatigued 
from weeding. Gilapuy (gilapuyan) kug ma
ayu sa paglinanguy, l was exhausted from 
swimming so much. a fatigued. ka- n body
fatigue.

lapwa v [A; b6(1)] put s.t. in boiling water, 
to blanch, sterilize, or prepare it for fur
ther cooking. Lapwai (lapwabi) ang kutsara 
sa masakitun, Sterilize the patient's spoon 

in boiling water. Lapwabi ang utuk sa tubig 
nga may asin, Parboil the brain in salted 
water.

lapya n lapping or dashing of waves, sound 
of waves coming onto the shore. Ang lap ya
sa mga balud sa baybayun, The lapping of 
the waves on the shore. v [A; b6] for the 
waves to strike the shore. lapyahan, lapya
hanan n the place where the waves strike 
the shore. -i� n sound of waves striking the 
shore. 

lapya a broad in face, flattened out. Lapyag
nawung, A broad, flat face. v [B] be, be
come flattened out. Nalapya ang nigu nga 
naligsan sa trak, The winnowing tray is flat
tened out because the truck drove over it. 

lapyat a 1 fat and flabby. Dalagang ulay ku
nu piru lapyat na ug dugban, She's supposed
to be a virgin but she has sagging breasts. 2 
slow and languid in movement. Lapyat nga 
manlihuklibuk, Moving sluggishly. v 1 [B; a 
2] be, become flabby or lacking in fullness. 
Wa kay iksirsayis maung nagkalapyat ang 
imung buktun, You lack exercise. No won
der your arms are getting flabby. 2 [B ;  a2]
move without energy. Di giyud mabuman 
ang imung trababu ug maglapyat ka, Your 
work will never get done if you work slow. 

lapyu a young and tender. Ang lapyung bagu 
mauy maayung utanun, Young and tender 
bagu leaves make an excellent vegetable
stew. Lapyu nga kaisipan, Young and ten
der minds. 

larag v 1 [B2] for leaves to yellow. Nagka/a
rag ang mga tanum kay way ulan, The 
plants are becoming yellow because there 
hasn't been any rain. l a  [ B 12) for leaves or 
flowers to wither and fall off. Nalarag ang 
mga dabun sa lawus nga kamunggay, The 
withered kamunggay leaves dropped off. 2 
[B12] be faded. Nalarag na ang iyang kaa� 
yag, Her beauty has faded. 2a - ang bulak,
pagkabulak lose one's virginity (for the 
flower to fade). Nalarag ang iyang pagkabu
lak sa dihang gipaangkan siya, She lost her 
chaste beauty when she became pregnant. 3 
[B) get completely drunk. Sa ilang pag
inum gabii si Tunyu ang unang nalarag, In 
their spree last night Tonio was the first 
one to get under the table. 3a [B12, al) be 
fascinated with s.o. Ang iyang kaanyag ma
uy nakalarag (nakapalarag) naku, Her beau
ty fascinated me. (➔) a withered, yellowed 
leaves, flowers, faded beauty, unchaste. Gi
pangasawa siya bisan usa na siya ka larag 
nga bulak, S.o. married her even though she 
was a faded flower ( no longer a virgin). n 
fallen leaves. 
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la.ran v [A12; al2] beat, outdo. Daku tuud 
si Kli apan wa/a siya makalaran ni Prisir, 
Clay may be big but he couldn't beat Fra
zier. pa· v 1 [A3] allow oneself to be out
done. 2 [A13] allow oneself to get carried 
away with his emotions. Magpalaran ka ga
nis imung kaguul, masakit ka giyud, If you 
allow yourself to get carried away with 
your emotions, you will surely get sick. 

larang v [A; cl] 1 stew s.t. with coconut 
milk and nothing else but spices. Lami ang 
kyampaw ug ilarang (larangun), The best 
way to cook ray is by stewing it in co
conut juice. 2 reheat s.t. to remove the fat. 
Laranga ang adubu arun dili kaayu ngilngig, 
Heat the adubu so it won't be so greasy. n 
dish stewed in coconut milk, usually sting
ray.

laras v [A; b6] saw along the length. Larasun 
natu ang atung giputul nga kabuy, We'll 
saw the log into lumber.!(➔) v [A; cl] 1 do 
s.t. to all of a group. Ang buramintadu nga 
milaras ug patay sa tibuuk pamilya, The 
amok who killed all the members of the 
family. Ayaw mi larasa (ilaras) ug kasaba 
kay usa ray nakasa, Don't include us all in 
the scolding because only one of us did 
anything wrong. Gilaras ku pagsuruysuruy
ang mga dalan dinhi, I wandered through 
all of the streets. 2 do s.t. to a larger num
ber of a group than would ordinarily be ex
pected. Gilaras niyag pangulitawu ang duba 
ka magsuun, He courted two of the sisters 
at the same time. n ripsaw, saw for cutting 
with the grain. -an(�) n sawhorse. -in- n 
boards sawed off with a ripsaw. 

laraw v 1 [A; ab] make plans to do s.t. Nag
laraw ang prisidinti nga magdiktadur, The 
president is planning to become a dictator. 
Duna siyay gilarawng bubatun nimu, He is 
plotting to do s.t. against you. Jkay gilara
wan niyang patyun, He is planning to kill 
you. 2 [A; a2] plan how and where s.t. is 
to be built. Maglaraw ta sa atung balayan, 
We're going to map out the place where the 
house is to be built. n plan, plot. Wa kuy la
raw sa pagbiyahi, I have no plans t9 travel. · -an n 1 picture. 2 graven image (Biblical). ·Dili ka magsimba sa mga larawan, Thou 
shalt not worship graven images. 3 image, 
likeness of. Larawan ka sa imung inaban,
You are your mother's image. 4 typical ex
ample. Larawan sa kakugi ug kabuutan, Par
agon of industry and virtue. Larawan sa ka
himsug, A picture of health. v [A; a] show
ing clearly, picture s. t. Ang ilang kabim tang 
naglarawan sa tumang kakabus, The condi
tion shows what utter poverty is. Nalarawan 

sa iyang panagway ang kabadluk, Fear was 
etched on her face. Larawana kunubay ang
langit, Try to picture heaven in your mind. 

laray v [ A; b6(1)] sing a song with meaning
less \yllables (la la la). Naglaray siya sa bata 
nga gitug, She hummed the child to sleep. 
n song sung with meaningless syllables. 

la.ray v [A; cl] be in a row or line; cause s.t. 
to be so. Siyay milaray sa mga masitira sa 
agianan, She lined the path with flower 
pots. Naglaray ang mga patyunun atubang 
sa payring iskwad, The condemned men 
were lined up before the firing squad. n 
line, row. (➔)2 = LARAY, n. v [A; ac] dis
play goods for sale on the sidewalks or in 
open booths in the public market. Adtu tas 
tabu tan-awun tag unsay gilaray, Let's go to 
the market and see what is being displayed

larga v 1 [B 36] for a passenger vehicle to 
leave. Milarga ( nalarga) ang trak binyaan
ang kunduktur, The bus went off, leaving 
the conductor behind. l a  leave for a distant 
place. Mularga mi ugma para Butwan, We'll 
leave for Butuan tomorrow. Ug malarga na 
mi mabibawu ka ra, You'll surely know it if 
we have gotten off. l b  used in commands 
only: go ahead, start. Ug muingun kung
'larga', dagan . . . Na, larga na, When I say 
'OK', run . . .  OK, run! - manuk = LAR
GA, lb. 2 [A3P; b] allow, permit s.o. to do 
s.t. freely. Kinsa may naglarga nimu nga i
patandug nang trababua? Who gave you a 
free hand to touch that work? 2a [A; b]
meet a price offered, agree to do s. t. for a 
certain price offered. M ularga ku ana sa ba
yinti, I'll let it go for twenty. 3 [A; b7] 
pay out the line. Ayaw palabii ug larga sa 
tugut ang tabanug, Don't pay out the string 
of your kite too much. Largabi ang pasul, 
Pay out the fishline. 4 [A; be] let cocks go 
for a fight. Largaban na gani nang duba ka 
manuk, sugud na ang bulang, When those 
two cocks are released, that means the game_
is on. 4a [B; b] set on s.o. Gilargaban siya
sa mga buguy, The bullies set on him. -da n 
all set to go, well-prepared, showing confi
dence as one goes into a fight, examination, 
or contest. Hustu sa largada si Kli. Wala gi
yud magpakitag kabadluk, Clay was all set 
to go with complete confidence. He didn't 
show a trace of fear. -dur(➔) n 1 one who 
releases cocks in cockfighting. 2 one who 
formally announces the candidacy of s.o. 
running for an elective office. 

largabista n binoculars. v [A; b5] look at s.t. ·!with binoculars. 
largu lead directly to. Kining dalana largu sa 
suba, The path leads directly to the river. v 
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1 [A2; ac] go straight, take a straight course. 
s. w. Mulargu Lang ku ngadtu sa ila, I'll just
go straight to their place. 2 [A2; abc) do 
s.t. directly straight away. Mulargu ka Lang 
ug bilak bisan gipangutana ka Zang, yOU cry
right away even though I only asked you. 
Dili ka makalargu ug sulud, You can't just 
go straight in. Ay na Zang ug sukda. Largu
ba na lang pagputuZ, Never mind measuring
it. Just cut it right off. Largubi Zang siyag 
ingun nga wa kay gustu, Just tell him direct
ly that you don't like him. Ayaw ilargug 
batag, Don't give it to him directly. 2a [A
2] happen fast without any previous indi
cation. Milargu ug· butu ang ribintadur ug
wa gani musiyu, The firecracker exploded 
right away and it didn't even sizzle. 3 [B16; 
cl) be, become straight. Naglargu Zang ning
sininaa mu rag saku, This dress is straight at 
the sides like a sack. larguhanan n short, di
rect route toward. di-, pantalun di- n long
pants.

hiring n k.o. sword similar to the kanduwaZi 
but with a slight curve to the blade. 

larinu a speaking clearly and fluently. Larinu 
kaayu nang Kanua mubinisaya, That Amer
ican speaks Cebuano very fluently. v [B12; 
cl) speak clearly and fluently. 

laruk= LAGDUK, in all meanings except la.
larut v [A3P; a] 1 pull up by the roots. Mag
larut kug mani para Zapwaan, I'll pull up 
some peanuts to boil. Iyang laru tun ning ta-
nguba, He'll pull this tooth out. 2 pull s. t. 
off from its moorings, as if uprooting it. 
Bagyu ang nakaZarut (nakapalarut) sa mga 
barungbarung, The typhoon knocked the 
shanties over. 3 [B12N; b3) lose one's hair. 
Nanglarut ang iyang bubuk, His hair is fall
ing out. n 1 hair that has fallen out. Matag
kaligu niya dunay dagbang Zarut, Every·time
he takes a bath he loses a lot of hair. 2 bad 
luck, allegedly brought on by s.o. Nganung
miduwa pa giyud ka, napildi na nuun ta. 1-
kaw lay nagda sa Zarut, Why did you have 
to play with us? Now we lost. You must 
have brought this bad luck.!(�) v [A ; ab7) 
take rice seedlings out from their bed ready 
for transplanting. Larutun na natu ang St

milya kay andam na ang basak, Let's take 
the seedlings out of the seedbed now be
cause the field is ready for planting.

laruylaruy, laruylaruy v (A; b6] roam idly, 
aimlessly about instead of doing s. t. Gila
ruylaruyan niya ang iyang pagtuun maung 
nabagbung, · He wandered about instead of
studying, so he failed. 

laryang n meaningless word used in singing 
a song without words. 

las for the last time. Hatagi pa ku bi, las na 
Zang, Please let me have one more. This is 
the last one, for sure. 

lasa a oil floating on top of liquids. Lasa ka-, 1 
b z·tnat-ang manuk, Theayu ang sa aw sa

chicken soup is oily because the chicken is
fat. v (B2S] for oil to appear on liquids. 
Naglasa ang dagat tungud sa gasulina, The
sea is covered with a film of oil from the
gasoline leak. 

lasa2 n taste. Tayam ang Zasa sa ilang tubig 
imnunun, Their drinking water has a salty 
taste. v (B2346; cS] be tasty. Di mulasa ang 
utan ug dagban ang sabaw, Vegetable stew 
does not taste good if there's too much wa
ter. n spices. (➔) v [A; b6cl] add or use
spices. Mulasa kug tanglad sa linat-ang ma
nuk, l use lemon grass to spice chicken stew. 

lu-ag n puddle, esp. a dirty one. 
luak n money contained in s. t. (slang). Pilay
Zasak sa pitakang inyung giZunggub? How
much was in the bag you snatched?

lasang n 1 forest, jungle. 2 the trees on such
land v (B2; b6] be, become a forest. Mala
sang (mulasang) ning yutaa ug di nimu tra
babuun, This land will become a forest if 
you don't cultivate it. ka-an n forests. -nun 
a from the forest. Lasangnun nga mga ma
nanap, Jungle animals. (�) v [A; b5] clear 
the forest. Nangabanaw ang mga Suban-un 
sa dihang gilasang (gilasangan) na ang ilang 
lugar, The Subanos disappeared when their 
land was deforested. 

lasaw v [A; cl] for liquids to flow or spread 
all over. Mulasaw ang amung silung ug mag
ulan, Water flows under our house when it 
rains. Mu rag tubig ang alak nga naglasaw sa 
kumbira, Wine flowed like water at the par
ty. (➔) a diluted, watery. Lasaw ang miskla 
sa simintu, The cement is watery. v [AB; b 
7] dilute s. t., make a mixture thin. Ayaw
lasawa ang kapi, Don't make the coffee so 
weak. - ug dugu a cowardly. Ang lasaw ug 
dugu niyang mangbud wa muambak, His
brother was too chicken to jump. 

las-ay a lacking flavor. Las-ay ang sabaw, ku
wag utan, The soup is tasteless be.cause it 
lacks vegetables. v [B!; cl] get to be taste
less. Ang manggang abat pagkabinug las-ayg 
lami, Mangoes which are not tree-ripened 
have an insipid taste. 

lasbi - ug rather than that [so-and-so] hap
pen (s.t. else is better). Maayu pa ug bayran 
nimu ang buhis, lasbi ug mamurusu ang yu
ta! Pay your taxes. It's better than to have 
your land foreclosed. Dawata na Zang ning 
diyis, lasbig wa, Just accept this dime. It's
better than nothing. G ihatag na Jang naku, 
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lasbig kawatun, l just gave it to him. Better 
than having him steal it. 

lasgas a 1 for a smooth surface to be rough 
with tiny scratches, such that it would make 
a grating sound if s.t. were rubbed over it. 2 
for corn to be mature (for the husks to be
come dry and rough). v 1 [AB; a] for a 
smooth surface to get roughened, cause it 
to do so. Nalasgas ang imabaw sa lamisa kay 
gikuriskurisan, The table top got all scratch
ed because s.o. rubbed on s. t. sharp over it. 
2 [Al3] get a k.o. scaly formation on the 
skin, caused by contact with contaminated 
water. Naglasgas ang akung panit kay nag
trababu mi sa kanal, My skin is infected 
with scales because we have been working 
in the ditch. 3 [B12) for corn to mature 
(from the notion that the husks get rough 
and wrinkled when the fruit is mature). 

lasib v [A; a] slice into long, thin pieces or 
slice a thin portion off a larger slab. Lami 
ang bamun ug nipsun paglasib, Ham tastes 
better if you slice it thin. Aku na lay mula
sib ining karni nga ipanugba, I will slice off 
portions from this meat to broil. Basta mag
apritada lasibun ang karni Apritada is made 
with meat cut into slivers. 

lasid v [A; cl] involve, include with the . . 
others, esp. in s. t. unpleasant. Ang kastigu 
sa Diyus mulasid sa tanan, Everybody gets 
involved in God's punishment. Bisag!usa ray 
makasala, lasirun (ilasid) ming tanan ug bu
nal ni Mama, Mother whips everybody even 
if only one of us does s.t� wrong. 

lasik v [B26; b8] be thrown off in a distance 
under a forceful impact. Milasik (nalasik) 
ug layu ang bu/a nga iyang gipatiran, He 
kicked the .ball and it went far. Hilasikan 
(nalasikan) siya sa. lapuk, She got mud 
splashed on her. 

lasing a drunk. Kusug na na siya muisturya 
ug lasing na kaayu, He becomes talkative
when he is very groggy. v [Al3B12; a) get 
drunk, cause s.o. to do so. 

laski a be fast, sprightly in doing s.t. Laski 
mulakaw, A fast walker. Laski ang lawas, A 
body that is active and full of energy. Laski 
siyang mubfmug kalu, He! is energetic in · making hats. v [B2; b6) be fast or brisk in 
doing s.t. Mulaski (malaski) na siyang sugu
un ug subulan, She'll run an errand with 
alacrity if you pay her. Nagkalaski na ang 
nagluyang mga manuk, The chickens were 
weak, but they are regaining their strength 
now. 

laskuta n guy rope: 1 a rope, chain, or rod to 
guide a carabao in plowing. 2 a rope tied 
from the boom of a sail to the stern to con-

trol the sail. v 1 [A; b6(1)] use or attach a 
guy rope to a carabao or to a sail. 2 [A; a2)
make into a guy rope. 

laslas v [A; a) cut s.t. with a sawing motion 
to make a slash in it or to remove leaves and 
small twigs. Gilaslas niya ang mga lukay, He 
cut off the leaflets ftom the palm frond. Gi
laslasan sa kawatan ang akung bag, The 
thief made a gash in my bag. Malas/as na.lang nang imung baba ug tinambag, dili ga
yud pamatiun, You can give him advice till 
you're blue in the face (lit. you can rip 
your mouth giving him advice), but he 
won't listen to you. n slash, cracks like 
slashes. 

lasmu a having the fishy odor of stagnant wa
ter or a body of a person who has not bath
ed in weeks. Lasmu kaayu ang kabu kay 
wala kabugasi The dipper smells bad be
cause it hasn't been washed. Lasmu kaayu· ang isda sa batu, Fishes that live in rocks 
tend to have a revolting smell. way - a· without making a fuss or bother (colloquial). 
Wa giyud nay lasmung amabana. M ubatag 
dayun bisag unsay pangayuun sa anak, That 
father never makes a fuss. Whatever his son 
asks for he gets. v [B; b6] smell fishy or re
volting like stagnant water. Mulasmu ang
platung di sabunan inighugas, Plates devel
op a -fishy smell if you don't wash them 
with soap.

lasnit v [A; a] tear s. t. that sticks or is at
tached off with force. Akuy milasnit sa 
ngil-ad ritratu nga imung gip'ilit sa bung
bung, I stripped off the indecent picture
that you had pasted on the wall. Gilasnitan 
niyag pan-id ang nutbuk, He tore a page out 
of his notebook. 

laspa v [AB126; cl] do s.t. which brings ill 
or good to s. t. else besides the thing for 
which it was intended. Ang inyung binuang 
nakalaspa (nakapalaspa) ug dagbang tawu, 
Your foolishness has involved lots of peo
ple. Kay diba man ku pagpangbatag sa mga.
kindi gilaspa hasta aku, When they gave 
out the candy, I also got some because I ,happened to be there. /yang gilaspa ug la-
rut ang tanum uban sa sagbut, He uprooted 
the plant together with the weeds. 

last
1 n in table tennis, one point away from 

winning. Ug makapuntus siyag kausa daug 
na, kay last na man ang ,yang. iskur, If he 
makes one more point, he wins because he 
needs only · one point. v [B56) be a point 
away from winning. 

last2 = LAS. 
lastats n in basketball, the one who was the 
last to touch a ball which went out of 
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bounds. Inyu ang bu/a kay lastats man ang
inyung kuntra, It's your ball because your 
opponents touched the ball last. v (B1236]
be the last to touch a ball which went out 
of bounds. 

last dil n last deal in a mahjong or card game 
before quitting. v [cl] be the last deal in a 
mahjong or card game. Last dilun (ilast dil) 
na ni natu kay buntag na, Let's make this 
our last deal because it's already morning. 

lasti v (A;  c] 1 carry, ride with s.o. on a bike 
or other vehicle meant for one. Dili ka ma
kalasti kay kulang ug bangin ang guma, You 
cannot ride double with me because there 
isn't enough air. 2 tie a rock to leaves or 
fronds which hang down from a raft to keep 
them from floating. Ang palwa sa lubi gi
lastibag batu arun dili mulutaw, The palm 
fronds have rocks tied to them so they 
won't float. 

lastilm n 1 rubber band 2 slingshot made of 
a rubber strip. v ,1 [b6] bind or fasten witk 
a rubber band. Akung gilastikuban ang usa 
ka bugkus lap is, I bound the bundle of pen
cils with a rubber band 2 [A; al] shoot 
with a slingshot. Lastikubun Lang ang kaimi
tu, Get the star apple with a slingshot. paN
v (A2; b6(1)] go hunting with a slingshot. 
Manglastiku ku ug marruk ibalas, I'll go 
hunting wild chickens with a slingshot. di
having an elastic garter. Dilastiku ang akung 
panti, I am wearing a pantie with an elastic 
garter.

lasttip n 1 last trip of the day by passenger 
vehicles or trains. 2 one's trip to the ceme
tery (humorous). 3 last chance to get ma� 
ried Nangartig maayu si Marta arun di bi
byaan sa lastrip, Martha makes he_rself up 
carefully in the hope that she can still make 
the last train. Bisag lastrip basta pransit, It 
does not matter if it's the last trip (last 
chance to get married), so long as it's the 
front seat (that is, a rich husband). v 1 [ A; 
c] take the last trip, be the last trip. Mulas
trip ku rung bapun, I'll take the last trip 
this afternoon. Ug malastrip na!n� ·;nusakay
na lang ku, If this is the last trip, I'll just 
take it. 2 [ B26] die (humorous slang). 

lasu n 1 ribbon, bow. 2 lasso. v [A; a] 1 tie 
into a bow. Lasuba ang listun, ayawg bali
tutua, Lace the shoelace, don't tie it into a 
knot. Gilasuban niya ang iyang dalaga, She 
tied a ribbon in her little girl's hair. 2 lasso. 
Lasuba ang kabaw nga nakabubi, Lasso the 
carabao that escaped 3 [a3] get entangled 
in a rope or vines. Nalasu ang mangangayam 
sa dagbang bagun, The hunter got entangled 
in the vines. 

lasu v 1 [A13] masturbate (coarse). 2 LA; aJ 
misuse s. t. so as' to break it. Hala, lasua nang 
bisiklita kay ikaw mauy mupaayu, OK, fool 
around with that bicycle, and you will have 
to fix it. 

las-u v 1 [A; b] heat s.t. by pouring boiling 
water on it. Wa pa ku makalas-u sa gikan-an 
sa pasyint� I haven't poured boiling water 
over the patient's eating utensils. 2 [ B 126; 
b4] get burnt with s. t. very hot. Na"/as-u
(nalas-uban) ang aku ng kamu t sa bagang a
kung nabikapan, I burnt my hand with the 
coals that I touched. 

lasugas v (A; ac] expose oneself to the ele
ments. Nganung naglasugas ka man ining 
ulan nga daku? Why are you going out in 
this heavy rain? Di maayung lasugasun na
tu ang init, It is not good to expose your
self to the sun. 

las-ung v [A; a] catch with a noose. Maglas
ung tag tamsi pinaagi ining laang, Let's catch 
a small bird with this noose. Las-unga nang 
kabayung idlas, Catch that wild horse with 
a lasso. n lasso or noose that tightens when 
you pull it.

las-ut a 1 bad, ugly. Las-ut kaayug batasan 
nang baybana, That woman has a very bad 
character. Las-ut ug dagway, Ugly in face. 
2 shoddy, badly done, poor in quality. Las
ut kaayung pagkabubat ning trababua, This 
piece of work is very badly done. Las-ut nga 
klasi sa panaptun, A lousy k.o. cloth. v [B
12; a2] get to be bad, ugly, poor in quality, 
do s.t. badly. Ang kadagban sa adurnu ma
uy nakalas-ut (nakapalas-ut) sa iyang sinina, 
Her dress was spoiled by the excessive deco
rations. Ayaw las-it.ta ning imung agi, Don't 
make your penmanship poor. 

las-u t2 = LAP-UT l.  
laswa v [AB; b5] pour boiling liquid on. 
Akung gilaswaan (gil�swaban) ang gilhaw 
nga manuk arun bimulbulan, I poured hot 
water on the slaughtered chicken to get the 
feathers off. Pagbutukbutuk sa manttka na
laswahan (nalaswa) ku, When the fat pop
ped, I got burnt. 

lasyu n 1 canal for diverting water. 2 groov
ing plane. v 1 [A; a] divert water with a 
canal. Lasyuba (lasyuba) ang tubig sa tu
bud arun ipatubig, Divert the water from 
the river for irrigation. 2 [A; b6] cut a 
groove. 3 ( A13; a12] make into a grooving 
plane. lasyadur n grooving plane. 

lata= USAB (dialectal).
lata n 1 tin can. Lata sa gatas, Can of milk. 2 

a canful of. Usa ka latang biskwit, A canful 
of biscuits. -in-(➔) n canned goods. Karni 
nga linata, Canned meat. v 1 ( Al;  blcl] 
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prepare canned food for a meal. Maglinata
lang ta kay kapuy ilutu, Let's just have can
ned foods because I'm too lazy to cook. 1 
[A) can s.t. di- = LINATA. abri- n can open
er. batu- n game of kick-the-can. 

lata a 1 for fruits to be extremely soft or 
rotten. lpasaw ang mga lata nga prutas, 
Feed the rotten fruits to the pigs. la de
cayed, rotted. Lata na ang baligi, The posts 
are rotten. 2 for foods to be cooked, well
done, and soft. Lata na ang linugaw, The
porridge is soft now. 3 rotten in character. 
Ang lata nga pamunuan ni Markus, The rot
ten Marcos administration. 3a for a woman 
to have been had so often she is putrid 
(coarse). 4 slow in action as well as think
ing power. Unsaun natu pagkadaug nga lata 
kaayu ang kuts? How can we win with a 
rotten coach? v 1 [B12] become rotten or 
very soft. Naay ilaga nga nalata sa tangki, 
There's a dead rat that has rotted in the wa
ter tank. Nagkalata ang mga nuug nga pir
ming gihumul, The cloth is rotting because 
it is always kept in water. 2 [A; ab] boil 
food until it is tender. Ayawg lat-a paglutu 
ang kamuti kay mawala ang lami, Don't
cook the sweet potatoes too soft or they 
will lose their flavor. Lat-i ang karni usa a
d11buba, Boil the meat tender before you 
fry it. 3 [B12] be crushed to flatness. Mala
ta giyud ka ug biligsan ka sa pisun, YOU'11
be crushed flat if you are run over by a 
steam roller. 4 [A3P; b] maul, gang upon 
s.o. viciously with blows. Ang kawatan kun 
bisakpan lat-an sa mga tawu, The people 
will maul the thief if they catch him. 4a [ b  
1) defeat badly. Gilat-an ang banga nilang 
tim, Their lousy team got a sound thrashing. 
4b [ b] subject to vigorous questions or crit
icisms. Gilat-an ang tistigus sa abugadu, The
lawyer absolutely pulverized the witness. 
Pirming lat-an si Markus sa piryudiku, The 
newspapers always lam bast Marcos. ka-(�) 
v [Al3) be present in huge quantities. Nag
kalata lang ang sayup sa iyang papil, There 
were plenty of mistakes on his paper. Nag
kalata ang lansunis didtu sa Misamis, There
are plenty of lanzones in Misamis. nilat-an, 
linat-an n s. t. stewed

latab n name given to young samuk: Gen'es 
spp. 

latab v [ B6; b] for liquids to have oil, usu
ally 1edihle, floating on top. Ang sabaw nag
latab sa mantika, The soup has streaks of 
oil floating on top of it. 

latab v [Al3) for liquor to be present in 
inextaustible quantities. Maglatab ang tuba 
sa amu maduminggu, The toddy simply 

flows at our place on Sundays. 
la.tad v [A; c ]  spread s.t. out under the sun. 
llatad ang mais (kupras) arun mauga, Spread
the corn (copra) under the sun. llatad ang
put� Bleach the white clothes under the 
sun. lataran n place one spreads things out
under the sun. 

la.tag = LAT AD. 
latagaw (from tagaw) a wanderer, rambling
about without destination. A'Y!g latagaw dili 
mabimuyu, A vagabond won't stay in one 
place. Latagaw ang ilang isturya, Their c on
versation wandered from one topic to an
other. Latagaw ug mata, Having eyes which 
rove all over. v [A13B2; b(l)] wander aim
lessly about, without destination. Mulata
gaw (malatagaw) ang iru ug dili pakan-un,
A dog roves about if you don't feed it. Si
ging yawyaw ang maistra piru naglatagaw!. 
ang akung hunabuna, The teacher kept talk
ing away but my mind wandered. Bisan un
sang dapita ang iyang gilatagawan karun, 
He roams about any place he feels like going.

latak a standing out clear. Latak kaayu ang 
panti, You can clearly see her panties 
(through her skirt). Latak kaayu ang litra sa 
aybiim, The IBM typewriter types clearly. 
v [B3(1)) for a mark, outl.Jne or imprint to 
stand out clear. 

latak v 1 [B36 ] for fruits, flowers, or leaves 
to fall. Malatak ang mga mangga kun binug 
na, Mangoes fall off the tree when they are 
ripe. 2 [AN) lower (not cast) fishing equip
ment into the sea. Anhi ta dinbi manlatak 
sa baling, We'll lower the net in this place.· 

latang a soft and ripe to the point just prior 
to getting rotten. Tam-is kaayu ang bungan 
ug latang na, The green table bananas are
very sweet when they are ripened soft. v 
[B12 ]  become very ripe. 

lat-ang v 1 [A; b(l)] miss or skip a chance
in a series. Ug makalat-ang kag tumar sa ta
blitas, maburus ka dayun, If you miss tak
ing a pill you will get pregnant. Lat-angig
duba ka linya usa isulat ang uluhan, Leave 
two lines before writing the title. 2 [A; c ]  
for s. t. to be placed in between s. t. else. U
pisina sa prinsipal ang nakalat-ang sa amung
duba ka kwartu, The principal's office is 
between our two rooms. Lat-angi ug mung
gus ang .mga tudling sa mais, Plant mung 
beans between the rows of corn. lat-anglat
ang v [A13; ·cl]  for things to be in a series
so that they alternate; put them so. Naglat
anglat-ang ang mga babayi ug laki pagling� 
kud, The boys and girls are seated alternate
ly.

latas v 1 [A; a] cross or pass through. Lata- -
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sun nimu nang subaa padung sa ila, You 
have to cross that river to their place. 2 pass 
or go through experiences. Mga kalisud nga 
iyang gilatas, Difficulties he passed through. 
- sa across. Mipanaw aku latas sa kadaga
tan, I travelled across oceans. -unun n s.t. 
to be crossed 

lat-as v [A2; bSc) 1 go straight across s.t., 
take a short cut. MiJat-as (nanglat-as) kug 
agi sa plasa arun maapsan ka, I walked 
across the plaza to catch up with you. Dili 
mabimung lat-asan ang Jun, You're not al
lowed to take a short cut across the lawn. 
2 go across. Mulat-as usa kag suba adisir ka 
muabut· sa ila, You have to cross a river be
fore you get to their house. -anan n path, 
road for taking a short cut. 

latay v 1 [A2S; b5c) go over a narrow walk
way. Milatay sa andamyu ang mga pasabiru, 
The passengers walked over the gangplank. 
Usa ka gamayng alambri ang gilatayan (gila
tay) sa sirkadur, It was only a small piece 
of wire the acrobat walked over. la - sa usa 
ka lugas lanut be precarious (passing over 
a single strand). Ang kahimtang sa gikidnap
naglatay sa usa ka lugas lanut, The kidnap 
victim's life is hanging by a thread 2 [A2
S; b(l)) run, flow through a tube or tube
like thing. Dunay dugung Aliman nga nag
latay sa iyang kaugatan, There is German 
blood running in her veins. 2a fA2; b(l)) 
for a feeling to creep through. Ang kabug
naw sa iyang nahikapan milatay sa iyang 
tudlu ngadtu sa iyang buktun, The coldness 
of what he touched crept from his fingers 
up to his arm. 3 [A23; c] add a new debt 
to one's current account. Ilatay na Jang ning 
utang sa akung ristant� Just add this debt 
to my bill. n small wooden bridge for pe
destrians or vehicles. -an(➔), -anan n_narrow
bridge or passageway to walk over. 

latbu a fast-growing .. Latbu kaayug tinubuan 
ang bata nga dagbang sustansiya, A child 
grows fast if he gets good food v [B2; b6) 
grow or develop fast. Mulatbu (malatbu) 
ang tinubuan sa tanum ug abunuban, Plants 
grow fast if they are fertilized. Nagkalatbu
kining syudara, This city is growing by
leaps and bounds. 

latbug v 1 [A; c) throw or knock s.t. heavy, 
using force, usually with an initial back
ward swing. Tabangan natug Jatbug ang pa
tayng iru sa dagat, Let's all help throw the 
dead dog into the sea. 2 [b6] for the mind 
to wander away from the subject or situa
tion at hand Samtang nagklasi mi, layu ug
giJatbugan ang akung bunahuna, My mind 
wandered far while we were in class. 

lathang n space between two adjacent teeth 
which are not close together. Ayaw ug ngi
si kay ngi/.-ad tan-awun ang lathang, Don't 
smile because the spaces between your
teeth are ugly. 

lati = NATI. 
latiba = LABATIBA. 
latid n 1 line which delineates an area or 
boundary. Sa taliwala sa dalan dunay latid 
nga puti, A white line is drawn in the mid
dle of the road. Sapa ang latid sa duha ka 
lungsud, A river is the boundary between 
the two towns. 2 path, plan by which s.t. is 
carried out. 3 rules, laws. Dunay mga latid 
ang pagdulag baskitbul, Basketball is play
ed according to set rules. v [A; a) 1 delin
eate an area, esp. where s. t. is to be built. 
Pagkuha ug lam bu kay maglatid ta sa amung
balayan, Get some string because we will 
stake out where the walls for the house are 
to be put. 2 plan or arrange a method to 
be followed or done. Ang mga Libiral nag
latid sa ilang buhatun sa kampanya, The 
Liberals were laying out plans for their cam
paign. Mauy atung pagasubayun ang nalatid 
sa atung kapalaran, What fate has decreed 
for us to do is what we must follow. 3 es
tablish laws or rules. 

latigu n 1 whip. Latigu sa kabayu, Horse
whip. 2 punishment inflicted with a whip. 
Nakadawat ug latigu kay nakasala man, He 
got a whipping because he did s. t. 3 k.o. 
aerial orchid with small, violet flowers and 
long, whip-like projections. v [A; ab2] 1 
whip. Gilatigu sa k utsiru ang kabayu kay 
misuk� The rig driver flogged his horse be
cause it balked. 2 attack with scathing criti
cism. Ang kandidatu sa upusisiyun milatigu 
sa kaatbang, The opposition candidate lash
ed out at his opponent. 

latik n 1 syrup made of sugar and water or 
sugar and coconut milk. 2 sweet prepared
from seedless breadfruit (kulu) cooked in 
syrup mixed with coconut milk. v 1 [AlB 
23(1); a] make syrup, for syrup to develop. 
Ilunud ang saging kun mulatik (malatik) na 
ang gipabukal nga kamay, Put in the banan
as when the sugar turns into syrup. 2 [b(l )] 
put syrup on food. 3 [A; a2) prepare the 
latik made from breadfruit. -in- � LATIK, 
n2. 

latik v [A13] for a school of fish to swim 
near the surface and disturb it. A ndama ang 
inyung pasul kay nia na ang bansikul nag
latik, Prepare your lines because there is a 
school of mackerel thrashing around on the 
surface. 

latin n 1 Latin. l a  special k.o. prayer with 
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magical effects. May nakat-unan kung latin 
nga sumpa sa kasuku, I know of a special
prayer that works against anger. 2 a tongue
lashing. Ayaw paglangaylangay ug pauli kay 
ang Latin sa imung asawa taas ra ba kaayu, 
Don't tarry on your way home. Your wife's 
tongue-lashings are no joke. v 1 [A;  a2) 
speak Latin. la utter a special magical 
prayer. 2 [Al; c ]  give s.o. a tongue-lashing. 
Gilatinan ku ni Mama pagpauli naku, Moth
er gave me a good tongue-lashing when I 
got home. 

lating v [A2; b4( 1)) for a missile to ricochet. 
Ang bala dili makalating kay bumuk ang
yuta, The bullet cannot bounce off because 
the ground is soft. Nalatingan ku sa bala, 
The bullet ricocheted off on me. 

lating v [B246) for a wound or other injury 
to swell because of an infection. Mutating
ang samad ug ihuwad sa init, A wound 
swells if you let the sun get on it. 

la.tu v 1 [B 126; a2] have so much of s. t. that 
one loses pleasure in it or it fails to have the 
normal effect. Latubun ta kag pakaun ug 
mangga, I'll give you so many mangoes you 
will get sick of them. Nalatu na ku sa imung 
pangatarungan, I can't believe your sob 
stories any longer. 2 [A2PB12; al] feel
nauseated from exposure to s.t., cause s.t. 
to do so. Duga sa tabaku ang ilatu sa tama
la, Stupefy the octopus with tobacco-leaf 
JUICe.

latu n a branching, semi-transparent seaweed, 
greenish in color and edible. It has small, 
rounded growths on the branches which 
pop when pressed. 

latuk1 v [A3; b(l)] have a blank and stupid 
look on the face. Naglatuk Lang ang tuntu. 
Wa makasabut, The idiot just stared blankly. 
He didn't understand. Gilatukan Lang ku sa 
iyang!mata!dihang!akung!gisultihan, She just 
stared at me blankly when I talked to her. 

latuk2 n cassava flour, very fine, white sedi
ment from cassava juice. 

latun n 1 cylindrical pail with the mouth as
big as the bottom. 2 drum for petroleum 
products.

latundan = ALITUNDAN. 
latung a very ripe, bordering on over-ripeness. 
Humuk na kaayu ang kapayas kay latung 
na man, The papaya has turned soft be
cause it is very ripe. v [B2; b6] be, become 
very ripe.

latungdan = ALITUNDAN. 
latus v [A; alb2] 1 whip with anyt_hing flex

ible. Dili giyud tu mulatus ang amung ama
ban apan mabadluk giyud mi niya, My fath
er never whipped us but we feared him. 

Ang mga madri maglatus sa ilang kaugali
ngun inigka Byirnis Santu arun pagsakripis
yu, The nuns flog themselves on Good Fri
days to mortify themselves. 2 attack, criti
cize severely. Kanunay niyang latusun si 
Markus sa iyang lindug, He always criticizes 
Marcos in his column. 

latuy a for edible beans or pea pods to be
tender. v_ [b6] cook s.t. together with ten
der pods. Latuyi ang linat-an nga baka, Put
tender string beans into the beef stew. 

lau = LALAU. 
laublaub a increasing and diminishing in in
tensity periodically. Laublaub ang hilanat 
ining bataa, This child's fever rises and falls. 
v [B456) for s.t. to increase and diminish 
in intensity periodically. Mulaublaub giyud
ang nigusyu, Business fluctuates, as you 
would expect. Maglaublaub ang pagguwa 
ining tabuguk, Tabuguk octopuses appear 
in great numbers from time to time. Ang
tiliik sa sir,na naglaublaub, The wailing of
the siren rises and falls. 

laud v [A; c] tie s. t. to s. t. letting the rope
go around it several times before knotting
it. Ang kunduktur mauy mulaud sa mga
kargamintu sa stipburd, The conductor ties 
loads to the running board. Ang tawung gi
kast,gu gilaud sa baligi ug gipahulm igasan, 
The offender was tied to a post and left to 
the ants. 

laug a 1 liking s.t. very much and, therefore, 
disliking to share it. Laug kaayu kug ayis 
krim, I'm very fond of ice cream. Laug si
yag bayli, She loves to dance. 2 selfish. La
ug nga bataa, dili mangbatag, What a selfish
child. She won't give anything to anyone 
else. v [B12) get to be greedy. (�)

1 [B12)
take a strong liking to s.t. Nia rag imung
libru. Way nalaug, Here's your damn book. 
Who wants it anyway (lit. no one has taken 
a liking to it). 

laug2 v [A; a] 1 go out to go about with no 
particular purpose. Unsay imung gilaug did
tu? Duna kay gihisitaban? What did you 
stroll over to their place for? Did you visit 
s.o.? 2 get out of a place, flee. Milaug ang 
manuk, The chicken flew the coop. Laugan
ka sa imung mga sakup kun mag-inistriktu 
ka, Your employees will leave you if you
are too strict. -an(➔) a tending to go out to 
roam about. v [B12) get to be a roamer. 

Iaugdu (from ugdu) v (B; cl] pile, heap up. 
Nagkalaugdu ang mga sagbut nga wa k ubaa 
sa mga basuriru, The garbage is piling up 
because it hasn't been collected by the gar 
bage men. 

laum v 1 [A; b(l)) expect s.t. hopefully. 
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Naglaum ku nga mausab pa siya, I still have 
hopes that he'll change. Laumi ang iyang
pagbalik, Hope for his return. 2 [A; bcS] 
rely. Makalaum ba ku sa imung saad? Can I 
trust your promises? Kining luti ang bug
tung namung gilauman sa panginabuh� This 
small lot is our sole means of support. ka
an, pag- n 1 hope. Nawad-an na siyag pagla
um sa kinabuhi, He has lost hope in life. Ki
ni rang midisinaha ang akung paglaum, This 
medicine is my only hope. ma-un a full of 
hope. 

laumlaum v [Al ;  b(l)] prolong one's stay in 
a certain place for a purpose. Naglaumlaum
ang mga bata�un human sa pangadyi tu
ngud sa bayli, The young men who joined 
the prayers stayed late for the dance. Gila
umlauman naku sa Manila ang pagpaluap sa 
akung apuyintmint, I stayed in Manila for 
some time to follow up on my appointment. 

laun a aged: 1 for s.t. that gets better as it 
grows old to be mature. la mellowed, aged. 
Binung laun, Aged wine. Tabakung laun, 
Mellowed tobacco. lb for a plant or animal 
commonly found immature to grow to its 
full extent and thus improve. Laun nga aha
an ang midawi kaniya, He caught a full
grown giant snapper. 2 old stock left over 
from the previous harvest. Unahug dispatsar 
ang laun, Get rid of the old stock first. 3 
old maid (humorous). v [B3 ;  b4(1)] for s.t. 
to age. Ang kamuti nga malaun (mulaun) sa 
uma dagku ug tam-is, If you leave sweet 
potatoes in the ground to maturity, they 
will be big and sweet. Wa makalaun ang ta
baku kay anam, The tobacco didn't get a 
chance to age because they kept smoking it 
as it matured. Ug subra ka kaistrikta, hilau
nan kag dalaga, If you are too strict, your 
daughter is going to turn into an old maid 
on you. 

launduk = TALIUNDUK. 
laung = INGUN� (dialectal).
laus a past one s peak or popularity. Laus na 
ang buksidur, The boxer is past his prime. v 
[B12] be :tJast one's peak or popularity.

lausag v [B4] for undesirable characteristics 
to worsen. Milausag ang iyang kakiriwan, 
His thievery got worse. Naglausag ang pag
kapilyu sa bata, The child misbehaved more 
and more. 

lauy a lacking sleep. Lauy ku kay nagbilar
ku gabii, I lack sleep because I kept vigil 
last night. v [B 126; b6] lack sleep. (�) 1 v 
[A13] stay up late at night. Naglauy siya 
tungud sa iyang paynals, He is staying up 
late to study for his finals. 

lauy2 v [A; cl] go, see to visit or to see how 

s.t. is doing. Mulauy (maglauy) ku sa akung 
bigala sa uspital, I will visit my friend in the 
hospital. Lauyun (ilauy) natu ang kamaisan 
sa walug kun tua na ta sa bukid, While we 
are in the mountains we will go see how the 
corn we planted in the valley is doing. 

lawal n a spider. lawalawa n spider web, cob
web. v [b4) 1 be filled with cobwebs. Gila
walawaan na lang ang imung makinilyang 
way gawi, Your typewriter is all covered 
with cobwebs because it's never used. 2 for 
a dying man's eyes to become dull and 
blurred (lit. have cobwebs in one's eyes). 

lawa2 (from wala) not have (slang). Lawa 
nu siyay takwal, He says he's out of dough. 

lawaan n name given to a number of forest 
trees producing inexpensive timber, widely 
used in construction: Pentacme and Sborea 
spp. - nga puti: Pentacme contorta. - pula: 
Sborea negrosensis. 

lawag n k.o. fishing with lights. Several boats 
illuminate a wide area and when the fish ap
pear, the boats gradually converge, draw
ing the fish into a small area from which 
they can be scooped up with a net. 

lawak n room in a house or building. v [Al ; 
a) make a room. Gilawakan ku ang silung 
para sa mga gamit, · I made a room in the 
basement for the tools. 

lawang a for an area to be wide, spacious. 
Mas lawang ang tinisan kay sa baskitan, A 
tennis court is wider than a basketball 
court. n space across, width. Pila ka mitrus 
ang lawang sa kalsada? How many meters 
wide is the road? v [B23] be, become wide 
or spacious. lawanglawang, lawanglawang v 
[B4] 1 have too much space for the amount 
of material put in. Naglawanglawang ang 
trak padulung sa syudad kay way pasah'iru, 
The truck went to the city nearly empty 
because there were no passengers. 2 be in a 
place which is too spacious. Maglawangla
wang ta sa dakung balay, We've got room 
to burn in that huge house. 3 [cl] make s.t. 
wider. Gilawanglawang ang silya sa mani
dyir, The manager's chair was given a wider 
seat. 

lawanlawan LAWANGLAWANG. see 
LAWANG. 

lawas n 1 body of human or animal. taput -
the clothes on one's back. Ang akung nasal
bar sa sunug ang taput lawas, All I could 
save from the fire was the clothes on my 
back. 2 the frame or main part of a struc
ture. Lawas sa ayruplanu, Fuselage of the 
plane. Ang lawas sa angkla, The shank of 
the anchor. 3 one's turn in a game where 
the players perform one at a time in succes-
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sion. Sa biku kamuy paris ug aku rang usa, 
apan duhay lawas ku, It'll be you two .against me in hopscotch, but I get two
turns. 4 - ug katarungan body and reason
ing, all one arms oneself in fighting for jus
tice (as opposed to money, weapons). La
was ug katarungan ang akung iatubang sa 
imung lantugi, I come here not to fight, but 
to talk it out (offer my reasoning). 5 one 
who takes another person's place, perform
ing his functions in his absence. Ang kina
magulangang babayi mauy lawas sa iyang 
inabang patay na, The eldest daughter took 
the mother's place when she died. 6 tanta
mount to, as good as. Sa pag-insultu nimu 
sa akung bana lawas ug aku ang imung gipa
sakitan, If you insult my husband it is the 
same as if you hurt me. Bisag usa ray akung 
anak, lawas gihapun ug tulu kay duba may
akung binuhi, I have only one child, but it 
is good as three because I have two adopted 
ones. 6a good for. Miurdir kug pagkaun la
was ug tulu ka tawu, I'll order food enough 
for three persons. 7a physical strength, re
sistance. Tungud niining akung sakit wala 
na akuy lawas nga ikatrabahu, Because of 
my illness I do not have the strength to 
work. 7b one's single body, all that one has 
to dispose of in working (and no more). Ug
aku ang tanan, unsa pa may akung lawas? 
How could I possibly do everything. I don't 
have but two hands. v 1 [B145] have a cer
tain k.o. body. Kaniadtu naglawas sab kug 
sama kalisun kanimu karun, Formerly, I
had as nice a body as you have now. 2 [A2; 
c] make a body for some structure. Kining
kahuya igu rang makalawas sa pikas kilid sa 
sakayan, These boards are only enough to 
make one side of the boat. ( ➔) n 1 inter
node, section of a plant stem between two 
successive nodes. Tag-as kaayug lawas k� 
ning imung tubu, Your ,ugar cane stalks 
have long internodes. 2 strands of hair above 
the base. paN- v (A] be in the upper part of 
the strands of hair. Kasagaran manlawas ang 
Lusa basta mamusa na, Usually nits stay in 
the upper part of the strands of hair when 
they hatch. -in·, -in-(➔) n in person, one's 
physical presence. v [A; al] appear person
ally. Mulinawas pagsalida si Susan Rusis, 
Susan Roces will appear personally. hi- v 
[ANC12; bN] have sexual intercourse out-•side of marriage. Di mabilangit kadtung 
manghilawas, Those who fornicate will not 
go to heaven. Di ka makighilawas sa mga 
way bunyag, Lie not with the heathen. pang
hi- n fornication. makighi-un a fornicator.
-an(➔) a physically well-built, stocky. ka-an 

n the whole body. paN· n health; general
well-being of a person or animal tagi-, tag
n one's person, what k.o. body one has. Na.a 
ra sa tagilawas ug makaagwanta ha sa bug-at 
nga trababu, It depends on the person if he 
can stand hard work. lawasnun a pertaining
to the body or flesh. Lawasnun nga. kalim
piyu, Cleanliness of the body. Lawasnun 
nga kahinam, Desires of the flesh. 

la.way n saliva. - ray puhunan n persuasive
talk (lit. spit was all that was used). Laway
ray akung puhunan ani kay aku siyang giu
lug-ulugan, I got this by fast talk because I
soft-soaped him in giving it to me. (➔) v 1
[B46] drool. Mi/away dayun akung baba 
pagkakita naku sa hi/.awng mangga, My
mouth watered when I saw the green man
goes. Maglaway siya nga matulug, He drools 
when he sleeps. 2 [B1456] feel very desir
ous of s. t. one cannot have. M·aglaway ta a
ning mga datu nga makapalit bisag unsa, All
we can do is drool at what rich people have. 
pa·(➔) v [A3 ; al ]  make s.o. desire s.t. strong
ly which he cannot have. Di usa k u  magmin
yu, magpalaway ku usa sa mga lalaki, I
won't get married yet. I'll just let men drool 

I •over me. Imu Zang kung gipalaway sa imung 
tibi, You were just making me envious of 
your 1V set. -an(➔) n 1 a folk doctor who 
treats patients with his saliva. 2 k.o. caran
goid fish, shiny-white in color, that spits 
a transparent, sticky liquid. lawaylaway n 
name given to various whelks. 

law-ay a offensive to decency, revolting to 
the taste. Gisinsur ang law-ay nga libru, The
obscene book was censored. Law-ay kaa
yung tan-awunang!daku nga magbinata, It's
disgusting to see a grown-up act like a child. 
v [B12; b6) be lewd, obscene. Nagkalaw-ay
ang mga sini karun, Movies are all lewd 
nowadays. Gilaw-ayan ku sa bahu sa patay, 
The odor of the corpse was revolting to me. 

lawgaw v 1 [A; ac] touch, stir up s. t. with
the bare hands. Panghunaw kay milawgaw 
ka man sa pasaw, Wash your hands because 
you stirred the slop with them. Ayawg law
gawa nang tubig imnunun, Don't stick your 
hands in the drinking water. 2 [B 1] be all 
mixed up, confused. Naglawgaw ang ikspl� 
kasiyun. Wa kung kasabut, His explanation 
was all mixed up. I couldn't understand it. 
2a get to be no good. Nalawgaw ang ilang 
sayaw kay ya.bag ang duyug, Their dance 
number was unsuccessful because the music 
was out of tune. 3 [AN] mix into s. t. and 
disturb its orderly performance. Nganung
gilawgaw man nimu si Pidru nga nangamu
ral? Why did you butt in on Pedro just 
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when he was proposing? a 1 falling below 
good standards. Lawgaw tawhana puru Lang 
saad, He is no good. He is all promises. 2 
mixed up and chaotic. Lawgaw tung ilik
siyuna, dunay palit, The election was cha
otic with rampant vote-buying. 3 creatingdisturbance or confusion in an otherwise or
derly performance. Ay siyag paintraba sa 
sayaw kay Lawgaw, Don't let him take part 
in the folk dance because he tends to bun
gle. maN-r- n one who habitually creates 
trouble and confusion in otherwise smooth 
and peaceful proceedings. 

1.awi, 1.awi n sickle feather, one of the long 
curved!· feathers in the tail of domestic 
cocks. lawilawi s.t. like a tail feather. Lawi
lizwi sa kugun, The flower of the cogon
grass. lawian, lawinan n name given to fish 
of various families that have filamentous 
projections, usually from the fins. 

lawig v 1 [A; al pasture livestock. ILawig ang
kabaw sa Laguna, Pasture the carabao in the 
meadow. la give an additional le!ngth of 
line. Lawigi ang tugut sa tabanug, Pay out 
more string to the kite. Lawigi ang kabaw 
arun daghan ang masabsab, Give the carabao 
more rope so that it can graze over a wide 
area. lb  [A; bl tie an anchor to a boat. La
wigi ang sakayan arun di madaLa sa suLug, 
Keep the boat anchored so the current 
won't carry it away. 2 [A; b6l sail. NagLa
wig na ang barku pagdasmag sa unus, The 
boat was on the high seas when a storm hit 
us. Kadagatan nga giLawigan sa barku, The 
seas the ship sailed across. 2a travel in gen
eral Bag-u ka pa gani nahiuli muLawig na 
pud ka? You have just arrived and now 
you are going to take another trip? n 1 
cord tied to s.t. la anchor rope. lb  tether 
rope. le  cord wound around the neck. Taas 
ug lawig ang iyang pag-antus, She has a long 
chain of suffering tied around her neck. 2 
tentacles. -an place s. t. is tethered. -I-an(�) 
n province (lit. place one sails to). -um-(�) 
n a slender thread which, in folk belief, at
taches the placenta (inunlan) to the womb 
(matris) s.w. in the vicinity of the umbilical 
cord (pusud) and is the passageway for food 
from the mother to the baby. The lumawig
is considered very delicate, and if there is 
intense bleeding during childbirth it is be
lieved due to a rupture of the lumawig. v [b
41 have one's lumawig ruptured and then 
suffer intense bleeding. 

lawilawi n variety of croton (kalipay ).
lawis n spit, a point of low land extendingfrom the shore into the water. v [B6] jut 

out. May unud nga daw tud/u ang milawis 

sa kumagku sa tawu, A finger-like growth is 
sticking out from the man's thumb. Nasung
ku aku sa naglawis nga kawayan, I bumped 
my head on a piece of bamboo that was 
sticking out. Gibaligya ang yuta nga nalawis 
sa kinadak-an sa yuta, They sold the lot 
that was jutting out from the main portion 
of their land. 

lawiswis = ALA WISWIS. 
lawit v 1 [B456) for s.t. almost cut off to 
dangle. Naglawit ang akung tudlu kay na
bakgutan sa sanggut, My finger is dangling
because I nearly cut it off with a sickle. 2 
[A; b6] hang, cling barely or precariously 
to s.t. Naglawit ang kinabuhi sa masakitun 
sa usa ka lugas lanut, The patient's life is 
hanging by a single thread. lawitlawit n 
pieces of tissue hanging from cuts of meat. 

lawitan n the two boats holding the ends of 
the net in a k.o. fishing with a large net (sin
suru) where the fish are driven into a small 
area by small boats (buntulan) converging.

lawlaw v 1 [A; cl] slacken a line. Maglaw-
1law ku aning mikubit arun di mabugtu ang 

pasul, I am paying out extra fishing line so 
the line won't break. Ayaw ilawlaw (lawla
wa) ang hayhayan, Don't make the clothes
line so loose it sags. la [BJ get to be loose, 
sagging. Mulawlaw ang kurtina kun luagun 
ang hilu, The curtain will sag if you make 
the string loose. lb [AB] for trousers to be 
cut loose at the crotch, wear trousers cut 
loose at the crotch. Sagad sa tigulang mag
lawlaw ang kinarsunisan, Most old people 
wear pants loose at the crotch. 2 [AN; b3] 
go round the edge of s. t. instead of directly 
across or along it. Manglawlaw tag agi diri 
kay di man katadlasan ang ilang haul, We'll 
have to go around this way because they 
won't let people cut ·across their field. a be 
cut loose at the crotch. pa- v [A; cl] let 
time pass idly by. Ang nagpalawlaw sa pana
hun way maani, Those who waste their time 
doing nothing will have nothing to harvest. 

lawlaw n sardines which have been pre
servef in a large quantity of salt, such that 
not all the salt is dissolved in th� juices of 
the fish, and the result is a dry fish envelop
ed with fishy grains of salt. 

lawngun = LALUNGUN. see LALUNG. 
lawril n bay leaves used as a spice. 
lawriyat n k.o. Chinese banquet with ten or 
more courses tendered on special occasions. 

lawsi 1 poor, sloppy, bad in quality or ap
pearance. Lawsi siya mamisti, She dresses 
poorly. Lawsi kadtung pagkaun, That was 
lousy food. 2 boring and uninteresting. 
Lawsing parti, A lousy party. Lawsi tung sa-
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lidaba, That was a lousy movie. v [B12; al2 
b6] be, become lousy.

lawting n attic consisting of a shelf built un
derneath a roof and which runs part of the 
distance covered by the roof. It is used as a 
storage place or sleeping area. v [Al; a]
make a lawting. 

lawud n deep open sea. pitu ka - seven seas. 
see LA.BANG. v [A2NP; a] 1 go out into the 
deep sea, usually to fish. Ug maayu ang pa
nabun mulawud (manglawud) ku karung 
gabii, If the weather is good, I will go out 
to sea tonight. Kinabanglang lawrun ta gi
yud ang malasugi, You have to go to the 
deep to get the sailfish. 2 [A13] = LAWUD
LAWUD. lawudlawud V [A] be like a sea. 
Naglawudlawud ang balapad nga bumayan, 
The vast rice field is like a sea. i-( �) n place
toward town and away from rural areas. v 
[AP; ac6P] go, bring s.t. toward town. i- = 
ILAWUD, v. kalawran n seas. kinalawran n 
deepest part of the sea. lawudnun n of the 
seas. 

lawug v [A2SB] for stiff and long things to 
warp or bend. Milawug ang tabla human ini
ti, The board warped after having been ex
posed to the sun. (➔) n long bent things. 

lawung n lionfish, a brightly colored fish of 
coral reefs with very poisonous dorsal fins: 
Pterois spp. 

lawus a 1 withered. Nganung lawus ang uta
nung imung gipalit? Why did you buy with
ered vegetables? 2 withered or wizened 
from age or sickness. Lawus na si Glurya 
Rumiru, guwang na man gud, Gloria Rome
ro is faded now. She is quite old. 3 past 
one's prime. Lawus nang pagkabuksingiru 
si Jlurd� Elorde is over his peak as a boxer. 
4 for feelings to have faded. Law us na ang 
imung pagbati naku, Your love for me has 
faded. (�) v [B2S; b6] 1 get withered. Ang
bulak mulawus (malawus) uginitan, Flowers 
wither if you expose them to heat. Nagkala
wus na ang tanum kay wa katubigi, The 
plants are getting withered because they
were not watered. 2 get old and shriveled. 
Naglawus ka man. May balatian ka? You 
look shrunken. Are you ill? 3 get beyond 
one's prime. 4 for feelings to fade. Kanang
prisyuba makalawus (makapalawus) giyud 
sa gana, That price sure throws cold water 
on my desire. Nagkalawus ang akung pag
laum nga mauli pa siya, My hope for his re
turn is wavering. 

lawut v [B; al2] for liquids to become thick 
and gooey. Magkalawut ang linugaw madu'
gayng sinukgay, The more porridge is stirred 
the thicker and more viscous it becomes. a 

thick and gooey. Lawut ning utana kay na
ay tugabang, This vegetable dish is gooey
because it contains tugabang. 

law-uy a cooked vegetables without fish,
meat, or fat. Law-uy Zang ning utan kay
way subak, This vegetable dish is cooked 
just plain because we have nothing to cook 
with it. v [A13B; al2] cook vegetables 
plain, be plain and tasteless. 

Iaya n a k.o. shallow water cast net, conical 
in shape, made of fine sewing thread with a 
fine mesh. Weights are put on the mouth t.o 
spread the net when thrown, and when the 
net is lifted the weights cause the mouth to 
contract so that escape is impossible. v 1 [A 
N; a2] catch fish with a laya. 2 [A; al2]
make into a lay a. layalaya n very thin mem
brane that envelopes the stomach, used as a 
wrapper for 

, 
murkun. 

,*laya see ILAYA. 
laya.

1 
n k.o. fresh-water fish which grows 2' 

long and 6" wide, with big, silvery scales, 
spotted with black. 

laya!a dried, withered up. v 1 [B23(1)] dry, 
become dry or withered. Unya ra daubi ang 
sagbut kun mulaya (malaya) na, Burn the 
leaves when they become dry. Himalatyun 
na ning kabuya kay nagkalaya nag mga da
bun, This tree is going to die because its 
leaves are withering. 2 [B2; b6] for the ears 
of corn to mature. 3 - ang baga v [B2; al2] 
for the lungs to be damaged from drinking 
too much. n paper money (slang). (➔)2 a 1 
dried up. 2 for ears of corn to be mature. 3 
- ug baga having inflamed lungs from over
indulgence in drinking. 4 dahung - paper 
money (slang). 

layag n sail of a boat. v [A; b6] put up lthe sail. Mularga na ang sakayan kay gilaya
gan na, The boat is ready to sail because 
they have hoisted the sails. (➔) v [Al3] 1 
for a sailboat to sail. la lantaw ug - sit idly 
by watching people that are working with
out lifting a finger to help (as if watching
s.o. sailing). Naglantawg naglayag bisag giki
nabanglan kaayu ang iyang pagtabang, He 
just sits idly by watching, even though his 
help is badly needed. 2 for the ears to stick 
out. Naglayag ang dunggan, His ears stick 
out. -an(➔) k.o. volute shell growing to 3" 
by 1½" with no operculum. Edible but bit
ter. -in-an n boat with sails. -un a favorable 
for sailing. -un ug datla for a wind to be 
slow (lit. good only for rich people with 
plenty of time to sail with). -um-an n k.o. 
small squid, growing to 8" with a very re
duced internal plate. paN-um-an( ➔) v [B;
c] go to catch lumayagan. panlumayaganan 
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place one can fish for lumayagan. 2 boat 
for fishing for lumayagan.

layag n the missing of one's menstruation 
but �ot because of pregnancy. v [b4] miss ,one's period. Abi kug gilayagan ku, burus 
giyud diay, I thought I just missed a period, 
but I was actually pregnant. 

layag v [A; b(l)] join others who have 
foo'J, drinks, or cigarettes to mooch off of 
them. Way makalayag niya kay adtu siya sa 
tagu magkaun, He ate in seclusion because 
he didn't want anyone to mooch off of him. 

layanglayang n 1 awning or temporary shel
ter made of four posts and a cloth or thatch 
covering.' 2 principal rafters placed at the 
thwart edges of a roof which, in a thatched 
roof, hold the thatch in place. v [ A ;  b] put 
a temporary shelter s.w. 

layas v [A2; b6] l leave a place to avoid s.t. 
unpleasant. Milayas siya sa dagmalan niyang 
inaina, She escaped from her cruel step
mother. Gilayasan siyag suluguun, Her ser
vant walked out on her. 2 get out of a place 
for any reason. Layas, animal, Leave this 
home, you beast. (➔) n escapee. Siya layas 
sa Bi/ibid, He is an escapee from Bilibid 
pnson.

layat v [A2;  a] jump to a place: up, down, 
or �ver. Milayat ang kabayu sa kural, The 
horse jumped over the fence. Layata Lang 
nang bintana nga mubu, Just jump down 
from that low window. n act of jumping.

layat2 n large, edible tree fungus, shiny, dark
brown in color. 

layawv [A2) for animals to roam about.Mu
layaw ang mga bayup nga bubian, Domestic 
animals stray if you don't tether them.!(➔) 
n 1 animal that has been allowed to stray. 
Kinabanglang lamingun ang manuk layaw
kay langsag unud, You have to keep ·stray
chickens and feed them special food before 
you kill them; otherwise they have a terri
ble flavor. la  going out when one should 
not be doing so, person that has been allow
ed to stray. Madisgrasya giyud ang babaying 
layaw, A woman that gallivants about is 
likely to get into trouble. l b  off the mark, 
far from correct. Layaw kaayu ang imung 
pangagpas, Your conjecture is way off the 
mark. 2 for a mixture to be too weak in 
consistency. Layaw nga pintal, Paint that's 
too thin. 3 in phrases: - ug dugu cowardly, 
lacking guts. - ug hunahuna given to sud
den whims or fancies. Way pundu ang ta
wung layaw ug bunabuna, A person who is 
given to sudden whims or fancies is unsta
ble. - ug utuk a dull person. Ang tawung 
layaw ug utuk gahing makasabut, A dull 

person does not understand easily. v [Bl]
become a wanderer, one who gallivants a
round. -an n open land where animals are 
allowed to roam and graze. pina- a spoiled,
left alone by parents to do as he pleases. 
Way trababung makat-unan ang batang pi
nalayaw, A spoiled child that has been left 
to do as he pleases will not learn a·trade. 

laybrari n library. -yan n librarian. v [B16]
be a librarian. 

laygay v 1 [ A3P; a12] make s.o. bedridden. 
Sakit nga milaygay kaniya, The sickness 
that incapacitated him. Gilaygay siyag tisis, 
He was bedridden with T.B. 2 [a4] be af
fected with great financial difficulty. Mga
kabus nga gilaygay sa kalisud, Poor people 
who are wallowing in difficulty. a incapaci
tating, leaving one bedridden. Laygay sakita 
nang paralisis, Paralysis leaves one bedrid
den. 

layhan see •LAHAY. 
layi diantigwa n old, outmoded laws or cus
toms. Sunud ka man anang layi diantigwa. 
Kabag-uhan na run! You're following old. 
out-moded ways. We're in the Twentieth 
Century now! 

layi n tool for cu tt1ng abaca fibers or buri 
strips, made of a thin, flat piece of bagakay
bamboo, 3" - 4" long. 

layik v [A12] have a liking or crush for s.t. 
or s.o. (slang). Nakasabut giyud ku nga na
kalayik na si Idyun nimu, I realize that 
Edion has taken a liking to you. 

layiku n layman, laity. Ang bulubatun sa la
yiku sa iglisya, The role of the laity in the 
church. 

layip n life imprisonment. Gisintinsyahan si
yag layip, He got life imprisonment. 

layit wit n lightweight boxer or wrestler. 
laylay1 a 1 tired, drooping from fatigue. 2 
for plants to be limp or drooping. Panguhag
laylay nga mais, itambug sa kabayu, Get the 
drooping corn leaves to feed the horses. 2a 
for leaves to be colored red or yellow. 2b 
people at the bottom strata of society. v 1 
[BN; a2b4] be tired. Milaylay (nalaylay) 
ang akung abaga ug pinas-an sa baskit, My
shoulders got tired from carrying the bas
ket. Wa mu laylayig tinindug, Aren't you all 
exhausted from standing? 2 [AB; cl]
droop, cause s.t. to do so. Naglaylay ang a
bagri, His shoulders are drooping. Laylaya
(ilaylay) ang sanga arun makab-ut ang bu
nga, Bend the branch so you can reach the 
fruit. 2a [AN; b] gather bent or discolored 
leaves. ka- tiredness, feeling of being weak 
from fatigue. n yellowed leaves on trees
that are about to drop. 

http:about.Mu
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laylay2 v [A; a2] sing with no words other 
than meaningless syllables. Naglaylay ang 
inaban nga nagpakatulug sa bata, The moth
er is singing the baby to sleep. n song hum
med or sung with syllables la, la. 

laylu v [A; cl] not do s.t. one would nor
mally do, esp. combat, because of some
danger. MangLaylu tag panagat kay nagdaut 
ang panabun, We won't go out fishing be
cause the weather is bad. Manglaylu Lang
ku, kay naa ang amaban, I won't visit her 
for the while because her father is home. 
Wa na ganiy baLa, laylubun (ilaylu) dayun 
sa mga girilya ang ilang kaLihukan, When
the guerillas run out of bullets, they lie low 
for awhile. 

layning n lining or cloth used for lining. v
[A; a] put a lining in s.t. 

Iaysul n lysol. 
Layti n Leyte. 
Iaytir n cigarette lighter. v [b(l)] light with 

a lighter. 
layu v [A; cl] broil unhusked young corn 

over flames, cooking it half-way. Layubun
(iLayu) natu ang lingbud arun daLi rang ma
Lutu, Let's just pass the young corn unhusk
ed through the flames so it won't take long
to cook it. 

layu a 1 far, distant. Layu kaayu ang Urupa, 
Europe is far away. Paryinti mi piru layu
na, We are relatives but rather distant. la 
far from being correct. Layu ra kaayu ang 
imung tubag sa dyakpat kwist�yun, Your
answer to the jackpot question was far off 
the mark. lb - ra sa tinai for mishaps not 
to be serious (far from the intestines). Ga
may ning samara Layu ra sa tinai, It's a 
superficial wound. It's not serious. le - ra 
sa tinai sa manuk for answers and guesses 
to be wide off the mark. Ang imung tubag 
sayup ug Layu ra sa tinai sa manuk, Your 
answer is wrong and is way off the mark. 2
comparatively far behind in some good
trait. Layu ra si Magsaysay ni SaLungga sa 
abiLidad, Magsaysay can't hold a candle to 
Salonga. v [B25C; ab7c] be far. Ug muLayu 
ang tugdunan sa buLa, ipakuha Lang, If the 
ball lands far away have s.o. go get it. Ug
makiglayu ka naku, mingawun ku nimu, If
you want us to be far from each other, I'll 
miss you. Layuun ta mu kay paLaaway mu, 
I'll keep you two far apart because you are 
quarrelsome. Layui pa kay duul ra na, Move
it farther away because it's too close. dili 
ig-(�) not distantly related by blood. Dt1i ta 
igLayu magtagsa ang atung inahan, We are 
not distantly related because your mother is 
my mother's first cousin. hi-/ha- v [ B 1256] 

get to be far away. pa- v [A; be] go far away,
stay away from a place, hold s.t. at a dis
tance. Nganung magpalayu ka man kanamu? 
What makes you want to keep your distance
from us? Gipalay-an ni pagsiyat arun ma
kuha ang byu, This picture was shot from 
a distance to get the view. pahi- v [A; a3]
go far away. Tungud sa akung kabiubus, 
magpabilayu ku, I'm going away because I 
was terribly hurt. linay-anay, linay-anay v
[CJ be far from one another. -g- = LAYU
(plural). ha- = LAYU, a 1. gilay-un, kalay-un 
n distance. Usa ka kiLumitru ang gilay-un, 
The distance is one kilometer. kinalay-an a
farthest. 

lay-u
1 

n a body of standing water in low-ly
ing areas formed by overflowing floodwa
ters or heavy rains. Dunay dagbang isda sa 
lay-u, There are lots of fish stranded in the 
pool. 

lay-u2 v [ B; a2] for plants to wither from 
being in the heat after being uprooted or
damaged by wind. MaLay-u (muLay-u) ang 
mga tanum sa kusug nga bangin, The plants
will wither because of the strong wind. Lay
ubun nang mga saginga nga nangatumba sa 
init run, The heat will wither those plants
that were uprooted. 

layug v [A2C; a2] 1 grapple with s.o. Giu

lang ku ang duha ka bata nga naglayug, I
intervened when the two boys were wres
tling with each other. GiLayug ku siya kay 
akung giilug ang kutsilyu, I wrestled with 
him to get the knife from him. 2 wrestle 
with a woman in foreplay. Daw may gila
yug nga dalaga, It seems that s.o. was wres
tling with a girl (to rape her). tig- a 1 fond 
of wrestling. 2 fond of mutilating plants by 
breaking off branches, flowers, etc. as if 
having wrestled with them. Kining mga bata 
dinhi muy tigLayug sa mga tanum, It's the 
children that destroy the plants here. 

layug a tall and quite straight. Layug kaayu 
nang lubiha, That coconut tree is very tall. 
v 1 [B2] become tall. MuLayug (maLayug) 
nang kabuya ug di pul-ungan, That tree will 
grow tall if you don't prune it. 2 [A; b6]
fly (usually said of fowls that keep to the 
ground).Milayug ang manuk nga gigukud sa 
iru, The chicken flew up when the dog chas
ed it. Taas ug giLayugan ang manuk, The
rooster flew high up. n flight of birds or 
fowl Gisunud kug tan-:aw ang layug sa mga 
Langgam, l followed the flight of the birds 
with my eyes. 

Iay-ug v [AP; cl] for plants to be badly 
shaken by a strong wind, such that they are 
damaged and likely to die in hot weather. 
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Kusug bangin ang milay-ug (mipalay-ug) sa 
mga tanum, A strong wind caused severe 
damage to the plants. Ug malay-ug ang mga
lub� madagdag ang mga bunga, If a coconut 
tree is shaken by the wind, its fruit will 
fall off. 

layuglayug n k.o. edible brown seaweed with 
a leaf-like structure. 

layun a for bananas to be almost ripe, but 
still hard v [B23(1); b6] for bananas to be 
almost ripe. Hustung pritubun ang karda
bang malayun na, Cooking bananas are best 
to fry when they are nearly ripe. 

layus v [B12; a12] for plants or fruits to 
wither. Nagkalayus ang mga tanum kay du
gayng wa ulana, The plants are withering
gradually because it has not rained for a 
long time. Nalayus ang mga utanun nga wa 
mangabalin, The vegetables that were left 
unsold withered (➔) a withered (of plants 
or fruits). 

Ii n le� a garland of flowers hung on visitors' 
necks as a sign of welcome. v [A;  cl] give, 
make a lei. 

liab n neckline of garment. Ang iyang bisti
da maba ug liab, Her dress has a low neck
line. v [ A ;  b6] put a neckline. (➔) v [A; al 
2) grab s. o. by the collar. Bi, tan-awun ta 
ug muliab ba giyud siya naku! Well, let's 
see if he dares grab me by the collar. 

liad v 1 [A2] bend or throw one's body 
backward Dili makaliad ang bata kay akung
gigunitan ang abaga, The baby can not 
throw his body backward because I'm hold
ing onto his shoulder. 2 [A;  a12P] be in a 
position with the stomach sticking out and 
shoulders back. Dili ka muliad ug maglakaw 
ka, Don't walk with your stomach sticking 
out. a in a position with the stomach stick
ing. out and the shoulders back. 3 [B3(1);
b6] for lumber to warp or twist. Nagkaliad 
ang mga kabuy nga gibulad sa init, The 
pieces of wood they dried under the heat of 
sun are getting warped. liadliad v 1 [A 13] 
writhe about in pain. Nagliadliad siya sa ka
sakit, He is writhing in pain. 2 [Al3; cl] 
walk with a distended stomach due to preg
nancy or obesity. Nagliadliad ang mabdus 
nga nagiakaw sa karsada, The pregnant 
woman walked down the street with her 
stomach sticking out. 

liap v [A; c) make a shot from under the 
goal in basketball. n a shot of this sort in 
basketball 

liat v 1 [A2; b(l)] skip over, by-pass. Di mu 
makaliat sa amu kay mag-atang mi Sa binta
na, You could not miss our house because 
we will be watching for you at the window. 

Way giliatan ang iyang lawas sa labud, His 
body is covered with welts. Way giliatan sa 
kalayu, The fire got everything. 2 [A2) go,
pass by in time or space. Muliat sa duba ka 
lungsud ang trin, The train will pass through 
the two towns. M ubayad ku nimu sa di pa 
makaliat ang usa ka simana, I will pay you 
before a week goes by. 3 [A; a] take time 
out to go s.w. for a short while. Muliat giyud
na siyag tab, bisag dagbang bubat, She takes 
time out for some quick gossip, even if she's 
very busy. Liata ang kan-un ug lutu na ba, 
Take a quick peep at the rice to see if it is 
cooked yet. Iliat ni Nanay ning matam-is,
Run to Grandma's and give her these 
sweets. 

liawt n proper, optimum disposition of 
things or component parts put s. w. v [A; 
c] put things in their proper relative posi
tions. Iliawt usa ang mga kuniksiyun usa 
suldaba, Lay the connections out in their 
proper disposition before you solder them. 

lib v [A2] go on leave from a job. Mulib siya 
usa ka simana antis manganak, She will take 
her maternity leave one week before she 
has her baby. matimiti - n maternity leave. 
sik - n sick leave. 

liba a 1 ignorant, lacking knowledge of cer
tain ways. l a  disrupting by adding confu
sion to s. t. that is otherwise smooth and 
orderly. Ay na siyag paintraba sa drama kay
liba, Don't assign him a role in the play be
cause he is a great bungler. 2 acting in a so
cially unacceptable way so as to cause re
sentment. Liba kaayu nang maistraba, duba 
ray gipapasar, That teacher really has a lot 
of netve. She failed the whole class except 
two. v 1 [ B 12; b6] be, become ignorant, 
lacking in knowledge of certain ways. Mali
ba ka sa bag-ung dapit, If you go to a new 
place, you will be ignorant of how things 
are there. 2 [A; a12] fool, pull a trick on s. 
o. Nakaliba silag duba ka sapiang Insik, They
swindled two rich Chinese. Maliba kaba na 
siya sa baraba? Can anyone pull one over 
on him in cards? 

libad pa it's the same thing, it's just as good. 
Samu Lang ug di ku makaadtu sa parti. Tut al 
muadtu man ang akung paris. Libad pa,
Never mind if I can't attend the party. 
Anyway my husband will attend. That's just 
as good. Dili na ku makabuwat sa imung ba
na. Libad pa ug ikawy akung tagaan sa 
kwarta? I can't wait for your husband any 
longer. Wouldn't it be the same thing if I 
gave the money to you? Bisag asa sa duba. 
Libad pa, Either one of the two. It's all the 
same. 
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libadura n leaven. Pan nga way libadura, Un
leavened bread 

libagbag = •ALIBAGBAG.
libagha v [A2N; b4N] 1 develop a._rash on
the skin. Nanglibagba (gipanglibagbaan) a
kung panit human nakug kaun ug bu/ad, I
broke out in a rash after I ate dried fish. 
2 for an emotion to show itself to a great 
degree. Sa iyang nawung nilibagba ang kali
sang, A look of terror erupted on her face. 
n rash on the skin. 

libak v [AN; al) backbite, say bad things a
bout s.o. when his back is turned or cannot 
understand them. Maayung mudayig sa atu
bangan, manlibak sa luyu, She says nice
things to your face, but turn your back, and 
you'll get it. pa- v [A; ac] allow s.o. to
backbite. wala, dili pa- appear right after 
being spoken about. Wala palibak si Duruy
ug nakaabut sa amung inum, Talk about 
the devil and there he is - Doroy arrived at 
our drinking session just as we were discuss
ing him. n backbiting. -iru(�), maN-r-(�), 
ma-un(�) a given to backbiting. v [B12)
be, become fond of backbiting. -ira(�) = 
-IRU(�) (female).

libakag v [A2] stand up on its ends. Muliba
kag ang akung balbibu kung makadungug 
kug iru nga mag-ulang, My hair stands on 
end whenever I hear a dog howling. Mili
bakag ang akung dalunggan sa pagkadungug 
ku sa iyang isug nga sinultiban, My ears 
perked up when I heard her commanding
voice.

liban v [B126] 1 overlook s.t. inadvertently. 
Naliban ku sa pagsukip sa kwarta, I forgot 
to include the money in the letter. 2 be
preoccupied and fail to notice s. t. Naliban 
ku, wa ku kamatngun pag-agi niya, l was
preoccupied I didn't notice her going by. 

libang n activities or chores to keep one 
busy.1 Di ku makaatiman niana kay dagban 
kug libang sa panimalay, I have no time to 
take care of that because I have lots of 
chores to keep me busy at home. a having
many things to attend to. L ibang siya kaa
yu mau nga labiban kalimtanun, She has so 
many things to attend to, she tends to for
get details. v [B12; b3( 1)] be busy attend
ing to s. t. 

•libang2 v [B125] defecate. Nalibang (mika
libang) ku basta kalima kay nagbibus ku, l
defecated five times because I had LBM. -
ang baba [A) vomit (humorous and coarse). 
ka- v [A; c] defecate, move one's bowels. 
Gikalibangan sa bata ang iyang karsunis, 
The child defecated in his pants. Gikalibang
naku ang lisu sa santul, I expelled santol 

seeds when I defecated. ka- ang baba [B123 
6) vomit (humorous and coarse). ka-(�) v
[ B 146) have diarrhea. n diarrhea. Kalibang 
ang namatyan sa bata, The child died of 
diarrhea. suka ka-(�) n vomiting combined 
with diarrhea. ka-an(�) n toilet. kina- n
stools. ka-un a feel like defecating. 

libanta v 1 [B36; b3(1)cl] for a dog's ears 
to prick up in alertness. Mulibanta dayun
ang amung iru ug naay kasikas, Our dogpricks up his ears when there is a slight 
noise. sin ta - see SINTA.

libas = ALABIHID.
libat a cross-eyed. v [B12; b6] become cross
eyed. Nalibat ang bata kay nabagbung, The
child became cross-eyed because he had a 
fall (�) v 1 [B12; a2) cross one's eyes. Na
libat siya pagkaigu sa akung kumu, His eyes 
went to the center of his head when I hit
him with my fist. Libata imung mata arun 
ang mga bata mangatawa, Cross your eyes
to make the children laugh. 2 [B 12) look at 
s.t. so hard one gets cross-eyed Nalibat kug
pangita nimu, I got cross-eyed looking for 
you. Ang kadagban sa gwapa nakalibat (na
kapalibat) naku, I got cross-eyed looking at 
the pretty girls. 

libaung n potholes in a road. v [B12) get
potholes in it. Malibaung ang dalan ug mu
ulan, The road gets potholes in it when it 
rains. ka-(�) v [A13] be full of potholes. 
-un a having potholes. 

libayan n k. o. fish. 
libgaw n small anchovy, a kind of bulinaw: 
Stolepborus commersonii. 

libgus n k. o. edible mushroom growing to a 
height of 3" - 4", having a conical pileus a
round 2" in diameter, usually gray in hue 
and somewhat darker at the center. It is a 
good deal thinner than the ubung and thick
er than the uwaping.

libilawu = NIBILAWU. see NIBIL.
libilu n libel. 
libinta v [B2] for s.t. to give way because 
what is in it is too big for it. Nilibinta ang
saku kay gidasuk ug maayu ang sulud, The
sack ripped open because the contents were 
stuffed in too tight. 

libintadur n firecrackers. 
libiral1 a 1 liberal, generous. Ang pilantrupu 
libiral kaayu nga mubatag, A philanthropist 
gives liberally. 2 permissive, not strict. Libi
ral kaayu nang amabana nga mudala sa ilang 
mga anak, That father is very liberal in 
bringing up his children. v [B12; b6] be, 
become generous or permissive. 

libiral2 n Liberal, member of the Liberal 
Party. partidu - the Liberal Party. v [ B 156) 
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become a Liberal Ang Nasyunalista nga ma
yur naglibiral na, The mayor, who was a 
Nacionalista, hascrossed over to the Liberal 
party.

libirasiyun, libirisyun n the period following 
the ouster of the Japanese and the achieving 
of independence ( end of 1944-1946 ). v [B 
1256) be the liberation time. 

libirtad n freedom. Ang akung bata way libir
tad sa pagpili sa iyang gustu, She has no 
freedom to choose what she wants. 

libitus = LUBITUS. 
libkas v 1 [APB3(1)] for a trap to spring, for 
s. t. held back to be released suddenly; cause 
it to do so. M ilibkas na ang pas-ung, tingali 
nakakuba, The trap sprung. Maybe it has 
caught s.t. Milibkas ang kabli dihang napa
lus sa ligid, The cable lashed out when it 
slipped off the wheel Hilibkasan ka baya a
nang bawug, The spring pole might snap 
back on you. la slip off under weight. Ayit
bag bangil ang tiil arun di makalibkas, Put 
the support under the leg carefully so that 
it won't slip off. 2 [B3) for s.t. to slip inad
vertently out of the mouth. Nalibkas sa ba
ba ang tinuud, maung nahibaw-an sa tanan, 
The truth inadvertently slipped out of my 
mouth so that everyone found out. 3 (A23]
appear, occur all of a sudden. Usa ka pahi
yum milibkas sa iyang nawung, A smile lit 
his face. Nakapauli siya sa wa pa mulibkas 
ang gubat, He had a chance to go home � 
fore the war suddenly broke out. pa- n 
slingshot.

libra n pound, a unit of weight. Napulu ka 
libr�, Ten pounds. -s = LIBRA (plural). Di
yis Libras, Ten pounds.

libra2 n the Libra in the horoscope.
libri a 1 free, not restricted Libri na ang 

1binilanggu, The prisoner is free. Way pugsa-
nay, libri sa gustu ang tawu, There's no 
forcing. Each man is free to do as he wishes. 
2 without cost or payment. Libri ang iyang 
kaun, libri siya sa kaun, He gets his meals 
free. 3 having clearance for passage. lnig
agi sa trak sa gawang, tan-awa ug libri ba ang 
kilid, When the truck passes through the 
gate, see if both sides have clearance. 4 safe 
from destruction. Libri na ang giupirahan, 
The patient who was operated on is safe. v 
[A; al) 1 give s.o. free use of s.t. by paying 
for him or not obliging him to pay. /ya kung 
librihun sa pasahi, She is going to pay for 
my fare. Nalibri ku sa pliti, I got to ride 
free. 2 save from s. t. bad Ang balangbuy
makalibri sa gutum, Cassava can save you 
from staivation. - kumida, pasahi n free 
meal(s), free passage. Libri pasabi ka sa bar-

ku kay diay rikumindasiyun iadtu sa kapi
tan, You get free passage on the boat be
cause I have a recommendation for you to 
give to the captain. librilibri n a k.o. kick
the-can game. v [A12C; b(l)] play kick
the-can. librihay, librihanay v [ C 13) do s. t., 
each man for himself. Maglibrihay (magli
brihanay) tag pliti, Let's each pay his own 
fare. 

libri2 humorous expression uttered upon
bearing s.o. clearing bis throat: 'spit it out'. 

libririya n library.
librita = LIBRITU, 2. 
libritu n 1 a small book containing magical 
prayers (urasiyun) which comes into a pe� 
son's possession through the agency of a 
supernatural force. The uttering of the 
prayers by the owner of the book is thought 
to have special healing or protective powers. 
2 any small booklet. - sa bangku n bank
book. - sa tikit n book of tickets. 

libru n 1 book. 2 subject one is enrolled in. 
Tulu na Lang ka libru ang iyang kitlang para 
nga makagraduwar siya, He lacks three 
courses to graduate. 3 accounts. tinidur di
bookkeeper. v [A; a12] bind into books. 
librulibru = MANDUNGGU. 

libu n one thousand v 1 [B256] be a thou
sadd Mulibu na run ang saka sa lubi, The 
coconut trees now yield one thousand nuts. 
2 [cl) do by the thousand. Libuhun (ilibu) 
ni naku pag-ihap, I'll count these by the 
thousands. libulibu thousands and thou
sands. -in·(➔), ni·(➔) n by the thousand. Li
nibu ang ilang gastu matag bitlan, They
spend by the thousands every month. v (cl]
do by the thousands. kalibuan n thousands. 
Kalibitan ang iyang gitabangan, He has help
ed thousands of people. libuhay n 1 about 
a thousand. L ibuhay ra ang iyang nagastu, 
He spent about a thousand. 2 thousands of. 
Libuhay ka mga tuig, Thousands of years.

libu2 n carry a number in addition. Singku
imas utsu, trisi, libu unu, Five and eight is 
thirteen, carry your one. v [c6] carry a 
number. Ug pilay imung ilibu isulat sa iba
baw sa numiru nga nagsunud, Write the 
number you carry above the next column 

libud v 1 [A; a] go around a place. Libura 
itsa ang abuhan una ka mulibud sa kalibu
tan, Don't tell me you're going around the 
world. You haven't even gone in back of 
your stove! 2 [A; ac] go, bring around to 
several places. Ang bangkadur mauy muli
bud sa baraha, The dealer will distribute the 
cards. Liburun ku ang mga saup arun pa
tambungun sa miting, I will go around to all 
the tenants to have them attend the meet-
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ing. Mani ang akung ilibud ugma, I'll go 
around selling peanuts tomorrow. 3 [B12)
get to be round about. a round about. Li
bud na kaayu ug mubapit pa mi sa inyu, It 
will be a very long way out of the way if we 
go by your place first. n 1 church proces
sion. 2 round in games.!(➔)!= LIBUD, a. (➔)
suruy n tramp, one who wanders from place
to place with no particular course or desti
nation. v [Bl; b6] become a roamer. Mag
libud suruy na Jang ku ug wa na kuy traba
bu, I'll just become a tramp when I have 
no more work. libudlibud v [A; b6] roam 
around aimlessly. 

libug v 1 [AlBl ; a2b3(1)] confuse, be con
fused. Naglibug kug diin naku ikabutang ang 
kwintas, I'm at a loss to figure out where I 
could have put my necklace. Ay kug tudJui. 
Naglibug ka Jang naku, Don't try to teach 
me. You are just confusing me. 2 [AP; a2 
b3( 1)) cause s.o. to go crazy through·super
natural means or from natural causes. Ang
mga kalakiban makamaung mulibug (mupa
libug) sa ulu sa tawu, People who possess 
supernatural powers can make people in
sane. 3 [A; alb8] make the rounds, attend
ing to each and every member of a group or 
assemblage. Akuy naglibug ug kik sa mga 
bisita, l was the one who passed the cake 
around to the visitors. Libuga '(Jibga) pag
pangutana ang tanang mitambung sa miting, 
Ask each and every one who attended the 
meeting. a perplexing. Libug kaayu ning 
prubJimaba, This is a perplexing problem. 
(➔) n 1 fuss or ado about!s. t. Way dagbang 
Jibug mikuut siyag kwarta unya gibayran 
ang manunukut, Without much ado he took 
the money out of his pocket and paid the 
bill collector. 2 be of mixed blood. Libug
kining bataa. Ang amaban PiJipinu ug ang 
inaban Amirkana, This child is of mixed 
blood The father is a F.ilipino and the ·mother an American. -an(➔), libganun a 
prone to get confused. Libugan (libganun) 
kaayu siya kay bumuk ra mawala bisan sa 
kinasayunang iksplikasiyun, She easily gets 
confused because she gets lost with the 
easiest of explanations. -ay(➔) n k.o. work 
bee wherein the members work for each 
other in turn and each member repays the 
people who worked for him with an equiva
lent amount of work. v [C) hold this sort•of work bee. ka- n confusion. ka-an, ka-an 
(➔) n a crossbreed or person of mixed blood. 
Ang anay pulantsina ug ang butakal dyirsi. 
Ang mga baktin kaJibugan na, The sow is a 
Poland China variety and the boar a Jersey. 
The offspring are a crossbreed v [B 126; · 

a2] become a crossbreed. maka·r· a causing
confusion. 

lib-ug n pool in the tidal flat, left when the 
tide goes out. 

libun1 n tick. v [A123P; a4] get infested 
with ticks. 

libun , libun1 a solid, not hollow. Libun ang 
Jigid..2sa iyang bisiklita, His bicycle has solid 
rubber wheels. v 1 [B1256 ; a] be solid. 2 
[B 12 56] for a boil not to come to a head. 
Nalibun ning bubaga maung nagngutngut, 
This boil hasn't come to a head; that's why 
it aches. 3 [AN; a12] in a game of sungka:
to take all of one's partner's stones without 
giving the opponent a chance to take his 
turn. Sayun ang maglibun ug tuluy sunug, 
It is easy to get all of your opponent's 
stones when he has three empty holes. 

libun n thicket. v 1 [B] become a thicket. 
Mutlun (maJibun) pagbaJik ang kaingin nga 
byaan, The abandoned clearing will revert 
to a thicket. 2 [A; c] reforest with small 
trees or shrubbery. ByatiJis mauy maayung 
ilibun sa mga yuta nga daguJ, Ipilipil is 
suitable for reforesting infertile lands. ka-
an(➔)= LIBUN, n, vl. 

libur n amount paid for the labor on a piece 
of work. M ugastu ka sa mga matiryalis Jang. 
Walay /abut sa libur, Your only costs will 
be the materials. The labor is free. - di n 
Labor Day. - yunyun n labor union. 

liburus v [B2S3(1); b6) have rashes or hives. 
Miliburus ang akung buktun sa pinaakan sa 
mga namuk, My arms are covered with 
rash from the mosquito bites. Til-as ang 
nakaliburus (nakapaJiburus) sa akung na
wung, The hairs of the caterpillar caused 
my face to break out. 

libut v 1 [A;  a12] go, bring, put s.t. around 
a place. Mulibut siya sa punuan sa kabuy, 
He'll go around the tree. Siyay milibut ug 
batu sa mga tanum, She put stones around 
each plant. Libuta ang pusti makaJima, di 
ka ha maliJung, Go around the post five ,times. See if you don't get dizzy. Aku si-
yang ilibut sa syudad, I'll take her around 
the city. 2 [A2S; b6(1)] surround. Di ma
kalibut ning tirasa sa liab, This lace isn't 
enough to go all around the neckline. Gili
butan ang mga sundawu sa mga kaaway,
The soldiers were surrounded by the ene
mies. n action of going around. - sa around . 
Mudagan ku libut sa plasa, I'll run around 
the plaza. pa- n surroundings. L impiyu kaa-

·yu ang inyung palibut, Your surroundings 
are very clean. ka-an n 1 the world, the 
earth. la laing ka-an the next world. 2 sex
ual activity (euphemism). Ayaw mu pagpa-
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labi sa kalibutan, Don't indulge in sexual 
activity too much. ka-anun worldly. Kali
butanung mga kalipay, Worldly pleasures. 

*libut2 unsay ka-an [gen. ) what does [gen.) 
know about it? Unsay kalibutan ku kun 
diin ka paingun? How would I know where 
you went to? walay ka-an 1 unconscious. 
Gida siya sa uspital nga way kalibutan, They
brought her to the hospital unconscious. 
2 unaware. Way kalibutan ang akung gipa
ngulitawhan nga minyu na ku, The girl I'm 
courting has no idea I'm married 

libutug n small bulge, swelling. v [B; b4] 
swel!, bulge. Mulibu.tug ang pinaakan sa la
muk ug kalutun, Mosquito bites swell if you 
scratch them. 

libuu n ko. edible �lam which buries itself 
into the mud of mangrove swamps. It has a 
thin, greyish shell, growing to 3". 

libuy n 1 handle of a plow. 2 penis (humor
ous euphemism). v [Al3; a) put, use as a 
plough.

libwas v [A; bl 1 put a new roof on a house. 
fyang gilibwasan ang tanang atup nga daan, 
He replaced all the old roofing. la replace 
anything. Maayung malibwasan mu ang i
mung kinaiya, You had better change your 
ways. 2 [8126) for!one's!savings!to!be!used 
up (lit. get to the stage that. it must be re
plenished). Nalibwas ang tanan kung tina
guan karung Paskuha, Christmas ate up all 
of our savings. -unun a needing a change of 
roof. 3 [B;  b) for one generation to replace 
another. Maglibwas ang ta.wu sa kalibutan, 
A new generation will replace the old gener
ation of people in the world libwaslibwas 
v [Al3; bl do s.t. several times. Wala pa 
giyud ka mabusug nga naglibwaslibwas man 
kag kaun? Haven't you gotten your fill? 
You have eaten several times. 

lid
1 

n 1 lead guitar. 2 music performed by 
the lead guitar. v [A; b6(1)] play the lead 
guitar in a combo performance. - gitar = 
LID, nl. 

lid2 n lead-projectile of a bullet. 
lidgid v 1 [A; a] grate. Lidgira ang kamuti, 
Grate the sweet potatoes. 2 [A; a) make 
the delicacy called lidgid. n sweet made of 
a mixture of finely grated cassava or sweet 
potato mixed with grated young coconut 
andsugar which is rolled, wrapped in banan
a leaves, and boiled. ni-, -in- = LIDGID. lid
giran, lidgiran, lidgiranan n grater. 

lidibag n k. o. ladybug commonly found on 
squash plants. 

lidir
1 

n 1 ward-leader or other person who 
can command a block of votes. 2 leader of 
a group. v [B 1 S6; c 1) be, become a politi-

cal leader. -atu(�) n political leadership. 
Kusganun ang lidiratu ni Duranu sa Sugbu, 
Durano has strong political influence in 
Cebu. 

lidir2 n a go-between or one who is the 
bearer of communications between lovers. v 
[B156; b8) make s.o. a go-between be
tween lovers. 

lidiratu see LIDIR .I
•Hdis - dringk n a drink with only a small 
amount or no liquor for ladies to drink at a 
party. - diyis n a dance number where the 
ladies choose the men and the men have to 
pay ten centavos per dance, which goes to 
charity. v [Al ;  cl)  make a dance number, 
one where the men have to pay ten cents. 
- tsuys ladies'-choice-dance number where 
the girls choose the partners. v [Al; ell 
make a number a ladies' choice. 

lidlid= LIDGID. 
liga, liga n s. t. added to s. t. to enhance its 
quality.1 Tayid nga may ligang anyil, Deter
gent with bluing added. v [A; c) 1 put an 
addition to s.t. Ligahi ug suwa ang Lana, 
Put citrus juice into the coconut oil. 2 adul
terate. Giligahan ang tabliyag mani, They
adulterated the unsweetened chocolate with 
roasted peanuts. - puul a being enough to 
give one his fill until he tires of it. Liga puul 
giyud ang suruy rung bakasiyun, When I 
get my vacation I'm going to roam about 
until I get sick of it. 

liga2 n tournament. Liga sa baskitbul, Bas
ketball tournament. v [A13] hold a tour
nament. 

Hga3 n The League of Nations. 
Hgad v [A2S; c6] for people or animals to 

1lie down. Ayaw iligad ang imung igsilimba, 
Do not lie in your Sunday clothes. 

ligadv2 v [A2S; bS] ·pass, pass by, go by. Wa 

kay gibuhat samtang nagligad ang uras? You 
did nothing as the time went by? Di mu 
makaligad sa Argaw kun muadtu mu sa Ba
rili, You do not go by Argao when you go
to Barili. Ligarun (ligaran) ta nang buntu
ra, We will go beyond that mountain. (➔) a 
afternoon, the time after the sun has passed 
the zenith until sunset. n crops that are left 
over after the harvest. Nanghagdaw silag 
mga ligad sa mais, They are gleaning the 
few ears of corn that were missed in the 
harvest.!(➔) sa kasarangan excessively, more 
than normal L igad sa kasarangan ang imung
pag-inum, You drink excessively. 

ligadira = RJGADIRA. 
ligal a legal, within the law. -idad n ! legality,
lawfulness. Ang ligalidad sa amut mauy a
mung gilalisan, The legality of the contri-
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bution was what we were arguing about. 2 
the legal point in contention. Ang ligalidad 
nga gikagubtan nagagikan sa pagsabut sa 
pulung 'dupa', The legal point that is in 
contention lies in the interpretation of the 
word 'fathom'. t 

ligas v [B256; b4(1)] 1 for s.t. to slip off of 
what it is placed on or for one's footing to 
slip. Bangila ug maayu ang tiil sa lamisa arun 
dili muligas (maligas), Wedge the table leg 
carefully so it won't slip off. Naligas ang a
ku ng tiil sa bakbak, My foot slipped out:of 
the notch in the coconut tree. 2 commit a 
mistake. Muligas (maligas) ka Lang ug kas-a, 
itsapuyra dayun ka, If you make a single 
mistake, you will be fired at once. Naligas
ang akung baba pagtug-an, The truth slipped
out of my mouth. 3 fail, be unsuccessful. 
Sayang, miligas ang atung planu, Too bad 
Our plan failed. 4 be past the high noon 
mark. Musugud ta pagtrababu sa dili pa mu
ligas (maligas) ang adlaw, We will start work 
before the sun gets past high noon. a 1 be 
past the zenith. Ligas na ang bulan. Kay dak
tul, saylu na sa tungang gabii, The moon is 
past the zenith, and since it is full moon, it 
must be past midnight. 2 for a pig to be be
low the accepted standard weight (forty
kilos) for wholesale shipment. (�) v 1 [A 13; 
b] miss a number or proportion by a small 
amount. Ug magligas ang imung timpla sa 
abunu mamatay ang tanum, If your fertiliz
er is not mixed in the right proportions, the 
plant will die. Ang madaugun nga tikit ug
ang aku nagligas ug duba ka numiru, My
ticket was only two numbers off of the win
ning number. 2 [b3(1)] have differences 
over s.t. Gamay ra gud nang inyung gika/i
gasan, sultibun lang gud na, yOU are having 
a quarrel over such a small thing. You 
should talk it out. pa- v [A; a12] look for 
errors s.o. has made to justify harsh action 
against him. Gipaligas ka Zang sa imung ma
nidy'ir arun mabawa ka, The manager is just 
waiting for you to slip so he can fire you.
pa-(�) v [A; b] provoke s.o. to provide the 
excuse to beat him up. -an(�) n the amount 
or extent to which one thing differs from 
another. 

ligas n garter to hold the stockings up. 
ligisun n ribs in a boat frame to which the 
boards or steelplates which form the hull 
coverihg are attached. 

ligaw v [A12; b8] do s.t. right by accident. 
Naka/igaw ku ug bungat sa bustung tubag, 
I happened to hit on the correct answer. 
Nakaligaw ku sa bus tung timpla, I hit on the 
right mixture. 

ligay n swollen lyrriph node. v [B46; b4J get 
swollen lymph nodes. Giligayan ku kay gi
ansuyan ang akung tunuk, I have swollen 
lymph glands because my wound got infect
ed. 

ligdas v [A3] 1 lie any old place to sleep.
Nagltgdas sa dalan ang hubug, The drunk 
was lying in the road. 2 die. M uligdas mug 
way tawutawug ikakuntra ninyu ang taga
Pasi/, You'll be killed without even anybody 
knowing who did it if you make enemies 
with people from Pasil. 

ligdung a 1 upright. Ligdung kaayu siya sa 
iyang trabahu. Di manawat ug suburnu, He 
is very upright in his work. He won't accept 
bribes. 2 keeping in one's place, proper and 
refined in deportment. Usa siya ka tawu nga 
ligdung ug dili maakuakubun, He keeps in 
his place and is not presumptuous.- 3 serene 
in demeanor, but dignified and reserved. 
Ligdung kaayu siyang manubagtubag, She 
answers with very dignified reserve. v [B1;
al2] be upright, refined, and stay in one's 
place. ka- n doing what is proper to one's 
station. lpakitang imung kaligdung; panga
yug katahuran, ayaw ipabundak ang ngalan
sa tmung isigkatawu, ayawg tubagtubag sa 
mga tigulang, Show you know how to be
have: greet people, don't address people 
without using a title, don't talk back to old 
people.

lighut (from libut) v [Al 3; b6] sneak out, 
leave surreptitiously. Mulighut ta sa klasi,
Let's sneak out of the class. Miligbut siya 
ug sakay sa ayruplanu, He boarded the 
plane surreptitiously. Mag-abut! nya ta ug· makaligbut ku sa amu, I'll see you later if I 
can sneak out of the house. 

ligid v 1 [APB2S6; cl] roll, roll s.t. Si Pidru 
mauy muligid (mupaligid) sa bu.la, Pedro 
will roll the ball. L igid dayun ug masunug 
ang sinina, Roll (on the ground) if your
clothes are afire. Ligirun {ligdun, iligid) ku 
kana kay nakaa/i sa akung agianan; l will 
roll it out of the way. la [A23]  for days, 
years, etc. to roll by (literary). Tuling mili
gid ang katuigan, Years rolled by swiftly. 
1 b [A] throw a tantrum by rolling on the 
floor. Nganung miligid ang bata? Unsa na 
puy iyang gustu? Why is the child throwing 
a tantrum? What does he want now? 2 [A) 
lie down.Muligid siya dayun igkahumag ka 
un, He lies down as soon as he finishes eat
ing. 2a - sa banig be bedridden. Tu/u na ka 
tuig siya nga nagligid sa banig, She has been 
bedridden for three years. 3 [A; b6] wallow. 
Ang kabaw sa panahun sa ting-init muligid 
sa tunaan, On hot days the carabao wallows 
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in the pond. Kanang daginutana nagligid sa 
babandi, That miser is wallowing in riches. 
Nagligid siya sa kasal-anan, She is sinkingdeep in sin. 4 (A; al] do s.t. to s.o. merci
lessly without letup. Giligid kug pangutana 
sa abugadu, The lawyer cross-examined me. 
Ang asawa giligid ug bawuk sa iyang bana, 
The husband smothered his wife with kisses. 
(➔) n wheel. kaligiray v [A13] roll around. 
Nagkaligiray si Duman sa tumang kasakit, 
Duman rolled around in intense pain. kali
giran v [A13] roll head over heels. Nagkali
giran ang tawung nadakin-as sa bakilid, The 
man �lipped on the slope and tumbled down 
head ovet heels. pa- n hoop to play with. 

ligingliging v [Blf56] be bulging all over 
from obesity. SiAyik Lusada nagligingliging 
sa katambuk, Ike Lozada is bulging all over 
from obesity. 

ligings n leggings worn with riding pants. v 
[A 13] 1 wear leggings. 2 wear stockings 
(humorous).

ligis v 1 [A; a] flatten or mash s.t. into pow
der by pressing s.t. heavy on it. Ligisa (ligsa) 
ang asin ug kutsara, Pulverize the rock salt 
with a tablespoon. 2 [A; b2] for a vehicle 
to run over s. t. Dariyut ku maligsi sa taks� 
The taxi nearly ran me over. n pestle, roll
ing pin, or anything else used for crushingthings into fine particles. ligsanan n s.t. on 
which s. t. is crushed. 

ligitligit v [A13; a12] knead, roll into a ball 
with the thumb and forefinger. Naghuna
buna siya samtang nagligitligit sa iyang bu
ngut, As he was thinking, he twisted his 
beard with his fingers. 

ligngin = LINGIN (plural). 
ligpit v 1 [A; b6(1)] fasten s.t. temporarily 
by pressing it down with s.t. that holds it in 
place. Bungbung amakang giligpitag dus pur 
dus, Sawali walling that was held irr place 
by two-by-two's. Ligpiti ug kumpit ang mga 
hinaybay, Clip the wash with clothespins. 2 
[A; b2] press down on s.t. Hiligpitan ang a
kung tudlu sa sira, My finger was caught in 
the door shutter. Bug-at nga batu ang iligpit 
sa binanggud balangbuy, Use a heavy stone 
to press out the juice of the grated cassava. 3 
put pressure on s.o. Gitug-an niya kay gilig
pitan siya sa pulis, He revealed the truth be
cause the police pressured him. n 1 clip to 
fasten s. t. 2 s. t. used to press s.t. in place. 

ligsi v [ B26; al 2) for bamboo to crack along
the grain under pressure. Ayaw ug ibundak 
ang sag-uh kay muligsi (maligsi), Set the 
bamboo tube water container down gently 
so it doesn't crack. 

ligsik (from lisik) v 1 [B23(1)46) expel s.t: 

solid from within with a sudden force. Mu
ligsik ang lisu sa nangka ug bugtun paggunit, 
The seed of the jackfruit will jump out if 
you grab the meat. 2 [B246] be wide-eyed 
with fear, amazement, surprise, etc. Miligsik 
ang mga mata sa tawu sa kabibulung, The 
man's eyes became wide with amazement. 

ligtak v [B26C; a12P] for the skull to crack. 
M iligtak ang iyang ulu pagkabunsu sa simin
tu, He cracked his skull when he fell, strik
i his head on the cement. L igtakun ku ngnang uLu mu, I'll crack your skull wide open. 

ligti v [B26; a12] 1 for brittle things to 
crack due to sudden change of temperature. 

· 

Ang basu muligti ug butangan ug pinabukal 
nga tubig, The tumbler will crack if you put 
boiling water in it. M iLigti ang sundang kay 
di maayung pagkasubu, The sword cracked 
because it was not well tempered. 2 [B26;
al 2) crack s.t. Ligtiun ku nang baguLbaguL 
mu, I'll crack your skull. 

ligtik v [B26 ; a12] for s.t. to crack under 
pressure or sudden change of temperature. 
Muligtik nang imung tiyan ug magpalabi kag 
kaun, Your stomach will burst if you eat 
too much. MuLigtik (maLigtik) ang sag-ub ug 
imung ipusdak, The bamboo water contain
er will crack if you slam it down hard on 
the ground. 

ligtiw v (B2346; b8) fly off to a distance. 
Naligtiwan ku sa aLigatu sa nag--ismiriL, The 
sparks flew off from the sharpening stone 
and hit me. 

ligu (from digu) v [A; a) 1 bathe s.o. Ang
inaban nagligu sa bata, The mother is bath
ing the baby. Ligua ang iru, Bat�e the dog. 
2 [B123S56] take a bath, go swimming. 
Maligu (mukaligu) ta sa Talisay, We'll go 
swimming at Talisay Beach. Di ta makaligu 
kay way tubig, We cannot take a bath be
cause there is no water. 2a [B1256) (in
proverbs) do s.t. to a certain extent. Puslan 
mang maligu, manLugud na Lang giyud, Since 
we took. it on, we might as well go through
with it. (We're bathing so we might as well 
rub the dirt off.) Puslan mang mabumud, 
maligu na Lang, Since you took it on, you 
might as well go the whole hog. (Lit. You 
got wet, so you might as well bathe.) walay 
(➔) a not having had a bath. Hugaw bataa. 
Way ligu, What a dirty child. He didn't take 
a bath. ka- v 1 [A2; b6(1)) take a bath. A
yawg kaligui ang banyu kay naistak-ap, Do 
not take a bath in the bathroom because it 
is plugged up. !nit tubig ang ikaligu, Bathe 
with hot water. l a  [A123S) take a bath af
ter being bedridden, and therefore be cured. 
Makabalik ka na sa trababu kay nakaligu 
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(nakakaligu) na ka, You may go back to 
work because you are all better now. 2 [A
123 S] be wet all over, as in taking a bath. 
Nakaligu (nakakaligu) ang nangbara�ag ibi, 
The serenaders were bathed with urine. n 
action of taking a bath, going swimming. 
ka-an(➔ ), ka-anan n place one bathes or 
goes swimming. t 

lig-un a 1 strong, sturdy, durable. Lig-un ka
ayu ning balaya kay wala matumba sa bag
yu, This is a strong house because it was 
not blown down in the storm. Lig-un ning 
panaptuna, This is durable cloth. 2 firm in 
will or endurance. Dili ni makapabilak niya 
kay lig-un siya ug balatian, You cannot 
make him cry with that because he is a 
strong child. Nagsaad siya sa lig-un nga di 
na muusab, He firmly resolved never to do 
it again. 2a - ug kasingkasing a stouthearted. 
Ang tawung lig-un ug kasingkasing dili da
ling mabadluk ug mawad-ag paglaum, A
stouthearted man is not easily frightened 
nor easily discouraged. 3 strong, difficult to 
defeat. Lig-un nga tim sa baskitbul, A strong 
basketball team. way - a weak, not strong. 
Way lig-un ning baya kay gabuk na ug bali
gi, This house is not strong because it has 
weak posts. v [AB; al 2] be, become strong, 
durable, sturdy; cause s.t. to become so. 
Lig-una ang imung kaugalingun. Ayaw pag·bilak, Brace yourself. Don't! cry. ka- n 
strength, durability, firmness. ka-an n docu
ments as evidence of a contract, agreement, 
and the like. Duna kay kalig-unan babin sa 
iyang utang? Do you have any evidence of 
her debt? Kining singsing kalig-unan sa a
ku ng gugma nimu, This ring is a token of
my love for you. 

ligung = BINGA. 
ligutgut = ALIGUTGUT.
liguy a trying to get out of work. Ang mais

trang liguy muatubang ug klasi nga way Ii
sun plan, The lazy teacher comes to class 
with no lesson plan. v 1 [B; b6] get out 
of work by being absent or simply not 
tending to it. Ug dunay mga bug-at nga bu
lubatun, muliguy siya, When there are un
pleasant things to do, he bugs out. 2 [A2; b
6) play hooky. Muliguy ku sa klasi kay mu
tan-aw kug sini, l will skip class to go to the
movies. liguyliguy v [A; b( 1)) 1 loaf on the 
job. Mauwaw kung muliguyliguy sa akung 
trababu .ug naa ang akung amu, l am a
shamed to loaf on the job when my boss is 
around. 2 be absent from school every once 
in a while. ka- n being a bug-out. 

ligwa n measurement of distance: ·a league. 
ligwan n k.o. small wild honeybee, having 

black and light orange stripes, nesting in
side trees or walls. 

ligwat v [A; b6] pry s.t. off or open. Ligwati
Zang ang kaban kay nasud ang yawi, Just 
pry the trunk open because the key is in
side.Naay lansang sa bungbung muy iligwat 
sa pipsi, There's a nail on the wall to open 
the Pepsi. n s.t. used to pry s.t. open. pa
ug sulti v [A; b] make nasty allusions about 
s.o.Pirmi siyang kakitag away kay kusug mu
paligwat ug sulti, She tends to pick quarrels
because she tends to make nasty allusions.

liha v [A; b6] rub or smooth down s.t. with 
sandpaper or s.t. similar. Ikay muliba sa tab
la ug akuy mupintal, You sand the board, 
and I will paint it. n sandpaper or s.t. used
like sandpaper. papil di- = LIHA. 

lihan� n 1 vertical space made when two 
long things are not placed closely. Ang ta
yutu nakalusut sa libang sa bungbung, The
lizard went through the space between the 
parts of the walling. 2 the space between 
teeth that are set somewhat apart. 

lihat v [B126] do s.t. inadvertently. Ang ka
dagban sa pumapalit mauy makalibat (ma
kapalibat) naku sa pagpanukli, I made mis
takes in making change because there were 
so many customers. Nalibat ang pulis patrul 
sa kutsi nga ilang gisunud, The police patrol 
inadvertently lost track of the car they were
following.

lihay, lihay v 1 [A2; c] dodge, evade a blow. 
Ilibay ang imung nawung, ayawg atras, Pull 
your face away, but don't back off. 2 [A2; 
b(l)] evade a question, wriggle out of s.t. 
Maayu siyang mulibay ug pangutana kay a
bugadu man, He is good in evading ques� 
tions because he is a lawyer. Di ka na giyud 
makalibay anang mga pruyba, There is no 
way you can wriggle out of it in the face of
this evidence. 2a escape one's obligations. 
Bulubatun nga iyang gilibayan, A job that 
he wriggled out of. 

lihi v 1 [A; b] inaugurate s.t. with the proper 
ceremonies or magical i redients. Maglibingsila sa iskuylaban, They -will have the school 
blessed. Kamay mauy ilibi sa mag-anak, 
When a woman is in labor, give her brown 
sugar to insure that she will recover quickly. 
la bury s. t. with plants to insure a good 
harvest. Libia.n ug tabliya ang tabaku arun 
lugum ug kulur ang dabun, They plant cho� 
olate together with tobacco seeds to assure 
that it will have dark-colored leaves. lb be
gin the new year with a certain action which
is believed will then endure for the rest of 
the year. Gilibian nila ang bag-ung tuig ug
away, They began the new year with a 

• 
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quarrel. le use s. t. for the first time follow
ing the proper prohibitions or injunctions. 
Libian natug simba ang bag-u natung sapa
tus arun mulungtad, Let's wear our new 
shoes to church so they will last. 2 [A 1; b6 
(1)) crave s.t. in the first few months of 
pregnancy such that the appearance of the 
thing desired appears as a birthmark in the 
offspring. Kun maglibi kag asin, puti kurru 
ang imung bata, If you crave salt in your 
early months of pregnancy, your child will 
be white. 2a [b4] for a child to get the ap
pearance of a certain thing his mother 
craved while she was conceiving him. Naay
pula nga tap-ing sa iyang nawung kay gilibi
an siyag kundiman, He has a purple splotch 
on his cheek because his mother craved red 
cloth in her pregnancy. 2b [b4] get to have 
a certain characteristic by starting out in a 

. , . , "certain way. Bag-ung tuig gani, sayug mata 
arun di ka liban pagkabingatulug, Get up
early on New Year's day so you won't get 
the characteristic of being a sleepyhead for 
the whole year. n 1 injunctions or prohibi
tions observed upon inaugurating s.t.; any
thing used as a magical means to insure suc
cess of s. t. inaugurated. Ang libi sa pagta
rrum ug mangga, asukar, They use sugar to 
plant with mangoes to insure sweet fruit. 2 
birthmark which is thought invariably to be 
due to a mother's cravings in her early stages 
of pregnancy. pistang ig-1-(�) n holiday of 
obligation in the Catholic Church. 

lihiru 1 doing things with agility and rapid
ity. Libiru siyang suguun, When you tell 
him to do s.t. he does it quickly and with
out hesitation. Libiru siyang mulalag banig, 
She's quick in weaving mats. 2 ready to do 
s.t. Libiru nga mangusi ning bataa sa iyang 
kadula, This child is quick to pinch his play
mates. 3 skillful Lihiru ·siyang muduwag 
abidris, He's good in playing chess. 4 bright.
Daku siyag gradu kay libiru man, He got 
high marks because he is intelligent. 4a 
smart, resourcefully shrewd. Di kang kali
put anang kumirsiyantiha kay lihiru na, 
You can't put one over on that shrewd busi
nessman. 5 - ug kamu t a  light-fingered. Ki
nabanglang magbantay ang mga tindira sa 
mga libiru ug kamut, The salesgirls had bet
ter watch out for light-fingered customers. 
v [B12�] get to be expeditious, skillful. Ma
libiru man lang ni si Puduy ug naay diyis,
Podoy will move if he knows he can get a 
dime out of it. 

lihisladur n legislator. v [B1456] be, become 
a legislator. 

lihislat11>u n legislative. 

• 

lihislatura n legislature. 
lihiya, lihiya n lye: caustic soda or lye ob
tained from wood ashes. v [A; a2] make 
lye.

lihu v [A; c] guide s.o. while he urinates or 
defecates. Ang mid mauy mulihu sa bata sa 
bangkiyu, The maid makes the child sit on 
the potty. Ilihu ang masakitun sa irruduru,
Guide the patient while he goes to the toilet. 

*lihug pa- 1 please. Palihug, ikuba akug tu
big, Please, get me some water. 2 work bee 
in which people are not paid for their labor. 
v 1 [A; ac] ask s.o. to do s.t. as a favor 
without pay. Palihugun ku siyag bulug ug 
suwat, I will ask him to do me the favor of 
mailing a letter. Duna kuy ipalihug nimu, I 
have a favor to ask of you. Ipalibug kug
kuba ana bisag wa kuy ibawun, Please do 
me the favor of getting it, even though I 
have no pig to roast (from the notion that 
people who are asked to do a big job with
out pay are generally given a good meal). 
2 [AN] hold a work bee in which people 
work for free except for food and drinks. 
Mupalibug (mamalibug) kug paalsa sa akung 
balay, I'm having a work bee to move my 
house. n 1 = -IN-. 2 favor asked. pina- n 
persons requested to help. 

lihuk v 1 [A2S] move. Buhi pa diay ang isda 
kay naglibuk, The fish is still alive because 
it is moving. la [A; al2] cause s.t. to move. 
Kinsay naglibuk sa bari aring damaban? 
Who moved the king here on the checker
board? l b  [A2; al2] betake oneself to do 
s.t. Di mulihuk ug dili suburnuban, They
Won't make a move �nless you bribe them. 
2 [A2; b4] for a characteristic to make its 
appearance. Ug mukatursi anyus na ang la
ki, mulibuk na ang gana, When a boy reaches 
fourteen years or so, he begins to feel his 
sexual drives. Milibuk na pud ang tulis, 
Robbery cases are on the rise. Gilibukan na 
pud siya sa iyang kabuang, His insanity is 
making its appearance again. n 1 action,
deed. Katabapan ang iyang lihuk, His ac
tions are arousing suspicion. 2 one's turn to 
move a piece in a game. hinay ug - a 1 tim
id, lacking aggressiveness. Hinay nimug li
huk! Musugut na unta tu ug imu pang g� 
aprita, You sure don't move! She would 
have accepted you had you pressed her. 2 
slowpoke. Hinay baya nimug lihuk, wa man 
nimu mabuman nga udtu na man, You sure 
are slow! You haven't finished and it's al
ready noon! (➔) n movement, stirring. Bas
ta way irpakit, wa giyuy lihuk ang ayrupla
nu, As long as there are no air pockets the 
airplane will fly smoothly. a 1 always mov-
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ing, unstable. Libuk kaayung tabanuga, An
unstable kite. Lihuk nga bata, A restless 
child. 2 for women to have excessive sexual 
desire. Ang mga babaying libuk bisag minyu 
na, manguribut pa giyud, Women who have 
excessive sexual desire fool around with 
men, even if they are married. v [ B 12; b6]
be, become s.t. that moves around too much 
or a woman of excessive desires. pa- v [A23 ; 
a�2] set s.t. into motion. Ubang pulitiku 
mupalihuk dayun sa ubraspublikas sa pana
hun sa piliay, Some politicians will set pub
lic works projects into motion during elec
tions. hag- v [ B 12S6) be able to move. 
Pwirti nakung lisanga. Wa ku mahaglihuk, 
I was so frightened I couldn't move. -an(➔) 
a given to moving around, restless. Lihukan
siyag kamut sa sinjhan, He has wandering 
hands in the movie house. -in-an(➔) n way 
one acts. ka-an n 1 activities. Unsay kalibu
kan sa iskuylahan rung gabii? What is going 
on in school this evening? Kalihukang lang
yaw, Foreign affairs. 2 movement, organized 
activities to gain a certain objective. Kalibit
kan sa pausbaw sa swildu, Movement to in
crease wages. ma-(➔) = LIHUK, a. paN- n 1 
the way one carries himself. Mga babaying 
artipisyal ang panlihuk, Women with artifi
cial ways about them. 2 things to be done, 
chores to attend to. -un(➔) = PAN-, n2. 

lihut v 1 [A2] take time out to do s.t. for a 
moment. Bisag daghang trabahu, mulibut gi
yud siyag ditaw dinhi, In spite of all the 
things he has to attend to he still takes out 
time to come here. Makalihut pa giyud si
yag suwat bisan ug bisi, She still found time 
to write to me even if she was busy. 2 [A2; 
cl] do s.t. secretly. Kun maulaw kang hi
dunggan, lihuta (ilihut) Zang pagsult� If you 
are ashamed to let anyone hear it, just tell 
it secret! y. 

likag n k.o. ray. 
likat v [b8) overlook or miss s.t. Nalikatan 

(hilikatan) niyag ibap ang usa ka libru, He
overlooked one book in counting them. 

likay v 1 [A; b6] avoid s.t., s.o.'s company. 
Mulikay siya sa buluhatun, He tries to avoid
work. Maglikay ka sa samuk, ha? You must 
keep away from trouble, understand? Li
kayi nang tawbana kay palaaway siya, Keep
away from that man because he is quarrel
some. Dili kalikayan ang sayup, You can't 
avoid making some mistakes. la [a31 be 
delivered, safe from actual or feared evil. 
Mag-ampu ta basin ug malikay siya sa kada
utan, Let us pray and hope that he be kept 
safe from evil. 2 [A2; c ]  dodge s.t., duck 
out of the way. Wala ku makalikay sa iyang 

suntuk, I was not able to dodge his blows. 
Naglikay sa baga, nahasugba sa siga, Out of 
the frying pan, into the fire (lit. avoiding 
the coals, he got broiled in the fire). 

likbung v [A; b6] put s.t. in the way to pre
vent passage. Ikaw bay naglikbung ug siya 
sa pultahan? Were you the one who placed 
a chair across the doorway? n anything
placed across an opening or:- passageway to 
prevent passage. 

likhad v [B3(1); b(l)] for the brim of s.t. 
stiff and woven to open out. Mulikhad (ma
likhad) ang daplin sa nigu ug wa pay liskug, 
The sides of a winnowing tray will come 
out open if there's no ring to keep it in 
place.

liki v [B2] crack. Muliki ang yuta ug dugay lnga ulanun, The earth cracks if there is no
rain for a long time. Ang init makaliki (ma
kapaliki) sa tabla, Heat can make boards 
crack. Ang lapalapa muliki ug dili sapatusan,
Your soles will crack if you don't wear 
shoes. n crack. bibingka nga usa ray - f e
male genitalia (humorous - lit. rice cake 
with a single crack). - sa kawayan n of un
known origin. a illegitimate children. Ka
nang mga anak mung gikan sa liki sa kawa
yan, Those illegitimate children of yours 
(lit. who come from the cracks in bamboos).
b appearing from nowhere. Mu ra mag gi
kan sa liki sa kawayan nang tawhana. Nika
lit lag tunga dinhi, That man seems to have 
appeared out of nowhere. He just appeared 
in this place. a having a crack. Sugung nga 
liki, A bamboo container with a crack. (-E-) 

v [a12] do s.t. to s.o. intensely. Likiun (li
kiyun) kag bunal ni Papa mu ug sakpan ka, 
Your father will beat you mercilessly if he 
catches you. pa- v [A; a) cause a crack or 
s.t. like a crack to appear s.w. Palikiun ku 
ang akung hinapay, I'll do my hair with a 
part (lit. cause my hairdo to have a crack). t 

liki2 v [A12] take a liking to s.o. (humorous 
slang). Nakaliki siya sa iyang bag-ung sili
ngan, She took a liking to her new neigh
bor.

likid v [A2) go around a winding path or
road. Kun milikid na gani sila dili na nimu 
sila makit-an, If they have already gone 
around the bend you won't see them any 
more. Dugay silang miabut sa ibabaw kay 
milikid man sila, It took them long to reach 
the top because they took the winding path 
up.

likida, likidar v [A; a) liquidate, kill. Sinu
bulan ang milikidar sa kunggrisman, The 
congressman was killed by a hired goon. 

likids n leakage in a government examina-
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tion, where the answers are given to buyers. 
May likids matag iksamin sa Stbil Sirbis, 
There is always a leakage every Civil Service 
exam. v [Al2] obtain the answers in ad
vance through leakage. Nakalikids man ma
ung nakapasar, He got the answers ahead, 
and that's why he passed. 

likidu n liquid, not solid. 
likin n 1 cigar made of finely crushed, roast
ed tobacco rolled in the lungbuy leaf or 
some other material formed into a tube. 2 
the wrapper for this sort of cigar. v [A; al2] 
make, make into this sort of cigar. (➔), -an, 
-an(➔) = .LIKIN, n2. -in- ::: LIKIN, nl. 

likis v 1 [Al 3B; c] be wound around, cause 
s.t. to do so. Didtuy dakung sawa nga nag
likis sa sanga, There was a big snake wound 
around the branch. Ilikis ug bugut ang pisi 
sa baligi, Wind the rope tightly around the 
post. 2 [A; c] put s.t. all around s.t. Akuy
muUkis aring mga batu libut sa punuan sa 
tanum, I'll put these stones around the base 
of the plants. -an(➔) n the beam at the far 
end of the loom around which the warp
threads are wound 

likit v [A; al2] roll s.t. flat into a tight tube, 
or turn a tube to wind s.t. around it. Mag
likit kug mga papil para sa ripa, I will roll 
pieces of paper up for the raffle. Likta ug 
maayu ang imung tinustus arun dili mubu
ngaw, Roll your cigar tightly so it will draw 
in air well. n tight roll. Usa ka likit nga 
kwarta, A roll of paper bills. -in- = LIKIT, n. 

liklik v [A2N] go along the edges of s.t. or 
round about, not straight across or in the 
center. Nangliklik ku sa asiras kay nag-ulan, 
I walked along the sidewalk (rather than in 
the street) because it was raining. Manglik
lik Lang ta kay naay dagbang buguy diba sa 
agianan, Let's go around because there are 
lots of toughs on the road. 

likmu v 1 [A; c] conceal s. t. so others will 
not know it. llikmu naku ang akung daug, 
I'll conceal the fact that I won. Likmui ang 
inaban nga namatay ang iyang anak, Keep
it hidden from the mother that her son 
died 2 [A; a2] cheat s.o. by withholding 
part of the amount or number to be handed 
in. Likmuun naku ang katunga sa balin, I'll 
keep half of the proceeds to myself. 

liksi v [A2] jump up or aside, usually by 
reflex action in fright or to avoid danger. 
Miliksi siya sa kakurat, He jumped back 
with fright. liksiliksi v [A; b6) jump about 
violently. Paknga ang isda arun dtli muliksi
liksi sulud sa baskit, Knock the fish on the 
head so they won't thrash around in the 
basket. 

liksiyun n 1 lesson in school. 2 object lesson, 
an event or experience that should teach 
one to do s.t. differently. Kadtung babaa 
liksiyun natu babin sa pagpanagag kabuy, 
That flood should be a lesson to us with re
gards to deforestation. v 1 [A; al 2] assign, 
study a lesson. Akuy muliksiyun ninyu run.babin sa pagbubad, I will give you a transla
tion exercise today. Nagliksiyun mi babin 
sa birbu, We were having our lesson on verbs. 
2 [Al2; al2] make s.o. know the disagree
able consequence of an act. Liksiyunun ta 
ka sa imung binuang, I will discipline you 
because of your foolishness. 

liktyur n 1 lecture. 2 scolding (humorous
slang). v [A; b6] 1 give a lecture. 2 scold 
Sa sayu sa buntag nagliktyur na siya sa i
yang mga suluguun, It's early in the morn
ing, but she is already reading her servants 
a lecture. 

liku, Hku v 1 [A2; c] turn, change direc
tions. Muliku ka sa wala padulung sa panta
lan, Turn left towards the wharf. Iliku ang 
dyip dibang iskinaba, Tum the jeep at the 
corner. 2 (AB6 ; cl] bend, be wound 
around. Nakaliku siya sa bakus sa liug sa 
iru, She managed to get the belt around 
the dog's neck. Kining karsadaba nagliku sa 
bungtud, This road encircles the hill. (�) v 
[B; cl] for a way to be, become round 
about. Muliku ang atung pagkaagi ug ma
nubay ta sa karsada, Our way will be round 
about if we follow the road. a round about 
way. (➔) n a bent pipe for channelling gas 
in a lantern. likuliku a 1 zigzagging. 2 not 
direct to the point, beating around the 
bush. v 1 [B456) be, become zigzagging.
Mupahinay ka ug mulikuliku ang karsada, 
Slow down if the road starts to zigzag. 2 
[A; cl) beat around the bush. Sultihi ku sa 
inyung tuyu. Ay na lag ilikuliku (likulikua), 
Tell n1e what it is you want. Don't hem and 
haw. n action of beating around the bush. 
Sa way dagbang likuliku mipadayag siya sa 
iyang tuyu, Without beating around the 
bush, he disclosed his intentions. likulikuan 
a one who is inconsistent in what he says, 
unreliable. Dili kasaligan ang tawung likuli
kuan, A person who doesn't say the same 
thing twice can't be trusted. v (B12] be
come inconsistent and unreliable. -an(➔).
-anan n 1 curve, bend of a road. Naa ang ila 
sa may likuan, Their place is near where the 
bend is. 2 place one turns off. 

likub v [A; b6(1)] place or put s.t. in the 
middle or across a path to prevent or ob
struct passage. Akuy mulikub ug batu aning 
agianana, bir ug kinsay muyawyaw, I will 
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put a rock in the middle of this pathway. 
Let's see who dares complain. Ang kanal 
nalikban ug sagbut, The ditch was blocked 
with trash. n anything in the way to ob
struct passage.

likud 1 behind, at the back of. Ang amung 
balay naa sa likud sa simbaban, Our house 
is behind the church. Did tu siya maglingkud 
sa likud sa trak, He sat in the back of the 
bus. la one's back. Palihug kaluta ang akung 
likud, Please scratch my back. 2 coming af
ter. Likud sa iyang mga pag-antus miabut 
ang kalampusan, On the heels of his suffer
ings came success. 3 coexistent with but not 
readily apparent. Likud sa iyang pahiyum 
nag-umidu ang kayugut, There is a seething 
rancor behind her smile. Didtuy mistiryu 
nga nahitagu sa likud sa kangitngit, There 
was s. t. mysterious hidden in the midst of 
the darkness. v [AN; c l ]  betray, turn one 
over to his enemies. Gilikud si Taruk sa i
yang sakup ngadtu sa Pisi, Taruc's men be
trayed him to the P .C. likuran n place in 
back of s. t. likudlikud n eve before a wed
ding. Mika/it lang siyag kahanaw sa likudli
kudsa iyang kasal, He suddenly disappeared 
on the eve of his wedding. 

likug v [AB; cl] for s.t. long and thin to get 
crooked or curled Gilikug nila ang alambri 
sa punuan sa kahuy, They tied the wire 
around the trunk of the tree. a crooked, not 
straight. Di na magamit ang rulir, kay
likug na, We can't use the ruler because it is 
bent.

likulikuhan = LIKUUKUAN. see LIKU.
likung, likung v [A; cl] make into a circle, 
coil. Likungun (ilikung) ku ning alambri, I
will coil up the wire into a circular loop. n 
s.t. fashioned into a coil, loop. Dunay li
kung nga gipatung niya sa iyang ulu sit
bing hapin sa iyang lukduun, She has a piece 
of cloth rolled into a coil which she placed
on her head to cushion what she is going to 
carry. Kuhaang likung kay magbulahup ku, 
Get me a hoop. I'm going to play hulahoop. 

likup, likup v [A2S; a] surround, enclose. 
Ang mga kaaway milikup sa ilang kampu, 
The enemies surrounded their camp. Dag
bang mistiryu ang naglikup niining bitabua, 
The event is shrouded in mystery. Likpa
(likupa, palikpi) ug kural ang balay, Build a 
fence around the house. (➔) n distance or
measurement around s.t. ka-an, pa- n sur
roundings, environs. 

lik-up v [A; b6( 1)] close, cover a passage. Di 
mu makalik-up ning dalana kay agianan
man ni sa publiku, You can't block this 
road because this is a public thoroughfare. 

,Akung gilik-upan ang sapa arun mububas 
ang ubus, I'm damming up the brook so 
that the area below will dry up. 

likuplikup n a climbing vine with whitish
yellow flowers and round, smooth leaves, 
belonging to the family Dischidia. 

likus v [A; c ]  be coiled around s. t. Sawa 
nga nagalikus sa sanga, A snake coiled a
round the branch. Milikus sa payag ang mga
sundalu, The soldiers surrounded the hut. 
Dunay paril nga naglikus sa simbaban, There
is a stone wall that is surrounding the ,church. Jiang giliksan sa pukut ang dakung 
duut sa isda, They encircled the big school 
of fish with the net. n measurement around 
s.t., perimeter. ( ➔), likuslikus n k. o. itchy 
skin infection where eruptions of watery 
pustules appear in splotches around the
body and later burst.

likut a slit-eyed. Likut siya kay kaliwat ug
Insik, He has narrow eyes. He is of Chinese 
extraction. v [BlS] be, become slit-eyed. 

likuy, likuy a going in a curve. Likuy ang da
gan sa hula kay wala man manibil ang misa, 
The ball is rolling crooked because the bil
liard table is not level. v [B2S] for a ball to 
curve or swerve. Lisud saw-un ang bula nga 
naglikuy, It  is hard to catch a curve ball. 

likwa v [c] buy stock with the proceeds of 
a day's sale. ,Igu rang ilikwa ang balin ka-
rung adlawa, Today's sales are just enough 
to buy new stock. likwalikwa n the system 
of small-time buying and selling in which 
the entire capital is tied up in a single day's 
sales and the proceeds go for buying new 
goods. v [A12; c ]  operate a business on 
this method. 

likwad v [AN; c ]  cleverly deny s. t. or con
ceal a truth when accused. Di ka makalik
wad kay nasayud na ku, Don't try to be
clever and hide anything because I already
know. Ayawg ilikwad naku ang hustung ki
ta, Don't try to conceal exactly what the 
proceeds are. a cleverly denying or con
cealing s. t. when accused likwadlikwad v
[A; cl] investigate, cross-examine thorough
ly, turning questions inside out. Ug likwad
likwarun ( ilikwadlikwad) ang mga panguta
na, tingalig maluba ang giakusar, If the 
questions are turned inside out in the course 
of the cross-examination, the accused will 
probably give in. 

likwala n k.o. ornamental palm with wide, 
round, accordion-like leaves and long, slen
der stalks lined with thorns at the sides: 
Licuala spp. 

likwang v [A; b2cl] tilt or turn s.t. heavy 
over. Likwangun (ilikwang) ku ang batu ug 
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naa bay kinhasun sa ilawum, I'll turn the 
stone over to see whether there are any 
shells under it. Ilikwang (likwanga) ang ba
ril arun mayabu ang sud, Turn the barrel 
over to pour the water out. 

likyad v [ B23(1); c6] curl up at the edges. 
Milikyad ang playwud nga giparka sa saka
yan, The plywood they used to wall the 
boat curled at the edges. Milikyad ang papil
nga gipapilit sa bungbung kay natangtang 
ang ngilit, The paper that had been pasted
to the walls curled up because the edges 
got loose. 

lila a violet. v [Al 3; al 2 ]  color s.t. violet. 
lilang n k.o. herring.
lilas n 1 long strip, usually of young buri 
palm leaves, used in weaving mats or bags. 
2 film on which movies are recorded. 2a 
the motion picture industry or art form. 
Sa kalibutan sa Lilas, In the world of film. 
2b movie. Lilas nga aksiyun, An action 
film. v 1 [A; al2] make s.t. into strips for 
weaving. 2 [A13; a12] make a movie out of 
a story. -an n device for cutting s. t. into 
strips.

lili v 1 [A; a2] peep at s.t. while hidden. Ug
maligu ka diba, liliun kang Piduy, If you
bathe there, Pidoy will peep at you. 2 [A 13 ; 
a12] take a look to see how things are. Li'
lia ang kan-un ug nabubsan na ba, Take a 
look at the rice to see if the water has evap
orated -un(➔) n small variety of eggplant, 
so called because one has to look under the 
leaves to see it. 

liligan n _in a bamboo house, thin bamboo 
slats to which flooring slats (salug) or wall
ing slats which hold the walling material 
(lugpit) are tied and which setve to hold 
them in place.

lilingliling v [A; a2] circle around looking
for s. t. Mulilingliling ang ayruplanu usa ma
mumba, An airplane circles over a target 
first before it begins dropping bombs. Li
linglilinga ang akung singsing nga nahulug 
sa silung, Look around for my ring that fell
under the house. 

lilit v [A2S] for s. t. to bulge out through an 
opening. M ililit ang tinai sa samad, His guts
were sticking out through the wound. Nag
lilit ang iyang tiyan sa guut nga karsunsilyu, 
His stomach is bulging through his tight 
shorts. 

lilitik = HANDILITIK.
lilu n whirlpool v 1 [A] form a whirlpool 
Mulilu ang tubig ug ang duba ka sulug mag
bangga, A whirlpool forms if two currents 
meet. 2 [A12J be agitated as if swirled in a.
whirlpool Naglilu ang akung pagbati tu-

ngud sa kalibug, My feelings are all awhirl 
with confusion 3 [A23] for a dimple to 
form a whirlpool-like depression. Mulilu ang 
iyang kandiis ug mupahiyum siya, Her dim
ples form whirlpool-like depressions when 
she smiles. -an n place where there is a whirl
pool.

liluk v [A; a] caive. Maayung muliluk ug is
tatuwa ang manlililuk, A sculptor caives 
statues well. Maanindut nga dibuhu ang i
yang gililuk, He caived a beautiful design in 
the wood. paN- n occupation of caiving. 

lilung
1 

v [A; c] conceal, hide a true state of
affairs. Ayaw kug lilungi, duktur, Do not 
conceal' the truth from me, Doctor. Ililung
natu niya ang nahitabu, We'll keep what 
happened from him. 

lilungi a making dizzy. Lilung sakyan ang 
tyubibu, It makes you dizzy to ride a merry
go-round. n dizziness. Ang tawung makaag
wanta sa lilung puyding maastrunut, A man
who can stand dizziness can qualify as an
astronaut. v [B126] be, become dizzy. paN
(➔) n dizzy spell, occasional feeling of dizzi
ness. Kasagaran sa magsabak batiug pangli
lung, Most women experience dizzy spells 
in their early months of pregnancy. panga
v [A13] be in a state of slight dizziness. 
Nagpangalilung ku sa kagutum, I'm some
what dizzy from hunger. 

lirna numeral five. v see TULU. 
limangka v [A3; cl] having the legs crossed 
at the ankles. Milimangka siya sa salug, He 
sat on the floor with his legs crossed in 
front Niambak siya sa tubig nga naglimang
ka arun pagtimpasaw, He jumped into the 
water with his ankles crossed to make a big 
splash.

limas v [A; b] bail water out Ug dili ka mu
Limas malunud ta, If yot,1 do not bail, we will
sink. 2 empty a pool or a big container by 
bailing the water out. (➔) n s.t. used for 
bailing. -un(➔) n water in the bottom of a 
boat, bilge water. 

lirnatuk = ALIMATUK. 
lim-aw n small, shallow pool of water. Mga
Lim-aw nga mabibilin inigbunas, Pools left 
after the tide has gone out. Lim-aw human 
sa ulan, Pools of water after the rain. v [BJ
form a small pool.

limba v = LIMBALIMBA. limbalimba v [Al]
toss, roll around Ug muinum kug kapi mag
limbalimba Lang ku tibuuk gabii, If I drink 
coffee, I toss and turn the whole night. 

limbag v [A] writhe, wriggle, esp. from stom
ach pain. Bisag giunsa niya paglimbag, wa 
makabubi: No matter how he wriggled, he 
couldn't free himself. Naglimbag siya kay 
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gisirulan, He was writhing in pain from his 
stomach cramps. 

limbahun a having a yellow color with a red
dish cast. Ang limbabung bidlisiw -sa nagsa·lup nga adlaw, The pink rays of the setting 
sun. n fruits that have this color. a coconuts 
that have red or yellow-orange husks. b 
variety of shaddock (buluungu n) with pink
ish meat. 

lirnbakug v (8456; cl] twist and squirm vig
orously. Naglimbakug sa kasakit ang tawu 
nga gisul-an sa tiyan, The man was writhing 
in pain because of his stomach pains. Nag
limbakug ang bitin nga naputlan sa ulu, The 
snake was writhing because his head was cut 
off. 

lirnbaruk strong curse word expressing exas
peration or irritation. Limbaruk, dimalas 
barabaa, Damn! What an unlucky card. v [a
4) be cursed. Mu rag gilimbaruk kining a
mung kabimtang, It looks as though we're 
completely out of luck. 

limbaruk v [B126; b6] fall headlong. Nalim
baruk ang bata sa bintana,. The child fell 
headlong out of the window. 

limbarut = •LIMBAWUT. 
limbas = LINGBAS.
•tirnbasug paN- v [A; b5] strive hard, exert 
effort to accomplish s. t. Nanglimbasug siya
nga makabuhi, She struggled to free herself. 
Panlimbasugan (panlimbasugu n) ku nga ma
kapasar, I will try my best to pass the course. 
n act of striving hard or exerting effort. Ang
panglimbasug dili laksut bast a dili Lang pala
biban, It is not a bad thing to strive hard 
as long as you don't overdo it mapaN-un 
a characterized with assiduous work or ef
fort. Nagpulaw siya sa mapanglimbasugun 
nga tinguba sa paglampus, He works till 
late at night in his ardent desire for success. 

lirnbatianun (from bati ) a heartfelt, with •feeling (literary). Gugmang limbatianun, 
Deeply-felt love. 

lirnbaun = LJMBAlruN. 
•timbawut paN- v [A; b4] for hair to stand 
on end, get goose bumps. Nanglimbawut
akung balhibu pagkadungug naku sa isturya, 
My hair stood on end when I heard the 
story.

limbu n 1 whirling current of wind. Nada/a
sa limbu ang mga dahung laya, The dry 
leaves were whirled about in the wind 2 
place between heaven and hell to which 
unbaptized children are consigned 3 sa -
be up on the air, not certain. Tua pa sa lim
bu ang amung planu, Our plans are still up 
in the air. v 1 [A3P] for the wind to whirl 
around. 2 [A; cl] be blown about in the 

air. Mulimbu ang asu ug buypun sa bangin,
Smoke moves rapidly through th<! air when 
the wind blows it. Milimbu ang tabanug nga
nakabugtu sa tugut, The kite soared when 
its string broke. 

lirnbukad ;;;:; ALIMBU KAD. ,limbung v [AN; b6] cheat, deceive. Asa gud 
na siya mulimbung (manglimbung) naku! 
He would never cheat me! Dili ku maka
limbung (makapanglimbung) sa pagbigugma
nimu, l cannot-commit deception by pre
tending to love you. Gilimbungan mu aku 
sa pag-undang mu ug iskuyla, You deceived 
me when you stopped attending school. n 
action of cheating, deceiving. -an(➔) n 1 in
clined to cheat or defraud. Dili ku makigdu
la nimu kay limbungan kaayu ka, I will not 
play with you because you cheat 2 giving 
the illusion of being taller than it really is. 
Limbungan ang babayi nga nagbaybil, The 
woman gives the impression of being taller 
than she is because she is wearing high heels. 
ma-un a deceptive. Dili ku mamati sa ,yang 
malimbungun nga mga saad, l will not listen 
to his deceptive promises. paN- n deception. 

limbu rak n a k.o. dance, the limbo rock. v 
[A] dance the limbo rock. 

limbuwad, lirnbuwad v [A826; c] fall head
long, topple over; cause s.t. to do so. Milim
buwad (nalimbuwad) ang kaang paghangin, 
The flower pot toppled over in the wind. 
Gilimbuwad ni Buy ang lamisa sa iyang ka
suku, Boy toppled the table over in his an
ger.

limbuyuk v [8126] be in chaotic confusion. 
Nalimbuyuk ning akung kaisipan sa tumang 
kalibug, My mind is whirling in confusion. 

limin v I [A1 3 ;  b] wrap cloth around the 
body, swaddle. Lanahi ang pinutt' unya limi
ni ug lampin, Put oil on the bolo then wrap 
it up in a diaper. Dinhay masusu nga gilimi
nan ug mga nuug, There was an infant that 
was swaddled in rags. 2 [A; b6] pervade, en
velop as if to cover entirely. Kangitngit nga 
milimin sa kasilinganan, Darkness that en
veloped the neighborhood Ang iyang pag
bati naku giliminan sa mga duhaduba, Doubt 
pervades her feelings toward me. 

liminlimin v [86;  cl] be all jumbled, thrown 
together without order. Muliminlimin (ma
liminlimin) nang bula sa. hilu ug di nimu ba
atan, Those pieces of string will get all ta!J· 
gled up if you don't tie them together. A
kung liminliminun (iliminlimin) ang mga 
bulingun, I'll throw the dirty clothes in a 
bunch.

lunis v [A3P; b5] 1 wrap, envelop. Nagkina
hanglan kug dakung papil nga makalimis 
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(makapalimis) niining kartun, I need a large 
sheet of paper to wrap this box in. Limisa 
(limisi) sa tualya ang bata igbumag kaligu, 
Wrap the child in a towel after his bath. Du
ba ka makusganung buktun ang gilimis ka
niya, Two strong arms embraced her. 2 en
velop completely with. Nangamatay ang 
mga tanum kay nalimis (nalimisan) sa mga
sagbut, The plants died when they were 
completely covered with weeds. 3 shower 
with affection. Gilimis (gilimisan) ku niyag 
bawuk, She smothered me with kisses. 

limitarv [A; b(l)] put a limit to. Gilimitaban 
niya ang uras sa pagbisita, She put a limit 
to the visiting hours. limitaclu a given in in
sufficient amounts, limited. Ang pagkaun 
limitadu kaayu sa kasiraban, They serve an 
insufficient amount of food in the board
ing house. v [B1256] be limited 

lirniti n limit. Way limiti ug pilay imung gus
tung dad-un, There is no limit to how many 
you may take. v [A; b6] set limits. Dili ku 
mulimiti sa imung pagkaun, l will set no 
limits as to how much you mav eat. 

limpangug (from pangug) a silly, stupid; lack
ing good judgment or common sense. Ayaw
na Jang pagsalig nga matuman ang tanan 
mung sugu, limpangug kaayu nang tawbana, 
Don't expect that man to carry out your 
instructions properly, he is so stupid. 

limpisa v [A; c] clean a mechanism. Kamau 
kang mulimpisa ug karburadur sa awtu? Do 
you know how to clean the carburator of a 
car? Limpisabi ang pitrumaks arun musiga, 
Clean the pressure lantern so it will light. n 
cleaning of mechanical equipment. 

lirnpiya v [A ;  b6] polish shoes. Nagkabitun 
ang akung kamut kay naglimpiya ku sa a
kung sapatus, My hands have shoe polish 
on them because I was polishing m_y shoes. 
n 1 shoeshining as a business. Kusug ang 
limpiya gikang mag-uwan, After it rains we 
get plenty of business shining shoes. 2 ma
terials for shining shoes. way - badly
needing a shine. Way limpiya ang imung 
sapatus, Your shoes need a shine. paN- v 
[A2; b6] polish shoes for a living. n occu
pation of shining shoes. - butas n boot
black. ma�l-, maN-1- n bootblack. 

lirnpiyadaa for a woman to be neat and clean 
in her ways. Hinlu ilang bay kay ang inaban 
limpiyada, Their house is clean because the 
mother is a demon for cleanliness. v [Bl]
be habitually neat and clean. 

limpiyu a 1 clean, devoid of dirt, sanitary. 
Limpiyu kaayu ang salug run, The floor is 
very clean today. Limpiyu ang ristawran 
nga amung gikan-an, The restaurant we ate 

' in is sanitary. l a  clean, without VD. 2 clear,
unsullied Limpiyu ku ug kunsinsiya kay 
wa kuy sa"/a, I have a clear conscience be
cause I am not guilty. n 1 action of clean
ing. Kabugaw, way limpiyu, How dirty it is! 
No one cleaned it! 2 clean clothes. Wa kuy 
limpiyu isimba, l have no clean clothes to 
wear to church. 3 amount gained clear. v 1 
[ AB; ab] clean, rid s.t. of dirt, become 
clean. Hugawan siyang mulimpiyu sa kasil
yas, He thinks cleaning the toilet is dirty. 
Malimpiyu ra nang kasilyas ug nia ku, The 
only time that toilet is clean is when I'm 
around to watch you. Limpiyubun natu ang 
atung trababu arun dili ta maulaw, Let us 
do a clean job of our work so we won't be 
put to embarrassment. Limpiyubi ang kusi
na, Clean the kitchen. 2 [A2; a12] make a 
net gain or income. Nakalimpiyu kug kinsi 
sa akung pamarada karun, l netted fifteen 
pesos in my driving today. ig-l- n thing used 
in cleaning. mag-1- n one who cleans. 

limu n magical practices used to help a baby 
go through his various stages of develop
ment easily and successfully or to cure a 
grown person of a bad characteristic or to 
get rid of s. t. undesirable that is s. w. These 
practices may consist of having the baby or 
the afflicted adult perform an action analo
gous to the actions one wishes to develop or 
stop or may consist of special foods or po
tions together with magic words. Ang limu 
sa batang magngipun, ang lagus pabirag tai, 
The ritual for a child that is teething: feces 
are. .rubbed on his gums. v [A; al treat with 
limu. Limuba ug sagu ang palainum nimung 
bana, Mix a dead man's saliva into your 
husband's drink to stop his vice. 

limu v [A; a] hide, keep s.t. a secret. Nagli
mu ha ku nimu sa akung makita? Do I hide 
my earnings from you? Sa prubinsiya di ka 
makalimu bisan gamayng sikritu, In the 
country you cannot keep the tiniest secret. 
Ayaw ilimu sa fmung ginikanan ang imung 
prublima, Do not keep your problems from 
your parents.

limud v [A; c] deny, conceal!s. t. upon being 
confronted Mulimud ka pa giyud nga klaru 
man ang pruyba! You still dare to conceal 
it when the evidence is so clear! Ayaw ug
ilimud ang imung pag-anbi, Don't deny that 
you came here. malimdanun a given to d� 
nying or concealing the truth when con
fronted. 

limugmug!v 1 [AN;!cl] rinse the mouth out. 
Mulimugmug (manlimugmug) giyud ku hu
man ug kaun, l rinse my mouth after I eat. 
la [A; b] slosh water around in the mouth 
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to warm it and spit it out on s. t. to bathe it. 
Limugmugi ang sunuy matag buntag, Bathe 

·the cock every morning with water you 
slosh around in your mouth. 2 [AP·; a] take 
a drink of liquor, usually in a large gulp 
(humorous slang). Mulimugmug (manlimug
mug) siyag usa ka basung tuba, He will gulp 
down a glass of toddy. 3 [c] be unconcern
ed about s.t. s.o. says or s.t. embarrassing 
that happens. Way kapuslanan ang kasaba, 
gilimugmug Zang, No use scolding him. It 
runs off him like water off a duck's back 
(Lit. He just gargles with it.) -an(➔) n 1 the 
oral cavity. la by extension, the throat. 2 
the outside of this area: the cheeks, includ
ing the lower part of the jaw and the base 
of the ear. 3 the place in a monkey's mouth 
where he stores food 

*limuhag ka-an n 1 knowledge of how to do 
s.t. Ayaw ku ug paayuha ug makina kay wa 
kuy kalimuhagan anang mga butanga, Don't 
ask me to repair engines because I have no 
knowledge of that sort of thing. 2 know
ledge about or of what a thing is. Manukut
sukut ta sa mangingisda arun makabatun 
tag kalimuhagan sa mga isda, Let's ask the 
fishermen so we can learn s. t. about fishes. 

limuk v [A2N; b6] give a look of anger or 
disgust with pursed lips, and make a hum
ming sound. Milimuk (nanlimuk) siya naku 
kay wa man naku pakapiha, She gave me a 
sour look because I did not allow her to 
copy my work /ya kung giZimukan, mu rag 
nakasala ku niya, She gave me a lo�k of dis
gust, as if I had offended her. 

limukun n k.o. edible shellfish of the depths,
finned and similar to a crab, but without 
claws. 

limukun = ALIMUKUN. 
limulimu v [A; c 1) hide, withhold s. t. from 
s.o. that he ought to know. Kusug siyang 
mulimulimu sa iyang kaZih,ukan sa iyang ba
na, She is fond of keeping her activities 
from her husband Gilimulimu nila sa ilang 
inahan ang kamatayun sa ilang igsuun, They
concealed their brother's death from their 
mother. 

limun n k.o. hard candies. 
limun v [A; b5] roll and wrap s.t. up to con

ceal it, facilitate disposal, carrying, and the 
like. Limuni (limuna) ang mga bulingun sa 
babul, Wrap the dirty clothes in the blanket. 

limunada n lemonade, usually made of cala
mondin juice (limunsitu). v [A13 ; a12] 
make lemonade. - ruhi·n a k.o. purgative 
for children, prepared under physician's 
prescription and taken hot. 

limunglimung = LIMULIMU. 

limunsitu, limunsitus n calamondin, a small 
citrus tree bearing small, round, acid fruit,
orange-colored when ripe, with an easily 
separable peel. It is the most widely sold 
sour citrus: Citrus microcarpa. 

limuruk, limuruk = LAMURUK. 
limus n 1 alms. 2 a voluntary contribution 

to the family of a person who died v [A; b 
6(1)) 1 give alms or a voluntary contribu
tion to the family of a person who died. Mu
limus giyud ta inigduaw sa namatyan, We 
ought to give a little s.t. when we visit the 
family of the deceased. L imusi ang makilili
mus nga buta, Give alms to the blind beggar. 
2 give!s. t. of great value to the recipient but 
of little value to the owner. Intawun, Kur
daping. A nus-a pa man ku nimu limsig pahi
yum? Have pity, Cordaping. When will you 
bestow a smile on me? 3 give s. t. of little 
value, but unwillingly. Ug di niya bayran 
tung dus, ilimus na Zang tu, If he doesn't 
give me my two pesos back, forget it. I'll 
write it off as charity. paki- v [A] go beg
ging for alms. Af agpakiZimus na Zang ta ug\> 

wa nay mahimu, We'll have to go begging if 
there's no other way. linirnsan n amount 
colle<:ted by begging. maka-r-(�), maki-r
(�), paki-r-(�) n beggar.

limut v 1 [B123S6 ; b8] forget. Nalimut ku 
sa atung sabut, I forgot our appointment. 
Uy, nakaZimut ka ug butunis sa imung kar
sunis! Hey! You forgot to button your 
pants ! NaZimtan naku ag akung pitaka! 1 
forgot my wallet !  KaZimti ang nangagi ka
natu, Forget what happened between us. 
DiZi ku kalimtan tung nawnga bisan ug asa, 
I will not forget that face anywhere. 2 [ B 
126) lose consciousness. NaZimut ku pagka
pangka sa akung uZu, I got unconscious 
when my head bumped into s.t. 3 = LIMUT, 
v. ( ➔) n 1 anesthetic. 2 k. o. antidote to 
make s.o. stop a vice. v [A; al] 1 give gen
eral anesthesia. Dili mulimut ang duktur ug
du.nay sakit sa kasingkasing, A doctor won't 
administer anesthesia to s.o. with a heart 
disease. Unsay ilimut sa batang palaihi ma
gabii? What antidote shall we use on a child 
that wets his bed? 2 hypnotize, dazzle s.o. 
to make him lose his sense of reason or see 
things in a different way. Ingkantu ang mi
limut (naglimut) kaniya, An enchanted be
ing led him into a different world. Limutun 
ka sa iyang katahum, You will be dazzled 
by her beauty. limutlimutv [b6) forget s.t. 

Iat every occasion. /yang gilimutlimutan ug
uli ang bumba sa ligid, He forgets to return 
the air pump every time. hika-/haka-(➔) v 
[B1256; b8] happen to forget. Nahikalimut 
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siya pagpalit ug sibuyas, She forgot to buy 
onions. paN- v [bl] 1 lose consciousness. 
2 lose control of oneself. Gipanlimutan si
yang misagpa sa iyang asawa, He lost control 
of himself and hit his wife. -a(�) how very 
forgetful. Labiban nakung limuta uy! Jesus,
how forgetful I am! ka- n action of for
getting s.t. Way nagtuun sa kalimut, No one 
learns how to forget. (You're born with that 
knowledge.) ma-un, malimtanun, manggi
limtanun, limtanun a forgetful v [B12]
become forgetful. pa- = LIMUT, n.

limuut = ALIMUUT.
lina v 1 �A13; al 2] col�ect toddy before lthe normal time to gather it, most usually 
take the toddy in the evening instead of the 
following morning. Maglina ku sa dawat kay 
gustu kung muinum ug tam-is nga tuba, I
will take the toddy this evening because I 
want to drink sweet palm toddy. Linaa ang 
tuba arun tam-is, Gather the palm toddy 
early so that it will be sweet. 2 [A; al] re
store s.o.'s health by drinking fresh unfer-

• mented coconut toddy. Gilina ang bata kay 
luyabun, The child was given fresh toddy as 
a tonic because he was so weak. n sweet
palm toddy. (➔) = LINA, n. 

*lina. pa· n 1 a process of purification in 
folk2medicine whereby some evil or bad ef
fect is removed by exposing the victim to 
magical smoke, obtained from certain plants 
and compounds. 2 the material burned in 
the process of palina. v [A; b6(1)] adminis
ter this treatment. Gipalinaan ug sagbut sa 
mintiryu ang gilubatan, She became ill after 
attending a funeral and was treated with 
smoke from plants taken from the cemete
ry.

linab n woman born with a very narrow or 
no vaginal opening. 

linaw a 1 calm, free of agitation. Linaw ang 
, Idagat, The sea is calm. 2 calm, free from 

excitement. Linaw atung bunabuna ug wa
la tay mga suliran, Your mind is calm if 
you don't have problems. v 1 [B2S; b4(1)] 
be, become calm. Naglinaw a� panabun, 
The weather is calm. Dugay ming naabut _
kay nalinawan ang sakayan, We arrived late 
because the boat was becalmed. 2 [Bl; a12) 
be calm, undisturbed. Dili maglinaw ang i
mung tanlag, Your conscience will not be 
at peace. Linawa ang imung kaugalingun, 
ayaw ug katarantar, Compose yourself. 
Don't panic. n peace, calm. Walay linaw 
ning!panimuyua, The way we're living, there
is no peace and quiet. ma-un a calmly,
peacefully. Malinawun siya nga namatay, 
He died calmly. ka- n = LINAW, n. 

linaw n pool, lake. v [A; b6] form into a 
2pool, pond, or lake. Mulinaw ang tubig sa 

silung ug kusug ang ulan, A lake forms un
der our house when it rains hard. 

lindag v [B456] toss about restlessly in bed. 
Naglindag ku sa bigdaanan gabii,wa gryud 
kung katulug, I didn't sleep the whole night 
last night. I just kept tossing around in bed. 

lindug n 1 unbranching trunk of a tree. Lin
dug sa lubi, The trunk of a coconut tree. la
column in a building. 2 column in a news
paper or journal. Lindug sa mga balak, 
Poetry section. 3 warp threads. mag-r- n
columnist. 

linga, linga (from alinga) a inattentive due 
to preoccupation with s.t. else. Balikbalika 
pag-isplikar kay linga kaayu, Repeat your
explanation because he is very inattentive. 
n preoccupation that keeps one from con
centrating. Di siya makatrababu kay dagban 
siyag linga, He can't do work because he has 
lots of other things to think about. v 1 [B 
12; b3) be inattentive. Wa kung kabantay 
pag-agi niya. NaZinga Lang ku, I didn't see 
her go by. I wasn't paying attention. Sub
rang duwa ang nalin!{aban anang bataa,
The child has nothing but play on his mind
and thus is inattentive. 2 [A12; a]  hold 
one's attention. Nalinga kug tan-aw sa Zami
gas nga nanag-away, I was amused watching 
the ants fighting each other. Lingaba ang 
gwardiya kay muipsut ku sa pikas, Keep
the guard occupied because I will slip 
through the other side. 3 [ B 1256] be so
occupied. Ang tindira naZinga ug paninsiyu, 
The salesgirl was so busy she couldn't make 
change properly. maka-r·(�) a being easily 
diverted, distracted. Pang-idad nga makaZ� 
linga, Age at which one has a short atten
tion span. 

lingab a having the congenital defect of a 
narrow or no vaginal opening. 

lingabngab n yawn. v [AN2) yawn. MuZi
ngabngab (manglingabngab) Zang ku ug ka
tulgu n na ku, I yawn when I feel sleepy.

lingag a lacking concentration, preoccupied
with many other things so as to make stu
pid mistakes. Lingag man maung bisag kurik 
girungan, She is so careless. She marked 
correct answers wrong. Wa siya makatuman 
sa tugun kay lingag man, She didn't do what
she was told because she was careless. v [B
1) be, become careless, preoccupied with 
other distracting activities. Nagkalingag na 
ning draybir namu. Sigi na Zang makabang
ga, Our chauffeur is getting careless. He 
keeps having accidents. I lingagngag = ALINGAGNGAG. 
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lingas a unable to keep still but moving 
about all the time instead. Lingas kaayu 
ning bataa, di mabimutang, This boy is al
ways moving about, he can't keep still. v 
[B; b6] be moving about always and not 
keeping still. 

lingat v 1 [AB24] for the eyes to rove, move 
the eyes. Milingat lang ang lyang mata pag
sud n,ya sa palasyu, Her eyes popped out 
of her head when she went in the palace. 
Naglingat siya sa simbaban, She looked a
round at the people in the church. 2 [A] 
behave badly, wildly when one is in a place 
where formal behavior is expected. M ulingat 
Lang ning mga bata kung tua sa laing bay, 
My children act wild when they are in other 
people's houses. Naglingat lang siya didtu 
sa bayliban kay bubug man, He acted wild
ly at the dance because he was drunk. (➔) 
a 1 careless, not paying attention to what 
one is about. Hibyaan niya ang bag kay li
ngat man, She left her bag because she was 
careless. 2 failing to behave modestly and 
composed in a place where one is expected 
to be on one's good behavior. v [B12; b6] 
be, become careless. Nalingat siya kay gia
pura, She was careless because she was 
rushed. 

lingatung n shrub or small tree having numer
ous stinging hairs, with magical uses to drive 
unglu away: Laportea brunnea. v [b4(1)]
get the stinging hairs of this plant on one. 

lingaw v 1 [A; al2] attract one's interest or 
Iattention. Akung lingawun siMama ug ikay 

kuba sa dulsi, I'll keep Mom's attention 
while you get the candy. 2 [A2; a12] enter
tain, amuse. Ang iyang kumidiya diU maka
lingaw naku, His jokes don't amuse me. Na
lingaw ang bata ug panakup ug apan, The 
child is amused, occupying himself with 
catching grasshoppers. n thing to keep one
self busy with. Ug wa kay lingaw, pagtuun, ,.If you don't have anything to do, you 
could study. ka- v [A3; b6] do s.t. in one's 
spare time, spend one's time doing s.t. Sam
tang nagpaabut ku, magkalingaw kug basa, 
While I am waiting, I will pass the time read
ing. lingawlingaw v 1 [A13] amuse, divert 
oneself. Human sa trababu, maglingawlt 
ngaw mi, After work we amuse ourselves. 2 
[A13; b6] spend one's spare time doing s.t. 
Human dayun ni kay akung lingawlingawan 
ug pintal human sa trababu, It won't take 
long to get done painting because I'll do it 
in my spare time after work. n recreation, 

I 
•amusement. Alang kan,ya ang panulat usa 

ka lingawlingaw, For him writing is a form 
of relaxation. palingawlingaw v [A; b6] 

pretend to be occupied or engrossed with 
s.t. to avoid confronting an embarrassing 
situation. Nainsultuban gud siya piru nag
palingawlingaw lag binabi sa uban, She felt 
insulted but she just pretended to be en
grossed in her conversation with other peo
ple. ka-an(�) n amusement. Sa karnabalan 
dagbang kalingawan, In the fair grounds 
there are lots of amusements. maka-r-(f-) a 
affording amusement. 

lingay, lingay v [A2] for the sun to move 
beyond the zenith and the shadows to 
lengthen in the afternoon. Milingay na ang 
adlaw ug wa pa sila makapaniud tu, The sun 
has moved beyond the zenith and they still 
have n�t taken their lunch. Nakalingay ang 
aninu sa lubi gikan sa kural apan ang ala
yun wa pa makasugud, The shadow of the 
coconut tree has moved beyond the fence, 
but the work bee has not yet started. 

lingbas n file. - nga lingin rattail file. - nga
midiya lingin half-round file. - nga tris kan
tus triangular file. v [A; al] 1 file s.t. down, 
off. 2 make, make into a file. -in- n filings. 
-in-an a for the voice to be cutting and 
sharp. Gitubag ku niya sa usa ka tingug nga
linimbasan, She answered me in a sharp 
and cutting voice. 

lingbahun = LIMBAHUN. 
lingga v [B6; al2] for boats to roll. Pag-agi

sa barku gilingga ang sakayan, The fishing 
boat rolled in the wake of the ship. 

linggalingga v [A; c16] rock a vessel or vehi
cle from side to side. Ayawg linggalinggaba 
ang buti kay mayabu, Don't rock the life 
boat. It might overturn. 

lingganay n 1 church bell. 2 ringing of church 
bells. v [A] for church bells to ring. -an n 
bell tower. 

linggawas = LINGKAWAS. 
linggiru· n k.o. soldierfish. 
linggukud n the young of the agapang (k.o.
mullet).

lingguwahi n language. 
lingguwista n linguist. v [B156] be, become 

a linguist.
lingguwita = LANGGITA. 
linghud a 1 immature plants. Aslum ang
manggang lingbud pa, Mangoes are very 
sour when they are young. Dili maayung 
isugnud ang lingbud kabuy, Green wood is 
no good for fuel. 2 young and immature. 
Ang linghud niyang pangisip, His immature 
mind. ka- n state or condition of being 
young and immature. 

lingi v 1 [A3S; a2b2] turn one's head to the 
side to look back. Milingi siya naku� He 
looked back at me. Ayaw siyag lingia, Don't 
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turn to look at him. 2 [A2S; al2] give s.t. 
the attention it requires. Ayawg ipanugal
imung kita, lingia usab ang imung mga anak,
Don't gamble away your earnings. You have 
your children to think of. 2a [A23; al2] 
pay attention to s.t., recognize its existence. 
Karun nga datu na siya dili na ta lingiun ni
ya, Now that he is rich, he will not take 
notice of us. paN-(➔) v [Al3] keep look
ing back. Nagpanglingi ku sa pagtan-aw ug
naa bay nagsunud, l kept looking back to 
see if anyone was following us. 

Iingig v 1 [A; b6] bend the teeth of a saw 
alternately to the side to widen the kerf 
and to prevent sticking. Lingigi ang gabas 
arun dakug agi, Twist the teeth on your saw 
so it will have a wide kerf. 2 [B12; b6] get
one's neck twisted. n 1 saw set, tool to give 
set to saw teeth. 2 set, the amount of bend 
imparted to saw teeth. a for the neck to be 
twisted to one side. Mau ra na siyag kanu
nayng maglingi kay lingig man, He looks 
like he is always looking to the side because 
he has a twisted neck. 

lingin a round, circular. Lingin kaayu ang 
singsing (bu/a), The ring (ball) is round. -
ang hula still in the running, all is not lost. 
Lingin pa ang bu.la, puydi pag mabawi naku 
sa paynals ang akung gradu, I still have a 
chance. Maybe I can make up for my failing 
grade in the finals. n money (slang). v [ AB 
2S; a] form a circle or sphere, cause s.t. to 
do so. Naglingin ku aring tabla para ligid sa 
dulaan, l am cutting this board into a circle 
as a wheel for the toy. Ang naglingin niyang 
mata, Her round eyes. Lingina ang bulabu
la, Form the meat into little balls. Lingini 
sa tunga ug human, gabsa ang tunga, Make 
a circle in the middle and then saw out the 
middle portion. n circle. -g- = LINGIN, a 
(plural). ma- a 1 round. 2 disgrasyang ma
a most unlikely misfortune which neverthe-' less takes place, though the victim does not 
deserve it. -un( ➔) a roundish. 

lingiw v [A2] look away. Mulingiw siya ug 
akung tan-awun kay sad-an man siya, He 
looks away when I look at him because he's 

Iguilty. Igu Zang ku nga nakalingiw kay di ku 
kaagwanta ug tan-aw, All I could do was 
look away because I couldn't stand to look 
at him. 

Iingka v [A; a] uproot vines to clear a place. 
Lingkabun namu ning kamutibana kay tu
mus na, We'll uproot this sweet potato 
patch because the potatoes have all been 
gathered.

Iingk.aang v 1 [B46N] for plants to spread 
out. Milingkaang (nanglingkaang) ang lam-

bayung sa baybayun, The vines spread out 
over the beach. Dakit nga naglingkaang ang
mga sanga, A spreading banyan tree. 2 [BN;
al] for parts of the body to spread like a 
plant. Tiil nga nanglingkaang kay du.gay nga 
wa kasapatusi, Spreading feet that hadn't 
worn shoes in ages. Lingkaangu n (ilingka
ang) sa pabu ang iyang balbibu ug duulun, 
A turkey will puff itself up if you get near 
it. 2a for the ears or hair to stand up upon 
feeling an emotion. Nanlingkaang ang iyang 
dawunggan pagkadungug sa isturya, Her 
ears stood up when she heard the story. 
Hu twang sa iru nga makalingkaang sa balbi
bu, The howling of a dog that can make 
your hair stand on end. 

Iingkag a having ears that stick out sidewards. 
Lingkag kaayug dalunggan ang kunibu, Rab
bits have ears that stick out. v [B2] for the 
ears to prick up, esp. in surprise. Nalingkag
ang iyang dalunggan pagkadungug sa iyang 
ngalan, His ears pricked up when he heard 
his name. 

lingkilang= LINGKAANG. 
lingkang = LINGKAANG. 
lingkas = LINGKA. 
lingkawas v [APB3(1); b6] escape. Kinsay

mulingkawas (mupalingkawas) natu niining 
kalisud? Who will save us from our poverty? 
Mulingkawas siyag du.nay bulubatun, He 
escapes when there is work to do. Dili ka 
makalingkawas sa silut sa kamatayun, You 
cannot escape the death penalty. 

lingkit a for two things to be joined along 
their lengths. Ang lingkit nga saging isipung 
usa, They count two bananas joined togeth·!er as one. Lingkit ang pan nga grasyusa, 
The graciosa bread comes linked. bat:a, kalu
ha nga - Siamese twins. v 1 [B126C3; b6] 
be joined along the lengths. 2 [A; cl]  tie 
two or more coconuts together by joining
them with a small piece of husk slashed 
from each of them. 

lingkubaw = LINTUBAW. 
lingkud v 1 [Al ;  b6(1)] sit down. Ayaw ug 
lingkuri nang syaba kay basa pa ang pintal, 
Don't sit on that chair because the paint is 
still wet.Ayaw ug ilingkud nang imung bag
ung inutaw nga karsunis kay malum-it, Do 
not sit down in your newly pressed pants 
because they will get crumpled. 2 [A; b6] 
assume, hold office or position. Mulingkud
siya pagkaprisidinti sa kumpaniya ugma,
He will assume office as president of the 
company tomorrow. 3 [b(l)] sit to give
serious, full time and attention to a piece 
of work. Kinabanglang lingkuran nir,.g tra
babua, This work must be given full time 
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and attention. 4 [A] for a coconut to grow 
to the stage that its trunk shows. Sa duba 
ka tuig dili pa mulingkud ang lubi, At two 
years the coconut still does not show its 
trunk. pa- v [ a3] fall down into a sitting
position. Nabisabiklan ku sa tawu ug napa
lingkud ku sa bangku, The man bumped 
into me and I fell down in a sitting position 
on the bench. lingkuranan n seat, chair, 
bench. lingkurun n 1 for an occupation to 
be sedentary. 2 the bride's family and guests 
at a wedding party (who sit and are served 
as opposed to the groom's friends and rela
tives, the tindugun, who do the work). pi:
na- n ·made to sit down. pina- sa urinula 
toilet trained. Ang bata nga pinalingkud sa 
urinula dili mangibi sa salug, The child that 
is toilet trained doesn't urinate on the 
floor. 

lingkung a for s. t. long to be bent so that 
the middle part is higher than either end. 
Lingkung kaayu ning sundanga, This bolo 
has a good curve. Lingkung ang iyang buk
tun. Di matuy-ud, He has a bent arm. It 
won't straighten out any longer. Lingkung
siyag tiil ug mag-untul-untul siyang magla
kaw, He is club-footed and he walks with a 
bounce. v [B126] come out curved. 

lingkus v [B; b6] for s.t. long to curl up or 
come out in knotted form. Mulingkus ang 
pisi ug madugay nang gamit, The rope will 
curl up if it is used for a long time. Nagka
lingkus na ang mga dahun sa tabaku nga na
laya na, The tobacco leaves are curling up
now that they are withering. 

lingla v 1 [A2; al2] deceive. Milingla siya 
naku pag-ingun nga ulitawu siya, He de
ceived me by saying he was a bachelor. Gi
lingla ku niya sa pagpasugut sa kuntratu, 
He deceived me into accepting the contract. 
2 [A; al] divert one's attention to achieve 
one's purpose. Akuy mulingla sa tindira a
run makuha nimu ang sigarilyu, I'll divert 
the storekeeper's attention while you filch 
the cigarettes. n deceit. malinglahun a de
ceitful. 

tingling v [AN; a2] peep. Linglingun ta ka 
inigkaligu nimu, I'll peep at you when you 
take a bath. 

lingo v [A2; b6] shake one's head to say no 
or in hopelessness or resignation. Dili tinga
li siya musugut kay milingu tu siya, He 
probably won't agree because he shook his 
head. paN- v [A] keep shaking the head in 
hopelessness and resignation. Nagpanglingu 

I ' • •ang part nga nagtan-aw sa nanagpartspar1s 
didtu sa plasa, The priest shook his head as 
he looked at the people paired off in the 

park.
linguglingug v [AP; b(l)P] ignore s.t. by pre
tending not to hear; pay no attention to 
s.t. Gilinguglingugan man Lang nimu ang a
kung gipangayu, yOU just pretend not to 
hear when I ask you for s.t. Bisag unsaun 
nakug tambag mulinguglingug (mupalingug
lingug) Lang, No matter how much I advise 
her, she pays no attention. 

lingugngug = ALINGUGNGUG.
ling-un n 1 a small area. Ling-ung gitam
nag mais, A parcel planted to corn. 2 
mass of people in a certain area. Ang ling
un sa mga katawban sa plasa, The mass of 
people in the square. 2a a group of people, 
social class. Ling-un sa mga timawa, The 
poorest classes. 

linimintu n liniment. v [b6] apply liniment 
to s.t. Linimintubi ang pamaul mu, Apply
liniment on your sore muscles. 

linin n 1 linen cloth. 2 stationery having a
linen finish. swis - n k.o. fine cloth. 

linis1 v 1 [A23B2; a12] melt, wear down or 
eat away. Ang ayis krim dali mulinis sa init, 
The ice cream will melt rapidly in the sun. 
Nagkalinis ang kutsilyu pagbinaid, The knife 
is being worn down from being sharpened 
so often. Liriisa sa tubig ang tablitas, Dis
solve the tablets in water. 2 [A123; a3b4(1)] 
digest food eaten. Wa malinis ang akung ki
naun, What I ate did not dissolve. (➔) a 
worn down. 

linis2 v 1 [AB12; b5] make s.t. clean. Ang
dyanttur mauy mulinis sa mga lawak, The 
janitor will clean the rooms. Malinis na un
ya ning sapatusag kalimpyaban, These shoes 
will be clean once they are shined. Kina
hanglang linisun (linisan) nimu ang bay pir
mi, You should always clean the house. 2 
[APB12; b5] cleanse or purify the soul, 
reputation, etc.; become cleansed. Ang pag
binulsul mauy mulinis (mupalinis) sa imung 
kunsinsiya, Repentance will cleanse your 
conscience. Kinahanglang linisun (linisan) 
natu ang atung bansagu n, We must clear 
our family name. ma- a clean, pure. 

linlang v [A; al] 1 deceive, fool. Naglinlang 
ka sa mga tawu anang pagparipari mu, yOU 

are deceiving the people by posing as a 
priest. 2 distract, divert s.o.'s attli:ntion. Di 
ka makalinlang niya kun magtan-aw siyag 
tilibisyun, You cannot divert his attention 
when he is watching TV. 

linsa v [A; b6] string a guideline in con
struction. Akuy mulinsa sa pagpinsa arun di 
maghiwi, I'll string a guideline for the fence 
so it won't come out crooked. n string used 
as a guide. 
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linsuwak v [B12S6] fall headlong. Nalinsu·
wak siya gikan sa bintana, He fell headlong 
from the window. 

lint.a n leech. 
lintar v [B126; b3(1)cS] lose one's head, 

panic. Nalintar siya maung gasulinadur hi
nuuy iyang gisikaran, He panicked, so he 
stepped on the accelerator instead. Wa pa
gani ka kasab-i nalintar na, You haven't 
even got your scolding and you already
panic. lintadu a tending to panic.

linti n 1 lens, magnifying glass. 2 searchlight. 
v 1 [b] use a magnifying glass on s.t. Linti
bi ang mga litra arun sayun nga basahun, 
Use a magnifying glass on the letters so you 
can easily read them. 2 [A; b] beam with a 
searchlight. Gilintiban sa barku ang panta
lan, The ship beamed a searchlight on the 
wharf. 3 [A; a] make into a magnifying 
glass, searchlight. 

linti n lightning, thunderbolt. v [b4] 1 be 
struck with a thunderbolt. Lintian (lintian) 
kunu ang tawung makigminyu ug paryinti, 
They say that a man who marries a relative 
will be struck with a thunderbolt. 2 get se
vere punishment. Kay imung gidaut na, lin
tian kang Papa, Since you broke it, you'll 
get hell from Dad. 2a [b4(1)] be in a very 
unpleasant situation. Nabutdan ta ug gasu
lina ug layu tas lungsud, nalintian na ta an� 
We're out of gas and we're far from town. 

1 Now we are in trouble. a incorrigible in be
havior. Sa piyir naay dagbang mga buguy 
nga linti kaayu, There are lots of incorri
gible bums at the waterfront. 

lintihuylas = LINTUHILAS. 
lintubaw v [B12S6] fall down headlong. Na
lintubaw ang bata ngadtu sa atabay, The 
child toppled into the well. 

lintuhilas n small sequins or spangles used 
as ornaments for clothing. v [A; b]" put 
sequins on s.t. 

lintunganay a 1 principal source of s.t. La
wum ug dulut ang gamut nga lintunganay, 
Primary roots go deep. Kanang akung sang
gutan mau ang lintunganay sa akung katiga
yunan karun, Palm toddy is the source of 
my current wealth. 2 original. Nagkabanaw 
na karun ang pinulungan nga lintunganayng 
binisaya, The original and native V isayan is 
fast disappearing. 

lintuwad (from tuwad) v [AB16; a12] 1 fall 
down, topple over, usually landing wrong 
side or tail end up; cause s.t. to do so. Did
tu sa kanal malintuwad ang awtu, The car 
fell front-end first into the ditch. Kinsay
naglintuwad sa bukag ngagisudlan sa mang
ga? Who turned over the basket with the 

mangoes in it? 2 be in utter disorder. ka- v 
[A13] be in utter disorder. Nagkalintuwad 
lang ang hugasun sa bugasan, The sink is in 
utter disorder with all the dishes in it. 

lintuwang, lintuwang (from tuwang) v [A; c 
1] turn s.t. over. Akuy naglintuwang sa mga 
lingkuranan pag-uwan, l turned the chairs o
ver when it rained. 

linu v [A; b6] slosh liquid around inside s.t. 
Naglinu ku ug gasulina aring butilya arun
makuba ang asiti, l am sloshing gasoline
around inside the bottle to get the oil out. 
Linui ug init tubig ang tirnzus usa sudli ug 
init nga kapi, Slosh hot water around in the 
thermos before you put hot coffee in it. n 
pieces of dough collected from the mixing
bowl by sloshing water around in it. -in-an 
= LINU, n. 

linug n earthquake. v [A; b6] for there to be 
an earthquake. Ug mulinug, bugnu giyud 
ning taytayana, If there is an earthquake,
this bridge will surely collapse. Nangabut 
ang binabang sa gilinugan, Aid arrived for 
the earthquake victims. 

linulyum n linoleum. v [A13; b6] put a lino
leum covering on s.t. 

linya n 1 lines drawn or formed by things in 
a row or column. Ang linya sa imung papil 
biwi, The lines on your paper are crooked. 
Ang linya sa mga tawu miabut ngadtu sa is
kina, The queue reached to the corner. 2 
electric, telephone, telegraph lines. Naputul 
ang liny_a sa tilipunu, The telephone line was 
cut. 3 transportation line. Baratu ang pliti
kay duba ka linya nagkumpitinsiya, The fare 
is cheap because the two lines are in com
petition. 3a the route served by a line. Ang
amung dapit may linya sa pasabiruan, Our 
neighborhood is on a public transportation
line. 4 the field of one's special knowledge, 
interest. Dili akung linya ang pagkamagtu!
tudlu, Teaching is just not my line. S line 
of things similar to each other. Ang bansi
kul ug tulingan paribug bitsura kay mau ra 
mang linyaba, Tuna and mackerel are simi
lar in appearance because they belong to 
the same family. v 1 [A; c] line s.t. Naglin
ya ku aring tabla para damaban, l am mak
ing lines for the checkerboard on this piece
of wood. 2 [A; cl ]  form, put into lines. 
Sayu nga mulinya ang mga tawu pagp'alit ug 
tikit sa sini, The people queue up early to 
buy tickets to the movie. Linyaba (ilinya) 
ang mga siya diri, Put the chairs in line here. 

lipad v [A23P] swerve or veer while in flight 
or traveling at very high speed. Sa kusug 
nga dagan, ang gaan nga awtu mulipad, 
Light cars swerve at high speeds. Ang kapii 
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sa bala mauy makapalipad sa iyang agi, The 
bullet is deformed, so it won't go straight. 

lipagha = LIBAGHA. 
lipaghung v [A2N] turn red in embarrass
ment or pique. Nanglipagbung akung na
wung pagkabati ku sa insultu, My face 
flushed when I heard the insult. 

lipak n bamboo slats. v 1 [A; al ]  cut bam
boo into slats. Lipaka ang kawayan para 
ikural, Cut the bamboo into slats to use for 
fencing. 2 [a12] strike with a bamboo slat. 
Lipaka ang iru, Strike the dog with a bam
boo slat. 

lipak n loud thunderclap. v 1 [A] for there 
to be a loud thunderclap. Bantayi ang iru 
ug mulipak, di ba mukurug, Watch the dog 
when there is a thunderclap. He'll quiver. 
la [b(l)] be struck by a thunderbolt. Wa 

lipaki nang amaban nga nag-unay sa kauga
lingun niyang anak! Surely the father was 
struck by lightning for having relations with 
his own daughter! 2 [b6] get a severe 
scolding, severely punished. Lipakan kang 
Dadi mu ug hibaw-an ka, yOU will get hell 
from Daddy if he finds out. 

lipaka n itchy red splotches on the skin from 
allergies or insect bites. v [B6 ; b4] have 
splotches on the skin. Naglipaka (gilipaka
an) ang lawas sa bata sa tipdas, The child is 
covered with rash from his measles. 

lipang v 1 [B6] grow well and profusely. Mi
lipang ang mais human kaabunubi, The corn 
grew lush after it was fertilized. Nanglipang 
ang lawas sa batang pinainum ug litsi, The 
child grew robust because they fed it milk. 
2 [A3P] for emotions to intensify. Milipang
ang ilang panagbigugmaay human sa panag
uli, After they were reconciled, their love 
for each other grew more intense. 

lip-an rayit a giving without discrimination 
or restraint. Lip-an ray it silang naglamanu 
sa mga butanti, They shook as many of the 
voters' hands as they possibly could. v [A
13; c) give without discrimination or re
straint. Naglip-an rayit ug pangbatag ang
abinti sa mga sampul, The agent gave out 
samples left and right. 

liparak v [B2] be, become fat, pudgy. Muli
parak giyud ka ug magpatuyang kag kaun, 
You'll surely get fat if you eat as much as 
you like. Nagkaliparak ang bata kay naayun 
sa litsi, The baby is getting fat because the 
milk agrees with him. 

lipas v [A2; c] not go directly over s.t., pass 
around. Ilipas ang kutsi kay guba ang tayta
yan, Take a detour because the bridge is 
out. (➔) a gone beyond a point in time. Li
pas na ang uras sa pagkaun, The time for 

eating has passed. v [B2; cl] get beyond a 
certain point in time. Nilipas na ang buwan 
sa udtuhan, The moon has passed the mid
point in the sky. - ang gutum for one's 
hunger to disappear after the time for eat
ing has passed. Ug kanunay nimung lipasun 
(tlipas) ang imung gutum ulsirun ka, If you 
always fail to eat on time, you will develop
ulcers. -an n detour, place a route goes
around s.t. 

lipat v [B1256) 1 make an error through in
attention: lose track or forget what one was 
talking about. Sa pag-ibap nalipat ku ug pila
na tu, I was counting, but I lost track how 
many there were.- Nalipat ku ug diin ikabu
tang ang bunsuy, It slipped my mind where 
I put my pipe. 2 mistake s.o.'s identity. Na
lipat ku. Ingun ku ug si Nituy ka, l was mis
taken. l thought you ·were Nitoy. 3 (B125 ·6; b8) fail to notice s.t. Nalipat ku ug wala 
ku makamatikud sa pag-agi sa bata, 1 failed 
to notice, and I was not aware of it when 
the child passed by. Nalipatan ku ang usa 
ka linya ug kupya, 1 missed a line when I 
was copying. 4 [A; a12] deceive s.o., caus
ing him to fail to notice s.t. Lipatun ka Lang 
niya sa mga pulung nga tam-is, He will just 
deceive you with sweet words. pa-(f-), Iipat
lipat n 1 sleight of hand, esp. a thimblerig 
game where a seed is hidden under one of 
the three thimble-shaped cups and is quick
ly shifted from one cup to another. The 
players gamble as to where the seed is loca
ted.. 2 deception, chicanery. Ang iyang pag
daug sa kuntratu nabimu sa palipat, He won 
the contract through chicanery. v � rA13]
have a thimhlerig game. 2 [A; a12] deceive 
with chicanery. 

Iipata, Iipaca = . ALIPAT A 
lipatpat = ALIPATPAT. 
lipay a glad. Lipay kaayu kung midaug ka, 

I'm very glad that you won. v 1 [A2;  a12)
make s.o. happy. Wa nay laing mulipay na
ku kun dili ikaw, No one can make me hap
py but you. 2 [B156; c5] be happy, glad, 
Nalipay ku nga nia ka, I am glad that you're 
here. Maglipay ta kay milampus ang atung 
planu, Let's be happy because our plans 
succeeded. Gikaltpay kug daku ang imung 
kalampusan, l am very happy at your suc
cess. pah� v [A;b6] congratulate, felicitate. 
Usa aku sa mupabaltpay nimu sa imung ka
daugan, l am one of those who will congrat
ulate you on your victory. n congratula
tions. Dawata ang kinasingkasi ng kung pa
balipay, Accept my heartfelt congratula
tions. ma-un a happy. Malipayun kaayu siya 
nga misugut sa akung bangyu, He was hap-
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py to comply with my request. - nga pasku
Merry Christmas. v [A13] be happy. ka- n 
happiness. Ang iyang pagkaasawa walay ka
lipay, She knows no happiness as a wife. 
mag-� n the Holy Spirit as Comforter. 

liphuk n left hook in boxing.
lip-istik = LIPSTIK. 
lip-it v [AP; b2] put s.t. in between two flat 

surfaces. /lip-it ang mamisus sa libru, Stick 
the peso bills in the book. Did tu ra malip-iti 
ang dukumintu sa mga inutaw, The docu
ment was right there, in between the ironed 
clothes. 

liplip n k.o. matting used to wrap tobacco in 
balesor as walling, made of nipa or coconut 
leaflets laid flat side by side with some over
lap and stitched together with fiber. v [Al
3; al2] make into a matting of this sort. 

lipstik n lipstick. v [A; b6(1)] use a certain 
k.o. lipstick. paN-v [A; b6(1)] put lipstick 
on. 

lipsut = IPSUT. 
iipti n painted grunter: Plectorbincbus pic
tus. 

lipting n the violation in dribbling a basket
ball where the ball is not hit, but lifted 
slightly before being bounced. v [ B 126; .b6 
(1)) commit this violation. 

liprung n lake formed in a river by a dam or 
similar obstruction. v [B6; b5cl) gather in
to a pool, make into a dam, gather in a 
dam. Naliptung (miliptung) ang sapa kay 
naalihan sa dakung kabuy nga natumba, 
The water of the brook formed a pool be
cause a fallen log obstructed its course. Lip
tungi (liptunga, iliptung) ang sapa arun ka
languyan, Make a dam in the river so we 
can swim in it. 

•Iipu kalipuhan v [A13] be hard-pressed by 
time or quantity of work. Nagkalipuban si
ya didtu sa kusina kay dunay muabut nga 
bisita, She was very busy in the kitchen 
because there were visitors coming. 

lipudlipud v [A; c] hide s.t. by circumlocu
tion or covering up. Naay imung tinaguan 
kay naglipudlipud ka sa pagtug-an naku, 
You must be hiding s.t. because you are 
beating around the bush instead of telling 
me right out. Gilipudlipud sa inaban ang 
mga sala sa iyang mga anak ngadtu sa iyang 
bana, The mother covered up for her child
ren in front of the father. n action of con
cealing s.t. Sa walay lipudlipud nga pagka
sulti tikasan ka! Let's call a spade a spade. 
You're a cheat! 

lipulipu v [B16) be hard-pressed to do s.t. 
because of the quantity of work or the lack 
of time. Naglipulipu mi karun kay umaabut 

ang supirbisur, We are very busy now be
cause the supervisor is about to come. ka- v 
[A13] be very hard-pressed. Nagkalipulipu
siya pagpamatunis pagbutbu sa mga bisita, 
He was in a dither trying to get his pants 
buttoned up when the visitors suddenly 
arrived. 

lipung v 1 [B126) be, become dizzy, woozy. 
Nalipung siya human makatimabu adtung 
babu sa tambal, He became woozy after he 
smelled the odor of the medicine. Pwirting
makalipung ang argulya, The merry-go
round can get you real dizzy. 2 [A123P] 
be enormously high in price. Biling makali
pung, A dizzyingly high price. paN-(➔) v 
[A13] undergo dizzy spells. Nagpanglipung
siya kay masakitun pa siya, He has dizzy 
spells because he is still sick. n recurring
dizziness. ka- n dizziness, giddiness. 

lipun-ug = TIPUN-UG. 
liput v 1 [A2; b6] go behind s.t. Ang kawa

tan 1miliput sa usang balay ug nawala, The 
thief ducked in back of the next house and 
disappeared. Maigu unta ku sa batu ug wa 
pa ku makaliput sa baril, I would have been 
hit with a stone if I had not ducked behind 
a barrel. 2 [A3 ; a12] catch s.t. by going the 
other way. Lingawa siya kay muliput ku sa 
pikas arun akung sakpan, Hold his attention 
because I will go the other way around so I 
can catch him. (�) v 1 [A; b6] doublecross, 
betray. Ug mangispiya ka para sa pikas, nag
liput ka sa atung nasud, If you do espionage 
work for the other side, you are betraying 
our country. 2 [AN2; b6] fight unfairly by 
doing s. t. treacherous or taking unfair ad
vantage. Giliputan siyag dugmak sa luyu,
S.o. treacherously stabbed him in the back. 
n treachery. pa-, pa•(�) ug pusta v [A13;  c 
6] secretly place a bet on the opposing 
cock (instead of one's own) or simply bet 
on an opposing cock in addition to one's 
own. ma-un(�) a treacherous, traitorous. 
paN-= LIPUT, n. ka-an n anus (euphemism). 

liput2 n k.o. ray.
lip-ut a narrow in space or width. v [B; cl] 
for a space or width to be narrow. Nalip-ut
ang sayal kay gamay man ang sun-ut sa pa
naptun, The skirt was made narrow because 
it was a narrow piece of cloth. Ang mga bu
tang mauy nakalip-ut (nakapalip-ut) sa Lu
gar dinbi, The space was too small because 
too many things were put in it. 

lipuwa paN- v [A23P) blush. Nanglipuwa
ang nawung ni Baluduy dibang giintrudyus 
siya sa usa ka maanyag, How Balodoy blush
ed when he was introduced to a beauty. 

lipya n moldboard, a curved iron plate at-
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tached to a plowshare (punta) which lifts,·turns, and pulverizes the soil. v [A; b] at
tach a moldboard on a plowshare. 

lira n lyre.
liraw v [A2; c6P] for the eyes to dart back 
and forth, roll. Miliraw ang iyang mga mata 
sa kalami, Her eyes rolled because it was so
delicious. lirawlirawv [B456) 1 for the eyes 
to roll continuously. Naglirawliraw ang i
yang mata mu rag dunay gipangita, His eyes 
moved back and forth as if he were looking
for s.t. 2 for the thoughts to move rapidly 
from place to place. 

liri v [B4) 1 split, tear open from fullness. 
Ayaw nag daska ang saku kay nagliri na sa 
kapunu, Don't fill the sack further because 
it's so full it's bursting. 2 get obese as if 
about to split. Milirt siya sa katambuk bu
mag panganak, She got terribly fat after she 
had her baby. 

liru = RILU.
liruliru v [A; cl] for the eyes to roll. Miliru
liru (nagliruLiru) Lang ang iyang mga mata 
pagkutana naku, He just rolled his eyes
when I questioned him. 

lirung a circular, rounded. Lirung ang plaka, 
A record is round. n a shallow circular bas
ket used for winnowing or as a container 
for vending fish or vegetables. 

liryu n name given to several k.o. ornamental 
bulbs, some of which also occur wild: Hy
menocallis littorale, Zepbyranthis rosea, et
al. In poetry, this flower symbolizes beauty. 

lis1 n lace. v [Al] wear lace. Naglis siyag 
panti, She is wearing lace panties.

lis2 n k.o. kalipay, 2. 
lisa v [a3] sprain or dislocate a joint. Nalisa 
ang iyang tubud pagkadagma niya, His knee 
was dislocated when he fell down. n sprain 
or dislocation.

lisang v [A; a12] terrify, frighten severely. 
NaLisang ku pagkalintuwad sa kutsi, I was ,..'terrified when the car somersaulted. Ayaw
kug lisanga ana kay dili na tinuud sawa, 
You can't scare me with that because that's 
no real snake. (➔) n ailment, usually fever, 
that results from intense fright. ka- n terror. 
maka-r- a terrifying. MakaLilisang kaayu 
tung bagyuha kay hasta ang mga awtu na
kuLub, That was a terrifying storm because 
it even turned cars over. 

lisay n lymph node. v [B; b4] have swollen 
lymph nodes. Naglisay (gilisayan) ang akung
iluk kay naay bubag ang akung kamut, I
have swollen lymph glands in the armpits
because I have a swollen hand. 

lisik v [A] stick out from a hidden or partly 
hidden position. Milisik ang iyang mata sa 

kaLagut, His eyes bulged in anger. Ang itlug
sa tiguwang naglisik, The old man's testicles 
are hanging out in view. n testicles. puti ug
- cowardly.

lisinsiya n 1 license, a document evidencing 
permission to engage in s. t. 2 permission to 
do s.t. Ayaw ug uban namu kay wa kay li
sinsiya ni Papa, Don't go with us because 
you don't have Daddy's permission. v [AN
2; b6) ask permission. Wala ku lisinsiyabi 
ug tawu nga magbayLi aning baLaya, Nobody
asked me permission to hold a dance here 
in this house. paN- n s.t. said or used to ob
tain permission. -du(�) n having a license. 
RibuLbir nga lisinsiyadu, Licensed revolver.

lisis n shoelace. v [A; c] tie the shoes. paN
v [A2] tie one's shoes. 

liskad = LISKAG.
liskag v 1 [B2; cl] for s.t. that wraps s.t. to 
come open. M iliskag ang dabun sa saging 
nga gipustan sa .bulad, The banana leaves 
which the dried fish were wrapped in came 
undone. NagkaLiskag ang saku kay Labibang 
dasuka, The sack is coming apart because it 
was filled too full. Liskaga (iliskag) ang ba
at, Untie the string. la for s.t. woven to get 
undone. Naliskag ang banig kay wa masa
pay, The mat came undone because the ed
ges weren't closed up. 2 [B2N] spread out, 
stick out. Maliskag ang balhibu sa pabung 
duulun, The turkey puffs up its feathers if 
you get near it. NaLiskag ang iyang dunggan 
pagkadungug sa iyang ngifn, Her ears perked 
up when she heard her name. a spread out, 
undone. L iskag ug tiil, Spreading feet. 

liskug n 1 coil of rattan, wire, or anything 
stiff. 2 stiff band attached to the rim of a 
basket, tray, and the like to strengthen the 
rim. v [A; ab) 1 coil up s.t. stiff. 2 make, 
attach a reinforcing band .on the rim of a 
basket or tray. 3 [Bl for s.t. long to curl up 
at the ends. Naliskug ang lipak kay naini
tan, The bamboo slats curled up because 
they were exposed to the sun. 

liskuhag v 1 [B26) move, be stirred from an 
inactive or suppressed state. Miliskubag ang 
mga luti sa bask it nga wa kalugpiti, The·bamboo strips on the rim of the basket 
came open because it wasn't clipped. 2 [A2 
3] for a feeling or emotion to spring forth
in one's inner self (literary).Miliskubag pag
kalit sa akung kasingkasing ang usa ka taw
banung pagbati, Some sort of human emo
tion emerged within me. 

lisngag a having nostrils larger than would be
ordinary for a given size of nose. v [B; c16]
for the nostrils to be unusually large. Nag
Lisngag Lang nang iLung mu mu rag kabayung 
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nasuku, You have nostrils that are drawn 
up like the nose of an angry ho_rse. 

lisngig v 1 [A; b] turn the face away in scorn,
disgust, and the like. Milisngig dayun ang 
kasira sa pagkakita sa sud-an, The boarder 
turned her face away in disgust when she 
saw the food. 2 [B6 ; cl] look, turn the face 
sideways, usually due to a defect. Nalisngig
ang iyang tinan-awan tungud sa iyang bubag 
sa liug, She has to keep looking sideways
because of the big boil on her neck. 

lispu = PULIS (slang).
lista n 1 list. Wa maapil ang imung ngalan sa lLista, Your name is not on the list. 2 list of 

debts. v l [A; c] list, enumerate in writing. 
/Lista ang palitunun arun way makalimtan, 
List the things to buy so we don't forget 
anything. 2 [A; cl] charge s.t. to one's ac
count in a store, add to one's list of debts. 
Hapit tanang pamilya sa sundawu naglista 
sa kantina, Almost all the soldiers' families 
charge all the goods they get from the can
teen. Listabun (ilista) Jang ni, ha? Just 
charge this, O.K.? pa- v [A; c6] enroll s.o. 
or oneself in a course. Dili ku makapalista 
kay wa kuy kwarta, l cannot enroll because 
I don't have any money. listahan = LIST A, 
nl. paN- n enrollment. 

lista2 = ALISTU (female). 
listu = ALISTU. 
listun

1
, listun n shoelace. v [A; b6] put, tie 

s.o.'s shoelaces. paN- v [A2] tie one's own 
shoelaces. Huwat usa kay nanglistun pa ku,
Just a second, I'm still tying my shoelaces. 

listun2 n molding, a strip of wooden material 
for edging in a building or boat. v 1 [A; b] 
put a molding s.w. Ikaw bay mulistun sa 
mga daplin sa bungbung? Will you be the 
one to attach the molding at the edges of 

Ithe walling? /yang gilistunan ang mga pik-
tiyur prim, He attached the mouldings (a
round the sides) of the picture frame. 2 [al2] 
make into a wooden moulding. Listunun 
ku ning kahuya, · I'll make a moulding out 
of this piece of wood. 

lisu n seed. makaagpas sa - get the implica
tion of s.t. spoken by indirection. Wa ku 
makaagpas sa lisu adtung iyang pasumbi
ngay, I did not get what he was driving at. 
lisulisu, lisuhan a for corn or rice to be half 
cooked, as if there were seeds in the center. 
v [B126; b6] for rice or corn to come out 
half-cooked. lisuhan a having seeds. Kadag
hanan sa mga prutas lisuhan, Most fruits 
have seeds. 

lisu v 1 [A; al2b2] turn, cause s.t. to rotate 
on its axis. Pugngi ang twirka samtang mag
lisu ku sa pirnu, Hold the nut in place while 

I turn the bolt. L isua ang imung siya ug atu
bang diri, Turn your chair around and face 
this way. la ma- pay buku sa kawayan im
possible to change (lit. it would be easier to 
twist a bamboo node). Malisu pay buku sa 
kawayan kay sa akung hukum, I'll stick to 
my decision come hell or high water. l b  [b 
4(1)) - sa buut, kwirdas, pangisip, twirka, 
utuk go off one's rocker. Ang pubring ina
han nalisuan sa pangisip pagkamatay sa i
yang mga bata, The poor mother went crazy 
after her children died. 2 [A2 ; c6] twist 
one's body as if on an axis. Milisu siya ug
mitan-aw naku, He turned around and look
ed at me. Ilisu imung lawas ngadtu arun 
makaagi ku, Turn your body that way so I 
can pass by. 2a [A2] turn one's body over. 
Ug pukawun siya mulisu Lang ug mubalik 
ug katulug, If you wake him, he just turns 
over and goes back to sleep. (➔) n turning 
pegs of musical instrument. -anan n 1 = 
Lisi.r. 2 knob or switch one turns to turn 
s.t. on. lisulisu v [A13] 1 turn around. Nag
lisulisu siya sa silya nga nangita naku, I-le 
was turning around in the chair looking for 
me. 2 toss and turn. Naglisul{su siya tibuuk 
gabii ug wala makatulug, He was tossing all 
night and was not able to sleep. -ay(➔) v [B
146) be very busy. Naglisuay (nagkalisuay) 
ku ining trababu kay wa kuy katabang, I'm 
up to my neck with work because I don't 
have anybody to help me. 

lisud a l difficult. Lisud kaayu ning liksiyu
na, This lesson is very difficult. 2 in short 
supply, requiring effort. Lisud ang tubig sa 
amu, Water is hard to come by at our place. 
Lisud ang dalan sa Tulidu, The road in To
ledo is difficult. 3 for a situation to be hard 
to save or remedy, Lisud na ang kahimtang 
sa masakitun. The patient is in critical 
condition. v 1 [B2; a2] be, become diffi
cult. Dili naku lisdun ang mga pangutana, I 
won't make the questions difficult. 2 [B 14 
5; b6] have, encounter difficulty in doing 
s.t. Naglisud ku ug paandar sa makina, I am 
having difficulty starting the engine. Wa ka 
ba lisuri (lisdi) sa pag-ilis ug ligid? Did you 
have difficulty in changing the tire? 2a [al 
2) put s.o. to great inconvenience. Ug imu 
kung lisdun, muundang ku sa trabahu, If 
you make things hard for me, I will quit 
this job. 3 [A13] be in bad shape financial
ly or in health. Naglisud si Lulu mu, Your 
grandfather is gravely ill. Naglisud mi run 
kay wa kuy trabahu, We're hard up because 
I have no work. n thing that constitutes 
the hardship or difficulty. Ang lisud mau 
nga dili siya muadmitir nga utangan siya ni-
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mu, The difficult thing is that he won't ad
mit that he is indebted to you.!(�), ka-(�) 
v [A13] have a hard time doing s.t. Nagli
sud (nagkalisud) kug bayad, I'm having a 
hard time paying. ug magka-(�) if need be, 
if things get bad enough. Ug magkalisud 
mubayad na Lang ku arun maariglu ang ka7 
su, If there is no other way, I'll just pay up 
so as to get rid of the case. lisudlisud v [A  1 
3; al 2] 1 do s.t. the hard way. Lisudlisurun 
man nimu ug limbas. Gabsa! You are doing 
it the hard way with a file. Use a saw! 2 im
pose unnecessary work or difficulty on s.o. 
Naglisudlisud ka lang naku pagpatubig sa 
tanum nga muulan man run, You are mak
ing me water the plants for nothing when it 
is going to rain. kalisudlisud v [A13] be 
hard up financially. Nagkalisudlisud sila kay 
walay trababu ang amaban, They are hard 
up because the father has no work. ka- n 
hardship. Ang kalisud nga imung masagu
bang, The hardships you will encounter. 
kalisdanan n hardships.

lisuglisug v [B46; b4] for the body to have 
cysts or cyst-like protrusions. Mulisuglisug
ang akung iluk ug pamlugan ku, l get swol
len glands in my armpit whenever I get a 
lymphatic infection. 

Hsun a filled out, well-built in body. Ang
bim�ug nga bata lisun kaayug lawas, The 
healthy child has a well-filled-out body. Sa
gad sa mga trababadur lisun kaayug lawas, 
Most workers have good bodies. v [B2; b6] 
for a body to be well-built, rounded. ka- n 
state of being well-built. ' 

lisun
2 

n name given to various fleshy caran-
goid fish. 

lisun plan n lesson plan for schools. v [A; b] 
make a lesson plan.

liswi n 1 = HABASAN. 2 blood-mouthed 
conch.

lisyinsiya = LISINSIYA.
lit a late, not on time. Diin gud ka! Ltt ka&
yu ka, Where have you been? You are very 
late. v [B126) be late. Ug malit ka sa klasi, 
ay na lang ug sulud, If you are late for class, 
don't attend.

lit-ad a bent or twisted from warping, warp
ed. Lit-ad kaayu ning tab/aha kay dugay nga 
nabulad sa init, This piece of wood is all 
warped because it was left under the sun. v 
1 [A2] get warped. 2 [A] bend the body 
backwards or writhe. Ayubag kugus ang ba
ta . kay mukalit ug lit-ad, Hold the child 
firmly because he'll just suddenly throw 
himself backward. lit-adlit-ad v [A] writhe, 
wriggle. Naglit-adlit-ad siya sa kalami, She 
writhed in ecstasy. 

lit-ag n k.o. snare with a running noose, ac
tuated by a spring pole which is released 
when the quarry steps on the cross piece 
that holds it down. - nga mubutu booby
trap. v 1 [AN; al 2) catch with this sort of 
snare. Mang!it-ag mi sa lasang ug ibalas ma
nuk, .We will snare wild chickens in the for
est. 2 [Al3 ; a12] make into a snare. 

litaniya n 1 litany. 2 enumeration of things 
in a series. Tua na, gibungat ang litaniya sa 
imung mga sayup, There he goes, reciting 
the litany of all your faults. v 1 [ A13] say
the litany. 2 [A  13; a] say s.t. in an enumer
ation. Wa ku katingug dibang gilitanyaban 
ku niya sa akung mga sala, I could not say a 
word when he enumerated my faults to me.

liti n thunderbolt. Usa ka makabungul nga
liti milanug sa kagabhiun, A deafening
thunderbolt echoed in the night. v [A2] 
for a thunderbolt to crash. - sa udtung ru
tuk sudden and unexpected happening (like 
a bolt of lightning at high noon, a rare oc
currence). Ang pagbali sa sinaligan sa parti
du ngadtu sa pikas mauy usa ka liti sa ud
tung tutuk, The party leader's defection 
to the other side was a most unexpected · 
move. 

litik v 1 [AN; cl] snap one's finger. Nag
panglitik siya sa iyang tudlu sa bigayun nga 
nalipatan, He snapped his fingers in annoy
ance that he missed the opportunity. Litki 
(litiki) ang iru arun muduul, Snap your fin
gers at the dog so it will come near. 2 [A;
b] flick s. t. with the fingers. L itkan (liktan) 
ku nang dunggan mu ug di ka maminaw, 
I'H flick your ears if you don't listen. (�) = 
LITIKLITIK, n2, v. litiklitik, litikay, litika
nay, litkanay, liktanay n 1 a game of flick
ing each other's knuckles to see who will 
surrender in pain. 2 game of detaching or 
scattering a bunch of knotted rubber bands 
by flicking with the thumb and middle fin
ger. v [CJ play a finger-flicking game or 
game scattering rubber ·bands. 

litiliti a for s.t. in a container to be used up, 
very close to the bottom. Litiliti na kaayu 
ang tu.big sa banga, The water in the jar is 
falling pretty close to the bottom. v [B36)
1 for s. t. to be used up, usually to the bot
tom of the container. Nagkalitiliti ang atung 
bugas, Our rice is getting close to the bot
tom of the bin. 2 be reduced to a very small 
amount. Naglitiliti ang nanan-aw sa prugra
ma kay taligsik, Only a small sparse crowd 
saw the program because it was drizzling. 

litira = RITIRA. 
litiral a literal. L itiral nga intirpritasiyun sa 
Bibl{ya, A literal interpretation of the B ible. 
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v [al2] do s.t. literally. 

litiratura n 1 literature. 2 literature carrying
advertising or information. 

litis = LITSUGAS, 1. 
litra n letter of the alphabet. v [A; b6] mark 
with a letter. L itraban ku ning akung mga 
punda, I will mark my pillowcases with my 
initials. 

litratu = RITR.ATU. litratista = RITRATISTA. 
,see RITRAru. 

littu n 1 liter. 2 dry measure for grains and 
other items equal to one-third of a ganta. 
lpalit ku ug usa ka litru nga asin, Buy me a 
liter Qf salt. v [Al 3; al 2) measure s.t. by 
the liter. litruhan n a container used as a 
liter measure. 

litsi n milk. v 1 [b6] put or add milk to s.t. 
Gilitsiban ba nimu ang akung kapi? Did 
you put milk in my coffee? 2 [al2] raise 
s.t. or s.o. on milk other than the mother's. 
Litsihun ku ning ituya kay namatay ang ina
ban, I will raise this puppy on canned milk 
because the mother died. - plan n k.o. cus
tard baked or steamed in syrup. kulur di- a 
cream-colored. litsihan, litsihan n a unit of 
dry or liquid measure the size of a milk can. 

litsi2 1 mild cuss word uttered in annoyance 
or anger (euphemism for pisti). Litsi! Gi
bali na pud na nimu, Darn! You broke it 
again. 2 reference to s.o. one is annoyed at. 
Giindiyan ku sa litsing daku, The son of a 
gun stood me up. -ng yawa expression of 
strong anger. Litsing yawa! Aku pay hula
man ug libru ug aku pay pabatdun didtu sa 
ila! Shit! He borrows a book from me and 
then I'm supposed to bring it to his house 
as well! litsilitsi v [Al3; a12] say litsi to 
s.o. Ayaw kug litsilitsiba, Don't you say 
litsi to me! 

litsugas n 1 lettuce: Lactuca sativa; 2 mild 
cuss word uttered upon being annoyed (eu
phemism for litsz). Litsugas ning bataa, ka
nunay rang mangayu ug singku! This darn 
child! He always asks for a nickel. 

litsun n 1 pig roasted whole over coals. 2 by 
extension, fowl so roasted. - dilitsi roast 
suckling pig. 3 euphemism for litsi, a mild 
curse said when one is annoyed with s.o. 
Litsun ning bataa samukan kaayu, Darn this 
child. He's such a nuisance. v [A; a2] roast 
a pig, have a roast pig or, by extension, a 
fowl. -in- n animal so roasted whole over 
coals. -un(➔) n a pig in the stage of growth
considered ideal for roasting. 

litu, litu v [A; a] buy rice or corn for home 
consumption. Lisud kaayug basta bugas Ii-

tu.bun pa, It's very difficult if we have to 
buy rice, too. pa-(�) v [A; c] 1 sell corn 
grits or rice. 2 sell corn grits or rice on a ra
tioned basis. Magpali tug bugas mais ang ar
sii, The RCA will sell corn meal on a ration
ed basis. 

litu v 1 [AB; al2] for joints to crack, crack 
the joints. Kamau ka nga mulitu sa imung 
tudlu? Do you know how to crack your 
knuckles? 2 [A; al2] rub a leaf over an an
gle to make the leaf pliant. Lituun nimu 
ang dabun sa lumbuy sa ngilit sa lamisa a
run sayun nga lukutun, Rub the lumbuy
leaf over the edge of the table so it will be 
easy to roll. -anan(�) n s.t. one can rub a 
leaf over to make it pliant. 

litub n k.o. edible arc shell. - sa amu k.o. 
small arc shell (½") which clings to cliffs 
along the seashore. It is not eaten. 

lituglitug v [AN; cl] 1 hide, refuse to tell 
the truth when asked. Ayawg lituglitug, tug
an sa tinuud, Don't try to hide s.t. Tell the 
truth. Ayaw kug lituglitugi. Hain ang kwar
ta? Don't try to hide anything from me. 
Where's the money? 2 withhold s.t. which 
one is supposed to turn over. Gilituglitug sa 
pyadu ang abut sa bumay, The man who 
was in charge didn't turn over all of the rice 
crop.

lituk
1 

v 1 [A; al2) pronounce. Kamau nang 
mulituk si Bibut sa pulung 'Mama', Bebot 
already knows how to say 'Mama' distinct
ly. 2 [A; b6(1)] express, convey s.t. by 
speaking. Naglituk siya sa iyang gugma 
ngadtu sa dalaga, He was expressing his love 
to the maiden. L itukan ta ka sa prisyu nga 
walay makaparihu, I will quote you a price 
no one can match. 

lituk n flick with the fingers. v [A; b] hit 
s.t. ty flicking the fingers at it. Ang tabia.n 
gilitukan sa maistru sa u, I The teacher flick-
ed the pupil on the head for talking in class. 

lituk a for rice plants to sprout fresh, lush 
leaves. v [BJ for rice transplants to get lush 
new leaves. Naglituk ang iyang bumay kay 
dinisibi man, His rice plants are sprouting 
lush leaves because they are well cared for. 

litundan = ALITUNDAN. 
liu = LIHU. 
liug n neck. Butilyang taas ug liug, A bottle 

with a long neck. (➔) v 1 [Al23S; al2] hit 
in the neck. L iugun niya ug pusil ang liyun,
He will shoot the lion in the neck. 2 - sa bi
tik ni  San Markus v [a3] be hooked into 
marriage (lit. be caught in the neck by the 
noose of St. Mark). /git Zang kung migradu-
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war, naliug dayun ku sa bitik ni San Markus, 
As soon as I graduated I got married. paN
v [A2] get thick at the neck. Nangliug siyag 
maayu, mu rag babuy, He's got lots of fat 
around the neck like a pig. panghi-( ➔) v [B2
456] for a young bull to become fully ma
ture, as shown by an enlargement of the 
neck. Manungag ra ba nang turiyu nga mang
hiliug, That young bull will gore you now 
that he's getting mature. paN-(➔) n in plow
ing with a water buffalo, a rope tied from 
one end of the yoke to the other, passingunder the animal's neck, the purpose of 
which is to prevent the yoke from slipping 
off. taga-(➔) a up to the neck. Tagaliug ku 
sa mga utang, I'm up to my neck in debt. V 

[B156] get to be up to the neck. 
liunduk = TALIUNDUK. 
lius v l [A2] pass by s.t. unnoticed. Sa lu
yung pultahan siya mulius, He passed thru 
the back door unnoticed. la [ C3; b5] fail 
to see s.t., skip over s.t. Naglius Lang sila ug 
wa magkita, They passed each other with
out seeing each other and they failed to 
meet. Giliusan (gilius) namu siya pagsilbi, 
We skipped her when we were serving. 2 [A
3B; al2] distract s.o.'s attention from s.t. 
Akuy naglius sa iru; siya usab nangawat, I 
distracted the dog's attention, while he 
broke into the house. 3 [A12] for s.t. to 
come and go without being given adequate 
or passing attention. Pila na ka Sabadu ang
mi/ius? How many Saturdays have come 
and gone? (�) v 1 [Al3]  keep coming in 
succession. Naglius na man lang tung mga 
maayung tanyag, Those good offers have 
just been coming to you one after the other. 
2 [A2; bS] wriggle through a tight opening. 
Liusa (liusi) ang mga tawu arun maabut ka 
sa altar, Wriggle through the throng so you 
can reach the altar. liuslius v [A; b6] 1 a
void being caught by changi.ng direction and 
speed constantly. Lisud siyang dakpun kay
maayung muliuslrus, He is hard to catch 
because he is good in dodging. 2 manage to 
get through an argument or interrogation 
by evasive means. Maayu siyang muliuslius 
sa katarungan, He is good at giving evasive 
reasons. 

liut v [A2; b6] 1 squeeze one's way through. 
Miliut siya sa dagbang tawu, He squeezed 
his way through the crowd. Nasamad siya 
sa alambring iyang giliutan, He sustained 
cuts from the barbed wire he squeezed 
through. 2 get out of a difficult spot by
verbal cunning. Bisag pit-un siya, makalrut 
pa giyug pangatarungan, Even if you push 
him against the wall, he will manage to 

come up with an answer that will somehow 
get him out of it. 

liwa v [A; al] destroy mankind and rid the 
world of evils. Ang lunup mauy miliwa sa 
kalibutan, The great deluge destroyed man
kind and rid the world of evils. 

liwag v 1 [A; cl] move s.t. at one end to get 
it out of the way or make it change posi
tion. Liwagu n natu ngadtu ning tabla arun 
dili magbalabag sa dalan, Let's push this 
board to one side so it won't be in the way. 
2 [B6; cl] face a different direction. Pasti
lan ug muliwag nang kanyun, If that can
non turns in this direction, we're in for it. 
2a shift one's direction in squatting without 
taking the soles off the ground. M iliwag si
ya arun maduul sa iyang tiraban nga dyulin, 
He pivoted around to get nearer to the tar
get he was shooting his marble at. 

liwas n period after a holiday or big occasion. 
Sa liwas sa pyista, After the fiesta. Liwas sa 
gira, The pos�war period. v [B256; b] for 
it to get to be the time after some period. 
Muliwas na Lang ang pasku wagiyud kuy pi
naskuban, Christmas will soon be over and 
I still haven't received a single Christmas 
gift. Giliwasan giyud mi sa ting-ani did.tu sa 
bukid, We stayed in the mountains until af
ter the harvest season. 

liwat a taking after. Liwat siya sa amaban 
nga taas ug ilung, He got his fat her' s long
nose. - sa giliwatan being exactly like the 
parents, a chip off the old block. v 1 [B25
6N; b6] take after s.o. 2 [A12] obtain or 
produce an offspring or young. Maayu na 
lang ugmakaliwat (makapaliwat) ning sunu
ya kay di na ikatari, This rooster is no good 
for fighting any more, but we can still use 
him as breeder. n 1 species, breed of. Ang
dumanu liwat sa lubi nga inanu, Dumanu is 
a species of dwarf coconut. 2 one's child
ren. P ila nay imung liwat karun? How many 
children do you have now? pa- v [A; b5c] 
breed s. t. Paliwatan (paliwatun) naku ning 
akung alumnus, I will use this boar for 
breeding purposes. Ug gustu kag maayung 
nat� anha ipaliwat sa ilang turu, If you 
want to have a good calf, breed it from 
their bull. paN- v [A2] have an offspring. 
Ug mangliwat imung babuy, paambita ta ug 
usa, If your pig has a litter, let me have one. 
ka-(�) n 1 descendant. Ang kaliwat ni Bus-· yu mau ang mga adunaban sa Karkar, The 
wealthy families in Carcar are the descend
ants of Bosio. 2 breed, race, species. Kining 
mungaana kaliwat ug bingitlug, This hen is 
an egg-laying breed. Lubus nga kaliwat, 
Purebred. Mau ni ang kaliwat sa ubung nga 
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gagmayun apan pinangita, This species of 
mushroom is small but highly prized. Tabu
nung kaliwat, The brown race. t 

liwayway n 1 name of a Tagalog weekly. 2 
brand of cheap cigarettes. 

liwit = DIWIT. 
liyaliya n rocking chair. v [A; cl] sit or be 
rocking in a chair. Midiskansu siya, nagliya
liya, He is sitting in his rocking chair, relax
ing.

liyinda n legend, a story handed down from 
early times by tradition and popularly re
garded as historical. 

liyu v [A2; b6(1)] circle around Miliyu ug
katulu ang ayruplanu una mutugpa, The 
airplane circled three times before it landed. 
n things located in a circle around an area. 
Mga balay nga liyu sa simbahan, The houses 
surrounding the church. 

liyug a for s. t. long and slender to be bent or 
crooked, warped. Dili magsirbi na para palu
kay liyug kaayu, This would not do for a 
mast because it is crooked. v 1 [A13] be 
crooked or bent. Unsang klasi sa mitrusana 
ni nga nagliyug man? What kind of meter 
stick is this that it is so crooked? 2 [B246] 
for a missile to go crooked Muliyug ang la
pad nga batu ug ilabay, A flat stone cutves 
when you throw it. liyugliyug v [A] bend 
back and forth. Ug muliyugliyug ang lubi, 
bagyu na na, If the coconut sways back and 
forth, it's a typhoon. 

liyuk v [A2S; c] be, go around s. t. A1ga ba
tang nagliyuk (nagliyuk) sa nag-asuy, Chil
dren sitting around the storyteller. ,vlakal� 
yuk ba!ning pisi sa paldu? Will this rope go
all around the bale? Wa mi makasibug di
hang giliyukan mi sa mga Hapun, We ,vere 
not able to retreat when the Japanese sur
rounded us. a being around Liyuk sa ilang 
balay may kabuy nga namunga, There are 
trees covered with fruit all around their 
house. 

Hyun n lion. 
lu1 n law coorse. Lu ang iyang giistudiyu
ban, He is taking up law. 

lu2 v [A; c6] feel weak and with no energy.
Mulu lang nang tawbana ug magdaut, That 
man feels weak and lazy only if he is ill Ug
ilu nimu ang plu, musamut, Your flu will 
get worse if you give in to it. 

luad!v 1 [AB126;!:i.12) be uprooted and fall 
on its side, uproot s.t. Bagyu Ami ang nag-
luad anang kasya, Typ hoon Amy felled 
that acacia tree. Naluad ang pusti nga naa
gian sa baba, The post was uprooted when 
the flood went through it. 2 [A; a12) for 
brothers to marry sisters. Giluad sa mga 

Planas ang mga Baka/an, The Planas broth
ers married the Bacalan sisters. 

luaga I loose, not tightly attached or wound 
around Luag kaayu pagkabaata ang pis� 
The rope is loosely tied Luag nga sapatus, 
Shoes that are too big. 2 having ample 
space. Ang bangku luag para lingkuran sa 
Lima ka tawu, The bench is big enough for 
five persons to sit on it. Luag nga kalubin
han, Large tracts of coconut land 2a for ,s.t. not to occupy a whole area. Ipun diri 
ug lingkud kay luag pa mi kaayu, Sit with 
us because there's plenty of room here. 3
being in a comfortable situation. Luag na 
ang atung panimuyu kay may trabahu na
silas Papa ug Mama, We have a comfortable 
life now that Dad and Mom both have jobs. 
4 for emotions or a sickness to be relieved 
Luag na ang akung ginbawa dibang nauli na 
ang bata, My anxiety has been relieved now 
that my daughter came home. v 1 [APB;
a2) be loose, loosen. Bi, akuy muluag (mu
paluag) sa imung kurbata, Here, I will loos
en your necktie. Hugti ug maayu ang twir
ka arun dili muluag, Tighten the nut very 
well so it will not loosen. Luagi ug baat ang 
akung kamut, Tie my hands loosely. 2 [BS ;  
b6] be, become wide in area. Nagkaluag
ang ilang kabumayan kay nanawat silag
prinda, They are getting more and more 
rice lands because they accept mortgages. 3 
for one's financial or emotional situation 
to ease up. ha- = LUAG, a2. luagluag v 
[ B 26; b( 1)]  for there to be a slackening of 
pressure, treat leniently. Apik iha siya. A 
yawg luagluagi ang iniung paghangyiJ, Pres
sure him. Don't ease up in your pleading. 
Ug luagluagan nimu ang imung mga anak,
mangabusar na, If you are too lenient with 
your children, they will become abusive. 

luaryang, luaryung (from luag) a for a wom
an to have a large vagina, no longer a virgin 
(coarse). Mangasawa ka anang luaryang? 
Are you going to marry that fallen wom
an? v [B126) be a fallen woman. 

luas n tiny sore in the gums or inside of the 
mouth. v [b4) have tiny sores in the mouth. 

luatan n joints, a place of union between two 
separate bones. 

luay n leader in fishing with a line. v [A;
1b6( 1)) attach a leader to a line. 

luayi v [ B2; b6] be, become weak and limp.
J\1uluay (maluay) ang lawas sa tawung ku
yapan, The body of a person who faints 
becomes limp. Nagluay ang ulu sa bata nga 
nakatulug sa silya, The child's head was 
hanging limply after he fell asleep in the 
chair. a flexible, limp. Luay ang alambri, 
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Wire is flexible. 
luay3 = DUL-A Y. 
luba v [B26] give way under pressure, perse
cution, public opinion. Di mulub.a (maluba}
ning akung pagbati bisan taliwa sa pagta
may, My love will not give way no matter 
how much scorn they may heap on me. 
Ang Luba sa iyang asawa mauy nakapaluba 
(nakaluba) sa iyang bugut nga bukum, His 
wife's tears moved him to back down from 
his firm decision. 

luba v [A3S; a l ]  stab. Naprisu siya kay na
kaluba, He was put in jail because he stab
bed s.o. 

lubad v 1 [B2) fade. Milubad (nalubad) ang
pulu kay gibakban, The shirt faded because 
it was bleached in the sun. Nagkalubad ang 
singsing pansi, The imitation ring is fading. 
2 [ B246; b4] for colors to run Gilubdan 
ang puti nga gisagul sa dikulur, When the 
white and the colored clothing were washed 
together, the colors ran onto the white 
cloth. 3 [B2] for feelings, traits, etc. to 
fade. Ang panabun makapalubad (makalu
bad) sa panagbigalaay, Time can make a 
friendship fade. 3a [AB] change one's 
mind, cause s.o. to do so. Di giyud siya 
maglubad sa iyang bukum, He never changes
his decisions. Milubad (nalubad) ang iyang 
bunabuna pagkabuntag, She changed her 
mind the following morning. 4 for the voice ·to break. Ulitawu ka na kay n1ilubad nag 
imung tingug, You are an adolescent now 
because your voice has started to break. 
a faded. Sininang lubad, A faded shirt. pa- v 
[A; c6] shift the topic of conversation. Mi
palubad dayun siya dibang aku na untang 
suk1natan, fie changed the subject right a
way when I was about to confront him. lu
barun a of a faded sort. Lubarun na ning 
puluba, daan na man gud, This sport shirt is 
faded because it is already old. 

•tubag pa- v [A2; c) change the topic of 
conve�sation, take s.t. back. Mangumidiya
siya, apan kun masuku na ang iyang kumidi
yaban, mupalubag (magpalubag) dayun siya, 
He teases, but when the fellow he is teasing 
gets angry, he immediately takes it back. 
Babin sa gugma ang iyang gipalubag, He 
changed the topic of conversation to love. 

lubag v 1 [ AB6; ab] twist s. t., wring s. t. OU t. 
Lubagun ku nang liug mu, animala ka, I will 
wring your neck, you beast. lubagi ang li
nabban arun daling mauga, Wring out the 
clothes so they will dry quickly. 2 [A 13] 
for flat boards to be warped Naglubag ang 
tabla kay dugayng nabulad sa init, The 
board is warped because it was left in the 

sun for a long time. (➔)2 n liquid obtained 
by squeezing plants for their sap. Maayung
bubbu ang lubag sa bawnus, The squeezings 
from the gogo vine make good shampoo. v 
[A2; c] 1 exude a juice, taste, color when 
soaked in water. Pu/a ang ilubag sa tungug, 
Mangrove bark gives off a red color. 2 for 
the results of bad behavior to come out. 
M ilubag na ang iyang pangarmin. Napaang
kan siya, Her habit of always making hel'
self up has borne fruit. Now she got preg
nant 3 [A2N] for dirt to loosen so that it 
comes out easily. Ibumul una sa sabun nang
mga bulingun bwaban makalubag ang bu
ling, Soak the dirty clothes in soapy water 
so that the dirt can come loose. lubaglubag 
v [A; c6] writhe. Naglubaglubag siya sa 
katri sa kasakit, He is writhing in pain on 
the bed. -in- n liquid or juice squeezed out 
of.s.t. Waswasi pag linabban kay lubug pag 
linubag, Rinse the clothes once more be
cause the wat�r you are 'fI'inging out is still 
dirty. pa- v [A; c] cause s. t. to exude its 
juice or dirt to come out. n s. t. which can 
loosen dirt. 

lubak v [A; a) pound, beat heavily with s. t. 
Tulu ka tawu ang mulubak (maglubak) sa 
bu,nay, Three persons will pound the rice. 
Lubakun ku sa kumu ang imung nawung, I 
will beat your face with my fists. 

lubakan n 1 a coconut palm with the defect 
that its nuts and fronds easily break or fall 
off. 2 the way certain coconuts develop 
with a husk so thick that the nut looks very 
much bigger than the ordinary, but with an 
ordinary amount of meat. v [B1256] for a 
coconut tree to get to be so that the nuts 
and fronds break off easily. 

lubang
1 

v [A; c) transplant seedlings. Kamiy 
mulubang sa mga lubi, We will transplant 
the coconut seedlings. n seedling. 

lubang2 v [B246) for pimples or rash to 
come out Mulubang ang mga butuybutuy 
ug mukaun siyag pasayan, She breaks out in 
rash if she eats shrimps. 

lubang n k. o. upland rice with big, round, 
reddish grains that ripen in five months. 

lub-ang1 v [A; c] put all of s. t. in one con
tainer. Kinsa may naglub-ang ining tanang 
saging sa kulun? Who put all the bananas 
in the pot? Ilub-ang ang tanang linabban sa 
duwang, Put all of the laundry in the basin. 

lub-ang2 n 1 pothole. 2 hole to plant seed
lings in. v [B12) for potholes to develop. 
-un(➔) n seedling ready for transplanting to 
holes dug for the purpose. 

lubas n 1 heartwood of timber. 2 maturity, 
enough years to become seasoned (literary)., 
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v [b4] have well-developed heartwood. -an 
a 1 having well-developed heartwood. 2 
seasoned, experienced. Lubasan nga magba
balaud, Seasoned lawmaker. 

lubat n illness caused by a frightening expe
rience, esp. contact with the dead. The cure 
is palina. (see •LiNAz. )Kanang iyang gibati 
lubat na niadtung kalit nga pagdawugdug, 
Her sickness is due to the intense fright she 
suffered from hearing the thunder. v [B24 
6; b4] for an illness to develop or for s.t. 
that one has to get worse because of intense 
fright. Mulubat ang kabahung basta iadtug 
mintiryu. Sores get worse if you go to a 
cemetery when you have them. Gilubatan 
ang bata kay giduul sa minatay, The child 
got ill from fright because he was made to 
go near the corpse. pa- v ( A; c] startle s.o. 
by s.t. sudden - a shout or a sudden spring 
from a concealed position. Palubatan na�u 
si Nati inigsud sa kwartu, I'll frighten Natie 
when she enters the room. 

lubaung = LIBAUNG.
lubay, lubay a pliant, easily bent. Lu.bay ang 
kawayan, Bamboo bends. v (B2;  b6] be
come supple. Nfulubay (malubay) imung la
was ug mukuba kag bali, Your body be
comes supple if you take ballet lessons. (➔)
n tender string beans. lubaylubay v (A lP; 
c16] move or do s.t. slowly with a wiggly
body. Maglubaylubay (1nagpalubaylubay) 
giyud na siyang maglakaw, mu rag bayut,
He walks slowly wiggling his body like a 
fairy. n k.o. wrasse. 

lubi n coconut: Cocos nucifera. mugbu pa 
ang - long ago. - nga lupisan n variety 
with green husks. - nga ugis n variety with 
whitish nuts, used in making coconut oil 
for medicinal purposes. v (b(l)) mix milk 
extracted from coconut meat with s.·t. Nin
dut ang sabaw sa kinhasun ug lubihan, A 
chowder of seashells tastes good if coconut 
milk is added to it. lubilubi v ( A; ab} weed 
or clean the area around each coconut 
plant. Ug di natu matibuuk paglimpiyu, lu
b ilu bihun Jang, If we can't clean the whole 
area, just clean under each tree. n 1 name 
given to various plants commonly found in 
coconut groves. la k o. shrub with no 
branches and reddish leaves growing at the 
tops. lb k.o. ground orchids, e.g. the orna
mental orchid: Spathoglottis plicata. 2 
name given to k.o. palm. palubilubi v (A]
play hard to get (from the notion that co
conut meat is hard to extract from its shell).
Nagpalubilubi siya abig akung lugitun, She 
is playing hard to get. She thinks I'm going 
to try to extract her from the shell. kalubi-

han, kalubian, kalubinhan n coconut grove. 
taga- n a system of trading in which the 
merchandise, esp. home-made food prepara
tions as cakes, etc., are bartered for mature 
coco nu ts. v [c6] barter goods for coco nu ts. 
Itagalubi ni nakung bibingka, I'll barter 
these rice cakes for coconuts. 

lubid v [AB 12;  a] twist together, twine. 
Nagkalubid iyang dila pagsinultig ininglis, 
His tongue gets all twisted up in tryi tongspeak English. Lubira ang duha ka wayir 
arun lig-un giyud, Twist the two wires to
gether to make them really strong. n abaca 
twine. lubiran n device for twining rope. lu
bidlubid, -in- n k.o. hard, crunchy pastry,
fashioned like twine, sprinkled with flakes 
of sugar. 

lubing n loop or noose of a lasso which tight
ens when pulled. Dakua ang lubing kay da
ku ug liug ang baka, Make the loop large 
because the neck of the cow is large. v [A;
c 1] 1 catch or ensnare using a lasso or 
noose which tightens when pulled. Akuy
mulubing (maglubing) sa mga baka, I'll las
so the cows. 2 win s.o. through deceit or 
by fast talk. Gilubing sa pulitiku ang pub
liku, The politician had won the public sup
port through his glib words. 

lubintadur = LIBINTADUR. 
lubitus n very small beads sewn on s. t. for 
decoration. v [A; b6] decorate s. t. with lu
bitu s.

lublub v 1 [A ;  b(l)] bury oneself. Kuykuya
ang gilubluban sa hanlilitik, Dig down to 
where the scorpion shrimp buried itself. 2 
[A; b6] stay long in a place without much 
activity. Naglublub Zang siya sa ila kay way 
kwarta, He just stays home because he 
doesn't have any money. -anan n place
where s.o. buries himself or stays long in. t 

lubu v [B26; clP] for s. t. to be projected
1 ,upwards at a sharp angle. Ayawg ilubu (lu-

buha ipalubu, palububa) inigsirbi kay sa
yu n nang sagngun, Don't serve it high be
cause it will be easy to spike it. a projected 
at a sharp angle. Lubu ra nga pagkasirbi
Served too high. n 1 balloon. 2 hot-air bal
loon. Misaka ang lubu human kadagkuti 
ang pabilu, The hot-air balloon rose after 
the wick was lit. 

lubu2 n wolf. 
lubu v [A;  a] 1 remove grains of corn from 
the cob. Lubua nang mais arun ipagaling, 
Remove the kernels so we can mill them. 2 
remove teeth, serrations, or anything pro
truding in a series, like the grains of corn. 
Malubu run nang ngipun mug musupak ka, 
You'll be minus your teeth if you don't 
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cooperate. hangyu - request made in such
a way it cannot be turned down (so called 
from the notion that as one is asking for
corn he is at the same time picking at the 
grains).

lubug v [A; b6] 1 for a person to sit with 
the rump smack on the ground or for an 
animal to sit or lie with its limbs flat on the
ground. Milubug sa sawug ang iru, The dog 
was stretched out on the floor. la for the 
sun to be about to set. Milubug na ang ad
law sa kasadpan, The sun was about to set 
(lit. sitting on its rump in the west). 2 stay
in a place for some time, but temporarily. 
Duba na ku ka simanang lubug dinbi kay 
way kasakyan, I have been stuck here for 
two weeks because there has been no trans
portation. 2a - sa banig [A13] stay in bed
due to illness. Mutuig na siyang galubug sa 
banig, He has been bedridden for almost a 
year. lubganan n place where animals ha
bitually He down. 

lubug v 1 [AB2; a] for liquid to get or be 
made murky with sediment. Mulubug (ma
lubug) ang suba ug mubaba, The river be
comes muddy during floods. Ang nangaligu
ay mauy naglubug sa suba, The bathers 
made the river all muddy. 2 [AB12] for 
one's sight to become, be made blurry. Bul
ug sa luba nga milubug sa iyang mata, A 
torrent of tears that blurred her sight. 3 
(A; a12] make a wild disturbance so as to 
disrupt an activity. Tagagawas ang naglu
bug sa amung parti, Some outsiders dis
rupted our party. a murky, blurred. (➔) = 
LUBUG, a. -un(➔) a of a muddy, murky 
son.

lubuk v 1 [A; a] pound with a pestle. Lubka 
(lukba) lang ang tipasi. Ayawg ipagaling, 
Just pound the rice. Don't have it milled. 
2 [A; al2] rain blows on the body. Lub
kun una sa buksidur ang tiyan sa iyang kun
tra, The boxer pounds his opponent's stom
ach first. lubkanan n 1 place where pound
ing is done. 2 mortar.

lubulubu n 1 a bitter, inedible powdery ma
terial from buri palm flour, which is sepa
rated from the edible portion (natuk) and
disposed of. 2 thin, white membranous cov
ering on the inside surface of bamboo stems. 

lubun v (B23(1)) sink into s.t. soft. Nalu
bun ang trak sa lapuk ug di na makaduwal, 
The truck is stuck in the mud and cannot 
move any funher. Nagkalubun na ning a
kung singsing kay nagkadaku man ning a
kung tudlu, My ring is getting embedded 
more and more deeply in my finger because 
my finger is getting fatter. Ilubun (lubu-

nun) pag-ayu ang batu sa a/ahas arun dili 
dating mulagput, The stones are set deeply 
so that they can't fall out. a for stones to 
be set deep. pa- n meat or fish inserted into 
the boiled rice one carries s. w. as his lunch 
(malutu). pa·(�) n in weaving, a rod stuck 
into a groove made in the cloth beam (liki
san), the purpose of which is to hold the 
woven cloth wound around the cloth beam 
in place and maintain tension on the warp. 

lubung v 1 (A;  c] bury. Naglubung suag ba
bandi sa silung, They buried a treasure un
der the house. Gipamisaban ang baya una 
ilubung, A mass was said for the dead man 
before he was buried. la be beaten by an 
overwhelming victory in an election, con
test, game. Gilubung ang Libiral sa Nasyu
nalista, The Nationalists defeated the Lib
erals by a landslide. lb  bury fish in the 
sand to make them look fresh. le embed a 
charm inside a part of the body. Gilubung 
niya ang mutya fa iyang brasu arun mabimu 
siyang kublan, He embedded the magical 
pearl in his biceps to make himself invulner
able. 2 [AB6; cP] sink, drive s. t. into the 
ground; for s.t. to sink into the ground. Mi
lubung akung tiil pagtamak naku sa lapuk, 
My foot sank when I stepped in the mud. 
Naglubung silag mga trusu sa pundasiyun, 
They drove logs into the foundations. - sa 
kalimut v [c6] forget s.t. completely. flu
bung sa kalimut ang imung makauulawng 
kaagi, Forget your shameful past. n 1 grave. 
2 interment. lubnganan n place of inter
ment. Bawnun ku sa lubnganan ang akung 
pagmabay, l will regret it to my dying day 
(lit. carry my regret to my grave). lubnga
nan, kalubngan n cemetery. lubngananun a
appropriate to the cemetery. Lubngananung
kabilum, A cemetery-like silence. -in- n fish
buried in the sand near the shore so that 
they would look fresh. 

lubus v [AN; a12] acquire a supernatural 
ability by means of undergoing a series of
difficult tasks (tabas) in preparation for it. 
Ug mulubus (manlubus) kag kalaki kina
banglang makatuman ka sa tabas, If you 
want to acquire supernatural ability, you
must be able to accomplish the series of 
difficult tasks. Gilubus sa akung apuban 
ang kalaki ni Dun Liyun Kflat, My grand
father acquired Don Leon Kilat's supernat
ural ability. 

lubus1 a 1 entirely of one color and texture. 
Ang akung iru lubus nga puti, My dog is
entirely white. Ang kulur sa bistidu lubus 
kaayung pula, My dress is colored a very 
pure red. Lubus panit akung bag, My purse 
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is all leather. la - kaliwat purebred. Lu.bus 
kaliwat Tiksas kining manuka, This cock is 
a purebred Texas. 2 for a decision to be 
final. Lubus na ang akung bukum, My deci
sion is final v 1 (B2; cl)  be, become pure
ly one color. Ug usban nimug pintal, mulu
bus (malubus) ang kulur, If you paint it 
once more, the color will be pure and even. 
2 [B26; cl )  be, become decided. 

lubus2 a tied, wound ar,ound tig?t. v (al2).tie s.t. tight. Ayaw lubusa pagbaat arun sa
yun badbarun, Don't tie it tight so it will 
be easy to untie. ka- n tightness of a knot 
or the way s.t. was tied up.

lubut n 1 anus, rump. Lupig pay lubut sa hi
mungaan sa katabian niya, She's more talk
ative than a hen's behind (which keeps 
opening and closing). walay - having hips
and buttocks far too forward. Ayg tak-in 
kay wa kay lubut, Don't tuck in your shirt 
because you have flat buttocks. 2 vagina
(euphemism). Ang bata anha mulusut sa lu
but sa babayi, A baby comes out through 
the mother's bottom. 3 bottom part of a 
container or receptacle. Lubut sa baskit, 
Bottom of the basket. 3a - sa basu costume 
jewelry (lit. made from the bottom of a 
glass). Daling mulubad ang singsing nga lu
but sa basu, A dimestore ring soon fades. 4 
rear end of vehicles. Ikarga sa lubut sa trak, 
Load it at the back part of the truck. S -
mu Sa expression of disbelief. Lubut nimu! 
Kinsay mutuu, My foot! Who'd believe 
that! Sb expression of disgust. 'Tagai kug 
dus ipamuwang.!' - 'Dus sa imung lubut. 
Hai kwartabun?' 'Let me have two pesos 
to go to the cockfights.' - 'Two pesos. You 
must be nuts. We don't have any money ! '  
6 nakahikap sa - s.t. must have happened 
to (subject) that he did s.t. nice since he 
doesn't usually do that. Nanghatag mag 
kwarta ang tihik. Nakahikap sa lubut, Sud
denly the miser is giving out money. S.t. 
must have happened to him. (Lit. He must 
have gotten his hand on s.o. 's rear end.) 7 
mabaw ug - easily angered. v 1 [ANC; cl]
do s.t. at s.o.'s rear end. Nanglubut siya ug 
suntuk, He hit him on the buttocks. Nagka
lubut mig bigda, We lay with our buttocks 
touching each other. Lubuta siya pagtin
dak, Kick her in the arse. 2 [ B ;  c) get to be 
at the rear or bottom. Nagkalubut na man 
ku sa amung klasi, I am gradually slipping 
to the bottom of my class. !nay kay nag
una kug sakay, nalubut na hinuun, I was 
the first to get on the bus, but I wound up 
in the rear end anyway. Jlubut Lang ning a
ku ng karga, Just place my baggage at the 

rear. 3 [Al2N; al21 enter through the back 
way. Lubtun Lang natug sud ang bay arung 
di ta makit-an, Let's go in through the back 
door so that nobody will see us. - ug anay 
n nutmeg shells (lit. sow's anus) so called 
because of the similarity of the lips of this 
shell to the anal lips of a sow. lubutlubut v 
[B4) have more work to do than one can 
handle. Nagkalubutlubut kug Laba, I'm go
i crazy trying to do all this laundry. Dili"ng man ka mutuktuk, magkalubutlubut man 
Zang tag panabun sa atung lawas, Why didn't 
you knock? I went wild trying to cover 
myself. lubutlubut v [AP; c) follow s.o. 
around. Ayaw kug lubutlubuti, Don't fol
low me around all the time. 

lubyuk v [BJ be, become hollow, sunken. 
Kandiis nga naglubyuk sa iyang isig ka a
ping, Dimples that are deeply set on each 
cheek. Ang bumuk nga yuta malubyuk kun 
tumban, Soft earth caves in when you step 
on 1t. 

lud n load of courses given to a teacher. v [A;
c] have a certain teaching load. Gamay ra 
kug makita kay naglud Lang kug duha, I 
don't earn much because I have only two 
courses. Pilay ilud nimu kada sim istir? How 
many courses are given you per semester? 

luda V [AN; c) spit, spit out. Giluda niya 
ang iyang giusap, He spat out what he was 
chewing. n spittle, saliva. 

ludabi n name of Cebuano writers' organiza
tion, abbreviation of Lubas sa Dagang Bisa
ya, 'The elite (lit. heartwood) of Visayan 
literature'. 

lud-an see LUWA. 
ludhan see LUHUD. 
1uga = LUGA.LUGA. 
lugabu, lugabu n dull hollo\1/ sound of im
pact. Lugabu sa mga t-awung nagsayaw sa 
taas, The thumping sound of the people 
dancing upstairs. v [ A2S3] produce a dull 
hollow sound of impact. M ilugabu ang li
kud nga gisumbag, 1-Iis back resounded with 
a thump when I slapped him. Naglugabu
ang bawud sa lapyahan, The waves pounded 
against the shore. -in- = LUGABU, n. 

lugabungav [B1456) make a thumping sound. 
Naglugabung ang mga lamisa ug siya nga 
gipatiran sa mga hubug, The chairs and ta
bles made a thumping sound as the drunk
en men kicked them. 

lugak v 1 [AB; ab7] for s.t. which grips or is 
tied round s. t. to loosen. Wa siya mulugak 
ug gakus naku sa kahadluk nga byaan, She 
did not let go of her embrace for fear of 
being left behind. Lugaka ang imung sinina 
arun hayahay, Loosen your dress so it will 
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be comfortable. Lugaki ang turniki kada 
singku minutus, Loosen the tourniquet ev
ery five minutes. 2 [B4; b(l)) abat�, slow 
down from doing s.t. with energy. Ang bag
ung dalan makalugak (makapalugak) sa tra
piku dinbi, The new street can relieve the 
traffic here. Ayawg lugaki ang pagpangu
yab niya, Keep courting her for all you're
worth. Don't let off. 3 [B2456N] for the 
knees to give way, for a person to budge 
from his convictions. Di siya mulugak sa i
yang baruganan bisag buLgaun, He won't 
budge from his stand even if you threaten 
him. NangLugak ang iyang mga tubud, His 
knees gave way. 4 [b(l)) loosen one's con
trol or discipline over. Ug imung Lugakan 
ang imung anak muabusar na, If you rear 
your child leniently he will become abusive. 

lugaluga v [A13; a12) move s.t. in a hole 
back and forth. NagLugaLuga siya ug lipak 
sa nabuLit nga tubu, He worked a stick back 
and forth in the tube that was stopped up. 

lugamak, lugamak v [B456; clP) fall with a 
crash, be thrown down with force. M uluga
mak ka giyud ug mabugnu nang imung gi
tungtungan, You will fall with a crash if 
that thing you are standing on collapses. 
GiLugamakan (gipalugamakan) ang mga bu
lak sa mga inibut nga sagbut, They threw 
the uprooted weeds with force on top of 
the flowers. Nalugamakan (nalugmakan) ku 
sa iyang kasaba, I received the brunt of his 
scoldings. /mu man nang iLugamak (ipaluga-
mak) ang imung lawas bisag asa, You throw 
yourself down anywhere. n sounds of s.t. 
falling with a crash. (➔) [B126; b8] rush 
headlong into s.t. Nalugamak siya sa usa ka 
byuda nga way kwarta, He rushed into mar-,riage with a penniless widow. -in- = LUGA-
MAK, n. 

lugan-ub n thundering, reverberating sound. 
v [A3] produce a thunderous or loud re
verberating sound. M ilugan-ub ang kabuki
ran nga gipabutban ug dinamita, A deafen
ing sound echoed through the mountains 
when the dynamite was exploded. n a thun
dering, reverberating sound. -in- = LUGAN
UB. 

lugapak, lugapak n banging, slapping, crack
ing sound. Ang lugapak sa kawayan, The 
cracking of the bamboo. v [A2S; ac) make 
a cracking, slapping, banging sound. Milu
gapak ang pultaban nga gikaLit pagsira, The 
door was slammed with a bang. Naglugapak
ang samput sa iyang. anak sa bakus, The 
leather belt cracked over his son's buttocks. 
. ,

-10- = LUGAPAK, n. 
lugar1 n 1 geographical place. Nakaadtu na 

ku sa lainlaing Lugar sa kalibutan, I have 
been to various places in the world. la sit
uation one is in. Ikaw sa akung Lugar ug la
lim ha, You try being in my place and see 
if it is nice. 2 proper place, occasion for s.t. 
Ibutang sa lugar ang imung pagpangmik-ap, 
Use make-up at the proper occasion. Wala 
sa Lugar tung imung pagsaway niya kay dag
bang naminaw, It was not the right time for 
you to criticise him because there were lots 
of people listening. 2a proper place of vehi
cles in the flow of traffic. Patuu. Wa ka sa 
Lugar, Move to the right. You 're not in your
lane. 3 vacant place. Duna pa bay lugar sa 
dyip? Is there room in the jeep? 4 avail
able time for s.t. Wa kuy Lugar pagsuruy 
run, I don't have time to go around now. S 
chance or opportunity to do s.t. Way Lugar 
pagduuL niya kay gwardiyadu, There is no 
chance to get near him because he is guard
ed. 6 primiru (ikaduha, etc.) - in the first 
(second, etc.) place. Ayawg adtu. Primiru 
lugar istranyu ka, Don't go there. In the 
first place, you are a stranger. lugraha, Iuga
raha n particular place, time, chance. v 1 
[A; b(l)] give way or space to. Milugar si
ya arun makalingkud ang babayi, He gave
his place so the lady could sit. Lugari ang 
Prisidinti inigsuut niya sa nanambung, Give 
way to the President when he goes through 
the crowd. 2 [A3; b( 1)) give the chance to 
do s.t. Musabut giyug iyang papa kay mulu
gar man inigpamisita naku, Her father is 
sure understanding because he leaves us 
alone (lit. gives a chance) when I go visiting. 
Ayaw siyag lugari nga muantug, Don't give 
him the chance to shoot the ball. 3 [A12] 
3a get a chance to do s.t. Hagki dayun siya 
ug makalugar ka, Kiss her as soon as you 
get the chance. 3b have the time to. Bubata 
ni ug makalugar ka, Do this if you have the 
time to. 4 [A2; c6] pull over in a place 
proper for stopping a vehicle. llugar ang 
dyip ug muhunung ka, Pull over to the 
side of the road when you stop. a 1 having 
available space. Kargabi pa kay Lugar pa ka
ayu, Put in more passengers because there's 
still plenty of space. 2 for there to be a 
chance. Di ku mangupya bisag Lugar kaayu, 
I won't cheat even if I have a good chance 
to do so. pa- v [A; b( 1)] give s.o. a chance 
to come near or touch one. Di!na siya mag
binuang bisag palugaran, He won't do any
thing foolish even if given the chance. tag
n spirit inhabiting a particular place. Gula
utan na siya sa tagLugar kay iyang giputul 
ang kabuy, The spirit of the place made him 
ill when he cut the tree down. 
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lugar2 = KINTA1. 
lugas n 1 grain. Usa ka lugas bumay, A grain

of rice. Maayu ·ang lugas sa igtalanum nga
bin�� The seeds for planting have well
formed grains. la drops (figurative). Pipila
ka lugas nga Juba, A few teardrops. 2 strand. 
Usa ka lugas buhuk, A strand of hair. 2a -
lartut a hair's breadth (lit. strand of abaca 
fiber) by which one is kept from death. Usa 
ka lugas lanut ang nakauwang naku sa ka
matayu n, l came within a hair's breadth of 
meeting my death. 3 word coun.ter for peo
ple. Pipila ka lugas tawu ang didtu sa sini
ban, There were only a few people in the 
movies. · 4 word counter for things which 
can be counted but not concrete. Pipila ka 
lugas pulung, A few words. Pipila ka lugas 
kanta, A few songs. Pipila ka lugas idiya, A 
few ideas. 

lug-as v [B12; a12] remove husk from rice 
or other grains. Ang imung linubkan di ma
kalug-as (makapalug-as) sa dawa, The way 
you are doing it won't get the husks off the 
millet. a already unhusked. Taphi ang linu
buk kay lug-as na, Winnow the pounded 
rice because the husks are off now. 

lugatub n deep,loud, hollow sound. v [A] re
sound with a deep loud, hollow sound. Mi
lugatub ang baril nga gilabayg batu, The 
barrel went honk when a stone was thrown . . ,at 1t. -ID· = LUGATUB. 

lugaw n porridge from rice or corn grits. v 1 
[A; a] make porridge. Bag-ung bumay ang 
lugawa, Make porridge from the new rice. 2 
[B12) turn to, become a mud puddle or 
mire. Malugaw ang dalan ug mag-ulan, The 
path becomes slush during rainy days. -in-,. ,n:t- n = WGAW. 

•Iugay -nan, -nun n pertaining to politics and 
elections. Bugnu nga lugaynun (lug€'ynan) 
diin naparut si Kirinu, The political fight 
where Quirino lost. 

lugbak v [B26] for organic matter to decay. 
Malugbak ang prutas nga may tatsa, The 
fruit will rot if it has been damaged·. Bisan 
malugbak ang imung bukug, dili ka kabalus 
sa imung ginikanan, You can never_ repay
your parents no matter how much time goes 
by (lit. even after your bones have _rotted).
Mauy nakalugbak (nakapalugbak) sa ka
buyng baligi ang kanunayng paghumul niini 
sa tubig, The wooden post rotted because 
it was immersed too long in water. 

lugbati = AWGBATI. 
lugda v [A; b(l)] start, originate some fool

ishness or mild misbehavior. Kins<i ninyuy 
naglugda ug kuriskuris sa bungbung? Which 
one of you started making scratches on the 

wall? 
lugdang v [A2; b6] 1 settle to the bottom of 
a liquid. Wa makalugdang ang bugaw kay 
pirrr1ing gikutaw, The dirt would not settle 
because s.o. kept stirring the water. Dit
gayng milugdang ang iyang paun kay sug 
man, It took his bait a long time to reach 
the bottom because there was a current. 2 
for results of bad action to make themselves 
felt. M ilugdang ang iyang tinuntu. Nakala
bus, That is the fruit of his foolishness. He 
was sent to prison. 3 [B3(1)4] for tender 
rice grains to solidify. Wa pa gani makalug
dang ang bumay anihun ·na nimu, Are you 
going to harvest the rice when the grains
haven't solidified yet? -in-, ni- n 1 s.t. that 
settled. 2 results of bad action. Kanang ba
taa linugdang sa imung tinuntu, The child 
is the fruit of your stupidity. 3 one's young
est child (humorous). -in-an = -IN-, 1. 

lugdat v [B46] for the eyes to bulge. Milug
dat ang iyang mata sa katingala, Her eyes 
bulged with surprise. Gwapa unta apan nag
lugdat lang ang mata, She looks pretty but 
she has bulging eyes. 

lugdum, lugdung a heavily overcast, particu
larly with rain clouds. v [B46] be heavily
overcast. Dunay taliabut nga unus kay nag
lugdung ang langit, A rainstorm is coming 
because the sky is heavily overcast. 

lugi v 1 [A; a] extract dried coconut meat1 •fFom shell. Hustu nang lugrun ang gibudnu 
nga lubi, The coconuts are dried and the 
meat can be extracted. 2 [A; a12] process 

• coconut into copra, from harvesting to dry
ing. Maglugi mi kada trimistri, We make 
copra every three months. n copra ...Jsulud 
sa saku ang lugi, Put the copra in the sack. 
(➔) n instrument for extracting coconut 
meat from the sh.ell. 

lugi
2 

a being outsmarted, fooled (slang). Lu
g_i ka kay mituu kang mubayad siyag utang, 
You have beep fooled for believing that he 
pays his debts. v 1 [B126] be tricked into 
s.t. (slang). Nalugi ku sa Murus pagpalit sa 
imitasyungruliks, l was tricked by the Moro 
into buying a fake Rolex watch. 2 [B126 ; a 
12) for a business to fail, fold up. Ang kalit 
nga pagbabar sa prisyu mauy nakalugi ( na
kapalugi) sa iyang nigusyu, The sudden 
drop in prices caused his business to fail. 3 
[A; a2b3(1)] defeat in a game or fight. Ang
mangbud ra nakuy maglugi niya sa abidris, 
Even my little brother could defeat him in 
chess. Ang lipbuk ni Prasyir mauy nalugian 
ni Kl� It was Frazier's left hook that de
feated Clay. 

luging n logging company, industry. Naa ku 
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sa luging, I work for a l ging firm. oglug-is v [AB6; al] split or break into smaller 
sizes. Maglug-is kug kawayan para ikural, I 
will split some bamboo for fencing. Naglug
is ang pintal, The paint is cracking. 

lugit v [A; a] 1 extract s. t. buried or fast
ened hard to a surface with s.t. pointed or 
sharp. Gilugit ang bala gikan sa lyang paa, 
The slug was extracted from his thigh. 2 
extract coconut meat from the shell in 
making copra. Ang labing ray lugitu n, Ex
tract copra only from mature nut�. 3 force 
oneself or s.o. to dig deep for money when 
he is financially hard up. Napugus ang pu
bri paglugit sa iyang tinaguan, The poor 
man was forced to dig into his savings. 4 ask 
for s.t. in a forceful way. Milugit siyag bang
yu sa iyang banang mulakaw siya, She twist
ed her husband's arm to let her go out. (➔) 
n s.t. used to extract s.t. buried or fastened 
hard to a surface, esp. an instrument to sep
arate coconut meat from the shell. pa- v ·[A) act unwilling to make s.o. trouble him-
self or plead. Gustu tuud siya, piru nagma
gabt kay magpalugit giyud, She actually 
wanted to, but she put up resistance be
cause she wanted him to implore her. 

lugituk v [ B46; b6] for cereals to be half
cooked but moist. Naglugituk ang linung-ag 
kay wa ayubag siga, The rice is half-cooked 
because the fire wasn't hot enough.

lugitum (from itum) v [B4] be dark, gloomy 
because of dtnseness. Milugitum ang langit 
sa kabaga sa dag-um, The sky got dark with 
thick clouds. Ang naglugitum nga kamaisan, 
The dense and dark cornfields. 

lugkab = LUNGKAB. 
lugkat (from lukat) v [A; a] 1 pry off things 
that are nailed or stuck into s.t. Nakalugkat
srya sa dakung Lansang nga nagtaup sa ka
buy, He managed to pull the large nail out 
of the \VOOd. Gilugkat ang mga daang bal
dusa, They removed the old tiles. 2 uproot, 
fell, including roots and all. Nalugkat ang 
pusti nga nadasmagan sa trak, The truck 
rammed into the post and it knocked it 
over. 

luglug
1 v [A; a] thrust s.t. long repeatedly 

into a narrow opening. Lugluga ang kasilyas 
kay nasampungan, Thrust a stick into the 
toilet pipe because it is stopped up. n stick 
or the like used to thrust into a narrow .opening.

luglug2 v [A; al] slaughter an animal by slic
ing the neck. Way sud-an, magluglug tag 
manuk, We have nothing for dinner. Let's 
slaughter a chicken. 

*luglug3 pansit - see PANSIT. 

lugmak v 1 [B2; al] give way or break in the 
middle due to force or weight. Mulug
mak (malugmak) nang saluga kun tungtu
ngan ug dagban, That floor will collapse if 
lots of people stand on it. 2 [A; a2] trample 
on plants and destroy them. Gilugmak sa 
babuy ang mga buwak, The pig trampled
over the flowers. 

lugmaw v 1 [A2; b6] show up or appear. 1-
ngug musultis Prisidinti Markus. Hai Marku
sang milugmaw? They said President Mar
cos would give a talk. But no Marcos appear
ed. Gilugmawan sryag dili ingun natu, A su
pernatural being :,i.ppeared to him. 2 [A2]
for part of s.t.-buried to be sticking out. Gi
unsa man ninyu paglubung ang iru nga mi
lugmaw man ang tiil? How did you bury 
the dog when its feet are sticking out? 3 
[A2N; b6] for tears to well up in the eyes. 
Nalubug ang akung mata nga gilugmawan 
sa luba, My eyes were blurred with the tears 
that started to form. 

lugmay = LUKMAY. 
lugmuk v [AB26; a2b2] for structures or 
people to collapse. Ang linug mauy naglug
muk sa Rubi Tawir, The earthquake de
stroyed the Ruby Tower. Nalugmuk sa sim
baban ang tawung nakuyapan, The man 
who fainted in church suddenly collapsed. 
pa- v [A; c] tear down structures. lpalug
muk sa gubyirnu ang mga bawungbawung, 
The government will tear the shacks down. 

lugmuy = LUKMUY. 
lugnas v 1 [A23P] for plants to die from dis
ease or from being past the fruit-bearing 
age. Gagmay nag bunga ang tamatis kay ha
pit na malugnas, My tomato plants are bear
ing few fruits now because they will soon 
wither and die. 2 [B126) be brought to!ut
ter ruin. Nalugnas ang iyang nigusyu kay 
miintra siya sa sugal, His business was 
brought to utter ruin because he took to 
gambling. 3 [B1256] for structures to fall 
apart. Dili na madugay nga malugnas ang 
balay kay daan na kaayu, It won't be long 
for the house to fall apart because it is very 
old. 

lugnut v [A2; c6] struggle to free oneself 
from s.t. that holds one. Ayawg ilugnut i
mung bu�tun ug gunitan ka paglabang, Do 
not pull your arm away when I'm holding 
on to you to cross the street. paN- v [Al]
struggle vigorously to get free. Nagpanglug
nut ang babaying gikidnap, The girl strug
gled vigorously to get loose from her ab
ductors. 

lugpad v 1 = LUPAD. 2 [A2] fly up.Milug
pad ang abug paglabay sa trak, Dust flew up 
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when the truck passed by. 3 [A23 J send s. 
o. reeling as though flying. M ulugpad ka run 
ug suntukun ta ka, I'll send you reeling if I 
strike you. 

lugpit v [A; b] pin s.t. down tightly or bet
ween two things. Tabangi kug lugpit sa ku
gun iring duba ka lipak, Help me fasten the 
grass thatch down with those two pieces of 
bamboo. Lugpiti (lugpiti) ang /ibru sa iluk, 
Hold your book tightly under your arm. 
Hilugpitan akung tudlu pagsira naku sa bu
nus, I caught my finger when I closed the 
drawer. n 1 s.t. used to clip or pin s.t. tight
ly down or against s.t. 2 chord on a guitar 
formed by pressing the finger straight across 
the strings. pa- v [A; ab] cause s.t. to be 
pinned down.!· Pu ting kamisadintru nga i
yang gipalugpitan (gipalugpitan), A white 
shirt which he had tucked in. 

lugputv [B246; b6] pop up like a jack-in-the
box. M ilugput ku sa silya sa kakurat, I shot 
up from my seat in my fright. Layu siyag 
gilugputan pagkalingkud niyag dagum, He 
jumped a mile when he sat on a pin.

lugru n advantage given in betting where the 
odds are not even. Ang lugru tris kuntra sa 
imung dus, The advantage is three to your 
two. v [A; b6] give advantage in betting, 
not said of tossing coins. Lugruban ta sila 
ug singku tris arun mudawat sila sa pusta, 
We will give them an advantage of five to 
three so that they will take the bet. 

lugsad v 1 [A; cl] get to the ground or bot
tom.MiJugsad na ang ayrupJanu sa tugpaba
nan, The airplane has landed at the airport. 
NagJugsad sila samtang kami nagtungas, 
They were coming down the hill while we 
were going up. 2 [A; c] bring s.t. down. A
dunay mulugsad (magJugsad) sa mga abut 
ngadtu sa lungsud, S.o. will bring the pro
duce down to the town. 

lugsungv 1 [ AB36; ac] go, bring downhill, to 
town. Mantinir Jang una tag manuk kay wa 
mi makalugsung, Let's just put up with 
chicken because we haven't had a chance to 
go down to town (to buy anything better). 
MagJugsung sila sa ilang mga pruduktu ngad
tu sa lungsud, They bring their products 
down to the city. Unsay imung lugsungun 
maduminggu? What do you go to town for 
on Sundays? 2 [Al] eat canned fish (hu
morous). n 1 - sa down to. Kining kasagi
ngan gikan dinbi Jugsung sa suba aku, This 
banana plantation from here down to the 
river is mine. 2 canned fish (so called from 
the joke that mountaineers consider canned 
fish better than chicken because they have 
to go down to get it - see the first sentence 

under v). -un, -un(➔) a downhill. 
lugsut v [A2; b8] eject s. t. with force. Mi
lugsut ang lisu dihang naligsan sa ligid, The 
seed was ejected when the wheel ran over 
the fruit. Milugsut ang aku sa tantu niyang
bamilbamil, I ejaculated because she kept 
rubbing and rubbing it. Nalugsutan ku sa
asiti pagbasu sa bumba, Oil spurted onto 
me when he worked the pump. 

lugtab v 1 [A; b5] force a door open. Wa
nay kawatang makalugtab aning pultabana, 
No thief can break this door open. 2 [A; ab 
2] cut a string or rope with a long slashing
stroke of the blade. Naglugtab siya sa tabi
sa sininang usbunun, She is cutting the 
stitches of the dress she has to alter. Lugta
ba ang bukut arun malibri ang kabayu, Cut 
the tether rope to free the horse. Hinglugta
ban naku ang balaybayan, I accidentally cut 
the clothesline. 3 [A3P; al 2) deprive s.o. 
of his power. Unsay iyang pagabubatun a
run malugtab ang gabum sa ingk antu? What 
shall he do to overcome the power of the 
spirit?

lugtas v 1 [A; a] break a rope, thread, string, 
etc. by pulling on it with force. Naglugtas 
pa ku sa tabi sa akung sinina, l an1 ripping 
out the stitches in my dress. Kun di mabu
bad, lugtasa Jang, If you can't untie it, just 
break it off. 2 [A; b4cl] terminate, put 
an end to s.t. Kaguul nga mulugtas sa i
mung kinabubt, Sorrows that can termi
nate your life. Lugtdsun (ilugtas) ba Lang ni
mu ang imung mga damgu tungud Zang sa 
usa ka babayi? Will you destroy your hopes 
and dreams all because of a woman? 3 [al 
2) finish a task or job. Kanang Jabbanan na 
Jang imung lugtasun karun, All you have to 
finish is that laundry. 

lugti v [AB; a] for s,t. crisp or brittle to 
break, cause it to do so. M ilugti ang basu 
nga gibuhuan sa tubig nga nagbukal, The 
glass cracked when boiling water was pour
ed into it. Di ku  makalugti niining bukuga. 
Gabi kaayu, I cannot break this bone. It's 
too hard. Lugtia nang mitrusan, Break that 
meter stick. 

lugu v [A; a] shake a vessel with liquid in it 
to slosh the liquid around. Lugui nang bu
tilya kay namilit ang bugaw sa sulud, Slosh 
water around in the bottle because there's 
dirt sticking to the sides. 

lugud v 1 (AN; al] rub the eyes. Ayawg lug
da imung mata ug mapuling ka, Don't rub 
your eyes when you get dirt in them. 2 [A;
b] rub the skin with a stone to remove dirt. 
Lugdi imung liug kay dagbang buling, Rub 
your neck because there's lots of dirt on it. 
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paN-v [A2; c6] rub oneself with a stone to 
remove dirt. Panlugud, unya human, pana
bun, Scrub yourself, and after that, soap 
yourself. Puslan pa mang maligu manlugud 
gayud, Since I've started, l might as well go 
the whole hog. (Lit. Since I am bathing I 
might as well scrub myself.) (➔) n stone 
used for scrubbing oneself to remove dirt. 

luguk, lugu k v [B2456; b6] well up. Miluguk
ang dugu sa tudlung nadukdukan sa martil
yu, The blood welled up in his fingers when 
the hammer struck them. Lugus siyang ka
kita kay gilugukan iyang mata sa luba, She 
could hardly see because of the tears which 
welled up in her eyes. 

lugum v [B2; ab7] make, become dark or 
deep in hue. Mulugu m ang kulur ug puti 
ang ipaluyu, A color becomes deeper in hue 
if it is set off against a white background. 
Luguma pagpintal arun matabunan ang su
watsuwat, Paint it dark to cover the writing. 
a dark 9r deep in hue. Hanap di lugu m ang 
agi sa druwing pinsil, Your pencil made 
light lines, not dark ones. 

lugum v [B3(1)6] for water to collect and 
form into a pool. Maglugum giyud ang tu
big kay wa nay kaagasan, The water will 
form a pool because there is no way for it 
to get out. 

Iugus v 1 [A; cl] force, force oneself.!Milu
gus kug iskuyla bisag gihilantan ku, I forced 
myself to go to school even though I had a 
fever. Kinsay naglugus inig pasuk sa bubu 
bisag huut, Who forced this into the hole 
even though it's too big? Ayawg ilugus 
(lugsa) imung lawas ug di giyud mahimu, 
Don't force your body if you can't manage 
it. 2 [A; a2] rape. Gibitay ang naglugus sa 
babayi, The man who raped the girl was 
hanged. a hardly, barely. Tingug nga lugus 
mabati, A barely audible voice. Lugus gani 
ming makapalit ug bugas, We can scarcely
afford to buy rice. (➔) v lA] barely do s.t. 
under difficult odds. Naglugus giyug iskuyla 
bisag walay kwarta, 1-Ie managed to get 
through school despite his poverty. linugsa· 
nay, lugsanay, lugsanay = LUGUS, a. paN
n rape. maN-r-(➔) n rapist. 

lugut n 1 thicket, woods. Miadtu siya sa lu
t arun pagkubag talibugsuk, He went to guthe woods to cut down stakes for fencing. 

2 ravine or gully. Tubig nga nag-ambak 
ngadtu sa lugut, Water that leaps down into 
the ravine. ka-an n 1 = LU GUT, 1. 2 series 
of ravines or narrow valleys.

lugwa (from gula) v [B3(1)6; b6] 1 be forc
ed out. Wa makalugwa ang bituk kay giun
dangan ang pagpurga, The intestinal worms 

didn't come out because he stopped taking 
his medicine. M ihuphup ang bubag human 
lugwa� sa nana, The boil shrank after the 
pus had come out of it. 2 go out in general. 
Way pulung!nga milugwa sa iyang baba, Not 
a word came out of his mouth. 

lugway v 1 [A; b] lengthen the rope on a 
tether. Kinsay naglugway sa kabaw nga na-
kaabut man sa maisan. Who gave the cara. bao enough rope to get to. the cornfield? 
Lugwayi pa ang tabanug, Give the kite more 
rope. 2 [AB; b) extend, prolong time allot
ted, for time to be extended. Ug mulugway 
ang akung kinabubi, If my life is extended. 
Lugwayi ang panahun sa akung pagbayad, 
Give me more time to pay. 3 [A] have e
nough of s.t. at one's disposal. Kun maka
lugway ka sa pagdagan, If you can stand to 
run for a long distance. n 1 length of rope 
used in tying s.t. that moves. Mub-i ang lug
way sa hiniktan, Shorten the rooster's teth
er. l a  length of rope in a fishing apparatus 
used in connecting one part with another to 
render moveability. 2 extra time allowance 
given. Mangayu tag lugway ug di ni mabu
man ugma, We will ask for an extension if 
this doesn't get done tomorrow. 3 length of 
s.t. one has at his disposal. Daku kug lug
way sa pasinsiya, I have a great deal of pa
tience. Bisag gastuhan nimug usa ka gatus, 
duna pay lugway nga ikapalit ug sapatus, 
Even if you spend a hundred of the money, 
there is still enough to buy shoes. 

luha n tears. - sa bau crocodile tears. (➔) v 
[AN] get tears in the eyes. Nag-away sigu
ru sila kay nagluha iyang mata, They must 
have had a quarrel because her eyes are 
moist. Nangluha siya pagkabati sa sintimin� 
ta/ nga isturya, She got misty-eyed upon 
hearing the sentimental story. -an, -un( ➔) a 
with tears, walug sa gin-an n the world, this 
vale of tears. - sa dalaga n k.o. ornamental 
hanging vine: Discbidia oinantba. 

luhag a not still, restless. L ubag kaayung ka
mut nang imung uyab, Your boy friend has 
restless hands. v [A; cl] move about, not 
be still. Way maglubag ug dunay bisita, yOU 

sit still (lit. nobody move) when the visitors 
are here. Ayaw nig lubaga kay igsaktu nang 
pagkataud, Don't move this an inch be
cause it is just in the right place. 

luhaluha n joints of the human or animal 
anatomy. v [A; a] cut up a chicken or 
slaughtered animal in the joints. Lubalubaa 
ang inihaw nga manuk, Cut up the slaugh
tered chicken in the joints. 

limit v [A; a] remove the meat of a sea shell 
with a pin or the like. Luhiti ang bata ug 
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unud sa kinbasun, ReIT¥>ve some of the 
meat from the sea shells for the child. 

luhu a with refinement and elegance in ap
pearance. Mutambung siguru siyag parti kay 
lubu kaayug pamist� He must be going to a 
party because he is elegantly dressed. Lu
bung pagkabubat nga tukadur, A finely
built dresser. v [B12(1); cl] be elegant, 
luxurious in appearance. 

luhud v 1 [A; b] kneel. Naglubud siya atu
bangan sa birbin, She is kneeling before the 
Virgin Mary. 2 [A; b6] worship. Tabura 
ang mga santus; ayawg ludbi, Venerate the 
saints; don't worship them. 3 [A] surren
der. M'ilubud ang Hapun human bumbabi 
sa atumik bam, Japan surrendered after 
the atomic bomb was dropped. 4 [A; b6]
sponsor a wedding. Dagban nang kasal ang 
akung naludban, l have been a sponsor �t 
many weddings. pa-v 1 [A; ac) be made to 
kneel 2 [a3] be thrown to one's knees. Na
palubud siya pagkaigu sa akung krus, He 
fell on his knees .after being hit with my
cross. linudhan n person sponsored in a 
wedding. ludhanan, luhuranan n rail one 
kneels on. tali- n about to kneel. tik- see 
TIKLUHUD. 

luhudluhud n a prostrate, spreading herb 
found in wasteland and open spaces, bear
ing small blue flowers in an axilliary, pe
duncled, leaflike spathe: Commelina diffu-
sa. 

luib n small bits of cooked rice or other 
burnt or partially burnt food that stick to 
the corners and creases of leaves which line 
the bottom of a cooking vessel. 

luib v [A2S3S; b(l)] betray, be unfaithful 
to s.o. Way mapyusu nga makaluib sa map
ya, No Mafioso can betray the Mafia. Gi/uJ. 
ban siya sa iyang asawa, His wife was un
faithful to him. ma-un a unfaithful, tending
to betray. n see MALUIBUN. 

luing a having weak knees such that one 
can't stand. v [B12] be, become weak� 
kneed. Pulyu ang nakaluing (nakapaluing) 
nang bataa, Polio has caused that child to 
have weak knees. 

Iuka v 1 [A; a] uproot, pull s.t. out by the 
1 ' roots. Atung lukabun ang mga tanum nga

way binungdan, We'll uproot the useless 
plants. 2 [a3] for two sisters to be married 
to two brothers. Ang iyang dub a ka anak da
laga naluka pagkaminyu sa magsuun, His 
two daughters were married to the two 
brothers. 3 [A; al2] dislodge from power, 
put one's reign to an end. Way makaluka ni 
Duranu sa unang puruk, No one can dis
lodge Durano from his hold on the first dis-

trict. n a case of marriage where brothers 
marry sisters. lukahay v [ C23] for brothers 
to marry sisters. 

luka2 = LUKU (female). 
Iuka n short piece of bamboo tube, usually
used as repository of documents, jewelry, 
or anything important. v [A; c] store s.t. in 
a Iuka for safekeeping. 

lukab v 1 [A; al] pry open. Hiraminta nga 
ilukab sa salug, Tools to use in prying the 
floor up. 2 [A; bS] open a door or window 
shutter. Nalukab ang pultaban tungud sa 
kusug bangin, The door came open in the ,strong wind. Iyang gilukaban (gilukab) ang 
iyang tindaban ug sayu, She opened her 
store early. 2a burglarize. Gilukab (giluka
ban) ang ilang upisina ug nawad-an silag 
tayipraytir, Their office was broken into 
and they lost a typewriter. n opening. Da
kug lukab ning taruba, This kerosene can 
has a wide opening. 

lukad v [AB26; al] uproot, dig out from the 
ground. Dali malukad (mulukad) nang ba
ligia kay di lawum ang pagkalubung, That 
post will get uprooted because it's not 
planted deep into the ground. Naglukad si
lag mga saba sa saging, They uprooted some 
banana shoots. 

lukal n local. Iliksiyun nga lukal, Local elec
tions. (�) - mid n locally made product.

lukaluka n t�e groin of animals, the area 
connecting the upper thigh and the body of 
the animal. a detachable. Lukaluka ang mga 
tiil sa lamisa, The legs of the table are de
tachable. 

lukap n nightmare in which a person is un
able to move or make a sound. Failure to 
wake up is said to lead to death. v [A12;
a4] cause, have such a nightmare. Kanang
bilabibang kabusug ima matulug mauy ma
kalukap, Overeating before sleeping causes 
deathly nightmares. 

lukapa v 1 [B26; b6] stumble, be knocked 
down and hit the ground hard. Milukapa 
(nalukapa) ang baksir, The boxer hit the 
deck hard. 2 [B26] fail in an exam or 
course. Milukapa siya sa bar, He flunked in 
the bar exam. 3 [B26] fall from power, be 
ruined. Nalukapa {lng gabum sa ilang pun
duk sa pagkamatay sa ilang lidir, After!-the 
death of their leader, their party lost its 
power.

lukas v [A123P; b) for laundry to become 
clean and white or for skin to become light
er in complexion. Malukasan ang imung pa
manit ug d,· ka magpainit, Your skin will 
become lighter if you stay out of the sun. 

lukatv [A; a) 1 redeem s.t. pawned or mort-
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gaged. Marimati ang singsing ug di nimu lu
katun, The ring will be foreclosed if you do 
not redeem it. 2 ransom. Gilukat na ang g� 
kidnap, The man that was kidnapped has 
been ransomed. 2a redeem, save (figurative). 
Malukat ku ra gihapun siya sa iyang kalisud, 
I can save her from her difficulties. 2b re
deem, compensate for. Ang iyang kaligdung 
makalukat sa kalaksut sa iyang dagway, His
good manners make up for his ugly face. 2c 
- sa signus v [Al; al 2) in folk belief, an 
occurrence or happening which spares a per
son's life by taking s.o. who dies in his 
stead. Gitubuan nga lukatun ang signus sa 
tag-iya sa iyang mga bubi, It is believed that
domestic animals spare their owners from 
death by dying in their stead. 3 pay a fee 
and get s.t. back that one had fixed or re
worked. Lukata nag g;paayu nimung rilu, 
Go pick up the watch you had repaired 
now. 4 pay for tokens of privilege like tick
ets, licenses, etc. Mularga giyud ku kay na
kalukat na kug tikit, I'm really going to 
leave now because I already paid for my 
ticket. Diay pisus ilukat ug sidula, Here is 
one peso to pay for a residence certificate. 
S - ug away, lalis [A 12) get involved in a 
dispute or fight. Ayawg tambag anang lan
tugi kay makalukat kag lalis, Don't give ad
vice to people who are arguing because you 
will just get trouble for yourself. n 1 amount 
for redemption or ransom. 2 fee for having 
s.t. made or repairs done. -an(�)a= LUKAT, 
n. Pila may akung lukatan (lukat) ning sin� 
naa? How much do I pay to have this 
dress sewn? 

luknt V [AB12; al] uproot s.t.1 prying the 
roots out of the ground. Ang bagyu mauy 
nakalukat (nakapalukat) sa lumbuy, The 
typhoon uprooted the lumbuy tree. Lukata 
nang mubun ug ibalbin, Dig out that buried 
landmark and move it. 

lukay n coconut palm leaves. lukaylukay 1
the bridge of the nose, including the central 
bony rid�e that separates the nostrils. 2 -;
HANLULU KAY. han-r-(�) see HANLVLU· 
KAY.

lukba v [AB12; a] uproot a finger or toenail. 
Nagkalukba ang iyang kuku nga nalaswaban, 
His toenail that got scalded is falling off. 
Tug-an arun di lukbabun imung kuku, Con
fess so they don't pull your fingernails out. 

lukbun see LUBUK. 
lukdu v 1 [A; cl] carry a load on the head. 
Mas sayun pag lukdubun (lukduun1 ilukdu) 
naku arJg duwang, It would be easier for me 
to carry the basin on my head. 2 [c6] for 
one to be so many years old. Bisan pa sa 

katuigan nga iyang gilukdu batan-un siyang .tan-awun, He carries his years well. He still 
looks young. 3 - ug kalbasa [A] be held 
back a grade. Makalukdu ka giyug kalbasa 
ug di ka magtuun, You will fail the grade if 
you don't study. 

lukdulukdu n name given to many species of 
ornamental ferns. 

lukgaw n the slender-billed cuckoo dove: 
Macr-opygia phasianella. 

lukguk a one-testicled, having one testicle 
. not descended. Ang lukguk di kapamabdus, 

A man with only one testicle cannot get a 
woman pregnant. 

lukim v 1 [A; c6] tuck in, put in between 
two hugging surfaces. Si Nanay 'pay mulu
kim sa akung pulu, Mother tucks my shirt 
in for me. Ilukim ang kwarta sa libru arun 
mabuping, Put the peso bill between the 
pages of the book to make it smooth. 2 [c
6] give a little money to s.o. who would 
naturally refu5e it in such a way that he will 
accept it (putting it into his pocket). Ilukim 
Jang ning p{sus diha para panigarilyu, Here's
a peso for cigarettes. 3 [A; b(l)] sew a fold
into a garmenLAkung gilukiman ang akung
sinina kay taas ra kaayu, l sewed a fold in 
my dress to make it shorter.because it was 
too long.

lukimyav= LYUKIMYA.
luking a kr:iock-kneed. Daan na siyang Juking 
sa iyang pagkatawu, She has been knock
kneed since birth. 

lukip v [A; c] enclose or insert s.t. in a letter. 
Ilukip ring bayinti sa birtdi kard, Enclose
this twenty-peso bill in the birthday card. 

lukluk v 1 [A3; c] go, put into a tight or 
hidden place. Sawang naglukluk sa kakug
nan, A snake lurking in the grass. Ilukluk 
ang kwarta sa sikritu, Put the· money into 
your watch pocket. 2 [A; c] .get s.o. into a 
job (siang). Ang uyuan niyang kungrisman 
mauy naglukluk niya sa Kustum, His uncle .who is a Congressman got ·him into the 
Customs. a put in such a way that it is hid
den or not easy to get at. Lukluk kaayung.pagkabutang sa tutbras sa ilawum sa bag, . 
The toothbrush was put way in the bottom 
of the bag. 

lukmay v 1 [AB12; a12] for feelings to be
come or be made soft such that a person is 
persuaded. Ang iyang tingug mulukmay sa 
labing tig-a nga kasingkasing, Her voice will 
soften the hardest of hearts. Nagkalukmay
ang iyang balatian sa tantu namung binang
yu, Our imploring is gradually softening his 
feelings. 2 [B126N; cl] be dejected. Nan
lukmay si Maryu pagkabibawung nabag-
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bung siya sa burd, Mario was dejected when 
he learned he had failed the board exam. a 
having a dejected look. ma-un a having the 
quality of softening or soothing feelings. 

lukmuy a having a crestfallen, dejected look 
on the face. v [B 1 26; c 1) get a dejected, 
crestfallen look on the face. Malukmuy gi
yud si Nardu ug makabibawu siyang nabag
bung sa burd, Nardo will surely be crestfall
en when he learns that he flunked the 
board examination. 

luksu v 1 [A; a} jump. Miluksu ang ungguy 
sa kalipay, The monkey jumped up and 
down \Yith joy. Luksu(! lag kanal kay way 
latayan, Just jump over the ditch because 
there is no span. Bintanang iyang giluksuan, 
The window he jumped down from. 2 [A2]
skip a grade in school. Miluksu kana siyag 
gradu mau nga naapsan ku niya, He skipped 
a grade in school so he has caught up with 
me now. n distance or height jumped. hi-/ 
ha-v [B1256] jump involuntarily. Nabaluk
su siya sa kakurat, He jumped involuntarily 
when he was startled. 

luktun n young of a locust. 
luku a stupid in action. Luku. Nganung mi
tug-an man ka nga wa ka pangutan-a? You 
fool! Why did you let on when nobody 
even asked you? v [AN2; a2] make a fool 
of s.o. Ilara tits. Lukuba si Lula mu, Don't 
try to fool me, buddy. Fool your grand
mother. - diamur a gone crazy because of 
love. v [B12) go crazy from love. Naluku 
diamur ang ulitawu sukad bulagi sa iyang 
tratu, The young man went crazy after his 
girl friend left him. lukuluku a somewhat 
stupid or foolish. kalukuhan n foolish do
ings. maN-r-(➔) n one who makes a fool of 
people.

luku v 1 [B6 ; cl) be curled up. Iluku.(lukua) 
imung lawas arun masud ka sa baril, Curl 
your body up so you cari get into the barrel. 
la loaf in bed. Bisag taas na ang adlaw nag
luku lang gihapun siya, The sun is high in 
the sky, but he is still lying around on bed. 2 
[B1256] fall down in a curled up position. 
Naluku (nabiluku) siya sa kanal human ku 
patiri, He fell curled up in the ditch after I 
kicked him.!(➔) n piece of cloth formed in-
to a ring used as a cushion when carrying a 
load on the head. v [A; b] place a cushion!· of coiled cloth on the head. Kinabanglang 
magluku ka ug duna kay lukdubun, yOU

should put a cushion on your head when 
you carry a load on it. lukuluku n inside of
the knee joints. 

lukub
1 

v [A; b] 1 close and lock. Grabi sad 
nimung nakalukub sa pwirta di na man ma-

abli, You sure bolted the door hard. I can't 
get it open. 2 enclose s. t. in an area or by 
putting s.t. over it. Pagsigig bilak kay luk
ban ta ka sa kasilyas, Go on, keep crying
and I'll lock .you in the bathroom. Lukbi 
ang kan-un arun di tugdunan sa langaw, 
Cover the rice so the flies won't get on it. 
Gilukban ang lagwirtag paril, The garden 
was enclosed inside a wall. n 1 shutter. 2 
cover. 3 space enclosed. Tua si Mama sa lu
kub sa kwartu, Mother is inside the room. 
4 k.o. fish corral for impounding fish in a 
receding tide. 

lukub2 n k.o. chisel with a curved (concave
convex) cutting edge. Ang lukub mauy ga
mitun sa pagkulit, The curved chisel is used 
for carving. 

lukub v 1 [Al; b6(1)) wrap up in s.t. flat. 
Naglukub ku sa babul kay gitugnaw ku, l 
wrapped myself up in a blanket because I 
felt cold. 2 [A; b] for an atmospheric con
dition to engulf an area. M ilukub ang ka
ngitngit sa kalibutan, Darkness engulfed the 
world. 

lukublukub n k.o. starfish with poisonous .spines. 
tukud = KULUKUo. 
lukun n k.o. large shrimp with short and 
small claws. 

lukun v [AB456; a12] coil up, coil s.t up, 
usually in several coils. Naglukun siyag nuug 
arun bimuung lukun paglukdu niya sa ka
bun, He rolled a piece of cloth into a coil to 
cushion the box he was carrying on his 
head. Dunay sawa nga naglukun sa tugka
ran, There is a large snake coiled up in the 
yard. Lukuna ang bus ug bipusa, Coil the 
hose and put it away. (➔) n 1 s.t. coiled. 2 
piece of coiled cloth used as a cushion for 
carrying a load on tpe head. - sa bulak n 
wreath. -an n inside of the knees. lukunlu
kun = -AN. 

lukung v [A; a12] make a coil, form a circle 
from s. t stiff. Naglukung kug alambring gi
bimung ring, I coiled a piece of wire to 
make into a basketball ring. Lukunga ang 
alambri ug isang-at, Coil the wire and hang 
it up. ( ➔) n s. t. coiled. - sa bulak n wreath. 
lukunglukung n inside of the knees. 

lukup v 1 [AB2; a12] do s.t. to the entire 
area of s.t.Mulukup sa kug suruy sa syudad, 
I will wander all over the city. Di kang ka
lukup ug tanum sa lapad nryang yuta, yOU 

can't plant every inch of his vast lands. Nag
kalukup na sa lungsud ang pist� The epi
demic is spreading all over the town. Luk
pag silbig ang sawug, Sweep the entire floor. 
2 [B1256; a12] do s.t to each and every 
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one or thing. Nalukup kug pangutana ba
hin nimu, I asked just about everybody 
where to find you. 3 [B12) be up to the 
ears in debt. Nalukup na kining atung balbi
bu sa utang, We're up to the ears in debt 
(lit. every single hair of our body is in debt). 
lukuplukup v [A12; a12] go over almost
the entire area of s. t. Nalukuplukup na ni
yag suruy ang mga dagkung syudad sa Ami
rika, He has gone to almost all the big cities 
in America. 

lukut v [A2; b6] leave a mark or cut into 
the hesh. Milukut ang patiyan sa kabayu, 
The bellyband cut into the horse's flesh. 
Naluktan ang iyang kamut sa gapus, The
bonds left a mark on his arms. 

lukut2 n edible excretion from a k.o. sea cu
cumber called dungsul, similar in appear
ance to bean threads, but green, tightly 
curled up.

lukut v 1 [AB; ac6] roll up, cause s.t. to do 
so. Mulukut ang dabun inigkalaya, The leaf 
will roll up when it is withered. Lukuta ang 
banig inigmata nimu, Roll up the mat when 
you wake up. Ilukut ang panaptun sa ka
buy, Wrap the cloth around the wood. la
- sa banig v [A; cl] for political protegees 
to vacate a position when their political 
party loses. 2 [ B 126] for the body to get
rolled over by some force. Nalukut siya u
ban sa bawud, He rolled with the waves. 3 
[B126) be beaten badly in a contest. Nalu
kut si Sirbing sa miaging iliksiyun, Serging
was crushed during the last election. paN-,
panga-, lukutlukut v [A3] for dirt on the 
body to come off in rolls when scrubbed or ' ,rubbed A, nangalukut (naglukutlukut, nan-
lukut) man Jang agis iy�ng tagiptip nga gilu
gud, My! How the dirt on his body comes
off in rolls when you rub it! 

Iola (not without /) title for grandmother or 
any woman old enough t� be one's grand
mother. v [A; al 2) call s.o. lula. 

lulan v [A; c] board, put on a vehicle. Ilulan
ang bata sa bisiklita, Put the child on the 
bicycle. n s.o. or s.t. aboard a vehicle. 

lulaw v [B] wake up late, stay in bed long. 
Nganung!naglulaw ka man, nag-unsa ka man 
gabii? Why are you staying in bed long this 
morning? What did you do last night? 

lulhu v [AN; cl] roll up sleeves or pants.
Makig-away siguru siya kay nanglulbu man, 
He must be preparing to fight because he is 
rolling up his sleeves. Lulbua (ilulbu) imung 
karsunis iniglabang natu sa suba, Roll up
your pants when we cross the stream. 

lulid n crippled due to a deformity or under
development of the legs. v [B126) become a 

cripple. Nalulid siya kay gitakbuyag pulyu, 
He was crippled after his bout with polio.

lulinghayaw v [A; c ]  take a trip, go out for 
leisure. Ilulingbayaw naku siya sa Hung
kung, I'll take her on a tour to Hongkong. 
n leisure. 

lulipap n lollipop.
lulu (not without l) title for grandfather or 
any other man old enough to be one's 
grandfather with whom one is close. v [A;
al2] call s.o. grandpa. 

lulu v 1 [A; abc] masturbate. Di na muutug 
bisan pag luluun, I can't get an erection, 
even if I masturbate. Ug di ka kaiyut niya 
lului na lang, If you can't have her, just
think of her while you abuse yourself (lit. 
masturbate for her). /lulu na lang ang imung 
kabigal, Just masturbate your craving away. 
2 [A13; a12] use equipment improperly. 
Kinsa na puy naglulu aning makinilyang na
guba na man pud? Who has been abusing 
my typewriter? It's broken again. Hala, lu
lua arun makailis ka, Go on abuse it so you 
can buy me a new one. n 1 penis (coarse). 2 
- mu expression of disgust at a person. Lu
lu nimu, ingun kag mukuyug ka, wa man la
gi, You SOB. You said you were coming 
along, but you didn't. Diyis sa lulu mu! 
Hain may kwartabun ta run, Hell, if I'll give
you a dime. Where am I going to get the 
money from! 3 expression of disgust in 
general. Lulu! Pirmi lang patay way bari, 
Shit! It's always tails, never heads! 

lulut a tender eyes or looks. Lulut nga mata 
sa inaban, A mother's tender eyes. v [ b8] 
for s.o. to be tenderly loved. Nalulutan gi
yud ning bataa sa mga ginikanan kay bug
tung, The parents love this child dearly be
cause he's an only child. 

luluy a sleepy, dull eyes. v [A23B; b6] for 
the eyes to become drooping or, dull Mulu

, Luy (maluluy) giyud ang mata ug way tug, 
Your eyes will start to droop if you have 
gone without sleep. 

luma v 1 [A23 ;  b(l)] for a liquid to seep 
through s. t. and stain it. M iluma ang dugu
sa bindabi, Blood seeped through the band
age and stained it. Gilum-an nag buling ang 
kwilyu, Dirt has stained the collar where
sweat seeped into the cloth. 2 [b6] leave a 
mark. M iluma ang banig sa imung nawung, 
The mat you were lying on has left marks
on your face. n 1 stain or dirt carried by
liquid. 2 mark. pa- v [A; b6(1)] trace on 
s. t. to reproduce a copy. Mupaluma ku sa 
imung druwing, I'll trace your drawing. 

liuna v [B 126] be overshadowed by s. t. else, 
put into the background (used by speakers 
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influenced by Tagalog). Maluma nang pulu 
nimug isul-ub ku tung akung mabalun, Your 
sport shirt will be relegated to the back
ground if I wear my expensive one. 

lumad v [A2; b(l)] stay, stick long on. Mu
lumad kaba ku nianang trababua kun di pa 
maayu ug subul? Would I stick to that job 
if the pay wasn't good? (➔) n native, natu
ral-born citizen. -nun n of native origin, 
make, or quality. Lumadnun nga sayaw, 
Native dance. 

lumag v 1 [B 3 (1); b6] for dirt, color to come 
off s.t. soaked in water. Mulumag (malumag) 
ang buling ug rmung ibumul usa ang mga 
bulingun, Some of the dirt will come out if 
the clothes are soaked in water. Naglumag
ug kulur ubi ang itum sinina, The black 
dress exuded violet color on the water. 2 
[B3] for the results of bad behavior to 
come out. Milumag na ang pagsigig suruy, 
mimabdus na siya, Now her habits of going 
out have born fruit: she got pregnant. n col
ored juice that is squeezed out from s.t. 
that fades. 

*lumaluma pa- v [A3] undertake to do s.t. 
one is incapable of doing. Ayawg palumalu
mag ayu sa radiyu kay musamut binuun 
nag kadaut, Don't take it on yourself to try 
and fix the radio, It'll just get worse. palu
malumahun, mapalumalumahun a daring to 
take on s.t. which one may not be capable 
of doing. 

lumat n 1 tubers left accidentally in the 
ground after the harvest which sprout again. 
2 trait that is inherited in a family. 3 highly 
contagious skin eruptions or lesions on the 
soles of the feet which occur after an erup
tion of yaws (tabukaw). The lumat are 
roundish with small fleshy protuberances 
and continually emit watery pus. v 1 [A2; 
b6] for tubers left in the ground by acci- · 
dent to sprout. Mulumat ra gibapun ang 
mga unud sa ubing wa natu' makit-i, The 
yams we failed to find will sprout again. 2 
[A; b] for a certain trait to be inherited. 
Basta kaliwat ug buang mulumat giyud, If 
insanity runs in the family, it will sooner or 
later show in the children. Kinsa may gilu
matan niining iyang batasang ngil-ad? Who 
does she take after with her bad behavior? 
3 [A; b4] for a bad character trait in a pe� 
son to make its appearance. Mulumat giyud 
ang iyang pagkamalditu kun makainum, His 
mischievous ways come out when he takes 
a drink. 4 [a4b4] get lumat. Gilumat (gilu
matan) si Markus, Marcos has lumat. 

lumawig see LAWIG. 
lumay n a magical love potion used to cause 

s.o. to be irresistibly drawn to the user. v 1 
[A; b5] use a love potion on s.o. Kinsa guy
mulumay anang bumuk ug ilung, No need 
to use a love potion on her when she is so 
easy to conquer. 2 [A; al] draw s.o. irresist
ibly with an attractive quality. Ang iyang 
kabuutan mauy naglumay naku ngadtu ni
ya, Her good attributes made me irresistibly 
attracted to her. -an, -an(f-) a having a 
lumay.

•tu.may ma· a slow and effemininate in 
speech. Malumay kaayung musulti na si 
Lusyu kay bayutun man gud, Lucio speaks 
slow like a girl because he is effeminate. 

lumba v 1 [A2C; ac3] race, have a race. 
Lumbaun natu. Ang mangikug muy mu
bangka, Let's race it out. The one who is 
last will pay. Lumbaun natu ang atung baki, 
Let's have our frogs race. 2 [b8] outrace. 
Hilumbaan ku niyag kaligu kay wa siya ma
nabun, He beat me bathing because he 
didn't soap himself. 3 [C23] outdo each 
other, as if to see who can do it the more. 
Naglumba ug katulug, They are sleeping as 
if they were trying to outdo each other. 
Naglumba ug isturyag bambug, Outdo each 
other in telling tall stories. n race. -anay v 
(C; c3] race with each other. Naglumbaa
nay ang mga balud sa lapyaban, The waves 
are racing against each other to the shore. 
ka- n one's opponent in a race. -anan n race
track. 

lumbaglumbag v (ASP] writhe, twist in pain. 
Naglumbaglumbag siya. sa kasakit sa ryang 
tiyan, He writhed in pain with his stomach
ache. 

lumbagu n lumbago, a rheumatic pain in the 
joints of the lumbar region.

lumban n turban shells, k.o. edible univalve. 
mata ug - the operculum of turban shells 
(which resembles an eye). 

lumbang n large forest tree, cultivated for its 
fruit, the seed of which yields an oil similar 
to linseed oil: Aleurites moluccana. 

lumbay n 1 row o.r column of units. 2 k.o..
tic-tac-toe game for two players. A square 
w-ith nine dots (three on each side, one in 
the middle) is drawn and the players take 
turns putting down their stones on the dots. 
Whoever gets a row of three stones, wins. v 
1 [A; ac] queue up, fall in line facing in the 
direction of the line; do, put in. a row. Nag
lumbay ang dagbang pumapalit ug prank� 
yu, Lots of people were queuing up to buy 
stamps. Naglumbay srya sa mga pyisa, He is 
lining up the spare parts. Lumbaya ang pag
tanum sa bumay, Plant the rice in rows. 1-
lumbay ning silya sa unang lumbay, Put this 
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chair in the first row. 2 [AC) play lumbay. 
-an(➔) n a board for playing lumbay. 

lumbiya n sago palm, the trunk of which is 
used to starch and the leaves for roofing: 
Metroxylon sagus. 

lumbuy = LUNGBUY.
lumi n dish of long Chinese noodles, usually 
served in broth. 

lumi n crease, fold, wrinkles. v [A; a] get
to be all wrinkled, creased. Ayawg lu
mia nang bag-ung inutaw, Don't wrinkle 
your newly ironed shirt. -un a wrinkled,
creased.

lumid v 1 [A; c] wallow or roll in mud, 
flour, etc. Ang babuy mulumid sa lapuk, 
Pigs roll in the mud. Ilumid ang piniritung 
saging sa asukar, Roll the fried bananas in 
the sugar. 2 [B4S6] roll in sin, vice. Naglu
mid sa sala ang mga babaying nagbaligya sa 
ilang dungug, Women who sell their reputa
tion are wallowing in sin. 

luminarya n numerous lighted candles placed 
along the streets during religious proces
sions or in the church during services. v [A; · 
b] light candles for a religious procession 
or church service. 

turning a tender, soft voice or way of speak
ing. v [B2; b6] for the voice to become soft 
and tender. Muluming dayun iyang tingug
ug ikasulti ang uyab, Her voice suddenly 
becomes tender when she speaks with her 
boy friend.

lumiru = NUMIRU.
lum-it n crease, wrinkle. Ang lum-it sa karsu
nis nabiwi, The crease in the trousers came 
out crooked. v [AB126; al] crease, get 
creased Ayawg lum-ita ang bag-ung pina
lansa nrmung sayal, Don't crease your skirt. 
You just ironed it. a creased. 

lumlum v 1 [A; h(l)] sit on eggs. Wa pa ma
pisu ang gilumlumang itlug, The eggs the 
hen was brooding have not hatched yet. la 
[b] sit on papers which need processing or 
attention. Kadtung aplikisiyun nrmu sa lun 
gilumluman Lang, They are just sitting on 
your application for a loan. 2 [A 13] stay 
inside s.t. Dugay na siyang lumlum sa ila 
kay maulaw nga mupaktta, He stayed coop
ed up in his house for a long time because 
he was ashamed to show himself. 2a [A13) 
for feelings to be in the breast. Ang kasina 
nga naglumlum sa iyang dugban, Envious
ness that is stored up in her heart, Naglum
lum sa dugban niKaluy ang kamingaw kavg 
Plura, Caloy feels loneliness for Flora. 

lumpag v [AB12; a] 1 crumble down; cause 
s.t. to do so. N agkalumpag na ang paril, The 

wall is crumbling. Hilumpagan ku sa kina
madang lata, The cans that were stacked up 
neatly came tumbling down on me. 2 bring 
to a downfall. Ayawg lumpaga ang iyang 
mga damgu, Do not destroy her hopes. 
Lumpagun natu ang gabum sa impiryalis
mu, We shall overcome the power of impe
rialism.

lumpanug v [A23; b6] flee suddenly and 
rapidly to a far place. Milumpanug lagi pag
kakita sa akung pistula, He sure got out of 
there fast when he saw my gun. Layu ang 
gilumpanugan sa akung hunabuna samtang 
naminaw sa diskursu, My mind wandered 
as I was listening to the speech. 

lumpat v [A2] bounce up suddenly. M·ilum
pat akung kasingkasing sa kabikurat, My
heart leaped in sudden surprise. lumpatlum
pat v [A; b6] bounce up and down. Nag
lumpatlumpat ang dyfp sa batsibun nga da
lan, The jeep was bouncing up and down 
on the bumpy road. 

lumpayat v 1 [A 13 ; b6) jump vigorously up 
and down. Nganung naglumpayat man ang 
mga bata sa katri? Why are the children 
jumping up and down vigorously on the 
bed? 2 [A; c] jump up and down to get 
free, tug against s. t. that restricts move
ment. M ilumpayat ang ungguy sa balwa 
pagkakita sa saging, The monkey jumped 
up and down in the cage upon seeing the 
banana. Naglumpayat ang iru sa buktanan 
pagkakita sa iring, The dog jumped up an_d
down tugging against his leash upon seeing 
the cat. 

lumpi, lumping a dented, having a dent. v [A 
3P; a] dent. Ayawg lumpinga ang taru nga 
igbabaligya, Don't dent the kerosene can 
we're planning to sell. Lumpingi ang kilid 
sa lata, Make a dent i� the side of the can. 
n dent.

lumpiya n egg roll, a dish consisting of a thin 
pancake filled with sauteed meat and vege
tables. - nga prisku an egg roll with the 
pancake soft and pliant. - nga pritu an egg 
roll with the pancake fried crisp. v [A; ac] 
have, make egg rolls.

lumpu v [ B 126 ; a4] feel tired and sleepy af
ter taking a swim. Gilumpu (nalumpu) ang 
bata human maligu, The child felt tired and 
sleepy after taking a swim. 

lumpu a lame; cripple. Di' siya makqlakaw 
kay lumpu, · He can't walk because he is 
lame. v [B12� bS) be, become lame. 

lumpung v [AC3; a] 1 for s.t. concave to fit 
or be made to fit snugly in s.t. else convex. 
Lumpunga ang mga basu arun sayun dad-
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un, Put the glasses inside of one another to 
make them easy to carry. Ilumpung ning ba
suraban sa lain, Put this trash can on top of 
the other. 2 for two or more things to be or 
to take place at the same time when they
should not be overlapping. Lisud nang mag
/umpung atung uyab kay gastu, It's hard to 
have several girl friends at the same time 
because it's expensive. Bisag lumpungun 
mung duha, kaya gihapun mu naku, Even if 
it's two against one,I can still beat you. 

lumput n home-woven cloth of a checkered 
design and with a plain weave. v [A 13] 
wear clothing of this weave. 

lumu a tender, gentle in personality. Lumu 
nga kasingkasing ni Hisus, Jesus' tender 
heart. v [B2; b6] become gentle, tender. 
Nagkalumu iyang tingug samtang nagkabug
naw ang iyang kasuku, His voice got gentler 
as his anger cooled off.!(�) n tenderloin cut 
of meat. ma- = LUMU, a. 

lumu V [A; al]  crush s.t. out of shape with
out breaking it. Nalumu ang munyikang a
kung natumban, The plastic doll that I step
ped on got crushed out of shape. Ayaw lu
mua nang lata kay akung gamttun, Don't 
crush that can because I'm going to use it. 

lumud n k.o. porpoise. 
lumud v [A2C; cl] 1 be together with s.o. 
in a place designed for one. Naglumud si
lang tulu sa gamayng katri, The three of 
them slept together in a small bed. 2 stay 
with s.o. in the same house. Nakalumud ku
nila ug unum ka bulan, I have lived with 
them for six months. 

lumuk a for the hair to be oily after oil has 
�een applied to it v [B; a] be, become oily. 
Akung lumukun imung buhuk sa hisu kay 
akung hingut-an, I'll put lots of hair oil in 
your hair to get rid of the lice. 

lumun v 1 [AC; c] live, keep together. Milu
mun ang batang ilu sa iyang tiyit, The or
phaned child went to live with his uncle. 
Naglumun sila bisag wa pa makasal, They
lived together even though they weren't 
married. Ayg ilumun ang dunut nga mangga 
sa mga maayu, Don't put the rotten man
goes together with the good ones. 2 [A; al  
2) crumple or roll up a piece of cloth into 
a ball. Naglumun siyag nuug iyang gihimung 
tutuytutuy, She made a ball out of the 
cloth to make a false breast. 

lumung v [Al 3; b6] for water to collect and 
form a pool Naglumung ang tubig sa tugka
ran kay way kagwaan, The water formed a 
pool in the front yard because there was no 
way for it to exit. 

lumus
1 

v 1 [AB16; bl ]  drown, get drowned 

Naglumus siya kay nadispiradu, She drown
ed herself because she got frustrated in love. 
Gidaghanun sa tuba nga makalumus (maka
palumus), Enough toddy to drown you. 
Lumsan tikaw sa suba, animala ka, I'll 
drown you in the river, you beast! Subang
nalumsan niya, The river he drowned in. l a  
- sa sabaw v [B1256] disappear into thin 
air (usually said of a father deserting a fam
ily). l\Jalumus sa sabaw ang amaban niining
bataa, The father of this child disappeared 
into thin air. 2 [B 1256] for an engine to get 
flooded with fuel. Di muandar ang makina 
kay nalumus, The engine won't start be
cause it's flooded. 3 [B126] suffocate, 
choke in an embrace. Hapit ku malumus sa 
iyang gakus, I almost suffocated to death in 
her embrace. 4 [A2; b(l)] overwhelm with 
feelings. Kaguul nga milumus sa kasingka
sing, A heart drowned in grief. 

lumus2 = UNG-UNG, nl. 
lumut n general term for lichens or algae of 
the sort that attach themselves. v [b4] 1 be 
covered with moss or seaweed. Gilumutan 
ang lubut sa tangki, The water tank is cover
ed with algae on the bottom. 2 be left idle 
(until moss covers it). Gilumutan na Lang si
ya, daga Zang gibapun, The years have come 
and gone, but she remains single. -un a cov
ered with moss or green seaweeds. lumutlu
mut n tiny lichens which grow on the trunks 
of palms and other trees, or on the sides of 
water containers not cleaned, greenish in 
color. 

lumuy, lumuy a soft and delicate, not rigid
Lumuy (lumuy) ang buktun sa way traba
bu, One who doesn't work has soft arms. 
Lumuy nga tsiku, A soft sapodilla. v 1 [B2;
b6] become soft and delicate, not rigid 2 
[BN26] become momentarily weak on ex
periencing a great emotion. Nalumuy ku 
pagkabati nakung nakadaug ku sa swipstik,
My legs gave way when I heard that I won 
the sweepstakes. (➔) n a breed of pigs that 
easily grows fat, and with soft and thin skin. 
lumyan n variety of jackfruit (nangka) the 
flesh of which is soft, sweet, and juicy with 
no dry pulp. 

lun n lawn. -mawir lawn mower. v [A; a2] lcut the grass with a lawn mower. Nindut 
nag Jun kay a-kung gilunmawir, The lawn 
looks good now because I mowed it 

lun2 n loan money from the bank. v [A; b6] 
loan from the bank. Unsang bangkuba ang 
imung gilunan? What bank did you get 
your loan from? 

-1-un alternant for -unun, added to almost all 
the bases to which - unun is added, usually 
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with no difference in meaning from -unun. 
Kalan-un, Things to eat Palalitun, Things
to buy. 

luna n canvas. Ang tulda binimu sa luna,
The tent is made of canvas. 

luna n vacant place or area; piece of land. 
Duna pay tuna sa yuta nga kabalayan, There
is still space on the land to build a house. 
May Luna pa ha ku sa imung kasingkasing? 
Do I still have a place in your heart? hi-/ha
v [B 12 56] happen to be in a position. hi-/
ha-(�) v (B 12 56] 1 be settled down to a 
place or position. Di ku mubalbin ug ling
kuranan kay nabiluna na ku diri, I won't 

. move to another seat because I am already 
settled here. 2 be at ease, not restless or 
nervous. Wa siya mabiluna nga nagpaabut 
sa nanganak niyang asawa, He couldn't sit 
still waiting for his wife to have her baby. 
pahi-/paha-(�) v [A; c] 1 put oneself or s.t 
in proper or convenient position. M ipabilu
na siyag lingkud una musugud ug kaun, He
seated himself properly before he started to 
eat. lpabilunag maayu ang karga sa bisiklita, 
Put the load on the bicycle securely. 2 ac
commodate s.o. in a good position or job. 
A ng maninuy niyang kunsibal mauy nagpa
hiluna nfya sa sitibul, Her godfather, who 
was a councilor, got her a job in City Hall. 

luna dimiyil n honeymoon. v [A; b6(1)] 
have a honeymoon. 

lunag v [A2] for the results of bad behavior 
to come out. Milunag na giyud ang kalaag 
anang baybana. Gipamabdusan, Now that 
woman's propensity for gadding about has 
borne fruit She got herself pregnant. 

lunang v 1 [A; b6] wallow. Naglunang ang 
gibunu sa kaugalingung dugu, The murder 
victim is wallowing in his own blood. Ang
gilunangan sa kabaw, The place the carabao 
wallows. 2 [A] be in a bad state to an ex
cessive degree. Ang kalibutan nga naglunang 
sa kasal-anan, The world that is wallowing 
in sin. Ang katawban nga naglunang sa kati
mawa, People wallowing in poverty. -an(➔) 
n mud pool for the water buffalo to wallow 
1n.

lunas n k.o. smooth bamboo with a yellow
ish-green trunk: Bambusa vulgaris.

lun-as v [B 12] for plants or flowers to be
come withered, faded, or dried up. Ang kai
nit mauy nakalun-as (nakapalun-as) sa mga 
rusas, The hot sun caused the rose plants to 
wither and dry up. llisi ang mga bulak nga 
nagkalun-as na, Replace those flowers since 
they are withering and fading. 

lunaw v [A; b6] cook chopped sweet pota
toes with water. Maglunaw ku aring kamuti 

para miryinda, I'll boil chopped up sweet 
potatoes for my afternoon snack. n chop
ped, boiled sweet potatoes. -in- = LUNAW, 
n.

lunay v [B2] for pain or illness to subside. 
Mulunay ang suul sa tiyan ug tambalan, The
stomach ache will subside if you take medi
one.

lundag v [B; b] sink to the bottom. Mang
gawas ta sa dipa mulundag ang barku, Let's
go over the side before the boat sinks. 

Lundris!1 n London.
lundris2 = ALUNDRIS .
lunduk1 

v [B345 ; b4/ for the wind to stop 
blowing. Human sa bagyu milunduk ang ba
ngin, The wind stopped blowing after the 
storm. Gilundukan mi sa bangin sa lawud, 
We were becalmed in the middle of the sea. 

lunduk v [AB3(1)6; a2] for things usually 
2soft and having length to fall, settle down 

gathering in a heap; cause them to do so. 
Milunduk (nalunduk) sa salug ang kurtina 
pagkaputul sa bigut, The curtain fell down 
in a heap on the floor when the string snap
ped. Siyay naglunduk sa mga bulingun sa 
suuk, She heaped the dirty clothes in the 
corner. n. k.o. affliction where part of the 
intestine settles down into the scrotum. a
having a large scrotum due to such an af
fliction. 

lunga
1 

n sesame seeds used for tidbit decora
tions or flavoring on sweets: Sesamium 
orientale.

lunga2, lunga v 1 [A2C2 3 ;  b(l)] give up do
ing s.t. which one had been doing with great 
expenditure of effort Wa siya mulungag 
pangita sa nawalang anak, He didn't give up 
in his search for the lost child. Ayaw siya 
lung-i (lungbi) ug sugsug bangtud mubi/ak, 
Don't stop your relentless teasing until she 
cries. 2 [B26] stop from bothering, subside. 
Mulunga Lang ang iyang bubak kun mutu
mar siyag tambal, Her asthma attacks do 
not stop until she takes her medicine. a not
persisting in one's work, working off and 
on. -an(�) = LUNGA, a.

lungab n cave, pit, or any large hole in the 
ground. v [AB12; b] dig a cave or pit, be
come one.

lungag v [A; b] dig, bore a hole. Maglungag 
kug para kumpus pit, I will dig a hole for a 
compost pit. Nalungag ang atup nga nabul
gan sa lubi, The roof got a hole in it after a 
coconut fell through it. Lungagi ang lata sa 
litsi, Punch a hole in the milk can. ( ➔) n 1
hole. Lungag sa dagum, Eye of a needle. 
Lungag sa ilung, Nostrils. 2 vagina (euphe
mism). 
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lung-agv [A; a] boil rice or any carbohydrate 
until the product is cooked and dry. Lung
aga nang saging bilaw para pamabaw, Cook 
the green bananas for breakfast. -in- n 1 sta
ple being cooked. Sigaig linung-ag, Turn up 
the fire under the rice. 2 cereals or carbohy
drates prepared by boiling, as opposed to 
any other way. L inung-ag saging palita a
yaw nang minantikaan, Buy the cooked ba
nanas, not the fried ones. 

lungas a 1 given to much playing and moving
around. 2 for females to be lacking in mod
esty and proper restraint. v 1 [ B ;  b6] move, 
play around vigorously. Ayaw mu palabig 
lungas kay mangadagma unya mu, Don't 
keep running about; you might stumble and 
fall. Magkalungas giyud ang bata samtang 
magtubu, A child gets to be terribly active 
as it grows bigger. 2 [B12; b6] for females 
to become wanting in modesty and proper
restraint. Nalungas ilang anak kay nagpu
nayg kuyugkuyug anang bustis, Their daugh
ter started to be immodest in her behavior 
because of her association with that hostess. 

lungay a 1 drooping, hanging loosely. Ang
puya lungay ug liug, A very young baby 
can't hold its head up. 2 unable to stand or 
flex physically defective muscles, as if with
out bones. Ang lungay nga bata nagsigi lag 
bigda kay di man makabangun, A crippled
child lies in bed all his life for he cannot get 
up. v 1 [B] droop, hang in a drooping way. 
Nalungay na ang akung ulu sa kakatulugun, 
My head is drooping from sleepiness. Nag
kalungay na ang sanga nga nabug-atan sa bu
nga, The branch is drooping down more 
and more because it is so laden with fruit. 
2 (81261 turn out to have the defect of
lungay, a2. 

lungbuy n 1 small tree with elliptic leathery 
leaves 6-12 cm., bearing clusters of juicy,
oval fruit, dark purple, 1 . 5-2 cm. long: Sy
zygium cumini. 2 the blunt-nosed lead of 
small-arm bullets which resemble lungbuy
fruits (slang). -in- having the color of lung
buy. lapis -in- indelible pencil. -un a of the 
color of lungbuy.

lungdistans n 1 long-distance call. 2 long
distance passenger bus or trip. Magsakit a
kung likud ug byabing lungdistans, My back 
aches when I take long-distance trips. 3 long
distance shooting in basketball. Maayu si
yang musiyat bisag lungdistans, .He is good 
even in long-distance shots. v 1 [A; c6] call 
by long-distance. 2 [A; c6] make a long
shot in basketball. 3 [A; al 2] masturbate 
(from the notion that one is getting sexual 
gratification thinking of s.o. not present). 

Gilungdistans niya si Mariya nga naligu, He 
masturbated thinking of Maria taking a bath. 

lunggu V [A; b] dec�pitate. Gilungguan sa 
mga magabat ang misiyuniru, The head
hunters beheaded the missionary. 

lunggub v [A; a2] grab, wrest s.t. away from 
s.o. Ayawg lungguba ning ritratu kay nag
tan-aw pa ku, Don't grab the picture away 
because I am still looking at it. 

lunggung v 1 [A3P; cl] keep inside, impris-
1 ,on, lock up. Dagbang trababung milung-

gung naku sa upisina, Lots of work kept me 
imprisoned in the office. Lunggunga (ilung
gung) ang mga babuy sa alad, Lock the pigs 
up in a pen. 2 [A; cl] shake a container in 
the hand to shuffle things up. Lunggunga
(ilunggung) una sa kamut ang dayis una iit
sa, Shake the dice in your hand before you 
throw them. 3 [AC; b(l)] bet on dice 
thrown from a container. The one who bets 
on the number which comes out wins. n 
game of dice of this sort. -an(➔) n the con
tainer in which the dice are shaken. 

lunggung2 v [AN; a12] cheat to gain. Gi
lunggung ku sa tindirang migamit ug ganta
ngang way ariyus, I w:ls gypped by the ven
dor because she used uncertified measures. 
Gilunggung ku nimu kay di kung kamaung 
mupukir, You cheated me because I don't 
know how to play poker. 

lungi v [A; a] wrench s.t. off to detach it. 
Kinsay galungi sa buktun sa munyika? Who 
wrenched the arm off the doll? Lungia
nang usa ka dawin saging, Get·me a banana 
from the bunch. 

lungib n cave. v [82; b6] form a cave or hole 
in the side of a slope. Nalungib ang kilid sa 
bungtud nga gikwari, The side of the moun
tain that was quarried formed a cave. 

lungis v [A; a] wrench off, twist s.t. off its 
attachment. Mulungis kug usa ka dawin sa 
imung saging, I'll take a banana from your 
bunch. 

lungkab v [A; al} break s.t. open by prying 
so as to get into it. Kawatan ang naglung
kab sa amung baul, A robber broke our 
trunk open. Lungkaba ang kandadug way 
yawi, Pry the lock open if there is no key. 

lungkaub n thumping sound. Ang lungkaub 
sa mga tunub, The thumping sound of foot
falls. v 1 [A] make a thumping sound. Nag
lungkaub ang mga balud nga m ibasmag sa 
mga batu, The waves beat against the stone 
with a thudding sound. 2 [A13} throb vig
orously in the depths of one's feelings. Ang
kayugut nga naglungkaub sa iyang dugban, 
Anger that is raging in his heart. -in-, -in-(�) 
n heavy sound of thumping. 
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Iungki a limping, partially disabled in the leg, 
usually permanently. v [B16; cl] walk with 
a limp. Naayu tuud siya sa pulyu apan na
lungkt giyud intawun, He recovered from 
his polio, but now he walks with a iimp.

lunglayin n longline fishing. 
lungnik n fifth of liquor. v 1 [B256) be a
fifth full. Hapit mulungnik (malungnik) ang 
pisu nga idibul nga iyang gipalit, He bought
a peso's worth of cooking oil which nearly 
filled a fifth. 2 [ c 1) make it a fifth of li
quor. Lungnikun (ilungnik) na Lang kay dag
ban man tang manginum, Let us buy a fifth 
because a lot of us are going to drink. 

lungnus n long-nosed pliers. 
lungpli n 1 long-playing record. 2 lengthy
monologue in a conversation. v [cl] rec_ord 
s.t. on a long-playing record. Lungplihun
(ilungpli) ug diritsu ang imung unang plaka, 
Make your first recording a long-playingrecord. 

Iungslib n long-sleeved shirt. v [A; cl] wear, 
make into a long-sleeved shirt. 

lungsud n 1 town. 2 citizenry. Tunug na sa 
tibuuk lungsud nga gipaangkan siya, It has 
been bruited about town that she has had a 
child out of marriage. hiring - n the elec
torate, sovereign people. kalungsuran n 
towns. lungsuranun n local citizen. katagi
n one from the same town. •nun a 1 per
taining to s.t. civic. Katungdanang lungsud
nun sa matag lungsuranun, Civic duty of
each citizen; 2 pertaining to the town or 
municipality. Mamahanding lungsudnun, 
Municipal treasurer. maki-, maki-nun a civ
ic-minded. 

lungtad v [A2; b(l)] 1 last for a period of 
time. Makalungtad ug dugay ang isda ug ay
san, Fish will last long if you put them on 
ice. Wa lungtari ug tris diyas ang akung pu
asa, My fast didn't last for three days. 2
stay with, at s.t. for a long time. Di mu 
lungtaran ug mid anang inyung taras, No
maid will stay long with you, the way you 
act. pa- v [A; cl] make, cause to last. Ayaw
palungtara (ipalungtad) ug du.gay inyung 
dumut, Don't allow your desire for ven
geance to last long. malungtarun a durable. 

lung tibul n wedding, with reference to the 
banquet (colloquial). Anus-a man ang lung
tibul? When are you_ getting hitched? v [A
13] get married. 

lungulungu v [B46; cl] for one's head to 
sway or shake uncontrollably as when 
drunk or in old age. Naglungulungu na siya 
sa katigulang, His head tremors due to old 
age.

lungun n coffin. v [cl] bury in a coffin, as 

opposed to other modes of burial. 
lungutlungut v [B1456; b3]  be restless, mov
ing about and talking in anger, exasperation, 
impatience to do s.t. Naglungutlungut si
yang makaapil sa bangga, He was restless in 
his impatience to take part in the contest. 
Ang gisibat niyang alkansiya mauy iyang gi
lungu tlungutan, She rushed about in anger 
on account of her piggy bank which got 
stolen. 

lunhat v [B126; a2b3] have a relapse, most 
often said of sprains or fractures or illness 
thought to be derived from them. Nalunhat 
iyang piang kay nagpunay siyag lungas, His
sprain came back because he kept movingaround. 

lunhaw a 1 for growing things, not fruit, to 
be green. Lunbaw nga sibsibanan, Green
pastures. 2 recent, young. Sa lunhawng ki
nabuhi sa kabatan-un wa pa niya masinati 
ang kapakyasan, He was a callow youth, 
and had never experienced failure. v 1 [B2;
b6] for growing things to be green and 
fresh. Mulunhaw (malunhaw) ug balik ang 
sagbut inig-abut sa ting-ulan, The grass will 
become green again when the rains return. 
2 [a12] bring back s.t. to make it recent, 
young again. Tam-is lunhawun ang malipa
yun tang ·kabatan-1.1n, It's nice to reminisce 
on our happy childhood. 

Lunis1 n Monday. v see BIRNIS. pa-(➔) n
work bee done on a Monday. v [A; b6] 
hold a work bee on a Monday. Palunisi lang 
nang pagtukud sa taytayan, Have the bridge 
built by a Monday work bee. 

1unis2 n odd number. 
lunit v [A; alb2] tweak the ears. Hingluni
tan si Marta sa maistra kay nagtabi, The
teacher tweaked Martha's ears because she 
was talking. n action of tweaking. 

Iunlun a all of one kind, no mixture. Ang ki
nabuhi di lunlun kalipay, Life is not all hap
piness. v 1 [Al; c16] have all in one kind, 
no mixture. Sagulig pinagud mais ang tabli
ya, ayawg ilunlun (lunluna) nga kakaw, Mix 
some roasted corn in the chocolate tablet, 
don't make it pure cacao. 2 [A12C; b] be 
all together in a place. Di ta makalunlun ug
lingkud sa pikas lingkuranan kay kulag ba
ngin ang ligid, We can't all stay on one side 
because the tire lacks air. Di ta maglunlun 
dinhis pikas kay malunud unya ta, Let's not 
huddle on one side of the boat because it
might capsize. 

lunsay a 1 pure, unadulterated. Lunsay nga 
gatas sa baka, Pure cow's milk. Lunsayng
kaputli nga wa pa kamansahi sa kasinatian, 
Unadulterated innocence that has not been 

http:kabatan-1.1n
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polluted by experience. 2 simple, peaceful
in way or outlook. Lunsay kaayu ang kina
buhing banikanhun, Farm life is very simple 
and peaceful. v [Bl; cl] be simple or peace
ful in ways or outlook. Ang maglunsay sa 
kinabanglan dili magapus sa utang, One who 
is simple with his needs won't get himself 
engulfed in debt. Malunsayang atung!pamu
yu ug mubrya ka sa sugal, Our life would 
get peaceful once you stop your gambling. 

lunsing n k.o. very small, yellow banana, par
ticularly delicious and sweet, but not com
mercially grown. 

lunsud = LUNGSUD. 
luntad = LUNGTAD. 
luntalunta v [A; cl] leap up and down in 
joy or to get free. Miluntalunta ang kabayu 
sa pagkakita sa bayi, The horse struggled to 
get free when it saw the mare. Mahugnu ang 
lantay ug inyung luntaluntahan, The bam
boo bed will collapse if you jump up and 
down on it. 

luntud v [AC; ac] for two things of about 
the same size to lie atop one another, cause 
them to do so. Di ka makaluntud ug libru 
sa Bibliya, You can't put a book on top of 
the Bible. Nagluntud silag higda sa gip-ut 
kaayung bangku, They lay on top of one 
another on the narrow bench. Luntura nang 
duba ka malita, Put those two suitcases on 
top of one another. luntudluntud v [AC23;
cl] pile up, be piled up. Nagluntudluntud 
ang mga saku sa bugas, Sacks of rice are 
piled up. 

lunu v [A3 N; b6] for an animal to shed its 
skin or shell. Dinhay naglunu nga balas din
hi kay dunay lunu nga gibyaan, A snake 
must have shed its skin here because there's 
an empty snakeskin left behind. n skin or 
shell shed. linunhan = LUNU, n. 

lun-ub v [AB2; al 2) for s.t. to get a big de
pression in it, cause it to do so. Kinsay ga
lun-ub sa palanggana? Gilingkuran tingali, 
Who made a big dent in the basin? S.o. 
must have sat on it. Humuk malun-ub ang 
hubun sa bata, A child's fontanel easily gets 
sunken. n rather large depression. 

lunud v 1 [A; a] sink s.t. Ang malditu mauy 
nagltnud sa sakayan nakung papil, The 
meany sunk my paper boat. 2 [B12; cl) -
ang puhitnan for capital to get used up. 
Magkalunud ang pubunan sa nigusyung way 
maayung kw in tad a, Business without proper
accounting gradually exhausts capital. -
ang buwan n new moon. Hunas run kaayu
kay lunud ang buwan, We have an extra low 
tide today; it's new moon. (➔) v [B26; b4) 
for an illness to settle. It is believed that an 

illness to get better must come out in hives, 
rash, or the like, and if it does not do so, it 
settles, thus becoming worse. Namatay siya 
kay nalunud (milunud) iyang dap, He died 
because his measles didn't come out. Naba
kul siya dibang nalunuran sa iyang buti, He 
became a cripple after his smallpox sank. a 
causing illnesses to sink. Makamatay nang 
lunud nga bilanat, A fever that sinks can 
cause death. udtung - ang buwan half 
moon of the third quarter. 

lunud2 v 1 [A ; c] put s.t. together with s.t. 
else which is being processed. Lundi nag bu
gas ang tubig, Put some rice into the water 
now. llunud lag imung bulingun sa amu nga 
naa sa wasing masin, Just put your dirty
laundry together with ours that's already in 
the washing machine. 2 [A; c6] put in mon
ey, etc. to a pool. llunud ring akung bayinti 
sa imung pusta, Here's my twenty pesos to 
put into your betting pool. - pal.it n in 
cockfighting, a purchase of the cock where 
the owner is not paid, but the value of the 
cock is made part of the bet. The purchaser 
then proceeds to fight the cock. If the cock 
wins, the owner is paid double the purchase 
price and the purchaser keeps the cock. If 
the cock loses the owner is given nothing
(since his purchase price was his bet). - pa
tay a die-hard, inveterate. Lunud patay (lu
nud patay) nga Libiral, A die-hard Liberal. 
-in- n way of cooking adubu such that the 
meat is boiled first and then after it is boil
ed it is put into the bubbling fat. v [A; cl) 
make adubu in this style. 

lunuglunug v [B146] for the fat of meat, 
jelly, or the like to be soft, flabby, and 
quivering. Naglunuglunug sa katambuk ang 
unud, The meat is soft and shaking like 
jelly because it's all fat. 

lunuk n 1 brown, granular residue which re
mains after the oil has been cooked from 
the coconut. 2 an old man who has lost his 
virility (humorous). Mamana ka anang lagas 
nga wa nay Jana, lunuk na Lang, Are you go
ing to marry that very old man, when he 
doesn't have any oil (sperm) left? He's all 
dried up. v [A2B12] form granules like lu
nuk. Sigihi ug ukay ug mulunuk na ang tu
nu, Keep stirring when granules form in the 
coconut juice. Nalunuk ang sabun nga iyang 
gilutu kay sayup ang timpla, The soap he 
cooked formed granules because he had the 
wrong mIXture. 

lunup v [B456; b(l)) 1 flood. Pirmi fang 
maglunup sa Butwan kay gipamuril ang ka
kabuyan, There are always floods in Butuan 
because the mountains have been deforest-
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ed. 2 for an emotion to flood over one. Gi
lunupan siya sa tumang kalipay, He was
overwhelmed with immense joy. n flood. 
Ang daku ng lunup sa tyimpu ni Nuw� The
great flood in Noah's time. 

lunus v 1 [AB; al 2] for fruits, vegetables, 
root crops to soften; cause them to do so. 
Mulunus (malunus) ang tawung nga dili lu
tuun dayun, Eggplants will soften and
wither if you don't cook them right away. 
Maglunus kug saging nga isugba, I'll soften 
bananas for broiling. 2 [ B 126] get burned, 
heavily tanned from the sun. Ang kainit sa 
adlaw mauy nakalunus (nakapalunus) sa pa
nit sa mag-uuma, The heat of the sun 
scorched the farmer's back. 3 [B16; b4] be 
starved, extremely hungry (as if withered).
\ 

I I • IA, lunusan man sad ta sa gutum ug ptnaa-
but nrmu, I'm famished waiting for you. n
starvation. (➔) a for fruits to be soft and 
withered. Saging nga lunus, Softly cooked 
bananas. 

' lun-us = LUSNU. 
lun•ut v [A2C; ac] share a small space ord'i
narily occupied by one or two people. Ma
kiglun-ut s,ya nakug higda kay tugnaw ku
nu, She wants me to sleep in her bed be
cause she says it's cold. Lun-uta lag mga ba
ta sa baksit, Just put the children together 
in the backseat. 

lunuy a thoroughly soft and tender to touch. 
v [B2; a] become, make very soft and ten
der. Nalunuy ang hinug saging nga giban-ug, 
The ripe banana got very soft and tender 
because it got bruised. (�) v [BN] become 
weak to the point of near collapse. Mulu
nuy (manglunuy) ku basta gutmun, I be
come weak when I'm hungry. Nalunuy da
yun ku pagkahibalu sa iyang kamatayun, l
felt weak all over when I learned of his 
death. 

lupa, lupa v [B; b6] be somewhat depressed 
below the surrounding land. Giabunuhan 
niya ang mga dapit sa yuta nga naglupa, He
filled up all the places in his land which 
were depressed. n land that is below the lev
el of the surrounding land. Kanunay babaan 
ang iyang haul kay lupa man, His farm is al
ways flooded because it is located in a de
pression.

lupa V [A] for one that is misbehaving to do 
it all the more. Human siya tambagi sa pag
sugal, milupa binuun, After being cautioned 
about his gambling, he indulged in it all the 
more. Ayawg labani nang bataa arun di mu
lupa, Don't take that child's part or he'll
misbehave all the more. - ang atay v' [ B 24 
6] swell with pride. M ilupa iyang atay pag-

ingun nakung gwapu siya, He swellt!d with 
pride when I told him he was handsome. 

lupad v 1 [A; ac] fly, take a plane, be sent
flying. Lupdun Jang sa ubang langgam ang 
laing kuntininti, Some birds fly from one 
continent to another. Pugngi imung kalu 
kay tingalig ilupad sa hangin, Hold on to
your hat or the wind will blow it away. 2
[B2456] pass swiftly by. Tiding milupad 
ang mga tuig, The years passed swittly by. 
3 [b8] fly into a rage. Hingluparan kus ma
istra kay nayabu ang tinta, The teacher lost 
her temper at me because I spilled the ink.
4 [A2] travel, go s.w. (humorous, mildly 
derogatory). Mau pa gani pag-abut milupad 
sad dayun, He just arrived then he immedi- · 
ately went away again. n act of flying. Ku
sug ang lupad sa dyit, The jet flies fast. ku
yug, uban sa - v [A; b6] keep up with the 
latest fad, with the in thing. Di siya magpai
wit. Muuban giyud sa lupad (panlupad) sa 
mga datu, She does not want to be left be
hind. She keeps up with the rich. muhu ug 
- see MUBU. (�) n expanse of one's travel. 
Taas nag lupad nang tawbana. Nakaabut nas 
Lundun, That man is widely travelled. He 
has gone to London. taas ug -, (�) a 1 al
ways be out of one's home and be at places 
where he is not suvposed to be. Taas ug lu-,pad (lupad) bayhana. Asang bayli tua, This
woman goes out too much. Wherever there's
dance, she is bound to be there. 2 travelling 
a lot. Di  ba didtu kas Dabaw, nia na man 
sab lagi ka sa Manila. Taasa pud nimug lu
pad uy, You were in Davao, weren't you, 
and now here you are in Manila. You sure 
do travel. paN- n act of flying (plural). t 

lup-ad v [AN; b6] spit saliva. Kinsa ninyuy
nag/up-ad diri sa pangbugasan? Which one 
of you spat in the sink? Gilup-aran ku ni,. 
ya, He spat on me. paN- v [A13] keep spit
ting. lup-aranan n spittoon.

lupak v [A; a] 1 poke or pound repeatedly 
1with the end of a stick. Naglupak ku sa tu

bu nga nasampungan, I'm shoving a stick 
into the pipe that was stopped up. Lupakun
ku kanang ilaga nga naa sa sulud, I'll shove 
a stick into the hole to flush the rat out. 2 
pound to mash or pulverize s. t. M ilupak si
ya sa humay, He pounded the rice. Maglu
pak tag saging, We will mash bananas. 3 
make lupak. n a k.o. sweet made out of 
pounded, cooked, unripe bananas, mixed 
with half-matured coconut, shredded, and 
sugared. ni-, -in- = LUPAK. 

lupak2 n the young of the rudderfish (da
magan, 1). 

lupui a pallid in complexion. Ang batang bi-
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tukun lupasi ug pamanit, A child infested 
with parasitic worms tends to have a pallid 
complexion. v [B] for the complexion to 
become pale. 

hapi n 1 turned down corner of a page. 2 = 
ALUPL v [A; cl] turn down a corner of the 
leaf of a book. Gilupian niya ang tumuy sa 
pabina nga iyang giundangan, She turned 
down the corner of the page where she 
stopped.

lup.ig a inferior, outclassed. Lupig ku siyag 
inum, He is no match for me when it comes 
to drinking. Lupig!pa nimuy buguy, You're 
worse �han a hoodlum. walay - nothing is 
better than (lit. outclassed by). Way lupig
sa mag-amping, There's nothing better than 
being careful. Lupig pa niyay galingan mu
kaun, He can consume more than a mill. v 
1 [A23S; a2b2) overpower, outclass. Way
makalupig sa iyang katabian, Nobody can 
outdo her in talkativeness. Mubangka ku ug 
lupigun ku nimug bu, I wtll treat you if you 
beat me in arm wrestling. 2 [AN; b( 1)] ex
ploit, take advantage over s.o. by cheating. 
Kusug siyang mulupig (manlupig) sa uban 
salig kay abugadu siya, Basing himself on 
his ability as a lawyer, he.takes advantage of 
people. ma-un a exploiting in a cruel way. 
Malupigun ang mga Katsila kaniadtu, The 
Spaniards were oppressive in former times. 
paN· n taking advantage of s.o. and cheat
ing him out of s.t. 

lupir n sport jacket. v [A; c) wear a sport
jacket.

lupis n dried strips of abaca trunk or certain 
varieties of bananas which have not been 
processed into fibers, used for tying and 
other similar purposes. 

lup-it v [A; b] press s.t. tight between two 
surfaces. Naglup-it ug mga dabung laya ang
libru, The book has some dead leaves press
ed inside it. pa- v [A; b) put s.t. in between 
two flat surfaces so as to press it. Pustura
wu siyang tan-awun ug magpalup-it sa pulu, 
He looks �ood when he tucks his shirt in. 

lupnis = LUPIS. 
lupu1 n k.o. small blackish fish with lightly
toxic dorsal spines, oftenfound on the bot
tom in fresh or brackish waters: Gymnapis
tes niger. 

lupu2 v [A3P; b6(1)] shut off, block a pas
sage or flow. Gumun sa bubuk ang nakalu
pu (nakapalupu) sa lababu, The wash basin 

I

was stopped up by some hair. Jiang gilup-an 
(gilupuan) ang agianan arun pagbanbig sa i
lang mga kaaway, They blocked the way so 
that they could ambush their enemy. n s;t. 
used to block the flow or passage. 

lupug
1 

a for the eyes to be smarting. v 1 [Al 
23P; b4] for the eyes to sting. Bubuig tubig 
ang bata kay gilupugan, Pour water on the 
child because his eyes are stinging. 2 [B;  b 
6) for tears to fill the eyes and blur the vi
sion. Nalupug ang iyang mga mata sa Luba, 
Tears filled her eyes. 

lupug� v [A; a12b2] chase, run after s.t. 
that IS running. Mulupug nang iruag muda
gan ka, That dog will chase you if you run. 
Lupugu n ta ka run ug dili ka muari, I will 
run after you if you don't come here. Hing
lupugan srya kay nangawat ug mangga, He 
got himself chased because he stole some 
mangoes.

lup-ug v [B26; b6) slump down to one's 
feet. Nadismayu siya ug nalup-ug (milup
ug) sa yuta, She fainted and slumped to the 
ground. Diba ra bibuntagi ang bubug sa i
yang gilup-ugan, Morning found the drunk 
lying where he had fallen. 

lupuk n young locust. 
lupus

1 
v [B12) for a person to be drenched. 

Nalupus siya sa singut, He was drenched in 
sweat. Diyutay rang tubig ikaligu. Di gani 
makalupus, This isn't enough water to bathe 
with. It won't even get me wet. 

lupus2 v [A; a12] bully. Lupusun Lang mi 
nimu kay daku man ka, You bully us be
cause you are bigger than us. 

luput v [B23(1); b4] 1 leave a mark on or 
injure the skin after winding, tying, �tc. s. t. 
tightly on it. Miluput ang pisi sa tiil sa ba
buy, The rope was tied so tight around the 
pig's foot it left a mark. 2 leave a crease on 
a cloth upon folding or pressing. Muluput
(maluput) ang iyang inutawan, She irons 
creases into the clothes. n 1 mark left on 
the skin after tying s. t. tightly around it. 2 
crease, fold on a cloth. 

lup-ut1 = LUPUT, nl, vl. 
lup-ut2 v [AP; cP] tuck s. t. in or under. Ilup
ut (ipalup-ut) ang imung pulu, Tuck your 
shirt in. 

lup-ut3 v [A2Cl; b6] share a space for sit-
ting or sleeping with s.o. Di ta makalup
ut sa tibiras, We can't sleep together on 
one small cot. Naglup-ut ming duhag ling
kud sa usa ka siya, We sat together in one 
chair. 

lupuy n the.fry of andubaw. 
lupyak v [AB2; b6] 1 get, make a dent in s.t. 
Lupyakig gamay ang taru agig timaan, Put 
a small dent into the kerosene can to mark 
it. 2 for earth to sink, cause it to do so. Ang
yutang giabunu sa bangag mulupyak ug ula
nun,; The earth that was filled into the hole 
will collapse when it rains. a sunken, dent-
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ed. Lupyak ug aping ang niwang, A thin 
person has sunken cheeks. 

•tupyu (frompuyu)!•um-r·, mu• n inhabitant,
resident of a locality. Ang kasagaran sa mga
lumulupyu (mulupyu) dinbi mangingisda, 
Most of the inhabitants here are fishermen. 

lurang v [B24] 1 for a storm or some other 
natural force to abate. Milurang na ang bag
yu, The typhoon has let up. 2 for prob
lems, anger, etc. to abate. Wa giyuy paagi 
nga makapalurang (makalurang) sa kagubut 
sa midul-ist, There seems to be no solution 
to the trouble in the Middle East. 

lurat v [A2S; clP] 1 open the eyes wide. Pa
pyunga ang mata sa minatay kay naglurat,
Close the dead man's eyes because they are 
wide open. Di kang kakita? Lurata (ilurat, 
palurata, ipalurat) imung mata, yOU can't 
see? Open your eyes wide. 2 glower at s.o. 
to show angry disapproval. Giluratan sa ma
istru ang mga istudiyanting nagtab,, The 
teache{ glowered at the students who were 
talking. n act of glowering. Sa usa lang ka 
lurat ni Tatay hilum ming tanan, Father can 
silence us with just one look. hi-Iha- v [B12
56] have one's eyes pop wide open. Naha
lurat siya sa kahibitlu ng, Her eyes opened 
wide in surprise. 

luray v [B3(1)6) for a top to wobble as it 
spin� to a stop. n wobbling of a top as it 
spins to a stop.

luray2 v [B2; clP] for the voice to be affec
tionate with a slurring intonation. Muluray
na gani iyang tingug duna siyay ibangyu ni
mu, When her voice gets sweet,she has a re
quest to make. a affectionate with a slurring 
intonation. pina- a with an affectionate, 
slurring intonation. Pinaluray ang iyang ti
ngug nga mihanggat naku sa pagpangatulug, 
With an affectionate voice, she asked me to 
come to bed. 

lurir = RULIR. ..luru v [ B2N] for hair to fall out. Mangluru
(muluru) ang bubuk basta kaspabun, If you 
have dandruff your hair will fall out. paN
n falling hair. 

luru v 1 [B6] be drooping. Miluru ang sa-tngang namungingi sa mga bunga, The 
branch was drooping, it was so laden with 
fruits. Naluru ang babaying gikuyapan sa 
simbahan, The lady fainted in church and 
sat there limp. 2 (B126) become dizzy. Na
luru ku sa bangka kay bawud, I felt seasick 
in the boat because of the rough seas. Tyu
b ibu ang nakaluru (nakapaluru) niya, The 
merry-go-round made her dizzy. 

lurung v [B12; b3(1)] get dizzy from mo
tion or from being poisoned or nauseated. 

Nalurung ku bumag tuyuktuyuk naku, I got 
dizzy after I turned myself round and 
round. fsug nga sigarilyu nga akung naluru
ngan, The strong cigarettes made me dizzy.

lus v [A; cl) lower the sail of a boat. Lu.sun 
(ilus) ang layag ug linaw ang dagat, The sail 
is lowered when the sea is calm. 

lusa, lusa v [Af3] stare unseeingly into 
space, us�ally due to lack of interest, com
prehension. Unsay imung gihunahuna nga 
naglusa na man lang nang imung mata? 
What are you thinking about? You're just
staring blankly into space. 

lusa n plate made of metal coated with enam
el. v [Al3; b6] eat from metal plates. 

lusa2 n nit, the egg of a louse. v [a4] be in
fested with nits. paN- v [A2] for lice to lay 
eggs. -un a full of nits. v [B126) be, become 
full of nits. 

lusad v 1 [A; ac) go, bring down, descend, 
dismount. Lugar bay. Anhi lang ku lusad, 
Stop, Driver. I'm going to get off here. Mi
lusad siya -sa hagdanan, He went down the 
stairs. Patabang ug lusad sa pyanu ngadtu 
sa silung, Let some people help you bring 
the piano down. Lusara ang hula sa silung, 
Go down and get the ball. Ang walang tiil 
mauy ilusad pag�una, Descend with the left 
foot first. la [A2; ale] go, bring to the sea 
to fish, bathe. Mag-ihaw mig babuy ug mag
lusad mig panagat, We slaughter a pig when 
we bring our fishing nets to the sea for the 
first time. 2 [A; b] launch one's or s.o.'s 
political candidacy. Kadaghan na siya ma
kalusad, karun pa giyud kadaug, He ran so 
many times, but this is the first time he 
won. lusaranan n place one descends onto 
or over. 

lusak v 1 [A; a) pound s.t. by hitting it with 
the blunt end of a stick or with bombs. 
Kusga paglusak ang halu nga naa sa lungag, 
Poke the monitor lizard tha� is in the hole 
hard with the end of the stick. Lusaka ang 
inad-ad nga bani para sa babuy, Pound the 
sliced banana stem with a pestle for the pig. 
Gilusak ang Hanuy sa mga bumba, Hanoi 
was pounded with bombs. 2 [A; a] make 
linusak. ni-, -in- n k.o. delicacy made of 
pounded cooked banana mixed with shred
ded coconut meat and sugar.

lusay n swollen lymph node. v [B46; b4] 
have a swelling in the lymph nodes. Milu
say (gilusayan) ang iyang bugan, She had a 
·!swollen lymph node in the groin. lusaylu
say n small swollen lymph nodes. v [B4; 
b(l)) have a small swelling in the lymph 
nodes.

lusay n seaweed. sama sa - not firm in one's 
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convictions (drifting like seaweeds). ka-an 
n place where seaweeds abound. 

lusba v 1 (APB2; al2] for s.t. with an area
to collapse or cave in. Bumba ang naglusba 
(nagpalusba) sa atup sa simbaban, The
bomb caused the roof of the church to col
lapse. Mulusba (malusba) ning saluga kun 
tungtungan ug bayinti ka tawu, This floor 
will collapse if twenty persons stand on it. 
Lusbaa ang tayaung lubut sa baril, Knock 
out the rusty bottom of the barrel. 2 [A;
al] press s. t. rounded or bulging to level it
off or flatten it. Di ka makalusba sa bu'/a sa 
baskitbul kun di kubaan ug bangin, You
cannot flatten a basketball if you do not let 
the air out. 

lusbak
1 

v (B26) for a horizontal surface to 
give way or yield to pressure above it. Mu-
lusbak (malusbak) ang taklub sa kaban ug 
tungtungan ug bug-at, The trunk lid will 
get a dent if s.t. heavy is put on top of it. 
n shallow depression, dent. Dagbang lusbak 
sa karsada kay dili pinisun, The road has 
lots of holes because it has not been rolled. 

lusbak2 v ( A; a2] cook very small fish in 
vinegar and garlic. -unun n very small fish 
to be cooked in such a manner. ni-, -in- n
dish of small fish cooked in vinegar. 

lusbu v [B16] 1 sink, sag, get a dent on the 
top or simply give way. Ayawg lingkuri ang 
taru kay malusbu, Don't sit on the can be
cause it will get a dent in it. Nalusbu ang 
tanil, The tunnel caved in. Ang kabug-at sa 
sulud mauy nakalusbu (nakapalusbu) sa bul
sita, The heavy contents caused the bottom 
of the paper bag to give way. 2 for a person 
to slump or the bones that hold him to get 
dislocated. Nalusbu akung bawak, I got a
dislocated hip. 

lusbug v (APB; c ]  immerse oneself in s. t. M � 
lusbug s�a sa tubig ug milanguy, ·she im
mersed herself in the water and swam. Ang
lambay mJglusbug sa balas, A sea crab 
buries itself in the sand. 

lusgus v (Al; a] rub s. t. rough vigorously 
against s.t. to clean it. Akuy naglusgus sa 
kasili arun pagkuba sa danglug, I rubbed 
the eel vigorously to get the slime off. Lus
gusa ug maayu ang takuling sa kaldiru,
Scro b the soot off the kettle.

lusi v (A;  a lb2] tweak or pinch with a twist
ing motion. Milusi kug usa ka dawin sa sipi 
nga saging, I twisted off a banana from the 
bunch. Kagabi mu karug ulu, lusiun ta g� 
yud ka, How hard-headed you are. I'm go
ing to tweak your ears. (➔) v (Al; al] 1 
work on an itchy foreskin by pinching,
twisting and turning it inside out. Ang mga 

batang pisut maglusi kay katlan man, Un
circumcised boys rub their foreskin because
it itches. 2 = LULU (humorous). 

luslus v 1 (A; cl] for s. t. that wraps s. t. and 
is attached to it to slip off, esp. the fore
skin. Human na siya rriakaluslus sa unud gi
kan sa mga bukug, She managed to slip the 
meat off the bones to which it had been
attached. Naluslus na ang panit sa iyang 
tintin, bustu nang tuliun, He can pull his 
foreskin back, so he's ready to be circum
cised. 2 [A; al2] use s.t. in a way that will 
destroy it. Hala, luslusa nang makinilya arun 
makailis ka, Go on and use that typewriter 
in such a way as to break it so you can buy 
me a new one. 3 [AN; a] swindle, make a 
fool of s.o. (coarse). Giluslus ming Pidru. 
lnay ibayad sa bangku ang kwartang giba
tag namu, iya binuung gilayas, Pedro swin
dled us. Instead of paying the money we 
gave him to the bank, he skipped out of 
town. n 1 penis (vulgar). -mu, niya la ex
pression of anger at s.o. Luslus mu! Wa 
man gani ku swildui ini unya kasab-anka
sab-an pa, Damn! You scold me but I'm 
working for you without pay! lb expres
sion debunking s.o. Maayu sa luslus mu, 
nga bumuk rang mabali! Good, my eye! 
It breaks so easily! 

lusnu v 1 [B126; b8] for a structure to col
lapse, crash down. Nalusnu ang taytayan 
pagbagyu, The bridge collapsed in the 
storm. la [B1256] for a person to collapse. 
Nalusnu siya pagkadungug sa aksidinti, She
collapsed upon hearing of the accident. 2 
[B12) for feelings, hopes, and aspirations 
to collapse. Nagkalusnu na ang akung da111,gu 
sa kadaugan, My hopes for victory are grad
ually crumbling. 

luspad a pale, for a person to have lost his 
color. v [BN; a] be; become pale. Nanlus
pad siya pagkadungug sa bukum, She paled
when she heard the decision. lusparun a of a 
pale sort. Ang lusparung kabayag sa bulan, 
The pale light of the moon. 

luspi a pallid in complexion due to some 
physical deficiencies or sickness. Luspi ka
ayu ang masakitun, The sick man is very
pale. v [Bl; b6] be, become pallid in com
plexion.

lusu a hypocrite (slang). Ang lusu nga daku 
daw santus giyud nga imung iatubang, apan 
mangtas diay, He is a terrible hypocrite. He 
looks like a .paragon of virtue, but actually
he's a monster. 

lusu n 1 penis (coarse). 2 - nimu, niya 2a  
expression of anger at s.o. Lusu nimu, ikay 
nagbulam sa libru unya akuy pauliun! Nuts 
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to you. You borrowed the book and you 
want me to return it! 2b expression of dis
belief. Lusu niya. Ayaw ku niyag patubua, 
Hell! Don't try to make me believe him. 

lusub v [A; bS] attack, force one's way into 
s.t. GiLusub (gilusuban) sa miLu ang tangkaL 
sa manuk, The civet broke into the chicken 
coop.

lusug a stout, corpulent, usually said of chil
dren. v [B2; b6(1)] grow stout. MuLusug 
(maLusug) ka ug mukaun kag kusug, You'll 
grow stout if you eat a lot. 

lusug v [AC; c] ride together in tandem, usu
ally on s.t. most often ridden by one. Un
sa! MagLusug ta anang pyangguy. nga kaba
yu? What! Shall the two of us ride together 
on that scrawny horse? 

lusuk n 1 clove or segment of any fruit that 
has segments. Usa ka Lusuk abus, One garlic 
clove. 2 drops or beads of tears, perspira
tion, rain, and the like. PipiLa ka lusuk Z.uba, 
Some drops of tears. Lusuk sa rusaryuban, 
Rosary beads. v 1 [A; a] break off s.t. that 
comes in sections. Lusuka usa ang abus usa 
pa paniti, Split the garlic into cloves first 
before you peel it. la [A; a] gouge out an 
eye. Luskun ku nang mata mu run, I'll 
gouge out your eyes. l b  [Al 3; al2] wrench 
s.o.'s feelings. Gilusuk ang iyang dugban sa 
tumang kakuLba, Her heart was wrenched 
with anxiety. 2 [B2N] form segments or 
similarly shaped things. MiLusuk (nanlusuk) 
ang mga Luba sa iyang mga mata, Drops of 
tears formed in her eyes. -in- n dangling 
earrings with little pellets at the bottom. 

Lusun n Luzon, the largest island in the Phil-. .1pp1nes.
lusung n 1 large mortar for pounding rice. 

2 a mortarful. v [al2] make into a mortar. 
(�)1 v [A; cl] pour grains into the mortar. 
2 lower a coffin into the burial pit. n = 
LUSUNG, 2. 

. ....lusung2 v [A; cl] huddle, crowd close to-
gether. Di ta makalusung ining gamayng 
barutu kay sud ra nig duba ka tawu, We 
can't all ride in this small boat because it is 
only good for two people. Lusunga (ilusung) 
Lang nang mga sinakung bumay sa karuma
ta, Just pile those sacks of rice in the cart. 

lusut v 1 [A3P; ac] pass, go through. MiLu
sut ang kumagku sa gisiung midiyas, The big 
toe came out of the torn socks. Dili giyud 
ku makalusut (makapaLusut) ug bilu sa da
gum, l can never thread a needle. Kanang 
kupua lutsun gibapun sa tun-ug, Cold air 
can still pass through your cape. 2 [A2] go
through, come out successful. MagbLuawut 
ku basta makalusut sa burd, I'll have a party 

if I hurdle the board exams. 3 [ A2; b(l)] 
in basketball, drive through the defense. 
Sayun ra kaayung lusutan (lutsan) ang in
yung dipinsa, It is very easy to drive through 
your defense. pa•(�) v [A2 ; c] squeeze in 
a witty remark in a conversation. Maayung
mupalusut na siya, He is good in making
funny remarks in a conversation. n the act 
of squeezing in some witty remarks during 
a conversation. lutsanan n a way out. 

lusyun n lotion for use as a cosmetic or 
cleansing the skin. v [A.23; b] use a certain 
k.o. lotion. paN- v [A2; b6] apply lotion 
on oneself. 

lu ta1_ 
n nosepiece that is made to pass through

the hole in the nose of domestic animals to 
which a tether rope is attached. v 1 [A;  al2]
make a nosepiece. 2 [A; b6(1)] tie such a 
nosepiece onto s.t. 

luta2 n joints in the body. HapLasi ang mga 
Luta (lutaLuta, lutaban) ug Lana arun mawa
La ang pamaul, Rub oil on the joints to re
lieve the pain. lutaluta, lutaluta, lutahan = 
LUTA. 

luta, luta n imprints made by the pressure or 
weight of s.t. Luta sa Ligid diba sa Lapuk. 
Tire marks in the mud. Luta sa tudLu sa
basu, Finger marks on the glass. v [ B6; b( 1)) 
1 make an impression, mark on s.t. Miluta
(naluta) ang iyang ngipun sa akung buktun,
Her teeth left their mark on my· skin. 2 be 
visible through s.t. Miluta ang mamisus sa 
iyang nipis nga bulsa, The peso bills were 
visible inside his shirt pocket. 

•tutab -an, -un a 1 for fruits and sugar cane 
to be watery, lacking in sweetness. 2 for · nipa or lumber to be too soft or have a ten
dency to rot. v [B 12) become watery and 
lacking in sweetness. 

lutak n crack, a break usually without com
plete separation of parts. Naa nay gamayng 
lutak sa basu, There's a slight crack on the 
glass. v 1 [B3(1)6) crack.Ang yuta milutak 
sa paglinug, The earth cracked in the earth
quake. 2 rack one's brains. Makalutak (ma
kapaLutak) sa uLu ning prublimaba, This 
problem can crack one's brains. 

lutang v [A2] su-rface in the water. Ug wala 
mulutang ang batang nalumus dili unta ma
kit-an, ·if the body of the boy who was 
drowned had not floated on the surf ace, it 

. would never have been found. lutanglutang 
v [Al3] float freely in the water. 

lutang v 1 [A; a12] heal s.t. completely. 
Mangbihilut mauy naglutang sa akung pi
ang, A bone setter set my dislocated bone . .
Gilutang sa tambalan ang akung sakit, The 
folk doctor completely relieved me of my 
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ailment. 2 [AB12; al] solve or clear up a 
problem, esp. a financial problem. Ang pag
daug ra sa swipstik ang makalutang ( maka
palutang) sa atung mga suliran, The sweep
stakes are the only solution to our prob
lems. 

lutariya n I lottery. 2 k.o. bingo game played 
with many players, where the cards have the 
figures of the Spanish cards in place of 
numbers, which are covered when the cor
responding card is drawn. v 1 [A] hold a 
lottery. 2 [A; b6(1)] play lutariya.

lutas v [A; a12) overcome, surmount. Kin
say naglutas sa imunt; gauistuban sa iskuy
klban? Who shouldered all your expenses 
in school? Hapit na ku makalutas sa akung
pagtuun, I am almost through with my 
studies. 

lutas v 1 [A; al] wean. Lutasun ang bata ug
mangburan na, A baby is weaned when the 
next child is born. 2 [A; al2) have a boy or 
girl friend five years or more younger than 
oneself. Ganaban siyang mulutas ug bayis
kul sa iya nang pagkalids, He likes to go out 
with high-school girls though he is in col
lege. 3 [a3) for a husband to be temporarily
deprived of marital relations (humorous 
slang). 

lutaw v 1 [A; b6] float. Ang asyiti mulutaw 
sa tubig, Oil floats on water. la  [AB) move 
gracefully as if floating on air. Nindut tan
awun ang magliap nga maglutaw, It is nice 
to see a basketball shot where the player 
just floats up to the basket as he sinks it in. 
2 {A2) show, manifest itself. Usa ka pabi
yum milutaw sa iyang nawung, A smile 
showed on his face. 2a for a character trait, 
truth, and the like to come out. Milutaw na 
ang tinuud niyang batasan, His real charac
ter now came out. Mulutaw ra ang tinuud,
The truth will eventually come out. 2b -
ang ganansiya [B3(1)4] for it to be clear 
that there is going to be a profit. 3 [A23]
for fish to come to the surface. A ndama ang 
baling kay bapit na mulutaw ang bansikul, 
Prepare the net because the mackerel are 
about to surface. 4 [A2) for fever or mea
sles to come out and fully develop. Wala 
nay kuyaw kun mulutaw (makalutaw) na 
ang dap, There is no more danger once the 
measles rash appears. 5 - sa hangin [A 13] 
a lacking awareness of s.t. Dili mabimung 
maglutaw sa bangin ang atung mga anak sa 
kalisud sa pangwarta, Our children should 
know how hard it is to earn money. b hav
ing an uncertain outcome. Naglutaw pa sa 
bangin ang akung numramyintu, My ap
pointment is still up in the air. n free-

board. Lagmit ta malunud kay gamay ang 
lutaw sa sakayan, We might sink because 
the boat has a small freeboard. - ug dugu
glowing with a healthy pink color. Lutaw 
ug dugu ang mga dugung Katsila, People
who have Spanish blood have a healthy 
pinkish complexion. - ang ganansiya clear
ly affording a profit. Lutaw ang ganansiya 
sa nigusyung bay-ansil, You clearly will 
make a profit in the buying and selling busi
ness. (�) n low-lying place near the shore 
into which sea water enters, but separated 
from the main sea by a bar of dry land. pa
n s. t. to hasten the coming out of a rash or 
fever. pina- n a k.o. rice cake (bibingka) 
cooked by steam. 

lutay a for s.t. long to be supple. Lutay kaa
yug lawas ang misayaw sa bali, The person
who danced the ballet has a very supple 
body. v . [B2; b6] be pliant, easily bent. Mu
lutay (malutay) ang lipak ug nipsun ang 
pagluti, Bamboo sticks will be pliant if they 
are stripped thin. 

luthang n 1 popgun made of a small bamboo 
stem which shoots seeds or paper pellets. 2 
bamboo cannon that makes a loud retort 
using kerosene, used for noise-making dur
ing festive events. v [A; a] 1 shoot with a 
native popgun or bamboo cannon. la shoot 
s.o. with any gun. Naprisu siya kay naka
luthang, He went to prison for shooting a 
man. 2 [Al; al2] make s.t. into a lutbang.
luthangluthang v [A12C2] play games with 
lutbangs.

luti n lot, a parcel of land, usually residential. 
v 1 [A; al2) divide land into lots for sale. 
2 [A12] obtain a lot. 

luti v [A; a) split a piece of bamboo, rattan, 
or nitu into narrow strips. L utiun ang ka
wayan para bimuung bubu, When they
make a fish trap, they split narrow pieces
of bamboo for it. -in- n thin strips of bam
boo, rattan, or nitu. 

lutiriya = LUTARIY A, nl, vl. 
lutlut v [AB; c6] squeeze s.t. extra into an 

area which has little room, be squeezed in. 
Mulutlut Lang ku aring mga karga arun lang 
makapauli ku, I will just sit here in between 
the cargo, just so I can get home. Unsang
librubang imung.!gilutlutan sa sulat? What 
book did you put the letter in? Ilutlut Zang 
ning lubi sa ilalum sa lingkuranan, Just 
squeeze these coconuts under the seats. 

lutu, lutu n blister gotten by rubbing. v [B
23(1)6; 64] develop or form blisters. Milu
tu (gilutban) ang iyang tudlu sa paglinubu 
sa mais, Blisters have formed on her fingers 
from shelling the corn. 
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lutuv 1 [A; b3] wear black clothes in mourn
ing. Kinsa may in_yung gilutuban? Whom 
are you mourning? 2 (a12] make, sew in-
to mourning clothes. 3 [b(l)] consider a
member of the family or s.!o. close to the 
family dead because of his rebellious or
unforgiveable act. Gilutuban si Sunya sa 
ryang mga ginikanan kay nakigminyu siya 
sa ilang draybir, Sonia's parents simply co� 
sidered her dead when she married their 
driver. n mourning clothes. 

lutu v 1 [AB246N; a12P] crack one's 
2knuckle(s); for the joints to crack. Mulutu 

(manglutu) ang iyang lutaban inigtindug ni
ya, His joints crack when he stands up. 2 
[Al3] stay idle doing nothing, twiddling 
the thumbs, cracking the knuckles, and the 
like. Naglutu Zang. Wala makabunabuna un
say maayung kurikuriun, He's just twiddling 
his thumbs. He hasn't thought of anything 
worthwhile to do. 2a [A13; a12] do things 
at a slow and lazy pace. Ug lutuun natu ang 
atung libuk magabin-an ta, If we walk lazi
ly, we will be overtaken by night. n sound 
produced by cracking the joints. 

lutu v 1 [AB12; a] cook. Humut ang nagka
lutung inasal, The roast pig smelled delicious 
as it was cooking. Lutuun natu ang kik, Let 
us cook the cake. la [AB 12; b6] make ice
products. Gabi na ang ayis, nalutu na diay, 
The ice has hardened; it is done. 2 [AP; al]
make s. t. tender. Suka ray mulutu (mupa
Z.utu) sa kinilaw, Vinegar can get .the raw 
fish tender. Alkubul ang naglutu sa atay ni
anang palainum, Alcohol is giving that 
drunkard a tender liver. 3 - daan [a12]
have the outcome pre-planned. Ang bangga 
gilutu daan sa mga magbubukum, The judg
es prejudged the contest. 4 [B; c6] become 
darkened Mulutu (malutu) ug samut ang 
rmung panit ug magsigi kag painit, Your
skin will become darker if you keep staying 
in the sun. n 1 cooked rice or corn grits. 
Pagbukad ug lu tu, Bring some cooked rice 
to the table. 2 manner of cooking. Kinabam 
ku ang lutung binisaya, I love Visayan cook
ing. a 1 done, cooked. Ug lutu na ang ka
muti atung kan-un, If the sweet potatoes 
are done, let's eat them. la for ice. to be 
frozen. 2 dark in shade. Ang blu sa dagat
mas lutu ikumparar sa langit, The blue of
the sea is darker than the blue of the.sky.
3 - daan prejudged. Lutu na man daan ang
akung gradu, My grades are fixed. 4 - nga
makaw a dish prepared for short-order cook
ing. b shabbily made. Lutung makaw ang 
pagkabubat sa lamisa, The table was poor
ly made. c prejudged. Lutung makaw ang 

kumbinsiyun, .The convention was rigged.
(➔)3 a 1 well-fermented fish. 2 = LUTU, la. 
v [b3] become fermented fish paste. Wa pa 
gani makalutu ang ginamus naburut na na
mug kaun, The fish paste had not even got
ten fermented before we ate it up. ni-, -in
n food bought prepared. Pagpalit ug linutu 
ug kabsan tag sud-an, Buy some carry-out 
food if we run short. ni-an(➔), -in-an(➔) n 
manner of cooking. ma•(➔) n boiled rice!
usually wrapped in banana leaves carried as 
one's lunch. v 1 [A] bring a lunch of this 
sort 2 [A; a2] prepare a lunch of this sort. ·

lutub v [B2; b6] 1 form a blister from burn
ing or rubbing. M ilutub ( nalutub) ang akung 
pasu, My burn formed a blister. 2 for blood 
to form a black spot under a finger-- or toe
nail that has been injured. Milutub ang du·gu sa akung tudlu nga bingdukdukan sa!
martilyu, Blood formed a black spot on my 
fingers where I had hit them with a hammer. 

lut-ud v 1 [AC23 ;  ac] pile up on ·top of one 
another. Naglut-ud ang mga platu, The
plates are stacked on top of one another. 
Lut-ura pagdala nang mga libru, Carry the 
books in a pile on top of one another. 2 [B
36) pile up, accumulate. Paspas uy kay nag
lut-ud na ning imung mga bulubatun, Faster! 
Your work is piling up. n 1 s.t. stacked up.
Tulu ka lut-ud nga libru, Three stacks of 
books. 2 having several rows of petals. An
tuwangang lut-ud, Hibiscus with several 
rows of petals. 

lutuk v 1 [A; al2] put a finger into an ori
fice of s.t. living, usually to get at s.t. Akuy.mulutuk!sa baba sa bata arun makuba ang 
singsing, I will reach into the child's mouth 
to get the ring out.· Luk tun ku nang mata 
mu, I'll poke out your eyes. 2 [A; a] 
squeeze and pull off the edible flesh of 
jackfruit. Di ku makalutuk sa suuy sa nang
ka, I can't take out the edible flesh of the!_jackfruit. 

lutuk v [A; b6] stare at. Namula siyang gisa
liban nakug lutuk, She blushed when I kept 
staring at her. 

lutung a for fruits to be very ripe, ahnost· overripe.- v [B12) be, become very ripe. Mas 
Jami kan-u-n ang nangka kun malutung na,· 
Jackfruit is most delicious to eat when it is 
very ripe. 

lutung n contraction of the uterus during
labor. v [A2] for the uterus to contract 
during labor. Maggahigahi ang pus-un sa 
umaanak ug mulutung na, The stomach of 
a mother in labor hardens when her uterus 
is contracting. 

lutup v 1 [A23] for s.t. to show through s.t. 
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translucent that touches it. M ilutup ang
iyang tutuy sa nipis niyang blawus, Her 
breasts showed through her flimsy blouse. 
2 [A2; b(l)] for s.t. to give off a reproduc
tion on s.t. that touches it. Milutup ang ba
nig nga iyang gibigdaan diba sa iyang buku
buku, The mat he lay on left an impression 
on his back. 2a leave a crease in cloth upon 
folding or pressing. Naglutup ang pinil-an 
sa sinina, There was a crease left on the 
dress where it was folded. n 1 mark, im
print on the skin. 2 crease, fold on a cloth. 
pa- n 1 reproduction of a picture made by
rubbing it with a candle and then scratching a sheet of paper over it. 2 tracing. v [A; b6 
(1)) reproduce a picture by rubbing or trac
ing.

lotus v 1 [A; ab2) chase or run after. Dag-, , , ,ban kaayung tawung milutus sa mangungu-
ut, A lot of people were chasing the pick
pocket. Bisag asa pa mutagu ang kriminal, 
lutusun giyud sa balaud, No matter where 
the criminal hides, the law will go after 
him. 2 [A; a12] persecute. Si Niru naglutus 
sa mga Kristiyanus, Nero persecuted the 
Christians. 

lutus2 n lotus plant cultivated for ornamen
tal purposes, flowers esp. used for decorat
ing altars: Nelumbium nelumbo. 

lutuy v [B2S3( 1); b4] for the skin to swell 
and form a blister from being burnt with s. t. 
hot or cold. Milutuy ang akung buktun nga 
napiksan sa init nga mantika, Hot lard spat
tered on my arm and it swelled. n swelling
on the skin caused by heat or acid. 

lutya, lutya = BISUL.
luub v [A; b(l)] 1 brood on eggs. Luuban 
sa bimungaan ang itlug, The hen will sit on 
the eggs. l a  stay around a place. Di ka ba 
pul-an ug luub sa balay? Aren't you sick of 
hanging around the house? 2 for emotions 
to be stored up in one. Kasina nga nagluub 
sa akung dugban, The envy that dwelt in 
my breast. 

luud a nauseous, causing nausea. L uud kan
un ang pagkaung pan-us, Stale food is nau
seous to eat. v [B2; a4] become, feel nau
seous. Nagkaluud ang babu sa kasilyas, The 
toilet is getting to smell more and more 
nauseous. Lud-un giyud kung maminaw sa 
imung mga pasalig, l really get nauseated 
listening to your promises. lucl-anun, lud
unun a easily given to feeling nauseous. 

•1uud paN- v [A2; h3] sulk by refrainingfrom doing s. t. because of an offense or a 
wish not granted. Di na siya mukanta. 
Nangluud nga wa pakpaki, She won't sing 
any more. She is sulking because she didn't 

get enough applause. luuray v [C23] take 
offense at each other and sulk. Way mahi
mu ang atung klab kay nagluuray ang mga 
upisyalis, Our club won't achieve anything 
because the officers are constantly taking 
offense at each other and refraining from 
doing things. luuran a easily given to sulk
ing, withdrawing from an activity. 

luug a 1 savage, uncivilized. 2 ignorant, lack
ing sophistication like a savage. Ayg tudlu
tudlua nang mga trak. Luug ka man tinga
li, Don't point your finger at those vehicles. 
Are you ignorant? v [B12; a2] be, become 
ignorant, unsophisticated. Maluug kag adtu 
ka magpuyu sa bukid, You will grow up 
ignorant if you stay in the mountains. -in
a in the manner of a savage. Linuug nga
buhat ang panglugus, Rape is a savage act. 
v [A; cl] act like a savage. -ing(f·) = LUUG, 
a2 (humorous euphemism). 

luuk v 1 [A; a] strangle, esp. with two 
1hands. Luukun ta ka dibag musukul ka, I'll 

strangle you if you fight back. 2 [AC2; al2)
neck, pet to the point of or nearly to the 
point of intercourse (slang). Giluuk bitaw 
naku, sugut lagi, l got her over-excited, and 
you bet she gave in. maN-r-(➔) n strangler.

luuk2 n bay. Pagbagyu mitagu ang lantsa sa 
may luuk, During the typhoon the launch 
took shelter in the bay. luukluuk v 1 [Al] 
eat food alone by oneself. Siya ray nagluuk
luuk ug kaun sa iyang balun, She was eating 
her lunch off in a corner by herself. 2 [A 
13 ) do the work alone by oneself without 
help from others. A ku ra giyuy nagluuklu
uk niining trababua, l did this work all alone 
by myself. kina-an(➔) n inmost part of a 
bay.

luum v [A; c] put s.t. entirely into the ,mouth. !yang giluum ang usa ka buuk pan, 
He put the whole piece of bread into his 
mouth. (➔) v 1 [A23] hold one's breath, 
stifle back one's breath. Napakung ang i
yang bitiis ug miluum siya sa kasakit, He 
banged his shins and he held his breath in 
pain. 2 [A; c6] repress, keep to oneself or 
cry in a repressed way. M iluum siyag bilak 
dibang aku siyang gibyaan, She cried softly 
when , I left her. Ayawg iluum ang imung 
kayugut sa imung amaban, Don't repress 
your resentment at your father. 

luun v [A2C; ac) 1 share a space to occupy 
it. Nagluun mig sakay sa kabaw, We rode on 
the carabao together. Di mabimung luunun 
ang duba ka bimungaan sa usa ka pugaran, 
You can't put two hens in one nest. 2 live 
together in the same house or room. Ayaw
silag iluun sa amung kwartu kay bugawan, 
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Don't let him stay with us in our room be
cause he is messy. 3 for an unmarried cou
ple to live together. Giluun niyag iyang u
yab, He brought his girl to live with him. 
(➔) v [A; b) put a buffer sheet over the 
mouth of a vessel between the mouth and 
the cover. Lun-ig dahun ang linung-ag kay 
hungaw ang takub, Put some leaves as a buf
f er for the pot of rice because the cover is 
not airtight. n s.t. used as a buffer for a pot 
top. ka- n one whom one shares a space with. 

luup v {A; b) shut off or block a passage or 
flow. Ilang gilup-an ang sapa ug mga dag
kung batu, They blocked one end of the 
stream with stones. n s. t. used to shut off 
or block a passage or flow. 

luus v [A; b6) 1 be constantly doing s.t. Di
Ii ka makaluus ug lingkud dinhi kay binatu
nan ka, You can't constantly sit around be
cause you are supposed to be the maid. Gi
lus-an niyag basa ang kumiks, She did noth
ing but read the comics. 2 stay long in a 
place. Di ku muluus sa baryu, I will not 
stay in the village long.

luuy a pitiful. Luuy kaayu ang mga ilung 
Ituwapus, Orphans are very pitiful. v [B12

56; bSc] have pity, mercy on s.o.; give s.t. 
out of pity. Ayaw tawun kug patya, malu
uy ka, Don't kill me. Have mercy. Limus,
Dung, kaluy-i (kaluy-a) ang kabus, Alms,
lad. Have pity on the poor. Ihatag lag sukli 
ikaluuy lang na sa draybir, Just give the 
change to the driver out of kindness. paki-, 
pakima- v [A; c] 1 beg for mercy. Nagpaki
luuy (nagpakimaluuy) sila sa asindirung ha
kug, They beg for mercy from the greedy 
landowner. 2 plead. Mipakiluuy (mipakima
luuy) siya nga di naku byaan, She begged 
me not to leave her. n pleading for mercy. 
ka- n pity, mercy. Kaluuy sa Diyus, Thanks 
be to God. maluluy-un a kind, merciful. 
makaluluuy a inspiring pity. 

luuy2 v [B3(1)6: bcl) be, become stagnant. 
Maluuy (muluuy) ang tu.big dinhi kay wa 
may kanal, Water stagnates here because 
there is no canal. 

luwa- see also LULA-. 
luwa! a word of command for a carabao to 

1halt. pa- v [A; a12) command a carabao to 
stop. Paluwaha sa ang kabaw arun makapa
hulay, Stop the carabao so it can take a rest. 

luwa2 v [A; ab2) dismember a slaughtered 
animal. Dali siya nga nakaluwa sa kabaw 
nga giihaw, He dismembered the slaughter
ed water buffalo in no time. n piece cut off 
of a slaughtered animal. 

hiwa n k.o. poem, one of the forms used by
the players in the murumuru play, consist
ing of short lines of around ten syllables, in 
rhyming couplets. v [A; c) 1 recite the lu
wa. 2 recite any poem from memory.

luwa, luwa v 1 [AN; c] spit or eject from 
the mouth. Giluwaan (gilud-an) niya ang
sawug, He spat on the floor. Iluwa nang kin
di kay hugaw, Spit out that candy. It's 
dirty. la [AN; b(l )] spit to express con
tempt. Nakaluwa (nakapangluwa) ku di
hang nanghambug siya, l couldn't help spit
ting when he started to boast. 2 [ c6] for a 
processing machine to expel a solid by
product. lnigsud sa tubu, ang iluwa sa maki
na bagasu, Sugarcane is fed into the crush
ers. Then it comes out as bagasse. n 1 spit,
spittle. 2 action of spitting. maabut sa -
near not far. lud-anan, -anan n spittoon.

luwaluwa. n the reed suspender in a loom,
two pieces of wood which suspend the reed 
(suluran) and allow it to swing back and 
forth, holding it in proper position with re
gard to the warp threads. 

luwag, luwag n ladle. duul sa - be close to 
influential people such that one has pull. v 
[A2; a12] make into, hit with, use a ladle. 

luwak, luwak n the other side of s. t. elevated. 
Ang ilang dapit luwak nianang bungtura, 
Their place is s. w. beyond that hill. v [A2;
ac) 1 pass over a summit, go up to a pass 
and then come down, bring s.t. over a pass. 
Gikan dinhi muluwak ka pa ug duha ka 
bungtud, From here you have to climb over 
two hills. 2 climb up and over s.t. elevated in 
coming down towards the other side. Maka
luwak ang bata sa abatan, The child can 
climb over the railing. Nakaluwak ning baula 
ngadtu sa tapun, This field stretches over 
the mountain to the other side. n other side 
of a mountain or elevation. 

lu wang n 1 bilge, the rounded lower part of 
a ship's hull or hold. Akung binubigan ang 
luwang sa sakayan, I'll bail out the water 
from the bilge of the boat. 2 quadrilateral 
section of a rice paddy bounded by dikes. 
Tulu ra ka luwang ang akung nadaru, I have 
plowed three sections of the rice paddy. v 1 
[A; a2] divide the rice paddy into sections. 
2 [ c 1) harvest the rice partition by parti
tion. -in- a by the section. v [A; clJ do by
the section. 

luwas
1 

v [A3P; al) 1 save, remove s.o. from 
harm. Tambal ang nakaluwas (nakapaluwas) 

Inimu, Medicine has saved your life. Akung
luwasun ang bata sa balay nga nasunug, I'll 
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save the child from the burning house. l a  
save from sin and death. Maluwas ta sa kalt
sud ug makatrababu na ku, We will escape
from our financial worries when I find a 
job. a 1 safe from danger. 2 free from debt, 
discomfort. ka-an(�) n 1 safety, preserva
tion from destruction. 2 salvation. 3 free
dom from difficulties, problems, etc. maN-r
(�) n saviour, esp. The Saviour, Jesus Christ. 

luw�2 v= HI-, v. hi-, hilw� v [Al2;  a12] 1 
articulate, pronounce words or letters. Di 
makabilwas ug iri ang Insik, The Chinese 
can't pronounce an r. 2 utter taboo words. 
Sa iyang kasuku, nakabilwas siyag mga pu
lung nga law-ay, In his anger he uttered pro· 
fanity. a well articulated. Hi/was na kaayug 
sinultiban ang bata, The child can now 
speak very articulately. -in·(�), ka-an(�) n 
one's full name. Idut ang iyang angga apan 
Pridu ang iyang kaluwasan (linuwas), His 
nickname is Edot but his real name is Fredo. 

luwat v 1 [A; b(l)] quit a job. Muaplay ku 
sa tr�babu nga imung giluwatan, I'll apply 
for the job you quit. 2 [b2] accidentally let 
go of s.t. Hiluwatan niya ang mga platu nga 
iyang gidala, She accidentally let go of the 
plates. 3 [A2B2 36; b] let out, cause to 
come out from within. Nakaluwat siyag usa 
ka makabuluganung pahryum, She gave 
forth a meaningful smile. Way usa ka pulung 
nga miluwat (naluwat) sa iyang baba, Not a 
single word came out of his mouth. 3a [A; 
b(l}] issue a press release, communique. 
Mau ni ang balita nga giluwatan sa imbaha
da, This is the news issued by the embassy. 
3b [A; b(l )] issue for a purpose. Miluwat 
ug kasuguan ang Prisidinti sa pagpadakup sa 
mga Huks, The President gave out orders to 
capture the Huks. 

luwat2 v [A2; a] climb up and over s.t. ele
vated and come down to the other side. Mi
luwat sryag tulu ka bungtud paingun ngan
b; He passed over three hills to get here. 
Luwatun sa bata nang mubu mung abatan, 
The baby will climb over that low railing of 
yours.

luwat3 too, also (dialectal}. 
luwis, luwist n low waist, a style of trousers 

in which the waist line is cut comparatively 
low. v [A; b6) wear, make trousers in this 
style.

hty = LULUY. 
luya a 1 weak, or lacking in strength of body 
or muscle. Lu.ya kaayu ku gikang nasakit, 
I am very weak after my illness. 2 not ac 
tive, aggressive enough. Luya man gud ka 
maung lain ang nadawat, yOU were slow. 
That's why s.o. else got the job. 3 weak in a 

subject. Luya kaayu ku sa mat, I'm weak in 
math. v [A1B12S; a12) be, become weak,
tired out, make s.o. tired. Di kung katraba
bu kay nagluya ku, l can't work because 
I'm weak. Naluya kug dinagan, I got tired 
running. Luyaba ang isda usa kubraba ang 
pasul, Tire the fish out before you pull in 
the line. maluyahun, luyahun a of a weak 
sort. Luyabun (maluyahun) nga tingug, A 
feeble voice. 

luy-a n ginger: Zingiber officinale. - nga ta
pul n k.o. purple ginger used medicinally. v 
[A3 ; b6) flavor with ginger. luy-aluy-a n k.o. 
herb similar to ginger: Zitniber zerumbet. 

luyang n sweet prepared of cooked plan
tains pounded and mixed with grated coco
nut and sugar. v (A; a] prepare this dish. 
. . ,

-11�, DI- = LUY ANG, n. 
luyat, luyat a 1 lacking in fullness and firm
ness. Luyat ra kaayu ning unlana, This pil
low is too soft. Luyat kaayu kug lawas, I'm 
very flabby. 2 for bananas to be soft before 
getting mature. Luyat kaayu ang saging kay 
linghud pagkapupit, The bananas are soft 
because they were immature when they 
were cut down. v IB 12 ;  b6] 1 get to be soft 
and flabby. 2 for bananas to get soft before 
maturity.

luyluy1 a drooping, hanging limply. Luyluy 
na ang iyang buktun sa tumang kakapuy, 
His arms are limp from utter exhaustion. v 
[B; b6] be, become drooping or limply 
hanging. Nagluyluy na ang mga sanga sa ka
huy nga nabug-atan sa bunga, The branches 
of the tree are bending under the weight of 
the fruits. 

luyluy2 = BYATILIS. 
luyu 1 at the back of, behind. Tagu luyu sa 
batu, Hide behind the rock. A naa !uyu sa 
panganud ang adlaw, The sun is behind the 
clouds. la behind what is shown, as an ac
tion or attitude. Luyu sa iyang pabiyum a
naa ang pagbudhi, Treachery lurks behind 
her smile. lb one's back. Kaluta ning akung
luyu, Scratch my back. 2 on the other side 
of. Luyu sa panaptun, Reverse side of the 
cloth. Luyu nga dagat, Sea on the other side 
of the island. Luyu nga bulsa, Back pocket. 
Luyung dunggan, The other ear. Luyung 
kwartu, The adjacent room. 2a - ug - both 
sides of. Puti ang luyug luyu sa playwud, 
The plywood is white on both sides. 3 de
spite. Luyu sa akung pagsakripisyu way bili 
nila ang tanan, Despite the sacrifices I had 
made, they counted it all for nothing. v [A; 
cl)  assist s.o. in his work. Nars ang miluyu
sa duktur pag-upira, A nurse assisted the 
doctor in the operation. I kaw lay aku ng ilu-
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	la= LAMANG (dialectal).
	1 

	lan l la, the sixth note in the musical scale. 2 a syllable used in place of words forgotten when singing a song. 
	2 

	,
	,
	,
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	la= LALA. 
	1 
	2

	laag V [A; ac] roam about for no special purpose, just for diversion. Atua si Pidru sa syudad milaag, Pedro is downtown roaming about. Unsay imung laan didtu? Mangita na pud kag away? What are you going to roam around there for? Are you looking for another fight? (➔) a roving about, going nowhere in particular. Lagmit paangkan ang babaying laag, A woman that roams about is likely to get pregnant. Ang laag niyang panan-aw didtu mabiurung sa babayi, His roving gaze stopped at the woman. v [B12) get to b
	gu

	.
	.

	laang n l noose of a trap. Biraba ang laang inigtunub sa manuk, Pull the noose when the chicken steps in. la any trap that has a noose. 2 stratagem designed to catch or trick s.o. Bubayi ang gamita nga laang pagsikup sa ispiya, Use a woman as a trap to snare the spy. v [A; a] 1 trap s.t. with a noose. Laangun natung babuy, Let's trap the pig with a noose. 2 employ a trick to catch s.o. Di s,ya madiritsu ug dakup. Laann giyud, He can't be caught easily. He should be trapped. -in-= LAANG, nl. 
	gu

	laas v 1 [A; c] take a sword or rod and raise it. Naglaas ug sundang ang burimintadu,The amok was brandishing a-bolo. Gilaas sa tigulang ang iyang ulis� The old man raised his cane in the air. 2 [A13; b6] gobare of protection. Naglaas ka Zang nga tugnaw kaayu? Why aren't you dressed when ifs so cold? 
	laas v [A; a] 1 tear leaves or thin sheets . lengthwise into strips. Milaas siyag papilpara bimuung bandirabandira, She tore some papers into strips to make. into pennants. 2. 
	L 
	537a 
	tear, peel s.t. off from an attachment. Naka
	tear, peel s.t. off from an attachment. Naka
	laas ku sa bulsa sa iyang pulu, l accidentally
	laas ku sa bulsa sa iyang pulu, l accidentally
	tore the pocket off his shirt. Ang uban nga 

	tawu laasun lang angpanit sa kanding, Some 
	tawu laasun lang angpanit sa kanding, Some 
	people just peel the skin off of goats. 2a re
	move the cloth-like sheathi!of the coco
	ng 

	nut bud as the first step in tapping the tod
	dy. n 1 the lower part of the leaves of the 
	areca palm which sheathes the trunk. Maa
	yu kaayung bubatun ug sudlanan sa bugas 

	ang .mga laya nga laas sa kabuyng bunga, 
	ang .mga laya nga laas sa kabuyng bunga, 
	Several pieces of dry palm frond sheaths of 
	the areca palm can be made into useful con
	tainers for rice or _corn grits. 2 the covering 
	cloth-like sheath of the coconut bud which 
	grows from the sides of the bottom of the 
	frond. laaw n stray cat. ly boring. La
	laay a 1 monotonous, weari
	ng


	ay kaayu ning u•a tay buhat, It is so dull to 
	ay kaayu ning u•a tay buhat, It is so dull to 
	be without anything to do. Laay kaayu ang 
	pagpaabut, It is very boring just to wait a
	round. 2 disgusting, disappointiin that 
	ng 

	one doesn't conform to what is expected of 


	him. Laaya nimu uy, ingun ka palitan ku 
	him. Laaya nimu uy, ingun ka palitan ku 
	him. Laaya nimu uy, ingun ka palitan ku 
	nimug sapatus, How disgusting! You prom
	ised to buy shoes for me (but you didn't). 
	Kalaay bayang Nina, gipanabi diay niya ang akung sikritu, How disgustiof Nina. She told my secret to everybody. v [B124; b4] be bori, feel bored. Nagkalaay na ning trababua kay mu ra gibapun, This work is getting boring because it is always the same thing. Mipauli na lang siya kay gilaayan nagpinaabut nimu, He just went home; He got tired ofw�iting for you. (➔) na variety of corn that takes a lotime to mature. laaylaay v [A; b(l)] while away time or do s.t. for the meantime. Samtang magpaabut ku mulaaylaay
	ng 
	ng
	·
	·
	ng 
	· 


	538 lab -labak 
	538 lab -labak 
	l 
	l 
	my spare time, and now it's finished. ka-(➔)= LAAYLAAY. ka-n boredom. 

	lab n half of the number of points or one le�s half the number of points that make a tennis or pingpong game. (From the notion that when the one who is behind reaches half the number of points -usually ten points, that number is subtracted from the winner's points and the one behind is reckoned at zero. E.g. a score 12 to 10 is reckoned at dus lab instead of dusi diyis.) V [A;b6] for the one who is behind to get as far as the half-way point. Maka/ab Jang ku, siguradu giyud kung makaagpas ug makadaug, If
	labn lab. 
	2 

	laba v 1 [A; bl] wash clothing. Gilabban niya ang akung pulu, She washed my shirt. Ang batu nga ilang gilabhan, The stone where they do their washing. 2 [A; b] scold,talk against. Gilabhan ka na sad sa imung bus? Did your boss give you a cussing out again? 3 [b(l)] be badly defeated. Gilabhan namu ang ilang tim sa baskitbu� We trounced their team in basketball. -kara n washcloth. v [A; b] wash the face with a washcloth. labalaba v [A; bcl] work furi
	-

	ously, in a concentrated way. Atung laba
	ously, in a concentrated way. Atung laba
	-

	labahan pagpanday ang iskuylaban, Let's the school. 2 keepscoldi, ranting against. a done at a furious pace. labhanan n 1 dirty laundry. 2 placeto do wash. 3 place to air grievances. labhunun = LABHANAN, nl. nilabhan (linabhan) n clean laundry. -bu(�) n lavatory, sink. -da(�) n laundry done for pay. v [AN;b5] take in wash, work off a debt by doilaundry. Naglabada (nanglabada) na Jang siya, She took in wash. labandira n washerwoman. v [B156; a] be a washerwoman. labandiru n laundryman. -dur n basin. 
	work furiously buildi
	ng 
	ng
	ng


	laba n stains, spots, uneven color. Ang laba 
	1 . 
	1 . 
	• ' l' k 'h' ld
	sa 1yang mga s1n1na wa a ma u a, We cou not get the stains out of her dress. v [B; cl]get stained, spotted in color. Mulaba (malaba) ang kulur sa sinina ug ibuwad kini sa;. nit, The color of the dress will become uneven if it gets exposed to the sun. Ayaw naglabaa (ilaba) ug pintal, Don't paint it unevenly. labalaba v [B46] have splotches of lighter or darker hue, not evenly smooth. 
	Naglabalaba ang $ininang dikulur nga giladlad, The colored dress got splotched when it was bleached in the sun 
	laba= TAAS (dialectal). pa•(�) v [A; b6]do s.t. to enhance one's image in public. Kanang iyang panghatag kwarta nagpalaba Jang sa iyang papil, He gave money, but only to enhance his public image. n action of doing 
	2 

	s.t. for the show and not with earnest intent. 
	*la.ha see KIL.AHA. lababu see LABA. 
	lab ad a 1 for the head to ache. Lab ad kaayu ang akung ulu, I have a terrible headache. 2 giving a headache, problem. Labad kaayung tudluan. Bugu unya di pa maminaw, It's a real headache to teach him. He's stupid and on top of that, he won't listen. Ang pagbayad imung labad, It's your headache how to pay it off. v 1 [B46; b4] get, have a headache. Naglabad ning akung ulu sa inyung kasaba, I have a headache because of your noise. Labdun (labarun) pa giyud ku yOU still have to trouble me with those problem
	ninyu anang mga sulirana, 

	*labad pa-n 1 propeller of a plane or windmill 2 toy propeller. v [a2] make into, install a propeller. labadlabad = PALA.BAD. 
	labada see LABA. 
	labadur see LABA. 
	labadura n batter. v [A; a2] make a batter. 
	labag, labagn 1 a bundle of abaca fibers consisting of thirty-two smaller bunches (bituul). 2 any large bundle of threads or yarn. v [A; a] group fibers into bunches. Laban lang ning tingkal arun mahibaw-ag pilay abutun, Let's take this twine and group it in bundles so we know how much it amounts to. 
	1 
	gu

	labagv [A; b(l)J wring water out. Gilabagan sa mga sumasakay ang ilang mga saput nga nahumud sa dagat, The passengers of the boat wrung out the sea water from their wet clothes. -i& n s.t. wrung out. 
	2 

	labaha n straight razor. v [A; b] shave s.o. with a straight razor. Mubui ang tingkuy piru ayaw labahai, Make the nape short, but don't shave it. paN-v [A2] shave oneself with a straight razor. 
	labak v [A; c] 1 throw s. t. hard on the ground. Nakalabak na baya kag daghang platu. Tingalig maburut ni, You've already thrown down a lot of plates. No doubt you intend to break all of them. 2 throw s. t. away. Ayaw nag ilabak, aku na Jang, Don't 


	labak 
	labak 
	-

	throw that away. Let me have it. 3 [A; al b2) spank with open palm ..Nakalabak ku sa iyang samput, I spanked her on the buttocks. 
	throw that away. Let me have it. 3 [A; al b2) spank with open palm ..Nakalabak ku sa iyang samput, I spanked her on the buttocks. 
	labak v [B26] for a sore or an infected wound to be opened wide. Milabak (nalabak) ang iyang bubag nga gitambalan nianang tambala, Her boil opened wide when that medicine was put on it. 
	· 

	lab-ak v 1 [AB; a] get to have spaces or omissions in between; cause s.t. to do so, skip.
	Mulab-ak Lang kug pila ka klasi arun ku masayu, I will just skip some classes so l can get home early. Nakalab-ak kug usa ka linya sa akung pakigpulung, I accidentally left out a line in my speech. Gilab-akan niya ang tulu ka balay una siya muhunung, He passed up three houses before he stopped. Kining pula ilab-ak nimu sa puti, Interspersethese red things between the white ones. la for colors to get uneven. Mulab-ak ang kulur sa sinina ug ibulad sa init, The dress will get uneven in color (with dark int


	labakara see LABA. 
	labakara see LABA. 
	laban (from labt) greater in number, size, intensity. ka-an, ka-an(�) n,most of a number of. Kalabanan (kalabanan) sa mga Pilipinu mugbu, Most Filipinos are short. v 1 [B3; b 2cl] exceed, be more. Mulaban (malaban) sa uras ang iyang paglakaw nganhi, It will take more than an hour for him to get here. Hinglabanan na sad nang imung bisyu, Yourvices have gone beyond the limits of tolerance. 2 [b2P] do s.t. excessively. Ayaw ug palabani (labani) ug lata ang tinulang karni, 
	Do not cook the meat overly soft. 
	Do not cook the meat overly soft. 

	laban v· 1 [A; bl take sides with.-Mul�ban ku nimu ug hustu ka, I·U go to your defense if you are right. Gilabanan sa Yuis ang Israil, The U.S. took sides with Israel. la -sa nigusyu cooperate in making a business dowell. Dunay mga tindirang di/i.mulaban sa
	. 
	. 
	. 
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	nigusyu sa ilang agawun, Some salesgirls do not do anything to help their master's business. 2 [A; b( 1)] def end s.o. in a lawsuit. 
	nigusyu sa ilang agawun, Some salesgirls do not do anything to help their master's business. 2 [A; b( 1)] def end s.o. in a lawsuit. 
	Si Aturni Katunggal ang mulaban sa akung kasu, Attorney Catunggal is defending me in a lawsuit. 2a [A; b] defend one'shonor,uphold the stand he has taken. Naglabanlang ku sa akung dungug sa pagpatay ku niya, I killed him in defense of my honor.Gilabanan niyaang iyang baruganan, Hestoodby his principles. paN-v be a lawyer byoccupation. n occupation of lawyer. �an(➔)a tending to take sides with one's child or other person inwhom one isinterested.· 
	.
	.
	.
	· 

	.
	Ayg pakig-away anang bat-ana kay labanan ra ba kaayu nag inaban, Don't quarrel with that child because his mother tends to take sides with him. v [B126] become one who mixes in quarrels. maN-r-n attorney.
	lab-an= LABAN. labana= GWAYABANU. labandiru, -a see LABA. 
	labang v 1 [A; bSc] cross s.t., go across, bring across. M ulabang na ta, rid layit na, Let's cross now. It's red light. Labangunpa nimu ang pitu ka Ja�ud usa ku nimu maangkun, You cannot have me (lit. you have to cross seven seas before you can possess me).Ilabang siya ngadtu sa pikas, Bringher across the street. 2 [A2; b8] pass examinations. Gamay ra ang m ilabang sa pasulitsa pagkaduktur, .Only a few people passed the doctor's examination. 3 [A; bS] come through a crisis. Labangun (/(lbangan) panimu an
	Labangan pa kunu niya ang rik.urd ni Sulayman, She says she will beat Sulaiman's record. Ayaw ilabang sa napulu ang imung pagkuba, Don'ttake more than ten. n placeacross from s. t. Ang ilang haul naa sa labang sa sapa, Their field is across the river. -pa,sa further than, more than. Labang pa niana ang akung bubatun ug tagaan kug bigayun, 
	.
	.

	.
	.
	I'll do more than that if I'm given the chance. -, •un ug pitu ka lawud may it not happen, may it be impossible (lit. have to cross seven seas to commit). Simbaku. Labangun (ilabang) ug pitu ka lawud nga mamatay, God forbid. Let it not happen that he die! -unun(�) n things one has to sur

	.
	mount, trials to which one is put. -anan(Ł),
	_labnganan n place one crosses. 
	lab-ang v [A; ab] p�ss over, miss. M ilab-ang siyag usa ka dahun sa iyang gibasa,. He. skipped a page of what he was reading. Lab-angug usa ka parapu, Skip one paragraph. namount missed, interval. 

	S40 labanus -labay 
	labanus n radishes. The white (Chinese) radishes are the variety most commonly grown in Cebu. 
	labas (from lab-as) v [AN; a2c] vend or peddle lish that one has bought (usually from the fisherman). Naglabas lang ang iyang anak una kay wa pa makasulud ug trababu, Her daughter works buyiand selling fish for the while because she doesn't have a job. Ilabas ring akung kuba, Peddle my catch. -ira female fish vendor. -iru = LABAS:IRA (male).
	ng 

	labas= GULA (used only by speakers strongly influenced by Tagalog). pa-n boast, ostentatious display. Ayaw tug tuubi ang iyang bilak, palabas Jang tu, Don't pay attention to his crying fit. That was just a put-on.
	2 

	labasv [A; ab7] spend entrusted money for oneself. Gilabasan kug diyutay ang tm.ung gibilin naku, Iused some of the money you had me keep for you. 
	3 

	lab-&s a 1 for s.t. quickly perishable to be fresh. Lab-as nga bangin, Fresh air. Lab-as nga balita, Fresh news. Lab-as nga bulak, Fresh flowers. Lab-as isda, Fresh fish. 2 fresh in manner. Lab-as ra kaayu nang ;.mung panlibuklihuk, Your actions are very fresh. n fresh fish. Musuruy siyag lab-as kada buntag, She peddles fresh fish every morning. v 1 [82) be fresh. 2 [AB2; al2)make s.t. fresh to one's mind. Mga bandumanan nga naglab-as sa atung kagabapun, Memories that keep our past fresh. nilab-as a in a 
	labat n 1 fence. 2 patches made in clothi, walls, fence. Ang labat sa iyang karsunss lainlain ang kulur, The patches on his pants are of various colors. v [A; bS) 1 put up a fence. SiAngi ang milabat sa amung gardin, Angi fenced our garden. Labatun (labatan) nakug kawayan ang bakilid sa amung kalupart of our coconut plantation with bamboo slats. 2 repair a hole by fillior patching it. labatlabat n 1 rough and · hurried mendi. 2 makeshift fence or barrier. v [A; bS) 1 putup a temporary fence. 2 make coars
	ng
	biban, 
	l will fence the slopi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	,
	,
	whatever pieces of wood we found. Atu 
	Jang ning labatlabatang karsunis, We'll just do quick patchwork on these trousers. 
	labat11>a n 1 enema. 2 the apparatus used to give an enema. v [A; b] give s.o. an enema. Labatibaban ta kag di ka malibang, If you don't have a B.M. I'll give you an enema. 
	labaw v 1 [83; c] jut out higher than s.t., stick out farther from the margin or limit. M ilabaw ang iyang ulu sa mga tawu, His head jutted above the crowd. Naglabaw ang imung kamisun, Your slip is showing. [labaw ang antina sa mga atup, Put the antenna higher than the rooftops. 2 [83; b] be more, over in degree, number. Way makalabaw sa iyang kabingatag, No one can surpass his generosity. Lab wan naku ang imung kininbas, I'll gather more shells than you did. 3 be ahead in a contest. Jsaka ang pusta ug m
	ay 
	-

	You will be given a prize, and in addition to that, you can travel. Buutan siya, utukan, ug labaw sa tanan, gwapa, She is good, brainy, and above all else, she is pretty. pa(�) v 1 [C; b3] try to outdo one another, vie with s.o. Nagpalabaw sila sa hambug, They try to outdo each other with their big talk. Unsa may inyung gipalabawan nganagpangbugyaw man mu? You must be havisome sort of a contest that you 're shouting so much. 2 [Al2C2; bSc] play a game of any sort whereby the one who gets the highest number
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	nay 

	labay v 1 [A2; a] go, pass by s.t., bris.t. by s.w. Milabay Jang ku, wa ku mubapit, I just passed by, I didn't drop in. Nakalabayna ba ang dyip? Has the jeep pas.sed by yet? Labyun ku unya tung akung nalimtan sa inyu, I'll come by to get the thing I forgot at your house. Gilabyan Zang ku nimu, You just passed by me. Ilabay kining sud-an unya sa ila, Brithis food by to them on your way. 2 [b(l)] pass over, bypass. Gilab
	ng 
	ng 
	-
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	yan niya ang akung ngalan sapagpangbimug prumusyun, He passed my name over when he made the list of promotions. 3 [A2') for time to pass.Milabay ang dagbang katuigan, Years passed. a passing, short-lived. Labay Jang ning bangina kay unus man, This strongwind is only temporary. It is just a squall.pa-v [A; cl] let s.t. pass by. Magpalabay ku sa akung kasuku una ku muuli, I will let my anger pass before I go home. Palabyun (ipalabay) lang tu nakung iyang sulti, I just won't mind what she says. -um-r-,e-um•r-(
	yan niya ang akung ngalan sapagpangbimug prumusyun, He passed my name over when he made the list of promotions. 3 [A2') for time to pass.Milabay ang dagbang katuigan, Years passed. a passing, short-lived. Labay Jang ning bangina kay unus man, This strongwind is only temporary. It is just a squall.pa-v [A; cl] let s.t. pass by. Magpalabay ku sa akung kasuku una ku muuli, I will let my anger pass before I go home. Palabyun (ipalabay) lang tu nakung iyang sulti, I just won't mind what she says. -um-r-,e-um•r-(
	-
	-
	-


	labay v 1 [A; ac] throw at. Labayun tikawg banggranid animala ka, I'll throw a hand grenade at you, you beast. Labayi tag duba ka buuk bi, Throw me down a couple. Ilabay kanaku ang bula, Throw me the ball. la [A; c] throw away. Jlabay ang mga lata, Throw away the spoiled fruits. lb throw, discard in a card game. 2 [A; c] assign to a remote place. Way lain makalabay sa mga impliyadu ngadtu sa layu gawas sa supirintindint� No one can assign the employees to a remote place except the superintendent. n throw.
	labayan n 1 of several species of sea fish growing to 6", with fine scales, found individually zigzagging in seaweed. 2 one who seems to be always on the go, like the labayan.
	labha v 1 °[ABN; b4) for the skin to get welts, bruises, or red splotches; cause it to do so. Nalabba (nalabbaan) ang iyang nawung .ra sagpa, She got red splotches on her face when she was slapped. Nanglabba nang imung nawung sa tipdas, Your face is all splotched with measles. 2 [BN; alP]blush, redden. Milabba (nanglabba) ang iyang nawung sa kasuku, His face became 
	labha v 1 °[ABN; b4) for the skin to get welts, bruises, or red splotches; cause it to do so. Nalabba (nalabbaan) ang iyang nawung .ra sagpa, She got red splotches on her face when she was slapped. Nanglabba nang imung nawung sa tipdas, Your face is all splotched with measles. 2 [BN; alP]blush, redden. Milabba (nanglabba) ang iyang nawung sa kasuku, His face became 
	red with anger. 

	labhag n welts, marks, splotches on the body.Ang mga labbag sa kuku maila kaayu, You can easily tell welts made by the fingernails. v 1 [B4; b4] get welts, splotches on the body. Milabbag ang iyang lawas sa tipdas, 
	labhag n welts, marks, splotches on the body.Ang mga labbag sa kuku maila kaayu, You can easily tell welts made by the fingernails. v 1 [B4; b4] get welts, splotches on the body. Milabbag ang iyang lawas sa tipdas, 
	. .
	His body became splotched with measles. 
	Nganung nalabbagan ka man? Gipawu ka? 
	Nganung nalabbagan ka man? Gipawu ka? 
	Why are you all covered with welts? Were you given a whipping? 2 [B; b4] appearlike welts. Milabbag diba sa iyang agtang ang nagbandaybanday nga ugat, His crisscrossing veins appeared like welts on his forehead. 3 [A; a2) for emotions to leave their mark.Milabbag sa akungpanumduman ang iyang mga bait nga pulung, Her sharpwords etched themselves deeply in my memory. 4 [BN) blush, turn red all over. 
	Manlabhag akung nawung ug makainum ku ug binu, My face gets red if I drink wine. 
	labhak n rectangular piece, area. Gibabin ang _syudad ug dagkung labbak, The city was divided into large rectangular areas. v· [A;cl] divide into rectangular pieces or areas. Kinsay naglabbak sa kabuy nga wa maangay? Who cut the wood into rectangular pieces of all different siz�s? 
	labhu, labhu v [A; a3b) pour boiling water over s. t. Nakalabbu ka na ba sa mga susanan sa bata? Have you scalded the baby's bottles yet? Ayaw pagduul sa abu, malabbu (malabbuan) ka unya, Don't go near the stove. You might get scalded. -in-an n s. t. scalded. Hain man ang imung linabbuan? Where are the things you have scalded? 
	labi a more, greater. Ug mau nay paagi paguma, labi ang abut sa yuta, If that is the method of farming employed, the yield. of the land will increase. v [B; b] 1 be. greaterthan s. t. else or excessive. Mulabi ang sak it ug mulibuk ka, The pain will increase if you move. Naglabi ang mga gagmay sa !flga dagku, There are more small ones than big ones. Asgad ni kay nalabiban (ttalabian) na.kug timplag asin, This is salty because I put-too much salt into it. 2 -nga more, most. Siyay labing datu, He is the ri
	-
	-





	labid -lablab 
	labid -lablab 
	na especially. Lamian, ilabi (labi) na ug timplabag asin, It's very tasty, esp. if you season it with salt. pa-v 1 (A; al2] prefer, favor. Magpalabi kung magpabiling pubri kay sa ingun nimu, I would rather be poor than be like you. Palabibun ba nimu ang imung iru sa imung asawa? Do you· favor your dog over your wife? 2 [A; bc2] do s. t. to excess. Nagpalabi siyag inum, He is drinking too much. Ayaw palabibi (palabii) pagpangga ang imung anak, Don't dote on your child too much.Ayaw ipalabi (palabii) ang im
	na especially. Lamian, ilabi (labi) na ug timplabag asin, It's very tasty, esp. if you season it with salt. pa-v 1 (A; al2] prefer, favor. Magpalabi kung magpabiling pubri kay sa ingun nimu, I would rather be poor than be like you. Palabibun ba nimu ang imung iru sa imung asawa? Do you· favor your dog over your wife? 2 [A; bc2] do s. t. to excess. Nagpalabi siyag inum, He is drinking too much. Ayaw palabibi (palabii) pagpangga ang imung anak, Don't dote on your child too much.Ayaw ipalabi (palabii) ang im
	You'd better sell it now, even at a low price. 
	Better than getting even less tomorrow. v 
	(AP] 1 do s. t. all the more. Manday gitaga

	an ug_ diyis, misulabi (mipasulabi) ug bilak, 
	an ug_ diyis, misulabi (mipasulabi) ug bilak, 
	an ug_ diyis, misulabi (mipasulabi) ug bilak, 

	I gave him a dime, but he cried all the more. 2 = P ALABI, 2. mapasulabihun characterized by excessive indulgence. Mapasulabihun sa babayi, Indulging in women excessively. si-= SU·, 2. hilabihan a carried out to excess. Nabugu siya tungud sa kaguul nga bilabiban, He became thin because of his excessive .sorrows. labihan, labian, hilabihan, ilabihan, hilabian, hinglabihan, labihanay, hilabihanay, labhan a -nga [adj.) -a,ka-[adj.] how very! Labibang mabala sa karni, Labiban kamahal sa karni! How expens
	kuy mulabid niining lanut, l will braid these abaca fibers into rope. Nalabid ang iyang d� la sa kalisud sa mga pulung, His tongue became twisted because of the difficult words. Nagkalabid ang duba ka biniktan, The two roosters became entwined. Kataas sa imu ng bubuk! Nindut labirun, How long your hair is! It would be nice to braid it. n s.t. braided. Unsay gidf;lk-un nianang imung labid? How big around is the rope you braided? 
	kuy mulabid niining lanut, l will braid these abaca fibers into rope. Nalabid ang iyang d� la sa kalisud sa mga pulung, His tongue became twisted because of the difficult words. Nagkalabid ang duba ka biniktan, The two roosters became entwined. Kataas sa imu ng bubuk! Nindut labirun, How long your hair is! It would be nice to braid it. n s.t. braided. Unsay gidf;lk-un nianang imung labid? How big around is the rope you braided? 
	labigan n k.o. herb of moist places, with stoutbranched, aromatic rhizomes and long, flat leaves with medicinal uses: Acorus calamus. 
	labil n label, a n1ark put on s.t. for identification. V (A; b] label s.t. Labilan Jang ni natung malitLet us label this suitcase. 
	a, 

	labing a like sweethearts. Labing kaasilangmagtiayuna, They are a very loving couple. V [Bl] be loving. Malabing Ta manvna silag naay mutan-aw, They get to be very loving if s.o. is watching them. 
	yu 

	labit v [A; b) stitch with a loop that holds 
	· 
	· 
	but can be unravelled. Si Lusi ang mulabit nianang imungpanyu, Lucy will stitch loops around the edges of your handkerchief. tabitlabit n small bits of meat adhering to the bones or any part of a slaughtered animal. v 1 [AN; bS) stitch s.t. hurriedly and unevenly by hand. 2 [A13) for bits of meat to be left adhering to bones. Pangubaagmga urrud nga naglabitlabit sa bukug, Get the small bits of meat that are adhering to the bones. a meat which has lots of sinews. 



	Gabi kaQyu usapun ning karniha, labitlabit, 
	Gabi kaQyu usapun ning karniha, labitlabit, 
	Gabi kaQyu usapun ning karniha, labitlabit, 
	This meat is very tough to chew. It is sinewy. labitlabittin = LABITLABIT, a. . -ira,-iru n one who works stitching materials. 
	labka a partially cooked, usually said of root crops and bananas, but sometimes of cereals as well. Labka pa manvning kamuting imung gilutu, These sweet potatoes that you are cooking are still half done. v [B26; bScl] cook root crops halfway, and, by exteŁsion, 
	cereals.Mulabka (malabka) ang linung-ag ug dili maangay ang ka, Rice will become unevenly cooked if the fire underneath it is uneven. labkahan = LABKA, a. 
	yu

	lablab v l (AB12; ab2] slash, tear in a long slash. Malablab ang bandira ug kusgun ug bangin, The flag will get ripped if it is blown in too strong a wind. 2 (B6; cl] be loose fitting. Mulablab (malablab) ang Ł mung saya ug imung padakuan, Your skirt will be very loose if you have it enlarged. -ang baba v [B6; cl] shoot off the mouth with unsensical, boasting talk. Naglablab ang baba sa tawung nabubug, The man who 

	labnaw -labu
	1 

	got drunk became very talkative. n 1 bigrip, slashed part. Ang lab/ab sa saku giptkut, The big rip on the sack was mended. 2nonsensical talk, boasting. a loose fitting. 
	got drunk became very talkative. n 1 bigrip, slashed part. Ang lab/ab sa saku giptkut, The big rip on the sack was mended. 2nonsensical talk, boasting. a loose fitting. 
	labnaw a 1 heavily diluted, having too much water. Labnaw ra ning pagkalugaw, Thisporridge has too much water in it. Labnaw ug dugu, Weak-blooded, lacking drive or guts. 2 cool, lacking in warmth. Labnaw siyag tinagdan sa mga bisita kay dili iyang grupu, Sh� received her visitors cooly because they weren't her crowd. v [B; ab7) 1be diluted, put. too much water in a mixture. Nagkalabnaw man ning imung kapi nga dagban na binuun kag suk� Your coffee is becoming weaker now that you have lots of customers. 2
	.

	labni v [A; a) snatch, grab with a jerk, esp. s.t. that s.o. has. Wa mailbi sa dalaga ang milabni sa iyang pitaka, The maiden did not recognize the man who snatched her bag.
	Gilabni Jang nrya ang suwat sa akung kamut, He just snatched the letter out of my hand.
	labnit v [A; a) snatch s.t. attached or just placed s.w. with a jerk. Gilabnit ang iyang bangkaw ug mikaratil pagkanaug, He grabbed his spear from the place he had put it and rushed out. 
	labnub, labnug = LAGNUB. 
	labnut v [A; a] pull s.t. with a jerk, usually 
	s.t. that is in s.t. else. Sa iyang kapungut gilabnut niya ang tabi sa sanina, In her anger she ripped out the stitches of her dress. Angkurd sa plantsa dili labnutun, binayun pagibut, You should pull out the cord slowly, not with a jerk. Gilabnutan aku niya sa bubuk, He pulled my hair. 
	labsik a lovesick. Labsik kaayu na siya, maung ganiwang, He is so lovesick that he has grown thin. v [B12) get lovesick. 
	labsit n game of tennis or pingpong played so that a player is declared winner if he gets half the score of the set without letting his opponent get a single point. v 1 [A; al2]win by this method. Musukul ka naku labsitun tika, Are you going to play against me? I'm going to beat you eleven to nothing. 2 [a12b8] get nothing for one's efforts. 
	Wa ku makalabsit sa akung pagpanagat, I 

	· did not go fishing for nothing. I got s.t. 
	labtik v•1 [A; b] strike with a flicking or snapping motion. Labtikan tikaw sa lastiku, I'll flick the rubber band at you. Hilabtikanka sa nawung ug buy-an ku ring sanga,You'11 get lashed in the face if I let go offthis branch suddenly. 2 [B46) for a mecha
	labtik v•1 [A; b] strike with a flicking or snapping motion. Labtikan tikaw sa lastiku, I'll flick the rubber band at you. Hilabtikanka sa nawung ug buy-an ku ring sanga,You'11 get lashed in the face if I let go offthis branch suddenly. 2 [B46) for a mecha
	-

	nism to click or snap. Nagpusing pa ku, nilabtik na diay ang kamira, I was still posing,but the camera had already clicked. 2a [A) for the heart to beat. M ilabtik ang akung dugban sa kabinangup, My heart beat with joy at seeing her. n 1 whip or s.t. to flick at 
	s.t. la reins of a carabao: a rope usually about 3-4 meters long attached to the endof the nose cord (pangilung). It is snapped on the carabao's back to urge it on. 2 action of flicking. pa-hint, s.t. said indirectly. 
	Ang iyang mulu nga wa pay swildu agi lag palabtik nga mubulam siyag kwarta, Hiscomplaints that he hadn't been paid were just his way of hinting that he'd like to borrow money. v [A; b] give hints. 
	labting v [A; b6(1)] whip s.o. by flicking s.t.long and somewhat pliant at him. Gilabtingan naku siyag tualya, I flicked her with my towel. 
	labtingaw, labtingaw Ł moderately saltedfish, not completely dried. v [AB6; cl] dryfish, but not completely, with a moderate amount of salt. M ilabtingaw silag bulad ug dagbang isda para sa bungus, They half 
	dried a quantity of moderately salted fishfor the work bee. Wala malabtingaw (mulabtingaw) ang buwad kay naulanan, Thesalted fish did not dry even part way because it got rained on. 
	. 

	labua 1 for ripe fruit, cooked root crops,and squash to have a dry and consistent texture of meat without being soggy. 2 for skin to be dry. v 1 [B2] get to have a dry and consistent texture. 2 [BJ get dry skin. Mulabu ang panit sa siging kaligu, A personwho always goes swimming will get dry skin.
	1 
	·

	•Iabukwartang ma-sure, easy money. Kwartang malabu ug maayu kang abinti, laway ray pubunan, It's sure money if you'rea good sales agent. All you need for capital is yourself (lit. your saliva). 
	2 

	labuv 1 [B; cl] sink deeply. Milabu ang ayis pik sa dugban ni Kindi, The ice pick sank deep into Candy's breast. Mu ra ka OUtake forever to come back when I send you
	1 
	man ug bairan nga nalabu sa lapuk, y

	s.w. (Lit. You are like a whetstone thrown into the mud and fail to come up.) 2 [Al; c6] throw overboard. Ang mga ismaglir naglabu sa ilang mga karga samtang gibugtaw sa taga kustum, The smugglers jettisonedtheir cargo when the customs men pursued them. 3 [AP; bS] go into a woman Kinsa na sad kahay mulabu (mupalabu) nianang bbana karun� gab{i? I wonder who will use that woman tonight. 4 [B26; al] for 
	ay



	S44 labu-labuk
	S44 labu-labuk
	2 
	2 
	garments to become loose-fitting and flapping. Milabu (nalabu) ang iyang mga sinina karung daut na siya, Her clothing has gotten loose now that she lost weight. n depth of 
	s.t. sunk in. Usa giyud ka pulgada ang labu sa lansang sa iyang lapalapa, The nail sank 1" into the sole of his foot. pa-n k.o. net fishing whereby the net is spread before the sun sets and hauled in some hours later, but before the sun rises. v [A; c1) go net fishing in this way. 

	labu-v [AN; ab2] fool s.o. by flattery or lies. Nalabu sa kandidatu ang mga pumipili, nakadaug giyud, The voters were fooled bythe candidate, so he won. -liba, -kasuy n 
	2 

	s.t. said to fool s.o. Labu liba (kasuy) lang ang mga pasalig sa tinuryu, The Don Juan's promises are designed to deceive. linabuhan, pinanglabuhan n s. t. gained by flattery or deceit. -um-r-a flatterer, deceiver. 
	s.t. said to fool s.o. Labu liba (kasuy) lang ang mga pasalig sa tinuryu, The Don Juan's promises are designed to deceive. linabuhan, pinanglabuhan n s. t. gained by flattery or deceit. -um-r-a flatterer, deceiver. 

	labuv [B46) for fish to 
	3 
	run in schools.Mu

	labu ang rnga isda sa rmung tungud kun patungdan mug suga, Fish gather in throngs beneath you if you beam a light down into the water. Ang paun nga iyang gisabulak mauy nakalabu ( nakapalabu) sa mga isda, 
	labu ang rnga isda sa rmung tungud kun patungdan mug suga, Fish gather in throngs beneath you if you beam a light down into the water. Ang paun nga iyang gisabulak mauy nakalabu ( nakapalabu) sa mga isda, 
	The bait that he sprinkled around in the water made the fish gather in schools. n school of fish, throng of people. 

	labu = LABU , v2. 
	labuV [AB]Afor vision to get blurred; cause
	1 

	l
	l
	it to do so. Milabu ang iyang mga mata sa Luba, Her vision was blurred with tears. 

	labuv [B2] grow thick and lush. Mulabu ang mga tanum kun hambukan, Plants will grow thick and lush if you loosen the soil around the base. a lush, thick in growth. Labu ug kilay, Thick eyebrows. 
	2 

	lab-u = LABHU. 
	labud n 1 welt. Dita ra ang walay labud nimu, I'll beat every inch of you. (Lit. only your tongue will escape welts.) 2 k.o. milliped, about S" long and an inch around, found in moist earth. The body is covered with a hard, black shell divided into thin segments which go around the body and overlap. It does not bite but secretes a clear yellow substance which burns the skin and may blind the eyes. 3 lies designed to convince s.o. (slang). Di ku mutuu nimu kay labud na, I don't believe you, because that i
	N] get welts on. Nanglabud (gipalabdan) ang akung bukubuku, My back has welts all over it. 2 [a4] infested with millipeds. Gilabud ang silung sa amung balay, The area under our house is full of millipeds. 3 [A; 
	N] get welts on. Nanglabud (gipalabdan) ang akung bukubuku, My back has welts all over it. 2 [a4] infested with millipeds. Gilabud ang silung sa amung balay, The area under our house is full of millipeds. 3 [A; 
	a] convince s.o. with lies (slang). Nakalabud siya sa iyang asawa nga pasuruyun, He told his wife some tall stories so she would let him go out. labug n 1 dish consisting of shredded boiled 
	fish stewed in vinegar, coconut juice, and 
	spices. 2 dish consisting of shredded broiled 
	fish mixed with pickled fish. v [A; acl] fix 
	labug. Labugun l.ang ni natung pagi, Let's 
	cook this rayfish in vinegar and coconut 
	. . .
	JUICe. -m-= LABUG. labug v 1 [A; c] throw out. Dili ku mulabug 
	ug butang hangtud dili madunut, l don't 
	throw things away until they are rotten. 
	Saba dinba, ikaw unya ·ang akung ilabug, Keep quiet, or I will throw you out. Nahilabug (nalabug) ku pagliku ug kalit sa trak, I was thrown a distance when the bus made an abrupt curve. 2 [A3P; c] assign s.o. to a far away place. Ang kuntra niyang supirbisur mauy milabug niya ngadtu sa bukid, 
	The supervisor that had a grudge against 
	him assigned him to teach in the mountains. 
	n distance to which s. t. is thrown. 
	labuk v 1 [A; bl for a chicken to attack. Milabuk ang himungaan dihang gihilabtan ang 
	pisu, The hen charged when s.o. messed with her chicks. la charge into a fray like a chicken. Gilabukan niya ang iyang kuntra sa dihang gimiramirahan siya, She lunged at her enemy when he waved his finger at her. lb [CP; acP) have cocks fight each other for practice. Nakiglabuk (nakigpalasa iyang tiksas sa halsi sa iyang silingan, Talyo had his Texas cock have a practice fight with his neighbor's Hulsey. le (A] come in a gust. Milabuk angn, The wind gusted and then calmed down. Katahap nga mil.abuk sa iya
	buk) si Tal
	yu 
	hangin ug unya mikalma da
	yu 

	,
	Igu Zang siyang mulabuklabuk sa trabahu 

	lab-uk -labut 
	kay may lain siyang lingaw, He just appears at work from time to time because he has other diversions. 
	kay may lain siyang lingaw, He just appears at work from time to time because he has other diversions. 
	lab-uk v [AN; b3] 1 swallow one's ··saliva. Nagpanlab-uk siya sa laway sa kaibug, Heswallowed his spittle in his great desire. 2 = LA&UK. n 1 action of swallowing thesaliva. 2 = LAD-UK.

	labulabu v [AC;ab2S] do s.t. with intensityand unrestrainedly. Ug mulabulabu ug trababu wa man gibapuy ingkris, If I work very hard, I still won't get a raise. Naglabulabu ang kaun sa inyu, They were eating in great quantities and without restraint at your house. Hinglabulabuban lagig bawuk, padilidili bitaw, She was subjected to intense and rough kissing. That's what she gets for pretending not to want to. 
	labun, labun 1 when in fact, actually. Gwapakaayu, labun bugawan diay, She is beautiful, but actually she has dirty habits. 2 -kay anyway, [so-and-so] is OK. In any case 
	... Mus1'gut sad kug dili ta mangadtu, labun kay dagban ku ug trababu, It would be all right with me if we don't go there. Anyway, I have lots of work to do. 3 while, to take advantage of a situation. Manan-aw tag sini labun dagban pa kug kwarta, Let's go see a movie while I still have lots of money. (➔) v [B46] be more prevalent. Maglabun ang sulti kay sa bubat, There is more talk than action. -ay(f-), si-, si-(�) = LABUN, 1. pa-v [A; ac] be partial, have preference for. Nagpalabun si Albin sa pagkatulug 
	... Mus1'gut sad kug dili ta mangadtu, labun kay dagban ku ug trababu, It would be all right with me if we don't go there. Anyway, I have lots of work to do. 3 while, to take advantage of a situation. Manan-aw tag sini labun dagban pa kug kwarta, Let's go see a movie while I still have lots of money. (➔) v [B46] be more prevalent. Maglabun ang sulti kay sa bubat, There is more talk than action. -ay(f-), si-, si-(�) = LABUN, 1. pa-v [A; ac] be partial, have preference for. Nagpalabun si Albin sa pagkatulug 
	-

	' 
	ly hard up. Aku ning ipalabun ang dakung pabat sa tigulang, I'll give the old woman the bigger share. 

	labung= DABUNG. 
	1 

	labung, labung a 1 abundant and long of growth. Labung (labung) ang bubuk sa akung anak, My child has thick, lush hair. Labung a.ng kugun, The saw grass is growitall and thick. 2 exaggerating for the sake of bragging. Labung ug sinultihan, Boastfulin his speech. v 1 [BJ growing abundantly. Milabung ang mga sagbut pag-ulan, Theweeds and grasses became thick and lush when it rained 2 [B; cl] become boastful 
	2
	ng

	Gilabung· niya ang iyang sinultiban arun pagpatuu nga daku siyang asyindiru, Hespoke in a bragging way to make people believe he was a big plantation owner. 
	Gilabung· niya ang iyang sinultiban arun pagpatuu nga daku siyang asyindiru, Hespoke in a bragging way to make people believe he was a big plantation owner. 

	labur n embroidery. v [AN; b6(1)] embroider. Mga madring Bilgas ang naglabur sa 
	mga bi.lung pinya, The Belgian sisters em
	mga bi.lung pinya, The Belgian sisters em
	-

	,
	broidered the pineapple fiber veils. Akunggilaburan ang tanang panyu nga akung gipangrigalu, I embroidered all the handke�chiefs I gave out as gifts. 
	. 

	laburaturyu n laboratory. labut n = LUBUT (dialectal). 
	la.but n 1 concern, connection, part of. Wa kay labut sa amung g;panagsultiban, What we are talking about is no concern of yours. Wa kuy labut sa nabitabu, I have nothing to do with what happened 2 including. Labut ba ning baskit sa prisyu sa prutas? Is thebasket included in the price of the fruits? Labut ka sa iyang kasuku, y OU 're included in his anger. 3 -pa besides that. Tagaan siyag primyu. Labut pa maasawa niya ang prinsisa, He will be given a reward, and besides he can marry the princess. v 1 [AN2
	cl] concern oneself with s. t., be includedin the responsibility for s. t. Di Zang ku mu/abut (man/abut) ana kay mu ra mag siyay sad-an, I won't mix into that affair because he's apparently guilty. Ayawg ilabut ang inaban naku sa away, Don't drag my mother into the quarrel (➔) v = HILABUT. hi(➔) v {AN; a) 1 touch, meddle with s.t. or s.o., cause trouble or bother. Ang mubilabut niining akung butang mapawu gayud,
	Whoever touches my things will get a whipping.Hilabtan gani nang akung mangbud, If you dare meddle with my little sister, ...2 steal. Hipusa ang rmung a/ahas, bilabtan unya, Put your jewels in a safe place. They might be stolen. 3 have sexual intercourse (euphemism). Wa siya mubilabut (mangbilabut) sa iyang asawa kay nagdaut pa man kini, He did not have sexual intercourse. with his wife · because she was still sick. 4harm. Dili na makahilabut natu ang ungu kay duna man!tay panagang, That vampire 
	.
	can't harm us because we have a charm. hilabtanun a 1 meddlesome, given to stealing. 2 tending to molestwomen. Sus, pagbantay giyud mu anang lakiha, bilabtanun ra ba nag babayi, Myl Better be careful That man is known to be dangerous to women. labutlabut v 1 [B1256] become meddlesome. �awg labutlabut sa amung away, Don't meddle in our quarrel. 2 [c]include s. t. which shouldn't be included 
	. 

	Ayawg ilabutlabut sa atung lalis ang way la.but, Don't include irrelevant matters in 



	our argument. pangi-, panŁ, pangm-, panŁ
	our argument. pangi-, panŁ, pangm-, panŁ
	our argument. pangi-, panŁ, pangm-, panŁ
	hi v [A; b(l)] meddle in with s.t., make s.!t. one's business. Nganung manggilabut ku sa inyung prublima? Why should I mix in with your problems? Nganung panggilabu
	-


	• labuy -lag-ab
	2 

	tan pa niya ang akung kaminyuun? Why is he meddling into my wedding plans? ig-, dili ig-not related Makapangasawa ka niya, kay dili mu siya iglabut, You can marry her because she is unrelated to you. ka-an n involvement, responsibility. Ang taksi draybir may kalabutan sa kawat, The taxi driver had s. t. to do with the robbery. 
	tan pa niya ang akung kaminyuun? Why is he meddling into my wedding plans? ig-, dili ig-not related Makapangasawa ka niya, kay dili mu siya iglabut, You can marry her because she is unrelated to you. ka-an n involvement, responsibility. Ang taksi draybir may kalabutan sa kawat, The taxi driver had s. t. to do with the robbery. 

	*labuy pa-v [A; cl] ignore s.t. saiq against nang baybana, di giyud na mupalabay ug sulti, suklian giyud, That woman is ill-�arured. She never lets a word pass without answering back. lpalabuy (palabuya) Lang ang mga bubungibung nga way katinuan, Just ignoregroundless rumors. palabuylabuy v [A; b (1)) give hints. Palabuylabuyi ug sulti si Mama arun makasabut nga nagkinabanglan tag kwarta, Give Mama some hints so she will understand that we need money. 
	one's own person. Maldita kaa
	yu 

	labuyu n ·1 adolescent rooster. 2 wild chicken, male or female, characterized by its smallness as compared with the domestic ones. -un a ha�ing the characteristics of a wild chicken 
	labyug v 1 [AB46; c] swing vigorously with a sweeping arc. Grabiha sad nimung nakalabyug sa duyan, My, how vigorously you nnga gikumbitayan ni Tarsan, The vine that Tarzan rode swung with sweeping arc. 1labyug ang pisi usa ilabay, Swing the rope vigorously before you throw it. 2 [Al3] wear a loose style of trousers. n 1 swingingmotion with a sweeping arc. 2 style of loose-fitting trousers. paN-v [A 13; a] gofishing with a line. Ang katambak panlabyugun, Porgies are caught by casting a line. pina-n = LABYU
	swing the hammock. Milabyug ang ba
	gu
	-

	lad-an see LALA. 
	lad-ang a 1 water havia slightly salty taste. 
	ng 

	Lad-ang ang tubig sa atabay nga duul sa dagat, Water from a well near the sea tends to taste a bit salty. la for drinking water or soup to have a flat taste. 2 reonding with no enthusiasm, coldly. Lad-ang ang iyang tinagdan kanaku, She gave me a cool reception v 1 [ B; a6] get, be flat or salty tasti. 
	Lad-ang ang tubig sa atabay nga duul sa dagat, Water from a well near the sea tends to taste a bit salty. la for drinking water or soup to have a flat taste. 2 reonding with no enthusiasm, coldly. Lad-ang ang iyang tinagdan kanaku, She gave me a cool reception v 1 [ B; a6] get, be flat or salty tasti. 
	sp 
	ng


	Mulad-ang (malad-ang) ang tubig human pabukala, Water tastes flat after it is boiled 2 [B; al2] be cool in one's dealings with s.o. ladila n trowel for plastering or smoothing out cement. v [A; bS] use a trowel on s.t. ladlad v [A; c] 1 spread soaped white clothes under the sun to bleach them. Nagladlad siya sa iyang mga sinabunan sa kasagbutan, 
	She spread the soaped clothes on the grass. Ang mga dikulur ayaw iladlad, Don't spread 
	She spread the soaped clothes on the grass. Ang mga dikulur ayaw iladlad, Don't spread 
	the colored things out to bleach. 2 spreadfor display. Iladlad ang mga baligya sa asiras, Spread the goods to dilay th.em o� the sidewalk. Dili angay iladlad ang lawas sa publiku, It is not proper to display your body to the public. 2a show, present, tell 
	sp

	Miladlad srya sa akung angsu nga kagabapun, She spread the smelly details of my past out for the public to enjoy. 3 [A; c]set a fishline or net. Di ta muladlad sa pukut sa duba ka dupa kay mabaw ra, We will not set the net at two fathoms because it's a bit too shallow. n goods laid out on the sidewalk for display. Kining guntinga didtu niya mapalit sa ladlad, She bought this pair of scissors from a sidewalk vendor. :.in-n soaped clothes spread for bleaching. 
	lads v [A] lodge, rent a room or sleeping ace. n loge in a movie house. ladyir n lodger. 
	sp

	lad-uk v [A; b6] 1 gulp down a liquid Mulad-uk Zang siyag kapi dayung adtus trababu, He gulps down a cup of coffee before leaving for work. 2 = LAB-UK. n 1 action of swallowing liquids. 2 quantity of liquid in a swallow. Tulu ka lad-uk sa tu.big igung ipugung sa ubaw, Three swallows of water,enough to stave off thirst. 
	ladyir see LADS. laga = HUIMIGAS. 
	laga v [A; a] broil water or water with s. t. in it: coffee, medicinal herbs, and the like. 
	Naglaga kug Luy-a para sa nagsakit kung tiyan, I am brewing ginger tea for my stom-achache. -anan n any cooking utensil used for boiling purposes. 
	,

	lagaak v [B2S3(1)46] produce a loud cracking or splitting sound. Kusug nga nakalagaak ang kawayan pagpikas niini, The ham boo produced a loud cracking sound when it was split. 
	lag-ab v [A; a] drink in large gulps, drink greedily. Adtu na pud sa tubaan. Paglag-abna pud didtu, Go on to the drinking stand Swig your toddy. Ug lag-abun nimu ang sabaw, di na bisalinan ang uban, If you gulp all of the soup down, there won't be any left for the others. n gulp. Sa usa ka lag-abnaburut niya ang usa ka basu, He drank up the glassful in one gulp. 
	laaba having spaces in between Lag-ab
	g-

	2
	ang pagkasalug sa balay, The flooring was put in with spaces between the floor boards. v 1 [B2; cl] get spaces between Naglag-abang kamaisan kay daghan ang wa muturuk, 
	The corn plants came up far apart because so many failed to germinate. Nalag-abanang amung haul sa karsada, The road divid
	-


	Figure
	ed our field 2 [A; b7] destroy a large poŁ tion of s.t., remove a large chunk out of. 
	ed our field 2 [A; b7] destroy a large poŁ tion of s.t., remove a large chunk out of. 
	Ang bagyung Naring milag-ab sa amung kalubiban, Typhoon Naridestroyed a large number of our coconut plants. Gilag-aban ug daku ang kik, A big part was taken off the cake. n amount taken off. 
	ng 


	lag-abv [A; b6] belch, burp. Milag-ab siya sa kabusug, He burped because he was full. Dili makatulug ang bata ug dili makalag-ab, 
	1 

	The child can't go to sleep unless he burps.
	The child can't go to sleep unless he burps.

	lagablab (from lab/ab) a I for clothito be loose so as to be flapping. 2 talking continuously and inconsequentially. Katuuban ba gud na nga lagablab man, Can you believe hirri when he babbles on all the time? v 1
	ng 

	[A] be loose and flapping. Nalagablab ang pagkatabi sa iyang sinina, After it was sewed, her dress was so loose it flapped. Naglagablab ang iyang agi sa iyang paglabay, Shepassed by with her skirts flapping. Naglagab/ab ang bandira, The flag flapped. 2 [A;
	[A] be loose and flapping. Nalagablab ang pagkatabi sa iyang sinina, After it was sewed, her dress was so loose it flapped. Naglagablab ang iyang agi sa iyang paglabay, Shepassed by with her skirts flapping. Naglagab/ab ang bandira, The flag flapped. 2 [A;
	·

	c] blab, talk too much. Sugut 1ang na siyag way kaun basta makalagablab lang, Shedoesn't mind not eating so long as she can shoot off her mouth. Pagbantay unyag kining imung bidunggan imung ilagablab, 
	· 

	Better watch out if you blabber about what you heard here. 
	Better watch out if you blabber about what you heard here. 

	lagak, lagak v [A; cl) lower s. t. on a line. 
	Dinhi Zang natu lagakun (ilagak) ang baling, 
	Dinhi Zang natu lagakun (ilagak) ang baling, 
	Let us just cast the fishing net here. n
	length of line lowered. 

	lagala a given to loud boasting. n action of boasting. Maayu sa abugadu nang lagala, kay dili palupig, Having a big mouth is good for lawyers, because no one can outdothem. v [B12) be vocally boastful. Nagka-
	,
	,
	lagala si Idi nga nagkadaku ang iyang ka
	-

	tungdanan, Eddie is getting more and more loud-mouthed with his boasting now that he has been promoted. -un( ➔) a boastful sort. 

	lagalaga n a darting light from a flickerifire or phosphorescent light. Ang lagalaga sa mga aniniput nakabatag ug talagsaung dartag, The flashes of phosphorescence given off by the fireflies gave an unusual brightness. v [A) give off flashes of dartinglight. Naglagalaga ang lamparilya nga nabutdan sa!gas, The kerosene lamp is flickeringbecause it ran out of gas. 
	ng

	lagalaw (not without l) = LAGARAW. 
	lagamak = LUGAMAK. 
	langn chambered nautilus. 
	ag
	1 

	lagapak, lapak = LUGAPAK. 
	lagapak, lapak = LUGAPAK. 
	ag

	lagaplv [A] for s.t. flat to come partly off so as to flap. Mulagaplap ang lapalapa 
	ap 

	sa sapatus ug maukang, The sole of your shoe will flap if it comes partly off. 
	sa sapatus ug maukang, The sole of your shoe will flap if it comes partly off. 
	lagarat; lagarat a harsh and grating sound ofvoice. Misinggit siyag pakitabang sa lagarat nga tingug, She called for help in a raspy, hoarse voice. Lagarat sa masinggan, The rata-tat-tat of the machine gun. v [B2S; a] forthe voice to get harsh, grating. Magkalagarat ang tingug sa tawu nga palainum, Aheavy drinker's voice becomes harsh with time. 
	lagaraw n k.o. long machete with a blunt end which curves downward, used for rough clearing, picking up coconuts, and the like.v [Al; b6) wear or use a lagaraw.
	lari n saw. V [A; a] saw. 
	ag

	lagasa 1 for a person to be old. Dalagang la
	1
	gas, Old maid 2 for corn to ripen. Lagasna ang mais. Sanggiun na, The corn is mature, ready for harvesting. 3 ,vithered, shriveled up to the point that it falls off the stem. Nagkayamukat ang nataran sa lagas, The yard is untidy with all the f alien leaves. 4 having spent long s. w. Lagas na ku d inhi sa Pilipinas, I've spent a long time here in the Philippines. v 1 [B2) for a person to become old Mulagas (malagas) kag dali ug magbinay kag panuyu, You'll age fast if you are always angry. 2 [B2] for corn t
	to proposi
	ng

	Yugyuga ang mansanitas arun mulagas (malagas) ang mga bunga ug dabun, Shake the tree so that its dried leaves and fruits will fall off. 4 {BS] for a period of time to come to an end Magbinaybinay na kug pangbipus kay nagkalagas na ang adlaw, I had better to an end 
	begin packing up as the day is comi
	ng 

	lagasi v 1 [A; a] pursue, run after. Nakalagas ku sa trak kay gilabyan Zang ku, I wasforced to run after the truck because it just passed me by. 2 [b8] get caught up with. Diin ka bilagasi? Where did they catch up with you? 
	lagasak n splatteri, pattering noise made by water falling on s. t. v [A] for water to
	ng
	make a splatteri
	ng 
	,

	noise. Naglagasak ang ihi niya sa batu, Her urine made a splashingsound as it hit the rocks. 
	lagata for root crops or bananas to have a yconsistency with no flavor. Lagat ning saginga kay abat pagkabinug, These 
	1 
	soft, stri
	ng


	548 lagat-lagdas 
	2 

	bananas are soft and stringy because they were picked before they were ripe. v [B; a
	bananas are soft and stringy because they were picked before they were ripe. v [B; a
	1) get soggy and fibrous. Mulagat ang kamuti ug madugay ug bumul sa tubig, Sweetpotatoes become soggy if they are left soakiin water too lo. 
	ng 
	ng


	lta for the eyes to be bulging.(Ł) v [B
	ap
	2 

	23] for the eyes to bulge. Nilagat ang iyang mga mata sa kabibulung, His eyes popped out of his head in surprise.
	23] for the eyes to bulge. Nilagat ang iyang mga mata sa kabibulung, His eyes popped out of his head in surprise.

	lagatak n 1 a clatteri, slapping, thudding noise of numerous this hitting s.t. 2 = LAGASAK. v [A; al] 1 strike with a clatter. Milagatak ang mga batu sa bungbung, The stones hit the wall with a rattlisound. Milagatak ang mga sinsilyu sa simintu, Thecoins dropped with a clatter on the cement floor. 2 shell out a large amount of money for s.t. not necessary. Upat ka gatus ang nalagatak niya sa nayitklab, He spent four hundred pesos at the night club. 3 = LAGASAK. 
	ng
	ng
	ng 

	lagadat a for corn grits to be wet and unevenly cooked. v [B6; cl] for corn grits to come out lagatlat. M ulagatlat ang linung-ag ug dagban ang tubig ug kuwang sa kayu, Com grits come out wet and unevenly cooked if you use too much water and not enough fire. 
	lagatukan a almost cooked, but not quite. Lagatukan pa ang kamunggay, ayaw una bauna, The vegetables are not quite soft. Let them cook a bit longer. 
	lagaw n k.o. deep sea fish with pink skin about 6" in length and 2" in width, caught in large schools. 
	lagayn 1 penis (coarse). 2 scrotal sack encasithe testicles. v [ al 2) be hit or struck on the penis or in the scrotum. Lagaya siya pagpatid, Kick him in the balls. 
	1 
	ng 

	lagayv 1 [A; c] bribe, grease the palm (slang). Wa man ka mulagay mau nga gidakup ka, You didn't give him anythi, so you were arrested. 2 bribes given to s.o. in power. 
	2 
	ng




	Iagba= LABA 
	Iagba= LABA 
	lagbas v 1 [A2; bS] pierce or traverse through. Milagbas sa iyang panumduman ang tingug sa iyang asawa, The voice of his wife passed through his mind. Milagbas ang lansang ngari sa pikas, The nail pierced through the other side. Lagbasun (lagbasan) ning sinilasa ug lansang, A nail can pierce through these slippers. 2 [A2; a123] arrive at a destination after having gone through 
	s.t. Dugay kung kalagbas dinbi kay daghan kug gihapithapitan, It took me a lotime to get here because I had to stop at several 
	s.t. Dugay kung kalagbas dinbi kay daghan kug gihapithapitan, It took me a lotime to get here because I had to stop at several 
	s.t. Dugay kung kalagbas dinbi kay daghan kug gihapithapitan, It took me a lotime to get here because I had to stop at several 
	ng 

	places. 3 [AC; be] go, bring s.t. beyond s.t. Tingalig magkalagbas ta, I'm afraid wemight pass by each other without knowing it. Makalagbas ka kaba sa iyang abilidad? Do you think you can surpass his ability? Gilagbasan namu ang inyung balay, Wewent beyond your house. -sa 1 throughan area or over a stretch of time. Babaying naglakaw lagbas sa hawan sa tulungbaan, Awoman walking across the counyard of the school. 2 beyond s.t. Lagbas pa sa pusti,Beyond the post. -anan n place one passes through. -in-an(➔)n a

	lagda n pattern or outline to which s.t. is to conform. 1 rules of behavior or action. Lagda sa gramatika, Rules of grammar. Lagda sa pamatasan, Code of behavior. 2 tempo. 3 signature. Way lagda ang ts,ki, The check lacks a signature. v 1 (A; c] give a set ofrules to be followed. Unsay gilagda sa Kudigu Pinal babin ni{ni? What does the Penal Code state about this? 2 [A; a] baste, make temporary stitches prior to sewing. Gilagdaan pa ni, dill unta maghibat, If youhad basted it first, it wouldn't have come
	rary stitches to be sewn over. 2a traci
	ng

	lagdas a careless, not givis.t. its proper attention. v (AP; bP] 1 do s. t. without proper care. Mulagdas (mupalagdas) lang nag bigda bisan asa, He lies down any old place. Hikaiktan kay naglagdas man lag sulti, He got scolded because he spoke without thinking.
	ng 

	Gipalagdasan (gilagdasan) lang nua ang nigusyu maung nabangkaruta, They just let their business go, so it went bankrupt. 2 be any old place, everywhere. Gibutangan nakug hilu anang gabii Pagkabuntag nanglagdas na ang ilaga, I put out poison for the rats that night, and in the mornithe rats were scattered all over the place. 3 [A12] = PA-, 1. pa-v 1 [A; b6] stay in a place without moving away, though there may be good reason to settle elsewhere. M upalagdas (magpalagdas) lang ku sa amu kay mabadluk kung 
	ng 


	lagdu -lagi 
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	lagdu n droplets. Gagmayng lagdu nga namilit sa kadahunan, Small droplets that stuck 
	lagdu n droplets. Gagmayng lagdu nga namilit sa kadahunan, Small droplets that stuck 
	·
	to the leaves.!v [ B6] form droplets, fall in droplets. Milagdu ang akung mga Luba sa. akung kaapingan, My tears formed droplets on my cheeks. 
	lagduk n 1 a small stake. 2 penis (humorous slang). 3 -ang aninu noon (lit. for the shadow to have been driven in the ground. like a stake). 3a noon (short for lagduk ang aninu). Lagduk na (ang aninu) pag-abut namu, It was noon when we arrived. v 1[A; b] drive a small stake into the ground. Maglagduk kug tugwayan sa kabaw, I'lldrive a peg to tether my carabao to. la stick s.t. into s.t. Jlagduk ang kandila sa kik,Stick the candles into the cake. lb [A; c] hold oneself upright and firm. Makalagdukna si Bibi 
	Gilagdukan na Zang siya sa adlaw wa pa giyud mahumag daru, It was already noon, and he still had not finished plowing. 4b for s. t. to be above one like the sun. M ilagduk akung tabanug, My kite soared above me. 4c [B246; cl] for the eyes to roll upwards. Milagduk iyang mata sa kalami, Hereyes rolled upward in ecstacy. (➔) v [a4]become absent-minded. Uy,gilagduk na tingali ka kay wala ka mQkapanira sa imung karsunis, My, you have become absentminded because you haven't buttoned up your pants. -an(�)!= 

	lagdung n sinker for a fishing line, net, or any other rope dropped into the sea. v [ b] use or put a sinker. 
	laghang = LAHANG (plural), a and v. 
	laghaw a low and throaty in voice. Laghawang tingug ni Lurin Bakal, Lauren Bacallhad a low and throaty voice. v [B; cl] be,
	•
	•
	rasping. Makalaghaw (maka
	become husky 
	I 
	-

	palagbaw) ug tingug ning sip-un, Coldsmake the voice weak and throaty. 

	laghay a for s. t. in grains or powder to be hard and dry. Gaan ang laghay nga munggus, Dry mung beans arc light. -nga ubu 
	dry cough, difficult with no discharge. v [ B 
	dry cough, difficult with no discharge. v [ B 
	1; cl] be, become hard and dry. Ilaghay
	(laghaya) paglung-ag ang kan-un, Cook the 
	rice hard and dry so that each grain is sep
	arate.laghus (from labus) v [A; ac] proceed, take 
	s.t. directly s.w. Di ku magdugay dinhi. Mulaghus kusa akung gidulngan, I won't stay here long. I'll go directly to the place I'm headed for. a straight without bends. 
	· 

	lagi particle used to assert emphatically that 
	s.t. is what it is. 1 particle giving assurance about s.t. the interlocutor may be inclined to disbelieve: believe it or not, I assure you [so-and-so] is the case. Ayaw ug kabalaka kay muabut lagi si Mama mu, D.on't worry. Your mother will come back. Wa lagi naku tuyua. Ayaw kasuku, I told you I didn't mean to do it. You shouldn't get angry. la
	in narration, a particle acknowledging that there might be reason to disbelieve: believeit or not. Ang manuk lagi ni Pidru nga bayat nakabunu, Believe it or not, that weakling cock of Pedro's managed to win! lbkay -because, after all, that is what one would expect. Tungud lagi kay abtik man tu siya, siyay nakadaug, And since he was, after all, pretty smart, he won. 2 expressing surprise at s.t. contrary to one's expectations. Ingun kang wa. Nia ra man lagi, Yousaid it was gone, but here it is! Ingun kang
	s.t. that occured a second time, which alto start out with. 
	ready was exasperati
	ng 

	Naa na pud lagi. imu na pung gihilabtan,
	There you go again. You touched it again. 2b apan -but despite what might have been expected. Apan lagi, dinhi puy pipila nga nanambung, However, there were a few who attended. 2c [so-and-so] is the case, after aJl, much as one might wish it otherwise. Nalipay nga naadtu sa Amirika ang ilang anak, piru kay anak man lagi, mingawun giyud sila, They are happy that their son went to the States, but because he is, after all, their son, they will miss him. 2d with a repeated command or request: didn'tI tell yo

	lag-i -laglag 
	lag-i -laglag 
	told you that was right! 'Uu. Mubalik giyud ku. Duul ra man.!' -'Lagi,' 'Yes, I will come back again. Anyway, it's right close.' -'Yes (that's what I've been saying).' daan pa -[gen.] that's what [gen.] thought. Daan pa lagi ku, wa srya dinbiThat's just what I thought! He's not here. 3a conceding a point with some reservation. 'Gwapu siyag kutsi. ' -'U lagi, piru inutang,' 'He's got a nice car.' -'He sure does, but it's not his.' v [b(l)] emphatically assure s.o. by saying lagi to him. Di ku musalig sa iy
	told you that was right! 'Uu. Mubalik giyud ku. Duul ra man.!' -'Lagi,' 'Yes, I will come back again. Anyway, it's right close.' -'Yes (that's what I've been saying).' daan pa -[gen.] that's what [gen.] thought. Daan pa lagi ku, wa srya dinbiThat's just what I thought! He's not here. 3a conceding a point with some reservation. 'Gwapu siyag kutsi. ' -'U lagi, piru inutang,' 'He's got a nice car.' -'He sure does, but it's not his.' v [b(l)] emphatically assure s.o. by saying lagi to him. Di ku musalig sa iy
	, 


	lag-i n thin piece of bamboo or rattan used for flooring, fencing, or tying. v [a; a] split bamboo or rattan .
	.

	lag-id a hard, tough. Lag-id ang tugas labi na aŁg iyang lubas, Molave is a hard wood,esp. the heartwood. 
	lag-idv [A; be) brush, whizz, speed by s. t. touching or grazing it slightly. Duba ka ibu id) niya, Two sharks 
	2 
	ang milag-id (nagla
	g,

	,
	,
	whizzed by him. Igu lang nakalag-id sa i-
	yang nawung ang bala, The bullet just grazed his face. 

	lagilagi kinds, quality. Lagilagi ang buluk sa bangaw, The rainbow has various colors. v [A; cl6] be, get, make various kinds. Dili ta makalagilagi sa putabi kun wa tay kwarta, We can't have all different kinds of food if we have no money. Ayaw lagilagiba (ilagilagi) ang imung agi, Don't vary your penmanship. ka-of all different kinds. v [A
	13) be of all different kinds. Ang utan nga magkalagilagi lamian, A vegetable stew of various kinds of vegetables tastes good. 
	13) be of all different kinds. Ang utan nga magkalagilagi lamian, A vegetable stew of various kinds of vegetables tastes good. 

	lagilhi v [A; b] smooth sticks by scraping or whittling off unnecessary edges. Siyay milagilbi sa kawayang igsalalug, He smoothed the slats to put in as flooring.
	liging= LUGING. 
	lagingling n soft tinkling sound. Ang lagingling sa kampanilya, The tinkling of the small bell. Ang lagingling sa iyang kinatawan, The tinkliof her laughter. v [A; cl] make a tinklisound. 
	ng 
	ng 

	laginit v [B2S45] emit a ripping, tearing sound. Nagkalaginit ang panit nga gilaras, The leather that was sliced gave a ripping sound. n a ripping, tearing sound. Nadungug namu ang laginit sa pagkasisi sa iyang karsunis, We heard the sound of his trou-
	. . . ,
	. . . ,
	sers r1pp1ng. -111-= LAGINIT, n. 

	lag-it a 1 rough and sharp. Mga lag-it nang mga batu, Those rocks are sharp and rough. . 2 hard and dura
	lag-it a 1 rough and sharp. Mga lag-it nang mga batu, Those rocks are sharp and rough. . 2 hard and dura
	la sharp, keen, pierci
	ng
	-

	ble. Lag-it nga kabuy, panit, Hard wood, durable leather. v 1 [B12; a] be, become sharp, piercing. Sigibig baid bangtud malagit, Keep working at it until it becomes sharp. Dinba na ang babayi batiag kabadluk sa nagkalag-it na ang tinan-awan sa tawu kaniya, The girl didn't feel frightened until the man started shooting penetrating glances at her. 2 [B] be, become hard and durable. Mulag-it ang kamay ug latikun, Sugar becomes crystallized if you make it into syrup.

	lagiti n a sharp, snapping or cracking sound. Ang lagiti sa pistulang gikak, The snapping of the pistol that was cocked. v [B46]make a cracking, snapping sound. M ilagiti ang gamayng sanga nga akung natumban, The twig cracked when I stepped on it.Angasin mauy nakalagiti (nakapalagiti) sa kayu, 
	lagiti n a sharp, snapping or cracking sound. Ang lagiti sa pistulang gikak, The snapping of the pistol that was cocked. v [B46]make a cracking, snapping sound. M ilagiti ang gamayng sanga nga akung natumban, The twig cracked when I stepped on it.Angasin mauy nakalagiti (nakapalagiti) sa kayu, 
	The salt thrown into the fire made it crackle. -in-= LAGITI, n. 
	liting a intense heat of the sun. Mulakaw kang lagiting ang init? Do you have to go when the heat is scorching? v [A) for the sun's heat to get intense. 
	ag

	lagiw v [B56; b3c] run away, escape from a place. Milagiw (nalagiw) ang mutsatsa kay gidagmalan, The maid ran away because she was badly treated. Unsay imung gilagiwan sa inyu? Wtat did you escape from at home? Ilagiw ang imung uyab gikan sa iyang pamanbunun, Take your girl awayfrom her husband-to-be. n escapee, stowaway. Nasakpan ang lagiw sa pinal kuluni, They caught the escapee from the penalV = LAGIW. kagiw = KALAGIW. 
	colony. ka-

	lagiwliw n spiny outgrowths from bamboo plants. v [A; b) gather lagiwliw.
	lagkaw n makeshift shelter for staying in temporarily. v [A; a] make a temporary shelter. Naglagkaw ang mga bakwit sa la-. sang, The evacuees erected lean-to's in the forest. -in-a built like a temporary shelter. a 1 fallen off. Mga lag lag nga dabun, 
	ll
	ag 

	ag
	Fallen leaves. 2 destroyed, ruined. Laglagnga mga damgu, Ruined dreams. v 1 [B; a]fall off, cause to do so. Ang bangin naglaglag samga lusuk sa bumay,-The wind caused the grains of rice to fall off. Nagkalaglagang iyang bubuk human masakit sa tipus, 
	Her hair has been constantly falling off after her bout with typhoid. Gilaglag niyag tuyu ang panyu arun naku punitun, She dropped the handkerchief on purpose so that I would pick it up. 2 [B6) abort, have a miscarriage or an abortion. Prisubun ang duktur nga mulaglag ug bata, A doctor who performs abortions will be put in prison. 

	laglum -Iagsik

	551 
	551 
	551 
	1 
	r 

	Bag-u pa siya nga nalaglagan, She just had a miscarriage. 3 [AB12; a] bring to a downfall, destroy. Ang Diyus naglaglag sa Sudum, God dest1.1oyed Sodom. ma-un a destructive. Malaglang hunahuna, Destructive thoughts. 
	gu 


	laglum see LALUM.lagmaw = LUGMAW.
	lagmun n impulse, what one wants to do at a certain instant. Unsa may lagmun ku? Sa pagkakita kung nanagan sila, midagan sab ku, When I saw them run away, my impulsewas to run away, too. 
	lagmit likely, the chances are very good that 
	s.t. will happen. Ayuhag baat kay lagmit mabadbad ang hukut, Tie it well because the knot will likely come undone. Lagmit sa (ang) mapasahan sa gutum mabuang, Aperson who has become over-hungered is likely to go crazy ma-= LAGMIT. ka-an 1= LAGMIT. 2 probability. Ang kalagmitan nga may glra dili' ikalimud, It cannot be denied that there is a good likelihood of war. 
	s.t. will happen. Ayuhag baat kay lagmit mabadbad ang hukut, Tie it well because the knot will likely come undone. Lagmit sa (ang) mapasahan sa gutum mabuang, Aperson who has become over-hungered is likely to go crazy ma-= LAGMIT. ka-an 1= LAGMIT. 2 probability. Ang kalagmitan nga may glra dili' ikalimud, It cannot be denied that there is a good likelihood of war. 

	lagnak a loose, sagging. Lagnak ra nang pagkahigut sa muskitiru, The mosquito net has been tied so that it is sagging. v [B; cl] be, become slack, loose. Nagkalagnak ang iyang mga sinina gikan sa iyang pagkasakit, Herdresses have become too loose for her after her sickness. 
	lagnas v [A; b(l)) for water to spread out or flow over. Mulagnas ang tubig sa suba ngadtu sa pilapilan ug tingbaha, Water from the river spreads over the rice paddies duringthe flood season. Basta dakung dagat maglagnas ang amung silung, When the tide ishigh, water spreads under our house. 
	.

	lagnaw = LABNAW.
	lagnay a sagging for lack of firmness. Lagnaykaayu ang unlan nga kuwang sa dasuk, A pillow that lacks stuffing is very soft. v [B;a2] sag for lack of firmness. M ulagnay ang tutuy sa inahan basta di na sus-an, Thebreast of a mother sags after she stops 
	.
	.
	nursing.

	lagnub n erect shrub or small tree with smooth, glaberous, and shiny oval leaves, used to stop bleeding: Ficus hauili. 
	lagnut = LABNUT.lagpad = LAPAD (plural).
	lagpak v [A; alb2] 1 slap, strike a part of one's body with the hand or with s.t. flat. 
	Kinsa iung naglagpak sa akung bukubuku? 
	Kinsa iung naglagpak sa akung bukubuku? 
	Who slapped my back? 2 [A; b] patch ahole. Lagpaki na lang na bisag unsa arun di ka liliun, Patch that with anything so they won't peep at you. Pula ang ilagpak sa akung sinina, Use a red piece of cloth to 
	Who slapped my back? 2 [A; b] patch ahole. Lagpaki na lang na bisag unsa arun di ka liliun, Patch that with anything so they won't peep at you. Pula ang ilagpak sa akung sinina, Use a red piece of cloth to 
	patch the tear in my dress. n slappingsound. -in-n having a checkered or stripeddesign. Linagpak nga hinabul, Cloth wovenin a checkered design. v [A; a] weave clothin a checkered design. 

	lagpang v [AN; cl] broil peeled mature bananas. Lagpann (ilagpang) niya ang salin nga saging linung-ag, He will broil the leftover cooked bananas. -in-n broiled bananas. 
	gu
	·

	lagpi v [A; a2] harvest corn. Hinug na angpusu sa mais hustu -nang lagpiun, The cornears are ripe, just right for harvest. -unun n corn that is ready for harvest. lagput v 1 [B26; b6] be knocked a distance. Milagput ang hula ug layu pagpatid ni Rumi, Romy kicked the ball, and it flew off inthe distance. Hilagputan ku sa iyang /away,I was hit by his spit. Nalagput ku nga giigwaran niya, I was thrown to the side when she hit me with her buttocks. 2 [B246)remove from a job, expel. Nalagput na siya sa iskuyla
	lagsaw a for the voice to be cracking, dry. v[BJ getto be cracked and dry. Milagsaw
	· 
	ang tingug sa bata ug binilak, The child's 
	voice became hoarse from crying. 
	lagsawa 1 tall and lanky. 2 having bones sticking out prominently. v [B; b6) 1 become tall and lanky. Milagsaw lag kalit angbatan-ung lalaki sa pagkabayung na, Theyoung-boy suddenly shot up when he reached his teens. 2 for the bones to stick out. Naunsa man kang nanglagsaw na nang imung gu"suk? What's the matter with you that your ribs are sticking out? 
	2 

	lagsawn deer. 
	3 

	lagsik a 1 speedy and energetic. la doing s.t. quickly. Lagsik kaayu siyang mulalag banig, He is quick in weaving mats. 2 healthy. Lagsik na man si Mama. Wa nay bilanat, Mother is fine again. She doesn't have any fever any more. v [B; ab] get to be energetic, healthy. Milagsik ang ilang mga lakang pagtaligsik, They started walking faster when itstarted to rain. Jnum sa imung tambal arun ka malagsik, Take your medicine so you get your energy. ka-n briskness. ma-un a of a qui�k, brisk, healthy sort. 

	lagsik-lagukluk
	2 
	2 

	lagsikv [B456; b2) for small things to fly off, splatter. Milagsik ang lapuk pagluksu naku, Mud splattered in all directions when I jumped. Nanglagsik ang bildu pagkabulug sa basu, Bits of glass flew off when the tumbler fell. Hilagsikan ku sa iyang laway pagsulti niya, His saliva splattered on me when he spoke. n matured coconut fruits which were thrown in all directions as they were gathered from the trees. -in-n s.t. that flew off. 
	2 

	lagsut v [B246; b2) splatter up or out, for things in pieces to scatter in various directions. Mulagsut ang iyang /away inigsulti, His saliva showers you when he talks. Nangalagsut ang mga lubi sa pagkabulug sa bulig, The coconuts that came off the tree fell all over the place. 
	lagtangv [A; a] roast kernels of corn. Du
	1
	1
	nay nanimabu, may naglagtang tingali ug mais, S.t. smells good. S.o. must be roasting corn kernels. -in-n roasted corn kernels. 

	lagtangn k.o. woody vine, the seeds of which are roasted and used for poisonifish: Anamirta cocculus. v [AN; bS) fish using this plant as poison. -in-an n fish caught in this way. 
	2 
	ng

	lagtiw v [B26] 1 for s.t. small to be knocked off to a distance. Mu rag milagtiw (nalagtiw) ang akung ispiritu pagbutu sa bumba, It seemed that my spirit left my body when the bomb exploded. Nanglagtiw ang mga binugba nga iyang gibundak, Pieces of wood flew off in all directions when he dropped the logs. 2 be caused to move with alacrity under some pressure. Nalagtiw ming gisingkaban ug sugu, We moved smartly when we were given orders in no uncertain terms. 
	lagtub a 1 giving off a single thud. 2 giving a crunchy sound. 2a cooked half-way so that it is still crunchy. 2b cooked so that it is crisp. 3 inflamed, blistered (like s.t. cooked crisp). Unsa man nang lagtub sa imung buktun? What is that blister on your arm? v 1 a thudding sound. Naglagtub angbatu sa iyang bukubuku, The stone bounced off his back with a thud. 2a [B; cl) get to be cooked in a half-done manner. Lagtuba(ilagtub) pagsugba ang atay, Broil the liver rare. 2b get to be overcooked, till it is c
	[A) givi
	ng 

	are so filthy. v [B; a) be, become filthy. ka( �) v [Al3) all covered with dirt. Nagkalagu siya gikan sa trababu, He was filthy when he came from work. -un a dirty-looking.
	are so filthy. v [B; a) be, become filthy. ka( �) v [Al3) all covered with dirt. Nagkalagu siya gikan sa trababu, He was filthy when he came from work. -un a dirty-looking.
	lagubv [A2C; cl] join s.t. of value together, b ku sa inyung nigusyu, I will join your business. b ang amung duba ka luti sa usa ka titulu, Both of our lots are included in the same title. Laguba (ilab) ang inyung pubunan arun mu makalihuk sa nigusyu, 
	1 
	as money, land, business. Mula
	gu
	Nagkala
	gu
	gu

	Pool your capital so that you can start a business. 
	lagub v [A; bell for s.t. long to penetrate all tfie way into s.t. (not said of things put b ang Lansang sa iyang lapalapa, The nail went all the way into the sole of his foot. 
	in a case). Mila
	gu

	lagubu, lagubu n dull, hollow thuddingsound. Ang lagubu sa bawud sa baybayun, The thudding of the waves on the seashore. v [B46P) be thudding in a hollow way. Mi
	labu ang akung likud sa iyang sumbag, 
	gu

	My back resounded with his thudding blows. -in-n = LAGUBU. 
	lagudlagud n ovary of a sow. laya ug-incapable of bearing children, said of a woman who marries late in life (derogatory). Angbabaying dugayng maminyu Zaya na ug lagudlagud, A woman who marries late in life is incapable of bearing children. 
	laguk n 1 sticky, resinous substancetaken
	laguk n 1 sticky, resinous substancetaken
	· 

	1 
	,

	from trees, esp. the tipulu tree. 2 trap for 
	birds and small insects using this resin. The trap is baited and the birds get stuck. v [Alk. Nakalaguk si Silis ug limukun, Celes caught a dovŁ with lak. paN-v [A2; b6( 1)) go trap game with laguk.
	2N; ab2) trap birds with la
	gu
	gu

	lkv [A] for a liq�id to come out scantily from its source. Igu na Lang nilaguk ang tu.big sa tubud, The water in the spring was just coming out in a few drops. Wa giyudmulak ang iyang mata sa pagkamatay sa iyang inahan, Not a tear formed in her eyes when her mother died. Wa na giyud magla
	agu
	2 
	gu

	k ang sanggutan tungud sa huwaw, The
	gu
	coconut palm didn't produce a drop of toddy because of the drought. 
	laguk= LAD-UK. lag-uk = LAD-UK. 
	3 

	lagukluk (from lukluk) v [A; b(l)] hide, conceal by staying out of sight or away from the open. Di ka giyud makalakluk ug pangitaun ka nila, You can't hide from them if they look for you. Lawum ang lungag nga gilaguklukan sa kasag, The hole where the crab hid itself was deep. 
	gu


	lagulu -lagusu 
	lagulu n coarse fern with huge leathery pinnate leaves found in open mud flats, in mangrove swamps, and along tidal streams: 
	Acrostichum aureum. 
	Acrostichum aureum. 

	lagum a dirtyish white, greyish. Lagum ang linabban ug di iladlad, Washed clothes are greyish if they are not bleached. Lagum na ang iyang ngabil kay nagdugayg bumul sa in the water too long. v [B; b6] be, become darkm) siya kay sigig kaligu sa dagat, He has become dark because he always goes swimming. paN-(�) v [A23] get dark all over in color. 
	dagat, His lips are blue from stayi
	ng 
	ish, greyish in color. Milagum (nala
	gu

	m ang bata nga dugayng natawu, 
	m ang bata nga dugayng natawu, 
	Nangla
	gu

	The baby that took long to be delivered is blue all over. Nanglagum ang bukubuku sa binunalan, His back is black and blue from being beaten too much. 

	lagumlum (from lumlum) v 1 [A13; b(l)]for s. t. to lie dormant and hidden beneath or inside s.t. Naglagumlum sa atung kabukiran ang dagbang mina, Ores to be mined are lying dormant in our mountains. Naglagumlum nga kabadluk sa iyang dugban, Fear lurking in her heart. 2 [A; c16] keep s.t. one doesn't own or should share for oneself. Ang tagakustum kusug mulamlum sa dili ila, The Customs people are quick to s that don't belong to them. Ayaw lagumluma ang sikritu. Ibutyag, Don't keep the secret to yourself
	gu
	keep thi
	ng

	3) stay s.w, for some good reason. Milagumlum siyag usa ka simana sa iyang panafor a week. Unsaymluman sa tubaan, di inum? 
	3) stay s.w, for some good reason. Milagumlum siyag usa ka simana sa iyang panafor a week. Unsaymluman sa tubaan, di inum? 
	-
	gat, He stayed out fishi
	ng 
	imung la
	gu

	What are you hanging around at the toddy 
	stand for if not to drink? 

	lagumu, lagumu a producing a crunchy sound. Lamu ang sinangag mais kan-un,Roasted grains of corn are crunchy to eat. v [A2S; ell make a crunching, grinding sound. Milagumu ang bi/au nga gigaling, The glass made a crunching noise as it was ground.
	gu

	lagumuk, lagumu kn the sound of s. t. brittle which is being crushed. v [A; b6] produce this sound. Milagumuk ang itlug nga akungbitumban, l stepped on the egg and it made a crunching sound. 
	1 

	lagumukv [A23P; cl] fall down helpless on the floor, ground, ring, etc. M ilagumuk sa ring ang·kuntra ni llurdi, Elorde's opponent fell prostrate on the ring. 
	2

	laguna n a meadow. v [B126) turn into a weed-covered field. 
	*lagunda Culu-v [A; cl] fall asleep some place other than one's usual sleeping place 
	before transferrito one's own bed. A
	before transferrito one's own bed. A
	ng 

	yaw paglulagunda diba sa sala kay mabinayak ka, Don't take a nap in the living room because you won't be able to wake up till morning.
	lagundi n k.o. shrub of thickets and waste places, bearing palmately-arranged groupsof fine leaflets, with a velvety undersurface, used as a poultice for panubut: Vitex negundo.
	lagung n name given to flies larger than houseflies, including the bluebottle fly. v [a4] be infested with lagung. Gilagung ang patayng iru, The dead dog was covered with bluebottle flies. ambut sa • -see MtBUT. simhaku -see SIMBA. 
	lagunit n screechi, ripping sound. Ang lagunit sa tayaung Lansang nga giibut, The screeching of the rusty nail that was pulled out. v [A) make a ripping, screeching sound. Naglagunit ang papi/, nga gilaksi sa bungbung, The paper that was ripped off the wall made a ripping sound. 
	ng

	lagunut, lagunut n dull ripping sound, as when weeds are pulled out. v [A) make a dull ripping sound. Milagunut ang gamut sa sagbut nga giibut, The roots of the weeds made a dull ripping sound as they were uprooted. 
	lagupu, lagupu n dull cracking sound of bones. (Ł) v [A2S] for bones to make a dull cracking sound. 
	lagurul v [A; b] shave the head clean. Gilagurulan ang prisu nga patyunun, Theyshaved the prisoner's head clean. 
	lagurut n grating sound or sound of uprooting s.t. Ang lagurut sa balhibu sa manuk nga gilabnut, The sound of the chicken feathers being pulled out. v [A2S] make this sound. Naglagurut ang kamuti nga gilidgid, The sweet potatoes make a scratchgrated.
	ing sound as they were bei
	ng 

	lagus n gums. Ang iyang lagus makita inig katawa niya, Her gums show when she laughs. 
	t 

	lagusa n hissing, splashing sound of water. Ang lagusa sa busay, The swirling sound at the bottom of a waterfall. v {A 13] hiss, as when waves dash on the rocks or bubbles burst. Ang balud nga naglagusa sa lapyaban, The waves hissing against the beach. 
	lagusu v [A; c6] involve, include s.o. in some sort of mischief or punishment. Ikaw mauy nakalagusu ( nakapalagusu) naku sa tinuntu, You dragged me into doing mischief. Ayawsu sa imung kasaba kay wa kuy /abut, Don't scold me, too, because I didn't have any part in it. 
	kug ila
	gu


	lagusu -lu 
	agy

	lag{tsu n a soft,crunching sound, as for example that produced by chewing s.t. fleshy and easy to chew, but not soft. v [A2S]produce such a sound. Mulagusu ang kapadtud ug kan-un, A hard but ripe papaya produces a faint crunchingsound when you eat it. 
	yas nga ta
	gu

	lagut v 1 [A; al2] chew tobacco. Babu ugbaba ang tawung mulagut, A person who chews tobacco will develop foul-smelling breath. Lagutun ku ning tabakua, I'll chew this tobacco. 2 [Al3; al] do chewimotions. Ang kabaw tmglat kanunay, The 
	ng 
	gu

	,
	,
	carabao is always chewing. Iya Jang gilatang karn� He just chewed the meat. n chewing tobacco. a for a child to be so cute one would love to pinch or bite it. Lagut kaayung bataana. Kaayu dyung kusiun, Thischild is so cute. How I'd love to pinch it. (�) v 1 [A; cl] gnash the teeth. Gilatn�� ang iyang ngipun sa kasuku, She gnashed her teeth in aer. 2 [B146; b3(1)c3] t si [buy sa imungsugsug, Iboy was irked at your teast (kalagumad about? at kaayu nang bataana, samukan, That brat is very irritating. He
	gu
	gu
	ng
	get irritated, angry. Nagla
	gu
	, 
	ing. Angay ba na nimung ikala
	gu
	tan)? ls that worth getti
	ng 
	irritating, irksome. La
	gu
	gu
	teething. Paliti ug la
	gu
	nangla
	gu
	ng 
	ing ri
	ng
	ng
	ng
	gu
	ng
	t


	lagutv [B126) be knocked to a distance t ang bisiklitang bidumbulan sa dyip, The bicycle was thrown off to a distance because the jeep bumped into it.
	2 
	by a force. Nala
	gu

	lagutmun see LAGUTUM. 
	lagutu n 1 dull, cracking sound. 2for rice or corn grits to be half-cooked, such that they still crunch. v 1 [AN] make a dull, thick, cracking sound.Milagutu angakung lutaban pagtindug naku, My joints made a dull cracking sound when I stood up. Ang nag, The creaking of the ropes tying the large raft. 2 [ B 1 S;b6] for rice or corn ·grits to be half-cooked. 
	panlagutu nga pundu sa gan
	gu

	lagutub v [A2S] make a low, prolonged, resonant thud Milagutub ang kilid sa tangki 
	nga· nasagbiran sa trak, The tank made a prolonged thudding sound when the truck tub ang bumbu nga nagkalinding sa bandag, The drum resounded as it rolled down the slope. n this sound. 
	nga· nasagbiran sa trak, The tank made a prolonged thudding sound when the truck tub ang bumbu nga nagkalinding sa bandag, The drum resounded as it rolled down the slope. n this sound. 
	scraped it. Nagla
	gu

	lagutuk n knocking sound produced when the bony part of the body is hit, cracking sound of bone joints. Ang lagutuk sa tubud sa iyang pagtindug, The cracking of hisknees when he stood up. v [B2-346) produce this sound.(➔)= LAGUTU, n2, v 2.
	latum (from gutum) v [A; be] eat, feed with root crops and bananas in times of scarcity. Naglagutum mig balangbuy pagg� ra, We ate nothing but cassava during the war. Gilatuman nakug kamuti ang mga bata paggutum, l fed my children sweet potatoes durithe famine. Ang gabi ikalagutum ug magnihit ang pagkaun, Taro can substitute for the staple food when food is scarce. lagutmun n crops which can be used to replace the staple (corn or rice): root crops and cooking bananas. Ang binignit n� tmun, Binignit isa sw
	gu
	gu
	ng 
	lutu sa nagkalainlaing la
	gu

	lagutuy v [B4S6; b4). for the stomach tohave nothiin it. Naglagutuy ang tiyan sa nagpuasa, The man who was fasting was starving to death. Nalagutuyan ang babuy nga nakalimtan ug pasaw, They forgot to feed the pig for a long time and it practically starved to death. 
	ng 

	laguy 1 = LAGIW. 2 going about to avoid work, not staying put. Gipapabawa siya kay lay man, He was fired, because he never y V [A; b 
	gu
	stayed put in his place. laguyla
	gu

	l
	(1)) roam around on the job. Gamay siyag agi kay nagbinay lag laguylaguy, He hardly accomplished anything because all he ever
	did was gad about on the job. 
	lylaguyv [A; cl] chew s.t. tough. IguJang siyang makalaguylaguy sa kubal, Shecouldn't do anything but chew away at the tough pork rinds. 
	agu
	2 

	laguyluy = BY ATILIS. 
	lagwirta n small vegetable garden or, by extension, a yard planted to grass or flowers. 
	lagwis a tall and slender. Lagwis kaayu ug mga bitiis nang baybana,mu rag tukun, Thelegs of that woman are long and straightlike a bean pole. Lagwis nga pinuti, Longsword. v [B3(1); b6] grow tall and slender. Mulagwis ang kawayan, Bamboo grows tall and slender. 

	lagwum = LAGLUM. see LALUM.
	lagwum = LAGLUM. see LALUM.
	lagwum = LAGLUM. see LALUM.
	lagyu = LAGIW. 

	lagyum -lahu 
	lagyum = LAGLUM. see LALUM. 
	lagyum = LAGLUM. see LALUM. 
	lagyum = LAGLUM. see LALUM. 
	laha v [A; b6( 1)] trim or clean the top of coconut trees to prepare them for becoming toddy-producing palms. 
	lahang n crack in between s.t. Naglili siya sa lahang sa bungbung, He was peepithrough the cracks in the walls. a ·havespaces in between, be at wide intervals. Gwapa unta apan /ahang lag ngipun, Shewould be beautiful if it were not for her teeth which are too wide apart. v [AB; cl]be so arranged as to have spaces in between. Kinsay naglahang ug pugas sa mais? Whoplanted the corn so far apart? Naglahang man ning sawug. Simputa, The floor slats are so wide apart. Put them close together. 
	ng

	la.hv [A; ab2] slice a thick slab off, cutoff s.t. wide and thick. Mulahap unta kug gamay para isugba, I'd like to slice off a chunk to broil. Ang baha nakalahap ug dakung parti sa iyang yuta, The flood took off a big chunk from his land. Nalahap ang tumuy sa iyang tudlu sa blid, The blade sliced off the tip of his finger. a havibeen cut widely and deeply. Kausik sa mansanas, lahap nga pagkapanit, What a waste! The apples were peeled with so much flesh adhering to the peels. -in-n chunk sliced off. -in
	ap 
	ng 


	lahawlahaw v [A; bS] wander without purpose over a wide area. Nalahawlahaw (nalahaw/ahawan) na naku ang tanang suuk sa kalibutan, I have wandered aimlessly over the face of the earth.*lahay walay -1 not having a liking, inclination for s.t. Wa kuy Lahay sa baskit, I have no inclination for basketball. 2 lacking flavor. Wa/ay /abay ang kan-un kun bilantan ta, Food doesn't taste good when one issick. v 1 [B23(1)46; b4] feel like dois.t. Ang tawung bilantan dili mu/ahay sa kaun (layhang mukaun), A perlon w
	ng 
	a, 

	lahi a different. Kada tawu lahi sa usa, Each person is different from every other. v 1 [B C; ac) be different or dissimilar� Malahi giyud kag muadtu kag magdyins, You'll surely be different.from everyb<>dy else if you go there in jeans. Naglahi ang ilang hitsura bisag kaluha si/a, They look different even 
	lahi a different. Kada tawu lahi sa usa, Each person is different from every other. v 1 [B C; ac) be different or dissimilar� Malahi giyud kag muadtu kag magdyins, You'll surely be different.from everyb<>dy else if you go there in jeans. Naglahi ang ilang hitsura bisag kaluha si/a, They look different even 
	though they are twins. Ilabi (labia) angpagkaun sa mga binatunan sa atu, Give theservants different food from ours. 2 [AC 

	12] do s. t. apart from others or the main group. Mulabi sila sa grupu inigpangaun na, Theat in a small group off to themselves. pa-v [A; a] do s.t. different from the ordinary. Dili ku manundug, mupalahi gryud ku,I won't imitate, I'll do s. t. different. lahila-
	12] do s. t. apart from others or the main group. Mulabi sila sa grupu inigpangaun na, Theat in a small group off to themselves. pa-v [A; a] do s.t. different from the ordinary. Dili ku manundug, mupalahi gryud ku,I won't imitate, I'll do s. t. different. lahila-
	ey 

	�hi a of differertt kinds. Lahilahing mga panaptun ang iyang gipalit, She bought different kinds of cloth. v [B16; a] be of different kinds. ka-v [B14S6] be of various kinds. Nagkalahilahi ang amung upiniyun, Our opinions were varied. 
	lahib, lahib v [AN; b6(1)] slice off the end part of the coconut bud to induce a flow of palm toddy. Gilahiban na naku ang akung sanggutan, I have sliced off the end part of the coconut buds for the toddy. 
	lahid v 1 [A; c] spread, smear .s.t. over. Lab� rig tubig ang panit sa inasal; Rub water over the roast pig's skin. Gi/ahiran ug dyam ang pan, They spread jam on the bread. 2 [A; alcl] involve s.o. else in s.t. unpleasant. Mulabid man ka sa uban nga way sa, Why do you involve others who are blameless? Ayaw kug ilahid sa kasti, Don't include me -with.the punishment. (➔) n magical medicine of coconut oil and herbs used for skin ailments of supernatural origin, or the application of this medicine. v [A; c)
	gu

	lahing, lahing n 1 mature coconuts. 2 matured person, of age (metaphorical). Lahing na sryag hunahuna kay idad-idaran na, Heis mature in his ways of thinking, because he's middle-aged. v [B2] for coconuts to become mature. Dali mu/ahing (malahing) ang lubi nga inariglar, Coconut fruits. mature early if they are well tended. 
	lahit v [AN; b26( 1)] cut, slice off with a sharp blade. Mulabit (manglahit) pa ku sa akung sanggutanŁ I still have to make a cutin the coconut buds. Kin say naglahit sa sa-ha sa saging? Who cut off the banana shoot? Mityabaw ang kanding nga gilabt 
	.
	tan sa dalunggan, The goat cried because a 
	part of his ear was cut off. n sickle, scythe. 
	·
	lahu v [A2;a2] ·pass_loosely throughs.t.M;lahu ang bula sa dakung· lungag, The ball e hole. Gilabu n�agtulun ang dakung;lisu, She swallowed the iarge seed with ease. Kanang gilhanga sa kural /abuan Zang na sa iru, With those gaps in the.fence, the dog will pass through it with 
	. 
	easily went into the la
	rg




	lahug -lahuy 
	lahug -lahuy 
	ease. a fitting loosely inside s. t. Labu angiyang tiil sa iyang sapatus, His shoes are too big for his feet. 
	ease. a fitting loosely inside s. t. Labu angiyang tiil sa iyang sapatus, His shoes are too big for his feet. 

	lahug v [A; bScl] mend � tear n a-.rough way using long stitches. Aku Zang labugan (labugan, ilabug) ang gisi, kay kapuy sursiban, I•n just stitch the tear hastily because it's a nuisance to darn it. 
	;

	lahug v [AC; cl] 1 mix s.t. together and stir around. Naglabug ang mga trababanti ug s1nintu, The laborers are mixing the cement. Naglahug ang datu ug pubri niadtung mitinga, The rich and the poor mixed together in that gathering. 2 get all mixed up in no special order. Nagkalabug ang ilang sulti, They were talking on all different topics mixed up without any order. -ay v [B] = LAHUG. lahuglahug v [AC12; a] 1 roam around with others. Di ku gustung makiglahuglahug ka sa 1nga buguy, I don't want you to roam
	i-

	kaping magtrababu magpu nay lag lahuglabug, Instead of working, he just used to roam about. 3go straight s.w. Manglabuglahug ta diba anang mga laguna paingun sa amu, Let's cross those meadows to get to our house. 
	kaping magtrababu magpu nay lag lahuglabug, Instead of working, he just used to roam about. 3go straight s.w. Manglabuglahug ta diba anang mga laguna paingun sa amu, Let's cross those meadows to get to our house. 

	lahundung n k.o. grunter (lipti or alatan), also called the alatan nga Manilaun. 
	la.hung v [AC; b] help carry a load. Nagkalahung mi sa kaban, We carried the trunk together. Lahungi ninyu ang pyanu, Carry the piano together. ka-n one with whom one carnes s.t. 
	lahus v 1 [AC; ac) proceed, go on or forward, esp. after an interruption or stop. 
	Mulabuslang kug pangumpra human sa simba, I will just proceed to the market after going to church. Naglabus ang nagsaaray, The engaged couple went through with their marriage. Lahusa n:ya akung karsunis sa tiiuring, Please go ahead'to get my pantsat the tailor's. Ilahus ni ngadtu sa ila, Bringthis on ahead to their house. 2 [A2] penetrate, pass through. Lahusa (ilahus) fang ang imung mga planu, Just go ahead with your plans. 3 [ B 3; c 1] get through, finish s. t. 
	Mulabuslang kug pangumpra human sa simba, I will just proceed to the market after going to church. Naglabus ang nagsaaray, The engaged couple went through with their marriage. Lahusa n:ya akung karsunis sa tiiuring, Please go ahead'to get my pantsat the tailor's. Ilahus ni ngadtu sa ila, Bringthis on ahead to their house. 2 [A2] penetrate, pass through. Lahusa (ilahus) fang ang imung mga planu, Just go ahead with your plans. 3 [ B 3; c 1] get through, finish s. t. 
	successfully.Milahus nasiya sa iyang abugasiya, He has gotten through his law course. 3a [ al2] be finished in the first fight. Gilahus ang iyang sunuy, His cock was killed on the first .fight. -sa going through s. t. Lahus ning lansanga sa pikas bungbung kay taas, 
	This nail goes through to the other side.Mu 
	rag kining akung tambag lahus Zang sa pikas mung dunggan, Apparently my advice to you goes in one ear and out the other. n k.o. 
	small shark, so called because its liver causes instant defecation. (�) v 1 [C23; s to lead into each other. Naglahusang duha ka langub, The two caves lead to each other. Lahusa ang duha ka kanal, Have the two ditches connect to each other. la [C23] for two openings to be!arranged in a straightline configuration. Nag
	a12] for two thi
	ng

	· 
	labus ang duha ka pultaban, sayun ra pag
	labus, The two doors are right in line with 
	each other. It's easy to go through. 2 [B;
	cl] do s.t. straight without interruption. 
	Nalabus ang ilang isturya hangtud sa tu
	ngang gabii, Their talk lasted until midnight. 
	Lahusun (ilahus) ni naku ug Laba kay gami
	tun ugma, 1 will have to wash this in one 
	day because I'm going to use it tomorrow. 
	sa -entirely. Ang akung kaguul nawala sa 
	labus, My sorrows are gone forever. Malim
	tan ku nimu labus, You will forget me en
	tirely. lahuslahus a 1 for s. t. to have lots of 
	openings so that it is easy to pass through
	it. 2 taking things easy without much sense 
	of responsibility.Mamana ka nianang lahus
	lahus nga pagkatawu? What, you want 
	to wed that irresponsible person? v [A) go
	s.w. readily without bother. Mulabuslabus 
	fang mu sa akung kwartu mu rag ristawran, 
	into n1y room without any ado as if it were a restaurant. Malahus-
	You keep comi
	ng 

	,
	,
	,

	lahus na ang Upun ug mabuman na ang tay
	-

	tayan, You'll be able to get to Opon in no 
	time when the bridge is done. pa·(Ł) n k.o. 
	tarik that consists of one long piece of tim
	ber going from one outrigger float to the 

	other, usually put on large-sized boats. tah·us n slaughtered animal and other food 
	given by the bridegroom's parents to the 
	given by the bridegroom's parents to the 
	bride's parents on the eve of the wedding. v 
	[A; b6( 1)) give the labus. 
	lahutay v [A; c] continue doing s.t. one has started, endure to continue s.t. Mulabutay kug isturya hangtud sa kaadlawun, I can go on talking till dawn.Mulabutay ba ang ilang panagdait hangtud mahuman ang pruyiktu? 
	Will their good feelings for each other en
	dure to the end of the project? Dili maka
	lahutay sa trabahu ning akung lawas, My
	body cannot endure to keep on with the 
	work. n action of persevering. Bilib ku sa 
	iyang /abutay nga musimanag bilar nga way 
	pupahuway, 1 take off my hat to his ability
	to continue keeping vigil for a week with

	out rest. lahuy v [A] pass or go through with ease,slip in or through without a hitch. Milahuyman Lang wa giyud mangayug kataburan, He just went through without greeting anyone. 
	lain 
	Milabuy ang kawatan sa kasayun kay wa 
	Milabuy ang kawatan sa kasayun kay wa 
	may tawu, The thief slipped in and out with 
	ease because there was no one about. Ang
	akung mga tam bag mulabuy Jang sa. pikas
	dunggan, My advice went in one ear and out 
	the other. lahuylahuy v 1 [A; b6] pass back 
	and forth easily, smoothly. Maglahuylahuy
	ang bangin niining balaya, The breeze blows 
	in and out of this house unobstructed. Sing
	sing nga naglabuylabuy sa iyang tudlu, A
	ring that passes readily over his fingers. 2
	[A; cl) escape from s.t. Ilabuylahuy man 
	Jang gud nimu ang sugu sa imung inaban,
	You try to get out of what your mother 
	tells you to do. lahuylahuy v [Al; b5c] go 
	from one place to another with no purpose. 
	Gilabuylabuy (gilabuylabuyan) sa ulitawung 
	gulang ang kalibutan usa pabikut sa pilitina, 
	The bachelor roamed around the world first 

	before he let himself get hooked.lain a 1 different, another. Lain ning klasiha 
	sa panaptun, This is a different k.o. cloth. 
	sa panaptun, This is a different k.o. cloth. 
	la may -pa of course, could it be differ

	ent? 'Wa na pud tingali nay kwarta. ' · 
	-

	'May lain pa?' 'He's probably out of money again.' -'Of course, could it be otherwise?' lb -nga kalibutan afterworld. Adtu ta magkita sa laing kalibutan, We'll meet in the afterworld. le sa -nga bahin on the other hand. Hustu pud ang iyang sulti, apan sa laing babin, sayup pud siya, Whathe said is true, but on the other hand, he's also wrong in some ways. 2 bad, sick. Lain kaayu ning akung gibati, I feel very sick. 3 odd in behavior, different from what one would expect. Kala.in nimu nga dili gani mupabiyum
	'May lain pa?' 'He's probably out of money again.' -'Of course, could it be otherwise?' lb -nga kalibutan afterworld. Adtu ta magkita sa laing kalibutan, We'll meet in the afterworld. le sa -nga bahin on the other hand. Hustu pud ang iyang sulti, apan sa laing babin, sayup pud siya, Whathe said is true, but on the other hand, he's also wrong in some ways. 2 bad, sick. Lain kaayu ning akung gibati, I feel very sick. 3 odd in behavior, different from what one would expect. Kala.in nimu nga dili gani mupabiyum
	Don't trust him, because' he's somewhat crazy. 3b -ug sabaw acting strangely, unexpectedly. Lain siyag sabaw kay manaug manday nangbukad, He's a strange fellow. He leaves just when they are serving dinner. 4not of a good sort, bad. Lain ang panabun run, The weather is no good now. Lain kaayu ug batasan nang iyang asawa, That wife.of his has very offensive manners. 4a -ugbuut, ulu short-tempered. Ayaw siya bikla kay lain ra ba nag buut (ulu), Don't irritate him because he's short-tempered. 4b -ugkamut tend
	Don't trust him, because' he's somewhat crazy. 3b -ug sabaw acting strangely, unexpectedly. Lain siyag sabaw kay manaug manday nangbukad, He's a strange fellow. He leaves just when they are serving dinner. 4not of a good sort, bad. Lain ang panabun run, The weather is no good now. Lain kaayu ug batasan nang iyang asawa, That wife.of his has very offensive manners. 4a -ugbuut, ulu short-tempered. Ayaw siya bikla kay lain ra ba nag buut (ulu), Don't irritate him because he's short-tempered. 4b -ugkamut tend
	-

	ing offense. Laig sabawng baybana. Wa baya kuy gipasabut nga dautan! What a sensitive woman. I didn't mean anything by that remark. Sfor a person to be dangerous,capable of supernatural harm. Lain kaayu ang mga tawu sa Naga. Dagbang mga unglu,

	The people in Naga are dangerous. Thereare lots of vampires. ,6 -nga tawu unrelatedperson, outsider. Nagbalunbalun pa man ka. Mau ra ka mag laing tawu, You're bringing food, as if you weren't related to us. Waylaing tawung pasudlun dinbi, No outsider is _allowed in. 7 -pay aku, atu 7a by the way. Lain pay atu, tagadiin man tu ka? By the way, where do you say you come from? 7b = MAU PAY A.KU. v 1 [A3] be, become different, unusual. Ug mulain ang andar sa makina, pabununga, If the engine develops a strange so
	ng 
	.

	Ang arti sa panugilanun dili iglain sa arti sa pamintal, The art of story writing is not unrelated to the art of painting. (➔) v 1 [A;al2] separate oneself from the group, do 
	s.t. s.w. else or at another time. Milain ang dalagag kaun sa lalaki, The girls ate apart from the boys. Mulain ta kay lisud ug ipun ta sa mga bayaw, We will live separately because it is difficult to live with in-laws. La� nun naku ni ug anbi kay di naku madala run, I will come back for this some other time because I can not take it now. 2 [A; ac] separate s.t., set aside. Laina ang hilaw ug ang hinug, Keep the unripe and the ripe ones separate. !lain kini para niya, Set this aside for him. lainlain a 1 k
	Dili maayung paliwatan nang mga tawbana nga lainlain, We mustn't marry our children off to those people because they are thought to be vampires. lainlain a various. Lainlain ang mga klasi sa pagkaun, There are all dif
	-
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	ferent kinds of food v [A13; a12] 1 be vŁ ied Lainlainun naku ang kulur sa bungbung, I'll paint the walls all different colors. 2 do 
	ferent kinds of food v [A13; a12] 1 be vŁ ied Lainlainun naku ang kulur sa bungbung, I'll paint the walls all different colors. 2 do 
	s.t. separately or alone by oneself. Nganungnaglainlain ka mag kaun diba? Why are you eating alone by your�lf there? kalainJ.ain v [A13] be all different. ka-an n 1 difference. Wa kay kalainan sa kawatan, You're no different from a thief. 2 chae. 
	ng

	Daku ang kalainan nga mahimu sa imung panit ug mugamit kag Kamay, It will make a great difference for your skin if you use Camay.-un(➔)a-ugbuut, wu, kamut, etc. ofthe sort that gets easily angered, tends to be crazy, tends to steal. pa-(➔) v [A; b6] chae the subject in a conversation. Wa ku maagpas kay mipalain siya sa iyang isturya, 
	ng

	I did not understand because he changedthe tack of his story. Palainan natu ang suit� Let's change the tack of our conversation. pan� v [c] = PANIG-, 1. panig-v 1 er, be treated like a stranger. DUi siya maniglain naku kay dugay na mi nga nagkaila, He feels at home with me because we've been friends for a long time. Mabiubus ku ug imu kung paniglainan (ipaniglain, ipanaglain), I will be hurt if you treat me like a stranger. 2 (A23; c3] treat s.o. as if he were not related. Di ku maniglain sa paryinti sa 
	(A23; c2] feel like a stra
	ng


	la.is n fibers made from the strippings of the outer part of coconut, buri palm fronds, or from bamboo. Pagkubag lais ibugkus sa sugnud, Get strips of coconut palm fronds to tie the firewood. v [A; a] get fibers from the outer part of coconut, buri palm fronds, or bamboo. 

	Laiti = LAYTI.
	Laiti = LAYTI.
	lik n lock, latch. v [A; b5] lock. Wa ku kasulud kay gilakan (gilak) man ang git, I w_asunable to come in because the gate was locked 
	lak-abLAB-AK. 
	lak-abLAB-AK. 
	1

	lak-abn a stanza in a poem or song. 
	2 

	lakad v 1 [A; a] step over s.t. Dili ku makalakad sa kanal kay pinsil ang akung palda, I cannot step over the ditch because my skirt is too narrow. Lakarun lang niya nang kurala, He'll just stover that fence. 2 [A; b6] go beyond, exceed. Kun mulakad sa trayinta diyas dubli na ang bayranan, If it exceeds thirty days you will have to pay double. 
	ep 

	Kadtung imung mga sulti nakalakad sa maayung pamatasan, What you said went beyond the bounds of proper behavior. 3 [A; b(l)] marry or wed ahead of big brothers or sisters. Di sa ta magminyu kay di ku gus-
	Kadtung imung mga sulti nakalakad sa maayung pamatasan, What you said went beyond the bounds of proper behavior. 3 [A; b(l)] marry or wed ahead of big brothers or sisters. Di sa ta magminyu kay di ku gus-
	tung lakdan (lakaran) ang akung maguwang, 
	We won't get married because I don't want to get ahead of my big sister. 4 -sa adlaw v [b4] fors.o. to be caught by the noon sun still asleep. Guakdan (bilakdan) siya sa adlawng natulug, maung nagluya ang lawas, 
	He slt until afternoon so his body is weak a 1 -sa beyond a limit. Lakad sa balaud ang imung bubatun, What you are going to do is a transgression of the law. 2 -ang buIan for the moon to be movitoward the noon position in the early hours of the eveni-i.e., the second quarter. (➔) v [b4]-ug bulan 1 affliction of individual coc� nuts whereby the meat of the coconut is hard, grooved, and scanty or there is none at all, and the juice, if there is any, is sour, u� fit to drink. A coconut with this disease is c
	ep
	ng 
	ng 
	· 

	�d buang 'crazy'). Mu rag gilakaran (gilakdan) ug buwan ang linihukan anang tawbana, That man acts as if he had been exposed to the moon (i.e. crazy). -in-an, linakaran nfine given to the older siblings by a younger sibling who marries ahead of them. 
	lakag v [AC; ac3] chase.'Naglakag ang duha ka trak, The two buses are chasing each other. �akaga (lakga) ang manuk nga nakabubi, Chase the chicken that escaped -ayv [C; c3] chase each other. Naglakagay ang mga bata, The children are chasing one a� other. 
	lakang V [A; a] step across. Lakann ku nang kanal, I'm going to step across that ditch. llakang pag-una ang walang tiil, Takethe first step with your left foot. n step,stride. Hinay ang iyang l4kang padung sa simbahan, She walked to!,church slowly.tag-as ug -arriving at a house in time for a meal (lit. having long leg strides). Such a person is considered lucky. Tag-as kag lakang, Du, kay mu pay pagsud namu, Youare lucky you came in time, young man, because we just started to eat. sayup nga false move. 
	gu
	gu
	-

	lak-ang v 1 [A; b(l)] stand or squat with legs wide apart. Ayaw lak-angi ang uniduru kun mugamit mu, Do not squat with your feet on the toilet bowl when you use it. 2 [A;
	c] set s. t. on a fire to cook. Ang kalapihan ang ilak-ang pag-una, Set the pot of coffee on the stove first. 3 [A2; b] miss, skip s.t.in a series. Milak-ang ang iyang dugu ug usa ka bu/an, She missed her period for one 
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	month. Nalak-angan ang iyang ngalan pagrulkul, They skipped his name when theycalled the roll 3a [Bl for there to be a gap. 
	month. Nalak-angan ang iyang ngalan pagrulkul, They skipped his name when theycalled the roll 3a [Bl for there to be a gap. 
	Naglak-ang ug daku ang idad sa iyang mga bata, Her children were widely spaced. n 1 
	s. t. skipped or missed. 2 distance, gap. Dakug lak-ang ang kinaiya nilang duba, There is a big difference in their character. 

	lakat v 1 [A; a) walk. Mulakat na ang bata,The baby is able to walk now. Duul ra man nang amu. Laktun ta Jang, My house is near here. Let's go on foot. la [A] for s.t. to be going on. Milakat ang dagbang katuigan, Many years went by. Samtang naglakat angpangadyi, While the prayers went on. lb approaching an age, length of time. Mulakat na ug usa ka tuig sukad sa iyang pag-anhi, 
	It's been close to a year since he came here.Naglakat na ku sa kwarinta, l 'm approaching forty. 2 [A2; ab3c) go away, depart. Wa ra ba dinhi. Milakat na, He's not here. He went out. Unsa may laktun mu sa lungsud? What are you going to the city for? Kagamay ra anang butang nga imung laktan, My, you are running away from such an insignificant thing. Jlakat ang bata sa parki arun mali,lgaw, Take the child to the park to amuse him. 3 [B46; c) spread Milakat ang balita nga bakak, The false news spread Maay
	It's been close to a year since he came here.Naglakat na ku sa kwarinta, l 'm approaching forty. 2 [A2; ab3c) go away, depart. Wa ra ba dinhi. Milakat na, He's not here. He went out. Unsa may laktun mu sa lungsud? What are you going to the city for? Kagamay ra anang butang nga imung laktan, My, you are running away from such an insignificant thing. Jlakat ang bata sa parki arun mali,lgaw, Take the child to the park to amuse him. 3 [B46; c) spread Milakat ang balita nga bakak, The false news spread Maay
	s. t. is taking. Lakat sa panabun, Trend of the time. Lakat sa nigusyu, The way business is going. 2 errand, chore s.o. is sent to do. Wa kuy lakat run, I don't have anything to do now. 3 trip, journey. 4 procedure for dois.t. Ang lakat sa sinadiyap labi sa yanung pagbablun, The procedure for weaving twill is different from that of a simple design. (�) n action of going some place on foot. Lakat na pud ta kay wa nay sakyanan, Here we go, having to walk again because there is no transportation. v = LAKAT,
	ng 

	Go on, keep moving your stones because you haven't stopped in an empty hole. 2 (A; a] operate an enterprise; business. Antigu srya mupalakat ug nigusyu, He knows 
	Go on, keep moving your stones because you haven't stopped in an empty hole. 2 (A; a] operate an enterprise; business. Antigu srya mupalakat ug nigusyu, He knows 
	how to run a business. 3 [A; b6(1)] continue working on a design that was started. Akuymupalakat niining ginansilyu, I'll continue working on your crochet work. n 1 way, means of doing s. t. Ang iyang palakat sa iyang tindahan inantigu, She runs her store in a knowledgeable way. 2 manner or process of doing. -an a prone to roamingabout. hiN-(�) atending to go out a lot for business or for just plain roaming. linaktan, nilaktan n way of walking. laktunun n 1 way or distance to be walked. 2 errand to be run
	,


	lakatan = BANGAN. 
	2



	lakaw = LAKAT. 
	lakaw = LAKAT. 
	lakaw = LAKAT. 
	lakayan n container consisting of a bamb_oo tube about 8" long with the node serving as its bottom. It is worn strapped to the side as container for miscellaneous little things: seeds for farmers, bait for fishermen, et al. v [Al2; a12] make into a lakayan.

	lakbang n step, procedure. Ang iyang mga lakbang nagkabinay, Her steps began to falter. Unsay inyung mga lakbang arun madakpan ang kriminal? What steps have you taken to catch the criminal? Hukmanan sa unang lakbang, Court of First Instance. v [A2; a] go s.w. walking. Milakbang na kug sugud apan iya kung gialiban, I began to walk away, but he blocked my path. Kan rag katulu, It is very close-by. You can get there in three steps. lakbay v [A; b5] travel, take a trip. Pila ka adlaw makalakbay na ang tawu 
	duul ana, lakba
	ngu

	Soon we'll be able to take trips to the moon. 2 [A; a] walk, travel on foot. Mulakbay (maglakbay) siyag pauli mabapun, He walks home from work in the afternoon. Lakbayun Zang natu ang lungsud, We will just walk to town. 
	Soon we'll be able to take trips to the moon. 2 [A; a] walk, travel on foot. Mulakbay (maglakbay) siyag pauli mabapun, He walks home from work in the afternoon. Lakbayun Zang natu ang lungsud, We will just walk to town. 

	lakbit a 1 brief, short in time. Sa lakbit nga pagkasulti, In short or briefly. Lakbit nga pagkakita, A brief meeting. 2 sa -all of a sudden. Sa lakbit misantup sa iyang panumduman, Suddenly it occured to him that ... 
	, 
	, 
	v 1 [A; a] make s.t. brief. Atu Zang ning 
	lakbitug sulti, We'll just say this briefly. 2 [b2c] touch on s.t. briefly and suddenly in the main course of the conversation. Lakbiti ku dibag ampu, Mention me in your prayers. Gilakbit niya pagtug-an ang tinuud, He revealed the truth in the course of his conversation. na brief portion, part. Usakagamayng lakbit sa akung kagahapun, One small bit of my past. pa-v [A; c] drop hints. 
	Gipalakbitan (gipalakbitan) ku niya sa iyang gustung pinaskuban, Shetdropped some 
	· 





	lakdap -*laki
	lakdap -*laki
	2 
	2 
	hints as to what she wanted for Christmas. pa-n hints. 

	lakdap v 1 [A3C3; al 2b2] for chickens to dash into fight for only a few clashes. Milakdap ang munga sa banug, The hen dashed at the hawk. Naglakdap ang duba ka sunuy, The two roosters clashed for a short time. la [A3P; cl6P] have chickens clash with each other. 2 [A; b] swoop down over,whizz close by. Milakdap a,:g ayruplanu sa digira, The plane swooped down over the battleship. Lakdapi siya pagpusil, Let a bullet whizz by him. 
	lakdup v 1 [A] swoop down. Banug da tung milakdup sa mga pisu, It was a hawk that swooped down on the chicks. Ilakdup ang imung tabanug sa iyaba, Make your kite swoop down on his. 2 [A23; b6] appear in one's mind in a flash. Milakdup sa akung panumduman ang iyang mga tugun, His last words came back in my mind. n swoop. 
	lakgak v [A; a2] join strands of abaca fiber (lanut) end to end to make thread. -an(➔) n container into which the strands of fiber are laid after they have been joined 
	lakgutv [AC3; a] tie a series of things together by means of a series of locked knots. 
	Lakgutig!maayu ang mga nipa. Adtu ilakgut sa katsaw, Tie the palm shingles up firmly. Tie them to the rafters. n tie that cannot come undone. 
	Lakgutig!maayu ang mga nipa. Adtu ilakgut sa katsaw, Tie the palm shingles up firmly. Tie them to the rafters. n tie that cannot come undone. 

	laki n 1 male animal or plant. 2 descriptive term given to plants, where the same name is given to different species or varieties. The thorny and/or smaller variety or species is called laki, as opposed to a larger and smoother species or variety called bayi 'female'. 3 paramour. v 1 [B1256; b6] have male offspring. 2 = LAL.AK.I, v. (�) n = 
	, 1
	, 1
	LALAKI. v [B1256; cl] turn out to be a 
	untag malaki ning akung gisabak, It would be nice if my baby turned out to be a boy! lalaki n 1 human male. Lalaki kaayu siyang manlibuklibuk, He acts all man. 2 paramour. Pusilun ku ang lalak!i sa akung asawa, I'll kill my wife's paramour.3-ng bu.hat acting in a way proper to a man. 
	boy. Maa
	yu 

	Mu nay laking bubat nga makig-awayg babayi? Is that what a gentleman does -quarrel with a woman? 4mau nay -Atta boy, that's the way you ought to do it (said only to males). la-(�), panla-, panla·(�) v [A; a] 
	have a paramour. Nanglalaki (naglalaki) ang iyang asawa, His wife has a paramour. Gipanglalaki (gilalaki) niya ang iyang bumagbus, She took her stepson for a lover. -in(�) a done like a male; man-like. Linaki ang iyang tupi, She has a man's haircut. v [A; 
	have a paramour. Nanglalaki (naglalaki) ang iyang asawa, His wife has a paramour. Gipanglalaki (gilalaki) niya ang iyang bumagbus, She took her stepson for a lover. -in(�) a done like a male; man-like. Linaki ang iyang tupi, She has a man's haircut. v [A; 
	a] do things like a male. Mulinaki ku ug imukung subulan, I'll act like a man if you payme. Ilinaki (linakiha) ang imung pagbaybun arun di ka biilban nga bayut, Carry yourselflike a man so people won't recognize that you're a fairy. -in-n 1 man's bicycle. 2 riding astraddle like a man. v [A; a2] ride astride an animal or vehicle. Maglinaki ku pagbakrayid sa mutur, I'm going to ride astride the back of the motorcycle. pakala(�) v [Al 3; a12] act like a man, consider, treat like a man. Kinabanglan kang magp
	kalalaki arun di" ka ingnung bayut, y


	lakisee LAKI.
	l.
	*lakimaayung -have exceptional ability. 
	2 

	J\tfaayung laki siMariya sa ininglis, Maria has exceptional ability in English. ka-n 1 ability, skill. Pwirtig kalak!i niya sa karati, He is very skilled in karate. la extraordinary ability of supernatural origin. May kalaki siyang makatibul samtang mag-inum, He has the ability of whistling while drinking. lb walay -no good. Way kalaki ang pagkaun dinbi, The food here is no good. 2 course of action, maneuver. Ug di ta mangampanya, masiru giyud ta ining kalakiba, If we don't campaign we will get no votes 
	Akuy mukalaki (mupakalaki, mangalaki) nŁ ini arun dili magkulang, I'll do s.t. so that this will be enough for all of us. Kalakiba ri ug mabimu pa ba ning pawuntin ping daut, 
	See if you can do s.t. with this broken fountain pen to make it work. 2 [AlP] do s.t. one shouldn't be doing. Nagkalaki (nagpauy ug malumus ka, You dare to swim where you shouldn't be. You might drown. Kalaki (pakalaki) kag mulumakinilya ug sakpan ka sa tag-iya, Better stop playing with that typewriter. The owner might catch you. paka-v [Al] 1, 2 = KAL.AKI, v. 3 do one's best. Magpakalakigiyud aku sa pagtuun, I'll do my best in my 
	kalaki) ka dibag languyla
	ng


	lakilaki -laktud 
	studies. kalakihan a having an extraordinary 
	studies. kalakihan a having an extraordinary 
	ability of supernatural origin. 

	lakilaki, lakilaki n splint to brace s. t. broken: broken plants, broken bones, broken (urniture legs, and the like. v [A; al] make into a splint, put a splint on. Gilakilakian sa duktur ang akung!piang, The doctor put a splint on my broken arm. 
	lakinayin n a card game in which the winning number of points is 9, wherein the face cards count zero. v [A] play lucky nine. lakip including, included. Lakip na niining bayad ang tubu, This payment includes also the interest. Nangamatay ang mga manuk sa tukdaw lakip ang mga pisu, All the chickens died of the pest including the chicks. v 1 [A; cl] include in a group or activity; be, become included in a group or activity. Di ku 1nulakip ug kasaba sa way labut, I won't scold (lit. include in the scolding) a
	lakir n lacquer. v [A; a] apply, put lacquer on s.t. 
	1 

	lakirn locker. 
	2 

	lakit n locket. v [A; cl] have, wear or attach a locket. 
	laklak v [ B; c 1) for trousers, pants, underpants to be too loose. Mulaklak ang karsunis basta luag ang bawakan, Trousers hangloosely if the hip part is loose. Naglaklakang pundiyu, The undershorts are big around at the seat. 
	laknit v [A; a] tear or peel s.t. off with a certain amount of force. Makalaknit ba kaba ning bangina sa atup, I wonder if this wind can rip the roof off. Gilaknit ang iyang bag sa kawatan, A thief snatched her bag. Nalaknitan ug gamay ang akung sinina sa alambri,The wire ripped a small piece off my dress. 
	lakpawlakpaw v [A; cl] walk very lightly,hardly touching the ground. Naglakpawlakpaw siya sa katunukan, He walked carefully over the thorny ground. 
	lakra v [B; b6] 1 make an impression on a surf ace. M ulakra sa ilawum nga papil ang agi kun iduut pagsulat, If you write with pressure it will leave a mark on the paper beneath it. Mga tudlu nga naglakra sa liug sa gibunu, Finger marks left on the murder victim's neck. la for s.t. to show through a transparent or thin surface. Naglakra ang 
	rmung panti kay hugut ang rmung sinina, 
	rmung panti kay hugut ang rmung sinina, 
	Your panties are showing through because your dress is too tight. 2 for feelings or emotions to show in one's face. Milakra sa iyangnawung ang iyang kaguul, Her sorrow was apparent on her face. n impression on a surface. Lakra sa banig sa iyang likud, Impression of the mat on his back. a showingthrough clearly. Lakra kaayu ang imung tutuy sa imung blawus, Your breasts show clearly through your blouse. 
	laksa n measure of quantity: ten thousand. 
	Usa ka laksang lubi, Ten thousand coconuts. v [B256] reach ten thousand. laksanti n a laxative. 
	laksi = LASKI. 
	laksi v [A; a] 1 tear off, detach with a jerk.
	Mulaksi kug usa ka palid sa imung nutbuk, I'll tear a sheet out of your notebook. Laksiun ku nang pahibalu nga gipapilit sa bungbung, I'll tear off the notice pasted on the wall. 2 wipe out of one's mind. Di na malaksi gikan sa akung panumduman ang atung kagahapun, Our past can never be obliterated from my memory. 
	laksut a bad, ugly, unpleasant to the senses. Laksut ug hitsura, Ugly in face. Laksut ugbatasan, Having bad manners. Laksut ug Jami, Tasting bad. v [B; a] be, becon1eugly. Milaksut (nalaksut) man hinuun ang akung nawung nga gimik-apan, This make-up makes my face uglier instead of prettier. Ang makalaksut (makapalaksut) sa managhigala ang panaglinibakay, What is bad among friends is when they backbite each other. 
	laktaw v [A; b] miss, skip over. Sukad sa iskina mulaktaw kag tulu ka balay. Ang ikaupat amu, From the corner, skip three houses. The fourth is 1ny place. Ug makalaktawg pila ka pulung, maigsaktu ang ihap sa tiligrama, If you can skip a few words, the telegram will have exactly the right number of words. Ayaw laktawi (laktawi) ang akung ngalan sa pagtawag, Don't miss my name in the roll call. n s.t. skipped over. laktawlaktaw a not continuous, unevenly spaced. v [B; a] have gaps or omissions. Ayawg lak
	laktud a 1 direct, not going round about. Laktud ning dalana kay diritsu, This is the direct route because it is straight. 2 done directly, straight to the point without spend
	-
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	ing time on s.t. else. Sa laktud nga pagkasult� In short, to say it directly. 3 suddenly,straight away without warning. Laktud man Lang siyang nawala, way pupananghid, Shejust disappeared without saying good-bye. v 1 [A; a] go or take s.t. right away, directly. Milaktud siyag sud, way tulutuktuk, He came in directly without bothering toknock. Laktura pagsulti ang imung tuyu, Say what you want directly. llaktud ni Kati pagsulat ngadtu sa manidylr, Cathy will send the letter direct to the manager. 2 [AN; b]
	ing time on s.t. else. Sa laktud nga pagkasult� In short, to say it directly. 3 suddenly,straight away without warning. Laktud man Lang siyang nawala, way pupananghid, Shejust disappeared without saying good-bye. v 1 [A; a] go or take s.t. right away, directly. Milaktud siyag sud, way tulutuktuk, He came in directly without bothering toknock. Laktura pagsulti ang imung tuyu, Say what you want directly. llaktud ni Kati pagsulat ngadtu sa manidylr, Cathy will send the letter direct to the manager. 2 [AN; b]

	lakun V [A; a] coil s.t. Lakunun (laknun) una nang pisi usa hipusa, The rope should be coiled before you store it. n a coil. Usa ka lakun alambŁ A coil of wire. 
	lakung v 1 [AB6; cl] loop around, wind into a loop. Dihay halas nga naglakung sa sanga, There was a snake curled around the branch. Siyay naglakung sa pasul, He coiled the fish line up. 2 [B; bS] warp or curl up at theedges. Nagkalakung ang playwud, The plywood is curling up at the edges. 
	lakuy n k.o. wrasse. 
	lakuy-ung v [B2] fall in a heap when the legs or props give way. Mulakuy-ung nang silyabag lingkuran kay balig tiil, That chair willcollapse if you sit on it because it has a broken leg. Nakalakuy-ung siya sa dihang gipatiran ku ang iyang batiis, I kicked him in the shins, and he fell in a heap. 
	lakwatsa v [AC 12; ac] go about with no fixed destination and have fun doing so. Adtu ta sa Talisay maglakwatsa, Let's go to Talisay to stroll about. Ayawg ilakwatsa ug uban ang nagtinarung pagtrabahu, Don't take the serious workers along when you go roving about. lakwatsira = LAKWATSIRU. (female). lakwatsiru a one who gallivants about. v [B12] become a gallivanter. 
	lakwig a tall and lanky. v [B] be, become tall and lanky. Naglakwig lang ang bayungbayung, The adolescent is tall and lanky. 
	lalav [A; a] weave leaves, straw, plastic.
	1
	1

	Muli silag mga kalu, They will weave hats. Lad-i (labi) akug banig, Weave me a mat. Waa 1 for bites to be poisonous. Li kaayu 
	2
	2
	ang tuyum, Black sea urchins inflect a painful sting. 2 -ug baba, dila one who has the trait that-whatever bad he utters will come true. Such people usually have a birthmark on the tongue. Disiya makabuyag, mahitabu dayun, kay lig dila, He cannot make 
	ang tuyum, Black sea urchins inflect a painful sting. 2 -ug baba, dila one who has the trait that-whatever bad he utters will come true. Such people usually have a birthmark on the tongue. Disiya makabuyag, mahitabu dayun, kay lig dila, He cannot make 
	comments, because they will come true right away. He has a poisonous tongue. Simbaku malala kag baba, God forbid if what you said comes true. (Lit. God forbid that you be a person with a poisonoustongue.) v [b4] 1 be affected by venom. Di siya lad-an sa suyud sa buyug, He is not affected by bee stings. 2 be hurt or embarrassed by a comment regarding s.t. which is secret but true. Naiad-an siya sa ilang panaghap nga may kurang, She was embarrassed when they figured that she was having homosexual relatio
	· 


	lala!= BALALA.
	lala!= BALALA.
	la.la v [A; a] 1 slurp, lap up s.t. noisily. Gilala sa iring ang gatas, The cat lapped up the milk. 2 drink liquor (slang). Naplastar kay milala man gabi� He is flat on his back because he tied a good one on last night. n drinking spree (slang). 
	lal1 = DALAG• 2 yellow of complexion, having jaundice. v [B 1] get a yellow, sickly complexion. Malalag sab ang mata sa maawasan sa apdu, Your eyes get a yellow cast if you suffer from jaundice. 
	ag 
	1

	lalagan n k.o. • scaly, yellowish fish about three fingers wide and 5" long found in shallow waters. 
	lalan (not without!/) v [A; a12] 1 eat food oneusually eats with staples alone. Ayaw la/ana ang sud-an kay wa na unyay isula sa paniudtu, Don't eat the food without ricebecause we'll run out. 2 eat s.t. without the thing it usually accompanies. Ayaw lalana ang mantikilya, Don't eat the butter without bread. 
	lalang (not without /) v [A; a] create. Angmga tawu gilalang nga di managsama, Menare created different from one another. n 1 creature. 2 power. Unsa kahay lalang anang tawhana nga mu ra mag tukuyun ang mga babayi, What sort of power does this man possess that women come to him like chickens coming for their feed. -in-= LALANG. nl. 
	lalau n muddy water. Ayaw pagdula sa la/au arun di ka nukaun, Don't play in the muddy water because you'll get sores. kalalauhan n a swampy area, portion of a river or bay where the water is muddy.
	lalawigan see LAWIG. 
	lalha v [A; a] strip leaves or fronds off of a 




	Wiu-lalum 
	Wiu-lalum 
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	stem by ripping them with a sudden downward motion or cutting downward with a knife such that a clean break is made. Lalbaun ku ang dabun sa tubu, I'll strip the leaves off the sugar cane. 
	stem by ripping them with a sudden downward motion or cutting downward with a knife such that a clean break is made. Lalbaun ku ang dabun sa tubu, I'll strip the leaves off the sugar cane. 
	lali n k.o. amberjack. 
	lalik v [A; a] form into a certain shape. Ang iskultur nga naglalik anang istatwa, The sculptor who carved that statue. Maayungpagkalalik ang iyang batiis, She has wellformed legs. Gilalik ku na sa akung bunabuna ang akung buut isult� I have alreadyformed in my mind the things I want to say. -in-n s.t. carved, formed. Dili ka magyukbu sa linalik, Thou shalt not worship graven images.

	lalim a 1 pleasurable. Lalim paminawun ang Rusas Pandan, The song Rosas Pandan is very pleasant to listen to. 2 delicious, delightful to eat. Lalim kaayung kan-un ang prayid tsikin nimu, Your fried chicken tastes delicious. -mu, ka, ninyu, -y 01' ngaimagine that, can you believe it! Lalim mu ba nga (y) wa diay kuy ikapilit� Imagine!It turned out that I didn't have money for fare. v 1 [B; b6] be, become pleasurable. 
	Magkalalim ang tuba imnun ug madugay nang ininum, Coconut palm toddy becomes more delicious after a quantity has already been taken in. 2 rb6] don't you think that is s.t.? Gilaliman kag bulagan ug uyab? Don't you think being jilted is bad enough?Gilaliman ka ba anang kantidara? Don't you think that amount is s.t. '? 
	Magkalalim ang tuba imnun ug madugay nang ininum, Coconut palm toddy becomes more delicious after a quantity has already been taken in. 2 rb6] don't you think that is s.t.? Gilaliman kag bulagan ug uyab? Don't you think being jilted is bad enough?Gilaliman ka ba anang kantidara? Don't you think that amount is s.t. '? 

	lalin v 1 [A2; b6] emigrate. transfer one's residence to a far place. Ang pamilya niMutuk mulalin ngadtu sa Amirika, Mutuc's family will immigrate to America. 2 [A; cl] 
	one
	one
	. 

	for a relapse after childbirth to be se
	transfer s. t. to a new location. Lalinun ( ilalin) ang amung upisina diin adunay kabilum, Our office will be transferred to a 
	quiet place. (➔) n emigrant. 

	Wis v [AC; ac3] argue about the rightness of s.t., dispute. Di ku malalis nga may rasun ku, You can't deny that I'm right. Nganung lalisun pa man, sumbagayun na Lang, Why argue over it? Just fight it out. Gilalisan n� la ang paagi sa pagbabin, They were arguing about how it was to be divided up. Di maminaw ug rasun ang akung gika_lalis, The man I had a debate with won't listen to reason. n argument, dispute. -an(➔), -un a quarrelsome. ka-n s.o. with whom one has or had an argument.
	lalug v [A; c] 1 feed slop to animals. Ang mga subra ilawug sa babuy, Give the leftovers to the pigs. 2 feed a person (deprecatory). Gilalugan na ba sad nrmu nang imung 
	lalug v [A; c] 1 feed slop to animals. Ang mga subra ilawug sa babuy, Give the leftovers to the pigs. 2 feed a person (deprecatory). Gilalugan na ba sad nrmu nang imung 
	way prubitsung bana? Did you feed your no-good husband again? (➔) n 1 slop to feed animals. la fodder, feed for animals that graze. Tambugig lalug nga kumpay ang kabaw, Give the carabao some hay for fodder. 2 food served (deprecatory). 3a f1ne sediment. Ibuwad nang lawug sa tuba ngadtu sa sukaan, Pour the sediment from the toddy into the vinegar container. 3b slime clinging to the bottom of containers. 4 youngest child in the family (humorous slang). 

	lalum a 1 deep, extending far down from the surface. Lalum nga bangag, A deep hole. Ang suba dinbi lawum, The river here is very deep. 2 late in the night. lalum nga kagabhiun, Deep in the night. 3 deep,low in tone. Lalum nga pangagbu, A deep sigh. 4 profound, hard to understand. Lalum nga tirminu, Difficult terms. Lalumnga pinsar, Deep thought. 5 -ug bughat for a relapse after childbirth to be severe. v 1 [AB; ab] deepen, cause to become deep. 
	lalum a 1 deep, extending far down from the surface. Lalum nga bangag, A deep hole. Ang suba dinbi lawum, The river here is very deep. 2 late in the night. lalum nga kagabhiun, Deep in the night. 3 deep,low in tone. Lalum nga pangagbu, A deep sigh. 4 profound, hard to understand. Lalum nga tirminu, Difficult terms. Lalumnga pinsar, Deep thought. 5 -ug bughat for a relapse after childbirth to be severe. v 1 [AB; ab] deepen, cause to become deep. 
	Ang kaminiru mauy mu/alum sa mga kanal, 
	The street cleaners will deepen the ditches, 
	Mula/um (ma/alum) ang samad ug dili limpiyuban, A wound will become deep if it is not cleaned. Laluma pagbubu ang lubung, Dig the grave deep enough. Lalumi pag diyutay ang bulsa, Make the pocket a little bit deeper. 2 [B25] become late at night. 3 [B2] become deep and low, reaching from the depths. Mi/alum ang iyang pangagbu nga nagtan-aw sa masakitun, Her sighs grew deeper as she looked at the sick man. 4 [B2; b6] get to be profound. Maka/alum (makapalalum) diay ug pinsamintu ning kalisud, I have found
	vere. Ang kasagunsun sa pagpanganak mauy makalalum (makapalalum) sa bugbat, Having babies one after another makes one get severe relapses. 6 -ug dulut see DULUT. -g-= LALUM, a, v (plural). gi-un, giladmun n depth. Ang giladmun sa iyang pangutuk, The depth of his intelligence. ha-a deep. Halawum nga ginbawa, A deep breath. kan depth, deepness. Dili masukud ang kalalum sa iyang gibati, The depths of her feeling cannot be fathomed. kahi-an, kahiladman n depths, the innermost recesses. i-(�) n underneath, 

	la.lung -lamang 
	the fish net.Pailadmi sa libru ang mga papil, Put the papers under the book. 2 [A; al2)assume responsibilities or duties. Akuy mupailalum sa tanang trababu dinb� I'll do all the chores around here. 3 [Al be subject, subservient to. Nasud nga nagpailalum sa bandilang langyaw, A nation that allowed themselves to be subject to a foreign power. h� v [B1256] get to be underneath s.t. Li
	the fish net.Pailadmi sa libru ang mga papil, Put the papers under the book. 2 [A; al2)assume responsibilities or duties. Akuy mupailalum sa tanang trababu dinb� I'll do all the chores around here. 3 [Al be subject, subservient to. Nasud nga nagpailalum sa bandilang langyaw, A nation that allowed themselves to be subject to a foreign power. h� v [B1256] get to be underneath s.t. Li
	sud kubaun ang libru kay nabailalum sa uban, It's difficult to get the book because it's way underneath the others. 

	lalung v [A; aJ 1 grow seedlings. Maglalung kug talung rung tuiga, I will grow eggplant seedlings this year. 2 transplant, transfer from one place to another as a whole. Maglalung ku ining similya, I'm going to transplant these seedlings. Ang tanang balay sa iskwatirs lalungun ngadtu sa Labug, All the squatters' houses will be transferred to Lahug. -un( ➔) n 1 seeds for seedlings. 2seedlings to be transplanted. 3 houses or things of great bulk to be transferred. 
	lama n 1 imprint, stain left behind. Lama sa ngabil, Mark left by the lips. Lama sa kuldun sa iyang bawak, The imprint of the cord on his waist. 2 stain on one's character. v [AB2; b] I leave a mark, have a mark left on it. Naglama sa mantil ang kitsap, The catsup left a stain on the tablecloth, 2 bringa moral stain or blemish upon. Ang imung pagkadisgrasyada mauy naglama sa atung OU got pregnant, and it has blemished the honor of our family. 3 become clearly apparent. Ang kaguulmulama giyud sa hitsura, S
	kadungganan sa banay, y

	cl] dye thread or cloth. Ang usa ka putus tina makalama ug tulu ka sinina, A packetof dye can dye three dresses. -in-(�) n 1 dyed large cotton threads, usually used for weaving into blankets or towels. 2 red weft thread. lama.lama a smeared, uneven in color. Lamalama nga pagpintal, Not evenly painted. v [B6; a) be, become smeared or uneven in color. Maglamalama ang kulur sa sinina ug iladlad, Your dress will get all uneven in color if you bleach it. 
	cl] dye thread or cloth. Ang usa ka putus tina makalama ug tulu ka sinina, A packetof dye can dye three dresses. -in-(�) n 1 dyed large cotton threads, usually used for weaving into blankets or towels. 2 red weft thread. lama.lama a smeared, uneven in color. Lamalama nga pagpintal, Not evenly painted. v [B6; a) be, become smeared or uneven in color. Maglamalama ang kulur sa sinina ug iladlad, Your dress will get all uneven in color if you bleach it. 

	lamak, lamak n muddywatery place. V [B;
	lamak, lamak n muddywatery place. V [B;
	' 

	cl) become, make into a muddy, watery area. Lamakun (illzmak) sa kabaw ang pilapil usa tanumi, The carabaos are made to tramp over the paddy to turn it into a mire before it is planted. -an n = LAMAK. 
	cl) become, make into a muddy, watery area. Lamakun (illzmak) sa kabaw ang pilapil usa tanumi, The carabaos are made to tramp over the paddy to turn it into a mire before it is planted. -an n = LAMAK. 

	laman, la.man = LAMANG. 
	lamang short form: lang. only, just. 1 merely, ( do] nothing more than Naglingkud lang siya did.tu ug wala magtingug, He just sat 
	there without saying anything. Mutsatsu Lang siya unya magbuut, He's just a houseboy, but he wants to have the say. Wala ku muanhi arun Jang kasab-an, I didn't come 
	there without saying anything. Mutsatsu Lang siya unya magbuut, He's just a houseboy, but he wants to have the say. Wala ku muanhi arun Jang kasab-an, I didn't come 
	I
	. Igu lang siya 
	here merely to get a scoldi
	ng

	sa pagbilak, All she could do was cry. (Lit. She was merely up to crying.) Kawang lang ang akung pag-antus, My sufferings were all in vain (nothimore than vain). Baratu ni kay pisus Zang, This is cheap because it is only a peso. Tu lang akung guia, I only brought three. la with commands or exhortation: just do [so-and-so] -it's a small thing to do. Hulata lang ku sa gawas, Just wait for me outside.Maglakaw lang ta, duul ra man, Let's just walk. It's not far. lb sigi -please [do], it's just a little favor t
	ng 

	,
	pending on. Akung ibaligya sa makauna 
	lang, I'll sell it to whoever is first. Sigun lang sa prisyu, It depends on the price. li gani, galing -the only thing wrong. Maayuunta, galing Lang nasayup ang miskla, It should have been good, only the mixture was in the wrong proportions. 2 just, take [so-and-so] rather than some other choice. 
	2a with nominal predicate and verb subject: ·
	let [so-and-so] do it. Aku lay da ani b� There, let me carry this. Ikaw lay pangutana, You ask. (Lit. let you be the one to ask.) 2al [pronoun, noun] -[so-and-so]will take the consequences. Ug imung buhatun, ikaw lang, If you do it, you take the responsibility. 2b with quantities: just make it [so-and-so] much. Trayinta Lang ni ha? Can I have it for thirty? 2bl anhi, dinhi, 

	lam-ang-lama.nu 
	lam-ang-lama.nu 
	1 

	nganhip-only up to here.Anbi Jang ku dinbi manaug, rll just get off here. 2c with verb: take the choice of [do] ing. Ang isdang dili mabalin gamsun Jang, dili bularun, 
	nganhip-only up to here.Anbi Jang ku dinbi manaug, rll just get off here. 2c with verb: take the choice of [do] ing. Ang isdang dili mabalin gamsun Jang, dili bularun, 

	If they can't sell the fish, they just salt it. They don't dry it. Ayaw lag anbi ugma, kaymabimu man sa Huybis, Don't bother coming tomorrow because you can do it on Thursday. s.gi -2cl never mind. 2c2 well, all right, I'll agree to it. Sigi Jang. Di Jang ku mudayug palit kay mabal, Never mind. I won't buy it because it's expensive. SigiJang, itut ku na Jang nig bayinti, Oh, all right. I'll let you have it for twenty centavos. aku tiya, imu) -just let me (him) have 
	gu

	,
	,

	it rather than s.o. else. Aku Jang ni, Kadtu lay ihatag ni Pidru, Let me have this one. Just let Pedro have the other one. 2c3 can'thelp [do]ing. Mahadluk Jang ta bisan sa pagpanimati Jang, We can't help getting cold shivers, even just hearing about it. 2c4 mau -2c4a it cannot be otherwise. Łu ba siya ang nakaingun?' -Łu Jang!' 'ls he the one that caused it?' -'Of course! Who else could it have been. 2c4b yes, most certainly so. 'Mukaun kag surbiti?' -'Kaun mu Jang,' 'Would you like to eat ice cream?' -'I s
	with nominal predicate and verb subject: 
	[so-and-so] will do it, though it should not be so.Akuna lay tiwas ani, kay madugay uglaing tawu, Let me just do this myself because it would take forever if s.o. else were to do it. 3b2 with quantities: just make it [so-and-so much] (which is less than what one would ordinarily get). Trayinta na Lang ni, ha? Just let me have it for thirty, this time, all right? 3b2a anhi -just here (when I really want to do it elsewhere). Kay lisud man ug musud, anbi na Jang ku sa iskina manaug, Since it's difficult to t
	Gamsa na Lang nang isdaa kay wa nay mupalit, You might as well just salt that fish because there isn't anybody who'll buy it. Ayaw na lag dad-a ug bug-atan ka, Don'tbother taking it if you find it too heavy. sigi na -= SIGI LAMANG. aku, iya na -let 
	me (him) have it (although you might have 
	me (him) have it (although you might have 
	,
	s.t. better to do with it). Aku na Zang ni, 
	ha? Let me have it, may I? salamat na 
	-

	I thank you, since I can't pay you any other 
	way. Ug di ka pabayad, saLamat na Jang, 
	Since you won't let me pay you,just let me 
	thank you. 3c can't help [do]ing. Sa tan
	t naUmut na Lang siya sa iyang 
	tung kapun
	gu

	kaugalingun, He was so angry he just forgot 
	himself. 3cl following expressions refen-ing 
	to time: it's already [so-and-so] late and s. t. 
	still hasn't happened or hasn't stopped hap
	pening. Udtu na Lang ug nagZukun Jang gi
	hapun sa banig, It's already noon, and he's 
	still curled up asleep. Gab ii na Lang wa giba
	pun siya, It's already night and he still has 
	not come home. 3c2 dayag, klaru na -ob
	viously, can't help being that way. Klaru na 
	Lang nga muhiZak ug imung kusiun, Obvious
	ly he's going to cry if you pinch him. 3c3 
	salamat na -nga the only saving grace was. Malumus unta ku. Salamat na Jang nga dinbay nakakita naku, I would have drowned, but thank God, s.o. saw me. 4 pa -4afolLowing expression of time: 4al [such-andsuch] was the first. Karun pa Lang ku makakita sa ingun, This is the very first time I ever saw anything like that. 4a2 if it was so at [such-and-such] a time already, it would be even worse later. Sa sud pa Zang nabanakan na siya, At the very beginning he was already out of breath. 4a3 [so-and-so] just
	gu
	gu 
	. 


	lam-ang v [A; b4] 1 overstep, go over s. t. 
	Nalam!angan ku ang litir dyi, I skipped let
	Nalam!angan ku ang litir dyi, I skipped let
	ter g. 2 go beyond what is normally expect
	ed. Milam-ang sa maayung pamatasan ang
	imung pag-ukit-ukit, Your inquisitiveness 
	has gone beyond the limits of good man
	ners. HiLam-angan ra sad ang imung pagkaa
	yu, Your goodness is far beyond what one 
	would expect. a taken beyond normal 
	bounds. Lam-ang kaayu ang iyang pagpa

	ngasaba, l:ler scolding h_as gone too far. lam-angn name of an Ilocano epic. lamanu v 1 [AC; ab2) shake hands. Naglama
	2 

	nu ang managkuntra apan dumut gihapun, 
	nu ang managkuntra apan dumut gihapun, 

	lamas -• Iambay
	2 

	The two protagonists shook hands but they still were full of hatred. Lamanubun ku angbag;ung kasal, I'll shake hands with the newly-weds. 2 [A; cl) join two edges of metal sheets with one hooked into the other. Lamanubun (ilamanu) ta Zang pagsumpay, Let's join it bending the two edges around so that one fits into the other. n 1 handshake. 2 joint of two things whereby the two things fit into each other. Nabungkas ang lamanu sa baldi, The pail came apart because the joint where the edges of the metal were
	The two protagonists shook hands but they still were full of hatred. Lamanubun ku angbag;ung kasal, I'll shake hands with the newly-weds. 2 [A; cl) join two edges of metal sheets with one hooked into the other. Lamanubun (ilamanu) ta Zang pagsumpay, Let's join it bending the two edges around so that one fits into the other. n 1 handshake. 2 joint of two things whereby the two things fit into each other. Nabungkas ang lamanu sa baldi, The pail came apart because the joint where the edges of the metal were
	t

	lamas, lamas v 1 [A; b) spice. Las-ay ang u
	-

	• 1 ,
	tan ug dt lamasan, Vegetables are tasteless if you don't spice them. Ang babubuyna ikalamas, Mint can be used as a spice. 2 [bl spice s. t. not food Gilamasan sa kandidatu ang iyang diskursu ug mga kumidiya, The candidate spiced his speech with jokes. (➔) n 1 spice. 2 s.t. that lends color or richness. Ang kanta lamas sa kinabubi, Songs add spice to life. 
	lamasv [A; c6] rinse off, wash s. t. to eat. 
	2 

	Gadangbag ka Lang naglamas sa kamut� lapukun gibapun, yOU were careless in the way you washed the sweet potatoes. They are still muddy. 
	lamat v [A; al] 1 deceive the eyes with an illusion. Gilamat ra tingali ku pagkakita adtung gwapang babayi, Maybe it was only an illusion when I saw that beautiful woman. la for supernatural beings that have taken and hidden a person to put a banana trunk in the person's place and make it look like the body of the dead person. 2 enchant, bedazzle. Usa ra ka pabiyum ang milamat kaniya, One smile was enough to enchant him. Nalamat siya sa katabum sa kagabbfun, He was enchanted with the beauty of the night.
	lamaw n 1 slop fed to animals. Lupig pay lamaw ning sud-ana, This food is worse than pig's slop. 2 k.o. sweet made of the meat of young coconut mixed with its water, milk, and sugar. 2a k.o. sweet made of a mixture of the meat of papaya or avocado with milk and sugar. v [Al; a] make, eat lamaw. (�) v [Al; b6] have lots of lamaw. -in-= LAMAW, n2, 2a. -an n 1 pail for collectislop. 2 feeding trough for animals. 
	ng 

	wnayv [A; b] for a sickness, feeling, vice 
	wnayv [A; b] for a sickness, feeling, vice 
	1 

	to become deep-seated and take root or for medicine or s. t. else taken in to take its full effect. Mawad-an siya sa bwisiyu ug mu Lamay na ang ispiritu sa alak, He loses his good judgment when the alcohol begins to take its effect.Ang kaluuymilamay sa iyang of pity took root in his innermost being. Ug dili ka magpatambal lamayan giyud ka sa sakit, If you don't submit to treatment, the sickness will get worse and worse. 
	kabiladman, A feeli
	ng 


	lamayv [A; b(l)] join a wake for the dead without sleeping. Ang nakalamay sa Lunis sa Myirkulis na sad mubalik, Those who kept vigil on Monday will do so again on Wednesday. n wake for the dead. 
	2 

	lamba v 1 [A; bSc] slam s.t. long and hard against s.t. Kinsang pliyira tung milamba sa batir sa yuta? Who was that player who swung the bat hard against the ground? 
	Kupti ang bŁs sa ikug unya ilam ba sa paril, 
	Hold the snake by the tail and swing it hard against the stone wall. Nalamba ang sakayan ngadtu sa kabatuan, The boat was slammed against the rocks. 2 [A; b6(1)] pass a basketball from a distance to one's teammate. Lambabi (lambabi) tung kauban natung way gwardiya, Throw the ball to the teammate that no· one is covering. lambalamba v [BS; cl] be repeatedly thrown or struck against s.t. Naglambalamba ang sira sa bintana sa kakusug sa bangin, The window shutters swung back and forth against the sills wi
	The two roosters that were tied too closely to each other got entangled with one another. Lambanga ang duba ka karabaw, Tie the two carabaos together. 2 for animals to have sexual intercourse, and, by coarse extension, for people to do so. Duba ka iru nga naglambang, Two dogs copulating. A,makiglambang Lang na bisag unsang baybana, He doesn't care who he screws. 
	lambanug, lambanug n alcoholic drink made from the water taken from the nipa palm bud that has been fermented and distilled 
	lambaruk n k.o. mackerel (small adlu). lambayl = LANGBAY. 
	•lambay-in-n 1 k.o. stage play, usually 
	2
	about heroic deeds of past ages, with a dialogue delivered in verse. 2 s.t. put on for the show of it. Kanang paggukud kunubay sa mga dagkung ismaglir usa Zang ka linambay, 
	The drive against the smugglers is nothing 

	lambayaw -lambung 
	but a big show. v 1 [Al; b(l)] present a linambay stage play. 2 [A23] play in a linambay. 
	but a big show. v 1 [Al; b(l)] present a linambay stage play. 2 [A23] play in a linambay. 

	lambayaw n k.o. hardwood timber. 
	lambayung n creeping vine of seashore with purple morning-glory-like flowers: Ipomoea pes-caprae.
	Iambi a for one of two things that should fit together to overlap. Lambi ang ngabil, ilbanang nanaway, The lower lip is sticking out, a sign that he is criticising you. v [ B6; ac] get to be protruding. Nalambi ang sira sa kaban, The cover of the trunk jutted out over the edge. 
	lambid v [A2C3; a] be wound around in anirregular way. Milambid ang gaway sa kugita sa iyang paa, The tentacles of the octopus were wound around his thigh. Ayaw iduul ang mga hiniktan arun dili maglambid, Don't put the cocks close to each other sothat their strings don't get all tangled up. -in· n k.o. budbud made with white and violet-colored sticky rice, such that the dark and light colored rice forms intertwining streaks. linambiran = LINAMBID.
	lambigit v [AC; ac] get entwined, latched on to. Magkita gani ming magsuun maglambtgit dayun mig isturya, When we sisters get together we get engrossed in conversation with each other. Nagkalambigit ang ilang mga ngalan tungud sa ilang kasuud, Their names became linked with each other because they are close to each ot=her. Nagkalambigit ang duha ka pasul, The two fishing lines got entangled. Kanunay ilambigit niini ang hitabu, Always connect the incidentwith it. hi-Iha-v [ c6] be involved, tied up in. Wa
	lambing v [AC; cl] join two things together with a length of s.t. Lambinga ang duha ka baskit, Tie the two baskets together. Giduul ninyu paghigut ang kanding. Di nagkalamb ing binuu n, yOU tied the goats too close together so they got entangled. n fishing line with two hooks attached to the main line. 
	lambiyaw n the fof a k. o. crevally, silver in color and glossy green on the back with smooth skin: Selaroides leptolepis (so called from the color resemblance to the biyawbeetle).
	ry 

	lambiyug, lambiyug = LAMBUYUG. 
	lambiyung v [A3P; cl] whirl around, go around in circles. Naglambiyung ang bintiladur, The electric fan is revolving. Lambing) ang imung buktun,Whirl your arm around. Ang tugpahanan gilambiyungan sa ayruplanu una kini mutugpa, The ailane circled the aiort before it landed 
	lambiyung v [A3P; cl] whirl around, go around in circles. Naglambiyung ang bintiladur, The electric fan is revolving. Lambing) ang imung buktun,Whirl your arm around. Ang tugpahanan gilambiyungan sa ayruplanu una kini mutugpa, The ailane circled the aiort before it landed 
	yunga (ilambi
	yu
	rp
	rp 

	lambu n 1 cord made of cotton strings twist· ed together. Lambu ang ibaat sa putus kaylig-un, Use cord for tying the bundle because it's strong. 2 fishing line made fromsuch cord. paN· v [A2; b6] catch fish witha hook and line made of lambu draggedbehind the boat. 
	lambu a growing lush and tall, prospering. v[B3] 1 for plants to grow lush and tall Mi/ambit ang tarrum nga giabunuban, The fertilized plants-grew lush. 2 prosper, flourish. 
	Milambu sa ngadtungadtu ang iyang nigusyu, His business flourished with time. 3 forgood feelings to grow in time. Sa kadugayan nilambu ang akung pagbati niya, Withtime, my feelings for her grew intense. -anan n a place where s. t. flourishes. Lambuanan sa mga yawan-ung bunahuna, Placewhere evil thoughts flourish. ka-an n prosperity. Alang sa kalambuan sa nasud, Forour nation's progress. ka-an(➔) n advancement, growth. Way kalambuan ang imung paninguba kaniya, Your romantic efforts have made no progress
	lambud v [AC; c] wind around, get wound around. Milambud ang gaway sa kugita sa iyang paa, The tentacles of the octopus wound around his thigh. lpalayu ug bikut ang kabaw ug kanding arurt dili magkalambud, Tie the carabao and the goat far from each other so that their ropes will not get entwined with each other. Ilambud ang bilu sa karitisan, Wind the thread around the spool. lamburan, lamburanan n reel or anything on which s. t. is wound. budbud linamburan n ko. budbud made of white and violet colored 
	lam bun v [A; cl] broil s. t. in between embers. Pagkuba ug dabun kay maglambun tag kamuti, Get some banana leaves. We're going to broil some yams. -in-an a cooked 
	.
	by having been broiledin live coali 
	larnbunaw n medium-sized tree of the forest producing bunches of oval, red fruit, 5 cm.or longer, with an edible pulp and a single pit: Aglaia everettii. 
	lambung v [A; b(l)] grow long and thick, clinging or hanging over s. t. Naglambung na 

	lambunit -lamhung 
	sa tingkuy ang iyang bubuk, His hair is already hanging thick over his nape. Gilambungan sa balantiyung ang ilang atup, Thesquash grew over their roof, covering it entirely. a hanging long and thick covering s. t. -ay n mane. paN-ay v [A2] grow profusely in strands or bunches as if a mane. Maayung a/utan ang imung bubuk kay nanglambungay na, It's about time to cut your hair because it is like a mane. -ayun a thick and long like a mane. 
	sa tingkuy ang iyang bubuk, His hair is already hanging thick over his nape. Gilambungan sa balantiyung ang ilang atup, Thesquash grew over their roof, covering it entirely. a hanging long and thick covering s. t. -ay n mane. paN-ay v [A2] grow profusely in strands or bunches as if a mane. Maayung a/utan ang imung bubuk kay nanglambungay na, It's about time to cut your hair because it is like a mane. -ayun a thick and long like a mane. 

	lambunit v [ C] fight with one another to get 
	s.t. Naglambunit ang babayi ug ang mangangagaw St.l bag, The woman struggled with the purse-snatcher. 
	s.t. Naglambunit ang babayi ug ang mangangagaw St.l bag, The woman struggled with the purse-snatcher. 

	Iambus v [A; cl] strike with s.t. heavy, usually in a downward motion. Mga balud ngamilambus sa gamayng sakayan, Waves that lashed at the small boat. Makalambus ka kaba anang kaban niya? Do you think you can slam that trunk on him? Gilambusan ang kawatan sa albu, We struck the burglarwith a pestle. Alsabun tikaw ron ug ilambus sa yuta, I'll lift you and throw you hard against the ground n 1 blow with s. t. heavy. Kusug nga Iambus sa ikug sa buaya, Heavy lash inflicted by the crocodile with its tail. 2 s
	lambut v 1 [A2; a2b2] reach a certain amount, length, or distance. Milambut ugusa ka libu ang ilang balin, Their salesamounted to one thousand pesos. Nakalambut ug usa ka gatus ang mga bisita, Thevisitors reached one hundred persons. Lambuta ang syudad sa duba ka uras, Get to within reach of the city in two hours. 2 [A2; b6] catch up or overtake. Mulambut pa ta sa unang byahi, We can still make the first trip. Gilambutan namu sila sa Karkar, We caught up with them in Carcar. 
	lambud a feeling dizzy. v [B6; b6) feel dizzy. Mulambuyud (maglambuyud) angakung panan-aw ug magsigig libutlibut sa baligi, l get dizzy if I keep running around the post. 2 = LAMBUYUG.lambug, lambug v 1 [A; ac) whirl s.t. around on a string and throw it off in a distance. Lambuyugun ku nang langgam nga nagbatug sa sanga, I'll sling a rock at that bird perching on the branch. Gilambuyugniya ang laang usa pasapluti ang baka, Hewhirled the rope before he lassoed the cow. 2 [B26) for attention, thought to veer
	yu
	yu
	yu 

	stone and a pair of strings which are whirled around. When one of the strings is released, the missile flies off. 
	stone and a pair of strings which are whirled around. When one of the strings is released, the missile flies off. 
	lamdag a bright. Lamdag kaayu ang siga sa plurisin, The fluorescent lamp gives a bright light.Ayaw pagsuga kay lamdag man, Don'ttum on the light because there's enough light. Lamdag ug kaugmaun ang tawung kugihan, An industrious person has a bright future. n 1 illumination. Ang lamdag sa suga, The lamp's illumination. 2 enlightenment. Lamdag sa Ispiritu Santu, The enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. v 1 [AB; a
	b] give light or brightness; be, get bright or well-lighted. Adlaw nga naglamdag sa kalibutan, The sun that gives light to the world. Dunay tawu kay naglamdag mag ilang bay, 
	There must be s.o. home because the house is lighted. 2 [A; b( 1)) enlighten. Pagtulunan nga milamdag sa akung bunabuna, Alesson that enlightened my mind. 3 [Bl; b6] for a place to be stripped of plants or partsof plants. Ang pagpabit sa kamaisan sa mga babuy mauy nakalamdag (nakapalamdag) niini, The pigs ate the corn plants and made the area bare. Gilamdagan ku sa mga kabuy sa lirta nga gipamutlan sa mga sanga,
	agw

	The trees in the yard looked bare to me after some of the branches were pruned. pa· v [A; b) go, put to a lighted or illuminated area. Ayawg!palamdag kay hiilban ka, Don't go under the light because you might be recognized. Palamdagi ku ngari aron makita ring akung trabahu, Give me some light here so I can see my work. ka-un n clarification. ma-un a enlightening. 
	lamdarn an ( coined from lamdag 'light' and panumduman 'thoughts' -root dumdum) n inspiration. Ang dalaga mauy lamdaman ni Rina/du sa iyang pagpanulat, Reynaldotook his inspiration for his writings from the girl
	lamhun v [B3) for a wound or bruise to get infected and swollen, but not severely so. 
	Tambali nang nuka sa di pa makalambun, 
	Put medicine on your sore before it getsinfected.
	lamhung a 1 growing thickly and profusely, esp. such that other plants are crowded out. 2 choking off or overshadowing, keeping plants from growing well. 3 swollen and inflamed. v [B3; b6] 1 grow thick and/or tall such that other growths get stunted. Angkamukamu milambung sa lagwirta, Themorning glories spread all over the garden (and choked other plants). la stunt other plants by choking them off or overshadowing them. Makalambang ang dahun sa kay
	-


	lamhuy -lamiti 
	mitu sa mga tanum, Star apple leaves are used as a cover to kill off other plants. Nalamhungan ang mga munggus sa balili, Thegrass stunted the bean plants. 2 [B2346] get inflamed. Milamhung ang pinaakan sa lamuk, The mosquite bite became inflamed. 
	mitu sa mga tanum, Star apple leaves are used as a cover to kill off other plants. Nalamhungan ang mga munggus sa balili, Thegrass stunted the bean plants. 2 [B2346] get inflamed. Milamhung ang pinaakan sa lamuk, The mosquite bite became inflamed. 

	lamhuy v [B1236] for bruise to swell and get soft. Nalamhuy ang akung tudlu nga nadukdukan sa martilyu, I struck my finger with a hammer and it became soft. Wa makalambuy ang buktun nga giiniksiyunan, The arm that was injected didn't swell. 
	lami a 1 tasty, giving a delicious feeling or taste. Lami nga pagkaun, Delicious food. Lami nga isturya, A pleasurable talk. la -nga i-[verb] it would be lovely to ... Lamirung ikaligu sa dagat, How nice it would be to go swimming now. 2 beautiful to look at. Lami kaayu siyag kurtina, She has beautiful curtains. n l taste, flavor. Way lami, Tasteless. Kining isdaa lamig lapuk, This fish tastes like mud. 2 orgasm. Dugay siyang abtan sa lami, It takes her a long time to come to her orgasm. v [B; a] 1 be, bec
	ng 
	ng 
	gm

	shake or massage. lightly, usually on a fulland fleshy part of body. Gustu siyang mulamigmig sa akung paa, She likes to play with my thigh by patting it, shaking the hand while pressing down. Lamigmigi ug asin ang hinimulbulan nga manuk, Pat some salt into the flesh of the dressed chicken. 2[a2b2] be repeatedly hit with s.t., usually not fatal. Hinglamigmigan ka lagi kay nakigsumbagay kag buksidur, If you pick a fight with a boxer you'll get yourself soundly pummelled.
	shake or massage. lightly, usually on a fulland fleshy part of body. Gustu siyang mulamigmig sa akung paa, She likes to play with my thigh by patting it, shaking the hand while pressing down. Lamigmigi ug asin ang hinimulbulan nga manuk, Pat some salt into the flesh of the dressed chicken. 2[a2b2] be repeatedly hit with s.t., usually not fatal. Hinglamigmigan ka lagi kay nakigsumbagay kag buksidur, If you pick a fight with a boxer you'll get yourself soundly pummelled.
	lamili = DAMILI.
	lamina n framed picture, esp. of a saint. v[A; al 2) make framed pictures, esp. of saints.
	laminasiyun = LAMINISYUN. 
	laming v [A; cl] 1 confine an animal for the pui.-pose of controlling its food prior to slaughtering. Lamingun ang alimangug mgasimana una lutua, They keep mud crabs and feed them a special food about a week before they cook them. la do a similar thingto people. /laming sa duktur ang pasiyinti sa di pa upirahan, The doctor will confine the patient and put him on a special diet before he operates. 2 keep s.t. in confinement. Kadtung iyangpagsiyagit did.tu ra malaming sa iyang kinahiladman, He kept his shou
	n. -an(➔) n 1 the first two squares the players at play enter in the game of tubigtubig. 2 the player guarding these squares. 
	laminisyun n lamination of plastic over s.t.laminit v {A; a] laminate with plastic. lamisa n 1 table, desk. 2 food set out. Naa na
	bay lamisa diha kay musaka mi, Do youhave a table set? If you do, we'll come in. v 1 [al2] make into a table. 2 [A; c] set the table, put food on the table. Lamisahiang bag-ung abut, Put dishes on the table for the visitor that just came in. 2a have a lot of food on the table (usage taken from the custom among poor people that a table is set only when there is a decent meal otherwise people just take what there is and gobble it down). Basta bag-ung swildu maglamisa giyud mi sa Dinghaw, As soon as we get pa
	-

	lamisita n small table or desk. 
	lamiti a smeared with s.t. sticky. v [Bl; aP)be, become smeared with s.t. sticky. Nag/a
	-


	-lampmig
	lamlam 

	I 
	I 
	miti ang nawung sa bata sa tsukulit, The 

	child's face is besmeared with chocolate. lamlam n a k.o. itch affecting the parts between �he toes, usually caused by walking bare£ oot on ground soaked with horse ang lamlam sa akung tiil, The itch in my toes is so bad. v [Al23P; b 
	urine. Katul kaa
	yu 

	4] get lam lam. 
	4] get lam lam. 

	lamlamv [A; c] talk too much, nonsensically or boastfully. Lamlami lang si Tatay mu kay aku di na mutuu, Just hand that line to your father. As far as I'm concerned, I don't believe you. Unsa na man say gilamlam mu didtu sa imnanan? What sort of foolishness did you tell the boys in the toddy stand this time? n talk, words. Pulus Zang lamlam nang tawbana way nabubat, 
	2 

	That fellow is all talk, no action. lampaag, lampaag a 1 stout, fat. Kalampaag sa nawung anang bayhana! Ikatalakpun, 
	What a broad face that woman has! You could use it as a shutter for a window. 2 ang lambayung dapit sa bunasan, The vines are spreading out lushly near the edge of the tidal flat. 3 for the hair to look bushy. v [B; b6] 1 be, become broad, flat. 2 get to grow lushly. Mulampaag ang mga balili ug muuwan na, The grass will grow lush when the rains come. 3 for hair to get bushy. Naunsa man ang imung birdu nga naglampaag man. Gitis tingali, What happened to your hair that it's so bushy? You must have teased it
	What a broad face that woman has! You could use it as a shutter for a window. 2 ang lambayung dapit sa bunasan, The vines are spreading out lushly near the edge of the tidal flat. 3 for the hair to look bushy. v [B; b6] 1 be, become broad, flat. 2 get to grow lushly. Mulampaag ang mga balili ug muuwan na, The grass will grow lush when the rains come. 3 for hair to get bushy. Naunsa man ang imung birdu nga naglampaag man. Gitis tingali, What happened to your hair that it's so bushy? You must have teased it
	spreading lushly. Lampaag kaa
	yu 


	lam LAMPAAG.
	, 
	' 


	paga = 
	paga = 
	paga = 

	n n k.o. reed found in marshland. 
	lampakanay nga ku
	gu

	lampanug v [A2; b3] go out without saying goodbye to escape, get out of work, in anger. Tua, milampanug kay gikasab-an, There,he ran out of the house because I scolded him. Ang pagpanglimpiyu sa silung muy iyang gilampanugan, He left the house to get out of helping clean out the cellar. 
	lampara n 1 oil or kerosene lamp without a chimney. 2 pressurized kerosene lantern where the light shines downward, used mainly for fishing. v [Al 3; al] make, use a lamp of this sort. paN-n type of fishing using a pressurized lantern to anract the fish, used esp. in shallow waters for catching schools of small fish. v [A2; c] catch fish by this manner. lamparahan = LAMPARA,
	1. lamparista n one who fishes using the panglampara method. lamparahanan n boat used in panglampara fishing. lamparilya n asmall kerosene or alcohol lamp without a chimney. v [A13; b6] make, use as a small 
	1. lamparista n one who fishes using the panglampara method. lamparahanan n boat used in panglampara fishing. lamparilya n asmall kerosene or alcohol lamp without a chimney. v [A13; b6] make, use as a small 
	1. lamparista n one who fishes using the panglampara method. lamparahanan n boat used in panglampara fishing. lamparilya n asmall kerosene or alcohol lamp without a chimney. v [A13; b6] make, use as a small 
	kerosene lamp. 

	lamparu v [A; al b2] slap with the hand, usually at the head. Dili ku mulamparu kay piligru kunu sa utuk, l would not slap anyone on the head because it might hurt the brain. Gilamparu ku sa kusug nga bangin, l was struck by a strong wind. n slap. 
	lamparunis n k.o. pussy, slow-healing abscesses around the neck that leave large scars. v [B124; a4b4] be afflicted with lam
	-

	, .
	parunts.
	lampasv [AN2; b] cut down, sickle grass and undergrowth with a swinging motion. 
	1 

	Pagsuhul ug mulampas (manglampas) sa kalubihan, Hire s.o. to cut down the grasses in the coconut grove. n the cutting down of grass or undergrowth from an area. -tanum v [A; bS] cut down the plant growths and plant rice or corn at the same time. This is done in paddies under deep water which cannot be plowed or in secondgrowth forests between the trees. Gilampastanum (gilampas tanuman) ang anut, The 
	plants were cut down, and at the same time corn was planted in the second-growth forest. n the process of cutting plant growths, plant rice or corn at the same time. 
	lampas= LAPAS. lampasu v [A; b] polish a floor by rubbing a half a coconut husk or s.t. similar over it. Lampasuhi ang sala, Polish the floor in the living room with a coconut husk. 2 [A; b2 
	2 

	c) pummel, shake and throw to the ground. Ilampasu ku kinsa ninyu magbinuang, If anybody cuts up I'll scrub the floor with him. Ilampasu namu ang inyung tim, We'll give your team a thorough trouncing. 2a have s.t. done thoroughly to it. Hilampasuhan unya mug kasaba, You'll get a thorough tongue-lashing. v s.t. to polish the floor with, esp. a half a coconut husk. 
	lampay n k.o. small shallow porcelain bowl to eat out of. 
	lampin n diaper. v [A; cl] put on, make into a diaper. Lampinun (ilampin) lang ning daang palda, Just use this old skirt for a diaper. Lampini ang bata, Diaper the baby. 
	lampingas n indifference to how s.o. is affected. Ang lampingas sa kapalaran, The arbitrariness of fate. -an a indifferent and oblivious to how other persons are affected. Lampingasan nga tawu nga wala mabalisa sa iyang gipamabdusan, A brute, completely indifferent to the fate of the woman who bore his child. v [B12] be, become indifferent, oblivious to others. 

	lampinig n yellow jacket. Ang lampinig sa panulat nakaukub sa iyang tingkuy, He was 

	lampirung -lamugmugan 
	lampirung -lamugmugan 
	bitten by the writer's bug. (Lit. The yellow jacket of writing bit into the nape of his neck.)
	bitten by the writer's bug. (Lit. The yellow jacket of writing bit into the nape of his neck.)

	lampirung n 1 white, translucent material taken from the inside of the shells of certain oysters, used for windows, lampshades and other ornaments. 2 name of the oyster from which this material is taken. v [a12] use lampirung shells for windowpanes. 
	lampis n k.o. small edible crab of streams. 
	lampuay, lampuay v [B6; b6]_ flow or spread beyond the limits. Milampuay ang iyang tiyan sa katambuk, His stomach bulged from excess fat. Naglampuay ang sabaw sa panaksan (ang panaksan sa sabaw), The soup spilled over the edge of the bowl. 
	lampurnas v [A; b6(1)] 1 scrub, wipe with force to clean s.t. Nalimpiyu ang pansayan human siya makalampurnas niini, The comfort room looked spotless after she scrubbed it. la clean s.t. by splashing water over it. Nakalampurnas na ku sa banyu, I have already splashed water to clean the bathroom. 2 destroy. 2a [Al3; al2] beat heavily. Ang way kaluuyng igsuun naglampurnas niya sa gamay Jang sayup, His heartless brother beat him mercilessly for the slightest mistake. 2b [c6] badly beaten in games. 
	Ilampurnas Lang nang inyung tim nga bayat sa ilaba, Their team will just trounce your inept team. 2c be struck by a severe storm. 
	Ilampurnas Lang nang inyung tim nga bayat sa ilaba, Their team will just trounce your inept team. 2c be struck by a severe storm. 
	NangaLuad ang kabuy nga gilampurnas sa bagyu, The trees that were battered by the storm were uprooted. 2d [a12] wipe off or out swiftly. GiLampurnas Lang ang mga pagkaun nga gidut sa pista, The food that was served at the fiesta was rapidly wiped out. 2e [A; c] throw s.t. to the ground with 
	I 
	I 
	I

	force. /yang ilampurnas ang mga kaLdirugway sud-an, He'll smash the pots on the floor if there's no food. 2f [A; al] pet torridly with a girl (slang). GiLampurnas niya ang iyang tratu sa siniban, 'He petted frantically with his girl friend in the movie house. n scrubbing. Way lampurnas ang ilang saLug, Their floor has not been scrubbed. 

	•Iampus v [A24] be successful. Milampusang iyang planu, His plans succeeded. ka-an n success. ma-un a successful. Malampusunnga miting, A successful meeting. v [Al3]be, become successful. Hinaut untang magmaLampusun ka sa imung tinguba, I hope you will be successful in your undertaking. 

	lampuug, lampuug = DAMPUUG. 
	lampuug, lampuug = DAMPUUG. 
	lampuyang = LUY-ALUY-A. see LUY-A. lampuyut, lampuyut a for flesh to be flabby 
	and loose. v [ B; c 1] be loose and flabby. 
	and loose. v [ B; c 1] be loose and flabby. 
	Mulampuyut ang atung pus-un ug wa tay 
	iksirsayis, The lower part of your abdomen becomes loose and flabby if you do not exercise. 
	-

	lamu v [A; a] temporarily preserve tiny fish by salting lightly. Lamua ang subrang tugnus, Preserve the leftover fry by saltingthem lightly. -in-n small fish, temporarily preserved with light salt. lamulamu,.lamulamu v [A; b5] 1 do s.t. fast in a slipshod and careless way. Gilamulamuan (gilamulamu) Lang nimug laba ang mga bisti u,· dagbanpang buling, You washed these clothes so are still all dirty. Ayaw lamuLamuag bungat arun makasabut ku, Don't speak so hurriedly and indistinctly, so I can understand. 
	fast and carelessly. See, th
	ey 

	Gilamulamu niya ang iyang uyab sa sud sa siniban, He engaged in a heavy petting session with his girl friend in the movie house. 
	lamudlaw n k.o. vine of waste spaces bearing edible fruits, the size and shape of a hen's egg with stripes, acrid and pulpy, but with little juice and lots of tiny seeds. 
	lamugdung a overcast, gloomy. Lamugdungang Langit, muuwan tingaLi, The sky is overcast. It will probably rain. Lamugdung siyagnawungmu rag kahilakun, She has a gloomyexpression as if she were about to burst into tears. v [B; b3cl] become overcast,gloomy.
	lamugay v 1 [A; cl] mix, jumble thoroughly. Kamiy milamugay (naglamugay) sa balas ug simintu, We mixed the sand and cement thoroughly. 2 [B26C3; cl] for a crowd to mill about in confusion. MiLamugay ang mga tawu pagkakita sa kalayu, The people ran about in confused panic when they saw the fire. a topsy-turvy, in disorder. Lamugay ang sala, The living room was topsyturvy.
	lamuglamug n slimy substance. 1 slime which forms where water has been allowed to stand. 2 slime exuded by certain animals, such as snails. 3 thin film that forms on the eyeballs of seriously ill persons. 4 thin,filmy membranes adhering to meat or tendons. S. gelatinous substance found under the bark of young trees. 6 oily substance found on the surface of coconut meat ripened beyond maturity ( = DALINUG). -sa ruba sediment in the coconut palm toddy. v [B1246; a4b4) form slimy substances of these various 
	lamugmugan = LIMUGMUGAN. see LIMUGMUG. 



	lamuk -lamyat 
	lamuk -lamyat 
	lamuk n mosquito. v [a4) 1 be infested with mosquitoes. Ang Lugar nga may lamak lamukun, A place where there is standing water gets infested with mosquitoes. 2 wait s.w� too long. Gilamuk na Lang kug hinuwat, wa giyud mupatim-aw, I waited for a longtime, but he did not show up. (�) v 1 [A; b6] be present in large numbers with confusion and bustle. Naglamuk ang mga tawu sa baratiLyu, People crowded the bargain sale. Miting man unta ni, nalamuk na man binuun, This is supposed to be a meeting, but it has bec
	,
	,
	-ay(Ł) see LAMUKAY. 

	lamukat v [B16; a) be, become disorderly, messed up. NagLamukat ang iyang nawung sa mik-ap, Her make-up was in chaotic disarray. Nalamukat ang mga dabun sa suLar, The leaves were strewn all over the yard. A-yawg lamukata nang imung asuy arun hisabtan ka, Do not tell your story incoherently so that you'll be understood. a all in disorder. Lamukat nga administrasiyun, A chaotic administration. ka-(not without Z) v [A; a2] be in chaotic disorder. Nagkalamukat ang Zababu sa mga platu ug kaldiru, The sink i
	lamukay (from lamuk) a in chaotic disorder,topsy-turvy. Lamukay ang kwartu, The room is in chaos. v 1 [A; a] mix, stir things up thoroughly. Naglamukay si Ipi sa simintu, lpe was mixing the cement. 2 [B] for there to be chaos, things in great numbers in disorder. Naglamukay (nagkalamukay) ang mga tawu sa tyanggiban pagsunug, The people in the market were rushing about in all directions when the fire broke out. ka-
	,
	,
	= LAMUKAY, v2. 

	lamun n 1 k.o. badly infected boil which goes deep and fai_ls to develop a head. It often leads to blood poisoning. 2 word used in a curse hoping the one cursed gets a lamun. Wa ka dad-a sa lamun! Damn you! (Lit. Haven't you been killed by blood poisoning?) v [b4] be infected with lamun. Ang batang gilamunan namatay, The child who was infected with a lamun died. 
	lamun v [A; cl] put large chunks of food in the mouth whole. Makalamun kug usa ka 
	parak bingka, I can put a whole piece of rice cake in my mouth. Kulang ka rang lamunun (iLamun) sa higanti, You're not even enough to stuff in the giant's mouth. 
	parak bingka, I can put a whole piece of rice cake in my mouth. Kulang ka rang lamunun (iLamun) sa higanti, You're not even enough to stuff in the giant's mouth. 
	lamuruka!plump in the cheeks. v [BJ for the cheeks to become full and rounded. Nagkalamuruk ang iyang aping sukad maayu, Her cheeks are beginning to get rounded now that she has recovered. -un a of a plumpsort. 
	lamuy v 1 [A; a] take in s.t. by swallowing. 
	Maglamuy kug tablitas para katulug, I'll take some sleeping pills. Gilamuy si Hunas sa baZyina, Jonah was swallowed by a whal,e. la eat greedily or gluttonously (coarse). A,
	milakaw man Zang dayun human makaZamuy, After he gorged himself, he immediately left the party. lb -sa bakunawa ang buwan [al2] for there to be a lunar eclipse (for the moon to have been swallowed by the bakunawa). 2 [A; a2] swallow words or feelings. Milamuy ka Zang dayun sa iyanggisuZti, You swallowed his story, hook, line, and sinker. Gilamuy ku ang akung kasuku arun way masilu, l just swallowed my angerso that nobody would have hard feelings. 3 swallowed up in a figurative sense. Galastuban nga milam
	V [B] get excessively fat. Naglamuyasiya sa katambuk, He is bulging with excessive fat. Nagkalamuya ang tiyan sa palainum, The drunkard is getting a beer belly. 
	lamuya 

	lamwas v 1 [A; b6] for water to come in or spread over s.t. Hapit malunud ang sakayannga nalamwasan sa tubig, The boat nearly sank because water came in it. Gilamwasan ang tugkaran sa tubig gikan sa kanaZ, The water from the drainage ditch flooded our yard. la for water to run out over a container. Milamwas ang tubig sa pZanggana, Water ran out over the basin. 2 [A; cl] extend beyond a certain limit. Mulamwas ang akung tiil sa katri kay mubu ra, My feet spill over the end of the bed because it is too short
	Lamwasa (ilamwas) sa tubud ang sidsid sa akung sinina, Extend the hem line of my dress beyond the knees. 
	lamyat a sluggish, doing things slowly and lazily. v fB; b6] be sluggish in doing things.
	Nagkalamyat ang mid nga nagkadugay sa bay, The longer the maid stays in the house 

	-I-an -landa 
	-I-an -landa 
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	the slower she works. 
	the slower she works. 
	-1-an alternant for -anan, added to some, but not all, bases which occur with -anan and usually with the same meaning. Palalitan,Place one buys things. Halatagan sa limus,Person to whom alms are given. 
	lana n 1 oil obtained from plants. 2 a concoc1tion of oil and herbs having special curative properties or power to ward off evil of supernatural origin. -nga pangulang oil to counteract supernaturally caused skin ailments. 3 may, walay -have (not have) sexual potency in old age. Mamana ka anang tigulang balu? Wa na nay Lana, Are you going to marry that old widower? I doubt if he can do it any more. v 1 [A; a] make oil. 
	Dili ku mulana anang lubi kay kapuy ug kagud, I will not make oil because it is tiresome grating those coconuts. 2 [b6] put oil in a lamp. 3-ug putut v [Al 3; al2] do the impossible (lit. extract oil from a very young coconut). Maayu pay magJana ug putut kaysa muJansar nga way kwarta, It would be easier to squeeze oil out of a young coconut than to win an election without money. (➔) v 1 [A; b] apply oil on. Lanahi ang haJigi arun di'li anayun, Put oil on the post so the termites can't get at it. 2 [B3(1
	[A; b6] coax s.o. by flatte
	ry

	Give her some sweet talk. See if she doesn't give you what you ask for. lanahan, lanhan n folk doctor who practices healing with the use of special oils. lanahan n container for oil. lanahun, lanahun a full of oil. 
	t


	lana= DILANA. 
	lana= DILANA. 
	2 

	la.nag n mild, not fatal poisoni. Ang Janag sagad dili makamatay, makapabuyud Jang,
	ng

	Mild poisoning usually doesn't kill. It justmakes one dizzy. v 1 [Bl26; b4(1)] have,be affected by poisoning. NaJanag ku sa ng pagkalungag, I got food poisoning from the cassava that wasn't prepared properly. 2 [B126] be sickened, nauseated. Nalanag ku sa bahu .sa karni didtus ihawan, I was sickened by the smell of meat atthe abbatoir. 3be bored to tears. NaJanag ku anang imung isturya nga gibaJikbalik, I am bored to tears by your st?ry that you keep telling again and again. (➔) n s.t. to smoke (derogato).
	Mild poisoning usually doesn't kill. It justmakes one dizzy. v 1 [Bl26; b4(1)] have,be affected by poisoning. NaJanag ku sa ng pagkalungag, I got food poisoning from the cassava that wasn't prepared properly. 2 [B126] be sickened, nauseated. Nalanag ku sa bahu .sa karni didtus ihawan, I was sickened by the smell of meat atthe abbatoir. 3be bored to tears. NaJanag ku anang imung isturya nga gibaJikbalik, I am bored to tears by your st?ry that you keep telling again and again. (➔) n s.t. to smoke (derogato).
	amuting kahuy nga wa maa
	yu
	ry


	lanang n watery, slushy ground. v 1 [B; b6] 
	become watery and slushy. Milanang (naJanang) ang silung sa ulan, The yard became watery and muddy in the rain.(�) v [A; b6] for liquid to spread out on an area. MiJanang ang imung ihi sa saJug, Your urine flowed over the floor. -an n slushy, muddy place. lananglanang v [A) be greasy, oily.
	become watery and slushy. Milanang (naJanang) ang silung sa ulan, The yard became watery and muddy in the rain.(�) v [A; b6] for liquid to spread out on an area. MiJanang ang imung ihi sa saJug, Your urine flowed over the floor. -an n slushy, muddy place. lananglanang v [A) be greasy, oily.
	MulanangJanangangimung nawung ug di kamamuJbus, Your face will get oily if youdon't powder it. MagJananglanang ang sudan nga labihan kamantikaun, A dish that has too much fat is greasy; 
	.

	lanap v [A; b(l)] overflow or flood an area. Ang karsada nga giJanapan sa dagat napunu sa mga gapnud, The road that the sea had flooded is full of driftwood. Sa pagkusug sa uJan, giJanapan ang amung siJung sa tu.big, Because of the heavy rain, our basement was flooded with water. 
	lanat v [A; a12] pursue, chase. Dili ku muJanat nt1a ngadtu sa ngitngit, l will not run after them into the dark. Lanata ang kawatan! Chase the thief. maba ug -tend to be short-winded, easily tiring out. Di siya kaagwanta ug bugtaway kay maba siyag lanat, He doesn't last in a race because he is shortwinded. (�) n pursuit, chase, race. Ang lanat sa kinabuhi, The rat race of life. 
	lanatad n sea which is flat and even, as for example, at high tide before it begins to go out again, or water over tidal flats. v [B2]for a large area to become covered with a smooth surface of water. Ug magbaha, mulanatad ang tubig sa kaumahan, When it floods, the water floods over the fields. 


	lanaw = DANAW, DANAW. 
	lanaw = DANAW, DANAW. 
	lanay v 1 [AB2S; a] melt, become soft. NagJanay ku ug tingga para gam-ung pamatu, l am meltilead to make into a sinker. Naglanay ang mantikilya, The butter is soft. 2 -ang atay [B246) get flattered Milanayang iyang atay pag-ingun nakung gwapa siya, She swelled with pride when I told her she was pretty. ( ➔) a 1 soft, partially melted./ti nga Janay, Soft and watery droppings of fowl. 3 -ug tingug for the voice to be flat in tone, not full, as if cracked. Way kalak ing paminawun ang lanay nga tingug, A f
	ng 
	ng 

	landa . Aku Jang landahun ang kupras kay wa may the copra in a tray (and 
	v [A; a] put copra in a tray to d
	ry
	init, I'll just d
	ry 




	landag
	landag
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	1 
	1 
	put it in a kiln) because there's no sun. landahan, landahan n 1 tray for drying copra. 2 kiln where copra is dried. 

	landag v 1 [A; a2] cook eggs by boiling. Ayaw Jg landaga ang mga itlug kay papusaun, Don't boil the eggs because we are going to let them hatch. 2 broil bananas or tubers that have been peeled, usually leftover. Landagun natu ang babaw nga kamuti ugma pubun, We'll broil the leftover sweet potatoes tomorrow. -in-n hard-boiled eggs. 
	landag= LAMDAG. 
	2 

	landang n 1 a powdered buri palm starch. 2 sweet preparation made of buri palm starch, suar, juice of coconut meat to which fruit may optionally be added. v [A; a2] make the dish called landang.
	g


	landasan n anvil. 
	landasan n anvil. 
	landay a for female humans or mammals to 
	J
	J
	be sterile. v [Bl] be, become sterile. Sagadsa masakitung babayi malanday, Most sickly women tend to be sterile. 

	landayn a sack that holds more than twenty-five gantas and is of a strong material,designed esp. for holding heavy contents. Usa ka landayng kupras, A large sackful of copra.
	2 

	landig v 1 [A; c] for boats or airplanes to land. Ang idru mulandig sa Masbati, The plane will land on Masbate. 2 [B256) come to rest after falling. Didtu mulandig (malandig) ang awtu sa sapa pagkatambug sa pangpang, The car fell off the cliff and landed in the stream. 
	t 

	landing n airfield, airport. v [A; c] 1 for airplanes to land. Ci/anding ang idru sa daru, The plane landed on the plowed field. 2 for invasion forces to land. Ang pwirsa sa mgaAmirkanu milanding sa Layti, The American forces landed on Leyte. -bards landingbarge. v [Al3] go by landing barge. -pild n airfield. 
	*landrakas see KALANDRJ\KAS. 
	landung n 1 image, replica. Daw landung sa kamatayun ang iyang panagway, Her face is a picture of death. Landung giyud siya sa iyang inahan, She is the image of her mother. 2 shade, shadow. Ang purma sa kabuy mailhan sa iyang landung, You can tell what a tree looks like just from the shadow. a shady. Landung kaayu sa kalubihan, It is nice and shady in the coconut grove. v 1 e to form itself, come into the mind. Wala mu/andung sa akung kaisipan nga mau kiniy mahitabu, It never occurred to me that this is wh
	landung n 1 image, replica. Daw landung sa kamatayun ang iyang panagway, Her face is a picture of death. Landung giyud siya sa iyang inahan, She is the image of her mother. 2 shade, shadow. Ang purma sa kabuy mailhan sa iyang landung, You can tell what a tree looks like just from the shadow. a shady. Landung kaayu sa kalubihan, It is nice and shady in the coconut grove. v 1 e to form itself, come into the mind. Wala mu/andung sa akung kaisipan nga mau kiniy mahitabu, It never occurred to me that this is wh
	[ B46] for an im
	ag

	-langas 

	naglandung sa natad, T·he acacia tree that shaded the yard. Naglandung ang kalibutan kay baga ang panganud, The world is overcast because there is a thick cloud covering. Hinglandungan ang misitas sa lubi, The ornamental plant is in the shade of the coconut tree. pa-v [AN; b5] 1 think, ponder. 
	naglandung sa natad, T·he acacia tree that shaded the yard. Naglandung ang kalibutan kay baga ang panganud, The world is overcast because there is a thick cloud covering. Hinglandungan ang misitas sa lubi, The ornamental plant is in the shade of the coconut tree. pa-v [AN; b5] 1 think, ponder. 
	Nagpalandung ku sa unsay mabitabit nakit, 
	I am pondering over what will happen to me. Ang atung pagpamalandung gikutlit gikan sa salmus, Our meditation is taken from the Psalms. la wala, dili -v 1 [A13; a12]not expect s. t. to happen. Wa palandunga sa tanan nga madatit ka, Nobody thoughtyou'd get rich. 2 [A; b(l)] put or go to the shade. Palandungi (palandungi) ang kabaw kay init na ang adlaw, Put the carabao in the shade because the sun is hot now. 
	landuylanduy v [A; be] gallivant about, bum around (instead of doing s. t. one should be doing) Maglanduylanduy Lang ku kay wa kuy trababu, I'm just bumming around because I have no work. Ayawg landuylanduyi (ilanduylanduy) ang imung pag
	tuun, Don't spend the time you're supposed 
	to be studying in roaming about. 
	lang = LJ\MANG. 
	langab v 1 [ al 2) do all of a set portion of work. Langaba ug sanggi ang tibuuk maisan, Harvest the entire cornfield. Langabun ku pagpintal ang usa ka bungbung usa ku musugud ug lain, I'll paint one whole wall before I start the next. 2 [A12; al2] inadvertently work on an area assigned to s.o. else. Nalangab ug daru sa sinubulan ang nasikbit nga uma, The hired hand inadvertently plowed the adjacent farm as well. 
	langan v 1 [A3P; a2b3] delay, waste time. 
	Naglangan ka sa amung byabi, You are delaying our trip. 2 [Al 3; b( 1)) spend or waste time, effort doing s.t. Naglangan ka Jang ug limpiyu anang kabun, You are just wasting your time cleaning that box. n delay. Sa walay Langan miadtu dayun siya sa prisidinti, Without delay he went at once to the President. a wasteful of time. Langan(langan) kaayu ning paagiha, This procedure is very wasteful of time. (➔) = LANGAN. -an(➔) a taking a long time. Langanan kaayu siyang suguun, He takes his sweet time about i
	langas a 1 noisy. Langas kaayu ka nga magtuun, You are very noisy when you study. 2 moving about a lot, engaging in horseplay. 

	langatad -langgita 
	Langas kaayung ikadulug, He'll bother you a lot if you sleep with him because he tosses and turns. v 1 [A; b6] make noise. Dili mu maglangas kay matulug ku, yOU should not make noise because I'm going to bed. la [A3] breathe a word. Dili ka maglangas kang bisan kinsa sa imung nakit-an, Don't you tell anyone what you saw. lb shut up! Langas! Naglamlam ka lang! Shut up. You are talking nonsense! 2 [A) moving about, not keeping still. Langas! Ayaw paghikaphikap, Hold still. Keep your paws to yourself. 3 [A] 
	Langas kaayung ikadulug, He'll bother you a lot if you sleep with him because he tosses and turns. v 1 [A; b6] make noise. Dili mu maglangas kay matulug ku, yOU should not make noise because I'm going to bed. la [A3] breathe a word. Dili ka maglangas kang bisan kinsa sa imung nakit-an, Don't you tell anyone what you saw. lb shut up! Langas! Naglamlam ka lang! Shut up. You are talking nonsense! 2 [A) moving about, not keeping still. Langas! Ayaw paghikaphikap, Hold still. Keep your paws to yourself. 3 [A] 
	Those of you who don't keep still will not get to go to the show. 
	langatad = LANATAD. 
	langaw n housefly. v (➔) [a4] 1 be infested, swarm with flies. Langawun ang pagkaun, The food will be swarming with flies. 2 gettired waiting. Dugay kaayu siya nga magilis, langawun ka ug pinaabut, It takes her a long time to dress up. You will get tired waiting. 3 do not sell, sell little. Gilangawang iyang tinda, way halin, Her store did poorly -she had no sale. pa-v [Al2] attract flies. Ang palut sa mangga makapalangaw, Mango peelings attract flies. ambut sa -search me, I don't know (and I don't care 
	, 
	l,


	langay a wasteful of time Langay ka kaayu sa pagkaligu, You take your sweet time about taking a bath, don't you? v 1 [A13]waste time. Naglangay ka lang kay dili na musalir, You are wasting time because that won't do. 2 [A 13;al 2) cause delay. Naglangay ka sa amung trabahu. yOU 're holding up our work. Dili mistil langayun ang kasal bisan ug wa pa dinhi ang amahan, You do not have to hold up the wedding just because the father is not here yet. -an(➔) a always dilly-dallying. 
	langaya = LANGAV AN. see LANGAY. 
	langaya = LANGAV AN. see LANGAY. 
	langbay n edible swimming crabs, found in shallow and deep waters, rather similar in shape and flavor to the blue crabs sold in the States. They differ from other crabs in that the shell has two sharp points on the sides, both claws are the same size and onlyslightly larger than the other limbs. Deep-sea specimens may grow as big as a foot across. paN-v [A2; b6) catch this sort of crab. -an, paN-an n place where these crabs are found. 
	langbi = LAMBI. 
	langbi = LAMBI. 
	langbu = LAMBU. 
	langbud = LAMBUD. 
	= LANDAY, 1, 2. langga short for PALANGGA. 
	langd
	ay 

	langgam n bird. -an(➔) n a small instrument used to cut rice panicles during the harvest. -un a bird-like. Ang iyang sunuy mu rag dili igtalari kay langgamun kaayu ug hitsura, 
	His rooster doesn't look like a fighting cock 
	because it has a bird-like appearance. 
	langgaw a lukewarm. v [AB2; c1] be, become lukewarm, cause s. t. to become so. 
	Malanggaw (mulanggaw) ang tuba ug hiinitan, The palm toddy will become lukewarm if you leave it under the sun. Naglanggawsiyag tubig para ikaligu naku, She's heating water for my bath. 
	Janggawn vinegar. v [A13; a12] make, 
	2
	make into vinegar. langgi v [A3P; a] snap s.t. off from the main 
	,
	part at the joint. Akung langgiun ang sanga sa imung tanum, I'll break a branch off your plant. 
	langgikit v 1 [A; a12] tie or attach things together or side by side. Mulanggikit ka ug pila ka bulus kawayan para gam-ung gakit, 
	Tie several lengths of bamboo together to make a raft. Langgikitun naku ning duha ka buuk kabuy arun makas-a ug dala, I will tie these two pieces of wood together so I can carry them all at once. 2 [C23] be near one another. Sigi sila nga maglanggikit bisag asa lakaw, They are always near each other wherever they go. 3 [A; c6] involve s.o. in 
	s.t. Ang imung binuang naglanggikit naku sa kaulaw, Your foolishness involved me in your shame. Ayaw kug ilanggikit sa inyung tinuntu, Do not involve me in your shenanigans. n link, means of connecting. Kiningsulata mauy langgikit sa kagahapun, This letter is a link to the past. 
	langgilanggi n shrub or small tree with a straight, light-brown trunk used for fencing.The leaves are alternate, elliptic, with entire margins, green on top, whitish on the bottom and smooth. It bears sweet, peasized, white berries in axillary clusters. 
	langgis a high-pitched, screeching noise. Langgis ang agi sa tisa sa pisara, It's very spinetingling the way the piece of chalk scratches the blackboard. v [A] make a spine-tingling,screeching noise. Ayuha nang imung pagkiskis kay naglanggis, Try not to make it so spine-tingling when you scrape. ka-n the way s.t. is shrill and screeching. 
	langgisaw n k.o. fish. 
	langgita n loop at the waist of trousers 



	langgiti -langkat 
	langgiti -langkat 
	through which the belt is passed. v [A; b6] make or attach belt loops. 
	through which the belt is passed. v [A; b6] make or attach belt loops. 

	langgiti n anvil. langgung v [B56; cl] in pool, for the cue ball to go into the hole and not be counted. 
	langgus v [A; al2] chafe, injure a wide area slightly. Ayawg bukti ug alambri. kay mulanggus sa pintal, Don't tie it with a wire because it will scratch the paint. Nalanggusakung buktun pagkatumba naku, I chafed my arm when I fell. 
	langgut v 1 [A; alb2] for a fish to break a line. Nalanggut ang pasul kay gidawibag dakung iJda, The fishing line broke because a huge fish got hooked on it. 2 [AN; a) embezzle, cheat. Nalanggutan (bilanggutan) ku niyag singku pisus, He cheated me out of 
	, 
	, 
	, 
	,

	five pesos. /yang langgutun nang inyung kwarta ug siyay inyung pagunitun ana, She will pocket your money if you entrust it to her. -ira = LANGGUTIRU (female). -iru a embezzler, swindler. 


	langgwita = LANGGITA. 
	langgwita = LANGGITA. 
	langi v [A; a2] la loosen s.t. rigid and long fror:i a place it is embedded. Way makalangt' sa pusting maayung pagkataruk, No one can loosen the post, it is so firmly implanted. lb bend s.t. rigid out of shape. Nakabubi ang isda kay nalangi ang taga, The fish escaped because the hook was bent out of shape. le break the fier or toenail. Malangi ang akung kuku ug di binguk-an, My nails break if I don't trim them. 2 twist off a branch from plants. Nakalangi ku ug usa ka sanga sa iyang san pransisku, I broke a
	ng

	langiv [A] 1 ask for affection by making demands. 2 act spoiled and abusive from having been pampered. Naglangi na siya kay labanan man, He has gotten uncontrollable because s.o. always takes his side. a askingfor affection, being spoiled. Kanang iyang pagpangayug pagkaun agi Lang nag Langi, When she asks for food like that she's just asking for attention. 
	2 

	langigngig a for foods to be too greasy or oily to digest readily. v [ B; c 1] be too greasy and heavy in the stomach. Di mulangigngig (maLangigngig) ang tiiL sa babuy basta lat-an ug butangag batung Linata, Pig's legs won't be too fatty to eat if you add salted black beans. Magkalangigngig ang biku sa tantung kaun, The more sticky rice you eat, the heavier it is in the stomach. 
	langis v [A2; c] hoodwink s.o. into doing s.t. 
	by giving him sweet talk. Maayu siyang mulangis sa iyang apuhan arun tagaan ug kwarta, Heis good in talking his grandfather into him money. Gilangisan ku niyang mupalit ug libru piru iya diayng gipanugal, 11e hoodwinked me into giving him moneywhich he said was for a book, but actually it turned out to be for gambling. n sweet talk; flattery employed to gain one's ends. -iru n one who sweet talks people and pulls the wool over their eyes. 
	by giving him sweet talk. Maayu siyang mulangis sa iyang apuhan arun tagaan ug kwarta, Heis good in talking his grandfather into him money. Gilangisan ku niyang mupalit ug libru piru iya diayng gipanugal, 11e hoodwinked me into giving him moneywhich he said was for a book, but actually it turned out to be for gambling. n sweet talk; flattery employed to gain one's ends. -iru n one who sweet talks people and pulls the wool over their eyes. 
	givi
	ng 

	langit n 1 heaven, sky. Ang langit gibuti sa mga bituun, The sky is pock-marked with stars. 2 joy, happiness. Langit ka sa akung panan-aw, You are a joy to my sight. ikapitung -the last tier of heaven where perfect happiness is to be found. Dad-un ku ikaw sa ikapitung langit, I'll bring you to the seventh heaven of happiness. v [B1256] go to heaven. Ikaw kay makasasala, dili ka malangit, You, who are a sinner, will not go to heaven. kita ug -v [Al2] experience the most painful sensation of one's life, esp
	NGIT, 1
	NGIT, 1
	. 

	langitngit = ALANGITNGIT. 
	langkap v (A; ab7] take over all or part of s.o.'s obligations so that they be completely fulfilled. Akuy milangkap sa iyang bayranan kay wa man siyay kwarta, I paid up all her obligations because she had no money. 
	Langkapa ang akung bahin sa gunahun, kay may laktun ku, Finish my weeding work for me because I have to go s.w. Gilangkapansa uyuan ang kuwang sa twisyun, The uncle paid the amount lacking in the tuition fees. 
	langkat v, 1 [A; a] rip off, out, tear forcibly away. A tung lankatun ang salug, Let us rip the floor out. Amung gilangkatan sa mga balagun ang kural, We ripped the vines off of the fence. 2 [A; b6] strip s.o. of power,rights, or privileges. Gilangkatan siya sa ranggu, He was stripped of his rank. 3 [A; a 2] remove s.t. as if pulled away by force. 
	Ł

	Ang imung pagLuib naglangkat sa akung gugma kanimu, Your unfaithfulness has killed my love for you.Sukad karun langkatun ku ang bunahuna nga kita manag-amigu, From now on I will banish the thought that we are friends. 4 [A; al] slam a basketball that is in the air above the head in a downward 



	langkaw -langsub 
	langkaw -langsub 
	direction. Pag-untul giyud sa hula sa ring, gilangkat dayun ki,:zi ni Wilyam, As soon as the ball rebounded from the ring, William 
	direction. Pag-untul giyud sa hula sa ring, gilangkat dayun ki,:zi ni Wilyam, As soon as the ball rebounded from the ring, William 
	· 
	slammed it down. \_ 

	langkaw a tending to loaf on the job, playing hooky. Gamay kag agi kay langkaw ka sa trabahu, You haven't accomplished much because you've been loafing on the job. v [A; b6(1)] loaf on the job, play hooky. Di ka makapasar ug sigi kang langkaw, You won't pass if you keep playing hooky. Langkawi ang imung pagdaru kay minusan ku ang imung swildu, Loaf on the job while you're plowing and I will take it off your pay. •an(➔) a always loafing or playing hooky.
	langkay n 1 dried coconut palm frond. 2
	l.
	l.
	old maid (humorous). v [B12] become an 
	old maid. 
	,

	langkay= DIWIT. 
	2 

	langki a for teeth to be crooked. Makadisgwapa sa babayi ang mga ngipung langki: 
	Crooked teeth mar a woman's beauty. v [B;b6] for a tooth to become crooked. Maayung pagahilutun ang ngipung magkalangki, 
	Crooked teeth mar a woman's beauty. v [B;b6] for a tooth to become crooked. Maayung pagahilutun ang ngipung magkalangki, 
	It's good to massage into place a tooth that 
	is growing in crooked. 

	langking n k.o. black pigment shaped into rectangular sticks used for shoe blacking, drawing, and by the Chinese for writing. v [A; b6] blacken s.t. with this material. 
	langkit v [A; ac] join two pieces of materialtogether by sewing, welding, and the like at the edges. Langkitun ta ang duha ka habul aruvn ta makatulda, We'll sew the edges of the two blankets together so we can have a tent. Ilangkit ang usa ka playwud ngari,Join a piece of plywood to this place. 2 [ c] add an affix in grammar. ig-1· n affix. 
	· 


	langkiya, langkiyan spa def ish: Scatophagus 
	langkiya, langkiyan spa def ish: Scatophagus 
	l 

	argu
	argu
	argu
	s. 


	langkiya, langkiya (from kiya) v [8236(1)) for airplanes or kites to wobble, dart from side to side in losing altitude. Mulangkiya ang talabanug kun mabugtu ang tugut, The kite will ·wobble from side to side and continue losing altitude when the string snaps.
	z

	langkub v 1 [AC12; act] combine several things, ideas, quantities into a group at the same time. Akuy mulangkub ug dala aning duba ka bugkus, l will take these two bundles at one time. Kining duha ka suma nagkalangkub (gilangkub ), The two sums have been put together. la [A13) include, comprehend. Ang lungsud naglangkub ug Zima ka baryu, The municipality includes five barrios. lb [B1256) be included in a group, identified with. Pagkadatu niya nalangkub 
	langkub v 1 [AC12; act] combine several things, ideas, quantities into a group at the same time. Akuy mulangkub ug dala aning duba ka bugkus, l will take these two bundles at one time. Kining duha ka suma nagkalangkub (gilangkub ), The two sums have been put together. la [A13) include, comprehend. Ang lungsud naglangkub ug Zima ka baryu, The municipality includes five barrios. lb [B1256) be included in a group, identified with. Pagkadatu niya nalangkub 
	siya sa alta susyidad, After he got rich he was identified with high society. 2 [A; b5)make s.t. a complete whole. Langkubi (langkuba) ang kuwang sa bayad, Complete the amount lacking in the payment. 2a [A13; al2) fix one's decision, decide to do s.t. with no wavering. Naglangkub ku sa akungbunahuna sa paglikay sa sugal, I am determined to avoid gambling. -in-n things that are taken together, done collectively. Linangkub nga sisiyun, A joint session. 

	langkuyv 1 [A2;b5c] walk or travel around without any particular purpose. Mulangkuysila inigpangitag bulad sa tabuan, They walk about in the market when they look for dried fish. Ilangkuy ang masakitun sa wiltsir sa plasa, Take the wheelchair patient for a walk in the park. 2 [B2; b6] be, become an idler. Malangkuy (mulangkuy) siya kun du.nay kwarta, He becomes lazy when he has money. 3 [AC; a12b2) have sexual intercourse with (slang). Naglangkuy ang magtiayun sud sa kwartu, The couple are making love in
	langkuyv 1 [A2;b5c] walk or travel around without any particular purpose. Mulangkuysila inigpangitag bulad sa tabuan, They walk about in the market when they look for dried fish. Ilangkuy ang masakitun sa wiltsir sa plasa, Take the wheelchair patient for a walk in the park. 2 [B2; b6] be, become an idler. Malangkuy (mulangkuy) siya kun du.nay kwarta, He becomes lazy when he has money. 3 [AC; a12b2) have sexual intercourse with (slang). Naglangkuy ang magtiayun sud sa kwartu, The couple are making love in
	1 

	langkuyn cutlass fish: Trichiurus spp. a tall and thin (like the cutlass fish). 
	2 

	langpus = LAMPUS. 
	lan-grabir n landgrabber. v [B1256] be, become a landgrabber. 
	langsa a having a fishy smell or the taste of blood. Bahung langsa ang mga pasahirag isda, Fish vendors have a fishy smell. Angmulmul langsa nga isda, The parrot fish has an intense fishy taste. Langsag habit ang habaying girigla, Women smell of fish when they menstruate. v [B12; b6] be smelly from fish or blood. 
	langsad ·v 1 [A; b6] run for an elective position or office. Mulangsad ku pagkagubirnadur, I will run for governor. 2 [A; c] take_ the gamecock out of his cage. Ilansad ang sunuy sa silinganan, Tether the rooster in the yard. 3 [A; cl) take a hen and young chicks out of the nest and set them on the ground. Ug ilansad (lansdrun) ug sayu ang p"isu, patyun sa umigas, If you take the chicks out of the nest too early, they are likely to get killed by the ants. lansaranan n ground on which gamecocks are tethere
	langsi = LANGSA. 
	langsuŁ a for an area to be shady and dark, 


	langtaw -lanit 
	langtaw -lanit 
	either because it is depressed below the surrounding land or because it is surrounded by tall trees. Sagad sa Lugar nga langsub bugnaw, A depressed or shaded area tends to be cool. v [B) for an area to be shady because of its depressed situation or the trees surrounding it. Ang mga dagkung kabuy mauy nakalangsub aning inyung sular, 
	either because it is depressed below the surrounding land or because it is surrounded by tall trees. Sagad sa Lugar nga langsub bugnaw, A depressed or shaded area tends to be cool. v [B) for an area to be shady because of its depressed situation or the trees surrounding it. Ang mga dagkung kabuy mauy nakalangsub aning inyung sular, 
	The trees make your lot shady.

	langtaw v 1 [ANl3; a2) see, look at s.t. in a distance. Lantawa ang bukid ug gigabunan ba, Look at the mountain and see if it is shrouded in mist. Nalantawan ku sa akung gitindugan ang pag-abut niya, I could see him coming from where I was standing. la [A; al2) watch a movie or stage performance. Mulantaw kag sini rung gabii? Will you see a movie tonight? 2 [A; a2b2] look to the future, perceive with foresight. Lantawun mu ang kaugmaun ug panagana, Look to the future and be prepared. Nalantawan ku nga kan
	I have perceived that that job offers no advancement. 3 [A; a12) look after. Akuymulantaw sa bata ug mulakaw ka, I will look after the child if you go out. Lantawa ang akung sinugba nga isda arun dili mapagud, Keep watching my broiled fish to see that it doesn't get burnt. -an(➔), -anan n an elevated place which affords a good view. paN-n foresight. Kanang imung paagi kulang sa panglantaw, Your procedure lacks foresight.
	I have perceived that that job offers no advancement. 3 [A; a12) look after. Akuymulantaw sa bata ug mulakaw ka, I will look after the child if you go out. Lantawa ang akung sinugba nga isda arun dili mapagud, Keep watching my broiled fish to see that it doesn't get burnt. -an(➔), -anan n an elevated place which affords a good view. paN-n foresight. Kanang imung paagi kulang sa panglantaw, Your procedure lacks foresight.

	langtu a having the smell of green beans, spinach, burned feathers, hair, nails, and some kinds of plastic. Ayaw pagsunug ug balhibu kay langtu kaayu ang bahu, Don't burn feat hers because the odor is very disagreeable. v [B1; b6] get this particular smell. Ang balatung mauy nakalang_tu (nakapalangtu) sa linat-an, The string beans made the stew taste peculiar. 
	langtung n the point in the tide where the highest level is reached and when it is about to start going out again. -sa hunas pointin the tide where the lowest level is reached before it begins to come in again. v [B3N;b6] for the tide to reach its highest point. 
	Ug mulantung ang dagat muabut giyud sa ilang tugkaran ang tu.big, At the highest point the tide reaches their front yard. 
	Ug mulantung ang dagat muabut giyud sa ilang tugkaran ang tu.big, At the highest point the tide reaches their front yard. 

	langu a 1 dizzy due to poisoning. 2 drunk (slang). v 1 [B12; b6] be, become dizzy due to poisoning. Nalangu ang iring human makakaun sa bilu, The cat became dizzy after eating the poison. 2 [AlP; a] make s.o. drunk. Kadtung ikaduhang lungnik mauy naglangu ( nagpalangu) naku, The second 
	langu a 1 dizzy due to poisoning. 2 drunk (slang). v 1 [B12; b6] be, become dizzy due to poisoning. Nalangu ang iring human makakaun sa bilu, The cat became dizzy after eating the poison. 2 [AlP; a] make s.o. drunk. Kadtung ikaduhang lungnik mauy naglangu ( nagpalangu) naku, The second 
	fifth sure made me drunk. 

	lang-u a having a dank, unpleasant smell. 
	lang-u a having a dank, unpleasant smell. 
	Lan-u ang basung giimnan sa batang nagsuwag inun-unan, The glass that the child drank from after he ate the vinegarized fish has a dank smell. v [ B; b6] develop a dank smell. Mulang-u ang trapung way Laba, A rag will develop a dank smell if you don't wash it. ka-n foul smell.Ang Layipbuy makakuba sa kalang-u sa lawas, Lifebuoy can get rid of body odor. 
	lanb n cave. v [B1256; al2] become, make into a cave. 
	gu

	lang-ug a having the putrid smell of severe halitosis. Lang-ug ang baba ug bag-ung mata ug di makapanutbras, A person that has just woke up has awful halitosis until he brushes his teeth. v [BJ get a foul smell. Mulan-ugang tubig sa banga ug dili kailisan, The water in the jar will turn foul if you don't change it. 
	langut v [A2; b] stick to work until it is done. Tiwas dayun na ug langutan naku ug tulu ka uras, It'll get done quickly if I stick to it for three hours. 
	lanyv l [A; ac] swim. Gikalambriban siyasamtang naglanguy, He had an attack of cramps while he was swimming. 2 [A13] float as if swimming. Ayawg isirbi ang sudang naglanguy sa mantika, Don't serve food that's swimming in fat. 3 [b8] for soup to be too dilute. Grabi sab ka makasabaw kalanguyan man, How terrible the soup is! You could practically swim in it. (�) v [Al
	gu

	2] swim for pleasure. n l action of swimming. Ang amung languy niadtung Duminggu, Our swim last Sunday. 2 swimming contest. linangyan n style of swimming. 
	langyaw v l [A; b6] travel abroad Mulangyaw ku inigkabikay sa paspurt, I'm going abroad as soon as my passport is ready. 2 [A2; b6) emigrate. Mulangyaw sila sa Mindanaw, They will emigrate to Mindanao. n foreigner. buhatang, kalihukang -Department of Foreign Affairs. 2 extra-marital relations (humorous). Human sa trababu d{li pa na siya mupauli kay duna pay kalihukang langyaw nga atimanun, After work he doesn't go directly home because he still has some foreign relations to attend. -ngakalabutan foreign
	lanipga n forest tree with wood that smells like cedar, used for making cigar boxes, finger boards for guitars, et al.: Toona calantas. 
	lanit v [A; a) grab s. t., usually with speed. 
	Milanit siya sa iyang amirkana ug miadtu sa buspital, He grabbed his coat and went 


	laniw -lanting 
	laniw -lanting 
	to the hospital. Gilanit ang iyang pitaka sa kawatan, The thief snatched her purse. Gilanitan ku niya sa iyang pistula, He drew his gun on me. 
	to the hospital. Gilanit ang iyang pitaka sa kawatan, The thief snatched her purse. Gilanitan ku niya sa iyang pistula, He drew his gun on me. 
	laniw n k.o. small flying fish, smaller than the barunguy and bangsi.


	lankay = LANGKAY. 
	lankay = LANGKAY. 
	lankay = LANGKAY. 
	lanlan v [A; al 2) 1 eat food usually takenwith rice or corn (sud-an) all alone. Mulanlan siya sa isda usa mukaun sa �an-un, Heeats the fish and then eats his rice afterwards. Mau ra niy bu/ad, ayaw ug lanlana, This is all the dried fish we have. Don't eat it without rice. 2 by extension, eat s.t. alone that usually accompanies s.t. else.Mu/an/an Lang siyag dyam nga way pan, He eats jam all alone without bread. 
	lanlidi n landlady of a rooming or boardinghouse. v [Al3] be a landlady. 
	lansa n launch. v [Al 3; al2] go or travel by launch. Maglansa mi pag-adtu sa Buhul, Wewill travel by launch to Bohol. 


	lansad = LANGSAD. 
	lansad = LANGSAD. 
	lansadira n 1 shuttle in weaving. 2 case for the bobbin in a sewing machine. v [A13; b6(1)] make into, attach, use a shuttle. 
	lansadira n 1 shuttle in weaving. 2 case for the bobbin in a sewing machine. v [A13; b6(1)] make into, attach, use a shuttle. 


	lansalira = LANSADiRA. 
	lansalira = LANSADiRA. 
	lansang n 1 nail. Lansang sa kabayu, Nail for a horseshoe. 2 dried anchovies (slang). v 1 [A; c] drive a nail, nail. Di na ni maukang kay gilansangan, You can't get this off because it is nailed down. /Lansang sa bungbung ang kahun arun dili mahulug, Nail the box to the wall so it won't fall. 2 [a12] sit or stand rooted to a place, as if nailed. Gilansang ku sa akung gilingkuran sa kalisang, 
	I sat nailed to my seat in fright. 2a [ a3!] forthe gaze to be fixed, as if nailed. Ang iyang mga mata nalansang didtu sa dalaga, Hiseyes were glued to the maiden. 2b [ c6] be fixed at a certain quantity, as if nailed. Gilansang sa diyis ang amung iskur, hangtud nahuman, Our score was stuck at ten points to the very end. 3 [A; b4] get a tire puncture from nails. Lansangan ang dyip nga di mubigay, If you don't give protection money, they•U puncture the tires of your jeep. 
	I sat nailed to my seat in fright. 2a [ a3!] forthe gaze to be fixed, as if nailed. Ang iyang mga mata nalansang didtu sa dalaga, Hiseyes were glued to the maiden. 2b [ c6] be fixed at a certain quantity, as if nailed. Gilansang sa diyis ang amung iskur, hangtud nahuman, Our score was stuck at ten points to the very end. 3 [A; b4] get a tire puncture from nails. Lansangan ang dyip nga di mubigay, If you don't give protection money, they•U puncture the tires of your jeep. 

	lansar = LANGSAD, 1. lansarira == LANSADIRA. 
	lansaru n leprosy. v [ a4] be affected with leprosy. lansaruun, lansaruhun n leper. v [B1256] become a leper. 

	lansilira•= LANSADIRA. 
	lansilira•= LANSADIRA. 
	lansis v [AN2; b] tell a lie about what one is doing when one is actually doing s. t. else,make a lying excuse. Nanlansis siya pagbulam ug libru apan namisita diay, He came on the pretext of borrowing a book, but he 
	lansis v [AN2; b] tell a lie about what one is doing when one is actually doing s. t. else,make a lying excuse. Nanlansis siya pagbulam ug libru apan namisita diay, He came on the pretext of borrowing a book, but he 
	actually wanted to visit my daughter. Unsamay &tung ilansis sa maistru ug pangutan-un ta? What excuse will we give the teacher if he asks us? n lie told to disguise one's actions. 

	lansita n small launch. 
	lansita n small launch. 


	lansiyang = GALANSIY ANG. 
	lansiyang = GALANSIY ANG. 
	lansiyang = GALANSIY ANG. 
	lanslid n landslide. v [A; b4] for there tobe a landslide. Ang tibuuk lungsud gilanslayran sa mga dagkung batu ug yuta, Thewhole town was buried under a landslide of rocks and earth. 
	ay

	lansu, lansun n thin, white, coarsely wovencotton fabric. v [A; cl] use lansu. Pubri man, di maglansu Lang, I'm poor, so I wear lansu. 
	lansunis n tall, slender tree bearing a fruit of commercial importance. The fruit is whitishyellow, up to 6cm. long, growing in bunches from stalks which come out of the largerbranches and trunk, and has juicy translucent pulp encasing one or two irregularlyshaped seeds: Lansium domesticum. 
	lanta n dressing for open wounds consistingof absorbent cotton soaked in a mixture oflime, vinegar, and coconut oil. v [Al3; a12] make such a dressing. -in-, ni-= LANTA, n. 


	lantaka, lantaka = LUTHANG, n2. 
	lantaka, lantaka = LUTHANG, n2. 
	lantaka, lantaka = LUTHANG, n2. 
	t

	Ian tap a for liquids to have oil or streaks of oil oŁ the surface. Lantap kaayu ang sabaw, Soup is full of oil. v [A; b] for the surfaceof a liquid to be oily. Naglantap ang dagat sa usik nga gasulina, The surface of the sea is _full of oil because of the gasoline that spilled,
	lantapa for the sea to be high and calm, as when the tide is coming in and there is no wind. v [B2; b6] for the sea to get high andcalm. lantaw = LANGTAW. 
	2 

	lantay n anything with a top or bottom consisting of bamboo slats: a bed, table, tray,bench, shelf. v [A13; al 2) put, make into a lantay.lantayug a growivery tall. V [BJ grow very tall. Mulantayug ang lubi ug magulang na, Coconuttrees grow very tall when they get mature. Naglantayug ka Lang nga way buut, You may be tall, but you don't have a grain of sense. 
	ng 
	· 

	lanti a clear, clearly defined with sharp edges and contrasts. Lanti kaayu ang makita diri sa largabista, I see everything very clearly with the binoculars. v [B2; b6] be, become clear. Mu/anti ang akung panan-aw ug magantiyuhus, My vision becomes clear if I wear glasses. 
	lanting v [AC; ac] for boats with no anchor or floats to tie up to or together with anoth
	-


	580 lantip -lapa 
	er boat. Mulanting ku sa imung sakayan kay wala kuy pundu, l will tie up to your boat because I don't have an anchor. Lantingun ta ning duba ka batang arun makadaug natu, Let us tie these two logs together so that they can carry us. 
	er boat. Mulanting ku sa imung sakayan kay wala kuy pundu, l will tie up to your boat because I don't have an anchor. Lantingun ta ning duba ka batang arun makadaug natu, Let us tie these two logs together so that they can carry us. 

	lantip a 1 sharp of blade. Lantip kaayu ning kutsilyuba, This knife is very sharp. 2sharpof mind. Lantip ug salabutan, Having an incisive mind. v (B2; a2] be, become sharpedged or sharp of mind. Kanang imung binairan dili makalantip (makapalantip) sa sundang, The machete will not get sharp the way you are doing it. -in-n a bolo always kept sharp and not usually used for household chores. ka-n sharpness, keenness of mind. 
	lantsa = LAN SA. "'-;:_., ~·. 
	lanrugay v (A12] linger, dilly-dally over s.t. or at a place. Dili makalantugay ang akung mga anak sa iskuylaban kay dagbag bubat sa amu, My children cannot afford to lieraround after school because there are so s to do at home. pa-v (A; bScl]linger, dilly-dally. Hingkaadlawnan kanunay ang bana pagpauli kay adtu man magpalantugay sa sugalan, The husband used to come home in the wee hours of the morning because he stayed late in the gambling den. 
	ng
	many thi
	ng

	lantugi n argument, quarrel.Ang inyu,w banha nga lantugi nakapamata naku, Your noisy argument woke me up. v (A2C; a2] argue, quarrel. Di ku mulantugi nimu anang butanga, I won't quarrel with you over that matter. Naglantugi sila ug unsaun pagpaguwa sa pyanu, They are arguing about how to take the piano out. ka-n an opponent in an argument. ma-un a contentious, argumentative. Malantugiun kaayu siya nga mitubag sa iyang inaban, Hetalked back to his mother in an argumentative tone. mag-r-n debater. mamu
	lantung = LANGTUNG. lan-u = LANG-U. 
	lanubu a 1 grow lush and big. Lanubu ang tanum dinbi kay tabunuk ang yuta, Theplants grow large here because the land is fertile. 2 be economical to use because a small amount does the same job as a larger amount of similar material. Lanubu kining bugasa kay kusug mutubu, This rice is economical to use because it expands well. Lanubu kining sabuna. Gamay kaayu ang gawiun, This soap is economical. You just needto use a little. v (cl] make s.t. go far. La-
	nubua (ilanubu) ug gamit ang sabun, Usethe soap sparingly.
	nubua (ilanubu) ug gamit ang sabun, Usethe soap sparingly.
	lanug a loud, resonant. Lanug kaayu iyang tingug sa pagtawag naku, He called me with a very loud voice. v 1 ( B2] be, become loud Mulanug (malanug) ang imung tingug ug magmigapun ka, Your voice will become loud if you use a megaphone. 2 (A] echo,resound. Naglanug ang iyang singgit sa dyim, His shout resounded in the gym. n 1 loudness. 2 echo. Walay mitubag gawas sa lanug sa iyang tingug, There was no answer except the echo of his voice. 2a echoes, reminiscenses of the past. Kining mga awita mga lanug lam
	lan-ug = LANG-UG. lanulin n lanolin. 
	Ian-us a have the bad smell of eating or drinking utensils which have been used but not well cleaned. v 1 [B: b6] for utensils to develop a bad smell from not having been properly cleaned. 2 [A; c1] let coconut milk curdle to use the curds for medicine. Maglan-us kug tunu nga bimuung lanta, I'llferment coconut milk to make into a medicinal plaster. -in-n sediment from fermented coconut milk. 
	lanut n gelatinous water that develops when rice or beans are boiled. Lanut ang ipainum sa masusu, Give the baby water from boiled beans. v [A) develop this substance. Kiningbumaya humuk mulanut ug lugawun, Thisrice develops gelatinous water when you make porridge of it. 
	lanut n 1 hemp from abaca. 2. any k.o. long, 
	,
	tough plant fibers. A nang trabahua ang i-
	mung kinabuhi naglatay sa usa ka lugas lanut, Your job is very dangerous. (Lit. In that job your life walks over a long thin strand.) v 1 [A; al2] make hemp from abaca. A nus-a man lanuta ninyu ang pinutul nga abaka? When will you make hemp from that abaca you cut into pieces? 2 [BS]show fibrous components, become threadbare. Daan na kaayung kalsunisa naglanutna gani ang panaptun, These trousers are are already threadbare. 3 f B 
	very old. Th
	ey 

	456) for s.t. sticky like syrup, glue, and the like to show fiber-like portions when stretched. -un a fibrous, having fibers. Lanutun kaayu ug unud ang pahu, Pahu is astriy kind of mango. lanudanut n fine fibers of fruits. 
	ng

	lapa v 1 [AC12;a] cut into sizeable chunks. 

	lapad -lapas 581 
	Lapaa ang babuy unya ataruha, Cut the pig in chunks and group them into portions for sale. 2 [A; a] hack to pieces. Dinhi siya lapaag sundang sa naghuramintadu, He was hacked to pieces in this place by a man who ran amok. 
	Lapaa ang babuy unya ataruha, Cut the pig in chunks and group them into portions for sale. 2 [A; a] hack to pieces. Dinhi siya lapaag sundang sa naghuramintadu, He was hacked to pieces in this place by a man who ran amok. 
	lapad a 1 flat, level surface. Lapad siyag nawung, She has a flat face. Lapad ug tiil, Flat-footed or having the toes wide apart. 2broad, having considerable width. Lapadnga karitira, The broad highway. Lapad nga kayutaan, Vast stretches of land. v 1 [AB;
	a] be flat, wide. Mulapad kag baril, mauyikural, Flatten barrels to make into a fence. Naglapad Jang nang ilung mu, Your nose is so flat. 2 [APB2; ab7] widen or broaden. 
	Nagkalapad na ang haul nga gihawanan na, 
	The field has more area now that it has been cleared of bushes. Lapdan ang lamisa kay gamay ra, The table will be made wider because it is too narrow. -ang atay v [ B 2 · 
	6) be, become flattered (lit. for the liver to expand). Mulapad (malapad) dayun nang iyang atay basta daygun, It goes to her head if you flatter her. n flat, pocket-sized bottle for liquor (slang). pa-n matting made out of woven palm fronds. v [A; cl] make this matting. pa·(�) sa papil, kaugalinv[A; c6] do s.t. so as to project a good image of oneself. Nagpalapad siya sa papil maung midunar, He made a donation in order to give himself a good public image. -g-= LAPAD (plural). ha-a wide, broad. larun a fla
	gun 
	ap


	lapak n 1 an area differing in color or texturefrom the surrounding ·area: splotch,stripe, spot. Ang sanina may lapak nga pula ug itum, The dress has red and black dots (stripes, splotches). 2 a piece, irregular scrap of material. Paggunting ug Japak sa puti nga panaptun, Cut a piece of white cloth. v [A;a] put spots, stripes, smudges on s. t. Milapak ang pintal nga basa sa iyang buktun, 
	1 

	His arm got a splotch of wet paint on it. 
	His arm got a splotch of wet paint on it. 
	Nakalapak ( nakapalapak) sa salug ang hugaw nimung tiil, My floor has become splotched with your dirty feet. Lapakunpagtaud ang mga lainlaing kulur sa buluhatung bidsprid, Sew patches of assorted colthe bedspread you are maki. -inn plaid design. 
	ors into 
	0
	ng


	lapa1½ v [A; alb2] spank s.o. lightly. Sakit ang sinilas nga i/,apak, It hurts-if you are spanked with a slipper. 
	lapak v [A; b(l)] step on s.t. Nabuling ang 
	linadlad kay gilapakan sa babuy, The bleached clothes got dirty because pigs steppedon them. 
	linadlad kay gilapakan sa babuy, The bleached clothes got dirty because pigs steppedon them. 
	lap-ak n splotch, splatter. Dakung lap-ak sa dugu sa samput, The big blood stain on the bottom of the dress. v [B6; cl] splotch,-akl-ak v 1 [B6; cl] splotch,splatter. Gilap-aklap-ak (naglap-aklap-ak)ang iyang buktun sa bun-i, His arm has ringworm marks all over it. 2 [AB; cl] do s. t.irregularly, such that the results are splotched or irregularly spaced spots. Ang bungbung naglap-aklap-ak sa litratu, Photos are pasted all over the wall in an irregular fashion (as if spattered on the wall). Abanira giyu
	splatter. l
	ap
	ap

	lapalapa n 1 sole, bottom surface of the foot. 2 sole of shoe, boots, etc. v [A; b6(1)]work on the sole of a shoe being manufactured.
	anag v [A2S; b4] for s. t. to spread over an area. Milapanag ang tubig sa daruhan, The water spread over the fields. Ang iyang ap-ap naglapanag sa iyang tibuuk lawas, Hisfungus is spreading all over his body. Wa makalapanag ang balita, The news didn't get very far. 
	l
	ap

	laparu = LAMP A.RU. 
	lapas a past, beyond a time or place considered right. Lapas na sa alas unsi, It's past eleven o'clock. Lapas na ang dy{p sa atu, Thejeep has gone past our place. v 1 [B2; b6c] go past a certain time or place, do s.t. beyond, esp. where one shouldn't. Bayri sa di pa makalapas sa tagal, Pay it off before it goes beyond the due date. Di na makalapas sa tuhud ang sinina sa atung mga kababayin-an karun, Women's dresses these days no longer go beyond their knees. Ayawg lapasa (lapasi, palapasa, palapasi) an
	Don't build beyond the boundary of your land. Ayaw ug ilapas (ipalapas) ang kural sa utlanan, Dont have the fence go beyond the boundary. Naminyu na ang imung manghud ikaw wala pa, hinglapasan hinuun ka, 
	,

	Your younger sister has g�tten married, but you haven't. You have been passed over. la -na sa kalindaryu v [B23 56) for a woman to have reached an age greater than the number of days in the calendar (lit. gone beyond the calendar). Lisud ka nang maminyu ug mulapas (malapas) ka na sa kalindaryu, You11 find it hard to get married if you get above thirty. 2 [A; a12] violate a law, go beyond certain rules or agreements.Wa pa dungga nga mulapas kug saad, I've 
	,
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	2 
	2 

	Artifact
	never been known to break a promise. Nakalapas ka sa maayung pamatasan, You have gone beyond the bounds of good behavior. (➔) n abalone, so called because the meat tends to extend beyond the shell. kaan n violation, actions going beyond a code,
	never been known to break a promise. Nakalapas ka sa maayung pamatasan, You have gone beyond the bounds of good behavior. (➔) n abalone, so called because the meat tends to extend beyond the shell. kaan n violation, actions going beyond a code,
	Pasaylua kami Ginuu sa amung mga kalap&san, Forgive us, Lord, our trespasses. ma-un a going beyond the limits of right action. 
	' 
	.

	lapas1 = LUP ASI. 
	lapata for the contents of a container to be practically gone. lapat na ang bugas, The rice is right down to the bottom of the rice can. v [B3] be almost to the bottom of the container. Nagkalapat na ang tubig sa tangk� The water 1n the tank is getting near the bottom. 
	1 

	lapatn clothes for home wear. 
	2
	2

	lapaw v [B23; cP] go above or beyond a ce� tain amount Milapaw na ang akung anak naku, My son has gotten to be taller than I am. Ug maLapaw na sa dus pisus ang gantang sa mais, ambut Lang, If corn goes beyond two pesos a ganta, I don't know. Makalapaw ka bag luksu anang gilay-una? Can you jump beyond that point? Sa iyang abilidad di ka makalapaw, You can not surpass his ability. Gilapawan ang mga atup sa Lunup, The flood water rose above the rooftops. Ilapaw (ipalapaw) giyud ang sabaw sa gilung-ag, Th
	lapay n k.o. purple-brown heron of swamps and tidal flats: Ardea purpurea. 
	lapdus v [A; b6(1)] lash, whip. Midagan angkabayu dihang gilapdusan, The horse galloped when it was lashed Makapabilanatkunu kanang ikug sa pagi kun mauy ilapdus, They say that it will make a person ill if you whip him with a stingray tail. n lash, a stroke with s. t. ?liable. 
	ls n 1 bundle of twine or hemp. 2 standard size by which a bundle of twine is sold. v [Al; cl) make a bundle of twine. lapi v 1 [A; al2] bend or fold s. t. over double. Lapia ang panaptun ug adtu guntinga sa piniluan, Fold the cloth over and cut it iil the fold. la [ C3) for two flat surfaces to be close together as if there were only one. Abi kug usa ra ni ka pisus. Duba man diay, nagkalapi Lang, I thought there was only one peso, but it turned out they are two bills stuck together. 2 [B3(1)6) double, in
	apgu

	Artifact
	tanang mga palitunun, The price of everything has doubled. Anam-anamun ku ni pagbubat arun dili maglapi, I will do the work as it comes up so I won't have but one thing to do at a time. 2a [Al2; al2] do!s. t. to two where one is usual Buang ka ug lapiun nimug pangulitawu ang mga mag-agaw, 
	tanang mga palitunun, The price of everything has doubled. Anam-anamun ku ni pagbubat arun dili maglapi, I will do the work as it comes up so I won't have but one thing to do at a time. 2a [Al2; al2] do!s. t. to two where one is usual Buang ka ug lapiun nimug pangulitawu ang mga mag-agaw, 
	You're crazy if you court both the cousins at the same time. 3 [A; a] break s.t. off a plant by bending it over and twisting. MagLapi Jang kug igu tilaubun, I'll pick justenough young corn to broil Putla, ayaw lapia ang pagkuba sa sanga, Cut the branch off, don't break it off. Malapi nang palwa ug imung tungtungan, The frond will break off if you step on it. n 1 action of folding 
	s.t double. 2 times in division. Pila ka lapi ang unum sa trayinta? How many times does six go into thirty? (➔) a coconuts , oilless meat that is easily detached 
	with d
	ry

	· from its shell, and which has failed to sprout v [B2; b6] be, become a lapi coconut -an(➔) n k.o. coconut, the fronds and fruit bunches of which break off easily. 
	lida n tombstone. v [A; a) make a tomb
	ap
	stone, put a tombstone on. 
	liki n repeated, sharp smacking sounds. v 
	ap
	[A; c] make a smacking sound. Milapikiang iyang nawung pagtamparus naku, Her face resounded when I slapped her. Gilapikig Latus sa kutsiru ang kabayu, The rigdriver cracked his whip on the horse. 
	lapilapi v [B56; cl] for a liquid to reach the brim or to the top of an embankment, almost spilling over. Milapilapi na ang suba. MagLunup man kaba, The river has risen to the banks. It looks as though it's going to flood Gilapilapi naku ang tasa sa kapŁ I filled the cup to the brim with coffee. a filled up to the brim. 
	laping v [A23; cl] graze s.t. but not hit it squarely. Swirti kay milaping Lang niya ang batu, Fortunately the stone just grazed him. Gilapingan Lang ku sa bala, The bullet only grazed me. 
	lapinig = LAMPINIG. 
	lapis , lapis v 1 [A; al2b2] do the same
	1 I 
	,

	thing to two things at once. Lapisa ang du-
	ha ka langgam sa usa ka tiru, Hit two birds with one shot Ayaw lapisa sa pagbigugma ang duba ka magsuun, Don't fall in love with both sisters. 2 [A; cl] be included in 
	s.t. that happened to s.o. else. Nalapis ku sa kasaba kumu kauban, I was included in the scolding since I was their companion. 
	lapisn ko. leather jacket: Scomberoides 
	2 

	spp.
	lapisn pencil v [Al; al2) write with a 
	2 
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	pencil Lapisa Lang pagsulat. Usburrun pa bitaw na, Just write it with a pencil. It has to be rewritten anyway.
	pencil Lapisa Lang pagsulat. Usburrun pa bitaw na, Just write it with a pencil. It has to be rewritten anyway.

	lapiti v [A; b6(1)] make s.t. dirty by.bespattering it. Siyay nakalapiti ug lapuk sa bungbung, He spattered mud on the wall ka-, ka-(�) v [A13] get s.t. smeared, spatteredall over one. Nagkalapiti ang bata sa tai, Thechild got smeared all over with his stool. 
	lap lap a for clothing to be loose and flapl Namanus kag sinina nu kay laplap man kaanimu, You must be wearing s.o.else's clothes because they are so loose on you. v [ B; cl] for s. t. to flap or clothes to be loose. Naglaplap ang bandira sa bangin, The flag is waving in the breeze.
	ping. 
	yu 

	lap lap v [A; ab 7) slice off s. t. from a surface. Mulaplap kug gamay sa karni para isugba, I'll slice off a small piece of meat to broil. Laplapa ang apdu ug ilabay, Slice off the gall bladder and throw it away. Laplapiang lapalapa sa kubal, Cut the callous off the sole of your foot. 
	2 

	lnis n fiber stripped off the outside of a banana or abaca trunk used to tie things. lapnuta for liquids to be thick and sticky. v [B; a] be thick and sticky. Mulapnut (malapnut) ang sabaw sa utan ug dunay ukra, 
	ap
	1 

	Vegetable soup gets sticky if you put okra 
	Vegetable soup gets sticky if you put okra 
	in it. 

	lapnut v [AN; ab2] remove s.t. rooted, attachea, or sticking fast. Kinsay milapnut sa papil nga akung gipilit sa lamisa? Who ripped off, the paper that I h_ad pasted on the table? /yang gilapnut ang iyang lasu kay gisaput na man pud, She pulled the ribbon out off her hair because she was in a badmood again. 
	lapnuy v [B2] glide, move through an area smoothly. M ilapnuy lag ltsu sa santu l sa akung tutunlan, The seed of the santol slipped down my throat. Mulapnuy ang kasili sa kadanglug, The eel is so slippery, it will come right out of your hands. a movingthrough an area smoothly. Lapnuy ianak ang ga't!'ayng bata, yOU will have a smooth nuylapnuy v[A3; b6] glide up and down on a surface. Naglapnuylapnuy ang gapnud sa mga balud, The driftwood is gliding over the waves. 
	delivery if it's a small baby. l
	ap

	lapris n rabbet plane. v 1 [A; b6] make or smooth a groove with a rabbet plane. 2 (A13; a12] make into a rabbet plane.saw a watery, diluted in taste. Lapsaw ka
	ap
	l

	ayu ang ilang litsi kay giligaban ug tubig, 
	ayu ang ilang litsi kay giligaban ug tubig, 
	Their milk is watery because they adulterated it with water. v [Bl; a2] get to be watery, have a diluted taste. Kinsay ganaban 
	sa imung sabaw nga naglapsaw ang lami?
	Who likes your soup since it tastes so watery? -ug dugu sluggish, lacking in vigor,movement. -ug utuk stupid. 
	lta a splotchy. Lap ta kaayu ang pagkapintal sa kisami kay nubatus ang nagpintal, 
	ap

	The paint of the ceiling is splotchy because ta v[B; cl] be splotchy. Naglaptalapta ang mgabun-i sa iyang buktun, Ringworms are appearing in splotches on her arms. 
	the painter is inexperienced. laptal
	ap

	lapu v [A; al] spank s.o. with the hand or with s. t. long, rigid, and flat. Lapu_hun ta ka iring lipak ug di ka mutuman, I'll spank you with this bamboo slat if you don't obey. 
	lapug n k.o. large grouper. 
	lapuk n 1 mud 2 derogatory remarks. Nagiyahay lag labay ug lapuk ang mga kandidatu, Political candidates resorted to mudslinging. -sa agtang a smear on a man's reputation incurred when his wife commitsadultery. v 1 [B; a] be, become muddy.
	Mulapuk (malapuk) Zang kita dinbi kun mag-ulan, This place becomes muddy when it rains. 2 -sa agtang v [A13; bS] for awife to smear her husband's reputation by committing adultery. lapuklapuk v [Al; b
	5) make muddy. Gustu giyud maglapuklapuk ang mga bata, Children enjoy getting themselves all muddy. Gilapuklapukan ang salug sa mga bata, The children made the floor muddy. ka-v [B1456] be spatteredwith mud Nagkalapuk ang tiil sa iru, Thedog's feet are muddy. -un a muddy. ka-an nplaces that are muddy.
	lapulapun commercial name given to groupers (pugapu).
	1
	, 
	-

	lung v [AN; cl] involve s.!o. in s.t. bad that he should not be involved in or do s. t. to more mem hers of a group than should have had it done to them. Siyay naglapung ug pangulitawu sa tulu namu ka tindira, Hecourted all the three of our salesgirls at onetime. Makalapung kag dakup nianang mga manuka? Could you catch all those chickens at one time? Gilapung ku niyag away bisag wa ku makasa, She quarreled with everyone, including me, even though I had not done anything wrong. Nalapung ang amung balay sa 
	ap

	lapus v 1 [A2; ac] penetrate, pierce through the opposite side. Di makalapus ang ulan sa atup, The rain can't penetrate the roof. Nalapsan sa pan.a ang isda, The spear went through the fish. la [b4] have one's menstrual blood penetrate to one's clothing. Gilapsan ku, maung mag-ilis ku, I got men
	-
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	Artifact
	strual blood on my dress so I have to change. 2 [A2; b6(1)] bypass, pass through or beyond a point. Dina ku mulapus ngadtu sa pikas bungtud, I won't go beyond the other side of the hill 2a [A12; b6(1)] finish one's studies. Nakalapus na siya sa abugasiya, Hehas gotten through his law course. 2b [A2; ale] go up to, reach. Milapus ba ning karsadaba ngadtu sa Liluan? Does this road go all the way through to Liloan? 3 [C 23; al2] for two holes to lead through to each other. Ang duba ka langub naglapus, The t
	strual blood on my dress so I have to change. 2 [A2; b6(1)] bypass, pass through or beyond a point. Dina ku mulapus ngadtu sa pikas bungtud, I won't go beyond the other side of the hill 2a [A12; b6(1)] finish one's studies. Nakalapus na siya sa abugasiya, Hehas gotten through his law course. 2b [A2; ale] go up to, reach. Milapus ba ning karsadaba ngadtu sa Liluan? Does this road go all the way through to Liloan? 3 [C 23; al2] for two holes to lead through to each other. Ang duba ka langub naglapus, The t
	ap


	laput n term for various kinds of for tinyfishes caught by the sanggab.
	ry 


	laput = LAP-UT
	laput = LAP-UT
	lap-ut v [B126� b2] get slightly burnt, lightly in}ured from heat or acid Nalap-ut ang akung tudlu sa asidu muryatiku, My finger got scalded with muriatic acid Nalap-ut akung bukubuku sa init, My back got burnt in the sun. n light burn. 
	lap-uta for a liquid to get thick and sticky. v [B3(1)] for soup to thicken. Mulap-ut ang sabaw sa utan nga sagulan ugbisul, Vegetable soup thickens if yautia is stewed with it. Hauna sa di pa makalap-ut, Take it out before it gets thick. Ang banna nakalap-ut (nakapalap-ut) sa sabaw, The flour made the soup too thick. -ay, -ay(➔) = LAP-UT.
	2 

	lapuy v [B; a4b4] be weary, fatigued. Nalapuy (milapuy) ang akung mga buktun sa pagginuna, My arms have become fatigued from weeding. Gilapuy (gilapuyan) kug maayu sa paglinanguy, l was exhausted from swimmiso much. a fatigued. ka-n bodyfatigue.
	ng 

	lapwa v [A; b6(1)] put s.t. in boiling water, to blanch, sterilize, or prepare it for further cooking. Lapwai (lapwabi) ang kutsara sa masakitun, Sterilize the patient's spoon 
	lapwa v [A; b6(1)] put s.t. in boiling water, to blanch, sterilize, or prepare it for further cooking. Lapwai (lapwabi) ang kutsara sa masakitun, Sterilize the patient's spoon 
	in boiling water. Lapwabi ang utuk sa tubig nga may asin, Parboil the brain in salted water.

	Artifact
	lapya n lapping or dashing of waves, sound of waves coming onto the shore. Ang lap yasa mga balud sa baybayun, The lapping of the waves on the shore. v [A; b6] for the waves to strike the shore. lapyahan, lapyahanan n the place where the waves strike the shore. -i� n sound of waves striking the shore. 
	lapya n lapping or dashing of waves, sound of waves coming onto the shore. Ang lap yasa mga balud sa baybayun, The lapping of the waves on the shore. v [A; b6] for the waves to strike the shore. lapyahan, lapyahanan n the place where the waves strike the shore. -i� n sound of waves striking the shore. 
	lapya a broad in face, flattened out. Lapyagnawung, A broad, flat face. v [B] be, become flattened out. Nalapya ang nigu nga naligsan sa trak, The winnowing tray is flattened out because the truck drove over it. lapyat a 1 fat and flabby. Dalagang ulay kunu piru lapyat na ug dugban, She's supposedto be a virgin but she has sagging breasts. 2 slow and languid in movement. Lapyat nga manlihuklibuk, Moving sluggishly. v 1 [B; a 2] be, become flabby or lacking in fullness. 
	Wa kay iksirsayis maung nagkalapyat ang imung buktun, You lack exercise. No wonder your arms are getting flabby. 2 [B; a2]move without energy. Di giyud mabuman ang imung trababu ug maglapyat ka, Your work will never get done if you work slow. 
	yu a young and tender. Ang lapyung bagu mauy maayung utanun, Young and tender bagu leaves make an excellent vegetablestew. Lapyu nga kaisipan, Young and tender minds. 
	l
	ap

	larag v 1 [B2] for leaves to yellow. Nagka/arag ang mga tanum kay way ulan, The plants are becoming yellow because there hasn't been any rain. la [ B 12) for leaves or flowers to wither and fall off. Nalarag ang mga dabun sa lawus nga kamunggay, The withered kamunggay leaves dropped off. 2 [B12] be faded. Nalarag na ang iyang kaa� yag, Her beauty has faded. 2a -ang bulak,pagkabulak lose one's virginity (for the flower to fade). Nalarag ang iyang pagkabulak sa dihang gipaangkan siya, She lost her chaste be

	laranv-largu 585 
	laranv-largu 585 
	la.ran v [A12; al2] beat, outdo. Daku tuud si Kli apan wa/a siya makalaran ni Prisir, 
	Clay may be big but he couldn't beat Frazier. pa· v 1 [A3] allow oneself to be outdone. 2 [A13] allow oneself to get carried away with his emotions. Magpalaran ka ganis imung kaguul, masakit ka giyud, If you allow yourself to get carried away with your emotions, you will surely get sick. 
	Clay may be big but he couldn't beat Frazier. pa· v 1 [A3] allow oneself to be outdone. 2 [A13] allow oneself to get carried away with his emotions. Magpalaran ka ganis imung kaguul, masakit ka giyud, If you allow yourself to get carried away with your emotions, you will surely get sick. 

	larang v [A; cl] 1 stew s.t. with coconut milk and nothing else but spices. Lami ang kyampaw ug ilarang (larangun), The best way to cook ray is by stewing it in coconut juice. 2 reheat s.t. to remove the fat. 
	Laranga ang adubu arun dili kaayu ngilngig, Heat the adubu so it won't be so greasy. n dish stewed in coconut milk, usually stingray.
	Laranga ang adubu arun dili kaayu ngilngig, Heat the adubu so it won't be so greasy. n dish stewed in coconut milk, usually stingray.

	laras v [A; b6] saw along the length. Larasun natu ang atung giputul nga kabuy, We'll saw the log into lumber.!(➔) v [A; cl] 1 do 
	s.t. to all of a group. Ang buramintadu nga milaras ug patay sa tibuuk pamilya, The amok who killed all the members of the family. Ayaw mi larasa (ilaras) ug kasaba kay usa ray nakasa, Don't include us all in the scolding because only one of us did anything wrong. Gilaras ku pagsuruysuruyang mga dalan dinhi, I wandered through all of the streets. 2 do s.t. to a larger number of a group than would ordinarily be expected. Gilaras niyag pangulitawu ang duba ka magsuun, He courted two of the sisters at the sa
	s.t. to all of a group. Ang buramintadu nga milaras ug patay sa tibuuk pamilya, The amok who killed all the members of the family. Ayaw mi larasa (ilaras) ug kasaba kay usa ray nakasa, Don't include us all in the scolding because only one of us did anything wrong. Gilaras ku pagsuruysuruyang mga dalan dinhi, I wandered through all of the streets. 2 do s.t. to a larger number of a group than would ordinarily be expected. Gilaras niyag pangulitawu ang duba ka magsuun, He courted two of the sisters at the sa

	laraw v 1 [A; ab] make plans to do s.t. Naglaraw ang prisidinti nga magdiktadur, The president is planning to become a dictator. Duna siyay gilarawng bubatun nimu, He is plotting to do s.t. against you. Jkay gilarawan niyang patyun, He is planning to kill you. 2 [A; a2] plan how and where s.t. is to be built. Maglaraw ta sa atung balayan, We're going to map out the place where the house is to be built. n plan, plot. Wa kuy laraw sa pagbiyahi, I have no planst9 travel. 
	· 
	· 
	-an n 1 picture. 2 graven image (Biblical). 
	-an n 1 picture. 2 graven image (Biblical). 
	·
	Dili ka magsimba sa mga larawan, Thou shalt not worship graven images. 3 image, likeness of. Larawan ka sa imung inaban,You are your mother's image. 4 typical example. Larawan sa kakugi ug kabuutan, Paragon of industry and virtue. Larawan sa kahimsug, A picture of health. v [A; a] showing clearly, picture s. t. Ang ilang kabim tang naglarawan sa tumang kakabus, The condition shows what utter poverty is. Nalarawan 
	sa iyang panagway ang kabadluk, Fear was etched on her face. Larawana kunubay anglangit, Try to picture heaven in your mind. 
	laray v [A; b6(1)] sing a song with meaningless \yllables (la la la). Naglaray siya sa bata nga gitug, She hummed the child to sleep. n song sung with meaningless syllables. 
	la.ray v [A; cl] be in a row or line; cause s.t. to be so. Siyay milaray sa mga masitira sa agianan, She lined the path with flower pots. Naglaray ang mga patyunun atubang sa payring iskwad, The condemned men were lined up before the firing squad. n line, row. (➔)=LARAY, n. v [A; ac] display goods for sale on the sidewalks or in open booths in the public market. Adtu tas tabu tan-awun tag unsay gilaray, Let's go to the market and see what is being displayedlarga v 1 [B 36] for a passenger vehicle to leave.
	2 

	s.t. freely. Kinsa may naglarga nimu nga ipatandug nang trababua? Who gave you a free hand to touch that work? 2a [A; b]meet a price offered, agree to do s. t. for a certain price offered. M ularga ku ana sa bayinti, I'll let it go for twenty. 3 [A; b7] pay out the line. Ayaw palabii ug larga sa tugut ang tabanug, Don't pay out the string of your kite too much. Largabi ang pasul, Pay out the fishline. 4 [A; be] let cocks go for a fight. Largaban na gani nang duba ka d na ang bulang, When those two cocks a
	manuk, su
	gu

	_is on. 4a [B; b] set on s.o. Gilargaban siyasa mga buguy, The bullies set on him. -da n all set to go, well-prepared, showing confidence as one goes into a fight, examination, or contest. Hustu sa largada si Kli. Wala giyud magpakitag kabadluk, Clay was all set to go with complete confidence. He didn't show a trace of fear. -dur(➔) n 1 one who releases cocks in cockfighting. 2 one who formally announces the candidacy of s.o. running for an elective office. 


	largabista n binoculars. v [A; b5] look at s.t. 
	largabista n binoculars. v [A; b5] look at s.t. 
	·!with binoculars. 
	·!with binoculars. 

	largu lead directly to. Kining dalana largu sa suba, The path leads directly to the river. v 
	wing -lasbi 
	wing -lasbi 
	1 [A2; ac] go straight, take a straight course. 
	1 [A2; ac] go straight, take a straight course. 
	s. w. Mulargu Lang ku ngadtu sa ila, I'll just
	go straight to their place. 2 [A2; abc) do 
	s.t. directly straight away. Mulargu ka Lang ug bilak bisan gipangutana ka Zang, yOU cryright away even though I only asked you. Dili ka makalargu ug sulud, You can't just go straight in. Ay na Zang ug sukda. Larguba na lang pagputuZ, Never mind measuringit. Just cut it right off. Largubi Zang siyag ingun nga wa kay gustu, Just tell him directly that you don't like him. Ayaw ilargug batag, Don't give it to him directly. 2a [A
	2] happen fast without any previous indication. Milargu ug· butu ang ribintadur ugwa gani musiyu, The firecracker exploded right away and it didn't even sizzle. 3 [B16; 
	cl) be, become straight. Naglargu Zang ningsininaa mu rag saku, This dress is straight at the sides like a sack. larguhanan n short, direct route toward. di-, pantalun di-n longpants.

	hiring n k.o. sword similar to the kanduwaZi 
	but with a slight curve to the blade. larinu a speaking clearly and fluently. Larinu 
	kaayu nang Kanua mubinisaya, That Amer
	kaayu nang Kanua mubinisaya, That Amer
	ican speaks Cebuano very fluently. v [B12; 

	cl) speak clearly and fluently. laruk= LAGDUK, in all meanings except la.larut v [A3P; a] 1 pull up by the roots. Mag
	larut kug mani para Zapwaan, I'll pull up 
	larut kug mani para Zapwaan, I'll pull up 
	some peanuts to boil. Iyang laru tun ning ta
	-

	nguba, He'll pull this tooth out. 2 pull s. t. 
	off from its moorings, as if uprooting it. 
	Bagyu ang nakaZarut (nakapalarut) sa mga 
	barungbarung, The typhoon knocked the 
	shanties over. 3 [B12N; b3) lose one's hair. 
	Nanglarut ang iyang bubuk, His hair is fall
	ing out. n 1 hair that has fallen out. Matag
	kaligu niya dunay dagbang Zarut, Every·time
	he takes a bath he loses a lot of hair. 2 bad 
	luck, allegedly brought on by s.o. Nganung
	miduwa pa giyud ka, napildi na nuun ta. 1
	-

	kaw lay nagda sa Zarut, Why did you have 
	to play with us? Now we lost. You must 
	have brought this bad luck.!(Ł) v [A;ab7) 
	take rice seedlings out from their bed ready 
	for transplanting. Larutun na natu ang St
	milya kay andam na ang basak, Let's take 
	the seedlings out of the seedbed now be

	cause the field is ready for plantinlaruylaruy, laruylaruy v (A; b6] roam idly, aimlessly about instead of doing s. t. Gilaruylaruyan niya ang iyang pagtuun maung nabagbung, · He wandered about instead ofstudying, so he failed. laryang n meaningless word used in singing 
	g.

	a song without words. 
	a song without words. 
	las for the last time. Hatagi pa ku bi, las na Zang, Please let me have one more. This is the last one, for sure. 
	lasa a oil floating on top of liquids. Lasa ka-
	b z·tnat-ang manuk, The
	, 1 

	ayu ang sa aw sa
	chicken soup is oily because the chicken isfat. v (B2S] for oil to appear on liquids. Naglasa ang dagat tungud sa gasulina, Thesea is covered with a film of oil from thegasoline leak. 
	lasan taste. Tayam ang Zasa sa ilang tubig imnunun, Their drinking water has a salty taste. v (B2346; cS] be tasty. Di mulasa ang utan ug dagban ang sabaw, Vegetable stew does not taste good if there's too much water. n spices. (➔) v [A; b6cl] add or usespices. Mulasa kug tanglad sa linat-ang manuk, l use lemon grass to spice chicken stew. 
	2 

	lu-ag n puddle, esp. a dirty one. 
	luak n money contained in s. t. (slang). PilayZasak sa pitakang inyung giZunggub? Howmuch was in the bag you snatched?
	lasang n 1 forest, jungle. 2 the trees on suchland v (B2; b6] be, become a forest. Malasang (mulasang) ning yutaa ug di nimu trababuun, This land will become a forest if you don't cultivate it. ka-an n forests. -nun a from the forest. Lasangnun nga mga mananap, Jungle animals. (�) v [A; b5] clear the forest. Nangabanaw ang mga Suban-un sa dihang gilasang (gilasangan) na ang ilang lugar, The Subanos disappeared when their land was deforested. 
	lasaw v [A; cl] for liquids to flow or spread all over. Mulasaw ang amung silung ug magulan, Water flows under our house when it rains. Mu rag tubig ang alak nga naglasaw sa kumbira, Wine flowed like water at the party. (➔) a diluted, watery. Lasaw ang miskla sa simintu, The cement is watery. v [AB; b 
	7] dilute s. t., make a mixture thin. Ayawlasawa ang kapi, Don't make the coffee so weak. -ug dugu a cowardly. Ang lasaw ug dugu niyang mangbud wa muambak, Hisbrother was too chicken to jump. 
	las-ay a lacking flavor. Las-ay ang sabaw, kuwag utan, The soup is tasteless because it lacks vegetables. v [B!; cl] get to be tasteless. Ang manggang abat pagkabinug las-ayg lami, Mangoes which are not tree-ripened have an insipid taste. 
	.

	lasbi -ug rather than that [so-and-so] happen (s.t. else is better). Maayu pa ug bayran nimu ang buhis, lasbi ug mamurusu ang yuta! Pay your taxes. It's better than to have your land foreclosed. Dawata na Zang ning diyis, lasbig wa, Just accept this dime. It'sbetter than nothing. G ihatag na Jang naku, 

	lasgas -lastats 
	lasbig kawatun, l just gave it to him. Better 
	lasbig kawatun, l just gave it to him. Better 
	than having him steal it. 

	lasgas a 1 for a smooth surface to be rough with tiny scratches, such that it would make a grating sound if s.t. were rubbed over it. 2 for corn to be mature (for the husks to become dry and rough). v 1 [AB; a] for a smooth surface to get roughened, cause it to do so. Nalasgas ang imabaw sa lamisa kay gikuriskurisan, The table top got all scratched because s.o. rubbed on s. t. sharp over it. 2 [Al3] get a k.o. scaly formation on the skin, caused by contact with contaminated water. Naglasgas ang akung pani
	lasib v [A; a] slice into long, thin pieces or slice a thin portion off a larger slab. Lami ang bamun ug nipsun paglasib, Ham tastes better if you slice it thin. Aku na lay mulasib ining karni nga ipanugba, I will slice off portions from this meat to broil. Basta magapritada lasibun ang karni Apritada is made with meat cut into slivers. 
	lasid v [A; cl] involve, include with the .. others, esp. in s. t. unpleasant. Ang kastigu sa Diyus mulasid sa tanan, Everybody gets involved in God's punishment. Bisag!usa ray makasala, lasirun (ilasid) ming tanan ug bunal ni Mama, Mother whips everybody even if only one of us does s.t� wrong. 
	lasik v [B26; b8] be thrown off in a distance under a forceful impact. Milasik (nalasik) ug layu ang bu/a nga iyang gipatiran, He kicked the .ball and it went far. Hilasikan (nalasikan) siya sa. lapuk, She got mud splashed on her. 
	lasing a drunk. Kusug na na siya muisturya ug lasing na kaayu, He becomes talkativewhen he is very groggy. v [Al3B12; a) get drunk, cause s.o. to do so. 
	laski a be fast, sprightly in dois.t. Laski mulakaw, A fast walker. Laski ang lawas, A body that is active and full of energy. Laski siyang mubfmug kalu, He!is energetic in 
	ng 

	· making hats. v [B2; b6) be fast or brisk in doing s.t. Mulaski (malaski) na siyang suguun ug subulan, She'll run an errand with alacrity if you pay her. Nagkalaski na ang nagluyang mga manuk, The chickens were weak, but they are regaining their strength now. 
	· making hats. v [B2; b6) be fast or brisk in doing s.t. Mulaski (malaski) na siyang suguun ug subulan, She'll run an errand with alacrity if you pay her. Nagkalaski na ang nagluyang mga manuk, The chickens were weak, but they are regaining their strength now. 

	laskuta n guy rope: 1 a rope, chain, or rod to guide a carabao in plowing. 2 a rope tied from the boom of a sail to the stern to con
	-

	trol the sail. v 1 [A; b6(1)] use or attach a guy rope to a carabao or to a sail. 2 [A; a2)make into a guy rope. 
	trol the sail. v 1 [A; b6(1)] use or attach a guy rope to a carabao or to a sail. 2 [A; a2)make into a guy rope. 
	laslas v [A; a) cut s.t. with a sawing motion to make a slash in it or to remove leaves and small twigs. Gilaslas niya ang mga lukay, He cut off the leaflets ftom the palm frond. Gilaslasan sa kawatan ang akung bag, The thief made a gash inmy bag. Malas/as na
	.
	lang nang imung baba ug tinambag, dili gayud pamatiun, You can give him advice till you're blue in the face (lit. you can rip your mouth giving him advice), but he won't listen to you. n slash, cracks like slashes. 
	lasmu a having the fishy odor of stagnant water or a body of a person who has not bathed in weeks. Lasmu kaayu ang kabu kay wala kabugasi The dipper smells bad because it hasn't been washed. Lasmu kaayu
	· 
	ang isda sa batu, Fishes that live in rocks 
	tend to have a revolting smell. way -a
	· 
	without making a fuss or bother (colloquial). 
	Wa giyud nay lasmung amabana. M ubatag dayun bisag unsay pangayuun sa anak, That father never makes a fuss. Whatever his son asks for he gets. v [B; b6] smell fishy or revolting like stagnant water. Mulasmu angplatung di sabunan inighugas, Plates develop a -fishy smell if you don't wash them with soap.
	lasnit v [A; a] tear s. t. that sticks or is attached off with force. Akuy milasnit sa ngil-ad ritratu nga imung gip'ilit sa bungbung, I stripped off the indecent picturethat you had pasted on the wall. Gilasnitan niyag pan-id ang nutbuk, He tore a page out of his notebook. 
	laspa v [AB126; cl] do s.t. which brings ill or good to s. t. else besides the thing for which it was intended. Ang inyung binuang nakalaspa (nakapalaspa) ug dagbang tawu, 
	Your foolishness has involved lots of people. Kay diba man ku pagpangbatag sa mga.kindi gilaspa hasta aku, When they gave out the candy, I also got some because I 
	,
	happened to be there. /yang gilaspa ug la-
	rut ang tanum uban sa sagbut, He uprooted 
	the plant together with the weeds. 
	lastn in table tennis, one point away from winning. Ug makapuntus siyag kausa daug na, kay last na man ang ,yang. iskur, If he makes one more point, he wins because he needs only· one point. v [B56) be a point away from winning. 
	1 


	last= LAS. 
	2 

	lastats n in basketball, the one who was the last to touch a ball which went out of 
	lastats n in basketball, the one who was the last to touch a ball which went out of 


	last dil -lata 
	last dil -lata 
	bounds. Inyu ang bu/a kay lastats man anginyung kuntra, It's your ball because your opponents touched the ball last. v (B1236]be the last to touch a ball which went out of bounds. 
	bounds. Inyu ang bu/a kay lastats man anginyung kuntra, It's your ball because your opponents touched the ball last. v (B1236]be the last to touch a ball which went out of bounds. 

	last dil n last deal in a mahjong or card game before quitting. v [cl] be the last deal in a mahjong or card game. Last dilun (ilast dil) na ni natu kay buntag na, Let's make this our last deal because it's already morning. 
	lasti v (A; c] 1 carry, ride with s.o. on a bike or other vehicle meant for one. Dili ka makalasti kay kulangugbangin ang guma, You cannot ride double with me because there isn't enough air. 2 tie a rock to leaves or fronds which hang down from a raft to keep them from floating. Ang palwa sa lubi gilastibag batu arun dili mulutaw, The palm fronds have rocks tied to them so they won't float. 
	lastilm n 1 rubber band 2 slingshot made of a rubber strip. v 1 [b6] bind or fasten witk a rubber band. Akung gilastikuban ang usa ka bugkus lap is, I bound the bundle of pencils with a rubber band 2 [A; al] shoot with a slingshot. Lastikubun Lang ang kaimitu, Get the star apple with a slingshot. paNv (A2; b6(1)] go hunting with a slingshot. Manglastiku ku ug marruk ibalas, I'll go hunting wild chickens with a slingshot. dihaving an elastic garter. Dilastiku ang akung panti, I am wearing a pantie with a
	,

	lasttip n 1 last trip of the day by passenger vehicles or trains. 2 one's trip to the cemetery (humorous). 3last chance to get ma� ried Nangartig maayu si Marta arun di bibyaan sa lastrip, Martha makes he_rself up carefully in the hope that she can still make the last train. Bisag lastrip basta pransit, It does not matter if it's the last trip (last chance to get married), so long as it's the front seat (that is, a rich husband). v 1 [A; 
	c] take the last trip, be the last trip. Mulastrip ku rung bapun, I'll take the last trip this afternoon. Ug malastrip na!n� ;nusakayna lang ku, If this is the last trip, I'll just take it. 2 [ B26] die (humorous slang). 
	c] take the last trip, be the last trip. Mulastrip ku rung bapun, I'll take the last trip this afternoon. Ug malastrip na!n� ;nusakayna lang ku, If this is the last trip, I'll just take it. 2 [ B26] die (humorous slang). 
	·


	lasu n 1 ribbon, bow. 2 lasso. v [A; a] 1 tie into a bow. Lasuba ang listun, ayawg balitutua, Lace the shoelace, don't tie it into a knot. Gilasuban niya ang iyang dalaga, She tied a ribbon in her little girl's hair. 2 lasso. Lasuba ang kabaw nga nakabubi, Lasso the carabao that escaped 3 [a3] get entangled in a rope or vines. Nalasu ang mangangayam sa dagbang bagun, The hunter got entangled in the vines. 
	lasu v 1 [A13] masturbate (coarse). 2 LA; aJ 
	lasu v 1 [A13] masturbate (coarse). 2 LA; aJ 
	misuses. t. so as'to break it. Hala, lasua nang bisiklita kay ikaw mauy mupaayu, OK, fool around with that bicycle, and you will have to fix it. 
	las-u v 1 [A; b] heat s.t. by pouring boiling water on it. Wa pa ku makalas-u sa gikan-an sa pasyint� I haven't poured boiling water over the patient's eating utensils. 2 [ B 126; b4] get burnt with s. t. very hot. Na"/as-u(nalas-uban) ang aku ng kamu t sa bagang akung nabikapan, I burnt my hand with the coals that I touched. 
	lasugas v (A; ac] expose oneself to the elements. Nganung naglasugas ka man ining ulan nga daku? Why are you going out in this heavy rain? Di maayung lasugasun natu ang init, It is not good to expose yourself to the sun. 
	las-ung v [A; a] catch with a noose. Maglasung tag tamsi pinaagi ining laang, Let's catch a small bird with this noose. Las-unga nang kabayung idlas, Catch that wild horse with a lasso. n lasso or noose that tightens when you pull it.
	las-ut a 1 bad, ugly. Las-ut kaayug batasan nang baybana, That woman has a very bad character. Las-ut ug dagway, Ugly in face. 2 shoddy, badly done, poor in quality. Lasut kaayung pagkabubat ning trababua, This piece of work is very badly done. Las-ut nga klasi sa panaptun, A lousy k.o. cloth. v [B12; a2] get to be bad, ugly, poor in quality, do s.t. badly. Ang kadagban sa adurnu mauy nakalas-ut (nakapalas-ut) sa iyang sinina, 
	Her dress was spoiled by the excessive decorations. Ayawning imung agi, Don't make your penmanship poor. 
	las-it.ta 


	las-u t= LAP-UT l. 
	las-u t= LAP-UT l. 
	las-u t= LAP-UT l. 
	2 

	laswa v [AB; b5] pour boiling liquid on. Akung gilaswaan (gil�swaban) ang gilhaw nga manuk arun bimulbulan, I poured hot water on the slaughtered chicken to get the feathers off. Pagbutukbutuk sa manttka nalaswahan (nalaswa) ku, When the fat popped, I got burnt. 
	lasyu n 1 canal for diverting water. 2 grooving plane. v 1 [A; a] divert water with a canal. Lasyuba (lasyuba) ang tubig sa tubud arun ipatubig, Divert the water from the river for irrigation. 2 [A; b6] cut a groove. 3 (A13; a12] make into a grooving plane. lasyadur n grooving plane. 
	lata= USAB (dialectal).
	lata n 1 tin can. Lata sa gatas, Can of milk. 2 a canful of. Usa ka latang biskwit, A canful of biscuits. -in-(➔) n canned goods. Karni nga linata, Canned meat. v 1 (Al; blcl] 

	lata-latas 589 
	prepare canned food for a meal. Maglinatalang ta kay kapuy ilutu, Let's just have canned foods because I'm too lazy to cook. 1 [A) can s.t. di-= LINATA. abri-n can opener. batu-n game of kick-the-can. 
	prepare canned food for a meal. Maglinatalang ta kay kapuy ilutu, Let's just have canned foods because I'm too lazy to cook. 1 [A) can s.t. di-= LINATA. abri-n can opener. batu-n game of kick-the-can. 

	lata a 1 for fruits to be extremely soft or rotten. lpasaw ang mga lata nga prutas, Feed the rotten fruits to the pigs. la decayed, rotted. Lata na ang baligi, The posts are rotten. 2 for foods to be cooked, welldone, and soft. Lata na ang linugaw, Theporridge is soft now. 3 rotten in character. Ang lata nga pamunuan ni Markus, The rotten Marcos administration. 3a for a woman to have been had so often she is putrid (coarse). 4 slow in action as well as thinking power. Unsaun natu pagkadaug nga lata kaay
	ry 

	1) defeat badly. Gilat-an ang banga nilang tim, Their lousy team got a sound thrashing. 4b [b] subject to vigorous questions or criticisms. Gilat-an ang tistis sa abugadu, Thelawyer absolutely pulverized the witness. Pirming lat-an si Markus sa piryudiku, The newspapers always lam bast Marcos. ka-(�) v [Al3) be present in huge quantities. Nagkalata lang ang sayup sa iyang papil, There were plenty of mistakes on his paper. Nagkalata ang lansunis didtu sa Misamis, Thereare plenty of lanzones in Misamis. ni
	1) defeat badly. Gilat-an ang banga nilang tim, Their lousy team got a sound thrashing. 4b [b] subject to vigorous questions or criticisms. Gilat-an ang tistis sa abugadu, Thelawyer absolutely pulverized the witness. Pirming lat-an si Markus sa piryudiku, The newspapers always lam bast Marcos. ka-(�) v [Al3) be present in huge quantities. Nagkalata lang ang sayup sa iyang papil, There were plenty of mistakes on his paper. Nagkalata ang lansunis didtu sa Misamis, Thereare plenty of lanzones in Misamis. ni
	gu


	latab n name given to young samuk: Gen'es 
	spp. 
	spp. 

	latab v [ B6; b] for liquids to have oil, usually edihle, floating on top. Ang sabaw naglatab sa mantika, The soup has streaks of oil floating on top of it. 
	1

	latab v [Al3) for liquor to be present in inextaustible quantities. Maglatab ang tuba sa amu maduminggu, The toddy simply 
	flows at our place on Sundays. 
	flows at our place on Sundays. 
	la.tad v [A; c] spread s.t. out under the sun. llatad ang mais (kupras) arun mauga, Spreadthe corn (copra) under the sun. llatad angputŁ Bleach the white clothes under the sun. lataran n place one spreads things outunder the sun. 
	la.tag = LAT AD. 
	latagaw (from tagaw) a wanderer, ramblingabout without destination. A'Y!g latagaw dili mabimuyu, A vagabond won't stay in one place. Latagaw ang ilang isturya, Their conversation wandered from one topic to another. Latagaw ug mata, Having eyes which rove all over. v [A13B2; b(l)] wander aimlessly about, without destination. Mulatagaw (malatagaw) ang iru ug dili pakan-un,A dog roves about if you don't feed it. Si
	ging yawyaw ang maistra piru naglatagaw!. ang akung hunabuna, The teacher kept talking away but my mind wandered. Bisan unsang dapita ang iyang gilatagawan karun, 
	He roams about any place he feels like going.
	latak a standing out clear. Latak kaayu ang panti, You can clearly see her panties (through her skirt). Latak kaayu ang litra sa aybiim, The IBM typewriter types clearly. v [B3(1)) for a mark, outl.Jne or imprint to stand out clear. 
	latak v 1 [B36] for fruits, flowers, or leaves to fall. Malatak ang mga mangga kun binug na, Mangoes fall off the tree when they are ripe. 2 [AN) lower (not cast) fishing equipment into the sea. Anhi ta dinbi manlatak sa baling, We'll lower the net in this place.
	· 

	latang a soft and ripe to the point just prior to getting rotten. Tam-is kaayu ang bungan ug latang na, The green table bananas arevery sweet when they are ripened soft. v [B12] become very ripe. 
	lat-ang v 1 [A; b(l)] miss or skip a chancein a series. Ug makalat-ang kag tumar sa tablitas, maburus ka dayun, If you miss taking a pill you will get pregnant. Lat-angigduba ka linya usa isulat ang uluhan, Leave two lines before writing the title. 2 [A; c] for s. t. to be placed in between s. t. else. Upisina sa prinsipal ang nakalat-ang sa amungduba ka kwartu, The principal's office is between our two rooms. Lat-angi ug munggus ang mga tudling sa mais, Plant mung beans between the rows of corn. lat-an
	.
	·

	latas v 1 [A; a] cross or pass through. Lata-
	-


	lat-as -latin 
	590 

	sun nimu nang subaa padung sa ila, You have to cross that river to their place. 2 pass or go through experiences. Mga kalisud nga iyang gilatas, Difficulties he passed through. -sa across. Mipanaw aku latas sa kadagatan, I travelled across oceans. -unun n s.t. to be crossed 
	sun nimu nang subaa padung sa ila, You have to cross that river to their place. 2 pass or go through experiences. Mga kalisud nga iyang gilatas, Difficulties he passed through. -sa across. Mipanaw aku latas sa kadagatan, I travelled across oceans. -unun n s.t. to be crossed 

	lat-as v [A2; bSc) 1 go straight across s.t., take a short cut. MiJat-as (nanglat-as) kug agi sa plasa arun maapsan ka, I walked across the plaza to catch up with you. Dili mabimung lat-asan ang Jun, You're not allowed to take a short cut across the lawn. 2 go across. Mulat-as usa kag suba adisir ka muabutsa ila, You have to cross a river before you get to their house. -anan n path, road for taking a short cut. 
	· 

	latay v 1 [A2S; b5c) go over a narrow walkway. Milatay sa andamyu ang mga pasabiru, The passengers walked over the gangplank. 
	Usa ka gamayng alambri ang gilatayan (gilatay) sa sirkadur, It was only a small piece of wire the acrobat walked over. la -sa usa ka lugas lanut be precarious (passing over a single strand). Ang kahimtang sa gikidnapnaglatay sa usa ka lugas lanut, The kidnap victim's life is hanging by a thread 2 [A2S; b(l)) run, flow through a tube or tubelike thing. Dunay dugung Aliman nga naglatay sa iyang kaugatan, There is German blood running in her veins. 2a fA2; b(l)) for a feeling to creep through. Ang kabugnaw
	Usa ka gamayng alambri ang gilatayan (gilatay) sa sirkadur, It was only a small piece of wire the acrobat walked over. la -sa usa ka lugas lanut be precarious (passing over a single strand). Ang kahimtang sa gikidnapnaglatay sa usa ka lugas lanut, The kidnap victim's life is hanging by a thread 2 [A2S; b(l)) run, flow through a tube or tubelike thing. Dunay dugung Aliman nga naglatay sa iyang kaugatan, There is German blood running in her veins. 2a fA2; b(l)) for a feeling to creep through. Ang kabugnaw

	latbu a fast-growing .. Latbu kaayug tinubuan ang bata nga dagbang sustansiya, A child grows fast if he gets good food v [B2; b6) grow or develop fast. Mulatbu (malatbu) ang tinubuan sa tanum ug abunuban, Plants grow fast if they are fertilized. Nagkalatbukining syudara, This city is growing byleaps and bounds. 
	latbug v 1 [A; c) throw or knock s.t. heavy, using force, usually with an initial backward swing. Tabangan natug Jatbug ang patayng iru sa dagat, Let's all help throw the dead dog into the sea. 2 [b6] for the mind to wander away from the subject or situation at hand Samtang nagklasi mi, layu uggiJatbugan ang akung bunahuna, My mind wandered far while we were in class. 
	lathang n space between two adjacent teeth which are not close together. Ayaw ug ngisi kay ngi/.-ad tan-awun ang lathang, Don't smile because the spaces between yourteeth are ugly. 
	lathang n space between two adjacent teeth which are not close together. Ayaw ug ngisi kay ngi/.-ad tan-awun ang lathang, Don't smile because the spaces between yourteeth are ugly. 
	lati = NATI. 
	latiba = LABATIBA. 
	latid n 1 line which delineates an area or boundary. Sa taliwala sa dalan dunay latid nga puti, A white line is drawn in the middle of the road. Sapa ang latid sa duha ka lungsud, A river is the boundary between the two towns. 2 path, plan by which s.t. is carried out. 3rules, laws. Dunay mga latid ang pagdulag baskitbul, Basketball is played accordito set rules. v [A; a) 1 delineate an area, esp. where s. t. is to be built. 
	ng 

	Pagkuha ug lam bu kay maglatid ta sa amungbecause we will stake out where the walls for the house are to be put. 2 plan or arrange a method to be followed or done. Ang mga Libiral naglatid sa ilang buhatun sa kampanya, The Liberals were laying out plans for their campaign. Mauy atung pagasubayun ang nalatid sa atung kapalaran, What fate has decreed for us to do is what we must follow. 3 establish laws or rules. 
	balayan, Get some stri
	ng 

	latigu n 1 whip. Latigu sa kabayu, Horsewhip. 2 punishment inflicted with a whip. Nakadawat ug latigu kay nakasala man, He got a whipping because he did s. t. 3 k.o. aerial orchid with small, violet flowers and long, whip-like projections. v [A; ab2] 1 whip. Gilatigu sa k utsiru ang kabayu kay misuk� The rig driver flogged his horse because it balked. 2 attack with scathing criticism. Ang kandidatu sa upusisiyun milatigu sa kaatbang, The opposition candidate lashed out at his opponent. 
	latik n 1 syrup made of sugar and water or sugar and coconut milk. 2 sweet preparedfrom seedless breadfruit (kulu) cooked in syrup mixed with coconut milk. v 1 [AlB 23(1); a] make syrup, for syrup to develop. 
	Ilunud ang saging kun mulatik (malatik) na ang gipabukal nga kamay, Put in the bananas when the sugar turns into syrup. 2 [b(l )] put syrup on food. 3 [A; a2) prepare the latik made from breadfruit. -in-� LATIK, 
	n2. 
	latik v [A13] for a school of fish to swim near the surface and disturb it. A ndama ang inyung pasul kay nia na ang bansikul naglatik, Prepare your lines because there is a school of mackerel thrashing around on the surface. 
	latin n 1 Latin. la special k.o. prayer with 

	lating -laum 591 
	magical effects. May nakat-unan kung latin nga sumpa sa kasuku, I know of a specialprayer that works against anger. 2 a tonguelashing. Ayaw paglangaylangay ug pauli kay ang Latin sa imung asawa taas ra ba kaayu, 
	magical effects. May nakat-unan kung latin nga sumpa sa kasuku, I know of a specialprayer that works against anger. 2 a tonguelashing. Ayaw paglangaylangay ug pauli kay ang Latin sa imung asawa taas ra ba kaayu, 
	Don't tarry on your way home. Your wife's tongue-lashings are no joke. v 1 [A; a2) speak Latin. la utter a special magical prayer. 2 [Al; c] give s.o. a tongue-lashing. Gilatinan ku ni Mama pagpauli naku, Mother gave me a good tongue-lashing when I got home. 

	lating v [A2; b4( 1)) for a missile to ricochet. 
	Ang bala dili makalating kay bumuk angyuta, The bullet cannot bounce off because the ground is soft. Nalatingan ku sa bala, The bullet ricocheted off on me. 
	Ang bala dili makalating kay bumuk angyuta, The bullet cannot bounce off because the ground is soft. Nalatingan ku sa bala, The bullet ricocheted off on me. 

	lating v [B246) for a wound or other injury to swell because of an infection. Mutatingang samad ug ihuwad sa init, A wound swells if you let the sun get on it. 
	la.tu v 1 [B 126; a2] have so much of s. t. that one loses pleasure in it or it fails to have the normal effect. Latubun ta kag pakaun ug mangga, I'll give you so many mangoes you will get sick of them. Nalatu na ku sa imung pangatarungan, I can't believe your sob stories any longer. 2 [A2PB12; al] feelnauseated from exposure to s.t., cause s.t. to do so. Duga sa tabaku ang ilatu sa tamala, Stupefy the octopus with tobacco-leaf 
	JUICe.
	JUICe.

	latu n a branching, semi-transparent seaweed, greenish in color and edible. It has small, rounded growths on the branches which pop when pressed. 
	latukv [A3; b(l)] have a blank and stupid look on the face. Naglatuk Lang ang tuntu. Wa makasabut, The idiot just stared blankly. He didn't understand. Gilatukan Lang ku sa iyang!mata!dihang!akung!gisultihan, She just stared at me blankly when I talked to her. 
	1 

	latukn cassava flour, very fine, white sediment from cassava juice. 
	2 

	latun n 1 cylindrical pail with the mouth asbig as the bottom. 2 drum for petroleum products.
	latundan = ALITUNDAN. 
	latung a very ripe, bordering on over-ripeness. 
	Humuk na kaayu ang kapayas kay latung na man, The papaya has turned soft because it is very ripe. v [B2; b6] be, become very ripe.
	Humuk na kaayu ang kapayas kay latung na man, The papaya has turned soft because it is very ripe. v [B2; b6] be, become very ripe.

	latungdan = ALITUNDAN. 
	latus v [A; alb2] 1 whip with anyt_hing flexible. Dili giyud tu mulatus ang amung amaban apan mabadluk giyud mi niya, My father never whipped us but we feared him. 
	Ang mga madri maglatus sa ilang kaugalingun inigka Byirnis Santu arun pagsakripisyu, The nuns flog themselves on Good Fridays to mortify themselves. 2 attack, criticize severely. Kanunay niyang latusun si Markus sa iyang lindug, He always criticizes Marcos in his column. 
	Ang mga madri maglatus sa ilang kaugalingun inigka Byirnis Santu arun pagsakripisyu, The nuns flog themselves on Good Fridays to mortify themselves. 2 attack, criticize severely. Kanunay niyang latusun si Markus sa iyang lindug, He always criticizes Marcos in his column. 
	latuy a for edible beans or pea pods to betender. v_ [b6] cook s.t. together with tender pods. Latuyi ang linat-an nga baka, Puttender string beans into the beef stew. 
	lau = LALAU. 
	laublaub a increasing and diminishing in intensity periodically. Laublaub ang hilanat ining bataa, This child's fever rises and falls. v [B456) for s.t. to increase and diminish in intensity periodically. Mulaublaub giyudang nigusyu, Business fluctuates, as you would expect. Maglaublaub ang pagguwa ining tabuguk, Tabuguk octopuses appear in great numbers from time to time. Angtiliik sa sir,na naglaublaub, The wailing ofthe siren rises and falls. 
	laud v [A; c] tie s. t. to s. t. letting the ropego around it several times before knottingit. Ang kunduktur mauy mulaud sa mgakargamintu sa stipburd, The conductor ties loads to the running board. Ang tawung gikast,gu gilaud sa baligi ug gipahulm igasan, The offender was tied to a post and left to the ants. 
	laug a 1 liking s.t. very much and, therefore, disliking to share it. Laug kaayu kug ayis krim, I'm very fond of ice cream. Laug siyag bayli, She loves to dance. 2 selfish. Laug nga bataa, dili mangbatag, What a selfishchild. She won't give anything to anyone else. v [B12) get to be greedy. (�)[B12)take a strong liking to s.t. Nia rag imunglibru. Way nalaug, Here's your damn book. Who wants it anyway (lit. no one has taken a liking to it). 
	1 

	laugv [A; a] 1 go out to go about with no particular purpose. Unsay imung gilaug didtu? Duna kay gihisitaban? What did you stroll over to their place for? Did you visit s.o.? 2 get out of a place, flee. Milaug ang manuk, The chicken flew the coop. Lauganka sa imung mga sakup kun mag-inistriktu ka, Your employees will leave you if youare too strict. -an(➔)a tending to go out to roam about. v [B12) get to be a roamer. 
	2 

	Iaugdu (from ugdu) v (B; cl] pile, heap up. Nagkalaugdu ang mga sagbut nga wa k ubaa sa mga basuriru, The garbage is piling up because it hasn't been collected by the garbage men. 
	laum v 1 [A; b(l)) expect s.t. hopefully. 

	laumlaum -lawas 
	Naglaum ku nga mausab pa siya, I still have hopes that he'll change. Laumi ang iyangpagbalik, Hope for his return. 2 [A; bcS] rely. Makalaum ba ku sa imung saad? Can I trust your promises? Kining luti ang bugtung namung gilauman sa panginabuh� This small lot is our sole means of support. kaan, pag-n 1 hope. Nawad-an na siyag paglaum sa kinabuhi, He has lost hope in life. Kini rang midisinaha ang akung paglaum, This medicine is my only hope. ma-un a full of hope. 
	Naglaum ku nga mausab pa siya, I still have hopes that he'll change. Laumi ang iyangpagbalik, Hope for his return. 2 [A; bcS] rely. Makalaum ba ku sa imung saad? Can I trust your promises? Kining luti ang bugtung namung gilauman sa panginabuh� This small lot is our sole means of support. kaan, pag-n 1 hope. Nawad-an na siyag paglaum sa kinabuhi, He has lost hope in life. Kini rang midisinaha ang akung paglaum, This medicine is my only hope. ma-un a full of hope. 

	laumlaum v [Al; b(l)] prolong one's stay in a certain place for a purpose. Naglaumlaumang mga bata�un human sa pangadyi tungud sa bayli, The young men who joined the prayers stayed late for the dance. Gilaumlauman naku sa Manila ang pagpaluap sa akung apuyintmint, I stayed in Manila for some time to follow up on my appointment. 
	laun a aged: 1 for s.t. that gets better as it grows old to be mature. la mellowed, aged. Binung laun, Aged wine. Tabakung laun, Mellowed tobacco. lb for a plant or animal commonly found immature to grow to its full extent and thus improve. Laun nga ahaan ang midawi kaniya, He caught a fullgrown giant snapper. 2 old stock left over from the previous harvest. Unahug dispatsar ang laun, Get rid of the old stock first. 3 old maid (humorous). v [B3; b4(1)] for s.t. to age. Ang kamuti nga malaun (mulaun) sa um
	launduk = TALIUNDUK. 
	laung = INGUN(dialectal).
	Ł

	laus a past one s peak or popularity. Laus na ang buksidur, The boxer is past his prime. v [B12] be :tJast one's peak or popularity.
	lauv [B4] for undesirable characteristics to worsen. Milausag ang iyang kakiriwan, His thievery got worse. Naglausag ang pagkapilyu sa bata, The child misbehaved more and more. 
	sag 

	lauy a lacking sleep. Lauy ku kay nagbilarku gabii, I lack sleep because I kept vigil last night. v [B 126; b6] lack sleep. (Ł) v [A13] stay up late at night. Naglauy siya tungud sa iyang paynals, He is staying up late to study for his finals. 
	1 

	lauyv [A; cl] go, see to visit or to see how 
	2 

	s.t. is doing. Mulauy (maglauy) ku sa akung bigala sa uspital, I will visit my friend in the hospital. Lauyun (ilauy) natu ang kamaisan sa walug kun tua na ta sa bukid, While we are in the mountains we will go see how the corn we planted in the valley is doing. 
	s.t. is doing. Mulauy (maglauy) ku sa akung bigala sa uspital, I will visit my friend in the hospital. Lauyun (ilauy) natu ang kamaisan sa walug kun tua na ta sa bukid, While we are in the mountains we will go see how the corn we planted in the valley is doing. 
	lawan a spider. lawalawa n spider web, cobweb. v [b4) 1 be filled with cobwebs. Gilawalawaan na lang ang imung makinilyang way gawi, Your typewriter is all covered with cobwebs because it's never used. 2 for a dying man's eyes to become dull and blurred (lit. have cobwebs in one's eyes). 
	l 

	lawa(from wala) not have (slang). Lawa nu siyay takwal, He says he's out of dough. 
	2 

	lawaan n name given to a number of forest trees producing inexpensive timber, widely used in construction: Pentacme and Sborea spp. -nga puti: Pentacme contorta. -pula: Sborea negrosensis. 
	lawag n k.o. fishing with lights. Several boats illuminate a wide area and when the fish appear, the boats gradually converge, drawithe fish into a small area from which they can be scooped up with a net. 
	ng 

	lawak n room in a house or building. v [Al; 
	a) make a room. Gilawakan ku ang silung para sa mga gamit, · I made a room in the basement for the tools. 
	lawang a for an area to be wide, spacious. Mas lawang ang tinisan kay sa baskitan, A tennis court is wider than a basketball court. n space across, width. Pila ka mitrus ang lawang sa kalsada? How many meters wide is the road? v [B23] be, become wide or spacious. lawanglawang, lawanglawang v [B4] 1 have too much space for the amount of material put in. Naglawanglawang ang trak padulung sa syudad kay way pasah'iru, The truck went to the city nearly empty because there were no passengers. 2 be in a place whic
	lawanlawan LAWANGLAWANG. see LAWANG. 
	lawas n 1 body of human or animal. taput the clothes on one's back. Ang akung nasalbar sa sunug ang taput lawas, All I could save from the fire was the clothes on my back. 2 the frame or main part of a structure. Lawas sa ayruplanu, Fuselage of the plane. Ang lawas sa angkla, The shank of the anchor. 3 one's turn in a game where the players perform one at a time in succes
	-
	-


	laway -lawgaw 
	Artifact
	sion. Sa biku kamuy paris ug aku rang usa, apan duhay lawasku, It'll be you two 
	.
	.

	against me in hopscotch, but I get twoturns. 4 -ug katarungan body and reasoning, all one arms oneself in fighting for justice (as opposed to money, weapons). Lawas ug katarungan ang akung iatubang sa imung lantugi, I come here not to fight, but to talk it out (offer my reasoning). 5 one who takes another person's place, performing his functions in his absence. Ang kinamagulangang babayi mauy lawas sa iyang inabang patay na, The eldest daughter took the mother's place when she died. 6 tantamount to, a
	aku ang tanan, unsa pa may akung lawas? 
	How could I possibly do everything. I don't have but two hands. v 1 [B145] have acertain k.o. body. Kaniadtu naglawas sab kug sama kalisun kanimu karun, Formerly, Ihad as nice a body as you have now. 2 [A2; 
	c] make a body for some structure. Kiningkahuya igu rang makalawas sa pikas kilid sa sakayan, These boards are only enough to make one side of the boat. ( ➔) n 1 internode, section of a plant stem between two successive nodes. Tag-as kaayug lawas k� ning imung tubu, Your ,ugar cane stalks have long internodes. 2 strands of hair above the base. paN-v (A] be in the upper part of the strands of hair. Kasagaran manlawas ang Lusa basta mamusa na, Usually nits stay in the upper part of the strands of hair when t
	-

	•
	•

	side of marriage. Di mabilangit kadtung 
	manghilawas, Those who fornicate will not go to heaven. Di ka makighilawas sa mga way bunyag, Lie not with the heathen. panghi-n fornication. makighi-un a fornicator.-an(➔) a physically well-built, stocky. ka-an 
	manghilawas, Those who fornicate will not go to heaven. Di ka makighilawas sa mga way bunyag, Lie not with the heathen. panghi-n fornication. makighi-un a fornicator.-an(➔) a physically well-built, stocky. ka-an 
	n the whole body. paN· n health; generalwell-being of a person or animal tagi-, tagn one's person, what k.o. body one has. Na.a ra sa tagilawas ug makaagwanta ha sa bug-at nga trababu, It depends on the person if he can stand hard work. lawasnun a pertainingto the body or flesh. Lawasnun nga. kalimpiyu, Cleanliness of the body. Lawasnun nga kahinam, Desires of the flesh. 

	la.way n saliva. -ray puhunan n persuasivetalk (lit. spit was all that was used). Lawayray akung puhunan ani kay aku siyang giulug-ulugan, I got this by fast talk because Isoft-soaped him in giving it to me. (➔) v 1[B46] drool. Mi/away dayun akung baba pagkakita naku sa hi/.awng mangga, Mymouth watered when I saw the green mangoes. Maglaway siya nga matulug, He drools when he sleeps. 2 [B1456] feel very desirous of s. t. one cannot have. Maglaway ta aning mga datu nga makapalit bisag unsa, Allwe can do 
	·

	won't get married yet. I'll just let men drool 
	won't get married yet. I'll just let men drool 
	I 
	•
	over me. Imu Zang kung gipalaway sa imung tibi, You were just making me envious of your 1V set. -an(➔) n 1 a folk doctor who treats patients with his saliva. 2 k.o. carangoid fish, shiny-white in color, that spits a transparent, sticky liquid. lawaylaway n name given to various whelks. 

	law-ay a offensive to decency, revolting to the taste. Gisinsur ang law-ay nga libru, Theobscene book was censored. Law-ay kaayung tan-awunang!daku nga magbinata, It'sdisgusting to see a grown-up act like a child. v [B12; b6) be lewd, obscene. Nagkalaw-ayang mga sini karun, Movies are all lewd nowadays. Gilaw-ayan ku sa bahu sa patay, The odor of the corpse was revolting to me. 
	lawgaw v 1 [A; ac] touch, stir up s. t. withthe bare hands. Panghunaw kay milawgaw ka man sa pasaw, Wash your hands because you stirred the slop with them. Ayawg lawgawa nang tubig imnunun, Don't stick your hands in the drinking water. 2 [B 1] be all mixed up, confused. Naglawgaw ang ikspl� kasiyun. Wa kung kasabut, His explanation was all mixed up. I couldn't understand it. 2a get to be no good. Nalawgaw ang ilang sayaw kay ya.bag ang duyug, Their dance number was unsuccessful because the music was out of
	594 lawi!-lawsi 
	when he was proposing? a 1 fallibelow good standards. Lawgaw tawhana puru Lang saad, He is no good. He is all promises. 2 mixed up and chaotic. Lawgaw tung iliksiyuna, dunay palit, The election was chadisturbance or confusion in an otherwise orderly performance. Ay siyag paintraba sa sayaw kay Lawgaw, Don't let him take part in the folk dance because he tends to bungle. maN-r-n one who habitually creates trouble and confusion in otherwise smooth s. 
	when he was proposing? a 1 fallibelow good standards. Lawgaw tawhana puru Lang saad, He is no good. He is all promises. 2 mixed up and chaotic. Lawgaw tung iliksiyuna, dunay palit, The election was chadisturbance or confusion in an otherwise orderly performance. Ay siyag paintraba sa sayaw kay Lawgaw, Don't let him take part in the folk dance because he tends to bungle. maN-r-n one who habitually creates trouble and confusion in otherwise smooth s. 
	ng 
	otic with rampant vote-buying. 3 creati
	ng
	and peaceful proceedi
	ng


	1.awi, 1.awi n sickle feather, one of the long curved!feathers in the tail of domestic cocks. lawilawi s.t. like a tail feather. Lawilizwi sa kun, The flower of the cogongrass. lawian, lawinan n name given to fish of various families that have filamentous projections, usually from the fins. 
	· 
	gu

	lawig v 1 [A; al pasture livestock. ILawig angkabaw sa Laguna, Pasture the carabao in the th of line. Lawigi ang tugut sa tabanug, Pay out more string to the kite. Lawigi ang kabaw arun daghan ang masabsab, Give the carabao more rope so that it can graze over a wide area. lb [A; bl tie an anchor to a boat. Lawigi ang sakayan arun di madaLa sa suLug, Keep the boat anchored so the current won't carry it away. 2 [A; b6l sail. NagLawig na ang barku pagdasmag sa unus, The boat was on the high seas when a storm
	meadow. la give an additional le!
	ng
	ng
	ng

	sa kumagku sa tawu, A finger-like growth is sticking out from the man's thumb. Nasungku aku sa naglawis nga kawayan, I bumped my head on a piece of bamboo that was sticking out. Gibaligya ang yuta nga nalawis sa kinadak-an sa yuta, They sold the lot that was jutting out from the main portion of their land. 
	sa kumagku sa tawu, A finger-like growth is sticking out from the man's thumb. Nasungku aku sa naglawis nga kawayan, I bumped my head on a piece of bamboo that was sticking out. Gibaligya ang yuta nga nalawis sa kinadak-an sa yuta, They sold the lot that was jutting out from the main portion of their land. 
	lawiswis = ALA WISWIS. 
	lawit v 1 [B456) for s.t. almost cut off to dale. Naglawit ang akung tudlu kay nalingbecause I nearly cut it off with a sickle. 2 [A; b6] ha, clibarely or precariously to s.t. Naglawit ang kinabuhi sa masakitun sa usa ka lugas lanut, The patient's life is hanging by a single thread. lawitlawit n ing from cuts of meat. 
	ng
	bakgutan sa sanggut, My finger is da
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	pieces of tissue ha
	ng

	lawitan n the two boats holding the ends of the net in a k.o. fishing with a large net (sinsuru) where the fish are driven into a small area by small boats (buntulan) converging.lawlaw v 1 [A; cl] slacken a line. Maglaw
	-

	1
	law ku aning mikubit arun di mabugtu ang 
	line so the line won't break. Ayaw ilawlaw (lawlawa) ang hayhayan, Don't make the clothesline so loose it sags. la [BJ get to be loose, . Mulawlaw ang kurtina kun luagun ang hilu, The curtain will sag if you make the string loose. lb [AB] for trousers to be cut loose at the crotch, wear trousers cut loose at the crotch. Sagad sa tigulang maglawlaw ang kinarsunisan, Most old people wear pants loose at the crotch. 2 [AN; b3] go round the edge of s. t. instead of directly across or along it. Manglawlaw tag 
	pasul, I am paying out extra fishi
	ng 
	saggi
	ng
	·

	lawlaw n sardines which have been preservef in a large quantity of salt, such that not all the salt is dissolved in th� juices of the fish, and the result is a dry fish enveloped with fishy grains of salt. 
	lawngun = LALUNGUN. see LALUNG. 
	lawril n bay leaves used as a spice. lawriyat n k.o. Chinese banquet with ten or more courses tendered on special occasions. 
	lawsi 1 poor, sloppy, bad in quality or appearance. Lawsi siya mamisti, She dresses poorly. Lawsi kadtung pagkaun, That was lousy food. 2 boring and uninteresting. Lawsing parti, A lousy party. Lawsi tung sa
	-


	lawting -layag
	l 

	lidaba, That was a lousy movie. v [B12; al2 b6] be, become lousy.
	lidaba, That was a lousy movie. v [B12; al2 b6] be, become lousy.

	lawting n attic consisting of a shelf built underneath a roof and which runs part of the distance covered by the roof. It is used as a storage place or sleeping area. v [Al; a]make a lawting. 
	lawud n deep open sea. pitu ka -seven seas. see LA.BANG. v [A2NP; a] 1 go out into the deep sea, usually to fish. Ug maayu ang panabun mulawud (manglawud) ku karung gabii, If the weather is good, I will go out to sea tonight. Kinabanglang lawrun ta giyud ang malasugi, You have to go to the deep to get the sailfish. 2 [A13] = LAWUDLAWUD. lawudlawud V [A] be like a sea. Naglawudlawud ang balapad nga bumayan, The vast rice field is like a sea. i-( �) n placetoward town and away from rural areas. v [AP; ac6P
	lawug v [A2SB] for stiff and long things to warp or bend. Milawug ang tabla human initi, The board warped after having been exposed to the sun. (➔) n long bent things. lawung n lionfish, a brightly colored fish of coral reefs with very poisonous dorsal fins: 
	Pterois spp. 
	Pterois spp. 

	lawus a 1 withered. Nganung lawus ang utanung imung gipalit? Why did you buy withered vegetables? 2 withered or wizened from age or sickness. Lawus na si Glurya Rumiru, guwang na man gud, Gloria Romero is faded now. She is quite old. 3 past one's prime. Lawus nang pagkabuksingiru si Jlurd� Elorde is over his peak as a boxer. 4 for feelings to have faded. Law us na ang imung pagbati naku, Your love for me has faded. (�) v [B2S; b6] 1 get withered. Angbulak mulawus (malawus) uginitan, Flowers wither if you
	lawut v [B; al2] for liquids to become thick and gooey. Magkalawut ang linugaw madu'gayng sinukgay, The more porridge is stirred the thicker and more viscous it becomes. a 
	lawut v [B; al2] for liquids to become thick and gooey. Magkalawut ang linugaw madu'gayng sinukgay, The more porridge is stirred the thicker and more viscous it becomes. a 
	thick and gooey. Lawut ning utana kay naay tugabang, This vegetable dish is gooeybecause it contains tugabang. 

	law-uy a cooked vegetables without fish,meat, or fat. Law-uy Zang ning utan kayway subak, This vegetable dish is cooked just plain because we have nothing to cook with it. v [A13B; al2] cook vegetables plain, be plain and tasteless. 
	law-uy a cooked vegetables without fish,meat, or fat. Law-uy Zang ning utan kayway subak, This vegetable dish is cooked just plain because we have nothing to cook with it. v [A13B; al2] cook vegetables plain, be plain and tasteless. 
	Iaya n a k.o. shallow water cast net, conical in shape, made of fine sewing thread with a fine mesh. Weights are put on the mouth t.o spread the net when thrown, and when the net is lifted the weights cause the mouth to contract so that escape is impossible. v 1 [A N; a2] catch fish with a laya. 2 [A; al2]make into a lay a. layalaya n very thin membrane that envelopes the stomach, used as a 
	, 
	wrapper 
	for 
	murkun. 

	,
	*laya see ILAYA. 
	laya.n k.o. fresh-water fish which grows 2' long and 6" wide, with big, silvery scales, spotted with black. 
	1 

	laya!a dried, withered up. v 1 [B23(1)] dry, become dry or withered. Unya ra daubi ang sagbut kun mulaya (malaya) na, Burn the leaves when they become dry. Himalatyun na ning kabuya kay nagkalaya nag mga dabun, This tree is going to die because its leaves are witheri. 2 [B2; b6] for the ears of corn to mature. 3 -ang baga v [B2; al2] for the lungs to be damaged from drinking too much. n paper money (slang). (➔)a 1 dried up. 2 for ears of corn to be mature. 3 -ug baga having inflamed lungs from overindulge
	ng
	2 

	layagn sail of a boat. v [A; b6] put up 
	l
	the sail. Mularga na ang sakayan kay gilayagan na, The boat is ready to sail because they have hoisted the sails. (➔) v [Al3] 1 for a sailboat to sail. la lantaw ug -sit idly by watching people that are working without lifting a finger to help (as if watching
	s.o. sailing). Naglantawg naglayag bisag gikinabanglan kaayu ang iyang pagtabang, He just sits idly by watching, even though his help is badly needed. 2 for the ears to stick out. Naglayag ang dunggan, His ears stick to 3" by 1½" with no operculum. Edible but bitter. -in-an n boat with sails. -un a favorable for sailing. -un ug datla for a wind to be slow (lit. good only for rich people with plenty of time to sail with). -um-an n k.o. small squid, growing to 8" with a very reduced internal plate. paN-um-
	out. -an(➔) k.o. volute shell growi
	ng 


	596 layag-laylay
	2 
	1 

	place one can fish for lumayagan. 2 boat 
	place one can fish for lumayagan. 2 boat 
	for fishing for lumayagan.

	layag n the missing of one's menstruation but Łot because of pregnancy. v [b4] miss 
	,
	,
	one's period. Abi kug gilayagan ku, burus giyud diay, I thought I just missed a period, but I was actually pregnant. 

	layag v [A; b(l)] join others who have foo'J, drinks, or cigarettes to mooch off of them. Way makalayag niya kay adtu siya sa tagu magkaun, He ate in seclusion because hedidn't want anyone to mooch off of him. 
	layanglayang n 1 awning or temporary shelter made of four posts and a cloth or thatch covering.' 2 principal rafters placed at the thwart edges of a roof which, in a thatched roof, hold the thatch in place. v [A; b] put a temporary shelter s.w. 
	layas v [A2; b6] l leave a place to avoid s.t. unpleasant. Milayas siya sa dagmalan niyang inaina, She escaped from her cruel stepmother. Gilayasan siyag suluguun, Her servant walked out on her. 2 get out of a place for any reason. Layas, animal, Leave this home, you beast. (➔) n escapee. Siya layas sa Bi/ibid, He is an escapee from Bilibid pnson.
	layat v [A2; a] jump to a place: up, down, or Łver. Milayat ang kabayu sa kural, The horse jumped over the fence. Layata Lang nang bintana nga mubu, Just jump down from that low window. n act of jumping.
	layatn large, edible tree fungus, shiny, darkbrown in color. 
	2 

	layawv [A2) for animals to roam layaw ang mga bayup nga bubian, Domestic animals stray if you don't tether them.!(➔) n 1 animal that has been allowed to stray. Kinabanglang lamingun ang manuk layawkay langsag unud, You have to keep straychickens and feed them special food before you kill them; otherwise they have a terrible flavor. la going out when one should not be doing so, person that has been allowed to stray. Madisgrasya giyud ang babaying layaw, A woman that gallivants about is likely to get into 
	layawv [A2) for animals to roam layaw ang mga bayup nga bubian, Domestic animals stray if you don't tether them.!(➔) n 1 animal that has been allowed to stray. Kinabanglang lamingun ang manuk layawkay langsag unud, You have to keep straychickens and feed them special food before you kill them; otherwise they have a terrible flavor. la going out when one should not be doing so, person that has been allowed to stray. Madisgrasya giyud ang babaying layaw, A woman that gallivants about is likely to get into 
	about.Mu
	·

	person does not understand easily. v [Bl]become a wanderer, one who gallivants around. -an n open land where animals are allowed to roam and graze. pina-a spoiled,left alone by parents to do as he pleases. 

	Way trababung makat-unan ang batang pinalayaw, A spoiled child that has been left to do as he pleases will not learn a·trade. 
	Way trababung makat-unan ang batang pinalayaw, A spoiled child that has been left to do as he pleases will not learn a·trade. 
	laybrari n library. -yan n librarian. v [B16]be a librarian. laygay v 1 [A3P; a12] make s.o. bedridden. 
	Sakit nga milaygay kaniya, The sickness that incapacitated him. Gilaygay siyag tisis, He was bedridden with T.B. 2 [a4] be affected with great financial difficulty. Mgakabus nga gilaygay sa kalisud, Poor people who are wallowing in difficulty. a incapacitating, leaving one bedridden. Laygay sakita nang paralisis, Paralysis leaves one bedridden. 


	layhan see •LAHAY. 
	layhan see •LAHAY. 
	layhan see •LAHAY. 
	a n old, outmoded laws or customs. Sunud ka man anang layi diantigwa. Kabag-uhan na run! You're following old. out-moded ways. We're in the Twentieth Century now! 
	layi dianti
	gw

	layi n tool for cu tt1ng abaca fibers or buri strips, made of a thin, flat piece of bagakaybamboo, 3" -4" long. 
	layik v [A12] have a liking or crush for s.t. or s.o. (slang). Nakasabut giyud ku nga nakalayik na si Idyun nimu, I realize that Edion has taken a liking to you. 
	layiku n layman, laity. Ang bulubatun sa layiku sa iglisya, The role of the laity in the church. 
	layip n life imprisonment. Gisintinsyahan siyag layip, He got life imprisonment. 
	layit wit n lightweight boxer or wrestler. 
	laylaya 1 tired, drooping from fatigue. 2 for plants to be limp or drooping. Panguhaglaylay nga mais, itambug sa kabayu, Get the drooping corn leaves to feed the horses. 2a for leaves to be colored red or yellow. 2b people at the bottom strata of society. v 1 [BN; a2b4] be tired. Milaylay (nalaylay) ang akung abaga ug pinas-an sa baskit, Myshoulders got tired from carrying the basket. Wa mu laylayig tinindug, Aren't you all exhausted from standing? 2 [AB; cl]droop, cause s.t. to do so. Naglaylay ang abagr
	1 


	laylay-lay-ug 
	2 

	laylayv [A; a2] sing with no words other than meaningless syllables. Naglaylay ang inaban nga nagpakatulug sa bata, The mother is singing the baby to sleep. n song hummed or sung with syllables la, la. 
	2 

	laylu v [A; cl] not do s.t. one would normally do, esp. combat, because of somedanger. MangLaylu tag panagat kay nagdaut ang panabun, We won't go out fishing because the weather is bad. Manglaylu Langku, kay naa ang amaban, I won't visit her for the while because her father is home. Wa na ganiy baLa, laylubun (ilaylu) dayun sa mga girilya ang ilang kaLihukan, Whenthe guerillas run out of bullets, they lie low for awhile. 
	layning n lining or cloth used for lining. v[A; a] put a lining in s.t. 
	Iaysul n lysol. 
	Layti n Leyte. 
	Iaytir n cigarette lighter. v [b(l)] light with a lighter. 
	layu v [A; cl] broil unhusked young corn over flames, cooking it half-way. Layubun(iLayu) natu ang lingbud arun daLi rang maLutu, Let's just pass the young corn unhusked through the flames so it won't take longto cook it. 
	layu a 1 far, distant. Layu kaayu ang Urupa, Europe is far away. Paryinti mi piru layuna, We are relatives but rather distant. la far from being correct. Layu ra kaayu ang imung tubag sa dyakpat kwist�yun, Youranswer to the jackpot question was far off the mark. lb -ra sa tinai for mishaps not to be serious (far from the intestines). Gamay ning samara Layu ra sa tinai, It's a superficial wound. It's not serious. le -ra sa tinai sa manuk for answers and guesses to be wide off the mark. Ang imung tubag sayup
	layu a 1 far, distant. Layu kaayu ang Urupa, Europe is far away. Paryinti mi piru layuna, We are relatives but rather distant. la far from being correct. Layu ra kaayu ang imung tubag sa dyakpat kwist�yun, Youranswer to the jackpot question was far off the mark. lb -ra sa tinai for mishaps not to be serious (far from the intestines). Gamay ning samara Layu ra sa tinai, It's a superficial wound. It's not serious. le -ra sa tinai sa manuk for answers and guesses to be wide off the mark. Ang imung tubag sayup
	get to be far away. pa-v [A; be] go far away,stay away from a place, hold s.t. at a distance. Nganung magpalayu ka man kanamu? What makes you want to keep your distancefrom us? Gipalay-an ni pagsiyat arun makuha ang byu, This picture was shot from a distance to get the view. pahi-v [A; a3]go far away. Tungud sa akung kabiubus, magpabilayu ku, I'm going away because I was terribly hurt. linay-anay, linay-anay v[CJ be far from one another. -g-= LAYU(plural). ha-= LAYU, a 1. gilay-un, kalay-un n distance. Us

	lay-un a body of standing water in low-lying areas formed by overflowing floodwaters or heavy rains. Dunay dagbang isda sa lay-u, There are lots of fish stranded in the pool. 
	lay-un a body of standing water in low-lying areas formed by overflowing floodwaters or heavy rains. Dunay dagbang isda sa lay-u, There are lots of fish stranded in the pool. 
	1 

	lay-uv [ B; a2] for plants to wither from being in the heat after being uprooted ordamaged by wind. MaLay-u (muLay-u) ang mga tanum sa kusug nga bangin, The plantswill wither because of the strong wind. Layubun nang mga saginga nga nangatumba sa init run, The heat will wither those plantsthat were uprooted. 
	2 

	layug v [A2C; a2] 1 grapple with s.o. Giulang ku ang duha ka bata nga naglayug, Iintervened when the two boys were wrestling with each other. GiLayug ku siya kay akung giilug ang kutsilyu, I wrestled with him to get the knife from him. 2 wrestle with a woman in foreplay. Daw may gilayug nga dalaga, It seems that s.o. was wresa 1 fond of wrestli. 2 fond of mutilating plants by breaking off branches, flowers, etc. as if having wrestled with them. Kining mga bata dinhi muy tigLayug sa mga tanum, It's the c
	tling with a girl (to rape her). ti
	g-
	ng

	lag a tall and quite straight. Layug kaayu nang lubiha, That coconut tree is very tall. v 1 [B2] become tall. MuLayug (maLayug) nang kabuya ug di pul-ungan, That tree will grow tall if you don't prune it. 2 [A; b6]fly (usually said of fowls that keep to the ground).Milayugang manuk nga gigukud sa iru, The chicken flew up when the dog chased it. Taas ug giLayugan ang manuk, Therooster flew high up. n flight of birds or fowl Gisunud kug tan-:aw ang layug sa mga Langgam, l followed the flight of the birds wit
	yu


	Iay-ug v [AP; cl] for plants to be badly shaken by a strong wind, such that they are damaged and likely to die in hot weather. 
	layuglayug -libad pa 
	Artifact
	Kusug bangin ang milay-ug (mipalay-ug) sa mga tanum, A strong wind caused severe damage to the plants. Ug malay-ug ang mgalubŁ madagdag ang mga bunga, If a coconut tree is shaken by the wind, its fruit will fall off. 
	Kusug bangin ang milay-ug (mipalay-ug) sa mga tanum, A strong wind caused severe damage to the plants. Ug malay-ug ang mgalubŁ madagdag ang mga bunga, If a coconut tree is shaken by the wind, its fruit will fall off. 

	layuglayug n k.o. edible brown seaweed with a leaf-like structure. 
	layun a for bananas to be almost ripe, but still hard v [B23(1); b6] for bananas to be almost ripe. Hustung pritubun ang kardabang malayun na, Cooking bananas are best to fry when they are nearly ripe. 
	layus v [B12; a12] for plants or fruits to wither. Nagkalayus ang mga tanum kay dugayng wa ulana, The plants are witheringgradually because it has not rained for a long time. Nalayus ang mga utanun nga wa mangabalin, The vegetables that were left unsold withered (➔) a withered (of plants or fruits). 
	Ii n leŁ a garland of flowers hung on visitors' necks as a sign of welcome. v [A; cl] give, make a lei. 
	liab n neckline of garment. Ang iyang bistida maba ug liab, Her dress has a low neckline. v [A; b6] put a neckline. (➔) v [A; al 
	2) grab s. o. by the collar. Bi, tan-awun ta ug muliab ba giyud siya naku! Well, let's see if he dares grab me by the collar. 
	2) grab s. o. by the collar. Bi, tan-awun ta ug muliab ba giyud siya naku! Well, let's see if he dares grab me by the collar. 

	liad v 1 [A2] bend or throw one's body backward Dili makaliad ang bata kay akunggigunitan ang abaga, The baby can not throw his body backward because I'm holding onto his shoulder. 2 [A; a12P] be in a position with the stomach sticking out and shoulders back. Dili ka muliad ug maglakaw ka, Don't walk with your stomach sticking out. a in a position with the stomach sticking. out and the shoulders back. 3 [B3(1);b6] for lumber to warp or twist. Nagkaliad ang mga kabuy nga gibulad sa init, The pieces of wood
	liap v [A; c) make a shot from under the goal in basketball. n a shot of this sort in basketball liat v 1 [A2; b(l)] skip over, by-pass. Di mu makaliat sa amu kay mag-atang mi Sa bintana, You could not miss our house because we will be watching for you at the window. 
	Artifact
	Way giliatan ang iyang lawas sa labud, His body is covered with welts. Way giliatan sa kalayu, The fire got everything. 2 [A2) go,pass by in time or space. Muliat sa duba ka lungsud ang trin, The train will pass through the two towns. M ubayad ku nimu sa di pa makaliat ang usa ka simana, I will pay you before a week goes by. 3 [A; a] take time out to go s.w. for a short while. Muliat giyudna siyag tab, bisag dagbang bubat, She takes time out for some quick gossip, even if she's very busy. Liata ang kan-un u
	Way giliatan ang iyang lawas sa labud, His body is covered with welts. Way giliatan sa kalayu, The fire got everything. 2 [A2) go,pass by in time or space. Muliat sa duba ka lungsud ang trin, The train will pass through the two towns. M ubayad ku nimu sa di pa makaliat ang usa ka simana, I will pay you before a week goes by. 3 [A; a] take time out to go s.w. for a short while. Muliat giyudna siyag tab, bisag dagbang bubat, She takes time out for some quick gossip, even if she's very busy. Liata ang kan-un u
	liawt n proper, optimum disposition of things or component parts put s. w. v [A; 
	c] put things in their proper relative positions. Iliawt usa ang mga kuniksiyun usa suldaba, Lay the connections out in their proper disposition before you solder them. 
	lib v [A2] go on leave from a job. Mulib siya usa ka simana antis manganak, She will take her maternity leave one week before she has her baby. matimiti -n maternity leave. sik -n sick leave. 
	liba a 1 ignorant, lacking knowledge of certain ways. la disrupting by adding confusion to s. t. that is otherwise smooth and orderly. Ay na siyag paintraba sa drama kayliba, Don't assign him a role in the play because he is a great bungler. 2 acting in a socially unacceptable way so as to cause resentment. Liba kaayu nang maistraba, duba ray gipapasar, That teacher really has a lot of netve. She failed the whole class except two. v 1 [ B 12; b6] be, become ignorant, lacking in knowledge of certain way
	o. Nakaliba silag duba ka sapiang Insik, Theyswindled two rich Chinese. Maliba kaba na siya sa baraba? Can anyone pull one over on him in cards? 
	libad pa it's the same thing, it's just as good. 
	Samu Lang ug di ku makaadtu sa parti. Tut al muadtu man ang akung paris. Libad pa,
	Never mind if I can't attend the party. Anyway my husband will attend. That's just as good. Dili na ku makabuwat sa imung bana. Libad pa ug ikawy akung tagaan sa kwarta? I can't wait for your husband any longer. Wouldn't it be the same thing if I gave the money to you? Bisag asa sa duba. Libad pa, Either one of the two. It's all the same. 

	libadura -libiral
	2 

	libadura n leaven. Pan nga way libadura, Unleavened bread 
	libagbag = •ALIBAGBAG.
	libagha v [A2N; b4N] 1 develop a._rash onthe skin. Nanglibagba (gipanglibagbaan) akung panit human nakug kaun ug bu/ad, Ibroke out in a rash after I ate dried fish. 2 for an emotion to show itself to a great degree. Sa iyang nawung nilibagba ang kalisang, A look of terror erupted on her face. n rash on the skin. 
	libak v [AN; al) backbite, say bad things about s.o. when his back is turned or cannot understand them. Maayung mudayig sa atubangan, manlibak sa luyu, She says nicethings to your face, but turn your back, and you'll get it. pa-v [A; ac] allow s.o. tobackbite. wala, dili pa-appear right after being spoken about. Wala palibak si Duruyug nakaabut sa amung inum, Talk about the devil and there he is -Doroy arrived at our drinking session just as we were discussing him. n backbiting. -iru(�), maN-r-(�), ma-un
	libakag v [A2] stand up on its ends. Mulibakag ang akung balbibu kung makadungug kug iru nga mag-ulang, My hair stands on end whenever I hear a dog howling. Milibakag ang akung dalunggan sa pagkadungug ku sa iyang isug nga sinultiban, My ears perked up when I heard her commandingvoice.
	liban v [B126] 1 overlook s.t. inadvertently. Naliban ku sa pagsukip sa kwarta, I forgot to include the money in the letter. 2 bepreoccupied and fail to notice s. t. Naliban ku, wa ku kamatngun pag-agi niya, l waspreoccupied I didn't notice her going by. 
	libang n activities or chores to keep one busy.Di ku makaatiman niana kay dagban kug libang sa panimalay, I have no time to take care of that because I have lots of chores to keep me busy at home. a havingmany things to attend to. L ibang siya kaayu mau nga labiban kalimtanun, She has so many things to attend to, she tends to forget details. v [B12; b3(1)] be busy attending to s. t. 
	1 

	•libangv [B125] defecate. Nalibang (mikalibang) ku basta kalima kay nagbibus ku, ldefecated five times because I had LBM-ang baba [A) vomit (humorous and coarse). ka-v [A; c] defecate, move one's bowels. Gikalibangan sa bata ang iyang karsunis, The child defecated in his pants. Gikalibangnaku ang lisu sa santul, I expelled santol 
	2 
	. 

	seeds when I defecated. ka-ang baba [B123 
	seeds when I defecated. ka-ang baba [B123 
	6) vomit (humorous and coarse). ka-(Ł) v[ B 146) have diarrhea. n diarrhea. Kalibang ang namatyan sa bata, The child died of diarrhea. suka ka-(Ł) n vomiting combined with diarrhea. ka-an(Ł) n toilet. kina-nstools. ka-un a feel like defecating. 
	v 's ears to prick up in alertness. Mulibanta dayunang amung iru ug naay kasikas, Our dpricks up his ears when there is a slight noise. sin ta -see SINTA.
	libanta 
	1 [B36; b3(1)cl] for a d
	og
	og

	libas = ALABIHID.
	libat a cross-eyed. v [B12; b6] become crosseyed. Nalibat ang bata kay nabagbung, Thechild became cross-eyed because he had a fall (�) v 1 [B12; a2) cross one's eyes. Nalibat siya pagkaigu sa akung kumu, His eyes went to the center of his head when I hithim with my fist. Libata imung mata arun ang mga bata mangatawa, Cross your eyesto make the children laugh. 2 [B 12) look at 
	s.t. so hard one gets cross-eyed Nalibat kugpangita nimu, I got cross-eyed looking for you. Ang kadagban sa gwapa nakalibat (nakapalibat) naku, I got cross-eyed looking at the pretty girls. 
	libaung n potholes in a road. v [B12) getpotholes in it. Malibaung ang dalan ug muulan, The road gets potholes in it when it rains. ka-(�) v [A13] be full of potholes. -un a having potholes. 
	libayan n k. o. fish. 
	libgaw n small anchovy, a kind of bulinaw: 
	Stolepborus commersonii. 
	libgus n k. o. edible mushroom growing to a height of 3" -4", having a conical pileus around 2" in diameter, usually gray in hue and somewhat darker at the center. It is a good deal thinner than the ubung and thicker than the uwaping.
	libilawu = NIBILAWU. see NIBIL.libilu n libel. libinta v [B2] for s.t. to give way because what is in it is too big for it. Nilibinta angsaku kay gidasuk ug maayu ang sulud, Thesack ripped open because the contents were stuffed in too tight. 
	libintadur n firecrackers. 
	libirala 1 liberal, generous. Ang pilantrupu libiral kaayu nga mubatag, A philanthropist gives liberally. 2 permissive, not strict. Libiral kaayu nang amabana nga mudala sa ilang mga anak, That father is very liberal in bringing up his children. v [B12; b6] be, become generous or permissive. 
	1 


	libiraln Liberal, member of the Liberal Party. partidu -the Liberal Party. v [ B 156) 
	2 

	libirasiyun -libud 
	become a Liberal Ang Nasyunalista nga mayur naglibiral na, The mayor, who was a Nacionalista, hascrossed over to the Liberal party.
	become a Liberal Ang Nasyunalista nga mayur naglibiral na, The mayor, who was a Nacionalista, hascrossed over to the Liberal party.

	libirasiyun, libirisyun n the period following the ouster of the Japanese and the achieving of independence ( end of 1944-1946 ). v [B 1256) be the liberation time. 
	libirtad n freedom. Ang akung bata way libirtad sa pagpili sa iyang gustu, She has no freedom to choose what she wants. 
	libitus = LUBITUS. 
	libkas v 1 [APB3(1)] for a trap to spring, for 
	s. t. held back to be released suddenly; cause it to do so. M ilibkas na ang pas-ung, tingali nakakuba, The trap sprung. Maybe it has caught s.t. Milibkas ang kabli dihang napalus sa ligid, The cable lashed out when it slipped off the wheel Hilibkasan ka baya anang bawug, The spring pole might snap back on you. la slip off under weight. Ayitbag bangil ang tiil arun di makalibkas, Put the support under the leg carefully so that it won't slip off. 2 [B3) for s.t. to slip inadvertently out of the mouth. Na
	s. t. held back to be released suddenly; cause it to do so. M ilibkas na ang pas-ung, tingali nakakuba, The trap sprung. Maybe it has caught s.t. Milibkas ang kabli dihang napalus sa ligid, The cable lashed out when it slipped off the wheel Hilibkasan ka baya anang bawug, The spring pole might snap back on you. la slip off under weight. Ayitbag bangil ang tiil arun di makalibkas, Put the support under the leg carefully so that it won't slip off. 2 [B3) for s.t. to slip inadvertently out of the mouth. Na
	The truth inadvertently slipped out of my mouth so that everyone found out. 3 (A23]appear, occur all of a sudden. Usa ka pahiyum milibkas sa iyang nawung, A smile lit his face. Nakapauli siya sa wa pa mulibkas ang gubat, He had a chance to go home � fore the war suddenly broke out. pa-n slingshot.

	libra n pound, a unit of weight. Napulu ka libr�, Ten pounds. -s = LIBRA (plural). Diyis Libras, Ten pounds.
	libran the Libra in the horoscope.
	2 

	libri a 1 free, not restricted Libri na ang 
	1
	1
	binilanggu, The prisoner is free. Way pugsa-nay, libri sa gustu ang tawu, There's no forcing. Each man is free to do as he wishes. 2 without cost or payment. Libri ang iyang kaun, libri siya sa kaun, He gets his meals free. 3 having clearance for passage. lnigagi sa trak sa gawang, tan-awa ug libri ba ang kilid, When the truck passes through the gate, see if both sides have clearance. 4 safe from destruction. Libri na ang giupirahan, The patient who was operated on is safe. v [A; al) 1 give s.o. free use o
	binilanggu, The prisoner is free. Way pugsa-nay, libri sa gustu ang tawu, There's no forcing. Each man is free to do as he wishes. 2 without cost or payment. Libri ang iyang kaun, libri siya sa kaun, He gets his meals free. 3 having clearance for passage. lnigagi sa trak sa gawang, tan-awa ug libri ba ang kilid, When the truck passes through the gate, see if both sides have clearance. 4 safe from destruction. Libri na ang giupirahan, The patient who was operated on is safe. v [A; al) 1 give s.o. free use o
	ku kay diay rikumindasiyun iadtu sa kapitan, You get free passage on the boat because I have a recommendation for you to give to the captain. librilibri n a k.o. kickthe-can game. v [A12C; b(l)] play kickthe-can. librihay, librihanay v [ C 13) do s. t., each man for himself. Maglibrihay (maglibrihanay) tag pliti, Let's each pay his own fare. 

	librihumorous expression uttered upon
	2 

	bearing s.o. clearing bis throat: 'spit it out'. libririya n library.
	librita = LIBRITU, 2. 
	libritu n 1 a small book containing magical prayers (urasiyun) which comes into ape� son's possession through the agency of a supernatural force. The uttering of the prayers by the owner of the book is thought to have special healing or protective powers. 2 any small booklet. -sa bangku n bankbook. -sa tikit n book of tickets. 
	libru n 1 book. 2 subject one is enrolled in. 
	Tulu na Lang ka libru ang iyang kitlang para nga makagraduwar siya, He lacks three courses to graduate. 3 accounts. tinidur dibookkeeper. v [A; a12] bind into books. librulibru = MANDUNGGU. 
	libu n one thousand v 1 [B256] be a thousadd Mulibu na run ang saka sa lubi, The coconut trees now yield one thousand nuts. 2 [cl) do by the thousand. Libuhun (ilibu) ni naku pag-ihap, I'll count these by the thousands. libulibu thousands and thousands. -in·(➔), ni·(➔)n by the thousand. Linibu ang ilang gastu matag bitlan, Theyspend by the thousands every month. v (cl]do by the thousands. kalibuan n thousands. Kalibitan ang iyang gitabangan, He has helped thousands of people. libuhay n 1 about a thousan
	libun carry a number in addition. Singkuimas utsu, trisi, libu unu, Five and eight is thirteen, carry your one. v [c6] carry a number. Ug pilay imung ilibu isulat sa ibabaw sa numiru nga nagsunud, Write the number you carry above the next column libud v 1 [A; a] go around a place. Libura itsa ang abuhan una ka mulibud sa kalibutan, Don't tell me you're going around the world. You haven't even gone in back of your stove! 2 [A; ac] go, bring around to several places. Ang bangkadur mauy mulibud sa baraha, T
	2 
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	libug -libut!601 
	1 
	1 
	ing. Mani ang akung ilibud ugma, I'll go around selling peanuts tomorrow. 3 [B12)get to be round about. a round about. Libud na kaayu ug mubapit pa mi sa inyu, It will be a very long way out of the way if we go by your place first. n 1 church procession. 2 round in games.!(➔)!= LIBUD, a. (➔)suruy n tramp, one who wanders from placeto place with no particular course or destination. v [Bl; b6] become a roamer. Maglibud suruy na Jang ku ug wa na kuy trababu, I'll just become a tramp when I have no more wo

	libug v 1 [AlBl; a2b3(1)] confuse, be confused. Naglibug kugdiin naku ikabutang ang kwintas, I'm at a loss to figure out where I could have put my necklace. Ay kug tudJui. Naglibug ka Jang naku, Don't try to teach me. You are just confusing me. 2 [AP; a2 b3( 1)) cause s.o. to go crazy throughsupernatural means or from natural causes. Angmga kalakiban makamaung mulibug (mupalibug) sa ulu sa tawu, People who possess supernatural powers can make people insane. 3 [A; alb8] make the rounds, attending to eac
	·

	Ask each and every one who attended the meeting. a perplexing. Libug kaayu ning prubJimaba, This is a perplexing problem. (➔) n 1 fuss or ado about!s. t. Way dagbang Jibug mikuut siyag kwarta unya gibayran ang manunukut, Without much ado he took the money out of his pocket and paid the bill collector. 2 be of mixed blood. Libugkining bataa. Ang amaban PiJipinu ug ang inaban Amirkana, This child is of mixed blood The father is a F.ilipino and the 
	Ask each and every one who attended the meeting. a perplexing. Libug kaayu ning prubJimaba, This is a perplexing problem. (➔) n 1 fuss or ado about!s. t. Way dagbang Jibug mikuut siyag kwarta unya gibayran ang manunukut, Without much ado he took the money out of his pocket and paid the bill collector. 2 be of mixed blood. Libugkining bataa. Ang amaban PiJipinu ug ang inaban Amirkana, This child is of mixed blood The father is a F.ilipino and the 
	·mother an American. -an(➔), libganun a prone to get confused. Libugan (libganun) kaayu siya kay bumuk ra mawala bisan sa kinasayunang iksplikasiyun, She easily gets confused because she gets lost with the easiest of explanations. -ay(➔) n k.o. work bee wherein the members work for each other in turn and each member repays the people who worked for him with an equivalent amount of work. v [C) hold this sort
	•
	of work bee. ka-n confusion. ka-an, ka-an 
	(➔) n a crossbreed or person of mixed blood. 
	Ang anay pulantsina ug ang butakal dyirsi. Ang mga baktin kaJibugan na, The sow is a Poland China variety and the boar a Jersey. The offspringare a crossbreed v [B 126; 
	· 
	· 
	a2] become a crossbreed. maka·r· a causingconfusion. 

	lib-ug n pool in the tidal flat, left when the tide goes out. 
	libunn tick. v [A123P; a4] get infested with ticks. 
	1 

	libun, libuna solid, not hollow. Libun ang Jigidsa iyang bisiklita, His bicle has solid rubber wheels. v 1 [B1256;a] be solid. 2 [B 12 56] for a boil not to come to a head. 
	1 
	..2
	cy

	Nalibun ning bubaga maung nagngutngut, 
	This boil hasn't come to a head; that's why it aches. 3 [AN; a12] in a game of sungka:to take all of one's partner's stones without giving the opponent a chance to take his turn. Sayun ang maglibun ug tuluy sunug, It is easy to get all of your opponent's stones when he has three empty holes. 
	libun n thicket. v 1 [B] become a thicket. 
	Mutlun (maJibun) pagbaJik ang kaingin nga byaan, The abandoned clearing will revert to a thicket. 2 [A; c] reforest with small trees or shrubbery. ByatiJis mauy maayung ilibun sa mga yuta nga daguJ, Ipilipil is suitable for reforesting infertile lands. ka-
	an(➔)= LIBUN, n, vl. 
	libur n amount paid for the labor on a piece of work. M ugastu ka sa mga matiryalis Jang. Walay /abut sa libur, Your only costs will be the materials. The labor is free. -di n Labor Day. -yunyun n labor union. 
	liburus v [B2S3(1); b6) have rashes or hives. 
	Miliburus ang akung buktun sa pinaakan sa mga namuk, My arms are covered with rash from the mosquito bites. Til-as ang nakaliburus (nakapaJiburus) sa akung nawung, The hairs of the caterpillar caused my face to break out. 
	libut v 1 [A; a12] go, bring, put s.t. around a place. Mulibut siya sa punuan sa kabuy, He'll go around the tree. Siyay milibut ug batu sa mga tanum, She put stones around each plant. Libuta ang pusti makaJima, di ka ha maliJung, Go around the post five 
	,
	times. See if you don't get dizzy. Aku si-yang ilibut sa syudad, I'll take her around the city. 2 [A2S; b6(1)] surround. Di makalibut ning tirasa sa liab, This lace isn't enough to go all around the neckline. Gilibutan ang mga sundawu sa mga kaaway,
	The soldiers were surrounded by the enemies. n action of going around. -sa around . Mudagan ku libut sa plasa, I'll run around the plaza. pa-n surroundings. L impiyu kaa-
	yu ang inyung palibut, Your surroundings are very clean. ka-an n 1 the world, the earth. la laing ka-an the next world. 2 sexual activity (euphemism). Ayaw mu pagpa
	·
	-


	Figure
	labi sa kalibutan, Don't indulge in sexual activity too much. ka-anun worldly. Kalibutanung mga kalipay, Worldly pleasures. 
	labi sa kalibutan, Don't indulge in sexual activity too much. ka-anun worldly. Kalibutanung mga kalipay, Worldly pleasures. 

	*libutunsay ka-an [gen.) what does [gen.) know about it? Unsay kalibutan ku kun diin ka paingun? How would I know where you went to? walay ka-an 1 unconscious. Gida siya sa uspital nga way kalibutan, Theybrought her to the hospital unconscious. 2 unaware. Way kalibutan ang akung gipangulitawhan nga minyu na ku, The girl I'm courting has no idea I'm married 
	2 

	libutug n small bulge, swelling. v [B; b4] swel!, bulge. Mulibu.tug ang pinaakan sa lamuk ug kalutun, Mosquito bites swell if you scratch them. 
	libuu n ko. edible Łlam which buries itself into the mud of mangrove swamps. It has a thin, greyish shell, growing to 3". 
	libuy n 1 handle of a plow. 2 penis (humorous euphemism). v [Al3; a) put, use as a plough.
	libwas v [A; bl 1 put a new roof on a house. fyang gilibwasan ang tanang atup nga daan, He replaced all the old roofing. la replace anything. Maayung malibwasan mu ang imung kinaiya, You had better change your ways. 2 [8126) for!one's!savings!to!be!used up (lit. get to the stage that. it must be replenished). Nalibwas ang tanan kung tinaguan karung Paskuha, Christmas ate up all of our savings. -unun a needing a change of roof. 3 [B; b) for one generation to replace another. Maglibwas ang ta.wu sa kalibut
	lidn 1 lead guitar. 2 music performed by the lead guitar. v [A; b6(1)] play the lead guitar in a combo performance. -gitar = LID, nl. 
	1 

	lidn lead-projectile of a bullet. 
	2 

	lidgid v 1 [A; a] grate. Lidgira ang kamuti, Grate the sweet potatoes. 2 [A; a) make the delicacy called lidgid. n sweet made of a mixture of finely grated cassava or sweet potato mixed with grated young coconut andsugar which is rolled, wrapped in banana leaves, and boiled. ni-, -in-= LIDGID. lidgiran, lidgiran, lidgiranan n grater. lidibag n k. o. ladybug commonly found on squash plants. lidirn 1 ward-leader or other person who can command a block of votes. 2 leader of a group. v [B 1 S6; c 1) be, becom
	1 
	-

	cal leader. -atu(Ł) n political leadership. 
	cal leader. -atu(Ł) n political leadership. 
	Kusganun ang lidiratu ni Duranu sa Sugbu, 
	Durano has strong political influence in 
	Cebu. 
	lidirn a go-between or one who is the bearer of communications between lovers. v [B156; b8) make s.o. a go-between between lovers. 
	2 

	lidiratu see LIDIR.
	I
	•Hdis -dringk n a drink with only a small amount or no liquor for ladies to drink at a party. -diyis n a dance number where the ladies choose the men and the men have to pay ten centavos per dance, which goes to charity. v [Al; cl) make a dance number, one where the men have to pay ten cents. -tsuys ladies'-choice-dance number where the girls choose the partners. v [Al; ell make a number a ladies' choice. 
	lidlid= LIDGID. 
	liga, ligan s. t. added to s. t. to enhance its quality.Tayid nga may ligang anyil, Detergent with bluing added. v [A; c) 1 put an addition to s.t. Ligahi ug suwa ang Lana, Put citrus juice into the coconut oil. 2 adulterate. Giligahan ang tabliyag mani, Theyadulterated the unsweetened chocolate with roasted peanuts. -puul a being enough to give one his fill until he tires of it. Liga puul giyud ang suruy rung bakasiyun, When I get my vacation I'm going to roam about until Iget sick of it. 
	1 

	ligan tournament. Liga sa baskitbul, Basketball tournament. v [A13] hold a tournament. 
	2 

	Hgan The League of Nations. 
	3 

	Hgadv [A2S; c6] for people or animals to 
	1
	lie down. Ayaw iligad ang imung igsilimba, 
	Do not lie in your Sunday clothes. 
	ligadvv [A2S; bS] ·pass, pass by, go by. Wa kay gibuhat samtang nagligad ang uras? You did nothing as the time went by? Di mu makaligad sa Argaw kun muadtu mu sa Barili, You do not go by Argao when you goto Barili. Ligarun (ligaran) ta nang buntura, We will go beyond that mountain. (➔) a afternoon, the time after the sun has passed the zenith until sunset. n crops that are left over after the harvest. Nanghagdaw silag mga ligad sa mais, They are gleaning the few ears of corn that were missed in the harves
	2 
	-
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	bution was what we were arguing about. 2 the legal point in contention. Ang ligalidad nga gikagubtan nagagikan sa pagsabut sa pulung 'dupa', The legal point that is in contention lies in the interpretation of the word 'fathom'. t 
	bution was what we were arguing about. 2 the legal point in contention. Ang ligalidad nga gikagubtan nagagikan sa pagsabut sa pulung 'dupa', The legal point that is in contention lies in the interpretation of the word 'fathom'. t 
	ligas v [B256; b4(1)] 1 for s.t. to slip off of what it is placed on or for one's footing to slip. Bangila ug maayu ang tiil sa lamisa arun dili muligas (maligas), Wedge the table leg carefully so it won't slip off. Naligas ang aku ng tiil sa bakbak, My foot slipped out:of the notch in the coconut tree. 2 commit a mistake. Muligas (maligas) ka Lang ug kas-a, itsapuyra dayun ka, If you make a single mistake, you will be fired at once. Naligasang akung baba pagtug-an, The truth slippedout of my mouth. 3 fail
	b] miss a number or proportion by a small amount. Ug magligas ang imung timpla sa abunu mamatay ang tanum, If your fertilizer is not mixed in the right proportions, the n nga tikit ugang aku nagligas ug duba ka numiru, Myticket was only two numbers off of the winning number. 2 [b3(1)] have differences over s.t. Gamay ra d nang inyung gika/iOU are having a quarrel over such a small thing. You should talk it out. pa-v [A; a12] look for errors s.o. has made to justify harsh action against him. Gipaligas ka 
	plant will die. Ang madau
	gu
	gu
	gasan, sultibun lang gud na, y


	another. ligas n garter to hold the stockings up. ligisun n ribs in a boat frame to which the 
	boards or steelplates which form the hull coverihg are attached. 
	boards or steelplates which form the hull coverihg are attached. 

	ligaw v [A12; b8] do s.t. right by accident. 
	Naka/igaw ku ug bungat sa bustung tubag, 
	Naka/igaw ku ug bungat sa bustung tubag, 
	I happened to hit on the correct answer. Nakaligaw kusa bus tung timpla, I hit on the right mixture. 
	ligay n swollen lyrriph node. v [B46; b4J get swollen lymph nodes. Giligayan ku kay giansuyan ang akung tunuk, I have swollen lymph glands because my wound got infected. 
	ligdas v [A3] 1 lie any old place to sleep.
	Nagltgdas sa dalan ang hubug, The drunk was lying in the road. 2 die. M uligdas mug way tawutawug ikakuntra ninyu ang tagaPasi/, You'll be killed without even anybody knowing who did it if you make enemies with people from Pasil. 
	ligdung a 1 upright. Ligdung kaayu siya sa iyang trabahu. Di manawat ug suburnu, He is very upright in his work. He won't accept bribes. 2 keeping in one's place, proper and refined indeportment. Usa siya ka tawu nga ligdung ug dili maakuakubun, He keeps in his place and is not presumptuous.-3 serene in demeanor, but dignified and reserved. Ligdung kaayu siyang manubagtubag, She answers with very dignified reserve. v [B1;al2] be upright, refined, and stay in one's place. ka-n doing what is proper to one's s
	lighut (from libut) v [Al 3; b6] sneak out, leave surreptitiously. Mulighut ta sa klasi,Let's sneak out of the class. Miligbut siya ug sakay sa ayruplanu, He boarded the plane surreptitiously. Mag-abut!nya ta ug
	· 
	makaligbut ku sa amu, I'll see you later if I 
	can sneak out of the house. 
	ligid v 1 [APB2S6;cl] roll, roll s.t. SiPidru mauy muligid (mupaligid) sa bu.la, Pedro will roll the ball. L igid dayun ug masunug ang sinina, Roll (on the ground) if yourclothes are afire. Ligirun {ligdun, iligid) ku kana kay nakaa/i sa akung agianan; l will roll it out of the way. la [A23] for days, years, etc. to roll by (literary). Tuling miligid ang katuigan, Years rolled by swiftly. 1 b [A] throw a tantrum by rolling on the floor. Nganung miligid ang bata? Unsa na puy iyang gustu? Why is the child th

	ligingliging -ligu 
	in the pond. Kanang daginutana nagligid sa babandi, That miser is wallowing in riches. deep in sin. 4 (A; al] do s.t. to s.o. mercilessly without letup. Giligid kug pangutana sa abugadu, The lawyer cross-examined me. Ang asawa giligid ug bawuk sa iyang bana, 
	in the pond. Kanang daginutana nagligid sa babandi, That miser is wallowing in riches. deep in sin. 4 (A; al] do s.t. to s.o. mercilessly without letup. Giligid kug pangutana sa abugadu, The lawyer cross-examined me. Ang asawa giligid ug bawuk sa iyang bana, 
	Nagligid siya sa kasal-anan, She is sinki
	ng

	The husband smothered his wife with kisses. (➔) n wheel. kaligiray v [A13] roll around. 
	Nagkaligiray si Duman sa tumang kasakit, 
	Duman rolled around in intense pain. kaligiran v [A13] roll head over heels. Nagkaligiran ang tawung nadakin-as sa bakilid, The man �lipped on the slope and tumbled down head ovet heels. pa-n hoop to play with. 

	ligingliging v [Blf56] be bulging all over from obesity. SiAyik Lusada nagligingliging sa katambuk, Ike Lozada is bulging all over from obesity. 
	pants. v [A 13] 1 wear leggings. 2 wear stockings (humorous).
	ligings n leggings worn with ridi
	ng 

	ligis v 1 [A; a] flatten or mash s.t. into powder by pressing s.t. heavy on it. Ligisa (ligsa) ang asin ug kutsara, Pulverize the rock salt with a tablespoon. 2 [A; b2] for a vehicle to run over s. t. Dariyut ku maligsi sa taks� The taxi nearly ran me over. n pestle, rollthings into fine particles. ligsanan n s.t. on which s. t. is crushed. 
	ing pin, or anything else used for crushi
	ng

	ligitligit v [A13; a12] knead, roll into a ball with the thumb and forefinger. Naghunabuna siya samtang nagligitligit sa iyang bungut, As he was thinking, he twisted his beard with his fingers. 
	ligngin = LINGIN (plural). 
	ligpit v 1 [A; b6(1)] fasten s.t. temporarily by pressing it down with s.t. that holds it in place. Bungbung amakang giligpitag dus pur dus, Sawali walling that was held irr place by two-by-two's. Ligpiti ug kumpit ang mga hinaybay, Clip the wash with clothespins. 2 [A; b2] press down on s.t. Hiligpitan ang akung tudlu sa sira, My finger was caught in the door shutter. Bug-at nga batu ang iligpit sa binanggud balangbuy, Use a heavy stone to press out the juice of the grated cassava. 3 put pressure on s.o. 
	pitan siya sa puli
	s, 

	ligsi v [ B26; al 2) for bamboo to crack alongthe grain under pressure. Ayaw ug ibundak ang sag-uh kay muligsi (maligsi), Set the bamboo tube water container down gently so it doesn't crack. 
	ligsik (from lisik) v 1 [B23(1)46) expel s.t: 
	solid from within with a sudden force. Muligsik ang lisu sa nangka ug bugtun paggunit, 
	solid from within with a sudden force. Muligsik ang lisu sa nangka ug bugtun paggunit, 
	The seed of the jackfruit will jump out if you grab the meat. 2 [B246] be wide-eyed with fear, amazement, surprise, etc. Miligsik ang mga mata sa tawu sa kabibulung, The man's eyes became wide with amazement. ligtak v [B26C; a12P] for the skull to crack. Miligtak ang iyang ulu pagkabunsu sa simintu, He cracked his skull when he fell, strikihis head on the cement. L igtakun ku 
	ng
	nang uLu mu, I'll crack your skull wide open. 
	ligti v [B26;a12] 1 for brittle this to crack due to sudden chae of temperature. 
	ng
	ng

	· 
	Ang basu muligti ug butangan ugpinabukal nga tubig, The tumbler will crack if you put boiliwater in it. M iLigti ang sundang kay di maayung pagkasubu, The sword cracked because it was not well tempered. 2 [B26;al 2) crack s.t. Ligtiun ku nang baguLbaguL mu, I'll crack your skull. 
	ng 

	ligtik v [B26; a12] for s.t. to crack under e of temperature. 
	pressure or sudden cha
	ng

	Muligtik nang imung tiyan ug magpalabi kag kaun, Your stomach will burst if you eat too much. MuLigtik (maLigtik) ang sag-ub ug imung ipusdak, The bamboo water container will crack if you slam it down hard on the ground. 
	ligtiw v (B2346; b8) fly off to a distance. Naligtiwan ku sa aLigatu sa nag--ismiriL, The sparks flew off from the sharpening stone and hit me. 
	ligu (from digu) v [A; a) 1 bathe s.o. Anginaban nagligu sa bata, The mother is bath. 2 [B123S56] take a bath, go swimming. Maligu (mukaligu) ta sa Talisay, We'll go swimming at Talisay Beach. Di ta makaligu kay way tubig, We cannot take a bath because there is no water. 2a [B1256) (inproverbs) do s.t. to a certain extent. Puslan mang maligu, manLugud na Lang giyud, Since we took. it on, we might as well go throughso we might as well rub the dirt off.) Puslan mang mabumud, maligu na Lang, Since you took i
	ing the baby. Ligua ang iru, BatŁe the d
	og
	with it. (We're bathi
	ng 
	(➔) a not havi
	ng 

	with hot water. la [A123S) take a bath after being bedridden, and therefore be cured. 
	Makabalik ka na sa trababu kay nakaligu 
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	(nakakaligu) na ka, You may go back to work because you are all better now. 2 [A123 S] be wet all over, as in taking a bath. 
	(nakakaligu) na ka, You may go back to work because you are all better now. 2 [A123 S] be wet all over, as in taking a bath. 
	Nakaligu (nakakaligu) ang nangbaraŁag ibi, 
	The serenaders were bathed with urine. n action of taking a bath, going swimming. ka-an(➔ ), ka-anan n place one bathes or goes swimming. t 

	lig-un a 1 strong, sturdy, durable. Lig-un kaayu ning balaya kay wala matumba sa bagyu, This is a strong house because it was not blown down in the storm. Lig-un ning panaptuna, This is durable cloth. 2 firm in will or endurance. Dili ni makapabilak niya kay lig-un siya ug balatian, You cannot make him cry with that because he is a strong child. Nagsaad siya sa lig-un nga di na muusab, He firmly resolved never to do it again. 2a -ug kasingkasing a stouthearted. 
	Ang tawung lig-un ug kasingkasing dili daling mabadluk ug mawad-ag paglaum, Astouthearted man is not easily frightened nor easily discouraged. 3 strong, difficult to defeat. Lig-un nga tim sa baskitbul, A strong basketball team. way -a weak, not strong. 
	Ang tawung lig-un ug kasingkasing dili daling mabadluk ug mawad-ag paglaum, Astouthearted man is not easily frightened nor easily discouraged. 3 strong, difficult to defeat. Lig-un nga tim sa baskitbul, A strong basketball team. way -a weak, not strong. 
	Way lig-un ning baya kay gabuk na ug baligi, This house is not strong because it has weak posts. v [AB; al 2] be, become strong, durable, sturdy; cause s.t. to become so. 
	Lig-una ang imung kaugalingun. Ayaw pag
	·
	bilak, Brace yourself. Don't!cry. ka-n strength, durability, firmness. ka-an n documents as evidence of a contract, agreement, and the like. Duna kay kalig-unan babin sa iyang utang? Do you have any evidence of her debt? Kining singsing kalig-unan sa aku ng gugma nimu, This ring is a token ofmy love for you. 

	ling = BINGA. litt = ALIGUTGUT.
	gu
	gu
	gu

	liguy a trying to get out of work. Ang maistrang liguy muatubang ug klasi nga way Iisun plan, The lazy teacher comes to class with no lesson plan. v 1 [B; b6] get out of work by being absent or simply not tendito it. Ug dunay mga bug-at nga bulubatun, muliguy siya, When there are unpleasant things to do, he bugs out. 2 [A2; b
	ng 

	6) play hooky. Muliyku sa klasi kay mutan-aw kug sini, l will skip class to go to theyv [A; b( 1)) 1 loaf on the job. Mauwaw kung muliguyliy sa akung trababu .ug naa ang akung amu, l am ashamed to loaf on the job when my boss is around. 2 be absent from school every once in a while. ka-n being a bug-out. 
	6) play hooky. Muliyku sa klasi kay mutan-aw kug sini, l will skip class to go to theyv [A; b( 1)) 1 loaf on the job. Mauwaw kung muliguyliy sa akung trababu .ug naa ang akung amu, l am ashamed to loaf on the job when my boss is around. 2 be absent from school every once in a while. ka-n being a bug-out. 
	gu
	movies. liguyli
	gu
	gu


	lia n measurement of distance: a league. an n k.o. small wild honeybee, having 
	lia n measurement of distance: a league. an n k.o. small wild honeybee, having 
	gw
	·
	li
	gw

	black and light orange stripes, nesting inside trees or walls. 

	liat v [A; b6] pry s.t. off or open. LigwatiZang ang kaban kay nasud ang yawi, Just pry the trunk open because the key is inside.Naay lansang sa bungbung muy iligwat sa pipsi, There's a nail on the wall to open the Pepsi. n s.t. used to pry s.t. open. paug sulti v [A; b] make nasty allusions about 
	liat v [A; b6] pry s.t. off or open. LigwatiZang ang kaban kay nasud ang yawi, Just pry the trunk open because the key is inside.Naay lansang sa bungbung muy iligwat sa pipsi, There's a nail on the wall to open the Pepsi. n s.t. used to pry s.t. open. paug sulti v [A; b] make nasty allusions about 
	gw

	s.o.Pirmi siyang kakitag away kay kusug mupaligwat ug sulti, She tends to pick quarrelsbecause she tends to make nasty allusions.
	liha v [A; b6] rub or smooth down s.t. with sandpaper or s.t. similar. Ikay muliba sa tabla ug akuy mupintal, You sand the board, and I will paint it. n sandpaper or s.t. usedlike sandpaper. papil di-= LIHA. 
	lihan� n 1 vertical space made when two long things are not placed closely. Ang tayutu nakalusut sa libang sa bungbung, Thelizard went through the space between the . 2 the space between teeth that are set somewhat apart. 
	parts of the walli
	ng

	lihat v [B126] do s.t. inadvertently. Ang kadagban sa pumapalit mauy makalibat (makapalibat) naku sa pagpanukli, I made mistakes in making change because there were so many customers. Nalibat ang pulis patrul sa kutsi nga ilang gisunud, The police patrol inadvertently lost track of the car they werefollowing.
	lihay, lihay v 1 [A2; c] dodge, evade a blow. 
	Ilibay ang imung nawung, ayawg atras, Pull your face away, but don't back off. 2 [A2; b(l)] evade a question, wriggle out of s.t. 
	Maayu siyang mulibay ug pangutana kay abugadu man, He is good in evading ques� tions because he is a lawyer. Di ka na giyud makalibay anang mga pruyba, There is no way you can wriggle out of it in the face ofthis evidence. 2a escape one's obligations. Bulubatun nga iyang gilibayan, A job that he wriggled out of. 
	lihi v 1 [A; b] inaugurate s.t. with the proper ceremonies or magical iredients. Maglibi
	ng
	sila sa iskuylaban, They-will have the school blessed. Kamay mauy ilibi sa mag-anak, When a woman is in labor, give her brown sugar to insure that she will recover quickly. la bury s. t. with plants to insure a good harvest. Libia.n ug tabliya ang tabaku arun lugum ug kulur ang dabun, They plant cho� olate together with tobacco seeds to assure that it will have dark-colored leaves. lb begin the new year with a certain action whichis believed will then endure for the rest of the year. Gilibian nila ang bag-
	• 
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	quarrel. le use s. t. for the first time follow
	quarrel. le use s. t. for the first time follow
	ing the proper prohibitions or injunctions. 
	Libian natug simba ang bag-u natung sapa
	tus arun mulungtad, Let's wear our new 
	shoes to church so they will last. 2 [A 1; b6 
	(1)) crave s.t. in the first few months of 
	pregnancy such that the appearance of the 
	thing desired appears as a birthmark in the 
	offspring. Kun maglibi kag asin, puti kurru 
	ang imung bata, If you crave salt in your 
	early months of pregnancy, your child will 
	be white. 2a [b4] for a child to get the ap
	pearance of a certain thing his mother 
	craved while she was conceiving him. Naay
	pula nga tap-ing sa iyang nawung kay gilibi
	an siyag kundiman, He has a purple splotch 
	on his cheek because his mother craved red 
	cloth in her pregnancy. 2b [b4] get to have 
	a certain characteristic by starting out in a 
	. , . , "
	certain way. Bag-ung tuig gani, sayug mata 
	arun di ka liban pagkabingatulug, Get up
	early on New Year's day so you won't get 
	the characteristic of being a sleepyhead for 
	the whole year. n 1 injunctions or prohibi
	tions observed upon inaugurating s.t.; any
	thing used as a magical means to insure suc
	cess of s. t. inaugurated. Ang libi sa pagta
	rrum ug mangga, asukar, They use sugar to 
	plant with mangoes to insure sweet fruit. 2 
	birthmark which is thought invariably to be 
	due to a mother's cravings in her early stages 
	of prnancy. pistang ig-1-(Ł) n holiday of 
	eg


	obligation in the Catholic Church. lihiru 1 doing things with agility and rapidity. Libiru siyang suguun, When you tell him to do s.t. he does it quickly and without hesitation. Libiru siyang mulalag banig, She's quick in weaving mats. 2 ready to do 
	s.t. Libiru nga mangusi ning bataa sa iyang kadula, This child is quick to pinch his playmates. 3 skillful Lihiru ·siyang muduwag abidris, He's good in playing chess. 4 bright.Daku siyag gradu kay libiru man, He got high marks because he is intelligent. 4a smart, resourcefully shrewd. Di kang kaliput anang kumirsiyantiha kay lihiru na, 
	s.t. Libiru nga mangusi ning bataa sa iyang kadula, This child is quick to pinch his playmates. 3 skillful Lihiru ·siyang muduwag abidris, He's good in playing chess. 4 bright.Daku siyag gradu kay libiru man, He got high marks because he is intelligent. 4a smart, resourcefully shrewd. Di kang kaliput anang kumirsiyantiha kay lihiru na, 
	You can't put one over on that shrewd busi
	nessman. 5 -ug kamu ta light-fingered. Ki
	nabanglang magbantay ang mga tindira sa mga libiru ug kamut, The salesgirls had better watch out for light-fingered customers. v [B12�] get to be expeditious, skillful. Malibiru man lang ni si Puduy ug naay diyis,
	Podoy will move if he knows he can get a 

	dime out of it. lihisladur n legislator. v [B1456] be, become a legislator. 
	lihislat11>u n lislative. 
	eg

	• 
	• 
	lihislatura n lislature. 
	eg

	lihiya, lihiya n lye: caustic soda or lye obtained from wood ashes. v [A; a2] make lye.
	lihu v [A; c] guide s.o. while he urinates or defecates. Ang mid mauy mulihu sa bata sa bangkiyu, The maid makes the child sit on the potty. Ilihu ang masakitun sa irruduru,Guide the patient while he goes to the toilet. *lihug pa-1 please. Palihug, ikuba akug tubig, Please, get me some water. 2 work bee in which people are not paid for their labor. v 1 [A; ac] ask s.o. to do s.t. as a favor without pay. Palihugun ku siyag bulug ug suwat, I will ask him to do me the favor of mailing a letter. Duna kuy ipali

	lihuk v 1 [A2S] move. Buhi pa diay ang isda kay naglibuk, The fish is still alive because it is moving. la [A; al2] cause s.t. to move. Kinsay naglibuk sa bari aring damaban? Who moved the king here on the checkerboard? lb [A2; al2] betake oneself to do 
	s.t. Di mulihuk ug dili suburnuban, TheyWon't make a move �nless you bribe them. 2 [A2; b4] for a characteristic to make its appearance. Ug mukatursi anyus na ang laki, mulibuk na ang gana, When a boy reaches fourteen years or so, he begins to feel his sexual drives. Milibuk na pud ang tulis, Robbery cases are on the rise. Gilibukan na pud siya sa iyang kabuang, His insanity is making its appearance again. n 1 action,deed. Katabapan ang iyang lihuk, His actions are arousing suspicion. 2 one's turn to move
	s.t. Di mulihuk ug dili suburnuban, TheyWon't make a move �nless you bribe them. 2 [A2; b4] for a characteristic to make its appearance. Ug mukatursi anyus na ang laki, mulibuk na ang gana, When a boy reaches fourteen years or so, he begins to feel his sexual drives. Milibuk na pud ang tulis, Robbery cases are on the rise. Gilibukan na pud siya sa iyang kabuang, His insanity is making its appearance again. n 1 action,deed. Katabapan ang iyang lihuk, His actions are arousing suspicion. 2 one's turn to move
	-
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	ing, unstable. Libuk kaayung tabanuga, Anunstable kite. Lihuk nga bata, A restless child. 2 for women to have excessive sexual desire. Angmga babaying libuk bisag minyu na, manguribut pa giyud, Women who have excessive sexual desire fool around with men, even if they are married. v [B 12; b6]be, become s.t. that moves around too much or a woman of excessive desires. pa-v [A23; a�2] set s.t. into motion. Ubang pulitiku mupalihuk dayun sa ubraspublikas sa panahun sa piliay, Some politicians will set public 
	ing, unstable. Libuk kaayung tabanuga, Anunstable kite. Lihuk nga bata, A restless child. 2 for women to have excessive sexual desire. Angmga babaying libuk bisag minyu na, manguribut pa giyud, Women who have excessive sexual desire fool around with men, even if they are married. v [B 12; b6]be, become s.t. that moves around too much or a woman of excessive desires. pa-v [A23; a�2] set s.t. into motion. Ubang pulitiku mupalihuk dayun sa ubraspublikas sa panahun sa piliay, Some politicians will set public 
	ag-

	Pwirti nakung lisanga. Wa ku mahaglihuk, 
	I was so frightened I couldn't move. -an(➔) a given to moving around, restless. Lihukansiyag kamut sa sinjhan, He has wandering hands in the movie house. -in-an(➔) n way one acts. ka-an n 1 activities. Unsay kalibukan sa iskuylahan rung gabii? What is going on in school this evening? Kalihukang langyaw, Foreign affairs. 2 movement, organized activities to gain a certain objective. Kalibitkan sa pausbaw sa swildu, Movement to increase wages. ma-(➔) = LIHUK, a. paN-n 1 the way one carries himself. Mga bab

	lihut v 1 [A2] take time out to do s.t. for a moment. Bisag daghang trabahu, mulibut giyud siyag ditaw dinhi, In spite of all the things he has to attend to he still takes out time to come here. Makalihut pa giyud siyag suwat bisan ug bisi, She still found time to write to me even if she was busy. 2 [A2; 
	cl] do s.t. secretly. Kun maulaw kang hidunggan, lihuta (ilihut) Zang pagsult� If you are ashamed to let anyone hear it, just tell it secret! y. 
	cl] do s.t. secretly. Kun maulaw kang hidunggan, lihuta (ilihut) Zang pagsult� If you are ashamed to let anyone hear it, just tell it secret! y. 

	likag n k.o. ray. 
	likat v [b8) overlook or miss s.t. Nalikatan (hilikatan) niyag ibap ang usa ka libru, Heoverlooked one book in counting them. 
	likay v 1 [A; b6] avoid s.t., s.o.'s company. 
	Mulikay siya sa buluhatun, He tries to avoidwork. Maglikay ka sa samuk, ha? You must keep away from trouble, understand? Likayi nang tawbana kay palaaway siya, Keepaway from that man because he is quarrelsome. Dili kalikayan ang sayup, You can't avoid making some mistakes. la [a31 be delivered, safe from actual or feared evil. 
	Mulikay siya sa buluhatun, He tries to avoidwork. Maglikay ka sa samuk, ha? You must keep away from trouble, understand? Likayi nang tawbana kay palaaway siya, Keepaway from that man because he is quarrelsome. Dili kalikayan ang sayup, You can't avoid making some mistakes. la [a31 be delivered, safe from actual or feared evil. 
	Mag-ampu ta basin ug malikay siya sa kadautan, Let us pray and hope that he be kept safe from evil. 2 [A2; c] dodge s.t., duck out of the way. Wala ku makalikay sa iyang 
	Mag-ampu ta basin ug malikay siya sa kadautan, Let us pray and hope that he be kept safe from evil. 2 [A2; c] dodge s.t., duck out of the way. Wala ku makalikay sa iyang 
	suntuk, I was not able to dodge his blows. Naglikay sa baga, nahasugba sa siga, Out of the frying pan, into the fire (lit. avoiding the coals, he got broiled in the fire). 

	likbung v [A; b6] put s.t. in the way to prevent passage. Ikaw bay naglikbung ug siya sa pultahan? Were you the one who placed a chair across the doorway? n anythingplaced across an opening or:-passageway to prevent passage. 
	likhad v [B3(1); b(l)] for the brim of s.t. stiff and woven to open out. Mulikhad (malikhad) ang daplin sa nigu ug wa pay liskug, 
	The sides of a winnowing tray will come out open if there's no ring to keep it in place.
	likiv [B2] crack. Muliki ang yuta ug dugay 
	l
	nga ulanun, The earth cracks if there is norain for a long time. Ang init makaliki (makapaliki) sa tabla, Heat can make boards crack. Ang lapalapa muliki ug dili sapatusan,Your soles will crack if you don't wear shoes. n crack. bibingka nga usa ray -f emale genitalia (humorous -lit. rice cake with a single crack). -sa kawayan n of unknown origin. a illegitimate children. Kanang mga anak mung gikan sa liki sa kawayan, Those illegitimate children of yours (lit. who come from the cracks in bamboos).b appe
	Your father will beat you mercilessly if he catches you. pa-v [A; a) cause a crack or s.t. like a crack to appear s.w. Palikiun ku ang akung hinapay, I'll do my hair with a part (lit. cause my hairdo to have a crack). t 
	likiv [A12] take a liking to s.o. (humorous slang). Nakaliki siya sa iyang bag-ung silingan, She took a liking to her new neighbor.
	2 

	likid v [A2) go around a winding path orroad. Kun milikid na gani sila dili na nimu sila makit-an, If they have already gone around the bend you won't see them any more. Dugay silang miabut sa ibabaw kay milikid man sila, It took them long to reach the top because they took the winding path up.
	likida, likidar v [A; a) liquidate, kill. Sinubulan ang milikidar sa kunggrisman, The congressman was killed by a hired goon. likids n leakage in a government examina
	-


	608 likidu -likub 
	tion, where the answers are given to buyers. 
	tion, where the answers are given to buyers. 
	May likids matag iksamin sa Stbil Sirbis, 
	There is always a leakage every Civil Service exam. v [Al2] obtain the answers in advance through leakage. Nakalikids man maung nakapasar, He got the answers ahead, and that's why he passed. 

	likidu n liquid, not solid. 
	likin n 1 cigar made of finely crushed, roasted tobacco rolled in the lungbuy leaf or some other material formed into a tube. 2 the wrapper for this sort of cigar. v [A; al2] make, make into this sort of cigar. (➔), -an, -an(➔)= .LIKIN, n2. -in-::: LIKIN, nl. 
	likis v 1 [Al 3B; c] be wound around, cause 
	s.t. to do so. Didtuy dakung sawa nga naglikis sa sanga, There was a big snake wound around the branch. Ilikis ug bugut ang pisi sa baligi, Wind the rope tightly around the post. 2 [A; c] put s.t. all around s.t. AkuymuUkis aring mga batu libut sa punuan sa tanum, I'll put these stones around the base of the plants. -an(➔) n the beam at the far end of the loom around which the warpthreads are wound 
	s.t. to do so. Didtuy dakung sawa nga naglikis sa sanga, There was a big snake wound around the branch. Ilikis ug bugut ang pisi sa baligi, Wind the rope tightly around the post. 2 [A; c] put s.t. all around s.t. AkuymuUkis aring mga batu libut sa punuan sa tanum, I'll put these stones around the base of the plants. -an(➔) n the beam at the far end of the loom around which the warpthreads are wound 

	likit v [A; al2] roll s.t. flat into a tight tube, or turn a tube to wind s.t. around it. Maglikit kug mga papil para sa ripa, I will roll pieces of paper up for the raffle. Likta ug maayu ang imung tinustus arun dili mubungaw, Roll your cigar tightly so it will draw in air well. n tight roll. Usa ka likit nga kwarta, A roll of paper bills. -in-= LIKIT, n. 
	liklik v [A2N] go along the edges of s.t. or round about, not straight across or in the center. Nangliklik ku sa asiras kay nag-ulan, I walked along the sidewalk (rather than in the street) because it was raining. Mangliklik Lang ta kay naay dagbang buguy diba sa agianan, Let's go around because there are lots of toughs on the road. 
	likmu v 1 [A; c] conceal s. t. so others will not know it. llikmu naku ang akung daug, I'll conceal the fact that I won. Likmui ang inaban nga namatay ang iyang anak, Keepit hidden from the mother that her son died 2 [A; a2] cheat s.o. by withholding part of the amount or number to be handed in. Likmuun naku ang katunga sa balin, I'll keep half of the proceeds to myself. 
	liksi v [A2] jump up or aside, usually by reflex action in fright or to avoid danger. Miliksi siya sa kakurat, He jumped back with fright. liksiliksi v [A; b6) jump about violently. Paknga ang isda arun dtli muliksiliksi sulud sa baskit, Knock the fish on the head so they won't thrash around in the basket. 
	liksiyun n 1 lesson in school. 2 object lesson, an event or experience that should teach one to do s.t. differently. Kadtung babaa liksiyun natu babin sa pagpanagag kabuy, 
	liksiyun n 1 lesson in school. 2 object lesson, an event or experience that should teach one to do s.t. differently. Kadtung babaa liksiyun natu babin sa pagpanagag kabuy, 
	That flood should be a lesson to us with regards to deforestation. v 1 [A; al 2] assign, study a lesson. Akuy muliksiyun ninyurun
	.
	babin sa pagbubad, I will give you a translation exercise today. Nagliksiyun mi babin sa birbu, We were having our lesson on verbs. 2 [Al2; al2] make s.o. know the disagreeable consequence of an act. Liksiyunun ta ka sa imung binuang, I will discipline you because of your foolishness. 
	(humorousslang). v [A; b6] 1 give a lecture. 2 scold 
	liktyur n 1 lecture. 2 scoldi
	ng 

	Sa sayu sa buntag nagliktyur na siya sa iyang mga suluguun, It's early in the morn, but she is already reading her servants a lecture. 
	i
	ng

	liku, Hku v 1 [A2; c] turn, chae directions. Muliku ka sa wala padulung sa pantalan, Turn left towards the wharf. Iliku ang dyip dibang iskinaba, Tum the jeep at the corner. 2 (AB6; cl] bend, be wound around. Nakaliku siya sa bakus sa liug sa iru, She managed to get the belt around the d's neck. Kining karsadaba nagliku sa bungtud, This road encircles the hill. (�) v [B; cl] for a way to be, become round about. Muliku ang atung pagkaagi ug manubay ta sa karsada, Our way will be round about if we follow t
	ng
	og

	Mupahinay ka ug mulikuliku ang karsada, 
	Slow down if the road starts to zigzag. 2 [A; cl) beat around the bush. Sultihi ku sa inyung tuyu. Ay na lag ilikuliku (likulikua), 
	Tell n1e what it is you want. Don't hem and haw. n action of beating around the bush. Sa way dagbang likuliku mipadayag siya sa iyang tuyu, Without beating around the bush, he disclosed his intentions. likulikuan a one who is inconsistent in what he says, unreliable. Dili kasaligan ang tawung likulikuan, A person who doesn't say the same thing twice can't be trusted. v (B12] become inconsistent and unreliable. -an(➔).-anan n 1 curve, bend of a road. Naa ang ila sa may likuan, Their place is near where the

	likub v [A; b6(1)] place or put s.t. in the middle or across a path to prevent or obstruct passage. Akuy mulikub ug batu aning agianana, bir ug kinsay muyawyaw, I will 
	likud -likwang 
	put a rock in the middle of this pathway. Let's see who dares complain. Ang kanal nalikban ug sagbut, The ditch was blocked with trash. n anything in the way to obstruct passage.
	put a rock in the middle of this pathway. Let's see who dares complain. Ang kanal nalikban ug sagbut, The ditch was blocked with trash. n anything in the way to obstruct passage.

	likud 1 behind, at the back of. Ang amung balay naa sa likud sa simbaban, Our house is behind the church. Did tu siya maglingkud sa likud sa trak, He sat in the back of the bus. la one's back. Palihug kaluta ang akung likud, Please scratch my back. 2 coming after. Likud sa iyang mga pag-antus miabut ang kalampusan, On the heels of his sufferings came success. 3coexistent with but not readily apparent. Likud sa iyang pahiyum nag-umidu ang kayugut, There is a seething rancor behind her smile. Didtuy mistiry
	likug v [AB; cl] for s.t. long and thin to get crooked or curled Gilikug nila ang alambri sa punuan sa kahuy, They tied the wire around the trunk of the tree. a crooked, not straight. Di na magamit ang rulir, kaylikug na, We can't use the ruler because it is bent.
	likulikuhan = LIKUUKUAN. see LIKU.
	likung, likung v [A; cl] make into a circle, coil. Likungun (ilikung) ku ning alambri, Iwill coil up the wire into a circular loop. n 
	s.t. fashioned into a coil, loop. Dunay likung nga gipatung niya sa iyang ulu sitbing hapin sa iyang lukduun, She has a piece of cloth rolled into a coil which she placedon her head to cushion what she is going to carry. Kuhaang likung kay magbulahup ku, Get me a hoop. I'm going to play hulahoop. 
	s.t. fashioned into a coil, loop. Dunay likung nga gipatung niya sa iyang ulu sitbing hapin sa iyang lukduun, She has a piece of cloth rolled into a coil which she placedon her head to cushion what she is going to carry. Kuhaang likung kay magbulahup ku, Get me a hoop. I'm going to play hulahoop. 

	likup, likup v [A2S; a] surround, enclose. Ang mga kaaway milikup sa ilang kampu, The enemies surrounded their camp. Dagbang mistiryu ang naglikup niining bitabua, The event is shrouded in mystery. Likpa(likupa, palikpi) ug kural ang balay, Build a fence around the house. (➔) n distance ormeasurement around s.t. ka-an, pa-n surroundings, environs. 
	lik-up v [A; b6( 1)] close, cover a passage. Di mu makalik-up ning dalana kay agiananman ni sa publiku, You can't block this road because this is a public thoroughfare. 
	,
	,
	Akung gilik-upan ang sapa arun mububas ang ubus, I'm damming up the brook so that the area below will dry up. 
	likuplikup n a climbing vine with whitishyellow flowers and round, smooth leaves, belonging to the family Dischidia. 
	likus v [A; c] be coiled around s. t. Sawa nga nagalikus sa sanga, A snake coiled around the branch. Milikus sa payag ang mgasundalu, The soldiers surrounded the hut. Dunay paril nga naglikus sa simbaban, Thereis a stone wall that is surrounding the 
	,
	church. Jiang giliksan sa pukut ang dakung 
	duut sa isda, They encircled the big school of fish with the net. n measurement around 
	s.t., perimeter. ( ➔), likuslikus n k. o. itchy skin infection where eruptions of watery pustules appear in splotches around thebody and later burst.
	likut a slit-eyed. Likut siya kay kaliwat ugInsik, He has narrow eyes. He is of Chinese extraction. v [BlS] be, become slit-eyed. 
	likuy, likuy a going in a curve. Likuy ang dagan sa hula kay wala man manibil ang misa, 
	The ball is rolling crooked because the billiard table is not level. v [B2S] for a ball to curve or swerve. Lisud saw-un ang bula nga naglikuy, It is hard to catch a curve ball. 
	likwa v [c] buy stock with the proceeds of 
	a day's sale. Igu rang ilikwa ang balin ka-
	,

	rung adlawa, Today's sales are just enough to buy new stock. likwalikwa n the system of small-time buying and selling in which the entire capital is tied up in a single day's sales and the proceeds go for buying new goods. v [A12; c] operate a business on this method. 
	likwad v [AN; c] cleverly deny s. t. or conceal a truth when accused. Di ka makalikwad kay nasayud na ku, Don't try to beclever and hide anything because I alreadyknow. Ayawg ilikwad naku ang hustung kita, Don't try to conceal exactly what the proceeds are. a cleverly denying or concealing s. t. when accused likwadlikwad v[A;cl] investigate, cross-examine thoroughly, turning questions inside out. Ug likwadlikwarun ( ilikwadlikwad) ang mga pangutana, tingalig maluba ang giakusar, If the questions are 
	likwala n k.o. ornamental palm with wide, round, accordion-like leaves and long, slender stalks lined with thorns at the sides: Licuala spp. 

	likwang v [A; b2cl] tilt or turn s.t. heavy over. Likwangun (ilikwang) ku ang batu ug 
	likyad -lirnbag 
	Artifact
	naa bay kinhasun sa ilawum, I'll turn the stone over to see whether there are any er it. Ilikwang (likwanga) ang baril arun mayabu ang sud, Turn the barrel over to pour the water out. 
	naa bay kinhasun sa ilawum, I'll turn the stone over to see whether there are any er it. Ilikwang (likwanga) ang baril arun mayabu ang sud, Turn the barrel over to pour the water out. 
	shells und


	likyad v [B23(1); c6] curl up at the edges. 
	Milikyad ang playwud nga giparka sa sakayan, The plywood they used to wall the boat curled at the edges. Milikyad ang papilnga gipapilit sa bungbung kay natangtang ang ngilit, The paper that had been pastedto the walls curled up because the edges got loose. 
	Milikyad ang playwud nga giparka sa sakayan, The plywood they used to wall the boat curled at the edges. Milikyad ang papilnga gipapilit sa bungbung kay natangtang ang ngilit, The paper that had been pastedto the walls curled up because the edges got loose. 

	lila a violet. v [Al 3; al 2] color s.t. violet. lilang n k.o. herring.lilas n 1 long strip, usually of young buri 
	palm leaves, used in weaving mats or bags. 2 film on which movies are recorded. 2a the motion picture industry or art form. Sa kalibutan sa Lilas, In the world of film. 2b movie. Lilas nga aksiyun, An action film. v 1 [A; al2] make s.t. into strips for weaving. 2 [A13; a12] make a movie out of a story. -an n device for cutting s. t. into strips.
	palm leaves, used in weaving mats or bags. 2 film on which movies are recorded. 2a the motion picture industry or art form. Sa kalibutan sa Lilas, In the world of film. 2b movie. Lilas nga aksiyun, An action film. v 1 [A; al2] make s.t. into strips for weaving. 2 [A13; a12] make a movie out of a story. -an n device for cutting s. t. into strips.

	lili v 1 [A; a2] peep at s.t. while hidden. Ugmaligu ka diba, liliun kang Piduy, If youbathe there, Pidoy will peep at you. 2 [A 13 ; a12] take a look to see how things are. Li'lia ang kan-un ug nabubsan na ba, Take a look at the rice to see if the water has evaporated -un(➔) n small variety of eggplant, so called because one has to look under the leaves to see it. 
	liligan n _in a bamboo house, thin bamboo slats to which flooring slats (salug) or walling slats which hold the walling material (lugpit) are tied and which setve to hold them in place.
	lilingliling v [A; a2] circle around lookingfor s. t. Mulilingliling ang ayruplanu usa mamumba, An airplane circles over a target first before it begins dropping bombs. Li
	linglilinga ang akung singsing nga nahulug sa silung, Look around for my ring that fellunder the house. 
	linglilinga ang akung singsing nga nahulug sa silung, Look around for my ring that fellunder the house. 
	lilit v [A2S] for s. t. to bulge out through an opening. M ililit ang tinai sa samad, His gutswere sticking out through the wound. Naglilit ang iyang tiyan sa guut nga karsunsilyu, 
	His stomach is bulging through his tight shorts. 
	lilitik = HANDILITIK.
	lilu n whirlpool v 1 [A] form a whirlpool 
	Mulilu ang tubig ug ang duba ka sulug magbangga, A whirlpool forms if two currents meet. 2 [A12J be agitated as if swirled in a.whirlpool Naglilu ang akung pagbati tu
	Mulilu ang tubig ug ang duba ka sulug magbangga, A whirlpool forms if two currents meet. 2 [A12J be agitated as if swirled in a.whirlpool Naglilu ang akung pagbati tu
	-

	ngud sa kalibug, My feelings are all awhirl with confusion 3 [A23] for a dimple to form awhirlpool-like depression. Mulilu ang iyang kandiis ug mupahiyum siya, Her dimples form whirlpool-like depressions when she smiles. -an n place where there is a whirlpool.

	liluk v [A; a] caive. Maayung muliluk ug istatuwa ang manlililuk, A sculptor caives statues well. Maanindut nga dibuhu ang iyang gililuk, He caived a beautiful design in the wood. paN-n occupation of caiving. 
	lilungv [A; c] conceal, hide a true state ofaffairs. Ayaw kug lilungi, duktur, Do not conceal' the truth from me, Doctor. Ililungnatu niya ang nahitabu, We'll keep what happened from him. 
	1 

	lilunga making dizzy. Lilung sakyan ang tyubibu, It makes you dizzy to ride a merrygo-round. n dizziness. Ang tawung makaagwanta sa lilung puyding maastrunut, Amanwho can stand dizziness can qualify as anastronaut. v [B126] be, become dizzy. paN(➔) n dizzy spell, occasional feeling of dizziness. Kasagaran sa magsabak batiug panglilung, Most women experience dizzy spells in their early months of pregnancy. pangav [A13] be in a state of slight dizziness. Nagpangalilung ku sa kagutum, I'm somewhat dizzy
	i 

	lirna numeral five. v see TULU. 
	limangka v [A3; cl] having the legs crossed at the ankles. Milimangka siya sa salug, He sat on the floor with his legs crossed in front Niambak siya sa tubig nga naglimangka arun pagtimpasaw, He jumped into the water with his ankles crossed to make a big splash.
	limas v [A; b] bail water out Ug dili ka muLimas malunud ta, If yot,1 do not bail, we willsink. 2 empty a pool or a big container by bailing the water out. (➔) n s.t. used for bailing. -un(➔) n water in the bottom of a boat, bilge water. 
	lirnatuk = ALIMATUK. 
	lim-aw n small, shallow pool of water. MgaLim-aw nga mabibilin inigbunas, Pools left after the tide has gone out. Lim-aw human sa ulan, Pools of water after the rain. v [BJform a small pool.
	limba v = LIMBALIMBA. limbalimba v [Al]toss, roll around Ug muinum kug kapi maglimbalimba Lang ku tibuuk gabii, If I drink coffee, I toss and turn the whole night. 
	limbag v [A] writhe, wriggle, esp. from stomach pain. Bisag giunsa niya paglimbag, wa makabubi: No matter how he wriggled, he couldn't free himself. Naglimbag siya kay 

	limbahun -limis 
	gisirulan, He was writhing in pain from his stomach cramps. limbahun a having a yellow color with a reddish cast. Ang limbabung bidlisiw-sa nagsa
	·lup nga adlaw, The pink rays of the setting sun. n fruits that have this color. a coconuts that have red or yellow-orange husks. b n) with pinkish meat. lirnbakug v (8456; cl] twist and squirm vigorously. Naglimbakug sa kasakit ang tawu nga gisul-an sa tiyan, The man was writhing in pain because of his stomach pains. Nag
	variety of shaddock (buluun
	gu 

	limbakug ang bitin nga naputlan sa ulu, The snake was writhing because his head was cut off. 
	limbakug ang bitin nga naputlan sa ulu, The snake was writhing because his head was cut off. 

	lirnbaruk strong curse word expressing exasperation or irritation. Limbaruk, dimalas barabaa, Damn! What an unlucky card. v [a
	4) be cursed. Mu rag gilimbaruk kining amung kabimtang, It looks as though we're completely out of luck. 
	4) be cursed. Mu rag gilimbaruk kining amung kabimtang, It looks as though we're completely out of luck. 

	limbaruk v [B126; b6] fall headlong. Nalimbaruk ang bata sa bintana,The child fell headlong out of the window. 
	. 

	limbarut = •LIMBAWUT. 
	limbas = LINGBAS.
	•tirnbasug paN-v [A; b5] strive hard, exert 
	effort to accomplish s. t. Nanglimbasug siyanga makabuhi, She struggled to free herself. n) ku nga makapasar, I will try my best to pass the course. n act of strivihard or exerting effort. Angpanglimbasug dili laksut bast a dili Lang palabiban, It is not a bad thing to strive hard as long as you don't overdo it mapaN-un a characterized with assiduous work or effort. Nagpulaw siya sa mapanglimbasugun nga tinguba sa paglampus, He works till late at night in his ardent desire for success. 
	effort to accomplish s. t. Nanglimbasug siyanga makabuhi, She struggled to free herself. n) ku nga makapasar, I will try my best to pass the course. n act of strivihard or exerting effort. Angpanglimbasug dili laksut bast a dili Lang palabiban, It is not a bad thing to strive hard as long as you don't overdo it mapaN-un a characterized with assiduous work or effort. Nagpulaw siya sa mapanglimbasugun nga tinguba sa paglampus, He works till late at night in his ardent desire for success. 
	Panlimbasugan (panlimbasu
	gu 
	ng 


	lirnbatianun (from bati ) a heartfelt, with 
	•
	•
	feeling (literary). Gugmang limbatianun, 
	Deeply-felt love. 

	lirnbaun = LJMBAlruN. 
	•timbawut paN-v [A; b4] for hair to stand on end, get goose bumps. Nanglimbawutakung balhibu pagkadungug naku sa isturya, 
	My hair stood on end when I heard the story.
	My hair stood on end when I heard the story.

	limbu n 1 whirling current of wind. Nada/asa limbu ang mga dahung laya, The dry leaves were whirled about in the wind 2 place between heaven and hell to which unbaptized children are consigned 3 sa be up on the air, not certain. Tua pa sa limbu ang amung planu, Our plans are still up in the air. v 1 [A3P] for the wind to whirl around. 2 [A; cl] be blown about in the 
	limbu n 1 whirling current of wind. Nada/asa limbu ang mga dahung laya, The dry leaves were whirled about in the wind 2 place between heaven and hell to which unbaptized children are consigned 3 sa be up on the air, not certain. Tua pa sa limbu ang amung planu, Our plans are still up in the air. v 1 [A3P] for the wind to whirl around. 2 [A; cl] be blown about in the 
	-

	air. Mulimbu ang asu ug buypun sa bangin,Smoke moves rapidly through th<! air when the wind blows it. Milimbu ang tabanug ngat, The kite soared when its string broke. 
	nakabugtu sa tu
	gu


	lirnbukad ;;;:; ALIMBU KAD. 
	lirnbukad ;;;:; ALIMBU KAD. 
	,
	limbung v [AN; b6] cheat, deceive. Asa gud 
	na siya mulimbung (manglimbung) naku! He would never cheat me! Dili ku makalimbung (makapanglimbung) sa pagbigugmanimu, l cannot-commit deception by pretending to love you. Gilimbungan mu aku sa pag-undang mu ug iskuyla, You deceived me when you stopped attending school. n action of cheating, deceiving. -an(➔) n 1 inclined to cheat or defraud. Dili ku makigdula nimu kay limbungan kaayu ka, I will not play with you because you cheat 2 giving the illusion of being taller than it really is. Limbungan ang b
	limbu rak n a k.o. dance, the limbo rock. v 
	[A] dance the limbo rock. 
	limbuwad, lirnbuwad v [A826; c] fall headlong, topple over; cause s.t. to do so. Milimbuwad (nalimbuwad) ang kaang paghangin, 
	The flower pot toppled over in the wind. 
	Gilimbuwad ni Buy ang lamisa sa iyang kasuku, Boy toppled the table over in his anger.
	limbuyuk v [8126] be in chaotic confusion. 
	Nalimbuyuk ning akung kaisipan sa tumang kalibug, My mind is whirling in confusion. 
	limin v I [A13; b] wrap cloth around the body, swaddle. Lanahi ang pinutt' unya limini ug lampin, Put oil on the bolo then wrap it up in a diaper. Dinhay masusu nga giliminan ug mga nuug, There was an infant that was swaddled in rags. 2 [A; b6] pervade, envelop as if to cover entirely. Kangitngit nga milimin sa kasilinganan, Darkness that enveloped the neighborhood Ang iyang pagbati naku giliminan sa mga duhaduba, Doubt pervades her feelings toward me. 
	liminlimin v [86; cl] be all jumbled, thrown together without order. Muliminlimin (maliminlimin) nang bula sa. hilu ug di nimu baatan, Those pieces of striwill get all ta!J· gled up if you don't tie them together. A
	ng 

	kung liminliminun (iliminlimin) ang mga bulinn, I'll throw the dirty clothes in a bunch.
	gu

	lunis v [A3P; b5] 1 wrap, envelop. Nagkinahanglan kug dakung papil nga makalimis 

	612 limitar -limugmug 
	(makapalimis) niining kartun, I need a large sheet of paper to wrap this box in. Limisa (limisi) sa tualya ang bata igbumag kaligu, Wrap the child in a towel after his bath. Duba ka makusganung buktun ang gilimis kaniya, Two strong arms embraced her. 2 envelop completely with. Nangamatay ang mga tanum kay nalimis (nalimisan) sa mgasagbut, The plants died when they were completely covered with weeds. 3 shower with affection. Gilimis (gilimisan) ku niyag bawuk, She smothered me with kisses. 
	(makapalimis) niining kartun, I need a large sheet of paper to wrap this box in. Limisa (limisi) sa tualya ang bata igbumag kaligu, Wrap the child in a towel after his bath. Duba ka makusganung buktun ang gilimis kaniya, Two strong arms embraced her. 2 envelop completely with. Nangamatay ang mga tanum kay nalimis (nalimisan) sa mgasagbut, The plants died when they were completely covered with weeds. 3 shower with affection. Gilimis (gilimisan) ku niyag bawuk, She smothered me with kisses. 

	limitarv [A; b(l)] put a limit to. Gilimitaban niya ang uras sa pagbisita, She put a limit to the visiting hours. limitaclu a given in insufficient amounts, limited. Ang pagkaun limitadu kaayu sa kasiraban, They serve an insufficient amount of food in the boarding house. v [B1256] be limited 
	lirniti n limit. Way limiti ug pilay imung gustung dad-un, There is no limit to how many you may take. v [A; b6] set limits. Dili ku mulimiti sa imung pagkaun, l will set no limits as to how much you mav eat. 
	limpangug (from pangug) a silly, stupid; lacking good judgment or common sense. Ayawna Jang pagsalig nga matuman ang tanan mung sugu, limpangug kaayu nang tawbana, Don't expect that man to carry out your instructions properly, he is so stupid. 
	limpisa v [A; c] clean a mechanism. Kamau kang mulimpisa ug karburadur sa awtu? Do you know how to clean the carburator of a car? Limpisabi ang pitrumaks arun musiga, Clean the pressure lantern so it will light. n cleaning of mechanical equipment. 
	lirnpiya v [A; b6] polish shoes. Nagkabitun ang akung kamut kay naglimpiya ku sa akung sapatus, My hands have shoe polish on them because I was polishing m_y shoes. n 1 shoeshining as a business. Kusug ang limpiya gikang mag-uwan, After it rains we get plenty of business shining shoes. 2 materials for shining shoes. way -badlyneeding a shine. Way limpiya ang imung sapatus, Your shoes need a shine. paN-v [A2; b6] polish shoes for a living. n occupation of shining shoes. -butas n bootblack. ma�l-, maN-1-n
	lirnpiyadaa for a woman to be neat and clean in her ways. Hinlu ilang bay kay ang inaban limpiyada, Their house is clean because the mother is a demon for cleanliness. v [Bl]be habitually neat and clean. 
	a 1 clean, devoid of dirt, sanitary. Limpiyu kaayu ang salug run, The floor is very clean today. Limpiyu ang ristawran nga amung gikan-an, The restaurant we ate 
	limpi
	yu 

	' 
	' 
	in is sanitary. la clean, without VD. 2 clear,
	unsullied Limpiyu ku ug kunsinsiya kay wa kuy sa"/a, I have a clear conscience because I am not guilty. n 1 action of cleaning. Kabugaw, way limpiyu, How dirty it is! No one cleaned it! 2 clean clothes. Wa kuy limpiyu isimba, l have no clean clothes to wear to church. 3 amount gained clear. v 1 [AB; ab] clean, rid s.t. of dirt, become clean. Hugawan siyang mulimpiyu sa kasilyas, He thinks cleaning the toilet is dirty. Malimpiyu ra nang kasilyas ug nia ku, The only time that toilet is clean is when I'm ar
	limu n magical practices used to help a baby go through his various stages of development easily and successfully or to cure a grown person of a bad characteristic or to get rid of s. t. undesirable that is s. w. These practices may consist of having the baby or the afflicted adult perform an action analogous to the actions one wishes to develop or stop or may consist of special foods or potions together with magic words. Ang limu sa batang magngipun, ang lagus pabirag tai, 
	The ritual for a child that is teething: feces are..
	rubbed on his gums. v [A; al treat with 
	limu. Limuba ug sagu ang palainum nimung bana, Mix a dead man's saliva into your husband's drink to stop his vice. 
	limu v [A; a] hide, keep s.t. a secret. Naglimu ha ku nimu sa akung makita? Do I hide my earnings from you? Sa prubinsiya di ka makalimu bisan gamayng sikritu, In the country you cannot keep the tiniest secret. Ayaw ilimu sa fmung ginikanan ang imung prublima, Do not keep your problems from your parents.
	limud v [A; c] deny, conceal!s. t. upon being confronted Mulimud ka pa giyud nga klaru man ang pruyba! You still dare to conceal it when the evidence is so clear! Ayaw ugilimud ang imung pag-anbi, Don't deny that you came here. malimdanun a given to d� nying or concealing the truth when confronted. 
	limugmug!v 1 [AN;!cl] rinse the mouth out. Mulimugmug (manlimugmug) giyud ku human ug kaun, l rinse my mouth after I eat. la [A; b] slosh water around in the mouth 

	*lirnuh-limut 
	ag 

	to warm it and spit it out on s. t. to bathe it. Limugmugi ang sunuy matag buntag, Bathe 
	to warm it and spit it out on s. t. to bathe it. Limugmugi ang sunuy matag buntag, Bathe 
	·
	thecock every morning with water you slosh around in your mouth. 2 [AP·; a] take a drink of liquor, usually in a large gulp (humorous slang). Mulimugmug (manlimugmug) siyag usa ka basung tuba, He will gulp down a glass of toddy. 3 [c] be unconcerned about s.t. s.o. says or s.t. embarrassing that happens. Way kapuslanan ang kasaba, gilimugmug Zang, No use scolding him. It runs off him like water off a duck's back (Lit. He just gargles with it.) -an(➔) n 1 the oral cavity. la by extension, the throat. 2 the

	*limuhag ka-an n 1 knowledge of how to do 
	s.t. Ayaw ku ug paayuha ug makina kay wa kuykalimuhagan anang mga butanga, Don't ask me to repair engines because Ihave no knowledge of that sort of thing. 2 knowledge about or of what a thing is. Manukutsukut ta sa mangingisda arun makabatun tag kalimuhagan sa mga isda, Let's ask the fishermen so we can learn s. t. about fishes. 
	s.t. Ayaw ku ug paayuha ug makina kay wa kuykalimuhagan anang mga butanga, Don't ask me to repair engines because Ihave no knowledge of that sort of thing. 2 knowledge about or of what a thing is. Manukutsukut ta sa mangingisda arun makabatun tag kalimuhagan sa mga isda, Let's ask the fishermen so we can learn s. t. about fishes. 

	limuk v [A2N; b6] give a look of anger or disgust with pursed lips, and make a humming sound. Milimuk (nanlimuk) siya naku kay wa man naku pakapiha, She gave me a sour look because I did not allow her to copy my work /ya kung giZimukan, mu rag nakasala ku niya, She gave me a lo�k of disgust, as if I had offended her. 
	limukun n k.o. edible shellfish of the depths,finned and similar to a crab, but without claws. 
	limukun = ALIMUKUN. 
	limulimu v [A; c 1) hide, withhold s. t. from 
	s.o. that he ought to know. Kusug siyang mulimulimu sa iyang kaZih,ukan sa iyang bana, She is fond of keeping her activities from her husband Gilimulimu nila sa ilang inahan ang kamatayun sa ilang igsuun, Theyconcealed their brother's death from their mother. 
	s.o. that he ought to know. Kusug siyang mulimulimu sa iyang kaZih,ukan sa iyang bana, She is fond of keeping her activities from her husband Gilimulimu nila sa ilang inahan ang kamatayun sa ilang igsuun, Theyconcealed their brother's death from their mother. 

	limun n k.o. hard candies. 
	limun v [A; b5] roll and wrap s.t. up to conceal it, facilitate disposal, carrying, and the like. Limuni (limuna) ang mga bulingun sa babul, Wrap the dirty clothes in the blanket. 
	limunada n lemonade, usually made of calamondin juice (limunsitu). v [A13; a12] make lemonade. -ruhin a k.o. purgative for children, prepared under physician's prescription and taken hot. 
	·

	limunglimung = LIMULIMU. 
	limunsitu, limunsitus n calamondin, a small citrus tree bearismall, round, acid fruit,orange-colored when ripe, with an easily separable peel. It is the most widely sold sour citrus: Citrus microcarpa. 
	limunsitu, limunsitus n calamondin, a small citrus tree bearismall, round, acid fruit,orange-colored when ripe, with an easily separable peel. It is the most widely sold sour citrus: Citrus microcarpa. 
	ng 

	limuruk, limuruk = LAMURUK. 
	limus n 1 alms. 2 a voluntary contribution to the family of a person who died v [A; b 6(1)) 1 give alms or a voluntary contribution to the family of a person who died. Mulimus giyud ta inigduaw sa namatyan, We ought to give a little s.t. when we visit the family of the deceased. L imusi ang makililimus nga buta, Give alms to the blind beggar. 2 give!s. t. of great value to the recipient but of little value to the owner. Intawun, Kurdaping. A nus-a pa man ku nimu limsig pahiyum? Have pity, Cordaping. Wh
	gi
	ng 
	\> 
	colle<:ted by beggi
	ng

	limut v 1 [B123S6; b8] forget. Nalimut ku sa atung sabut, I forgot our appointment. Uy, nakaZimut ka ug butunis sa imung karsunis! Hey! You forgot to button your pants! NaZimtan naku ag akung pitaka! 1 forgot my wallet! KaZimti ang nangagi kanatu, Forget what happened between us. DiZi ku kalimtan tung nawnga bisan ug asa, I will not forget that face anywhere. 2 [ B 
	126) lose consciousness. NaZimut ku pagkapangka sa akung uZu, I got unconscious when my head bumped into s.t. 3= LIMUT, 
	v. ( ➔) n 1 anesthetic. 2 k. o. antidote to make s.o. stop a vice. v [A; al] 1 give general anesthesia. Dili mulimut ang duktur ugdu.nay sakit sa kasingkasing, A doctor won't administer anesthesia to s.o. with a heart disease. Unsay ilimut sa batang palaihi magabii? What antidote shall we use on a child that wets his bed? 2 hypnotize, dazzle s.o. to make him lose his sense of reason or see things in a different way. Ingkantu ang milimut (naglimut) kaniya, An enchanted being led him into a different worl
	I
	at every occasion. /yang gilimutlimutan ug
	uli ang bumba sa ligid, He forgets to return the air pump every time. hika-/haka-(➔) v [B1256; b8] happen to forget. Nahikalimut 

	limuut -lingagngag 
	siya pagpalit ug sibuyas, She forgot to buy onions. paN-v [bl] 1 lose consciousness. 2 lose control of oneself. Gipanlimutan siyang misagpa sa iyang asawa, He lost control of himself and hit his wife. -a(�) how very forgetful. Labiban nakung limuta uy! Jesus,how forgetful I am! ka-n action of forgetting s.t. Way nagtuun sa kalimut, No one learns how to forget. (You're born with that knowledge.) ma-un, malimtanun, manggilimtanun, limtanun a forgetful v [B12]become forgetful. pa-= LIMUT, n.
	siya pagpalit ug sibuyas, She forgot to buy onions. paN-v [bl] 1 lose consciousness. 2 lose control of oneself. Gipanlimutan siyang misagpa sa iyang asawa, He lost control of himself and hit his wife. -a(�) how very forgetful. Labiban nakung limuta uy! Jesus,how forgetful I am! ka-n action of forgetting s.t. Way nagtuun sa kalimut, No one learns how to forget. (You're born with that knowledge.) ma-un, malimtanun, manggilimtanun, limtanun a forgetful v [B12]become forgetful. pa-= LIMUT, n.

	limuut= ALIMUUT.
	linav 1 A13; al 2] colŁect toddy before 
	Ł

	l
	l
	the normal time to gather it, most usually take the toddy in the evening instead of the following morning. Maglina ku sa dawat kay gustu kung muinum ug tam-is nga tuba, Iwill take the toddy this evening because I want to drink sweet palm toddy. Linaa ang tuba arun tam-is, Gather the palm toddy early so that it will be sweet. 2 [A; al] restore s.o.'s health by drinking fresh unfer-

	•mented coconut toddy. Gilina ang bata kay luyabun, The child was given fresh toddy as a tonic because he was so weak. n sweetpalm toddy. (➔) = LINA, n. 
	*lina.pa· n 1 a process of purification in folkmedicine whereby some evil or bad effect is removed by exposing the victim to magical smoke, obtained from certain plants and compounds. 2 the material burned in the process of palina. v [A; b6(1)] administer this treatment. Gipalinaan ug sagbut sa mintiryu ang gilubatan, She became ill after attending a funeral and was treated with smoke from plants taken from the cemetery.
	2

	linab n woman born with a very narrow or no vaginal opening. linaw a 1 calm, free of agitation. Linaw ang 
	, I
	, I
	dagat, The sea is calm. 2 calm, free from 
	excitement. Linaw atung bunabuna ug wala tay mga suliran, Your mind is calm if you don't have problems. v 1 [B2S; b4(1)] be, become calm. Naglinaw a� panabun, The weather is calm. Dugay ming naabut 
	_kay nalinawan ang sakayan, We arrived late because the boat was becalmed. 2 [Bl;a12) be calm, undisturbed. Dili maglinaw ang imung tanlag, Your conscience will not be at peace. Linawa ang imung kaugalingun, ayaw ug katarantar, Compose yourself. Don't panic. n peace, calm. Walay linaw ning!panimuyua, The way we're living, thereis no peace and quiet. ma-un a calmly,peacefully. Malinawun siya nga namatay, He died calmly. ka-n = LINAW, n. 
	linawn pool, lake. v [A; b6] form into a 
	2
	pool, pond, or lake. Mulinaw ang tubig sa silung ug kusug ang ulan, A lake forms under our house when it rains hard. 
	lindag v [B456] toss about restlessly in bed. 
	Naglindag ku sa bigdaanan gabii,wa gryud kung katulug, I didn't sleep the whole night last night. Ijust kept tossing around in bed. 
	lindug n 1 unbranching trunk of a tree. Lindug sa lubi, The trunk of a coconut tree. lacolumn in a building. 2 column in a newspaper or journal. Lindug sa mga balak, Poetry section. 3 warp threads. mag-r-ncolumnist. 
	linga, linga (from alinga) a inattentive due to preoccupation with s.t. else. Balikbalika pag-isplikar kay linga kaayu, Repeat yourexplanation because he is very inattentive. n preoccupation that keeps one from concentrating. Di siya makatrababu kay dagban siyag linga, He can't do work because he has lots of other things to think about. v 1 [B 12; b3) be inattentive. Wa kung kabantay pag-agi niya. NaZinga Lang ku, I didn't see her go by. I wasn't paying attention. Subrang duwa ang nalin!{aban anang bataa,
	The child has nothing but play on his mindand thus is inattentive. 2 [A12; a] hold one's attention. Nalinga kug tan-aw sa Zamigas nga nanag-away, I was amused watching the ants fighting each other. Lingaba ang gwardiya kay muipsut ku sa pikas, Keepthe guard occupied because I will slip through the other side. 3 [ B 1256] be sooccupied. Ang tindira naZinga ug paninsiyu, The salesgirl was so busy she couldn't make change properly. maka-r·(�) a being easily diverted, distracted. Pang-idad nga makaZ� linga, Ag
	lingab a having the congenital defect of a narrow or no vaginal opening. 
	lingabngab n yawn. v [AN2) yawn. MuZingabngab (manglingabngab) Zang ku ug katuln na ku, I yawn when I feel sleepy.
	gu 

	lingag a lacking concentration, preoccupiedwith many other things so as to make stupid mistakes. Lingag man maung bisag kurik girungan, She is so careless. She marked correct answers wrong. Wa siya makatuman sa tugun kay lingag man, She didn't do whatshe was told because she was careless. v [B
	1) be, become careless, preoccupied with other distracting activities. Nagkalingag na ning draybir namu. Sigi na Zang makabangga, Our chauffeur is getting careless. He keeps having accidents. 

	lingagngag = ALINGAGNGAG. 
	I 

	lingas -lingi 615 
	lingas a unable to keep still but moving about all the time instead. Lingas kaayu ning bataa, di mabimutang, This boy is always moving about, he can't keep still. v [B; b6] be moving about always and not keeping still. 
	lingat v 1 [AB24] for the eyes to rove, move the eyes. Milingat lang ang lyang mata pagsud n,ya sa palasyu, Her eyes popped out of her head when she went in the palace. Naglingat siya sa simbaban, She looked around at the people in the church. 2 [A] behave badly, wildly when one is in a place where formal behavior is expected. M ulingat Lang ning mga bata kung tua sa laing bay, 
	Mychildren act wild when they are in other people's houses. Naglingat lang siya didtu sa bayliban kay bubug man, He acted wildly at the dance because he was drunk. (➔) a 1 careless, not paying attention to what one is about. Hibyaan niya ang bag kay lingat man, She left her bag because she was careless. 2 failing to behave modestly and composed in a place where one is expected to be on one's good behavior. v [B12; b6] be, become careless. Nalingat siya kay giapura, She was careless because she was rushed
	Mychildren act wild when they are in other people's houses. Naglingat lang siya didtu sa bayliban kay bubug man, He acted wildly at the dance because he was drunk. (➔) a 1 careless, not paying attention to what one is about. Hibyaan niya ang bag kay lingat man, She left her bag because she was careless. 2 failing to behave modestly and composed in a place where one is expected to be on one's good behavior. v [B12; b6] be, become careless. Nalingat siya kay giapura, She was careless because she was rushed

	lingatung n shrub or small tree having numerous stinging hairs, with magical uses to drive unglu away: Laportea brunnea. v [b4(1)]get the stingihairs of this plant on one. 
	ng 

	lingaw v 1 [A; al2] attract one's interest or 
	I
	I
	attention. Akung lingawun siMama ug ikay 
	kuba sa dulsi, I'll keep Mom's attention while you get the candy. 2 [A2; a12] entertain, amuse. Ang iyang kumidiya diU makalingaw naku, His jokes don't amuse me. Nalingaw ang bata ug panakup ug apan, The child is amused, occupying himself with catching grasshoppers. n thing to keep oneself busy with. Ug wa kaylingaw, pagtuun, 
	,.
	If you don't have anything to do, you could study. ka-v [A3; b6] do s.t. in one's spare time, spend one's time doing s.t. Samtang nagpaabut ku, magkalingaw kug basa, 
	While I am waiting, I will pass the time readw v 1 [A13] amuse, divert oneself. Human sa trababu, maglingawlt ngaw mi, After work we amuse ourselves. 2 [A13; b6] spend one's spare time doing s.t. 
	ing. lingawlin
	ga

	Human dayun ni kay akung lingawlingawan ug pintal human sa trababu, It won't take long to get done painting because I'll do it in my spare time after work. n recreation, 
	I 
	•
	amusement. Alang kan,ya ang panulat usa 
	ka lingawlingaw, For him writing is a form of relaxation. palingawlinw v [A; b6] 
	ga

	pretend to be occupied or engrossed with 
	s.t. to avoid confronting an embarrassing situation. Nainsultuban gud siya piru nagpalingawlingaw lag binabi sa uban, She felt insulted but she just pretended to be engrossed in her conversation with other people. ka-an(�) n amusement. Sa karnabalan dagbang kalingawan, In the fair grounds there are lots of amusements. maka-r-(f-) a affording amusement. 
	lingay, lingay v [A2] for the sun to move beyond the zenith and the shadows to lengthen in the afternoon. Milingay na ang adlaw ug wa pa sila makapaniud tu, The sun has moved beyond the zenith and they still have n�t taken their lunch. Nakalingay ang aninu sa lubi gikan sa kural apan ang alayun wa pa makasugud, The shadow of the coconut tree has moved beyond the fence, but the work bee has not yet started. 
	lingbas n file. -nga lingin rattail file. -ngamidiya lingin half-round file. -nga tris kantus triangular file. v [A; al] 1 file s.t. down, off. 2 make, make into a file. -in-n filings. -in-an a for the voice to be cutting and sharp. Gitubag ku niya sa usa ka tingug ngalinimbasan, She answered me in a sharp and cutting voice. 
	lingbahun = LIMBAHUN. 
	lingga v [B6; al2] for boats to roll. Pag-agisa barku gilingga ang sakayan, The fishing boat rolled in the wake of the ship. 
	linggalingga v [A; c16] rock a vessel or vehicle from side to side. Ayawg linggalinggaba ang buti kay mayabu, Don't rock the life boat. It might overturn. 
	lingganay n 1church bell. 2 ringing of church bells. v [A] for church bells to ring. -an n bell tower. 
	linggawas = LINGKAWAS. 
	linggirun k.o. soldierfish. 
	· 

	linggukud n the young of the agapang (k.o.mullet).
	lingguwahi n language. 

	lingguwista n linguist. v [B156] be, become a linguist.
	lingguwita = LANGGITA. 
	lingguwita = LANGGITA. 

	linghud a 1 immature plants. Aslum angmanggang lingbud pa, Mangoes are very sour when they are young. Dili maayung isugnud ang lingbud kabuy, Green wood is and immature. Ang linghud niyang pangisip, His immature mind. ka-n state or condition of being young and immature. 
	no good for fuel. 2 you
	ng 

	lingi v 1 [A3S; a2b2] turn one's head to the side to look back. Milingi siya nakuŁ He looked back at me. Ayaw siyag lingia, Don't 
	Iingig -lingkud 
	turn to look at him. 2 [A2S; al2] give s.t. the attention it requires. Ayawg ipanugalimung kita, lingia usab ang imung mga anak,
	turn to look at him. 2 [A2S; al2] give s.t. the attention it requires. Ayawg ipanugalimung kita, lingia usab ang imung mga anak,
	Don't gamble away your earnings. You have your children to think of. 2a [A23; al2] pay attention to s.t., recognize its existence. 
	Karun nga datu na siya dili na ta lingiun niya, Now that he is rich, he will not take notice of us. paN-(➔) v [Al3] keep looking back. Nagpanglingi ku sa pagtan-aw ugnaa bay nagsunud, l kept looking back to see if anyone was following us. 
	Iingig v 1 [A; b6] bend the teeth of a saw alternately to the side to widen the kerf and to prevent sticking. Lingigi ang gabas arun dakug agi, Twist the teeth on your saw so it will have a wide kerf. 2 [B12; b6] getone's neck twisted. n 1 saw set, tool to give set to saw teeth. 2 set, the amount of bend imparted to saw teeth. a for the neck to be twisted to one side. Mau ra na siyag kanunayng maglingi kay lingig man, He looks like he is always looking to the side because he has a twisted neck. 
	lingin a round, circular. Lingin kaayu ang singsing (bu/a), The ring (ball) is round. -ang hula still in the running, all is not lost. 
	Lingin pa ang bu.la, puydi pag mabawi naku sa paynals ang akung gradu, I still have a chance. Maybe I can make up for my failing grade in the finals. n money (slang). v [AB 2S; a] form a circle or sphere, cause s.t. to do so. Naglingin ku aring tabla para ligid sa dulaan, l am cutting this board into a circle as a wheel for the toy. Ang naglingin niyang mata, Her round eyes. Lingina ang bulabula, Form the meat into little balls. Lingini sa tunga ug human, gabsa ang tunga, Make a circle in the middle and th
	' 
	less takes place, though the victim does not 
	deserve it. -un( ➔) a roundish. 
	lingiw v [A2] look away. Mulingiw siya ug akung tan-awun kay sad-an man siya, He looks away when I look at him because he's 
	I
	guilty. Igu Zang ku nga nakalingiw kay di ku 
	kaagwanta ug tan-aw, All I could do was look away because I couldn't stand to look at him. 
	Iingka v [A; a] uproot vines to clear a place. 
	Lingkabun namu ning kamutibana kay tumus na, We'll uproot this sweet potato patch because the potatoes have all been gathered.
	Iingk.aang v 1 [B46N] for plants to spread out. Milingkaang (nanglingkaang) ang lam-
	bayung sa baybayun, The vines spread out over the beach. Dakit nga naglingkaang angmga sanga, Aspreading banyan tree. 2 [BN;al] for parts of the body to spread like a plant. Tiil nga nanglingkaang kay du.gay nga wa kasapatusi, Spreading feet that hadn't worn shoes in ages. Lingkaan (ilingkaang) sa pabu ang iyang balbibu ug duulun, 
	ngu 

	A turkey will puff itself up if you get near it. 2a for the ears or hair to stand up upon feeling an emotion. Nanlingkaang ang iyang dawunggan pagkadungug sa isturya, Her ears stood up when she heard the story. 
	Hu twang sa iru nga makalingkaang sa balbi
	bu, The howling of a dog that can make 
	your hair stand on end. Iingkag a having ears that stick out sidewards. 
	Lingkag kaayug dalunggan ang kunibu, Rab
	bits have ears that stick out. v [B2] for the 
	ears to prick up, esp. in surprise. Nalingkag
	ang iyang dalunggan pagkadungug sa iyang 
	ngalan, His ears pricked up when he heard 
	his name. lingkilang= LINGKAANG. lingkang = LINGKAANG. lingkas = LINGKA. 
	lingkawas v [APB3(1); b6] escape. Kinsaymulingkawas (mupalingkawas) natu niining kalisud? Who will save us from our poverty? Mulingkawas siyag du.nay bulubatun, He escapes when there is work to do. Dili ka makalingkawas sa silut sa kamatayun, You cannot escape the death penalty. 
	lingkit a for two things to be joined along 
	their lengths. Ang lingkit nga saging isipung 
	usa, They count two bananas joined togeth
	·!
	er as one. Lingkit ang pan nga grasyusa, The graciosa bread comes linked. bat:a, kaluha nga -Siamese twins. v 1 [B126C3; b6] be joined along the lengths. 2 [A; cl] tie two or more coconuts together by joiningthem with a small piece of husk slashed from each of them. 
	lingkubaw = LINTUBAW. 
	lingkud v 1 [Al; b6(1)] sit down. Ayaw ug lingkuri nang syaba kay basa pa ang pintal, 
	Don't sit on that chair because the paint is 
	still wet.Ayaw ug ilingkud nang imung bag
	ung inutaw nga karsunis kay malum-it, Do 
	not sit down in your newly pressed pants 
	because they will get crumpled. 2 [A; b6] 
	assume, hold office or position. Mulingkud
	siya pagkaprisidinti sa kumpaniya ugma,
	He will assume office as president of the company tomorrow. 3 [b(l)] sit to giveserious, full time and attention to a piece of work. Kinabanglang lingkuran nir,.g trababua, This work must be given full time 

	lingkung -linsa 
	and attention. 4 [A] for a coconut to grow to the stage that its trunk shows. Sa duba ka tuig dili pa mulingkud ang lubi, At two years the coconut still does not show its trunk. pa-v [ a3] fall down into a sittingposition. Nabisabiklan ku sa tawu ug napalingkud ku sa bangku, The man bumped into me and I fell down in a sitting position on the bench. lingkuranan n seat, chair, bench. lingkurun n 1 for an occupation to be sedentary. 2 the bride's family and guests at a wedding party (who sit and are served as
	and attention. 4 [A] for a coconut to grow to the stage that its trunk shows. Sa duba ka tuig dili pa mulingkud ang lubi, At two years the coconut still does not show its trunk. pa-v [ a3] fall down into a sittingposition. Nabisabiklan ku sa tawu ug napalingkud ku sa bangku, The man bumped into me and I fell down in a sitting position on the bench. lingkuranan n seat, chair, bench. lingkurun n 1 for an occupation to be sedentary. 2 the bride's family and guests at a wedding party (who sit and are served as

	lingkung a for s. t. long to be bent so that the middle part is higher than either end. Lingkung kaayu ning sundanga, This bolo has a good curve. Lingkung ang iyang buktun. Di matuy-ud, He has a bent arm. It won't straighten out any longer. Lingkungsiyag tiil ug mag-untul-untul siyang maglakaw, He is club-footed and he walks with a bounce. v [B126] come out curved. 
	lingkus v [B; b6] for s.t. long to curl up or come out in knotted form. Mulingkus ang pisi ug madugay nang gamit, The rope will curl up if it is used for a long time. Nagkalingkus na ang mga dahun sa tabaku nga nalaa na, The tobacco leaves are curling upnow that they are withering. 
	y

	lingla v 1 [A2; al2] deceive. Milingla siya naku pag-ingun nga ulitawu siya, He deceived me by saying he was a bachelor. Git sa kuntratu, 
	lingla ku niya sa pagpasu
	gu

	He deceived me into accepting the contract. 2 [A; al] divert one's attention to achieve one's purpose. Akuy mulingla sa tindira arun makuha nimu ang sigarilyu, I'll divert the storekeeper's attention while you filch the cigarettes. n deceit. malinglahun a deceitful. 
	He deceived me into accepting the contract. 2 [A; al] divert one's attention to achieve one's purpose. Akuy mulingla sa tindira arun makuha nimu ang sigarilyu, I'll divert the storekeeper's attention while you filch the cigarettes. n deceit. malinglahun a deceitful. 

	tingling v [AN; a2] peep. Linglingun ta ka inigkaligu nimu, I'll peep at you when you take a bath. 
	lingo v [A2; b6] shake one's head to say no or in hopelessness or resignation. Dili tingat kay milingu tu siya, He probably won't agree because he shook his head. paN-v [A] keep shaking the head in hopelessness and resignation. Nagpanglingu 
	li siya musu
	gu

	I ' • •
	I ' • •
	ang part nga nagtan-aw sa nanagpartspar1s 
	didtu sa plasa, The priest shook his head as he looked at the people paired off in the 
	park.
	linguglingugv [AP; b(l)P] ignore s.t. by pretending not to hear; pay no attention to 
	s.t. Gilinguglingugan man Lang nimu ang ayOU just pretend not to hear when I ask you for s.t. Bisag unsaun nakug tambag mulinguglingug (mupalinguglingug) Lang, No matter how much I advise her, she pays no attention. 
	kung gipangayu, 

	lingugngug = ALINGUGNGUG.
	ling-un n 1 a small area. Ling-ung gitamnag mais, A parcel planted to corn. 2 mass of people in a certain area. Ang lingun sa mga katawban sa plasa, The mass of people in the square. 2a a group of people, social class. Ling-un sa mga timawa, The poorest classes. 
	linimintu n liniment. v [b6] apply liniment to s.t. Linimintubi ang pamaul mu, Applyliniment on your sore muscles. 
	linin n 1 linen cloth. 2 stationery having alinen finish. swis -n k.o. fine cloth. 
	linisv 1 [A23B2; a12] melt, wear down or eat away. Ang ayis krim dali mulinis sa init, The ice cream will melt rapidly in the sun. Nagkalinis ang kutsilyu pagbinaid, The knife is being worn down from being sharpened so often. Liriisa sa tubig ang tablitas, Dissolve the tablets in water. 2 [A123; a3b4(1)] digest food eaten. Wa malinis ang akung kinaun, What I ate did not dissolve. (➔) a worn down. 
	1 

	linisv 1 [AB12; b5] make s.t. clean. Angdyanttur mauy mulinis sa mga lawak, The janitor will clean the rooms. Malinis na unya ning sapatusag kalimpyaban, These shoes will be clean once they are shined. Kinahanglang linisun (linisan) nimu ang bay pirmi, You should always clean the house. 2 [APB12; b5] cleanse or purify the soul, reputation, etc.; become cleansed. Ang pagbinulsul mauy mulinis (mupalinis) sa imung kunsinsiya, Repentance will cleanse your conscience. Kinahanglang linisun (linisan) n, We mus
	2 
	natu ang atung bansa
	gu 

	linlang v [A; al] 1 deceive, fool. Naglinlang OU are deceiving the people by posing as a priest. 2 distract, divert s.o.'s attli:ntion. Di ka makalinlang niya kun magtan-aw siyag tilibisyun, You cannot divert his attention when he is watching TV. 
	ka sa mga tawu anang pagparipari mu, 
	y

	linsa v [A; b6] string a guideline in construction. Akuy mulinsa sa pagpinsa arun di maghiwi, I'll string a guideline for the fence so it won't come out crooked. n string used as a guide. 

	lirisu.wak -lipad 
	linsuwak v [B12S6] fall headlong. Nalinsu·wak siya gikan sa bintana, He fell headlong from the window. 
	linsuwak v [B12S6] fall headlong. Nalinsu·wak siya gikan sa bintana, He fell headlong from the window. 
	lint.a n leech. 
	lintar v [B126; b3(1)cS] lose one's head, panic. Nalintar siya maung gasulinadur hinuuy iyang gisikaran, He panicked, so he stepped on the accelerator instead. Wa pagani ka kasab-i nalintar na, You haven't even got your scolding and you alreadypanic. lintadu a tending to panic.
	linti n 1 lens, magnifying glass. 2 searchlight. v 1 [b] use a magnifying glass on s.t. Lintibi ang mga litra arun sayun nga basahun, 
	Use a magnifying glass on the letters so you can easily read them. 2 [A; b] beam with a searchlight. Gilintiban sa barku ang pantalan, The ship beamed a searchlight on the wharf. 3 [A; a] make into a magnifying glass, searchlight. 
	, thunderbolt. v [b4] 1 be struck with a thunderbolt. Lintian (lintian) kunu ang tawung makigminyu ug paryinti, 
	linti n lightni
	ng

	They say that a man who marries a relative will be struck with a thunderbolt. 2 get severe punishment. Kay imung gidaut na, lintian kang Papa, Since you broke it, you'll get hell from Dad. 2a [b4(1)] be in a very unpleasant situation. Nabutdan ta ug gasulina ug layu tas lungsud, nalintian na ta an� 
	We're out of gas and we're far from town. 

	Now we are in trouble. a incorrigible in behavior. Sa piyir naay dagbang mga buguy nga linti kaayu, There are lots of incorrigible bums at the waterfront. lintihuylas = LINTUHILAS. lintubaw v [B12S6] fall down headlong. Nalintubaw ang bata ngadtu sa atabay, The child toppled into the well. lintuhilas n small sequins or spangles used as ornaments for clothing. v [A; b]" put sequins on s.t. lintunganay a 1 principal source of s.t. Lawum ug dulut ang gamut nga lintunganay, Primary roots go deep. Kanang aku
	1 

	mangoes in it? 2 be in utter disorder. ka-v [A13] be in utter disorder. Nagkalintuwad lang ang hugasun sa bugasan, The sink is in utter disorder with all the dishes in it. 
	mangoes in it? 2 be in utter disorder. ka-v [A13] be in utter disorder. Nagkalintuwad lang ang hugasun sa bugasan, The sink is in utter disorder with all the dishes in it. 
	lintuwang, lintuwang (from tuwang) v [A; c 
	1] turn s.t. over. Akuy naglintuwang sa mga lingkuranan pag-uwan, l turned the chairs over when it rained. 
	linu v [A; b6] slosh liquid around inside s.t. Naglinu ku ug gasulina aring butilya arunmakuba ang asiti, l am sloshigasolinearound inside the bottle to get the oil out. Linui ug init tubig ang tirnzus usa sudli ug init nga kapi, Slosh hot water around in the thermos before you put hot coffee in it. n pieces of dough collected from the mixingbowl by sloshing water around in it. -in-an = LINU, n. 
	ng 

	linug n earthquake. v [A; b6] for there to be an earthquake. Ug mulinug, bugnu giyud ning taytayana, If there is an earthquake,this bridge will surely collapse. Nangabut ang binabang sa gilinugan, Aid arrived for the earthquake victims. 
	linulyum n linoleum. v [A13; b6] put a linoleum covering on s.t. 
	linya n 1 lines drawn or formed by things in a row or column. Ang linya sa imung papil biwi, The lines on your paper are crooked. Ang linya sa mga tawu miabut ngadtu sa iskina, The queue reached to the corner. 2 electric, telephone, telegraph lines. Naputul ang liny_a sa tilipunu, The telephone line was cut. 3 transportation line. Baratu ang plitikay duba ka linya nagkumpitinsiya, The fare is cheap because the two lines are in competition. 3a the route served by a line. Angamung dapit may linya sa pasabir
	Sayu nga mulinya ang mga tawu pagp'alit ug tikit sa sini, The people queue up early to buy tickets to the movie. Linyaba (ilinya) ang mga siya diri, Put the chairs in line here. lipad v [A23P] swerve or veer while in flight or traveling at very high speed. Sa kusug nga dagan, ang gaan nga awtu mulipad, Light cars swerve at high speeds. Ang kapii 
	Sayu nga mulinya ang mga tawu pagp'alit ug tikit sa sini, The people queue up early to buy tickets to the movie. Linyaba (ilinya) ang mga siya diri, Put the chairs in line here. lipad v [A23P] swerve or veer while in flight or traveling at very high speed. Sa kusug nga dagan, ang gaan nga awtu mulipad, Light cars swerve at high speeds. Ang kapii 
	lipagha -Hpay 


	sa bala mauy makapalipad sa iyang agi, The bullet is deformed, so it won't go straight. lipagha = LIBAGHA. 
	lipaghung v [A2N] turn red in embarrassment or pique. Nanglipagbung akung nawung pagkabati ku sa insultu, My face flushed when I heard the insult. 
	lipak n bamboo slats. v 1 [A; al] cut bamboo into slats. Lipaka ang kawayan para ikural, Cut the bamboo into slats to use for fencing. 2 [a12] strike with a bamboo slat. Lipaka ang iru, Strike the dog with a bamboo slat. 
	lipak n loud thunderclap. v 1 [A] for there to be a loud thunderclap. Bantayi ang iru ug mulipak, di ba muku, Watch the dog when there is a thunderclap. He'll quiver. la [b(l)] be struck by a thunderbolt. Wa lipaki nang amaban nga nag-unay sa kaugalingun niyang anak! Surely the father was struck by lightning for having relations with his own daughter! 2 [b6] get a severe scolding, severely punished. Lipakan kang Dadi mu ug hibaw-an ka, yOU will get hell from Daddy if he finds out. 
	rug

	lipaka n itchy red splotches on the skin from allergies or insect bites. v [B6 ; b4] have splotches on the skin. Naglipaka (gilipakaan) ang lawas sa bata sa tipdas, The child is covered with rash from his measles. 
	lipang v 1 [B6] grow well and profusely. Milipang ang mais human kaabunubi, The corn grew lush after it was fertilized. Nanglipang ang lawas sa batang pinainum ug litsi, The child grew robust because they fed it milk. 2 [A3P] for emotions to intensify. Milipangaay human sa panaguli, After they were reconciled, their love for each other grew more intense. 
	ang ilang panagbi
	gugm

	lip-an rayit a giving without discrimination or restraint. Lip-an ray it silang naglamanu sa mga butanti, They shook as many of the voters' hands as they possibly could. v [A13; c) give without discrimination or restraint. Naglip-an rayit ug pangbatag angabinti sa mga sampul, The agent gave out samples left and right. 
	liparak v [B2] be, become fat, pudgy. Muliparak giyud ka ug magpatuyang kag kaun, You'll surely get fat if you eat as much as you like. Nagkaliparak ang bata kay naayun sa litsi, The baby is getting fat because the milk agrees with him. 
	lipas v [A2; c] not go directly over s.t., pass around. Ilipas ang kutsi kay guba ang taytayan, Take a detour because the bridge is out. (➔) a gone beyond a point in time. Lipas na ang uras sa pagkaun, The time for 
	lipas v [A2; c] not go directly over s.t., pass around. Ilipas ang kutsi kay guba ang taytayan, Take a detour because the bridge is out. (➔) a gone beyond a point in time. Lipas na ang uras sa pagkaun, The time for 
	eating has passed. v [B2; cl] get beyond a certain point in time. Nilipas na ang buwan sa udtuhan, The moon has passed the midpoint in the sky. -ang gutum for one's hunger to disappear after the time for eating has passed. Ug kanunay nimung lipasun (tlipas) ang imung gutum ulsirun ka, If you always fail to eat on time, you will developulcers. -an n detour, place a route goesaround s.t. 

	lipat v [B1256) 1 make an error through inattention: lose track or forget what one was talking about. Sa pag-ibap nalipat ku ug pilana tu, I was counting, but I lost track how many there were.Nalipat ku ug diin ikabutang ang bunsuy, It slipped my mind where I put my pipe. 2 mistake s.o.'s identity. Nalipat ku. Ingun ku ug si Nituy ka, l was mistaken. lthought you·were Nitoy. 3 (B125 
	lipat v [B1256) 1 make an error through inattention: lose track or forget what one was talking about. Sa pag-ibap nalipat ku ug pilana tu, I was counting, but I lost track how many there were.Nalipat ku ug diin ikabutang ang bunsuy, It slipped my mind where I put my pipe. 2 mistake s.o.'s identity. Nalipat ku. Ingun ku ug si Nituy ka, l was mistaken. lthought you·were Nitoy. 3 (B125 
	-

	·
	6; b8) fail to notice s.t. Nalipat ku ug wala ku makamatikud sa pag-agi sa bata, 1 failed to notice, and I was not aware of it when the child passed by. Nalipatan ku ang usa ka linya ug kupya, 1 missed a line when I was copying. 4 [A; a12] deceive s.o., causing him to fail to notice s.t. Lipatun ka Lang niya sa mga pulung nga tam-is, He will just deceive you with sweet words. pa-(f-), Iipatlipat n 1 sleight of hand, esp. a thimblerig game where a seed is hidden under one of the three thimble-shaped cups a
	Iipata, Iipaca = . ALIPAT A lipatpat = ALIPATPAT. 
	lipay a glad. Lipay kaayu kung midaug ka, I'm very glad that you won. v 1 [A2; a12)make s.o. happy. Wa nay laing mulipay naku kun dili ikaw, No one can make me happy but you. 2 [B156; c5] be happy, glad, Nalipay ku nga nia ka, I am glad that you're here. Maglipay ta kay milampus ang atung planu, Let's be happy because our plans succeeded. Gikaltpay kug daku ang imung kalampusan, l am very happy at your success. pah� v [A;b6] congratulate, felicitate. 
	Usa aku sa mupabaltpay nimu sa imung kadaugan, l am one of those who will congratulate you on your victory. n congratulations. Dawata ang kinasingkasing kung pabalipay, Accept my heartfelt congratulations. ma-un a happy. Malipayun kaayu siya nga misugut sa akung bangyu, He was hap
	-


	liphuk -lipya 
	py to comply with my request. -nga paskuMerry Christmas. v [A13] be happy. ka-n happiness. Ang iyang pagkaasawa walay kalipay, She knows no happiness as a wife. mag-� n the Holy Spirit as Comforter. 
	py to comply with my request. -nga paskuMerry Christmas. v [A13] be happy. ka-n happiness. Ang iyang pagkaasawa walay kalipay, She knows no happiness as a wife. mag-� n the Holy Spirit as Comforter. 

	liphuk n left hook in boxing.lip-istik = LIPSTIK. 
	lip-it v [AP; b2] put s.t. in between two flat surfaces. /lip-it ang mamisus sa libru, Stick the peso bills in the book. Did tu ra malip-iti ang dukumintu sa mga inutaw, The document was right there, in between the ironed clothes. 
	liplip n k.o. matting used to wrap tobacco in balesor as walling, made of nipa or coconut leaflets laid flat side by side with some overlap and stitched together with fiber. v [Al3; al2] make into a matting of this sort. lipstik n lipstick. v [A; b6(1)] use a certain 
	k.o. lipstick. paN-v [A; b6(1)] put lipstick on. 
	k.o. lipstick. paN-v [A; b6(1)] put lipstick on. 

	lipsut = IPSUT. 
	iipti n painted grunter: Plectorbincbus pictus. 
	lipting n the violation in dribbling a basketball where the ball is not hit, but lifted slightly before being bounced. v [ B 126; 
	.

	b6 (1)) commit this violation. 
	b6 (1)) commit this violation. 

	liprung n lake formed in a river by a dam or similar obstruction. v [B6; b5cl) gather into a pool, make into a dam, gather in a dam. Naliptung (miliptung) ang sapa kay naalihan sa dakung kabuy nga natumba, 
	The water of the brook formed a pool because a fallen log obstructed its course. Lip
	The water of the brook formed a pool because a fallen log obstructed its course. Lip
	tungi (liptunga, iliptung) ang sapa arun kalanguyan, Make a dam in the river so we can swim in it. 

	•Iipu kalipuhan v [A13] be hard-pressed by time or quantity of work. Nagkalipuban siya didtu sa kusina kay dunay muabut nga bisita, She was very busy in the kitchen because there were visitors coming. 
	lipudlipud v [A; c] hide s.t. by circumlocution or covering up. Naay imung tinaguan kay naglipudlipud ka sa pagtug-an naku, 
	You must be hiding s.t. because you are beatiaround the bush instead of telling me right out. Gilipudlipud sa inaban ang mga sala sa iyang mga anak ngadtu sa iyang bana, The mother covered up for her children in front of the father. n action of concealing s.t. Sa walay lipudlipud nga pagkasulti tikasan ka! Let's call a spade a spade. You're a cheat! 
	You must be hiding s.t. because you are beatiaround the bush instead of telling me right out. Gilipudlipud sa inaban ang mga sala sa iyang mga anak ngadtu sa iyang bana, The mother covered up for her children in front of the father. n action of concealing s.t. Sa walay lipudlipud nga pagkasulti tikasan ka! Let's call a spade a spade. You're a cheat! 
	ng 


	lipulipu v [B16) be hard-pressed to do s.t. because of the quantity of work or the lack of time. Naglipulipu mi karun kay umaabut 
	ang supirbisur, We are very busy now because the supervisor is about to come. ka-v [A13] be very hard-pressed. Nagkalipulipusiya pagpamatunis pagbutbu sa mga bisita, 
	ang supirbisur, We are very busy now because the supervisor is about to come. ka-v [A13] be very hard-pressed. Nagkalipulipusiya pagpamatunis pagbutbu sa mga bisita, 
	He was in a dither trying to get his pants buttoned up when the visitors suddenly arrived. 
	lipung v 1 [B126) be, become dizzy, woozy. 
	Nalipung siya human makatimabu adtung babu sa tambal, He became woozy after he smelled the odor of the medicine. Pwirtingmakalipung ang argulya, The merry-goround can get you real dizzy. 2 [A123P] be enormously high in price. Biling makalipung, A dizzyily high price. paN-(➔) v [A13] undergo dizzy spells. Nagpanglipungsiya kay masakitun pa siya, He has dizzy spells because he is still sick. n recurringdizziness. ka-n dizziness, giddiness. 
	ng

	lipun-ug = TIPUN-UG. 
	liputv 1 [A2; b6] go behind s.t. Ang kawatan miliput sa usang balay ug nawala, The thief ducked in back of the next house and disappeared. Maigu unta ku sa batu ug wa pa ku makaliput sa baril, I would have been hit with a stone if I had not ducked behind a barrel. 2 [A3; a12] catch s.t. by going the other way. Lingawa siya kay muliput ku sa pikas arun akung sakpan, Hold his attention because I will go the other way around so I can catch him.(�) v 1 [A; b6] doublecross, betray. Ug mangispiya ka para sa pika
	1

	S.o. treacherously stabbed him in the back. n treachery. pa-, pa•(Ł) ug pusta v [A13; c 
	6] secretly place a bet on the opposing cock (instead of one's own) or simply bet on an opposing cock in addition to one's own. ma-un(Ł) a treacherous, traitorous. paN-= LIPUT, n. ka-an n anus (euphemism). 
	liputn k.o. ray.
	2 

	lip-ut a narrow in space or width. v [B; cl] for a space or width to be narrow. Nalip-utang sayal kay gamay man ang sun-ut sa panaptun, The skirt was made narrow because it was a narrow piece of cloth. Ang mga butang mauy nakalip-ut (nakapalip-ut) sa Lugar dinbi, The space was too small because too many things were put in it. 
	lipuwa paN-v [A23P) blush. Nanglipuwaang nawung ni Baluduy dibang giintrudyus siya sa usa ka maanyag, How Balodoy blushed when he was introduced to a beauty. 
	lipya n moldboard, a curved iron plate at
	-


	lira -lisngag 621 
	tached to a plowshare (punta) which lifts,
	tached to a plowshare (punta) which lifts,
	·turns, and pulverizes the soil. v [A; b] attach a moldboard on a plowshare. 

	lira n lyre.
	liraw v [A2; c6P] for the eyes to dart back and forth, roll. Miliraw ang iyang mga mata sa kalami, Her eyes rolled because it was sodelicious. lirawlirawv [B456) 1 for the eyes to roll continuously. Naglirawliraw ang iyang mata mu rag dunay gipangita, His eyes moved back and forth as if he were lookingfor s.t. 2 for the thoughts to move rapidly from place to place. 
	liri v [B4) 1 split, tear open from fullness. 
	Ayaw nag daska ang saku kay nagliri na sa kapunu, Don't fill the sack further because it's so full it's bursti. 2 get obese as if about to split. Milirt siya sa katambuk bumag panganak, She got terribly fat after she had her baby. 
	Ayaw nag daska ang saku kay nagliri na sa kapunu, Don't fill the sack further because it's so full it's bursti. 2 get obese as if about to split. Milirt siya sa katambuk bumag panganak, She got terribly fat after she had her baby. 
	ng


	liru = RILU.
	liruliru v [A; cl] for the eyes to roll. Miliruliru (nagliruLiru) Lang ang iyang mga mata pagkutana naku, He just rolled his eyeswhen I questioned him. 
	lirung a circular, rounded. Lirung ang plaka, A record is round. n a shallow circular basket used for winnowing or as a container for vending fish or vegetables. 
	liryu n name given to several k.o. ornamental bulbs, some of which also occur wild: Hymenocallis littorale, Zepbyranthis rosea, etal. In poetry, this flower symbolizes beauty. 
	lisn lace. v [Al] wear lace. Naglis siyag panti, She is wearing lace panties.
	1 

	lisn k.o. kalipay, 2. 
	2 

	lisa v [a3] srain or dislocate a joint. Nalisa ang iyang tubud pagkadagma niya, His knee was dislocated when he fell down. n sprain or dislocation.
	p

	lisang v [A; a12] terrify, frighten severely. 
	NaLisang ku pagkalintuwad sa kutsi, I was ,
	NaLisang ku pagkalintuwad sa kutsi, I was ,
	..
	'terrified when the car somersaulted. Ayawkug lisanga ana kay dili na tinuud sawa, 
	You can't scare me with that because that's no real snake. (➔) n ailment, usually fever, that results from intense fright. ka-n terror. maka-r-a terrifying. MakaLilisang kaayu tung bagyuha kay hasta ang mga awtu nakuLub, That was a terrifying storm because it even turned cars over. 

	lisay n lymph node. v [B; b4] have swollen lymph nodes. Naglisay (gilisayan) ang akungiluk kay naay bubag ang akung kamut, Ihave swollen lymph glands in the armpitsbecause I have a swollen hand. 
	lisik v [A] stick out from a hidden or partly hidden position. Milisik ang iyang mata sa 
	kaLagut, His eyes bulged in anger. Ang itlugsa tiguwang naglisik, The old man's testicles are hanging out in view. n testicles. puti ug-cowardly.
	kaLagut, His eyes bulged in anger. Ang itlugsa tiguwang naglisik, The old man's testicles are hanging out in view. n testicles. puti ug-cowardly.
	lisinsiya n 1 license, a document evidencing permission to engage in s. t. 2 permission to do s.t. Ayaw ug uban namu kay wa kay lisinsiya ni Papa, Don't go with us because you don't have Daddy's permission. v [AN2; b6) ask permission. Wala ku lisinsiyabi ug tawu nga magbayLi aning baLaya, Nobodyasked me permission to hold a dance here in this house. paN-n s.t. said or used to obtain permission. -du(�) n having a license. RibuLbir nga lisinsiyadu, Licensed revolver.
	lisis n shoelace. v [A; c] tie the shoes. paNv [A2] tie one's shoes. 
	liskad = LISKAG.
	liskag v 1 [B2; cl] for s.t. that wraps s.t. to come open. M iliskag ang dabun sa saging nga gipustan sa .bulad, The banana leaves which the dried fish were wrapped in came undone. NagkaLiskag ang saku kay Labibang dasuka, The sack is comiapart because it was filled too full. Liskaga (iliskag) ang baat, Untie the string. la for s.t. woven to get undone. Naliskag ang banig kay wa masapay, The mat came undone because the edges weren't closed up. 2 [B2N] spread out, stick out. Maliskag ang balhibu sa pabung
	ng 

	liskug n 1 coil of rattan, wire, or anything stiff. 2 stiff band attached to the rim of a basket, tray, and the like to strengthen the rim. v [A; ab) 1 coil up s.t. stiff. 2 make, attach a reinforcing band on the rim of a basket or tray. 3 [Bl for s.t. long to curl up at the ends. Naliskug ang lipak kay nainitan, The bamboo slats curled up because they were exposed to the sun. 
	.

	liskuhag v 1 [B26) move, be stirred from an inactive or suppressed state. Miliskubag ang mga luti sa bask it nga wa kalugpiti, The
	·
	bamboo strips on the rim of the basket 
	came open because it wasn't clipped. 2 [A2 
	3] forthin one's inner self (literary).Miliskubagpagkalit sa akung kasingkasing ang usa ka tawbanung pagbati, Some sort of human emotion emerged within me. 
	for a feeling or emotion to spri
	ng 


	lisngag a having nostrils larger than would beordinary for a given size of nose. v [B; c16]for the nostrils to be unusually large. NagLisngag Lang nang iLung mu mu rag kabayung 
	622 lisngig -lisud 
	nasuku, You have nostrils that are drawn up like the nose of an angry ho_rse. 
	nasuku, You have nostrils that are drawn up like the nose of an angry ho_rse. 

	lisngig v 1 [A; b] turn the face away in scorn,disgust, and the like. Milisngig dayun ang kasira sa pagkakita sa sud-an, The boarder turned her face away in disgust when she saw the food. 2 [B6; cl] look, turn the face sideways, usually due to a defect. Nalisngigang iyang tinan-awan tungud sa iyang bubag sa liug, She has to keep lookisidewaysbecause of the big boil on her neck. 
	ng 

	lispu = PULIS (slang).
	listan 1 list. Wa maapil ang imung ngalan sa 
	l
	l
	Lista, Your name is not on the list. 2 list of debts. v l [A; c] list, enumerate in writing. 
	/Lista ang palitunun arun way makalimtan, 
	List the things to buy so we don't forget anything. 2 [A; cl] charge s.t. to one's account in a store, add to one's list of debts. 
	Hapit tanang pamilya sa sundawu naglista sa kantina, Almost all the soldiers' families charge all the goods they get from the canteen. Listabun (ilista) Jang ni, ha? Just charge this, O.K.? pa-v [A; c6] enroll s.o. or oneself in a course. Dili ku makapalista kay wa kuy kwarta, l cannot enroll because I don't have any money. listahan = LIST A, nl. paN-n enrollment. 

	lista= ALISTU (female). listu = ALISTU. 
	2 

	listun, listun n shoelace. v [A; b6] put, tie 
	1

	s.o.'s shoelaces. paN-v [A2] tie one's own shoelaces. Huwat usa kay nanglistun pa ku,my shoelaces. 
	s.o.'s shoelaces. paN-v [A2] tie one's own shoelaces. Huwat usa kay nanglistun pa ku,my shoelaces. 
	Just a second, I'm still tyi
	ng 


	listunn moldi, a strip of wooden material for edging in a building or boat. v 1 [A; b] put a molding s.w. Ikaw bay mulistun sa mga daplin sa bungbung? Will you be the one to attach the molding at the edges of 
	2 
	ng

	I
	I
	the walli? /yang gilistunan ang mga pik
	ng
	-

	tiyur prim, He attached the mouldings (around the sides) of the picture frame. 2 [al2] make into a wooden mouldi. Listunun ku ning kahuya, I'll make a moulding out of this piece of wood. 
	ng
	· 


	lisu n seed. makaagpas sa -get the implication of s.t. spoken by indirection. Wa ku makaagpas sa lisu adtung iyang pasumbingay, I did not get what he was driving at. lisulisu, lisuhan a for corn or rice to be half cooked, as if there were seeds in the center. v [B126; b6] for rice or corn to come out half-cooked. lisuhan a having seeds. Kadaghanan sa mga prutas lisuhan, Most fruits have seeds. 
	lisu v 1 [A; al2b2] turn, cause s.t. to rotate on its axis. Pugngi ang twirka samtang maglisu ku sa pirnu, Hold the nut in place while 
	I turn the bolt. L isua ang imung siya ug atubang diri, Turn your chair around and face this way. la ma-pay buku sa kawayan ime (lit. it would be easier to twist a bamboo node). Malisu pay buku sa kawayan kay sa akung hukum, I'll stick to my decision come hell or high water. lb [b 4(1)) -sa buut, kwirdas, pangisip, twirka, utuk go off one's rocker. Ang pubring inahan nalisuan sa pangisip pagkamatay sa iyang mga bata, The poor mother went crazy after her children died. 2 [A2; c6] twist one's body as if o
	I turn the bolt. L isua ang imung siya ug atubang diri, Turn your chair around and face this way. la ma-pay buku sa kawayan ime (lit. it would be easier to twist a bamboo node). Malisu pay buku sa kawayan kay sa akung hukum, I'll stick to my decision come hell or high water. lb [b 4(1)) -sa buut, kwirdas, pangisip, twirka, utuk go off one's rocker. Ang pubring inahan nalisuan sa pangisip pagkamatay sa iyang mga bata, The poor mother went crazy after her children died. 2 [A2; c6] twist one's body as if o
	possible to cha
	ng

	Ug pukawun siya mulisu Lang ug mubalik ug katulug, If you wake him, he just turns over and goes back to sleep. (➔) n turning pegs of musical instrument. -anan n 1 = Lisi.r. 2 knob or switch one turns to turn 
	s.t. on. lisulisu v [A13] 1 turn around. Naglisulisu siya sa silya nga nangita naku, I-le was turning around in the chair looking for me. 2 toss and turn. Naglisul{su siya tibuuk gabii ug wala makatulug, He was tossing all night and was not able to sleep. -ay(➔) v [B
	146) be very busy. Naglisuay (nagkalisuay) ku ining trababu kay wa kuy katabang, I'm up to my neck with work because I don't have anybody to help me. 
	lisud a l difficult. Lisud kaayu ning liksiyuna, This lesson is very difficult. 2 in short supply, requiring effort. Lisud ang tubig sa amu, Water is hard to come by at our place. Lisud ang dalan sa Tulidu, The road in Toledo is difficult. 3for a situation to be hard to save or remedy, Lisud na ang kahimtang sa masakitun. The patient is in critical condition. v 1 [B2; a2] be, become difficult. Dili naku lisdun ang mga pangutana, I won't make the questions difficult. 2 [B 14 5; b6] have, encounter difficu
	s.t. Naglisud ku ug paandar sa makina, I am having difficulty starting the engine. Wa ka ba lisuri (lisdi) sa pag-ilis ug ligid? Did you have difficulty in changing the tire? 2a [al 
	2) put s.o. to great inconvenience. Ug imu kung lisdun, muundang ku sa trabahu, If you make things hard for me, I will quit this job. 3 [A13] be in bad shape financially or in health. Naglisud si Lulu mu, Your grandfather is gravely ill. Naglisud mi run kay wa kuy trabahu, We're hard up because I have no work. n thing that constitutes the hardship or difficulty. Ang lisud mau nga dili siya muadmitir nga utangan siya ni
	-


	lisuglisug -litiral 
	mu, The difficult thing is that he won't admit that he is indebted to you.!(�), ka-(�) v [A13] have a hard time doing s.t. Naglisud (nagkalisud) kug bayad, I'm having a hard time paying. ug magka-(�) if need be, if things get bad enough. Ug magkalisud mubayad na Lang ku arun maariglu ang ka7 su, If there is no other way, I'll just pay up so as to get rid of the case. lisudlisud v [A 1 3; al 2] 1 do s.t. the hard way. Lisudlisurun man nimu ug limbas. Gabsa! You are doing it the hard way with a file. Use a 
	mu, The difficult thing is that he won't admit that he is indebted to you.!(�), ka-(�) v [A13] have a hard time doing s.t. Naglisud (nagkalisud) kug bayad, I'm having a hard time paying. ug magka-(�) if need be, if things get bad enough. Ug magkalisud mubayad na Lang ku arun maariglu ang ka7 su, If there is no other way, I'll just pay up so as to get rid of the case. lisudlisud v [A 1 3; al 2] 1 do s.t. the hard way. Lisudlisurun man nimu ug limbas. Gabsa! You are doing it the hard way with a file. Use a 
	Naglisudlisud ka lang naku pagpatubig sa tanum nga muulan man run, You are making me water the plants for nothing when it is going to rain. kalisudlisud v [A13] be hard up financially. Nagkalisudlisud sila kay walay trababu ang amaban, They are hard up because the father has no work. ka-n hardship. Ang kalisud nga imung masagubang, The hardships you will encounter. kalisdanan n hardships.

	lisuglisug v [B46; b4] for the body to have cysts or cyst-like protrusions. Mulisuglisugang akung iluk ug pamlugan ku, l get swollen glands in my armpit whenever I get a lymphatic infection. 
	Hsun a filled out, well-built in body. Angbim�ug nga bata lisun kaayug lawas, The healthy child has a well-filled-out body. Sa
	gad sa mga trababadur lisun kaayug lawas, 
	gad sa mga trababadur lisun kaayug lawas, 
	Most workers have good bodies. v [B2; b6] for a body to be well-built, rounded. ka-n state of being well-built. 
	' 

	lisunn name given to various fleshy caran
	2 
	-

	goid fish. 
	goid fish. 

	lisun plan n lesson plan for schools. v [A; b] make a lesson plan.
	liswi n 1 = HABASAN. 2 blood-mouthed conch.
	liinsiya = LISINSIYA.
	sy

	lit a late, not on time. Diin gud ka! Ltt ka&yu ka, Where have you been? You are very late. v [B126) be late. Ug malit ka sa klasi, ay na lang ug sulud, If you are late for class, don't attend.
	lit-ad a bent or twisted from warping, warped. Lit-ad kaayu ning tab/aha kay dugay nga nabulad sa init, This piece of wood is all warped because it was left under the sun. v 1 [A2] get warped. 2 [A] bend the body backwards or writhe. Ayubag kugus ang bata kay mukalit ug lit-ad, Hold the child firmly because he'll just suddenly throw himself backward. lit-adlit-ad v [A] writhe, wriggle. Naglit-adlit-ad siya sa kalami, She writhed in ecstasy. 
	. 

	lit-ag n k.o. snare with a running noose, actuated by a spring pole which is released when the quarry steps on the cross piece that holds it down. -nga mubutu boobytrap. v 1 [AN; al 2) catch with this sort of snare. Mang!it-ag mi sa lasang ug ibalas manuk, .We will snare wild chickens in the forest. 2 [Al3;a12] make into a snare. 
	lit-ag n k.o. snare with a running noose, actuated by a spring pole which is released when the quarry steps on the cross piece that holds it down. -nga mubutu boobytrap. v 1 [AN; al 2) catch with this sort of snare. Mang!it-ag mi sa lasang ug ibalas manuk, .We will snare wild chickens in the forest. 2 [Al3;a12] make into a snare. 
	litaniya n 1 litany. 2 enumeration of things in a series. Tua na, gibungat ang litaniya sa imung mga sayup, There he goes, reciting the litany of all your faults. v 1 [A13] saythe litany. 2 [A 13; a] say s.t. in an enumeration. Wa ku katig dibang gilitanyaban ku niya sa akung mga sala, I could not say a word when he enumerated my faults to me.
	ngu

	liti n thunderbolt. Usa ka makabungul ngaliti milanug sa kagabhiun, A deafeningthunderbolt echoed in the night. v [A2] for a thunderbolt to crash. -sa udtung rutuk sudden and unexpected happening (like a bolt of lightning at high noon, a rare occurrence). Ang pagbali sa sinaligan sa partidu ngadtu sa pikas mauy usa ka liti sa udtung tutuk, The party leader's defection to the other side was a most unexpected move. 
	· 

	litik v 1 [AN; cl] snap one's finger. Nagpanglitik siya sa iyang tudlu sa bigayun nga nalipatan, He snapped his fingers in annoyance that he missed the opportunity. Litki (litiki) ang iru arun muduul, Snap your fingers at the dog so it will come near. 2 [A;b] flick s. t. with the fingers. L itkan (liktan) ku nang dunggan mu ug di ka maminaw, 
	I'H flick your ears if you don't listen. (Ł) = 
	LITIKLITIK, n2, v. litiklitik, litikay, litikanay, litkanay, liktanay n 1 a game of flicking each other's knuckles to see who will surrender in pain. 2 game of detaching or scattering a bunch of knotted rubber bands by flicking with the thumb and middle finger. v [CJ play a finger-flicking game or game scattering rubber ·bands. 
	litiliti a for s.t. in a container to be used up, very close to the bottom. Litiliti na kaayu ang tu.big sa banga, The water in the jar is falling pretty close to the bottom. v [B36)1 for s. t. to be used up, usually to the bottom of the container. Nagkalitiliti ang atung bugas, Our rice is getting close to the bottom of the bin. 2be reduced to a very small amount. Naglitiliti ang nanan-aw sa prugrama kay taligsik, Only a small sparse crowd saw the program because it was drizzling. 
	litira = RITIRA. 
	litiral a literal. L itiral nga intirpritasiyun sa Bibl{ya, A literal interpretation of the Bible. 

	litiratura -Hug 
	v [al2] do s.t. literally. 
	v [al2] do s.t. literally. 

	litiratura n 1 literature. 2 literature caringadvertising or information. 
	ry

	litis = LITSUGAS, 1. 
	litra n letter of the alphabet. v [A; b6] mark with a letter. L itraban ku ning akung mga punda, I will mark my pillowcases with my initials. 
	litratu = RITR.ATU. litratista = RITRATISTA. 
	,
	,
	see RITRAru. 

	littu n 1 liter. 2 dmeasure for grains and other items equal to one-third of a ganta. lpalit ku ug usa ka litru nga asin, Buy me a liter Qf salt. v [Al 3; al 2) measure s.t. by the liter. litruhan n a container used as a liter measure. 
	ry 

	litsi n milk. v 1 [b6] put or add milk to s.t. Gilitsiban ba nimu ang akung kapi? Did you put milk in my coffee? 2 [al2] raise s.t. or s.o. on milk other than the mother's. Litsihun ku ning ituya kay namatay anginaban, I will raise this puppy on canned milk because the mother died. -plan n k.o. custard baked or steamed in syrup. kulur di-a cream-colored. litsihan, litsihan n a unit of dor liquid measure the size of a milk can. 
	ry 

	litsi1 mild cuss word uttered in annoyance or anger (euphemism for pisti). Litsi! Gibali na pud na nimu, Darn! You broke it again. 2 reference to s.o. one is annoyed at. Giindiyan ku sa litsing daku, The son of a gun stood me up. -ng yawa expression of strong anger. Litsing yawa! Aku pay hulaman ug libru ug aku pay pabatdun didtu sa ila! Shit! He borrows a book from me and then I'm supposed to bring it to his house as well! litsilitsi v [Al3; a12] say litsi to 
	2 

	s.o. Ayaw kug litsilitsiba, Don't you say litsi to me! 
	s.o. Ayaw kug litsilitsiba, Don't you say litsi to me! 

	litsugas n 1 lettuce: Lactuca sativa; 2 mild cuss word uttered upon being annoyed (euphemism for litsz). Litsugas ning bataa, kanunay rang mangayu ug singku! This darn child! He always asks for a nickel. 
	litsun n 1 pig roasted whole over coals. 2 by extension, fowl so roasted. -dilitsi roast suckling pig. 3 euphemism for litsi, a mild curse said when one is annoyed with s.o. Litsun ning bataa samukan kaayu, Darn this child. He's such a nuisance. v [A; a2] roast a pig, have a roast pig or, by extension, a fowl. -in-n animal so roasted whole over coals. -un(➔) n a pig in the stage of growthconsidered ideal for roasting. 
	litu, litu v [A; a] buy rice or corn for home consumption. Lisud kaayug basta bugas Ii-
	difficult if we have to buy rice, too. pa-(�) v [A; c] 1 sell corn grits or rice. 2 sell corn grits or rice on a rationed basis. Magpalitug bugas mais ang arsii, The RCA will sell corn meal on a rationed basis. 
	difficult if we have to buy rice, too. pa-(�) v [A; c] 1 sell corn grits or rice. 2 sell corn grits or rice on a rationed basis. Magpalitug bugas mais ang arsii, The RCA will sell corn meal on a rationed basis. 
	tu.bun pa, It's ve
	ry 

	litu v 1 [AB; al2] for joints to crack, crack the joints. Kamau ka nga mulitu sa imung tudlu? Do you know how to crack your knuckles? 2 [A; al2] rub a leaf over an angle to make the leaf pliant. Lituun nimu ang dabun sa lumbuy sa ngilit sa lamisa arun sayun nga lukutun, Rub the lumbuyleaf over the edge of the table so it will be easy to roll. -anan(�) n s.t. one can rub a leaf over to make it pliant. 
	litub n k.o. edible arc shell. -sa amu k.o. small arc shell (½") which clings to cliffs along the seashore. It is not eaten. 
	lituglitug v [AN; cl] 1 hide, refuse to tell the truth when asked. Ayawg lituglitug, tugan sa tinuud, Don't tto hide s.t. Tell the truth. Ayaw kug lituglitugi. Hain ang kwarta? Don't tto hide anything from me. Where's the money? 2 withhold s.t. which one is supposed to turn over. Gilituglitug sa pyadu ang abut sa bumay, The man who was in charge didn't turn over all of the rice crop.
	ry 
	ry 

	litukv 1 [A; al2) pronounce. Kamau nang mulituk si Bibut sa pulung 'Mama', Bebot already knows how to say 'Mama' distinctly. 2 [A; b6(1)] express, convey s.t. by speaking. Naglituk siya sa iyang gugma ngadtu sa dalaga, He was expressing his love to the maiden. L itukan ta ka sa prisyu nga walay makaparihu, I will quote you a price no one can match. 
	1 

	lituk n flick with the fingers. v [A; b] hit 
	s.t. ty flicking the fingers at it. Ang tabia.n gilitukan sa maistru sa u, The teacher flick
	I 
	-

	ed the pupil on the head for talking in class. 
	lituk a for rice plants to sprout fresh, lush leaves. v [BJ for rice transplants to get lush new leaves. Naglituk ang iyang bumay kay dinisibi man, His rice plants are sprouting lush leaves because they are well cared for. 
	litundan = ALITUNDAN. 
	liu = LIHU. 
	liug n neck. Butilyang taas ug liug, A bottle with a long neck.(➔) v 1 [Al23S; al2] hit in the neck. L iugun niya ug pusil ang liyun,He will shoot the lion in the neck. 2 -sa bitik ni San Markus v [a3] be hooked into marriage (lit. be cauht in the neck by the noose of St. Mark). /git Zang kung migradu
	g
	-


	liunduk -liwat 
	war, naliug dayun ku sa bitik ni San Markus, 
	war, naliug dayun ku sa bitik ni San Markus, 
	As soon as I graduated I got married. paNv [A2] get thick at the neck. Nangliug siyag maayu, mu rag babuy, He's got lots of fat around the neck like a pig. panghi-( ➔) v [B2
	456] for a young bull to become fully mature, as shown by an enlargement of the neck. Manungagra ba nang turiyu nga manghiliug, That young bull will gore you now that he's getting mature. paN-(➔) n in plowing with a water buffalo, a rope tied from one end of the yoke to the other, passiunder the animal's neck, the purpose of which is to prevent the yoke from slipping off. taga-(➔) a up to the neck. Tagaliug ku sa mga utang, I'm up to my neck in debt. V [B156] get to be up to the neck. 
	ng


	liunduk = TALIUNDUK. 
	lius v l [A2] pass by s.t. unnoticed. Sa luyung pultahan siya mulius, He passed thru the back door unnoticed. la [ C3; b5] fail to see s.t., skip over s.t. Naglius Lang sila ug wa magkita, They passed each other without seeing each other and they failed to meet. Giliusan (gilius) namu siya pagsilbi, We skipped her when we were serving. 2 [A3B; al2] distract s.o.'s attention from s.t. Akuy naglius sa iru; siya usab nangawat, I distracted the dog's attention, while he broke into the house. 3 [A12] for s.t. 
	come and go without bei
	ng 

	Liusa (liusi) ang mga tawu arun maabut ka sa altar, Wriggle through the throng so you can reach the altar. liuslius v [A; b6] 1 avoid speed constantly. Lisud siyang dakpun kaymaayung muliuslrus, He is hard to catch because he is good in dodging. 2 manage to get through an argument or interrogation by evasive means. Maayu siyang muliuslius sa katarungan, He is good at giving evasive reasons. 
	Liusa (liusi) ang mga tawu arun maabut ka sa altar, Wriggle through the throng so you can reach the altar. liuslius v [A; b6] 1 avoid speed constantly. Lisud siyang dakpun kaymaayung muliuslrus, He is hard to catch because he is good in dodging. 2 manage to get through an argument or interrogation by evasive means. Maayu siyang muliuslius sa katarungan, He is good at giving evasive reasons. 
	being caught by changi.ng direction and 


	liut v [A2; b6] 1 squeeze one's way through. Miliut siya sa dagbang tawu, He squeezed his way through the crowd. Nasamad siya sa alambring iyang giliutan, He sustained cuts from the barbed wire he squeezed through. 2 get out of a difficult spot byverbal cunning. Bisag pit-un siya, makalrut pa giyug pangatarungan, Even if you push him against the wall, he will manage to 
	come up with an answer that will somehow get him out of it. 
	come up with an answer that will somehow get him out of it. 
	liwa v [A; al] destroy mankind and rid the world of evils. Ang lunup mauy miliwa sa kalibutan, The great deluge destroyed mankind and rid the world of evils. 
	liwag v 1 [A; cl] move s.t. at one end to get it out of the way or make it change position. Liwan natu ngadtu ning tabla arun dili magbalabag sa dalan, Let's push this board to one side so it won't be in the way. 2 [B6; cl] face a different direction. Pastilan ug muliwag nang kanyun, If that cannon turns in this direction, we're in for it. 2a shift one's direction in squatting without taking the soles off the ground. M iliwag siya arun maduul sa iyang tiraban nga dyulin, 
	gu 

	He pivoted around to get nearer to the target he was shooting his marble at. 
	liwas n period after a holiday or big occasion. Sa liwas sa pyista, After the fiesta. Liwas sa gira, The posŁwar period. v [B256; b] for it to get to be the time after some period. 
	Muliwas na Lang ang pasku wagiyud kuy pinaskuban, Christmas will soon be over and I still haven't received a single Christmas gift. Giliwasan giyud mi sa ting-ani did.tu sa bukid, We stayed in the mountains until after the harvest season. 
	liwat a taking after. Liwat siya sa amaban nga taas ug ilung, He got his fat her' s longnose. -sa giliwatan being exactly like the parents, a chip off the old block. v 1 [B256N; b6] take after s.o. 2 [A12] obtain or produce an offspring or young. Maayu na lang ugmakaliwat (makapaliwat) ning sunuya kay di na ikatari, This rooster is no good for fighting any more, but we can still use him as breeder. n 1 species, breed of. Angdumanu liwat sa lubi nga inanu, Dumanu is a species of dwarf coconut. 2 one's child
	Ugmangliwat imung babuy, paambita ta ug usa, If your pig has a litter, let me have one. ka-(Ł) n 1 descendant. Ang kaliwat ni Bus
	-

	· yu mau ang mga adunaban sa Karkar, The wealthy families in Carcar are the descendants of Bosio. 2 breed, race, species. Kining mungaana kaliwat ug bingitlug, This hen is an egg-laying breed. Lubus nga kaliwat, Purebred. Mau ni ang kaliwat sa ubung nga 

	liwayway -luay
	2 

	gagmayun apan pinangita, This species of mushroom is small but highly prized. Tabunung kaliwat, The brown race. t 
	gagmayun apan pinangita, This species of mushroom is small but highly prized. Tabunung kaliwat, The brown race. t 
	liwayway n 1 name of a Tagalog weekly. 2 brand of cheap cigarettes. 

	liwit = DIWIT. 
	liyaliya n rocking chair. v [A; cl] sit or be rocking in a chair. Midiskansu siya, nagliyaliya, He is sitting in his rocking chair, relaxing.
	liyaliya n rocking chair. v [A; cl] sit or be rocking in a chair. Midiskansu siya, nagliyaliya, He is sitting in his rocking chair, relaxing.

	liyinda n legend, a story handed down from early times by tradition and popularly regarded as historical. 
	liyu v [A2; b6(1)] circle around Miliyu ugkatulu ang ayruplanu una mutugpa, The airplane circled three times before it landed. n things located in a circle around an area. Mga balay nga liyu sa simbahan, The houses surrounding the church. 
	liyug a for s. t. long and slender to be bent or crooked, warped. Dili magsirbi na para palug kaa, This would not do for a mast because it is crooked. v 1 [A13] be crooked or bent. Unsang klasi sa mitrusana ni nga nagliyug man? What kind of meter stick is this that it is so crooked? 2 [B246] for a missile to go crooked Muliyug ang lapad nga batu ug ilabay, A flat stone cutves when you throw it. liyugliyug v [A] bend back and forth. Ug muliyugliyug ang lubi, bagyu na na, If the coconut sways back and forth,
	kay li
	yu
	yu

	liyuk v [A2S; c] be, go around s. t. A1ga bak) sa nag-asuy, Children sitting around the storyteller. ,vlakal� yuk ba!ning pisi sa paldu? Will this rope goall around the bale? Wa mi makasibug dihang giliyukan mi sa mga Hapun, We ,vere not able to retreat when the Japanese surrounded us. a being around Liyuk sa ilang balay may kabuy nga namunga, There are trees covered with fruit all around their house. 
	tang nagliyuk (nagli
	yu

	Hyun n lion. 
	lun law coorse. Lu ang iyang giistudiyuban, He is taking up law. 
	1 

	luv [A; c6] feel weak and with no energy.Mulu lang nang tawbana ug magdaut, That man feels weak and lazy only if he is ill Ugilu nimu ang plu, musamut, Your flu will get worse if you give in to it. 
	2 

	luad!v 1 [AB126;!:i.12) be uprooted and fall 
	on its side, uproot s.t. Bagyu Ami ang nag-
	on its side, uproot s.t. Bagyu Ami ang nag-
	hoon Amy felled that acacia tree. Naluad ang pusti nga naagian sa baba, The post was uprooted when the flood went through it. 2 [A; a12) for brothers to marry sisters. Giluad sa mga 
	hoon Amy felled that acacia tree. Naluad ang pusti nga naagian sa baba, The post was uprooted when the flood went through it. 2 [A; a12) for brothers to marry sisters. Giluad sa mga 
	luad anang kasya, T
	yp 

	Planas ang mga Baka/an, The Planas brothers married the Bacalan sisters. 

	luaga I loose, not tightly attached or wound around Luag kaapagkabaata ang pis� The rope is loosely tied Luag nga sapatus, Shoes that are too big. 2 having ample space. Ang bangku luag para lingkuran sa Lima ka tawu, The bench is big enough for five persons to sit on it. Luag nga kalubinhan, Large tracts of coconut land 2a for 
	yu 

	,
	s.t. not to occupy a whole area. Ipun diri 
	ug lingkud kay luag pa mi kaayu, Sit with us because there's plenty of room here. 3being in a comfortable situation. Luag na ang atung panimuyu kay may trabahu nasilas Papa ug Mama, We have a comfortable life now that Dad and Mom both have jobs. 4 for emotions or a sickness to be relieved 
	Luag na ang akung ginbawa dibang nauli na ang bata, My anxiety has been relieved now that my daughter came home. v 1 [APB;a2) be loose, loosen. Bi, akuy muluag (mupaluag) sa imung kurbata, Here, I will loosen your necktie. Hugti ug maayu ang twirka arun dili muluag, Tighten the nut very well so it will not loosen. Luagi ug baat ang akung kamut, Tie my hands loosely. 2 [BS; b6] be, become wide in area. Nagkaluagang ilang kabumayan kay nanawat silagprinda, They are getting more and more rice lands because 
	ey 

	Ug luagluagan nimu ang imung mga anak,mangabusar na, If you are too lenient with your children, they will become abusive. 
	luaryang, luaryung (from luag) a for a woman to have a large vagina, no longer a virgin (coarse). Mangasawa ka anang luaryang? Are you going to marry that fallen woman? v [B126) be a fallen woman. 
	luas n tiny sore in the gums or inside of the mouth. v [b4) have tiny sores in the mouth. luatan n joints, a place of union between two 
	separate bones. luayn leader in fishing with a line. v [A;
	1
	b6( 1)) attach a leader to a line. luayv [B2; b6] be, become weak and limp.
	i 

	J\1uluay (maluay) ang lawas sa tawung kuyapan, The body of a person who faints becomes limp. Nagluay ang ulu sa bata nga nakatulug sa silya, The child's head was hanging limply after he fell asleep in the chair. a flexible, limp. Luay ang alambri, 

	Iuay-lubas 
	3 

	Wire is flexible. luay= DUL-A Y. 
	3 

	luba v [B26] give way under pressure, persecution, public opinion. Di mulub.a (malubaning akung pagbati bisan taliwa sa pagtamay, My love will not give way no matter how much scorn they may heap on me. 
	}

	Ang Luba sa iyang asawa mauy nakapaluba (nakaluba) sa iyang bugut nga bukum, His wife's tears moved him to back down from his firm decision. 
	Ang Luba sa iyang asawa mauy nakapaluba (nakaluba) sa iyang bugut nga bukum, His wife's tears moved him to back down from his firm decision. 

	luba v [A3S; al] stab. Naprisu siya kay nakaluba, He was put in jail because he stabbed s.o. 
	lubad v 1 [B2) fade. Milubad (nalubad) angpulu kay gibakban, The shirt faded because it was bleached in the sun. Nagkalubad ang singsing pansi, The imitation ring is fading. 2 [ B246; b4] for colors to run Gilubdan ang puti nga gisagul sa dikulur, When the white and the colored clothing were washed together, the colors ran onto the white cloth. 3 [B2] for feelings, traits, etc. to fade. Ang panabun makapalubad (makalubad) sa panagbigalaay, Time can make a friendship fade. 3a [AB] change one's mind, cause s
	·
	·
	to break. Ulitawu ka na kay n1ilubad nag imung tingug, You are an adolescent now because your voice has started to break. a faded. Sininang lubad, A faded shirt. pa-v [A; c6] shift the topic of conversation. Mipalubad dayun siya dibang aku na untang suk1natan, fie changed the subject right away when I was about to confront him. lubarun a of a faded sort. Lubarun na ning puluba, daan na man gud, This sport shirt is faded because it is already old. 

	•tubag pa-v [A2; c) change the topic of conve�sation, take s.t. back. Mangumidiyasiya, apan kun masuku na ang iyang kumidiyaban, mupalubag (magpalubag) dayun siya, 
	He teases, but when the fellow he is teasing gets angry, he immediately takes it back. Babin sa gugma ang iyang gipalubag, He changed the topic of conversation to love. 
	He teases, but when the fellow he is teasing gets angry, he immediately takes it back. Babin sa gugma ang iyang gipalubag, He changed the topic of conversation to love. 

	OU t. 
	lubag v 1 [ AB6; ab] twist s. t., wring s. t. 

	Lubagun ku nang liug mu, animala ka, I will wring your neck, you beast. lubagi ang linabban arun daling mauga, Wring out the clothes so they will dry quickly. 2 [A 13] for flat boards to be warped Naglubag ang tabla kay dugayng nabulad sa init, The board is warped because it was left in the 
	Lubagun ku nang liug mu, animala ka, I will wring your neck, you beast. lubagi ang linabban arun daling mauga, Wring out the clothes so they will dry quickly. 2 [A 13] for flat boards to be warped Naglubag ang tabla kay dugayng nabulad sa init, The board is warped because it was left in the 
	Lubagun ku nang liug mu, animala ka, I will wring your neck, you beast. lubagi ang linabban arun daling mauga, Wring out the clothes so they will dry quickly. 2 [A 13] for flat boards to be warped Naglubag ang tabla kay dugayng nabulad sa init, The board is warped because it was left in the 
	sun for a long time. (➔)n liquid obtained by squeezing plants for their sap. Maayungbubbu ang lubag sa bawnus, The squeezings from the gogo vine make good shampoo. v [A2; c] 1 exude a juice, taste, color when soaked in water. Pu/a ang ilubag sa tungug, Mangrove bark gives off a red color. 2 for the results of bad behavior to come out. 
	2 


	M ilubag na ang iyang pangarmin. Napaangkan siya, Her habit of always making hel'self up has borne fruit. Now she got pregnant 3 [A2N] for dirt to loosen so that it comes out easily. Ibumul una sa sabun nangmga bulingun bwaban makalubag ang buling, Soak the dirty clothes in soapy water so that the dirt can come loose. lubaglubag v [A; c6] writhe. Naglubaglubag siya sa katri sa kasakit, He is writhing in pain on the bed. -in-n liquid or juice squeezed out ofs.t. Waswasi pag linabban kay lubug pag linubag
	.

	lubak v [A; a) pound, beat heavily with s. t. 
	Tulu ka tawu ang mulubak (maglubak) sa bu,nay, Three persons will pound the rice. Lubakun ku sa kumu ang imung nawung, I will beat your face with my fists. 
	lubakan n 1 a coconut palm with the defect that its nuts and fronds easily break or fall off. 2 the way certain coconuts develop with a husk so thick that the nut looks very much bigger than the ordinary, but with an ordinary amount of meat. v [B1256] for a coconut tree to get to be so that the nuts and fronds break off easily. 
	lubangv [A; c) transplant seedlings. Kamiy mulubang sa mga lubi, We will transplant the coconut seedlings. n seedling. 
	1 

	lubangv [B246) for pimples or rash to come out Mulubang ang mga butuybutuy ug mukaun siyag pasayan, She breaks out in rash if she eats shrimps. 
	2 

	lubang n k.o. upland rice with big, round, reddish grains that ripen in five months. 
	lub-angv [A; c] put all of s. t. in one container. Kinsa may naglub-ang ining tanang saging sa kulun? Who put all the bananas in the pot? Ilub-ang ang tanang linabban sa duwang, Put all of the laundry in the basin. 
	1 

	lub-angn 1 pothole. 2 hole to plant seedlings in. v [B12) for potholes to develop. -un(➔)n seedling ready for transplanting to holes dug for the purpose. 
	2 

	lubas n 1 heartwood of timber. 2 maturity, 
	enough years to become seasoned (literary)
	., 


	628 lubat-lubu 
	v [b4] have well-developed heartwood. -an a 1 having well-developed heartwood. 2 seasoned, experienced. Lubasan nga magbabalaud, Seasoned lawmaker. 
	v [b4] have well-developed heartwood. -an a 1 having well-developed heartwood. 2 seasoned, experienced. Lubasan nga magbabalaud, Seasoned lawmaker. 

	lubat n illness caused by a frightening experience, esp. contact with the dead. The cure is palina. (see •LiNAz. )Kanang iyang gibati lubat na niadtung kalit nga pagdawugdug, 
	Her sickness is due to the intense fright she suffered from hearing the thunder. v [B24 6; b4] for an illness to develop or for s.t. that one has to get worse because of intense fright. Mulubat ang kabahung basta iadtug mintiryu. Sores get worse if you go to a cemetewhen you have them. Gilubatan ang bata kay giduul sa minatay, The child got ill from fright because he was made to go near the corpse. pa-v (A; c] startle s.o. by s.t. sudden -a shout or a sudden spring from a concealed position. Palubatan naŁu 
	Her sickness is due to the intense fright she suffered from hearing the thunder. v [B24 6; b4] for an illness to develop or for s.t. that one has to get worse because of intense fright. Mulubat ang kabahung basta iadtug mintiryu. Sores get worse if you go to a cemetewhen you have them. Gilubatan ang bata kay giduul sa minatay, The child got ill from fright because he was made to go near the corpse. pa-v (A; c] startle s.o. by s.t. sudden -a shout or a sudden spring from a concealed position. Palubatan naŁu 
	ry 


	lubaung = LIBAUNG.
	lubay, lubay a pliant, easily bent. Lu.bay ang kawayan, Bamboo bends. v (B2; b6] become supple. Nfulubay (malubay) imung lawas ug mukuba kag bali, Your body becomes supple if you take ballet lessons. (➔)n tender string beans. lubaylubay v (A lP; c16] move or do s.t. slowly with a wigglybody. Maglubaylubay (1nagpalubaylubay) giyud na siyang maglakaw, mu rag bayut,
	He walks slowly wiggling his body like a fai. n k.o. wrasse. 
	He walks slowly wiggling his body like a fai. n k.o. wrasse. 
	ry


	lubi n coconut: Cocos nucifera. mugbu pa ang -long ago. -nga lupisan n variety with green husks. -nga ugis n variety with whitish nuts, used in making coconut oil for medicinal purposes. v (b(l)) mix milk extracted from coconut meat with s.t. Nindut ang sabaw sa kinhasun ug lubihan, A chowder of seashells tastes good if coconut milk is added to it. lubilubi v (A; ab} weed or clean the area around each coconut plant. Ug di natu matibuuk paglimpiyu, lub ilu bihun Jang, If we can't clean the whole area, just
	lubi n coconut: Cocos nucifera. mugbu pa ang -long ago. -nga lupisan n variety with green husks. -nga ugis n variety with whitish nuts, used in making coconut oil for medicinal purposes. v (b(l)) mix milk extracted from coconut meat with s.t. Nindut ang sabaw sa kinhasun ug lubihan, A chowder of seashells tastes good if coconut milk is added to it. lubilubi v (A; ab} weed or clean the area around each coconut plant. Ug di natu matibuuk paglimpiyu, lub ilu bihun Jang, If we can't clean the whole area, just
	·
	ng 
	ry 
	i-

	han, kalubian, kalubinhan n coconut grove. taga-n a system of trading in which the merchandise, esp. home-made food preparations as cakes, etc., are bartered for mature coco nu ts. v [c6] barter goods for coco nu ts. Itagalubi ni nakung bibingka, I'll barter these rice cakes for coconuts. 

	lubid v [AB 12; a] twist together, twine. 
	lubid v [AB 12; a] twist together, twine. 
	Nagkalubid iyang dila pagsinultig ininglis, 
	ito
	His tongue gets all twisted up in t
	ry

	nglish. Lubira ang duha ka wayir arun lig-un giyud, Twist the two wires to
	speak E
	ng

	. n abaca twine. lubiran n device for twining rope. lubidlubid, -in-n k.o. hard, crunchy pastry,fashioned like twine, sprinkled with flakes of sugar. 
	gether to make them really stro
	ng

	lubing n loop or noose of a lasso which tightens when pulled. Dakua ang lubing kay daku ug liug ang baka, Make the loop large because the neck of the cow is large. v [A;c 1] 1 catch or ensnare using a lasso or noose which tightens when pulled. Akuymulubing (maglubing) sa mga baka, I'll lasso the cows. 2 win s.o. through deceit or by fast talk. Gilubing sa pulitiku ang publiku, The politician had won the public support through his glib words. 
	lubintadur = LIBINTADUR. 
	lubitus n very small beads sewn on s. t. for decoration. v [A; b6] decorate s. t. with lubitu s.
	lublub v 1 [A; b(l)] bury oneself. Kuykuyaang gilubluban sa hanlilitik, Dig down to where the scorpion shrimp buried itself. 2 [A; b6] stay long in a place without much activity. Naglublub Zang siya sa ila kay way kwarta, He just stays home because he doesn't have any money. -anan n placewhere s.o. buries himself or stays long in. t 
	lubu v [B26; clP] for s. t. to be projected
	1 
	,

	upwards at a sharp angle. Ayawg ilubu (lu
	-

	buha ipalubu, palububa) inigsirbi kay sayu n nang sagngun, Don't serve it high because it will be easy to spike it. a projected at a sharp angle. Lubu ra nga pagkasirbiServed too high. n 1 balloon. 2 hot-air balloon. Misaka ang lubu human kadagkuti ang pabilu, The hot-air balloon rose after the wick was lit. 
	lubun wolf. 
	2 

	lubu v [A; a] 1 remove grains of corn from the cob. Lubua nang mais arun ipagaling, Remove the kernels so we can mill them. 2 remove teeth, serrations, or anything protruding in a series, like the grains of corn. 
	Malubu run nang ngipun mug musupak ka, 
	You'll be minus your teeth if you don't 

	lubug -lubus
	1 

	cooperate. hangyu -request made in sucha way it cannot be turned down (so called from the notion that as one is asking forcorn he is at the same time picking at the grains).
	cooperate. hangyu -request made in sucha way it cannot be turned down (so called from the notion that as one is asking forcorn he is at the same time picking at the grains).
	lubug v [A; b6] 1 for a person to sit with the rump smack on the ground or for an animal to sit or lie with its limbs flat on theground. Milubug sa sawug ang iru, The dog was stretched out on the floor. la for the sun to be about to set. Milubug na ang adlaw sa kasadpan, The sun was about to set (lit. sitting on its rump in the west). 2 stayin a place for some time, but temporarily. 
	Duba na ku ka simanang lubug dinbi kay way kasakyan, I have been stuck here for two weeks because there has been no transportation. 2a -sa banig [A13] stay in beddue to illness. Mutuig na siyang galubug sa banig, He has been bedridden for almost a year. lubganan n place where animals habitually He down. 

	lubug v 1 [AB2; a] for liquid to get or be made murky with sediment. Mulubug (malubug) ang suba ug mubaba, The river becomes muddy during floods. Ang nangaliguay mauy naglubug sa suba, The bathers made the river all muddy. 2 [AB12] for one's sight to become, be made blurry. Bulug sa luba nga milubug sa iyang mata, A torrent of tears that blurred her sight. 3 (A; a12] make a wild disturbance so as to disrupt an activity. Tagagawas ang naglubug sa amung parti, Some outsiders disrupted our party. a murky
	LUBUG, a. -un(➔) a of a muddy, murky 
	LUBUG, a. -un(➔) a of a muddy, murky 
	son.

	lubuk v 1 [A; a] pound with a pestle. Lubka (lukba) lang ang tipasi. Ayawg ipagaling, Just pound the rice. Don't have it milled. 2 [A; al2] rain blows on the body. Lubkun una sa buksidur ang tiyan sa iyang kuntra, The boxer pounds his opponent's stomach first. lubkanan n 1 place where pounding is done. 2 mortar.
	lubulubu n 1 a bitter, inedible powdery material from buri palm flour, which is separated from the edible portion (natuk) anddisposed of. 2 thin, white membranous covering on the inside surface of bamboo stems. lubun v (B23(1)) sink into s.t. soft. Nalubun ang trak sa lapuk ug di na makaduwal, The truck is stuck in the mud and cannot move any funher. Nagkalubun na ning akung singsing kay nagkadaku man ning akung tudlu, My ring is getting embedded more and more deeply in my finger because my finger is 
	nun) pag-ayu ang batu sa a/ahas arun dili dating mulagput, The stones are set deeply so that they can't fall out. a for stones to be set deep. pa-n meat or fish inserted into the boiled rice one carries s. w. as his lunch (malutu). pa·(�) n in weaving, a rod stuck into a groove made in the cloth beam (likisan), the purpose of which is to hold the woven cloth wound around the cloth beam in place and maintain tension on the warp. 
	nun) pag-ayu ang batu sa a/ahas arun dili dating mulagput, The stones are set deeply so that they can't fall out. a for stones to be set deep. pa-n meat or fish inserted into the boiled rice one carries s. w. as his lunch (malutu). pa·(�) n in weaving, a rod stuck into a groove made in the cloth beam (likisan), the purpose of which is to hold the woven cloth wound around the cloth beam in place and maintain tension on the warp. 
	lubung v 1 (A; c] bury. Naglubung suag babandi sa silung, They buried a treasure under the house. Gipamisaban ang baya una ilubung, A mass was said for the dead man before he was buried. la be beaten by an overwhelming victory in an election, contest, game. Gilubung ang Libiral sa Nasyunalista, The Nationalists defeated the Liberals by a landslide. lb bury fish in the sand to make them look fresh. le embed a charm inside a part of the body. Gilubung niya ang mutya fa iyang brasu arun mabimu siyang kubl
	My foot sank when I stepped in the mud. 
	Naglubung silag mga trusu sa pundasiyun, 
	They drove logs into the foundations. -sa kalimut v [c6] forget s.t. completely. flu
	bung sa kalimut ang imung makauulawng kaagi, Forget your shameful past. n 1 grave. 2 interment. lubnganan n place of interment. Bawnun ku sa lubnganan ang akung pagmabay, l will regret it to my dying day (lit. carry my regret to my grave). lubnganan, kalubngan n cemetery. lubngananun aappropriate to the cemetery. Lubngananungkabilum, A cemetery-like silence. -in-n fishburied in the sand near the shore so that they would look fresh. 
	lubus v [AN; a12] acquire a supernatural ability by means of undergoing a series ofdifficult tasks (tabas) in preparation for it. Ug mulubus (manlubus) kag kalaki kinabanglang makatuman ka sa tabas, If you want to acquire supernatural ability, youmust be able to accomplish the series of difficult tasks. Gilubus sa akung apuban ang kalaki ni Dun Liyun Kflat, My grandfather acquired Don Leon Kilat's supernatural ability. 
	lubusa 1 entirely of one color and texture. 
	1 

	Ang akung iru lubus nga puti, My dog isentirely white. Ang kulur sa bistidu lubus kaayung pula, My dress is colored a very pure red. Lubus panit akung bag, My purse 

	lubus-lugak 
	2 

	is all leather. la -kaliwat purebred. Lu.bus kaliwat Tiksas kining manuka, This cock is a purebred Texas. 2 for a decision to be final. Lubus na ang akung bukum, My decision is final v 1 (B2; cl) be, become purely one color. Ug usban nimug pintal, mulubus (malubus) ang kulur, If you paint it once more, the color will be pure and even. 2 [B26; cl) be, become decided. 
	is all leather. la -kaliwat purebred. Lu.bus kaliwat Tiksas kining manuka, This cock is a purebred Texas. 2 for a decision to be final. Lubus na ang akung bukum, My decision is final v 1 (B2; cl) be, become purely one color. Ug usban nimug pintal, mulubus (malubus) ang kulur, If you paint it once more, the color will be pure and even. 2 [B26; cl) be, become decided. 

	lubusa tied, wound around tigt. v (al2)
	2 
	,
	?

	.
	.
	tie s.t. tight. Ayaw lubusa pagbaat arun sayun badbarun, Don't tie it tight so it will be easy to untie. ka-n tightness of a knot or the way s.t. was tied up.

	lubut n 1 anus, rump. Lupig pay lubut sa himungaan sa katabian niya, She's more talkative than a hen's behind (which keeps opening and closing). walay -havihipsand buttocks far too forward. Ayg tak-in kay wa kay lubut, Don't tuck in your shirt because you have flat buttocks. 2 vagina(euphemism). Ang bata anha mulusut sa lubut sa babayi, A baby comes out through the mother's bottom. 3 bottom part of a container or receptacle. Lubut sa baskit, Bottom of the basket. 3a -sa basu costume jewelry (lit. made fr
	ng 
	-

	rear. 3 [Al2N; al21 enter through the back way. Lubtun Lang natug sud ang bay arung di ta makit-an, Let's go in through the back door so that nobody will see us. -ug anay n nutmeg shells (lit. sow's anus) so called because of the similarity of the lips of this shell to the anal lips of a sow. lubutlubut v [B4) have more work to do than one can handle. Nagkalubutlubut kug Laba, I'm go. Dili"
	rear. 3 [Al2N; al21 enter through the back way. Lubtun Lang natug sud ang bay arung di ta makit-an, Let's go in through the back door so that nobody will see us. -ug anay n nutmeg shells (lit. sow's anus) so called because of the similarity of the lips of this shell to the anal lips of a sow. lubutlubut v [B4) have more work to do than one can handle. Nagkalubutlubut kug Laba, I'm go. Dili"
	icrazy trying to do all this laund
	ry

	ng 
	man ka mutuktuk, magkalubutlubut man Zang tagpanabun sa atung lawas, Why didn't you knock? I went wild trying to cover myself. lubutlubut v [AP; c) follow s.o. around. Ayaw kug lubutlubuti, Don't follow me around all the time. 
	lubyuk v [BJ be, become hollow, sunken. 
	Kandiis nga naglubyuk sa iyang isig ka aping, Dimples that are deeply set on each cheek. Ang bumuk nga yuta malubyuk kun tumban, Soft earth caves in when you step on 1t. 
	lud n load of courses given to a teacher. v [A;
	c] have a certain teaching load. Gamay ra kug makita kay naglud Lang kug duha, I don't earn much because I have only two courses. Pilay ilud nimu kada sim istir? How many courses are given you per semester? 
	luda V [AN; c) spit, spit out. Giluda niya ang iyang giusap, He spat out what he was chewing. n spittle, saliva. 
	ludabi n name of Cebuano writers' organization, abbreviation of Lubas sa Dagang Bisaya, 'The elite (lit. heartwood) of Visayan literature'. 
	lud-an see LUWA. ludhan see LUHUD. 1uga = LUGA.LUGA. 
	lugabu, labu n dull hollo\1/ sound of impact. Lugabu sa mga t-awung nagsayaw sa taas, The thumpisound of the people dancing upstairs. v [A2S3] produce a dull hollow sound of impact. M ilugabu ang likud nga gisumbag, 1-Iis back resounded with a thump when I slapped him. Naglugabuang bawud sa lapyahan, The waves pounded against the shore. -in-= LUGABU, n. 
	ug
	ng 

	lugabungav [B1456) make a thumping sound. 
	Naglugabung ang mga lamisa ug siya nga gipatiran sa mga hubug, The chairs and tables made a thumping sound as the drunken men kicked them. 
	lugak v 1 [AB; ab7] for s.t. which grips or is tied round s. t. to loosen. Wa siya mulugak ug gakus naku sa kahadluk nga byaan, She did not let go of her embrace for fear of being left behind. Lugaka ang imung sinina arun hayahay, Loosen your dress so it will 

	lugaluga -Iugar
	l 

	be comfortable. Lugaki ang turniki kada singku minutus, Loosen the tourniquet every five minutes. 2 [B4; b(l)) abat�, slow down from doing s.t. with energy. Ang bagung dalan makalugak (makapalugak) sa trapiku dinbi, The new street can relieve the traffic here. Ayawg lugaki ang pagpanguyab niya, Keep courting her for all you'reworth. Don't let off. 3 [B2456N] for the knees to give way, for a person to budge from his convictions. Di siya mulugak sa iyang baruganan bisag buLgaun, He won't budge from his s
	be comfortable. Lugaki ang turniki kada singku minutus, Loosen the tourniquet every five minutes. 2 [B4; b(l)) abat�, slow down from doing s.t. with energy. Ang bagung dalan makalugak (makapalugak) sa trapiku dinbi, The new street can relieve the traffic here. Ayawg lugaki ang pagpanguyab niya, Keep courting her for all you'reworth. Don't let off. 3 [B2456N] for the knees to give way, for a person to budge from his convictions. Di siya mulugak sa iyang baruganan bisag buLgaun, He won't budge from his s

	lugaluga v [A13; a12) move s.t. in a hole back and forth. NagLugaLuga siya ug lipak sa nabuLit nga tubu, He worked a stick back and forth in the tube that was stopped up. 
	lugamak, lugamak v [B456; clP) fall with a crash, be thrown down with force. M ulugamak ka giyud ug mabugnu nang imung gitungtungan, You will fall with a crash if that thing you are standing on collapses. 
	GiLugamakan (gipalugamakan) ang mga bulak sa mga inibut nga sagbut, They threw the uprooted weeds with force on top of the flowers. Nalugamakan (nalugmakan) ku sa iyang kasaba, I received the brunt of his 
	GiLugamakan (gipalugamakan) ang mga bulak sa mga inibut nga sagbut, They threw the uprooted weeds with force on top of the flowers. Nalugamakan (nalugmakan) ku sa iyang kasaba, I received the brunt of his 
	scoldings. /mu man nang iLugamak (ipaluga
	-

	mak) ang imung lawas bisag asa, You throw yourself down anywhere. n sounds of s.t. falling with a crash. (➔) [B126; b8] rush headlong into s.t. Nalugamak siya sa usa ka byuda nga way kwarta, He rushed into mar
	-

	,
	riage with a penniless widow. -in-= LUGA
	-

	MAK, n. 

	lugan-ub n thundering, reverberating sound. v [A3] produce a thunderous or loud reverberatisound. M ilugan-ub ang kabukiran nga gipabutban ug dinamita, A deafening sound echoed through the mountains when the dynamite was exploded. n a thunsound. -in-= LUGANUB. 
	ng 
	dering, reverberati
	ng 

	lugapak, lugapak n banging, slapping, cracking sound. Ang lugapak sa kawayan, The cracking of the bamboo. v [A2S; ac) make a cracking, slapping, banging sound. Milugapak ang pultaban nga gikaLit pagsira, The door was slammed with a bang. Naglugapakang samput sa iyanganak sa bakus, The leather belt cracked over his son's buttocks. 
	. 

	. 
	. 
	,

	-10-= LUGAPAK, n. 

	lugarn 1 geographical place. Nakaadtu na 
	lugarn 1 geographical place. Nakaadtu na 
	1 

	ku sa lainlaing Lugar sa kalibutan, I have been to various places in the world. la situation one is in. Ikaw sa akung Lugar ug lalim ha, You try beiin my place and see if it is nice. 2 proper place, occasion for s.t. 
	ng 


	Ibutang sa lugar ang imung pagpangmik-ap, Use make-up at the proper occasion. Wala sa Lugar tung imung pagsaway niya kay dagbang naminaw, It was not the right time for you to criticise him because there were lots of people listening. 2a proper place of vehicles in the flow of traffic. Patuu. Wa ka sa Lugar, Move to the right. You 're not in yourlane. 3 vacant place. Duna pa bay lugar sa dyip? Is there room in the jeep? 4 available time for s.t. Wa kuy Lugar pagsuruy run, I don't have time to go around no
	Ibutang sa lugar ang imung pagpangmik-ap, Use make-up at the proper occasion. Wala sa Lugar tung imung pagsaway niya kay dagbang naminaw, It was not the right time for you to criticise him because there were lots of people listening. 2a proper place of vehicles in the flow of traffic. Patuu. Wa ka sa Lugar, Move to the right. You 're not in yourlane. 3 vacant place. Duna pa bay lugar sa dyip? Is there room in the jeep? 4 available time for s.t. Wa kuy Lugar pagsuruy run, I don't have time to go around no
	first place, you are a stra
	ng
	yu


	lugar-luging 
	2 

	lugar= KINTA. 
	lugar= KINTA. 
	2 
	1

	lugas n 1 grain. Usa ka lugas bumay, A grainof rice. Maayu ang lugas sa igtalanum ngabin�� The seeds for planting have wellformed grains. la drops (figurative). Pipilaka lugas nga Juba, A few teardrops. 2 strand. Usa ka lugas buhuk, A strand of hair. 2a -lartut a hair's breadth (lit. strand of abaca fiber) by which one is kept from death. Usa ka lugas lanut ang nakauwang naku sa kamatan, l came within a hair's breadth of meeting my death. 3 word coun.ter for people. Pipila ka lugas tawu ang didtu sa sini
	·
	yu 

	lug-as v [B12; a12] remove husk from rice or other grains. Ang imung linubkan di makalug-as (makapalug-as) sa dawa, The way you are doing it won't get the husks off the millet. a already unhusked. Taphi ang linubuk kay lug-as na, Winnow the pounded rice because the husks are off now. 
	lugatub n deep,loud, hollow sound. v [A] resound with a deep loud, hollow sound. Milugatub ang baril nga gilabayg batu, The barrel went honk when a stone was thrown 
	. . ,
	at 1t. -ID· = LUGATUB. 
	luw n porridge from rice or corn grits. v 1 [A; a] make porridge. Bag-ung bumay ang lugawa, Make porridge from the new rice. 2 [B12) turn to, become a mud puddle or mire. Malugaw ang dalan ug mag-ulan, The path becomes slush during rainy days. -in-,
	ga

	,
	. 

	n:t-n = WGAW. 
	•Iuy-nan, -nun n pertaining to politics and elections. Bugnu nga lugaynun (lug€'ynan) diin naparut si Kirinu, The political fight where Quirino lost. 
	ga

	lugbak v [B26] for organic matter to decay. Malugbak ang prutas nga may tatsa, The fruit will rot if it has been damaged. Bisan malugbak ang imung bukug, dili ka kabalus sa imung ginikanan, You can neverrepayyour parents no matter how much time goes by (lit. even after your bones have rotted).
	·
	_ 
	_

	Mauy nakalugbak (nakapalugbak) sa kai ang kanunayng paghumul niini sa tubig, The wooden post rotted because it was immersed too long in water. 
	buyng bali
	g

	lugbati = AWGBATI. 
	lugda v [A; b(l)] start, originate some foolishness or mild misbehavior. Kins<i ninyuy naglugda ug kuriskuris sa bungbung? Which one of you started making scratches on the 
	lugda v [A; b(l)] start, originate some foolishness or mild misbehavior. Kins<i ninyuy naglugda ug kuriskuris sa bungbung? Which one of you started making scratches on the 
	wall? 

	lugdang v [A2; b6] 1 settle to the bottom of a liquid. Wa makalugdang ang bugaw kay pirrr1ing gikutaw, The dirt would not settle because s.o. kept stirring the water. Dit
	gayng milugdang ang iyang paun kay sug man, It took his bait a long time to reach the bottom because there was a current. 2 for results of bad action to make themselves felt. M ilugdang ang iyang tinuntu. Nakalabus, That is the fruit of his foolishness. He was sent to prison. 3 [B3(1)4] for tender rice grains to solidify. Wa pa gani makalugdang ang bumay anihun ·na nimu, Are you going to harvest the rice when the grainshaven't solidified yet? -in-, ni-n 1 s.t. that settled. 2 results of bad action. Kanang
	lugdat v [B46] for the eyes to bulge. Milugdat ang iyang mata sa katingala, Her eyes bulged with surprise. Gwapa unta apan naglugdat lang ang mata, She looks pretty but she has bulging eyes. 
	lugdum, lugdung a heavily overcast, particularly with rain clouds. v [B46] be heavilyovercast. Dunay taliabut nga unus kay naglugdung ang langit, A rainstorm is coming because the sky is heavily overcast. 
	lugi v 1 [A; a] extract dried coconut meat
	1 
	•

	fFom shell. Hustu nang lugrun ang gibudnu 
	nga lubi, The coconuts are dried and the meat can be extracted. 2 [A; a12] process 
	• coconut into copra, from harvesting to drying. Maglugi mi kada trimistri, We make copra every three months. n copra .Jsulud sa saku ang lugi, Put the copra in the sack. (➔) n instrument for extracting coconut meat from the sh.ell. 
	..

	lugia being outsmarted, fooled (slang). Lu
	2 

	g_i ka kay mituu kang mubayad siyag utang, 
	You have beep fooled for believing that he pays his debts. v 1 [B126] be tricked into s.t. (slang). Nalugi ku sa Murus pagpalit sa imitasyungruliks, l was tricked by the Moro into buying a fake Rolex watch. 2 [B126; a 
	12) for a business to fail, fold up. Ang kalit nga pagbabar sa prisyu mauy nakalugi ( nakapalugi) sa iyang nigusyu, The sudden drop in prices caused his business to fail. 3 [A; a2b3(1)] defeat in a game or fight. Angmangbud ra nakuy maglugi niya sa abidris, 
	Even my little brother could defeat him in chess. Ang lipbuk ni Prasyir mauy nalugian ni Kl� It was Frazier's left hook that defeated Clay. 
	luging n logging company, industry. Naa ku 

	lug-is -lugpad 
	sa luging, I work for a lging firm. 
	sa luging, I work for a lging firm. 
	og
	lug-is v [AB6; al] split or break into smaller sizes. Maglug-is kug kawayan para ikural, I will split some bamboo for fencing. Naglugis ang pintal, The paint is cracking. 
	lugit v [A; a] 1 extract s. t. buried or fastened hard to a surface with s.t. pointed or sharp. Gilugit ang bala gikan sa lyang paa, The slug was extracted from his thigh. 2 extract coconut meat from the shell in making copra. Ang labing ray lugitu n, Extract copra only from mature nut�. 3 force oneself or s.o. to dig deep for money when he is financially hard up. Napugus ang pubri paglugit sa iyang tinaguan, The poor man was forced to dig into his savings. 4 ask for s.t. inaforceful way. Milugit siyag b
	lugit v [A; a] 1 extract s. t. buried or fastened hard to a surface with s.t. pointed or sharp. Gilugit ang bala gikan sa lyang paa, The slug was extracted from his thigh. 2 extract coconut meat from the shell in making copra. Ang labing ray lugitu n, Extract copra only from mature nut�. 3 force oneself or s.o. to dig deep for money when he is financially hard up. Napugus ang pubri paglugit sa iyang tinaguan, The poor man was forced to dig into his savings. 4 ask for s.t. inaforceful way. Milugit siyag b
	lugit v [A; a] 1 extract s. t. buried or fastened hard to a surface with s.t. pointed or sharp. Gilugit ang bala gikan sa lyang paa, The slug was extracted from his thigh. 2 extract coconut meat from the shell in making copra. Ang labing ray lugitu n, Extract copra only from mature nut�. 3 force oneself or s.o. to dig deep for money when he is financially hard up. Napugus ang pubri paglugit sa iyang tinaguan, The poor man was forced to dig into his savings. 4 ask for s.t. inaforceful way. Milugit siyag b
	·

	[A) act unwilling to make s.o. trouble himself or plead. Gustu tuud siya, piru nagmagabt kay magpalugit giyud, She actually wanted to, but she put up resistance because she wanted him to implore her. 
	-



	lugituk v [ B46; b6] for cereals to be halfcooked but moist. Naglugituk ang linung-ag kay wa ayubag siga, The rice is half-cooked because the fire wasn't hot enough.
	lugitum (from itum) v [B4] be dark, gloomy because of dtnseness. Milugitum ang langit sa kabaga sa dag-um, The sky got dark with thick clouds. Ang naglugitum nga kamaisan, The dense and dark cornfields. 
	lugkab = LUNGKAB. 
	lugkat (from lukat) v [A; a] 1 pry off things that are nailed or stuck into s.t. Nakalugkatsrya sa dakung Lansang nga nagtaup sa kabuy, He managed to pull the large nail out of the \VOOd. Gilugkat ang mga daang baldusa, They removed the old tiles. 2 uproot, fell, including roots and all. Nalugkat ang pusti nga nadasmagan sa trak, The truck rammed into the post and it knocked it over. 
	luglugv [A; a] thrust s.t. long repeatedly into a narrow opening. Lugluga ang kasilyas kay nasampungan, Thrust a stick into the toilet pipe because it is stopped up. n stick or the like used to thrust into a narrow 
	1 

	.
	.
	opening.

	luglugv [A; al] slaughter an animal by slicing the neck. Way sud-an, magluglug tag manuk, We have nothing for dinner. Let's slaughter a chicken. 
	2

	*luglugpansit -see PANSIT. 
	3 

	lugmak v 1 [B2; al] give way or break in the middle due to force or weight. Mulugmak (malugmak) nang saluga kun tungtungan ug dagban, That floor will collapse if lots of people stand on it. 2 [A; a2] trample on plants and destroy them. Gilugmak sa babuy ang mga buwak, The pig trampledover the flowers. 
	lugmak v 1 [B2; al] give way or break in the middle due to force or weight. Mulugmak (malugmak) nang saluga kun tungtungan ug dagban, That floor will collapse if lots of people stand on it. 2 [A; a2] trample on plants and destroy them. Gilugmak sa babuy ang mga buwak, The pig trampledover the flowers. 
	lugmaw v 1 [A2; b6] show up or appear. 1
	-

	ngug musultis PrisidintiMarkus. Hai Markusang milugmaw? They said President Marcos would give a talk. But no Marcos appeared. Gilugmawan sryag dili ingun nau, A supernatural being :,i.ppeared to him. 2 [A2]for part of s.t.-buried to be sticking out. Giunsa man ninyu paglubung ang iru nga milugmaw man ang tiil? How did you bury the dwhen its feet are sticking out? 3 [A2N; b6] for tears to well up in the eyes. 
	t
	og 

	Nalubug ang akung mata nga gilugmawan sa luba, My eyes were blurred with the tears that started to form. 
	lugmay = LUKMAY. 
	lugmuk v [AB26; a2b2] for structures or people to collapse. Ang linug mauy naglugmuk sa Rubi Tawir, The earthquake destroyed the Ruby Tower. Nalugmuk sa simbaban ang tawung nakuyapan, The man who fainted in church suddenly collapsed. pa-v [A; c] tear down structures. lpalugmuk sa gubyirnu ang mga bawungbawung, The government will tear the shacks down. 
	lugmuy = LUKMUY. 
	lugnas v 1 [A23P] for plants to die from disease or from being past the fruit-bearing age. Gagmay nag bunga ang tamatis kay hapit na malugnas, My tomato plants are bearing few fruits now because they will soon wither and die. 2 [B126) be brought to!utter ruin. Nalugnas ang iyang nigusyu kay miintra siya sa sugal, His business was brought to utter ruin because he took to gambling. 3 [B1256] for structures to fall apart. Dili na madugay nga malugnas ang balay kay daan na kaayu, It won't be long for the ho
	lugnut v [A2; c6] struggle to free oneself from s.t. that holds one. Ayawg ilugnut imung bu�tun ug gunitan ka paglabang, Do not pull your arm away when I'm holding on to you to cross the street. paN-v [Al]struggle vigorously to get free. Nagpanglugnut ang babaying gikidnap, The girl struggled vigorously to get loose from her abductors. 
	lugpad v 1 = LUPAD. 2 [A2] fly up.Milugpad ang abug paglabay sa trak, Dust flew up 

	d 
	lugpit -lu
	gu

	when the truck passed by. 3 [A23 J send s. 
	when the truck passed by. 3 [A23 J send s. 
	o. reeling as though flying. M ulugpad ka run ug suntukun ta ka, I'll send you reeling if I strike you. 

	lugpit v [A; b] pin s.t. down tightly or between two things. Tabangi kug lugpit sa kugun iring duba ka lipak, Help me fasten the grass thatch down with those two pieces of bamboo. Lugpiti (lugpiti) ang /ibru sa iluk, Hold your book tightly under your arm. Hilugpitan akung tudlu pagsira naku sa bunus, I caught my finger when I closed the drawer. n 1 s.t. used to clip or pin s.t. tightly down or against s.t. 2 chord on a itar formed by pressing the finger straight across the strings. pa-v [A; ab] cause s.
	gu

	lugputv [B246; b6] pop up like a jack-in-thebox. M ilugput ku sa silya sa kakurat, I shot up from my seat in my fright. Layu siyag gilugputan pagkalingkud niyag dagum, He jumped a mile when he sat on a pin.
	lugru n advantage given in betting where the odds are not even. Ang lugru tris kuntra sa imung dus, The advantage is three to your two. v [A; b6] give advantage in betting, not said of tossicoins. Lugruban ta sila ug singku tris arun mudawat sila sa pusta, 
	ng 

	We will give them an advantage of five to three so that they will take the bet. lugsad v 1 [A; cl] get to the ground or bot
	tom.MiJugsad na ang ayrupJanu sa tugpabanan, The airplane has landed at the airport. NagJugsad sila samtang kami nagtungas, 
	tom.MiJugsad na ang ayrupJanu sa tugpabanan, The airplane has landed at the airport. NagJugsad sila samtang kami nagtungas, 
	down the hill while we 
	They were comi
	ng 

	were going up. 2 [A; c] bring s.t. down. A
	dunay mulugsad (magJugsad) sa mga abut ngadtu sa lungsud, S.o. will bring the produce down to the town. 

	downhill, to town. Mantinir Jang una tag manuk kay wa mi makalugsung, Let's just put up with chicken because we haven't had a chance to go down to town (to buy anything better). 
	lugsungv 1 [AB36; ac] go, bri
	ng 

	MagJugsung sila sa ilang mga pruduktu ngadtu sa lungsud, They britheir products down to the city. Unsay imung lugsun maduminggu? What do you go to town for on Sundays? 2 [Al] eat canned fish (humorous). n 1 -sa down to. Kining kasagingan gikan dinbi Jugsung sa suba aku, This banana plantation from here down to the river is mine. 2 canned fish (so called from the joke that mountaineers consider canned fish better than chicken because they have to go down to get it -see the first sentence 
	MagJugsung sila sa ilang mga pruduktu ngadtu sa lungsud, They britheir products down to the city. Unsay imung lugsun maduminggu? What do you go to town for on Sundays? 2 [Al] eat canned fish (humorous). n 1 -sa down to. Kining kasagingan gikan dinbi Jugsung sa suba aku, This banana plantation from here down to the river is mine. 2 canned fish (so called from the joke that mountaineers consider canned fish better than chicken because they have to go down to get it -see the first sentence 
	MagJugsung sila sa ilang mga pruduktu ngadtu sa lungsud, They britheir products down to the city. Unsay imung lugsun maduminggu? What do you go to town for on Sundays? 2 [Al] eat canned fish (humorous). n 1 -sa down to. Kining kasagingan gikan dinbi Jugsung sa suba aku, This banana plantation from here down to the river is mine. 2 canned fish (so called from the joke that mountaineers consider canned fish better than chicken because they have to go down to get it -see the first sentence 
	ng 
	ngu

	under v). -un, -un(➔) a downhill. 

	lugsut v [A2; b8] eject s. t. with force. Milugsut ang lisu dihang naligsan sa ligid, The seed was ejected when the wheel ran over the fruit. Milugsut ang aku sa tantu niyangbamilbamil, I ejaculated because she kept rubbiand rubbing it. Nalugsutan ku saasiti pagbasu sa bumba, Oil spurted onto me when he worked the pump. 
	ng 

	lugtab v 1 [A; b5] force a door open. Wa
	nay kawatang makalugtab aning pultabana, 
	No thief can break this door open. 2 [A; ab 
	2] or rope with a long slashingstroke of the blade. Naglugtab siya sa tabisa sininang usbunun, She is cutting the stitches of the dress she has to alter. Lugtaba ang bukut arun malibri ang kabayu, Cut the tether rope to free the horse. Hinglugtaban naku ang balaybayan, I accidentally cut the clothesline. 3 [A3P; al 2) deprive s.o. of his power. Unsay iyang pagabubatun arun malugtab ang gabum sa ingk antu? What shall he do to overcome the power of the spirit?
	cut a stri
	ng 

	lugtas v 1 [A; a] break a rope, thread, string, etc. by pulling on it with force. Naglugtas pa ku sa tabi sa akung sinina, l an1 ripping out the stitches in my dress. Kun di mabubad, lugtasa Jang, If you can't untie it, just break it off. 2 [A; b4cl] terminate, put an end to s.t. Kaguul nga mulugtas sa imung kinabubt, Sorrows that can terminate your life. Lugtdsun (ilugtas) ba Lang nimu ang imung mga damgu tungud Zang sa usa ka babayi? Will you destroy your hopes and dreams all because of a woman? 3 [al
	2) finish a task or job. Kanang Jabbanan na Jang imung lugtasun karun, All you have to finish is that laundry. 
	lugti v [AB; a] for s,t. crisp or brittle to break, cause it to do so. M ilugti ang basu nga gibuhuan sa tubig nga nagbukal, The glass cracked when boiling water was poured into it. Di ku makalugti niining bukuga. Gabi kaayu, I cannot break this bone. It's too hard. Lugtia nang mitrusan, Break that meter stick. 
	lugu v [A; a] shake a vessel with liquid in it to slosh the liquid around. Lugui nang butilya kay namilit ang bugaw sa sulud, Slosh water around in the bottle because there's dirt sticking to the sides. 
	lud v 1 (AN; al] rub the eyes. Ayawg lugda imung mata ug mapuling ka, Don't rub your eyes when you get dirt in them. 2 [A;b] rub the skin with a stone to remove dirt. Lugdi imung liug kay dagbang buling, Rub your neck because there's lots of dirt on it. 
	gu


	luk-limit 635 
	gu

	paN-v [A2; c6] rub oneself with a stone to remove dirt. Panlugud, unya human, panabun, Scrub yourself, and after that, soap yourself. Puslan pa mang maligu manlugud gayud, Since I've started, l might as well go the whole hog. (Lit. Since I am bathing I might as well scrub myself.) (➔) n stone used for scrubbing oneself to remove dirt. luguk, luk v [B2456; b6] well up. Milugukang dugu sa tudlung nadukdukan sa martil
	gu 

	yu, The blood welled up in his fingers when the hammer struck them. Lugus siyang kakita kay gilugukan iyang mata sa luba, She could hardly see because of the tears which welled up in her eyes. 
	yu, The blood welled up in his fingers when the hammer struck them. Lugus siyang kakita kay gilugukan iyang mata sa luba, She could hardly see because of the tears which welled up in her eyes. 

	lugum v [B2; ab7] make, become dark or m ang kulur ug puti ang ipaluyu, A color becomes deeper in hue if it is set off against a white background. 
	deep in hue. Mulu
	gu 

	Luma pagpintal arun matabunan ang suwatsuwat, Paint it dark to cover the writing. a dark 9r deep in hue. Hanap di lum ang agi sa druwing pinsil, Your pencil made light lines, not dark ones. 
	Luma pagpintal arun matabunan ang suwatsuwat, Paint it dark to cover the writing. a dark 9r deep in hue. Hanap di lum ang agi sa druwing pinsil, Your pencil made light lines, not dark ones. 
	gu
	gu 


	lum v [B3(1)6] for water to collect and form into a pool. Maglugum giyud ang tubig kay wa nay kaagasan, The water will form a pool because there is no way for it to get out. 
	gu

	Iugus v 1 [A; cl] force, force oneself.!Milus kug iskuyla bisag gihilantan ku, I forced myself to go to school even though I had a fever. Kinsay naglugus inig pasuk sa bubu bisag huut, Who forced this into the hole even though it's too big? Ayawg ilugus (lugsa) imung lawas ug di giyud mahimu, 
	gu

	Don't force your body if you can't manage it. 2 [A; a2] rape. Gibitay ang naglugus sa babayi, The man who raped the girl was ug nga lugus s gani ming makapalit ug bugas, We can scarcelyafford to buy rice. (➔) v lA] barely do s.t. under difficult odds. Naglugus giyug iskuyla bisag walay kwarta, 1-Ie managed to get through school despite his poverty. linugsa· nay, lugsanay, lugsanay = LUGUS, a. paNn rape. maN-r-(➔) n rapist. 
	Don't force your body if you can't manage it. 2 [A; a2] rape. Gibitay ang naglugus sa babayi, The man who raped the girl was ug nga lugus s gani ming makapalit ug bugas, We can scarcelyafford to buy rice. (➔) v lA] barely do s.t. under difficult odds. Naglugus giyug iskuyla bisag walay kwarta, 1-Ie managed to get through school despite his poverty. linugsa· nay, lugsanay, lugsanay = LUGUS, a. paNn rape. maN-r-(➔) n rapist. 
	hanged. a hardly, barely. Ti
	ng
	mabati, A barely audible voice. Lu
	gu


	lut n 1 thicket, woods. Miadtu siya sa lut arun pagkubag talibugsuk, He went to 
	gu

	gu
	gu
	the woods to cut down stakes for fencing. 2 ravine or gully. Tubig nga nag-ambak ngadtu sa lugut, Water that leaps down into the ravine. ka-an n 1 = LU GUT, 1. 2 series of ravines or narrow valleys.

	lugwa (from gula) v [B3(1)6; b6] 1 be forced out. Wa makalugwa ang bituk kay giundangan ang pagpurga, The intestinal worms 
	didn't come out because he stopped taking his medicine. M ihuphup ang bubag human lugwaŁ sa nana, The boil shrank after the pus had come out of it. 2 go out in general. Way pulung!nga milugwa sa iyang baba, Not a word came out of his mouth. 
	didn't come out because he stopped taking his medicine. M ihuphup ang bubag human lugwaŁ sa nana, The boil shrank after the pus had come out of it. 2 go out in general. Way pulung!nga milugwa sa iyang baba, Not a word came out of his mouth. 
	lugway v 1 [A; b] lengthen the rope on a tether. Kinsay naglugway sa kabaw nga nakaabut man sa maisan. Who gave the cara
	-

	. 
	. 
	bao enough rope to get to. the cornfield? Lugwayi pa ang tabanug, Give the kite more rope. 2 [AB; b) extend, prolong time allotted, for time to be extended. Ug mulugway ang akung kinabubi, If my life is extended. Lugwayi ang panahun sa akung pagbayad, 

	Give me more time to pay. 3 [A] have enough of s.t. at one's disposal. Kun makalugway ka sa pagdagan, If you can stand to run for a long distance. n 1 length of rope used in tying s.t. that moves. Mub-i ang lugway sa hiniktan, Shorten the rooster's tether. la length of rope in a fishing apparatus used in connecting one part with another to render moveability. 2 extra time allowance given. Mangayu tag lugway ug di ni mabuman ugma, We will ask for an extension if this doesn't get done tomorrow. 3 length 
	s.t. one has at his disposal. Daku kug lugway sa pasinsiya, I have a great deal of patience. Bisag gastuhan nimug usa ka gatus, duna pay lugway nga ikapalit ug sapatus, 
	Even if you spend a hundred of the money, there is still enough to buy shoes. 
	luha n tears. -sa bau crocodile tears. (➔) v [AN] get tears in the eyes. Nag-away siguru sila kay nagluha iyang mata, They must have had a quarrel because her eyes are moist. Nangluha siya pagkabati sa sintimin� ta/ nga isturya, She got misty-eyed upon hearing the sentimental story. -an, -un( ➔)a with tears, walug sa gin-an n the world, this vale of tears. -sa dalaga n k.o. ornamental hanging vine: Discbidia oinantba. 
	luhag a not still, restless. L ubag kaayung kamut nang imuuyab, Your boy friend has restless hands. v [A; cl] move about, not OU sit still (lit. nobody move) when the visitors are here. Ayaw nig lubaga kay igsaktu nang pagkataud, Don't move this an inch because it is just in the right place. 
	ng 
	be still. Way maglubag ug dunay bisita, y

	luhaluha n joints of the human or animal anatomy. v [A; a] cut up a chicken or slaughtered animal in the joints. Lubalubaa ang inihaw nga manuk, Cut up the slaughtered chicken in the joints. 
	limit v [A; a] remove the meat of a sea shell with a pin or the like. Luhiti ang bata ug 

	636 luhu -lukat 
	unud sa kinbasun, ReIT¥>ve some of the 
	unud sa kinbasun, ReIT¥>ve some of the 
	meat from the sea shells for the child. 

	luhu a with refinement and elegance in appearance. Mutambung siguru siyag parti kay lubu kaayug pamist� He must be going to a party because he is elegantly dressed. Lubung pagkabubat nga tukadur, A finelybuilt dresser. v [B12(1); cl] be elegant, luxurious in appearance. 
	luhud v 1 [A; b] kneel. Naglubud siya atubangan sa birbin, She is kneeling before the Virgin Mary. 2 [A; b6] worship. Tabura ang mga santus; ayawg ludbi, Venerate the saints; don't worship them. 3 [A] surrender. M'ilubud ang Hapun human bumbabi sa atumik bam, Japan surrendered after the atomic bomb was dropped. 4 [A; b6]sponsor a wedding. Dagban nang kasal ang akung naludban, l have been a sponsor �t many weddings. pa-v 1 [A; ac) be made to kneel 2 [a3] be thrown to one's knees. Napalubud siya pagkaigu s
	luhudluhud n a prostrate, spreading herb found in wasteland and open spaces, bearing small blue flowers in an axilliary, peduncled, leaflike spathe: Commelina diffusa. 
	-

	luib n small bits of cooked rice or other burnt or partially burnt food that stick to the corners and creases of leaves which line the bottom of a cooking vessel. 
	luib v [A2S3S; b(l)] betray, be unfaithful to s.o. Way mapyusu nga makaluib sa mapya, No Mafioso can betray the Mafia. Gi/uJ. ban siya sa iyang asawa, His wife was unfaithful to him. ma-un a unfaithful, tendingto betray. n see MALUIBUN. 
	luing a having weak knees such that one can't stand. v [B12] be, become weakŁ kneed. Pulyu ang nakaluing (nakapaluing) nang bataa, Polio has caused that child to have weak knees. 
	Iuka v 1 [A; a] uproot, pull s.t. out by the 
	1 ' 
	1 ' 
	roots. Atung lukabun ang mga tanum nga
	way binungdan, We'll uproot the useless plants. 2 [a3] for two sisters to be married to two brothers. Ang iyang dub a ka anak dalaga naluka pagkaminyu sa magsuun, His two daughters were married to the two brothers. 3 [A; al2] dislodge from power, put one's reign to an end. Way makaluka ni Duranu sa unang puruk, No one can dislodge Durano from his hold on the first dis
	way binungdan, We'll uproot the useless plants. 2 [a3] for two sisters to be married to two brothers. Ang iyang dub a ka anak dalaga naluka pagkaminyu sa magsuun, His two daughters were married to the two brothers. 3 [A; al2] dislodge from power, put one's reign to an end. Way makaluka ni Duranu sa unang puruk, No one can dislodge Durano from his hold on the first dis
	-

	trict. n a case of marriage where brothers marry sisters. lukahay v [ C23] for brothers to marry sisters. 

	luka= LUKU (female). 
	2 

	Iuka n short piece of bamboo tube, usuallyused as repository of documents, jewelry, or anything important. v [A; c] store s.t. in a Iuka for safekeeping. 
	lukab v 1 [A; al] pry open. Hiraminta nga ilukab sa salug, Tools to use in prying the floor up. 2 [A; bS] open a door or window shutter. Nalukab ang pultaban tungud sa kusug bangin, The door came open in the 
	,
	strong wind. Iyang gilukaban (gilukab) ang 
	iyang tindaban ug sayu, She opened her store early. 2a burglarize. Gilukab (gilukaban) ang ilang upisina ug nawad-an silag tayipraytir, Their office was broken into and they lost a typewriter. n opening. Dakug lukab ning taruba, This kerosene can has a wide opening. 
	lukad v [AB26; al] uproot, dig out from the ground. Dali malukad (mulukad) nang baligia kay di lawum ang pagkalubung, That post will get uprooted because it's not planted deep into the ground. Naglukad silag mga saba sa saging, They uprooted some banana shoots. 
	lukal n local. Iliksiyun nga lukal, Local elections. (�) -mid n locally made product.
	lukaluka n t�e groin of animals, the area connecting the upper thigh and the body of the animal. a detachable. Lukaluka ang mga tiil sa lamisa, The legs of the table are detachable. 
	lukap n nightmare in which a person is unable to move or make a sound. Failure to wake up is said to lead to death. v [A12;a4] cause, have such a nightmare. Kanangbilabibang kabusug ima matulug mauy makalukap, Overeating before sleeping causes deathly nightmares. 
	lukapa v 1 [B26; b6] stumble, be knocked down and hit the ground hard. Milukapa (nalukapa) ang baksir, The boxer hit the deck hard. 2 [B26] fail in an exam or course. Milukapa siya sa bar, He flunked in the bar exam. 3 [B26] fall from power, be ruined. Nalukapa {lng gabum sa ilang punduk sa pagkamatay sa ilang lidir, After!-the death of their leader, their party lost its power.
	lukas v [A123P; b) for laundry to become clean and white or for skin to become lighter in complexion. Malukasan ang imung pamanit ug d,· ka magpainit, Your skin will become lighter if you stay out of the sun. 
	lukatv [A; a) 1 redeem s.t. pawned or mort
	-


	lukat -lukrnay 
	gaged. Marimati ang singsing ug di nimu lukatun, The ring will be foreclosed if you do not redeem it. 2 ransom. Gilukat na ang g� kidnap, The man that was kidnapped has been ransomed. 2a redeem, save (figurative). 
	gaged. Marimati ang singsing ug di nimu lukatun, The ring will be foreclosed if you do not redeem it. 2 ransom. Gilukat na ang g� kidnap, The man that was kidnapped has been ransomed. 2a redeem, save (figurative). 
	Malukat ku ra gihapun siya sa iyang kalisud, 
	I can save her from her difficulties. 2b redeem, compensate for. Ang iyang kaligdung makalukat sa kalaksut sa iyang dagway, Hisgood manners make up for his ugly face. 2c -sa sius v [Al; al 2) in folk belief, an which spares a person's life by taking s.o. who dies in his stead. Gitubuan nga lukatun ang signus sa tag-iya sa iyang mga bubi, It is believed thatdomestic animals spare their owners from death by dying in their stead. 3 pay a fee and get s.t. back that one had fixed or reworked. Lukata nag g;paa
	gn
	occurrence or happeni
	ng 
	S -ug a
	way

	s.t. made or repairs done. -an(Ł)a= LUKAT, 
	n. Pila may akung lukatan (lukat) ning sinŁ 
	naa? How much do I pay to have this dress sewn? 

	luknt V [AB12; al] uproot s.t.1 prying the roots out of the ground. Ang bagyu mauy nakalukat (nakapalukat) sa lumbuy, The typhoon uprooted the lumbuy tree. Lukata nang mubun ug ibalbin, Dig out that buried landmark and move it. 
	lukay n coconut palm leaves. lukaylukay 1the bridge of the nose, including the central bony ride that separates the nostrils. 2 HANLULU KAY. han-r-(Ł) see HANLVLU· 
	Ł
	-;

	KAY.
	KAY.

	er or toenail. 
	lukbav [AB12; a] uproot a fi
	ng

	Nagkalukba ang iyang kuku nga nalaswaban, 
	Nagkalukba ang iyang kuku nga nalaswaban, 
	His toenail that got scalded is falling off. Tug-an arun di lukbabun imung kuku, Confess so they don't pull your fingernails out. 

	lukbun see LUBUK. 
	lukdu v 1 [A; cl] carry a load on the head. 
	ilukdu) naku arJg duwang, It would be easier for me to carry the basin on my head. 2 [c6] for one to be so many years old. Bisan pa sa 
	ilukdu) naku arJg duwang, It would be easier for me to carry the basin on my head. 2 [c6] for one to be so many years old. Bisan pa sa 
	Mas sayun pag lukdubun (lukduun
	1 

	katuigan nga iyang gilukdu batan-un siyang tan-awun, He carries his years well. He still looks young. 3 -ug kalbasa [A] be held back a grade. Makalukdu ka giyug kalbasa ug di ka magtuun, You will fail the grade if you don't study. 
	.

	lukdulukdu n name given to many species of ornamental ferns. lukgaw n the slender-billed cuckoo dove: 
	Macr-opygia phasianella. 
	lukguk a one-testicled, having one testicle 

	not descended. Ang lukguk di kapamabdus, A man with only one testicle cannot get a woman pregnant. lukim v 1 [A; c6] tuck in, put in between two hugging surfaces. Si Nanay 'pay mulukim sa akung pulu, Mother tucks my shirt in for me. Ilukim ang kwarta sa libru arun mabuping, Put the peso bill between the pages of the book to make it smooth. 2 [c
	. 

	6] give a little money to s.o. who would naturally refu5e it in such a way that he will it into his pocket). Ilukim Jang ning p{sus diha para panigarilyu, Here'sa peso for cigarettes. 3 [A; b(l)] sew a fold
	6] give a little money to s.o. who would naturally refu5e it in such a way that he will it into his pocket). Ilukim Jang ning p{sus diha para panigarilyu, Here'sa peso for cigarettes. 3 [A; b(l)] sew a fold
	accept it (putti
	ng 

	into a garmenLAkung gilukiman ang akung
	sinina kay taas ra kaayu, l sewed a fold in my dress to make it shorterbecause it was too long.
	.

	lukimyav= LYUKIMYA.
	luking a kr:iock-kneed. Daan na siyang Juking sa iyang pagkatawu, She has been knockkneed since birth. 
	lukip v [A; c] enclose or insert s.t. in a letter. 
	Ilukip ring bayinti sa birtdi kard, Enclosethis twenty-peso bill in the birthday card. lukluk v 1 [A3; c] go, put into a tight or hidden place. Sawang naglukluk sa kakugnan, A snake lurking in the grass. Ilukluk ang kwarta sa sikritu, Put the· money into your watch pocket. 2 [A; c].get s.o. into a ). Ang uyuan niyang kungrisman mauy naglukluk niya sa Kustum, His uncle 
	job (sia
	ng

	.
	who is a Congressman got ·him into the Customs. a put in such a way that it is hidden or noteasy to get at. Lukluk kaayung
	.
	pagkabutang sa tutbras sa ilawum sa bag, The toothbrush was put way in the bottom of the bag. 
	. 

	lukmay v 1 [AB12; a12] for feelings to become or be made soft such that a person is persuaded. Ang iyang tig mulukmay sa labing tig-a nga kasingkasing, Her voice will soften the hardest of hearts. Nagkalukmayang iyang balatian sa tantu namung binangyu, Our imploring is gradually softening his feelings. 2 [B126N; cl] be dejected. Nanlukmay si Maryu pagkabibawung nabag
	ngu
	-


	lukmuy -lukup 
	bung siya sa burd, Mario was dejected when he learned he had failed the board exam. a havia dejected look. ma-un a havithe or soothifeelis. 
	bung siya sa burd, Mario was dejected when he learned he had failed the board exam. a havia dejected look. ma-un a havithe or soothifeelis. 
	ng 
	ng 
	quality of softeni
	ng 
	ng 
	ng


	lukmuy a having a crestfallen, dejected look on the face. v [B 126; c 1) get a dejected, crestfallen look on the face. Malukmuy giyud si Nardu ug makabibawu siyang nabagbung sa burd, Nardo will surely be crestfallen when he learns that he flunked the board examination. 
	luksu v 1 [A; a} jump. Miluksu ang ungguy sa kalipay, The monkey jumped up and down \Yith joy. Luksu(! lag kanal kay way latayan, Just jump over the ditch because there is no span. Bintanang iyang giluksuan, The window he jumped down from. 2 [A2]skip a grade in school. Miluksu kana siyag gradu mau nga naapsan ku niya, He skipped a grade in school so he has caught up with me now. n distance or height jumped. hi-/ ha-v [B1256] jump involuntarily. Nabaluksu siya sa kakurat, He jumped involuntarily when he was
	of a locust. 
	luktun n you
	ng 

	luku a stupid in action. Luku. Nganung mitug-an man ka nga wa ka pangutan-a? You fool! Why did you let on when nobody even asked you? v [AN2; a2] make a fool of s.o. Ilara tits. Lukuba si Lula mu, Don't try to fool me, buddy. Fool your grandmother. -diamur a gone crazy because of love. v [B12) go crazy from love. Naluku diamur ang ulitawu sukad bulagi sa iyang tratu, The youman went crazy after his girl friend left him. lukuluku a somewhat stupid or foolish. kalukuhan n foolish dois. maN-r-(➔) n one who 
	ng 
	ng

	luku v 1 [B6; cl) be curled up. Iluku.(lukua) imung lawas arun masud ka sa baril, Curl your body up so you cari get into the barrel. la loaf in bed. Bisag taas na ang adlaw nagluku lagihapun siya, The sun is high in the sky, but he is still lyiaround on bed. 2 [B1256] fall down in a curled up position. Naluku (nabiluku) siya sa kanal human ku patiri, He fell curled up in the ditch after I kicked him.!(➔) n piece of cloth formed into a riused as a cushion when carrying a load on the head. v [A; b] place a c
	luku v 1 [B6; cl) be curled up. Iluku.(lukua) imung lawas arun masud ka sa baril, Curl your body up so you cari get into the barrel. la loaf in bed. Bisag taas na ang adlaw nagluku lagihapun siya, The sun is high in the sky, but he is still lyiaround on bed. 2 [B1256] fall down in a curled up position. Naluku (nabiluku) siya sa kanal human ku patiri, He fell curled up in the ditch after I kicked him.!(➔) n piece of cloth formed into a riused as a cushion when carrying a load on the head. v [A; b] place a c
	ng 
	ng 
	-
	ng 

	· 

	of coiled cloth on the head. Kinabanglang OUshould put a cushion on your head when you carry a load on it. lukuluku n inside ofthe knee joints. 
	of coiled cloth on the head. Kinabanglang OUshould put a cushion on your head when you carry a load on it. lukuluku n inside ofthe knee joints. 
	magluku ka ug duna kay lukdubun, y


	lukubv [A; b] 1 close and lock. Grabi sad nimung nakalukub sa pwirta di na man ma-
	1 

	abli, You sure bolted the door hard. I can't get it open. 2 enclose s. t. in an area or by s.t. over it. Pagsigig bilak kay lukban ta ka sa kasilyas, Go on, keep cryingand I'll lock .you in the bathroom. Lukbi ang kan-un arun di tugdunan sa langaw, 
	abli, You sure bolted the door hard. I can't get it open. 2 enclose s. t. in an area or by s.t. over it. Pagsigig bilak kay lukban ta ka sa kasilyas, Go on, keep cryingand I'll lock .you in the bathroom. Lukbi ang kan-un arun di tugdunan sa langaw, 
	putti
	ng 

	Cover the rice so the flies won't get on it. Gilukban ang lagwirtag paril, The garden was enclosed inside a wall. n 1 shutter. 2 cover. 3 space enclosed. Tua si Mama sa lukub sa kwartu, Mother is inside the room. 4 k.o. fish corral for impounding fish in a receding tide. 
	lukubn k.o. chisel with a curved (concaveconvex) cutting edge. Ang lukub mauy gamitun sa pagkulit, The curved chisel is used for carving. 
	2 

	lukub v 1 [Al; b6(1)) wrap up in s.t. flat. Naglukub ku sa babul kay gitugnaw ku, l wrapped myself up in a blanket because I felt cold. 2 [A; b] for an atmospheric condition to engulf an area. M ilukub ang kaulfed the world. 
	ngitngit sa kalibutan, Darkness e
	ng

	lukublukub n k.o. starfish with poisonous 
	.
	spines. 
	tukud = KULUKUo. 
	lukun n k.o. large shrimp with short and small claws. 
	lukun v [AB456; a12] coil up, coil s.t up, usually in several coils. Naglukun siyag nuug arun bimuung lukun paglukdu niya sa kabun, He rolled a piece of cloth into a coil to cushion the box he was carrying on his head. Dunay sawa nga naglukun sa tugkaran, There is a large snake coiled up in the yard. Lukuna ang bus ug bipusa, Coil the hose and put it away. (➔) n 1 s.t. coiled. 2 piece of coiled cloth used as a cushion for carrying a load on tpe head. -sa bulak n wreath. -an n inside of the knees. lukunlu
	lukung v [A; a12] make a coil, form a circle from s. t stiff. Naglukung kug alambring gibimung ring, I coiled a piece of wire to make into a basketball ring. Lukunga ang -at, Coil the wire and hang it up. ( ➔) n s. t. coiled. -sa bulak n wreath. lukunglukung n inside of the knees. 
	alambri ug isa
	ng

	lukup v 1 [AB2; a12] do s.t. to the entire area of s.t.Mulukup sa kug suruy sa syudad, I will wander all over the city. Di kang kaOU can't plant every inch of his vast lands. Nagkalukup na sa lungsud ang pist� The epidemic is spreading all over the town. Lukpag silbig ang sawug, Sweep the entire floor. 2 [B1256; a12] do s.t to each and every 
	lukup ug tanum sa lapad nryang yuta, y


	lukut-luma 
	1 

	one or thing. Nalukup kug pangutana bahin nimu, I asked just about everybody where to find you. 3 [B12) be up to the ears in debt. Nalukup na kining atung balbibu sa utang, We're up to the ears in debt (lit. every single hair of our body is in debt). lukuplukup v [A12; a12] go over almostthe entire area of s. t. Nalukuplukup na niyag suruy ang mga dagkung syudad sa Amirika, He has gone to almost all the big cities in America. 
	one or thing. Nalukup kug pangutana bahin nimu, I asked just about everybody where to find you. 3 [B12) be up to the ears in debt. Nalukup na kining atung balbibu sa utang, We're up to the ears in debt (lit. every single hair of our body is in debt). lukuplukup v [A12; a12] go over almostthe entire area of s. t. Nalukuplukup na niyag suruy ang mga dagkung syudad sa Amirika, He has gone to almost all the big cities in America. 

	lukut v [A2; b6] leave a mark or cut into the hesh. Milukut ang patiyan sa kabayu, The bellyband cut into the horse's flesh. Naluktan ang iyang kamut sa gapus, Thebonds left a mark on his arms. 
	lukutn edible excretion from a k.o. sea cucumber called dungsul, similar in appearance to bean threads, but green, tightly curled up.
	2 

	lukut v 1 [AB; ac6] roll up, cause s.t. to do so. Mulukut ang dabun inigkalaya, The leaf will roll up when it is withered. Lukuta ang banig inigmata nimu, Roll up the mat when you wake up. Ilukut ang panaptun sa kabuy, Wrap the cloth around the wood. la-sa banig v [A; cl] for political protegees to vacate a position when their political party loses. 2 [ B 126] for the body to getrolled over by some force. Nalukut siya uban sa bawud, He rolled with the waves. 3 [B126) be beaten badly in a contest. Nalukut
	' 
	' 
	,
	rubbed A, nangalukut (naglukutlukut, nan
	-

	lukut) man Jang agis iy�ng tagiptip nga gilugud, My! How the dirt on his body comesoff in rolls when you rub it! 

	Iola (not without /) title for grandmother or any woman old enough t� be one's grandmother. v [A; al 2) call s.o. lula. 
	lulan v [A; c] board, put on a vehicle. Ilulanang bata sa bisiklita, Put the child on the bicycle. n s.o. or s.t. aboard a vehicle. 
	lulaw v [B] wake up late, stay in bed long. 
	Nganung!naglulaw ka man, nag-unsa ka man gabii? Why are you staying in bed long this morning? What did you do last night? 
	Nganung!naglulaw ka man, nag-unsa ka man gabii? Why are you staying in bed long this morning? What did you do last night? 

	lulhu v [AN; cl] roll up sleeves or pants.
	Makig-away siguru siya kay nanglulbu man, 
	Makig-away siguru siya kay nanglulbu man, 
	He must be preparing to fight because he is rolling up his sleeves. Lulbua (ilulbu) imung karsunis iniglabang natu sa suba, Roll upyour pants when we cross the stream. 

	lulid n crippled due to a deformity or underdevelopment of the legs. v [B126) become a 
	cripple. Nalulid siya kay gitakbuyag pulyu, He was crippled after his bout with polio.
	cripple. Nalulid siya kay gitakbuyag pulyu, He was crippled after his bout with polio.
	lulinghayaw v [A; c] take a trip, go out for leisure. Ilulingbayaw naku siya sa Hungkung, I'll take her on a tour to Hongkong. n leisure. 
	lulipap n lollipop.
	lulu (not without l) title for grandfather or any other man old enough to be one's grandfather with whom one is close. v [A;al2] call s.o. grandpa. 
	lulu v 1 [A; abc] masturbate. Di na muutug bisan pag luluun, I can't get an erection, even if I masturbate. Ug di ka kaiyut niya lului na lang, If you can't have her, justthink of her while you abuse yourself (lit. masturbate for her). /lulu na lang ang imung kabigal, Just masturbate your craving away. 2 [A13; a12] use equipment improperly. 
	Kinsa na puy naglulu aning makinilyang naguba na man pud? Who has been abusing my typewriter? It's broken again. Hala, lulua arun makailis ka, Go on abuse it so you can buy me a new one. n 1 penis(coarse). 2 -mu expression of disgust at a person. Lulu nimu, ingun kag mukuyug ka, wa man lagi, You SOB. You said you were coming along, but you didn't. Diyis sa lulu mu! Hain may kwartabun ta run, Hell, if I'll giveyou a dime. Where am I goito get the money from! 3 expression of disgust in general. Lulu! Pirm
	ng 

	lulut a tender eyes or looks. Lulut nga mata sa inaban, A mother's tender eyes. v [b8] for s.o. to be tenderly loved. Nalulutan giyud ning bataa sa mga ginikanan kay bugtung, The parents love this child dearly because he's an only child. 
	luluy a sleepy, dull eyes. v [A23B; b6] for the eyes to become drooping or, dull Mulu, Luy (maluluy) giyud ang mata ug way tug, 
	Your eyes will start to droop if you have gone without sleep. 
	luma v 1 [A23; b(l)] for a liquid to seep through s. t. and stain it. M iluma ang dugusa bindabi, Blood seeped through the bandage and stained it. Gilum-an nag buling ang kwilyu, Dirt has stained the collar wheresweat seeped into the cloth. 2 [b6] leave a mark. M iluma ang banig sa imung nawung, The mat you were lying on has left markson your face. n 1 stain or dirt carried byliquid. 2 mark. pa-v [A; b6(1)] trace on 
	s.t. to reproduce a copy. Mupaluma ku sa imung druwing, I'll trace your drawing. 
	liuna v [B 126] be overshadowed by s. t. else, put into the background (used by speakers 

	lumad -lumbay 
	influenced by Tagalog). Maluma nang pulu nimug isul-ub ku tung akung mabalun, Your sport shirt will be relegated to the background if I wear my expensive one. 
	influenced by Tagalog). Maluma nang pulu nimug isul-ub ku tung akung mabalun, Your sport shirt will be relegated to the background if I wear my expensive one. 

	lumad v [A2; b(l)] stay, stick long on. Mulumad kaba ku nianang trababua kun di pa maayu ug subul? Would I stick to that job if the pay wasn't good? (➔) n native, natural-born citizen. -nun n of native origin, make, or quality. Lumadnun nga sayaw, Native dance. 
	lumag v 1 [B 3 (1); b6] for dirt, color to come off s.t. soaked in water. Mulumag (malumag) ang buling ug rmung ibumul usa ang mga bulingun, Some of the dirt will come out if the clothes are soaked in water. Naglumagug kulur ubi ang itum sinina, The black dress exuded violet color on the water. 2 [B3] for the results of bad behavior to come out. Milumag na ang pagsigig suruy, mimabdus na siya, Now her habits of going out have born fruit: she got pregnant. n colored juice that is squeezed out from s.t. that
	*lumaluma pa-v [A3] undertake to do s.t. one is incapable of doi. Ayawg palumalumag ayu sa radiyu kay musamut binuun nag kadaut, Don't take it on yourself to try and fix the radio, It'll just get worse. palumalumahun, mapalumalumahun a darito take on s.t. which one may not be capable of doing. 
	ng
	ng 

	lumat n 1 tubers left accidentally in the ground after the harvest which sprout again. 2 trait that is inherited in a family. 3 highly contagious skin eruptions or lesions on the soles of the feet which occur after an eruption of yaws (tabukaw). The lumat are roundish with small fleshy protuberances and continually emit watery pus. v 1 [A2; b6] for tubers left in the ground by acci-· dent to sprout. Mulumat ra gibapun ang mga unud sa ubing wa natu' makit-i, The yams we failed to find will sprout again. 2 [
	lumawig see LAWIG. 
	lumay n a magical love potion used to cause 
	s.o. to be irresistibly drawn to the user. v 1 [A; b5] use a love potion on s.o. Kinsa guymulumay anang bumuk ug ilung, No need to use a love potion on her when she is so easy to conquer. 2 [A; al] draw s.o. irresistibly with an attractive quality. Ang iyang kabuutan mauy naglumay naku ngadtu niya, Her good attributes made me irresistibly attracted to her. -an, -an(f-) a having a lumay.
	s.o. to be irresistibly drawn to the user. v 1 [A; b5] use a love potion on s.o. Kinsa guymulumay anang bumuk ug ilung, No need to use a love potion on her when she is so easy to conquer. 2 [A; al] draw s.o. irresistibly with an attractive quality. Ang iyang kabuutan mauy naglumay naku ngadtu niya, Her good attributes made me irresistibly attracted to her. -an, -an(f-) a having a lumay.
	•tu.may ma· a slow and effemininate in ng musulti na si Lusyu kay bayutun man gud, Lucio speaks slow like a girl because he is effeminate. 
	speech. Malumay kaa
	yu

	lumba v 1 [A2C; ac3] race, have a race. 
	Lumbaun natu. Ang mangikug muy mu
	bangka, Let's race it out. The one who is 
	last will pay. Lumbaun natu ang atung baki, 
	Let's have our frogs race. 2 [b8] outrace. 
	Hilumbaan ku niyag kaligu kay wa siya ma
	nabun, He beat me bathing because he 
	didn't soap himself. 3 [C23] outdo each 
	other, as if to see who can do it the more. 
	Naglumba ug katulug, They are sleeping as 
	if they were trying to outdo each other. 
	Naglumba ug isturyag bambug, Outdo each 
	other in telling tall stories. n race. -anay v 
	(C; c3] race with each other. Naglumbaa
	nay ang mga balud sa lapyaban, The waves 
	are racing against each other to the shore. 
	ka-n one's opponent in a race. -anan n race
	track. lumbaglumbag v (ASP] writhe, twist in pain. 
	Naglumbaglumbag siya. sa kasakit sa ryang 
	tiyan, He writhed in pain with his stomach
	ache. lumbagu n lumbago, a rheumatic pain in the 
	joints of the lumbar region.lumban n turban shells, k.o. edible univalve. mata ug -the operculum of turban shells (which resembles an eye). lumbang n large forest tree, cultivated for its 
	fruit, the seed of which yields an oil similar 

	to linseed oil: Aleurites moluccana. lumbay n 1 row o.r column of units. 2 k.o.
	.
	.
	tic-tac-toe game for two players. A square 
	with nine dots (three on each side, one in 
	-

	the middle) is drawn and the players take 
	turns putting down their stones on the dots. 
	Whoever gets a row of three stones, wins. v 
	1 [A; ac] queue up, fall in line facing in the 
	direction of the line; do, put ina row. Nag
	.

	lumbay ang dagbang pumapalit ug prankŁ 
	yu, Lots of people were queuing up to buy 
	stamps. Naglumbay srya sa mga pyisa, He is 
	lining up the spare parts. Lumbaya ang pag
	tanum sa bumay, Plant the rice in rows. 1
	-

	lumbay ning silya sa unang lumbay, Put this 

	lumbiya -lumpung 
	chair in the first row. 2 [AC) play lumbay. -an(➔) n a board for playing lumbay. lumbiya n sago palm, the trunk of which is used to starch and the leaves for roofing: 
	chair in the first row. 2 [AC) play lumbay. -an(➔) n a board for playing lumbay. lumbiya n sago palm, the trunk of which is used to starch and the leaves for roofing: 
	Metroxlon sagus. 
	y


	lumbuy = LUNGBUY.
	lumi n dish of long Chinese noodles, usually served in broth. 
	lumi n crease, fold, wrinkles. v [A; a] getto be all wrinkled, creased. Ayawg lumia nang bag-ung inutaw, Don't wrinkle your newly ironed shirt. -un a wrinkled,creased.
	lumi n crease, fold, wrinkles. v [A; a] getto be all wrinkled, creased. Ayawg lumia nang bag-ung inutaw, Don't wrinkle your newly ironed shirt. -un a wrinkled,creased.

	lumid v 1 [A; c] wallow or roll in mud, flour, etc. Ang babuy mulumid sa lapuk, Pigs roll in the mud. Ilumid ang piniritung saging sa asukar, Roll the fried bananas in the sugar. 2 [B4S6] roll in sin, vice. Naglumid sa sala ang mga babaying nagbaligya sa ilang dungug, Women who sell their reputation are wallowing in sin. 
	luminarya n numerous lighted candles placed along the streets during religious processions or in the church during services. v [A;· 
	b] light candles for a religious procession or church service. 
	b] light candles for a religious procession or church service. 

	turning a tender, soft voice or way of speaking. v [B2; b6] for the voice to become soft and tender. Muluming dayun iyang tigug ikasulti ang uyab, Her voice suddenly becomes tender when she speaks with her boy friend.
	ngu

	lumiru = NUMIRU.
	lum-it n crease, wrinkle. Ang lum-it sa karsunis nabiwi, The crease in the trousers came out crooked. v [AB126; al] crease, get creased Ayawg lum-ita ang bag-ung pinalansa nrmung sayal, Don't crease your skirt. You just ironed it. a creased. 
	lumlum v 1 [A; h(l)] sit on eggs. Wa pa mapisu ang gilumlumang itlug, The eggs the hen was broodihave not hatched yet. la 
	ng 

	[b] sit on papers which need processing or attention. Kadtung aplikisiyun nrmu sa lun gilumluman Lang, They are just sitting on your application for a loan. 2 [A 13] stay inside s.t. Dugay na siyang lumlum sa ila kay maulaw nga mupaktta, He stayed cooped up in his house for a long time because he was ashamed to show himself. 2a [A13) for feelings to be in the breast. Ang kasina nga naglumlum sa iyang dugban, Enviousness that is stored up in her heart, Naglumlum sa dugban niKaluy ang kamingaw kavg Plura, 
	[b] sit on papers which need processing or attention. Kadtung aplikisiyun nrmu sa lun gilumluman Lang, They are just sitting on your application for a loan. 2 [A 13] stay inside s.t. Dugay na siyang lumlum sa ila kay maulaw nga mupaktta, He stayed cooped up in his house for a long time because he was ashamed to show himself. 2a [A13) for feelings to be in the breast. Ang kasina nga naglumlum sa iyang dugban, Enviousness that is stored up in her heart, Naglumlum sa dugban niKaluy ang kamingaw kavg Plura, 

	lumpag v [AB12; a] 1 crumble down; cause 
	s.t. to do so. N agkalumpag na ang paril, The 
	s.t. to do so. N agkalumpag na ang paril, The 
	wall is crumbling. Hilumpagan ku sa kinamadang lata, The cans that were stacked up neatly came tumbling down on me. 2 bring to a downfall. Ayawg lumpaga ang iyang mga damgu, Do not destroy her hopes. Lumpagun natu ang gabum sa impiryalismu, We shall overcome the power of imperialism.
	lumpanug v [A23; b6] flee suddenly and rapidly to a far place. Milumpanug lagi pagkakita sa akung pistula, He sure got out of there fast when he saw my gun. Layu ang gilumpanugan sa akung hunabuna samtang naminaw sa diskursu, My mind wandered as I was listening to the speech. 
	lumpat v [A2] bounce up suddenly. Milumpat akung kasingkasing sa kabikurat, Myheart leaped in sudden surprise. lumpatlumpat v [A; b6] bounce up and down. Naglumpatlumpat ang dyfp sa batsibun nga dalan, The jeep was bouncing up and down on the bumpy road. 
	·

	lumpayat v 1 [A 13 ; b6) jump vigorously up and down. Nganung naglumpayat man ang mga bata sa katri? Why are the children jumping up and down vigorously on the bed? 2 [A; c] jump up and down to get free, tug against s. t. that restricts movement. M ilumpayat ang ungguy sa balwa pagkakita sa saging, The monkey jumped up and down in the cage upon seeing the banana. Naglumpayat ang iru sa buktanan jumped up an_ddown tugging against his leash upon seeing the cat. 
	pagkakita sa iring, The d
	og 

	a dent. v [A 3P; a] dent. Ayawg lumpinga ang taru nga igbabaligya, Don't dent the kerosene can we're planning to sell. Lumpingi ang kilid sa lata, Make a dent iŁ the side of the can. n dent.
	lumpi, lumping a dented, havi
	ng 

	lumpiya n egg roll, a dish consisting of a thin pancake filled with sauteed meat and vegetables. -nga prisku an egg roll with the pancake soft and pliant. -nga pritu an egg roll with the pancake fried crisp. v [A; ac] have, make egg rolls.
	lumpu v [ B 126 ;a4] feel tired and sleepy after taking a swim. Gilumpu (nalumpu) ang bata human maligu, The child felt tired and sleepy after taking a swim. 
	lumpu a lame; cripple. Di' siya makqlakaw kay lumpu, · He can't walk because he is lame. v [B12Ł bS) be, become lame. 
	lumpung v [AC3; a] 1 for s.t. concave to fit or be made to fit snugly in s.t. else convex. Lumpunga ang mga basu arun sayun dad
	-


	lumput --1-un 
	un, Put the glasses inside of one another to make them easy to carry. Ilumpung ning basuraban sa lain, Put this trash can on top of the other. 2 for two or more things to be or to take place at the same time when theyshould not be overlapping. Lisud nang mag/umpung atung uyab kay gastu, It's hard to have several girl friends at the same time because it's expensive. Bisag lumpungun mung duha, kaya gihapun mu naku, Even if it's two against one,I can still beat you. 
	un, Put the glasses inside of one another to make them easy to carry. Ilumpung ning basuraban sa lain, Put this trash can on top of the other. 2 for two or more things to be or to take place at the same time when theyshould not be overlapping. Lisud nang mag/umpung atung uyab kay gastu, It's hard to have several girl friends at the same time because it's expensive. Bisag lumpungun mung duha, kaya gihapun mu naku, Even if it's two against one,I can still beat you. 

	lumput n home-woven cloth of a checkered design and with a plain weave. v [A 13] wear clothing of this weave. 
	lumu a tender, gentle in personality. Lumu nga kasingkasing ni Hisus, Jesus' tender heart. v [B2; b6] become gentle, tender. 
	Nagkalumu iyang tingug samtang nagkabugnaw ang iyang kasuku, His voice got gentler as his anger cooled off.!(�) n tenderloin cut of meat. ma-= LUMU, a. 
	Nagkalumu iyang tingug samtang nagkabugnaw ang iyang kasuku, His voice got gentler as his anger cooled off.!(�) n tenderloin cut of meat. ma-= LUMU, a. 

	lumu V [A; al] crush s.t. out of shape without breaking it. Nalumu ang munyikang akung natumban, The plastic doll that Istepped on got crushed out of shape. Ayaw lumua nang lata kay akung gamttun, Don't crush that can because I'm going to use it. 
	lumud n k.o. porpoise. 
	lumud v [A2C; cl] 1 be together with s.o. in a place designed for one. Naglumud silang tulu sa gamayng katri, The three of them slept together in a small bed. 2 stay with s.o. in the same house. Nakalumud kunila ug unum ka bulan, I have lived with 
	them for six months. 
	them for six months. 

	lumuk a for the hair to be oily after oil has 
	Łeen applied to it v [B; a] be, become oily. 
	Łeen applied to it v [B; a] be, become oily. 
	Akung lumukun imung buhuk sa hisu kay akung hingut-an, I'll put lots of hair oil in your hair to get rid of the lice. 

	lumun v 1 [AC; c] live, keep together. Milumun ang batang ilu sa iyang tiyit, The orphaned child went to live with his uncle. Naglumun sila bisag wa pa makasal, Theylived together even though they weren't married. Ayg ilumun ang dunut nga mangga sa mga maayu, Don't put the rotten mangoes together with the good ones. 2 [A; al 
	2) crumple or roll up a piece of cloth into a ball. Naglumun siyag nuug iyang gihimung tutuytutuy, She made a ball out of the cloth to make a false breast. 
	2) crumple or roll up a piece of cloth into a ball. Naglumun siyag nuug iyang gihimung tutuytutuy, She made a ball out of the cloth to make a false breast. 

	lumung v [Al 3; b6] for water to collect and form a pool Naglumung ang tubig sa tugkaran kay way kagwaan, The water formed a pool in the front yard because there was no way for it to exit. 
	lumusv 1 [AB16; bl] drown, get drowned 
	1 

	Naglumus siya kay nadispiradu, She drowned herself because she got frustrated in love. 
	Naglumus siya kay nadispiradu, She drowned herself because she got frustrated in love. 
	Gidaghanun sa tuba nga makalumus (makapalumus), Enough toddy to drown you. Lumsan tikaw sa suba, animala ka, I'll drown you in the river, you beast! Subangnalumsan niya, The river he drowned in. la -sa sabaw v [B1256] disappear into thin air (usually said of a father deserting a family). l\Jalumus sa sabaw ang amaban niiningbataa, The father of this child disappeared into thin air. 2 [B1256] for an engine to get flooded with fuel. Di muandar ang makina kay nalumus, The engine won't start because it's flo
	lumus= UNG-UNG, nl. 
	2 

	lumut n general term for lichens or algae of the sort that attach themselves. v [b4] 1 be covered with moss or seaweed. Gilumutan ang lubut sa tangki, The water tank is covered with algae on the bottom. 2 be left idle (until moss covers it). Gilumutan na Lang siya, daga Zang gibapun, The years have come and gone, but she remains single. -un a covered with moss or green seaweeds. lumutlumut n tiny lichens which grow on the trunks of palms and other trees, or on the sides of water containers not cleaned, 
	lumuy, lumuy a soft and delicate, not rigid
	Lumuy (lumuy) ang buktun sa way trababu, One who doesn't work has soft arms. Lumuy nga tsiku, A soft sapodilla. v 1 [B2;b6] become soft and delicate, not rigid 2 [BN26] become momentarily weak on experiencing a great emotion. Nalumuy ku pagkabati nakung nakadaug ku sa swipstik,
	My legs gave way when I heard that I won the sweepstakes. (➔) n a breed of pigs that easily grows fat, and with soft and thin skin. lumyan n variety of jackfruit (nangka) the flesh of which is soft, sweet, and juicy with no dry pulp. 
	lunn lawn. -mawir lawn mower. v [A; a2] 
	l
	cut the grass with a lawn mower. Nindut nag Jun kay a-kung gilunmawir, The lawn looks good now because I mowed it 
	lunn loan money from the bank. v [A; b6] loan from the bank. Unsang bangkuba ang imung gilunan? What bank did you get your loan from? 
	2 

	-1-un alternant for -unun, added to almost all the bases to which -unun is added, usually 

	luna -lungag 643 
	with no difference in meaning from -unun. Kalan-un, Things to eat Palalitun, Thingsto buy. 
	with no difference in meaning from -unun. Kalan-un, Things to eat Palalitun, Thingsto buy. 
	luna n canvas. Ang tulda binimu sa luna,The tent is made of canvas. 

	luna n vacant place or area; piece of land. 
	Duna pay tuna sa yuta nga kabalayan, Thereis still space on the land to build a house. 
	Duna pay tuna sa yuta nga kabalayan, Thereis still space on the land to build a house. 
	May Luna pa ha ku sa imung kasingkasing? 
	Do I still have a place in your heart? hi-/hav [B 12 56] happen to be in a position. hi-/ha-(�) v (B 12 56] 1 be settled down to a place or position. Di ku mubalbin ug lingkuranan kay nabiluna na ku diri, I won't 

	. move to another seat because I am already settled here. 2 be at ease, not restless or nervous. Wa siya mabiluna nga nagpaabut sa nanganak niyang asawa, He couldn't sit still waiting for his wife to have her baby. pahi-/paha-(�) v [A; c] 1 put oneself or s.t in proper or convenient position. M ipabiluna siyag lingkud una musugud ug kaun, Heseated himself properly before he started to eat. lpabilunag maayu ang karga sa bisiklita, Put the load on the bicycle securely. 2 accommodate s.o. in a good position 
	luna dimiyil n honeymoon. v [A; b6(1)] have a honeymoon. 
	lunag v [A2] for the results of bad behavior to come out. Milunag na giyud ang kalaag anang baybana. Gipamabdusan, Now that woman's propensity for gadding about has borne fruit She got herself pregnant. 
	lunang v 1 [A; b6] wallow. Naglunang ang gibunu sa kaugalingung dugu, The murder victim is wallowing in his own blood. Anggilunangan sa kabaw, The place the carabao wallows. 2 [A] be in a bad state to an excessive degree. Ang kalibutan nga naglunang sa kasal-anan, The world that is wallowing in sin. Ang katawban nga naglunang sa katimawa, People wallowing in poverty. -an(➔) n mud pool for the water buffalo to wallow 1n.
	lunas n k.o. smooth bamboo with a yellowish-green trunk: Bambusa vulgaris.
	lun-as v [B 12] for plants or flowers to become withered, faded, or dried up. Ang kainit mauy nakalun-as (nakapalun-as) sa mga rusas, The hot sun caused the rose plants to wither and dry up. llisi ang mga bulak nga nagkalun-as na, Replace those flowers since they are withering and fading. 
	lunaw v [A; b6] cook chopped sweet potatoes with water. Maglunaw ku aring kamuti 
	para miryinda, I'll boil chopped up sweet potatoes for my afternoon snack. n chopped, boiled sweet potatoes. -in-= LUNAW, n.
	para miryinda, I'll boil chopped up sweet potatoes for my afternoon snack. n chopped, boiled sweet potatoes. -in-= LUNAW, n.
	lunay v [B2] for pain or illness to subside. 
	Mulunay ang suul sa tiyan ug tambalan, Thestomach ache will subside if you take medione.
	lundag v [B; b] sink to the bottom. Manggawas ta sa dipa mulundag ang barku, Let'sgo over the side before the boat sinks. 
	Lundris!n London.lundris= ALUNDRIS .
	1 
	2 

	lundukv [B345; b4/ for the wind to stop blowing. Human sa bagyu milunduk ang bangin, The wind stopped blowing after the storm. Gilundukan mi sa bangin sa lawud, We were becalmed in the middle of the sea. 
	1 

	lundukv [AB3(1)6; a2] for things usually 
	2
	soft and having length to fall, settle down gathering in a heap; cause them to do so. 
	Milunduk (nalunduk) sa salug ang kurtina pagkaputul sa bigut, The curtain fell down in a heap on the floor when the string snapped. Siyay naglunduk sa mga bulingun sa suuk, She heaped the dirty clothes in the corner. n. k.o. affliction where part of the intestine settles down into the scrotum. ahaving a large scrotum due to such an affliction. 
	lungan sesame seeds used for tidbit decorations or flavoring on sweets: Sesamium orientale.
	1 

	lunga, lunga v 1 [A2C23; b(l)] give up doing s.t. which one had been doing with great expenditure of effort Wa siya mulungag pangita sa nawalang anak, He didn't give up in his search for the lost child. Ayaw siya lung-i (lungbi) ug sugsug bangtud mubi/ak, 
	2

	Don't stop your relentless teasing until she cries. 2 [B26] stop from bothering, subside. 
	Mulunga Lang ang iyang bubak kun mutumar siyag tambal, Her asthma attacks do not stop until she takes her medicine. a notpersisting in one's work, working off and 
	on. -an(Ł) = LUNGA, a.
	lungab n cave, pit, or any large hole in the ground. v [AB12; b] dig a cave or pit, become one.
	lungag v [A; b] dig, bore a hole. Maglungag kug para kumpus pit, I will dig a hole for a compost pit. Nalungag ang atup nga nabulgan sa lubi, The roof got a hole in it after a coconut fell through it. Lungagi ang lata sa litsi, Punch a hole in the milk can. ( ➔) n 1hole. Lungag sa dagum, Eye of a needle. Lungag sa ilung, Nostrils. 2 vagina (euphemism). 

	lung-ag -lungkaub 
	lung-agv [A; a] boil rice or any carbohydrate until the product is cooked and dry. Lungaga nang saging bilaw para pamabaw, Cook the green bananas for breakfast. -in-n 1 staple being cooked. Sigaig linung-ag, Turn up the fire under the rice. 2 cereals or carbohydrates prepared by boiling, as opposed to any other way. Linung-ag saging palita ayaw nang minantikaan, Buy the cooked bananas, not the fried ones. 
	lungas a 1 given to much playing and movingaround. 2 for females to be lacking in modesty and proper restraint. v 1 [ B; b6] move, play around vigorously. Ayaw mu palabig lungas kay mangadagma unya mu, Don't keep running about; you might stumble and fall. Magkalungas giyud ang bata samtang magtubu, A child gets to be terribly active as it grows bigger. 2 [B12; b6] for females to become wanting in modesty and properrestraint. Nalungas ilang anak kay nagpunayg kuyugkuyug anang bustis, Their daughter starte
	lungay a 1 drooping, hanging loosely. Angpuya lungay ug liug, A very young baby can't hold its head up. 2 unable to stand or flex physically defective muscles, as if without bones. Ang lungay nga bata nagsigi lag bigda kay di man makabangun, A crippledchild lies in bed all his life for he cannot get up. v 1 [B] droop, hang in a drooping way. Nalungay na ang akung ulu sa kakatulugun, My head is drooping from sleepiness. Nagkalungay na ang sanga nga nabug-atan sa bunga, The branch is drooping down more and
	lungbuy n 1 small tree with elliptic leathery leaves 6-12 cm., bearing clusters of juicy,oval fruit, dark purple, 1.5-2 cm. long: Syzygium cumini. 2 the blunt-nosed lead of small-arm bullets which resemble lungbuyfruits (slang). -in-having the color of lungbuy. lapis -in-indelible pencil. -un a of the color of lungbuy.
	lungdistans n 1 long-distance call. 2 longdistance passenger bus or trip. Magsakit akung likud ug byabing lungdistans, My back aches when Itake long-distance trips. 3 longdistance shooting in basketball. Maayu siyang musiyat bisag lungdistans, .He is good even in long-distance shots. v 1 [A; c6] call by long-distance. 2 [A; c6] make a longshot in basketball. 3 [A; al 2] masturbate (from the notion that one is getting sexual gratification thinking of s.o. not present). 
	Gilungdistans niya si Mariya nga naligu, He masturbated thinking of Maria taking a bath. 
	Gilungdistans niya si Mariya nga naligu, He masturbated thinking of Maria taking a bath. 
	lunggu V [A; b] dec�pitate. Gilungguan sa mga magabat ang misiyuniru, The headhunters beheaded the missionary. 
	lunggub v [A; a2] grab, wrest s.t. away from 
	s.o. Ayawg lungguba ning ritratu kay nagtan-aw pa ku, Don't grab the picture away because I am still looking at it. 
	lunggung v 1 [A3P; cl] keep inside, impris
	-

	1 
	,

	on, lock up. Dagbang trababung milung
	-

	gung naku sa upisina, Lots of work kept me imprisoned in the office. Lunggunga (ilunggung) ang mga babuy sa alad, Lock the pigs up in a pen. 2 [A; cl] shake a container in the hand to shuffle things up. Lunggunga(ilunggung) una sa kamut ang dayis una iitsa, Shake the dice in your hand before you throw them. 3 [AC; b(l)] bet on dice thrown from a container. The one who bets on the number which comes out wins. n game of dice of this sort. -an(➔)n the container in which the dice are shaken. 
	lunggungv [AN; a12] cheat to gain. Gi
	2 

	lunggung ku sa tindirang migamit ug gantangang way ariyus, I w:ls gypped by the vendor because she used uncertified measures. 
	Gilunggung ku nimu kay di kung kamaung mupukir, You cheated me because I don't know how to play poker. 
	lungi v [A; a] wrench s.t. off to detach it. 
	Kinsay galungi sa buktun sa munyika? Who wrenched the arm off the doll? Lungianang usa ka dawin saging, Get·me a banana from the bunch. 
	lungib n cave. v [82; b6] form a cave or hole in the side of a slope. Nalungib ang kilid sa bungtud nga gikwari, The side of the mountain that was quarried formed a cave. 
	lungis v [A; a] wrench off, twist s.t. off its attachment. Mulungis kug usa ka dawin sa imung saging, I'll take a banana from your bunch. 
	lungkab v [A; al} break s.t. open by prying so as to get into it. Kawatan ang naglungkab sa amung baul, A robber broke our trunk open. Lungkaba ang kandadug way yawi, Pry the lock open if there is no key. 
	lungkaub n thumping sound. Ang lungkaub sa mga tunub, The thumping sound of footfalls. v 1 [A] make a thumping sound. Naglungkaub ang mga balud nga m ibasmag sa mga batu, The waves beat against the stone with a thudding sound. 2 [A13} throb vigorously in the depths of one's feelings. Angkayugut nga naglungkaub sa iyang dugban, 
	Anger that is raging in his heart. -in-, -in-(Ł) n heavy sound of thumping. 

	Iungki -Iunsay 
	Iungki a limping, partially disabled in the leg, usually permanently. v [B16; cl] walk with a limp. Naayu tuud siya sa pulyu apan nalungkt giyud intawun, He recovered from his polio, but now he walks with a iimp.
	Iungki a limping, partially disabled in the leg, usually permanently. v [B16; cl] walk with a limp. Naayu tuud siya sa pulyu apan nalungkt giyud intawun, He recovered from his polio, but now he walks with a iimp.

	lunglayin n longline fishing. 
	lungnik n fifth of liquor. v 1 [B256) be afifth full. Hapit mulungnik (malungnik) ang pisu nga idibul nga iyang gipalit, He boughta peso's worth of cooking oil which nearly filled a fifth. 2 [ c 1) make it a fifth of liquor. Lungnikun (ilungnik) na Lang kay dagban man tang manginum, Let us buy a fifth because a lot of us are going to drink. 
	lungnus n long-nosed pliers. 
	lungpli n 1 long-playing record. 2 lengthymonologue in a conversation. v [cl] rec_ord s.t. on a long-playing record. Lungplihun(ilungpli) ug diritsu ang imung unang plaka, record. 
	Make your first recording a long-playi
	ng

	Iungslib n long-sleeved shirt. v [A; cl] wear, make into a long-sleeved shirt. 
	lungsud n 1 town. 2 citizenry. Tunug na sa tibuuk lungsud nga gipaangkan siya, It has been bruited about town that she has had a child out of marriage. hiring -n the electorate, sovereign people. kalungsuran n towns. lungsuranun n local citizen. katagin one from the same town. •nun a 1 pertaining to s.t. civic. Katungdanang lungsudnun sa matag lungsuranun, Civic duty ofeach citizen; 2 pertainito the town or municipality. Mamahanding lungsudnun, Municipal treasurer. maki-, maki-nun a civic-minded. 
	ng 

	lungtad v [A2; b(l)] 1 last for a period of time. Makalungtad ug dugay ang isda ug aysan, Fish will last long if you put them on ice. Wa lungtari ug tris diyas ang akung puasa, My fast didn't last for three days. 2stay with, at s.t. for a long time. Di mu lungtaran ug mid anang inyung taras, Nomaid will stay long with you, the way you act. pa-v [A; cl] make, cause to last. Ayawpalungtara (ipalungtad) ug du.gay inyung dumut, Don't allow your desire for vengeance to last long. malungtarun a durable. lung t
	13] get married. 
	13] get married. 

	lungulungu v [B46; cl] for one's head to sway or shake uncontrollably as when drunk or in old age. Naglungulungu na siya sa katigulang, His head tremors due to old age.
	lungun n coffin. v [cl] bury in a coffin, as 
	lungun n coffin. v [cl] bury in a coffin, as 
	opposed to other modes of burial. 

	lungutlungut v [B1456; b3] be restless, moving about and talking in anger, exasperation, impatience to do s.t. Naglungutlungut siyang makaapil sa bangga, He was restless in his impatience to take part in the contest. 
	lungutlungut v [B1456; b3] be restless, moving about and talking in anger, exasperation, impatience to do s.t. Naglungutlungut siyang makaapil sa bangga, He was restless in his impatience to take part in the contest. 
	Ang gisibat niyang alkansiya mauy iyang gilungu tlungutan, She rushed about in anger on account of her piggy bank which got stolen. 
	lunhat v [B126; a2b3] have a relapse, most often said of sprains or fractures or illness thought to be derived from them. Nalunhat iyang piang kay nagpunay siyag lungas, Hisaround. 
	sprain came back because he kept movi
	ng

	lunhaw a 1 for growing this, not fruit, to be green. Lunbaw nga sibsibanan, Green. Sa lunhawng kinabuhi sa kabatan-un wa pa niya masinati ang kapakyasan, He was a callow youth, and had never experienced failure. v 1 [B2;b6] for growing things to be green and fresh. Mulunhaw (malunhaw) ug balik ang sagbut inig-abut sa ting-ulan, The grass will become green again when the rains return. 2 [a12] bring back s.t. to make it recent, young again. Tam-is lunhawun ang malipayun tang ·, It's nice to reminisce on our
	ng
	pastures. 2 recent, you
	ng
	kabatan-1.1n

	Lunisn Monday. v see BIRNIS. pa-(➔)nwork bee done on a Monday. v [A; b6] hold a work bee on a Monday. Palunisi lang nang pagtukud sa taytayan, Have the bridge built by a Monday work bee. 
	1 

	1unisn odd number. 
	2 

	lunit v [A; alb2] tweak the ears. Hinglunitan si Marta sa maistra kay nagtabi, Theteacher tweaked Martha's ears because she was talking. n action of tweaking. 
	Iunlun a all of one kind, no mixture. Ang kinabuhi di lunlun kalipay, Life is not all happiness. v 1 [Al; c16] have all in one kind, no mixture. Sagulig pinagud mais ang tabliya, ayawg ilunlun (lunluna) nga kakaw, Mix some roasted corn in the chocolate tablet, don't make it pure cacao. 2 [A12C; b] be all together in a place. Dita makalunlun uglingkud sa pikas lingkuranan kay kulag bangin ang ligid, We can't all stay on one side because the tire lacks air. Di ta maglunlun dinhis pikas kay malunud unya ta
	lunsay a 1 pure, unadulterated. Lunsay nga gatas sa baka, Pure cow's milk. Lunsayngkaputli nga wa pa kamansahi sa kasinatian, Unadulterated innocence that has not been 

	lunsing -lunup 
	polluted by experience. 2 simple, peacefulin way or outlook. Lunsay kaayu ang kinabuhing banikanhun, Farm life is very simple and peaceful. v [Bl; cl] be simple or peaceful in ways or outlook. Ang maglunsay sa kinabanglan dili magapus sa utang, One who is simple with his needs won't get himself engulfed in debt. Malunsayangatung!pamuyu ug mubrya ka sa sugal, Our life would get peaceful once you stop your gambling. 
	polluted by experience. 2 simple, peacefulin way or outlook. Lunsay kaayu ang kinabuhing banikanhun, Farm life is very simple and peaceful. v [Bl; cl] be simple or peaceful in ways or outlook. Ang maglunsay sa kinabanglan dili magapus sa utang, One who is simple with his needs won't get himself engulfed in debt. Malunsayangatung!pamuyu ug mubrya ka sa sugal, Our life would get peaceful once you stop your gambling. 

	lunsing n k.o. very small, yellow banana, particularly delicious and sweet, but not commercially grown. 
	lunsud = LUNGSUD. 
	luntad = LUNGTAD. 
	luntalunta v [A; cl] leap up and down in joy or to get free. Miluntalunta ang kabayu sa pagkakita sa bayi, The horse struggled to get free when it saw the mare. Mahugnu ang lantay ug inyung luntaluntahan, The bamboo bed will collapse if you jump up and down on it. 
	luntud v [AC; ac] for two things of about the same size to lie atop one another, cause them to do so. Di ka makaluntud ug libru sa Bibliya, You can't put a book on top of the Bible. Nagluntud silag higda sa gip-ut kaayung bangku, They lay on top of one another on the narrow bench. Luntura nang duba ka malita, Put those two suitcases on top of one another. luntudluntud v [AC23;
	cl] pile up, be piled up. Nagluntudluntud ang mga saku sa bugas, Sacks of rice are piled up. 
	cl] pile up, be piled up. Nagluntudluntud ang mga saku sa bugas, Sacks of rice are piled up. 

	lunu v [A3 N; b6] for an animal to shed its skin or shell. Dinhay naglunu nga balas dinhi kay dunay lunu nga gibyaan, A snake must have shed its skin here because there's an empty snakeskin left behind. n skin or shell shed. linunhan = LUNU, n. 
	lun-ub v [AB2; al 2) for s.t. to get a big depression in it, cause it to do so. Kinsay galun-ub sa palanggana? Gilingkuran tingali, 
	Who made a big dent in the basin? S.o. must have sat on it. Humuk malun-ub ang hubun sa bata, A child's fontanel easily gets sunken. n rather large depression. 
	Who made a big dent in the basin? S.o. must have sat on it. Humuk malun-ub ang hubun sa bata, A child's fontanel easily gets sunken. n rather large depression. 

	lunud v 1 [A; a] sink s.t. Ang malditu mauy nagltnud sa sakayan nakung papil, The meany sunk my paper boat. 2 [B12; cl) -ang puhitnan for capital to get used up. 
	Magkalunud ang pubunan sa nigusyung way maayung kw in tad a, Business without properaccounting gradually exhausts capital. -ang buwan n new moon. Hunas run kaayukay lunud ang buwan, We have an extra low tide today; it's new moon. (➔) v [B26; b4) for an illness to settle. It is believed that an 
	Magkalunud ang pubunan sa nigusyung way maayung kw in tad a, Business without properaccounting gradually exhausts capital. -ang buwan n new moon. Hunas run kaayukay lunud ang buwan, We have an extra low tide today; it's new moon. (➔) v [B26; b4) for an illness to settle. It is believed that an 
	Magkalunud ang pubunan sa nigusyung way maayung kw in tad a, Business without properaccounting gradually exhausts capital. -ang buwan n new moon. Hunas run kaayukay lunud ang buwan, We have an extra low tide today; it's new moon. (➔) v [B26; b4) for an illness to settle. It is believed that an 
	illness to get better must come out in hives, rash, or the like, and if it does not do soit settles, thus becoming worse. Namatay siya kay nalunud (milunud) iyang dap, He died because his measles didn't come out. Nabakul siya dibang nalunuran sa iyang buti, He became a cripple after his smallpox sank. a causing illnesses to sink. Makamatay nang lunud nga bilanat, A fever that sinks can cause death. udtung -ang buwan half moon of the third quarter. 
	,


	lunudv 1 [A; c] put s.t. together with s.t. else which is being processed. Lundi nag bugas ang tubig, Put some rice into the water now. llunud lag imung bulingun sa amu nga naa sa wasing masin, Just put your dirtylaundry together with ours that's already in the washing machine. 2 [A; c6] put in money, etc. to a pool. llunud ring akung bayinti sa imung pusta, Here's my twenty pesos to put into your betting pool. -pal.it n in cockfighting, a purchase of the cock where the owner is not paid, but the value of
	2 

	lunuglunug v [B146] for the fat of meat, jelly, or the like to be soft, flabby, and quivering. Naglunuglunug sa katambuk ang unud, The meat is soft and shaking like jelly because it's all fat. 
	lunuk n 1 brown, granular residue which remains after the oil has been cooked from the coconut. 2 an old man who has lost his virility (humorous). Mamana ka anang lagas nga wa nay Jana, lunuk na Lang, Are you going to marry that very old man, when he doesn't have any oil (sperm) left? He's all dried up. v [A2B12] form granules like lunuk. Sigihi ug ukay ug mulunuk na ang tunu, Keep stirring when granules form in the coconut juice. Nalunuk ang sabun nga iyang gilutu kay sayup ang timpla, The soap he cook
	-


	lunus -lupui 
	ed. 2 for an emotion to flood over one. Gilunupan siya sa tumang kalipay, He wasoverwhelmed with immense joy. n flood. Ang daku ng lunup sa tyimpu ni Nuw� Thegreat flood in Noah's time. 
	ed. 2 for an emotion to flood over one. Gilunupan siya sa tumang kalipay, He wasoverwhelmed with immense joy. n flood. Ang daku ng lunup sa tyimpu ni Nuw� Thegreat flood in Noah's time. 

	lunus v 1 [AB; al 2] for fruits, vegetables, root crops to soften; cause them to do so. 
	Mulunus (malunus) ang tawung nga dili lutuun dayun, Eggplants will soften andwither if you don't cook them right away. Maglunus kug saging nga isugba, I'll soften bananas for broiling. 2 [ B 126] get burned, heavily tanned from the sun. Ang kainit sa adlaw mauy nakalunus (nakapalunus) sa panit sa mag-uuma, The heat of the sun scorched the farmer's back. 3 [B16; b4] be starved, extremely hungry (as if withered).
	Mulunus (malunus) ang tawung nga dili lutuun dayun, Eggplants will soften andwither if you don't cook them right away. Maglunus kug saging nga isugba, I'll soften bananas for broiling. 2 [ B 126] get burned, heavily tanned from the sun. Ang kainit sa adlaw mauy nakalunus (nakapalunus) sa panit sa mag-uuma, The heat of the sun scorched the farmer's back. 3 [B16; b4] be starved, extremely hungry (as if withered).
	\ 
	\ 
	I I • I

	A, lunusan man sad ta sa gutum ug ptnaa-
	but nrmu, I'm famished waiting for you. nstarvation. (➔) a for fruits to be soft and withered. Saging nga lunus, Softly cooked bananas. 
	' 

	lun-us = LUSNU. 
	lun•ut v [A2C; ac] share a small space ord'inarily occupied by one or two people. Makiglun-ut s,ya nakug higda kay tugnaw ku
	nu, She wants me to sleep in her bed because she says it's cold. Lun-uta lag mga bata sa baksit, Just put the children together in the backseat. 
	nu, She wants me to sleep in her bed because she says it's cold. Lun-uta lag mga bata sa baksit, Just put the children together in the backseat. 

	lunuy a thoroughly soft and tender to touch. v [B2; a] become, make very soft and tender. Nalunuy ang hinug saging nga giban-ug, The ripe banana got very soft and tender because it got bruised. (�) v [BN] become weak to the point of near collapse. Mulunuy (manglunuy) ku basta gutmun, I become weak when I'm hungry. Nalunuy dayun ku pagkahibalu sa iyang kamatayun, lfelt weak all over when I learned of his death. 
	lupa, lupa v [B; b6] be somewhat depressed below the surrounding land. Giabunuhan niya ang mga dapit sa yuta nga naglupa, Hefilled up all the places in his land which were depressed. n land that is below the level of the surrounding land. Kanunay babaan ang iyang haul kay lupa man, His farm is always flooded because it is located in a depression.
	lupa V [A] for one that is misbehaving to do it all the more. Human siya tambagi sa pagsugal, milupa binuun, After being cautioned about his gambling, he indulged in it all the more. Ayawg labani nang bataa arun di mulupa, Don't take that child's part or he'llmisbehave all the more. -ang atay v' [ B 24 6] swell with pride. M ilupa iyang atay pag
	lupa V [A] for one that is misbehaving to do it all the more. Human siya tambagi sa pagsugal, milupa binuun, After being cautioned about his gambling, he indulged in it all the more. Ayawg labani nang bataa arun di mulupa, Don't take that child's part or he'llmisbehave all the more. -ang atay v' [ B 24 6] swell with pride. M ilupa iyang atay pag
	-

	ingun nakung gwapu siya, He swellt!d with pride when I told him he was handsome. 

	lupad v 1 [A; ac] fly, take a plane, be sentflying. Lupdun Jang sa ubang langgam ang laing kuntininti, Some birds fly from one continent to another. Pugngi imung kalu kay tingalig ilupad sa hangin, Hold on toyour hat or the wind will blow it away. 2[B2456] pass swiftly by. Tiding milupad ang mga tuig, The years passed swittly by. 3 [b8] fly into a rage. Hingluparan kus maistra kay nayabu ang tinta, The teacher lost her temper at me because I spilled the ink.4 [A2] travel, go s.w. (humorous, mildly derogato
	lupad v 1 [A; ac] fly, take a plane, be sentflying. Lupdun Jang sa ubang langgam ang laing kuntininti, Some birds fly from one continent to another. Pugngi imung kalu kay tingalig ilupad sa hangin, Hold on toyour hat or the wind will blow it away. 2[B2456] pass swiftly by. Tiding milupad ang mga tuig, The years passed swittly by. 3 [b8] fly into a rage. Hingluparan kus maistra kay nayabu ang tinta, The teacher lost her temper at me because I spilled the ink.4 [A2] travel, go s.w. (humorous, mildly derogato
	,
	pad (lupad) bayhana. Asang bayli tua, Thiswoman goes out too much. Wherever there'sdance, she is bound to be there. 2 travelling a lot. Di ba didtu kas Dabaw, nia na man sab lagi ka sa Manila. Taasa pud nimug lupad uy, You were in Davao, weren't you, and now here you are in Manila. You sure do travel. paN-n act of flying (plural). t 
	lup-ad v [AN; b6] spit saliva. Kinsa ninyuynag/up-ad diri sa pangbugasan? Which one of you spat in the sink? Gilup-aran ku ni,. ya, He spat on me. paN-v [A13] keep spitting. lup-aranan n spittoon.
	lupakv [A; a] 1 poke or pound repeatedly 
	1
	with the end of a stick. Naglupak ku sa tubu nga nasampungan, I'm shoving a stick into the pipe that was stopped up. Lupakunku kanang ilaga nga naa sa sulud, I'll shove a stick into the hole to flush the rat out. 2 pound to mash or pulverize s. t. M ilupak siya sa humay, He pounded the rice. Maglupak tag saging, We will mash bananas. 3 make lupak. n a k.o. sweet made out of pounded, cooked, unripe bananas, mixed with half-matured coconut, shredded, and sugared. ni-, -in-= LUPAK. 

	lupakn the young of the rudderfish (damagan, 1). lupui a pallid in complexion. Ang batang b
	2 
	i-

	648 lupi -lupyak 
	tukun lupasi ug pamanit, A child infested with parasitic worms tends to have a pallid complexion. v [B] for the complexion to become pale. 
	tukun lupasi ug pamanit, A child infested with parasitic worms tends to have a pallid complexion. v [B] for the complexion to become pale. 

	hapi n 1 turned down corner of a page. 2 = ALUPL v [A; cl] turn down a corner of the leaf of a book. Gilupian niya ang tumuy sa pabina nga iyang giundangan, She turned down the corner of the page where she stopped.
	lup.ig a inferior, outclassed. Lupig ku siyag inum, He is no match for me when it comes to drinking. Lupig!pa nimuy buguy, You're worse �han a hoodlum. walay -nothiis better than (lit. outclassed by). Way lupigsa mag-amping, There's nothing better than being careful. Lupig pa niyay galingan mukaun, He can consume more than a mill. v 1 [A23S; a2b2) overpower, outclass. Waymakalupig sa iyang katabian, Nobody can outdo her in talkativeness. Mubangka ku ug lupigun ku nimug bu, I wtll treat you if you beat me i
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	Kusug siyang mulupig (manlupig) sa uban salig kay abugadu siya, Basihimself on er, he.takes advantage of people. ma-un a exploiting in a cruel way. Malupigun ang mga Katsila kaniadtu, The Spaniards were oppressive in former times. paN· n takiadvantage of s.o. and cheating him out of s.t. 
	Kusug siyang mulupig (manlupig) sa uban salig kay abugadu siya, Basihimself on er, he.takes advantage of people. ma-un a exploiting in a cruel way. Malupigun ang mga Katsila kaniadtu, The Spaniards were oppressive in former times. paN· n takiadvantage of s.o. and cheating him out of s.t. 
	ng 
	his ability as ala
	wy
	ng 


	lupir n sport jacket. v [A; c) wear a sportjacket.
	lupis n dried strips of abaca trunk or certain varieties of bananas which have not been processed into fibers, used for tying and other similar purposes. 
	lup-it v [A; b] press s.t. tight between two surfaces. Naglup-it ug mga dabung laya anglibru, The book has some dead leaves pressed inside it. pa-v [A; b) put s.t. in between two flat surfaces so as to press it. Pusturawu siyang tan-awun ug magpalup-it sa pulu, 
	He looks ood when he tucks his shirt in. 
	He looks ood when he tucks his shirt in. 
	Ł


	lupnis = LUPIS. 
	lupu1 n k.o. small blackish fish with lightlytoxic dorsal spines, oftenfound on the bottom in fresh or brackish waters: Gymnapis
	tes niger. 
	tes niger. 

	lupuv [A3P; b6(1)] shut off, block a passage or flow. Gumun sa bubuk ang nakalupu (nakapalupu) sa lababu, The wash basin 
	2 

	I
	I
	was stopped up by some hair. Jiang gilup-an 
	(gilupuan) ang agianan arun pagbanbig sa ilang mga kaaway, They blocked the way so that they could ambush their enemy. n s;t. used to block the flow or passage. 
	lupuga for the eyes to be smarting. v 1 [Al 23P; b4] for the eyes to sti. Bubuig tubig ang bata kay gilupugan, Pour water on the ing. 2 [B; b 
	1 
	ng
	child because his eyes are sti
	ng

	6) for tears to fill the eyes and blur the vision. Nalupug ang iyang mga mata sa Luba, Tears filled her eyes. 
	lupugv [A; a12b2] chase, run after s.t. that IS running. Mulupug nang iruag mudagan ka, That dog will chase you if you run. n ta ka run ug dili ka muari, I will run after you if you don't come here. Hinglupugan srya kay nangawat ug mangga, He got himself chased because he stole some mangoes.
	Ł 
	Lupu
	gu 

	lup-ug v [B26; b6) slump down to one's feet. Nadismayu siya ug nalup-ug (milupug) sa yuta, She fainted and slumped to the ground. Diba ra bibuntagi ang bubug sa iyang gilup-ugan, Morning found the drunk lyiwhere he had fallen. 
	ng 

	lupuk n youlocust. 
	ng 

	lupusv [B12) for a person to be drenched. Nalupus siya sa singut, He was drenched in sweat. Diyutay rang tubig ikaligu. Di gani makalupus, This isn't enough water to bathe with. It won't even get me wet. 
	1 

	lupusv [A; a12] bully. Lupusun Lang mi nimu kay daku man ka, You bully us because you are bigger than us. 
	2 

	luput v [B23(1); b4] 1 leave a mark on or injure the skin after windi, tying, �tc. s. t. tightly on it. Miluput ang pisi sa tiil sa babuy, The rope was tied so tight around the pig's foot it left a mark. 2 leave a crease on a cloth upon folding or pressing. Muluput(maluput) ang iyang inutawan, She irons creases into the clothes. n 1 mark left on s. t. tightly around it. 2 crease, fold on a cloth. 
	ng
	the skin after tyi
	ng 

	lup-ut= LUPUT, nl, vl. 
	1 

	lup-utv [AP; cP] tuck s. t. in or under. Iluput (ipalup-ut) ang imung pulu, Tuck your shirt in. 
	2 

	lup-utv [A2Cl; b6] share a space for sitting or sleeping with s.o. Di ta makaluput sa tibiras, We can't sleep together on one small cot. Naglup-ut ming duhag lingkud sa usa ka siya, We sat together in one chair. 
	3 
	-

	lupuy n the.fry of andubaw. 
	lupyakv [AB2; b6] 1 get, make a dent in s.t. Lupyakig gamay ang taru agig timaan, Put a small dent into the kerosene can to mark it. 2for earth to sink, cause it to do so. Angyutang giabunu sa bangag mulupyak ug ulanun,;The earth that was filled into the hole will collapse when it rains. a sunken, dent
	-


	•tupyu -lusay 649 
	ed. Lupyak ug aping ang niwang, A thin person has sunken cheeks. 
	ed. Lupyak ug aping ang niwang, A thin person has sunken cheeks. 
	•tupyu (frompuyu)!•um-r·, mu• n inhabitant,resident of a locality. Ang kasagaran sa mgalumulupyu (mulupyu) dinbi mangingisda, 
	Most of the inhabitants here are fishermen. 

	lurang v [B24] 1 for a storm or some other natural force to abate. Milurang na ang bagyu, The typhoon has let up. 2 for prober, etc. to abate. Wa giyuy paagi nga makapalurang (makalurang) sa kagubut sa midul-ist, There seems to be no solution to the trouble in the Middle East. 
	lems, a
	ng

	lurat v [A2S; clP] 1 open the eyes wide. Papyunga ang mata sa minatay kay naglurat,
	Close the dead man's eyes because they are wide open. Di kang kakita? Lurata (ilurat, OU can't see? Open your eyes wide. 2 glower at s.o. to show angry disapproval. Giluratan sa maistru ang mga istudiyanting nagtab,, The teache{ glowered at the students who were talking. n act of glowering. Sa usa lang ka lurat ni Tatay hilum ming tanan, Father can silence us with just one look. hi-Iha-v [B12
	Close the dead man's eyes because they are wide open. Di kang kakita? Lurata (ilurat, OU can't see? Open your eyes wide. 2 glower at s.o. to show angry disapproval. Giluratan sa maistru ang mga istudiyanting nagtab,, The teache{ glowered at the students who were talking. n act of glowering. Sa usa lang ka lurat ni Tatay hilum ming tanan, Father can silence us with just one look. hi-Iha-v [B12
	palurata, ipalurat) imung mata, y

	56] have one's eyes pop wide open. Nahalurat siya sa kahibitlu ng, Her eyes opened wide in surprise. 

	luray v [B3(1)6) for a top to wobble as it spinŁ to a stop. n wobbling of a top as it spins to a stop.
	lurayv [B2; clP] for the voice to be affectionate with a slurring intonation. Mulurayug duna siyay ibangyu nimu, When her voice gets sweet,she has a request to make. a affectionate with a slurring intonation. pina-a with an affectionate, slurriintonation. Pinaluray ang iyang tingug nga mihanggat naku sa pagpangatulug, 
	2 
	na gani iyang ti
	ng
	ng 

	With an affectionate voice, she asked me to come to bed. 
	With an affectionate voice, she asked me to come to bed. 

	lurir = RULIR. 
	..
	..

	luru v [ B2N] for hair to fall out. Mangluru
	(muluru) ang bubuk basta kaspabun, If you have dandruff your hair will fall out. paNn falling hair. 
	(muluru) ang bubuk basta kaspabun, If you have dandruff your hair will fall out. paNn falling hair. 

	luru v 1 [B6] be drooping. Miluru ang sa
	-

	t
	t
	ngang namungingi sa mga bunga, The branch was drooping, it was so laden with fruits. Naluru ang babaying gikuyapan sa simbahan, The lady fainted in church and sat there limp. 2 (B126) become dizzy. Naluru ku sa bangka kay bawud, I felt seasick in the boat because of the rough seas. Tyub ibu ang nakaluru (nakapaluru) niya, The merry-go-round made her dizzy. 

	lurung v [B12; b3(1)] get dizzy from motion or from being poisoned or nauseated. 
	Nalurung ku bumag tuyuktuyuk naku, I got dizzy after I turned myself round and round. fsug nga sigarilyu nga akung nalurucigarettes made me dizzy.
	Nalurung ku bumag tuyuktuyuk naku, I got dizzy after I turned myself round and round. fsug nga sigarilyu nga akung nalurucigarettes made me dizzy.
	ngan, The stro
	ng 

	lus v [A; cl) lower the sail of a boat. Lu.sun (ilus) ang layag ug linaw ang dagat, The sail is lowered when the sea is calm. 
	lusa, lusa v [Af3] stare unseeingly into space, us�ally due to lack of interest, comprehension. Unsay imung gihunahuna nga naglusa na man lang nang imung mata? 
	What are you thinking about? You're juststaring blankly into space. lusa n plate made of metal coated with enamel. v [Al3; b6] eat from metal plates. 
	lusan nit, the egg of a louse. v [a4] be infested with nits. paN-v [A2] for lice to lay eggs. -un a full of nits. v [B126) be, become full of nits. 
	2 

	lusad v 1 [A; ac) go, bring down, descend, dismount. Lugar bay. Anhi lang ku lusad, Stop, Driver. I'm going to get off here. Milusad siya-sa hagdanan, He went down the stairs. Patabang ug lusad sa pyanu ngadtu sa silung, Let some people help you bring the piano down. Lusara ang hula sa silung, Go down and get the ball. Ang walang tiil mauy ilusad pag�una, Descend with the left foot first. la [A2; ale] go, bring to the sea to fish, bathe. Mag-ihaw mig babuy ug maglusad mig panagat, We slaughter a pig when 
	lusak v 1 [A; a) pound s.t. by hitting it with the blunt end of a stick or with bombs. 
	Kusga paglusak ang halu nga naa sa lungag, 
	Poke the monitor lizard tha� is in the hole hard with the end of the stick. Lusaka ang inad-ad nga bani para sa babuy, Pound the sliced banana stem with a pestle for the pig. Gilusak ang Hanuy sa mga bumba, Hanoi was pounded with bombs. 2 [A; a] make linusak. ni-, -in-n k.o. delicacy made of pounded cooked banana mixed with shredded coconut meat and sugar.

	lusay n swollen lymph node. v [B46; b4] have a swelling in the lymph nodes. Milusay (gilusayan) ang iyang bugan, She had a swollen lymph node in the groin. lusaylusay n small swollen lymph nodes. v [B4; b(l)) have a small swelling in the lymph nodes.
	·!

	lusay n seaweed. sama sa -not firm in one's 
	650 lusbap-lusu 
	convictions (drifting like seaweeds). ka-an n place where seaweeds abound. 
	convictions (drifting like seaweeds). ka-an n place where seaweeds abound. 

	lusba v 1 (APB2; al2] for s.t. with an areato collapse or cave in. Bumba ang naglusba (nagpalusba) sa atup sa simbaban, Thebomb caused the roof of the church to collapse. Mulusba (malusba) ning saluga kun tungtungan ug bayinti ka tawu, This floor will collapse if twenty persons stand on it. Lusbaa ang tayaung lubut sa baril, Knock out the rusty bottom of the barrel. 2 [A;al] press s. t. rounded or bulging to level itoff or flatten it. Di ka makalusba sa bu'/a sa baskitbul kun di kubaan ug bangin, Youcannot
	lusbakv (B26) for a horizontal surface to give way or yield to pressure above it. Mu-lusbak (malusbak) ang taklub sa kaban ug tungtungan ug bug-at, The trunk lid will get a dent if s.t. heavy is put on top of it. n shallow depression, dent. Dagbang lusbak sa karsada kay dili pinisun, The road has lots of holes because it has not been rolled. 
	1 

	lusbakv (A; a2] cook very small fish in vinegar and garlic. -unun n very small fish to be cooked in such a manner. ni-, -in-ndish of small fish cooked in vinegar. 
	2 

	lusbu v [B16] 1 sink, sag, get a dent on the top or simply give way. Ayawg lingkuri ang taru kay malusbu, Don't sit on the can because it will get a dent in it. Nalusbu ang tanil, The tunnel caved in. Ang kabug-at sa sulud mauy nakalusbu (nakapalusbu) sa bulsita, The heavy contents caused the bottom of the paper bag to give way. 2 for a person to slump or the bones that hold him to get dislocated. Nalusbu akung bawak, I got adislocated hip. 
	lusbug v (APB; c] immerse oneself in s. t. M � lusbug s�a sa tubig ug milanguy, she immersed herself in the water and swam. Anglambay mJglusbug sa balas, A sea crab buries itself in the sand. 
	·

	lusgus v (Al; a] rub s. t. rough vigorously against s.t. to clean it. Akuy naglusgus sa kasili arun pagkuba sa danglug, I rubbed the eel vigorously to get the slime off. Lusgusa ug maayu ang takuling sa kaldiru,Scro b the soot off the kettle.
	lusi v (A; alb2] tweak or pinch with a twisting motion. Milusi kug usa ka dawin sa sipi nga saging, I twisted off a banana from the bunch. Kagabi mu karug ulu, lusiun ta g� yud ka, How hard-headed you are. I'm going to tweak your ears. (➔) v (Al; al] 1 work on an itchy foreskin by pinching,twisting and turning it inside out. Ang mga 
	lusi v (A; alb2] tweak or pinch with a twisting motion. Milusi kug usa ka dawin sa sipi nga saging, I twisted off a banana from the bunch. Kagabi mu karug ulu, lusiun ta g� yud ka, How hard-headed you are. I'm going to tweak your ears. (➔) v (Al; al] 1 work on an itchy foreskin by pinching,twisting and turning it inside out. Ang mga 
	batang pisut maglusi kay katlan man, Uncircumcised boys rub their foreskin becauseit itches. 2 = LULU (humorous). 

	luslus v 1 (A; cl] for s. t. that wraps s. t. and is attached to it to slip off, esp. the foreskin. Human na siya rriakaluslus sa unud gikan sa mga bukug, She managed to slip the meat off the bones to which it had beenattached. Naluslus na ang panit sa iyang tintin, bustu nang tuliun, He can pull his foreskin back, so he's ready to be circumcised. 2 [A; al2] use s.t. in a way that will destroy it. Hala, luslusa nang makinilya arun makailis ka, Go on and use that typewriter in such a way as to break it so
	luslus v 1 (A; cl] for s. t. that wraps s. t. and is attached to it to slip off, esp. the foreskin. Human na siya rriakaluslus sa unud gikan sa mga bukug, She managed to slip the meat off the bones to which it had beenattached. Naluslus na ang panit sa iyang tintin, bustu nang tuliun, He can pull his foreskin back, so he's ready to be circumcised. 2 [A; al2] use s.t. in a way that will destroy it. Hala, luslusa nang makinilya arun makailis ka, Go on and use that typewriter in such a way as to break it so
	lusnu v 1 [B126; b8] for a structure to collapse, crash down. Nalusnu ang taytayan pagbagyu, The bridge collapsed in the storm. la [B1256] for a person to collapse. Nalusnu siya pagkadungug sa aksidinti, Shecollapsed upon hearing of the accident. 2 [B12) for feelings, hopes, and aspirations to collapse. Nagkalusnu na ang akung da111,gu sa kadaugan, My hopes for victory are gradually crumbling. 
	luad a pale, for a person to have lost his color. v [BN; a] be; become pale. Nanluspad siya pagkadungug sa bukum, She paledwhen she heard the decision. lusparun a of a pale sort. Ang lusparung kabayag sa bulan, The pale light of the moon. 
	sp

	lui a pallid in complexion due to some physical deficiencies or sickness. Luspi kaayu ang masakitun, The sick man is verypale. v [Bl; b6] be, become pallid in complexion.
	sp

	lusu a hypocrite (slang). Ang lusu nga daku daw santus giyud nga imung iatubang, apan mangtas diay, He is a terrible hypocrite. He looks like a .paragon of virtue, but actuallyhe's a monster. 
	lusu n 1 penis (coarse). 2 -nimu, niya 2a expression of anger at s.o. Lusu nimu, ikay nagbulam sa libru unya akuy pauliun! Nuts 

	lusub -lutang 
	to you. You borrowed the book and you want me to return it! 2b expression of disbelief. Lusu niya. Ayaw ku niyag patubua, Hell! Don't try to make me believe him. 
	to you. You borrowed the book and you want me to return it! 2b expression of disbelief. Lusu niya. Ayaw ku niyag patubua, Hell! Don't try to make me believe him. 

	lusub v [A; bS] attack, force one's way into 
	s.t. GiLusub (gilusuban) sa miLu ang tangkaL sa manuk, The civet broke into the chicken coop.
	s.t. GiLusub (gilusuban) sa miLu ang tangkaL sa manuk, The civet broke into the chicken coop.

	lusug a stout, corpulent, usually said of children. v [B2; b6(1)] grow stout. MuLusug (maLusug) ka ug mukaun kag kusug, You'll grow stout if you eat a lot. 
	lusug v [AC; c] ride together in tandem, usually on s.t. most often ridden by one. Unsa! MagLusug ta anang pyangguy. nga kabayu? What! Shall the two ofus ride together on that scrawny horse? 
	lusuk n 1 clove or segment of any fruit that has segments. Usa ka Lusuk abus, One garlic clove. 2 drops or beads of tears, perspiration, rain, and the like. PipiLa ka lusuk Z.uba, Some drops of tears. Lusuk sa rusaryuban, Rosary beads. v 1 [A; a] break off s.t. that comes in sections. Lusuka usa ang abus usa pa paniti, Split the garlic into cloves first before you peel it. la [A; a] gouge out an eye. Luskun ku nang mata mu run, I'll gouge out your eyes. lb [Al 3; al2] wrench s.o.'s feelings. Gilusuk ang iy
	-

	. .
	. .
	1pp1nes.

	lusung n 1 large mortar for pounding rice. 2 a mortarful. v [al2] make into a mortar. (Ł)v [A; cl] pour grains into the mortar. 2 lower a coffin into the burial pit. n = LUSUNG, 2. 
	1 

	. ....
	. ....

	lusungv [A; cl] huddle, crowd close together. Di ta makalusung ining gamayng barutu kay sud ra nig duba ka tawu, We can't all ride in this small boat because it is only good for two people. Lusunga (ilusung) Lang nang mga sinakung bumay sa karumata, Just pile those sacks of rice in the cart. lusut v 1 [A3P; ac] pass, go through. MiLusut ang kumagku sa gisiung midiyas, The big toe came out of the torn socks. Dili giyud ku makalusut (makapaLusut) ug bilu sa dagum, l can never thread a needle. Kanang kupua 
	2 
	-

	if I hurdle the board exams. 3 [A2; b(l)] in basketball, drive through the defense. 
	if I hurdle the board exams. 3 [A2; b(l)] in basketball, drive through the defense. 
	Sayun ra kaayung lusutan (lutsan) ang inyung dipinsa, It is very easy to drive through your defense. pa•(�) v [A2; c] squeeze in a witty remark in a conversation. Maayungmupalusut na siya, He is good in makingfunny remarks in a conversation. n the act of squeeziin some witty remarks during a conversation. lutsanan n a way out. 
	ng 

	lusyun n lotion for use as a cosmetic or cleansithe skin. v [A.23; b] use a certain k.o. lotion. paN-v [A2; b6] apply lotion 
	ng 

	on oneself. 
	lu ta_ n nosepiece that is made to pass throughthe hole in the nose of domestic animals to which a tether rope is attached. v 1 [A; al2]make a nosepiece. 2 [A; b6(1)] tie such a nosepiece onto s.t. 
	1

	lutan joints in the body. HapLasi ang mga Luta (lutaLuta, lutaban) ug Lana arun mawaLa ang pamaul, Rub oil on the joints to relieve the pain. lutaluta, lutaluta, lutahan = 
	2 

	LUTA. 
	luta, luta n imprints made by the pressure or weight of s.t. Luta sa Ligid diba sa Lapuk. Tire marks in the mud. Luta sa tudLu sabasu, Finger marks on the glass. v [ B6; b( 1)) 1 make an impression, mark on s.t. Miluta(naluta) ang iyang ngipun sa akung buktun,
	Her teeth left their mark on my· skin. 2 be visible through s.t. Miluta ang mamisus sa iyang nipis nga bulsa, The peso bills were visible inside his shirt pocket. 
	•tutab -an, -un a 1 for fruits and sugar cane to be watery, lacking in sweetness. 2 for 
	· 
	nipa or lumber to be too soft or have a tendency to rot. v [B 12) become watery and lackiin sweetness. 
	ng 

	lutak n crack, a break usually without complete separation of parts. Naa nay gamayng lutak sa basu, There's a slight crack on the glass. v 1 [B3(1)6) crack.Ang yuta milutak sa paglinug, The earth cracked in the earthquake. 2 rack one's brains. Makalutak (makapaLutak) sa uLu ning prublimaba, This problem can crack one's brains. 
	lutang v [A2] su-rface in the water. Ug wala mulutang ang batang nalumus dili unta makit-an, ·if the body of the boy who was drowned had not floated on the surf ace, it 
	would never have been found. lutanglutang v [Al3] float freely in the water. 
	. 

	lutang v 1 [A; a12] heal s.t. completely. 
	Mangbihilut mauy naglutang sa akung piang, A bone setter set my dislocated bone .Gilutang sa tambalan ang akung sakit, The folk doctor completely relieved me of my 
	.


	652 lutariya -lutu
	1 

	ailment. 2 [AB12; al] solve or clear up a problem, esp. a financial problem. Ang pagdaug ra sa swipstik ang makalutang ( makapalutang) sa atung mga suliran, The sweepstakes are the only solution to our problems. 
	ailment. 2 [AB12; al] solve or clear up a problem, esp. a financial problem. Ang pagdaug ra sa swipstik ang makalutang ( makapalutang) sa atung mga suliran, The sweepstakes are the only solution to our problems. 

	lutariya n I lottery. 2 k.o. bingo game played with many players, where the cards have the figures of the Spanish cards in place of numbers, which are covered when the corresponding card is drawn. v 1 [A] hold a lotte. 2 [A; b6(1)] play lutariya.
	ry

	lutas v [A; a12) overcome, surmount. Kinsay naglutas sa imunt; gauistuban sa iskuyklban? Who shouldered all your expenses in school? Hapit na ku makalutas sa akungpagtuun, I am almost through with my studies. 
	lutas v 1 [A; al] wean. Lutasun ang bata ugmangburan na, A baby is weaned when the next child is born. 2 [A; al2) have a boy or girl friend five years or more younger than oneself. Ganaban siyang mulutas ug bayiskul sa iya nang pagkalids, He likes to go out with high-school girls though he is in college. 3 [a3) for a husband to be temporarilydeprived of marital relations (humorous slang). lutaw v 1 [A; b6] float. Ang asyiti mulutaw sa tubig, Oil floats on water. la [AB) move gracefully as if floating on a
	board. Lagmit ta malunud kay gamay ang lutaw sa sakayan, We might sink because the boat has a small freeboard. -ug duguglowing with a healthy pink color. Lutaw ug dugu ang mga dugung Katsila, Peoplewho have Spanish blood have a healthy pinkish complexion. -ang ganansiya cleara profit. Lutaw ang ganansiya sa nigusyung bay-ansil, You clearly will make a profit in the buying and selling business. (�) n low-lying place near the shore into which sea water enters, but separated from the main sea by a bar of dla
	board. Lagmit ta malunud kay gamay ang lutaw sa sakayan, We might sink because the boat has a small freeboard. -ug duguglowing with a healthy pink color. Lutaw ug dugu ang mga dugung Katsila, Peoplewho have Spanish blood have a healthy pinkish complexion. -ang ganansiya cleara profit. Lutaw ang ganansiya sa nigusyung bay-ansil, You clearly will make a profit in the buying and selling business. (�) n low-lying place near the shore into which sea water enters, but separated from the main sea by a bar of dla
	ly affordi
	ng 
	ry 

	lutay a for s.t. long to be supple. Lutay kaayug lawas ang misayaw sa bali, The personwho danced the ballet has a very supple body. v .[B2; b6] be pliant, easily bent. Mulutay (malutay) ang lipak ug nipsun ang pagluti, Bamboo sticks will be pliant if they are stripped thin. 
	luthang n 1 popgun made of a small bamboo stem which shoots seeds or paper pellets. 2 bamboo cannon that makes a loud retort using kerosene, used for noise-making during festive events. v [A; a] 1 shoot with a native popgun or bamboo cannon. la shoot 
	s.o. with any gun. Naprisu siya kay nakaluthang, He went to prison for shooting a man. 2 [Al; al2] make s.t. into a lutbang.luthangluthang v [A12C2] play games with 
	lutbangs.
	luti n lot, a parcel of land, usually residential. v 1 [A; al2) divide land into lots for sale. 2 [A12] obtain a lot. 
	luti v [A; a) split a piece of bamboo, rattan, or nitu into narrow strips. L utiun ang kawayan para bimuung bubu, When theymake a fish trap, they split narrow piecesof bamboo for it. -in-n thin strips of bamboo, rattan, or nitu. 
	lutiriya = LUTARIY A, nl, vl. 
	lutlut v [AB; c6] squeeze s.t. extra into an area which has little room, be squeezed in. 
	Mulutlut Lang ku aring mga karga arun lang makapauli ku, I will just sit here in between the cargo, just so I can get home. Unsanglibrubang imung.!gilutlutan sa sulat? What book did you put the letter in? Ilutlut Zang ning lubi sa ilalum sa lingkuranan, Just squeeze these coconuts under the seats. 
	lutu, lutu n blister gotten by rubbing. v [B23(1)6; 64] develop or form blisters. Milutu (gilutban) ang iyang tudlu sa paglinubu sa mais, Blisters have formed on her fingers the corn. 
	from shelli
	ng 


	lutu -lutup 
	lutuv 1 [A; b3] wear black clothes in mourning. Kinsa may in_yung gilutuban? Whom are you mourning? 2 (a12] make, sew in
	-

	to mourning clothes. 3 [b(l)] consider amember of the family or s.!o. close to the family dead because of his rebellious orunforgiveable act. Gilutuban si Sunya sa ryang mga ginikanan kay nakigminyu siya sa ilang draybir, Sonia's parents simply coŁ sidered her dead when she married their driver. n mourning clothes. 
	to mourning clothes. 3 [b(l)] consider amember of the family or s.!o. close to the family dead because of his rebellious orunforgiveable act. Gilutuban si Sunya sa ryang mga ginikanan kay nakigminyu siya sa ilang draybir, Sonia's parents simply coŁ sidered her dead when she married their driver. n mourning clothes. 

	lutuv 1 [AB246N; a12P] crack one's 
	2
	2
	knuckle(s); for the joints to crack. Mulutu (manglutu) ang iyang lutaban inigtindug niya, His joints crack when he stands up. 2 [Al3] stay idle doing nothing, twiddling the thumbs, cracking the knuckles, and the like. Naglutu Zang. Wala makabunabuna unsay maayung kurikuriun, He's just twiddling his thumbs. He hasn't thought of anything worthwhile to do. 2a [A13; a12] do things at a slow and lazy pace. Ug lutuun natu ang atung libuk magabin-an ta, If we walk lazily, we will be overtaken by night. n sound 

	lutu v 1 [AB12; a] cook. Humut ang nagkalutung inasal, The roast pig smelled delicious as it was cooking. Lutuun natu ang kik, Let us cook the cake. la [AB 12; b6] make iceproducts. Gabi na ang ayis, nalutu na diay, The ice has hardened; it is done. 2 [AP; al]make s. t. tender. Suka ray mulutu (mupaZ.utu) sa kinilaw, Vinegar can get the raw fish tender. Alkubul ang naglutu sa atay nianang palainum, Alcohol is giving that drunkard a tender liver. 3 -daan [a12]have the outcome pre-planned. Ang bangga gilut
	lutu v 1 [AB12; a] cook. Humut ang nagkalutung inasal, The roast pig smelled delicious as it was cooking. Lutuun natu ang kik, Let us cook the cake. la [AB 12; b6] make iceproducts. Gabi na ang ayis, nalutu na diay, The ice has hardened; it is done. 2 [AP; al]make s. t. tender. Suka ray mulutu (mupaZ.utu) sa kinilaw, Vinegar can get the raw fish tender. Alkubul ang naglutu sa atay nianang palainum, Alcohol is giving that drunkard a tender liver. 3 -daan [a12]have the outcome pre-planned. Ang bangga gilut
	.
	. 
	.

	kumbinsiyun, .The convention was rigged.(➔)a 1 well-fermented fish. 2 = LUTU, la. v [b3] become fermented fish paste. Wa pa gani makalutu ang ginamus naburut na namug kaun, The fish paste had not even gotten fermented before we ate it up. ni-, -inn food bought prepared. Pagpalit ug linutu ug kabsan tag sud-an, Buy some carry-out food if we run short. ni-an(➔), -in-an(➔) n manner of cooking. ma•(➔) n boiled rice!usually wrapped in banana leaves carried as one's lunch. v 1 [A] bring a lunch of this sort 2
	3 


	·
	·
	lutub v [B2; b6] 1 form a blister from burning or rubbing. M ilutub ( nalutub) ang akung pasu, My burn formed a blister. 2 for blood to form a black spot under a finger--or toenail that has been injured. Milutub ang du
	·
	gu sa akung tudlu nga bingdukdukan sa!martilyu, Blood formed a black spot on my fingers where I had hit them with a hammer. 
	lut-ud v 1 [AC23; ac] pile up on ·top of one another. Naglut-ud ang mga platu, Theplates are stacked on top of one another. Lut-ura pagdala nang mga libru, Carry the books in a pile on top of one another. 2 [B
	36) pile up, accumulate. Paspas uy kay naglut-ud na ning imung mga bulubatun, Faster! Your work is piling up. n 1 s.t. stacked up.Tulu ka lut-ud nga libru, Three stacks of books. 2 having several rows of petals. Antuwangang lut-ud, Hibiscus with several rows of petals. 
	lutuk v 1 [A; al2] put a finger into an orifice of s.t. living, usually to get at s.t. Akuy
	.
	mulutuk!sa baba sa bata arun makuba ang singsing, I will reach into the child's mouth to get the ring out.Luk tun ku nang mata mu, I'll poke out your eyes. 2 [A; a] squeeze and pull off the edible flesh of jackfruit. Di ku makalutuk sa suuy sa nangka, I can't take out the edible flesh of the!
	· 

	_
	_
	jackfruit. 

	lutuk v [A; b6] stare at. Namula siyang gisaliban nakug lutuk, She blushed when I kept staring at her. 
	lutung a for fruits to be very ripe,ahnost
	· 
	overripe.-v [B12) be, become very ripe. Mas Jami kan-u-n ang nangka kun malutung na,· 
	Jackfruit is most delicious to eat when it is very ripe. 
	lutung n contraction of the uterus duringlabor. v [A2] for the uterus to contract during labor. Maggahigahi ang pus-un sa umaanak ug mulutung na, The stomach of a mother in labor hardens when her uterus is contracting. 
	lutup v 1 [A23] for s.t. to show through s.t. 

	lutus-luun 
	654 
	l 

	translucent that touches it. M ilutup angiyang tutuy sa nipis niyang blawus, Her breasts showed through her flimsy blouse. 2 [A2; b(l)] for s.t. to give off a reproduction on s.t. that touches it. Milutup ang banig nga iyang gibigdaan diba sa iyang bukubuku, The mat he lay on left an impression on his back. 2a leave a crease in cloth upon foldior pressing. Naglutup ang pinil-an sa sinina, There was a crease left on the dress where it was folded. n 1 mark, imprint on the skin. 2 crease, fold on a cloth. 
	translucent that touches it. M ilutup angiyang tutuy sa nipis niyang blawus, Her breasts showed through her flimsy blouse. 2 [A2; b(l)] for s.t. to give off a reproduction on s.t. that touches it. Milutup ang banig nga iyang gibigdaan diba sa iyang bukubuku, The mat he lay on left an impression on his back. 2a leave a crease in cloth upon foldior pressing. Naglutup ang pinil-an sa sinina, There was a crease left on the dress where it was folded. n 1 mark, imprint on the skin. 2 crease, fold on a cloth. 
	ng 
	rubbing it with a candle and then scratchi
	ng 


	lotus v 1 [A; ab2) chase or run after. Dag
	-

	, 
	, 
	, , ,
	ban kaayung tawung milutus sa mangunguut, A lot of people were chasing the pickpocket. Bisag asa pa mutagu ang kriminal, lutusun giyud sa balaud, No matter where the criminal hides, the law will go after him. 2 [A; a12] persecute. Si Niru naglutus sa mga Kristiyanus, Nero persecuted the Christians. 
	-


	lutusn lotus plant cultivated for ornamental purposes, flowers esp. used for decoratialtars: Nelumbium nelumbo. 
	2 
	ng 

	lutuy v [B2S3( 1); b4] for the skin to swell and form a blister from being burnt with s. t. hot or cold. Milutuy ang akung buktun nga napiksan sa init nga mantika, Hot lard spattered on my arm and it swelled. n swellingon the skin caused by heat or acid. 
	lutya, lutya = BISUL.
	luub v [A; b(l)] 1 brood on eggs. Luuban sa bimungaan ang itlug, The hen will sit on the eggs. la stay around a place. Di ka ba pul-an ug luub sa balay? Aren't you sick of haing around the house? 2 for emotions to be stored up in one. Kasina nga nagluub sa akung dugban, The envy that dwelt in my breast. 
	ng

	luud a nauseous, causing nausea. L uud kanun ang pagkaung pan-us, Stale food is nauseous to eat. v [B2; a4] become, feel nauseous. Nagkaluud ang babu sa kasilyas, The toilet is getting to smell more and more nauseous. Lud-un giyud kung maminaw sa imung mga pasalig, l really get nauseated listenito your promises. lucl-anun, ludunun a easily given to feeling nauseous. 
	ng 

	•1uud paN-v [A2; h3] sulk by refrainifrom doing s. t. because of an offense or a wish not granted. Di na siya mukanta. Nangluud nga wa pakpaki, She won't sing because she didn't 
	•1uud paN-v [A2; h3] sulk by refrainifrom doing s. t. because of an offense or a wish not granted. Di na siya mukanta. Nangluud nga wa pakpaki, She won't sing because she didn't 
	ng
	any more. She is sulki
	ng 

	get enough applause. luuray v [C23] take offense at each other and sulk. Way mahimu ang atung klab kay nagluuray ang mga upisyalis, Our club won't achieve anything because the officers are constantly taking offense at each other and refrainifrom doing things. luuran a easily given to sulkfrom an activity. 
	ng 
	ing, withdrawi
	ng 


	luug a 1 savage, uncivilized. 2 ignorant, lacking sophistication like a savage. Ayg tudlutudlua nang mga trak. Luug ka man tingali, Don't point your finger at those vehicles. Are you ignorant? v [B12; a2] be, become ignorant, unsophisticated. Maluug kag adtu ka magpuyu sa bukid, You will grow up ignorant if you stay in the mountains. -ina in the manner of a savage. Linuug ngabuhat ang panglus, Rape is a savage act. v [A; cl] act like a savage. -ing(f·) = LUUG, a2 (humorous euphemism). 
	luug a 1 savage, uncivilized. 2 ignorant, lacking sophistication like a savage. Ayg tudlutudlua nang mga trak. Luug ka man tingali, Don't point your finger at those vehicles. Are you ignorant? v [B12; a2] be, become ignorant, unsophisticated. Maluug kag adtu ka magpuyu sa bukid, You will grow up ignorant if you stay in the mountains. -ina in the manner of a savage. Linuug ngabuhat ang panglus, Rape is a savage act. v [A; cl] act like a savage. -ing(f·) = LUUG, a2 (humorous euphemism). 
	gu

	luukv 1 [A; a] strangle, esp. with two 
	1
	hands. Luukun ta ka dibag musukul ka, I'll strangle you if you fight back. 2 [AC2; al2)neck, pet to the point of or nearly to the ). Giluuk bitaw naku, sugut lagi, l got her over-excited, and you bet she gave in. maN-r-(➔) n strangler.
	point of intercourse (sla
	ng

	luukn bay. Pagbagyu mitagu ang lantsa sa may luuk, During the typhoon the launch took shelter in the bay. luukluuk v 1 [Al] eat food alone by oneself. Siya ray nagluukluuk ug kaun sa iyang balun, She was eating her lunch off in a corner by herself. 2 [A 
	2 

	13) do the work alone by oneself without help from others. A ku ra giyuy nagluukluuk niining trababua, ldid this work all alone by myself. kina-an(➔) n inmost part of a bay.
	luum v [A; c] put s.t. entirely into the 
	,
	mouth. !yang giluum ang usa ka buuk pan, 
	He put the whole piece of bread into his mouth. (➔) v 1 [A23] hold one's breath, stifle back one's breath. Napakung ang iyang bitiis ug miluum siya sa kasakit, He banged his shins and he held his breath in pain. 2 [A; c6] repress, keep to oneself or cry in a repressed way. M iluum siyag bilak dibang aku siyang gibyaan, She cried softly when, I left her. Ayawg iluum ang imung kayugut sa imung amaban, Don't repress your resentment at your father. 
	luun v [A2C; ac) 1 share a space to occupy it. Nagluun mig sakay sa kabaw, We rode on the carabao together. Di mabimung luunun ang duba ka bimungaan sa usa ka pugaran, 
	You can't put two hens in one nest. 2 live together in the same house or room. Ayawsilag iluun sa amung kwartu kay bugawan, 

	luup -luwas
	1 

	Don't let him stay with us in our room because he is messy. 3 for an unmarried couple to live together. Giluun niyag iyang uyab, He brought his girl to live with him. (➔) v [A; b) put a buffer sheet over the mouth of a vessel between the mouth and the cover. Lun-ig dahun ang linung-ag kay hungaw ang takub, Put some leaves as a buff er for the pot of rice because the cover is not airtight. n s.t. used as a buffer for a pot top. ka-none whom one shares a space with. 
	Don't let him stay with us in our room because he is messy. 3 for an unmarried couple to live together. Giluun niyag iyang uyab, He brought his girl to live with him. (➔) v [A; b) put a buffer sheet over the mouth of a vessel between the mouth and the cover. Lun-ig dahun ang linung-ag kay hungaw ang takub, Put some leaves as a buff er for the pot of rice because the cover is not airtight. n s.t. used as a buffer for a pot top. ka-none whom one shares a space with. 
	luup v {A; b) shut off or block a passage or flow. Ilang gilup-an ang sapa ug mga dagkung batu, They blocked one end of the stream with stones. n s. t. used to shut off or block a passage or flow. 
	luus v [A; b6) 1 be constantly doing s.t. DiIi ka makaluus ug lingkud dinhi kay binatunan ka, You can't constantly sit around because you are supposed to be the maid. Gilus-an niyag basa ang kumiks, She did nothing but read the comics. 2 stay long in a place. Di ku muluus sa baryu, I will not stay in the village long.

	luuy a pitiful. Luuy kaayu ang mga ilung 
	I
	I
	tuwapus, Orphans are very pitiful. v [B1256; bSc] have pity, mercy on s.o.; give s.t. out of pity. Ayaw tawun kug patya, maluuy ka, Don't kill me. Have mercy. Limus,Dung, kaluy-i (kaluy-a) ang kabus, Alms,lad. Have pity on the poor. Ihatag lag sukli ikaluuy lang na sa draybir, Just give the change to the driver out of kindness. paki-, pakima-v [A; c] 1 beg for mercy. Nagpakiluuy (nagpakimaluuy) sila sa asindirung hakug, They beg for mercy from the greedy landowner. 2 plead. Mipakiluuy (mipakimaluuy) siy

	luuyv [B3(1)6: bcl) be, become stagnant. 
	2 

	Maluuy (muluuy) ang tu.big dinhi kay wa may kanal, Water stagnates here because there is no canal. 
	Maluuy (muluuy) ang tu.big dinhi kay wa may kanal, Water stagnates here because there is no canal. 

	luwa-see also LULA-. 
	luwa!a word of command for a carabao to 
	1
	1
	halt. pa-v [A; a12) command a carabao to stop. Paluwaha sa ang kabaw arun makapahulay, Stop the carabao so it can take a rest. 

	luwav [A; ab2) dismember a slaughtered animal. Dali siya nga nakaluwa sa kabaw nga giihaw, He dismembered the slaughtered water buffalo in no time. n piece cut off of a slaughtered animal. 
	2 

	hiwa n k.o. poem, one of the forms used bythe players in the murumuru play, consisting of short lines of around ten syllables, in rhyming couplets. v [A; c) 1 recite the luwa. 2 recite any poem from memory.
	hiwa n k.o. poem, one of the forms used bythe players in the murumuru play, consisting of short lines of around ten syllables, in rhyming couplets. v [A; c) 1 recite the luwa. 2 recite any poem from memory.
	luwa, luwa v 1 [AN; c] spit or eject from the mouth. Giluwaan (gilud-an) niya angsawug, He spat on the floor. Iluwa nang kindi kay hugaw, Spit out that candy. It's dirty. la [AN; b(l)] spit to express contempt. Nakaluwa (nakapangluwa) ku dihang nanghambug siya, l couldn't help spitting when he started to boast. 2 [ c6] for a processing machine to expel a solid byproduct. lnigsud sa tubu, ang iluwa sa makina bagasu, Sugarcane is fed into the crushers. Then it comes out as bagasse. n 1 spit,spittle. 2 
	-

	luwaluwa. n the reed suspender in a loom,two pieces of wood which suspend the reed (suluran) and allow it to swing back and forth, holding it in proper position with regard to the warp threads. 
	luwag, luwag n ladle. duul sa -be close to influential people such that one has pull. v [A2; a12] make into, hit with, use a ladle. luwak, luwak nthe other side ofs. t. elevated. 
	Ang ilang dapit luwak nianang bungtura, 
	Their place is s. w. beyond that hill. v [A2;ac) 1 pass over a summit, go up to a pass and then come down, bring s.t. over a pass. 
	Gikan dinhi muluwak ka pa ug duha ka bungtud, From here you have to climb over two hills. 2 climb upand over s.t. elevated in coming down towards the other side. Makaluwak ang bata sa abatan, The child can climb over the raili. Nakaluwak ning baula ngadtu sa tapun, This field stretches over the mountain to the other side. n other side of a mountain or elevation. 
	ng

	lu wang n 1 bilge, the rounded lower part of a ship's hull or hold. Akung binubigan ang luwang sa sakayan, I'll bail out the water from the bilge of the boat. 2 quadrilateral section of a rice paddy bounded by dikes. Tulu ra ka luwang ang akung nadaru, I have plowed three sections of the rice paddy. v 1 [A; a2] divide the rice paddy into sections. 2 [ c 1) harvest the rice partition by partition. -in-a by the section. v [A; clJ do bythe section. 
	luwasv [A3P; al) 1 save, remove s.o. from harm. Tambal ang nakaluwas (nakapaluwas) 
	1 

	I
	nimu, Medicine has saved your life. Akung
	luwasun ang bata sa balay nga nasunug, I'll 

	luwas-luyu 
	2 

	save the child from the burning house. la save from sin and death. Maluwas ta sa kaltsud ug makatrababu na ku, We will escapefrom our financial worries when I find a job. a 1 safe from danger. 2 free from debt, discomfort. ka-an(�) n 1 safety, preservation from destruction. 2 salvation. 3 freedom from difficulties, problems, etc. maN-r(�) n saviour, esp. The Saviour, Jesus Christ. luw�v= HI-, v. hi-, hilw� v [Al2; a12] 1 articulate, pronounce words or letters. Di makabilwas ug iri ang Insik, The Chinese
	2

	Sa iyang kasuku, nakabilwas siyag mga pulung nga law-ay, In his anger he uttered pro· fanity. a well articulated. Hi/was na kaayug sinultiban ang bata, The child can now speak very articulately. -in·(�), ka-an(�) n one's full name. Idut ang iyang angga apan Pridu ang iyang kaluwasan (linuwas), His nickname is Edot but his real name is Fredo. 
	Sa iyang kasuku, nakabilwas siyag mga pulung nga law-ay, In his anger he uttered pro· fanity. a well articulated. Hi/was na kaayug sinultiban ang bata, The child can now speak very articulately. -in·(�), ka-an(�) n one's full name. Idut ang iyang angga apan Pridu ang iyang kaluwasan (linuwas), His nickname is Edot but his real name is Fredo. 

	luwat v 1 [A; b(l)] quit a job. Muaplay ku sa trŁbabu nga imung giluwatan, I'll apply for the job you quit. 2 [b2] accidentally let go of s.t. Hiluwatan niya ang mga platu nga iyang gidala, She accidentally let go of the plates. 3 [A2B2 36; b] let out, cause to come out from within. Nakaluwat siyag usa ka makabuluganung pahryum, She gave forth a meaningful smile. Way usa ka pulung nga miluwat (naluwat) sa iyang baba, Not a single word came out of his mouth. 3a [A; b(l}] issue a press release, communique. 
	Mau ni ang balita nga giluwatan sa imbahada, This is the news issued by the embassy. 3b [A; b(l )] issue for a purpose. Miluwat ug kasuguan ang Prisidinti sa pagpadakup sa mga Huks, The President gave out orders to capture the Huks. 
	Mau ni ang balita nga giluwatan sa imbahada, This is the news issued by the embassy. 3b [A; b(l )] issue for a purpose. Miluwat ug kasuguan ang Prisidinti sa pagpadakup sa mga Huks, The President gave out orders to capture the Huks. 
	luwatv [A2; a] climb up and over s.t. elevated and come down to the other side. Miluwat sryag tulu ka bungtud paingun ngan
	2 

	b; He passed over three hills to get here. 
	Luwatun sa bata nang mubu mung abatan, 
	The baby will climb over that low railing of 
	yours.luwattoo, also (dialectal}. luwis, luwist n low waist, a style of trousers 
	3 

	in which the waist line is cut comparatively low. v [A; b6) wear, make trousers in this style.
	hty= LULUY. 
	luya a 1 weak, or lacking in strength of body or muscle. Lu.ya kaayu ku gikang nasakit, I am very weak after my illness. 2 not active, aggressive enough. Luya man gud ka OU were slow. That's why s.o. else got the job. 3weak in a 
	luya a 1 weak, or lacking in strength of body or muscle. Lu.ya kaayu ku gikang nasakit, I am very weak after my illness. 2 not active, aggressive enough. Luya man gud ka OU were slow. That's why s.o. else got the job. 3weak in a 
	maung lain ang nadawat, y

	subject. Luya kaayu ku sa mat, I'm weak in math. v [A1B12S; a12) be, become weak,tired out, make s.o. tired. Di kung katrababu kay nagluya ku, l can't work because I'm weak. Naluya kug dinagan, I got tired running. Luyaba ang isda usa kubraba ang pasul, Tire the fish out before you pull in the line. maluyahun, luyahun a of a weak sort. Luyabun (maluyahun) nga tingug, A feeble voice. 

	luy-a n ginger: Zingiber officinale. -nga tapul n k.o. purple ginger used medicinally. v [A3;b6) flavor with ginger. luy-aluy-a n k.o. herb similar to ginger: Zitniber zerumbet. 
	luyang n sweet prepared of cooked plantains pounded and mixed with grated coconut and sugar. v (A; a] prepare this dish. 
	. . ,
	-11Ł, DI-= LUY ANG, n. 
	luyat, luyat a 1 lacking in fullness and firmness. Luyat ra kaayu ning unlana, This pillow is too soft. Luyat kaayu kug lawas, I'm very flabby. 2 for bananas to be soft before getting mature. Luyat kaayu ang saging kay linghud pagkapupit, The bananas are soft because they were immature when they were cut down. v IB 12; b6] 1 get to be soft and flabby. 2 for bananas to get soft before maturity.
	luyluya drooping, hanging limply. Luyluy na ang iyang buktun sa tumang kakapuy, 
	1 

	His arms are limp from utter exhaustion. v [B; b6] be, become drooping or limply hanging. Nagluyluy na ang mga sanga sa kahuy nga nabug-atan sa bunga, The branches of the tree are bendiunder the weight of the fruits. 
	ng 

	luyluy= BYATILIS. 
	2 

	luyu 1 at the back of, behind. Tagu luyu sa batu, Hide behind the rock. A naa !uyu sa panganud ang adlaw, The sun is behind the clouds. la behind what is shown, as an action or attitude. Luyu sa iyang pabiyum anaa ang pagbudhi, Treachery lurks behind her smile. lb one's back. Kaluta ning akungluyu, Scratch my back. 2 on the other side of. Luyu sa panaptun, Reverse side of the cloth. Luyu nga dagat, Sea on the other side of the island. Luyu nga bulsa, Back pocket. Luyung dunggan, The other ear. Luyung kwar
	-

	657
	1 


	luyung -ma-
	yu (luyuhun) sa trababu, I'll have you be my assistant in my work pa-v 1 [A; c] stay, put at the back Nagpaluyu ug lingkud ang mga mayukmuk, The small fry sat at the back. lpaluyu nang imung karga, Put your baggage at the back la [A13] lurk,be behind s.t. as a cause. Adunay kabulugang nagpaluyu sa iyang pabiyum, There is a hidden meaning lurking behind her smile. 2 [A; b(l)] support from behind the scenes. Ang kudita gipaluyuban sa siay-i, The coup d'etat was backed up by the CIA. luyuluyu n assistant. luy
	yu (luyuhun) sa trababu, I'll have you be my assistant in my work pa-v 1 [A; c] stay, put at the back Nagpaluyu ug lingkud ang mga mayukmuk, The small fry sat at the back. lpaluyu nang imung karga, Put your baggage at the back la [A13] lurk,be behind s.t. as a cause. Adunay kabulugang nagpaluyu sa iyang pabiyum, There is a hidden meaning lurking behind her smile. 2 [A; b(l)] support from behind the scenes. Ang kudita gipaluyuban sa siay-i, The coup d'etat was backed up by the CIA. luyuluyu n assistant. luy
	t 


	luyung v 1 (A; c) sow seeds in a seedbed. 2 [A; c) transplant. Jluyung ang mangga ngadtu sa luyu, Transplant the mango tree in the back. 2a [A; cl) dump corpses into a bigpit. Mga sundalu ang nagluyung sa ilang gipamatay, The soldiers dumped the corpses of the people they massacred. (➔) n 1 seedling. Ang atung luyung bustu nang ibalhin, Our seedlings are ready to be transplanted.2 s.t. transplanted. tag-n one who transplants.
	luyut v [ B 12) for s. t. not firm to sag out of shape under a weight. Naluyut ang bakat nga akung gilingkuran, The hamper I was sitting on sagged out of shape. Nagkaluyutang duyan nga pirming bigdaan, The hammock is sagging out of shape because it is constantly used. (➔) a be out of shape.
	lyabi= Y J\B1. -ra, -ru =Y ABIRA, Y ABIRU. 
	l

	lyabin 1 lock in jud� or wrestling. 2 in Jaiala� where one bets as to who comes out first and second place out of six players, bet twice: once that those numbers come out first and second place, respectively (e.g. 1 first place and S second place), and once that the same numbers come out in reverse order (i.e. S first place and 1 second place). 
	2 

	M 
	ma n short for the vocative of mama, 'mother'. 
	, 
	, 
	=

	marMALA. 
	mt n 1 onomatopoetic word for the lowing sound of a cow or a water buffalo. 2 a cow or water buffalo (child's talk). v [A; b6]low, produce a lowing sound. 
	Thus, one avoids bettingon the right combination in the wrong order. v 1 [A; b4] get a lock on s.o. 2 [Al3; cl] make a bet a lyabi.
	Thus, one avoids bettingon the right combination in the wrong order. v 1 [A; b4] get a lock on s.o. 2 [Al3; cl] make a bet a lyabi.
	·!

	lyagay n k. o. flying fish smaller than baru
	nguy.
	lyamada n home service for a haircut and shave. v [A; cl] request home setvice for a haircut and shave. 
	lyamar v 1 [A; c6] summon, call s.o. to come or for s.t. to be brought. Mulyamarku ug Zima ka saup arun patrababuun sa pinsa, I will summon five tenants to work on the fence. Naglyamar na pagsud ang armi samga bayinti anyus, The army is beginning to draft the twenty-year olds. Ilyamar ku ug taksi, Call me a taxi. 2 [A2; c] speak to 
	gu

	s.o. to ask for s. t. M ilyamar si Pidru nga mangbulam siya ug kwarta naku, Pedro called me to borrow money. 2a [A] signify one's intention. M ilyamar ug pangasawa ang akung anak, My son signified his intention of getting married. 3 [A2] for a disease or mania to show signs of recurring. M ilyamar na sad ang akung mata. Magkibidu na giyud ku niin� My eyes are bothering me again. Now I really will have to wear eyeglasses. 3a -ang tiyan feel hungry. 4 [A2] for a gear to engage. Dili mulyamar ang prim ira sa 
	lyawi = yABI, nl, v. 
	lyukimya n leukemia. v [B1246; a4] be afflicted with leukemia. 
	lyupis= LUPIS. 
	ma-future verb affix. (Past:. na-. Subjunctive: ma-.) 1 potential of the direct passive. (See -unfor meanings of the direct passive. See maka-for meanings of the potential.) OU can buy that anywhere. Wa ku pa mabasa, I haven't had a chance to read it. Uy! Di man d iay 
	1 
	1 
	Mapa/it na ntmu bisag asa, y


	ma--mabdus 
	2 

	aku ning nada nakung pitaka, Heavens, I 
	aku ning nada nakung pitaka, Heavens, I 
	took s.o. else's purse by mistake. 2 poten
	tial of the instrumental passive. (See i-for 
	, 

	meanings of the instrumental passive.) Dini 
	mabaligya kay mabal da kaayu ang prisyu, 
	You can't sell this because it's too expensive. Wa pa naku mabatag niya kay wa pa siya muabut, I haven't had a chance to giveit to him because he hasn't arrived. Halal Nabungat ra ba naku ang sikritu, Oh God! I let out the secret. 3 active of stative verbs: may become [so-and-so]. Ayaw nag bikapa. Maguba unya na, Don't touch that. It might break. I/ban nga mulubad nang panaptuna ug mapula ang tu big, You'll know the cloth runs if the water turns red. Nawala ang akung singsing, My ring got lost. 3a with 
	ya ka ug mabali ang sanga, y
	ng 
	ing fiestas. Tahu dinbi ug madumi
	ngg


	They hold market here on Sundays. ma-1 affix added to most adjective roots 
	Ł 

	which do not ref er to a measurement to 
	which do not ref er to a measurement to 
	form adjectives which mean 'very [so-and
	so]'. This formation is used in literary or 
	formal styles. Usa ka mapait nga pabiyum, 
	Avery bitter smile. 2 added to some verbs 
	to form adjectives meaning [do]ing, usual
	ly with a short penult. Batang mabilak, A 
	crybaby. Matulug, Of a sleepy sort. Mata

	wa, Full of laughter.mŁanun alternant of ma-un, used with some 
	bases in place of ma-un. Masuk-anun, Tend
	bases in place of ma-un. Masuk-anun, Tend

	ing to get irritated. maas a old, aged. Bisan maas na siya tisar gi
	-

	bapung mulakaw, He may be old, but he still walks erect. v [BJ become old. Kun mumaas na ang kalbasa dili na mautan,
	bapung mulakaw, He may be old, but he still walks erect. v [BJ become old. Kun mumaas na ang kalbasa dili na mautan,
	When a squash becomes too old, 1t 1s no 
	longer good to eat. 
	, ,
	maayu see AYU. 
	maba= MUBU. 
	mabaw a 1 shallow. Mabaw ra kaayu naimung pangatarungan, Your reasoning is very shallow. Di kalanguyan nang subaa kay mabaw, You can't swim in that river. It's too shallow. Ang baskit nga mabaw ug lubut diyutayg sulud, A shallow basket holds little. Mabaw nga panaksan, Shallow bowl. 2 in set expressions: -ug lubut sensitive or quick to anger. Mubilak_ diay bisag kumidiya ra. Kamabaw nrmug lubut uy, Why did you cry when it was just a joke? How sensitive you are! 3 -ug salabutan unintelligent. Dugay siy
	ng 
	ng 

	2) do in a shallow way. Kun minagbawun giisplikar sa maistru, dili giyud ta makapasar, If you fail to understand (lit. understand shallowly) what the teacher explained, you won't pass. ka(�) n half brother, sister. Kamabaw ku siya kay paribu mig inaban, He is my half brother because we have the same mother. v [A2
	Jang ni natu pagsabut a
	ng 

	3) be half brothers, sisters. 
	mabdus a 1 pregnant. 2 for rice grains to be in the panicle. Mabdus na ang bumay, The rice grains are forming. v 1 [B26) get, make pregnant. M imabdus si Marrya kay bagitbagitun kaayu, Maria got pregnant because she was flirtatious. la [Al; c) carry in the womb. Gimabdus na siya pagkamatay sa iyang amaban, He was in his mother's womb when his father died. 2 [B] for rice grains to form in the panicle. 3 [B 1) for borrowed things to have been kept too long. Dugaykaayu nimung giuli ang akung libru. ,Mimabdu

	mabgas -mag-
	Pidro, Pedro got Maria pregnant. 
	Pidro, Pedro got Maria pregnant. 
	mabgas = MALUBGAS. 
	mabulu n k.o. medium-sized tree of the primary forest, cultivated for its fruit. The 
	·wood is hard and used for furniture, the heartwood beinearly black: Diospyros discolor. 
	ng 

	mad-as a land that has dried up. v [Bl] be, become dry land. Nagmad-as ang pilapilan nga wala na makultibar, The rice paddies are dry after being left uncultivated. 
	madil n fashion model. v 1 [Al!;c] models. 
	t. 2 [B156; a2] be a fashion model. -un(➔)a having a body like a model. 

	madrasta n stepmother.
	madri n nun. -dipamilya woman head of the family. -supiryura mother superior. v [B156;a] be, become a nun. paka-v [A; al 2) pretend to be a nun, treat like a nun. madrihun a having ways or traits of a nun. 
	Madrihun kaayug nawung bayhana, inusinti kaayug dagway, That woman is like a nun. Such an innocent face. 
	Madrihun kaayug nawung bayhana, inusinti kaayug dagway, That woman is like a nun. Such an innocent face. 
	_!


	madrin main frame of a door or window shutter. v [ cl] make a main frame of a shutter. 
	2 

	madri kakaw n small ornamental tree floweriprofusely with pink or lavender blooms, used for firewood and fencing: Gliricidia 
	ng 

	sepium. 
	sepium. 

	madri miya an exclamation of alarm, surprise, or disst mainly by speakers who have been under anish influence. Madri miya, tingalig mahug nang bata, My God! Watch out, the baby is going to fall. Madri miya! Nabuhat nimu tu! My God! YoŁ actually did that! 
	gu
	,
	• 

	madrina n godmother, the female sponsor at , confirmation, or ordination. v [ B 136; c 1) be, become the madrina. 
	one's baptism, weddi
	ng

	madyik n 1 magic involvtng supernatural powers. 2 sleight-of-hand trick. Nalingawang mga bata sa akung madyik, The children enjoyed my tricks. v 1 [A 1; a2) practicemagic. 2 [A; a) steal s.t. small. Huy, kinsay nagmadyik sa akung bulpin diri? Hey, who swiped my ball point pen? -iru n magician.
	madyungn 1 sandspurs, k.o. coarse grassgrowing about 1' that bears spikes with rows of round burrs, around ¼" in diameter. 2 the burrs of this grass. ka-v [A13] get sandspurs all over one. 
	1 

	madyungn mahjong. a win the mahjong set. Pung! Madyur;g ku, Bingo1 I get mahjong! v 1 [A3; aj play�ahjong. Di/,' na Zang ta magdulag baraha. Mc,dyungun ta na Lang h'i, Let's not play cards. Let's just play 
	2 

	mahjong. 2 [A12] win at mahjong. Wa paku makamadyung, 1 haven't gotten mah jongyet. -an(➔> n 1 mah joden. 2 mah joset. '. Ang madyungan ni Turuy tris sirkulu, Toroy is waitfor the three circle piece. -iru, ira a 
	mahjong. 2 [A12] win at mahjong. Wa paku makamadyung, 1 haven't gotten mah jongyet. -an(➔> n 1 mah joden. 2 mah joset. '. Ang madyungan ni Turuy tris sirkulu, Toroy is waitfor the three circle piece. -iru, ira a 
	ng 
	ng 
	3 piece needed to get 'mahjo
	ng 
	.
	i
	ng 

	•mahjong addict. 
	ma:dyurit n drum majorette. v [Bl6; a2) be a rrfajorette. 
	m-durative active verbal affix, future. (Past: nag-or ga-. Subjunctive: ma.) Magmata sila arong urasa, They are awake at this time. Nagmata (or gamata) pa ba kaha sila, Do you think they are still awake? Wala na sila magmata, They are not awake any more. Verbs with mag-, nag-have the following meanings (as opposed to verbs with mi-, mu-. -see MU-): 1 action not necessarily intentional. Wala siya magsulti, He didn't say. Wala ku maghatag niya anang libruha, 1 didn't give him that book. 2 durative action
	ag
	g-
	-


	maga--mahal 
	Let us ride together. Ug maglagyu pagkabutang ang mga balay, If the houses are far apart from one another. Sa with n()uns: be in the [noun] relation. Magkumpari kami ug akuy pakugusun sa iyang anak, We will be kumpari's if I become his child's godJang ta, Let's be friends. 
	Let us ride together. Ug maglagyu pagkabutang ang mga balay, If the houses are far apart from one another. Sa with n()uns: be in the [noun] relation. Magkumpari kami ug akuy pakugusun sa iyang anak, We will be kumpari's if I become his child's godJang ta, Let's be friends. 
	father. Mag-ami
	gu 


	maga-alternative form for mag-in meanings 2, 2a, 3, Ja, 4. Words with maga-can substitute for the examples there given. 
	Magahat n pagan non-Cebuano peoples in the mountains (applies to pagans in Negros and in Mindanao). v [Al 3) be very touchy. Ugnapildi ka ug daku magmagabat diay ka? You are touchy just because you lost heavily?magalyanis n downtown shopping district of Cebu (after the name of Magallanes Street, which formerly was the principal shopping street in Cebu). 
	ma gang, magang v [BN] for corn to flower. 
	lnigrnagang sa mais, mugitib na ang lugas, 
	lnigrnagang sa mais, mugitib na ang lugas, 

	When the corn flowers, the grains begin to develop.magasinn magazine, periodical. 
	1 

	magasinn ammunition clip for automatic firearms. 
	2 

	magay n maguey, cultivated as a source of sisal fiber: Agave cantala or sisalana. (Ł) v 
	[A] make into sisal hemp. magaymagay n ornamental plant similar to the maguey but smaller in size: Sansevieria spp. 
	[A] make into sisal hemp. magaymagay n ornamental plant similar to the maguey but smaller in size: Sansevieria spp. 

	magaya = MALAGAyA.
	l\1agindanaw n Muslims of Cotabato and Zamboanga del Sur. 
	magka-durative active future for verbs referring to a state: be, becoming more and more [so-and-so]. (Past: nagka-. Subjunctive: magka-.) Verbs with this affix always have a stressed final syllable. /mbis nga magkakusug, nagkabinay binuun, Instead of getting faster and faster, it w:ts getting slower and slower. Wa lagi magkaduul ang bapur nganbi, nagkalayu binuun, The boat is not coming nearer. It's actually getting further and further away. 
	magic��) potential active verb affix, future. (Past: nagka-. Subjunctive: magka-.)Used with verbs referring to mutual actions (cf. mag-, 5) but otherwise paralleling the potential meanings listed under maka-. 1 can [do] with each other. Di tang tanan magkasakay, We cannot all ride together. 2 manage to [do] with each other. Wa mi magkasabut, We didn't manage to come to an agreement. Nagkaabut sila sa tungatunga, They met in the middle. 3 happen to [ do] with each other. Ug magkakita gani ang 
	,

	imung babayig asawa, If your mistress and 
	imung babayig asawa, If your mistress and 
	your wife happen to run into each other. 
	mag-I-alternant of mag-r-, and usually in competition with it, but with some roots only mag-r-is frequent or the form with mag-r-has acquired a different nuance. Magbalantay, Watchman. Magbuluhat ug mgamwiblis, Furniture maker. 
	maglalatik n k.o. folk dance in which half coconut shells are knocked to the rhythmof the accompanying music. 
	magnisya n milk of magnesia. -simpli a half dose of milk of magnesia (as opposed to -dubli, the full dose). 
	magnit n 1 magnet. 2 kissing scene (slang from the notion that the faces come together as if magnetized). Daghang magnitanang salidaba, There are plenty of kissing scenes in that movie. 3 syugar -sugar magnate. v [A; a] 1 pick up with a magnet. 2 swipe, steal, spirit away. Kinsay nagmagnit sa akung balun? Who swiped my lunch? 3 [CJ kiss one another usually in a show (slang). a won over. Inigkanta nimu, magnit na silang tanan, When you sing, they'll all be won over. 
	-

	mag-r-n prefix added to verbs to form nouns which refer to one who does [verb] on a regular basis. Magbabantay, Watchman. Magsusulat, Writer. Magpapatigayun, Businessman. Magyuyuta, Landowner or farmer. Magbububat, The Creator (God) or one who does. 
	,
	,
	magsuun see •suUN.magtalisay n k.o. tree similar in shape and appearance to the talisay, but with smaller leaves and harder wood: Terminalia sp. 
	magu n 1 magi. 2 s.o. outstanding, expert. Magu sa kinablit, A wizard at the guitar.
	, ' .
	magu n tars1er. 
	magus = AMAGUS.•
	ma.ha n name given to various puddings and confections. -blangka pudding made of kernels of young corn and coconut milk or just plain milk. -diubi a pudding made of ubi and coconut milk. -riyal candy made out of peanuts, milk, and sugar. 
	mahal a 1 dear, expensive. Mahal na kaayu ang bugas karun, Rice is very expensive now. OU shall pay dearly for what you have done. 2 beloved. Siya ang akung mabal (minabal) nga bana, He is my beloved husband. 3 blessed (address to saints). Pasalamati ang Mahal nga Birbin, Give thanks to the Blessed Virgin. 4 -nga adlaw the days of the Lenten season. 5 in set phrases: very little, almost without. -ug pahiyum stingy with 
	Magbayad kag mahal sa imung gibuhat, y


	mahana-maka-
	1 

	the smiles. -ug ting weak-voiced. v 1 [B; ab7] become expensive, go up in price. 
	the smiles. -ug ting weak-voiced. v 1 [B; ab7] become expensive, go up in price. 
	gu

	Basta Amirkanu mupalit, mahalun giyug baligya, For an American the price is always jacked up. 2 [A; a12] love. Ang mga bayani nagmahal sa ilang yutang natawhan, Heroes love their native land. Gimahal ku ikaw, I love you. -in-n beloved, dear one. ka-an(�) n majesty (address to royalty). Matuman ang imu ng gihangyu, kamahalan, Yourorder will be fulfilled, Your Majesty. -1-un (�), -un(�) a precious. -un a dear or costly kind. ma-in-un(�) a loving, affectionate. 

	mahana.:. MAN KAH.A (dialectal). see MAN. maharlika n the name given to the native nobles in pre-Hispanic times. 
	mahay n feelings of hurt and regret at what 
	s.o. did. Aron walay mabay apuran ta kamung tanan, So there will be no hurt feelings, I'll give you each one. v [A; b3c5] have feelings of hurt. Nagmabay kung napalit ku tung sapatusa, I'm sorry I boughtthose shoes. lkay akung gimahayan sa nahitabu, I blame you for (lit. you are the reason I'm regretting) what happened. Gikamabayan ta ka kay wa ka muduaw naku, yOUhurt me because you did not pay me a visit. walay -v [Al3] there was nobody thatfelt bad, said in two situations: when people who attack on
	s.o. did. Aron walay mabay apuran ta kamung tanan, So there will be no hurt feelings, I'll give you each one. v [A; b3c5] have feelings of hurt. Nagmabay kung napalit ku tung sapatusa, I'm sorry I boughtthose shoes. lkay akung gimahayan sa nahitabu, I blame you for (lit. you are the reason I'm regretting) what happened. Gikamabayan ta ka kay wa ka muduaw naku, yOUhurt me because you did not pay me a visit. walay -v [Al3] there was nobody thatfelt bad, said in two situations: when people who attack on

	mahika n magic. 
	mahiku n word referring to an unknown location when asking or giving a location, usually used in anger. Lupad ngadtu sa mabiku, animala ka, Get out, I don't car� where, you beast. Ambut asang mahikuha tu naku ikabutang ang pisti nga hunsuy, I don't know where the heck I left that blinketyblank pipe. 
	mahistradu n judge. v [ B 156; al 2) be made, become a judge. 
	mahugani n mahogany. 
	maign medium to large tree of the primary forest, with fruit similar in flavor and taste to lungbuy: Eugenia polycephaloides. 
	gan

	mailuku = MAMILUKU.
	ma-in-un(Ł), ma-in-anun alternant of ma-unused with some bases in place of ma-un. Matinabangun, Helpful. Masinabtanun, Fullof understanding. 
	mais n 1 maize, the corn plant or any part of it. la bugas -corn grits. Mahal na ang prisyu sa bugas mais karon, The price of corn grits has increased. v [Al] have corn 
	mais n 1 maize, the corn plant or any part of it. la bugas -corn grits. Mahal na ang prisyu sa bugas mais karon, The price of corn grits has increased. v [Al] have corn 
	grits as one's staple food. Nagmais Zang mi kay baratu man kay sa bumay, We had corn grits as our staple food because it is cheaper than rice. -an, ka-an, -al n cornfield. v [A1 ; a12] have a cornfield. maismais n 1 ornamental plant similar to the corn plant, and growing up to 3': Dracaena sa-nderiana and fragrans. 2 folding knife with a handle thatis made of sheet metal, molded into the form of an ear of corn. 3 name given to the largest species of flying fish (bangsi). -un = 

	MAISMAIS, 3. 
	MAISMAIS, 3. 
	maistra n 1 fem ale teacher. la term of address or title for a teacher. Nia na si Maistra Luling, Here is Mrs. Loling, the teacher. 2 education course. Maistra ang gikubang kursu ni Pirla, Perla is majoring in Education. (➔) voe. teacher, ma'am. v 1 [A; b6) for awoman to teach. Tunghaan nga gimaistrahan ni Sunya, The school where Sonia is teaching. 2 [B 156; al] be a (female) teacher. Maistrahun ku ning akung anak, I'llmake my daughter into a teacher. ubra see UBRA.
	-

	maistru n 1, la= MAISTRA (male). 2 education course. 3 the leader or instigator of activity, usually bad. lkay maistro sa tanang mga binuang, You are the instigator of all the foolishness. 4 band or orchestra master. Pasakaly� maistru, kay mukanta ku, Introduction, maestro. I shall sing now. -a.muboatswain. -kusiniru chief cook. v 1 [A;
	a] teach. 2 [B6; al) be a teacher. t 
	maka-potential active verb affix, future. (Past: naka-. Subjunctive: maka-. Short form: ka-.) Di ku makaalsa (kaalsa) niana, I cannot lift that. Nakatilaw (katilaw) na ku niana, l have tried that. Wa ku makasakay (kasakay ), I couldn't get a ride. 1 refers to an action s.o. has the capability of doing.(Only the future form is used in this meaning.) Makamau na kung mukinatsila sa nagidad kug diyis, Iknew how to speak Spanish when I was ten years old. 2 refers to an action which one had the opportunity orm
	1 

	t.a makasinina, With this work I can hardly earn enough to buy a shirt. 3 refers to anaccidental or unintentional action. Diriyutsiya makaihi sa dihang gilatigu siya sa iyang 

	maka--mal 
	2 

	inaban, Her mother whipped her so hard she nearly wet her pants. Makaingun kag nindut ug makakita ka, Once you see it, you won't be able to help exclaiming at how beautiful it is. 
	inaban, Her mother whipped her so hard she nearly wet her pants. Makaingun kag nindut ug makakita ka, Once you see it, you won't be able to help exclaiming at how beautiful it is. 

	maka-short form: ka-n affix added to 
	2 

	4
	4
	numbers to form words which mean [ do s�and-so] many times. Makapila (kapila) ku na ikaw ingna? How many times did I tell you? Makaduha na ku maligu didtu, I have gone swimming there twice. Makadaghan na ku mabiktima, l have been victimized many times. 

	makahiya = KIPIKIPI. see KIPL 
	makalibri•= KALIBRi
	z

	makan n 1 macan, k.o. large-grained rice of wet fields, highly prized for ordinary eating. 2 k.o. very fat pig. a obese. Gwapahun untang bayhana apan makan Lang, She's quite beautiful, only she's fat. 
	makapunu (from punu) n variety of coconut which produces ordinary fruit and once in a while fruit which are completely full of soft meat, slightly harder near the shell. The makapunu fruit is highly esteemed and is used for sweets. 
	maka-r-affix added to verbs ref erring to a state to form adjectives which mean cause 
	s.o. to get into [such-and-such] a state to a great extent. Forms with this affix usually have long penults. Makasusubung hitabu, A very saddening event. Makaluluuy, Inspiringering. 
	s.o. to get into [such-and-such] a state to a great extent. Forms with this affix usually have long penults. Makasusubung hitabu, A very saddening event. Makaluluuy, Inspiringering. 
	pity. Makalalagut, A
	ng


	makaruni n macaroni. v [Al3] cook a macaroni dish. 
	Makaw n 1 Chinaman from Macao. 2 Chinaman in a restaurant business (so called because many cooks in Chinese restaurants immigrated from Macao). lutung -see 
	, ' 
	, ' 
	LUnJ. 

	makin a large, enamel-coated, round, metal platter, 18" or so in diameter for holding cooked rice or corn. 
	1 

	makin a Chinese dish of sliced meats, stewed and thickened with cornstarch. 
	2 

	makig-(�) prefix added to bases with a prefix pakig-to indicate future, volitional active forms. Past: nakig-. Subjunctive: maki. No durative or potential forms. (SeePAKIG-for meanings.) Short forms: kiand tig-. Makigkaun (kigkaun, tigkaun) siya naku sa gawas, He wants to take me out to eat. Nakig-away siyag dakung tawu, He picked a fight with a large person. Wala ku makigpustaanay niya, I did not challenge him to bet. 
	g-
	g-

	makina n 1 machine. 2 engine. Dili na muandar ang makina sa awtu, The automobile 
	engine won't start. 3 sewing machine. Angmakina kinabanglanun kaayu sa sastri, A sewing machine is a necessity to a dressmaker. 4 -sa bugas corn, rice mill. -dimutur n motorized machine, engine. v [al
	engine won't start. 3 sewing machine. Angmakina kinabanglanun kaayu sa sastri, A sewing machine is a necessity to a dressmaker. 4 -sa bugas corn, rice mill. -dimutur n motorized machine, engine. v [al
	2) 1 do by machine. Ayawg kinamuta na pagtabi: makinaha na, Don't sew it with your hands. Do it by machine. 2 put an engine s.w. 
	makinaiya n 1 machinery, set of machinery put together for a specific use. 2 machinery,set of activities or groups organized to accomplish s.t. Ang makinarya sa Partidu Libiral, The machinery of the Liberal Party. makinilya n 1 typewriter. 2 clipper to trim hair. 3 windlass. v 1 [A; a2] type. Makinilyabun giyud basta sulai nga aplikisiyun, 
	Letters of application should be typed. la [A; a12] hit with a number of rapid blows, as if punchia typewriter. Gimakinilyanaku siyag dyab, I hit him with a rapidfire succession of jabs. 2 cut hair with a clipper. -adu, -in-a typewritten. 
	ng 
	t 

	makinista n engine man, machine operator. v [B 16; a2] become an engine man. 
	makinita n 1 process of embroidery done by pricking the needle over the design on the top side of the cloth until the whole design is completed, after which the design on the bottom side is trimmed. The top l:,ecomes the right side. 2 needle for this sort of embroidery. v (A; a2] embroider in this method.
	makmak v 1 [A; al] pound s.t. hard with s.t: 
	Makmaka ang puthaw samtang init pa, 
	Pound the iron while it is hot. 2 [A; ab2]beat severely, pound. 2a -ug kasaba, sulti (A; a12] scold severely, lambast. Di ka angay mumakmak niyag kasaba kay di ka ginikanan, You have no right to scold him severely because you a.re not his father. 
	makra = MARICA. maksut = LAKSUT. 
	maku = DAKU (dialectal). -dyamu verybig. Maku dyamu ang ilang bay, They have a h,uge house. 
	makua n k.o. small tree cultivated for its red, top-shaped fruits, with white, spongy meat and a mild flavor, a large meaty variety of the Syzygium samarangense. The same genus as tambis, but much firmer of flesh. mal n 1 in billiards, a false shot causing one to lose his turn. 2 unlucky number. Dagbangmabadluk sa numiru trisi kay mal kunu, Lots of people are afraid of thirteen because it is said to be an unlucky number. v [B126] make a bad shot. Mama! kag lain ang maigu sa bulamanu, You lose your turn if y
	p


	mala -malditu 
	the wrong ball. -numiru = MAL, n2. -tirada n in billiards, a shot that is not wellexecuted. Mal tirada tung imu kay layu ra kaayu sa lungag ang imung gitirahanThat was a bad shot. The target ball was a mile from the pocket. 
	the wrong ball. -numiru = MAL, n2. -tirada n in billiards, a shot that is not wellexecuted. Mal tirada tung imu kay layu ra kaayu sa lungag ang imung gitirahanThat was a bad shot. The target ball was a mile from the pocket. 
	l 


	mala a 1 dry, not wet. Mala na ang mga hinayhay, The clothes that were hung up aredry now. 2 not displaying lively attention, disinterested. Tingalig di siya muapil kay mala srya ug tinubagan, He probably won't participate because he gave a disinterested answer. v 1 [APB; a2) dry up, become dried. M imala ang mga sapa, The rivers dried up. Ang kainit sa adlaw mauy mumala (mupamala) sa mga basakan, The heat of the sun will dry the rice fields up. Nag-usiklang sa panabun ang nagmala (nagpamala) ining saluga
	ng

	/a, Some frogs live in water and some onland. tilapya sa ma-n prostitute (humorous). kamad-an n upland rice field. 
	/a, Some frogs live in water and some onland. tilapya sa ma-n prostitute (humorous). kamad-an n upland rice field. 

	malabakay n k.o. rattan used in housebuilding.
	ag

	malabanu = GWAYABANU.
	malabutang n k.o. rattan used in construction.
	malaya n k.o. white-husked rice with verysmall, roundish, white grains, used in preparation of medicinal rice' cakes or mixed with medicinal plants in poultices. 
	ag

	Malakanyan, Malakanyang n Malacaiiang, the Philippine Presidential Palace. 
	mal-am a 1 old in age. 2 grown up, but not doing things befitting one's age (derogatory). Mal-am na, lubut gibapuy ilingkud, Heis already grown but he hasn't got anything upstairs (lit. all he does with his buttocks is sit on them -a readily understood circumlocution which avoids stating outright a hurtful truth).
	malangsi n k.o. sardine or small herring, growing to 4" long and 1" wide.malapati n k.o. fish. 
	malapi (not without /) kumpradur di-n one 
	who buys goods which he knows the sellerhas no right to dispose of. v [B1256] be a buyer of stolen goods. Makumpradur dimalapi giyud ka kun makapalit ka nianang kinawat, You'll be a buyer of stolen goods ifyou buy that stolen article. 
	who buys goods which he knows the sellerhas no right to dispose of. v [B1256] be a buyer of stolen goods. Makumpradur dimalapi giyud ka kun makapalit ka nianang kinawat, You'll be a buyer of stolen goods ifyou buy that stolen article. 
	malapunti n k.o. red deep-sea fish with big reddish scales, 2' by 6", similar to a snapper, but with a filament projecting from the tip of the tail. 
	malarya n malaria. v [A123P; a4) get, cause to get malaria. Way lamuk nga makamalarya (makapamalarya) dinhi, There are nomosquitoes here that cause malaria. Tambali ang gimalarya, Give medicine to the man with malaria. malaryahun a having malaria.
	ma.las see DIM.ALAS.
	malasadu, malasawu a soft-boiled, half-cooked. Malasadung itlug, Soft-boiled eggs. Angatay malasadu nga pagkalutu, The liver was cooked rare. v [A1B26; a2] come out soft, rare, cause to do so. 
	malasugi, malasugi n swordfish or sailfish: 
	Xiphias gladius, et al. .
	malatalu a bananas that are almost full-grown (but still far from ripe). Basta tinggutum tub-un na ang saging bisag malatalu pa kaayu, In times of famine they cut down the bananas even before they mature. v [B3;b6] for bananas to reach this stage. 
	malatinduk n mackerel scad, k.o. carangoid fish, but long and fleshy like a tinduk banana.
	•ma.lay walay -innocently unaware, unknowing (slang). Way malay ang asawa nga may kabit ang iyang bana, The wife was unaware that her husband had a mistress. Wa silay malay nga gipitluk nag ilang manuk, 
	They were unaware that their chicken had been stolen. 
	malayang n k.o. fine, white rice introduced by thePACD. 
	malaypalay n poisonous .part of the viscera and skin of a pufferfish, which is removed before eating. 
	Malayu n Malay in race. a tending to have the features of the Malayan race. malbas = MARBAS.maldisiyun n malediction, a curse. v [A; b2 
	cl] curse. lmaldisiyun (maldisiyunun) siya 
	sa pari, The priest will pronounce a malediction on him. 
	. 

	maldita = MALDITU (female). malditu a 1 naughty, evil. Kadtung malditung bata ang nagpapilit sa babulgam sa imung sinina, That naughty child put bubble gum on your dress. Dagbang maid{ tu 

	664 mal-idukada -malubgas 
	sa piyir, There are lots of bad types at the waterfront. 2 having unexpected ability. 
	sa piyir, There are lots of bad types at the waterfront. 2 having unexpected ability. 
	Malditu! Natubag giyud ang dyakpat nga pangutana da, He's smart! He answered the jackpot question correctly. -sa babayione who deceives women. v [B12; b6] become naughty. -in-(➔) a in an evil way. v [A; b] do mischief, evil, philander. Makamau nang muminalditu ang gamay kung anak, A1y little baby has already learned how to be naughty. 

	mal-idukada = MAL-IDUKADU (female).
	mal-idukadu a ill-educated, ·ill-mannered. v [B126; b6] be ill-educated or bad-mannered. 
	maligas = HUIMIGAS. 
	malignu n spirits of departed people who have not entered heaven and are doing their penance (kundinu). If they are not prayed for they may inflict sickness as a reminder. ispiritu -= MALIGNU. v (Al; a4) be sick with an illness sent by a malignu.
	maliu = KARABAL Y AS. malimnu = KARABALyAS. malingka see HIMALINGKA. 
	gn

	malisya n 1 awareness of sex. Duna na siyay malisya kay di na man magbubu ug maligu, 
	She is already aware of her sex because she won't bathe in the nude any longer. 2 bad thoughts regarding sex. Ug way malisya, nganung miagik-ik man ka? If you are not harboring evil thoughts, why are you snickeri? 3 ill will. Way malisya ang akungpagbatag nifn� There's no ill intent in mygiving this to you. 4 bad omen, usually of death or misfortune. v [A13; b] send such an omen. Nagmalisya siya una mamatay. Nagpak ita una siya sa iyang mga anak nga tua sa A mirika, He sent an omen before he died. He appea
	She is already aware of her sex because she won't bathe in the nude any longer. 2 bad thoughts regarding sex. Ug way malisya, nganung miagik-ik man ka? If you are not harboring evil thoughts, why are you snickeri? 3 ill will. Way malisya ang akungpagbatag nifn� There's no ill intent in mygiving this to you. 4 bad omen, usually of death or misfortune. v [A13; b] send such an omen. Nagmalisya siya una mamatay. Nagpak ita una siya sa iyang mga anak nga tua sa A mirika, He sent an omen before he died. He appea
	ng


	ma.lit n mallet. 
	malita n suitcase. v [Al 3] carry a suitcase. 
	Magmalita Lang ku kay dagban kug dalbunun, I'll take a suitcase because I have so many things to take. 
	Magmalita Lang ku kay dagban kug dalbunun, I'll take a suitcase because I have so many things to take. 

	malitin n 1 a leather bag designed to hold medicine and some medical instruments. 2 
	malitin n 1 a leather bag designed to hold medicine and some medical instruments. 2 
	a small suitcase. 

	malmalv [B1256; al2] be taught, rehearsed, or be inculcated to a high degree. Namalmal mig maayu sa ininglis kay Amirkanu amung maistru, We were taught Engli�h thoroughly because our teacher was an American. Malmalun natu ang bata sa bili sa pagdaginut, We will inculcate the value of thrift in the children's minds. 
	malmalv [B1256; al2] be taught, rehearsed, or be inculcated to a high degree. Namalmal mig maayu sa ininglis kay Amirkanu amung maistru, We were taught Engli�h thoroughly because our teacher was an American. Malmalun natu ang bata sa bili sa pagdaginut, We will inculcate the value of thrift in the children's minds. 
	1 

	malmalv 1 [A; al] beat s.o. up, usually in 
	2
	the mouth. Akuy mimalmal sa iru nga mikaun sa isda, I gave the dog that ate the fish a sound beating. 2 [A; al 2] use s. t. or scold 
	s.o. abusively. Natural naguba ang makinilya kay gimalmal, Of course he broke the typewriter because he abused it. Malmalun kag kasaba bisag gamayng sayup, You get abusive scoldis for the slightest mistakes. 
	ng

	malpagadur a failing to pay one's debts. v (B1256] get to be a defaulter in one's debts. Ug mama/,pagadur ka, wa nay musalig pagpautang nimu, If you become a bad debtor, no one will dare allow you credit. -a(�) = MALPAGADUR (female).
	maltabana n glazed brown urn, about 2' high with a small mouth and handles at the shoulders. v [Al3; al2] make into, put in glazed clay jars. 
	maltratar v [A; al2] maltreat, mistreat. Maltratabun siya sa iyang amaama, His stepfather will maltreat him. 
	•malu -pa ug 1 on the chance that [suchand-such a good thing happen. Palit tagmalu pag makaswirti, Let's buy a sweepstake ticket. We might just win. 2 [so-and-so) isn't bad, if that is what comes out. Malu pa na ug swilduban kag bayinting adlaw? Would it be bad if you were paid twenty pesos a day? 
	swipstik
	1 

	malu -[dat.] serves [tlat.] right. Malu n
	i-

	1
	mu nga gipagirawut kay tapulan ka, Serves 
	you right that you were fired because you are lazy. 
	malu, malun pollen of corn. V [Al] grow pollen. Di na dugayng masanggi ang mais basta magmalu na, It won't be long before the corn can be harvested if there is pollenin the tassel. 
	z
	l 

	malun the one who is 'it' in the game of takyan or marbles. v [A; a12] make a person remain 'it' for a long time. Maluun kug maayu si Huwan pinaagi sa pagpatid sa takyan ug layu, I'll make Juan be 'it' for a long time by kicking the shuttlecock far away. malubgas n �.o. small anchovy with a dark blue dorsal region and silvery white on its ventral region, widely eaten · preserved 1n 
	2 

	salt. 

	maluibun -man 
	maluibun n name given to ornamental climbing vines with dark green or yellow green cordate leaves, often grown indoors: Scindapsus aureus and Philodendron oxycardium. 
	malung n name of the sarong worn by the Muslims. v [Al3; b6(1)) wear a malung. 2 [a2] make into a ma/ung.
	malunggay = KALAMUNGGAY. 
	malusa highly fermented salted fish paste. Ma/us na ang ginamus, The salted fish paste is already highly fermented. v 1 [AB2] for salted fish to become highly fermented, cause it to do so. 2 [B] develop a horrible smell. Kaligu na kay nagkamalus ka na, Take a bath. You 're beginning to smell awful. 
	1 

	malyiti n gavel. malyurka n a k.o. liquor of low proof made from cane sugar, flavored with anise. 
	mam n 1 ma'am, term of address to a teacher or woman of high station. Maayung buntag kanimu, mam, Good morning, Ma'am. 2 lady teacher. Usa sa mga mam naku sa bayiskul mau si Mis Agapay, One of my teachers in high school was Miss Agapay. v [Al3;a12] call s.o. Ma'am. 
	maman mother. v [B13; a12] call s.o. mama. 
	l 

	maman mute. v [B12) become a mute. Namama na siya tungud sa kalisang, He was struck dumb by his great fright. 
	2 

	mama n 1 chew of betel nut (bunga) and piper betel leaves (buyu) with lime (apug)and optionally tobacco. 2 action of chewing. v [AC12; al2] chew betel nut. Di ku makamama kay halang, I can't chew betel because it burns the tongue. -ug dugu v [Al 3; c] get a bloody mouth (lit. chew blood). Magmama ka giyug dugu ug bisumbagan ta ka, You will have a bloody mouth if I punch you. mam-an�n, malam-an n container for the lime, betel nut, and betel leaf. malam-un n set of complete ingredients ready for chewing. h
	mamadur n breast pump. v [b] use a breast pump. 
	mamam n 1 baby talk for inum 'drink'. 2 drinking spree (humorous slang). v 1 [A] drink (baby talk). 2 [AC; a] hold a drinking spree. Puwa na ang tapay, nakamamam tingali, His ears are red. He must have had s.t. to drink. 
	mamay n 1 wet nurse. 2 any nursemaid. v 1 [A; a] wet-nurse. Gimamay ang bata nga ilu, The orphaned infant was wet-nursed. 2 [A; a]take care of a child. Siyay nagmamay 
	· 

	sa tanan namung mga bata, She took care 
	sa tanan namung mga bata, She took care 
	of all our children. 
	mambad = MANBAD. 
	mambu n mambo. a Latin American dance and its music. v 1 [A; a12J dance the mambo. 2 [cl] play music in mambo rhythm. mamin mommy. v (A3; a12] call s.o. 
	1 

	mommy.
	mamia Chinese dish consisting of soup and narrow egg noodles with meat. v [A; a] make mami 
	2 

	mamiluku n child's sunsuit, a one-piece romper with short pants and no sleeves. v 1 [A;
	a) wear a sunsuit. 2 (c16] make into a sunsuit. 
	,
	maming = LUBAYLUBAY, n. see LUBAY. 
	mampud short for manu man pud. see NGANU and UPUD. 
	Mampur n Montford, a person who is said to have lived in olden times. karaan pa ni older than Montford. Tabas sa iyang bistidu nga karaan pa, ni Mampur, Style of dress that dates back to Montford's time. panahun pa ni-very old, from Montford's time. 
	-

	Sa panabun pa ni Mampur ang akung radiyu ug wa pa giyud maguba, My radio is as old as the hills and still in fine shape. Sa panabun pa ni!Mampur nang kumidiyaha, That joke is as old as the hills. 
	mamsa.n 1 name given to the large species 
	1
	of Caranx:, a highly-prized food fish. 2 da
	kung -influential, important person. 

	· mamsa.n schoolteacher, humorous word play on mam. Ayaw. mug .saba kay naa -na si Mamsa, Everybody shut up. The teacher is coming. v [B 126] be a schoolmarm. mamunn k.o. sponge cake. v [A; a12] make, make into mamun.!
	2 
	1 

	· 
	· 
	mamunn k.o. fruit tree similar to a gwayabanu but with a smaller and rounder fruit: 
	2 

	Anona sp. 
	mamurd, mamurds a 1 marbles without a flaw. 2 for girls to be well-rounded and smooth-skinned. Mamurds kaayu ang tratu ni Bin, Ben's girl friend is very be�utiful. mamuray v [ C2] compare which is the smoothest, most well-rounded. Mamuray tag dyulin, Let's compare our marbles to see which is the smoothest and best rounded. 
	man 1 becauseKay ang iya dapit man sa dapbun, mamunga dayun, Because his part was the part with the leaves, it would bear fruit quickly. -ugud because (giving an explanation). Namatay ang ta-num kay wa man gud bubui, The plant died because no one watered it. 2 after an interrogative: particle to make the question not abrupt. Hain man si
	_. 
	-


	maN--Mandaluyung 
	ya? Could you tell me where he is? 3 particle with a statement contradictia previous statement or presumption. D,' man na mau, That's not the one. 4 particle with a statement giving information. Nia man si Pidru karung buntaga, Oh, Pedro is here this morning. -diay I notice that. Nindut man diay ka kaayung mukanta! Oh, I see very beautifully. -kaha [so-andso] apparently is the case. Kami man kabay mulubud, anus-a man ang kasal? We are supposed to sponsor you, so when is the weddigoito be? Di Zang ka taga
	ya? Could you tell me where he is? 3 particle with a statement contradictia previous statement or presumption. D,' man na mau, That's not the one. 4 particle with a statement giving information. Nia man si Pidru karung buntaga, Oh, Pedro is here this morning. -diay I notice that. Nindut man diay ka kaayung mukanta! Oh, I see very beautifully. -kaha [so-andso] apparently is the case. Kami man kabay mulubud, anus-a man ang kasal? We are supposed to sponsor you, so when is the weddigoito be? Di Zang ka taga
	ng 
	you si
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	-
	-


	maN-(see!p. xvifor the meaning of the symbol N) prefix added to bases with a prefix paN-to indicate future volitional active forms. (past naN-; subjunctive maN-. Durative forms: future and subjunctive magpaN-(➔); past nagpaN-(➔). Potential active: future and subjunctive makapaN-; Pflst nakapaN-.) Mangutana ta kun hain siya, Let us ask where he is. Wa siya mangutana, He didn't ask. Nangutana ku piru way tubag, I asked but there was no answer. Nagpanguput srya sa kahadlu k, He held on with all his might
	mana, manan a title of respect to a female 
	1
	1
	older than the speaker. v [A13; a12] call 
	I
	s.o. mana. 

	manan k.o. cultivated tree, the bark and leaves of which are used for spices. managing n k.o. white parrot, the rackettailed parrot: Prioniturus discurus. manalabtan see SABAT. 
	2 

	manamu short for AMAHAN NAMU n the Lord's Prayer. 
	manamu short for AMAHAN NAMU n the Lord's Prayer. 
	mananabtan see SABAT. 
	manananggal = ANANANGGAL. 
	mananangkuy n folk doctor (general term). v [B13; a12] become a healer. 
	mananap n animal, beast, insect. a brute,having the feelings of a beast. lkawng mananapa ka. Nganung gibun-ug man nimu ang akung anak? You beast. Why did youbeat my son? -in-a beastly.
	manan-aw n general name for ornamental air orchids. 
	manandis a henpecked husband. v [B2] become henpecked. 
	manang, manang n 1 title for elder sister. 2 title given to any woman older than the speaker. v [A13; a12] call s.o. manang. (Ł)voe. form. short form: nang.
	mananggiti n toddy gatherer. v [Bl 56] be,become a toddy gatherer. 
	mananuy a sweet-sounding, melodious. Angmananuyng tingug sa langgam, The sweet, melodious voice of the bird. 
	manatad n k.o. dove: the green-winged ground dove: Cbalcopbaps indica. tulin pasa -very swift. 
	manau, manaul n k.o. parasitic air plant, with long lineŁr lanceolate leaves radiating from the center: Asplenium nidus. 
	manauln the white-breasted sea eagle: Ha
	2 

	liaetus leucogaster. 
	manay, manay n title for a fem ale much older than the speaker. v [A13; a12] call s.o. manay. < ➔) voe. form. maN-ay regional alternant of maN-r-. 
	manbad (from subad) n 1 any large deep-sea fish. 2 usurer. Nadatu siya kay mambad nga daku, He became rich because he was a great usurer. 3 dakung -an important person of great influence. Si Lawril dakung mambad sa pulitika, L�urel is a big figure in politics. a 1 fierce and grasping. Puru mga mambad ang tagaadwana. Padug-un ka giyud ug taman, The customs people are voracious beasts. They'll bleed you dry. 2 fierce, termagant woman. Tua na pud, gitapuk-an na pud si Tiryu sa iyang mambad nga asawa, There
	ng


	mandamyintu diaristu -manggas 
	). mandamyintu diaristu warrant of arrest. mandar n 1 command; word or phrase esp. 
	Mandaluyo
	ng

	in set form by which a command is given. 
	in set form by which a command is given. 
	Ang mandar sa kapitan pagpahunung ug tiru, The captain's command to cease fire. 2 order, a serving of food in a public eating place. Unsa man tuy imung mandar, pipsi u kuk? What did you order, Pepsi or Coke? v (A; c] 1 command, give an order to. la command, order people around. Nagmandar na sad ang tapulan, The lazy lout is giving orders again. 2 order, request a serving to be brought. Nakamandar na ba mu? Have you ordered? mandasiyun n command. Angmga ultimu mutuman sa mandasiyun sa kabu, The privates f

	mandasJyun see MANDAR. 
	manday 1 it's too late to be of use. Mandayhuman na ang baratilyu, It's too late. The sale is over. la just when s. t. happens that is too late or inconvenient, s.t. else happens. Manday wa tay kwarta mu puy idaut sa mga bata, Just when we are broke, the children get sick. Manday human ka nag kaun mu pay ipanangpit, You invite me to eat only after you 're done? Manday lumalarga na aku mu pay pagkaila namu, We got acquainted just as we were about to leave town. 2 -unta instead of doing what was expected. 
	ng 

	mandi, manding n a title of address for an elder sister or female relative much older than the speaker. v (B2; a12) call s.o. 
	manding. 
	manding. 

	mandu v 1 (A; b6(1)) give an order, command. Gimanduan ang mga trini pagdagan libut sa kampu, The trainees were ordered to run around the camp. 2 [A; b6) rule or reign. Siya ang hara nga mimandu sa pang� lin, She was the queen that reigned over thefiesta. 3 [A3; b6] prevail. Human sa makusug nga liti ug bagyu mimandu ang tumang kalinaw, After the fierce thunderstorm, quiet prevailed. n 1 order, command. Tumana ang akung mandu, Carry out my order. mag-r-n ruler, commander. ma-un a commanding. 'Lakaw,' ti
	mandu v 1 (A; b6(1)) give an order, command. Gimanduan ang mga trini pagdagan libut sa kampu, The trainees were ordered to run around the camp. 2 [A; b6) rule or reign. Siya ang hara nga mimandu sa pang� lin, She was the queen that reigned over thefiesta. 3 [A3; b6] prevail. Human sa makusug nga liti ug bagyu mimandu ang tumang kalinaw, After the fierce thunderstorm, quiet prevailed. n 1 order, command. Tumana ang akung mandu, Carry out my order. mag-r-n ruler, commander. ma-un a commanding. 'Lakaw,' ti
	manduun, 'Go! ' said Aldo in a commanding voice. ka-an n area over which s.o. rules. 

	Ang kamanduan sa amzi pinanguluhan ni Hiniral Riyis, The Army Command is headed by General Reyes. 
	Ang kamanduan sa amzi pinanguluhan ni Hiniral Riyis, The Army Command is headed by General Reyes. 
	mandunggu n beef tripes. mandunggada ndish made of blood and the internal organs of beef. v [A12; a12] make, make into adish of blood and internal organs of beef. 
	manga!always written mga. 1 particle optiona noun or adjective to indicate plurals, but referring only to things 
	ally placed precedi
	ng 

	•that are not all exactly alike. Ang mga istudiyanti nanambung sa miting, The variousstudents attended the meeti. Mga karaan kining mga libru, These are all old books. la the name for parts of the body of which there are more than one. Sakit akung mga mata, My eyes hurt. 2 preceding a form referring to time, measurement: about, approximately. Mga alas utsu,At around eig_ht o'clock. Mupalit kug kutsi, tingali mga Iniru, I will buy a car, probably around January. Mga duha ka buwan kanhi, About two months 
	ng
	particle precedi
	ng 

	, .
	mangagat, mangagat n snapper, name givento most species of Lutianus. 
	mangagaw n k.o. annual, stiff-haired herb, much-branched from the base, with small flowers in dense axilliary clusters. The stem yields a white milky sap which is used to cure fevers: Eupborbia pilulifera and birta. 
	mangga n mango: Mangifera indica. manggahun a 1 plump in cheeks. 2 having redsplotches like some varieties of mangoes. manggahan n mao orchard. v [A13] grow mangoes. 
	ng


	manggad n 1 prized position, treasure, riches, wealth. Naa sa haul ibutang ang ilang manggad, Their treasures are placed inside atrunk. 2 dry goods. !jabasa ang mga manggad nga iyang gisuruy, The dry goods he was peddling got wet. v 1 [AB; c] treasure, hold 
	s.t. dear. Wa sila magmanggad sa kabilin sa ilang katigulangan, They do not value the things their ancestors left them. Manggara(rmanggad') ang iyang mga pulung, Treasurehis words. 2 [A) care for with devotion, lavish attention. Way mumanggad sa akung mga tanum ug mubyahi ku, No one will tend to my plants if I go on a trip. manggaranun a wealthy, rich. Lagmit sa mga manggaranun mga garbusu, The rich are usually arrogant. 
	s.t. dear. Wa sila magmanggad sa kabilin sa ilang katigulangan, They do not value the things their ancestors left them. Manggara(rmanggad') ang iyang mga pulung, Treasurehis words. 2 [A) care for with devotion, lavish attention. Way mumanggad sa akung mga tanum ug mubyahi ku, No one will tend to my plants if I go on a trip. manggaranun a wealthy, rich. Lagmit sa mga manggaranun mga garbusu, The rich are usually arrogant. 
	, 

	manggas n 1 sleeve, cuff. I yang giluk ut ang 
	manggas sa iyang kamisadintru, He rolled 
	manggas sa iyang kamisadintru, He rolled 

	manggatus -manihu 
	up his shirt sleeves. 2 bottom of trousers. Bukad ug manggas ang bilbatum, Bell-bottom trousers have wide trouser ls. v (A;
	up his shirt sleeves. 2 bottom of trousers. Bukad ug manggas ang bilbatum, Bell-bottom trousers have wide trouser ls. v (A;
	eg


	a] provide with sleeves or cuffs. manggatus see GATIJS. manggi-the futural volitional active form of 
	verbs with a prefix PANGGI-. Past:nanggi-.Didtu sila sa sala manggidama, They were in the living room playing checkers. 
	verbs with a prefix PANGGI-. Past:nanggi-.Didtu sila sa sala manggidama, They were in the living room playing checkers. 

	manggilis n k.o. sweet potato with light reddish peelings and white meat. Its rather dry meat makes it good eating. 
	manggi-un�) alternant of ma-un used with some bases instead of ma-un. Manggihatagun, Generous. 
	manggu n handle of a pick, ax or a similar tool v [b6(1)] make a handle of this sort. manggulimbaw n k.o. shrimp growing to 1 ½" 
	with one claw bigger than the other. manggustan n mangosteen.
	manghud n younger brother, sister. a 1 younger in age than s.o. else. Mangbud ka OU are two yearsyounger than I am. 2 less in intensity. Angiyang patid mangbud lag diyutay sa patid sa kabayung simarun, His kick was just a little less than a wild horse's. Ang imung tingug mangbud lag diyutay sa bungbung, Your voice is just a little softer than a whisper. v [Al; b(l)] have a younger brother or sister. Pilidad sa nagmangbud ning bataa? How old is the child just before this one? Anus-a man na siya mangburi? Whe
	nakug duba ka tuig, y
	ay 

	mangkay n old maid. Dili tanang mangkay masulub-un, Not all spinsters are lonely. v [B 1; c 1] become an old maid. 
	mangkimangki n fast dance characterized by monkey-like movements of the hands. v [A) dance the mangkimangki
	mangku n s.o. with an arm defonnity characterized by being twisted at the elbow. v [B12] have a deformed arm. Namangku siya dihang napiang iyang siku, He got a deformed arm when he broke his elbow. mangku n k.o. small mackerel with a maximum width of 3 ". mangkumu = MAGKUNU. mangliw, mangluy = AMAMANGLUY. mangnu, mangnu v 1 [Al2; b2] remember. Hatagi kug diyutay nga panabun tingalig 
	-
	t

	mamangnuan (bimangnuan) ku, Give me a little time. Maybe I will remember it. 2 (A 
	mamangnuan (bimangnuan) ku, Give me a little time. Maybe I will remember it. 2 (A 
	P] cause to notice, be aware of. Ang pagbagting sa rilu mauy nagmangnu ( nagpamangnu) naku 71ga udtu na, The ringing of the clock reminded me that it was already noon. 2a [A] be careful. Magmangnu (magmangnu) ka kanunay arun di ka masayup,
	Be careful so that you won't commit any mistakes. 3 (Al2; b2] come to. Didtu na siya makamangnu sa buspital, He regained consciousness in the hospital. pahi-v [A; b6 (1)) advise, instruct s.o. not to do s.t. Gipabimangnuan ku siya nga dili pasudlag init ang pridyidir, l have warned him against putting anything hot into the refrigerator. n instruction against. 
	mangsi = MALANGSI. 
	mangtas n 1 cruel, fierce·beast. Ang tawung nalunud gikaun sa usa!· ka mangtas sa dagat, 
	The drowning man was eaten up by the shark (lit. fierce beast of-the sea). 2 fierce,heartless in character. Dili makamaung maluuy sa pubri kanang mangtas nga adunaban, That heartless rich man does not know pity for the poor. Mangtas nga katalagman, A fearful calamity. v [B2; b6] be, become fierce and devoid of tender feelings. 
	mangu a brainless, dull, stupid. Mangu ka man kaha kay di' ka man kasabut, You must be brainless because you don't understand. v [B23; b6] be, become stupid.
	Mangyan n non-Christian natives of Mindoro. manhak n k.o. bird. 
	mani n peanuts. -sa kasuy a the edible nuts of the cashew. manimani 1 k.o. creeping herb similar to purslane (ulasiman) in appearance, used as pig feed. 2 k.o. balat found a few inches beneath the sand along the shore. It roughly resembles a peanut.
	*mani n dinuwin, god-during World War II, the name given to the prewar money as opposed to the Japanese kura and the imirdyinsi mani girilya -money issued by the guerilla authorities during the war. imirdyinsi -the emergency money issued after the outbreak of hostilities and prior to the Japanese occupation. -urdir money order. 
	manibila = MANUBILA. 
	manids v [A] manage a business. -ir(➔) manager. -ir( ➔) hiniral n general manager. n manager of a business or boxer. v [ABl56)be, become manager. 
	manihu v [A; a2] 1 drive a motor vehicle. 
	AmbŁ aku lay mumanibu sa dyip, Let me drive the jeep. 2 operate or manipulate a contraption. Makamanihu man na siyag dag
	-


	669
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	mannt -mans1yun 
	kung maktna, He can operate big machines. 3 manage to make s.t. operate. Manibua ra ring pawuntin pin ug makahimu ka bag paa
	kung maktna, He can operate big machines. 3 manage to make s.t. operate. Manibua ra ring pawuntin pin ug makahimu ka bag paa
	gi, Try fooling around with this fountain pen and see if you can make it write. 3a see to it that s.t. gets done. Aku lay mumanibu arun magmalampusun ang atung prugrama, 
	I'll see to it that our program is successful. 3b manage to do s. t. in a roundabout oi" underhanded way, where the usual methods won't work. Makamanibu ka ba pagpasulud naku sa trababu? Can you manage to get me into the job? 3c do s.t. surreptitiously or secretly. Lingawun ku ang tindira man� bua pud ang kaba, While I keep the store clerk busy, you take care of the cash register. 

	maniit n k.o. edible, small crab of shallow waters with a thick shell and strong pincers. a quarrelsome, esp. said of women. 
	manikin n mannequin. 
	manikiyur n nail polish. v [A; bl manicure. -ista n a manicurist. v [ B 156; al 2] be a manicurist. 
	Manila, Manilan h-lanila, the largest city in the Philippines. -buy boy who has grown up in Manila and is, therefore, sophisticated. -pipar Manila paper. v [B1256] be in Manila. manilan-un n from Manila, of the Manila type. manilinyu, -a n one from Manila. 
	1 

	manilan k.o. striped grouper: Grammistes sexlineatus. 
	2 

	,.naniN-future volitional prefix of verbs with the base paniN-. (Past: naniN-. Subjunctive: maniN-.) Manimalus giyud ku, I will get revenge. Wala ku manimubi sa akung gikuptan, I didn't let go what I was holding on to. 
	maninay n godmother, the fem ale sponsor at one's wedding, and, by extension, the sponsor at one's baptism, confirmation, or ordination. v [A; a] becŁme one's godmother. 
	-

	maniniyut n photographer. Word play on maniniyat to make it sound humorously risque (recalling iyut, the taboo word for sexual intercourse). 
	maninuy n godfather, the sponsor at one's wedding, and, by extension, at one's baptism, confirmation, or ordination. v [A; a) become one's godfather. 
	manistil = MISTIL. 
	maniubra n 1 maneuver, skillful handling of a vehicle. 2 s. t. done in a secret and underhanded way. Maniubra sa pulitika, A polit·ical maneuver. v [A; cl) 1 maneuver s.t. skillfully. Maniubraba (imaniubra) pag-ayu ang sakayan arun dili masangad, Manipulate 
	maniubra n 1 maneuver, skillful handling of a vehicle. 2 s. t. done in a secret and underhanded way. Maniubra sa pulitika, A polit·ical maneuver. v [A; cl) 1 maneuver s.t. skillfully. Maniubraba (imaniubra) pag-ayu ang sakayan arun dili masangad, Manipulate 
	the boat skillfully so that it won't run aground. 2 contrive s.t. skillfully in an underhanded way. Nakalusut dayun ang akung lun sa bangku kay gimaniubrag maayu sa , My loan went through OK because my friend maneuvered it skillfully. 
	akung ami
	gu


	mankumunidad n commonwealth. v [B125
	mankumunidad n commonwealth. v [B125
	6] become a commonwealth. 
	maN-1-1 = MAN-r-, but used only regionally. 2 .affix added to verbs referring to sorcery, praying, and other relations with the supernatural to form nouns which mean one who engages in this activity. Manalagna, Seer. Manalabtan, Leader in prayers. Mainalaktul,One who practices the sorcery called paktul.
	mania n k.o. edible crustacean similar to a prawn but with pincers. It burrows under soft mud in swampy places. 
	manlawud (from lawud) n name given _to 
	fishes that are found in deep waters. manlulunda = MANUWNDA. 
	manlut= BANLUT. 
	1 

	manlutn k.o. large, green grasshopper. maN-r-affix added to verb bases to form a 
	2 

	noun referring to a person who does [suchand-such) as an occupation. It is most commonly added to roots which form verbs.bythe addition of paN-. Mangingisda, Fisherman. Mananabang, Midwife. Manununud,Heir. 
	maN-r-ay regional alternant ofmaN-r-. 
	mansa n 1 stain. Dili makuba ang mansa sa tuba, Stains from palm toddy won't come out. 2 moral blemish, dishonor. Walay mansa ang akung ngalan, My name is unsullied. v [A; b25] 1 stain. 2 stain one's honor. Ka
	putli nga wala pa kamansabi sa kasinatian,
	Purity that has not been stained by experience. -du a 1 stained. Di giyud na siya musul-ub ug sinina nga mansadu, She never wears stained clothes. 2 easily stained. Mansadu kaayu ang sinina nga puti,. A white dress easily gets dirty. mansahun a 1 having stains. 2 panty stained with blood. Iladlad pag-ayu a,1g mga mansabun, Bleach those stained panties very well. 
	mansanas n apple. 
	mansanilya n k.o. perennial aromatic herb cultivated for ornamental and medicinal purposes: Chrysanthemum indicum. 
	mansanitas n small spreading tree of waste 
	spaces, the bast fibers of which make rope in times of scarcity: M untingia calabura. mansibadu n common-law couple. v [B16; a!. 
	12] live as man and wife without the benefit of a church wedding. 
	. ,
	. 

	mansm1tas = MANSANITAS. 
	. .
	manstyun n mansion. 

	mansu -• manu 
	s 

	mansu v [A; a] 1 break in a work animal. Si ray makamansu ning kabayua, OnlyDiego can tame this horse. 2 train, discipline 
	Dyi
	gu 

	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	Namansu sa pari ang walay hibangkaagan nga bata, The priest trained the child that was innocent of all knowledge. 2a give

	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	a lot of work to do. Kining bataa namansu sa mga trabahu sa balay, The household chores were dumped on the child. mansuhan, mansuhanan n training ground. 


	'\
	, 
	,

	'\

	mantaga = MANTALAGA 
	(not without 1) v 1 [Al3] herald, announce. Ang tuktugauk sa sunuy nagn, The crowing .of the rooster -announces the approaching morning. 2 [A; c] publish in a magazine or newspaper. Gimantala sa mantalaan ang umaabut nilang kasal, Their approaching wedding was published in the papers. 3 [Al 3] advertise. Mga luba nga nagmantala sa akung kapildiban, Tears that advertised my defeat. •an, paN-an n 1 newspaper, magazine. 2 press. mag-r-n publisher.n 1 advertising man. M ilihuk ang tigmantala sa bag-ung kum
	manta.la 
	mantala sa umaabut nga kabunta
	gu
	tagapaN-n press relations officer. ti
	g-

	mantalaga n giant octopus.
	mantas!= MANGTAS. 
	mantianak = MANTIY ANAK. 
	mantiaw interjection showing dismay and displeasure, but to be taken lightly. Mantiaw ning bataa, muuli lag mukaun, My!This child never comes home except to eat. 
	mantika n 1 lard, fat from flesh. la lupig pay -kun matulug tending to sleep deeply (lit. better at sleeping than lard). 2 cookioil bugnaw ug -derisive reference to one who has indolent habits or is a slowpoke. (➔) v 1 [A; b] fry in lard. Mantikai ang babaw, Fry the leftover food. 2 [A] exude lard or oil. Hauna dayun kun mumantika na ang tambuk, Take the pan out of the fire when lard comes out of the pork fat. 3 [A] for public transportation to move slowly and sluggishly at times that there are few passeng
	ng 

	mantika dikakaw n cocoa butter. 
	mantika dikakaw n cocoa butter. 
	mantikilya n butter or margarine. v [A; c] spread butter on s. t. 
	mantil n tablecloth. v 1 [A; b] put, use a tablecloth. 2 [a12] make into a tablecloth. 
	mantilya n veil used to cover a woman's head in church. v 1 [A; b] wear a veil. 2 [a12] make into a veil. 
	mantilyina n head covering for wearing inside a church. v [A; c] wear a head covering in church. 
	mantinil, mantinir v [A3; c] make do with, content oneself with s.t. less than the best. 
	Magmantinil lang tag amutig way bugas, 
	We'll make do with sweet potatoes if there's no rice. Nagmantinil lang siyag pangarga, He just took a temporary job as a stevedore. 
	Mantiniri (mantinibi) lag kawayan para baligi ang balay, Just use bamboo for the meantime as a post for the house. -in-a of makeshift or second choice sort. 
	mantiw a tall and lanky. v [B; b6] be, become, make lanky. 
	mantiyanak n supernatural being which preys on newborn infants. It drinks the blood from childbirth and tries to get at the newborn baby's liver. If the baby dies, he drinks the mother's milk without her knowledge and kills her thereby. It is pictured the size of a baby, with horns and fangs, with long pointed ears, dirty brown in color and angular in features. It has the ability to walk, chae its appearance, and make itself invisible. 
	ng

	mantsa = MANSA. 
	. . ,
	mantsm1tas = MANSANIT AS. 
	mantsusu a easily soiled or stained. Mantsusu kaayu ang puti nga bistidu, White clothing gets soiled easily. v [A3P; b6] be, become easily soiled. 
	manuv [AC2; a] in batl games, play off one 
	1
	with another to determine who plays first 
	or whose play it is. A tung manubun ug kin-
	say mayur, rn play it off with you to see who starts the game. n act of determining the order of who plays first. manuhan n a line from which s. t. is tossed to determine who is first. 
	manun title of address for a male older than the speaker. v [A; a12] call s.o. manu. 
	2 

	manun hand of dried tobacco leaves containing 100 leaves. v [A; a12] bind tobacco leaves into hands. 
	3 

	, ,

	manu= NGANU.
	4
	4

	•manusee DIMANU, ARMAS DI-, BULA DI-, BUYNA -, SIGUNDA -. manumanu v [AC2;cl] do s.t. by human strength, hands alone. 
	5 

	Manumanuhun (imanumanu) Jang ni natug 
	Manumanuhun (imanumanu) Jang ni natug 

	manubig -mapa 
	bira ang awtu, Let's just push this car by hand. n fight with the hands. 
	bira ang awtu, Let's just push this car by hand. n fight with the hands. 
	t

	manubig (from tubig) n k.o. crab of swamps and rivers lighter in color than the kagang.manubila n a mechanism one manipulates to steer: steering wheel, handle bars, etc. v 
	[cl] make a steering mechanism.
	Manubu, Manubu n name of an ethnic group in the mountains of eastern Mindanao. 
	manugimpu, manugimpul n k.o. parasitic plant which attaches itself to trees. It extends out a vine-like trunk which clis and covers the host. 
	ng

	manuk n 1 chicken. Piniritung manuk, Fried chicken. la layu ra sa tinai sa -lat off the subject, not to the point. (Lit. far from the chicken's intestines.) la2 wound of no consequence, harmless scratch. 2 gamecock. 2a a protege involved in any race or competition: politics, boxing, love, et al. Napildi ang iyang manuk, His candidate (protege) was defeated. v 1 [Al] have chicken for one's meal. 2 [A; a12] make s.o. one's protege,candidate in a competition. Akuy mumanuk nimu ug di ba sugut dayun nang bayh
	Magminanuk kug kati1g paghuwat sa pirstrip, I'm just going to nap because I have to make it to the first trip. -un(Ł) a slightlycross-eyed. Gwapa untang bayhana, ugaling manukun lang, That girl is beautiful, but she is cross-eyed. n = LUKGAW. -un a = ·UN(Ł), a. n the cow-nosed ray, so called because it moves like a bird in the water: 
	Rbinoptera javanica. 

	manukmanuk n 1 wind coming in strong gusts. 2 weather vane. v [B4S6; b4] be caught in gusting winds. Piligrung ilawud ug magmanukmanuk ang hangin, It's dangerous to set sail in gusty weather. 
	manukulu n monocle. v 1 [Al] wear a monocle. 2 [Al 2) get a monocle. 
	manul n variety of jasmine of the same species as sampagita but with double petals and rounded leaves: Jasmimum spp. 
	manulunda, manulunda n angel. Daw manulunda ang iyang kaanyag, She has the beauty of an angel. 
	manumbaga = TINUMBAGA. see TUMBAGA. 
	manung, manung n 1 title for an elder broth
	manung, manung n 1 title for an elder broth
	-

	er. 2 title of respect for a man older than the speaker. v [A; a12] call s.o. manung.(➔) voe. form. Short form: nung.

	manunggal n k.o. tree. 
	manunggal n k.o. tree. 
	manunggul n k.o. limestone found in tidal flats, rough and irregular in surface, greyon the outside, but white on the inside. It is used for road surfacing, stone walls, or wherever a porous stone is desirable. 
	, ,
	manus = AMANUS. 
	, 
	,

	manutu = MANU . 
	3

	manuy n 1 title for an elder brother or uncle. 2 expression used by a person who has been defeated in a scuffle to indicate submission. 
	Ha/a, manuy arun dili ku lubaun ning imungbuktun, Go on, say 'uncle' so I won't twist your arm. v [A; a12] call s.o. manuy. (➔)voe. form. Short form: nuy.
	manwal n manual, handbook. 
	manya n 1 fit of bad temper. Ang paghilakhilak anang bataa manya Zang na, That child's persistent crying is just a tantrum. 2 caprice, fano.y. Manya lang tung pagpapalit niyag laing sapatus, His asking for another pair of shoes was just out of caprice. a for a horse to tend to balk, move slow. v 1 [B; cl] throw a tantrum, act like a spoiled brat. 2 [A; b6] for a horse to throw a fit or just balk. Dinha giyud sa kinasang-an ang kabayu magmanya, ug wa mulihuk bisag unsaug bunal, The horse balked right in 
	·

	manyak a having an uncontrollable urge to do things, esp. sexual. v [B12; b6] be, become a maniac. Namanyak siya human makatilaw ug kausa, She became a nympho after her first experience. Nganung namanyak man siya sa pangawat nga sapian man? Why did she become a kleptomaniac when she is so rich? 
	,
	manyampuk = LAWUNG. 
	•manyana -ka lang, ka purin you're out of it, you don't know what's going on. Manyana ka Zang (purin). Nagkuyug imung tratug lain, You don't know what's going on. Your boy friend is going out with other girls.
	manyang n hard liquor distilled from fermented water obtained from the bud of the nipa palm. 
	mapa n map. v 1 [A; b(l)] plan a course of a crime. Nagmapa sila unsaun pagtulis ang tindahan, They 
	action, esp. in committi
	ng 


	maping-marlca 
	1 

	are planning how to rob the store. 2 [836; 
	are planning how to rob the store. 2 [836; 
	b] for dirt or stains to form a map-like configuration on s.t. Mimapa ang iyang buling sa liug, The dirt formed map-like configurations on his neck. Gimapahan sa tinta ang imung bulsa, The ink has formed a maplike configuration on your pocket. 
	, . ,

	map1ngl = MAPA, vl.mapunti = MALAPUNTI.
	Mar. n abbreviation for Marsu 'March'.
	marabal a person or animal that has grown very large. Kadakung marabal sa ilipantŁWhat a giant that elephant is! Kadakungmarabal ning bataa, What a giant this child has gotten to be. 
	marabilyas n a k.o. ornamental bush often called alas kwatru because its flowers open at around four o'clock in the afternoon: 
	Mirabilis jalapa. 
	Mirabilis jalapa. 

	marabya = MURABY A. 
	maragabit n k.o. rice suitable for planting in uplands or in paddies. 
	maragati n k.o. fishing whereby a line with several hooks baited only with decoys is dragged behind a boat. 
	marakas n maracas. v [A3 ; a] play the maracas, make into maracas. maral n k.o. carnivorous civet, dark gray incolor, having a very offensive odor. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	maram = MARANG. 
	marama, marama a tough, roughneck. Angmarama nga tawu isug ug walay gikahadlukan, A tough guy is rough and is not afraid of anyone. v [B 12) be tough and bad. 
	Maranaw n Lanao Muslims. 
	marang = MALASUGL marang n k.o. large fruit tree, bearing fruit similar to the jackfruit (nangka), but smaller and sweeter. Not commonly cultivated except in Mindanao: Artocarpus odoratis-
	•
	•
	s,ma.

	marapita n variety of banana with thick green peelings, 20 cm. long and S cm. wide coming to what looks like a nipple at the end, eaten cooked. 
	maratun n 1 marathon race. 2 any long-distance or endurance contest. v [C2; cl] hold a marathon, compete in a marathon. 
	marbas n k.o. half-woody herb of waste places, with numerous medicinal uses: Abutilon indicum. 
	margarin, margarina n margarine. v [A; b] put margarine on s.t.
	margati n system of planting rice which hasincreased the yield, whereby the bed is more carefully prepared and the seedlings planted further apart than is traditionally done. 
	,
	,
	. 

	manr= KUMARI.
	maribagu n k.o. shrub of the seashore: Hi
	-

	biscus tiliaceus. 
	maribuhuk = AGUHU.
	marigold!= AHITU.
	marihwana n marijuana.
	marik n pickax. v [A; a) do s.t. with a pickax.
	marika = UMARI KA. see ARI.
	marina n collar in a woman's dress. Tauri unyag marina ang akung sinina, Attach a collar to my dress. v 1 [b6(1)) attach, make a collar. 2 [a12) make into a collar. 
	marinira n sailor's collar or the middy collar on a woman's dress. v (A; c) make a middy collar.
	marinu n sailor on a merchant ship or in the navy or soldier assigned on a boat. v [B 156) be a sailor. Magmarinu kang dagatun ka man? You want to be a sailor even if you easily get seasick? asul -navy blue. marin
	i-

	ru = MARINU. 
	maripusa n a k.o. orchid that has flowers that look like white butterflies, branching in sprays: Phalaenopsis amabilis. 
	. . 
	,

	mar1s1 = MIRISI.
	Mariya name Mary. -klara 1 character inRizal's Noli Me Tangere who embodied the traditionally praised feminine virtues of modesty and shyness. 2 traditional nineteenth century costume with a full skirt and low-cut blouse worn with a triangularlyfolded kerchief. v [A; c16] behave like or act the role of Maria Clara. 2 wear the Maria Clara. -Santisima n The Blessed Virgin Mary. Santa -n mildly profane exclamation of discomfiture. buhuk ni -= MARI
	-

	, ' 
	BUHUK. see AGUHU. 
	t

	mariya buhuk = MARIBUHUK. see AGUHU.
	mariyal = MAHA RIV AL. see MAHA. 
	marka n 1 a visible trace or impression on a surface. Dunay mga marka sa tiil sa kawatan didtu, The burglar left footprints over there. 2 a brand, label or sign printed, written, or stamped on s.t. Unsay marka anang ribintadura? What brand are those firecrackers? 3 grade in school. Pagtuun pag-ayu arun muisa angmarka mu sa klasi, Studyhard so that your grades will get better. v 1[A; bl put a mark on. Kinsay nagmarka aning akung libru? Who put a mark in my book? Markahan sa mga inspiktur ang karni una 

	markir -masa
	673
	673
	l 
	Gimarkabang patyun, Marked for assassination. Sapatus nga gimarkaban ni,yang palitun, Shoes which he has long been having his eye on. -bulkan n twenty-peso bill (slang -so called from the picture of Mount Mayon that was on the back of the bill in former times). -dimunyu n strong liquor, so called from a brand of strong liquor which has the picture of the devil on it. -kalabfra n the skull markings on the container of highly poisonous matter. v [B26N) be dead (slang). Biya sa inum arun di ka mamarka kalabr
	markir n 1 marker or piece of paper to keep track of the lines. 2 marker put s. w. to indicate a location. 

	markis n marquis. v [AB156; a12] be made or become a marquis. -a(Ł) n marchioness. 
	•maltit may (walay) -marriageable (not) marriageable. Minyu nang tawbana, wa na nay markit, That man is already married. He is not available any more. wala ang -v[B126; al2) get to be unavailable for marriage or considered so to be. 
	•maltit may (walay) -marriageable (not) marriageable. Minyu nang tawbana, wa na nay markit, That man is already married. He is not available any more. wala ang -v[B126; al2) get to be unavailable for marriage or considered so to be. 

	markun wall stud. v [A; a) make a wallstud.
	1 

	marku!n breasts. Nagbitay ang mga!marku 
	·

	2
	2
	sa babayŁ mu rag bunga sa kapayas, Thewoman's breasts are hanging like papayas. v [A; a] nudge s.o. in the breast.

	markut v [A; b) propagate plants by marcotting. n propagation of plants by marcotting. 
	marmul n marble. Duwang nga marmul, Amarble font. v [A12; al) have marble, make into marble. 
	marpil n false teeth. v 1 [Al; b6] have false teeth. Kinabanglangmarpilan ang imung pangag, You should have a bridge made for your missing tooth. 2 [A; a] make into false teeth. 
	marsanti = MARTSANTLmarsiku = AMURSIKU.
	marsiyal n marshall, a military commander. Mag-una ang marsiyal ug may parada, Themarshall leads a parade. v [A; b6] be, become a marshall. 
	Marsu n March. see ABRIL/ or verb forms. 
	marsutu n k.o. suiting material of high quality (from the brand name Marsotto). v [Al]wear clothing made of this cloth. 
	martabana = MALTABANA.
	Marti n Mars.
	martiln hammer. -dikabra n claw hammer. -dibula n ball peen hammer. v (A; al] hammer. Martilyuha ang tabla arun matangtang, Hit the piece of wood with a hammer to get it off. 
	yu 

	martiniku = BARTUNIKU.
	martiniku = BARTUNIKU.
	martir n 1 martyr. -sa Gulguta Jesus Christ. 2 one who has suffered like a martyr. Si Lusila usa ka martir tungud kay gisakit siyagmaayu sa iyang bana, Lucila is a martyr because she is tortured by her husband. v [Ab16] make s.o. suffer like a martyr. 
	Martis n Tuesday. See BIRNIS /or verb forms. -San tu the Tuesday of the Holy Week.
	•marts un yur -, sagitsit, gu command ina race: On your mark, get set, go! 
	martsa v 1 [A; b6] march. la attend one'sgraduation exercises. 2 [A; cl] dance a march or play a march number. n speed of an automotive transmission used at higher speed. Kwarta, kinta martsa, Fourth, fifth gear.
	martsanti n middleman, one who buys and sells commodities between producers and retailers. 
	martuniku = BARTUNIKU. 
	marubya = MURABYA 
	marunung a 1 wise to the ways of the world. Di na mailad kay marunung na, He knows what's coming off. You can't fool him. 2have proficient knowledge or skill in s.t. 
	Katubag si Pidru sa lisud nga pangutana. Marunung giyud, Peter was able to answer the questions. He certainly is bright. v [B12] be, become sly or crafty. -in-(➔) v [A;cl) do s.t. in a cunning, sly way. Minarununga (iminarunung) sad na pagpaagi arun ka makabalus, Be cunning about it so you 
	can get revenge. 
	maruy = MIRUY. 
	• 

	maruya n name given to a variety of sweets,all of which are formed into rounded patties and fried: 1 made of ground rice. 2made of sliced bananas. ( = BANGDA YBANGDAv). 3 made of shredded sweet potatoes (= BITSUBITSU). v [A; a] make maruya. 
	,
	maryanas = BIY ATILIS. 
	Maryusip see HISUSMARYUSIP. *mas 1 -[adj.] more [adj.]. Ang akung balay mas gamay sa imuha, My house is smaller than your house. Mas maayu nga pritubun ni kay sa tanukun, It is much better to fry this than to boil it. 2 -bali it is better to [do]. Mas bali ihatag kay sa hulaman nga dili iuli, I would rather give s.t. 

	' 
	away than lend it and not get it back. 
	away than lend it and not get it back. 
	masa v [A; a] mix solids with a little liquid.Kinlay mumasa sa simintu? Who'll mix the cement? Masaba na nang himuung dunat, Mix the dough for the doughnuts now. n 1dough or other mixture of solids with water. 2 proportions, things that make up a 
	.

	,

	masa-masyaw 
	2 

	mixture. Ang masang gigamit tris dus, Theyuse a mixture in proportions of three to two. masahan n place to mix dough or similar mixtures. 
	mixture. Ang masang gigamit tris dus, Theyuse a mixture in proportions of three to two. masahan n place to mix dough or similar mixtures. 

	masan the masses, common people. -kumun n 1 common masses. 2 property owned in common by heirs. 
	2 

	masahi v [A; b] massage. Masabian ta nang imung paang gipamaulan, Let's massage your sore legs. n massage. -sta n masseur, masseuse. v [B156;al2] be, become a masseur. 
	masamung n a man who is married into one's immediate family -i.e., is married to one's 
	,
	,

	sister or daughter. Masamung si Iki namu kay naminyu siyang Mar1yang akung mangbud. Masamung sad siya sa akung ginikanan, Eke is a masamung to us because he married my sister Maria. 1-le's also my parents' masamung. v [Al2; al2] get as a sonor brother-in-law; be, become this relation. masang v [A23; cl] hit s.t. directly with full impact. Mimasang sa akung nawung ang iyang kumu, His fist smashed into my face. lmasang (masanga) ang garapun sa pusti, 
	Smash the glass jar against the post. 
	Smash the glass jar against the post. 

	masariyal = MAHA RIYAL. see MAHA. 
	masi n k.o. sweet made from mashed taro or ground sticky rice formed into balls with peanuts. V [A; cl] make masi. 
	•masig-ka [noun] each of two or more in a group. Nabiyusan ang masig ka ligid, All of the wheels had a flat tire. Nagdapatang ilang masig ka aping, Their two cheeks touched. 
	1 

	masigshort for maskin ug. See BISAN. 
	2 

	masimasi v [A; b5] hurry s.o. to work. Ugnaay magmasimasi natug patrababu, di na binuun tang katunung, We make mistakes if we are always pressed to hurry our work. 
	Dili kaayu baum ang sinina kay gimasimasi (gimasimasiban) man ang sastri ug pabuman, The dress does not fit well because the dressmaker was pressed to finish it hurriedly. ka-v [Al3] be pressed to work in a frenzy. Magkamasimasi mig panlutu basta pyista, mau nga di mi makalingawlingaw, 
	Dili kaayu baum ang sinina kay gimasimasi (gimasimasiban) man ang sastri ug pabuman, The dress does not fit well because the dressmaker was pressed to finish it hurriedly. ka-v [Al3] be pressed to work in a frenzy. Magkamasimasi mig panlutu basta pyista, mau nga di mi makalingawlingaw, 

	We get so busy cooking during fiestas we can't enjoy ourselves. masimasi n mashi-mashi, a k.o. dance. v [A]dance the mashi-mashi. 
	masin-gan = MASINGGAN. 
	masinggan n 1 machine gun. 2 k.o. rapidfiring bamboo popgun. v [A; a:12) shoot with a machine gun. -in-a like a machine gun. Kasabang minasinggan, Scolding like a burst of machine gun fire. 
	masitas n small ornamental plants, a flower 
	pot with a plant in it. -sa ingkantu = LUKDULUKDU. v [Al2] obtain ornamental plants. -an(➔) n flower pot. masitira n flower pot. 
	pot with a plant in it. -sa ingkantu = LUKDULUKDU. v [Al2] obtain ornamental plants. -an(➔) n flower pot. masitira n flower pot. 
	masiyar v [A; cl] 1 offer, quote a price in selling. Ug mumasiyar siya sa kalu ug pisus, palita, If he offers the hat for a peso, buy 
	,
	it. 2 bet money on s.t. A ning manuka mu-masiyar ku ug mil pisus, On this cock I will bet a thousand pesos. masyada n 1 the amount placed as bet. Gatus ang akung masyada apan sitinta ray gidawat, l wanted to bet one hundred, but they only accepted seventy. 2 total amount of money bet by both sides. 3 fee paid in playing a set of bowling, tennis, pingpong, and the like. v [A; b] pay this fee. masyadur n the person in cockfighting who calls out bets offered and matches them with other bets. 
	maskada n bits of tobacco for chewing. v [A; a] chew tobacco. 
	maskara n mask. v [A; b] wear a mask. maski, maskin = BISAN. 
	maskipap, maskipaps n k.o. popular dance. v [A) do this dance. 
	maskirid bul n masquerade ball. v [Al; cl] 
	hold a masquerade ball. 
	maskulada = MUSKULADU (female). maskuladu = MUSKULADU. 
	masputitu, masputitus n k.o. dance, the mashed potatoes. v [A] do this dance. 
	•mastir -katir n master cutter of a tailoring shop. -ki n master key. -mayind n mastermind. v [A; a2] be the mastermind. Pulis ang nagmastirmayind sa tulis, A cop masterminded the robbery. 
	masturbisyun n k.o. dance wherein both hands are alternately used as if masturbating. v [A] do the masturbation dance. 
	masu n sledge hammer. v [A; al] do s.t. with, make into a sledge hammer. 
	mas-uk v [B126) die, be killed. Nakras ang ayruplanu ug namas-uk ang pilutu, The plane crashed and the pilot got killed. 
	masun n freemason. v [B156) become a freemason.
	masuy n brand of mild liquor taken for medicinal purposes or for pleasure. binu uy = MASUY. 
	-

	masyada see MASIY AR. 
	masyadu a 1 being too much of s.t. Kini si Tunyu masyadu na, dugayng mukaun ug di pa mangbugas sa platu, This Tonio is too much; he eats late and doesn't even do the dishes. 2 how very. Masyadu kamabal! How very expensive! 
	masyadur see MASIY AR. masyaw n yellow corn. 

	mat-matag 675 
	mat n mat for gymnastics. 
	mat n math, a subject in school. 
	mata n l eyes. Naglubang mga mata, Eyesfilled with tears. la tawutawu sa -the pupil of the eyes. 2 eyeglasses. Nangita ku sa akung mata, I'm looking for my glasses. 3 eyelets in the shoes. 4 any growth or strucrure in some way similar to the eyes. -sa baling mesh of the net. -sa baskit mesh of the basket. -sa lubi two spots in the coconut shell which resemble human eyes. -sa gabi a button-like outgrowth on the flesh of the taro rootstock. -sa, ug lumban aneye-like operculum found in turban shells. -sa pi
	4

	Nagkamata ang duba ka kandidatu sa plata
	-

	purma, The two candidates had it out face to face on the platform. Matabun tikag sulti, I'll talk to you frankly. 3 [Al 3) for bivalves to be active, as manifested by their being open or bubbling. Magmata na ganing mga imbaw sayun ra pagtultul, Wheri the clams are active it is easy to locate them. matamata v [a4] 1 see an illusion, mirage. 
	purma, The two candidates had it out face to face on the platform. Matabun tikag sulti, I'll talk to you frankly. 3 [Al 3) for bivalves to be active, as manifested by their being open or bubbling. Magmata na ganing mga imbaw sayun ra pagtultul, Wheri the clams are active it is easy to locate them. matamata v [a4] 1 see an illusion, mirage. 
	Gimatamata ug busay ang tawu sa disyirtu,
	The man in the desert saw a mirage, a waterfall. 2 be unable to choose or decide wisely because of bedazzlement. Wa giyudku kapili Gimatamata ku sa kadaghang palitun, I wasn't able to choose because there were so many beautiful things to buy. matamata = MATA, vl. hig-/hag-v [B1256] 1 wake up accidentally. Nahigmata ku kay saba, l woke up because it was so noisy. 2 become aware of s.t. Karun pa ku mabigmata sa iyang kabangis, For the first time I became aware of what a terrible person he was. mat-an a 
	Hinaya ang inyung sulti kay mat-an ra bay balili ug dungganay gabii, Talk quietly because the walls have ears. 4 mat-an pa sa pinya a wily, cunning (having more eyes than a pineapple). Di ka kailad ni Dyu kaymat-an pa na sa pinya, You can't fool Joe. He is very alert. n k.o. fish with huge eyes: Selar crumenopbtbalmos. paN-= AV . tagi-, tagli-, tagu-n k.o. eye infection. v fAt2 3P; a4] get this infection. 

	matada v l [A; a] divide the meat into portions. 2[c16] sell meat by the portion. -in= MATADA, v2. 
	.
	-

	matadira = MATADIRU (female). 
	matadiru n 1 butcher, one who slaughters 
	l
	l
	and cuts up animals. 2 butcher who sells 
	meat. v [B156; a] work as a butcher. 

	matadirua clever, skillfully shrewd in deception and trickery. Ayawg kumpiyansabi nang tawhana kay matadiru kaayu na sa baraba, Don't trust that man because he's very cunning in card games. v [Bl; b6] become cunning. 
	2 

	matadur n l = MATADIRU• 2 matador.3killer, fierce. Manuk nga m'atadur, A killer gamecock. v [B156; a12] be, become a matador. 
	1 2

	matag la -[word ref erring to time or day] every. Bisitaban ku niya ma tag ad/aw, He visits me every day. lb -[verb base] every time[so-and-so] is done. Usa ka bandihadu ang 
	matalak-un -matimati 
	maburut niya matag kaun, Each time he ate he consumed a platter of rice. -karun ugunya every now and then. Tan-awa ang lŁ nat-an matag karun ug unya, Take a look at the stew every now and then. -usa [dat.]each and every one of [ dat. ]. Matag usa nila muamut ug singku pisus, Each and every one of them will contribute five pesos.
	maburut niya matag kaun, Each time he ate he consumed a platter of rice. -karun ugunya every now and then. Tan-awa ang lŁ nat-an matag karun ug unya, Take a look at the stew every now and then. -usa [dat.]each and every one of [ dat. ]. Matag usa nila muamut ug singku pisus, Each and every one of them will contribute five pesos.

	matalak-un, mata!k-anun see T AKA. 
	matanghumorous euphemism for MATAY,exclamation. 
	1 

	matang, matang a kind. Ipiktibu kining matanga sa midisina, This k.o. medicine is effective. Makasayaw siya sa tanang matang sa tugtug, She can dance to all kinds of music. ka-(�) a of the same kind, alike. Tua ra ang iyang kamatang nga mga mugbug lupad, That's where you find her k.o. people, prostitutes.
	2

	matansa v [A; a] butcher an animal, slaughter it or cut it up. n fee paid to the market authority for approval to slaughter animals. 
	,
	,
	, ,

	matanma, matansll'U = MATADIRA, MATA
	-

	,
	,
	DIRU. 

	matay v 1 [B126; b3(1)4(1)c5] die. Namatay si Simyun sa tisis, Simeon died of tuberculosis. Sakit nga makamatay, A disease that kills. Katigulang ang {yang namatyan (gikamatyan), He died of old age. Namatyan silag bag-ung inanak, They lost a newlyborn child. Ikamatay naku ang imung pagbrya, If you leave me I will die. 2 [ B 126] stop functioning. Namatay ang rilu, The watch stopped. Namatay ang makina taliwiz sa lawud, The engine went dead in the middle of the sea. Namatay ang suga pagbutu sa pyus, Th
	hunger? 3 [b6] allow dirt to get deeply engrained. Ang linadlad nga pakamatyan sa sabun kuling maputi, If you bleach clothes under the sun without sprinkling (lit. allow the soap to die in the bleaching), it will never get white. panga-(�) v [A23] die (plural). Nangamatay ang akung mga manuk, My chickens died. sa tanang nangamore [so-and-so] than anyone else (said of bad traits). Tapulan ka sa tanang nangamatay, You' re the laziest of the lazy. hi-un nga bulan n last quarter. bispiras sa hi-un the last 
	hunger? 3 [b6] allow dirt to get deeply engrained. Ang linadlad nga pakamatyan sa sabun kuling maputi, If you bleach clothes under the sun without sprinkling (lit. allow the soap to die in the bleaching), it will never get white. panga-(�) v [A23] die (plural). Nangamatay ang akung mga manuk, My chickens died. sa tanang nangamore [so-and-so] than anyone else (said of bad traits). Tapulan ka sa tanang nangamatay, You' re the laziest of the lazy. hi-un nga bulan n last quarter. bispiras sa hi-un the last 
	.

	s.o. die? n loud wailing. ka-expression of strong anger or disgust. Kamatay, wa giyud masud ang tris da, Damn! The number three ball didn't go into the pocket! kalamatyan, kinamatyan n a fatal spot in the body. Kalamatyan ang kasingkasing, The heart is a fatal spot in the body. ka-un(➔) n death. Ka/it nga kamatayun, Sudden death. kinaun a as if one is about to die. Nganung kinamatyun nang imung trababu? Wa na bay ugma? Why are you working as if you were going to die? Is there going to be no tomorrow? mag
	t

	ma.ti v [A; al 2] checkmate in chess. Bantayi
	ang hari kay matihun tikaw, Watch the king 
	because I'm going to checkmate you. n 
	checkmate. matikmatik v (A3; al2] do s.t. with careful 
	reckoning and planning. Aku lay magmatik
	matik ug paagi nga mabawi ang yuta, I will 
	find means to get the lot back. Matikmati
	ka pag-ayu arun di ka maalkansi, Figure it 
	carefully so you don't lose. 
	matikud v [Al2; b8] notice, become aware of s.t. Karun pa aku makamatikud sa daku . kung sayup, I just realized what a big mistake I had made. Wa ku mamatikdi ang imung pag-abut, I didn't notice your arrival. matimati wait for a while. Matimati usa kay naa pa_y atung paabutun, Wait awhile. We are expecting some more people to come. 
	I 
	v 1 (cl] finish slowly. Atu lang!ning!mat
	i-


	matimatiks -matsing
	1 
	1 
	matiburt (imatimati) pagkaun arun dugay mahurut, Let us eat it slowly so it can last a little longer. 2 [A; cl] make do with less equipment, or give s.t. less attention, disregarding the quality of the work. Matimat�bun ku tang nig kinamut ang druwing bisag way rulir, I'll just make a rough drawing by hand because there is no ruler. 

	matimatiks n mathematics. 
	mating humorous euphemism for MATAY,exclamation of displeasure. Mating bug-ata ning akung da! My! How heavy this is! 
	matiriyal n particle or trace of truth in feel
	-

	1
	1
	ings and emotion. May matiriyal sa katinuuran ang iyangpulung, His words have some particles of truth. v [A] for feelings and emotions to start developing. Mimatiriyalang iyang pagduda dibang kanunay nang bigabin-ag pauli ang bana, She developed suspicions when her husband started always coming home late nights. Nakamatiriyal ang gugma sa ilang duha ka kasingkasing, Lovesprouted in their hearts. 
	-


	matiriyaln person's capability for a certainposition. Maayu siyang matiriyal pagkaprisidint� He is a good presidential timber. 
	2 

	matirniti n 1 maternity clinic. 2 maternitydress. v 1 [Al3; c16] wear, make a maternity dress. 2 [B1256] wind up in the maternity clinic -i.e. have a baby out of wedlock. Mamatirniti ka giyung baybana kag mag-unauna ka sa mga Zaki, You'll end up in a maternity clinic if you are forward with men. -lib maternity leave. 
	matiryalis n materials used for constructing. -pwirtis 1 durable materials for construction. 2 for a woman to be well-built. Maayung pangasaw-un kay matiryalis pwirtis, 
	She's a good prospect because she is well built. 
	She's a good prospect because she is well built. 

	matmat v 1 [A; al] unravel, undo s.t. all tangled. Aku ray mumatmft sa bilu nga nagubut, I'll unravel the tangleq thread. 2 [A; c] recount a story, events. Akung imatmat sa busgadu ang nabitabu, I'll tell the judge what happened. 
	matmat= ALIMATMAT. 
	2 

	matnga v [A; a12] be hit full in the area intended with a big impact. Namatnga pagkaigu ang langgam sa batu, The stone hit the bird squarely. a hit square. Matnga giyud pagkaigu ang lansang nga gimartilyu, He hit the nail square on the head. 
	matngun v 1 [A13; b(l)] take care of byobserving precautions, handle carefully.Magmatngun ka arun di ka madisgrasya, Becareful so you don't meet an accident. 2 [Al; b(l)] pay attention, heed. Wa mu 
	matngun v 1 [A13; b(l)] take care of byobserving precautions, handle carefully.Magmatngun ka arun di ka madisgrasya, Becareful so you don't meet an accident. 2 [Al; b(l)] pay attention, heed. Wa mu 
	magmatngun sa akung tambag, ha? Youdidn't heed my advice, did you? 3 [Al2;b8] be aware of, realize. Nakamatngun siyanga wala na ang iyang pit4ka, He noticed that his wallet was gone. Namatngunan na niya nga wala diay sala ang bata, He hasjust realized that the child was innocent. -ug buut v 1 [A; b8] be aware of, reach the age of reason. Dinhi na ku ning balaya sukad ku makamatngun ug buut, I have lived in this house since I saw light. 2 [Al 

	2) regain consciousness. Didtu na siya makamatngun ug buut sa uspital, He regained consciousness in the hospital. pahi-v [A; c] advise and admonish. Pahitmanguni siya bahin sa iyang pag-inum, Advise him abouthis drinking. n admonishment. kahi-n awareness of s. t. 
	2) regain consciousness. Didtu na siya makamatngun ug buut sa uspital, He regained consciousness in the hospital. pahi-v [A; c] advise and admonish. Pahitmanguni siya bahin sa iyang pag-inum, Advise him abouthis drinking. n admonishment. kahi-n awareness of s. t. 
	matraka n grager, used as a noisemaker in theprocession on Good Friday. matrakahun ugbaba talking like a machine gun. Babu ning tabian matrakahun ug baba, This gossip! Her mouth goes like a machine gun . 

	. matridu = MATRIRU. matrikula n school fees. v [c6] pay tuition. matrimunyal n double bed. matrira = MATRIRU (female).matriru a 1 wise to the ways of the world. Di na na siya matuntu kay matriru, Youcan't pull a fast one on him. He's wise to the ways of the world. 2 wise, tricky. Matriru ang mga matansiru kay dili hustu ang timbangan, The meat sellers are very tricky because the scales are not honest. 3 forgame to be shy and not easily approached by persons. v [Bl] be, become wise to the ways of the world
	1 
	2 
	ng 

	matsa v [Al; cl] do s.t. in a relaxed and unhurried manner. Ayaw matsaba (imatsa) nang imung linaktan ug suguun ka, Don'ttake it so slow when you are told to do s.t. 
	matsa v [Al; cl] do s.t. in a relaxed and unhurried manner. Ayaw matsaba (imatsa) nang imung linaktan ug suguun ka, Don'ttake it so slow when you are told to do s.t. 
	matsingn small monkey. a 1 like a monkey
	1
	in appearance. 2 mischievous. Matsing kaayu ning bataa u, lukup lag panungug sa uban, This child is mischievous. He keepson teasing the others. v [B145) look ugly 

	678 matsing-mau 
	2 

	like a monkey. Nagmatsing Lang nang dagway mu, You have a monkey's face. matsingn matching type exam. 
	like a monkey. Nagmatsing Lang nang dagway mu, You have a monkey's face. matsingn matching type exam. 
	2 

	matsuy humorous euphemism for MATAY, exclamation of displeasure. Matsuy ning bataa, langas kaayu, My! What a nuisance this child is. 
	matud [gen.] according to what [so-andso] says. Matud niya, maayu kananK klasi, According to him that is a good kind. 'Adtu na ta,' matud niya, He said, 'Let's go.' 
	matuli n k.o. balat (sea cucumber). 
	matumat v [ C; be 3] eage in a friendly, casual chat. Di ku makigmatumat nimug dugay kay nagdali ku, I can't chat with you for long because I'm in a hurry. 
	ng

	matun n ruffian, tough guy. Dagbang istambay nga matun sa piyir, There are many rufaround at the pier. v (B2; b6] be, become a tough guy. 
	fians hangi
	ng 

	matutu v [A; al2] 1 take care of a child 
	Kinsay nagmatutu sa imung anak samtang wala ka? Who took care of your child when you were gone? 2 rear, bring up. Akuynagmatutu kanila hangtud sa ilang pagkaulitawu, l reared the boys until they were teen-agers. 2a [A; bSc] inculcate with s.t. 
	Matutua (matutui) ang rnga tinun-an sa nasyunalismu, Teach the pupils nationalism. 3 nurture a feeling. May gimatutu siyang paga grudge against me. n care, guidance. Matutu sa inahan, Mother's guidance. 
	dumut alang kanaku, He is nursi
	ng 

	matyag v [A; al2b2] observe, watch to see. 
	Siyay mumatyag sa kamaisan nga di kan-un sa mga amu, He will watch the cornfield to see if the monkeys are getting at it. Nakamatyag ka nag tawung giupirahan? Have you ever watched a person being operated on? see also BATYAG. 
	matyanak = MANTIYANAK. 
	mau short forms: mu, maw is, are, was, were. la preceding subject in sentences with nominal predicates. Kadtung iyang gisulti mau t naku, What he said was what angered me. Ang kangihit sa tambal muy nakapataas sa prisyu, The scarcity of medicine is what made prices high. lb with no subject: it's [predicate) which is the one. Nagtuu giyud aku nga kana mau, I believe that that is the one. Ug rnau kana,ang utang maimpas sunud bulan, If that is the case, the debt will be paid off next month. Ang imung tubag di
	ang nakapala
	gu

	one? Yes it is the verv one. -gayud that is the way it is. Mau giyud na siya ug mahubug, That is the way he is when drunk. -gihun it's (it was) as usual. Ang atup sa amung balay mau gibapun, nipa, The roof of our house is the usual kind -of pahn thatch. -langsee LAMANG, 2cl. -kini ugkini, -kana ug kana in giving excuses, reasons or alibis: it is because of this, because of that. le in response to a question as to the identification of s.t.: yes, it is the one. Mau ba ni ang imuha? Dili mau, Is this yours?
	ap
	ng 
	. 


	ma-un(Ł) 
	4b rather. Mu rag giuhaw ku, l am rather 
	4b rather. Mu rag giuhaw ku, l am rather 
	thirsty. Ang bahu dill mangga, mau rag 
	nangka binuun, The smell is not that of the 
	mango, it is rather like that of the jackfruit. 
	Mau ra ug nabuwasan na ku sa akung ka
	kulba, l feel a bit relieved from my fright. 
	4c as if [so-and-so] were the case. Nagpa
	duludiskursu siya mu rag si kinsa, He took 
	it upon himself to give a speech as though 
	he were s.o. v 1 [B1256] turn out to be 
	correct. Gisulaysulayan kug duut ang usa 
	sa mga timbri, namau baya, I tried pressing 
	one of the buttons at random. It happened 
	to be the right one. 2 [Al3] be the same. 
	Bisan ug atbang ta sa pulitika magmau lang 
	gibapun ang atung pagbinatiay, Though we 
	. 

	are opponents in politics, our feelings to
	wards each other are still the same. ka-v [B
	1256; b8] know how to do s.t. Makamau 
	kang musulat? Do you know how to write? 
	Wa kuy nakamauban, I don't know any
	di(Ł) see DIMAU. paka-v [A13; al
	thing. 
	:-

	2) pretend, considers. t. as right or the one. 
	Nganung pakamaubun man nimu nga ang 
	aku man ni? Why do you insist this is the 
	very one, when it is mine? maumau v [A; a 
	12) 1 make temporary repairs by just trying things out, make do with s. t. less thanwhat is really needed. Ug maayu kang mumaumau ug ayu, mudagan giyud nang mutura, If you are good at fiddling around with your motorcycle, at least it will run. 2fabricate, make s.t. not real. Sa mga kumunista ang Diyus usa ka maumau, To the communists, God is a figment of man's imagination. maumau na sa ginhawa = MAU,
	1e. 

	ma-un(Ł) affix added to verbs and adjectiveŁ 
	to form adjectives which mean 'having the 
	to form adjectives which mean 'having the 
	characteristic of doing or becoming [so-and
	so] '. Malipayun, Happy. Maluyabung ti
	ngug, In a weak voice. Mapangilyupuung
	nagbangyu sa Prisidinti nga luwasun ang
	nagbangyu sa Prisidinti nga luwasun ang
	· 

	iyang anak, With pleas she implored the 
	President to spare her son. Mapasaligung
	balita, Reassuring news. Matuhutubuun,

	Gullible, superstitious. maung n blue denim. v [A12] wear blue 
	denim. mauraura somewhat similar. Ang ibid mau
	raura sa balu ug bitsura, galing may silik 
	raura sa balu ug bitsura, galing may silik 
	Zang sa liug, The agamid lizard is somewhat 
	similar to the monitor lizard, only it has a 
	crest on its neck. maut a hypocrite, one who puts up a praiseworthy, but completely false front. Pagkamaut baybana,manugilun nga bingatag piru labiban diayng bakuga, What a hypocrite 

	-may 
	that woman is. She claims to be generous but actually she is a terrible tightwad. v [B
	that woman is. She claims to be generous but actually she is a terrible tightwad. v [B
	12) be, become a hypocrite. -in-a hypocritical. v [A13; cl] act hypocritically. A
	yawg minaut kay nasayud mi sa imung pagkatawu, Don't be hypocritical. We know what you are. 
	maut (from daut) a 1 not good, substandard in quality. Maut ning ripridyiritura kay di muayis, This refrigerator is no good becauseit won't produce ice. 2 unfavorable condition or state. Mubagyu tingali kay maut man ang panabun, There seems to be a typhoon because the weather is bad. 3 unpleasant inways. Maut ug batasan, Disagreeable in his ways. Maut baya nang mamalikas, It's bad to curse. 4 unpleasant in looks, smell, and the like. Maut kaayu arung babua uy, What a bad smell! v [B; al] be, become b
	mawu• for words with mawu-see also 
	MALU-. 
	mawungmawung v [A; cl] cover up, hideone's feeling. Dunay mga tawu nga makamau giyung mumawungmawung sa ilang kaguul, There are people who know how to hide their grief. 
	mawutpis n 1 boxer's mouthpiece. v [Al 3) wear a mouthpiece. 
	maw-uy a arousing pity, touching. Maw-uykaayung tan-awu n ang bata nga makalilimus, The child beggar was a pitiful sight. may 1 there is, are, was were. May tulu ka tawung nangita nimu, There were three persons looking for you. Kun may isugu, Atyour service (lit. if there is an order to give). 2 have.May sigarilyu ka diha? Do you have any cigarettes on you? 2a may pag�a-be somewhat. May pagkatabian ni si Aning, Aning is somewhat talkative. 2b -idad be of age. May idad na siya ug makabutar na, He is alread
	He's been working here for about two months now. 4a -mga at about [such-andsuch] a time. Didtu siya sa may mga alas kwatru, He was there at around four. -lain pa yes, of course (is there anything or anyone else). Siya giyuy nagkuba sa libru kay siya ra may diba. May lain pa? He must have taken the book because he was the onlyone there. Who else could have? Kan-un giyud ni niya. May lain pa? He'll eat this, don't worry. Would he fail to do so! 

	maya -mayuriya 
	maya n k.o. small bird found in rice fields, the chestnut mannikin: Loncbura malacca. -nga bungul n k.o. brown-colored mayawhich is believed to be deaf because it is not easily disturbed or afraid of noise. 
	maya a happy and cheerful in appearance. v [B4; cl6] be, become gay. Pagmaya kay adlaw nimu run, Be cheertul. Today is your birthday. lmaya (mayaa) nang inyung panagway kay litratuban na ta, Put on a cheerful expression because they are going to take our picture. ka-n cheerfulness. 
	mayaman a rich, moneyed (colloquial). Mayaman kaayu ku run kay bag-ung swildu, I am very rich now because I have just received my pay. 
	mayamaya, mayamaya n red snapper, Lutia
	nus spp. 
	nus spp. 

	mayana n k.o. ornamental herbs with variously colored green and purple leaves which have medicinal uses: Coleus blumei. 
	mayaus n k.o. thin-bodied slipmouth (palutput). 
	maybay n k.o. large, light green, cooking banana, only a little smaller than the tinduk. 
	mayhu, mayhum (from bumay) n rice (humorous slang). Ayay! Maybum diay karun ang atung kan-un, Goody. We are going to have rice today. v (Al] eat rice as one's staple. 
	mayik n 1 microphone. 2 sound system with an amplifier. Mayik ang ilang gigamit sa bayli kay mabal ang musiku, They used a sound system for the dance because an orchestra would be too expensive. v (A 1] use a mike or sound system. 
	maylab n one's sweetheart or loved one (bu
	-

	, 
	, 
	,
	. 

	morous). lmu nang maylab ang imung ku
	-

	yug? Was that your sweetheart that was 
	with you? 

	maymay v (A; bl advise, admonish s.o. in a nice tone. Maymayi siyang dili na magbubugbubug, Advise and encourage him not to get drunk any more. n advice or admonition. pa-V (A31 listen to advice. Ang tawung di magpamaymay hayan mahitabu, A person who does not listen to advice is likelyto get into trouble. ma-un a admonishing. 
	maynur n one's minor subject. v (A; a2]take as one's minor. 
	, 
	, 
	. 



	maypay = MALA VP ALAY. 
	maypay = MALA VP ALAY. 
	mayruna having money (colloquial). Mayruntingali ni da, kay nangimbitar man, You're probabiy in the clover today since you're inviting us. 
	mayruna having money (colloquial). Mayruntingali ni da, kay nangimbitar man, You're probabiy in the clover today since you're inviting us. 
	maytir n miter joint. -baks miter box. Mayu n May. see ABRIL for verb forms: ph1ris di -see PLURIS. 
	-

	mayukmuk n 1powdery soil. Ayaw pagdula sa mayukmuk kay abug kaayu, Don't play with the powdery soil because it's verydusty. la river sediment. Ang mayukmuk sa suba nadala sa baha, The river sediment was carried off by the flood. 2 small fry:little children, anything small or lower in class. Basta mga mayukmuk lagmit way pul, If you are a small fry you have no influence. NangaffJg na ang mga mayukmuk, The kids are all asleep now. v [b2] get powdered soil on one. ka-v (A 13] get powdery soil all over one. 
	mang a for the weather to be somewhat overcast, sunless. v [B] be, become overcast. Maayu rung ipasiyu sa bata kay nagmayung na, It's a fine time to take the baby for a stroll. It is a little overcast. 
	yu

	may-ung v 1 [ C3; c6] have a resemblance,make things look alike. Magkamay-ung ug panagway ang mag-agaw, The cousins have a resemblance. lmay-ung ang imung nawung sa kang Dulpi nga kataw-anan, Make your face like Dolphy's funny face. 2 [Al2; b8] recognize, be familiar to s.o. Mu rag nakamay-ung ku sa agi niining sulat, I think I recognize the handwriting in this letter. 3 [Al2; b2] notice s.t. Namay-ungan niya nga may tawung misulud, She noticed a man entering. ka-n s.t. which resembles s.t. 
	• I
	else. Kamay-ung ang imung panagway anang 
	artistaha, You have a resemblance to that 
	actor. 
	mayunis, mayunisa n mayonnaise. v [b] put, use mayonnaise. 
	mar n 1 municipal or city mayor. 2 in a game, the one who has the first play or turn. 3 major chord or key. Du mayur, C major. -diidad a of legal age. v [B256] be of legal age. -duma = -DUMU (female). -dumu majordomo of an estate, hotel,ship, or other large institutions requiring a chief steward. v (B156] be, become the majordomo. For other phrases with mayur as the first word, see the entry under the second word. v (A3; a2] be, become mayor. Si Ta/yuks ang atung mayurun sa syudad, Let's make Talyux the m
	yu

	,
	game. Atung mayurun kun kinsay muunag 
	Labay sa bula, Let's play it off to determine who will be the first to throw the ball. 
	mayuriya n majority of a body convened. Mibutar ang mayuriya sa musiyun, The majority voted for the motion. Si Usminya nakakuhag singkuwinta butus nga mayuriya,
	Osmena got a majority of fifty votes. v [A] 

	mayuru -midtik 
	get a majority of votes. 
	get a majority of votes. 

	mayuru n k.o. white upland rice with loand slender grains, harvested after six months. 
	ng

	mayuskula n majuscule. 
	mga abbreviation for MANGA. 
	misee KAMI. 
	1 

	min the note mi. -mayur E major. -miour E minor. 
	2 

	ml n 1 representation for the sound made by a goat. 2 goat (slang). Mukaun kug mt piru di kug aw-aw, I eat goat meat but not dog. 
	mi-past punctual active verbal prefix. see MU-. 
	mid n a female household help. v [B1S6; al 
	2) be, become a maid. pa-v [A) hire oneself out as a maid. 
	2) be, become a maid. pa-v [A) hire oneself out as a maid. 

	midal n medal. Nakadawat ug midal ang balidikturyan, The valedictorian was awarded a medal. v [A12; b( 1)] receive a medal. bruns, guld, silbir -n bronze, gold, silver medal. -ist(➔) n gold, bronze, silver medalist. v [B1256] become a medal awardee. 
	midalya n 1 medal. 2 religious medal worn by devotees. 2a dried palutput, so called because of its resemblance to a medal (humorous). v [Al; c] wear, win, award s.o. a medal 
	midalyun n medallion. v [Al; c] wear, put a medallion on s.o. 
	midi n midi skirt. v 1 [A13] wear a midi dress. 2 [ c 1) make a midi dress. 
	midida n cloth tape measure used in dressmaking.
	midikal a connected with the practice or study of medicine. 
	midikilyu = MIRIKU. 
	midiku n physician, doctor. -ligal n legalphysician who certifies the medical facts surrounding a death. 
	mid-in dyapan n 1 shoddy in workmanship, sickly. Tambuk tanawun apan mid-in dyapan. Drlli rang mayasmi, She looks fat, but she is weak. She easily gets sick. 
	or quality. 2 weakli
	ng

	midisin n course of medicine. -kabinit n medicine cabinet. -bag n medicine bag. 
	midisina n 1 medicine. Pagpalit ug midisina sa butika, Buy medicine at the drugstore. 2 chemical for the processing of s.t. Midisina sa kulung, Chemicals for a permanent wave. 3 course in medical school. 
	midiya half. Midiya pulgada agibag-un,Half an inch thick. Midiya ang bata sa sinihan, A child pays half fare in the movies. Midiya kilu nga karni, Half a kilo of meat. i-thirty minutes after the hour. A las dus imidiya, Two thirty. v [BS6] get to be to 
	midiya half. Midiya pulgada agibag-un,Half an inch thick. Midiya ang bata sa sinihan, A child pays half fare in the movies. Midiya kilu nga karni, Half a kilo of meat. i-thirty minutes after the hour. A las dus imidiya, Two thirty. v [BS6] get to be to 
	ng 

	the half hour. 'Alas singku na ba?'·-'Mumidiya na binuun,' 'ls it already five o'clock?' -'It is nearly five thirty.' -agwa n a roof projecting beyond the wall at a downward angle over the whole length or width of a house, or just over a window or door. v [A; 

	b) add an overhang. -bangku n wind comree ale from directly in back of a boat. Pabur gihapun sa sakayan ang bain a midiya bangku, A wind
	b) add an overhang. -bangku n wind comree ale from directly in back of a boat. Pabur gihapun sa sakayan ang bain a midiya bangku, A wind
	ing at a forty-five d
	eg
	ng
	ng

	ng
	which comes from the back but at an angle is still favorable to sailboats. -diya n half trababu basta Sabadu, We work half-day on Saturdays. v [A; c 
	day. Midiya diya ra a
	ng 

	16] do s.t. half-day. -nutsi n the dinner served at mi_dnight on Christmas. -paga n half fare. -tawu n s.o. who is extraordinarily short. midiyamidiyav [b(l)] do s.t. in a moderate way. Midiyamidiyabi langpagpadagan arun dili ta madisgrasya, Drive at a moderate rate so we don't meet an accident. Midiyamidiyabi ug hugut ang twirka arun dili maharus, Tighten the screw moderately so it won't get stripped. midiyahan n 1 a fifth, so called because it contains half the volume of a bottle which formerly was 
	in wide use. 2 small train station between two main stations where a train can stop to take on or discharge passeers or freight but cannot issue tickets. 
	· 
	ng
	t

	midiyas n 1 socks, stockis. 2 condom (humorous euphemism). v 1 [A; b] put on, wear socks, stockings. 2 [A; c] use a condom. -an(�) n for an animal to have a different color on its legs so that it looks as if it is wearistockings.
	ng
	ng 

	midiyu -[adj.] somewhat, a little bit. MidiOU're a little bit drunk. Midiyu lingin ang purma, It is somewhat roundish in shape. 
	yu hubug ka da, y

	mid.iyus n 1 makeshift or temporary means to accomplish s.t. Pangitaan ta nig midiyusarun muandar a!makina, Let's look for ine to run. 2 means of resolving a problem. 
	ng 
	some temporary way we can get this e
	ng

	Kadtung iyang labad sa ulu midiyus Lang tu sa paglikay sa trabahu, His headache was just an excuse to get out of doing work. Wa kuy laing midiyus gawas sa pagpangutang, I have no other way of resolving the problem money. Ang labing maayung midiyus sa imung ubu, The best remedy for your cough. 
	except borrowi
	ng 

	midtik n 1 Medical.Technology course. Angiyang gikuba midtik, He is taking up Med. Tech. 2 housemaid (humorous and deprecimidtik man na? Did you fall for that girl 
	atory word play on mid). Naibug ka ana
	ng


	midtinn -milagru 
	when she's just a maid? 
	when she's just a maid? 

	midtirm n mid-term exams. v [Al] have the mid-term exams. 
	mid-ub-anur n maid of honor at a weddi. v [Al2; c6] be, become the maid of honor. 
	ng

	midul kard n name given to the pieces in mahjong from 2 through 8 as compared to the tirminalis (1 and 9). 
	midwayip n 1 trained midwife. 2 course of midwifery. 3 maid (humorous, deprecatory word play on mid). v [B1S6; a12] be, become a midwife. -iri n midwifery. 
	midyur n 1 major in the military or police force. 2 major field of study in an academic course. Sayans ang iyang midyur, She is a science major. v 1 [B126; a12} be, make 
	s.o. a major. 2 [A; c16] take a certain course as one's major. 
	s.o. a major. 2 [A; c16] take a certain course as one's major. 

	migkap v [B 146] be slothfully inactive. Angtawung magmigkap di madugay niining trababua, A person who loafs will not last long on this job. 
	migkat = MIGKAP. 
	migrupunu = MIKRUPUNU. 
	mihihi = BAHIHi. 
	mihimihi v [A; b6] for a child to whimper or cry softly from discomfort or naughtiness. 
	Nagmihimihi na sab si Bibi Katulgun tinga
	Nagmihimihi na sab si Bibi Katulgun tinga
	li, Baby is whimpering again. She probably is sleepy. Ayaw kug mibimibii ug duna kay pangayuun, Don't whimper at me if you want s.t. 
	mihit = NDIIT. 
	mihuras n 1 improvements. Ang Mayur walay nabimung miburas bangtud karun, The Mayor has not made any improvements to this day. Kining!mangga usa lang sa dagbangmiburas niining yutaa, This mango tree is only one of the many improvements on this land. la favor of a financial nature. l[nsangmga miburas ang imung nabatag kaniya nga daku man siyag utang buut nimu? What have you done for him that he owes you a debt of gratitude? 2 virtues, good qualities. 
	Unsa may mga miburas nianang baybana nga nakagustu man ka niya? What are the goodqualities that made you like that woman? 3 assets. Kanang magtiayuna daku kaayug miburas nga ikabilin sa ilang mga anak, 
	That couple has a large number of possessions to leave their children. v [A12] make improvements. Dili makamiburas kaayu ang mayur sa iyang lungsud kun kuntra partidu siya sa administrasiyun, A town mayor can make few improvements in his municipal� ty if he is not aligned with the administration. 
	mik n 1 a Mexican copper coin worth one-
	hundredth of the Mexican peso. Formerlycirculated, it is now used only as offerings to spirits or used topically for medicinal purposes. 2 fake coin. 
	mil.ca a idle, not doing things. v [B14S] 1 sit around lazily. Magmika Lang ang babaying way bibangkaagan sa panimalay, A girl who knows nothing about household work sits around lazily. 2 go about in low spirits. Unsay nabitabu nga nagmika ka man? What happened that you are in such low spirits? mikanikal n course of mechanic engineering. -indyinir n mechanical engineer. -indyiniring = MIKANIKAL. 
	mikaniku n mechanic. v [B 1 S6; a2b8] be, become a mechanic. 
	mikanismu n mechanism, the workings of a machine. mik-ap v [A; b] make up a lacking subject or pait of a subject in school Kinabangangmik-apan ang absin, You have to make up your absences. mik-apn make-up, cosmetics. Baga siyag mik-ap, She had heavy make-up on. v [A;
	2 

	b] put make-up on s.o. or on oneself. 
	miki n 1 k.o. large yellow noodle made of wheat flour. 2 dish made of such noodles. v 1 [A; a2} make, make into noodles. 2 [Al 3; b(l)] prepare a dish of noodles. 
	mikrubyu n microbes. 
	mikru laum n mercurochrome. 
	mikrupunu n microphone. v [A 13) use a microphone.
	mikruskupyu n microscope. v [Al; b6} look at with a microscope.
	mikskla v 1 [A; a] mix solids or liquids. 
	Miksklaba ang!pintal ug tubig, Mix the paint and the water together. M iksklabi ug pulug ang minasa nga simintu, Mix dye into the cement mixture. la [Al] prepare s.t. that has to be mixed. Nakamikskla ka na ba ug ilimnun? Have you prepared (mixed) the drinks? n mixture, proportion in which s.t. ismixed. Ispisung mikskla, A thick mixture. 
	mil n thousand. Ang balur sa akung awtu trayinta mil, My car is worth thirty thousand pesos. v see DISRJTSU. -unu, dusyintus, etc. One thousand one, two, etc. milmil a valued in thousands. Di ku makaabut pagpalit nianang mga milmil nga ka11tidad, l cannot afford to buy this that cost in three figures.
	ng

	mil v [A; c6] post in the mail. !mil ba kining suwata? Shall I mail this letter? 
	milagm n 1 miracle. Milagru ray makaluwas sa masakitun, Only a miracle can save the sick man. 2 -ug it would be a miracle if [so-and-so} were to happen. Milagrug mu
	-


	milamila!-mina 
	I 
	I 
	tut si Papa mu pagpata11-aw nimug sint, 
	gu

	It will be a snowy day in May before your father will let you go to the show. v 1 [A;b6] perform miracles. 2 [Al] do s.t. whichis completely unexpected. Nagmilagru uruyng tihik nga nangbatag, A miracle! Thecheapskate is giving out money. -sa = MILA· GRUSU (female). -su a miraculous. Ang milagrusung birhin sa Patima, The miraculous Virgin of Fatima. v [B1246] be, become miraculous. 
	·


	milamila v [B 146; a4] for eyes to be watery, full of pus. Gimilamila (nagmilamila) ang mata sa palahubug, The drunkard's eyes are all watery.
	milangkuliya, milangkuliya v [A13; a4] feelmelancholic, esp. from homesickness. Gimilangkuliya na s,:Ya sa iyang tratung tua sa Amirika, She is homesick for her boy friend in the States. 
	milaru n thick syrup from brown sugar. v [A; a) make thick brown-sugar syrup. 
	milbaks n mailbox. 
	milibiki 11 brace, a carpentry tool used for boring wood. v [A; al2] use this tool. miligramu n milligram. 
	miliguy = KAWATKAWAT. see KA.WAT.
	milimitru 11 millimeter. 
	milindris n k.o. ornamental shrub with white, pink, or purplish flowers growing on smallterminal panicles: Lagerstroemia indica. 
	milisya n collective term for Filipino recruits during World War I. -nu n member of the Filipino militia. v [B156; c 1] become amember of the Philippine militia. 
	militar n the military, soldiers. Nanghilabut a11g militar sa iliksiyun, The military interfered with the election. pwirsa -militaryforce. saludu -military salute. upisyal military officials. v 1 [Al; b6) wear a military uniform. Gimilitaran ang sundalung namatay, The soldier who died was dressed in a military uniform. 2 [B1356; cl] become a military man. 3 [ c 1) be done in a military manner. Militarun (imiJitar) ang kasal sa akung manghud kay nibi may iyang pamanbunun, My younger sister will be marri
	-
	ng 

	•milk pawdir -n powdered milk. 
	milma v [B; a) lessen, slow down. Bisan tigulang na s,:Ya wa mumilma ang iyang kusug, Even when he was old, his strength did not decrease. Nagmilma na ang dagan sa trak, The truck slowed down. Hilanat ang nakamilma sa iyang gana sa pagkau11, Fever has lessened his appetite. Milmahan ta ang pag. 
	gastugastu, We will go slow on spendi
	ng

	Unsa kahay imilma ku nianang iyang pagkahimabayi, Iwonder what I can do to discourage his amorous activities. 
	Unsa kahay imilma ku nianang iyang pagkahimabayi, Iwonder what I can do to discourage his amorous activities. 
	.

	milu n k.o. civet similar to the maral, butlighter in color and not so odorous. 
	m_ilun, milun n cantaloupe: Cucumis melo. 
	milung v [-B126) feel disappointed and embarrassed thats. t. expected did not turn out to be or happen. Da, namilung lagi sila kay wala man diay salida sa sini, labun pa, wala na giyud maniudtu, They were embarrassed and disappointed. There was no movie that lunch. 
	day, and they had gone without even eati
	ng

	milya n mile. v [B256) be, get to be about one mile. Mumilya giyud ang gilay-un, Thedistance is about a mile. -hi n mileage.
	milyun n million. v see DISIUTSU. -dalarismayil n a million dollar smile. -dalar ligs 11 shapely legs. -arya = MILYUNARYU (female). -aryu n millionaire. v [B16] be, become a millionaire. 
	milyun plawir n' k.o. low, ornamental shrub with large, rounded, hairy leaves and clusters of blue or pinkish flowers: Hydrangea macrophyUa. 
	mimbru n member. Mimbru sa simbahan, Church member. v [ B 156; c 16] be, make a member. pa• v [A3] join s. t to become amember.mimi baby talk for: 1 going to sleep. 2 drinki. v [A23] sleep or drink. 
	ng

	miming n term of endearment for a cat. mimis v [c) rub s.t. violently on s.t. Gimimis s� iring ang ilagang gitangag dihas yuta, 
	The cat rubbed the rat it was holding in its 
	mouth on the ground.
	mimisn 1 a variety of first-class rice havinggrains. 2 any first-class white rice. 
	2 
	white, smooth, shiny, slender, and lo
	ng

	mimu, mimurandum n memorandum. mimurayis v 1 [A; a12] memorize. 2 [a12] skip a meal. Gimimurayis ku ang paniudtu, 
	I skipped lunch. 
	mimurya v 1 [A; a12] memorize. 2 [a12] skip a meal. Gimimurya namu amung pamahaw sa amung byahi, We skipped our breakfast duriour trip. 
	ng 

	mimyu = MIMYUGRAP. 
	mimyugrap v [A; a12] mimeograph. Magmimyugrap ku sa prugrama, l am going to mimeograph the program: tig· n n:iimeographer. 
	minan 1 mine, mineral deposit. 2 explosive mine. v [A; a2) mine a mineral deposit. minahan n mine. Tua siya magtrabahu sa miin the mine. minahun n mineral deposit to be mined. 
	1 
	nahan, He is worki
	ng 


	684 
	• 
	•

	m1na-mmtras 
	2 

	minan situation in pool wherein two or more balls are in contact with each other and the one in the back is directly in line with one of the pocket holes, so that it is almost certain that the ball or balls in front will be knocked into the hole. Siguradungmasud nang utsu kay mina man, Th,! eight ball will surely go into the hole because they are directly aligned. 
	minan situation in pool wherein two or more balls are in contact with each other and the one in the back is directly in line with one of the pocket holes, so that it is almost certain that the ball or balls in front will be knocked into the hole. Siguradungmasud nang utsu kay mina man, Th,! eight ball will surely go into the hole because they are directly aligned. 
	2 


	minandis = MANANDIS. Mindanaw n Mindanao. mint!= MI·. 
	ming n 1 sound used to call cats. 2 baby talk for a cat. 
	miaw a 1 lonely, deserted. M ingaw ang balay, kay nanaug ang tanan, The house is deserted because everyone went out. 2 lonelyaw asyudad ug istranyu ka, A city is a lonely place for a stranger. v 1 [B; b6] be lonely, quiet. Nagmingaw ka man gud, ikaw ra bang usa? You seem to be lonely. Are you alone? 2 [a4b3] feel homesick, miss s.o. Wa!ka ba mingawa (mingawa) sa imung mga bata? Didn't you miss your children? Buut akung magpaduul gayud sa namingawan (gikamingawan) kung asawa, l want very much to be near 
	ng
	in feeling. Mi
	ng
	ng 

	Ang bubuk sa mga Bituls gimingaw sa gunting, The Beatles' hair is lonely for the scissors. ka-n loneliness, homesickness. ma-a quiet, silent. Mamingaw nga kagabbiun, Quiet night. ma-un a lonely. Mamingawunkaayu siya sukad mamatay ang iyang bana, 
	Ang bubuk sa mga Bituls gimingaw sa gunting, The Beatles' hair is lonely for the scissors. ka-n loneliness, homesickness. ma-a quiet, silent. Mamingaw nga kagabbiun, Quiet night. ma-un a lonely. Mamingawunkaayu siya sukad mamatay ang iyang bana, 
	She has been lonely since her husband died. ka-an a lonely, deserted place. Nagtubu siya sa kamingawan sa kabukiran, He grew up in the lonely mountains. 

	minghuy = PINGHUY. 
	mingkay n endearing term for a cat. 
	. . ,
	. . ,

	m1ngmmg = MING. 
	minia 1 unintelligent. Lisud ikasulti ning mini kay lain ug tubag, It is difficult to talk with an unintelligent person because he can't answer to the point. 2 fake, counterfeit. Kwartang mini, Counterfeit money. Diplumang mini, Fake diploma. 
	min-ibin, min-ibint n main event in boxing. v [A13] hold a main event. 
	t

	minimu , minimum n minimum wage. Sayisang adfaw ang minimu karun, The minimum wage is six pesos a day. v [A; cl] pay a minimum wage.
	minindyaytis n meningitis. v [a4] be afflicted with meningitis. 
	miniral, miniralis n minerals. Miniral nga gikinabanglan sa lawas, Minerals which the 
	body requires. Ang yuta sa Sibu tugub sa mga miniral, The lands in Cebu are rich in minerals. 
	body requires. Ang yuta sa Sibu tugub sa mga miniral, The lands in Cebu are rich in minerals. 
	minirba n hand-fed printing press (so called from the trade name, Minerva). 
	miniru n miner. v [B1456] be a miner. 
	miniskirt n miniskirt, k.o. skirt that hugs the hips and is 2-5" above the knee. v [A) wear a miniskirt. 
	ministil see MISTIL. 
	ministiryu n divine or religious ministration. 
	Ang ministiryu sa iglisya alang sa kalibutan, 
	The church's ministry is to the whole world. 
	ministru n 1 minister, usually of a Protestant church. 2 minister to a head of state. primir -prime minister. v [B156; a12] be a church minister or minister to a head of state. 
	mins n menstruation. v [A13; a4] have menstruation. Ayaw kaligug magmins (minsun) ka, Don't bathe if you're menstruating. 
	minsahi n 1 message left for s.o. Nagbilin bag minsahi ang mitilipunu naku? Did the man who called me leave a message? 2 message. Ang minsahi sa Santu Papa, The Pope's message. -ru n messenger. v [ B 156; a2) be, become a messenger.
	mintal n mental hospital. v (B1256] wind up in a mental hospital. Ayaw pagpalabig bunahuna sa imung prublima kay mamintal ka unya, Don't worry too much about your problem or you'll wind up in the loony bin. 
	mintalidad n mentality, mental ability or way of thinking. Mubit kaayug mintalidad angmga bata sa akung klasi, The children in my class are of a low mental ability. Mau nay mintalidad sa mga batan-un karun, That's the way young people think these days. 
	minrira a pronouncing words with phonemes metathesized, e.g. balyu for baylu, sudan for sud-an, etc. v [B; cl] pronounce words with phonemes reversed. Nagmintira ang iyang ubang pulung kay natakdan sa mgataga Sima/a, He pronounces some of his words with the sounds reversed because his speech is influenced by the Simala speech. 
	mintiryu n cemetery. v [B1256] die (lit. go to the cemetery). Sa imung kabagis mamintiryu giyud kag sayu, You are such a ruffian you won't live long.
	mintras while, during or the time that. Mintras nagbulat ka, pagkalingawg basabasa d� ha, While you are waiting, just amuse yourself reading. Pagltpay mintras bubi pa, Enjoy yourself while you're still alive. -tantu 1 = MINTRAS. 2 for the time being. Lapislay gamita mintras tantu nga wa tay bulpin, Just use a pencil for the time being since 

	mintul -miriku 
	we have no ball point pen. 
	we have no ball point pen. 
	mintul n mentholated candy.
	minu n a magic spell cast by supernatural inhabitants of forested areas on persons·wandering in their area. The victim is caused to see mirages and loses his way. The mirage may consist of trails diverging from the main path or thick underbush, so that the trail vanishes, or a person whom the traveler follows and then vanishes. The spell may last for days but can be counteracted if the victim removes his clothing and puts it back on inside out. v [a4] be lost because of the minu spell.

	minudu a sold in small quantities. Binaskit giyud ang sambag, dili minudu, You have to buy the tamarinds by the basket; you can't buy just a few. v [A; cl] sell in small quantity or amount pa-v [ c6] for a youngwoman to engage in sex occasionally. Ayawipaminudu ang imung pagkababayi, Don't sell your virtue bit by bit (i.e. don't give in to sexual advances).
	minuldi see MULDI. 
	. , ,
	. , ,

	m1nunga = BINUNGA. 
	min-upis n main office. 
	minur n 1 in low gear or speed. Gibutang ku sa m}nur ang mutur, I put the motorcycle at low gear. 2 for engines to be revolving at slow speed, idling speed. v [B6; b7c] for an engine to slow down. Wa siya muminur sa kurbada, He didn't slow down at the curve. Ningminur ang dagan sa makina kay way gasulina, The engine slowed down because it ran out of gasoline. minunninur v [b7]decrease the intensity of, or the amount of work. Minurminuri Jang ang imung kaun arun dili ka mutambuk, Decrease your food intake s
	minurn 1 minor key. 2 minor chord. 3 songs in a minor key. 
	2 

	minur diidad n minor in age. 
	m1nurrya n m1nor1ty. 
	minus a 1 few, less in quantity. Minus ang abut run kay bulaw, The yield is lower this time because of the long drought. A-1inus kaayu ang pumapalit anang klasibas panaptun, Few buy that kind of cloth. 2 low.Minus ang gradu, Having low marks. 3 inferior in quality. Ayawg palit ini kay minus kaayung klasiba, Don't buy this because it's an inferior sort. 4 slow in comprehension. 1kaw kay minus ka, dili dayun makasabut, Because you are slow in comprehension you don't get it right. v [APB6; b7] lower or red
	minus a 1 few, less in quantity. Minus ang abut run kay bulaw, The yield is lower this time because of the long drought. A-1inus kaayu ang pumapalit anang klasibas panaptun, Few buy that kind of cloth. 2 low.Minus ang gradu, Having low marks. 3 inferior in quality. Ayawg palit ini kay minus kaayung klasiba, Don't buy this because it's an inferior sort. 4 slow in comprehension. 1kaw kay minus ka, dili dayun makasabut, Because you are slow in comprehension you don't get it right. v [APB6; b7] lower or red
	.
	-

	hundred pesos. (➔) v [Al2; b) look down haughtily on s.t. Nakaminus ka naku nga biya may imung ibatag? Do you look down on me since you give me the rejects? Gikaminusan nila ang fmung trababu, Theylook down on the kind of job you have. 

	minuskula n lower case letters. 
	minuskula n lower case letters. 
	minutiru n minute hand of a clock.
	minutu n minute. Lima·na lang ka minutsa dili pa ang alas singku, It is five minutes be-fore five o'clock. -s minutes (used after the numbers of Spanish origin). Dus minutus, Two minutes. see also UNMINUTU. 
	u 

	rninyak, rninyat n k.o. small musk shrew. 
	rninyu a married. Pagdaginut na kay minyu ka na, Be thrifty because you're married now. Dagban sa mga minyu nga nanagbulag, Many married couples have separated .. v [B16C; ab] get married. Gustu na si Rumulitu nga magminyu, Romulito wants to get married now. Ug maminyu na ku, When I am married. Makigminyu na ang akung tratu, My girl friend wants to get married now. 
	Minyuun (paminyuun) sila arun di magkawatkawat sa gawas, Let's let them get married so they won't be meeting outside in secret. Gipaburusan siya, piru wa minyui, Hemade her pregnant but did not marry her. ka-un n marriage. Gibiusa sila sa kaminyuun, They were united in marriage. Kinabuhi sa kaminyuun, Married life. mag-I-n aboutto get married. 
	mira n myrrh. 
	mirakul a persons sho� in height (humorous -so called from miracle rice, a 11ewly developed variety of rice which ripens rapid
	.

	·
	ly). -rayis n miracle rice. ·· 
	miramira v (A; b) wave the fingers at s.o. in anger. Gimiramiraban ku niya,mu rag si kinsang dunyaba, She waved her fingers at me as if she were some grand senora. 
	mirasul n sunflower: Heliantbus annuus.
	mirida n bad omen, usually portending death of s.o. far away. v [A13; b(l)] for a portent of death to appear. ·Pagkamatay ni Pidil sa Manila nagmirida sa ila kay may itum nga alibangbang nga nagtuyuktuyuk, WhenFidel died, there was an omen that appeared to them·: a black butterfly fluttering about in their house. 
	mirirawun n a children's game in which all the participants hold hands to form a circle; then they let the circle turn singing at the same time. 
	gu

	mirkanu = AMIRIKANU.
	miriku n folk doctor that treats illnesses of natural or supernatural cause. v 1 [B 156; b ( 1)) be, become a folk doctor. 2 [A; c 1] 
	• 

	mirinda -misik 
	have a sickness treated by a folk doctor. 1
	have a sickness treated by a folk doctor. 1
	-

	miriku (mirikuha) kanang imung buyagbuyag, Have a folk doctor take care of that skin ailment. pa-v [A; c] go to a folk doctor for treatment. 

	mirinda = MIRYINDA. 
	miringgi n meriue. v [A; a] make me
	ng
	-

	. .
	. .
	1 

	nngue, put menngue on s.t. 

	mirisi expression indicating that s.o. got his just desserts. Mirisi nga nahulug ka kay kiat man, That's what you get when you won't sit still. Now you fell. 
	miritu n merit, praiseworthy quality. Waymiritu ang imung pagbatag ug hinabang ugimung gikabug-at sa buut, There is no merit in giving help with strings attached. 
	mirkadu n market. Mamalit kug utan ug sibuyas sa mi,kadu, I will buy vegetables and onions in the market. v 1 [AlN; al2] go shopping. Mangmit'kadu (magmirkadu) tag sayu, Let's do our shopping early. I sda layakung mirkaduhun kay naa na man ang tanan, All I'll buy is fish because we've got everything else. 2 [Bl; al] make into, become a market. Gimirkaduhan ang iskwatir irya, A market has been put up in the squatter's area. 
	mirkanmirkanu = AMIRKANA, AMIRKANU. 
	a, 

	Mirkulis n Wednesday. see BIRNIS for verb forms. -Sanru Wednesday of the Holy Week. 
	mirkyur krum, mirkyuru krum = MIKRU 
	KRUM. 
	KRUM. 

	mirma v [B] for the body to reduce. MumirOU will lose weight if you lack sleep. 
	ma ang fmung lawas ug 'U}(l kay tulug, y

	mirtiyulit n merthiolate. 
	mirun n 1 spectator in table games. 2 one who goes to cockfights but doesn't pay admission and attaches himself to people on the outside that want to bet, helping them place their bets. 3 one who eats without paying, mooching off others or who rides, enters, or engages in any other activity without paying. 4 anyone who asks for handouts shamelessly, though perfectly able to support himself. v [B6; c 1] 1 be a spectator. 2 act as the mirun for gamblers. Gimirun na siya sa mga tahur, The professional gamble
	miruy a having lost all one's money in betti. Miruy na ku ug mapildi ning katapusan kung kwarta, I'll go home in a barrel ifI lose this last piece of money. v [B126; al 
	miruy a having lost all one's money in betti. Miruy na ku ug mapildi ning katapusan kung kwarta, I'll go home in a barrel ifI lose this last piece of money. v [B126; al 
	ng

	2) lose all one's money in betting. MiruyunOU will just lose all your money to those men. 
	ka Jang anang mga tawhana, y


	miryinda n light meal taken between lunch and supper. v [A; c] take one's afternoon snack. -;-sina n a light supper given in the afternoon. v [A13] have a merienda cena. 
	miryinda n light meal taken between lunch and supper. v [A; c] take one's afternoon snack. -;-sina n a light supper given in the afternoon. v [A13] have a merienda cena. 
	mis n 1 Miss, a title of high respect for an 
	1
	unmarried woman, e.g. term used to address 
	a nurse. 2 muse, beauty queen. v [B16; cl] 
	be, become a muse, beauty queen. misn month, used only after un or usa ka 
	2 

	'one'. Un (usa ka) mis, One month. v [B25
	6] be a month. Hapit na mumis sukad sa iyang paggikan, It's almost a month now since she left. -is(�) = MIS(plural). Dus (duha ka) misis, Two months. 
	2 

	misa n mass in the church. -diaginaldu, di
	-

	1
	galyu nine consecutive dawn masses ending
	on Christmas Eve. -digruya thanksgiving
	mass. -dittis mass officiated by three 
	priests. -griguryana mass said for one hun
	dred successive days for the soul of a depart
	ed person. -ispisiyal any special mass. -
	kantada mass that is su. -kumun mass 
	ng

	said for a number of dead people at once. 
	-kunsilibrada mass celebrated by more 
	than one priest. -mayur high mass with 
	incense. -puntipikal pontifical mass. -ri
	kim requiem mass. -risada low mass. -su
	limni high mass with a special offering, usu
	ally offered for the patron saint of a place. 
	v [A; b] say mass. pa-[A; b] have a mass 
	offered. n 1 mass offered. Maghatud kug pa
	misa sa simbaban para sa kalag sa akung ina
	ban, I will make a mass offering for the soul 
	of my mother. 2 amount given to have a 
	mass said. 
	misan billiard table. Maayung pagkanibil ang misa. Tul-id kaayu-ang dagan sa bula, 
	2 

	The billiard table is good and level. The ball rolls straight. sarhintu di-n desk sergeant. -da n amount paid for the use of game facilities, usually based per game. Bayinti sintabus ang misada sa bilyar, Each game you pay twenty centavos. v [A; b6(1)] pay the 
	misada. 
	misal, misal n missal. v [A 13] bring, use a missal in church . 
	•
	m1say n pet cat. misbuy n messboy on a boat. v [B156; a2]
	be, become a messboy, make s.o. a messboy. misik v 1 [a3] for s.t. to be misplaced. Namisik ang akung papil nga gitrababu, l misplaced the paper I was working on. 2 walay -v [c6] nothing was missed, s.t. happened to all. Way namisik nila, nakadawat silang tanan ug latigu, Not one of them was spar
	-


	.-. . -
	ffllSlllllS -mut1sa 
	ed. They all got whipped. Way imisik nila sa pagkaun nga ibutang sa lamisa, They did not miss a morsel of the food left on thetable. 
	ed. They all got whipped. Way imisik nila sa pagkaun nga ibutang sa lamisa, They did not miss a morsel of the food left on thetable. 
	misimis v [A; cl] attack s.t. with utter abandon and intense violence. Kinsa may nagmisimis niining bag-ung piryudiku? Whocrumpled this newspaper till it is utterlyruined? Gimisimis sa iring ang ilaga nga iyang nadakpan, The cat picked up the mouse it caught and moved it about vi�lently.
	misimus = MUSIMUS. 
	misirabli a miserable. Misfrabling kabimtangsa prisu, The prisoners are in a miserablecondition. v [B1;clJ be, become miserable,look miserable. Misfrabli ang pamilya sukad abandunaba sa amaban, The family has beenmiserable since the father abandoned them.
	· 
	misirinubis Cebuano pronunciation of miserere nobis in the litany of the Rosary.
	I • 
	ffllSIS see MIS.
	2

	misis!n 1Mrs., title given to a married woman. one's wife. Siya ang misis ni Tinung,This is Tinong's wife. v [a12] call s.o. Mrs.;be, become Mrs. (➔) voe. short form: sis. 
	l 
	22 

	I
	Asa ka, sis? Where are you going, Ma'am? 
	,
	.. 

	m1s1ta = LAMISITA. 
	..
	.-
	, 

	m1s1tas = MASITAS. m1S1tasan = MASITASAN. 
	..-, ,
	m1s1tira = MASITIRA. see MASITAS. 
	misiyas n Messiah. Si Kristu ang Misiyas,Christ, the Messiah. 

	misiyun n 1 a. series of special exercises getting the people in an area to fulfill theirchurch obligations. Magsugud na karung adlawa ang misiyun sa simbaban, The churchmission will start today. 2 foreign missionary. Misiyun ang nagdala anang simbabana,A missionary is running that church. 3 mission for which s.o. is being sent. Unsay imung misiyun pag-adtu sa Amfrika? Whatis your purpose in going to America? v [A;b6] hold a church mission s.w. to get theparishioners to fulfill their religious obligat
	miskinu a in small quantities, scarce.Miskinu ang tubig tungud sa bulaw, There's very little water because of the drought. Miskinu ang taksi dinhing dapita, Taxis are scarce inthis area. Miskinu sila mupakaun sa ilangmga kasira, They feed their boarders in aniggardly way. v [AB; cl] get to be scarce,small in quantities.Mumiskinu (mamiskinu)ang imung ginastuban ug maminyu ka, Youwon't spend on such a big scale once youget married. 
	miskla = MIKSKLA. 
	mismis n particles of yellowish substancesticking to the face after sleep, hardened mucus from the eyes or mouth. v [Al23P;a4] cause, have such substances on the face. Panghilam-us kay gimismis ka, Wash yourface because you have mucus on your face. 
	mismis n particles of yellowish substancesticking to the face after sleep, hardened mucus from the eyes or mouth. v [Al23P;a4] cause, have such substances on the face. Panghilam-us kay gimismis ka, Wash yourface because you have mucus on your face. 
	mismu 1 with nouns or prfJnouns referringto a person: even [so-and-so]. Sa klin-apwik ang mismu nga mga tituladu manilbig,
	During Clean-up Week even white collarworkers sweep. Aku mismu mauy milutu niini, I cooked this myself. waay -not even this little bit. Way mismung usa ka daku ang iyang gitabang naku, He didn't evengive me a single penny in help. 2witb forms referring to a place: right in [such-andsuch] a place. Sa Manila mismu may mgaH1,k, There are Huks right in Manila. Didtu mismu siya mamatay, He died right in thatplace. 2a karun, awra -right this very moment. Karun mismu nag-ihap na sila sa mgabaluta, Right �his ve
	1

	mistik n mistake. v [Bl26; a12] make a mistake in school or on one's paper.
	mistil need to, have to do (used only negatively or in questions). Misti/ pa ba na nimu bubatun? Must you do t3at? Di na siyamistil sulttban, He does not need to be told.·in· = MISTIL.
	mistir n 1 title for a gentleman. 2 husband. 
	Hain man magtrababu ang imung mistir?
	Where is your husband working? 3 title forthe winner of a contest among men, as Mr.Ur.iverse. v 1 [A3; a12] call s.o. Mr. 2 [Bl56; c6] be, become Mr. [sŁand-so]. Kun gustu kang mamistir Pilipins pagbarbil, If 
	you want to become a Mr. Philippines,
	,
	practice weight lifting. (➔)voe.Asa kaMis-
	tlr? Where are you going, Sir?mistiri tyun n mystery tune contest on theradio. 
	mistiryu n mystery, one of the fifteen eventsin the lives of Jesus and Mary serving as asubject for meditation during the saying ofthe rosary. Mistiryu sa Himaya, Kalipay,Kasakit, The Glorious, Joyful, SorrowfulMysteries. 2 mystery, s.t. that is difficult to 
	,
	understand. -sa = MISTIRYUSU (female). -su 
	a mysterious. Usa ka mistiryusung istranyuang nagluwas naku, A mysterious strangerrescued me. v [B12] get mysterious. Nagkaimistiryusu na hinuun ang iyang kamatayun,
	His death is getting to become more and 
	more of a mystery. 
	mistisa n 1 woman of mixed blood. Mistisa Insik, Woman with Chinese blood. 2 k.o.banana. 3 drink of 
	light-skinned cooki
	ng 


	mistisu -mitudu 
	beer, coke, and cheap hard liquor. -dris n a modern version of the old Filipina dress (sayang pinarawban) which may lack the panuylu or long skirt (ikug) or the stiff sleeves (parawu). mistisahun a having Caucasian features. mistisilya a having some mestiza blood or features. 
	beer, coke, and cheap hard liquor. -dris n a modern version of the old Filipina dress (sayang pinarawban) which may lack the panuylu or long skirt (ikug) or the stiff sleeves (parawu). mistisahun a having Caucasian features. mistisilya a having some mestiza blood or features. 

	mistisu n 1 person of mixed blood. la personwith Caucasian features, considered to be handsome. 2 animal of mixed breed. v [Bl26; b6) be, become mestizo. -balulang,bangus, patsang n a word of ridicule for an ugly mestizo. mistisuhun a looking like a person with Caucasian blood. -in-(➔) n k.o. working knife (bulu) with a square end, longer than the usual bulu but shorter than the sundang. 
	mistra = MAISTRA, 1. mistru = MAISTRU, 1. 
	miswan fine, brittle, thread-like noodles of 
	1 

	white flour. v [Al; b(l)) make a dish of 
	white flour. v [Al; b(l)) make a dish of 
	miswa. 

	miswan humorous term of address for young .ladies, used intimately without affixing the name. Huy, Miswa, dali na, Miss,Miss. Come here. Nia nang mga miswa, Here comes the girls. 
	2 

	misyunibirs n Miss Universe. v 1 [B16) be, become Miss Universe. 2 [Al2; b8) get a Miss Universe winner. Nakamisyunibirs (namisyunibirsan) na ang Pilipinas, The Philippines has produced a Miss Universe. 
	mitad n half the number or size of s. t. Angmitad sa karni kang Piduy, Half the piece of meat belongs to Pete. v [b6] in a game,!give 
	s.o. a handicap of half the number of points. Arun lang magkadula ta mitaran ta ka, Just so we can play I will give you a handicap of half the number of points. 
	s.o. a handicap of half the number of points. Arun lang magkadula ta mitaran ta ka, Just so we can play I will give you a handicap of half the number of points. 

	mital n metal. Palabad nga mital, Metal propeller.
	mitalika see TILA.
	mitaliku a metallic. Hilu nga mitaliku, Metallic thread. mitarnitav [A; b6) act childishly by crying 
	l
	l
	or threatening when den1ands are not met, complaining all the time, and the like. Ugduna kay gustu ayawg mitamita kay daku ka na, If you want s.t. don't just scream. You're too big for that. 

	mitamitav [A; b6) pick at food, eat without appetite. Magmitamita siyag kaun ug way sud-an, She only picks at the food if there's no food to go with the rice. -un a always without appetite in eating, given to picking at food. 
	2 

	mithi n ideals, virtues. Unsay imung mga mit-
	bi sa kinabubi? What are your ideals in life? v [al2] have s.t. as one's ideal, cherish. Ibaligya basta kalag tungud sa gimitbi nga kalampusan, They sell their souls to attain the success they so desire. paka-= MITHt v. 
	bi sa kinabubi? What are your ideals in life? v [al2] have s.t. as one's ideal, cherish. Ibaligya basta kalag tungud sa gimitbi nga kalampusan, They sell their souls to attain the success they so desire. paka-= MITHt v. 
	miti, mitimiti, mitihnitil = MITIRMITIR. 
	miting n 1 meeting convened. 2 political meeting or rally. -diabansi political rally the night before an election. v [A2C2; ab] hold a meeting. -anan n place for holding meetings.
	mitirmitir v [A; a] put a limit to or limit 
	' 
	one's acts. Asa mumitirmitir ug sulti si Ma
	-

	ma ug manuyu, Mama does not mince words when she is angry. Karung panabuna kinabanglan nga magmitirmitir ug sinudanan, In these times it is necessary to limit our food consumption. a being done in a scarce, limited way. 
	mitkan n mess kit, commonly used as a lunch box. v [Al; c6) put s.t. in a mess kit. 
	mitmit v [B46; a4] for the eyes to be full of yellowish discharge. Nagmitmit (gimitmit) iyang mata sa muta, His eyes are full of eyedischarge.
	mitna n minute. Pipila ka mitna ang nanglabay una ku makatingug, Several minutes elapsed before I could say a word. 
	mitru n 1 taxi meter. 2 meter (not used after the numbers of Spanish origin). Duba ka mitru (mitrus), Two n1eters. -s meters. Dus 1nitrus, Two meters. v [A3; cl] measure by the meters. mitrusan, mitruhan n measuring stick or tape. 
	mitsa n small cylindrical tin can of around 4-6 oz.in a size used for kerosene lamps. Mitsa nga purrug sinsilyu, A tin can filled with coins. mitsahan n kerosene lamp made out of small empty tin cans. 
	1 
	-

	mitsan wick, fuse of explosive. Mubu ra ang mitsa sa dinamita: Maung mibutu dayun, The dynamite has too short a wick. That is why it exploded immediately. v [A;
	2 

	cl] use, make as a dynamite wick. 
	mitsadu n dish consisting of round of beef into which strips of pork fat have been inserted stewed with spices to tender, served sliced with tomato sauce. 
	mitsilin n cement used for patching rubber (so called from the brand name). v [Al3; a 
	2) patch with rubber cement. 
	mituaku short for: Mituu Aku The Apostles' Creed.
	mitudu n 1 method of teaching, learning in music. Mitudu sa sista, Method of learning how to play the guitar. 2 being methodical. Way mitudu ang pagpanglimpiyu, You 

	miruluhiya -mubu 
	aren't beimethodical in your cleaning. mituluhiya n mythology. miunmiun v [A; bS] 1 be careful in using 
	ng 

	money or consuming goods. Magmiumniun
	money or consuming goods. Magmiumniun
	ta sa bugas arun mulungtad, We must econ
	omize on our rice so it will last. 2 hold back 
	one's temper or feelings, restrain oneself. 
	Ayawg imiunmiun ang imung kaguul arun 
	dili ka masakit, Don't suppress your grief
	so that you will not get ill. 

	•miya iha -my darling girl. Uy, iha miya di na mau ang imung nada. Juli!na, Oh, honey, you took the wrong one. Put it back! see also MADRI. 
	miyaw n 1 meow of a cat. 2 cat in baby talk. (Ł) v [A] cry meow. Kusug mumiyaw ang iring nga mangulag, A cat in heat cries loud. 
	•
	•

	miyur n mayor. 
	Mlbn. n abbreviation for manlalaban. see 
	,
	,

	LABAN. mm 1 sound made prior to plunging into 
	one's , kinsa tu? Umm, who was 
	one's , kinsa tu? Umm, who was 
	speech.Mm

	it now? 2 sound emitted in showing approv

	al of s.t. tasted or smelled. see also UM. Mr. n abbreviation for Mistir. 
	, ' 
	, ' 

	musee AMU. musee IKAW. musee KAMU. mu= MAU . 
	1 
	2 
	3 
	4 

	, ' 
	, ' 
	.\ 


	mu!= MULU. 
	mu-punctual active verbal prefix, future. 
	(Past: mi-or ni-or ming-. Subjunctive: mu-.)Muadtu ku didtu ugma, I will go there tomorrow. Miadtu (niadtu, ning-adtu, mingadtu) ku didtu gabapun, I went there yesterday. Wala ku muadtu didtu, I did not go there. Verbs with mu-, mi-have the follows (as opposed to verbs with nag-, mag-; see MAG·). 1 volitional action. Wala siya musulti, He wouldn't (refused to) say. Gipapabawa siya kay wala mubatag sa babin, give the landowner his share. 2 action which is non-durative. Muhilak siyag kusiun, He will burst
	(Past: mi-or ni-or ming-. Subjunctive: mu-.)Muadtu ku didtu ugma, I will go there tomorrow. Miadtu (niadtu, ning-adtu, mingadtu) ku didtu gabapun, I went there yesterday. Wala ku muadtu didtu, I did not go there. Verbs with mu-, mi-have the follows (as opposed to verbs with nag-, mag-; see MAG·). 1 volitional action. Wala siya musulti, He wouldn't (refused to) say. Gipapabawa siya kay wala mubatag sa babin, give the landowner his share. 2 action which is non-durative. Muhilak siyag kusiun, He will burst
	ing meani
	ng
	He was evicted beca4.se he refused to 

	•
	[such-and-such] a state, become [so-and-
	so]. Muabri ang pultaban, The door will open (come open). Mutuyuk ang galingan, The mill will turn. 3aadded to adj.: become [adj.]. Mugamay imung lawas ug di ka muOU will get thin if you don't eat. 
	kaun, y

	Mupula imung ngabil ug imung lipistikan, 
	Your lips will become red if you put lipstick on them. 3b added to roots referring to measurements: become [so-and-so] much. Ug mualas utsu na gani, lakaw na Zang, If it gets to be eight o'clock, just go on ahead. Muduba na ka tuig, It is almost two years now. (Lit. It will become two years.) Mutuhud ang tubig, The water is nearly kneedeep (lit. will become knee-deep). 3c added to verbs referring to capability: be capable of [do]ing. Kining sakayana mukarga ug Zima ka tawu, 1�his boat will hold five peop
	mub n move in chess and the like. Aku pang mub ha, It's my move, all right? V [A; c] make a move. Dugaya sad nimung mumub, uy, Heavens, how long does it take you to move? 
	mubgas = MALUBGAS. 
	mubil n 1 mobile patrol. Pag-abut sa mubiZ nanagan ang mga sugarul, When the mobile patrol arrived, the gamblers disappeared. 2 Mobil oil gasoline station. -patrul = 
	,
	MUBIL, 1. 
	mubu a 1 short, brief. Mubu nga sirmun, A brief sermon. 2 short in height or quantity.Mubu si Napuliyun, Napoleon was a short man. Mubu ang mga sinina karun, Dresses are short nowadays. 3low. Mubu ang lamisa para sa mga bata, The tables for the children are low. 3a low in price, grade. PiZia nang tinda nga mubu ra ug prisyu, Choose low-priced goods. Mubu ug gradu ang buluk, The dull child got a low gra.de. 4 in phrases: having little. -ug buu t in a bad mood. Ayaw nag samuksamuka kay mubu run nag buut, D
	-


	mud a -• muhir 
	nity. -ug paminsar lacking thinking power. 
	nity. -ug paminsar lacking thinking power. 
	Mubu na siyag paminsar. Maung gigastu ang pubunan, He didn't think very hard and that is why he spent his capital. -ug panlantaw lacking foresight. -ug pasinsiya lacking patience. -ug tina&awan nearsighted. -ug tubul sensitive, easy to take offense. Kamubu nimug tubul uy. Di man ka kakumidiyaban, You're too sensitive. It's impossible to make a joke with you. -ugtul-an having short limbs. 5 low in pitch. Mubu siyag tingug, She has a low voice. v 1 [B 1; ab71 be brief, concise. M ub-a ang imung tubag, Mak

	muda n mode, current fashion. Muda karun ang mugbu nga sinina, Short dresses are the style these days. v [Bl; cl] be in fashion. 
	mudilu n 1 fashion model, one who poses for photographers or artists. 2 style or design. 3 model to emulate. Mudilu sa maayung pamatasan, A paragon of good behavior. 4 a small copy, model of s.t. Mudilu sa ayfflplanu, Model airplane. v [A; c6] work as a model that poses. 
	mudipikar v [A; cl] modify s.t. to adopt it for a new use. Mudipikabun natu ning silyang bimuung tuwangtuwang, Let's modify this chair to turn it into a rocking chair. 
	mudiradur n in the United Church of Christ in the Philippines (a merging of several Protestant sects), the executive head of ·a conference composed of several local congregations in a certain area. v [B 156; a2] be the moderator. 
	mudirn n modern dance of the late sixties and seventies. v [A23] dance a modern dance. 
	mudirnu a modern. Mudirnung paagi sa panguma, Modern farming methods. v (B 12; a12] be, become modern; make s.o. or s.t. modern. 
	mudista n seamstress, usually cne who sews very ordinary clothes. v (B156Ł a12] be, become a seamstress. 
	mudmud v 1 [A; c] press or bury one's face hard against s.t. Mibilak siya ug mimudmud sa iyang nawung sa unlan, She cried and buried her face in the pillow. 2 [A; c6] put 
	mudmud v 1 [A; c] press or bury one's face hard against s.t. Mibilak siya ug mimudmud sa iyang nawung sa unlan, She cried and buried her face in the pillow. 2 [A; c6] put 
	s.o. in a tight situation. Gimudmud siya sa labibang kapit-us, He was oppressed by extreme poverty. 

	mudru = UDTU (except with biN-and doubling).
	mudru = UDTU (except with biN-and doubling).
	mudu a liking as evinced by pleasant behavior. Wa ka ba kamatngun nga si Kurdapya may mudu nimu? Have you not noticed that Cordapia has a liking for you? 
	mud-uk a having an unsmiling, sour expression. v (A; cl) have a sour look on the face from being in a bad mood. Dili giyud nang bataang makamaung mumud-uk bisag kasab-an, That child never looks angry even when he is scolded. -un a of an unsmiling, angry sort. 
	mudus n procedure, system. Karaang mudus sa panguma ang iyang gigamit, He uses old methods of farming. Mau kana ang ilang mudus pag-ilad sa tawu, That is their procedure for swindling people. 
	t 

	mug-aw v [B1256] feel lonely and empty when parted from a dear one. Namug-awsila pagkabibalu nilang gitaban nag ilang anak, They had a lonely and empty feeling when they heard that their daughter had eloped. Namug-aw man Jang tag binulat nimu, I felt so lonely waiting for you. 
	mugmug = LIMUGMUG. 
	mugna v (A; a2) create, bring into existence. 
	Kinsay nagmugna sa kasamuk dinbi? Who created a disturbance here? Gimugna sa Amirika ang mga mangilngig nga paagi sa pagpatay, America has created terrifying devices to kill people. Gimugnaan ku niya ug usa ka kanta sa gugma, He composed a love song for me. n creation. Ang kalibutan mugna sa Diyus, The earth is God's creation. mag-r-n creator. tig-, tag-n creator,originator of a certain thing. Si Baidu angtagmugna sa pagpalusut sa mga kuntrabandu, Baldo is the one who thought up ways of smuggling contrab
	mugtuk a frowning, scowling of face. Kinsayganaban makig-uban niya nga mugtuk kaayug nawung? Who cares for her company when she has such a frowning face? v (B; c 
	1) look gloomy, sad, pouting. Nagmugtuk siya kay gipugus pagpatrababu, He pouted because he was being forced to work. Nagmugtuk ang iyang nawung kay gipapba siyasa trababu, He has a dejected look because
	•
	he was fired from his job. 
	mug-ut = MUD-UK. 
	•muhir babaying -derogatory, but meaningless, reference to a woman (from the analogy of phrases of the form babaying (adj.], which mean 'woman doing s.t. improper' 
	-


	muhun -mumintu 
	e.g. babaying kiat 'flirt', whereas mubir (from Spanish] has no meaning by itself.) 
	e.g. babaying kiat 'flirt', whereas mubir (from Spanish] has no meaning by itself.) 
	Nia na pud magsamuksamuk nang babaying muhir, Here comes that female again, making a nuisance of herself. 
	muhun n 1 concrete land marker buried in the ground. 2 penis (humorous). v (A; b] post land markers. 

	mukasin n moccasin shoes, shoe that has no heel and is made of soft leather. v (A; b] 
	.
	.
	wear moccasins. 

	mukda v [A 12; b 2] 1 suddenly realize s. t. so as to get startled. Diba na ku makamukda nga wa kuy kwarta pagbayad naku, I suddenly realized I had no money when I was about to pay. Namukdahan ku pagkadungug sa balita, I was stunned by the news. 2 be caught in the act. Himukdaban ang mga sugarul sa pulis, The police caught the gamblers red-handed. muku v variety of cooking banana, growing in bunches with fewer hands and shorter individual pieces than the kardaba, but firm of flesh and round. 
	•mukuy = SAGMUKUY. 
	mul n mould or pattern for making a hat the right size. v [A; al] use, make a head mould. mida n large breed of horse, reddish-brown 
	in color. 
	in color. 

	mulasis n molasses. 
	muldi n 1 mold for forming s.t. Muldi sa balublak, Mold for making hollow blocks. 2 piece of s.t. shaped by a 1nold. Pila ang mu/di sa bibingka? How much are the rice cakes apiece? 3 anything that is Iha.de in large quantities in the same size and shape,such as spare parts. v [Al; a] mold for s.t.,make s.t. with a mold. muldihan = MULDI, n1. -in-n printing, block letters. v [A; c 16] print, write in block letters. 
	mulignu = KARABAL Y AS. 
	mulinu n a small hand-cranked mill. v [A; al 
	2] grind s.t. in a grinder. Maayung mulinubun dayun ang kapi human ug santig, You should grind the coffee beans immediately after roasting them. 
	2] grind s.t. in a grinder. Maayung mulinubun dayun ang kapi human ug santig, You should grind the coffee beans immediately after roasting them. 

	mulistiya v 1 [A; bS] molest, bother s.o. lpadakup kanang tawung nagmulistiya kanimu,Have that man who molested you amsted. 2 [A; ac] inconvenience, bother s.o. �kinga favor. Ayaw kug mulistiyahag hulambulam ug kwarta, Don't you bother ffiF byborrowimoney. Unsa na say imungiimulistiya naku? What are you going to bpther me with this time? 
	ng 

	mulitsing = MURITSING. 
	mulmuln general name given to parrot fish: 
	1 

	Scarus spp. 
	Scarus spp. 
	mulmuln chicken feather coloration, ranging from light tan to reddish brown with a yellowish tinge. 
	2 

	multa n fine. Adunay mu/ta sa mangihi dinhi, Whoever urinates here will be fined. v 1 [A; b6(1)] pay a fine. Nganung mumulta man ku nga wa man ku makalapas sa balaud? Why should I pay a fine when Ihaven't broken the law? 2 [A; c] impose a fine. Multahan ang muabsin sa parti, Anyonewho is absent from the party will be fined . 
	-

	multibaytamins n multi vitamin tablets. 
	multiplay v [A; cl] multiply, do the operation of multiplication. Ang mga hay-iskul karun dipa gihapun makamaung mumultiplay, High school students nowadays don't even know how to do multiplication.
	multiplikar = MULTIPLAY. multiplikasiyunn multiplication.
	multu n ghost of a dead person. Gipakita siya sa mu/tu, The ghost appeared to him. v [A13; a2] for ghosts to appear. Nagmultuang kalag ni krispin sa ikakwarinta diyas human siya mamatay, The ghost of Crispinappeared on the fortieth day after his death. Ang balay nga gimultuhan sa namatay, The house where the soul ofthe deceased appeared.
	. 

	mulu v [A; be] complain about grievances or what one feels. Nagmulu ang mga saup kay gagmay rag ilang mabahin, The tenants are grumbling because they got a small share. A
	yaw imulu naku ang imung sakit. Didtu sa duktur, Don't tell me your complaints. Tell it to a doctor. n complaint about what one feels. mud-anun a given to much complainilig and grumbling. 
	mulyin pier, wharf. Nagkargadur siya sa mulyiHe is working as a stevedore at the pier. v [a12] make into a wharf, pier. 
	1 

	mulyin spring, tightly coiled wire that rebounos. v [Al; a] attach, use as a spring.
	2 

	mulyiv [A; a12] sharpen a thin-bladed instrument. Kinsay mumulyi niining bulang? Who will sharpen this gaff? Mulyihun ta ning mga habulan nga bulang, Let's sharpen the blades of these dull gaffs. mulyihan n 
	3 

	k.o. grindstone used to hone thin-bladed instruments. 

	mulyinu n mill consisting of a large stone turned by a draft animal. 
	mumhu n little particles of cooked rice or corn that fall next to the plate when eating.ka-v lA13] be full of morsels of rice. mumhuun a full of morsels of rice or corn. 
	mumintu n moment. Mga mumintu sa kinabuhi nga di ni},a bingkalimtan, Moments in his life which he cannot forget. see also 
	miunu -muntinglupa 
	Artifact
	UNMUMINnJ. 
	UNMUMINnJ. 

	mumu n muumuu. v (A; c] wear, make into a muumuu. 
	mumu a having as much of s. t. as one could want. Mumu sa pagpangga ang bugtu ng, An only child has love lavished on him. v [Bl
	2) get to have as much of s.t. as one would want. Nagkamumu mi sa pagkaun sa nagkadatu mi, We were getting to have all the food we want as we got richer. 
	2) get to have as much of s.t. as one would want. Nagkamumu mi sa pagkaun sa nagkadatu mi, We were getting to have all the food we want as we got richer. 

	mumu V [A; c) bump the mouth against s.t. 
	Nagdugu ang ngabil sa bata kay namumu sa lamisa, The child's lip is bleeding because he bumped it against the table. 
	Nagdugu ang ngabil sa bata kay namumu sa lamisa, The child's lip is bleeding because he bumped it against the table. 
	-


	mumug = LIMUGMUG. 
	mumuy n pet name for a monkey. Gipakaunniyag saging ang mumuy, He fed the monkey a banana. 
	munamuna a doing s.t. to the best of one's ability, with maxi1num effort. Munamuna giyud nakung dagan apan wa giyud kung kaapas, I ran as fast as I could but I couldn't overtake her. Naay akung tinigum apan munamuna sab nakung daginut, I have saved some money, but with great sacrifice. 
	munarkiya n monarchy. munastiryu n monastery, nunnery. 
	munay n k.o. bread made with more eggs and butter than ordinary bread and covered with a thin layer of beaten eggs which 1s baked onto it. 
	mundul = BAUL MUNDU. 
	mundu, munduy n small, thin-skinned, but very full and compact variety of cooking banana. 
	2

	munga n mother hen v (Al; a12) raise a mother hen. Mungaa ang hingitlug, Make the hens that are good layers into mother 
	, ,
	, ,
	hens. -an(Ł)!= HIMUNGAAN. see BlJNGA. 

	•mungalung hi-Iha-v [B1236; b8) 1 be aware. Sa pagkabimungawung nahug buut, nawala na sila, When I came to, they were gone. Wa ku makabimungawung nga nawala akung singsing, I wasn't aware that my ringwas gone. 2 remember a face vaguely. Wa ku makabimungawung sa iyang dagway, I 
	couldn't place his face. 3 get a good enough look at a face to recognize it. Wa ku makabimungawung sa iyang dagway kay ngitngit, 
	couldn't place his face. 3 get a good enough look at a face to recognize it. Wa ku makabimungawung sa iyang dagway kay ngitngit, 
	I couldn't recognize his face because it was dark. pahi-v [A; a) bring s.o. to his senses. Ug wa makapabimungawung naku ang akung mga anak, mapatay ku siya, If mychildren hadn't brought me to my senses, I would have killed him. 

	•mungawmungaw pa-v [A) pretend not to 
	know or be aware. Nagpamungawmungaw 
	know or be aware. Nagpamungawmungaw 
	siyang wa kabibawu nga nakadaug srya sa swipstik, He pretended not to know that he had won a prize in the sweepstakes. 
	*mungawung = •MUNG.ALUNG. 
	munggus n mung bean, stewed like lentils or made into bean sprouts: Pbaseolus aureus. v (A13 ; b6) prepare a dish of mung beans. Nindut munggusan ang bu lad bulinaw, Dried anchovies goes well if cooked with mung beans. 
	mungha n cenobite nun. v [B156] 1 be a cenobite nun. 2 cloister oneself like a nun. munghi n cenobite monk. v [B156) be, be
	come a monk. 
	mungit n 1 k.o. edible fish of the rocks of an unusually strong smell. 2 allusion to s.o. who smells bad. Kaligu uy nanimabu ka mang mungit, Wash yourself, man. You smell like a mungit fish. 
	mungkadu kuluni n colony of members of a religious brotherhood, so called after their founder Hilario C. Moncado. mungkadista n a follower of Moncado. 
	munha, munhi = MUNGHA, MUNGHL *munisipal hunta, kunsihu -n municipal board. 
	munisipyu n 1 municipal building in a town. 2 town not as big as a city. v [B126; a12] be, become a municipality. 
	munitur n monitor, a scudent chosen to helpa teacher with order, attendance, and other non-teaching chores. v [B126; a12) be, become a monitor, make s.o. the monitor. 
	muntada v 1 [A; c) mount, set s.t. up resting ()n s.t. Nagmuntada sila sa mga kanyunibabaw sa kuta, They are mounting the cannons on the upper walls of the fort. 2 [A] be mounted, put up s.w. Nagmuntada ang bata sa kuna, The baby is lyiflat on the crib. 
	ng 

	muntar v 1 [A; c] set s.t. up, install s.t. for use. Wa pa ku makamuntar sa utawan, I have not set the ironing board up yet. Gimuntar na ang ilibitur, The elevator has been nstalled. 2 [A2] mount, get on a saddle. Di ku makamuntar sa silyita sa bisiklitc, kay babug, I can not get on the bicycle scat because it's too high. 3 for male animtls to copulate. Dili mumuntar <lng butu kay wala bigai, The male won't mount because he isn't sexed up. 
	. , '
	munt1n = MUNTINGLUPA. munt1i n monte, k.o. card game. v [A2C; b 
	1 

	6] pŁy monte. 
	muntinglupa n Muntinglupa, national penitent:ary of the Philippines. v [B1256] be sent to Muntinglupa. 
	,
	munrura 

	Artifact
	muntura n 1 saddle. Lisud ang magkabayu nga way muntura, It's difficult to ride a horse without a saddle. 2 seat of a bicycle. v [c) mount s.t. on s.t., usually so as to put it in full view. Kamira nga gimuntura ibabaw sa lamisa, A camera mounted on top of the table. pa-v [A3] place conspicuous
	muntura n 1 saddle. Lisud ang magkabayu nga way muntura, It's difficult to ride a horse without a saddle. 2 seat of a bicycle. v [c) mount s.t. on s.t., usually so as to put it in full view. Kamira nga gimuntura ibabaw sa lamisa, A camera mounted on top of the table. pa-v [A3] place conspicuous
	-

	, , . , ,
	ly s.w. A, naa man g,yus una magpamuntura, mu ra mag barŁ Hm, how he dared take a seat right in the front, as if he were a king! 
	-


	munumintu = MUNYUMINTU.
	2

	munyika n doll. v 1 [A13; c6] play with dolls. 2 [A12) obtain a doll. 3 [a12) make into a doll. -nga nuug n rag doll.
	munyumintun monument. v [A13; b(l)] 
	1 

	set up a n1onument. 
	set up a n1onument. 

	munyumintun small marker of cement to indicate the corners of land boundaries. v [A; a2] put a cement marker up. 
	2 

	mur (from murtal) l swear, it's true. Tinuud laging g-ipalitan kag sinina, mur, I swear to God, she-bought you a dress. -pa I swear, it's true. 
	mura = MAU RA. see MAU. 
	mura n muslim woman.
	murabya n variety of banana. 
	mura.du a reddish purple. n = AMURADU. v [al2] color s.t. reddish purple. 
	mural n 1 morale. Makadaut sa mural sa sundawu, Can destroy the soldiers' morale. 2moral or moral lesson. 
	muralidad n morality, moral conduct. Mubu na kaayu ang muralidad sa mga tawu karun,The current generation does not conform to high standards of morality. 
	muralista n one who is a stickler for moral proprjety.
	murdir v [al2] murder, corrupt a language,song. Gimurdir ni Nina ang ispiling sa ak'ungngalan, Nena murdered the spelling of my name.
	murgi n morgue. v [cl] be kept in a morgue.Murgihun (imurgi) na Jang a11g minataysamtang maghulat kun kinsay mvkuha, Thebody will be kept in the morgue while they wait for s.o. to claim it. 
	· 

	murina = MURINU (female). 
	murinu a brown or dark-brown in complexion. v [B12S] be, become brown in complexion.
	muritsing v [B12; b6] be smeared, spotted with dirt, grimy. Mauy nakamuritsing (nakapamuritsing) sa akung sinina ang uling nga akung gidala, The charcoal which I wascarrying soiled my dress. ka-[A13] be smeared all over. Nagkamuritsing man lang nang nawung mu sa sikwati, Your face is all besmeared with chocolate. 
	-musgut 
	murkun n dish made of ground meat mixed with spices and wrapped in the leaf fat or thinly sliced pork or beef, and boiled and then fried. v [Al3] make, have murkun.
	Artifact

	murpina n morphine.
	murpina n morphine.
	mursiku, mursikus = AMURSIKU.
	murtal a 1 mortal sin. Ayawg pangawat kay sala kanang murtal, Do not steal because that is a mortal sin. 2 I swear, it's true. Wa 
	lagi ku mamakak, murtal (murtal sin) pa, I
	MURTAL, 2. 
	am not lying, I swear. -sin!
	= 

	murn mortar cannons. Murtal ang gamitun pagbungkag sa kaaway,!.They use mortars to scatter the enemy. v [A; a) fire a mortar cannon on. 
	Ł 

	MURTAL, a2. 
	murtar sin!
	= 
	l

	muru a pouting, unsmiling face. v [B46; cl] having a sour face in displeasure. Nagmuruang babaying nasuku, The angry woman is frowning.
	murumuru n 1 play in verse, dramatizing noble deeds of ror-alty, performed on an elaborate and lavish scale on the feast day of a patron saint. 2 s. t. put on merely as a show. not with serious purpose. Usa Jang na ka murumuru ang imbistigasiyun sa kahugawan sa Arsii, The investigation of the Rice Administration scandals is all a big show. v[Al; cl] hold a Moto-Moro play.
	murun n k.o. torch made from a section of bamboo around 3 cm. in diameter with a neck and fuelled with kerosene. v [Al3; al 
	2] make, make into a torch of this sort. 
	murus n 1 Muslim (derogatory reference). 2unbaptized infant (humorous). -in-, -in-(�) a doing things like the Moros: 1 speak the language of the Moros. 2 fight, settle arguments like the Moros. 3 settioutrageously high prices. 4 traitorous, stabbing in the back. v [A; cl] do s.t. like the Moros. ka-an n place where many Muslims live. 
	ng 

	, 
	,

	murusu = AMURUSU. 
	muryumuryu n a notorious red light and slum district near the waterfront of Cebu City.
	mus n k.o. soil with heavy humus content used by florists. 
	musa n 1 muse, a beauty queen. Si Bilin ang nabimung musa sa klasi, Belen became the class muse. 2 in a benefit dance where girls are auctioned off to dancingpartners, thegirl who gets the highest amount cf money. v [B12S6.; a2] be, become a muse; make 
	· 

	s.o. the muse. 
	musgut v \A.; cl) pout and frown from annoyance. Mimus:�t srya nga akung gisugu, She frowned when l. sent her on an errand. -un(➔) a always frowning in countenance. 

	. '
	694 mus1!-mutu 
	Artifact
	musi n name given to an edible k.o. puffer-fish with no spines. 
	musi n name given to an edible k.o. puffer-fish with no spines. 
	musika n music. 
	musikal a musical film. 
	musiku n music band. Mitukar ang musiku ug usa ka martsa, The band played a march. v lb6) provide a band musikira = MUSIKiRU (female). musikiru n 1 musician. 2 member of a band. v (8156) be a musician or member of a band. 
	musimus a being of the poorest and lowest class (derogatory term). Musimus gfyud nga pagkatawu di kabibawu mugamit ug kutsara, He was born in a stable. He doesn't even know how to use a spoon. v (8126; b6) be, become lowly and looked down upon. Ugmutumpang ka anang way gradu, mamusimus ka sad, If you step into the gutter to fight with that ignoramus, you'll bring yourself down to his level. 
	muskatil n muscatel wine. 
	muskit n 1 a ship cook's helper. Ang musk it mauy katabang sa kusiniru, The ship cook's helper gives the cook assistance. 2 cook who is hired or just offers his services for a special occasion. Mau nay amung muskit kada pyista, He is our cook every fiesta. 3 the one who is it (the server) in a game of takyan or marbles. v 1 (8136; a2) be, become a cook for a special occasion. 2 [A; a12) make a person remain it for a long time. Muskitun kug maayu si Pidru. Lagyuun nakug patid ang takyan, I'll make Pedro be

	muskitiru n mosquito net. v [A; a) put up, use a mosquito net; make into a mosquitonet. Magmuskitiru ta kay dagbang namuk, We have to put up a mosquito net because there are lots of mosquitoes. -ug tabla v [A13) be dead (lit. wearing a wooden mosquito net). Ug di ka mubunung ug inum magmuskitiru kag tabla, If you don't stop drinki, you will wind up in a coffin (wearing a wooden mosquito net). 
	ng

	muskubadu n raw, unrefined sugar. 
	muskuladu, muskulawu a muscular, brawny. Di siya musitkul nimu kay muskuladu ka, He won't fight with you because you are brawny. v (81256) be, become muscular. 
	musmus v 1 [A; c6) push s.o.'s face hard against s.t. lmusmus ku nang nawung mu sa to push your face against the wall. 2 [812 56] fall dow11 hard hitting one's face on s. t. Nadalispang sryaug namusmus sa lapuk, He .)hpped and fell down face first in the mud. 
	bungbung, I'm goi
	ng 

	, ,
	, ,

	mus na short for BAMUS NA. see BAMUS. 
	mustasa n mustard, commonly raised as a vegetable: Brassica integrifolia. 
	mustasa n mustard, commonly raised as a vegetable: Brassica integrifolia. 
	mustra n explanation by example, showing how s.t. is or works. Mustra kun unsaun pagbubat ang planu sa balay, A demonstration on how to make the plans of a house. Mustra lang kini Dili ibaligya, This is just a sample for display. It is not for sale. v [A;
	c) demonstrate how to do s.t. -dur(➔) n mannequin or showcase used to display. 
	musu v 1 [A; b) hire oneself out to do a piece of work. Bugas ang gisubul sa nagmusu ug guna, The man who did the weeding was given rice in compensation. 2 [c2] hire 
	I 
	I 
	I

	a work animal /yang karabaw mauy atung 
	imusu (musuban) sa daru, We will hire his carabao. n s.o. or s.t. hired out. pa-v 1 [A; 
	a) hire s.o. 2 [A; c) hire one's work animal out to s.o. else. 
	musuliyu n mausoleum. musyun n motion in a meeting of a voting body. v [A; c6) make a motion. 
	muta. n dried pus or mucous secretion in the eyes. v [8126) become this secretion in the eyes. Ang abug sa mata mamuta, If dust gets into the eyes it will turn into pus. (➔) v [8146; a4] be filled with this secretion. Nagmuta (gimuta) ang mata sa gipiskat, The man with the sore eyes has dried pus in hiseyes. hi-V [A; b) remo,:e the muta from the eyes. paNhi-v [A2; b] remove pus from one's eyes. h�an(➔)n the corner of the eye where the m/Jta is deposited. -un(➔) a full
	' 
	,
	ofmuta. 
	mutibu n motive. Pangabubbu ang mutibu sa pagpatay, Jealousy was the motive for the murder. 
	mutil n motel or cabins, usually used for illicit romance. 
	,
	. . 

	mutunutl= KAMUKAMU. 
	mutsatsa = l\lUTSATSU (female), n, vl. mutsatsu n L male servant, houseboy. 2 in 
	children's games, the loser who serves out a penalty. v 1 [B 126; a2) be, become a servant. 2 [A12] hire or have s.o. as a servant. Nakamutsatsu mig kawatan, We got a thief as a seNant. pa-v [Al) hire oneself out as a servant. Didtu siya sa Manila magpamutsatsu, He worked as a servant in Manila. paka-v (A 13; a 12) consider, treat like a houseboy.
	mutsu a beitemporarily rich (colloquial). 
	ng 

	basta mutsu ka, You will have lots of friends as long as you're in the clover. -diniru having lots of money. v [81256] have lots of money. Mamutsu Zang tag tingswildu, We are rich only on payday. mutu, mutu n mound, hill. Tua sa luyung 
	Dagban kug ami
	gu 


	mut-uk -myusik 
	mutu ang amung balangay, Our town liesbeyond that hill. 
	mutu ang amung balangay, Our town liesbeyond that hill. 
	mut-uk (from but-uk) v [b2] be dumbfounded, be struck speechless because of the sudden impact of words or events. Hingmutukan (namut-ukan) kusa imung nutisya kay mu rag di katuuhan ang nahitabu, I was struck dumb by your news because it sounded unbelievable. 
	' , ' 
	' , 
	' 


	mutumutu= TUMUnJMU. 
	l 

	mutumutuv [Al2; al2] estimate, calculate 
	2
	2
	approximately. Mutumutua /ang unsa kadaghana ang gikinahanglan, Just estimate how many we need. 

	mutun n block, a metal or wooden case containing a pulley or pulleys. v [Al 3; a2] attach a block to s.t.; haul out s.!t. by means of a block. 
	mutung a for an animal in a group or flock to be fierce and domineering over the others. v [Bl] gain supremacy over others. Ang sunuy nagmutung sa pultri, The cock is the boss of the chicken yard. t 
	mutur n 1 engine, motor. Nadaut ang mutur sa tiprikurdir, The motor of the tape recorder got broken. 2 motorcycle. 3 corn or ricemill. Tua siya sa mutur nagpagaling ug mais, He is at the corn mill to have the corn milled. -bayik, -saykul n motorbike, motorcycle. v 1 [c] put s.t. as an engine; use s.t. as an engine. 2 [A; al2] go by mot9rcycle. dimotorized, having a motor. -ista n motorist, driver.
	mutursaykul, mutursiklu n motorcycle.
	mutya n 1 precious gem with magical properties. May mutya na siya busa dili dutlan, He has a charm and so he is invulnerable. la -sa saging tinduk n in folk belief, a precious stone whiql falls from the blossom of a tinduk banana when it opens at midnighton a moonless night. Supernatural beis in the form of powerful monsters watch for this stone to fall. If a man obtains this stone, he is endowed with magical powers but he must wrest it from the supernatural beings who are also after it. 2 anything precio
	ng

	gem.
	gem.
	muu = MAU. 
	inuuk v 1 [Al] be asleep soundly. Magmuuk ug katulug ang bata human digua, A baby sleeps soundly after you bathe it. 2 [Al; b(l)] stay in bed due to inactivity. 
	.

	Muuk lang siya kanunay sa banig bisag udtu na, She is always staying in bed, even if the sun is up. 3 [A13] be so that air cannot get at it. Ug magmuuk ang imung samad, dili mamaayug dalt, If your wound is wrapped up so air cannot get at it, it will take a long time to get better. muukmuuk ug katawa v [A; b3] roll with laughter, suppressing the sound. Nagmuukmuuk mi pagkatawa sa amung maistrung wa makapamutunis, We practically exploded with laughter at our teacher because he hadn't buttoned his pants. -a
	agm

	muung n k.o. cardinal fish: name given to numerous small, red, lightly-scaled fish of the family Apogonidae.
	muut, muut (from buut) a funny, extremely laughable. Muut kaayu si Dulpi mudala ugkumidiya, Dolphy is very funny in a comedian's role. v 1 [B12; a2] be funny, hilarious. Muuta nang imung mga lihuk arun mangatawa sila, Make your actions funny so that they will laugh. 2 [B1256] be, become amused at s.t. funny. Namuut ku sa iyang kumidiya, I was amused at her jokes. para(� ) a funny, laughable. Ang mga salida ni Dyiri Liwis pulus paramuut, Jerry Lewis's films are all funny. 
	muwaybuway = BURAYBURAY. 
	muy 1 exclamation initial to a sentence: My!How very.Muy hinaya pud nimu nga musulat! How slow you write! 2 exclamation deep disgruntlement or dissatisfaction. Muy! Ug magsigi ning gastuha, makaputu, My! If these expenses go on, it will make us go bankrupt. 
	expressi
	ng 


	muy = MUY, 2.
	•muyu hig-/hag-= HISAG-/HASAG-. see SAGMUYU.
	•muyu hig-/hag-= HISAG-/HASAG-. see SAGMUYU.
	-

	mwiblis n furniture. v [A12] get furniture. mwilyi = MULVi
	l 
	2 
	3
	.

	mwistra = MUSTRA.' -dur = MUSTRADUR. 
	, . 
	,

	myap1 = PY API. 
	, 
	,


	myaus = MAYAUS. 
	myimbru = MIMBRU.
	myintras = MINTRAS.
	Myirkulis = MIRKULIS.
	myusik n 1 piece of music being played. Dunay myusik sa intirmisyun sa sini, There's music during the intermission in the movies. 2 music as a course. 3 go, word uttered 
	· 

	696 na-nabu 
	1 

	but dayun ang draybir, When the conduc
	but dayun ang draybir, When the conduc
	er vehicle to 
	by a conductor of a passe
	ng

	tor shouted 'music, maestro', the driver
	mi
	signal the driver to drive off. Diba
	ng 

	immediately took off. 
	singgit ang kunduktur ug myusik, mipabul-

	N 
	naparticle following the first word of the predicate. 1 now [so-and-so] is the case by now, will be the case by a certain point of time. Ang akung kinamagulaan sayis anyus na, My eldest son is six years old now. la with commands and exhortations: [do]now! Mag-agwada na ta ug tubig, Let us fetch water now. Lakaw na, Go on now! ayaw -stop [doling! enough! Ayaw na! Dili na ku muusab! Stop! I won't do it again. lb adtu, ari -ku, mi good-bye. Adtu na ku, Ma, Good-bye now, Mom. le asa, diin, ha.in -where is [su
	1 
	ng
	ng
	-
	again. Nia na pud a
	ng 

	naparticle precedia sentence. 1 all right, I give assent. Na, imu na tung akung kabayu, All right, you can have that horse of mine. la particle temzinatia conversation: well, all right. Na, adtu na Lang ku, Well, I'll be going now. lb before exborta
	2 
	ng 
	ng 
	-

	tions or commands to begin as action: well,
	tions or commands to begin as action: well,
	O.K. Let's get on with it and [do]. Na, ad-· tu na fang mi, All right, we'll be going now. 2 particle preceding a statement that concludes a corrversat!ion: well, all right, I give up. Na, ikaw ray mabibalu ana, Well, it's all up to you. 2a in narrations: now anyway,that's the way it was. Na, mau tu nga ang amahan ug anak kauban sa klas� Well, the situation was that the father and the son were in class together. 2b word expressing exasperation or helplessness in coping with a situation. Na, di na man giyud
	s.o. who has hard feelings. Na, na, hilum na, Now, now! Stop crying! 
	na word following an apodisis ('then'cfause) which precedes the protasis, giving the tone of a veiled threat. Di ta man nuun ka paubanun sa sini na, ug magpadugaydugay kag ilis, Well, if you take so long to get dressed, I'm not going to take you along to the movies. 
	'
	'
	' 

	na see KANA!• na-see MA-. 
	1 

	, 1 
	, 1 
	,

	naaa= ANAA. 
	naaka n expression of mild displeasure at s.o. with a note of affection. Ag naaka! Muamin ra naku kay mangayu ug singku ! yOU little devil! You are only kissing my hand because you are asking for a nickel. 
	na-an see -AN . 
	,
	naba = UNSA BA (dialectal). 
	nabal see BASI. 
	naban n husband (slang). 
	nabdus = MABDUS. 
	nabigar v 1 [A; cl navigate, sail. 2 [a12) cover distance in sailing. Nabigarun (nabigahun) ang Pasipiku sa usa ka bulan, The Pacific can be navigated in one month. 3 [A) roam around. Unsa bay singarihan ninyug nabigar magabii? What do you roam around at night for? 
	nabu = ANABU. 
	1 

	nada -namarku 
	nada n nothi, naught. Wala siya hatagi ugswildu sa iyang trabahu. Nada lang ang tanan niyang kahagu, She wasn't paid for her work. All her efforts amounted to nothing. walay -1 no good, inferior. Way nada ning klasiha kay baratuhun, This kind is no good because it is cheap. 2 nothing, of no importance. Di ka mutagad naku kay wa man kuy nada nimu, You don't notice me because I am nothing to you. 3 good for nothing. Wa kay nada pagkabanaha ka kay palahubug ka, You're a good-for-nothing husband because y
	ng

	nadtu = NGADTU (dialectal).
	nag-durative active verbal affix, past. see MAG-. 
	naga-alternative form for nag-in meanings 2. 2a, 3, 3a. 4. see MAG-. 
	naga n narra, a large forest tree yielding a hard, red wood, highly prized for furnituremaki: Pterocarpus indicus. v [ al 2) make 
	ng

	s.t. of narra. 
	s.t. of narra. 

	nagiknik n light and continuous rain. Magbuntag ning uZana kay nagiknik, This rain will last the whole night because it is light and continuous. v [B456; b4] for rain to fall slowly but continuously. 
	nagmu = NA.MU, KANA.MU (dialectal). 
	nagnag v [A; b6] in preparing a field for planting, separate lumps of earth from roots and break them up. Ang mga bata munagnag sa daruhan, The children will break upthe lumps of earth in the field. 
	nagumnum a having a nutty flavor. v [B; a2] get a nutty flavor. Butangi ug mani arun managumnum ang bingka, Put peanuts into the rice cake so that it will get a nutty flavor. 
	nagutnut a miserly. Nagutnut (nagutnutan) kaayung tawbana. Mugastu Zang ug diyispara kaun kada ad/aw, That man is such a miser. He spends only ten centavos a dayfor his meals. v [B12) become miserly. -an =NAGUTNUT. 
	nagwas n ankle-length petticoat. Nindut ugtiras ang iyang nagwas, Her petticoat has a beautiful lace-edging. v [Al; a) wear, obtain a nagwas.
	nahu = NAKU (dialectal). see AKU. 
	• 
	• 
	nahut n leavings from the abaca stem after the fibers have been stripped off. walay penniless, extremely poor. Ayaw pangayunaku kay wa kuy nabut, Don't ask me for anything because I'm penniless. v [b6] be considered poor. Giwaynahutan ka uruy naku nga anak ug mag-uuma, yOU consider me a nothing just because I'm the son of a farmer. paka-v [A13; al2) pretend to be,treat as penniless. 
	-

	nait (from dait) v [ c3) be contiguous to eŁcp other. Ang amung mga parsila nagnait, Our lots are contiguous. ka-n the adjacent one. Sa kanait nga lawak bati kaayu sŁa, He can be heard clearly in the adjacent room. 
	nak-awut v 1 [AP; a] knock out in boxing. 
	Ginak-awut ku niya sa usa Zang ka sumbag, 
	He knocked me out with just one blow. 2 [B126) get knocked out from drinks, _fatigue, drugs. Nanak-awut giyud ku human sa akung trabahu, I was knocked out after my work. n knockout. 
	nakdawun v [AN; a12b3(1)] knock down in fighting. Si Prisir pa giyuy baksir nga nakanakdawun (nakapanakdawun) ni TsubaZu, Frazier is the only boxer up to now who has been able to knock Chuvalo down. n knockdown in boxing. 
	nakig-past volitional active of bases with pakig-. see PAKIG-and MAKIG-. 
	nakinnakin v 1 [A; cl] let the feet swing back and forth. Ayawg nakinnakina (inakinnakin) ang imung tiil kay matay-ug ang Zamisa, Don't swing your feet back _ and forth because the table will shake. 2 [A; b5] do s. t. with ease (from the notion that letting the feet dangle is a manifestation of ease). Kasayun sa iksamin a, aku man Zang ginakinnakinan (ginakinnakin), How easy the test was! I just bret1zed through it. 
	naknak v 1 [AC; cl] knock s.t. lightly against s.t else. Kinsay nakanaknak niining basu nga n�balanaan man? Who knocked this glass against s.t. to make it crack? 2 
	[B] for fish to be plentiful and spread over a wide area (so called because the fish are attracted by a banging sound -Cf DAGUKDUK). Nagnaknak ang mga tugnus karun maung daghang nanZampara, There's millions of anchovy faround, so everybody is out catching them. a for a school of fish to be so plentiful they are easy to catch. 
	ry 

	naku see AKU. 
	*nalam, *nalam hi-= BIG.ALAM. see *GALAM. nan1arku n 1 Namarco, acronym on the ab�e· breviation of National Marketing Corporation, a now-defunct organization set up to stabilize food prices. 2 commodity sold by 

	nambir -nasiyunalista 
	the Namarco under its brand name. 
	the Namarco under its brand name. 

	nambir v [A; b] put a number on. Kun nakanambir na mu, sugdan na natu ang tis, 
	When you have numbered your papers, we 
	When you have numbered your papers, we 
	will begin the test. n number put on!· s.t. 
	baydi -a slow in doithings, as if count
	ng 

	ing the steps. Baydi nambir baya 1191ang
	when you 
	maglakaw, You sure take lo
	ng 

	walk. v [Al; cl] do things very slowly. Ug
	baydi nambirun (ibaydi nambir) ang lihuk 
	di mabuman ang trababu, We can't finish 
	the work if we don't move. -wan a 1 one's 
	favorite friend or sweetheart. Nadilgay ang 
	iyang tratu. Niagi pa tingali sa nambir wan,
	Her boy friend is late. He probably passed by to see his number one girl friend. 2 the one who is the best. lkay nambir wan saklasi, You're the best in the class. 
	, ' 

	namu see KAML 
	namuk n mosquito. v [a4] 1 be bothered by 
	too lo.
	too lo.
	mosquitoes. 2 be kept waiti
	ng 
	ng

	Pagkadugay nimu mag-ilis, namukun man 
	OU sure take loto
	lang tag paabut, y
	ng 

	change. I have been kept waiting till mos

	quitoes have eaten me up. nan 1 = DAN. 2 in narrations, particle precedia statement that is off the subject but important for the course of the story. 
	ng 

	Nan, kadtu si A ntunyu, palainan ta lang, ae
	Nan, kadtu si A ntunyu, palainan ta lang, ae
	ku tung amu, Now, this Antonio, to cha
	ng


	the subject, was my employer. nan= UG, 1 (dialectal). nana meaniless syllables used in humming 
	2 
	ng

	out a tune. nana n title for a related female: 1 for grand
	parents or women of an older generation. 2 
	parents or women of an older generation. 2 
	for one's elder sister. v[A; al2] call s.o. 
	· 

	I

	nana. nana n pus. v [b4) be filled with pus. (➔) v
	[A) give off pus. Munana nang imung bu
	[A) give off pus. Munana nang imung bu
	bag, Your wound will exude pus. hi-v [A;
	b] take out pus. panghi-v [A2] remove the pus from one's wound. Ambi tung dagum kay mangbinana ku, Hand me that needle because I'll remove the pus from my wound. 

	nanak n sleep personified (literary). Si Nanak nga maluluy-un mauy nakaluwas sa bata, Merciful sleep saved the child. sabakan ni -n sleep personified (literary). A·ng kagabbiun nabinanuk sa sabakan ni Nanak, The night slept soundly in Nanak's womb. nanam a for prepared foods to contain s.t. to make them unusually tasty. Nanam ang bibingka kaygihutangag itlug, The rice cakeis delicious because it has an egg in it. v [ B 2) be, cause to be tasty. Ang mantika sa babuy makananam (makapananam) sa pan, 
	Lard will make bread tasty. 
	Lard will make bread tasty. 
	nanang n term of address or ref ere nee for one's mother or grandmother. 
	nanaw v [A; a2b2] 1 gaze over a wide area. 
	Ginanaw sa mamumulung ang mga nawung sa nanambungay, The speaker looked at the faces of the audience. 2 scan an area to look for s.t. Minanaw siya sa dagat pamasin nga dunay mga isda, He scanned the sea in fish. 
	hopes of findi
	ng 

	nanay n mother. Hain man si Nanay mu? 
	Where is your mother? v 1 [A; a12] call s.o. mother. Nanayun lang ka naku kay sama ka sa inaban naku, I'll call you Mother because you are like a mother to me. 2 [Bl 
	256) become a mother. (➔) voe. shortform: nay. 
	nang see MANANG.
	nangka n jackfruit, a medium-sized tree cultivated for its large spiny fruit, which may reach 70 lbs. and is eaten unripe cookedand raw when ripe. The seeds are eaten as a vegetable, roasted or boiled: Artocarpusbeteropbyllus. nahulugan ug -for a faceto have smallpox scars (lit. a jackfruit fell on it). v [A13; b6] cook s. t. with unripe jackfruit. Nangkaan natu ning bulad, Let'scook the dried fish with jackfruit. 
	nangnang v [B] be badly infected and festering (more severe infection than ngasngas). Ug magbulad ka, munangnang (manangnang) giyud nang hubag mu, If you keepstaying in the sun your inflammation will worsen and fester. 
	nanhi = NGANHI (dialectal). naniw = LANIW. 
	nanu= NGANU, UNSA (dialectal). nanun = NANA (male).
	l 
	2 

	nanuy a soft and sweet, melodious. Nanuynga sunata sa tipanu, The soft and sweet melody of the flute. 
	napkin n sanitary napkin, table napkin. v [A1; a] use a sanitary or table napkin. 
	napta n horoscope. 
	naptalina n naphthalene. v [b6] put naphthalene. 
	napu n fertile, flat land. napulu = PULU. 
	, 
	, 

	nara = NAGA. naranghita n a variety of small orange. narkutiku n narcotic. 
	nars n nurse. v [ B 156] become, work as a nurse. Adtu -ku magnars sa kabukiran diin way mga duktur, I'll work as a nurse in a rural place where there are no doctors. -is n nurses (plural). -ing n nursicourse. 
	ng 

	nasiyunalismu n nationalism. 
	nasiyunalista n name of a political party, or a member thereof. v [B156) become a 

	nasnas -nawnaw 
	Nacionalista. 
	Nacionalista. 
	nasnas v 1 [BJ for a wound, tear to enlarge, spreading little by little, and growing worse and worse. Munasnas (manasnas) ang imung samad kun mukaun kag parat, Your wound will grow worse if you eat salty foods. Nagkanasnas na ang gisi sa karsunis, The tear of the trousers is getting larger and larger. 2 [B12; b6] wear off and become thi� weak, and about to be torn. Nanasnas angsamput sa karsunis sa siging liningkud, Theseat of his trousers got worn out from constant sitti. 
	ng


	naspu (from Tagalog punas) v [A; b6(1)] wipe oneself with a wet towel or face cloth (slang). Di na Zang ku muguli kay nakanaspu na ku, l will not take a bath because I have already wiped myself with a wet towel. 
	nasud n nation. v [B1256] become a nation. Pag-abut sa mga Katsila wa pa ta manasud, 
	When the Spaniards came we were not a nation y�t. maki-nun a nationalistic. Kasagarang makinasudnun nga antiamirikan, 
	When the Spaniards came we were not a nation y�t. maki-nun a nationalistic. Kasagarang makinasudnun nga antiamirikan, 
	Most of the nationalists are anti-American. -nun a national. Si Risal mau ang atung nasudnung bayani, Rizal is our national hero. kanasuran n group of nations. TinipungKanasuran, United Nations. 

	nasyunalisar v [A; a12] nationalize, put under government control 
	natad (for lanatad) n 1 yard of a house or building. Gitamnan ug mga bulak ang natad (nataran) sa ,Zang balay, There are flowers planted in the yard of their house. 2 sphereof work or activity. Sa natad sa pulitika giila siyang ikspirtu, He is considered an expert in the field of politics. nataran = NA.TAD. 
	nati n youof a pasture animal, calf or kid. 
	ng 

	natibidad n nativity of Jesus Christ. 
	nat kawuntid see KAWUNTID. 
	, ' 
	, ' 

	natu see KIT A. 
	natuk n powdery starch of any sort that has been obtained by soaRing the source in water and lettiit settle. v 1 [A; cl]make starch this way. 2 [A; b6] mix natukinto s.t. natun = NJ\TU (dialectal). see KITA. 
	ng 

	natural a 1normal, natural. Dunay tratu ang imung anak. Natural kana, Your daughter has a sweetheart. That's normal. 2 shortform: tural of course. Natural muhatag ku kay mahal ka naku, Of course, I'll give you some because you're dear to me. n person's 
	natural a 1normal, natural. Dunay tratu ang imung anak. Natural kana, Your daughter has a sweetheart. That's normal. 2 shortform: tural of course. Natural muhatag ku kay mahal ka naku, Of course, I'll give you some because you're dear to me. n person's 
	· 

	real character. Nagpaayuayu sij,a apan bantayi kun mugula ang iyang natural, He is pretending to be nice, but watch out when his real character comes out. v [A23] for one's real nature to come out. t 
	real character. Nagpaayuayu sij,a apan bantayi kun mugula ang iyang natural, He is pretending to be nice, but watch out when his real character comes out. v [A23] for one's real nature to come out. t 
	naturalisa n 1 the natural thing to do. Natur�lisa sa tawung mamakak basta dili sakpan, 
	It's only natural for people to lie if no one ever catches them. la inborn characteristics or behavior especial to one. Ang {yang naturalisang mangil-ad mulutaw giyud, Hisdisagreeable character will sooner or latershow itself. 2 whitish fluid secreted by women. Ang babaying naughan sa naturalisa nagkaluspad, The woman who failed to secrete white blood corpuscles was getting pallid. 2a menstru!ation. Dalaga ka na inigabut sa imung naturalisa, You 'II be a fullgrown g.irl when you have had your first mens
	naturalya n menstni!ation. 
	•·naug ka-v 1 [A3SB; ac] climb, bring down; go, bring out of a house; get off, unload from a vehicle. Nanaug (nikanaug) ang mananggiti gikan sa lubi, The toddy gatherer climbed down from the coconut. Ang kuliktur ray mukanaug ana, The bus conductor will unload it. Kanauga ra ang silya sa silung, Go get the chairs downstairs. Ayawikanaug ang bata kay nag-ulan, Don't bring the child downstairs because it is raining. 2[A23] resign, abdicate. Nanaug ang hari sa trunu arunpagpangasawa, The king abdicated the
	The decision the judge hands down is irrevocable. 2 pass, promulgate a law. kalanaugun a situated below a certain level. Ang
	.
	balay kalanaugun pa gikan sa karsada, Thehouse needs to be reached by-descending a way from the road. 
	naugnaug = NUUGNUUG. 
	2

	nawasa n 1 acronym for the National Waterworks and Sewerage Authority. 2 plaindrirt�ing water (humorous slang). Wa man tay ikapalit ug supdringk, mag-agwanta Zangtag nawasa, We don't have any money for soft drinks, so we'll just have to put up with plain water. -dyus n (lit. Nawasa juice) drinking water from the tap (humorous sla).
	ng

	nawi n strip of rattan. v [A; a] cut rattan into strips. Dagkung buuk sa uway ang amung nawihun, We cut big stems of rattan into strips. nawihan n a device for cutting rattaninto strips. 
	nawnaw v [A; c] put s.t. in a liquid and swish it around. M unawnaw ka aring patis? Will you dunk it in this sauce? Inawnawang sinabnan sa tubig, Swish the soapyclothes around in the water. hi-v 1 [A; a] rinse. Hinawnawi ang mga platu arun matŁ 

	700 nawugu-nga 
	luk ang sabun, Rinse the plates to remove the soap. 2 [AN; c6] have an expensive meal as a chae from the usual Mubinawnaw ( mangbinawnaw) kug inasal ug maswilduban ku, I will have roast pig when I get my salary. pangb� v [A2] rinse oneself off. 
	luk ang sabun, Rinse the plates to remove the soap. 2 [AN; c6] have an expensive meal as a chae from the usual Mubinawnaw ( mangbinawnaw) kug inasal ug maswilduban ku, I will have roast pig when I get my salary. pangb� v [A2] rinse oneself off. 
	ng

	Parat ang imung panit kay wa ka mangbinawnaw, Your skin is salty because you didn't rinse yourself. 
	nawug n 1 fine sediment that settles at the bottom of a container. 2 youngest child in the family (humorous). 
	nawung n 1 face. 2 givithe impression of being. Nawung ka man ug buang, You seem to be crazy! 2a k.o. s.t. Nagkalainlaing nawung ang galaban sa karnabal, There were various kinds of amusements at the carnival 3 the right side of s.t. Nawung sa panaptun, The obverse side of the cloth. 3a -sa dagat, bukid the surface of the sea, the face of the sky. Nagbusing-ut ang nawung sa langit, Theskies are somber. 4 nerve, shamelessness. 
	ng 

	Duna ka pa uruy nawung, nu, mangayu human sa imung nabubat, You sure have a lot of nerve, don't you, to ask for s.t. from me after what you did. 4a -[gen.] the nerve of [gen.] . Nawung nimu a! Some nerveyou've got! S other phrases: duhay -unfaithful in love (two faces). -ug kwarta,sapi greedy. Hugaw ang gubyirnu kay ang mga upisyalis nawung ug kwarta, The government is corrupt because the officials are greedy. hilas nang -nimu derisive interjection showidisbelief. Nanugilun man kanggisugut kang Tirya. H
	ng 

	You told everyone that Terya accepted you. You don't look like it! see also BAG.A, BUG-AT. v 1 [al2] hit in the face. 
	,
	Akung nawngun arun mablak-ay, I'll hit him in the face so he'll get a black eye. 2 [A; bS] tell bluntly. Ginawung (ginaw'ngan) ku siyag sulti nga wa siyay batasan, I told him bluntly that he had no manners. 2a[ CJ come face to face with s. o. to settle 
	s.!t. Magkasabut tingali mu ug magnawung mu, Maybe you'll see eye to eye if you confront each other. 3 [al2] sew or iron with the obverse side up. -anay v [ C] = NAWUNG, v2a. -an a good-looking. nawungnawung v [Al; a12] obtain, be consistiofvarious kinds. Makanawungnawung ka sa utan ug naay daghang utanun, You can have all different kinds of vegetables to eat if we have lots of vegetables. ka-v [B14S6] be of various kinds. Magkanawungnawung angtambal nga gidapat sa masakitun, All sorts of medicines were
	ng 


	nay short for KAN.AV. 
	' 
	' 
	nayanayav [A; cl] take sorrows easily. Ikaw 
	munayanaya sa fmung ka
	na lay maanti
	gu 

	guul, Try to dispell your gloom. nayintinayin a moronic, simple-minded(from the notion that a simple.,-minded person is somewhat lacking [kulangkulang] and 99 is slightly lackito make 100). nayitldab n night club. v [Al3; al2] make, 
	ng 

	make into a night club. -ing v [Al; c6] go 
	night clubbing. n action of going to night 
	clubs. nayitlitir n night letter telegram. v [c6] send a night letter. 
	nayits ab kulumbus n Knights of Columbus. nayitskul n night school. v [A13] attend night school Magnayitskul Jang ku kay trabahu man ku maadlaw, I'll just attend night 
	school because I work days. naylun n nylon. 
	nan (from dayun) a adjacent, in line Łith. Ang akung balay naa nayun ra sa mirkadu, 
	yu

	My house is just adjacent to the market. v [Al3; cl] straight-lined Wala giyuy purma ang ,yang lawas. Nagnayun Lang, Her figure is without curves. It's just formed straight way down. Nayunun (inayun) ku Lang pagtabas ning imung bistida, I'll cut your dress straight down. 
	NBI see INBIAY. 
	NDB see INDIBI. 
	ng 1 short form for NIand KANGi' 2 short
	1 

	form for NGA. nga grammatical marker. short forms: ng
	n, l; zero after consonants. 1 
	after vowels, 

	,
	following preposed gen. Iya kung gilipay, 
	He made me happy. Ang iyang payag, Hishut. 2 following demonstratives and interrogatives. Taw-an kanang kahuya, 'fhat tree is inhabited by spirits. Unsang adlawa run? What day is it today? 3 between members of a two-headed endocentric construction. Nindut nga sinina, A beautiful dress. Plawtang kawayan, A bamboo flute. Usa ka bungut nga tuba, A coconut shell full of palm toddy. Ang akung gihuuiman nga bulpin, The ball point pen that I borrowed. Gibilasan ku nga namati sa iyang hambug, l wasdisted listen
	sgu

	Unsaun man nimu pagpanghimakak nga naa may nakakita? How can you deny it when so many people saw it? Slinker between a word that expresses manner or mode and a 
	' 
	,

	nga!-nganga 
	701 

	verb that follows it. Siya gustung magpari,He wants to be a priest. Maayu siyang mubinisaya, He speaks Visayan well. Mahimu ka nang mulakaw, You may leave. 6 preceding the goal of a verb which refers to the same thing as the subject of the verb. Gipilisiyang prisidinti, He was chosen president. Nagpabilin silang malipayun, They remained happy. 7 daghan -there are, were many. Sus, kadagbang tawu, My! How crowded it is! 8 [noun] nga [noun] the very [noun] itself. Si Biguy nga Biguy mihukum gani sa ingun, i
	verb that follows it. Siya gustung magpari,He wants to be a priest. Maayu siyang mubinisaya, He speaks Visayan well. Mahimu ka nang mulakaw, You may leave. 6 preceding the goal of a verb which refers to the same thing as the subject of the verb. Gipilisiyang prisidinti, He was chosen president. Nagpabilin silang malipayun, They remained happy. 7 daghan -there are, were many. Sus, kadagbang tawu, My! How crowded it is! 8 [noun] nga [noun] the very [noun] itself. Si Biguy nga Biguy mihukum gani sa ingun, i
	'
	' 
	nga!= INGA

	ngaab v [A; b6] cry loudly. Kanang bataa mungaab dayun kun di tagaan sa gustu, Thatchild yells right away when he is not given what he wants. n loud crying. 
	ngaan = NGAY-AN, dialectal for DIAY.
	ngib = NGALAB.
	ngaba = UNSA BA, NGANU BA (dialectal).
	ngabil n l lips. 2 brim of a container. Pun-a ang banga bangtud sa ngabil, Fill the jar up to the brim. v [A; b6] put a brim to a container.
	ngabngab v l [AB; cl] for the wound or an opening to become big or wide. M ingabngab ang iyang samad kay wa tambali, His wound grew big because he did not have it treated. Ang kalihuk niyang matu.lug mauynakangabngab (nakapangabngab) sa gisi sa muskitiru, The tear in the mosquito net grew because he kept moving in his sleep. 2 [A; b3c] shoot off one's mouth, say things that are nonsensical and that one doesn't know anything about. Nagngabngab ka lang sa imung pagduda sa mga butang nga wa nimu makita, You 
	ngadtu going to over there (far from speaker and hearer). Gikan dinhi mupaingun siya ngadtu sa p{kas, From here he goes to the other side. v = ADTU. -nganhi v LA; a2]go back and forth. Nigusyanti siya maung magngadtu nganhi sa Manila, He is a businessman, so he goes back and forth to Manila. pasi-v [A3] be on way to, headed for (literary). Daw pagalantawan ku nga nagpasingadtu ikaw sa dakung kapildihan, Ican see that you are heading for a great failure. ngadtungadtu in the long run. Kun naglisud ka karun, 
	you'll learn how to after a while. 
	you'll learn how to after a while. 
	ngalab!= NGAAB.
	ngalab n dividing line between the sea and the shore at lowest tide. Daghang batu ug kinhasun sa ngalab, There are plenty of stones and sea shells at the edge of the shoreline. pa-(➔) v [A) to go to the edge of the shoreline. Nagpangalab sila busa naabtan sila sa taubun, They went to the edge of the shoreline so the tide caught up with .them.
	ngalari n name. sa --1 in the name of, on account of. Sa ngalan sa atung panaghigalaay buhatun ku kana, I'll do that for the sake of our friendship. 2 concerning. Sa ngalan sa imung gugma dili na aku maminaw pa niana, As far as your love is concerned, I don't want to hear any more about it. -nga being, as. Ngalan nga managsuun angay untang magpinasayluay, Being brothers, weought to forgive each other. Nga/an nga mauy nagpadaku raku may katungud siyang mangayu, Being the one who raised me, he has the righ
	yu
	i-

	ngalngal v [A; cl] make thoughtless, extravagant demands. Ningalngal ang mga ginikanan sa babayi ug mga pangayu, The girl's parents made such fabulous demands for their daughter's hand. Gustu kag iskutir? Nagngalngal ka lang! You want a scooter? You 're making an unreasonable request! 
	Bisag!unsa lay imung ngalngalun (ingalngal), 
	You demand whatever comes to your head. 
	ngamig (from kamig) a cold, lacking in heat. Ngamig na ang sabaw, The soup is already cold. v [B2S3P; al2P] be, become cold Mangamig ang minatay, The corpse will get cold. 
	· 

	ngan (from dungan) and (dialectal). 
	ngin = NG.ALAN. 
	nganga, ngaa v [A; cl] open the mouth. M inganga siyag daku pinak ita ang lingagngag, He opened his mouth wide showing the back of his mouth. (�) v [Al 3) be unable to speak, usually out of not knowing what to say. Nagnganga lang ku adtung ilang giistur!yahan. Pulus man tu bahin sa sayans, I stood there like a dummy while they talked about science. (➔)·v·[B36] for things that have edges to gape. M inganga ( nanganga) ang samad nga daku, The wound gaped 
	ng


	nganga -ngilbit 
	wide. Nagnganga ang malita kay punu ra, The suitcase is open because it's too full n amount s. t. gapes. 
	wide. Nagnganga ang malita kay punu ra, The suitcase is open because it's too full n amount s. t. gapes. 

	nganga a stuttering. Maayu kaayung musuwat nang tawbana apan nganga kaayung musult� That man writes well but he stammers terribly when he talks. v [B; cl] stutter. Munganga ·na siya ug makuyawan, Hestutters when he is scared. 
	nganghav [B1256; b3(1)] be open-mouthed with sudden surprise. Nangangba (nabingangba, nabangangba) aku sa nutisya, I was left open-mouthed by the news. hi-/ha= NGANGHA.
	nganha going there (near hearer). Muanba ku nganba karun dayun, I'll go there right away. v = ANH.A. pasi-v [A3] be on the way there. 
	nganhi here (near speaker and hearer). A nbi nganbi ku mulingkud, I will sit over here.ngadru -see NGADTU. V = ANHI. pasi-V[A3] be on the way here. Nagpasinganbisila, They are on their way here. 
	, . ' 
	, . ' 
	, 


	ngam = GANI. nganu 1 why? Nganung nangutana ka? Whyare you asking? 2 what is the matter with, what has happened to? Nagmugtuk man ka. Nganu ka? You are sulking. What's the matter with you? 3 -ug who cares? Nganug mabaU na? Who cares if that breaks? Nganu ba uruy ug mabagbung ku sa bar, basta di' mabuang, Who cares if I fail the bar, as long as I don't go crazy. 
	ngari to, towards me (nearer me than to you). 
	Ngari lingkud sa wala, Sit over here on my left. pasi-v [A3] be on the way here. ngasngas v [B] for wounds to fester. Ang
	, 
	, 
	1

	pasayan mauy nakangasngas ( nakapangas
	-

	ngas) sa akung mga katulkatul, The shrimps 
	caused my eczema to fester. 

	ngasngasv [A; a] damage by scraping. Kinsay nagngasngas sa tapaludu? Who scraped the fender? Nangasngas ang akung siku pagkadagma naku, My elbow got scraped when I fell. n abrasion, scratches. ka-v [A
	2 

	13] be covered with abrasions. 
	13] be covered with abrasions. 

	ngatanan n all (Biblical). [adj.] sa -very [adj.]. Nakakita kug barkung daku kaayusa ngatanan, I saw a very big boat. 
	ngatngat v [A3P; a12] separate two or more things clinging to each other. Kinsay nagngatngat sa duba ka nagsinumbagay? Whoseparated the two people who were fighting? Ngatngata ang babaying migakus sa namatay niyang bana, Try to get the woman to let go of her dead husband. 
	ngawngawv [A; b3] cry loudly. Ang bata
	l
	l
	nagngawngaw kay gigutum, The child cried 
	hard because he was hungry. 
	ngawngaw= NGALNGAL.
	2 

	ngaya (from mungaya) a cheerful in appearance or feelings. Ngaya siyang pagkatawu, He is a cheerful person. v [B; b3(1)] cheerful Nagngaya ang i'lang mga bitsura kay Pasku, Their faces are cheerful because it's Christmas.
	ngi word of derision used by children, equivalent in meaning to sticking out the tongue (which has the same nuance as sticking out the tongue in the States). Ngi! Mangbatag ba gud ku nimu? Nma, do you think I'd give you any? 
	ngiaw a lonely and deserted. Ngiaw kaayu ang k1-ulisiyum kun way gamit, The coliseum is very lonely arid deserted when it is not in use. v [B; b6] deserted, lonely. Mungiaw(mangiaw) ang kadalana'!l basta kaadlawun, The streets become deserted in the morn· 1ng.
	ngiawv [A; b6] laugh in a mocking way. Dili maayung mungiaw sa mga dipiktu sa atung isig ka tawu, It is wrong to laugh at a person's defects. 
	2 

	ngibingibi n edge of a precipice, tall structure, or deep ravine. 
	ngidlis a a sharp, high-pitched sound, as of the screeching of brakes. Ang kuku nga mabakarwas sa bugasan rigid/is kaayung paminawun, If you scratch your nails against the galvanized iron of the sink, you will make a screeching sound. 
	ngidngid = NIDNID.
	ngigngig a be fatty, greasy. Ngigngig kaayu ang imung bikung binrmu, The sticky rice you made is very greasy. v [ B; c 1] be, become greasy. 
	ngihit = NIHIT.
	ngil-ad a bad, ugly, evil. Ngil-ad ug dungug ang usa ka bus tis, A night club hostess has a bad reputation. v [B; ac5] become bad. Nangil-ad ang iyang dagway kay napasu sa asidu, Her face became ugly because it was burned with acid. Sukad ta maminyu nagkangil-ad ang imung kinaiya, Ever since we got married your disposition has been getting worse. G ingil-ad ku pagsabu t ang maayu niyang tuyu, I construed her good intentions the wrong way. Ngil-aran aku sa imung pagpakaulaw niya, I consider it bad the 
	.

	ngilbit a part of material near the edges or ends. Ngilbit ra pagkalansang ang tabla maung milutak, The wood was nailed too close to the edge so it cracked. v [A13; clP) at·tach to, put s. t. down on top of the edge of s.t. Kun ngilbitun (ingilbit, ipangilbit) pag
	-


	ngili -ngiub 703 
	hikut ang tukun muhiplus Jang ang pisi, If you tie the pole near its end the rope will just slip off. 
	hikut ang tukun muhiplus Jang ang pisi, If you tie the pole near its end the rope will just slip off. 
	ngili a causing a chilling sensation in the spine (said of worms, snakes, and the like). Ngili kaayu hikapun nang wati, It is spinechilling to touch a worm. v [b4] have a chilling sensation. Gingilihan kung nanguha sa mga linta sa akung batiis, I had a chilly sensation taking the leeches from my leg. 
	ngilit n edge. Milingkud siya sa ngilit sa katri, He sat at the edge of the bed. v [ClP]put s. t. at the edge. Nangilit nakug butang sa lamisa ang basu maung nahulug, I put the glass at the edge of the table, so it fell. 
	Ayawg ingilit (ngilita) paghawid kay mahiplus, Don't hold it at the edge because itmight slip out of your hands. pa-v [A3] go to the edge. Ayaw ug pangilit sa pangpang kay mahulug ka, Don't stay at the edge of the cliff. You might fall. 
	ngi)it v 1 [A2; b(l)] grin. Pwirti siyang nakangilit sa pagkakita niya kanaku sa layu, 
	How he grinned at me upon seeing me at a distance. 2 [A3] bare the teeth in anger. Ayaw pagduul sa magngilit nga iru, Don'tgo near a dog that has bared teeth. 

	ngilngig a 1gruesome, stirrirevulsion. Ngilngig tan-awun ang naligsan, The man who was run over by a truck was a gruesome sight. 2 terribly good. 2a very skillful. Ngilngig siya musista, He is very skillful in playing the guitar. 2b big shot, prominent. Ngilngig siya run. Tag-iya nag /aging, He is a big shot now. He owns a logging concession. 2c excellent. Ngilngig kaayu siyag trabahu, Nilibu ang swildu, He has an excellent job. He has a salary in four figures. 3 greasy, fatty. Ang mantikaun nga kalan-
	ng 
	ngilu a setting the teeth on edge, causi
	ng 

	ngilu a yellow color (humorous). 
	ngipun n 1 teeth. 2 teeth of saws, gears, and the like. (�) v [A; b4] for a baby to cutteeth. Magdautdaut ang bata basta magngipun na, A child tends to be sickly if it is 
	cutting its teeth. ngipnan a 1 having serra
	cutting its teeth. ngipnan a 1 having serra
	tions or teeth. 2 litter born with teeth. 
	ngisi v 1 [A2S; cl] grin. Nagngisi man ka 
	· mu rag gihadla sa anghil, You 're grinning as you. 2 [ B 12S4 56] be slit, lacerated Ipatahi sa duktur kanang nagngisi nimung samad, Have a doctor sew up that gaping wound. n grin. ngisingisi nname given to various things that cause one to screw up his face: 1 k.o. small fish withpoisonous spines. 2 other sea creatureswhich exude poisonous matter. 3 younghead lice (kuyamad). 4 k.o. skin infection characterized by intense itching and scattered sores. v [A123P; a4] 1 be beset with youlice. 2 get this skin 
	if an angel were titillati
	ng 
	ng 

	ngislit v [A; a2] smile in an ugly way, showing the teeth. Ningislit siya sa. dihang hindiskubrihan ang iyang kabuang, She grinned sheepishly when her stupidity was discovered. Gingislit niyag lugus ang iyang nawung pagdismular sa kaulaw, He forced himself to grin to cover his embarras.sment. 
	ngislu v [A; a2] grimace, distort the faceupon experiencing s.t. disagreeable. Nakangislu siya sa kasa.k it, He grimaced in pain. ngisngisa very pale-skinned, like tissue paper. Ngisngis kaayu ang pamanit kay anak sa ingkantu, He is white as tissue paper be
	1 
	.
	-

	cause he is an albino (the son of an encan
	to ).
	ngisngis= ALINGISNGIS. . 
	2 

	ngitngit a for the atmosphere to be dark. v [B; ab] get dark, be out of the light. Panaig mu kay nagngitngit lang ang balay, Lightsome candles because the house is dark. Wa 
	maklaru ang iyang nawung kay nangitngitan, We couldn't make out his face because it was in the dark. pa-v [A; b] be in a dark place. Nagpangitngit sila arun di himatikdan, They stayed in the dark in order not to be noticed. ka-an n place where there is darkness. Ang panulay mauy hari sa kangitngitan, Satan is the ruler of darkness. 
	ngitungitu n the part of the sea with the great depth. Didtu siya mangisda sa ngitungitung dapit, Hefished where it was very dark because of the depth. v 1 [B] having its deepest hue. Nagngitungitu sa kalawum ang dagat, The sea is deep blue due to its depth. 2 [B] for the nigbt to be very dark. Magngitungitu sa kangitngit ang kagabhiun kay du.nay dagum, The night becomes very dark when there are rain clouds. a for the night to be very dark. 
	deepest hue indicati
	ng 
	-

	ngiub a 1 dark and eerie with no human noise. Sa mga hi/it nga dapit mangiub ang 

	7(}4 ngiwngiw!-*nibir 
	kagabbiun, In isolated places the night is dark and quiet. 2 gloomy of outlook. Ngiubkag kaugmaun ug di ka muiskuyla, You have a gloomy future if you don't go to school. v [BJ become dark and quiet. 
	kagabbiun, In isolated places the night is dark and quiet. 2 gloomy of outlook. Ngiubkag kaugmaun ug di ka muiskuyla, You have a gloomy future if you don't go to school. v [BJ become dark and quiet. 

	ngiwngiw n k.o. grass owl: Tyto capensis.
	ngiyan = UNYA (dialectal). 
	ngiyaw ngiyaw n mewing of a cat or a similar sound. v [A; b6] 1 mew. 2 screw up the face at an unpleasant sensation. Ningiyaw ang iyang nawung kay naasuban ang iyang mata, He grimaced because he got smoke in his eyes. 
	ngual n 1 manner of speaking characterized by inadequacy in pronouncing some consonants. 2 s.o. with a short tongue causing such a speech defect. Unsay gisulti anang ngual? What's that man with a speech defect talking about? v [B; cl] for speech to be badly pronounced. Nagngual siyang nagsulti kay punu ang baba, He speaks unintelligibly because his mouth is full. 
	ngugngug = ALINGUGNGUG. 
	nguhal a thick, speaking with indistinct articulation like a drunk. Ngubal ang sinultihan sa himatyun, A dying man speaks indistinctly.!(�) v [B; cl) talk thickly and indistinctly. Mungubal (mangubal) ang sinultihan ug mahubug ka, Your speech will become thick if you get drunk. 
	nguhu a talking through the nose. v [B; cl) become nasal in speech. Nagnguhu siya kay gisip-un, He is talking through his nose because he has a cold. ka-(�) v [A13) be nasal in speech. pa-v [A; cl] make one's speech nasal. 
	ngulngul v (8461 deep-seated pain over a wide area. Mingulngul ang akung mga buktun sa pagpanglaba tibuuk adlaw, My arms ached because I washed all day long. a having deep-seated pain. Pahilut ku kay ngulngul kaayu ang akung kalawasan, I will get a massage because my whole body aches. 
	ngulub v [A; b6) growl Ayaw pagduul sa iru nga nagngulub kay mamaak na, Don't get near a growling dog because it will bite you. Ayaw kug ngulubig masuku ka, Don't growl at me if you are angry. n growling.
	ngulut v [A; b6) growling in defiance or complaint. Ug mungulut ang iru ayawg duula, If the dog growls, don't go near it. -an (➔) a given to growling.
	ngumiks n comics section or magazine (humorous). Nagbasa ug ngumiks, Reading a 
	. .
	. .

	comics magazine.ngungu n monster referred to in scaring children. ngurk word used to represent the sound of 
	snoring in writing. 
	snoring in writing. 
	ngusngus v [A; a) scour, rub s. t. hard to remove s. t. Dili ku mungusngus ug adyaks sa awtu kay makadaut sa pintal, I will not rub Ajax on my car because it destroys the finish. Ngusngusa ang bitgaw, Rub off the dirt. 
	ngutngut a pulsating, throbbing pain. Ngutngut kaayu ang akung bunul, My boil is very painful. v [B461 be in pain. Nagngutngut ning akung dugban kay gibulagan ku, 
	My heart is aching because I was jilted. 
	nguwal =NGUHAL. 
	nguynguy = DANGUYNGUY. nguyunguyu n larvae of mosquitoes.
	ngyawa particle expressing discomfiture when one is put on the spot (euphemism for yawa). Ngyawa ni si Angkay! Nakumprumisu ku aning iyang pakig-away, Darn! Angkay sure has put me on the spot the way she picks fights.
	ngyilu= NGILU. ni-= Ml-. 
	ni 1 gen. marker before names or titles. 
	Ang kangga ni Tasyu, Tacio's sled Ang gibuhat ni Tasyu, What Tacio did. la -kinsa of whom, whoever. Gikuha ni kinsa? It was taken by whom? 2 dat. marker= KANG. 
	ninor. Sukad karun di na ku makigsulti ni 
	2
	magpakita nimu, From now on I will not talk with you nor will I show myself to you. 2 preceding a subject in sentences with a negative predicate: nor did [subject] do. Ni aku wala pud kakita kaniya, Nor did I see him either. Ni siya ni ikaw way katungud pagbadlung naku, Neither you nor he has a right to reprimand me. 
	n!see•· nia = ANIA. 
	3 
	Ł

	niadru 1 see KADTU. 2 = KANIADTU• 
	. , ' ,
	n1ana see KANA• 
	1

	ruoi n navy or one in the navy. v [B156]become a navy man. -blu n navy blue color. 
	nibil n level, device for establishing horizontal lines. v [A; bS] use the level. Ubus-ubus ang pikas tumuy kay wa nibila (nibili), The other end is lower because no level was used on it. -adu(�), -awu(�) a flat. Lunang nibilawu, A flat lot. 
	*nibir -gayud that will never be. 'Magminyu ka niya? ' -'Nibir gayud,!' 'Will youmarry him? ' -'Never.' ayil -giyud I won't ever. Ug nabibalu pa lamang aku, ayil nibir giyud, If only I had known, I'd never have done it. -mayin v [B1256] become disregarded, become s.o. about whom no one cares. Ug musugut ka anang palikiru 

	nibira -ninyu
	1 

	manibir mayin ka, If you give in to that philanderer, what will happen to you? He'll forget all about you anyway. 
	manibir mayin ka, If you give in to that philanderer, what will happen to you? He'll forget all about you anyway. 
	nibira n refrigerator.
	nidnid v [A; cl] grate. Nidnira (inidnid) ninyu ang kamuti kay maglidgid ta, Gratethe sweet potatoes because we'll make sweet potato fritters. nidniran n grater or shredder. nidnirun n s.t. to be grated. 
	nigar v [A; c6] deny having done s.t. Inigargiyud ang imung kalahutan sa krimin, Justdeny that you had anything to do with the crime.

	nigatibn having negative indications of a disease. Sa iksamin sa duktur nigatib ku sa tibi, The doctor's exam showed me negative for TB.
	1 

	nigatibn negatives of film. 
	2 

	nigra a dark-skinned (female). n negress. v
	[812] become dark-skinned. 
	[812] become dark-skinned. 

	nigru a dark-skinned. Aku ray nigru namungmanagsuun, l'm the only one who has dark skin among my brothers and sisters. n Negro. v (8126; b6] for the complexion to become dark. 
	nigrus n k.o. plow (so called from the commercial name). nigu n rattan winnowing tray. v [A; al2] make, make into a winnowing tray. nisiyar v [A; c] 1 negotiate a sale. Siyaymunigusiyar (magnigusiyar) sa amung yuta, 
	gu

	He will handle the sale of our land. la sell a person as a prospective marriage partner. Inigusiyar ku si Birting kang Siling, I will sell Berting to Celing. 2 engage in the business of selling s.t. Nakanigusiyar kug babuy sa syudad, I sold pigs in the city. 
	He will handle the sale of our land. la sell a person as a prospective marriage partner. Inigusiyar ku si Birting kang Siling, I will sell Berting to Celing. 2 engage in the business of selling s.t. Nakanigusiyar kug babuy sa syudad, I sold pigs in the city. 

	nigusyabul a available for marriage (slang). 
	Nigusyabul pa na siya kay balu, He is available for marriage because he is a widower. nigusyanta = NIGUSY ANTI (female). see 
	NIGUSYU.
	NIGUSYU.

	nigusyu n business. may, diuray -court a woman (slang). Nagpagwapu man si La/it, may nisyu (magnigusyu) tingali da, Iwonder why Lalet is dressed up. He must be courting s.o. v 1 [A; cl] put up a business. Magnigusyu kug uway kay balinun, I'll go into the rattan business because itsells. 2 [A; al2] play a trick on s.o. by leading him to believe or do s.t. Maayu siyang nigusyubun kay dali mutuu, It is easy to play a trick on him because he is gullible. 3[Al 3) court a woman (slang). nigusyanti n businessman
	gu

	nihit a 1 scarce. Nibit kaayu ang tubig kun hulaw, Water is very scarce during dry peri
	-

	ods. 2 scarcely. rarely. Nihit ka na nakung ikatagbu sa diln, I rarely meet you on the street any more. Nihit na niya mabati ang mga pulung sa pagmahal, She rarelyhearswords of affection. (�) v [B; b6] become scarce. Kun magnihit ang bumay, mapugus pag-impurt ang gubiyirnu, If the supply of rice isscarce, the government is forced toimport it. nihitnihif v [Al; cl] use s.t. sparingly. Magnihitnihit tag gawi niining bugas kay mabal kaayu, We have to use rice sparingly because it is so expensive. 
	ods. 2 scarcely. rarely. Nihit ka na nakung ikatagbu sa diln, I rarely meet you on the street any more. Nihit na niya mabati ang mga pulung sa pagmahal, She rarelyhearswords of affection. (�) v [B; b6] become scarce. Kun magnihit ang bumay, mapugus pag-impurt ang gubiyirnu, If the supply of rice isscarce, the government is forced toimport it. nihitnihif v [Al; cl] use s.t. sparingly. Magnihitnihit tag gawi niining bugas kay mabal kaayu, We have to use rice sparingly because it is so expensive. 
	. 
	• 

	.. . 
	Dlllll see KINI.
	niiri see KIRI.
	niitu the gen. and dat. of KITU. 1 = NIINI. see KINI. 2 = NIADTU. see KADTU.
	nikiladu, nikilawu a nickel-plated. v [al2]be nickel-plated. 
	nikinikinu a simple-minded. Ang tawu nga nikinikinu dili makasabut dayun, Asimpleminded person will not understand readily. v 1 [A; a] tease s.o., do foolishness. Munikinikinu siya sa mga babayi, He teases the women. Ug nikinikinuhun ka, ayawg tagda, If he teases you, pay him no mind. 2 [BJ be simple-minded. Munikinikinu siya kun higutman, He becomes simple-minded when he is hungry. 
	nikruluhiya n necrological service, services honoring a dead person after his death but before he is buried. v [Al; b6] hold a necrological service. niktay n necktie. v [A; a] wear a necktie. 
	nikutin, nikutina n nicotine. 
	nila see SILA.nilkatir n nail cutter. v [A; a12] clip one's nails with a nail cutter. Nilkatira lang angkuku ug ayawg abisag kurta, Trim your nails with a nail cutter and don't cut them with a knife. 
	nimpa n female supernatural being thought to inhabit streams, not considered very dangerous but capable of doing mischief orgood.
	nimu see IKAW.
	nindut = ANINDUT.
	ning-= MI-.
	ninu n a small tree similar to bangkuru butwith smaller and lighter-colored leaves: Morinda sp. 
	ninyun the Holy Infant Jesus, a small image of the Holy Infant brought from place_ toplace to be kissed during the Christmas season. Inighawuk nimu sa ninyu muhulugsab kag kwarta, When you kiss the image of the Holy Infant, you also have to give some money. -bunitu n person being idolized. Si Sirhing mauy ninyu bunitu sa Sibu, 
	1 


	ninyu-•nubali 
	2 

	Serging is the idol of Cebu. paka-v [a12) treat with the fear and respect accorded the image of the Christ Child. 
	Serging is the idol of Cebu. paka-v [a12) treat with the fear and respect accorded the image of the Christ Child. 

	ninsee KAMU. 
	yu
	2 

	nipa n palm of great commercial importance growing along tidal streams and in dense stands in brackish swamps. The leaves are used mainly for thatching, but also for bags, hats, and handicrafts. The sap is fermented into toddy and distilled into a stronger liquor called manyan. It also is used as vinegar: Nypa fruticans. v [al2) make s.t. out of nipa or nip a thatch. 
	nipay, n1pay = ANIPAY. 
	nipis a 1 thin, not thick. Nipis kaayu ang mga panid sa Bibliya, The Bible's pages are very thin. 2 thin, scanty. Nipis siyag bubuk, He has thin hair. 3 in billiards, shot hittingthe target ball at an angle so that it goes off at right angles to the hole. v 1 [AB!;cl) become, make thin. Minipis (nanipis) ang dalunggan sa bag-ung bana, The ears of the newly-wed husband became thin (from the notion that sexual indulgence causes one's ears to become thin). Kun magnipis kag putbaw makmakag kusug, When you fla
	ng 
	ng

	nipul n small nipple-like projection on glass or metal. 
	nirbiyus n nervousness, easy excitability. Mitukar ang akung nirbiyus pagtan-aw naku sa sirkus, I got nervous when I watched the circus. v [B126;a4) get nervous.!Mukanirbiyus (makapanirbiyus) ang pagpunay ug inum sa kapi, Too much drinking of coffee can set your nerves on edge. G inirbiyuskung nagpaabut sa iksamin, I got the jitters waiting for the exams. -a, -u a nervous, tending to get nervous. 
	nislan = INISLAGAN. see ISLAG. 
	ag
	2

	nisnis v [A; ab) clean or smooth s. t. by rulr bing s. t. back and forth over it. Nisnisa ang almirul nga mitaput sa plansa, Rub off the starch that is sticking to the iron. Nisnisi ang kahuy usa nrmu pintali, Rub the wood smooth before you paint it. 
	nitn net (in games). v [a12] hit the ball in 
	nitn net (in games). v [a12] hit the ball in 
	1 

	the net. Gfntt man nimu. Sayid-awut na sad, You hit the ball in the net. Now it's their serve. 

	nita neat, well-groomed, clean. Maayung pagka-ariglar kining imung kwartu. Nit kaayu, Your room is well-arranged. It looks very neat. Nit siyang mamisti, She dresses neatly.
	nita neat, well-groomed, clean. Maayung pagka-ariglar kining imung kwartu. Nit kaayu, Your room is well-arranged. It looks very neat. Nit siyang mamisti, She dresses neatly.
	2 

	nitbul n net ball in a game. v [al2) hit a net ball. Kun wa pa manitbul, puntus na unta, Had it not been a net ball, it would have been a point.
	nitruhinu n nitrogen. 
	nitsu n vault in a cemetery big enough to accomodate a coffin or two, built against a wall or above the ground. v [Al2; cl) have 
	s.o. buried in a nitsu. 
	nitu n scrambling ferns, the stems of which are used in weavibaskets, hats, boxes: 
	ng 

	Lygodium spp. -ng purl species of nitu that does not turn black when it grows old. 
	niwang a thin, not stout. Niwang ang sibuyas nga way bubu, The onions are undersized. They haven't been watered. v [B2S] become thin. Nagniwang ka kay kulang kag maayung kaun ug katulug, yOU are thin because you lack good food and sleep. 
	niwniw v [AN; c] swish s.t. around in water. 
	bluing about in the water. Ang usa ka tasang init tubig nga niwniwan ug gamayng ampiyun, A pinch of opium swished around in a cup of hot water. 
	Nagniwniw kug anyil sa tubig, I'm swishi
	ng

	•
	niya see SIY A. 
	niyan = UNYA (dialectal}. 
	niyun n neon lamp, neon light. Niyun nga bilburd, Neon billboard. v [Al] have neon lights. 
	,
	NPC see INPISI. 
	nu1 isn't that right? 'Muinum man ka, nu?' -'Mu Zang', 'You drink liquor, don't you? ' -'I sure do'. 2 so it is, isn't it? Martis man 
	1 

	diay run, nu? Today is Tuesday, isn't it? 3 particle asking the hearer if he understands: 
	I 
	yOU know what I mean? Aku siyang gia
	-

	blahan. Unya nu, mihilak siya, I proposedto her. And then, you know what? She cried. sa -= SA. see UNSA, 5. 
	nu= KUNU. 
	2

	Nub. n abbreviation for Nubimbri, November. 
	•nubali -[number of Spanish origin] in billiards, the amount of handicap a player gives his opponent, the amount he must reach before giving up the cue if his score is to be counted. Way kwinta tung nakuhir nimung singkwinta kay nubali siyin may imung gihatag nga bintaha, The fifty points 

	nubatu -numiru 
	you scored do not count because your handicap was no points unless they amount to one hundred or more. -nada a without effect, useless. Nubali nada lang ang tam bag nimu anang tawbana kay di na maminaw, 
	you scored do not count because your handicap was no points unless they amount to one hundred or more. -nada a without effect, useless. Nubali nada lang ang tam bag nimu anang tawbana kay di na maminaw, 
	It's useless to give advice to that fellow because he doesn't listen. v [B12; cl] be without effect. Dili giyud manubali nada ang kahwalu sa makinilya, A knowledge of typing always will come in handy. 
	nubatu, nubatus a inexperienced, neophyte. 
	Kumaw siya kay nubatu pa anang trabahua,
	He does it awkwardly because he is inexperienced in that job. 

	nubi n decoration representing clouds used in the background of the representation of the nativity scene in church at Christmas. 
	nubila n novel. nubilista n novelist.
	nubimbri = NUBYIMBRI. 
	nubina n novena. -nga bug-us n specialnovena for one person or soul. -sa kumun n novena offered for all souls on All Souls' Day or on the nine days before. v [A; b6] hold a novena. Nakalingkawas tu siya sapurgaturyu kay nanubinahan, He has probably been saved from purgatory because a novena was held for him. -ug sugung, almanaki v [A12; b6] I'll eat my hat, do the impossible (lit. read a novena from a bamboo tube, almanac). Magnubina kug sugung ug makapasar kas sibil sirbis, I will eat my hat if you pass
	nubinta number ninety. see DISIUTSU for verb forms. 
	nubu = MUBU.
	nubu (from lanubu) v [a2] make s.t. go far. 
	Nubuag gamit ang sabun, Use the soap 
	Nubuag gamit ang sabun, Use the soap 
	ly.
	spari
	ng


	nubya n 1 fiancee. 2 bride. v [81256; al2] become, be one's bride. Kun akuy manubya, kuntudu giyud ang akung kasal, When I become a bride, my wedding will be on a grand scale. 
	nubyimbri n November. v see ABRIL. 
	nubyu n 1 fiance. 2 bridegroom.
	nudnud v 1 [A; a] rub on with moderate pressure. Nudnurig kandila ang utaw, Rub wax on the iron. 2 [c6] impose a discriminatiburden or imposition. Mau pay pubri ku, inudnud pa giyud tag palukat ug lisinsya, Poor as I am, I still have to pay fora license. 
	ng 

	nudul sup n noodle soup. 
	nugbu = MUGBU. see MUBU. 
	nuisu n in billiards, points not counted. Nu-
	isu ang tirada kay wala makarambula, The shot doesn't count because it wasn't a carom. -karambula n shot that is not a carom. 
	isu ang tirada kay wala makarambula, The shot doesn't count because it wasn't a carom. -karambula n shot that is not a carom. 
	nuka n 1 sore, infection on the skin, not of great size. 2 north wind pieces in mahjong (slang for nurtt). v [B; b6] become a sore.Minuka (nanuka) ang iyang samad, His wound became a sore. ( ➔) v [ a4] be affected by sores. Ginuka siya kay di manghimattis, He has sores on his legs because he doesn't wash them. nukaun a infested with sores. 
	nukanuk a 1 for rain to be steady and continuous, but light. 2 for a ·!war or battle to . Nukanukang inawayan sa girilya, Guerrilla warfare isnot steady. It drags on and with heavyfighting interrupted by periods of calm. 3for persons to be bothersome, pestering, with repeated requests. Nukanuk siya. Katia adlaw tua sa upisina arun pagbulam ug kwarta, He is a pest. He comes to the office every day to borrow money.
	be off and on, light and draggi
	ng

	nukliyar n nuclear. 
	nukus n squid. -sa ipil n k.o. small squid with a caudal fin running the length of the body. -tarurut = TARURUT, n2. nukusnukus v [A13] keep changing one's mind about agreeing to s.t. Di ku gustung magnukusnukus ka. Muuban kag dil� Make up your mind once and for all. Are you coming or not? paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing for squids.
	nuli n Rizal's novel NoliMe Tangere. 
	nulu n null and void. v 1 [A; a12] nullify. Ginulu sa huwis ang ilang kasal, The judge annulled their marriage. 2 [al2] turn to nothing. Nuluhun lang ang imung salapi kun muapil ka nianang klasiba sa nigusyu, Yourmoney will disappear into thin air if you engage in that k.o. business. 
	numbrar see NUMR.AR. numbramyintu NUMRAMYINTU.
	-

	numbri = NUMRI.
	numinar v [A; b5cl] nominate. Numinahun(inuminar, numinaban) ta siya pagkasarhintu, Let's nominate him sergeant-at-arms. nnminasyun n nomination for voting. 
	numirawu a numbered for easy identification or guidance. Numirawu ang mga lingkuranan sa awdituryum, The seats in the auditorium are numbered. v [812 56] for 
	s.t. to be numbered. 
	numiru n number. -unu n 1 number one, greatest in degree. Siya ang numiru unung ismaglir sa nasud, He is the number one smuggler in the country. Siyay numiru unu 

	nwnrar -nutaryu 
	sa klasi, He's number one in his class. 2 a favorite girl or boy friend. Dag ban tuud kug tratu, apan ikay numiru unu, It's true Ihave lots of sweethearts, but you are number one. -kwaau sitting with one ankle crossed over the knee. Numiru kwatru ang iyang nilingkuran, He sat down resting his ankle on his knee. v [A; cl] sit in such a position. 
	sa klasi, He's number one in his class. 2 a favorite girl or boy friend. Dag ban tuud kug tratu, apan ikay numiru unu, It's true Ihave lots of sweethearts, but you are number one. -kwaau sitting with one ankle crossed over the knee. Numiru kwatru ang iyang nilingkuran, He sat down resting his ankle on his knee. v [A; cl] sit in such a position. 
	t


	numrir v 1 [A; c] appoint. Makalingkud ka na sa katungdanan kay ginumraban ka sa prisidinti, You can assume office now because the president appointed you. 2 [A;
	b] nominate. Ginumraban aku pagkaprisidinti, I was nominated president. numramyintu n appoinnnent to public office. 
	b] nominate. Ginumraban aku pagkaprisidinti, I was nominated president. numramyintu n appoinnnent to public office. 

	numri n 1 name. Ang titulu sa yuta anaa sa numri ni Nanay, The title of the land is in Mother's name. 2 family name. 3 signature. 
	Gikinabanglan ang imung numri sa dukumintu, Your signature is needed in the document. v 1 [A; c] have or give a name or familyname. 2 [A; b] affix a signature, sign a name. Kinabanglan nga munumri ka sa pirul, You have to sign the payroll. 
	Gikinabanglan ang imung numri sa dukumintu, Your signature is needed in the document. v 1 [A; c] have or give a name or familyname. 2 [A; b] affix a signature, sign a name. Kinabanglan nga munumri ka sa pirul, You have to sign the payroll. 
	. 


	-nun = -ANUN. nung short for MANUNG. see MANUNG. nungka 1 it will never happen. M uampu ku 
	niya? Nungka! Me, bow to him? Never! Nungka nga mubatag ku niyag danyus, I will never pay him for the damages. 2 rather than [so-and-so], which is worse Mas bali pag mamatay nungka nga makigminyu anang animal, I'd rather die than marry that beast. 
	niya? Nungka! Me, bow to him? Never! Nungka nga mubatag ku niyag danyus, I will never pay him for the damages. 2 rather than [so-and-so], which is worse Mas bali pag mamatay nungka nga makigminyu anang animal, I'd rather die than marry that beast. 

	nunut 1 together with. Natundag ang karyir nunut sa dagbang ayruplanu nga gidala niini, The carrier sank together with the planes it was carrying. 2 with [subject) as accompaniment. Nag-awit kami nunut ang singgitsa budiyaka, We sang and shouted in merriment. 3for hair or fibers to be easily workable, amenable, doing others' bidding. Nunut ang iyang bubuk busa sayun sudlayun, 
	His hair is easy to work. That's why it's easy to comb. Nunut kaayu kanang kabawa. Bisan bata makabalbin, That is a very complaisant water buffalo. Even a child can lead it. v [A2; ac] 1 follow along. Kun mulawig ka, ingun sa mununut usab ang 1nga panganud, When you sail, the clouds seem to follow along. Nunta didtu ang libru, Go along with him to get the book. 2 accompany with. Ang kakugi kinabanglang nuntan ug kaalam, Industry must be accompanied by wisdom. 3 follow a new faith, idea, custom. Makaminyu
	His hair is easy to work. That's why it's easy to comb. Nunut kaayu kanang kabawa. Bisan bata makabalbin, That is a very complaisant water buffalo. Even a child can lead it. v [A2; ac] 1 follow along. Kun mulawig ka, ingun sa mununut usab ang 1nga panganud, When you sail, the clouds seem to follow along. Nunta didtu ang libru, Go along with him to get the book. 2 accompany with. Ang kakugi kinabanglang nuntan ug kaalam, Industry must be accompanied by wisdom. 3 follow a new faith, idea, custom. Makaminyu
	His hair is easy to work. That's why it's easy to comb. Nunut kaayu kanang kabawa. Bisan bata makabalbin, That is a very complaisant water buffalo. Even a child can lead it. v [A2; ac] 1 follow along. Kun mulawig ka, ingun sa mununut usab ang 1nga panganud, When you sail, the clouds seem to follow along. Nunta didtu ang libru, Go along with him to get the book. 2 accompany with. Ang kakugi kinabanglang nuntan ug kaalam, Industry must be accompanied by wisdom. 3 follow a new faith, idea, custom. Makaminyu
	married only if you embrace our religion. pahi-(�) v [A; b6) go along with an idea, submit oneself to an outside force. Wa si

	yay dugukan kay magpabinunut lang .kanunay sa amung bukum, He is spineless because he always agrees with our decision without any objections. Gipabinuntan siya sa gustu, She is given her whims. sag-/sig(�) v [A23; b6] go along with, follow. Mi
	sagnunut ang akung panan-aw sa milabay nga dalaga, My eyes followed the woman who passed by. pasig-/pasag·(Ł) v 1 = PAHi-
	, ,
	NUNUT. 2 = SAGNUNUT. 
	nu puydi see PUYDI. 
	nu ran ti short for IGNURANTI. 
	nurmal a normal. Nurmal na ang buang bu
	-

	1
	man katambali, The insane man is normal now after he has been treated. v [B) become normal. M inurmal ( nanurmal) ang iyang timpiratura human sa indiksiyun, His temperature went back to normal after the injection.
	nurmal!n 1 normal school, a training school 
	2
	for elementary teachers. 2 elementaryteaching course. Nurmal ang akung gikuba, I'm taking elementary teaching.
	nurt = NURTI 2, 3, 4. 
	nurti n 1 north. 2 north wind piece, the name of one of the winds (bintus) in mahjong. 3 the player to the left side of the dealer. 4 the name given to the fourth round ( cf. RA WUN, 1a). karni -see KARNI. 
	nurul n simple way of polishing shoes without bothering to rub the polish in well. Di kaayu sinaw ang sapatus kay nurul pagkalimp iya, The shoes are not very shiny because they were polished in a simple way. v [A3; a] polish in a simple way. 
	Nurwigu n Norwegian.
	nusnus v [A; ac] rub s.t. back and forth on 
	s.t. else with pressure. Siyay nagnusnus ug tinunawng ispirma sa salug, He applied (lit. rubbed on) melted wax on the floor. Nusnusi ug abu ang kutsara arun musinaw, Rub ashes onto the spoons so they'll get shiny.
	nusul n nozzle. 
	nu tan 1 rating grade. 2 notes in music. din played looking at the music. v [A; cl)play looking at the music. 
	1 

	nutan stain, blemish on one's character. v 1 [A; bS] put s. t. on record, note down. 2 [A; b6] note s.o. down as s.t. Ginutaban nang istudyantiba nga aktibist, That student is marked as an activist. -du a notorious. Nutadung mangingilad, A notorious embezzler. v [Bl2] be, become notonous. 
	2 

	nutaryu n notary. v [A; b] notarize. Nutar
	-


	nutbuku-pa
	1 

	yuhan giyud arun maligal, It should be notarized to make it legal. t 
	yuhan giyud arun maligal, It should be notarized to make it legal. t 
	nutbuk n notebook. 
	nutikal n nautical course. 
	nutia n news. May nutisya ku bahin niya, I have some news about him. v 1 [A; c]give information. Nutisyahi (nutisyai) siya bahin sa nahitabu, Inform him about what happened. 2 [Al2] receive information. Nakanutisya ku nga minyu na ka, I heard that you are married. 
	sy

	nutrisyunista n dietician. v [B14S6] be a dietician. 

	nuts n notes taken for future study or ref erence. Nuts sa Pisiks, Physics notes. v [A; c] take notes. 
	•nutsi -buyna n 1 the night of Christmas Eve or the repast prepared for eating at midnight or after mass on Christmas Eve. 2 New Year's Eve. v [A; c6] prepare a Christmas Eve meal. Magnutsibuyna lang tag pinubri, We'll have a simple meal at midnight on Christmas Eve. paN-v [A2; c6] spendChristmas Eve. dama di-see DAMA. midiya 
	•nutsi -buyna n 1 the night of Christmas Eve or the repast prepared for eating at midnight or after mass on Christmas Eve. 2 New Year's Eve. v [A; c6] prepare a Christmas Eve meal. Magnutsibuyna lang tag pinubri, We'll have a simple meal at midnight on Christmas Eve. paN-v [A2; c6] spendChristmas Eve. dama di-see DAMA. midiya 
	-= NUTSI BUYNA, 1.

	nuud (from tuud) v [A13] prove true. Nagnuud ang akung katahap, My suspicions proved true. 
	nuug n 1 cloth. Maayung puluhun ning nuuga, This cloth will make a good sport shirt. 2 discarded clothes for rags. Pagkuhag nuug arun himuung pahiran, Get some discarded clothes for rags. v [B12S6; cl] be made in-
	p 
	pa1 still, yet: up to now, up to a specific 
	1
	1
	point in the past. Natulug pa si Pidru, Ped.::ro is still asleep. Si Huwan pay naabut, Sofar only John has arrived. la with measurements: only [so-and-so much] up to now. Tunga pa ug tubig ang baril, The barrel is still only half full of water. lb dili, wala -lbl not yet. Ang linung-ag nga saging wala pa malutu, The boiled bananas are notcooked yet. lb2 before. Hipusa ang libru sa dui pa si Papa muabut, Put the book away before Dad arrives. Sa wa pay gira, Before the war. 2 else, in addition. 2a with futur
	point in the past. Natulug pa si Pidru, Ped.::ro is still asleep. Si Huwan pay naabut, Sofar only John has arrived. la with measurements: only [so-and-so much] up to now. Tunga pa ug tubig ang baril, The barrel is still only half full of water. lb dili, wala -lbl not yet. Ang linung-ag nga saging wala pa malutu, The boiled bananas are notcooked yet. lb2 before. Hipusa ang libru sa dui pa si Papa muabut, Put the book away before Dad arrives. Sa wa pay gira, Before the war. 2 else, in addition. 2a with futur
	to rags. nuugnuugn k.o. hairy shrub bearing globose fleshy green or yellowish fruits, the leaves of which are used to clean dishes instead of soap: Solanum verbascifolium. 
	1 


	nuugnuugn name given to various kinds of 
	2
	small fish with stinging spines. 
	, ,
	nuun = HINUUN. 
	nuy short for M.ANUY. 
	nuybi number nine. v see TRIS. nuybinta = NUBINT A. 
	. 
	,

	nwistra see SINYURA, 2.
	'
	' 
	nya see UNY A. nyibi n snow. nyur see SINIYUR. 
	, 
	,

	nyura, nyura see SINYURA. nyuralhiya n neuralgia. 
	. 
	,

	nyunta see SINYURIT A. 
	. 
	,

	nyur1tu see SINYURITU. 
	nyus n 1 news. la newspaper. 2 in mahjong, a four-piece combination consisting of the nurti, isti, wisti, and sur which get extra winnings. v 1 [A; c6) release news. Pat� ngugag radiyu "kay nagniyus na, Turn theradio on because the news is on. 2 [A12) receive news about s.t. Nakanyus ka ba bahin sa katalagman? Have you read the news about the disaster? -pipar = NYUS,
	. 

	la. 
	nyusbuy n newsboy, v [B 1 S6;al 2) become a newsboy.
	nyutral n 1 neutral in an argument. 2 neutral gear. v 1 [A13] stay neutral. 2 [.A13; c6) shift into neutral. 
	to Jose. 2b with a past verb: [ did] besides. Human siya sagpaa, gisultian pa ug pait, Hewas slapped and bitter words were said to him as well. 2c with existential: [so-and-so]also is in existence. Naa pa bay tubig sa baril? Is there any more water in the barrel? 2d interrogativee-: 2dl what, where. why, etc. else. Kinsa pay muadtu? Who else will go? 2d2 what, where, why, etc. could it be. Unsa pa ug dili kwarta? What could it be it not money? Nganu pa nga ikaw g� yud? Why, oh why, was it you, of all peop
	to Jose. 2b with a past verb: [ did] besides. Human siya sagpaa, gisultian pa ug pait, Hewas slapped and bitter words were said to him as well. 2c with existential: [so-and-so]also is in existence. Naa pa bay tubig sa baril? Is there any more water in the barrel? 2d interrogativee-: 2dl what, where. why, etc. else. Kinsa pay muadtu? Who else will go? 2d2 what, where, why, etc. could it be. Unsa pa ug dili kwarta? What could it be it not money? Nganu pa nga ikaw g� yud? Why, oh why, was it you, of all peop
	radio are you talkiabout when it was stolen loago. 2e in phrases bringing up a new subject: lain -y atu by the way, to change the subject. Lain pay atu, minyu ka na ba? By the way, are you married? mau -diay atu by the way, I just thought of it. Mau pa diay atu, wa ta kadag abridur, Ita can 
	ng 
	ng 
	just occurred to me. We didn't bri
	ng 


	, ' , ' .
	opener. usa, 1sa, taylDl -excuse me a sec
	-

	' ,
	, 

	ond (lit. one more second). Isa pa kay a-kung pagngun ang radiyu, Excuse me. I amto turn off the radio. 2f in phrases meaning in addition: bisan -even ... too, despite. Bisan pa ang mga bata giapil, Eventhe children were included. Bisan pa niana, d, ku muadtu, Despite that, I won't go! gawas, I.abut -besides. Gawas (labut) pa niana, unsa pa may pulung niya? Besidesthat, what else did he say? labaw -in addition to. Labaw pa niana tagaan tikag primiyu, And in addition, I will give you a reward. 3 [predicate
	goi
	ng 

	Ug nagbayadbayad pa siya nga wa man tu kinabanglana, And he was paying for itwhen there was no need. Sus! Ipakita pa giyud nrya mu rag dili baratubun, Heavens!She has to show off, as if it weren't s. t. cheap. 3a [do) some more so that [suchand-such] a bad thing will happen again. Nasagpaan ka. Panabi pa, You got yourself a slapping. Go on. Blabber some more. Nadagma ka nuun. Sigi, dagan pa, yOU felldown. Go on. Keep on running around (so you can fall again). 3b that's what happens when you do [so-and-so]
	getti
	ng 


	Mau pay kisi, imu pung iuran ug sigi, nadunut, Itwas already torn. You kept wearing it, so it was ruined 3dlmau -y [verb, adj.]... mau -y [verb, adj.] he [did, does] and yet dared, dares to do [so-and-so] in addition. Mau pay sad-an mau pay mangisug, He is at fault, but he dares to get mad. Mau pay nangayu mau pay mipili, He is asking the favor and yet he is choosy. 4 [subject] is still in a group with other this mentioned. Ang ibu isda. Isda pa ba ang pagi? Sharks are fish; are rays also considered fish
	Mau pay kisi, imu pung iuran ug sigi, nadunut, Itwas already torn. You kept wearing it, so it was ruined 3dlmau -y [verb, adj.]... mau -y [verb, adj.] he [did, does] and yet dared, dares to do [so-and-so] in addition. Mau pay sad-an mau pay mangisug, He is at fault, but he dares to get mad. Mau pay nangayu mau pay mipili, He is asking the favor and yet he is choosy. 4 [subject] is still in a group with other this mentioned. Ang ibu isda. Isda pa ba ang pagi? Sharks are fish; are rays also considered fish
	ng

	malu pa na ug makadiyis ka, Go ahead. If you make ten bucks on it, that ain't bad. 5 in comparisons: even more. Gwapa pa ka kang Mariya, You are more beautiful than Mary. Sa [adj.] pay [subject] [subject] is more [adj.} than ... Lami pay lamaw niini, This is worse than garbage. (Lit. Garbage is more delicious than this.) Lisud pay magkaug mani, It's harder to eat peanuts than do this. 6 in quotations, preceded by gen.: [gen.} said Ug mau tu ang nabitabu, niya pa, And that is all what happened, he said. 6a 
	u 
	LAMAN G, 


	You would do better to study than just sit . 7e hinaut, basin, basun -Ihope that. Hinaut pang dili muulan.. I hopeitwon't rain. 8 modifying a phrase referring to time: [so-and-so} recently happened, won't happen until ... Dili madala ug balik ugma, Huybis pa, I cannot bring it back tomorrow. Not until Thursday. Bag-u pa siya nga milakaw, He left just now. Gikan pa siya sa Manila, He is just back from Manila. Karun pa siya muabut gikan sa•Bubul, 
	You would do better to study than just sit . 7e hinaut, basin, basun -Ihope that. Hinaut pang dili muulan.. I hopeitwon't rain. 8 modifying a phrase referring to time: [so-and-so} recently happened, won't happen until ... Dili madala ug balik ugma, Huybis pa, I cannot bring it back tomorrow. Not until Thursday. Bag-u pa siya nga milakaw, He left just now. Gikan pa siya sa Manila, He is just back from Manila. Karun pa siya muabut gikan sa•Bubul, 
	around singi
	ng

	,

	pa-paas 711 
	2 

	He arrived just now from Bohol. Sal ayha, 
	He arrived just now from Bohol. Sal ayha, 
	anha -only then [ will so-and-so] happen. 
	Ayha (anha) pa siya mulihuk ug pakit-an
	ug latigu, He only moves if he sees a whip. 
	8a2 diha-only then [so-and-so] happened. 
	Diha pa siya mutuun nga hapit na ang iksa
	min, He only started to study when it was 
	nearly exam time. Sb mau -y [abstract 
	form] or [instrumental passive] that is the 
	first time [abstract] happened, [instrumen
	tal passive] will happen. Mau pay pagkadu
	ngug naku niana, That is the first time I 
	heard that. Mau pay ilung-ag ug mudtu na, 
	Don't cook it until noon. (The first time to 
	cook it when it's noon.) Sc [future verb 
	abstract form) -but then when [so-and-so] 
	was done. Dugay nakung limp-iyu sa salug. 
	Baldiyuhan pa naku, human dayun, It took 
	me a long time to clean the floor. But then 
	when I hosed it down, it was finished right 
	away. Pag-abri pa naku sa subri, wa diay su
	lud, When I opened the envelope, there was 
	nothing in it after all. daan -[subject]
	knew [so-and-so] in advance. Daan pa lagi 
	ku, I knew that long ago! 9 much less [do]. 
	Di gani aku makasulti, kanta pa, I cannot 
	even talk, much less sing. Di gani aku maka
	himu niana, ikaw pa, I can't even do that,

	much less you. pashort form for PA.PA. Pa, hain man si Mama? Pa (Dad), where is Mommy? pan fa. -mayor F major. -minur F mi
	2 
	1
	3 

	nor. -sustinidu F sharp. pa n k.o. tiny ant, smaller than the utitud,
	pale yellow in color and does not bite, 
	pale yellow in color and does not bite, 
	found swarming over food. v [a4] for food 
	to getpaover it. Cf. PALA. 
	,
	' 

	.

	pau= PALAn. 
	� derivatlonal verb-forming affix to which inflectional affixes are added without mo� phophonemic alternation. 1 referring to actions one has caused s.o. to do (either to 
	s.t. else or to oneself). Palutu ta ug sud-an, Let's have s.o. prepare (lutu) some food. Palutuun natu si Mariya, Let's have Maria cook. lpalutu ang sud-an, Have the food cooked. Patupi ta, Let's get a haircut (cause 
	s.t. else or to oneself). Palutu ta ug sud-an, Let's have s.o. prepare (lutu) some food. Palutuun natu si Mariya, Let's have Maria cook. lpalutu ang sud-an, Have the food cooked. Patupi ta, Let's get a haircut (cause 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	to cut hair [tuptl). la added to adjectives. lat have s.o. make s.t. [adj.]. lpaitum ang akung sapatus, Have s.o. dye my shoes black. la2 have s.t. become [adj.]. Patambukun ta ka sa uma, We'll fatten you up on the farm. lb added to nouns: cause 

	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	to do [the action that verbs deriv�d from the noun refer to). Gustu ka ha pabakya? You want me to hit you with a wooden slipper (cause me to use the bakya)? Di ku paulipun, I will not let myself 


	be made a slave. 2 added to doubled adjectives: pretend to be. Ayaw pasakitsakit diha, Don't pretend to be sick! Nagpad-iyusdiyusnun ang sungayan, The devil is pretending to be saintly. 3added to nouns: goto [noun]. Padaplin 1.'g di ka gustung hiligsan, Get out of the way if you don't want to get run over. Papiliw ba ang imung sakayan run? Is your boat headed for the shallow waters now? 
	pa.a n thigh, legs from the knees up. v [A12]obtain a thigh for one's effort in slaughtering domestic animals. (➔) v [a12] hit in the thighs. paN-n the way the thighs are. Hastilag pamaa ning baybana. Makabungug, My,how huge this woman's thighs are. They're absolutely amazing (lit. deafening). paahann the upper leg of a pair of pants. 
	paagpaag a staggering, tottering walk. v [B6;
	cl] stagger, totter. Nagpaagpaag ang hubug, The drunk staggered in his walk. 
	paak v 1 [A; ab2] bite, sting. Gipaak aku sa bata, The child bit me. Hipaakan ku sa kasag, I got bitten by the crab. 2 [b2] be caught in s.t. Hipaakan (napaakan) akung karsunis sa kadina sa bisiklita, My pants got caught into the bicycle chain. 3 [A; a] charge high prices on s.t. sold. Ayaw sad kug paakag maayu mi, Don't charge me too much for this. 4 [A] buy or ask for a small amount of s.o. else's purchase, just enough to meet one's needs. Mupaak kug singkwinta stabus sa imung isda, Let me buy fiftycent
	· kasag, Crab's claw. pa-v 1 [A; ac] allow to bite. 2 [c) hold s.t. with pliers. Ipapaak angtwirka sa alikati samtang hugtan ang pirnu, 
	Hold the bolt with the pliers while you turn the screw. paN-( ➔) v [A13] 1 be biting with heat. Nagpamaak ang kainit sa adlaw, The heat of the sun is scorching (biting). 2 bite one's lips or tongue. Nagpamaak siya sa iyang ngabilsa kasuku, He is biting his lips in anger. -in-ay(2➔) v [C23] biting each other, kissing lovingly. Labing kaayu sila nga nagpinaakay, They were very loving and kept kissing each other. -in-n s.t. acquired from the things s.o. has just bought. -in-an(➔) n bite. Wa muskitiruhi si Bu
	paas, pa.as a having a tired voice, hoarse from overuse. v [B; cl] for the voice to be tired and hoarse from overuse. Mupaas (mapaas) imung tingug ug magsigig tabi, Your voice will become hoarse if you keep talking too 
	• 

	l -padri 
	paaw

	much. 
	much. 

	pa.aw v [B12) be anxious about s.t. over whi�h one has no information or over which one has little control. Mapaaw giyud ku niya ug wa siya sa balay sa alas nuybi, I getworried about him if he isn't home at nine. 
	Napaaw ang amaban kay diyutay na lang ang bugas, The father got worried because there was little rice left. ka-n 1 need of s. t. which one cannot do without. Way nakatabang sa akung kapaaw. Wa kuy masangpit, 
	Napaaw ang amaban kay diyutay na lang ang bugas, The father got worried because there was little rice left. ka-n 1 need of s. t. which one cannot do without. Way nakatabang sa akung kapaaw. Wa kuy masangpit, 
	No one helps me in my great need. I have no one to turn to. 2 anxiety for s.t. overwhich one has a great concern. 
	.

	, 
	,


	paaw= PALAW. 
	; 

	,
	,

	pabalunan see BALUN. 
	pabhas = PAHUBAS, n, vl. see HUBAS.
	pabilu n 1 wick of a lamp. la drainage, sterile gauze inserted into a wound. lb fuse of dynamite. 2 cause, agent of intensity. Siyaang pabilu sa kasamuk sa amung balay, She
	-

	is the cause of the troubles in our house. v 1 [A; b6(1)] put a wick in a lamp, fuse in . 2 [A; b6]give a cause for a quarrel or misunderstand
	is the cause of the troubles in our house. v 1 [A; b6(1)] put a wick in a lamp, fuse in . 2 [A; b6]give a cause for a quarrel or misunderstand
	dynamite, drainage in a dressi
	ng
	-

	. \ ' . , ,
	1ng. Wa ta tu s,ya mangisug apan ,mu pung 
	ryif you hadn't given him cause. 
	gipabiluban, He wouldn't have gotten a
	ng


	pablik n 1 public school. Paiskuylahun ku siya sa pablik, I'll have him attend public school. 2 in phrases: -biding public biddi. -disturbans public disturbance. -iskid public schools. -markit governmentrun market. -sirbis government service. 
	ng

	pablikar = PUBLIKAR.pablilru = PUBLIKU.
	pablisir n publisher. v [B156] be, become a
	publisher.
	publisher.

	pablisiti n publicity. pablum n pablum, cereal for children pabrika n factory. v 1 [A; b6] put up, ope
	r-

	ate a factory. 2 [a2] make into, put up a factory. 3 [A; cl] manufacture goods in a· factory. 
	ate a factory. 2 [a2] make into, put up a factory. 3 [A; cl] manufacture goods in a· factory. 

	pabu n turkey. -riyal n peacock. 
	pabur a 1 advantageous to. Ang kasabutan pabur kanatu, The agreement is advantageous to us. -sa hangin have the wind at one's back. Till in ang sakayan kay pabur sa hangin, The boat sails fast when the wind is in back. 2 in favor of, on the side of. Ang disisiyun pabur kang Rimutigi, The decision was in favor of Remotigue. 3 within easy reach. Pagbantay! Kay pabur ka ra ba sa akung tuu! Watch out! You're in easyreach of my right hand! 4 move towards. Iirug-irug ang lamisa pabur sa tuu, Movethe table more 
	pabur a 1 advantageous to. Ang kasabutan pabur kanatu, The agreement is advantageous to us. -sa hangin have the wind at one's back. Till in ang sakayan kay pabur sa hangin, The boat sails fast when the wind is in back. 2 in favor of, on the side of. Ang disisiyun pabur kang Rimutigi, The decision was in favor of Remotigue. 3 within easy reach. Pagbantay! Kay pabur ka ra ba sa akung tuu! Watch out! You're in easyreach of my right hand! 4 move towards. Iirug-irug ang lamisa pabur sa tuu, Movethe table more 
	concession. Nangayu siyag pabur sa kumpari niyang mayur, He asked a favor from his friend who was the mayor. 2 port, left side of a ship. v 1 [Al2] a have the edge or winning trend. Kusug ming musyagit ug makapabur nag amung manuk, We shout boisterously when our cock gets the edge. b bein a position to hit, strike well. 2 [A; b6] favor, take sides. Ayawg paburi ang bisag baing grupu, Don't take sides with either group. pa-v [A; c] turn a boat to the left side. pur-please (said in asking a favor). Purpab

	paburita n k.o. salt cracker. 
	paburita n k.o. salt cracker. 
	paburitismu n favoritism. Dunay paburitismu ang pagdumala sa amung prinsipal, Ourprincipal practices favoritism in the way he runs the administration. 
	paburitu a favorite. Ang adubu mauy paburitu kung sud-an, Adobo is my favorite dish. v [Bl26] become one's favorite. 
	pad n pad of paper. 
	,
	,
	pad= PALAD. padayugdug see DA YUGDUG. 
	pading n 1 padding. 2 padding of the payroll. v 1 [A; a] put, use, make into padding. 2 [A; a] pad the payroll. Mipading sila sa pirul, They padded the payroll. -in-an nhavipadding. 
	ng 

	padir n cemented fence. padir n title for a priest. ( ➔) vocative. padlak n padlock. v [A; b] padlock s.t. Pad-
	laki ang kusina, Padlock the kitchen. padlas v 1 [A; alZ.] drive s.o. out of the 
	, 

	I \ I
	house. lmu gani kung padlasun (padlasun) 
	di ku magduhaduha paglakaw, If you ask me to leave, I will nothesitate to do so. 2 
	· 
	[A; bS] fish in the padlas way. n k.o. fishiin shallow or moderately deep waters 
	ng
	where a rectangular net is set, into which fish are driven. 
	padpad v 1 [A; c] for wind or water to carry 
	s.t. in the current. Ang dag-um nga wala makabundak ganiha gipadpad, The rain clouds did not fall a while ago and weredispersed. labring s.o. s.w. Unsang hanginll ang mipadpad nimu nganbi? What ( wind) brought you here? 2 [A; a] remove s.t.fro.m whatever it was mixed with or stuck to. Padpara ang amursiku sa imung sinina, Pull the burrs from your dress. Padparig pasi nang bugas, Pick out the unhusked grains from the rice. 
	padpad = PALADPALAD. see PALAD.
	padri n title for a priest. Si Padri Rudrigis ez is a Jesuit. ( ➔) 
	Hiswi'ta, Father Rodri
	gu


	padrl -pagang 
	vocative. short form: dri. 
	vocative. short form: dri. 
	padri' short for kumpadri, vocative. 
	padri dipamilya n male head of the family. 
	Ang amahan mauy padri dipamilya sa balay, The father is the head of the family in the house. 
	padrinu n sponsor in marriage, baptism, or other religious ceremony. v [AC; a2] become the sponsor in baptism or marriage. 
	padri nwistru n the Lord's Prayer. 
	padrunn 1 pad of paper. 2 padding, lini.
	ng

	1
	Butangig padrun ang abaga sa amirkana,
	Put padding in the shoulders of the coat. 3 dre� pattern. v [A; b] 1 put a lining or padding. Siyay mipadrun ug gapas sa lingkuranan, He put cotton padding on the scats. 2 make a pattern for s.t. Akung gipadrunan ang tahiunun, I made a pattern for the dress. 

	padrunn registbooks for newly-born 
	ry 

	2
	2

	babies of a parish, town, or locality. padyama n pajamas. v 1 [A; b6(1)] wear,usc pajamas. 2 [A; a12] make into pajamas. 
	pa� prefix added to most bases which take the verbal inflectional affixes. 1 forming imperatives (used esp. after ayaw 'don't').short forms: g, or ug. Ayaw paglakaw (ug Jakaw, glakaw), Don't go away. Ayaw siya pagpatya, Don't kill him. 2 forming infinitives. Gisugdan niya pagtagik ang iyang balak, He began to compose his poem. Arun sa pagbutyag sa iyang tinaguan, In order to make his secrets public. 3 forming nouns meanithe action of [do]ing. Dili maayu ang pagpalabi, Jes no good to do things to exce�. Na
	ng 

	pag = PALAG. 
	p!lgl,, pagaexclamation shouted in a game 
	1
	1
	of marbles or for other kinds of pieces, when a player has hit a piece not intended, thus nullifying the game for the player. v[A;a12] to commit paga. 

	pav [A; b] pay in full. Gipagahan na naku ang bayranan sa iskuylahan, I have paid the tuition fees in full. -distinu = PAGA.DU DISTINU. midiya -half fare. -du n paid off. P11xadu na anR: utan!{, The debt has been paid off. v [B12S] get paid up. -du distinu for a passenger's fare to be paid on arrival. Pagadu distinu ang akung paglakaw, Mytrip was on the payment-upon-arrival basis. 
	ga
	2 
	·e

	v [A] travel on the payment-upon-a1Tiva) basis. -diru distinu = PAGADU DISTINU. -dur n pŁymaster. v [B156) become the paymaster. 
	v [A] travel on the payment-upon-a1Tiva) basis. -diru distinu = PAGADU DISTINU. -dur n pŁymaster. v [B156) become the paymaster. 
	pagan 1 shelf put above the stove. Limpiyubi ang mga kulun ug ibutang sa paga,
	3 

	Clean the pots and place them on the shelf. 2 platform built close to the roof forming a loft but not extending the entire length of the house. v [b6] put a shelf, loft in a house. 
	paga•a see PAGA-UN. 
	paga-an local passive durative affix, future. (Past: gina-an. Subjunctive: paga-i.) For the use of the durative passive forms see the entry under paga-un. Pagabantayan ang dawang anihun, Millet that is ready for harvest should be looked at every so often. 
	Ingun sa pagabitan-awan sa iyang bunabuna, It was as if it kept appearing in his mind. Ang maung bitabu nahimung ginahisgutan sa mga tawu, That event became the subject of conversation for these people. Pagaabunubi ang lubi, Keep putting fertilizer to the coconut trees every once 1n a while. 
	paga-i see PAGA-AN. 
	pagakpak n 1 sound produced by clapping, clapping of wooden sandals, clopping of horses, and the like. Limpiyang pagakpak, Shoeshine done by slapping a piece of.cloth over the shoes with a popping sound. 2 instrument for makia elapping sound. v[A; cl] make a clapping, clip-clop sound. Ikaw bay mupagakpak sa humayan?_ Will you sound the clapper in the rice field? 
	llj? 

	Nagpagakpak ang ilang bakya pag-agi nila, 
	Their wooden sandals made a clapping sound as they passed by. Pagakpakan natu ang nakadaug, Let's applaud the winner. 
	pagal v [B12) be broke (slang). Miundangsiyag sugal sa dibang napagal na siya, He stopped gambling when he went broke. (➔) a flat broke. 
	pagan, pagan = · PAGA. (�) v [A; a12] involve s.o., cause s.o. to be included in a misfortune. Kanang imung tinuntu mupa
	· 
	gan sa uban, That mischief of yours will likely involve the others. Pagkasunug sa dakung balay napagan ang mga balay nga silingan, When the large house burnt, the neighborihouses were included. 
	ng 

	pagang a for hair to be dand lack oil v 
	ry 

	[B] for hair to become dry and lose· its gloss. Mupagang (mapagang) ang bubuk kun sabunan, The hair will lose its luster if you wash it with soap. -un a easily getting dand losing luster. 
	ry


	paganti -pagka-a(Ł) 
	paganti a paid off. Pagan ti na ang utang, Thedebt has been paid off. 
	paganu n pagans.
	pagapak = P ALAGUP AK.
	pagari n 1 s. t. payable on an instalhnent basis. Mukuha kug tibi nga pagar� 1 will get aT.V. set on an installment basis. 2 promissory note. Pirmahi ring pagari a"'n masigu"', Sign this promissory note to be sure. v[A; b6) sell, pay for s.t. on an instalhnent basis. Nakapagari aku ug sininaun, 1 got a piece of dress material on an instalbnent basis. 
	paps n hardened crust on top of a wound. v [B3] form a crust on top of a wound. pagatpat n k.o. tree of mangrove swamps: 
	Sonneratia caseolaris and acida.
	Sonneratia caseolaris and acida.

	paga-un direct passive durative affix future time. (Past: gina-. Subjunctive: paga-a.) Literary style except in Southern Leyte and Bohol where it is colloquial (with the dialectal prefix a-substitutingforpaga-). Forms with paga-un are used to ref er to actions repeated at intervals or after preposed forms meaning 'it is good, proper, necessary,' and the like. Sagad pagabasabun niya ang Bibliya sa di pa matulug, She usually reads the Bible before she goes to sleep. Unsay angay natung pagabuhatun? What is 
	pagaw a hoarse. v [ BNl become hoarse. M � pagaw (napagaw, namagaw) ang akung tingug sa pagsinyagit, My voice got hoarse from shouting. ka-(�) v [A13l be very hoarse. Undang na Lang ug kanta diha uy. Nagkapagaw Lang ang imung tingug, Stopsinging. Your voice is hoarse. -un a of a hoarse sort. 
	pagawal see GAWAL. 
	pagawpaw a for soil to be used up. Ang yutang pagawpaw gamay nag abut, Leachedout land has a low yield. v [Bl be, become barren. -un(➔) a worked-out k.o. soil. 
	pagba v 1 [A; a] fire objects in a kiln. Ikaw bay mupagba sa mga kulun? Will you fire the pots? 2 [ B; a 121 tan, darken the skin in the sun. Napagba siyag kinaligu sa dagat, His skin got dark from bathing in the sea 
	pagba v 1 [A; a] fire objects in a kiln. Ikaw bay mupagba sa mga kulun? Will you fire the pots? 2 [ B; a 121 tan, darken the skin in the sun. Napagba siyag kinaligu sa dagat, His skin got dark from bathing in the sea 
	so much. 

	paghid (frompahid) v 1 [A; b(l)l put s.t. on by spreading. Ikaw bay nagpaghid ug mantikilya sa pan? Did you spread butter on the bread? 2 [A12; b8] brush aga�nst momentarily. Nakapagbid kug bata sa akung pagdalidali, 1 brushed against a child because I was rushing about. 
	paghid (frompahid) v 1 [A; b(l)l put s.t. on by spreading. Ikaw bay nagpaghid ug mantikilya sa pan? Did you spread butter on the bread? 2 [A12; b8] brush aga�nst momentarily. Nakapagbid kug bata sa akung pagdalidali, 1 brushed against a child because I was rushing about. 
	paghut v 1 [A; a12l bark. Gipagbut mu sa iru kay saba man mu kaayu, The dog barked at you because you were very noisy. 2 [A]cough (humorous). Nagpaghut ka Jang anang tantu nimung pag-inubu, You are coughing so much, you sound like you're barking. n 1 barking. 2 action of coughing (humorous).
	pagi n general term for rays. 
	pagiyun n k.o. ornamental bulb, the spider lily: Crinum asiaticum.
	pagka-affix added to most bases which occur with the verbal inflections in one or more of the following usages. 1 forming a noun meaning the action of having had [soand-sol done or happen to it. Maayu ang pagkalutu niya sa kik, He baked the cake well. (Lit. The action of his having baked the cake was good.) Ang kabilin wa maangay pagkabahin, The inheritance was not divided fairly. Dali rang pagkamatay, Hedied quickly. la forming a noun meaning'having done [so-and-so]'. Hustu ra giyudang pagkaabut ninyu k
	1 

	pagka-prefix added to adjectives to form exclamations. Pagkadaku baya ni1ning syudara, Gee! What a huge city this is! Pagkabuutan giyud nimu, How awfully nice of you!
	2 

	pagka-a(�) forms with the prefix pagka-and pagka-to which -a(�) has been added. 1 prefix alded to adjectives to form exclamations, with a greater degree of emotion or intensity of the exclamation than pagka-. Pagkadakua sa ilang bag-ung balay! Their new house is absolutely tremendous! 2 form meaning particular action of having done [so-and-so]. Hustu giyud tung pagka
	, 
	2
	-


	pagkang -pahak 
	abuta ninyu, Your arrival (lit. that particular arrival of yours) was just at the right time.
	abuta ninyu, Your arrival (lit. that particular arrival of yours) was just at the right time.
	pagkang = PAKGANG• pagkut = PAKGUT. 
	1

	pagpag a for hair to be dishevelled. v 1 [BN;
	cl] for hair to be dishevelled. Mipagpag (napagpag, namagpag) ang akung buhuk sa hangin, My hair became dishevelled in the wind. 2 [A; b6(1)] agitate to remove dust. 
	,
	/yang gipagpagan ang ilang mga butang sa 
	abug, She shook the dust out of their things. 

	pagtung v 1 [BN; a12] burn, scorch. Napagtung siya sa kainit sa adlaw, He got burned by the heat of the sun. 2 [B12; a12] for popcorn to fail to pop. Napagtung ang biti ug wala mubukad, The corn turned brown and did not pop. a thoroughly burnt from baking or being otherwise exposed to heat. 
	Pait ang saging nga pagtung pagkasugba, 
	Pait ang saging nga pagtung pagkasugba, 
	Burnt bananas taste bitter. 

	paa burnt to a crisp. Dina ni makaun kayna kaayu, You can't eat this any more because it has been burnt to a crisp. v [BJbe burnt to a crisp. 
	gu 
	pa
	gu 

	pav [A; cl] welsh on a bet, delay payment. Kinsay nagpasa tanang pusta nga nahanaw man Zang? �o ran away without paying the bets? Aku Zang usa ning pa) nga pusta, I won't pay my bet for the time being. n 1 amount which one failed to pay. Pilay imung pakaniya?How big an amount did you welsh on? 2comeuppance, just deserts. Mau kanay pagu nimu, That's what you get! 
	gu 
	gu 
	gubun (ipa
	gu
	gu 

	pagu n a small brownish bird of the bush,with a body about 2" in length. 
	padv 1 [AB12; al2] burn, burnt. Balihad, Turn the fried meat to the side so that it will not get 
	gu
	ang adubu arun dili mapa
	gu

	,
	,
	burnt. I nit sa adlaw muy nakapad ( naka
	gu
	-

	papagud) sa akung panit, The heat of .the sun burnt my skin. Nagkapagud na ang pan. Dalia paghaun, The bread is burning. Takeit out quickly. 2 [A; a] roast cereals black. d tag mais para ikap� Let's roast some corn grits for coffee. (➔) a burnt.Akuy kaun sa pagud nga pan, I'll eat theburnt bread. Kasagaran sa mga mananagat pad ug panit, Most fishermen have deeply tanned skin. -in-n cereal roasted black, esp. d ra giyuy amung kapi, Allwe have for coffee is burnt corn grits. 
	Magpa
	gu
	gu
	corn grits. Pina
	gu


	pag-ud a tough, strong, hardy. Pag-ud ang simintu kay sa kahuy, Cement is stronger than wood. v [B2; a12] become tough,
	·!
	·!
	strong. Nagkapag-ud na ang iyang lawas, Heis getting stronger now. 
	padpud a crumbling, but hard; brittle. vdpud (mapagudpud) ang tiratira ug butangan ug mani, 
	gu
	[B; a12] be brittle. Mupa
	gu

	Taffy becomes brittle if you put peanuts in it.
	paguha n k.o. wild banana with yellow fruit when ripe, with sweet but seedy flesh: Mu
	sa errans. 
	pag-uk a grayish, darkened due to dirt. v [B]be, become grayish or darkened due to dirt. 
	Nagkapag-uk na ang mga bisti nga wa ikaladlad, The clothes that are not bleached are becoming discolored. 
	pag-ulingun n k.o. small tree or shrub of the secondary forest: Cratoxylon blancoi and celebicum. 
	pag-umangkun (from anak)_ n niece, nephew: son or daughter of one's siblings or of a cousin of one's own generation of any degree. -sa pag-agawan (panag-agawan) child of a cousin of one's own generation. papak n clapper made from bamboo, banana, or wood. "V [A; cl] make such a clapper.pagurut see •GURUT. 
	gu

	pagut a for a woman to be forward in making advances to men. Ug manghagad kag t ka, If you make advances to men, you are forward. 
	Zaki, pa
	gu

	pagutput n 1 put-put sound. 2 croakingsound of frogs. v [A] make a put-putting or croaking sound. Mupagutput giyud ang makina basta may dipirinsiya, The machine goes put-put if s. t. is wrong with it. 
	pagya, pagya n way of referring to s.o. in a humorous, but indirect way. Layagun ug dunggan si Pidru mu nay nahimung pagya, Pedro has large ears so that became the way they used to refer to him. v [A; b5c] refer to s.t. by making a joke about it but not naming it. Napagya karun nga ang dalagang mamatay pabawnan ug alhu, It is a common joke to say that when a spinster dies, they should puf a pestle at her side. Gipagya (gipagyaan) namu siyang pahak, We used to refer to him as scar head ..
	paha n girdle or abdominal binder. v [A; c] wear a girdle, binder; make into a binder. 
	pahak v [A; a3b] make a gash, slash or gorge a piece out of s.t. Ang kalabaw mauy nagpahak sa amung tagud, The carabao consumed a portion of our seed bed. (➔) n 1 the space left in an area after a piece has been removed. May pahak ang imung agigising, There's a spot on your temples with very short hair. Dakug pahak ang kik, mu rag gikan-an, There's a piece missing in my cake. I think s.o. touched it. 2 scar on the 

	pahamtang -pahuŁahun 
	head. Nipsa pagtupi ang bubuk arun dili makita ang pabak, Just trim the hair off so you can't see the scar. 
	head. Nipsa pagtupi ang bubuk arun dili makita ang pabak, Just trim the hair off so you can't see the scar. 

	pahamtang see BUTANG
	f

	pahang, pahang v [B) smell of food beginning to rot. Napabang na ang sud-an saparadur usa m'ya bikit-i, The food got rancid in the pantry before he found it. (➔)a having the smell of s. t. rotting. Kapabangsa pip, sa bata, wa bugasi, The baby'svagina smells terrible because no one washed it. 
	pahat v 1 [A3S; ac) divide food, property, money into allocations. Ang gubyirnu mupabat nimu ug dusi iktariyas, The government will allocate you twelve hectares. Pabata ang kik sa Lima ka babin, Divide the cake up into five portions. 2 [A12; b6] get a portion, allocation. Nakapabat (napabatan) siyag dakudaku kay sa aku, He managed to get a slightly larger allocation than mine. n allocation, portion. -anan n mail section in the post office where mail is sorted and placed in different bags. 
	pahaw = PAGAW. 
	pahawin see H.AWIN. 
	pahi n personal valet, servant to wait on hand and foot. v [A; cl] be a personal valet. 
	pallid v 1 [AN; c] rub on, apply by wiping. Akuy mupabid ug mantikilya sa pan, I will spread butter on the bread. Pabirig tubig ang inasal, Wipe water over the roasted pig.lpabui kini sa tutunlan, Rub this on the throat. la -ug sala lay the blame on s.o. else. Ayaw ipabui ang imung sala naku, Don't put the blame for what you did on me. 2 [A; abl] wipe slightly to remove s.t. Pabira ang mumbu sa lamisa, Wipe the morsels off the table. Pabiri ang imung luba, Wipe your tears. Pabiri ang lamisa arun mauga, Wi
	pahilihlli bagu kiri se( phrase from Tagalog: saying one doesn't want to, but actually be dying to do it. 
	pahimangnu see MANGNU. 
	pahimulus see PULUS• 
	1

	pahimus = PAHIMULUS. see PULUS. 
	pahinan page, leaf of a book. v [A; b] 
	1
	1
	mark, number pages. Gipabinaban ku na ang ripurt, I have already numbered the pages of the report. 

	pahinav [C2; a2b] for a group to work on 
	2 

	s.t. without compensation. Magpabina pagpatay sa ilaga ang tibuuk baryu kada Sabadu, The whole village works on a project to exterminate rats every Saturday. Gipabinaban sa Pitii ang pagtrababu sa iskuylaban, The P.T.A. volunteered to work on the school building. n work bee to accomplish a certain project. 
	s.t. without compensation. Magpabina pagpatay sa ilaga ang tibuuk baryu kada Sabadu, The whole village works on a project to exterminate rats every Saturday. Gipabinaban sa Pitii ang pagtrababu sa iskuylaban, The P.T.A. volunteered to work on the school building. n work bee to accomplish a certain project. 

	pahinahin see •HINAHIN. 
	pahinanti nworker that does heavy unskilled labor, esp. hauliŁ. v [Al; a12] do heavy unskilled labor. Iya kung pabinantibun sa ilang trak, He'll put me to work as a laborer on their truck. 
	pahinanti nworker that does heavy unskilled labor, esp. hauliŁ. v [Al; a12] do heavy unskilled labor. Iya kung pabinantibun sa ilang trak, He'll put me to work as a laborer on their truck. 
	pahinar v [A; cl] fix the hair. Di ku makapabinar sa akung bubuk ug aku ra, I don't know how to fix my hair alone. pahinadur, pahinadura n one who fixes the hair. v [B156J become a hairdresser. 
	pahit v [AN; a2b7] 1 bite using the front teeth, for insects or animals to bite. G ipabit ku sa mga umigas, The ants bit me. Pabitan nakug gamay ang imung pan, I'll take a bite from your piece of bread. 2 for animals to go at young corn. Gipabit sa iru ang mais sa anagun pa, The dog went at the young corn. paN-v [A] 1 bite one's lips. Nakapamabit ang sarbintu sa iyang. ngabil sa kasuku, The sergeant bit his lips in anger. 2 for heat to be biting. Nagpamabit nga kainit sa adlaw,The scorching heat of the sun.
	pahiyum see HivUM. 
	pahu n k.o. small, fibrous mango: Mangifera 
	altissima. 
	pahugpahug a somewhat stupid. Dili siya makabimu nianang bubata kay pabugpabug, 
	He is not capable of doing the work because he is such a stupid fellow. v [A; b] roam around aimlessly. Tibuuk adlaw nakung pabugpabug sa syudad, l roamed around the .city the whole day. 
	.


	pah{di see HULL 
	pahung a a person who acts strange or does things people would consider stupid. Babuning pabung nagyasyas lang nang kinarsunisan, Of course he's a fool, he wears pants too big for him. v [Bl] become foolish. 
	pahung a a person who acts strange or does things people would consider stupid. Babuning pabung nagyasyas lang nang kinarsunisan, Of course he's a fool, he wears pants too big for him. v [Bl] become foolish. 
	pahunpahun n general appearance, actions, 
	Mu r11g giputul nang bataa sa amab'an kay amaban giyud ang pabunpabun, That child is a chip off the old block. He acts and looks just like his father. paN-v [A23] 1 for the hazy outline of s.o. or s.t. to appear at a distance. Mamabunpabun ang kabuktran sa sayung kabuntagun, The mountains loom clear in the early morning light. 2 

	pahut -paka-
	carry oneself. Mu ra giyud na siya sa iyang inaban nga mamahunpahun, She moves just like her mother. n general outline, contours. 
	carry oneself. Mu ra giyud na siya sa iyang inaban nga mamahunpahun, She moves just like her mother. n general outline, contours. 
	pahut v 1 [A; b] lace shoes. Pahuti sa listun ang sapatus sa bata, Lace the child's shoes. 2 [A; ac] tie with any interweaving knot. Pahuta ang pisi para dili mabadbad, Makethe rope into a looped knot so it won't come undone. n knot which is interlooped so that it cannot slip, like a square knot or a slipknot. pahutpahut v 1 [A; a] darn a tear with big temporary stitches. Dalidaliag pahutpahut ang gising babul, Stitch the torn blanket quickly. 2 [A; b6] travel in and out across s. t. as if describing the co
	pahuy n 1 scarecrow. 2 a person who is manipulated by others. lnsik ang tag-iya niana. Pabuy Jang na siya, A Chinaman owns that. He's just a dummy. Si Markus usa ka pabuy sa mga impiryalista, Marcos is an imperialist lackey. v [AN; clN] put up a scarecrow. paig v 1 [A; a2] roast s.t. till it becomes charred. Magpaig kug bugas nga kapibun, Iwill roast some rice to make into coffee. 2[B12] scorch the skin. Ang adlaw nakapaig (nakapapaig) sa pa nit sa mananagat, Thesun.burnt the fisherman's skin. 3 for a busi
	Their store went bankrupt because they allowed so many people to credit. ( ➔) a totally burnt with only charred remains. Ang k ik paig kaayu, The cake was completely burnt.-in-n s.t. roasted till charred, esp. corn grits, for making into coffee. -un(�) a dark incomplexion.
	pailub n patience. v [A; c] endure, be patient with. Nagpailub siya bisag kapuy ang trababu, He is patient although his work iswearisome. ma-un a patient, enduring. 
	pais v [A; b6) cook s. t. by wrapping it in leaves and burying it in live coals. Gustu kung paisan Lang ang utuk, I want the brains prepared by broiling them in leaves. -in-an n s.t. cooked broiled in live coals. 
	paisanu n one's compatriot, s.o. from the same town or village. 
	pait a 1 bitter in taste. 2 bitter in situation. v [B; a2] 1 be bitter in taste. Mipait (napait) ang atay kay napusa ang apdu, The liver became bitter because the gall bladder broke. Paita ang timpla sa akung kapi, Make my coffee strong (lit. bitter). 2 be a bitter situation. Ang nakapait nimu kay di ka mamatig kataruuan, What's bad about you is 
	pait a 1 bitter in taste. 2 bitter in situation. v [B; a2] 1 be bitter in taste. Mipait (napait) ang atay kay napusa ang apdu, The liver became bitter because the gall bladder broke. Paita ang timpla sa akung kapi, Make my coffee strong (lit. bitter). 2 be a bitter situation. Ang nakapait nimu kay di ka mamatig kataruuan, What's bad about you is 
	ng

	th�t you don't listen to reason. -an(�) a 1for pork liver to taste bitter on account of what was fed to. the pig. 2 k.o. 1" vase shell, the meat of which tastes bitter. v [B12]for liver to get bitter in taste. pa-(�) n dishof Ilocano origin made from goatskin, cut into tiny pieces, and cooked in vinegar with spices and made to taste very bitter by mixing spleen into it. v [Al; a12] prepare pa
	-


	' .
	patt.
	pak n word used in writing to represent the sound of a slap, or explosion of firecrackers. paka n pincers of shellfish. 
	paka v [AB12; a] break s. t. off from the thing to which it is attached, become broken off. Mapaka giyud ang pul-an sa kutsilyu ug itigbas sa bukug, The handle of the knife will!_ surely break off if you use it to chop 
	t
	bones. 1cuttings for planting, usually of
	I 
	· 

	I
	sugar cane. Akung itanum ang mga paka sa tubu, I'll plant the cuttings of the sugar cane. 
	paka = P ALAKA. 
	paka n loud cracking sound like that of guns, wood cracking, slapping sound. v 1 (A]make a cracking sound. Mupaka giyud nang imung nawung ug dili ka patuu, Your face will resound with a crack if you don't listen. M ipaka ang butu sa pusil, The gunshot resounded with a crack. 2 [A; b6P] for a language to be spoken fast, and fluently like a machine gun. Mupaka Lang ang ininglis kay Amirikanu siya, His English comesfast and fluent because he is an American. -ang inamang not talking in a situation where conver
	.
	. 

	paka-derivational verb forming prefix. 1 added to adjectives or nouns referring to a person in a certain capacity, forming verbs which occur with the durative active affixes ·(mag-,) and the direct passive affixes (-un). With the durative active affixes, 
	. 

	,
	verbs with paka-mean 'pretend to be, act like [so-and-so]!' and with the direct passive affixes they mean 'consider as [so-a.nd-so]!' or 'treat like [sO-:and-so] '. Nagpakadakungasyindiru, Pretended to be a big plantation owner. Nagpakatigulang, Acted like an old 
	I 
	I 
	I I

	man. Angayng pakabatbalaun ang bana sa asawa, A wife should consider her husband a god. Gipakasayun Zang nimu ang kamin-. yuun, You think marriage is an easy thing. 2 added to most verbs to form verbs withpotential meanings (see maka-) to which 
	,
	the durative active affixes (mag-) are added. 
	• 

	pakal -pakha 
	and usually refers to 
	and usually refers to 
	This form is litera
	ry 

	several agents. Nagpakapusta sila sa manuk 
	nga napildi, They bet on a cock that lost. 
	Nagpakabati sila apan nagpakabungulbungul, 
	They heard but remained silent. 2a added to a few verbs meanisee, hear, smell, sense, and the like to form verbs which mean 'cause s.o. to hear, etc.'. Verbs with paka-of this sort occur only with the potential active affixes. Suntuk nga nakapakakita ug aniniput, A blow that made him see stars. 3 added to roots referring to a state to form verbs meani'brioneself or s.o. else into [such-and-such] a state purposely.' Verbs-with this paka-occur with the active durative and local passive affixes. Nagpakabu
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 


	(➔). Magpakatigulang ku dinbing dapita,piru adtu ku magpakamatay sa amu, l will stay here until my old age, but I will gohome to die. Didtu sa barku pagpakakaadZawun, Stay on the boat until daybreak. pikal v (A; c] 1 put a large piece into the mouth. Ayaw ipakaZ ug burut ang kan-un sa imung baba, Don't put all the food into your mouth. 2 stuff a hole. PakaZig batu ang lungag sa ilaga, Put rocks into the rat
	t 

	hole. pakangv 1 [AC; ab2c] hit with s. t. fairly 
	1 

	, • ,
	, • ,
	good-sized Nagkapakang ang ,Zang ulu, 
	Their heads slammed into each other. Pak
	ngag hinay ang silsil, Tap the chisel lightly. 
	2 [A; a] rap s.o. on the head Sira sa kabi
	nit ang nakapakang sa akung uZu, I bu·mped 
	my head on the cabinet door. Pakngun ta 
	ka run ug dili ka mutuu, I'll rap you on the 
	head if you don't obey me. n s.t. used to 
	tap or drive s.t. in. (Ł) v (C; cl set off 
	Ł

	one's debts against each other. Atu na Zang 
	n ang atung utang. Ang imung sing
	paka
	ngu 

	ku kuntra sa akung usa ka lungnik, l owe 
	five pesos and you owe me a fifth, so let's 
	just say we're even. hiN-(�) a fond of rap

	ping.pakangn flat, pocket-sized bottle of liquor 
	2 

	holding 3SO cc. (slang). pak-ap v [A; a12) pack up. Nagpak-ap na mi 
	kay mularga, We're packing up because we 
	kay mularga, We're packing up because we 

	are about to leave. pakas v [A; a] 1 slice a fish in two, length
	-

	,
	,
	wise, to dry it. Aku Zang pakasun ning sub-
	rang isda kay akung ibulad, I'll split the ex· tra fish to dry them. 2 break s.t. in two. Pakasa ang pan, Break the loaf in two. 3 [c]share in a bet. Nagpakas sila sa usa ka tikit, They went in together on one ticket. n half of a pair. Pakas sa karsunis, -One of the trouser ls. -in-n dried fish. 
	eg

	pakat v [A2; b8) snag s.t., catch. Ayuba ug Labay imung pasul kay bipaktan ta sa taga, 
	Throw your fishline carefully because the hook might snag me. 
	pakaw a 1 bowlegged, pigeon-toed. 2 have an inarticulated elbow, such that one can not straighten his arm. v [Bl be bowlegged, pigeon-toed Mapakaw giyud ang bata basta pirming sap-angun, A child will become bowlegged if it is always carried astride. 
	pakawn 1 corncob. 2 handle stuck into a fing pan with a rounded bottom (kalaba).
	1 
	ry

	pakawn 1 buoy or float made of a long bamboo node 1 ½" to 2' used principally as a marker for fishing equipment. 2 the part ofa floatianchor (paZadyaw) that offers a of a woven coconut fronds. v [A; c] tie this sort of float to s.t., buoy. 
	2 
	ng 
	drag, consisti
	ng 

	pakdul v [8126; b8) 1 knock s.o. on the top of the head Sakit akung ulu nga napakdul sa baZigi, My head hurts because I bumped it against a post. 2 stub one's toes. Mapak·dul giyud kag mulakaw ka sa ngitngit, You will stub your toes if you walk in the dark. 2a (812S6] mispronounce a word in speech due to haste in speaking or due to the difficulty of pronouncing the word. 
	pakgangv [A; a12] stop s.t short. Way nakapakgang sa iyang batasan nga laksut, No one has put a stop to his ugly ways. Gipakgang ku ang iyang pamakak, I put a stop to his lies. 
	1 

	pakgangn 1 dried sugar cane leaves. 2 frond of a buri palm. 
	2 

	pakgut(from gakut) V [A; c] tie s.t. tightly around several things or over an opening so that nothing can budge. Pakguti ug maayu ang kinabuy, Tie the firewood together securely. n s.t. to tie around. ,4 ng uway maayung pakgut sa kartun. Rattan is good for tying around boxes. 
	l 

	pakgutv 1 [A; ab7] cut, slice with a sickle. 
	2 

	Pakgutan sa manananggut ang buluk kada buntag, The toddy gatherer slices a piece offthe young coconut blossom every morn· ing. 2 [A; a] strip an abaca trunk into fibers. 
	Ayaw pakguta kanang abaka nga butung pa ang tugdan, Don't strip an abaca plant with a young stem. n action of cutti. 
	ng

	pakha n Chinese woman whose feet have been bound from birth to make them tiny. 

	paki--paknit 
	pal6 prefix added to nouns to form adjectives meani'extremely fond of [noun)'. Pak i Nura giyud ning mga batan-u n run, The youngsters these days are very fond of Nora Aunor. Pakiayiskrim, Very fond of ice cream. 
	ng 

	paki, pakin 1 a bar made of bamboo or other light wood put between the upper and lower sail in two-or more-piece sails. 2 the lower sail in a two-or more-piece sail, which is rolled up when the skipper wishes to reduce the amount of wind which can hit the sail. v [A; acl] 1 roll up the lower sails. 2 make or attach a paki bar or lower sail. 
	1 

	pakia 1 stiff. Paki ra ning sininaa pagkaarmirul, This shirt has been starched too stiff. 2 recently dead, stiff. Paki na siya pag-abut naku, He was dead when I arrived. v [ABN;clJ 1 be stiff, cause s.t. to become stiff. Namaki ang karni nga gisulud sa prisir, The meat in the freezer became stiff. 2 be dead. 
	2 

	pakibut v 1c16] send letters by the paquebot mail service, formerly provided by the Post Office, whereby a mailbox was placed on a boat in which letters destined for the port of call or interior ports are placed 
	pa.kids n package, esp. sent by mail. 
	pakig-( �) (see MAKIG-for illustrations of the tense forms of the active voice.) Derivational verb forming affix, added to almost all roots which refer to an action and also to bases with -ay, (-a nay) to form verbs which mean 'engage s.o. in [such-and-such] an action'. Ayaw pakigkita niyag usab,Don't go see him again. Daku ang akung tinguha pakiglakaw niya sa plasa, l am very intent on taking her for a walk in the plaza. Ayaw pakigsumbagay ug gamay, Don't pick a fight with s.o. smaller than you.
	pakig-an(�) local passive future prefix added to some bases with a prefix pakig-. (Past: gipakig-an(� ). Subjunctive: pakig-i.J Pakigsabutan ku siya, l will make an agreement with him. Gipakigbungulan ku siya, l goton to bad terms with him. Ayaw siya pakigkita; Don't go to see her. 
	pakig-i see PAKIG-AN. 
	pak-il a hard and compacted. Pak-ii ang kamuti kay wa nimu tabuni paglung-ag, The sweet potatoes came out hard because youboiled them without a cover. v [B; a] become hard and compacted. 
	pakingn packing plant. Nanarbahu didtus 
	l
	l
	paking sa Dil Munt; magdilatag pinya, Working at the Del Monte packing plant, canning pineapples. -an(➔) n = PAKING. 

	pakingv [A; b] apply packing to a hemoŁ 
	pakingv [A; b] apply packing to a hemoŁ 
	2 

	rhage. Duktur ang mipaking niya kay nagdugu man siya humag panganak, The doctor applied packing because she had a hemorrhage after her delivery. 

	pakit n 1 pocket in billiards. 2 = PAfCIT sA� VIS. v [AN; cl] pocket money dishonestly. Kinsay nagpakit sa inyung swildu? Who pocketed your salary? Pakitun (ipakit) kunu sa tisuriru ang kwarta sa kapunungan, 
	pakit n 1 pocket in billiards. 2 = PAfCIT sA� VIS. v [AN; cl] pocket money dishonestly. Kinsay nagpakit sa inyung swildu? Who pocketed your salary? Pakitun (ipakit) kunu sa tisuriru ang kwarta sa kapunungan, 
	They say the treasurer will pocket the money belonging to the organization. -buk n a paperback book. -mani petty cash one has for s.o.'s sundry expenses. -sayis n flat bottle of liquor holding 3 50 cc. sayid n side pocket of a billiard table. sikrit -see 
	-

	SIKRIT. 
	pakiti n package. Usa ka pakiting sigarilyu, A pack of cigarettes. v [A; cl] put in a package.
	paklang n petiole of a buri palm frond. 
	paklay n dish made from goats' or dogs' entrails and blood, cut up and sauteed with spices. v [A; all] make paklay.
	pakli v [A3P; cl] turn s.t. that is flat. Angkusug hangin mauy nakapakli (nakapapak
	li) sa pawud sa atup, The strong wind turned the shingles of the roof over. Paklia ang sunud panid, Turn the next page. 
	paklid (from kilid) v [A; cl] rerr1ove a thick, heavy sheet which has been attached to or lodged against s. t. Ang kawatan ang nagpaklid sa mahalung kwadru nga gilansang sa bungbung, The thief knocked off the expensive frame that was nailed to the wall. Gipaklid niyag binay ang tabun sa bugasan,He opened the cover of the rice container slowly.
	pakling v [A3P; cl] knock over s.t. erect and not rooted, usually to a lower place. Kinsay nagpakling sa masitira? Who knocked the flower pots over? Napakling angmakililimus kay nasabdan sa iru nga milabay, The beggar was knocked down by a passing dog that brushed against him. 
	pakluy a 1 tending to loaf, take it easy when not watched. 2 lacking the energy to improve one's lot. v [B; b] 1 idle, be loafing. A-1abimu rang pakluyan natu ning buhata, wala bitaw tay suhul, We can take it easy on this job. We're hardly paid anyway. 2 be slow :ind unaggressive. Ug magpakluy ka sa kinabuhi, di ka madiyus, If you are not sufficiently aggressive, you'll never succeed. 

	paknit (from aknit) v [AB; a] peel off s. t. thin with care, flake in small bits, peel. Akuy mupaknit sa mga silyu arun dili madaut, I'll be the one to take the stamps off so they won't get damaged. Napaknit ang pin
	paknit (from aknit) v [AB; a] peel off s. t. thin with care, flake in small bits, peel. Akuy mupaknit sa mga silyu arun dili madaut, I'll be the one to take the stamps off so they won't get damaged. Napaknit ang pin
	-

	tal sa bungbung, The paint on the walls peeled off. 

	Figure
	pakpak n 1 husk, bark of trees. Pakpak. sa mais, Corn husks. 2 by extension, peels. v [ABN; a2] peel off, shell Nagkapakpak ang iyang panit tungud sa init, He is peeling because of his sunburn. I sirbi ang mani nga gipakpakan, Serve the peanuts that we shelled. -an(➔), -un, ·un(➔) n nearly ripe tamarinds, the peelings of which are loose. 
	pakpak., = PALAKPAK. 
	pakshufn foxhole. v [A; b6] dig a foxhole. Nagpaksbul dayun ang mga sundalu, The soldiers dug foxholes right away. 
	paksi, pales� v [A; a] rip. off s. t. flexible that is adhering firmly to s. t. Kinsang buanga ang(nagpaksit) sa anunsiyu? Who is the fool that ripped off the announcement? Paksiun (paksitun) ku nangngabil mung nagbaga, l will rip your thick lips off your snout. 
	nagpak.si

	paksiw n dish of meat or fish cooked with vinegar and spices. v [A; a2] make paksiw.Paksnuun natu ang subrang inasal, We'll make paksrw of the extra roasted pig. 
	paksiyun n faction. 
	paksul = P AKSHUL. 
	paksut v [AB12; a] peel off s.t. which is adheriin a ftlm or layer over s.t. else. Akuymupaksut sa mga ritratung imung gipapilit sa bungbung, I'll peel the pictures off that you pasted on the wall. Napaksut ang i-yang tubud sa pagkadam-ag ni-ya, His knees were bruised when he stumbled. n place s.t. was peeled off. Dunay paksut ang kabuy nga napingsan sa bala, There is a slight bruise on the tree that the bullet grazed. 
	ng 

	paktaw = PATANi. 
	2

	paktu n pact, an agreement between two or more parties. -diritru sale of land subject to repurchase within a period of time. v 
	[cl] execute a deed of sale with the rightto repurchase. 
	[cl] execute a deed of sale with the rightto repurchase. 

	paktul v 1 [A; a2b2) knock the head with 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	Paktulan ku nang imung ulu arun makasabut ka, l will conk you on the head so you can understand. 2 [b4(1)] have paktulpracticed on one. n k.o. sorcery whereby 

	s.
	s.
	t. is done to a skull, doll, or some other representation of a person, and the personagainst whom it is practiced feels the effects of whatever is done to the image. paN-v [A


	2) practice paktul. maN-r-, maN-1-n sorcer-er who practices paktul.

	paktura n 1 invoice of goods bought. 2 label attached to merchandise indicating the price in code. v [A; b(l)] make price tags for goods to be sold. 
	pakun k.o. fern, the youleaves of which 
	pakun k.o. fern, the youleaves of which 
	1 
	ng 

	_
	are eaten as a salad: Atbynum esculentum. 
	paku n plaster of belladona: k.o. plaster appfled locally for muscular aches. v [A; c] apply a plaster of belladona. 
	paku n 1 wings. 2 ventral fin. 3 means or instrument to achieve s.t.: money, credentials, ability (colloquial). Di ku makapamyista kay wa man kuy pak.u, I can't attend the fiesta because I don't have the moneyfor the fare. Di ka mauwaw nga murikuminOU need not be ashamed to recommend her because she has the qualifications. 4 armpit (humor-ous euphemism). v [A; b6] put wings on. pakupaku n upper part of back just below the shoulder. paN-v [A; b6] grow wings.pak-an a 1 winged. 2 devilish. Pak-an baya nimu
	dar ni-ya kay bustu na sa paku, y

	paku v [B126; a12] be frustrated in one's efforts to accomplish s. t. Wa ku mapaku sa akung pagpanagat gabii kay nakada kug diyutay, It was worthwhile going fishing last night because I managed to catch some. 
	pakug v [AC; c] bang the head against s.t., bang heads together. Pakugun ta mu kay paribu mung sad-an, I'm going to bang our 
	y

	I
	heads together. You are both guilty. /yang 
	ipakug ang iyang ulu sa baligi ug saputun, 
	He bangs his head against the post when he is angry. pakugpakug v [B46; cl] for things hanging loosely to bang repeatedly against each other. Magpakugpakug ang mga buwad nga binitay ug banginun, The dried fish which are hung up knock against each other when the wind blows. 
	pakul n name given to good-sized triggerfishes with a larger mouth than the pugut.pakul = PAGUHA. 
	pakuma n FACOMA, the acronym for· Farmers' Cooperative Marketing Association. pakung v [AC; ab2c] give s.t. a light rap with 
	s. t. else, bump a small part of the head against s.t. Kanang maistrang saputun angnagpakung naku, That irate teacher rappedme on the head. Napakung ang akung ulu sa nag-abring sira, I knocked my head against the open door. v [A; ac] bang repeatedly.

	pakupak = PALAGUPAK. 
	pakutv 1 [A; a] binds. t. tightly. Tulisan ang nagpakut nila sa baligi, The robber bound them to the post. Pakuta ang mga bulus sa kawayan arun sayun dad-un, Bind the bamboo stems together so they will be easy to carry. 2 [A 13; c 1] be of all different kinds,do s.t. to all different kinds. Ug pakutun (ipakut) ninyu ang prutas nga inyung kanun maimpatsu giyud mu, If you eat all dif
	pakutv 1 [A; a] binds. t. tightly. Tulisan ang nagpakut nila sa baligi, The robber bound them to the post. Pakuta ang mga bulus sa kawayan arun sayun dad-un, Bind the bamboo stems together so they will be easy to carry. 2 [A 13; c 1] be of all different kinds,do s.t. to all different kinds. Ug pakutun (ipakut) ninyu ang prutas nga inyung kanun maimpatsu giyud mu, If you eat all dif
	1 
	-


	pakut-palad 
	2 

	ferent kinds of fruit at one time you'll surely have indigestion. (➔) n bond. ka· a ofvarious kinds put together. Kapakut Jang ang imung pamaJibad, You have run the full gamut of excuses. v [B1456] be of various kinds put together. Nagkapakut ang iyangsinina sa mga tapak, Her dress was all patches of every sort and shape. 
	ferent kinds of fruit at one time you'll surely have indigestion. (➔) n bond. ka· a ofvarious kinds put together. Kapakut Jang ang imung pamaJibad, You have run the full gamut of excuses. v [B1456] be of various kinds put together. Nagkapakut ang iyangsinina sa mga tapak, Her dress was all patches of every sort and shape. 
	pakutn wild boar. pakwan n 1 watermelon. 2 dried watermelon seeds. 
	2 

	pakyas a failed, come to nothing. Pakyas na ang akung panganduy, My dreams have come to naught. v 1 [A; a] fail, make s. t.fail. Dili aku mupakyas nimu, I will not fail you. Dili ka mapakyas, You cannot fail. Ayawg pakyasa ang akung tinguha, DonŁt cause my aspirations to fail. 2 [A2; bS] failto do s.t. Gipakyas (gipakyasan) niya ang iyang pagsimba, He missed going to church. ka-an n failure. 

	pakyaw v 1 [A; a12] hire for the whole job, buy the whole lot. Nagpakyaw mig usa ka trak para sa amung ikskursiyun, W.e chartered a bus for our excursion. Magpakyaw tag panday paghimug aparadur, Let's hire a carpenter to make the cabinet, paying himfor the job. Pakyawun ku ang pagtukud sa baJay, I'll have the house constructed, paying a lump 'sum for the whole job. Pakyawun ku ang tanang saging basta itugut ugbaratu, I'll buy all your bananas if you let me have them cheap. 2 [A2; a12] finish agame by mak
	..
	..
	whole. DiJi ni inadJaw. Pakyaw ni, We are paid for doing the whole job, not on a daily basis. maN-r-, maN-ay n whole lot buyer or worker of jobs under agreement. 

	p'1none'spal.v [C;c] be pals. 
	1 

	paln acronym for Philippine Air Lines. v[A13] take a PAL flight; by extension, take a plane. 
	2 

	pala n k.o. black ant, the size of an ordinary red ant (huJmigas) infesting fruits. It does not bite but secretes an acid which can sting the eyes. v [a4] be infested with black ants. see also PA. 
	pala (not without J) v [A; c] flatter, sweet 
	tait. Akuy mupaJa ni Nanay arun ta palitan 
	tait. Akuy mupaJa ni Nanay arun ta palitan 
	ug bag-ung sinina, I'll sweet talk Mother in
	-

	to buying us new dresses. n flattery. palapala = PALAa. 
	I
	I
	'I

	pa a(not without J) n spade, shovel. v [A;ac] move s. t. with a shovel Pa/aha nang balas diha, Shovel that sand away. lpala ang baJas ngari, Shovel the sand over here. (➔) 
	2 

	,


	=PALA, v.
	=PALA, v.
	=PALA, v.
	2

	pala(not without l) n propeller. 
	3 

	pal.a V [A; a] erase. Mam, akuy mupala sa blakburd, Ma'am, I'd like to erase the board (for you). Lisud kang pad-un (palaun) sa akung panumduman, It's difficult to erase you from my mind. -an(➔) n eraser forpencil or typewritten figures. -in-an, pinadan n erasure. Dag ban rag pinalaan (pinadan) ang imung tinayip, Your typing has too many erasures. t 
	pa.la v [A12; a3b2] get s.t. as a result of ones actions or behavior. Makapala kag maayung kapalaran ug magtinarung ka, yOUwill get good fortune if you are a good and upright person. Way laing hipalaan sa tawung burukintu kun di away, A troublemaker gets nothing but trouble. 
	1,

	palabad see •LA.BAD. 
	palabangahan, palabanghan = BALBANGJ\AN. palabra (not without l) n 1 word of honor. 
	Wa s,yay palabra kay dili mutuman ug saad, 
	He has no word of honor because he does not hold to his promises. 2 talk as opposedto action. Palabra Jang, way nabuhat, It's
	He has no word of honor because he does not hold to his promises. 2 talk as opposedto action. Palabra Jang, way nabuhat, It's
	· 

	all talk, no action. -diunur word of honor. 
	,
	-s see SITI. 
	palabu see LA.BU . 
	palad n 1 palm o\ the hand. 2 one's fate. D,• ku madatu kay mau nay akung palad, I willnot get rich because it's my fate not to. 2a pilay -who knows? Ayaw siyag sawaya.Pilay pa/ad ug maprisidinti siya, Do not scorn him. Who knows, he might one daybecome president. 2b walay -unfortunate. Mis -name Miss Palm, the hand as used in masturbating (humorous). Napildi kung Mis ·Palad gabii, I gave my all to Miss Palm last night (i.e. masturbated). ( ➔) n 1 general name given to various flatfishes: flounders, brills
	·
	ng 


	paladyaw -palantig 
	palaran a fortunate. Palaran ka kay ikay napili, You're lucky you were chosen. kapalaran n fate, destiny. Sugu sa kapalaran ang nabitabu, What happened was the decree of fate. Balud sa kapalaran, The cruelty of fate. palarun a turning out lucky, successful. Ug palarun ang planu, If the plan is successful. 
	palaran a fortunate. Palaran ka kay ikay napili, You're lucky you were chosen. kapalaran n fate, destiny. Sugu sa kapalaran ang nabitabu, What happened was the decree of fate. Balud sa kapalaran, The cruelty of fate. palarun a turning out lucky, successful. Ug palarun ang planu, If the plan is successful. 

	paladyaw (from layaw)n k.o. floating anchor attached to a line, consisting of a float and s.t. tied to it to offer resistance (pakaw),the purpose of which is to slow down s.t. drifting or hold back s.t. moving. v [A13; a 
	2] attach a paladyaw. Paladyawi ang paliban arun maluya dayun ang ihu, Attach a float to the harpoon line so the shark will tire easily. 
	2] attach a paladyaw. Paladyawi ang paliban arun maluya dayun ang ihu, Attach a float to the harpoon line so the shark will tire easily. 

	palag v [Al2] = HI-. hi-(�) v [A12C3; b8c3] meet with, run into. Nakapalag ( nakabipalag) na ku sa bustung tubag, I found the right answer. Hipalgan sa mga pulis ang patayng lawas sa nalumus, The policemen found the dead body of the drowned person. Gikahipalag ku siya didtu, I ran into him there. 
	palagpagn 1 tray made of bamboo latticework that is hung s.w. for various uses, e.g. in the kitchen as a storage place for food, or hung in the garden as support for vines, et al. 2 bamboo stretcher for carrying corpses, the flooring of which is made of bamboo slats. Palagpag ang gikargahan sa minatay, The corpse was carried on a bamboo stretcher. v [A 1; a] put in, make into a tray of this sort or in a bamboo stretcher. 
	1 

	palagpagv [A; ac2] agitate s. t. to remove 
	2
	2
	dust. Ipalagpag (palagpagi) ang sinina arun makuha ang abug, Beat or shake the dresses to remove the dust. 

	palpak n clapper made of bamboo or a banana leaf stalk. v 1 [A; b6] sound the make a palagupak.
	agu
	pal
	agu
	pak. 2 [A; a12] 

	palahuta= PLAWfA. 
	pal-ak n a leafstalk and its leaf. v [Al; a]remove the leafstalk from the mother plant.Pal-aki kug pi/a ka dahun sa pitsay, Take some Chinese cabbage leaves off of the plant for me. 
	palaka n frog.
	palakaya n k.o. trawling with av-shaped net (pukut) usually in deep waters. v [AN; a2]trawl, catch by trawling. 
	palakiru = PALIKIRU. 
	palakpak n applause. v [A; b] clap. Ang gipalakpakan ug maayu mauy nakadaug, The one who got the most applause won. 
	palakpalak n 1 croaking of frogs, flapping of 
	wings of fowls, clacking of wooden slippers. 
	wings of fowls, clacking of wooden slippers. 
	2 = P ALAGUP AK. 2a lesbian, so called from the bamboo clapper which consists of two like-shaped pieces of bamboo. v 1 [A; cl]make the palakpalak sound. 2 [ C] engage in Lesbian behavior. 
	palakul, palakul (not without /) n hatchet. (➔)v [a12b2] hit with a hatchet. Palakulun ku nang irua, I'll hit that dog with an axe. -un a like a hatchet. -un ug tiil having feet with spreading toes. 
	palakupak= P ALAGUPAK. 
	palamban = PANGTAMBAN. see TAMBAN. palamingku (not without /) n long, sharp, 
	pointed knife, of light weight, about 8" long, used for slaughtering or slicing meat. v [A; ab2] strike, stab with a palamingku.
	palanas n 1 flat, smooth rock or stone cliff. 2 eroded untillable area where large stones stick out. v (82] for the soil to become barren, eroded. Mupalanas (mapalanas) ang yuta ug mababaan, A piece of land becomes infertile if it is subject to floods. 
	palandung see LANDUNG. 
	palangga (from dangga) v [A; al 2] love and care for s.o.Mupangga ku sa batang buutan, I'll love a good child. Palanggaun ku ikaw hangtud sa kabangturan, I will love and care for you till the end of time. n dearest, dar
	ling. short form: langgl. Natulug ka na ba, palangga? Are you asleep, darling? ma-inun a bestowing loving care, full of love. -in
	-

	= PALANGGA, n. 
	,
	palanggana, plangganita = PLANGGANA, 
	PLANGGANITA. 
	palangging, palanggingging n form of endearment for palangga. Unsa may gustu nimung kan-un palangging? What do you want to cat, little dear? 
	palangka(not without /) n religious offering 
	1
	or pledge in the form. of prayers, sacrifices, and penance for the success of a kursilyista (see KURSILYU). v [A; cl] make a palangka. 
	palangka= PLANGKA. palangki = PULANGKI. 
	2 

	palangri n general name for longline fishing in deep waters. v [AN; b6] go longline fishing.
	palanhay (not without/) a sloping gradually.v [Bl; a12] be, become a gradual slope.A
	bunuhig yuta sa ubus arun mapalanhay angbabada, Put in filling in the part below so that it will be an easy grade. 
	palansa = PLANTSA. -in-n flat-topped haircut with short sides. 
	palantig v [A; ab2] throw s. t. at s. t. Gipalantig nakung manuk nga mituktuk sa bin/ad, 
	Ithrew stones at the chicken that was peck
	-


	palantigun -palda 
	ing at the rice. 
	ing at the rice. 
	,
	.
	palant1gun = BALANTIGUN.
	' , ' 
	' , ' 
	' '

	palapa= PALAPALA.
	palapag n 1 strong, permanent trellis, ._with posts, usually made of metal or hardwood, used as a support for climbing plants or as a screen. 2 matting made of closely woven bamboo slats. Kataga sa palapag ang kupras, Spread the copra on the bamboo slats. 3 a round winnowing tray. 
	palapag n 1 improvised litter.Ang masakitun gibutang sa palapag ug gibayungan ngadtu sa tambalanan, The sick person was placed on the improvised carriage and was taken to the hospital. 2 = PALAGPAG• v [A; a2] 1 carry in a litter. 2 make a litter. 
	1


	palapala = PALAP M,A. 
	palapalan 1 horizontal trellis for plants to 
	l
	l
	grow on. 2 temporary shed without walls with a flat roof. v [A; b6(1)] make such a shed or trellis for climbing plants. MagpapaZang tas silung nga para kan-anan sa bisita, 
	We'll make a pergola in the yard for the 
	dinner guests. 

	palapalan advantage given an opponent whereby the stronger player agrees to make a certain multiple of the score gotten by the weaker, e.g., he must make five points for every one point of his opponent. v [A;
	2 

	c] give this advantage. 
	c] give this advantage. 

	palariti ( not without /) = PLARITI. 
	palas(not withouf /) v [A3P; a) erase writings, memories. Aku ta kang palasun sa akung listaban, I'll erase your name from my list. (➔) n eraser. -in-an n erasure. 
	1 

	palas(not without/) v [A; a12b2] summon an kay maglalung ta sa balay, I will go notify the people to come because we're going to move the house. 
	2 
	people to work. Palasun ku ang mga sili
	ng

	palas(not without!/) v [A; a12) continue weaving s.t. already started. Nasugdan ku na man, ikaw na lay magpalas, I started it. Now you continue weaving it. 
	3 

	palasan n k.o. rattan with a stem as big around as the arm, and the nodes approximately 1 ½" apart. The heart stem is edible but bitter. The stalk is used for furniture and the split stems for tying. 
	palasibu (not without/)!= PLASIBU. 
	palastar (not without!/) v [AB; cl] 1 lay flat, lie down flat. Kinsa man nang nagpalastar diba sa katri? Who's that lying down on the bed? lpalastar (palastara) ang panaptun sa lamisa usa nimu tabasa, Lay the cloth flat on the table before you cut it. 2 set in proper place. Palastaran ku sa akung tinda kining imung lamisa, ha? .i\1ay I set my goods 
	palastar (not without!/) v [AB; cl] 1 lay flat, lie down flat. Kinsa man nang nagpalastar diba sa katri? Who's that lying down on the bed? lpalastar (palastara) ang panaptun sa lamisa usa nimu tabasa, Lay the cloth flat on the table before you cut it. 2 set in proper place. Palastaran ku sa akung tinda kining imung lamisa, ha? .i\1ay I set my goods 
	up here on your table? 

	palasu 1 = PLA.SU, 2= PALATSU. 
	palasu 1 = PLA.SU, 2= PALATSU. 
	pala�u (not without /) n 1 palace. 2 archbishop's residence. v [a12] make into a palace.
	palata n k.o. fish found around rocks in shallow waters, not particularly good eating. 
	palatik (not without!/) n outrigger boom to which the float (katig) is attached. v [A; a] make or attach an outrigger boom 
	palatiru (not without/)!= PLATIRU. 
	palatsu n k.o. flowing gown for women consisting of a flaring, full skirt modified to form two pant legs. v [A; a2] wear this sort of gown. 
	palatu (not without/)= PLA.TU. 
	palatun n 1 plate, 9" to 12" in diameter, made of enamel-coated tinplate, round and deep like a shallow soup plate. 2 any plate .. v [A; cl] 1 use a palatun. 2 make into a palatun. a eating a lot. 
	palaw (not without /) v [B1256] feel disappointment tinged with embarrassment at the failure of s.t. to happen. Napa/aw ang mangunguut kay way su/ud ang pitaka, The pickpocket was disappointed because the wallet contained no money. Napa/aw mi pagkanta namug ha-pi birtdi kay di diay adlaw niya, We were embarrassed when we sang happy birthday because it wasn't his birthday.
	pa.law n k.o. large, vigorous growing aroid, the tubers and leaves of which are eaten, esp. in times of scarcity: Cyrtosperma merkusii. v [A; b6] plant palaw. -an(➔) 1 = PA.LAW. 2 name for a similar aroid. 
	palaw-a = PALWA. 
	palawir (not without /) n female genitalia. paN-v 1 [A2; b6] adorn with flowers. 2 [A2; b3] make oneself up pretty, dress to kill (humorous). 3 [A2; al2] for a young girl to do s. t. appropriate to grown-ups. Nganung nangmik-ap ka? Namalawir ka na ba? Why are you putting make-up on? You want to act like a grown-up? 4 [A23] gather fallen coconuts, esp. from plantations not one's own (humorous -word play on pamulak 'gather fallen coconuts' which looks as though the root is bulak 'flower' [ whereas actually t
	palaypay v [A; c] spread s.t. out or hang it up to air,dry. Didtu sa gawas ipalaypay ang babul, Spread the blanket out outside. -an is hung out to dry.
	(➔) n place where laund
	ry 

	palbangahan = palda n skirt. v [A; a] wear, obtain, make into a skirt. -iblusa n skirt and blouse. v 
	palbanga
	an, 
	BALBANGA.AN. 


	paldiyas -palls 
	[A; c] wear a skirt and blouse. 
	[A; c] wear a skirt and blouse. 

	paldiyu n 1 brim of a hat. 2 part of the leg of the trousers from the knees to the cuffs. v ·•iA; b] make the brim of a hat. 
	paldu v [A; al2] pack into bales. Atung pal-
	duhun ang mga pamantalaan, Let's bale the newspapers. n bale, bundle. -in-n s.t. packed in bales. 
	duhun ang mga pamantalaan, Let's bale the newspapers. n bale, bundle. -in-n s.t. packed in bales. 

	palhi a for a place to be inhabited by supernatural beings that can get easily angered and inflict diseases on the object of their ire. Giila ra ba ning yutaang palhi Rubati una usa daruba, This land is notorious for the supernatural beings that guard it. Make an offeribefore you plow it. 
	ng 

	palhug v [A; c) slip s.t. long under or in between s.t. else, usually not tightly placed. 
	Ayawg palbugi ug malita ang ilalum sa bagdanan, Don't keep a suitcase under the stairs. 
	Ayawg palbugi ug malita ang ilalum sa bagdanan, Don't keep a suitcase under the stairs. 

	palin large scar. v [B; b4a4) form, have a 
	I 

	' 
	' 
	scar. Mupalt ang kababung ug mataptan ug
	mik, The infection will form a scar if you
	treat it with a coin. 

	paliv [B126) for the upraised hands to be bent back with some force. Kusug ra kaayutung pagkapasaba sa bula, makapali (makaOU reallythrew the ball with force. It can bend the hand over backwards. 
	2 
	papali) man pud sa magsawu, y

	palias a having pale and vedry lips. (�) v [B26N; b4] for the lips to be, become pale and very d. Ang tawung masakitun mipalias (namalias) ang ngabil, A sick man's lips turn pale and get dry. -un a of a pale and powdery sort. 
	ry 
	ry

	palibkas see LIBKAS. 
	palidn 1 sheet of paper, metal. Duba ka palid nga sin, Two iron sheets. 2 door or window shutter. 3 installment of a sto. Di ku saypan angmatag!palid sa sugilanun, l won't miss a single installment of the story. 
	1 
	ry

	palid, palid-sa luwag n handle of a ladle. 
	21
	21
	v [A; cl) make the handle of a ladle. 

	palidv 1 [A; cl) for the wind to blow s.t. away. Gipalid sa bangin ang binaybay, The wind blew the laundry away. la [c6] be blown off course. Didtu ipalid ang sakayan sa Bubul, The boat was blown over to Bohol -ug hanginun [ c) be so thin the wind could blow it away. Gisumbag pa sa salbabis nga bana ang iyang asawa nga ipalid ganig banginun, The wife was so thin she could have been blown over by a gust of wind, but that didn't stop her brute of a husband from boxing her. 2 [A; b6] winnow, throw grains in t
	palidv 1 [A; cl) for the wind to blow s.t. away. Gipalid sa bangin ang binaybay, The wind blew the laundry away. la [c6] be blown off course. Didtu ipalid ang sakayan sa Bubul, The boat was blown over to Bohol -ug hanginun [ c) be so thin the wind could blow it away. Gisumbag pa sa salbabis nga bana ang iyang asawa nga ipalid ganig banginun, The wife was so thin she could have been blown over by a gust of wind, but that didn't stop her brute of a husband from boxing her. 2 [A; b6] winnow, throw grains in t
	2 

	mig humay sa baybayun, We'll winnow rice at the seashore. (➔) = PA.LID, 'D2. palidpalid v [AB; cl] sway back and forth in the wind, make sway. Nagpalidpalid ang kurtina sa bangin, The curtains waved in the wind. Ang hangin nagpalidpalid sa iyang buhuk, The wind blew her hair in all directions. 

	palidpid v [AN; b6] pass close along the side of s.t. Namalidpid (mipalidpid) kug agi sa karsada, l walked along the side of the street. 
	palidpid v [AN; b6] pass close along the side of s.t. Namalidpid (mipalidpid) kug agi sa karsada, l walked along the side of the street. 
	palihan n rope tied to a harpoon or arrow with which the quarry can be held after it is speared. v [A13; a] attach, use for a harpoon rope. 
	paliharu n k.o. large sweet potato having soft, yellowish meat. palihug see •LIHUG. palikiru a philandering. -ug mata being flirtatious with women, using the eyes. 
	palina n k.o. small sugar cane that has a dark maroon color and is decidedly sweeter than the commercial variety. The stem is soft and easily chewable. 
	palina n 1 k.o. fumigation practised for medical treatment or for various rites, the purpose of which is always purification or nullification of s.t. 2 materials used for this treatment. v 1 [A; b) give s.o. this treatment. Magpalina ku sa bag-ung balay, l will have my new house purified by magic smoke. 2 [AN; b] give oneself this treatment. Namalina ku gikan sa mintiriyu, I ex� posed myself to fumigation after I left the cemetery.
	paling v [AB126; cl] for s.t. not rooted or fixed at the base to fall over to its side; cause it to do so. Iring ang mipaling sa masitira, The cat knocked the flower pot over. palingpaling a having no strong convictions and easily yielding to influence. v [B56] be not firm, an easy prey to influence. Way iyang kaugali!ngung panghunabuna, mupalingpaling (mapalingpaling) pa, He can be swayed in his decision. He has no mind of his own. 
	palipi v [AN; b6(1)] place thorns around the base of plants to keep them from animals or thieves. Ug wapa ku makapalipi sa akung mangga, maburut unta sa kawŁt, If I hadn't put thorns around the base of the mango tree, the fruit would have all been stolen. n thorns placed around plants. 
	palinpinun n a narrow road with a sharp turn having a high cliff on one side and a deep precipice on the other side. 
	palis n early afternoon, between noon and 4 
	P.M. v [BS; b4(1)] be in the afternoon. Na
	-


	palis -palmu 
	72S 

	palisan kug Laba sa mga bulingun, I washed the clothes until afternoon. Palisan ku ang imung babuy, I will pay for your pig with an afternoon's work. 
	palisan kug Laba sa mga bulingun, I washed the clothes until afternoon. Palisan ku ang imung babuy, I will pay for your pig with an afternoon's work. 
	palis = PALID, v2.
	2

	is v [AN) for leaves to start sprouting 
	pali
	sp

	Sa tulu ka adlaw mupalispis (mamalispis) na ang pugas, In three days the corn seeds will be sprouting. Nagpalispis na ang sanga nga iyang gitisuk, The branch of a tree that she planted is beginning to grow leaves. n 1 short, thin sprouting leaf, not fully grown. 2 sheath of a stem of the bamboo plant. 3 sheath wings, usually of insects. 4 caudal fin of the squid. -in-n a fraction of s. t. Pi-,nalispis lang kini sa imung abilidad, This is only a fraction of your ability. 
	palit v 1 [A; a] buy. Akuy mupalit anag diyiI'll buy it for ten pesos (lit. if it's ten pesos). Kinsay nagpalit sa imung awtu? Who bought your car? Nakapalit mig haratung kutsi, We managed to buy a car cheap. Palitun ku ning tambala, I will buy this medicine. Kinsay imung gipalitan sa kutsi? Who did you buy the car from (or for)? Wa kuy kwartang ipalit ug awtu, I have no money to buy a car with. 2 [A; al2) -ug away, buruka get into trouble with s.o. with whom one had no quarrel simply because of too much
	s, 

	s.t. Pilay palit. nimu sa isda? How much did you pay for the fish? -baligya n buying and selling. Ang iyang patigayun palit baligya sa mais, He is in the business of buying and selling corn. (�) n sales. Kusug ba ang palit sa imung tinda? Are your goods selling fast? a selling well. v [bS) 1 sell in large quantities. Bulad mauy gipalit (gipalitan) run sa mga tawu kay mahal ang lab-as, Driedfish sells well now because fresh fish is dear. 2 (Al3] for a farmer who rlises his own to buy when his stock runs ou
	ng 
	of buyi
	ng
	yu 
	t


	palita n 1 brick trowel. 2 a flat paddle for removing baked foods from an oven. v [A3;ab2] 1 smooth with a trowel. Palitaba ang pinising, Smooth out the finishing cement. 2 use a paddle, hit with a paddle. -da = 
	,
	,
	PALITA, vl. 
	palitaw, palitaw n sweet made of finelyground sticky rice patties boiled in water and covered with sugar and shredded coconut. v [A; a] make palitaw.
	palitun toothpick, matchstick. v [a12]make a toothpick. paN-v [A2) use a toothpick. Namalitu siya human ug kaun, Hepicked his teeth after he ate. 
	1 

	palitusee LITU.
	2
	paliya, paliya n widely cultivated vine producing an elongated fruit with wart-like skin, eaten unripe as a vegetable, having a bitter taste: Momordica cbarantia. 
	·
	paliyar v 1 [B6; b4(1)] for an engine to malfunction. Sus, nagpaliyar na pud ning kagangkagang! Darn! This rattletrap is breaking down again! 2 [ B6) for a plan to fail to come out successfully. Mipaliyar ang amung sabut nga mangaligu kay nag-ulan, 
	Our plans to go swimming didn't materialize because it rained. 3 [A2; cl) default in payment. Nakapaliyar kug usa ka instulmin sa pagdaut naku, I failed to pay one installment when I got sick. 4 [B36) for one's health to fail. M ipaliyar ang iyang lawas tund sa siging bilar, She kept staying up nights and it ruined her health. palyadu, palyawu a 1 malfunctioning. 2 failing to come out. 3 defaulting in payments. 4 failing in health. v [B12) break down. 
	gu

	paliyu n flat, pointed stick, usually bamboo, used as a needle to string tobacco leaves together. v [A; al 2) make into a paliyu. (�) n 1 match stick, toothpick. 2 swab of cotton on a thin stick. v [A; c) swab s.t. Paliyuban giyud ang buug arun di mudalitay, 
	Swab the thick ear discharge so that it 
	won't ooze out. 
	palku n 1 balcony of a theater or a house. 2 small improvised hut built fronting a stageas a box for viewers. palkupalku n a raisedflooring or stage for a performance. 
	palma n palm plant or any part thereof. Angpqlma simbulu sa kadaugan, The palm is a symbol of victory. -uliba olive palm, a palm of the same genus as the. pitu, butsomewhat smaller.
	gu

	palmira n any of a number of small pinnateleafed palms, potted or planted for ornamental purposes. 
	. 

	palmita n 1 rod for punishment. 2 punishment with a rod. v [A; a] administet th� rod. Kusug mupalmita ang mga paring Katsila, The Spanish priests were fond of punishing the children with a rod. 
	palmu n a game of marbles in which marbles are made to bounce off a board. The firstplayer shoots and the second player tries to 

	palmug -palug
	2 

	hit the first player's marble or get within a certain distance. If he fails, the first player throws again, and so forth. v 1 [AC; c] play a game of palmu. 2 [c6] in basketball, shoot the ball into the basket by making it bounce off the board first. 
	hit the first player's marble or get within a certain distance. If he fails, the first player throws again, and so forth. v 1 [AC; c] play a game of palmu. 2 [c6] in basketball, shoot the ball into the basket by making it bounce off the board first. 
	palmug = PAMULUG. see BULUG. 
	3

	palpag a disheveled. v [B; cl] be disheveled. 
	Ang iyang bubuk mipalpag tungud sa bilabibang kauga, Her hair was disheveled because it was so d. 
	ry


	palpagu n k.o. herbaceous ground cover with creeping stems also grown in pots: Pellionia daveauana. 
	palpal v fA; alb2) 1 hit s.o. on the open palm. Palpalun ku run nang imung kamut, I'm going to slap your palms. 2 knock s.t. with the flat palm. Si Martiris ang nakapalpal sa bula gika.n kang Plurinsiyu, Martirez knocked the ball out of Florencio's hands. 3 [Bl) for the feet to get flat. a flat of feet. -un( ➔) a somewhat flat-footed. 
	palpara n a ruffle or frill attached to the neckline or to the sleeves of a dress. v [A;
	c) decorate a dress with ruffles or wear a dress decorated with ruffles. 
	c) decorate a dress with ruffles or wear a dress decorated with ruffles. 

	palsipikar v [A; al2) falsify papers or documents; forge s.o. 's signature. palsipikadu a forged, counterfeit document, forged signature. palsipikasiyun n falsification of documents. 
	palsu a 1 false, incorrect. Palsu ang imung pangatarungan, Your reasons are wrong. 2 failed. Palsu ang ilang tinguba, Their endeavors came to naught. v [B2; al2) fail, not come to fruition. Mipalsu (napalsu) ang ilang planu, Their plans failed. 
	palta v 1 [A; a2] fail to do s.t. Wala pa ku makapalta sa akung klasi, I P-ever missed a class. Napa/ta ug batud run ang Tayims, The Times wasn't delivered today. 2 [A; al2) break up people fighting. Gipalta sa pulis ang duba ka batan-un nga nagsinumbagay, sters who were eaged in a fist fight. n 1 failure to attend some function. 2 fail to do 
	The policeman separated the two you
	ng 
	ng

	s.t. Way palta ang iyang pagbisita magabii, He never failed to visit her in the eveni. 3 amount less in a score, amount lacking in a count. Palta una ug tabla na kamu, One more point and you'll be even. Ang imung ibap kulang. Palta ug duba, yOU counted wrong. YOU lack two. kuha ug -v [b( 1)) be held culpable. Makubaag palta ang mga ginikanan nga kinamatayun nga mukastigu ug anak, Parents can be held culpable if they punish their children too severely. hiNa tendito be absent. 
	s.t. Way palta ang iyang pagbisita magabii, He never failed to visit her in the eveni. 3 amount less in a score, amount lacking in a count. Palta una ug tabla na kamu, One more point and you'll be even. Ang imung ibap kulang. Palta ug duba, yOU counted wrong. YOU lack two. kuha ug -v [b( 1)) be held culpable. Makubaag palta ang mga ginikanan nga kinamatayun nga mukastigu ug anak, Parents can be held culpable if they punish their children too severely. hiNa tendito be absent. 
	ng
	ng 

	paltik n 1 homemade firearms. 2 fake money. 3 in baseball, foul ball. 4 s.o. who rides 
	s.t. or enters without a ticket. Dagbang paltik sa ilang pasabiru, There were lots of nonpasseers. paN-v [A2) go s.w. without a ticket. Naay akung amigu sa sini. Mamaltik ta, l have a friend that works in the theater. Let's sneak in. 
	payi
	ng 
	ng

	paltus v [B26] fail in one's plans or strategy.
	Mipaltus ang iyang planung manulis kay bipanid-an man, His plans for the robberywere foiled because s.o. had observed him. 
	palu (not without l) v [B1256) 1 be disappointed and embarrassed due to the failure of one's expectations. Napalu siyag batag ug gasa kay dili pa diay mau ang adlaw, He was embarrassed when he gave his birthday gift as it turned out it was not the man's birthday. 2 for a top to fail to spin.t 
	palu (not without l) n 1 mast. 2 pole. v (a]make a mast, pole, put a mast on. Kabuy nga palubun sa bangka, A piece of wood to make into a mast of the boat. -Mariya = BIT AUG. -sibu n name of a game in which s.o. tries to climb a greased pole to get a prize on top. palupalu n paddle used in pounding clothes. v [A; bS] beat with a paddle. 
	palu v {A; ab2] hit, slap in punishment. Paluun ku ang imung nawung, I will slap your face. Hipaluan siya sa sinilas, He got slapped with the slippers. n s.t. used to slap with. hiN-a fond of hitting. 
	palu a infatuated (slang). Misugut dayun kay palu man siya naku, She accepted me right away because she has a crush on me. v [Bl2; b3] get a crush on s.o. 
	paluap v 1 [A; a) follow up one's orders or request to see if they have been acted on. 
	Madugay ang aplikisyun ug way mupaluap, 
	The application will' take forever if no one follows it up. 2 [A; c] in basketball, knock the ball into the basket after it bounces from the ring or board. Ug di masyat ang hula ipaluap dayun, If the ball doesn't get in the first time, knock it in by hitting it again. n act of knocking a ball which bounces off the ring or board into the basket. 
	· 

	palud n shingle of palm thatch, usually nipa but also lumbiya, used for roofing or walling. It is made by wrapping the leaflet er round a piece of bamboo and sewing it. v [A;
	a} make into, provide with shingles of this sort. palawran n piece of bamboo around which the shingle is wound and sewn. 
	palugn half a buck (slang). 
	1
	palugn a k.o. fresh-water fish, about 3" long, blackish and scaly. 
	2 


	palumar -palwa 
	palumar n dovecote. v [Al; b6] construct or put up a dovecote s.w. 
	palumar n dovecote. v [Al; b6] construct or put up a dovecote s.w. 
	palung(not without/)!= PALAW. 
	1 

	palungv 1 [A; b] whittle the end of s.t. to make it taper or smooth it. Gipalungan niya angpasamanu sa hagdan, He made the edges of the bannister rounded. 2 [A; a] cut the ears so that they hang. Gipalung angdalunggan sa babuy agi ug timailban, They cut the pig's ear as a mark. 2a cut the cockscomb. 3 [A; b] move the end of a line to make it 
	2 

	·
	parallel or directly vertical to s.t. Gipalungan niya ang linya dapit sa tuu, He moved the line a little to the right. a having an ear that hangs due to injury. Si Huwan palung, Juan has a dangling ear. n deformations on the ear. paN-(+) n stempost or sternpost of small outrigger boats. pinaN-(+) n k.o. small outrigger boat, the stempost and sternpost of which are exactly alike. 

	palung v 1 [A; a] extinguish a fire, turn off a light. Bumbiru ang nakapalung sa kalayu, The firemen put out the big fire. Pagnga ra gud ang suga, Please turn the light off. 2 [B
	· 126) for the vision to become blurred. Nagkapawung ang akung panan-aw sa kagutum, I can hardly see, I'm so hungry. 3-ang kasuku v [B126; al] for aer to die down or subside. Dili mapawung ang akung kasuku nimug di ka mangayug pasaylu, Nothing can quench my anger unless you apologize. paN-n instrument for snuffing out candles. 
	ng

	palungpungn cluster or bunch. M isuksuk ang manuk sa palungpung, The chicken hid itself in the cluster of bushes. Palungpung sa lyab� A bunch of keys. v [AB; a12] be in cluster or bunch, bunch s.t. Mupalungpung ang bunga sa ubas, Grapes come in bunches. Pungpunga ang imung buhuk arun dili magwarung, Tie up your hair so it won't get dishevelled. 
	1 

	palungpung n toddy container made of a bamboo tute, two or three nodes long, with no handle. v [A; a2] make into a palungpung
	paluphu v 1 [A; b] scrub cooking utensils. 2 = PUPHU, vl. n s.t. used to scrub cookiutensils, usually coconut husks. Paluphu ang akung ilimpiyu sa dukut sa kaldiru, I'll clean the rice stuck to the pot with coconut husks. 
	ng

	palurus = PARULUS. 
	palusv [A; cl] 1 cause s.t. loosely tied or attached to slip off. Palusa (ipalus) ang baskit nga gisab-it sa akung abaga, Slip the basketoff my shoulder. 2 slip the foreskin back. Ug mapawus ang yamis hustu nang tuliun, If the foreskin can be pulled back, it 
	1 
	. 

	is ready to circumcise. a a foreskin that can be slipped back. palusn measurement of a skein of thread one hundred fathoms in length. 
	is ready to circumcise. a a foreskin that can be slipped back. palusn measurement of a skein of thread one hundred fathoms in length. 
	2 

	palus(not without l) n 1 score in a game. 2 advantage in score given in billiards to a weaker opponent. v 1 [A; cl] score in a game. Ipalus (palusa) nang syiti, Make seven points (knock the seven into the hole). 2 [A; c) give s.o. an advantage in score. Kining tiradaha ipalus ku nimu, l will give you the score of this shot. 
	1 

	palus (not without /) v [A; b7c] pay out additional length of line. Gipalusan niya ang tugut arun musakag maayu ang tabanug, He paid out more line so that the kite would climb higher. 
	palut v 1 [A; b] peel skin off. Gipalutan ku na ang mansanas, l peeled the apple. 2 [B2)for the skin to get chafed. Napalut (mipalut) ang liug sa kabaw tungud sa yu, The yoke chafed the water buffalo's neck. 3 [A B12) for land to become bare. Napalut ang kaumahan kay way ulan, The fields became bare from lack of rain. 3a [A; bS] shave the head bald. Akuy mupalut sa imung ulu ugdi ka magpatupi anang imung bitul, I'll shave your head bald if you don't get rid of your beatle cut. n peelings. a bare of vegeta
	gu

	Nganung wa man ku kunsultahi Unsa man ku, palut saging? Why was I not consulted? What am I around here, anyway? Just a piece of furniture? (7) n 1 sorely chafed area. 2 scar on the head. Nakita ang palut 
	· 
	sa iyang ulu, You can see the scar on his head. a having a bald spot on it. Ang sal-ing palut ug ulu, The coleto bird has a bald spot on the head. 
	palutput n k.o. fish, general name for slip-
	mouths: Leiognatbus spp. 
	paluy = PAKLUY. 
	palwa n 1 petiole of a palm frond, banana leaf, or similarly-shaped leaves. 2 the whole palm frond, banana leaf. 2a the leaf (petioles and leaflets) of the kalamunggay. Duba ka palwang kalamunggay, Two branches of kalamunggay leaves. -sa kadaugan n palm;of victory. paN-v [A2; b8] 1 grow fronds. Namalwa (gipamalwahan) na ang pitsay, The Chinese cabbage has grown leaves. 2 gather palm fronds. Mamalwa tag isugnud, We'll gather palm fronds for fuel. palwihun a likea frond. Palwahun ug ilung, Flat
	· 
	-


	palya -pamuu 
	nosed. 
	nosed. 

	palya= PALIYAR. -du, -wu see PALIYAR. palyu n canopy coverithe bishop in reli-
	ng 

	. . .
	. . .
	g1ous services or processions. 

	pam-for forms beginning with pam-see also 
	B-and P-. pamada = PUMADA. pamalayi see BA YL 
	pamalung 1 see PALUNG. 2 see PALUNG. pamaul n muscle ache. v [A2; b4] for mus
	-

	cles to be sore. 
	cles to be sore. 

	pamhul n violation offumbling in basketball, consistiof hitting the ls or the feet of 
	ng 

	eg
	eg

	one's opponent while he is dribbling. pamhut n pump boat, a small motorized boat. v [A; a12] go by pump boat. 
	pamili -say is a family-sized packaged products. pil indi -wi feel at home (humorous -from the English 'be in the family way' meaning to be pregnant). Ayaw lag kaulaw pil indi pamili wi, Don't be shy. Just feel at home. 
	pamilinu see Pll.INU. 
	pamilya n 1 immediate family, group of closely related people who live together. 2 large group of related people with the same name. Ang mga Lupis datung pamilya sa Pi-
	·

	lipinas, The Lopezes are a rich family in the ing to a class or a family. Kining isdaa pamilya sa mga pdgi, This fish is in the ray family. v [B1256)become a member of a certain family by virtue of marriage. Ayaw lag kaulaw kay mapamilya ka na namu, Don't be shy because you are soon goito become a member of our family. di-n 1 family man. Lisud sa usa ka dipamilya kun way kapangwartaban, It is terrible for a person with a familyif he has no work. 2 man's undershorts, cut in boxer style. 3 of a large size
	lipinas, The Lopezes are a rich family in the ing to a class or a family. Kining isdaa pamilya sa mga pdgi, This fish is in the ray family. v [B1256)become a member of a certain family by virtue of marriage. Ayaw lag kaulaw kay mapamilya ka na namu, Don't be shy because you are soon goito become a member of our family. di-n 1 family man. Lisud sa usa ka dipamilya kun way kapangwartaban, It is terrible for a person with a familyif he has no work. 2 man's undershorts, cut in boxer style. 3 of a large size
	Philippines. 3 belo
	ng
	ng 


	pamilyar a familiar with s.o. or s.t. v [B12] be familiar with or close to s.t. or s.o. Wa pa ku makapamilyar nimu; I'm not familiar with you yet. 
	pamimislun = AMIMISLUN. 
	paminaw v 1 [A2S; ab2) listen, hear. Maminaw ta sa nyus, Let's listen to the news. la [A23; a12) listen, heed. Di ka unta maingunug naminaw pa ka, If you had listened,that wouldn't have happened to you. 2 [A12; a 12) feel, think. Paminawun ku Lang ug ma-
	paminaw v 1 [A2S; ab2) listen, hear. Maminaw ta sa nyus, Let's listen to the news. la [A23; a12) listen, heed. Di ka unta maingunug naminaw pa ka, If you had listened,that wouldn't have happened to you. 2 [A12; a 12) feel, think. Paminawun ku Lang ug ma-
	kaadtu ku, I'll see if I can go. 3 [A2S;!a12) watch, keep an eye on. Paminawa ra ang balay samtang wa ku dinbi, Watch the house while I'm away. 4 [A2S; bS] look to find out.Paminaw did tu ug duna ba silay bakant� Go find out if they have any openings. n 1 feeling. Kumusta ang imung paminaw karun? How are you feeling now? 2 observation. Sa akung paminaw dili siya kasaligan, As far as I have noticed, he is not to be trusted. t 

	pamingkungan see BINGKUNG. pammgw1t see BING\VIT. 
	pamingkungan see BINGKUNG. pammgw1t see BING\VIT. 
	paminta= PIMYINTA. 
	paminti, paminti (from binti) v [B46N; b (1)) be angry so that the whole body is trembling. Mibatbay ang ugat sa akung agtang sa dibang naminti ku, I was fuming with rage and the veins stood out on my forehead. 
	2 

	pamintun n spicy red seasoning, sold packaged. v [A; b7] mix pamintun into food. pamisliun 1 = AMJMISLUN. 2 region of the 
	body around the kidneys. 
	pamlug = PAMULUG. see BULUG. 
	pampam n prostitute (sla). v [BSN) become a prostitute. Nagpampam Zang siya kay gustu siyag kwartang sayun, She just became a prostitute because she wanted easy money. paN-v [A2; b6] patronize a prostitute. Dagban ang mamampam run kay bag-ung swildu, Lots of people will go to the prostitutes tonight because it's payday.-an(➔) n 1 whorehouse. 2 red light district. 
	ng

	parnpangginyav= PAMPANGGINYU, nl. 
	pampangginyu n 1 a native of Pampanga, a province in Central Luzon. 2 the language of Pampanga. 
	pampbut = PAMBUT. 
	pamplit n pamphlet. 'V [A; cl) make a pamphlet.
	,
	pamug = PAMULUG. see BULUG. 
	pamuligi v [A2; b3c5] for s.o. to be hurt and envious because of s.t. good which happened to s.o. else but did not happen to him. Kinsa guy dili mamuligi nga si Turyu ra may gibatagan ug gasa? Who won't be hurt and envious when Torio was the only one that got a present? Gipamuligiban ku nila kay daku kug gradung nadawat, ·Theywere hurt and felt envious of me because I got good grades (and they didn't). 
	pamuu v 1 [A2) work for s.o. in seasonal work in order to be paid in kind. Mamuu kug mais ug bumay sa M indanaw karung ·ting-ani, I'll go to Mindanao to help with the harvest to earn some rice and corn. 2 [A2; b6] labor for wages. n labor, work ac
	pamuu v 1 [A2) work for s.o. in seasonal work in order to be paid in kind. Mamuu kug mais ug bumay sa M indanaw karung ·ting-ani, I'll go to Mindanao to help with the harvest to earn some rice and corn. 2 [A2; b6] labor for wages. n labor, work ac
	-

	pamuuk -pana


	2 
	2 
	complished. Kinahanglan giyud nga kaangayan ang pamuu, Labor should be given a fair recompense. maN-r-(➔) n 1 laborer. 2 employee. 
	t


	pamuuk = PANUUK. see SUUK. 
	parnyinta = PIMYINTA. 
	pan n bread. -amirikanu n bread in a rectangular loaf. -disal n k.o. hard roll. v [A; al2] make bread. -adiru n baker. v [Bl 56) be a baker. -adiriya n bakery. v [Al; b6] have a bakery. t 
	pan-for forms beginning with pan-see also S, T, and D. 
	paN-(seep. xvi for the meaning ofthe symbol N. see MAN-for illustrations of thetense forms of the active voice.) 1 derivational verb forming prefix. la forming verbs that refer to plural actions: action done by one or more agents to several things, or several agents to one thing, or one (or more) agents to s.t. more than once. Pangaun na, mga bata, Come eat, children. Ikay panguha sa mga hinayhay, You be the one to bring the laundry in. Hinugay na ug pangusi anang bat-ana, You've been pinching that chil
	·

	usa pamana, Pirla, Don't get married (lit. take a husband -barta), Perla. Hapit siya mamatay pagpanganak, She practically died in childbirth. Ginadili ang pagpangihi dinhi,It's forbidden to urinate here. le added to adj. to form verbs meaning be [adj.]. Naginanay pagpamula ang iyang nawung, His face gradually started getting red all over. 
	usa pamana, Pirla, Don't get married (lit. take a husband -barta), Perla. Hapit siya mamatay pagpanganak, She practically died in childbirth. Ginadili ang pagpangihi dinhi,It's forbidden to urinate here. le added to adj. to form verbs meaning be [adj.]. Naginanay pagpamula ang iyang nawung, His face gradually started getting red all over. 
	Pagpanginit na sa iyang bukubuku mibakud siya, When his back was warm, he got up. lf verb forming affix with no ascertainable meaning. Pangayu didtu niya$ kwarta, Ask for (kayu) money from him. Pananghid usa ka mulakaw, Say good-bye (sanghid) before you leave. 2 noun forming affix. 2a added to roots which form verbs taking paN-: action of [do]ing. Way kalaki ang pangisda dinhi, Fishing is no good here. 2b instrument for [do]ing. Panlaba, S.t. to wash with. Panagat, Fishing equipment. Panapi,Means of obtai

	pana n arrow, spear projected. v 1 [A; ac]shoot an arrow, spear. Panaa ang dakung isda, Spear into the huge fish. Ipana ang udiyung ngadtu sa iru, Shoot the arrow into the dog. 2 [A; al2) make into an arrow,spear. igu sa -ni Kupidu v [a3] fall in love (lit. hit with Cupid's dart). Si Idyun naigu na sa pana ni Kupidu sigi nag iskulbus, 
	Edion is in love because he is always escorting s.o. home. igu sa -v [a3) be drunk from drinking Kulafu, a brand of cheap liquor which shows a hunter aiming with a bow and arrow on its label (slang). Nagpirayp iray na siya kay naigu sa pana, He is staggering because he had one too many 
	Edion is in love because he is always escorting s.o. home. igu sa -v [a3) be drunk from drinking Kulafu, a brand of cheap liquor which shows a hunter aiming with a bow and arrow on its label (slang). Nagpirayp iray na siya kay naigu sa pana, He is staggering because he had one too many 
	'
	shots of Kulafu. (Ł)v = PANA, vl. paN
	-

	1
	(�) v [A; a] hunt with bow and arrow, go spear fishing. Ayawg lubuga kay naay namana, Don't stir the water because s.o. is spear fishing (a humorous phrase uttered in the presence of s.o. wearing sunglasses likening him to a spear fisherman). n hunting with bow and arrow, spear fishing. pinaN-an(�) n s.t. caught with a bow and arrow or by spear fishing. 
	-


	pana.crazed. Uy! Pana kang tawhana ka, gahubu ka man, You're mad! Why are you going around naked? v [a4) be crazy. Nawung ka man ug gipana, sigi ka man lag katawa, You seem to be crazy, the way you're laughing _all the time. -in-cuss word to express. mild annoyance. Ang pinana wa uruy kan-a sa kilat, The devil! Why doesn't lightning strike him? Pinan�! Diyut ku mapasu,Darn! I nearly got burned. 
	7 
	Ł 

	panabu -panga 
	panabu = GWAYABANU. 
	panabugan (from tabug, 2) n puffer fish. 
	panabugan (from tabug, 2) n puffer fish. 
	, 
	,

	panagana see TAGANA.
	panag-ing = PANIG-INGUN. see INGUN . panahun, panahun n 1 weather. Di tamula
	1
	r-

	ga kay dautan apanabun, We cannot travel because the weather is bad. 2 season, recurring time. Panabun sa ting-ulan, Rainyseason. 3 time s.t. happened or happens. Sa panabun sa libirasiyun, In the liberation period. 3a times of s.t. Mabinumdum ka Lang sa Diyuf panabun sa kalisud, You remember God only in times of hardship. Natigulang ku sa di pa sa akung panahun, l became an old man before my time. 3b -di atu we are not the masters of our fate (lit. time is not our own). Magpaabut ta sa pagbuut sa Gin
	ng 


	panaksan see TAKUS. panakut see SAKUT. 
	panalamban = PANGTAMBAN. see TAMBAN. panalsee TAl.ANG. 
	ang 

	panalangin n 1 prayer. Ang akung panala-.ngin nga makapasar unta ku wala dungga, 
	God did not answer my prayers to let me 
	God did not answer my prayers to let me 
	pass. 2 blessings, benediction. Pangayua ang 
	panalain sa Diyus, Ask for God's bless
	ng


	ings. v 1 [A2; c] pray. 2 [A; b] bless. panama n panama hat, made from select leaves of buri palm. v [Al; b] wear a panama hat.
	panamban = PANGTAMBAN. see TAMBAN. panamilit v [A2; b6] bid farewell. n bidding farewell. 
	panangitan (from sait) n general name for 
	ng

	biting eels with teeth that curl inwards, 
	biting eels with teeth that curl inwards, 

	snagging on the prey. panaptun see SAPUT. 
	panasv 1 [A; a] erase, make s.t. unclear. Ang maung hitabu diii mapanas sa aku ng panumduman, That incident cannot be erased from my memory. Panasa ang sulat sa blakburd, Erase the writing on the blackboard. 2 [B2] for s.t. engraved, s.t. raised to become worn down and unclear. Mupanas kanang S:Jlapi ug isigi nimug bagnus, 
	panasv 1 [A; a] erase, make s.t. unclear. Ang maung hitabu diii mapanas sa aku ng panumduman, That incident cannot be erased from my memory. Panasa ang sulat sa blakburd, Erase the writing on the blackboard. 2 [B2] for s.t. engraved, s.t. raised to become worn down and unclear. Mupanas kanang S:Jlapi ug isigi nimug bagnus, 
	1 

	That fifty-cent piece will get worn down if you keep rubbing it. (➔) a 1 erased, not clear. 2 worn down. 

	panas= PALANAS. 
	panas= PALANAS. 
	2 

	panatiku n religious fanatic. 
	panatismu n religious fanaticism. 
	panaw n 1 travel, journey. 2 regularly scheduled trip. v [A; bSc] make a travel or journey. Layu kaayung dapit ang amung gipanaw (gipanawan), We traveled to a place far away. -sa laing kalibutan [A23] die, passaway into the other world. -an(➔) v [A12]go to a place regularly. 
	panay n earthenware vessel, usually hemispherical but shallow, used to hold liquids. 
	pandak a short and stout. v (B] be short and stout. Mupa.ndak ku anang tabasa, I'll lookshort and stout in that cut. 
	pandan = PANGDAN. 
	pandanggu n name of a folk dance. -in-alike the Fandango. 
	panday v [AN; a] 1 forge. Walu ka ispada ang iyang gipanday, He forged eight swords. 2 build s.t. from wood. Kinsay namanday (nagpanday) sa inyung balay? Who made your house? 3 circumcise (colloquial). Angmga Ilunggu badluk kunu papanday, Theysay the llongos are afraid to get circumcised. n 1 blacksmith. 2 carpenter. -(sa) pandaut, daut inept in carpentry or blacksmithing. -an(➔) n 1 blacksmith shop. 2 hata pa ang -an be early in one's child-bearing years (lit. the blacksmith shop is still young -humorou
	·

	pandita n muslim preacher. v [BS; a] become a muslim preacher. 
	pandul = PANGDUL. 
	pandung n 1 s.t. held over the head as protection. 2 reflector of a pressurized kerosene lantern. v 1 [A; c] cover the head, esp. to protect it. Karun dili na kinabanglang magpandung sa simbaban, Now it is no loer necessary to cover the head in church. Pandungi nang bata kay naay ulan,Cover the child's head because it's raining. 2 [A12; a] attach, make into a lantern reflector. 
	ng

	pang-for forms beginniwith pang-see also K-, and initial vowel. 
	ng 

	panga n 1 forked stick. 2 forked handle of a slingshot. v [Al3; a12] make, attach a forked handle of a slingshot. pang-an n having an extra finger branching from the side 

	pangady-panggi-
	i 

	of the hand. 
	of the hand. 
	,
	pangadyi v [A2; a] pray. A tung pangadyiun ang Santus nga Rusaryu, Let us pray the Holy Rosary. n 1 action of praying. 2 period of nine days in which the novena is said. -un, -un(➔) n prayers. 
	pangag a lacking one or a few teeth. Pangag nga sudlay, A comb with teeth missing. (�) v [AB12; b] knock out, lose teeth. Makapangag kining anagunang gabi, This hard corn can make you lose your teeth. -un(➔) a lacking teeth. 
	p�ngaghu n sigh noisily. v [A; c] sigh with strong aspiration. Nangagbu siya sa kakapuy, He went 'whew' because he was exhausted. 
	pangagud see KAGUD. pangahas see KAHAS. 
	pangaliya v [A2; c] cry out in supplication. 
	Pangaliyaban ta ang Makagagabum basin pa ugpamatiun ta, Let us implore the Almighty to hear us. n supplication. -panalangin invocation offered at the beginning of a reli-
	. .
	g1ous service. 

	pangalwan = PANGHALWAN. 
	pangalyupu, pangalyupu = PANGILYUPU. pangampis n saddle feathers of roosters. pangamuyu v [A2; b6] 1 beg, pray for with 
	humility. 2 ponder, meditate. Gipangamuyuan ku ang pagkamatay sa atung Ginuu, I am reflecting on our Savior's death. n humble plea, prayer. 
	humility. 2 ponder, meditate. Gipangamuyuan ku ang pagkamatay sa atung Ginuu, I am reflecting on our Savior's death. n humble plea, prayer. 

	pan, pann k.o. fresh water scavenger fish. pang,an a expert, experienced and practiced. 
	gan
	gan 

	Pang-an nga abugadu, Anhighly experienced lawyer. v [B12S6] become outstanding in s.t. Napang-an ra giyud siya sa natad sa awit, He became an outstanding singer. 
	Pang-an nga abugadu, Anhighly experienced lawyer. v [B12S6] become outstanding in s.t. Napang-an ra giyud siya sa natad sa awit, He became an outstanding singer. 
	.


	dak see ANDAK. 
	•pan
	gan

	panganduy n great desire, craving. v [A; cl] crave, desire s.t. very much. Nanganduy ang balbal ug dugu, The vampire craves blood. Ayaw panganduya (ipanganduy) ang kinabubing barubay, Don't wish for an easy life. panganti v [A; cl] wish for s.t. to happen.
	Nanganti siyang manimalus sa nagpatay sa iyang amaban, He cried out for revenge on his father's killer. Kamatayun ray akung gipanganti, I wish only for death. n wish. Kawang Jang ang tanan mung panganti kun di ka mulihuk, It is no use wishing if you do not act as well. pangantihan n s. t. to make a wish on. Singsing pangantihan, Wishi
	Nanganti siyang manimalus sa nagpatay sa iyang amaban, He cried out for revenge on his father's killer. Kamatayun ray akung gipanganti, I wish only for death. n wish. Kawang Jang ang tanan mung panganti kun di ka mulihuk, It is no use wishing if you do not act as well. pangantihan n s. t. to make a wish on. Singsing pangantihan, Wishi
	ng

	.
	ring.

	panganud see ANUD. 
	pangapang, pangapang v leaves to become lush and vigorous in 
	[A2S3P; 
	b6] 
	for 

	growth. M ipangapang ( nangapang) ang mga tanum sa pag-uwan, The plants grew lots of leaves when it rained. a growing lush and vigorous leaves .
	growth. M ipangapang ( nangapang) ang mga tanum sa pag-uwan, The plants grew lots of leaves when it rained. a growing lush and vigorous leaves .
	•
	pangarmm see KARMIN. 
	,
	pangawan = PANGHALWAN. 
	paligayam see AVAM. 
	pangayaw v [A2; c] go to another pl�ce to do or get s.t. Tua sila sa Liluan mangayaw ug pananggi, They went to Liloan to help with the corn harvest. Ipangayaw natu ning banig sa Manila, Let's sell the mats in Manila. n persons coming from other places. Nia sila kay mga pangayaw sa sugal dinbi, Theycame here to do some gambling. 
	·

	pangdan npandanus, any of the plants of the genus Pandanus, esp. tectorius. -nga humut, tsina a small species with fragrant leaves, used to line the bottom of containers for cooking rice, grown as ornamental: Pandanus odoratissimus. 
	pangdul v [B12; b8] 1 stub one's toe. Pagtan-aw sa imungiaktan arun dili ka mapangdul, Look where you're going so you don't stub your toes. 2 mispronounce a word in speech due to haste or ·difficulty in speaking. Basta magpaspas tag sulti mapangdul usabay ta, We are bound to mispronounce once in a while if we speak fast. pangdulpangdul v [B14S] 1 keep stubbing the toes. 2 be hard up financially. Nagkapangdulpangdul na sila nga wa na ang ilang .amaban, 
	They are in bad financial straits now that their father is dead. a hard up financially. ka-an n obstacle. 
	pangga = PALANGGA. 
	panggal n 1 k.o. fish or crab trap, made of thin woven bamboo, rounded in form, with a hole in the top to afford easy entry but no exit. 2 a woven container shaped like the fish trap to hold chickens. v 1 [a12] make a panggal. 2 [Al2; al2] catch fish or crabs with a panggal 3 [ c] put in a panggalshaped basket. paN-v [A2] go fishing with a panggal trap. n action of fishing with a panggal 
	panggalatuk n the language of Pangasinan. 
	panggasininsi n people from Pangasinan. 
	panggawt= PANGGAL. 
	panggi-1 prefix added to almost all verb bases to.form verbs which refer to an action carried out by more than one person. (SeŁ manggi-for illustrations of the tense forms of the active voice.) This affix is productive in Leyte and in other regions, but elsewhere almost unknown. Ayaw mu panggiaway, Don't fight among yourselves. 2dead prefix added to a few roots with no plural mean
	-


	panggus -pangpang 
	ing. Ayaw panggilabut sa ilang mga prublima, Don't mix into their problems. 
	ing. Ayaw panggilabut sa ilang mga prublima, Don't mix into their problems. 
	panggus n small abrasion. v {Bl26] be chafed. Napanggus akung tuhud kay nadam-ag ku, I scraped my knee because I stumbled. pangguun n ornamental shrub with thin line
	-

	ar leaves, bearing yellow, bell-shaped flowers: Tbevetia peruviana. 
	panghak a smelling bad as, for example, salted fish in an advanced stage of fermentation or clothes wet with urine that weren't rinsed out. Panghak na ning ginamusa. Di na maayung kan-un, This salted fish smells awful and is unfit for human consumption. v {Bl; al2] be, become bad.:.smelling. 
	panghaw n chimney. v [A; b6] put a chimney s.w. 

	panghit v 1 [A; bl] take a bite. Gipanghitan ni Bibi ang akung kindi, Baby took a bite of my candy. 2 [A; a2] snap at, bite with force. Mamangbit nang irua, That dog snaps. 
	panghupaw n sigh without much noise. v [A;b3] heave a sigh. Nanghupaw kug daku dihang nakit-an ang akung brilyanti, I heaved a big sigh of relief when my diamond was found. 
	pangilaba see KILABA. 
	pangilin n fiesta, the annual celebration in honor of a patron saint. v 1 [A2] attend a 
	,
	,
	fiesta. 2 [Al3] hold a fiesta. A ngay silang 
	magpangilin, They should celebrate the fiesta. mangingilin n people who go to the fiesta. 

	pangilyupu v [A2; b6] ask for, pray with humility. Mangilyupu ku ug diyutay nga hinabang sa mayur, I entreated the mayor to grant a little help. n entreaty, prayer. ma-un a self-effacingly humble. Mapangilyupuun siyang mihangyu, He asked in an imploring, humble tone. 
	pangimbig = PANGIMBID. see KIMBID. 
	pangimbisug v [A2; b(l)] strive, do one's best. Nangimbisug ku sa pagpangita ug trababu, I am doing my best to find a job. Sakapubri makapangimbisug ku sa akung pagiskuyla, I was so poor I had to struggle to get through school. n action of striving. 
	panginanu v [A; a2] care about s.t., bother about s.t. Wa lang manginanu si lsku kun hain ang iyang asawa, Esko didn't care about where his wife was. Nganung wa ninyu panginanuhag pangita ang mga papilis nga nawala? Why didn't you bother looking for the papers that you lost? 
	pangindahay n wishful longing, desire. v [A 2; b6cl] dream of s.t. wishfully, long for s.t., asking for it. Kun magbulhut kag turutut lukay mangindahay kag sakit. If you 
	pangindahay n wishful longing, desire. v [A 2; b6cl] dream of s.t. wishfully, long for s.t., asking for it. Kun magbulhut kag turutut lukay mangindahay kag sakit. If you 
	blow a horn made of coconut leaves, you are asking to get sick. Makapangindahay giyud ang kabus sa mga mabalung butang, A poor man can't help dreaming of luxurious things. ma-un a wishfully desirous. 

	pangit v [A; a2b2] bite, take a bite. Mipangit kug gamay sa iyang mansanas, I took a small bite off his apple. Pangita ang tansan sa butilya, Bite off the bottle cap. 
	pangit v [A; a2b2] bite, take a bite. Mipangit kug gamay sa iyang mansanas, I took a small bite off his apple. Pangita ang tansan sa butilya, Bite off the bottle cap. 
	pangit a ugly (slang). Dili angay magrayna. Pangit ug bitsura, She's not fit to be a queen. She's ugly. v [B2; a2] be ugly. 
	pang-it = p ANGHIT . 
	. ' '
	, 

	pang1ta see KITA. 
	pangka v [AC; ac] bump against s. t. Mipangka aku kanimu, Ibumped against you. Nagkapangka mi apan wa giyud ku makaila niya, We bumped against each other, but I don't know her. a be in dire financial straits. 
	Pangka na sila sukad mamatay ilang amahan, They are in bad straits since their f ather died. pangkapangka, pangkaay v 1 (A] keep bumping against s.t. 2 [Bl] go from place to place to get s.t. one vitally needs. Nagkapangkapangka akug panghulam, I went from place to place trying to borrow money. 3 [Bl] be in dire poverty. Napangkapangka ku kay wa kuy trababu, Iwas in desperate financial straits because I had no job.
	pangkay n child's word for the female genitalia. 
	pangki = PULANGKI. 
	pangku v [A; cl] knot the hair. Pangkua (ipangkL) Lang ang imung buhuk, Tie your hair in a knot. -in-n hair tied in a knot. 
	pangkun k.o. large sailing ship used by Muslims. v [Al; ac] ride on a pangku. 
	2 

	pangkug n single step, stair. Walu ka pangkug ang amung hagdanan, Our stairway has eightsteps. v [A; c] lay steps in place. 
	pangkul n handle of a hand-powered corn or rice mill 
	pangli, panglin v {A; ab2] harvest root crops. 
	Panglibun na natu ang gabi, We'll harvest the taro. n dull knife, bar, or stick, pointed on one end, used to gather root crops. 
	pangpang n cliff. v [B2; al2] become a cliff, make a cliff. Mupangpang (mapangpang) nang lugara ug sigibag kuha ang yuta, The place will become a cliff if they continue taking soil away. -anun a cliff dwellers. hiNun(➔) n a section of road cut into a side of a steep slope. Paghinay ug manihu kay nia ta sa himangpangun, Drive slow because we are at the place where the road has been cut into the hillside. ka-an n 1 cliffs. 2 the province Pampanga, its people, and its language. 

	pangsud -pansayan 
	-un(➔) a characterized by having cliffs. Pangpangung baybayun, Shore with cliffs . going to the sea. 
	-un(➔) a characterized by having cliffs. Pangpangung baybayun, Shore with cliffs . going to the sea. 
	panŁud n offensive odor in the armpits. v[B12) have bad-smelling armpits. 
	pangsut 1 = PANGSUD. 2 smelling like urine. 
	Pangsut kaayu ka kay di ka man manghugas inig humag pangihi, You smell because you don't wash yourself after you urinate. v [B;b6] have a pangsut smell 
	·

	pangu, pangug a stupid, tending to do the wrong thing unthinkingly. Ang pangug giapil ang baskit paglabay sa basura, The idiot threw the basket away with the garbage. v[B2; b6] .be somewhat stupid. -un a a stupid sort. 

	pangulilang see ULILANG.
	pangulipas see KULIP AS. 
	pangungguv [A23] try to pull a fast one. Dili ni diyamanti uy. Lubut ni sa basu. Nangunggu sad ka da, This is no diamond. It's a glass. You're trying to pull a fast one on me. Tagdiyis ra ni uy! Nangunggu sad,What do you mean, it's only worth ten cents. Are you trying to be funny? 
	1 

	pangunggusee KALUNGGU, UNGGU. 
	2 
	3 

	, 
	, 
	' 


	pangus = PANGGUS. 
	pang-us v [A; al) chew on a stalk, or stick. Mupang-us kag tubu? Will you chew sugar cane stalk? Ayaw pang-usa ang imung lapis,Don't chew on your pencil! -in-an n bagasse, the pulp of sugar cane. 
	pangusmu see KUSMU. pangut v [A; al] bite, chew on s.t. Pangtun sa babuy ang iyang higut, The pig will chewon the rope. pangyas = ILAS. pangyawan n climbing fleshy vine of thickets, the bitter sap of which has wide medicinal application; used as an aborticide: Tinospora rumphii. pait pa sa -more .bitterthan the pangyawan. Haskang kasabaa, pait pa sa pangyawan! What a cussing out. It was harder to take than the pangyawan. 
	panidv [A; cl] arrange, do s. t. in the proper order. Siyay mupanid sa mga insayklupidiya, She will arrange the encyclopedia in alphabetical order. Panira ug k uha, ayawg laktawlaktawa, Take it in order. Don't skiparound.
	1 

	panid, panid n 1 panel, sheet. Duba ka panid playwud, Two panels of plywood. 2 page. 3 section in a publication. Panid sa balak sa Bisaya, The poetry section 'in Bisaya. v [A; a12] cut into panels, small sheets. 
	2

	panig n 1 side. Panig sa wala, On the left side. 2 group faction. M itapun siya sa amung panid, He joined our group. v [A23P; 
	b(l)J take s.o.!'s side. Ug kasab-an ang anak, mupanig dayun ang inahan, If they scold the child, the mother takes his side right away. Panigan ta ang mga dinaugdaug, Letus take the side of the oppressed. 
	b(l)J take s.o.!'s side. Ug kasab-an ang anak, mupanig dayun ang inahan, If they scold the child, the mother takes his side right away. Panigan ta ang mga dinaugdaug, Letus take the side of the oppressed. 
	-

	paniga n a unit of dry measurement containing one-third of a cavan (eight gantas and one liter). v [a12] measured by paniga's.Panigahalangepagtakus ang humay, Measurethe rice by the paniga.
	panigu see IGU.
	pa.nil n panel truck or car, mostly the closed type for delivering goods. v [Al; al2] use, ride in a panel truck or car .. 
	paniN-derivational verb forming prefix forming verbs with a number of meanings or nouns referring to the action of doing s.t. in this way. Not a live prefix. Makabungkag sa panimuyu, Can destroy one's family life. Ayaw paninagad sa mga tabi, Don't pay attention to the gossip. 
	paningud see SINGUD. 
	, . 
	,

	panIS see BAD LI pANIS.
	panit n k.o. tuna. 
	pa.nit n 1 skin. 2 peelings. 3 bark. 4 leather,s.t. made of leather. 5 shell of a shrimp, egg. bukug ug -skin and bones. v 1 [A; b
	6) skin, peel s.t. Sayun ang ukban panitan, It is easy to peel a tangerine. Paniti ang itlug, Take the shell off the egg. la [B1256; b6] for a barber to take too much hair off. Gipanitan ku sa barbiru, The barber butchered my hair. 2 beat s.o. in gambling. Gipanitan ku sa madyung gabii, I lost in mahjong last night. 3 be trounced in a fight. (➔) mu rag irug panit miserable poor (likea dog with no fur). Kung wa tay kwarta mu ra tag irug panit, If we don't have money, we are miserable. paN-n complexion. l
	pankikn pancake. v [A; a] make, have pancakes.pankikn pancake make-up. v [A; bl] use pancake make-up. 
	1 
	.
	2 

	pans n fans, usually of people in show business. 
	pans n facial cream (so called from the brand name Pond's). 
	pansak v [A; c] 1 drive or stuff s.t. forcibly into s.t. Ipansak ang sungsung sa baba sa bu
	_
	tilya, Shove the cork into the mouth of the bpttle. 2 in basketball, put the ball into the ring from above. Basta taas ipansak lang ang bula, A tall player simply places the ball inthe ring. 
	pansat n prawn. paN· v [A2; b6(1)] catch prawns.
	pansayan n outhouse. v [Al; b6] make a 

	pansi -panumbalay 
	Artifact
	comfort room. 
	comfort room. 

	pansi n costume jewelr;. 
	pansil n place with rocks. Didtu kami mamana sa pansil (kapansilan), We went spearfishing in the coral reefs. a eroded. v [B]become rocky, eroded. Nagkapansil na ning yutaa, This land is becoming eroded. -un( ➔)a rocky. ka-an n place where there are rocks. 
	pansingv [A3; b4] punch a hole into s.t. Gipansingan na mig tikit sa lantsa, Our ferry tickets have been punched. n punch to make holes. 
	1 

	pansingn punch in boxi. -bag n punch
	2 
	ng
	-

	ing bag. 
	ing bag. 

	pansir n paper punch. 
	pansis n punches, thrustiblows with a fist. pansit n dish of miki noodles. -kantun k.o. pansit with crisp noodles. -luglug pansit inbroth. v [A; a] have, make pansit. Magpansit ta karung panihapun, We'll have pansitfor supper. -an(➔), -iriya, -irya n an eatery specializing in short order Chinese dishes. 
	ng 

	pansiyadur n in a sawmill, the person whospots planks to edge. v [B4S6] be a spotter. 
	pansun punch to make holes. v [A; b6(1)] 1 punch a hole. Pansuhan ku ning buklit arun matubugan ug ribun, I'll punch holes in the booklet so I can tie it with a ribbon. 2punch one's time in a Bundy clock. 
	1 

	pansun k.o. thick unsweetened roll with a crust. 
	2 

	pansud = PANGSUD. 
	pansunga for a nose to be flat and turned up at the end. v [B12; al2] for the nose to flatten. Mapansung ang ilung basta iduut sa bi/du, Your nose gets flattened and turned up if you press it against the window pane. 
	pansu t= pANGSUD.
	l 

	pansuti n pantsuit, a set of clothes for women composed of a pair of lopants and blouse of the same material. v [Al; a] wear, make into a pantsuit. 
	ng 

	pantalan n wharf. 
	pantalun n pants. v [Al3; a] wear, make into lopants. Ang bata nga ringbirir sa kasal nagpantalun ug itum, The ring bearer in the wedding wore long black pants. -dil� gu n long pants. -d�untu n short pants. pantalya n 1 shade reflector put over a lamp to diffuse light. 2 facade, cover for s.t. Angnigusyung bay-ansil pantalya sa iyang ismagling, His buyiand sellibusiness is just a facade for his smuggling. v [A; b] 1 put areflector on a lamp. 2 put up a false front, cover. Di na mapantalyaban ang kabimtan
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	pregnant any lo
	ng

	Ayaw ipantalya kanang law-ay nga mga rt-
	Ayaw ipantalya kanang law-ay nga mga rt-

	Artifact
	tratu, Don't display those dirty pictures in public. 
	tratu, Don't display those dirty pictures in public. 
	pantasma n terrifyiapparition.pantat n 1 k.o. fresh water catfish. 2 = PANSAT. 
	ng 

	pantaw n porch which may or may not be roofed and/or walled. Usually in back of a house. v [A3; b6] make, add a porch. -an n = PANTAW. 
	pantaypantay a more or less equal in ability (slang). Pantaypantay ra mi sa klasi, Wehave about the same standing in class. 
	pantin panty, briefs. v [A; bl] wear, make 
	1
	into a panty. pantin k.o. nylon fishing net for deep water. paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing with this 
	2 

	k.o. net.
	pantihan n manta rays, esp. Mobula eregoo
	doo-tenkee. 
	pantilit n pantalettes, drawers edged with lace, sticking out from under a skirt. v [A; 
	c] wear pantalettes. 
	panting n p:.lace, castle. 
	pantiyun n grave consistiof a rectangular concrete box raised above the ground, or building used as a tomb. v [B; b6] make a tomb. 
	ng 

	pants n punch, beverage consisting of a mixture of water and sweet drinks often with liquor. v [A; al2] make, have punch. 
	pantsak = P ANSAK. 
	pantug n urinary bladder of man and animals. 
	pantuk v [A; c] knock s.t. against s.t. else. lpantuk ang pul-an sa simintu arun mataup ang gitung, Bang the handle on the cement so that the tang will go all the way in. 
	pantun v [A; al2] 1 discipline, correct s.o. to be good. Pantuna ang mga bata nga gagmay pa, Discipline children while they are you. 2 train s.o. or s.t. to do s.t. Si Huwan ang mupantun sa gamayng piriku pagsulti, Juan will train the young parrot to talk. 3 form s. t. in a desired shape. Gipantun naku ang sanga sa tiradur, I bent the slingshot at the fork to shape it properly. a amenable to formation. Pantun ang {yang bubuk. Sayung sudlayun, His hair is not unruly. It is easy to comb. 
	ng

	pantuplas n pantofles, k.o. slippers for outdoor wear with a solid toe and hard sole. v [A; b6] wear pantofles. 
	panuku see TUKU. 
	panukus = PANUKLUS. see TUKLUS. 
	panulindaw = TU LIND AW. 
	pan(dung (from dulung) n 1 bow of ship. 2fascia board providing facing for the rafters underneath the eaves of a roof. 
	see •TUNGBALAY. 
	panumbal
	ay 


	panumbaling -paplin 
	panumbaling see 1UMBA.LINGŁ 
	panumbaling see 1UMBA.LINGŁ 
	panun n large group of people, birds, planes, or other animals. v [AC!;cl] go in a group. Nganung nagpanun kamug anhi? Why have you come in a group? (Ł) = PANUN, v. 
	, . , 
	,

	panun1 n = PANGHUNI. see HUNI.
	panuramik n wide movie projection. -hilt nwebbed belt with a metal buckle. 
	panurusu see TRUSU. 
	pan-us a for food, wash, or the body to get a rancid smell from having been wet and not allowed to dry out well. Pan-us ang kik nimu, Your cake is spoiled with a sour smell. v [B] get spoiled, sour in smell. 
	panut a bald-headed. 
	panutsa n penuche, a k.o. fudge made of unrefined sugar, cream, and nuts. v [A; a] make penuche. 
	panuylu n a kerchief consistiof a square cloth folded triaularly and worn over the .' v [A; a] use, make into a 
	ng 
	ng
	neck like a collar

	panuylu.
	, . 
	. 


	panuyu see TUYU. 
	, 
	2

	panyas = ILAS. 
	panyas = ILAS. 
	, 
	,

	panyawan = PANGYAWAN. 

	panyu n handkerchief. v [A; a] use, make into a handkerchief. 
	panyulitu n small handkerchief. v [A; a) use,make a small handkerchief. 
	panyulun n square shawl worn over theshoulder folded into a triangle, larger than the panuylu. v [A; c) use apanyulun. 
	papa n father, term of address to one's father, father-in-law, or godfather. v [A13; a12) call s.o. papa. (➔)voe.!Short form: pa
	, ,
	, ,

	papn Pope. Santu -= PAPA. 
	Ł 
	2

	papa V [A; a) child's talk for eat. Unsay ito eat, sweetheart? 
	mung papaun, ga? What are you goi
	ng 

	papa v [A; a] 1 bite s.t. or grab it with the it. Maa
	teeth without tearing or woundi
	ng 

	yu ning irua sa pangayam. Di/J mupapa sabecause it just takes the game in its mouth without teariit. la for a pig to chew on 
	yu ning irua sa pangayam. Di/J mupapa sabecause it just takes the game in its mouth without teariit. la for a pig to chew on 
	kuha, This is a good dog for hunti
	ng 
	ng 

	s.t. without eating it. Papaun sa anay ang iyang pasawan ug di dayun mapasawan, A pig will chew at its trough if it is not fed on time. 2 slurp up greedily, eat s. t. complete
	·!ly. Mipapa ang kalayu ug ubay-ubayng balay, The fire consumed quite a number of houses. 

	papt = PALAPALA . 
	papal nunsiyu n Papal Nuncio. papan n stone slab. 
	papang n address of respect for a father or an old man closely related to one. 
	papap n sound of a low-pitched car horn. Wa 
	siya mudayun ug labang kay nakadungug ug papap, She did not cross the street be
	siya mudayun ug labang kay nakadungug ug papap, She did not cross the street be
	-

	· 
	cause she heard a horn. 
	papas v [A; a) erase, obliterate s.t. Dili srya mapapas sa akung hunahuna, Icannot erase her from my mind. Ang ulan sa kadugayan makapapas sa mga kinulit sa lapida, Withthe passage of time the rain will obliterate the engraving on the tombstone. (➔) n eraser. -in-an n erasure. 
	papay n child's talk for snack. Mukaun ug papay si Inday parisan ug pitsi, Baby is going to eat some snacks with her Pepsi. 
	pap-ay n hand in mah jong where only an ayis needed to get mah jong. v [A3; a12) have apap-ay hand. 
	4

	papha v 1 [A; a] brush away dust or particles from a surface with the open palm. Papbaa ang mumhu, Wipe away the bits of rice. 2 [A; a12] fire s.o. from a job. Paphaun ka sa trabahu ug di ka magtarung, You'll be fired if you don't do your work right. -sa ma v [al2] annihilate a place. Napapha sa mapa ang Hirusfma, Hiroshimawas wiped from the face of the earth. paN-v [A] brush off dust from oneself. Nagpamapha siya kay giulmigas iyang karsunis, He keeps brushing himself off because he got ants all over hi
	ap
	.

	papil n 1paper. 2 role. Daku ang papil nga gidala sa Amirika sa Asya, America has a bigrole in Asia. sugu sa -according to the script. 2a basa ang -lose one's good name, reputation. Mabasa atung papil ug sakpan tang manikas, You will lose your reputation if you are caught cheati. 3 paper in a game of pik (hammer, paper, scissors). -intirmidiya ruled pad paper. v [A; a] make into paper, use paper. -dibangku papermoney. -dihapun, hun thin,colored tissue paper for wrapping, kites, lanterns, decorations, an
	ng
	ap

	pilis n documents, papers. 
	ap

	-papilita n small piece of paper bearing one's record of birth issued by the civil registrar for presen�ation to the priest during baptism. 
	papilitus n 1 a dose of powdered medicine wrappedin a piece of paper. 2 a piece of paper oil which an urasiyun has been written. 
	. 

	papkurn n popcorn. v [A; a] make popcorn. paplin n a k.o. coarse cotton cloth, plain woven, sometimes printed. v [ A 13 ; b( 1)] 

	paprika -parak
	1 
	1 

	wear a dress made of poplin cloth. paprika n paprika.
	papsikul n popsicle. v [A; a] make a popsicle. par n 1 a pair of s.t. of the same kind. Mupa-
	lit kug tulu ka par tsinilas, I'll buy three pairs of slippers. 2 bottle of liquor and a bottle of soft drink which will be mixed together. 3 being of the same color or cut. Par silag kurbata, pulus pula, They have matching ties, both red. v [C; ac] 1 wear 
	lit kug tulu ka par tsinilas, I'll buy three pairs of slippers. 2 bottle of liquor and a bottle of soft drink which will be mixed together. 3 being of the same color or cut. Par silag kurbata, pulus pula, They have matching ties, both red. v [C; ac] 1 wear 
	s.t. which is of the same color or cut as s.o. else's. Di ku mupar nimug sinina, I don't want to wear a dress the same style as yours. 2 be a pair, match. kfaayung parun ang itik arun Łusanay, It would be good to make it a pair of ducks so they can multiply. Kining baga mauy ipar sa imung sapatus, This is the bag you should match your shoes with. parpar n a hand in mahjocontaining two pairs. v [A; cl] have two pairs, either one of which may allow one to go mahjong. 
	ng 


	para v [b(l)] result in. Ug unsay imung paraban, wa kuy /abut, Whatever happens to you, I won't be responsible. Unsa· may g� parahan sa inyung nigusyu? What happened in the end to your business venture? n or succeeding. May paraban kaba ning atung tim? Think our team has a chance of winning? 
	chance of winni
	ng 

	paraI -sa, [dat.J for. la for the sake or benefit of. Nagdala kug isda para nimu, I brought some fish for you. lb in the direction of. Mau ba ning barkuha para sa Manila? Is this the boat for Manila? le in the estimation of. Para naku pariba ra ang duha,For me, it's all the same. ld as change for money. Duna ka bay sinsiyu para sa diyis pisus? Do you have change for ten pesos? le with an end to. Gawig lsu Tayudyan para sa mas daghang maant Use Esso Thiodian for a better harvest. 2 -[verb] for the purpose
	1 
	-
	rrferring to action] to be used in [doi
	ng

	I will use the cardboard for a fan. 3 -alas ([so-and-so] many minutes) before [suchand-such an hour]. Karun bayinti minutus para alas singku, It is now twenty minutes to five o'clock. 4 -[noun] all it is is [noun] and yet ... Para dalugdug ug unya matarantar ka dayun, All it is is thunder and you get wild with fright. 4a just because [soand-so] is the case. Para gamayng sayup imung papabawaun dayun? For such a small mistake you want to fire him right away? 4b [such-and-such] a bad thing is nothing. 
	I will use the cardboard for a fan. 3 -alas ([so-and-so] many minutes) before [suchand-such an hour]. Karun bayinti minutus para alas singku, It is now twenty minutes to five o'clock. 4 -[noun] all it is is [noun] and yet ... Para dalugdug ug unya matarantar ka dayun, All it is is thunder and you get wild with fright. 4a just because [soand-so] is the case. Para gamayng sayup imung papabawaun dayun? For such a small mistake you want to fire him right away? 4b [such-and-such] a bad thing is nothing. 
	Maayu siyag lawas. Para nawung ray dipirinsiya, She has a nice body. The only thingwrowith her is her face. 
	ng 

	parav 1 [A; a2b2] hail a vehicle or ask the driver to stop. Para bay, Stop, driver! Para.ha ang bus kay musakay ku, Stop the bus because I want to get on. 2 [A123P; cl] discontinue a course of action. Dili siya makapara sa iyang pag-inum, He can't stop his drinking. Parahun (ipara) ang a.tung pinsiyun ug ma1natay na aku, If I die my pension will be cut off. 3 [A23; b5] hesitate doing s.t. (usually in negative sentences).
	2 

	Dtli mupara ug sukul nang bataa bisag kinsa, 
	That child doesn't hesitate to fight back, no matter who it is. Wa kuy gipara (giparahan) sa mga kan-unun, There is no food I hesitate to eat. -dan two-wheeled, horsedrawn rig that plies the streets and takes up to four passengers who sit facing each other. v [A; c] park a vehicle in a certain place. Ang iyang giparadahan gidili, He parked in zone. pamarada v [A2; b6(1)] occupation.paradahan n vehicle terminal. -dista n one who drives a parada. v [B 156; al 2] be in this occupation. 
	1 
	a no-parki
	ng 
	operate the parada. n rig-drivi
	ng 

	parahir -[verb] before [doing]. Parabir ka mukaun panghunaw usa, Before you eat wash your hands first. Parabir siya milakaw (mulakaw) nagbilin ug kwarta, He left some money before he went out. 
	parabula n parable. Ang parabula sa parasun, The parable of the vineyard. 
	paradasee P.t\RA. 
	1 
	2

	paradan parade. v [Al; c] 1 have a parade. 2 display s. t. before the public. Ayaw iparada ang gisiun nimung sinina, Don't parade around in your torn shirt. 
	2 

	paradan bet involving a large amount of 
	3 

	money. v [A; c] place a bet of major size. paradista see P.ARA. 
	2

	paradur = AP ARADUR. 
	paragatus n slippers made of braided abaca. v [A; a] wear, make this sort of slipper. 
	, 
	,

	paragayu = KALIPAY, 2. 
	paragparag a tottering. v [B; cl] walk un. Nagparagparag ang bubug nga naglakaw sa karsada, The drunkard is staggering down the street. 
	steadily, zigzaggi
	ng

	' 
	' 
	paragu = PAGU. 
	paragwa n forge, place or furnace where 
	metals which are to be worked are heated. paraisu n paradise.parakn counter for things that come in 
	1 
	,

	large lumps. Dakung parak nga pagkababayi, A huge hulk of a woman. Mupalit kug bibingkang duba ka parak ug kalamayng usa 
	-


	parak-parayig 
	2 

	ka parak, I will buy two rice cakes and onepiece of sugar candy. a beifat and large. Parak siyag nawung, She has a fat and round face. Antaw kaayu ang parak anang nagbating siyut, You can clearly see the bulges in the genital region on that girl wearing a bathing suit. (�) v [B2S5] get large and round. Miparak (naparak) na ang iyang nawung pagkinaun ug tambuk, His face got fat and round because he kept eating fat. -in-v [cl] [do] by the piece. 
	ka parak, I will buy two rice cakes and onepiece of sugar candy. a beifat and large. Parak siyag nawung, She has a fat and round face. Antaw kaayu ang parak anang nagbating siyut, You can clearly see the bulges in the genital region on that girl wearing a bathing suit. (�) v [B2S5] get large and round. Miparak (naparak) na ang iyang nawung pagkinaun ug tambuk, His face got fat and round because he kept eating fat. -in-v [cl] [do] by the piece. 
	ng 


	parakn cop (slang). 
	2 

	parakayda n parachute. v [A; ac] use a parachute. 
	parakul = PALAKUL. 
	parakyut = PARAKAYDA. -ir n paratrooper. v [B156;!al2] be a paratrooper. 
	paralayis v [B12) be, become paralyzed. 
	paralisar v [B16; cl] paralyze, immobilize activities. Maparalisar ang trababu kun ma-daut ang makina, The work will be paralyzed if the machine breaks down. Paralisabun (iparalisar) ang nigusyu sa mga impliyadu nga nagwilga, The business will be paralyzed by the employees who are on strike. paralisadu a paralyzed. 
	paralisis n paralysis. v [B126; a4] become a paralytic, paralyzed. Dugay na siyang naparalisis, He has been a paralytic for a long time. Di na siya makalakaw kay giparalisis, He can't walk because he is paralyzed. 
	paralitiku n paralytic. v [B126; a4] be a paralytic. 
	parang v [AC; ac] pair off with s.o. in a contest, fight, dance, or anything else where people oppose one another. Muparang kagsinumbagay niya? Do you want to be his opponent in boxing? Nagkaparang giyud ang duba sa tabiay, The two gossips made a pair. Nindut silang tan-awun ug paran sa kuratsa, They look nice when they dance the curacha together. Kinsa may imung iparang sa akung manuk, Who are you goitoput up against my protege? ka-n one's opponent in s.t. or dance partner. Kinsayimung kaparang sa abidr
	ngu
	ng 

	parapara n frills, lace trimmings. v (c] put frills or lace trimmings on a dress. parapin n paraffin. v [A; b6(1)] apply paraffin to s.t. 
	parapirnalya n groups of things used for a specific purpose: tools for a trade, items worn with a uniform. Hitsu ka na sa parapirnalya sa a�utisi? Do you have all the items for your ROTC uniform complete? 
	parapu n paragraph. 
	parasn grapes, raisins. v [b6] make into a 
	parasn grapes, raisins. v [b6] make into a 
	1 

	vineyard. Maayu ning lugara parasan, This is a good place to plant grapes. ka-n raisin. -an(Ł) n vineyard. 

	parasv [A; cl] split a fish lengthwise to dry it. n dried fish. -in-= PARAS, n. 
	parasv [A; cl] split a fish lengthwise to dry it. n dried fish. -in-= PARAS, n. 
	2 
	2

	parasparasav [A; bS] dos. t. hurriedly, usually with shoddy results. Kun parasparasan (parasparasun) mug lutu ang sud-an di mulami, If you cook food hurriedly, it won't taste good. 
	1 

	parasparasa acting uncouthly without taking time to think. v [AB; bSc] act or do s.t. in a coarse way. Ang b inu ang nakaparasparas (nakapaparasparas) sa iyang linibukan, 
	2 

	Alcohol made him rough in his behavior. 
	Giparasparas niyag sugu ang mga kargadur, 
	She ordered the porters around in a rough 
	and rapid way. 
	parat, parat a salty. v [B; a2] be, become salty. Ayaw parata ang sud-an, Don't makethe food too salty. (➔) ang -[Al2] what makes it bad, the thing that is wrong. Angnakaparat nimu kay dili ka maminaw ug tambag, What's wrong with you is that you don't listen to advice. hiN-a fond of eatingsalty foods or making foods salty. 
	paraw n a large sailboat with two or more masts, one rigged in the bow and one in the stern. 
	parawu n stiff triangular kerchief worn around the shoulders as an accessory to the mistisa dress. v [AN; a] wear a parawu,make into a parawu. 
	paray n 1 truck with compartments used for transporting pigs (so called from the name of a pig merchant who used these trucks). 2 any truck used as a bus for passeers. v 
	ng

	· [Al; al2] ride on a truck, make into a truck. parayig (from dalayig) v [A; b6] asking for affection, usually by showing affection. 
	Nagparayig nang bataa maung gasigig bilak, 
	That child is cryibecause he is asking for 
	ng 

	,
	attention. Akung giparaygan si Mama arun 
	paadtuun ku sa bayli, I played up to Mother so she would let me go to the dance. paNv [A2; c] ask for s.t. in an endearing way. Mamarayig aku niyag sapatus, I'll ask her for shoes in a sweet way. Duna kuy ipamarayig nimu, Pri. Ipasud ring akung umagad, 
	I have a little favor to ask of you. Help my son-in-law get into the company. paraygup a affectionate, demandiof affection. Paraygun kaayu ang sinultiban sa mga Ilunggu, 
	ng 

	The Ilonggos speak in an affectionate tone of voice. v [B2] be affectionate, demanding of affection. Maparaygun ang bata ug sigibag kugus, A child gets to be demanding if 

	pardnir -pamasu 
	you keep picking him up. parayganay v [ C] be affectionate with each other. 
	you keep picking him up. parayganay v [ C] be affectionate with each other. 

	pardnir.' = PART. 
	pardu = PAWU. 
	pardun n pardon granted to a convict. v [al
	2] give or grant pardon to a convict. 
	2] give or grant pardon to a convict. 

	pari n 1 = KUMPADRI. (➔) term of address to one's kumpadri. 2 term of address used by men who are close friends. v (AC; al 
	2) call s.o. parl be kumpadri's.
	2) call s.o. parl be kumpadri's.

	pari n 1 priest. 2 cop (slang). 3 rni-/muguwaang -for cuts to bleed. Way kasung tadlasa. Wa muguwa ang pari, That cut was nothing. It did not bleed. v [B156; a12] be, become a priest: -an(➔) n 1 graup of priests. 2 area in the city of Cebu, so-called because during the Spanish times it was inhabited by the Spanish friars. p"aripari n person in the game of balaybalay who acts as the go-between between the opposing teams. -un(➔) a beinglike a priest. 
	,
	,

	parid = PARADA. v [A13] go s.w. in droves as if on parade. Nagparid ang mga tawu nga nanagbu sa artista, The people trooped out to meet the actor. Nagparid ang mga bulmigas nga nanuguk sa kan-un, The ants swarmed over the food. 
	2

	parigla see RIGLA. 
	pariha a similar, identical to another. SigiZang, pariha ra na, It's all right, it makes no difference. (It's all the same.) Pariba kaayu ang nawung sa kaluba, The twins look exactly alike. n pair. Pila ka paribang sapatus, How many pairs of shoes? v 1 [B 13C; ac] be the same. Mapariha kaba ang atung gradu, Will our grades come out the same? Way makapariba sa imung kaayu, No one could equal your goodness. Nagkapariba ang amung sinina, Our dresses happened to be similar. Ayaw kug ipariba nimung tabian, Don
	parihu = PARIHA,na, vl. 
	parih
	as, 

	paril n tall stone or concrete wall enclosing or at the edge of an area. v [A; b5] 1 put a stone or concrete wall around. 2 k.o. stone fish corral in tidal flats in which fish are trapped by the receding tide. 
	parilya n grill bars for broiling. v {A; a] broil on a grill 
	parinhayit n Fahrenheit. parinti = PARYINTL 
	parinhayit n Fahrenheit. parinti = PARYINTL 
	paris n 1 pair. Duba ka paris nga kapling,Two pairs of cuff links. 2 the other one of a pair. Hain man ang paris niining sapatus,Where is the other shoe of this pair of shoes? 2a the thing that matches s. t. else. Kining baga paris sa akung bistidu, This bag is the one that matches my dress. 3 partner in doing s.t. 4 spouse. 5 food or drink served with s.t. else. 6 even in number. Lunis u paris ba, Odd or even? v 1 [A3SC; ac] pair off, go with, match. Nagparis silang nangldkaw, They were walking in pairs.
	-

	, 
	, 
	. ,

	mate. Akung parisan ang barung Tagalug ug 
	karsunis itum, I'll match my barong with black trousers. 2 (C13; c] eat or drink together with s.t. else. Mangga ang maayung iparis sa budbud, Mangoes go well with rice sticks. 3 [B; cl] be even in number, [do] by two's. Ug muparis mudaug ka. Akuy pi/di, If it comes out even you win and I lose. parisparis v [C; cl] be in several pairs. Parisparisun (iparisparis) sa Ginuu ang mga maayug batasan, The Lord will pair good people up with each other. parisparis n a game of cards, usually of four players, each 
	parisiyu n pharisee (Biblical). 
	parka n 1 wallings of a small boat made of planking or sawali (amakan) waterproofedwith tar. 2 wooden siding added to the sides of a boat to lend more freeboard. v (A; b6] make or put walling on a small boat. 
	parki n park.
	parking v [A; c] park vehicles. Dili mahimung iparking ang imung kutsi dinbi, You may not park your car here. nu -n notice of no parking. -an(➔) n parking place. 
	parliyamint, parliyamintu n parliament. 
	parlur n 1 beauty parlor. 2 refreshment parlor. v [A 1; b6] construct, make a b�auty or refreshment parlor. 
	parmasya n drugstore. v [Al; b6] make a drugstore. pannasyutika= PARMASYUTIKU (female). parmasyu tiku n pharmacist. v [B 156; a12] be a pharmacist. 
	parnasu n Parnassus, the mountain sacred to the Muses (literary). Niadtung bigayuna wa pa siya mag-ampu sa Parnasu, At that time 

	parsila -partikular 739 
	he had not begun writipoetry (worship at Parnassus). 
	he had not begun writipoetry (worship at Parnassus). 
	ng 

	parsila n parcel of land. v [A; al2) divide land into parcels. 
	parsir = PURSIR. 
	parsiyar v [BJ for eyesight to fail or be imd angatung mata, lisud na ta makabasa, Whenyour eyesight starts to get impaired, you can hardly read. parsiyadu a for the vision to be weak. 
	paired. 
	Na, ug muparsiyar ug su
	gu

	part n term of address among men of the friends. Mangharana ta unyang gabii part, Let's go serenading tonight, partner. 
	same age, usually amo
	ng 


	partayim a part-time work, workiparttime. v [A; b] work part-time. Nagpartayim kug tyutur sam tang nagmaistra, 1 worked while I was teachi. -ir n one who works part-time. v [B1456] work as a part-timer. 
	ng 
	part-time tutori
	ng 
	ng

	parti n, party, a social gathering. v [A; b]
	I , 
	I , 
	I , 
	'

	have, throw a party. Amung gipartihan angbag-ung nanggraduwar, We held a party for the new graduates. -layin n party line of a telephone. v 1 [ C; c] be on the same party line. 2 [A12] get as one's party line. partiparti n parties collectively, esp. dance parties. Tua siya kanunay ug asa tung partiparti, Wherever there is a party you'll be sure to see him. Dagbang partiparti sa Disimbri, There are lots of parties in December. 

	partin 1 share of s.�. Tagaan ta kag usa ka parti, I'll give you one share. Kwarta parti, A quarter part. 2 part assigned to s.o. in a play, program, and similar activity. Unsayimung parti sa drama? What's your part in the drama? 3 a specific part of a certain location or place. Hain kang parti sa Mindanaw puyu? In what part of Mindanao do you live? 4 concerning about. Nangutana siya parti sa nahitabu, He asked about what happened. Parti sa imung anak ayaw kabalaka, Don't worry about your son. v[A; c] 1 di
	2 
	1 

	partidasee PARTI. 
	l 
	2

	partida(from parti) n 1 s. w., in a certain part of some place. Adtu ku maninda sa partida sa Mindanaw, 1 sell things in someplaces in Mindanao. 2 place one goes outside of the home on business. 3 amountpaid for goods bought wholesale or in big quantities. v 1 [A; ac] migrate, travel. Gi
	2 
	2
	-

	partida namu ang mga dagkung syudad sa Urupa, We visited the big cities of Europe. 2 [AN; c] peddle. Tua s,ya sa kabukiran nagpartidag bulad, She is in the mountains peddling dried fish. 3 [AN; a] buy in great quantities. Nakapartida kug baratu kaayung isda, I managed to buy a big quanti!Y of fish cheaply. 3a (c] sell wholesale. /yang ipartida pagbaligya kay samuk ug minuduhun, He will just sell it wholesale becauseit is too much trouble to sell it in smallquantities. 
	partida namu ang mga dagkung syudad sa Urupa, We visited the big cities of Europe. 2 [AN; c] peddle. Tua s,ya sa kabukiran nagpartidag bulad, She is in the mountains peddling dried fish. 3 [AN; a] buy in great quantities. Nakapartida kug baratu kaayung isda, I managed to buy a big quanti!Y of fish cheaply. 3a (c] sell wholesale. /yang ipartida pagbaligya kay samuk ug minuduhun, He will just sell it wholesale becauseit is too much trouble to sell it in smallquantities. 
	partidn 1 advantage given in a game. Daku ang partida nga ilang gihatag sa kaatbang, 
	Ł 

	They gave their opponents a big advantage. 2 in billiards or games of pool where dice are thrown to give the player part of the score, the points the player must make towin in addition to the number rolled on the dice. 2a have made the requisite number of points in billiards. Makakuhir lang kug dus puntus, partida na ku, If I cari get two points, I win. Dus puntus na lay akung partida, I need only two points to win this 
	. 
	. 
	game. v 1 [A; ac] give an advantage to the 

	.
	. .
	opponent 1n games, contests, etc. Kun parti
	-

	dahun ku ning akung manuk, musukul ka? 
	If I have my cock give you an advantage, would you bet against it? 2 [A; a12] need [so-and-so] many more points to win in billiards. 
	partidista see PARTIDU' 
	I

	partidupn political party. -Libiral LiberalParty. -NaŁunalista Nacionalista Party. partidista n one engaged in partisan politics. v [B12] get eaged in partisan politics. 
	1 
	ng

	partid°n person related to another, usually said only of blood ties. v [B126C; b] berelated by blood, said occasionally of relations by affinity. Mapartidu na ta inigkaminyu ninyungmanang, We will be relativesif you marry my sister. ka-n person with whom one is related by blood. paN-v [A2C 12 ; b6] claim, try to establish kinship with s.o. Ang kandidatu namartidu naku, The candidate claims that I'm his relative. -s = PARTIDU (plural). 
	2 

	partikular n 1 peculiarity, characteristic act. Partikular sa manuk nga mubatug matag gabii, That's the way chickens are. They roost in the evening. 2 specific, the veryonŁ. Nganung kana mang partikular nga bran sa rilu ang gustu nimu? Why do you like just that particular brand of watch? Ang partikular nga tawu mauy tagaangiyud sa sulat, The letter should be given to theman himself. 3 ordinary in looks or ways. M ilyunaryu, apan '!11U ra lag tawung parti-

	,, 
	740 partl.l'a -parymt1 
	ku/ar nga musuruy, He's a millionaire, but you'd think he was an ordinary person when hegoes out. 3a mga -unimportant matters,nothing of special concern. A, mga partikular Jang tung amung gipanagbisgutan, Oh,all we talked about were trivial things. 4 place outside of the home one goes to on business. Ang mga nigusyanting bu/anti naa pirmi sa partikular, Traveling salesmen are always away from home on business. a exacting, fussy about things. Partiku/ar kaayu ku sa akung sapatus, I'm very particular about
	ku/ar nga musuruy, He's a millionaire, but you'd think he was an ordinary person when hegoes out. 3a mga -unimportant matters,nothing of special concern. A, mga partikular Jang tung amung gipanagbisgutan, Oh,all we talked about were trivial things. 4 place outside of the home one goes to on business. Ang mga nigusyanting bu/anti naa pirmi sa partikular, Traveling salesmen are always away from home on business. a exacting, fussy about things. Partiku/ar kaayu ku sa akung sapatus, I'm very particular about

	partira n midwife who hasn't undergone any formal training in assisting in childbirth. v 1 [B16) become a partira. 2 [cl) hire a partira. Wa may kasu ug partirahun ( ipart� ra) ug ma/zyu Zang ang pag-anak, l don't mind having a baby with an untrained midwife if it's a normal delivery. 
	partisipasiyun n l participati<;>n in a business. 2 the amount one has put into a business with other people. Daku ang akung partisipasiyun sa susyu, l have a large share in the partnership. 
	partisiyun n partition, room divider. v [A; a]1 partition a room. 2 partition land. Partisiyunun ta ang yuta samtang bubi pa si Tatay, We'll partition the land while Father is still alive. 
	partsp= PART. 
	paru v [A; a] cook rice or corn grits dry. -inn rice or corn grits cooked dry. paruparu V [A; cl) cook a small amount of rice, enough for a couple of people. Magparup/zruku ug aku rang usa sa bay, I just cook a little rice when I'm alone in the house. n cooking of a small amount of rice. 
	paruk v l [AC; c] bang the head against s.t. 
	Akuy muparuk nimu sa bungbung, I'll bangyour head against the wall 2 [ B 16; a4] be sleepy with the head nodding. Giparukkung naminaw sa diskursu, I started to nod listening to the speech. 
	Akuy muparuk nimu sa bungbung, I'll bangyour head against the wall 2 [ B 16; a4] be sleepy with the head nodding. Giparukkung naminaw sa diskursu, I started to nod listening to the speech. 

	paruku, parukya n parish. v [B 1256; al2] be a parish. parukyanu n 1 parishioner. 2 a person who buys regularly from s.o. 3 a person who frequents a place regularly. v l [B1256) be a parishioner. 2 {AB126C; a2]be a regular customer. Pahangyua ku basin pag maparukyanu ku ninyu madugay, Let me bargain. Maybe I'll become your steady customer. 3 [B126] become one who frequents a place on a regular basis. Nagparuk
	-

	yanu ku sa tubaan, I started to hang around the toddy stand. parul nhanging lantern. -dikumbati n barn
	yanu ku sa tubaan, I started to hang around the toddy stand. parul nhanging lantern. -dikumbati n barn
	1 ]
	,

	lantern. v [A; b6 use, have a lantern. -:aru 
	n one whose job is to light the lanterns in 
	the street. 
	paruln parole. v [A; a12] be a prisoner out on parole. -i(<E-) n parolee. v [B1256] be a parolee.
	2 


	panda n lighthouse. v [b6] 1 put up a lighthouse. 2 glass jar of palm toddy (slang). Dagban kaayung parula sa imnanan, There are lots of jars of palm toddy in the stand. paruliru n lighthouse keeper. v [Bl 56; b6] be a lighthouse keeper. 
	paruliru 1 see PARUL• 2 see PARULA. 
	paruliru 1 see PARUL• 2 see PARULA. 
	1


	pamlus n long, heavy horizontal beam that supports the framework of a bridge, bottom of a building, or a roof. v [A; ac] make or put horizontal supporting beams. 
	paruni v [A; a] cut a ripe jackfruit into pieces. Nakaparuni siyag walu sa usa ka bunga, Each ripe jackfruit she cut into eight pieces.
	paruni v [A; a] cut a ripe jackfruit into pieces. Nakaparuni siyag walu sa usa ka bunga, Each ripe jackfruit she cut into eight pieces.
	,
	,
	parus= PARULUS. 
	pa.rut v 1 [B12; b5] be utterly defeated. Sa pulitika maparut giyud ang way sapi, In politics the person who has no money is sure to get defeated completely. 2 go bankrupt. Ang iyang pagsugal nakaparut (nakapaparut) sa iyang nigusyu, His business went bankrupt because of his gambling. (➔) n a hand in mahjong or cards that lacks a card or has one card too many and thus cannot win. v [B121 get in the parut situation. kan defeat suffered by s.o. ka-an n utter defeat. Dawata ang imung kaparutan, Acceptyour 
	, 
	-
	ap
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	pas -pasapul 
	pas, pasv [A; c] in drinking sprees where only one glass is used, let one's turn to drink pass onto the next person. Mupas sa ku ining tagaya kay kasukaun ku, I willpass this drink onto the next person because I feel like vomiting. 
	pas, pasv [A; c] in drinking sprees where only one glass is used, let one's turn to drink pass onto the next person. Mupas sa ku ining tagaya kay kasukaun ku, I willpass this drink onto the next person because I feel like vomiting. 
	1 


	pa.n pass giving free access to places where tic"'kets are required. v [Al] get a pass. 
	52 

	, 
	, 
	,


	pas= PASTIKUM. 
	3 

	pasv [A; c] hand in. [pas na ang tispipar, Pass in your test papers now. 
	4 

	pasan abdominal binder for an infant, the purpose of which is to press down the navel, or an abdominal binder put around a mother when she has just given birth. V [A; b] put on a binder on s.o. pasahan = PASA, n. 
	1 

	pasav [A; b] press clothes which have not been laundered. Pasahan ku ang sininang akung gisul-ub ganina, I'll iron up the shirt I had on a while ago. pasahanan n clothes to be pressed. 
	2 

	pasa v [A; c] pass s.t. to s.o. Abtik siyang mipasa sa bula, He passed the ball quickly. Palihug ipasa ang kan-un, Please pass therice. pasapasa v [A;c] pass s.t. around from one to the other. Gipasapasa sa mga mangangagaw ang pitakang Uang sinabnit, Thepurse snatchers passed the bag they hadsnatched on to their comrades. -banda = PASBURD. pasapasa v [B16; cl] be scattered around in disarray. Napasapasa ang mga anak sukad mangailu, The children were scattered after they were orphaned. 
	pa.sad v [AB6; c] scatter s.t. all over a place;be scattered. Siyay nagpasad ug mais alang sa manuk, He scattered corn for the chickens. Nagpasad ang mga butang sa kwartu, The things are scattered all over the room. 
	pasadu see PASARe. 
	I
	I

	pasadur n sanitary napkin. Labhi ang pasa
	-

	dur, Wash out the sanitary napkin. v [AN;
	dur, Wash out the sanitary napkin. v [AN;
	al] wear, make into a sanitary napkin.

	pasagad see •SAGAD
	pasahŁ n fare on pub1ic transportation. v [A;
	c] pay one's fare. 
	c] pay one's fare. 

	pasahin 1 introduction, prelude to a musical rendition. 2 hints and words said before one gets around to his real purpose. v [A; bl 1 play or sing the opening part of a musical composition. 2 give indirect words and hintsby way of introducing the real purpose. Pasahi usa. Ayawg diritsug ab/a, Make some opening hints first. Don't propose right off. 
	2 

	pasahira n 1 a woman fish peddler. 2 fem ale passenger. paN-v [A2] peddle fish. Si Tikaynamasahira ug isda sa mga balay, Tikay is peddling fresh fish from house to house. 
	pasahiru n passenger. v [A12B156; b8] get 
	passengers, be a passenger. Nakapasabirukug wa mubayad, I got a passenger who did not pay. paN-v [A2; c] drive a passenger vehicle to pick up passengers. Mamasahiru ku kada human sa klasi, I drive a passenger jeep after classes. pasahiruan n passenger vehicle. v [a12] make into a passenger vehicle. di-n a passenger vehicle, boat. Ayawpagsakay ug dipasabiru kay dagbang hapitan, Don't take a passenger vehicle because it makes many stops. v [A;a12] convert a vehicle into a passenger vehicle.
	passengers, be a passenger. Nakapasabirukug wa mubayad, I got a passenger who did not pay. paN-v [A2; c] drive a passenger vehicle to pick up passengers. Mamasahiru ku kada human sa klasi, I drive a passenger jeep after classes. pasahiruan n passenger vehicle. v [a12] make into a passenger vehicle. di-n a passenger vehicle, boat. Ayawpagsakay ug dipasabiru kay dagbang hapitan, Don't take a passenger vehicle because it makes many stops. v [A;a12] convert a vehicle into a passenger vehicle.
	pasakalyi, pasakayli v [B; b6(1)] 1 do the introduction to a musical number. 2 give a long prologue before getting around to one's real subject. 3 [A; b] pass the time away by strolling around. Mipasakalyi ku sa plasa, I was passing the time strolling in the park.n 1 introduction to a musical number. Mauynindut ang pasakayli kay sa kanta, The introductory portion was nicer than the songitself. 2 round-about speech in preparation for saying s.t. else difficult. Hinugay nang pasakalyi mu. Su/ti na, That's en
	pasakpasak v 1 [A; cl] spatter, splatter s.t. soft or liquid. Ayawg pasakpasaka (ipasakpasak) ang pinta/ sa sawug, Don't let the paint spatter on the floor. 2 [Al) make a pattering sound. Nagpasakpasak ang uwan sa atup, The rain makes a pattering sound on the roof. n 1 spatter, splatter. 2 pattering sound. 
	pasamanu, pasamanus n 1 handrail of a staircase. 2 window sill. v [Al; a] make, put a handrail. 
	, 
	,

	pasan = PALASAN. 
	pas-an v 1 [A; al] carry s. t. over the shoulders. Nagpas-an siya ug ripli, He was carrying a rifle over his shoulder. 2 [A; al2) assume the burden of s.t. Pas-anun ku _ang tanang bulubatun sa balay, I will shoulder all the housework. 3 [Al3;!al2) bear,!endure a burden or problem. Tigulang kansang kurayut nga /awas nagpas-an sa suliran sa kinabubi, An old man, whose shrunken body bore the problems of life. -1-un, -unun n s.t. to be carried, burden to be shouldered by s.o. mag-I-, mag-r-n s.o. who carri

	•
	dens. n action of carrying or amount carried on the shoulders. Kining kantidara mada sa usa ka pas-an, You can carry this amount on your shoulders in one trip. 
	dens. n action of carrying or amount carried on the shoulders. Kining kantidara mada sa usa ka pas-an, You can carry this amount on your shoulders in one trip. 
	pasangil see •sANGIL.
	pasanib see •sANIB.
	pasapul v [A; b(l)] take or assume the res
	-
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	ponsibility for doing s.t. Mupasapul kug himug kik basta dunay katabang, I will take the responsibility for making the cake as long as s.o. helps me. n assurance of getting 
	s.t. done. Sa mga pasapul nga gisaad walay natuman, He gave lots of assurances but accomplished nothing. 
	pasapurti n 1 passport. 2 s.t. that leads to 
	s.t. Sakit nga mauy iyang pasapurti ngadtu sa lubnglznan, An illness that lead to the grave.
	pasar v 1 [A2; a2b2) pass an exam, screening, or the like. M ipasar siya sa iksamin sa sirbisyu sibil, He passed the Civil Service test. 2 [A2] pass a certain time, deadline. Nakapasar na nang tagal sa pagbayad, The term to pay me has expired. 2a [B2] for canned or packaged foods to spoil after being kept too long. Nagkapasar na ning tablitasa kay nalanay na, These tablets must be expired because they have already melted. 3 [B2] go out of style or fashion, be not with the times. Napasar na ang tag-as nga
	1
	ku gustung muklzun, If I fail to eat duri
	ng

	Mipa
	sar ( napasar) na ang akung gana sa mga ka
	lingawan, Ihave lost my interest for amuse
	ments. 4c -sa kamutv [A2; c6] for s. t. to 
	pass through one's hands. Mipasar nang bay
	bana sa lzkung kamut una maminyu, That 
	girl passed through my hands before she got 
	married. lpasar ang papilis sa akung kamut 
	una idusu, The papers go through my hands 
	before they are passed forward. -[noun,
	pronoun] [so-and-so] has a passing mark. 
	Pasar ka sa sibil sirbis tist, You passed the 
	Civil Service test. pasadu a 1 successful in 
	an exam. Pasadu tanan kay may likids, 
	Everybody passed because there was a leak
	age (the test questions were known to the 
	examinees). 2 past a certain time. Pasadu 
	alas dusi na, It's past twelve o'clock now. 3 
	canned foods, packaged products which are 
	so old that they have become spoiled. v 1 
	[B126) be successful in an examination. 2 
	[B6; c16) be past a certain hour. 3 [Bl for 
	canned foods or other packaged products to 
	spoil from being too old. Mupasadu (mapa
	sadu) na gani ang sardinas,ilabay na Lang, If 
	the can of sardines is already spoiled, throw 

	it away.pasar= PASA. 
	2 
	2

	-pasipala 
	pasas n raisins. v [b6] put, mix with raisins. 
	pasas n raisins. v [b6] put, mix with raisins. 
	pasatyimpu n 1 pastime. 2 girl with whom one is just passing time without being serious. Pasatyimpu lang nang baybana naku, Di naku pangasaw-un, That girl is just for the pleasure of the moment. I have no intentions of marrying her. v [A; c6] 1 pass, spend one's time doing s.t. NagpasatyimpuLang kug basa ug nubila, My pastime is reading novels. 2 have a temporary affair with a girl 
	p�aw v [A; b] feed food mixed with water to domestic animals. Aku ray mipasaw sa babuy, I'll feed the pigs. ( ➔) n feed for domestic animals mixed with water. -an(➔) n trough for feeding the animals. 
	pasayan n shrimp. paN-v [A2; b6) gather, catch shrimp. n occupation of catchingshrimp. pasayanpasayan n fishing lure which is formed like a shrimp. 
	pasaylu see SAYLU. 
	pasburd n shot in basketball made bybouncing the ball off the board and into the ring. v [A2; c6] make a goal in this way. 
	pasgung n trap for land crabs and mice made out of a node of bamboo hav_ing an openiwith a trap door at one end. v [A; a] catch mice or land crab with this k.o. trap. paNv [A2; c] catch land crabs or rats with a pasgung. -in-an n s.t. caught with a pasgungtrap.
	ng

	pasi n rice in the husk or corn grains with a shell. -un a having unhusked rice or corn grains mixed in it. ti-see TIPASi. 
	pasiatab see ATAB
	-

	.
	pasig n shoals, a shallow place in a body of water. v [B2; a] for a water-covered area to become shallow. Mupasig (mapasig) ang bukana sa suba ug kusug ang baba, The mouth of the river will become shallow if there is heavy flooding. 

	pasignunut see NUNUT. 
	pasikat see SIKAT. 
	pasikat see SIKAT. 

	pasil n place near the seashore which becomes rocky due to the action of the sea. v [B12;a12] get to be a rocky shore. 
	pasiln corridor, covered passageway. v [b
	yu 

	6] put a passageway, corridor. 
	6] put a passageway, corridor. 

	pasinsiya n patience. v [A; b6) be patient with s.o. for doing s.t. Gipasinsiyaban ku Lang ang idlut niyang pulung, I just endured his painful words patiently. pasinsiyusa ahaving lots of patience (female). v [B 12] get to be patient and long-suffering. pasinsiyuw = PASINSIYUSA (male). 
	· 

	pasinti = PASYINTI. 
	pasipala v [A; b6] 1 mistreat, treat s.t. roughly, abusively. Ayaw pasipad-i ang mwiblis, 
	pasipala v [A; b6] 1 mistreat, treat s.t. roughly, abusively. Ayaw pasipad-i ang mwiblis, 

	Pasipiku -paslang 
	Don't mistreat the furniture. 2 abuse a woman. 3 -ug sulti mistreat s.o. by sayi
	Don't mistreat the furniture. 2 abuse a woman. 3 -ug sulti mistreat s.o. by sayi
	ng

	s.t. inconsiderate and painful to him in a way. Nganung nagpasipa/a ka mag pamasangil nga di ka man siguru? 
	light, unthinki
	ng 

	ly if you are not sure? 3 dare do s. t. dangerous. Di ku mupasipala ug labang anang kusug nga baha, I don't dare cross the river because it is so high. mapasipalahun, mapasipad-anun n l abusive, maltreating. 2 careless with things that are dangerous. 
	Why do you accuse me unthinki!
	ng

	Pasipiku n Pacific Ocean. 
	, . 
	,

	pas1s= PAS. 
	1 
	l

	pasisexplanation indicating surrender, ac
	2
	the hands. Pasis. Di!na ku, I give up. I quit. v l [A2] raise the hands in surrender or as in a stick-up. Ayawug pusila kun mupasis na sila, Don't shoot if they raise their hands. 2 [B126C; c16] settle personal differences. Makigpasis ku sa akung kuntra, I'd like to settle my quarrelwith my enemy. 
	companied by raisi
	ng 
	t

	pasistur n table with a top that flips for storage. v [A12; a] make or obtain such a table. 
	pasitib n positive result of a medical test. 

	pasiugda see UGDA. 
	. ,
	. ,

	pas1una seeUNA. 
	pasiyal v [ANC12; b6(1)] take a leisurely stroll or ride s. w. Ug mupasiyal (mamasiyal)ka diri, hap it sa bay, If you take a stroll this way, drop in the house. 
	pasiyu, pasiyu v [A; c] 1 take a leisurely walk, stroll, ride. Mupasiyu ku sa parki mabapun, I take a c.troll in the park in the afternoon. lpasiyu nang bata arun mainitan, Take the child for a stroll to get some sun. 2drop by a place to see s.o. Pasyuhan ku siya matag Duminggu, I drop by her place every Sunday. pasyuhan v [A13] t.ake a stroll habitually in a certain place. Magpasyuhan ku ngadtus ila ug maduminggu, I usually take a stroll to their place on Sundays.
	•pasiyu ba -it is highly impossible that [such-and-such] happen (said as if addressing s.o. named Pacio). 'Mipasar ka sa iksamin, Ting?' -'Pasar ba, Pasiyu!' 'Did you pass the exams, Ting?' -'Hell, no!' 'Musugut ka ba?' -'Musugut ba,Pasiyu!' 'Do you agree to do it?' -'Are you kidding? (No!)'
	pasiyun n l Passion of Jesus Christ. 2 hymns during the Holy Week. v [A; b6(1)] sing the Passion of Jesus Christ. 
	relating the Passion of Jesus Christ su
	ng

	paskan exclamation at the high degree s. t. is. 
	Paskang inita run! How hot it is today! 
	Paskang inita run! How hot it is today! 
	-

	nu it would be terrible. Paskan, nu, ug mahibalu ana ang Prisulinti! What if the President should come to know about it! 
	paskin n l notice or announcement displayed publicly. 2 s.t. bad about a person writte;:n anonymously in a public place or an anonymous poison-pen letter. v [A; c) 1put up as a public announcement. Nagpaskin si Lutir sa pultahan sa simbahan, Luther posted his theses on the church door. 2 postan announcement ruining s.o. 's reputation. Kinsay nagpaskin nga si Pidru pisut? Who wrote on the wall that Pedro is uncircumcised? 2a send an anonymous poison-pen letter. Gipaskinan ang ginikanan nga kidnapun ang 
	Pasku n 1 Christmas season, day, or Easter. 
	Maayung Pasku, Merry Christmas! -sa kalipay n Christmas. -sa kasakit n Lenten season. -sa labadura Feast of the Passover. -sa pagkabanhaw Easter. v 1 [A; b2] spend Christmas day. Nagpasku ang mga sundalu sulud sa ilang pakshul, The soldiers spent their Christmas in their foxholes. 2 [B3; b8]for it to be Christmas. Mupasku na lang wa pa kuy kwarta, It will beChristmas and I still have no money. 3 [b8] get a Christmas present from s. o. paN-v [A2; c] 1 spendor celebrate Christmas. Dultu ku mamasku sa prisuhan
	· 
	t

	paskuwas n poinsettia. 
	paslagv [A; ab2] 1 drive s.t. away by pokior throwing s.t. at it. Akuy mupaslag ug hatu s� mga babuy nga misud sa git, I'll drive the pigs that entered the gate away by throwing rocks at them. 2 throw a lot of things at s.t. Gipaslag ang balay gabii, S.o. threw rocks at the house last night. 
	ng

	paslak v [A; be] stuff s.t. into s.t. with force, not carefully. Paslaki ang lungag arun way mabulasut, Stuff s. t. into the hole so nobody will fall into it. Gipaslak lang sa nars ang pitu sa labatiba ngadtu sa akung lubut, The nurse j:ust shoved the enema nozzle in
	.to my behind. 

	paslang v [A; a12] exterminate, defeat agreat number of people or things. Ang usa ka iring dtmakapaslang sa mga ilaga dinhing balaya, One cat is not enough. to get rid of 
	paslayit -pastilan 
	the rats in this house. Gipaslang nila ang mga sagbut sa uma, They got rid of all of the weeds in the field. 
	the rats in this house. Gipaslang nila ang mga sagbut sa uma, They got rid of all of the weeds in the field. 
	paslayit = PLASLAYIT. pasluk = PASUK. paslut v [B26; b8] chafe the skin from scalding or friction. Ug mubutu ang lutu, mupaslut ang panit, If the blister bursts, the skin will come off. Ang init kaayung kapi makapaslut (makapapaslut) sa dila, Hot coffee will blister your tongue. Mapaslutan ang imung kamut ug magsigi kag guna, Your hands will get chafed if you keep on weed
	-

	.
	1ng.
	pasmu n ailments characterized by a feeling of weakness and dizziness, or in debility in a sile limb, or by swollen veins, from two causes: 1 failing to eat at one's meal time. 2 exposing the body to water after having done heavy work. v [B126; a12] getpasmu. Napasmu ang ugat sa iyang tiil kay nangbimasa human magbaskit, He got swollen veins in his feet because he washed them after playing basketball. M akapasmu usahay ang pagpuasa, Sometimes fasting can cause pasmu.-ang, sa bituk v [B126) starve (lit. 
	ng
	time, eating s.t. at the wro
	ng 


	paspasa fast in motion or doing s.t. _Paspas siyang mukaun, He eats fast. Paspas siyang mudrayib ug awtu, He drives fast. Paspassiyang musulti, He speaks rapidly. v [AB2; 
	1 

	in the compositions are annoying. v (A; a1l 
	in the compositions are annoying. v (A; a1l 
	do s.t. hurriedly, get to be fast. Mupas
	be bothersome, annoying. Di makapastidiyu 
	pas kug kaun kay tayim na, I'll eat hurried
	sa maistra ang 1nga pangutana, Questions 
	ly because it is already late. Mupaspas (mapaspas) ang akung pulsu ug kulbaan ku, Mypulse beats fast if I'm scared. Paspasig (paspasag) bugsay, Row fast. -in-an n 1 anythigotten or obtained illegally. Kanang kwartang gigastu sa tagakustum pinaspasan na, The customs examiner is spending ill-gotten money. 2 magic food left s.w. (e.g. fish ina fish trap) by an unglu which will cause the eater to become an unglu or develop some sort of ailment, usually losing his 
	ng
	-


	teeth. paspasn 1_ duster. 2 stick with strips of 
	2 

	paper at the end to chase away flies. v [A;
	paper at the end to chase away flies. v [A;
	b] 1 dust off s.t. with a duster. Paspasi ang bangku, Dust off the benches. 2 drive flies away with a fly whisk. 3 [A; ab2] hit s.o. with a duster or a fly whisk. H ingpaspasan siya naku kay labibang nakapanugsug, I hit him with a duster because he teased me too much. 
	paspasanan n a batten running under the eaves of a roof. 
	paspayit V (A; bS] do s.t. with utmost vigor. Pastilan niyang nakapaspayit ug kaun sa pansit, My! How he laid into the noodles! Paspaytan (paspaytun) ta nig trababu arun daling mabuman, Let's work hard on this so it will get done right away. 
	paspurt n passport. v [A12] obtain a passport.paspuru = PUSPURU. 
	pasta n filling for a tooth. v [A; b] 1 fill a tooth. 2 fill s.t. like a tooth. Gipastaban na ang lungag sa banga, They filled the hole in the jar. 
	pastan 1 mixture or flour or starch and water used as paste. 2 foodstuff pounded or ground until fine and creamy, made into a sauce. Pastang tamatis, Tomato paste. v 1 [A; a] make pasta. 2 [A; c] paste with pasta. Pastabun (ipasta) ku ning ritratu saakung nutbuk, I'll paste this picture in my notebook. 
	2 

	pastan a k.o. grass with long lanceolate leaves which is used for horse feed. 
	3 

	pastang = PASKAN. 
	pastidiyar v [A; al] discipline, train, break in. Ayaw luagluagi ug magpastidiyar ka ug kabayu, Don't be lenient when you break in a horse. Ug pastidiyabun ang mga bata magtubu nga matinahurun, Children grow up to be obedient if you discipline them. pastidiyu a bothersome, annoying. Pastidiyukaayu ning mga sayup sa tim, These mistakes 
	won't annoy the teacher. Aku na say pastidiyuhun ning bataa, This child is going to annoy me again. 
	pastikum n 1 the custom of the Roman Catholic church of carrying the iµiage of the Infant J�us lying on a crib by two acolytes from house to house for people to adore, for which people usually give money as an offering. The pastikum begins on the 25th of December and ends on the 2nd of February. 2 the words uttered by the acolyte when the image has been kissed. 
	patilan short form: tt1an 1 expression of 

	pastiliriya -pasul 
	great worry or grief. Pastilan ang akung bata naligsan sa trak, Heavens! My songotrun over by a truck! 2 expression off eigned surprise or concern, with a disdainful tone: what are you worrying so much for? Pastilan, Tiryu, kasayun niana ug mahadluk kang mubuhat! Goodness, Terio, that's so easy and you're scared to do it? 2a expression of scorn or derision at s.o. trying to tell a lie. Ti/an nimu uy, bisag klarung bakak patubuun gihapun ta anal You sure are s.t.! It's such an obvious lie and you expect 
	great worry or grief. Pastilan ang akung bata naligsan sa trak, Heavens! My songotrun over by a truck! 2 expression off eigned surprise or concern, with a disdainful tone: what are you worrying so much for? Pastilan, Tiryu, kasayun niana ug mahadluk kang mubuhat! Goodness, Terio, that's so easy and you're scared to do it? 2a expression of scorn or derision at s.o. trying to tell a lie. Ti/an nimu uy, bisag klarung bakak patubuun gihapun ta anal You sure are s.t.! It's such an obvious lie and you expect 
	_

	pastiliriya n frosting or decorations on a cake. v [Al 3; c] put frosting or decorations on a cake. 

	pastilyas n 1 k.o. pastilles for dewonning. 2name of variou·s confections cooked, rolled, and sliced into pastille shape. -dilitsi k.o. sweet made from condensed milk. -dimani sweet made from peanuts. -diubi k.o.sweet made from ground ubing kinampay. 
	pastiyurisadu a pasteurized milk. 
	pastu n pasture. Tua sa pastu ang baka, The cows are out in the pasture. v 1 [Al3; al2] raise animals tJtat are put to pasture, make a cattle farm. /yang pastuhun ang yuta niya nga pagawpaw, He will transform his barren land into a cattle ranch. 2 [A; c] put out to pasture. lpastu ang kabaw, Put the carabao out to pasture. pastuhan n pasturelands. 
	pasturn herdsman. v [A; b(l)] attend to a herd
	1 

	pastiirn minister of a Protestant congregation. v [B1 S6; al 2) become a minister. 
	2 

	pastura n a shepherd's play put on in the Christmas season by players going from house to house. It depicts the visit of the shepherds to the Christ Child and consists of song and dance sequences. v [AN; c] go 
	s.w. to put on the shepherd's play. 
	s.w. to put on the shepherd's play. 

	pasturis n 1 herdsmen. 2 participants of a 
	, ,
	, ,
	pastura. V = PASnJRA. v. 

	pasu v [B26; b8] commit certain violationsin games: get a score of more than the winning number of points and therefore be out of the contest, step on the demarcation line in hopscotch, et al. Mapasu (mupasu)ka na ug mulapas nang fmung puntus sa ba-
	yin ti unu, yOU lose if you get more than twenty-one points. n violation of this sort. 
	yin ti unu, yOU lose if you get more than twenty-one points. n violation of this sort. 
	pasu v 1.[A; cl] walk slowly and deliberately. Mipasu siyag lakaw kay dihay natulug, He walked slowly because there was s.o. asleep. 2 [A; c] march before a crowd in a ceremony. Mipasu na ang mga intranti sa bangga sa kaanyag, The beauty contestants marched before the judges. Wa kuy sinina nga ipasu sa gradwisyun, ldon't have a dress to wear when I march in the commencement. 3 [A2; c] walk in front and in view of many people as if on parade. lviupasu giyud ta ini kay nagsugud na ang klasi, Now we are goi
	pasu v 1 [AB126; b4] injures. t. by burning it or subjecting it to s. t. that gives similar effects. Ang asidu makapasu, Acid can burn you. Napasu akung tudlu sa tangsi pagbinira sa kubit, l burnt my hand pulling on the nylon rope when I caught a fish. Gipasuanniyag sigarilyu ang akung aping, He burned my cheek with a cigarette. 2 = PASU, v. ( ➔) n l burnt part of the skin. 2= PASU, n. 3 in sungka, the hole that is not in use because the player lacks requisite pieces to use it. 
	·an!= PASU, 3.
	pasugbu see SUGBU.
	2

	pasuk v [A; c] stuff or place s.t. in a small enclosed place. Gidali niyag pasuk ang sinina sa bulsita, She hurriedly put the dress in the paper bag. Paski (paksi) ug gapas ang ilung sa minatay, Stuff cotton into the nose of the corpse. paskanan n place where things are stuck or dumped into.
	pasuk n peg, short stake to which animals can be tethered. v 1 [A; a] put a stake inthe ground. 2 [al] use, make into a short stake. 
	pasul n fishing line. v 1 [Al2] obtain a fishing line. 2 [a12] catch with a fishing line. Sayun ra paslun nang isdaa, It's easy to catch that k.o. fish with a hook and line. paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing with a hook and line. pamaslanan, pamaslanan n 1 fishing 

	pasulabi -pat-ak 
	place. 2 fishing boat. pinaslan n fish caught with a hook and line. 
	place. 2 fishing boat. pinaslan n fish caught with a hook and line. 

	pasulabi (from sulabi) see LABI. pasulit n test or exam. v [Al3] hold or give a test. Ang gubyirnu magpasulit para sa mga aplikanti, The government will hold a test for the applicants. 
	,

	,
	,


	pasumanu = PASAMANU. 
	pasumanu = PASAMANU. 
	pasunding n civic or military parade. v [A; c] parade. Mipasunding sa iyang alimpatakan ang mga nindut niyang kaagi, He could see the memorable experiences of his past parading before his mind's eye. Ang mga bisita gipasundingan sa Rusya sa iyang mga rakit, Rus�ia paraded her rockets before the 
	. .
	. .
	v1s1tors. 

	pasung n cockscomb. v [AN; a] trim a cockscomb. paN-v [A23) grow a cockscomb. Wa pa ang mga pisu mamasung, The chicks have not developed combs yet. pinasngan n rooster with a trimmed cockscomb. 
	pasung n 1 trough, originally made of a hollowed-out log, but now of anything fashioned into a long but rather shallow open vessel, used as manger or for pounding stripped palm trunks. 2 a unit of dry measure for unhusked rice more or less equal to 5/7of a bushel, with a good deal of local variation. v [Al2; al2] make into a manger or trough. -an(➔)=PASUNG, n. 
	pŁung = PASGUNG,
	pasunud see SUNUD. 
	paswurd n password. v [Al; cl) have or use as a password

	pŁinsiya = PASINSIY A. 
	pŁinsiya = PASINSIY A. 
	pasyinti n patient, sick person. v 1 [Al2; b 
	8) have a patient. 2 [B125) be s.o. 's patient. 
	8) have a patient. 2 [B125) be s.o. 's patient. 

	pasyunarya = SA YUTI. 
	pasyun syu n fashion show. v [A; c) 1 hold a fashion show. Nakapasyun syu na sila, They have had their fashion show. 2 paradeoneself to show off a dress and other personal apparel. Mupasyun syu na siya basta makabag-ug sinina, She parades herself around whenever she has a new dress. 
	pat. n abbreviation for patrulman 'patrolman'. 
	,
	,


	pata = PALATA. 
	pata = PALATA. 
	pata v [A3] fall with a plop. Mupata ang tai sa baka, The bowel movements of a cow fall with a plop. 
	patad, patadV [A; c] bet, place a bet. Diyu
	l
	l
	tay ray nagpatad sa ugis, Only a few people bet on the white cock. Ayaw ipatad ang tanan mu ng kwarta, Do not bet all of your money. n bet, betting. Way patad ning dulaa, No betting this game. 

	patadv [AC; ac] pair off in a contest or in 
	2 

	love. Nagkapatad ang duha ka pulitiku sa miaging!piliay, The two politicians were pitted against each other in the last election. Patarun ta ang atung isig ka bata, Let us match your daughter and my son. Ayawkug ipatad ug daku, Don't pair me up with 
	love. Nagkapatad ang duha ka pulitiku sa miaging!piliay, The two politicians were pitted against each other in the last election. Patarun ta ang atung isig ka bata, Let us match your daughter and my son. Ayawkug ipatad ug daku, Don't pair me up with 
	s.o. big. a evenly matched, well paired off. Patad kaayu ang duha ka igtatari, The two cocks were evenly matched. n action of matching, pairing off. 
	patadv [B3{1); clJ lie scattered all over a place, such as things for sale, things in disarray, dead bodies, litter. Mipatad ang pataynga Bitkung sa pilapilan, The bodies of the Vietcong lay scattered over the rice fields. Nagpatad ang tinda apan minus ang pumapalit, There were things for sale displayed everywhere but there were few buyers. 
	3 

	patadyung n k.o. loose wrap-around skirt worn overlapping in the front, made of hand-woven cloth together with a native blouse (kimuna). V[A; a] wear a patadyung, make into a patadyung.
	. 

	patag a for an area to be flat and level. Patagang ibabaw anang bukid, The top of that hill is flat. v [AB12] for an area to become level, cause it to be so. Patagun ang yuta usa gam-ang pilapilan, They level the land before they make it into rice paddies. Patagun ku nang likud sa buktut ug magbinuangsiya, I'll flatten that hunchback's back if he makes trouble. (➔) n flat level land, plains.ka-an n plains. kina-an( ➔) n place that is most level. 
	pitak v [B46; b6] for a large number of things to be scattered over an area. Daghang bituun nga nagpatak sa langit, A myriad of stars dotting the sky. patakpatak v 1 [B6; a] be scattered or strewn over an area. Nagpatakpatak ang tai sa bata, The baby's stools were scattered ·au over the place. 2 [AB6; al] break, tear to pieces, get broken, torn to pieces. Nagpatakpatak na sa kataguang akung sinina, My dress is almost tattered into pieces, the fabric is so weak. Patakpatakun ku ning hunub nga kulun, I'll
	pat-ak v [A; cl] splotch, spatter all overs. t. Nagpat-ak ang buling sa salug, The floor is splotched with dirt. Ayaw pat-aka (ipat-ak)ang imung pagpintal, Don't paint so that it splotches all over everything. pat-akpat-ak v (A; cl] do at random and irregularly with blank spaces in between. Nagpat-akpat-akang ap-ap diha sa iyang dughan, Her breasts had fungus splotches all over them. Ayawg 

	patal -patay 747 
	pat-akpat-aka (ipat-akpat-ak) ang pag-iskuyla arun di ka hagbungun, If you do not attend classes on a regular basis you will be dropped. 
	pat-akpat-aka (ipat-akpat-ak) ang pag-iskuyla arun di ka hagbungun, If you do not attend classes on a regular basis you will be dropped. 
	patala fatal, usually said of a wound or blow. v [a] fatal. 

	patalas (not without /) n knife or any sharpinstrument used as a weapon (slang). v [al]stab with a knife. Namatay ang buguy ngagipatalas, The ruffian who was stabbed died. 
	patani n 1 k.o. chicken which has dark-colored :neat and bones. 2 a very dark-skinned person. gira -1 civil war. 3 all-out quarrel among people residing together. v [ B 126]be dark-skinned 
	patanin lirna bean: Pbaseolus lunatus. 
	2 

	pitas v 1 [AC; b5] even up a score, debt, wrong. Nagkapatas ang duha ka tim, The two teams were tied. Mapatas na gani &tung iskur di na ku mudula, I'll quit as soon as the score is tied. Patasun (patasan) ku giyud ang insultu, I'll get even for the insult. 2 [A2S; b6] match, be the equal Way makapatas nimu sa imung kamalditu, There is no one as mean as you are. a 1 even in score. Patas ang ilatzg puntus sa tur,gatunga, Their score was even at half time. 2 of equal ability or achievement. Patas giyud ar,g 
	patatasn k.o. flaky brown cracker. v [Al]serve, have patatas. 
	1 

	patatasn potatoes. 
	2 

	pataw n buoy tied to s.t.: buoy used to hold up fishing nets, used to marlc a fish trap in the sea, used to mark an unattended fishing line tied to a rope with a harpoon (paladyaw) to hold the fish back, et al. v [A; b] use a float, fasten a float to a rope. Ang amung pukut gipatawan ug guma, We tied rubber floats for our fishing net. -an n 1 place a pataw has been put. 2 = PATAW, n. 
	patay v [A; b7] 1 kill, slay. Di makapatayning sakita nimu, This sickness won't kill you. Patyun k u siya, I'll kill him. 2 put an end to s.t. as if killing it. Ang pagkapakyas makapatay sa kadasig, Failure can destroy one's enthusiasm. Adtu sa Kamara Baba patya ang balaudnun, The bill will be killed in the Lower House. Angay patyun nang 
	balitaa, That news should be suppressed 3 shut off an engine, light; put out a fire. Patya nang suga, Turn off the lights. 3a neutralize chemicals or colors. Puti ang ipatay nianang pula nga kulur, Neutralize that red color with white. 3b consume time. Maayuning dulaa ipatayg uras, This game is good for killing time. 4 [A; b] whittle s.t. down to reduce its size or smoothen it. Patyi ang ngilit sa lamisa, Round off the edges of the table. S [a3] be all tails in a game of tossing coins. M apatay na ni r
	balitaa, That news should be suppressed 3 shut off an engine, light; put out a fire. Patya nang suga, Turn off the lights. 3a neutralize chemicals or colors. Puti ang ipatay nianang pula nga kulur, Neutralize that red color with white. 3b consume time. Maayuning dulaa ipatayg uras, This game is good for killing time. 4 [A; b] whittle s.t. down to reduce its size or smoothen it. Patyi ang ngilit sa lamisa, Round off the edges of the table. S [a3] be all tails in a game of tossing coins. M apatay na ni r
	· 

	, 
	.
	ter before you bathe him. a 1 dead. Patayna si Tatay, My father is dead. 2 for s.t. to have been killed, deadened. Patay ang akung paglaum, l have no more hope. Patayar,g makina, The engine is dead 3 'for coins to come out tails. 4 for the last stone to have been dropped in an empty hole in a game of sungka. 5 new moon. Himatayun ang buwan run. Di na madugay patay na,We are in the last quarter now. Pretty soon it will be the new moon (no moon). 6 for nits to be hatched (lit. for the eggshell to be dead). 7
	Asa gud sila makapaiskuyla sa ilang mga hatang patay gutum man!na sila? How could they send their children to school when they are poor as church mice? -nga iru miserable, wretched.Patayng iru ang tawung way kwarta, A man who is penniless is miserable. -ug lami having excessive sexual desires. Patay kaayu ug Jami nang bayhana maung kuyawr,g pangasaw-un, It's dangerous to marry that woman because she hasi. excessive sexual desires. -ug limud an inveterate liar. (�) n intense action of killing. v 1 [A13] 

	athaw -patia 
	p
	ng

	lunud -die-hard, inveterate. Lunud patay nga sugarul, An inveterate gambler. -an(�) v 1 [C23; c6] for roosters to fight it out to the death. 2 [A; a] play patayan. n game of betting on heads or tails played by twirling acoin. pataypatayav 1 [A; c] do s.t. intensely. Pataypatayun (ipataypatay) naku ning akung lawas sa trababu arun ku mabubi, l 
	lunud -die-hard, inveterate. Lunud patay nga sugarul, An inveterate gambler. -an(�) v 1 [C23; c6] for roosters to fight it out to the death. 2 [A; a] play patayan. n game of betting on heads or tails played by twirling acoin. pataypatayav 1 [A; c] do s.t. intensely. Pataypatayun (ipataypatay) naku ning akung lawas sa trababu arun ku mabubi, l 
	wear myself out working just to live. 2 [A;b(l)) do, act slowly without energy or enthusiasm. Ug magpataypatay ka, mabyaan ka sa trak, If you take so lo, you'll miss the bus. 3 [AP] pretend to be poor when one is rich, be a nobody when one is s.o. 
	ng

	Nagpapataypatay nang tawbana apan unasis diay, That man acts like a nobody but actually he's an Onassis. patyanay, pinatyanay = PATAY. palatyanan n 1 place s.t. is killed. -sa utug girl used to satisfy one's sexual desires (lit. s. t. to kill one's erection on). 2 total part of the body, place in the body which will cause instant death if struck. paN-n s.t. used to kill Maayung pamatay sa kagaw kanang sabuna, That soap is a goodgermicide.

	pathaw v [A3; b6] do!s. t. suddenly without sufficient reason, warning, or propriety. Mipatbaw lag katawa ang buang, The madman suddenly burst into laughter. 
	pat huldir n pot holder. 
	patiang [noun], [nom.] it happened to [soand-so] as well Gibunu tanan. Pati ang mga bata, They were all killed, including the children. Pati aku naapil sa kasaba, l wasincluded in the scolding, too. 
	1 

	. ,
	. ,

	pat1= SALAMPATL 
	2 

	patid v 1 [A; bl kick at. Kusug mupatid ang pliyir sa sakir, A soccer player kicks hard Patiri ang itlug sa kuntra, Kick your opponent in the balls. 2 [ c6] move s. t. s. w. by kickiit. Ipatid ra akung sinilas diri, Kick my slippers over to me. n 1 kick. 2 kick of drinks (humorous). Pwirtig patid ning tubaa da, This toddy packs quite a kick. paN-V[Al; a] kick with intensity. Nagpamatidsiya sa kasuku, He was kicking in anger. patidpatid V [A; b] go on foot in a leisurely manner. Magpatidpatid Jang ku inigp
	ng 

	patig n 1 army fatigues. 2 colored olive drab. Karsunsilyung patig, 0 live-drab undershorts. v [Al] wear faties.
	gu

	pŁtikv [A; c) 1 tattoo, mark with a brand. 
	1 

	Aku siyang gipatikan ug agila, l tattooed an 
	Aku siyang gipatikan ug agila, l tattooed an 
	eagle on him. la implant kisses. Patikan kug bawuk ang imung dugban, I'll coveryour breasts with kisses. 2 print or publish. 
	Napatik ang iyang bulagway sa mantalaan, 
	Her picture was published in the newspaper. 2a [ c6] be fixed indelibly s. w. Napatik sa akung kasingkasing ang imung pangalyupu, 
	Your pleas have been imprinted inmyheart. ( ➔) n 1 implement used for marking animals. 2 tattoo, brand. May patik nga iks sa samput, There is an X branded on the rump. 3 explanatory annotation on a land title that it has been made collateral for a loan. v [b(l)l be so annotated. Napatikanna giyud ang akung titulu, l finally had to
	. 

	· borrow on my land. (Lit. My land has finally gotten an annotation.) -anan n printing
	press. -in-an n one who has been tattooed, esp. ex-convicts. mag-r-(➔), maifl•(➔) n 1 publisher, printer. 2 one who brands or tat
	tooes.
	pati1½ a terrific in execution, appearance (slang). Patik kaayu siya sa iyang amirikana da, He sure looks terrific with his coat. Patik sag sinayawan nang baybana da, Thatgirl can really dance. 
	patikan = ANIBUNG. 
	patilya n sideburns, growth of hair next to ears. v [A; b(l)] wear, leave sideburns. patin n paten, the plate used to hold the host in the mass. v [c] use as a paten.
	pating n general name for small sharks. -nga bungul 1 k.o. shark. 2 deaf as a door post 0it. like a pating). a unconcerned about what is right or wrong (from the notion that one acting this way is being deaf to what people say just as the pating is called bungul 'deaf'). Pating giyud nang bataa. Di giyud magtamud bisag unsaugpina, Thatchild doesn't care to be good. He won't obey no matter how much you tell him. v[B46; cl not give a damn about whether anaction is right or not pa-v 1 [B1346; c16]be deaf t
	Ayubag paminaw kining akung sugu. Ayawkug patingpatingi, Listen carefully to what I tell you to do. Don't just ignore me. 
	patinga n make a down payment on s.t. bought or ordered. v [A; c] make a down payment. Gipatingaban ug singku pisus ang 

	' , ' 
	. . 

	pannt1-patupatu 
	1 

	akungpinatabi, I put down five pesos as deposit on the trousers as I was having made. 
	akungpinatabi, I put down five pesos as deposit on the trousers as I was having made. 
	patintin container for measuring liquids, 
	1
	esp. palm toddy, that has been registered and licensed. -ru n 1 palm toddy dealer. 2any merchant. v [B156) become a dealer in palm toddy. 
	patintin patent. May patinti siya paggama anang klasiha sa daru, He has a patent to manufacture that k.o. plow. v [A; b] issue a patent.
	2 

	patipati n weed of waste places: Acalypha 
	indica. 
	patirn ndresspattern.!v [A; c6] make a dress pattern.
	patir nustir n the Lord's Prayer. 
	patis n 1 liquified preserved fish paste. 2 soysauce. v [A; a2] make patis. 2 [Al2; b] add pa tis to s. t.
	patriyuta n patriot. v [B126; b6] be a patriot. 

	-patrul n 1 police patro� esp. in vehicles or boats. 2·boy scout patrol. v = PATRULYA. -man n patrolman. Patrulman Ruhiru., Patrolman Rogero.
	patrulya v [A; b6(1)] 1 go on patrol. Gipatrulyaban (gipatrulyahan) sa mga Pisi ang mga prisifltu sa pag-i/iksiyun, The P.C. patrolled the precincts during the elections. 2 go out for a walk. Magp.atru.lya ta sa plasa,Let's go out for a walk to the plaza. n patrol. 
	patron, patron n patron saint of a place or occupation. v [A23; cl] take a saint as one's patron. -a(Ł) n female patron saint. t 
	patsada a good to look at, good in quality. 
	Kapatsada ning bataa, What a pretty child. Patsada silag haul, They have a first class farm. v [B2; a12) be, become good. Mapatsada ang imung tingug ug makakaun kag ulud, Yourvoice improves if you eat worms. 
	Kapatsada ning bataa, What a pretty child. Patsada silag haul, They have a first class farm. v [B2; a12) be, become good. Mapatsada ang imung tingug ug makakaun kag ulud, Yourvoice improves if you eat worms. 

	patsi n medicinal plaster for headaches or muscular pains. v [A; b6(1))-1 patch s.t. by laying it on top. Ang buslut gipatsibag guma, The hole was patched up with rubber. 2 wear a medicinal plaster. Nagpatsi ku kay labad akung ulu, I am wearing a medicinalplaster for my headache. 
	patsing n 1 cement binding. 2 decorative patching on material. v [A; b6(1)] 1 bind stones with cement. Patsingi ang batu sa paril aru,n di matumpag, Bind the stones forming the wall with cement so it can't collapse. 2 put a decorative patching on s. t. 
	patu n general name for ducks. 
	patu v [A; c16] pair s.o. teasingly with s.o. else. Kinsay nagpatu nimu kang Pidru? Whowanted to pair you off with Pedro? 
	pat-ud = PAT-UL 
	pat-ud = PAT-UL 
	patuk a having a protruding bulge in the front or back of the head. Patuk ug agtang, Having a bulging forehead. v [B26) for the front or back· of the head to protrude. Mapatuk ang ulu sa b�ta ug sigihag patakilid,
	The child's head will develop a bulge if he is always put down on his side. 
	patul n k.o. fit characterized by convulsions and foamiof the mouth. v [B246; a4] suffer a seizure of this sort. -1-un none whois subject to these seizures. 
	ng 

	pat-ul v [A; c] 1 put s.t. where it can be chopped, hit, or broken. Kining tadtaran mauy pat-ulan inigtadtad sa bukug, Put the bone on this chopping block, when you chop up the bones. 2 put s.t. on top of s.t. 
	,
	for a short period of time. Iyang gipat-ulan 
	ug init nga bampul ang iyang bun-ug, He put a hot compress on his bruises. 3 put
	,
	the blame on s.o. Iyang gipat-ul naku ang 
	tanang sala, She put all the blame on me. -anan n chopping block. 
	pat-ulv [A2N; cNl match s.o. with s.o. else with the purpose of marrying him or her off. Nganung ipamat-ul man nimu naku nang tiguwaga, Whyare you trying to 
	2
	ri

	.pawn that old geezer off on me? patula n ·1 k.o. squash: Luffa acutangula. 2by extension, name also given to. the sikwa, a similar vegetable. 
	parung = BUTUNG . 
	·
	parung v [A; c] p1ace s.t. on top of s.t. else. 
	Ang langaw nga makapatung sa kabaw magpakakabaw sad, A fly that alights on a carabao thinks he, too, is a carabao (becomesswell-headed). Patungi ang mga papil aru,n di manglupad, Put a weight on the papers so they won't get blown away. n 1 pile. Natumpag ang patung sa mga dilata, The cans that were stacked up neatly came tumblingdown. 2 interest on money. Pilay patung sa kwartang imung gihulaman? How much interest did they charge on the money youborrowed? patungpatung v fAB6; cl] pile, be piled up, accu
	yim, My work is piling up, so I keep having to work overtime. hi-/hŁ(?), hi-/hŁ [B125
	6] 1 be at the top of s.t. Pagbipatung nila sa bungtud, When they reached the top of the mountain .!.2 reach a certain height of affluence. Nabipatung ku sa kabamugaway kay nakadaug kus swipstiks, l was on easy street when I won the sweepstakes. 
	patupatu v 1 [A; a12] compose lines, extemporaneously, to form a rhyme. 2 [A; c] fabricate insidious gossip against others. Ma
	-


	paruragas -pawug 
	ayu kang mupatupatu sa mga butang ngawa mabimu sa imung isig ka tawu, yOU are good at inventing gossip about other people,things they couldn't possibly have done. n 1 rhymes composed extemporaneously. Sa balitaw ang ditsu patupatu, In the courtship poems, the verses are extemporaneous. 2 fabrication made up against s.o. 
	ayu kang mupatupatu sa mga butang ngawa mabimu sa imung isig ka tawu, yOU are good at inventing gossip about other people,things they couldn't possibly have done. n 1 rhymes composed extemporaneously. Sa balitaw ang ditsu patupatu, In the courtship poems, the verses are extemporaneous. 2 fabrication made up against s.o. 
	, 
	, 


	paturagas see •roRAGAS. 
	, ,
	, ,

	paturu see TURU. 
	patyu, patyu n 1 open, round booth built in the center of a plaza. 2 patio, grounds enclosed within a building. 
	paud v [A; be] 1 put s.t. against or over s.t. hard to steady it. Pad-i ang libru sa imungpagsulat, Write on top of the book. 2 presss.t. against s.t. hard with one's weight. Gitabangan nilag paud ang buang sa bungbung, 
	They all pressed the lunatic against the wall. Napaud ku sa pusti pagtulud niya, I was knocked against the post when he p.ushed me. 2a press part of the body against s.t. 
	They all pressed the lunatic against the wall. Napaud ku sa pusti pagtulud niya, I was knocked against the post when he p.ushed me. 2a press part of the body against s.t. 
	,
	/yang gipaud ang iyang dugban sa akung lkud, She pressed her breast against my back. 2b fix the sight on s.t. Gipaud ku sa kisami ang akung mga mata, I fixed my eyes to the ceiling. 3 [b) put the blame on s.o. Nganung aku may pad-an sa imusala, Whydo you put the blame on me for what you did? pad•anan n buffer for s.t. one writes or applies pressure on. 
	i-
	ng 


	pauk= PA.YUK, a, vl. 
	paun n bait. subad nga way -butt in on a conversation where one has no business doing so {lit. bite when there is no bait). Dili ikaw ang akung gisultihan. Nganung musubad ka man diba nga way paun, I wasn't talking to you. Why do you butt in? subad ug way -believe s.t. just because s.o. said it (lit. bit an unbaited hook). Di kak�midiyaban siya kay musubad ug way paun, yOU 
	can't kid him because he will take you literally. v 1 [A; b] bait s.t. Gipan-an ku ang ilaga ug pan, I baited the rats with bread. Kwarta ang ipaun sa kiriwan, Use money to lure the thief. la [c1) make, use as bait. 2 [A; c6] use s.o. else as a means to deflect danger from oneself. Ipaun man lang ta n� mu sa piligru, You are exposing me to danger to protect yourself. 
	can't kid him because he will take you literally. v 1 [A; b] bait s.t. Gipan-an ku ang ilaga ug pan, I baited the rats with bread. Kwarta ang ipaun sa kiriwan, Use money to lure the thief. la [c1) make, use as bait. 2 [A; c6] use s.o. else as a means to deflect danger from oneself. Ipaun man lang ta n� mu sa piligru, You are exposing me to danger to protect yourself. 

	pauruy n liquor distilled from nipa or coconut toddy. v [A; a2] make pauruy.
	paus, paus a severely hoarse. Paus kaayu aug sa pagkinanta, My voice is veryhoarse from singing so much. (�) v [B] getseverely hoarse. 
	kung ti
	ng

	,
	,
	,

	paw= PALAW. 
	pawa n size of area cleared by weeding or 
	plowing. Dakug pawa ang akung gisubulan pagguna, The man whom I hired to weed covered quite a large area. 
	plowing. Dakug pawa ang akung gisubulan pagguna, The man whom I hired to weed covered quite a large area. 
	paw-ak v (A; ab7] take a large part or chunk off of s.t. Ang mga ungguy dakug gipaw-ak sa kamaisan, The monkeys consumed a large part of the corn in the field. n chunk taken off of s.t. 
	paw-ang n 1gap between things that are normally solid or close to each other. Dagbangpaw-ang ang pinugsan sa mais, The way they planted the corn the plants are too far apart. 2 distance in time. Daku ang paw-ang sa idad sa magtiayun, The couple are quite far apart in age. v 1 (B; cl] have spaces in between. Ang b.ungbung mupaw-ang (mapaw-ang) ug dili pakupsun ang kahuy, 
	Cracks will develop in the wall if the wood is not aged beforehand. Nagpaw-ang ang pultahan maung nakasulud ang ilaga, The door was ajar and so a mouse managed to get in. 2 [Al2; cl} miss, skip. Nakapawang siyag usa ka linya, He skipped a line. 
	pawdir milk n powdered milk. 
	pawikann sea turtle. v (4b4) be affected by a sea turtle -i.e. be unable to come apart in intercourse (from the k.o. sorcery where the penis of a sea turtle is hidden in the clothing of an adulterer so that he can not disengage when he has intercourse). Wa 
	1 

	kunu mag-ukang ang mga mananapaw. Gipawikan (gipawikanan) tingali, They say the adulterers could not come apart. No doubt they were victims of sea turtle sorcery. -i� a crying with a profuse flow of tears (like a sea turtle is said to do). -un a tending to cry easily. Kadagbanan sa mga babayi pawikanun, Most women are crybabies. v (B12] get so one cries at the slightest provocation. 
	pawikan = GUYUNGGUYUNG. 
	pawir v [b(1)) be given a power of attorney. 
	-ab arurni n power of attorney. pawis n shark fins. 
	pawla = PALWA. 
	pawpaw v [A; ab7] scoop s. t. off the surface of s. t. to remove it. Pawpawa ang nanglutaw nga buwa sa tuba, Scoop off the foam from the toddy. Pawpawi ang kan-un usa sukara, Remove the upper part of the rice before you serve it. n 1 the sweet upper layer of the surface of coconut meat, scrapedoff• from the rest. 2 container for liquids made of approximately half a coconut shell (shallower than the hungut and deeper than the paya). 
	pawu-see also PALU-. pawud = PALUD. palawran see PALUD. pawug = KAGWANG, 2. 

	pawul -payil
	1 
	1 
	pawul n foul committed in sports. v [A; al 2) commit a foul, in sports. Giwarninganang buksidur kay gipawul niya ang kuntra, 
	The boxer was warned because he committed a foul against his opponent. 2 [B126) not be able to do what one had planned to do. Napawul angamung ikskursiyun tungud sa dautang panabun, We had to call off our excursion because of the bad weather. dubul -n double foul, the situation in which two players bump into each other, such that both have technically committed a foul. -layin n foul line. -syat n foul shot, given to a player against whom a foul has been committed. 

	pawundirs din Founder's Day celebration in a private school. v [A13] celebrate aschool's Founder's Day. 
	pawuntin n 1 fountain. 2 fountain pen. v 1[b6] make a fountain. 2 [Al] use a fountain pen. -pin fountain pen. 
	pig -n pie made of stale crackers with pork fat and onions. 
	pay n pie
	i 

	paya n shallow bowl or scoop made of a third of a coconut shell. v [Al; al2] make or use a coconut shell as plate or bowl. 
	Magpaya mi sa amu kay wa man miy platu, 
	Magpaya mi sa amu kay wa man miy platu, 
	We use coconut shell plates because we
	don't have dishes. 

	payadpayad v [B; cl] be unsteady, staggering in one's walk. Nagpayadpayad siya human sa dugay niyang paglubug sa banig, She was unsteady on her feet because she had lain in bed for a long time. 
	payag n hut, small house constructed oflight materials. may tawu na ang -for agirl to have a sweetheart. Way tsans ang imung gugma kaniya kay may tawu na ang payag, You don't stand a chance with her because she already has a beau. v [Al; a] make a hut. 
	payakpak a for the stomach to be so emptyas to sag and form a hollow on the sides. Payakpak kaayug tiyan ang babuy nga wa hipasaw� The pig has a hollow stomach because they forgot to feed it. v [B3(1)N]for the stomach to be, become sagging inwards. Namayakpak ang imung tiyan, Yourribs are sticking out (lit. your stomach is hollow). 
	payanpayan v [A; b(l)] do s.t. half-heartedly or do s.t. with just enough motion to give. the appearance of working. Gipayanpayanan lang ang pagdaru maung wa mahuman, He didn't put any effort into his plowing, so it never got done. 
	payas a for a pig's abdomen to be thin, not filled. v [BJ be thin, not filled. Ang ba
	-

	buyng dili maayung mukaun magpayas Zang ang tiyan, A pig that doesn't eat well has a sunken stomach. 
	buyng dili maayung mukaun magpayas Zang ang tiyan, A pig that doesn't eat well has a sunken stomach. 
	payasu n clown, jester. v [B6; al2] play the part of a clown. Mangita ku ug mupayasusa drama, I'll look for a person who will act as a clown in the play. -in-(7) v [A; cl] act, dress, speak like a clown. 
	payat a very meager and small in amount. 
	I 
	I 
	• I

	Alang kantya payat kaayu ang duba ka gatus nga gastubun sa usa ka adlaw, For him it is chicken feed to spend two hundred pesos in one day. 
	-

	payaw n a k.o. bamboo raft used in fishing, used to attract fish. It is left in deep waters with weighted coconut fronds suspended from it, on which algae develop and attract fish which can then be caught with a net. v[A; al2) make a payaw. paN-n fishingwith a payaw. 
	paybut v [A2; c6] in basketball, for a player to pivot on one of his feet. M ipaybut una siya sa wa pa musyat arun mawh ang gwardiya, He pivoted before shooting the ball to give him a clear shot. see also TSINDYING. 
	payhag v [A; al] destroy s.t. by knocking it to pieces, consume or scatter s.t. as though destroyed. Ang bumba mipayhag sa mga balay, The bomb destroyed the houses. Tiradur ang ipayhag sa balay sa putyukan, 
	Smash the beehive with a slingshot. 
	payhaw n 1 a characteristic shout or cry in calling s.o. at a distance. 2 a shout or cry to ease the tightness in the chest due to panting, uttered esp. when one climbs a steep hill. v [AN; cl] let out this sort of shout, calling s.o. at a distance or to ease up shortness of breath. Paminawa naay nagpaybaw (nagpamaybaw) sa pikas buntud, Listen.S.o. is yelling on the other side of the hill. 
	payi a lame from having a defect in the articulation of the bones of the foot or arms. Si lngkar magtakiang paglakaw kay payi, Encar limps when she walks because she is lame. v [B126) get a dislocation and thus become lame. Napayi siya sa iyang pagkabulug, She was crippled when she fell down. 
	payib kulum n fifth column. 
	payib pinggir v [A; cl] masturbate (slang). 
	Payib pinggira (ipayih pinggir) kun muutug, 
	Masturbate when it erects. 
	payiln pile of mahjong pieces from which the hand is drawn. -nga ininsik Chineseway of piling mahjong pieces, 9 doubledecks and 16 sile decks. -sa bulak thepieces on the right hand side of a player's pile stacked in pairs. How many pairs are in the payil sa bulak depends on the number 
	1 
	ng


	payil-payung 
	2 

	rolled on the dice at the beginning of the game. v [Al; cl] pile the mah jong pieces. payilv 1 [A; c] file papers and the like. 
	2 

	Ipa;,il kini sa a, File this under a. 2 [A; c]file a complaint in court for an offense or misdeed. lpayil ku ang kiha ngadtu sa hipi, I'll file the complaint with the chief of police. n file in which s. t. is kept. 
	Ipa;,il kini sa a, File this under a. 2 [A; c]file a complaint in court for an offense or misdeed. lpayil ku ang kiha ngadtu sa hipi, I'll file the complaint with the chief of police. n file in which s. t. is kept. 
	.
	.
	. .


	paym tr1 n pine tree. 
	payir 1a command to commence firing: fire! 2 a signal to start doing s.t.: come on, go ahead (colloquial). Sigi, payir, sugdan na natug inum na, Come on, let's go. Let's start drinking. v [A; c] have sexual intercourse. Payri siya kanunay arun di ka awayun, Have frequent intercourse with her so she won't quarrel with you.
	payir tri = ARBUL.
	2

	payit n 1 boxing. 2 sexual intercourse. v 1 [A; a] fight in a boxing event. Mupayit si Balug karung Sabadu, Balug will fight this Saturday. la have a fist fight. 2 [A; a2b2]have sexual intercourse. Dili siya pilian. Mupayit bisan ug tigulang, He's not choosy. He will go to bed with anybody, even an old woman. -unun a be a perfect match, gowell together (colloquial). Paytunun kaayu sila si Alis ug si Kulas, Colas and Alice make a perfect pair. Paytunun kaayu angtuba ug ang Pipsi, Pepsi goes well with toddy.
	pay la = P ALIY A. 
	pay las n infectious inflammation of the skin on the legs, accompanied by fever. v [a4]get this sickness. 
	•payling 
	•payling 
	•payling 
	-k.abinit n filing cabinet. -klirk n filing clerk. v [ B 156] be a filing clerk. 

	•paylut 
	•paylut 
	harbur -n 1 small motorized boats which serve as a guide for vessels in the harbor. 2 pilot for the pilot boat. -hawus n office of the harbor pilot. -sa lubi, -sa kukunat, kukunat -n palm toddy gatherer (humorous).


	payn-apul n pineapple. -dyus n pineapple 
	JUiCe. 
	JUiCe. 

	paynar v [A; a2] dress the hair. paynadura n hairdresser, one who arranges a woman's hair. v [B 1 S6; a2] be, become a hairdresser. 
	paypayn 1 fan. 2 k.o. thin, fan-shaped bivalve, found in sandy seabeds, of no food value. v [A; b] fan s.o. paN-v [A; c6] fan oneself. Nagpamaypay ku sa kaalimuut, I fanned myself frantically, it was so hot. 
	1 

	paypay= PALAYPAY. 
	z 

	payramid n 1 pyramid in gymnastics. 2 the Pyramids of Egypt. v [Al; b6] form a pyramid in gymnastics. 
	payr-awut v [A; a2] dismiss s.o. from a jobor position. Payr-awtun ang mga kaswal, All casual employees will be dismissed. 
	payr-awut v [A; a2] dismiss s.o. from a jobor position. Payr-awtun ang mga kaswal, All casual employees will be dismissed. 
	payriks n pyrex, a k.o. heat-resistant glassware. 
	payring v [Al; b(l)] fire on s.o., for there to be gunfire. Manlukluk ta sa di pa magpayring, Let's get out of the way before the firing starts. -layin n firing line. -pin n firing pin in a rifle. -iskwad n firingsquad.
	payta= PALATA. 
	payting ispirit n will to fight or play under stress or against odds. Lupig siya, piru may payting ispirit, He was outclassed but he had a fighting spirit.
	payting pis n 1 fighting fish. 2 pornographicmovies. 
	paytir a having a fighting spirit, esp. in defending one's position or what one thinks is right. Paytir kaayung sinadura. Wa magapas nga pasublt, That senator is a great fighter for his cause, because he isn't interested in reelection. v [B126) become a fighter for what one thinks is right. 
	payud n 1 the shoulder blades, scapula. 2= 
	' , ' 
	DAPIDAPI. 
	payudpayud v [A13] walk with unsteadysteps due to weakness. Nagpayudpayud nga naglakaw ang apyugun, The convalescing patient walks with unsteady steps. 
	payuk a for s.t. light in color to get darkened. Payuk ang tisirt nga way ladlad, ATshirt comes out greyish if you don't bleach it. v 1 [AB] become darkened or discolored, cause s.t. to do so. Mipayuk akung panit sa init, My skin got black in the sun. Hain na tung tawung nagpayuk sa imung nawung? 
	Where's that man who made your face black and blue? 2 (B236; b4] for the skin to become black and blue. M ipayuk ang binunalan, He turned black and blue where he was whipped. (➔) a discolored, dark and dirty. Payuk siyag linabhan, Her wash comes out grey. n bruise. Dugayng naayu ang mga payuk sa iyang lawas, It took a long time for the bruise on her body to heal. v [Al 2] inflict bruises. Hinay kaayu siyang manukmag, wala gani makapayuk naku, He didn't even hit me hard enough to inflict� bruise. ka-(➔)
	pay-uk = PAYUK, a, vl. 
	payung n umbrella. -sa bulan n ring around the moon. -sa libgus, uhung pilleus of mushrooms. v 1 [A; b] use an umbrella, shelter under an umbrella. Payungan ta ka 

	payupas -pidirasiyun 
	753 

	k.ay init kaayu, I'll shelter you with an umbrella because the sun is hot. 2 [A12; b(l)] stretch arms over s.o. in basketball in guarding a teammate or in preventing anoppothe ball. ( ➔) = vl. payungpayung n 1 -sa santus artificial halo around the statues of saints. 2 k.o. limpet which looks like an umbrella 
	k.ay init kaayu, I'll shelter you with an umbrella because the sun is hot. 2 [A12; b(l)] stretch arms over s.o. in basketball in guarding a teammate or in preventing anoppothe ball. ( ➔) = vl. payungpayung n 1 -sa santus artificial halo around the statues of saints. 2 k.o. limpet which looks like an umbrella 
	. 
	nent from passing or shooti
	ng 


	found clinging to stones. payupas n fan, any device used for fanning. 
	V [AN; b] fan s.o. Payupasi ang batang natulug, Fan the child as he sleeps. paN-[A2; 
	V [AN; b] fan s.o. Payupasi ang batang natulug, Fan the child as he sleeps. paN-[A2; 
	b] fan oneself. Namayupas kug kardburd, I'm fanning myself with a piece of cardboard. 

	payuphu = pALUPHU. 
	payuriya n pyorrhea, infection of the gums. v [a4] be infected with pyorrhea. 
	payus v [A; b5] cut a piece off ears, usually of animals as a marker. Napayus (napayusan) ang dawunggan sa buksiyadur, The boxer had cauliflower ears. a having the ears or a piece of the ears cut off. Hiilhan ang amung babuy kay payus man, I caneasily identify the pig because of the way its ears are cut. -in-an a having a piece of anear cut off. 
	payut = PAY-UT
	f 

	pay-ut a for skin to be wrinkled and sagging.
	, ,
	, ,
	1 

	Maayu untag kurti nang bayhana apan pay-
	ut ug nawung, She has a nice face, but it is wrinkled and sagging. v [B12; a2], for skin to become wrinkled and sagging. Agi sa kalayu ang nakapay-ut (nakapapay-ut) sa iyang lawas, Scars from burning caused wrinkles on his body. 

	pay-uta for clothes to be discolored, darkened with dirt. Pay-ut na kaayu nang sinina nga dugay nang wa hubua, You have been wearing that dress so long it is black withdirt. v [B2; cl] get discoloi:ed with dirt. 
	2 

	pi n letter P. -dibawtismu baptismal certificate (acronym for partid.-, dibawtismu). pimay lain -humorous euphemism for 
	2 

	may lain pa. see LAIN, la.
	may lain pa. see LAIN, la.

	•
	•
	pl

	= PYI. 
	= PYI. 

	piav 1 [A; b] dislocate, sprain, fracture s.o. Napiang ku pagkadakin-as naku, I got a sprain (fracture) when I slipped and fell. 
	ng 

	Kaayung piangan nang imung kamut nga kiriwan, How nice it would be to break your thieving hands. 2 [A; b6] make s.t. crippled, be at a disadvantage because of aloss or absence of s.t. indiensable.Napiang ang nigusyu paghawa sa kasusyu, Thebusiness was crippled when one of the partners withdrew. Gipiangan na mi daan kay nasakit ang amung sinaligan nga magdudula, 
	Kaayung piangan nang imung kamut nga kiriwan, How nice it would be to break your thieving hands. 2 [A; b6] make s.t. crippled, be at a disadvantage because of aloss or absence of s.t. indiensable.Napiang ang nigusyu paghawa sa kasusyu, Thebusiness was crippled when one of the partners withdrew. Gipiangan na mi daan kay nasakit ang amung sinaligan nga magdudula, 
	Kaayung piangan nang imung kamut nga kiriwan, How nice it would be to break your thieving hands. 2 [A; b6] make s.t. crippled, be at a disadvantage because of aloss or absence of s.t. indiensable.Napiang ang nigusyu paghawa sa kasusyu, Thebusiness was crippled when one of the partners withdrew. Gipiangan na mi daan kay nasakit ang amung sinaligan nga magdudula, 
	sp
	.

	We are already on a disadvantage because one of our important players is sick.(➔) n1 general term for dislocation, fracture, or sprain. It may manifest itself in other ways than in the sprained or fractured limb, e.g. respiratory ailments are commonly thought to result from piang.2 lacking. Piang tag usa sa kurum sa madyung, We're lackione to play mah jong. -an(➔) n= PIANG, n2. -un(➔) a having a sprain, dislocation, or fracture. 
	· 
	ng 


	piar n acronym for P.Rpublic relations. Di siya mulampus kay kuwag piar, He won't succeed because he is bad in dealing with people (lit. lacks public relations). 
	., 

	piay n dump truck used by the Bureau ofPublic Highways (from the PI mark on itsplate number). 
	Pib. n abbreviation for Pibriru, February.
	pibak v [A; c] pay back an overpayment. 
	Nasubrahan kag swildu. Magpibak ka niana,
	They overpaid your salary. You have to 
	pay back the extra amount. 
	Pibriru n Februa-ry. v see ABRIL. 
	pibur v [A2; b(l)] be partial to s.o., playing favorites. a partial, playing favorites. Pibur kaayu namu ang ripiri, maung midaug mi, 
	The referee was partial to us, so we won. 
	pid v [A; c] make assists in basketball by the ball to a free teammate near the goal. Dakug puntus ang purward basta naay maayung mupid, The player who plays forward will make a high score if he gets good assists. 
	passi
	ng 

	pidal n 1 pedal. 2 pedal pushers. v 1 [A; b]pedal s. t. 2 [A; a] make, wear pedal pushers. -pusir n pedal pushers. (➔) = PIDAL, nl.
	pidasu = PIRASU. 
	pidbak n feedback in electronic equipment. v [A2] produce a feedback. 
	pidi n payday. v [Bl 56; c6] become, have it be payday. Unsa mang adlawa ang ipidi? On what day do you receive your pay? 
	pididu n one's order of dry goods. Dia ang pididu sa akung gikinahanglan, Here is theorder for the things I need. Ihatud sa inyu ang pididu mung kahuy, They'll deliver the lumber you ordered to your house. v [A; c] order dry goods. Kining klasiha mauy ipididu, This is the kind to order. -s = PIDIDU. 
	pidikab n pedicab, a bicycle or motorcycle with a side car for passengers. v [Al; a] ride in, bring by pedicab. 

	pidikiyur n pedicure. v [A; b] get, give apedicure; -ista none who gives a pedicure. 
	pidirasiyun n 1 labor union. 2 member of alabor union. 2a stevedore (so called because they were among the earliest workers to have unions). v [B156; cl] 1 be, become a 
	pidir rud -pigis 
	member of a labor organization. 2 be, become a stevedore. 
	member of a labor organization. 2 be, become a stevedore. 

	pidir rud n feeder road going from remote areas to the main highway. v [Al; b6] build a feeder road. 
	pidir wit n 1 featherweight boxer or jockey. la any lightweight person. 2 the amount a featherweight weighs. v 1 [ B 156; cl] become a featherweight boxer or jockey. 2[B2} be very much reduced in weight. Nagdiyita ka nga mipidir wit (napidir wit) na man ka? Are you on a diet that you've lost so much weight? 
	pidistal n pedestal on which a flower pot, vase, lamp, etc. is put. v [A; cl] make into, use a pedestal. 
	pidiyus n k.o. egg noodles of the same material as macaroni but made into variousshapes: shells, stars, half-moons, etc. v [A;
	b] cook s.t. with pidiyus.
	b] cook s.t. with pidiyus.

	pidla v [A; c] 1 spurt, for liquid to be ejected with force for a short period of time. 
	Inig-abut sa lami mupidla ang tus (utin), 
	Inig-abut sa lami mupidla ang tus (utin), 
	When you have your orgasm, the sperm spurts out (the penis spurts). Magpidla gani ang lungag, dunay tamala sa ilawum, If liquid spurts out of the hole, that means there is a small octopus inside. Gipidla niya ang tubig sa akung nawung, She spewed the water in my face. 2 treat a sickness by chewing herbs and spitting on the joints of thepatient, usually following massage and prayers. n this medical treatment .. 

	pidlasutv [A; b6] for liquids to come out in a long, thin spurt. Hipidlasutan ku sa tubig, The water spurted on me. 
	pidlut = PIDLASUT. 
	pidpid a very near or close. Pidpid ra kaayu ang imung paglingkud kanaku, You took a seat too close to me. Ibutang ang katri pidpid sa bungbung, Put the bed against the wall v 1 [A2; c] put, stay very close along 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	Mipidpid ku sa paril arun di bimatikdan, I stayed close to the wall so no one would notice me. 2 [AN; b6] travel close along 

	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	Namidpid ang sakayan sa baybayun, The boat sails close to the shore. 



	Pidru n 1 Peter, man's name. 2si -one's penis (euphemistic slang). Pagbubu niya, mttindug dayun si Pidru, When she started to undress, my peter stood up.
	pidsbuy n pageboy bob. v [A; c16] wear a pageboy haircut, cut the hair in the pageboy style. 
	pid-ukv 1 [AB; b7c] make or grow dim. 
	1 

	Mupid-uk ang suga ug wa nay gas, The light will get dim (or flicker) if there's no more gas. Pid-uki ang suga kay matulug na ta, 
	Mupid-uk ang suga ug wa nay gas, The light will get dim (or flicker) if there's no more gas. Pid-uki ang suga kay matulug na ta, 
	Dim the light, because we're going to sleep now. 2 [AN3; b6) for a light or the eyes to flicker. Mipid-uk (namid-uk) siya naku nga dili paubanun nila, She winked at me not to go along with them. n wink of the eye.
	pid-ukv [N; b6) look out of the corners of the eyes with suspicion or disdain. Nganungnamid-uk ka naku? Why are you looking at me with disdain? 
	2 

	piga v [A; a12] press, squeeze s.t. Akuy mupiga sa kinagud lubi, I will press the juice out of the grated coconut. Gipiga niya akung kamut sa kabinangup, He squeezed my hand in welcome. 
	pigadu a 1 for an area to be too small for s.t. 
	Pigadu kaayu ning balaya para ninyu, Thishouse is too small for you. Pigadu ra ning balaya sa dalan, This house is too close tothe street. 2 hard up financially. Pigadu mi kay wa kuy trababu, We are hard up because I have no work. 3 for there not to be enough time. Pigadu na rung ipauli, Thereis not enough time to get home any more. 4in billiards, for the cue ball to be touching another ball or be touching the edge of the billiard table. v 1 [B12; cl] get to be toosmall in space or area. Nagkapigadu ang a
	He pressed his debtors for immediate payment because he needed the money. pigal v [A; cl] roll s.t. into a cylinder by turning it over and over on itself or s.t. else. 
	Magpigal kug panaptun nga akung suksukan sa baraw, I will roll up a piece of cloth to insert the knife into. Ayaw ipigal (pigala) ang kwartang papil, Don't roll up the paper money. n a cylindricar mass of s.t. -pangdahun n young leaf buds or shoots rolled into a cylinder. -in-n cigar rolled and pressed flat. 
	pigat v [A12; a12] squash, squeeze s.t. soft out of shape. Siyay nakapigat sa kartun nga iyang natumban, He stepped on the box and squashed it. Napigat ang saging nga nalingkuran, He squashed the bananas when he sat on them. 
	. , ,
	ptgawu = PIGADU. 
	piging n party with sumptuous food. v [A; b] give a banquet. 
	pigiri n piggery. Dagban na ang babuy sa iyang pigiri, He has lots of pigs in his piggery now. 
	pigis v [AB; cl) crush or mash s.t. fine with a rolling pin or in a mortar. Pigisa (pigsa, 

	pigit -pig-ut 755 
	ipigis) ug maayu ang kakaw, Crush the cacao fine. pigsanan n flat board where!s. t. is crushed. pinigsan n pork fat cooked to extract the lard and then squeezed in a squeezer into rounded slabs. v [A] make, have pinigsan.
	ipigis) ug maayu ang kakaw, Crush the cacao fine. pigsanan n flat board where!s. t. is crushed. pinigsan n pork fat cooked to extract the lard and then squeezed in a squeezer into rounded slabs. v [A] make, have pinigsan.
	pigit a 1 for the string of a musical instrument not to sound well because of s.t. that impedes proper vibration. Ang tingug sa iyang sista pigit kaayu, His guitar doesn't give a full sound. 2 for the voice to be cracked. Pigit kaayu ang iyang tingug ugmutaas ang kanta, Her voice cracks in theupper register. 3 for rounded things not to be true, out of shape. Ang iyang kasing pigit kaayu, His top is very much out of true. v [B) be, become cracked, out of shape; fail to vibrate properly. 

	pig-ita narrowtight. Pig-it nga sinina, A
	l 

	' 
	' 
	tight dress. v 1 [B; a12] become tight-fitting, be narrow. Napig-it ang akung sinina kay mikuJu, My dress became tight because it shrunk. Ug pig-itun ang kalsada dili makaagi ang trak, If the road is made too narrow, the bus won't be able to use it. 2 [A; al] press s.t. tightly in one's hand or embrace. Ang mga kandidatu kusug mupig-it ug kamut, The candidates are shaking hands for all they are worth. Ayaw pig-ita ang bata pagkugus, Don't hold the baby too close. 3 [A; a] pressure s.o. into doing s.t. 

	pig-it= PIGIT, a1, 2.
	2 

	pignit v [A; a12] pinch, pick off with the thumb and the forefinger. P;gnita ang ikug sa ilagang!patay, Pick up the dead rat by the tail. Gipignit ku ang iyang aping, Ipinchedher cheek. n a pinch of s.t. Usa ka pignit nga asin, Apinch of salt. 
	pigsa v [A; a] mash, squash s.t. not dry into a fine pulp. Magpigsa kug nilung-ag patatas, I'll mash the potatoes. 
	pigsang v [BJ 1 for flowers to be in full bloom. Mipigsang ang mga bulak sa hardin, The flowers in the garden bloomed. la for 
	s.t. to manifest itself to a great extent. Nagpigsang ang iyang nawung sa kau/aw, Hisface became flushed with shame. 2 for asickness to be developing to a stage where a rash or skin inflammation will burst out. 
	s.t. to manifest itself to a great extent. Nagpigsang ang iyang nawung sa kau/aw, Hisface became flushed with shame. 2 for asickness to be developing to a stage where a rash or skin inflammation will burst out. 
	Mipigsang na ang iyang tipdas, His measles is in the incubation period. 3 [AB; a] for pus to come out of infections; cause to do so. Mupigsang nang hubag mu ug pislitun, The pus will come out of your boil if you press it. a 1 flourishing, manifesting itself in great quantities or to a great extent. 2 full of pus. 
	pigsat v [A; a12] mash, squash into a pulp, usually a large quantity or s.t. large. 
	pigsik v [AB246; a2] squeeze s.t. to cause it to squirt out; for liquid to squirt out when pressed or squeezed.Mupigsik ang ba/at kun hikapun, Sea cucumbers will squirt out liquid if you touch them. Gipigsik niya ang bugas sa iyang ilung, She squeezed the pimple on her nose to get the acne out. -an afor rice grains or coconut to be mature enough to squirt out white juice if you pressthe grains or meat. 
	ut v [A; b2] spurt out through a 
	pigsit, pi
	gs

	. . . . , '
	tiny, narrow 0Ren1ng. Mtptgsut ang nana pagpislit sa hubag, Pus spurted out when the boil was pressed. Hingpigs!utan ku sa ata sa nukus, The squid spurted ink at me. n spurt.
	pigting v [A; bJ 1 hit briskly with the endof a stick. Gipigtingan naku sa sungkud ang iyang kamut, I whacked him on the hand with my cane. 2 hack an animal's tendon prior to slaughtering it so that it cannot escape when it is stabbed. 
	pigtul = PINTUL.
	ng v [A; b] grip or hold s.t. firmly. Ayuhag pigung ang baktin kay makabubi unya, Hold the piglet tight or it will get away. Pigungi ning kahuy kay akung gabsun, Pressthis board tight because I'm going to saw it.
	pi
	gu

	pigura n 1 figure, contours of a body, esp. of a woman. 2 a drawior representation of a figure. 3figures in statistics. 
	ng 

	pigurin n 1 a figurine. 2 a framed picture of a saint. 
	pigus a smallest animal in a litter and, by extension, among children in a family. 
	pig-ut (from piut) a 1 narrow, not affordingenough space. 2 hard up financially. Pig-utang amung kahimtang, We are in a tight financial situation now. 3 ugly. v [B12; a] 1 become small, narrow in space. Napig-utang kwartu sa mga butang, The room was crowded with so many things inside it. Nagkapig-ut ang da/an ngadtu sa bukid, Thetrail into the mountain gets narrower andnarrower. 2 get financially hard up. 3 become ugly. 4 [A; b] subject s.o. under one's care to tight restrictions. Di ku mupig-utninyu bas

	pihadu -pika 
	bS] pressure s.o. into s.t. Dili siya mubayad ug dili pig-utun (pig-utan), She won't pay if you don't press her. 
	bS] pressure s.o. into s.t. Dili siya mubayad ug dili pig-utun (pig-utan), She won't pay if you don't press her. 

	pihadu see PDIAR. 
	pihak v [B6] for a child's fontanel to get depressed. Mupibak ang bubun sa bata ug masakit, The baby's fontanel becomes depressed when it's sick. a for the fontanel to be depressed. pihakpihak = TAMPDIAK. 
	pihar v 1 [A12; b8) notice s.t. Wa ku makapihar nga miagi siya, l did not notice that he passed by. 2 [A12; a12] make sure of 
	s.t. Pibara ug naa ba giyud siya, Make sure if she is really there. 3 [Al2] have the edge s.t. Nakapibar siya sa tanang aplik.anti kay paryinti man, He had the edge over the other applicants because he was a relative. pihadu be certain. Pibadu kaayu kung kawatan siya, I'm certain he is a thief. v [B1256; a12] make, become sure of s.t. Pibadua usag tua na ba siya, Make sure he's gone first. 
	s.t. Pibara ug naa ba giyud siya, Make sure if she is really there. 3 [Al2] have the edge s.t. Nakapibar siya sa tanang aplik.anti kay paryinti man, He had the edge over the other applicants because he was a relative. pihadu be certain. Pibadu kaayu kung kawatan siya, I'm certain he is a thief. v [B1256; a12] make, become sure of s.t. Pibadua usag tua na ba siya, Make sure he's gone first. 
	or advantage in doi
	ng 


	pihaw a 1 embarrassed, self-conscious. Pibaw kaayu ang iyang linibukan, She acts in a very self-conscious manner. 2 out of tune. v 1 [A; a12] embarrass slightly. Napibawku kay bisakpan kung nagpasiklap, l was embarrassed because she caught me stealing a glance at her. 2 [B12; al) get out of tune, off-key. Mapihaw ku ug mutaas ang nuta, I go off-key on the high notes. 
	pihig a 1 slanting, not straight. Ang baligi pibig sa tuu, The post is tilted to the right. 2 favori. v 1 [B; a) become leanior slanti. Napibig man nang imung binapay, The part in your hair is crooked. 2 [A; cl] show partiality in favor of. Di ku mupihig kang bisan kinsa, I won't play favorites with anyone. 3 separate according to class or kind. Pibigun (ipihig) ang gagmay nga lisu, Separate out the small seeds. -in-n one discriminated against. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng

	pihing a being not quite spherical, irregular. Sagad sa buungun pihing, Most pomelos are not quite spherical. v [B; cl) become uneven or irregular, not quite round. Mupihingang ulu sa bata ug pinning magtakilid, The child's head will grow uneven if you alwayshave it lie on one side. 
	pihu, pihu a sure, certain. Pihu kaayu nga siya ang sad-an, It is certain that he is the culprit. -na lang obviously. Pibu na lang nga mangisug siya ug mamakak ka, Of course he will get madif you tell lies. prisyu -n fixed price. Wa nay bangyu, prisyu pibu na, You can't bargain. It's fixed price. v 1 [Bl become certain. Nagkapihu na ang kadaugan sa akung kandidatu, My candidate's victory 
	pihu, pihu a sure, certain. Pihu kaayu nga siya ang sad-an, It is certain that he is the culprit. -na lang obviously. Pibu na lang nga mangisug siya ug mamakak ka, Of course he will get madif you tell lies. prisyu -n fixed price. Wa nay bangyu, prisyu pibu na, You can't bargain. It's fixed price. v 1 [Bl become certain. Nagkapihu na ang kadaugan sa akung kandidatu, My candidate's victory 
	is getting more and more certain. 2 [A; a]verify, see if s. t. is true. Pibua usa ka musumbung, Make sure it's true before you report it. 

	pihuk = PILHU. 
	pihuk = PILHU. 
	!½

	pii a be not perfectly spherical or circular. 
	Pii ang ligid kay nadusmug ang mutur sa pa
	ril, The wheel is not round any more because the motorcycle crashed into a wall. v [B; a2] be out of true. Mupii (map ii) ang yanta ug bugut kaayu ang radiyus, The rim will be out of true if the spokes are too tight.
	pii n acronym for P.E., Physical Education. v [Al; b6] hold P .E. activities.piis n acronym for P .s., postscript. v [Al; c] 
	write a postscript. lpiis ku na lang nang iŁ mung panugun, I'll put your request in the postscript.
	piit a 1 too narrow. Piit kaayu siyag sinina, She has a very tight dress on. Piit kaayung dalan, Too narrow a street. 2 close, not affording proper distance. Piit kaayu siya nga mubayli, He dances too close. v 1 [B; a) for an area to be too narrow or small, get into too narrow a place. Napiit ang ilaga sa kabuy, The mouse was wedged tight in the firewood. la [A; a] hold s.t. tightly, in a close embrace. Gipiit ni lnting ang lawas ni Tabura, Inting held Tabora's body in a close embrace. 2 [A; a] compel s.o.
	pik n a game of hammer, scissors, paper, used esp. to decide who is it in games. v [A12; a] play this game. Pikun giyud arun way bagulbul, Let's decide it by playing hammer, scissors, paper so that no one will grumble.
	pika v [A; b] 1 beat, strike. Human makapika sa tawu, nanagan sila, After beating the man, they fled. Pikbi nang tawbana, Give that fellow a beati. 2 berate s.o. with stinging words. Gipikaban ni Maryu ug insultu ang kandidatu sa upusisiyun, Mario ining criticisms. 3 take a picture. Gipikban ku niya samtang nagsayaw, He took a picture of me dancing. 4 [A; b] have sexual intercourse (euphemism). Makapika ka bag kalima? Can you do it five times? n 1 blow de
	ng
	sulted the opposition candidate with sti
	ng 
	-


	pikak -pikdung 
	livered. 2 action of having intercourse. pikak n peacock. 
	pikal, pikal n irritability, bad temper. Ayawpaubani ug pikal ang imung trabahu, ·Don't work in a bad mood. (Lit. Don't bring irritability to work with you.) Pika/ kaayung tan-awun ang iyang nawung, Just to look at his face is enough to make anybody angry. ka-n bad mood, state of being annoyed. 
	Tungud sa akung kapikal wa gani ku makapanumbaling niya, I was in such a bad mood I didn't pay any attention to her. ma-un a characterized with or having irritation or anger. v [B12; a12] get in a bad mood. Mapikal siya kun samukun, He gets angry if you bother him. 
	Tungud sa akung kapikal wa gani ku makapanumbaling niya, I was in such a bad mood I didn't pay any attention to her. ma-un a characterized with or having irritation or anger. v [B12; a12] get in a bad mood. Mapikal siya kun samukun, He gets angry if you bother him. 

	pik-ap n pickup, acceleration. Maayug pikap a�g iyang dyip kay bag-u ang makina, 
	His jeep has excellent pickup because it is new. v [A) pick up speed. Mubagrung ang awtu kun mupik-ap na, The car zooms the moment it picks up speed. 
	His jeep has excellent pickup because it is new. v [A) pick up speed. Mubagrung ang awtu kun mupik-ap na, The car zooms the moment it picks up speed. 

	pik-apn a small passenger bus plying unscheduled routes. v [A; ac] take a pickup, bring in a pickup bus. 
	2 

	pik-apn contact microphone for guitars. v [A23 J for a microphone to pick up sound. 
	3 

	Kusug mupik-ap sa sawun ning maykrupuna kay sinsitw, The microphone picks up sound well because it is sensitive. 
	Kusug mupik-ap sa sawun ning maykrupuna kay sinsitw, The microphone picks up sound well because it is sensitive. 

	pik-apv [A2N; a2] 1 pick s.o. up on the way s. w. Kun makapik-ap ka nakus upisina, pik-apa na Jang ku kay duna ka may sakyanan, If you can pick me up at the office, please do so, as you have a car. 2 pick up girls of easy virtue in public places. Namikap mig babayi sa pwinti, We found some pickups at the park. 
	4 

	pikas v 1 [A3P; a] split, cut s.t. into halves lengthwise. Siyay mipikas sa kawayan, He split the bamboos. Pikasa ang isdang wuwad, Split the fish you are ,going to d. 2 [ C2; a2] share half of s. t. with s. o. else. Magpikas ta aning pan, Let's split this piece of bread. Pikasi siyas imung gikaun, Splitwhat you're eating with him. n 1 half of s.t. sliced in two. Usa ka pikas kik, A piece of cake. 2 the other one of a pair. Daku ang iyang pikas tiil, His one foot is bigger than the other. Pikas tumuy, The
	ry
	-

	even. Nagpikas ang imung sapatus, You're 
	even. Nagpikas ang imung sapatus, You're 
	wearing shoes of two different pairs. Nagpi
	kas ang sawug kay k atu nga ray gilampasu
	han, The floor is unevenly cleaned because 
	only half of it was polished. a for s.t. to be 
	u,-ieven and half-done or in pairs. Pikas nga 
	linung-ag, Unevenly cooked rice. n general
	name for flatfishes (soles, flounders, ·et al.). 
	-in-n l part in the hair. Naa sa tunga ang i
	yang pinikas, His hair is parted in the mid
	dle. 2 combing the hair with a part. Pinikas 
	ang iyang sinudlayan, He wears his hair 
	parted. a l split, cut. 2 for physical characŁ 
	teristics to be similar, alike. Kanang imung 
	anak mu ra ug pinikas gikan nimu, Your son 
	is a chip of the old block (lit. like a half cut 
	off of you). ka-, -sa kinabuhi n spouse. -
	dughan, kasingkasing one's loved one, sweet
	heart. pikaspikas v [A; a] divide into pieces. 
	Gipikaspikas ni Hisus ang pan, Jesus broke 
	the bread into pieces. pikat v 1 [AN; a2] draw down the lower eyelid either to get s.t. out of it or to make faces at a person in a gesture of disrespect. 
	Ug di ka mupikat sa imung mata unsaun 
	man pagkuha sa puling, If you do not pull 
	the lower eyelid down, how can I get the 
	particle -out. Pikatan ta ka ug dili musalir 
	nang imung kalaki, I will make faces at you 
	(by pulling my eyelid down) if your idea 
	does not work right. 2 [B] for the eyelids
	to get deformed. Mapikat ang mata ug bu
	bagan ang tabuntabun, The eyes will get de
	formed if the eyelids have a boil. a l for the 
	eyes to be slightly deformed. 2 interjection 
	used to embarrass s.o. who made a mistake 
	or who has been denied s.t., uttered togeth
	er with the gesture of putting the index fin
	ger to the lower eyelid and drawing it down. 
	Pikat! Wa siya tagaig kwarta, Nma! You 
	didn't get any money. pikatv [A; a) push tall grass or s.t. flexible to the sides in order to clear a path, get a clear view. Ang mag-una mauy mupikat sa mga tag-as sagbut, The one in front has to push the tall grass to the sides. Pikata (ipikat) ang kurtina kay ngitngit, Push the curtains to the side because it's dark in here. 
	2 


	pikaturum expression denoting sudden, mild 
	,
	,
	surprise. Pikaturum. /mu pung gimab-an 
	ang sukud nga wa ku pahwaw-a, Humph!
	You gave me less without telling me you 

	were going to do so. pikbung n 1 sound produced by the Japa
	nese infantry rifles of World War II. It fires 
	nese infantry rifles of World War II. It fires 
	with a tick followed by a bong. 2 the rifle 
	producing this sound. pikdul, pikdung v [A; b2] rap s.o. with s.t. 

	pikdut -pikut
	1 

	long and rigid with a short jerk of the forearm (not with the whole arm raised above the head).Hingpikdungan si Nik sa sungkud sa amaban sa dalaga, The father of the girlrapped Nick on the head with his cane. 
	long and rigid with a short jerk of the forearm (not with the whole arm raised above the head).Hingpikdungan si Nik sa sungkud sa amaban sa dalaga, The father of the girlrapped Nick on the head with his cane. 

	nangbataa, That child is very cuddly. piki n pique, k.o. cloth. 
	pikdut a cute, cuddly. Pikdut kaa
	yu 

	piki= PITI. 
	l 

	pikin margin shells, small colorful seashells of numerous species and designs. 
	2 

	the strings a note at a time. Nindut siyang sa 'Raya Kun Diyus', He plays 'Vaya Coh Dios' beautifully, plucking the strings. n playing the guitar by pluckingthe strings.
	the strings a note at a time. Nindut siyang sa 'Raya Kun Diyus', He plays 'Vaya Coh Dios' beautifully, plucking the strings. n playing the guitar by pluckingthe strings.
	piking v [A; a12] play a guitar by plucki
	ng
	mupiki
	ng 


	pikitv 1 [A; cl] hold s.t. by clipping or 
	1
	1
	joining it in some way. Pikitun (ipikit) natu nang imung sinina ug alpilir, Let us fasten your dress v.·ith a pin. Pikiti ang imung bubuk arun dili ilupad sa bangin, Put a clasp in your hair so it will not fly in the wind. 2 [AC; cl] glue s.t., stick together. Pikita (ipikit) nang nagising mapa, Paste the torn map back together. Nagkapikit nuun ning mga silyu, The stamps are all stuck together. 3 [AC; cl] make s.t. close, tight. Nagkapikit mig lingkud, We sat too close to each imungsinina mulakra aimung 
	other. Ug imung pikitun (ipikit) a
	ng 
	ng 
	together. 3 ring (sla
	ng 


	pikitv [A; bl(l)] picket. Gipikitan nila ang kumpaniya, They picketed the company. n 1 picketing. 2 picket line. -layinpicket line. -ir none who pickets. 
	2 

	piknat v 1 [A; a] twist and pull at s.t. with the thumb and forefier. Piknatun ku nangdalunggan mu ug dili ka maminaw, l will tweak your ears if you don't listen. 2 [A; a 
	ng

	12) pull and fluff up cotton fibers and loosen them from the seeds prior to putting them in a deseeding device. Nagpiknat kuggapas para ilunud sa dutdutan, I am fluffiup the cotton before I put it into the deseedidevice. 
	12) pull and fluff up cotton fibers and loosen them from the seeds prior to putting them in a deseeding device. Nagpiknat kuggapas para ilunud sa dutdutan, I am fluffiup the cotton before I put it into the deseedidevice. 
	ng 
	ng 

	piknik, piknit n picnic on the beach. v [A; b] hold a picnic. 
	pikpik v 1 [A3; a12] pat, tap lightly on the body. Dinbay nagpikpik sa akung abaga, 
	S.o. tapped me on the shoulder. Pikpika ang tiyan sa bata ug di ba butud, Tap the child's stomach to see if he doesn't have gas. 2 [A; a] make pottery by tapping with a flat wooden paddle. 3 [A13; al2] hammer out dents in a car. Kinsay nagpikpik sa mga lumping sa tapaludus awtu? Who hammered out the dents in the car fender? n 1 small and short wooden paddle used by the pots. 2 k.o. sorcery inflicted by tapping s.o. on the back, counteracted by tapping the person who sent it on his back. maN-r-n 1 potter
	potters in shapi
	ng 

	piktus v [A; b] hit with a chopping blow. Gipiktusan naku iyang kamut nga naggunit sa kurta, I hit the hand that was holding a knife with a chop.
	piktiyur tiking n taking pictures at parties or other events. v [Al] for a group to have their picture taken.Magpiktiyur tiking ta sa atung piknik, Let's have our pictures taken at our picnic.
	pikun pick axe. v [A; a12] dig with a pick axe. 
	1 

	pikun picul, a measure of around 63 kilograms. v [A; b6(1)] weigh s.t. heavy on a steelyard.
	2 

	piku v [AB; a] for s.t. pliant to bend into a position where it stays, cause it to do so. Magpiku tag kartun bimuung kalu, Let's bend some cardboard to make hats. Nagp�kung alambri, A bent piece of wire. Pik-a ang babul, Fold the blanket. a folded, bent. pikupiku v [A; a] be doubled up, bent over. Nagpikupiku mig katawa, We were doubled up with laughter. -nga payung folding umbrella. -nga siya folding chair. 
	pikuls n pickles. v [Al] make, have pickles. 
	pikun a sensitive, easily provoked to anger or hurt. Ayawg sugsuga nang pikun, Don't tease s.o. who is too sensitive. v [B126)become easily provoked or sensitive. ·an a of a sensitive, easily provoked sort. 
	pikut v 1 [AB; al2] close a long, narrow 
	1 
	1 
	•

	opening, get closed. Nagkapikut na ang sa-
	mad, My wound is gradually closing up now. Pikuta ang baba sa saku, Sew the mouth of the sack. 2 [B] for the eyes to become mere slits. Napikut ang iyang mata sa pagbinilak, Her eyes became mere slits from crying. (➔) n 1 having slant eyes. 2 name 

	pllrut-pilay 
	2 

	given to the Japanese during World War II. 
	given to the Japanese during World War II. 

	pikutv [A; a12] corner a man into marriage (slang). Gipikut si Luis sa tiguwang e bythe old maid. 
	2 
	daga, Luis was trapped into marri
	ag

	pikuy 1 = PIRIKU. 2 child's word for the penis.
	pil v [A; ab8] fail a student. Mupil ku sa batl nga dili makamau, I'll fail a pupil who doesn't know anything. Napil si Birting saklasi, Berting failed in his class.
	pi1v [A; a] peel moles off the face chemically.!· 
	2 

	pila 1 how much, how many, to what extent. 
	Pila ka buuk imung palitun? How many are to buy? la how much does it cost. Pila man ni? How much does this cost? lb -y palad who knows. Pilay palad ug madatu ku, Who knows,I might get rich. 2 = PIPILA. 3 in phrases: 3a -ra gud it'snothing, what does it amount to anyway? Pila ra gud na ug buut buhatun? What doesit amount to anyway if you put your heart into it? 3b -may sugilun to make a lostory short. Pila may sugilun, si Binu t nahimung magsusulat ug nabantugan, To make a long story short, Binot became a w
	Pila ka buuk imung palitun? How many are to buy? la how much does it cost. Pila man ni? How much does this cost? lb -y palad who knows. Pilay palad ug madatu ku, Who knows,I might get rich. 2 = PIPILA. 3 in phrases: 3a -ra gud it'snothing, what does it amount to anyway? Pila ra gud na ug buut buhatun? What doesit amount to anyway if you put your heart into it? 3b -may sugilun to make a lostory short. Pila may sugilun, si Binu t nahimung magsusulat ug nabantugan, To make a long story short, Binot became a w
	you goi
	ng 
	ng


	much, when it is so much? (�) 1 = TAG(� ). 2 = PU.A, 3a. pilahay 1 only recently, not so long ago. Pilahay pa tung naminyu si Buduy, Bodoy got married not so loago. 2 a few. Pilahay na lang ang nanghibilin sa amung buungun, Only a few of ourpomelos are left. 3 = PILA, 3a. ilea-which [number] is it? Ikapila na na ka (nga) basu nang imung giinum? That makes how many glasses that you have drunk? ka-1= PILA, 3a. 2 = MAKA-. kapilahay = PILAHAY, 1. kapid-an a group of many. Kapid-an na kaad/aw wala pa mahiuli a
	much, when it is so much? (�) 1 = TAG(� ). 2 = PU.A, 3a. pilahay 1 only recently, not so long ago. Pilahay pa tung naminyu si Buduy, Bodoy got married not so loago. 2 a few. Pilahay na lang ang nanghibilin sa amung buungun, Only a few of ourpomelos are left. 3 = PILA, 3a. ilea-which [number] is it? Ikapila na na ka (nga) basu nang imung giinum? That makes how many glasses that you have drunk? ka-1= PILA, 3a. 2 = MAKA-. kapilahay = PILAHAY, 1. kapid-an a group of many. Kapid-an na kaad/aw wala pa mahiuli a
	. 
	ng 
	pieces of wood did you bri
	ng 

	nahibilin, Only a few are left. 

	pila n queue. Taas kaayu ang pila sa mananline of people waiting to get into the show. v [A; a2 
	pila n queue. Taas kaayu ang pila sa mananline of people waiting to get into the show. v [A; a2 
	away sa sini, There was a lo
	ng 

	P] queue up. 
	pilak n 1 silver: Ang pinturang pilak mauy sagad ipintal sa puthaw, They usually usesilver paint to paint metal. 2 money. Dagban siyag pilak apan dalu, He has plenty of money, but he is stingy. v [b6] plate with silver. Gipilakan ang kuptanan sa pultahan,The door knob is silver-plated. a silvery,silver-coated. -nun a silvery.
	.

	pilantrupu n philanthropist. v [B156] be or become a philanthropist.
	pil-ap v [A; b] fill out forms. Pil-api ang imung purma, Fill out your forms. 

	pilapil n rice field; rice paddy. v [Al; al2] prepare a piece of land for planting rice. -an(➔)= Pll.APIL, n. 
	pilas v [B6; b4] 1 get chafed. Mupilas (pilasan) ang bukubuku sa kabayu ug way hampilu, The back of the horse will get chafed if you don't use a saddlecloth. Gipilasan ang akung paa pagsinakay sa kabayu, Mythighs got chafed from too much horseback ridi. 2 chafe, sore. (➔) = PILAS, n. 
	ng

	pilata a snooty, stuck up. Ang pilata baya wa na giyud pat-im-aw dinhi sukad nakadyakpat ug Amirkanu, Now that she landed an American she's too damn high class to come around here any more. 
	pilatu a rowdy, naughty, mischievous (from Pilatu, Pontius Pilate). Magubut giyud ang.punduk ug musalga na ni si Pilatu, Thewhole group becomes disorderly when this ruffian (Pontius Pilate) joins them. Kapilatu s, What anaughty child this is. He wants to be carried all the time. 
	baya ining bataa. Magpaku
	gu 

	pilaw n vigil. Dugay kaayu ang amung pi/aw vigil for the dead. a 1 drowsy, sleepy. 2 not having sleep. v 1 [A123P; a4] become drowsy or feelsleepy. Makapilaw (makapapilaw) man!ning trabahua, This work makes you sleepy. Gipilaw na ku, I'm sleepy. 2 [A] take a nap, snatch sleep. Mipilaw kug kadali una mutrabahu, I took a quick nap before I went to work. 3 [A; b] go without sleep, have avigil. Pilawan namug bantay ang kawatan, We_ will stay up all night watching for the robber. tag· v [A2] take a quick nap. 
	sa minatay, We held a lo
	ng 

	.
	.
	movies.

	pilay v 1 [B2S6; a] berid or droop at its base 
	·
	·

	pilbaks -pillgu 
	limply. Nagpilay ang bata nga nahikatulug sa silya, The child drooped his head when he fell asleep in his seat. Nagpilay ang bumay nga naagian sa baha, The rice plants were bent double after the flood rushed over them. 2 [A; a] fell trees. Mangadtu ta sa lasang magpilay ug kahuy, Let's go to the for est to cut trees. pilaypilay v [A; a) be swaying to and fro. Nagpilaypilay ang uhay, The rice stalks are swayi. a spineless,as a person without conviction. Pilaypilay na sa pulitika, He has no convictions in h
	limply. Nagpilay ang bata nga nahikatulug sa silya, The child drooped his head when he fell asleep in his seat. Nagpilay ang bumay nga naagian sa baha, The rice plants were bent double after the flood rushed over them. 2 [A; a] fell trees. Mangadtu ta sa lasang magpilay ug kahuy, Let's go to the for est to cut trees. pilaypilay v [A; a) be swaying to and fro. Nagpilaypilay ang uhay, The rice stalks are swayi. a spineless,as a person without conviction. Pilaypilay na sa pulitika, He has no convictions in h
	ng


	pilbaks n k.o. homemade bomb used in street demonstrations. 
	pildi v 1 [A3P; a] lose in a contest. Mupildisiyag nilibu, He loses by the thousands. Wa pay nakapildi sa kampiyun, No one has beaten the champion yet. Mu!ra ka mag napildi sa sugal, You look as if you lost in . Gipildi ang ilang kandidata sa amu, Our candidate beat theirs. 2 [B126; a 
	gambli
	ng

	4) die of a sickness. Pildibun (mapildi) ka sa tisis ug di ka mupatambal, You'll die of TB if you don't get treatment. 3 [A; al2)cause a woman to lose her virtue. Ang uyuan ray mipildi anang bayhana, That woman was despoiled by her own uncle. n 1 loser. Kinsay pi/di? Who lost? 2 loss, as in gambling, business, crops. Daku ang pildi sa akung bu may pagbagyu, The rice field suffered a big loss because of the storm. a 1 outclassed. Pildi kaayu ang tim ninyu, Yourteam was severely beaten. 2 an exclamation 
	4) die of a sickness. Pildibun (mapildi) ka sa tisis ug di ka mupatambal, You'll die of TB if you don't get treatment. 3 [A; al2)cause a woman to lose her virtue. Ang uyuan ray mipildi anang bayhana, That woman was despoiled by her own uncle. n 1 loser. Kinsay pi/di? Who lost? 2 loss, as in gambling, business, crops. Daku ang pildi sa akung bu may pagbagyu, The rice field suffered a big loss because of the storm. a 1 outclassed. Pildi kaayu ang tim ninyu, Yourteam was severely beaten. 2 an exclamation 

	pildir n outfielder in baseball. v [A; c 1) be an outfielder.
	ular).pilduras n medicinal pills. 
	pildura = PILDURAS (si
	ng

	pilhuk v 1 [A2; cl] take a catnap. Mupilbuk tug kadiyut kay duna kuy pamuwawan, I'll take a catnap because I have to work all night through. 2 [B 1] for the eyes to droop in drowsiness. Ka6'g na kay nagpilhuk na nang imung mata, You'd better go to sleep now because your eyes are drooping.
	pilhuk v 1 [A2; cl] take a catnap. Mupilbuk tug kadiyut kay duna kuy pamuwawan, I'll take a catnap because I have to work all night through. 2 [B 1] for the eyes to droop in drowsiness. Ka6'g na kay nagpilhuk na nang imung mata, You'd better go to sleep now because your eyes are drooping.
	pilhukn deep dent, fairly deep hollow made in a surface. v 1 [A; bS) dent s.t. rather deeply, but not too broadly. Kinsaynagpilbuk sa tapaludu sa bisiklita? Who 
	pilhukn deep dent, fairly deep hollow made in a surface. v 1 [A; bS) dent s.t. rather deeply, but not too broadly. Kinsaynagpilbuk sa tapaludu sa bisiklita? Who 
	2 

	made a dent on the bicycle fender? 2 [B; b6] for the eyes to be sunken. Nagkapilbukang mata nga masakitun, The diseased eye is gradually becomisunken.
	ng 


	pilhung n large shallow dent in the surface of 
	s.t. v [A; bS] make a large shallow dent in the surface of s.t. Napilhungan (napilbung) ang planggana nga natumban, The basin got dented when s.o. stepped on it. 
	pill n the pili nut tree of the primary forest also cultivated for its almond-like nuts. The sap is used for waterproofing boats: Cana
	rium ovatum. 
	plli v [A3S; a) 1 choose, pick a choice. Pili baiy imu, Choose which one you want to have. Nakapili kug barut, I happened to choose an inferior kind. la elect s.o. to office. Mupili tag maligdung nga pangulu, Weshould elect a leader of integrity. 2 sort out the good or bad. Nagpili ang kumpradur sa mga mangga, The wholesale buyer is sorting the mangoes. Pilii ang bugas kay dagbang tipasi, Clean (lit. sort) the rice that has lots of unhusked grains in it. 3 walay ma-all the same. Tapulan ang iyang mga anak
	=
	yur, Mado is running for mayor. -an(➔) aHIN-(➔). -ay(➔) n election. haN-a noble,highly-esteemed. Kagikqn siya sa bamili nga banay, He comes from a noble family. Ha-miling katilingban, maayung gabii, Friends(highly-esteemed people), good evening. kahaN-n state of being noble. hiN-( ➔), hiNan(➔)a choosy, finnicky. -in-n 1 s.t. or s.o. elected or chosen. 2 s. t. select, especial ,select k.o. large-grained rice. -in-an n s.t. left over after choosing. -um-r-(➔) n elector,voter. -unun(➔) n candidate for elect
	. 

	piligis n 1 a pleat, fold Łwn in s.t. 2 crease. 
	Ayubag plantsa ang piligis, Iron the crease carefully. Dagbang piligis sa iyang agtang, He had lots of wrinkles on his forehead. v 1 (A; cl] make pleats, creases in s.t. 2 (B4N]get creases. Namiligis ang nawung sa katigulang, His face was creased with age. 
	piligru a offering or exposed to daer. Piligruang kabimtang sa masakitun, The patient's condition is critical. Piligru ang kinabubi sa ismaglir, A smuggler's life is full of danger. Piligru ning balaya, This house is unsafe. ndanger. Ginuu ilikay ku sa mga piligru! Lord, keep me safe from danger. paN-v [A 
	ng

	2] be in danger. Mamiligru ku dinbing masakpan, l am in danger of getting caught in this place. -su = PILIGRU, a.
	piligu n a sheet of galvanized iron, plywood, paper. v [c16] count by the sheets. 

	piliik -pilit761 
	2 

	piliik v 1 (A2S; c 1] cry loudly in a highpitched voice, squeal. Mipiliik ang bata nga iyang gikusi, The child he pinched shrieked. Nagpiliik na ang mga babuy. Pasawi na, Thepigs are squealing. Feed them. 2 (A2S] for the tires to screech on braking or negotiating a curve. n high-pitched screeching or squealing sound. 
	piliik v 1 (A2S; c 1] cry loudly in a highpitched voice, squeal. Mipiliik ang bata nga iyang gikusi, The child he pinched shrieked. Nagpiliik na ang mga babuy. Pasawi na, Thepigs are squealing. Feed them. 2 (A2S] for the tires to screech on braking or negotiating a curve. n high-pitched screeching or squealing sound. 
	pilik v (A2; b] spatter liquid by shaking s.t. or flipping. Gipilikan ku ang inarmirulan, Isprinkled water on the clothes to iron. pilikpilik v (AN; a] shake the body, flap the 
	l
	l
	•

	wings, such that water gets spattered. Mu-
	pilikpilik (mamilikpilik) ang babuy human siya makalunang sa lapuk, The pig shakes the mud off its body after it wallows. 
	pilikpilik v (A; a] choose a person to do 
	s.t. by �ipping coins, drawing lots, counting off (pinpin), etc. Magpilikpilik ta ug kinsay muuna, Let's count potatoes to see who goes first. Pilikpilikun lang natug kinsay makatag-iya sa kabaw, We will just draw lots to determine who will get the carabao.

	pilikpilikn k.o. night bird. When it showsitself it 1s thought to indicate that s. t. bad is happening in the vicinity. pilikula n motion pictures. paN-n film industry.pilinu v 1 (AN; b6] drive an animal or car. Ras ang namilinu sa kutsi, The person whois driving the car is reckless. Di na pilinuban ning kabawa kay katultul na, You don't have to drive this carabao because he knows the way. 2 (A; a] make s. t. spin. Akuy unang mupilinu sa akung kasing, I'll make my top spin first. n the rope used for lead
	Ł 
	ng 

	pilipig n roasted young rice grains. After being roasted the grains are pounded, winnowed, and used for making sweets. v (A;
	a] make pilipig. Pilipina n Filipino woman. Pilipinas n Philippines. pilipinismu n Filipi-
	.
	.
	n1sm.

	pilipinista n 1 the Philippine Independent(Aglipayan) Church. 2 a member of this church. v [B156) become a member of the Aglipayan church. 
	Pilipinu n 1 Filipino person. 2 the national language of the Philippines. pilipinhun n Filipino, from the Philippines. Larawan sa Pilipinbung mitbi, A picture of the Filipino virtues. 
	pilipit v (A; a] roll or twist s. t. small between the fingers or with the palm of the hand. Pilipitun pagbugut nang lumbuy, Rollthat lumbuy leaf tight (for a cigar). -ang dila v [BN] get toue-tied. Mupilipit nang 
	pilipit v (A; a] roll or twist s. t. small between the fingers or with the palm of the hand. Pilipitun pagbugut nang lumbuy, Rollthat lumbuy leaf tight (for a cigar). -ang dila v [BN] get toue-tied. Mupilipit nang 
	ng

	iyang dila ug magsulti siyag Binisaya, She gets all tongue-tied when she speaks Visayan.

	pilipiti v [A; a] roll or twists. t. very small in the hands or between the fingers. Pilipitibaang hilu arun masulud sa dagum, Twist the thread to make it easy to pass through the eye of the needle. Pilipit-i (pilipitibi) ug balhibu ang imung dunggan, Twirl a feather around in your ears. 
	pilipiti v [A; a] roll or twists. t. very small in the hands or between the fingers. Pilipitibaang hilu arun masulud sa dagum, Twist the thread to make it easy to pass through the eye of the needle. Pilipit-i (pilipitibi) ug balhibu ang imung dunggan, Twirl a feather around in your ears. 
	pilipug n k.o. dwarf coconut, growing no more than three meters, producing small fruits. -un a of the pilipug sort.
	pilipul n crown of the head where the hairforms a whorl. Dubay pilipul anang bataa, That child is double-crowned. 
	pilir n loose-leaf paper filler for a notebook. 
	pilir gids n feeler, a thickness gauge consisting of a thin, narrow strip of metal of a given thickness. 
	pilis n a pinch of s. t. fibrous as cotton, fiber, thread, etc. v [Al; b] get a pinch of s.t. fibrous. Pilisi kug gapas nga akung ibunad, Get me a pinch of cotton to dress the wound with. 
	pilit v 1 [AC3; b6] stick on. Mipilit ang tiki sa akung tangkugu, The gecko stuck to thenape of my neck. Nagpilit ang mga silyu, The stamps got stuck to each other. Pitlan tag istikir ang kutsi, Let's stick a sticker on the car. 2 [A23] stick to one's lover (slang). 
	Mupilit na siya nimu ug imung makuba, 
	She'll stick to you once you manage to get her to go to bed with you. 3 [A; b6] for one's gaze to be fixed. Mipilit ang akung panan-aw sa iyang atubangan, My gaze rested on her front (genital region). a sticky so as to adhere. Pilit kaayu ning papilita, Thispaste is very sticky. n sticky rice, used for sweets. -mais n k.o. corn that produces sticky grits, used for making desserts. -ug kamut thieving. -ug dila having difficulty . (�)-ang dila v [Al3] have difficulty pronouncing. Nagpilit ang akung dilag pan
	pronounci
	ng
	1 

	s.t. to s. t. Mipapilit siyag pabibalu sa bungbung, She pasted an announcement on the wall. n paste. pilitpilit a having difficulty enunciati!. Walay pilitpilit nga pamatiun, He speaks glibly. (Lit. You don't hear the tongue stickirig.)
	ng
	t

	pilitv [A; a] insist on doing s. t. or that s. o. else do s.t. Mipilit siya pagsulud sa kwartu nga ngitngit kaayu, He insisted on getting inside the very dark room. Ayaw kug pilitasa pagpasulti sa tiriuud, Don't force me to say the truth. ma-un a insistent. 
	2 


	piliti -pilusupu 
	piliti = PLITI. 
	piliti = PLITI. 
	pilitina n 1 drawstring in the waistline used instead of a garter. la apron strings. pahikut sa -for a man to get married (lit. allow himself to get tied to the apron strings). 2 belt worn around the waist. v [A; a] make into a drawstring or belt. 

	piliw a area of the sea near the shore, but still covered at low tide. v [B25; c] go to the sea near the shore. Akuy dalas timun ug mupiliw na ang lansa, I'll take the wheel when the launch gets in close to the shore. Nagkapiliw na ta. Palawri ug diyutay, We are slowly moving toward the shore. Steer toward the deeper waters. pa-(➔)v [AP; b 
	1) go toward the sea near the shore. ka-an n portion of the sea near the shore. kina-an (➔) n part of the sea nearest the shore (but covered at low tide). 
	1) go toward the sea near the shore. ka-an n portion of the sea near the shore. kina-an (➔) n part of the sea nearest the shore (but covered at low tide). 

	pilkag n acronym for the Philippine Civic Action Group, a group of soldiers sent to Sou th Vietnam in the mid 1960 's. 
	pilm n film for cameras. 
	pilpil v [A; ab2] slap s.o.'s hands lightly. 
	Pilpilun ang kamut sa batang bugawan, Anychild that plays with dirt, I will slap his hands. n slapping the hands. 
	Pilpilun ang kamut sa batang bugawan, Anychild that plays with dirt, I will slap his hands. n slapping the hands. 

	pils n contraceptive pills. v [A13) take contraceptive pills. pilt n felt. 
	piltir n 1 filter tips of cigarettes. 2 fiher. v [A; a] put, make a filter. Kinsay nagpiltir sa tangki sa tu.big? Who put a filter in the water tank? 
	pilu v [Al2; b8] look down on, have a low regard for s.o. Dili angay kapiluban ang kapubri sa tawu, It isn't right to look down on s.o. just because he's poor. 
	pilu n the cutting edge of a saw. 
	pilu v 1 [A; al2) fold s.t. flat. Pil-a (pilua) ang mga lampin, Fold the diapers. 2 [A; a)crease, get creased. Napilu ang litratu kay gipasuk Lang sa subri, The photo got creased because it was just stuffed into the envelope. 3 [A; b] make a crease in; turn a hem 
	up. Nabiwi man pagpil.u ang sidsid, The hem is crooked. Ayawg pil-i ang karsunis, Don't put a crease in the trousers. 4 [B25; al2] be doubled, multiplied several times. 
	up. Nabiwi man pagpil.u ang sidsid, The hem is crooked. Ayawg pil-i ang karsunis, Don't put a crease in the trousers. 4 [B25; al2] be doubled, multiplied several times. 
	Patubuun kini bangtud mupilu ang gidakun, Let it rise until there is double the amount. Katulu piluun (pil-un) ang akung gastu kay sa imuba, My expenses are three times greater than yours. S -sa� ang tuhud [A3; cl] bend one's knees to ask forgiveness. Di ku pasayluun ang akung asawa bisag magpilu pa siya sa iyang tubud, l will never forgive my wife even if she crawls to 
	Patubuun kini bangtud mupilu ang gidakun, Let it rise until there is double the amount. Katulu piluun (pil-un) ang akung gastu kay sa imuba, My expenses are three times greater than yours. S -sa� ang tuhud [A3; cl] bend one's knees to ask forgiveness. Di ku pasayluun ang akung asawa bisag magpilu pa siya sa iyang tubud, l will never forgive my wife even if she crawls to 
	me on hands and knees. 6 [B3] for the eyes to close in falling asleep. Duyana ang bata kay nagpilu na ang mata, Put the baby in the cradle because it's asleep. n 1 the hem or fold in s.t. 2 the crease. 3 the number of times s.t. increases. Pila ka pilu ang pagdban sa liwat? How much has the stock multiplied by now? -sa -to the fullest extent. Pilu sa pilu ang akung pagbasul, pagbigugma, pag-uyun, paglaum, l regret, love, agree, hope (etc.) with all my heart and soul. pilupilu v [B456; a] be doubled or m
	ag 


	piluk n 1 eyelash. 2 fringe, trimming of cords or threads hanging like eyelashes. -sa nipa end tips of nipa shingles. 3 wink or blink of an eye. 4first few days of the third quarter (so called because only the width of the eyelash has been taken away from the moon). Primirung, ikadubang piluk, The first, second day of the third quarter. v 1 [A2N; cl] wink or blink the eyes. Ayawgipiluk (piluka) imung mata ug ban-an ka, 
	Don't blink when he raises his fist to strike you. 2 [A; b] put eyelashes, a fringe on s.t. -in-an n 1 s.t. adorned with fringes. 2 wayof blinking the eyes. paN-n a wink of an eye. Sa usa ka pamiluk nawala siya, He vanished in the blink of an eye.
	-

	piluka n wig, wiglet, false hair. v [A; b] use a wig or false hair. 

	piluk mariya = AGUHU. 
	pilung a for a pointed instrument to be bent out of shape at the tip. v 1 [A; al 2) bend the point of an instrument. Napilung ang tumuy sa pin pkaltulug, The pen point was bent out of shape when I dropped it. 2 [A; b6(1)) cut the ear or part of it so that it dangles, usually as an identifying mark. 
	pilung a for a pointed instrument to be bent out of shape at the tip. v 1 [A; al 2) bend the point of an instrument. Napilung ang tumuy sa pin pkaltulug, The pen point was bent out of shape when I dropped it. 2 [A; b6(1)) cut the ear or part of it so that it dangles, usually as an identifying mark. 
	ag


	pilus n k.o. cloth with a soft, furry surface. pilusupiya n philosophy.
	pilusupu a 1 philosopher. 2 argumentative, given to meticulous argumentations on trivial points. Pilusupu kaayung tawbana kay lantugiun bisag gagmayng butang, He is a very argumentative person because he argues on even the most trivial of things. v [B1; a12] become argumentative. Culu-v [Al] acting argumentative on trivial pointswhere one shouldn't do so. Di siya makapupilusupu naku kay suphun man dayun, He can't: start subjecting me to his spidery logic because I'li cut him short. 
	pilusupu a 1 philosopher. 2 argumentative, given to meticulous argumentations on trivial points. Pilusupu kaayung tawbana kay lantugiun bisag gagmayng butang, He is a very argumentative person because he argues on even the most trivial of things. v [B1; a12] become argumentative. Culu-v [Al] acting argumentative on trivial pointswhere one shouldn't do so. Di siya makapupilusupu naku kay suphun man dayun, He can't: start subjecting me to his spidery logic because I'li cut him short. 

	pilut -pinggan 
	pilot v [AB; a] sew up, patch a hole permanently, become so. Akuy mupilut sa gisi sa imung sinina, I'll mend the tear in your dress. Mapilut ang lungag sa dawunggan ug dili ariyusan, The holes in your ear will close if you do not wear earris. Pilutun ang mga lungaglungag usa silakan, The tiny holes are filled before you apply shellac. (➔) a 1 slit-eyed. 2 for seeds or fruits to bethin, compressed. Dili maayung itanum ang mga lisung pilut, It is no good to plant scrawny seeds. v [B25] for seeds or fruits to
	pilot v [AB; a] sew up, patch a hole permanently, become so. Akuy mupilut sa gisi sa imung sinina, I'll mend the tear in your dress. Mapilut ang lungag sa dawunggan ug dili ariyusan, The holes in your ear will close if you do not wear earris. Pilutun ang mga lungaglungag usa silakan, The tiny holes are filled before you apply shellac. (➔) a 1 slit-eyed. 2 for seeds or fruits to bethin, compressed. Dili maayung itanum ang mga lisung pilut, It is no good to plant scrawny seeds. v [B25] for seeds or fruits to
	ng


	pilutari n jai alai player. v [Bl56; al2] be a jai alai player.pilutu n pilot of a plane or boat. v 1 [A] pilot s. t. 2 [ B 156; a2] be, become a pilot. pilya = PILYU (female).
	pilyu a naughty, mischievous. v [B12] become naughty, mischievous. Napilyu siyakay pinatuyangan sa kapritsu, He became a naughty child because they catered to his caprices. -sa babayi a philanderer. -in-v [A; cl] behave mischievously, usually ats.o. 's expense. Mangasaba ang maistra ug pinilyuhun ( ipinilyu) nimu pagpangutana, 
	The teacher will scold you if you ask questions in a naughty way. pirna n cloth made of pima cotton. v [Al3] wear s.t. of pima. 
	pimbrira = TIMBRIRA.
	piminta = PIMYINTA. 
	. . 
	. . 
	,


	punrua = TIMBRIRA.
	pimyinta n black or white pepper. v [b6] put pepper in s. t. 
	pinn pen point of a fountain pen. -puyint pen point of a dip pen. 
	1 

	pinv [A; c] pin a ribbon or badge of honor, an ornament, and the like. Pinan ang balidikturyan ug midalya, They'll pin a medalon the valedictorian. 
	2 

	pina-prefix consisting of pa-.. plus -in-.
	2

	pinav [A; c] tell s.o. not to do s.t. Nagpinasi Tatay nga di ta pagul-un, Father told us not to go out. Gipinahan _ang dinakpan sa dili pagpamakak, The suspect was told totell the truth. Tumana ang akung gipina nimu, If I tell you not to do s.t., don't do it. 
	1 

	pinav [A; cl] hit s.t. at an angle instead of directly. Pinahi ang burilyus arun mapingkian ang tupad, Hit the bowling pin obliquely so that it will knock the other pins over, too. a grazing a target or hitting it obliquely.
	2 

	pinal v [B1456] be laboring for breath onone's deathbed. Nagpinal pa gani ang amahan, nag-ilug na sila sa katigayunan, Thefather was still laboring for breath on his 
	pinal v [B1456] be laboring for breath onone's deathbed. Nagpinal pa gani ang amahan, nag-ilug na sila sa katigayunan, Thefather was still laboring for breath on his 
	deathbed, and they were already quarreling about the inheritance. kudigu -n 1 penal code. 2.= KUDIGU, n2, v.

	pinali n finale, the closing of a show.
	pinali n finale, the closing of a show.
	pinapul n a k.o. ornamental cactus which has pineapple-like leaves with thorny margins and pinkish tips. 
	pinatbatir n peanut butter. v [A; a] make, use peanut butter. pinay n Filipina (colloquial). 
	pinbuy n pin boy in a bowling alley. v [BlS 6; al2] be a pin boy. 
	pindaypinday v [A; cl6] move in a wobbly way. Nagpindaypinday ang kabayung bagung nahimugsu, The horse that was just born is tottering. 
	pindi v [A; a2] 1 remove unhusked rice or corn grains or pebbles from a batch of rice or grits one is about to cook. 2 select good ears of corn from a group. Pindia ang mais nga para binhi, Select the good ears of corn for seeds. -in-an n 1 rice from which the unhusked grains or pebbles have been culled. 2 ears of corn not selected. 
	, unacted on as of yet. Pinding ang kasu, The case is pending. pindir n a fielder in baseball. pindisI tis n appendicitis. 
	pinding n pendi
	ng

	pindulu, pindulum n pendulum in a clock. 
	n post supportia roof. 
	pindulun 
	ki
	ng 
	ng 

	to represent the sound of a bullet hittis. t. 
	ping n word used in writi
	ng 
	ng 

	pingag v [A; bS] chip the edge. Napingagang daplin sa pinggan, The edge of the plate chipped. (➔) a chipped. v [B1256] be a chipped one. Ug mapingag ang tadiyaw ayawg palita, If the jar is chipped, don't buy it.
	pingak a flat-nosed, esp. at the bridge. v [Bl2; b6] be, become flat-nosed. 
	ak v (A] breathe laboriously with a wheezing sound in the breast, as in stifling a sob or in an asthmatic spasm. Mupingakpingak dayun na siya ug kasab-an, Shestarts sniffling when she's scolded just the slightest bit. Nagpingakpingak ang bubakun, The asthmatic is breathing laboriously. 
	pingakpi
	ng

	pingay n child's talk for female genitalia. 
	pingga v [A; a] carry s.o. in a chair withpoles attached to it. Gipingga ang Santu Papa, The pope was carried seated on a throne. n chair used to carry s.o. pinggahan n = PINGGŁ n.
	pinggan n dinner plate, usually china. v [Al; a2] eat from china plates. Di ta magpinggan kay kapuy paghugas, We won't useplates because it's tiresome to wash them. pmgganpinggan = BUKINGGAN: Gompbre
	-


	pinggiring -pinikitu 
	naglobosa. 
	naglobosa. 

	pinggiring n fiering in playian instrua typewriter. Unsay pinggiring ining rrutaba? What's the fierifor this note? 
	ng
	ng 
	ment or operati
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	pinggir prin, pinggir print n fingerprint. v erprints. pingbuy a disappointed and downhearted. Pingbuy ang nawung sa pildiru, The man who lost in gambling had a dejected look on his face. v [BN; cl] be disappointed and downhearted Namingbuy siya sa pagkabibalu nga wa siya dawata, He was disappointed when he discovered he was not accepted. 
	[A; b6] take s.o. 's fi
	ng

	pingis v [Al2; ab] fail to hit s.t. directly or right on the mark. Gipingsan sa bala ang akung agtang, The bullet grazed my forehead. a not hit directly. Pingis rang pagkaigua maung nakalupad, I just grazed it so it managed to fly away. 
	ping-it v 1 [B; cl] grimace, usually in pain or suffering. Miping-it siya sa kasakit, He grimaced in pain. 2 [Al3] suffer in much misery or difficulty. Nagping-it ang tanan sa kamabal sa palalitun, Everybody is sufferifrom the high prices of commodities. 
	ng 

	pingk a pink-colored. 
	pingkaw = SINGKAW, n2, v. 
	pingki v [AC; ac] knock lightly, esp. s. t that noise. Hinayag pingki ang duha ka basu, Clink the two glasses together lightly. Pingkiun ku unya nang inyung ulu, I think I'll knock your heads against each other. a knock-kneed. Pingkiang babayi nga iyang naasawa, He married a knock-kneed woman. n clinki, clanking sound.Angpingkisayilu sa basu, The clinking of the ice against the glass. -in-= PING-Kl, n. 
	produces a clinki
	ng 
	ng

	pingkit a for this that are alike to be joined by some part of themselves. Pingkit angtiil sa bibi, Ducks have webbed feet. Pingkitnga saging, Two bananas joined together as one. v [A; a] tie this together using a part of them to do the tying. Nagpingkit siya sa mga butung nga dad-un, He tied the two young coconuts together for us to take home. -in-n things joined in this way. 
	ng
	ng

	pingpung n 1 pi-po. 2 ping-poball. v . -an n place to . 
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	[A2C; b6] play ping-po
	ng
	play ping-po
	ng

	pinguspingus v [Al3] make quick sniffs at intervals as in sobbing or simply drawing mucus back into the nose. Nagbilak tingali ang bata kay nagpinguspingus man, The child must have been crying because he is sniffling. n sniffling. 
	pint a irritated, slightly ary. Pingut kaa
	pint a irritated, slightly ary. Pingut kaa
	gu
	ng
	-

	yu ug makakita kug batang bugaw, I get very annoyed if I see a dirty child. v [ B; ab 3c5] get annoyed, irritated. Nagpingut ning akung ulu sa kasaba, My head is buzzing from the noise. Kinsay diii mapingut sa kabugu nimu? Who wouldn't be irritated by your stupidity? ka-n irritation, anger. 

	ping-ut a for the nose to be stuffed. v [B6; b 
	ping-ut a for the nose to be stuffed. v [B6; b 
	4] have a stuffed nose. Muping-ut (mapingut) ang akung ilung ug bitun-ugan ku, I will get a stuffed nose if I expose myself to the draft. 
	pinguypiny v 1 [A; a3] let one's head halimply, as in being sleepy, drunk, feeble, and the like. Nagpinguypinguy siya kay gitulug, His head is hanging limply because he is so sleepy. 3 [AP; b6] hang one's head in shame. Mupinguypinguy (mupapinguypinguy) Lang na siyag kasab-an, He just hangs his head when he is reprimanded. 
	gu
	ng 

	pingwit v 1 = BINGWIT, v1. 2 [AN; a] pickpockets, filch (slang). Gipingwit ang mga sinina nga gihaybay sa kwartu, The clothes that were hung in the room were stolen. Pingwiti ang iyang bulsa, Pick his pocket. 3 fish for a compliment, gossip, and the like. n the equipment for hook and line fishingin shallow or moderately deep sea waters. -in-an n 1 fish caught by hook and line in shallow or not too deep waters. 2 thing stolen or pickpocketed. 3 talk gathered. 
	pinhuldir n 1 penholder for a dip pen. 2 dip pen. v [A; ac] use, write with a dip pen. Magpinbuldir mi sa amung tim rayting, We'll use dip pens for writing our themes. 
	pinid v [A; a] 1 separate things out by class. 2 do s.t. in proper order, not skipping around. Pinira ang paglimpiyu sa salug arun di ka magbalikbalik, Clean the floor square at a time so you don't keep having to goover the same things again and again. Akuymupinid sa mga maayung pusu sa di maayu,I'll separate the good ears of corn from the bad ones. Pini7a ang mga piryudiku sa tinuig, Separate the newspapers out according to years. 
	pinig v [A; cl] 1 put aside. 2 sort or separate according to kind. Nagpinig kug dagkung lubi para ibinbi, I put aside the largecoconuts for seedlings. 3 exclude from. Gipinig siya sa iksam, She was excused from the exam. 4 favor, show partiality to or discrimination against. ma-un(�) a showing discrimination. Mapinigun siyag bigala, He is choosy about who he makes friends with. 
	pinikada n k.o. disinfectant solution. agwa 
	-

	, 
	= PINIKADA. 
	pinikitu v [A; b5] enforce rules or collect 

	•pining!-pintakisi
	2 
	2 
	debts in a strict manner. Dunay mga kumirsiyanti nga kusug mupinikitu ug paningil, 
	Some business people are merciless when it comes to collecting their debts. G ip.inikitu (gipinikituban) na run sa gubyirnu ang mga ismaglir, The government is tightening the reins on the smugglers. 
	•pining maayu ang -throwing the ball inbowling so that lots of pins are knocked over. Daku siyag puntus kay maayu ang iyang pining, He has a large score because he knocked lots of pins over. 
	pinipig = PILIPIG. -krans n ice cream on sticks with chocolate coating that has piiipig embedded in it. 
	pmqnta = SIRBIL YIT A.
	2

	pinisilin n penicillin. . v [A; 
	pinising, pinising n finish, final coati
	ng

	b] apply finish. Hamis ang simintung pinisingan, The concrete floor will be smooth after it has been finished. (➔) n k.o. nail without a head used to nail things in such a way that it is invisible. 
	pinitinsiya n penance. a involving difficulty or suffering. Pinitinsiya kaayu, kita pay mulibuk nga nagsakit ta, It is purg�tory to do household chores when you're not feeling well. v 1 [A; b6] impose penance. Gipinitinsiyaban kug usa ka nubina, I was giventhe penance of performing a novena. 2 [Al3; a12] annoy or burden s.o. with sufferings. Pinitinsiyaban ta ka arun ku makabalus, I'll make you go through hell so I can get even with you. 

	pinkaw = SINGKAW.un n pincushion. v [A; c] use a pincushion.
	pinku
	sy

	pinpal n pen pal. v [A2C; c3] have a pen pal, be pen pals. Makigpinpal ang tigulang pinsiyunadu ug Pilipina, The old pensioner wants to engage in correspondence with aFilipina (for the purpose of marriage). 
	pinpin n game of eeny, meeny, miny, mo. One version of the rhyme: Pinpin sirapin, kutsilyu dialmasin. 1-Iawbaw dikarabaw, ba tu tin. Another version: Pinpin sarapin di/mun. Bayintisingku kapun. Kulikulik bastun. v [ C2; al 2) choose by pinpin. 
	pinsa n 1 fence of wood or bamboo slats. 2 space fenced with slats under a house which is raised on posts. v [A; b5) 1 fence s.t. 2 fence the part under a house. -in-n roughwalling made of bamboo slats, groups oftwo vertical slats woven through groups of three horizontal slats. 
	pinsar, pinsar v [AN; al2] think of a way, solution. Pinsarun (pinsarun) ta nig maayu ug unsay maayung paag� Let's think 
	hard about this, what the best solution is. none's way of thinking, thought processes. 
	hard about this, what the best solution is. none's way of thinking, thought processes. 
	Hinay kaayu ang iyang pinsar, apan pulus bustu, He thinks slowly, but it is alwayscorrect. paN-= PINSAR. pinsada = PINSAR.pinsamintu, pinsamyinru = PINSAR, n.
	pinsil v [A; b) treat a puncture with drops frorr: a burning tobacco midrib dipped in coconut oil. Kinabanglang pinsilan ang tunuk sa Lansang, The way to treat that wound from the nail is to apply tobacco and coconut oil drops. 
	pinsiln skirt, cut like a sheath, straight, narrow at the hips and all the way down to the hem. v [A; cl] wear, make a skirt ofthis type. -kat = PINSIL. 
	2 
	2

	pinsing n the sport of fencing. v [A2C; b3] fence.
	pinsit n dish made of ground meat, wrappedintriangular pieces of dough and fried crisp. v [A; a] make pinsit.
	pinsiyun n 1 pension. 2 allowance given to ason or daughter with a family of his own. v[A; c] give or support a daughter or son with a family of his own. Gipinsiyunan mi sa akung ginikanan samtang wa kuy trababu, My parents are sendius an allowance until I find a job. -ada = PINSIYUNADU (female). -a.du n 1 one who receives a pension. 2 person whose studies are subsidized by the government. v [ B 126] become a pinsyunadu. 
	ng 
	i-

	pinta v [A; abc] 1 do s.t. all at once. Pintaha p�gbakut ang kahuy, Carry the firewood all together. Pintahig bayad ang iskuylahan, Pay the school fees all at once. 2 do s.t. in large quantities. Pintabag palit arun mabaratu, Buy it in large quantities so it will be cheap. 3 [A2; al2] hit s.t. squarely such that it has complete effect, Ug mapintag bunal ang iru mamatay giyud, If you hit the dog squarely, you'll kill him. a be hit squarely. -da = PINTA.
	pintav [A2; al] guess the value of an inverted mahjong piece by feeling it with thefinger tips. Pintahun ku ang imung witingan, I'll feel the piece to see which one is the one you are waiting for. -da = PINTA.
	2 
	2

	pintakasi v [A; b] work in a group without 
	I
	pay on a public project. Gipintakasihan sa tagibaryu ang iskuylahan, The people in the bee to construct tht school. n free group work on a public project or the action of taking part in this k.o. group work.
	village held a worki
	ng 

	pintakisin licensed cockfight of champion fighting cocks. v [Al; c] hold, have a champion cockfight. Magpintakasi sa amung ba
	2 
	r-
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	yumapista, They hold champion cockfights in our village during fiestas. 
	yumapista, They hold champion cockfights in our village during fiestas. 

	pintal n paint. V 1 [A; b 1 paint s. t. Pin tali ugasul ang lantsa, Paint the launch blue. 2 [A2N] put lipstick on. Mamintal Jang ku iniglakaw, I put lipstick on when I go out. 3 [B1256] for one's feeling to show in the face. Napintal sa ilang nawung ang dakung katingala, Their great surprise showed on their faces. •in-n paintings. -in-an n s.t. that has been painted. maN-r-n painter: 1 artist. 2painter of houses, furniture, etc. paN-n 1 style of painting. 2 occupation of painting. pintas a ferocious, crue
	The civilians feared the merciless enemy. 
	The civilians feared the merciless enemy. 

	pintikn slingshot. v [A; a2b2] shoot with a slingshot. Pintikun natu ang binug nga_ bunga, Let's knock the ripe fruit down with a slingshot.
	1 

	pintik= PUNTIK. 
	2 

	pintikustis n Whitsunday. 
	pintuka terse, to the point. Pamatig maayu kay pintuk ning akung tugun, Pay close attention because I'm going to tell you in a couple of words what I want you to do. v [B26; cl6] talk or answer in a terse manner. pintukpintuk v [A; b(l)] do s. t. once in a while in short, irregular periods of time and usually not whole-heartedly. Wa mabuman ang trababu kay pintukpintukan Jang, The work never got done because he didn't stick to it and he didn't have his heart in it. 
	l 

	pinrukv [Al2; b8] hit s.o. in back of one accidentally. Ayaw ug barug sa akung luyu kay bingpintukan unya kas atsa, Don't stand in back of me because you might get hit with my axe. 
	2 

	pintil pin n felt-tip pen. 
	pintul (from putul) n pieces of wood left over after carpentry. Magamit pa ning pintul para sa bangkitu, We can use these piece of wood for a stool. v [A; a] 1 cut wood into short lengths, chop logs crosswise. Nagpintul siya sa mga sugnud, He is cutting the firewood into lengths. 2 shorten or stub s. t. by cutting off a length. Gipintulan niya angmga tabaku, She cut off the tops of the tobacco. a cut off short, into short lengths. Iru nga pintul ug ikug, A dwith a stubbed tail. 
	og 

	pintur, pintur n painter: 1 artist. 2 painterof houses and the like. v [B156; al2] be, become a painter. 
	pintura n paint. v [A; b] paint s.t. Nabag-uang balay nga gipinturaban, Their house looks new because it was just painted. ka-v [A13] get paint all over it. 
	pintura n paint. v [A; b] paint s.t. Nabag-uang balay nga gipinturaban, Their house looks new because it was just painted. ka-v [A13] get paint all over it. 
	pintus n 1 sweet made of shredded young corn mixed with condensed milk or coconut milk and sugar, wrapped in husk and steamed ( = ALUPI). 2 the same sort of sweet made with fine corn grits (tiktik) or sweet potatoes or cassava and wrapped in coconut or banana leaves. v [A; a] make pintus.
	pinua 1 refined, not coarse in manners. Pinug linibukan, Refined in movement. la fine, of delicate composition. Pinug Lis, Fine lace. 2 fine, not coarse in texture. Pinug kutis, Soft skin. Pinug bubuk, Fine hair. Pinung pagkagaling, Milled finely. 2a done in small pieces.Pinung pagkahrwa, Cut up fine. 2b closely spaced. Ang sulud u sa ka sudlaynga pinug tangu, The comb for lice is a very fine-toothed comb. 2c very tiny. Pinung k� nusian, A small and sharp pinch. n children, as opposed to grown-ups. Ilain
	1 

	s.t. in a refined way. 2 [A; a] makes. t. fine. pinupinu v [Al3; al] break, reduce into tiny bits. pinuhan n texture used for the finishing touches. 
	a whetting stone.of fine 

	.
	. 

	p1nu n pine tree. 
	pinuf v [A; a] press hard on the muscles with the tips of the thumb and fingers to massage them. 
	pin-ut = PING-UT. 
	pinuun n a k.o. ginger plant similar to alimpuyang, producing small, sweet berries. 
	pinuy n Filipino, esp. one who is a resident 
	1
	abroad. 
	pinuy, pinuy n duck's eggs cooked after they have began to develop. v [A; a] make, have pinuy.
	pinya n 1 pineapple. 2 cloth woven from the fibers of the pineapple leaves. pinyahan n pineapple plantation.
	pinyatu n peanut brittle. v [Al; al] make peanut brittle. 
	pipa n 1 cigarette holder. 2 pipe. v [A; c6] smoke a pipe or cigarettes with a cigarette holder. Magpipa ku arun di madag ang akung tudlu, l use a cigarette holder so that my fingers don't get yellowed. 
	pipar bag n large paper sack with a handle. 
	pipi n child's word for female genitalia. 
	pipi v [A; al2] hammer or pat s.t. into shape. Nagpipi siyag kulun, He's shaping a pot by patting it. Pipiun natu ang tapaludung nalumping, Let's hammer the dented 

	, ..
	.
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	fender back into shape.
	fender back into shape.
	pipinu n cucumber. 
	pipir n canned white or black pepper in powder form. v [b) use or put pepper.
	pipir bag = PIPAR BAG. 
	pipis n a small bundle of abaca fibers (about the size of a finger) used for tying s.t. v [A;a2] make abaca fibers into such a bundle. 
	lanut kay akung ibangan sa sugnud, I'm going to bundle up this ahaca fiber to use it to tie up the firewood. pipis n cotton bud that is about to open. v [Al] for cotton buds to be about to open. 
	Pipisun naku ni
	ng 

	piplum n peplum, a short flared skirt attached at the waist of a dress, blouse, or jacket, and extending around the hips. v [b(l)] add a peplum to clothing. 
	pipsi n pepsi cola. v [A13; b(l)] have, offer pepsi cola. paN-n money to buy a pepsi.

	pipti v [AC2; b6] share s.o.'s cigarette or drink with him. Mupipti ku anang imung gitangag, ha? Let me share your cigarette with you, may I? piptipipti a equal, even (colloquial). Piptipipti ang ilang bahin sa ginansiya, They share the profit equally. 
	, .
	, .

	ptr n pier. 
	pira n k.o. bladed hand weapon 18" to 24" with a blade that curves upwards slightly toward the tip and flat at the tip. 
	,
	,

	piras n pear. 
	pirgi V [A; c] cut s. t. to pieces. Pirasubun ang nangka arun ibaligya, Cut the jackfruit into pieces to sen. it. n a piece of s. t. Usa ka pirasung karni, A piece of meat. -in-n s. t. cut into pieces. Ang pinirasung karni dili na mahimung bamun, You can't use the meat for ham once it has been cut up. -in-(➔) a by the piece. Pinirasu ang iyang inip
	.

	ban sa labada, She charges for the laundry by the piece. v [A; cl] pay or chae by the piece. 
	ban sa labada, She charges for the laundry by the piece. v [A; cl] pay or chae by the piece. 
	rg


	pirat v 1 [B146; a4] be sleepy. Gipirat (nagpirat) na kug binasa, I'm sleepy from reading so much. 2 [A] dilly-dally, take time in doing s.t. Nagpirat sila sa i1ang trabahu kay wa swilduhi, They worked slowly because they didn't get their salary. n lazy, loafer. Ang pirat nga trababadur wa umintuhi, He was a lazy worker so he didn't get a raise. piratpirat v 1 [A; cl] blink the eyes. Nagpiiyamata nga mibaun,He was still blinking his eyes when he got out of bed. 2 [A] for a flame to flicker. Gasi ang sug
	ratpirat pa a
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	pirata n pirate. v [Bl 56] become a pirate. 
	piraypiray, piraypiray v [ B46; cl] move unsteadily as if about to collapse. Nagpiraypiray ang masakitun, The patient walked on 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	unsteady feet. sam-see SAMPIRAv. 

	pir bay pir a being paired off, esp. boys with girls. v [A12C; c16] do s.t. paired off, be paired off. Nagpir bay pir ang mga nagdit sa Pwinti, The couples dating in the park are paired off. 
	pir dayim n per diem. v [A13; b(l)] give or have a per diem atlowance. Magpirdayim (pir dayman) mig diyis pisus ang adlaw, We get a per diem of ten pesos. Ang kumpaniya magpirdayim namug diyis, The company gives us a per diem of ten pesos.
	pircli = PILDI. -da a for a woman to have lost her viinity.
	rg

	pirdigana n game of chess, checkers, or the like in which the object is to make the opponent win all the pieces. v [C2; cl] play
	pirdigana.
	pirdigun, pirdigunis n 1 air rifle or shotgun pellets. 2 seeds of the mung bean (humorous). Nag-utan mig pirdigunis, We're having mung bean stew. 
	pirdisiyun n loss or destruction. v [B46; b4 (1)) cause loss or destruction. Napirdisiyunan mig diyutay sa amung mga lubi sa pagbagyu, We lost a few of our coconut trees during the typhoon. 
	pirdiin n 1 release from temporal punishment or from punishment for a soul in purgatory. 2 candle blessed on February 2 in the kandilarya celebration together with the kandilarya candles. The pirdun candles are lighted to ask forgiveness for the sins of a dying man. kandila sa -= PIRDUN, 2. 
	pirgula n pergola. v [b6(1)] make a pergola. pirhiu = PIRHWISYU. 
	sy

	pirhwiu a making a nuisance of oneself. 
	sy

	Pabatud ka sa iskuylaban. Pakuba. Pirbwisyu ka kaayu, I have to bring you to school and get you. You're a nuisance. v 1 [B; a2] make a nuisance of oneself. Nagpirbwisyu ang bata kay giinitan, The child is crying in an annoying way because he feels hot. 2 [al2] be put to useless effort or inconvenience. Napirbwisyu kug adtu sa Karkar kay wa didtu ag amung tuyu, I went to a lot of trouble for nothing when I went to Carcar because the person we wanted to see was not there. 
	piri v [Al2; b2c3] surpass in ability or possessions. Dili giyud nang bayhana mapiri sa ,r,ga istayil, That woman has to keep upwith the latest styles at all costs. Di na siya hipiriban sa pagkagwapa, She is second to none in her beauty. pa-v [A13] allow oneself to get surpassed in ability or possessions. 
	Ug sukmatan, di siya papiri. Mutubag pud,
	If you scold him, he won't let you get the 

	, . .
	768 pms-past 
	last word He talks back. piri n ferry. v [A; ac] ferry; go, take on a ferry. -but n ferry boat. 
	pirigpirig v [B46; c16] wobble, move unsteadily. Di pa ku manaug kay nagpirigpirig pa ku, I won't go out yet because I still feel wobbly. Nagpirigpirig siya sa bagdan nga nagkurugkurug, He was walking gingerly on the wobbly steps. 
	pirigrinu n pilgrim. v [Al; c] make a pilgrimage. pirigrinasiyun n pilgrimage. 
	-

	pirigula = PIRGULA. 
	pirihisyu = PIRHWISYU. 
	piriku n 1 parrot, esp. the blue-naped parrot: Tanygnatb•s lucionensis. 2 one who mouths them. -pikuy 1 parrot. 2 male genitalia (child's talk). -tawu phrase uttered to a parrot to make him answer the same thing. pirikuhun a parrot-like. Taas unta siyag ilung apan pirikubun, He has a lonose;only it's like a parrot's.
	and repeats things without understandi
	ng
	ng 

	pirimyu = PRJMYU. pirinda = PRINDA. 
	piris wil n ferris wheel v [A] ride in a ferris wheel. 
	,
	,
	,
	. ,


	pmtu = PRITU. 
	pirkal n percale, k.o. closely woven cotton, usually with large flowery designs. v [A; b(1)) wear clothing made of percale. 
	pirlas n pearl paN-v [N2; b6] dive for pearls. n pearl diving. mag-r-n pearl diver. 
	pinnan signature. v [A; b) affix one's signature. Pirmahi ang tsiki sa luyu, Sign your name on the back of the check. 
	1 

	pinna= KUMPIRMA, n, v 1. 
	2 

	pirmaninti a permanent. Kaswal Zang ku. DiIipirmaninti ning akung trababu, I'm just a casual employee. My work is not permanent. v [B; cl] be permanent, make s.t. permanent. Maayug magpirmaninti nirtg akung dibuynas, It would be nice if my luck were a permanent thi. Pirmanintihun (ipirmaninti) na natu ang atung kapilya, 
	ng

	We'll build a permanent chapel. 
	We'll build a permanent chapel. 

	pirmi a 1 always. Pirmi ka Zang malit, You're always late. 2 steadily, consistent. Ug pirm i ang inandaran sa mutur, way daut, If the motor runs steadily, there's nothing wro. 
	ng

	v [A; ac] do s.t. always or regularly all the time. Nagpirmi lang siyag katulug, He is all the time. Pirmiha ang imung 
	v [A; ac] do s.t. always or regularly all the time. Nagpirmi lang siyag katulug, He is all the time. Pirmiha ang imung 
	steady with a girl. 2a have intercourse steadily. 3 be employed steadily in one job. v 1 [AB6; cl6] keep the cue in billiards. 2 gosteady with s.o. Mupirmi (mapirmi) ang taku natu kun pabagkun ku nimu, I will go steady with you if you will let me kiss you. 2a [A; c16) have sexual intercourse regularly. Nagpirmi ang ilang taku kay nabigam, They always make love because they have come to learn how much fun it is. 3 [B6; c 16) become permanent in a job. Mapirmi ang imung taku basta maayu ang imung agi,
	I will keep employing you if you do well. 
	,
	.
	. 


	p1nnll'U = PRIMIRU. 
	pirmisu n permission, permit. Dunay pirmisu ang ilang bayli, They have a permit to hold their dances. Milakaw silang way pirmisu sa inaban, They went out without their mother's permission. v [A; b6] give permission. 
	pirmisu n permission, permit. Dunay pirmisu ang ilang bayli, They have a permit to hold their dances. Milakaw silang way pirmisu sa inaban, They went out without their mother's permission. v [A; b6] give permission. 
	pirmisyas = PRIMISY AS. 
	pinnit n permit, license to do s. t. 
	pirnu n bolt. v LA; b6) make, use a bolts. w. pirpiktu a perfect. v [A12; a12] make s.t. 
	perfect.

	pnp1twa see KADINA. 
	pirpumi n perfume. v [A; b] use perfume.pirs = PIRST. 
	pirpumi n perfume. v [A; b] use perfume.pirs = PIRST. 

	pirsigir v [A; a3c) force oneself or s.o. to do 
	s.t.; do s. t. with persistence and determination. Mipirsigir ang masakitun pagtindug, The patient forced himself to get up. Pirsigiba siya pagpakasal sa iyang gipirdi, Make him marry the woman he disgraced. 
	s.t.; do s. t. with persistence and determination. Mipirsigir ang masakitun pagtindug, The patient forced himself to get up. Pirsigiba siya pagpakasal sa iyang gipirdi, Make him marry the woman he disgraced. 
	pirsing kap n cap with a visor in the front,of the type worn by army officers. v [A13]wear such a cap. 
	pirst n 1 first place in a competition. la one who is first place, first-placer. Akuy pirst saamung klasi, I'm the best in my class. 2 the one before the second. Ang imung ngan pirst sa lista, Your name is at the top of the list. -bis n first base in baseball. v 1 [A2;
	reach first base. Hingpirstbisan ta sa atung kuntra, Our opponents managed to 
	reach the first base. 2 [A12] get to first 
	base with a girl, get a favorable reaction.
	Gidatungan kug maayu ang inahan piru wa giyud ku makapirst bis sa anak, I bribed the mother, but I still couldn't get to first base with the daughter. -hap n first half of a 
	maayung gawi, Maintain your good ways. Ipirmi ang imung kamut sa akung tiyan, 
	sleepi
	ng

	basketball game. -id n first aid. v [A; b6]give first aid. Pirst-iri dayun ug dunay makuyapang kaditi, If a cadet faints, give him -klas n first class. 
	Keep your hand on my stomach. -ang taku 1 hold on to the cue in billiards -i.e., 
	not lose the play. (When one misses, the cue is passed to the next players.) 2 go 
	first aid immediately. Pirst klas nga pasabiru, First-class passenger. Puru mga pirst klas ang akung saput, My
	clothes are all of the best quality. v [A) go 

	pirsuna -piŁak 
	by way of first class, get first class things. -lidi n first lady, wife of the top official. v[B 12 56) be the first lady. -prayis n firstprize. v [A12) win the first prize. -plur nground floor. -ran n first-run movie. v [B12 56] be a first-run movie. -trip the first trip of the day of a passenger vehicle. v [A)go on the first trip. 
	by way of first class, get first class things. -lidi n first lady, wife of the top official. v[B 12 56) be the first lady. -prayis n firstprize. v [A12) win the first prize. -plur nground floor. -ran n first-run movie. v [B12 56] be a first-run movie. -trip the first trip of the day of a passenger vehicle. v [A)go on the first trip. 
	pirsuna n one of the three persons of the Holy Trinity. 
	pirsunahi n 1 participant in a movie or play. 2 important persons. Mga pirsunabi sa natad sa kasinihan, Important personages in the movie world. 
	pirsunal a 1 in person. Gustu kung makita si Nura Unur sa pirsunal, I want to see Nora Aunor in person. 2 personal, pertaining to one's private life. Ayawg basaba ang sulat kay pirsunal kana, Don't read that letter. It's personal. v [A2; cl6) do!s. t. in person. 
	Pirsunalun (ipirsunal) naku pagbatag ang rigalu, I'll give the gift in person. -apirans npersonal appearance. v [A] make a personal appearance. Mupirsunal apirans sa istudiyu ang Mis Yunibirs, Miss Universe will make a personal appearance at the studio. -minti = PIRSUNAL, a 1. 

	pirsunalidad n personality, personal charmor attraction. Wa giyud siyay pirsunalidad, He has no personality. 
	pirtilaysir n fertilizer. v [A; b) use fertilizer. piru, piru but. Mahal piru maayu, It's expensive, but good. 
	. ' 
	. ' 

	p1ru = PIRUK. 
	piruhwisyu = PIRHWISYU. 
	piruk v [B6; cl] for the eyes to blink once. pirukpiruk v 1 [A; cl] for the eyes to keep blinking. Di na mupirukpiruk ang akung tabuntabun sukad akung gibilut, My eyelids don't blink anymore after I massaged them. Nagpirukpiruk Lang siyang gipangutana, Shesimply blinked her eyes when she was interrogated. 2 [A) for a flame or light to flicker. 
	pirukpiruk n k.o. bird with light brown feathers and black speckles, inhabiting meadows, usually staying perched, singing a rhythm which soundspirukpiruk. 
	pirul n 1 pay roll. 2 amount of money to make the pay roll. v [Al] make out the pay roll. 
	pirut, pirut n 1 a small bird of meadows, the grass warbler: Cisticola sp. 2 the smallest 
	_

	.
	.
	person 1n a group. 

	piruypiruy v [B6; cl] be unsteady and trembly on one's feet. Magpiruypiruy pa kug mubangun ku, I'm very wobbly if I try to get up. 
	pirwil parti = DISPIDIDA. see DISPIDIR. 
	pirwisyu = PIRHWISYU. 
	pirwisyu = PIRHWISYU. 
	pirya n 1 fair, carnival. 2 booth in a fair. 
	Dagbang pirya sa karnabal, There are lots of booths in the carnival. v [A; b6] hold a fair. 
	piryud n 1 period, punctuation mark. 2period, there's no more to be said about. Di ka makalakaw. Piryud. You can't go, and that's all there is to it. Piryud na mi kay bustu ra ang tulu, We're not going to have any more
	· children. Three is enough. v [b6] put a period. piryudikal n periodical test given prior tothe grading period. v (A] have, take a periodical test. -tist = PIRYUDIKAL.
	piryudiku n newspaper.
	piryudista n journalist. v [B156; a12] be, become ajournalist.
	p1S = PYIS. pisa n 1 spare parts of a machine. 2 bolt or roll of cloth. v [cl6] buy cloth by the bolt. 
	•

	pisan music, musical score. v [A13; b6] use the music in playing. Maayung magpisa arun di masayup ang pagtukar, Better use the music so you won't make a mistake. 
	2 

	pisa, pisa v [A2S; a] press down s.t. hard and move back and forth over it to crush or mash it.Magpisa kug saging ipakaun sa bata, I'll mash a ripe banana for the child. Pisaa ang lisay bangtud mawala, Press down hard on the swollen lymph node until it disappears. 
	pisada, pisadur see PISAR.
	1
	3

	pisadan the measurement or distance between the frets of stringed instruments. v [A; a12] measure the fret distance. 
	2 

	pisak, pisak a muddy ground, mire. Pisak kaayu ang dalan kay nag-ulan man, The street has turned to mud because it was raining. v [B; c6] become a mire. Mupisak (mapisak) nang silung ug pirmihag yabu sa binugas, The ground underneath the kitchen will turn into a mire if you keep throwing the dishwater on it. pisakpisak v 1 [A; cl] spatter or splatter dirt or liquid. Nabasa ang sawug kay nagpisakpisak ang bata sa banyu,
	The floor got wet because the children were splashing around in the bathtub. 2 [A; c16]make a spattering sound. Hilabiban nga nakapisakpisak ang ulan sa gawas, How the rain went pat, pat, pat. n 1 spattering, wet spot caused by spattering. 2 spattering sound . 
	pis-ak v [A; a] split wood along the grain, or by extension, split similar materials. Nagpis-ak ka na ha ug kabuy isugnud? Haveyou split wood to use for fuel? n piecechopped off. 

	pisami -piskay 
	pisami = KISAML 
	pisan v [AN; al] buy s.t. in bulk. Pisanun pitu ka alat mangga, I'll buy your seven basketfuls of maŁoes. maN-r-n one who buys in bulk. 
	ku ang imu
	ng 

	pisar v [A; a] press down on. Nagpisar kaniya Jdagbaprublima, Numerous problems weigh down on him. Pisara siya arun mutug-an, Press him so he will tell. Napisarbatu, He was pressed between two huge boulders. 
	ng 
	ng 
	siya sa duba ka dagku
	ng 

	pisarv [A; a12] think about, weigh s.t. in the mind. Gipisar niya kun muadtu ba siya u dili, He is weighiit in his mind whether to go or not. 
	2 
	ng 

	pisarv [A; a] for � dealer to weigh goods he is going to buy. Atung pisaru n ang imungbabuy, I'll weigh your pig (to buy it). pisada n computation of how much s.t. weighs and is worth. pisadur n the one who weighs bought, usually copra. v [B 1 S6; al2] become a weigher. 
	3 
	produce bei
	ng 

	pisara n blackboard. v [A13] use, write on the blackboard. 
	pisat v [A; a] mash, squash s.t. Napisat ang kamatis nga natumban, He squashed the tomato when he stepped on it. a crushed,flattened. 
	pisaw n a k.o. kitchen knife usually with a metal handle. 
	pisi n acronym for P.C., the Philippine Constabulary. v [B1S6; a12] be, become a member of the P.C. pa-v [A; be] have the 
	P.C. arrest s.o. lpapisi (papisiban) nang bubug, Have the P.C. arrest (watch) that drunk. -kuntrul n P.C. control. v [a4] put under the control of the P.C. Gipisi kuntrul alungsud kay gubut pirmi, The town was placed under P.C. control because of the frequent outbreaks of violence. 
	P.C. arrest s.o. lpapisi (papisiban) nang bubug, Have the P.C. arrest (watch) that drunk. -kuntrul n P.C. control. v [a4] put under the control of the P.C. Gipisi kuntrul alungsud kay gubut pirmi, The town was placed under P.C. control because of the frequent outbreaks of violence. 
	ng 


	pisi n rope consistiof two or three strands (lubid) twisted together, usually made of fiber. v [A; a] make a rope, twist s.t. like a rope. -an n a device for twisting rope. -in-n tidbit, made of a heavy dough twisted like a rope and fried until it is brown and crunchy. v [A; a12] make, have pinisi.m�r-, maN•r-n rope maker. -un(➔) n fiber to be made into a rope. 
	ng 

	pisik v 1 [A; b2cl] spatter, splatter. Hingpiksan kug lapuk, I got spattered with mud. 2 [A; b2c] channel s.t., cause a little bit of 
	s.t. to come to certain people. Kinsang kandidatubay nagpisik ug kwarta para sa atung lungsud? Which candidate was it that cornered a little bit of money for our town? Hingpiksan kug diyutay sa iyang daug, I managed to get my hands on a little of his 
	s.t. to come to certain people. Kinsang kandidatubay nagpisik ug kwarta para sa atung lungsud? Which candidate was it that cornered a little bit of money for our town? Hingpiksan kug diyutay sa iyang daug, I managed to get my hands on a little of his 
	s.t. to come to certain people. Kinsang kandidatubay nagpisik ug kwarta para sa atung lungsud? Which candidate was it that cornered a little bit of money for our town? Hingpiksan kug diyutay sa iyang daug, I managed to get my hands on a little of his 
	winnis. a spatteri, shooting off of droplets. Pisik duul sa bintana ug mag-uwan, The water splashes next to the window if it rains. hiN-/haN-v 1 [B1256] for a small amount to be channeled off to s.o. Waysud-anabimisik sa mga mutsatsa. Giburut ug kaun sa bisita, Not a bit of food seeped to the servants. The visitors ate every bit. 2 wala, dili -not spared. Way mabimisik sa kaligutgut sa Diyus, No one is spared God's wrath. 
	ng
	ng
	ng 


	pisikal n 1 pertaining to the body as opposed to the mind. 2 physical education class. 3 physical examination. v 1 [Al] have a physical education. 2 [A] give a physical examination. 
	pisiks n physics course or class. v [Al3]have a physics class. 
	pisil, pisil v 1 {A; ab2] squeeze s.t. with the tips of the fingers fairly far apart. Pisila (pisla) ang mangga ug bumuk na ba,
	o to see if it is ripe yet. 2 ers to massage or convey a feeling. Kamau kang mamisil (mupisil) sa gilabdan ug ulu? Do you know how to massage a headache? Gipisil niya ang kamut sa dalaga, She gently squeezed the girl's hand. 
	Squeeze the ma
	ng
	squeeze with the fi!
	ng

	piskadur n fisherman. v [B156; a12] be, become a fisherman. 
	piskal n fiscal, district attorney. -sa simbahan n church clerk or one in charge of keepithe records of the church. v {B 156; al 
	2]be or become a fiscal. -iya n office of the district attorney. 
	ng 

	piskanti n 1 box in a carriage where the driver sits. 2 balcony on the outside of a house. Didtu siya magdiskursu sa piskanti, He made a speech from the balcony. 3davit, a crane projecting over the side of a ship for hoistilifeboats. 
	ng 

	piskat(euphemism for pisti) 1 expressionof disgruntlement. Piskat ning kinabubia kay kanunay Jang tang gidimalas, What a hell of a life this is. We always have bad luck. 2 expression of surprise after having to have done s.t. Piskat nabyaan ang akung pitaka, Heavens! I forgot my wallet. 
	1 
	done s.t. inadvertently or faili
	ng 

	piskat= MITMIT. 
	2 

	piskay a 1 alert, active and full of energy. 2 fuli of life. Piskay ang plasag maduminggu, The plaza is lively on Sundays. 3 good-lookior well-dressed woman. 4 pretty in general. v 1 [B2] active and full of energy, sprightly. Mupiskay ang atung lawas basta bustug tu.lug, You are full of vim and vigor ifyou get the right amount of sleep. Nagka
	ng 
	-
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	piskay na ang masakitun, The patient is getwill disappear. -layit n flashlight (humorting stronger. Gipiskayan ku sa akung gibati ous).karun, I feel sprightly now. la [AB; a] do pisluk v 1 [B26] go to sleep (said in anger). 
	s.t. briskly or hurriedly. Nagkapiskay ang Mupisluk (mapisluk) ka na ha sad nga bunamung paglakaw pagtaligsik, We walked tag na man? Are you going to go back to faster when it started to rain. Piskaya ang sleep again when it's mornialready? 2 pagkuwinta kay naghulat siya, Hurry up [B12; b6] be dark, be getting dark (said in with your counting because she is waiting. anger). Nagkapisluk na nuun mau pay ipa2 get lively and bright. Kining mga bulak ngahuy! Why do you wait until it begins to ang nakapiskay sa
	ng 

	piskul = PISKAT• pislung n dent, a slight depression, small holpiskur n U.S. Peace Corps volunteer. v [B15 low. a dented. Pislung ug ilung, Having a6; al 2) be a Peace Corps volunteer. flat nose. v [AB126; al] dent s.t. on the = surface. Kinsay nagpislung sa takuri? Whopisla v 1 [A; b6cl] spurt s.t. out. Ang mga dented the kettle? 
	1
	piskut, piskuy 
	PISKAT
	I
	' 

	tawung dili idukadu mupisla Zang sa bungpislut = PIDLASUT. 
	go pismil n fish meal, ground dried fish used as out and spit their saliva against the walls. v Magpisla ang nukus sa iyang ata ug matu
	bung ug 
	manluwa, Uneducated people 
	feed for 
	poultry. 
	[Al; al2] make fish 
	meal. 

	' 
	' 

	gaw, Squids spurt out ink if you disturb pisnga, pisngag, pisngi, pisngi, pisngig mild them. 2 [A3P; cl] produce a splattering, cuss word expressing dilapuk ug tu-for pisti). Pisngi! Nganung nalimtan man nubtunuban, Mud produces a plopping sound when you step in it. 
	sg
	ust (euphemism 
	plopping 
	sound. Mupisla ang 
	nakug dala, Darn! Why 
	did I forget to 
	bring it? 

	. ' ' 
	. ' ' 

	pislangu a 1 having a stuffy nose. 2 flat
	p1sngu = PISLANGU.

	pian n fishpond. Kasagaran sa pansat gikan langu, She's charming even if she's flatpond. v [A; al2] make a fishpond. Magpispan ku sa may katunggan, I'll make a fishpond near the mangrove swamps. Pispanun doesn't have a single redeeming feature beniya ang swiming pul, He will convert the cause aside from being homely she has an pispis n k.o. green tree insect that makes a a4] shrill sound at night (so called from its 
	nosed. Madanihun nang bayhana bisag pis
	sp
	sa 
	pispan, Most prawns come from the 
	fish
	nosed. 
	3 ugly in manner or looks. Wa tay 
	pagaunuhan 
	kay gawas nga pislangu ug dag
	way, pislangu pa giyud 
	ug batasan, She 
	swimming pool into a fishpond. 
	unpleasant 
	disposition as well. n light dis
	• 
	ease 
	of chickens similar to colds. 
	v 
	[Bl; 

	have a nasal voice due to cold. Nagpislangu (gipislangu) ku kay giulanan, l have a bad . house is the voice of a departed one who cold because I got caught in the rain. has come to ask for help in the form 
	sound). It is believed that a 
	pispis in the 
	of 

	pislat v 1 [A; al2] squash, flatten and mash 
	prayers 
	for his salvation. aN-r-= PISPIS. 

	s.t. Pislata ang saging nga ipakaun sa bata, 
	pista n 1 
	feast in honor of a patron saint. 
	-
	-


	..
	..

	Crush the banana to feed to the baby. 2 [B church holiday. 2 expression meaning 'yourslip is showing'(humorous -from the noparents are flat-nosed, the offspring will also be flat-nosed. a flat-nosed. Ayaw ug panaway kay pis/at ka man sad kaayu, Don't an's attention that her slip is showing is to use pangurtina which literally means, 'hang YIT. out curtains'). v 1 [Al; b(l)] hold or celebrate a feast day. Magpista mi sa tris di Mayu, We hold our celebration on the third pushed the buzzer? Ayaw pislita an
	upisiyal public holiday. 
	-sa simbahan
	16; b6] have a flat nose. Ug 
	ang mga ginika
	nan 
	pis/at, mapvislat 
	pud ang anak, If the 
	tion that people hang out curtains during 
	fiesta and another way of calling a wom
	ever 
	criticize for your nose 
	is flat, too. 
	pislayit = PLASLA
	pislit 
	v 1 [A; a2b2] press s. t. hard with the 
	fingers. 
	Kinsay mipislit sa timbri? Who 
	of 
	May. la [A13] -sa inyu your slip 
	is 
	showing (they're celebrating 
	the 
	feast day 
	in 
	your place). 2 
	[Al
	3] it would be a mira
	cle 
	if (such-and-such an unlikely thing) were 
	to happen. Magpista ug muanhi pa tu siya, 
	It would be a miracle if 
	he 
	ever were to 

	p1Stayun -p1SUn 
	come here. Magpista ug sugtun ka ni Mariya, It would be a miracle if Maria were to accept you. paN-v [A2; c] attend the celebration of a feast day. Nakapamista sila sa pista sa Santu Ninyu, They attended the celebration of the feast of the Holy Child. ilcapaN-presentable, look good enough to take to a fiesta. Bubintabag nawung ang bana ni Nilya, ikapamista man sab, Nelia's husband is good-looking enough. You wouldn't be ashamed of him. -in-a eating in large quantities like at a feast. maN-r-, mamistaha
	come here. Magpista ug sugtun ka ni Mariya, It would be a miracle if Maria were to accept you. paN-v [A2; c] attend the celebration of a feast day. Nakapamista sila sa pista sa Santu Ninyu, They attended the celebration of the feast of the Holy Child. ilcapaN-presentable, look good enough to take to a fiesta. Bubintabag nawung ang bana ni Nilya, ikapamista man sab, Nelia's husband is good-looking enough. You wouldn't be ashamed of him. -in-a eating in large quantities like at a feast. maN-r-, mamistaha

	pistayim n the period immediately after the war. Pistayrm na kug maminyu, I got married after the war. v [B126C) be in good terms after a quarrel or misunderstanding, usually said of couples. Nagkapistayrm na ang magtiayung nag-away, The quarreling couple are in good terms again. 
	pisti n 1 pestilence. 2 s.o. or s.t. who causes a pestilence. Tambal batuk sa mga pisti, Medicine against germs. 3 strong curse exanger or disgust. Pisting yawa gikawat ang mga bunga, God damn it to hell. They stole the fruits. Pisti ning k inabubia. Kanunay Zang way kwarta, What a goddamned life! We never have money. -ng yawa n strong curse expressing aer or disgust. v [a4) 1 be affected with pestilence. 
	pressi
	ng 
	ng

	Ang ginbarian nalupig dibang gipisti ang mga ginsakpan, The kingdom was vanquished when a pestilence hit the people. 2 go to hell. Pistibun ka pa unta, Go to hell! (Lit. I hope a pestilence takes you.) 
	Ang ginbarian nalupig dibang gipisti ang mga ginsakpan, The kingdom was vanquished when a pestilence hit the people. 2 go to hell. Pistibun ka pa unta, Go to hell! (Lit. I hope a pestilence takes you.) 

	pistud = PISnJL. 
	pistul (euphemism for pistt) exclamation of disgust. Pistul! Nalrmtan ku ag balun, Darn! I left my lunch home. -(nga) yawaa euphemism for pisting yawa exclamation of disgust.
	pistula n 1 pistol, revolver. 2 prominent hipbone (humorous). v [A; a12] shoot or hit 
	s.o. with a pistol. Gipistula ang kaaway, He shot the enemy (or he hit the enemy on the head) with a pistol. 
	s.o. with a pistol. Gipistula ang kaaway, He shot the enemy (or he hit the enemy on the head) with a pistol. 

	pistunn piston. -ring piston ring. -rad piston rod. 
	1 

	pistunn home-made detonator put into dynamite, made of a little cigarette-sized roll of tin plate, filled with gunpowder. v [A; c 3] attach or use a detonator of this sort. 
	2 

	pisupeso, the Philippine unit of currency (singular). Un pisu, One peso. 2 peso bill. Duba ka pisu, Two peso bills. 3 -kuntra usa kadaku [so-and-soJ is nothing (a penny) as compared with s.o. else who is s.t. (apeso). Nganung asban pa nimug sukul na nga 
	pisupeso, the Philippine unit of currency (singular). Un pisu, One peso. 2 peso bill. Duba ka pisu, Two peso bills. 3 -kuntra usa kadaku [so-and-soJ is nothing (a penny) as compared with s.o. else who is s.t. (apeso). Nganung asban pa nimug sukul na nga 
	1 

	pisu ka man kuntra usa ka daku? Why do with that bum who's nothing but so much trash compared to you? -s peso. Pila ni? Pisus? Dus pisus? How much is this? A peso? Two pesos? v 1 [B56; a2) cost a peso. Nagpisus na ang kilu sa kamatis, Tomatoes cost a peso a kilogram. Pisusa lang ni, Let me have it for a peso. 2 [A123S] receive a scolding. Makapi�ska sa imung gibubat, You'll get a scolding for what you did. maN-, maN-(➔)costing a peso each. v [ al 2) 1 price s. t. at a peso. 2 change s.t. into one-peso no
	you have to bother fighti
	ng 


	pisun storey of a building. Naa sa ikadu
	pisun storey of a building. Naa sa ikadu
	2
	bang pisu ang iyang klasi, Her class is on the second floor. 
	pisu n 1 chick or young of other birds. 2 endearing reference for one's children. 3 novice, s.o. new to s. t. Pisu pa Jang siya sa panuwat, He is new to the writing profession. v {AN; a) hatch an egg. Ang ubang bimungaan di mupisu sa ilang itlug, Some hens won't hatch their eggs. (� )n birdling.
	1
	pis-an n 1 hen or bird that has chicks. 2 an egg that has a chick in it. pisuv la {A; ab2] press the tip of one's fingers over a part of the body to massage it. 
	2 

	Magpisu pa ku sa akung buktun nga namanbud, I'll massage my arms because they are numb. Hipisuan ku ang iyang bubag, I accidentally pressed her boil when I massagedher. 
	pisuk, pisuk v {A; a] 1 push s. t. small into a depressed position. Pisukun ku nang mata mu, I will push your eyes into your head. 2 hit a certain small point right on the head (as if it were being pushed inwards). Pisukun ku nang batu sa akung kasing, I will hit the stone directly with. my top. 3 make a dent in s.t., covering only a small area. (➔) a 1 for s. t. small to be depressed, sunken. 
	· 

	Maglisudpagtutuy ang bata kay pisuk ug atngal ang inahan, The child has difficulty suckling because the mother has inverted nipples. 2 being hit right at the spot aimed for. 
	pisukut n 1 inflammation of the eyes characterized by watery and mucal secretion. 2 disease of poultry characterized by watery eyes, eruptiorn, and debility. v {B16; a4) 1 get this eye infection. Nagpisikut (gipisikut) ang iyang mata, His eyes are infected. 2 for chickens to get this sickness. 
	pisul = Pisu. 
	2

	pisun n steamroller. v {A; bS) steamroller. 
	Hamis ang dalan kay human na man pisuna (pisuni), The road is smooth because it has 
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	1 

	been steamrollered. 
	been steamrollered. 
	pisut a 1 uncircumcised. 2 not having holes in tfie ears. 3 an inexperienced beginner. 1
	-

	kaw nga pisut pa anang tari, dili angay nga mupusta ug daku, You're just a greenhorn so you should not bet great amounts. v [Bl
	26) turn out to be uncircumcised. 

	pisutn k.o. small edible sea cucumber, dark brown to black in color. 
	2 

	pisyat = PISLAT. 
	pisyu (from upisyu) v [A13; abc) always, keep on doing s.t. Nganung nagpisyu siyagbilak? Why is he always crying? Pagminatarung. Mau nay gipisyug maymay sa akung mga ginikanan, Be good. That's what my parents always remind me to do. 
	pisyu (from upisyu) v [A13; abc) always, keep on doing s.t. Nganung nagpisyu siyagbilak? Why is he always crying? Pagminatarung. Mau nay gipisyug maymay sa akung mga ginikanan, Be good. That's what my parents always remind me to do. 

	pisyutis n the tiller in small boats. v [A13; a 
	12) attach, make into a tiller. pita n an ordinary variety of rice with white 
	.
	.
	grains.

	pita n ground which is muddy and dirty.Angbabuy milunang sa pita, The pig wallowed in the mud. v [B2) become muddy and dirty. Mupita (mapita) nang silung ug sigibag yabu ug hinugas, The ground underneath the kitchen will become a dirty mire if you keep throwing the dishwater there. 
	pitada n the sound of a loud and sharp whistle blast or siren. 
	pitak n muddy area, mudhole full of water. n muddy place. Ayaw tumbi ang pitak, Don't step in the mud puddle.!(�) v [B12;b6] become muddy or a mud puddle. Napitak ang nataran nga gisigihag uwan, The yard became a mire because it kept raining all the time. 
	pitakv [A; al) for s.t. fragile to be crushed into pieces. Napitak ang akung bu/pin nga natumban, My ball-point pen was broken because s.o. stepped on it. v [AB12; cl) squash s.t. flat leaving it intact. Dagkungmak ina ang mupitak sa mga aw tung guba, Huge machines will flatten the old cars. Napitak ang mga kamatis, The tomatoes gotsquashed flat. 
	2 

	pitaka n purse, wallet, pocketbook. v 1 [A;b6] use -a purse, wallet, pocketbook. Nagpitaka ku bisan ug way saping -ikasulud, I was carrying a purse even though I didn't have any money to put inside it. 2 [Al2]obtain a purse, wallet, pocketbook. 3 [A;
	c] put s.t. in a purse, wallet, pocketbook. Ipitaka nang ribulbir, Put the revolver in a pocketbook.
	c] put s.t. in a purse, wallet, pocketbook. Ipitaka nang ribulbir, Put the revolver in a pocketbook.

	pitati n k.o. mat (banig) made of heavy straw woven through fine fibers. v 1 [A; c] use a pitati mat. 2 [A; cl] obtain, make into a 
	. , 
	. , 
	pitatt mat. 
	.

	pitay n loose hanging skin or cock's wattles: the loose skin on the underside of a circumcised penis, the skin hanging under the chin or on the upper part of the neck. 
	pitia for the body to be wet and dirty with things sticking to it. v [B] get dirty and sticky. Nagpiti ang imung bubuk, Your hair is all sticky with oil. 
	1 

	piti= PITIW, nl. 
	2 

	piti n slapping, crackling, or popping sound. v [A] resound with this sound. Mipiti ang iyang nawung kay nagtubagtubag man, She received a slap because she answered me back. M ipiti ang papkurn, The popcorncrackled. Nagpitipiti ang kakugnan nga nasunug, The grass field was crackling as it burnt. ((-) n intense action of producing this sound. Piti' Zang ang ilang kinatsila ay,They're rattling off Spanish. v [A] make this sound intensely. 
	piti'but n PT boat. v [Al; ac] take a, go by PT boat. 
	pitii n PTA, acronym for the Parent-Teachers' Association. v [Al] have a PTA meeting.
	pitik v 1 [A; b] flick s.t. with the thumb and forefinger. Kinsay nagpitik sa akung dawunggan? Who flicked my ear? Gipitkanniyang akung kumu, He flicked my knuckles. la [A; c] flick s. t. away with the fingers. A nha sa astri ipitik ang sigariZyu, Flick your ashes into the ash tray. lb [A; b] in carpentry, mark a line on a piece of wood by stretching a string soaked in dye or soot and letting it snap onto the wood. le [A; a b2] shot with a slingshot. Pitkun "ku nangmanuk ihaZas, I'll shoot that wild chic
	,
	s.t. small, making a snapping sound. Akung
	gipitkan ang iyang tiil ug tuaZya, l flicked a [A] · pulse to beat. Nagpitik pa ang iyang puZsu, His pulse is still beating. 2a [A] for the heart to beat for s.o. Mupitik Zang ang akung kasingkasing kang Arturu, My heart beats only for Arturo. 3 [A; cl] make a click, as when a mechanism is released. Mip itik Zang ang pistuZa. Wa nay baZa, The pistol clicked. There were no more bullets. Pahiyum kay aku nang pitkun (ipitik) ang kamira, Smile because I'm going to snap the camera now. n 1 s.t. which flicks
	towel at his 
	legs. 2 
	for 
	the heart or 


	pitiku t -pitsas 
	of your heart. 
	of your heart. 

	pitikut n petticoat. v 1 (A; b] wear a petticoat. 2 (A; al2) make into a petticoat.pitimini n k.o. rose with very tiny pink, red,or white flowers. 
	piting a tight-fitting clothes. v 1 (A23) sew 
	s.t. that fits well. Maayu nang sastrihang mupiting, That seamstress sews clothes that fit well. 2 (B2; a12) become, make tightfitti. Mupiting (mapiting) nang puluha ugmuku na, That shirt will be tight if it shrinks. Pitingun natu ning karsunis nimu pagtabi, Let's cut your pants in a tight-fitting style. 3 (Al3] wear a tight-fitting outfit. 4 (Ai c] have a fitting of s.t. sewn. Di na Lang ku mupiting kay bustu lagi na, I don't need fitting because I'm quite sure it fits. -rum n fitting room. 
	s.t. that fits well. Maayu nang sastrihang mupiting, That seamstress sews clothes that fit well. 2 (B2; a12) become, make tightfitti. Mupiting (mapiting) nang puluha ugmuku na, That shirt will be tight if it shrinks. Pitingun natu ning karsunis nimu pagtabi, Let's cut your pants in a tight-fitting style. 3 (Al3] wear a tight-fitting outfit. 4 (Ai c] have a fitting of s.t. sewn. Di na Lang ku mupiting kay bustu lagi na, I don't need fitting because I'm quite sure it fits. -rum n fitting room. 
	Ł


	pitiŁun n petition. v [A; c3] petition for 
	s.t. Ipitisyun sa pamunu ang inyung prublima, Make a petition to the President about your problems. 
	s.t. Ipitisyun sa pamunu ang inyung prublima, Make a petition to the President about your problems. 

	pitiw n 1 trigger device in a trap which actuates a spring. 2 clitoris (humorous). v (A; b 
	6] put a pitiw in a trap. pitiwpitiw = PITIW,nl. 
	6] put a pitiw in a trap. pitiwpitiw = PITIW,nl. 

	pitla v (A; al] untangle hair or fibers, separate things that are stuck or crumpled together. Nagpitla mi sa mga pabtna sa librung nagpilit, We are separating the,pages of the book that got stuck together. Akung gipitla ang bilu nga nagubut, I untangled the thread. 
	pitla = PIDLA. 
	pitlag v [A; cl] turn sheets of paper or pages of a book over one by one. Ipitlag (pitlaga) nang unang lima ka dabun, Leaf throughthe first five pages. 
	pitlagung n 1 bamboo stick with a tufted end used to clean the palm toddy containers left in the tree (sugung) (so called from the sound produced by using it). 2 sound produced by using the pitlagung. v [A; b] clean a toddy container. 
	pitlud v [A; b] 1 pluck off the ends of young stems to make the plant spread. Pitluran ang tabaku arun managku ang dabun, Theypluck the tops of the tobacco plants so that the leaves will grow big. 2 break off of young stems in general. 
	pitluk v 1 [A; ab2] strangle s.o. with the hands. Pitlukun ta ka ug mutug-an ka, I'll strangle you if you tell. 2 (A; al 2) swipe fowls (slang). Limbaruk! Gipitluk ang amung sunuy gabii, Damn! They swiped our rooster last night! 3 [al2] ·thrust the finger in s.o.'s eyes. Bisag pitlukun pa ang mata sa tudlu dili makita tungud sa kangitngit, It's so dark you couldn't see a finger thrust 
	into your eyes. 
	into your eyes. 
	pitnit = PIKNIK. 
	pitpitv 1 [B46N) be wet through so that clothing, hair or feathers stick to the body. Nagpitpit siyang 1niabut sa balay, She was dripping wet when she arrived in the house. 2 [BN; a4] for the eyes to get sticky with yellowish discharge. Mupitpit (mapitpit, pitpitun) ang imung mata ug tagimatabun ka, Your eyes get filled with yellowish discharge if you have sore eyes. 3 [A2N; b(l)] for the strands of hair to be thick with nits. Mupitpit (mamitpit) ang bubuk sa lusa ug dili hugutan, The hair gets thick with
	1 

	pitpitn 1 k.o. swift. 2 the mahjong piece with one bamboo that resembles the pitpitbird. v [Al23; b6) get a pitpit.
	2 

	pitpitv [A; c) squeal about a crime or tattle (slang). Mipitpit na ang dinakpan, The suspect that was arrested squealed. Kinsaynagpitpit sa maistra nga nangupya ku, Who told the teacher that I copied? 
	3 

	pitpita n chicken ailment characterized by the development of a thick rough epidermis on the outer layer of the tongue rendering it difficult for the chicken to eat. Dili mukaun ang manuk kun may pitpita, A chicken with pitpita will not eat. pitpitahun a of a sort havithis disease. 
	ng 

	pi trap n P-trap, an S-shaped tube for the escape of water or gas that prevents the water or gas from returning. v [b6] put a P-trap s.w. 
	pitrulyu, pitrulyum n 1 petroleum. 2 kerosene. v [Al; b6(1)] fill up with kerosene. Gipitrulyuman ang kusinilya, They put kerosene in the pressurized stove. 
	pitrumaks n a pressurized kerosene lantern (so called from the brand name petromax). v (A; b6(1)] use a petromax. 
	pitsn peaches.
	1 

	pitsn pitch of a note. 
	2 

	pitsv (A; c6] pitch in a baseball game. 
	3 

	pitsa n date. Unsang pitsaba run? What date is it today? v (c] put or write the date. Nulu kanang kuntratu kay wa pitsabi, That contract is null and void because it wasn't dated. 
	pitsas n 1 mahjong pieces. 2 chips in poker. 3 money (slang). v 1 [Al2; b8] have a particular mahjong piece in one's hand. 2 [Al; al2] use chips in playing a game. -an a moneyed, rich (slang). Pitsasan nang baybana maayu pangasaw-u n, That woman is wellheeled. She'd make a good wife. v [B1256]become moneyed. 

	p1tsay -pit-us 
	pitsay n Chinese cabbage, a vegetable cultivated for its long, whitish leaves, eaten cooked: Brassica pekinensis. -bisaya n k.o. pitsay with darker leaves: Brassica chinensis. 
	pitsay n Chinese cabbage, a vegetable cultivated for its long, whitish leaves, eaten cooked: Brassica pekinensis. -bisaya n k.o. pitsay with darker leaves: Brassica chinensis. 
	pitsbuy = PIDSBUY.
	pitsi = PIPSI.
	pitsikurnu n brass knuckles. v [A; ab2) use brass knuckles. 
	pitsil n pitcher, a container for holding and pouring liquids. v [ al 2) place s. t. in apitcher.
	pit sinyur exclamation shouted when dancers dance the sinulug in front of the image of the Holy Child (Santu Ninyu). v [A) exclaim pit sinyur. 
	pitsipitsi n 1 miscellaneous sundry goods. 
	Mga pitsipitsi ra ning akung baligya, I just have small, sundry goods here. 2 miscellaneous, trivial things. Mga pitsipitsing balita gikan sa barbiriya, Bits of trivial news and information from the barber shop. 3 s.t. trivial, not worth paying attention to. Pitsipitsi ang inyung gikaawayan, You are quarreling over nothing. v [alb) buy or sell s.t. in small amounts. Pitsipitsihun (ipitsipitsi) naku ang pagpalit sa akung mga kinahanglanun, rll buy the things I need a little bit at a time. 

	pitsirl = PITSIL.
	pitsirn pitcher in baseball. v [B56; cl) be,make s.o. the pitcher. 
	2 

	pitsu n 1 breast of fowl or birds. 2 chest bones, sternum. Baliun ku ang imung pitsu ug magbinuang ka, I will break your ribs if you do foolishness. v [A; al2) hit s.o. in the chest. punta -see PUNTA, n5.
	2

	pitsukurnu = PITSIKURNU.
	pitu n seven. labangun ug -ka lawud see LABANG. V see TULU. ika-seventh. Ang ikapitu ka (nga) tawu, The seventh man. Ikapitung langit, Seventh heaven, bliss. kapituan seventy. ka-, maka-seven times. tag·(�) seven at a time. 
	pitun l whistle. 2 whistling sound. v [A;b6(1)) blow a whistle, usually as a signal. Mipitu ang barku paglarga, The ship blew its whistle as it left port. Gipituhan ka sa ripiri, The referee blew his whistle on you.
	1 

	. 
	. 
	,


	p1tu= PITURU.
	2 

	pitugu n k.o. ornamental plant with pinnate leaves resembling a palm. The male plant produces once a year an enormous cone at the tip of the stem: Cycas rumpbii. 
	pitukv [A; b] 1 flick the fingers. 2 [Al2; b 
	1 

	8) for an instrument to hit s. t. accidentally. 
	8) for an instrument to hit s. t. accidentally. 
	Pahawa diha kay hipitukan ka sa sundang, 
	Get out of there because the bolo will hit 
	you. 3 [A; a) hit with a sudden, sharp blow. 
	Gipituk nrya ang babayi sa martilyu, He hit the woman with a hammer. n l flick of the fingers. _2 sharp, sudden blows. 
	.
	. 

	pitukv [Al3] for the eyes to stare blankly into space. f':Jagpituk ang iyang mata kay lawum ang iyang gipinsar, He stared blankly into space because he was absorbed in deepthought. pitukpituk v 1 [A3; cl] stare without thought, blinking. the eyes. Mupitukpituk Zang nang bataa ug latiguhun, dili muhilak, The child will just stare and blink his eyes if you whip him. He won't cry. Nagpitukpituk lang ang buang nga gisultihan, Thederaed man just kept staring and blinking his eyes as they talked to him. 2 [B
	2 
	ng

	pitul v [A; al] impose punishment to djscipline. Di na siya magpabuyag kay napitul na siya naku, He won't make a nuisance of himself any longer because I gave him a good whipping.
	pitupitu n 1 mosquito wrigglers. 2 tadpole. (�) game played with small children where the child puts the fingers on the palm of the adult's hand who recites or sings a rhyme closing the fingers on the child's hand. Oneversion: Pitupitu santubud, kan-un puru budbud, Putdang sanggutan, ang bilin kawatan, Pitupitu santubud, all he eats is budbud, Cut the toddy-producing tree down, Whoever is left is the thief. v 1 [a4] be infested with mosquito wrigglers or tadpoles. Gipitupitu ang danaw, The pond is full o
	, .
	. 

	p1turu n enema tip. 
	·
	pit-us a 1 not affording enough space. Pit-us nga kwartu, A room that is too small. Pit-us ang dalan ngadtu sa bukid, It's a narrow road that goes into the mountains. 2 hard up financially. Pit-us kaayu mi kay wa kuytrabahu, We're very hard up because I don't 
	have a job. v l [B12; a] make s.t. narrow. Nagkapit-us ang asiras sa mga tinda, Thesidewalks are gettijammed because of all the goods for sale. 2 [B12) be hard upfinancially. 3 [b8] be in a difficult situation, in a tight corner, etc. Musukul ku ug mapit-usan, I'll fight back if I am cornered. ka-n tightness, esp. of one's financial condition. 
	ng 


	p1tut -piyung 
	pitut n act of derision made by expelling air with the two lips allowing them to vibrate a couple of times and punctuating it with a 
	t. paN-v [A23; b(l)] make this sound. Sagpaun ku siya ug pamitutan ku niyag usab, lwill slap her if she says 'ptt' to me again. 
	t. paN-v [A23; b(l)] make this sound. Sagpaun ku siya ug pamitutan ku niyag usab, lwill slap her if she says 'ptt' to me again. 

	pitwurk n footwork of a boxer. 
	piud v [A; c6] hold, press close to oneself. Gipiud niyag maayu ang lihru arun dili mabasa sa ulan, She held the book close to her so it wouldn't get wet in the rain. 
	piud v [A; b6] weave the edges of s.t. made of straw in such a way that it won't come undone. Gipiuran ku pa ang banig, I'm stillweaving the edges of the mat. 
	piug v [A; al] 1 forcibly keep s.t. from moving. Way nakapiug sa buang nga nangisug, No one can control the violent madman. 2 keep under control. Mapiug Lang natu ang bata kun mulatus ta, We can keep the child under control only if we whip him. pa-v [A13) allow oneself to be prevailed upon. DiU giyud na siya magpapiug. Gustu giyung manimawus, He can't be prevailed upon. He wants to take revenge. 
	piut = PIG-UT.
	piward n ward in a hospital where the patient is charged, as opposed to a private room or charity ward. v [c6] stay in a pay ward.
	piyad v [B; cl] for the back to become bent and, by extension, the stomach. Nagpiyadang bukubuku sa kabayu sa kabug-at sa ;.yang dala, The horse's back sagged under the burden of his load. lpiyad (pyara) ang imung tiyan arun magtakdu ang bakus, Pull your stomach in so the belt will go all the way around. (➔) v [A; cl] stick out thestomach. Ug imung pyarun (ipiyad) ang imung tiyan mu ra kag mabdus, If you stick your stomach out, you'll look like a pregnant woman. piyadpiyad v [B46; cl] walk and writhe at t
	piyak, piyak n cheeping sound of chicks or young birds. v [A; b3] 1 peep, cheep. Pangitaa rung pisu nga nagpiyak, Look for the chick that is peeping. 2 [A12] stand achance to win (lit. get a chance to cheep). Wa makapiyak ang akung singku pisus nga gidula, I bet five pesos, but they didn't get a chance.
	1

	piyaka for the stomach or flank of an animal to be thin, not full Pasabsaba ang kabaw kay piyak kaayug tiyan, Put the carabao out to pasture because its flank is very thin. v [BJ having an empty stomach. 
	2 

	piyal v 1 [A2] trust. Way mupiyal anang tawbana kay bakakun, No one trusts that man because he is a liar. 2 [A; c] entrust 
	piyal v 1 [A2] trust. Way mupiyal anang tawbana kay bakakun, No one trusts that man because he is a liar. 2 [A; c] entrust 
	s.t. to s.o. Ayawg ipiyal ang mga bata sa binatunan, Don't entrust your children to themaid. Kapyalan kaayung tawbana, A very trustwonhy person. -in-an n a person who is entrusted with a responsibility of caringfor, looking after s.t. 
	piyangpiyang, piyangpiyang n 1 cymbal, a musical instrument which is a pair of metal concave plates that ring when struck together. 2 a lesbian (humorous metaphor). v 1[A; b6(1)] play a cymbal. 2 [A; a12] make into cymbals. 3 [C 1; b2] do lesbian acts; be a lesbian.
	piy$ a for s. t. which was full to be without its contents and flat and crinkled. Di na piyas ang tiyan sa bata nga nakakaun na, Nowthat the child has eaten, his stomach isn'tsunken. v 1 [B; cl] cause s.t. that was bulging to flatten out.Mapiyas ang ligid sa awtu ug way bangin, The tire of the car goes flat when there is no air. Nagpiyas ang saku nga way sulud, The empty sack was crinkled. 2[A; cl] split s.t. laterally or peel around theedges. Gipiyas niya ang iyang pitaka ug gipak ita ang sulud, He open
	piyatpiyat n variation of poker with up to four players, each of which is dealt thirteen cards, which are divided into three groups, two with five cards each, and one with three cards. The players' three different hands are pitted against each other, and theplayer who has two winning hands gets the pot. v [A; c] play this sort of poker . 
	•
	ptyu see PRISYU.
	piyu n k.o. edible fresh water crab about 2" by 3" in size. 
	piyuk v [B2S3; ab7P] for lamps or lights to grow dim. Nagpiyuk man ang suga. Limpiyuhi ang tubu, Why is the light dim? Clean the chimney. 
	piyun, piyun n 1 common laborer, esp. the lowest-ranki!. 2 pawn in chess. v [B 156] be, become a common laborer. Mapiyun giyud kag di ka mulampus, You'll become nothing but a common laborer if you don't succeed in your studies. 
	ng

	piyung v [A2S; cl] close the eyes. Pyunga(ipiyung) ang imung mata; unya tag-ana ni, Close your eyes; then guess what it is. 2 [A 12; b6] for one to be so good at doing s.t. he can do it with the eyes closed. Pyungan na nakug ayu, I can fix that with my eyes 
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	closed. 3 [A; a12] close one's eyes to s.t ..bad, tolerate it. Kadtung nagpiyung sa ilang mga mata sa mga kasaypanan sad-an pud, 
	closed. 3 [A; a12] close one's eyes to s.t ..bad, tolerate it. Kadtung nagpiyung sa ilang mga mata sa mga kasaypanan sad-an pud, 
	Those who close their eyes to the irregularities are also guilty. (➔) a for the eyes to be closed. tag-(➔) v [B; cl] take a short nap. Mutagpiyung Lang kug kadiyut, I'll just take a short nap. Natagpiyung tingali siya kay naawahi.man sa trabahu, He must have dozed off because he was late to work. 
	plag n electrical plug. v = PLAG•IN. plin v [A; c] plug in an electrical plug. n ole. plagrising n flag-raisiceremony before the 
	ag-
	plagpul 
	fl
	agp
	ng 

	day's activities start. v [Al] hold the flag
	-

	. . 
	ra1s1ng ceremony. 
	plagritrit n flag retreat ceremony at the end of the day's activities. v [A] engage in a flag retreat ceremony. 
	plagsirimuni n flag-raisiceremony. v [A 1] hold a flag-raising ceremony. 
	ng 

	plagsut v [B246; b8] pop out when squeezed, be propelled from a confined spacewhen pressed. Muplagsut ang lisu ug pislitun nimu ang bunga, The seed will pop out if you squeeze the fruit. Naplagsutan siyag asiti pagbumba naku sa tangki, When I pumped the tank, oil spurted out on her. 

	plahuta = PLAWI'A.
	plaka n 1 phonograph record. 2 plate from which a photograph is made. 3 plaque. 4 license plate of a vehicle. v 1 [A; b] record 
	s.t. on a phonograph record. 2 [b) use a plate in a camera. 3 [A] get, give, have a license plate.
	s.t. on a phonograph record. 2 [b) use a plate in a camera. 3 [A] get, give, have a license plate.

	plakul = P ALAKUL. 
	plamingku = PALAMINGKU.
	plamir n plumber. v [B156; a12] be a plumb
	-

	er.
	er.

	plan n custard. v [A; c] make, have custard. 
	plagana n wash basin. plangganita n small basin. plaka n service switch, the switch on a service box used to connect or disconnect electricity to a house. v [b6] put a service switch s.w. 
	ng
	ng

	plangklru n one who saws timber into planks or controls the machine doiso. 
	ng 

	planhay a sloping gradually. Planhay ang ilang yuta di bakilid di sad patag, Their land is a gradual slope. It is not steep, nor is it level. v [B; cl] slope slightly or gradually. Iplanhay (planhaya) pag-atup, Makethe roof at a slight slope.
	planila = PRANILA. 
	planita n planet, esp. as a source of astrological information. 
	plansa = PLANTSA. 
	planta n plant, factory, powerhouse. v [A12;b6] put up a plant.
	planta n plant, factory, powerhouse. v [A12;b6] put up a plant.
	plantada a in plain, unobstructed view. Plantada kaayu ang ilang balay gikan sa iskina, 
	You can see their house clearly from the corner. v [AB; c6] be in full view, cause s.t. to be so. Miplantada siyag lingkud arun makit-an sa tanan, She sat where everybody could see her. Kanang munumintung nagplantada diha, The monument that you see there. 
	plantasiyun n plantation. v [Al; b6] have a plantation.plantilya n 1 list of permanent employees. 
	Wa ka sa plantilya kay kaswal pa ka, Youare not in the roster because you are a temporary employee. 2 cut-out pattern, sheet pattern. v 1 [A; b6] make a list of employees. 2 [A; cl] make, make with a pattern.
	Plantilyaha (iplantilya) ning daan nga sin, 
	Use this old iron sheet for your patterns. 
	Plantilyahi ang panaptun arun sayun ra tabasun, Use a pat;_tern on the cloth so that it will be easy to cut. 
	plantsa n 1 flatiron. 2 trowel 3 crew cut. afor iron sheets to be flat and smooth. Plantsang sin ang itaptap sa lamisa, Cover the table with smooth sheets of tin. v [A; a] 1 iron s.t. Plantsaha ri day, Please iron this for me, Miss. la flatten out metal sheets that are corrugated or wrinkled. 2 smooth out cement. 3 [A; cl] give a crew cut. plantsahan n ironing board. -du, . -wu n ironedclothes. -dur(➔) n presser. v [BJ become a presser. -in-n 1 s.t. ironed. 2 crew cut. plantsahun, plantsahunun, plantsadu
	clothes to iron. 
	planu n 1 plan of s.t. constructed on a piece of ground. 2 plan, program of what one is to do. 2a plan, intention. Wa kuy planu paglangyaw, 1 have no plans to go abroad. v 1 [A; b6] make a plan of s.t. 2 [A;ab] make plans, devise a plan for s.t. Akuymuplanu sa kasal, I'll make the wedding plans. Giplanu giyug maayu ang pagtulis sa bangku, The bank robbery was well planned. 2a plan, intend to do s. t. 
	goi
	ng 

	plariti n ribbing of a boat to which the walling is attached .. v [A; b] make the ribbing for a boat.!· 
	•plas -:-[number of English origin] [so-andso) many points advantage. Hatagan niyag plas payib ang banga niyang kuntra, He wiltgive his weaker opponent a five-point advantage. 
	plas v [A; blc] flush the toilet, flush water ov�r an area. lplas ang kasilyas bumag gamit, Flush the toilet after using it. Giplasan 

	plas-plawta 
	2 

	niya ug tubig ang hugaw sa salug sa banyu, 
	niya ug tubig ang hugaw sa salug sa banyu, 

	She flushed water over the bathroom floor to get rid of the dirt. n flush mechanism. pwn flash equipment of a camera. v [ c6] flash news over the radio or on the screen. 
	2 

	Ang kalit nga kamatayun sa prisidinti sa nasud giplas sa radiyu karun, The sudden death of the president was flashed over the radio now. -ingn 1 appearance of the ins. 2 short advertisement flashed on the screen in the movies before the show bins. 
	Ang kalit nga kamatayun sa prisidinti sa nasud giplas sa radiyu karun, The sudden death of the president was flashed over the radio now. -ingn 1 appearance of the ins. 2 short advertisement flashed on the screen in the movies before the show bins. 
	1 
	characters on stage before a play b
	eg
	eg


	plasa n plaza, a public square or market place in a city or town. v [ac] make a plaza. 
	plas balb n flash bulb. 
	plaS1'1>u n 1 feast celebrated in the eveningbefore All Souls' Day where food is prepared as an offering to the departed. Originally it was unsalted and put at the altar or before a grave. It marks the end of a novena. 2 the food prepared for this occasion. 3 funeral rites preceding a burial accompanied or followed by a solemn tolling of bells. Human sa plasihu dad-un sa mintiryu ang minatay, After the church ceremony the body will be taken to the cemetery. 3a the tolling of the bells for the dead. v [
	b] hold this feast or funeral ceremony. paNv [A2; b6(1)] partake of this feast. Mamlasibu ta karung gabii sa ila, We will participate in their All Souls' Eve celebration. 
	b] hold this feast or funeral ceremony. paNv [A2; b6(1)] partake of this feast. Mamlasibu ta karung gabii sa ila, We will participate in their All Souls' Eve celebration. 

	plasing n flashing at the edge of a roof. v [Al; cl put up the flashing at the edge of a roof. 
	plasis n 1 hand in mah jong consisting of only one unit: sirkuls, or bambu, or karaktir with any other combination of wind pieces (bintus) or dragons (dran). 2 flush hand in a card game. Lupig ang plasis sa pulbawus, A flush can't beat a full house. 
	gu

	plaskiya n long, wooden straightedge of no standard length. 
	plaslayit n flashlight. v [A; b] shine a flashlight on, use a flashlight. 
	plasta, plastir = PALASTAR. 
	plastik n 1 plastic. 2 plastic surgery. v [A;
	a} perform plastic surgery. -surdyiri n plastic surgery.
	a} perform plastic surgery. -surdyiri n plastic surgery.

	plastir n medical plaster or adhesive. -ab paris n plaster of Paris. -kast n plaster cast. v 1 [A; b6(1)] use, put a plaster to cover a woundors.t. 2 [A; cl] apply a plaster cast to s. o. 
	plasu n ex tension, postponement of the agreed deadline, esp. of payment. v [A; b6) give an extension or postponement. Giplasuban lang kug usa ka bu.Ian pagbatag sa bu-
	gay, l was given a month's extension to give the bride price. 
	gay, l was given a month's extension to give the bride price. 
	plat n garden plot. v [A; a] divide a garden into plots. 
	plat a 1 flat, not having depressions or elevations on it. Plat ug dugbang baybana, A flat-chested woman. 2 completely without money, penniless. Plat kaayu ku run, I am completely broke. 3 flat tire. 3a tire without enough air. Bumbabi pa kay plat pa, Put more air in it because it still is flat. 4 flat-heeled shoes. 5 be knocked flat. Naigusa akung lipbuk, da plat lagi, I hit him with my left hook and he was knocked out flat. v 1 [Bl get to be flat. Maplat ang bisiklita ug sakyan ug tambuk, The bicycle ti
	p/at ku niya dayun nga wa kuy ispiransa, 
	She told me flatly that I had no hope. -syus n flat-heeled shoes. -tayir n flat tire. -tap crew cut. v [A; cl6) get a crew cut. 
	plata n 1 silver. 2 silver coin. v [bl alloy s. t. with silver. buda di-see BUDA. 
	platap = PLAT TAP. see PLAT. 
	platapurma n 1 stage, platform. 2 platform of a political party. v [A; b6) make a stage or platform. 
	platik = PALA TIK. 
	platinu, platinum n interruptor of an internal combustion engine. 

	platiriya n goldsmith shop. v [A; a] put up a goldsmith shop. platiru n silver-, goldsmith. 
	platitupn saucer. v [a2) put a saucer or small plate. 
	1 

	platitun k.o. ornamental bush: Polyscias
	z
	z
	scutellaria. 
	platnus a flat-nosed. 

	platu, plarun n general name for plates of any material, flat or deep. v [A; a2] eat from plates. hayang ang -see HAY ANG. 
	platunn platoon in the military. -lidir n 
	2 

	platoon leader. 
	platoon leader. 

	plawir n 1 female genitalia (euphemism). 2 minor characters in a play, insignificant performers in a game. 3 = BULAK, 2a. v 1 [A; a12) be a minor character in a play or game. Naplawir ku adtung dulaa kay wa ku bipasabi, I didn't do anything in that game because they never passed the ball to me once. 2 [Al2; b6] draw a bulak in mahjong. -bis n vase. -gil n flower girl. v [BS6; c16) be a flower girl. -pat n flowerpot
	plawta n flute. v 1 [AN; a) play the flute, 
	•play-plur 
	779 

	make into a flute. 2 [A23N2; a12] eat s.t.long as if playing the flute. Kusug siyang muplawta (mamlawta) ug inanag, He really eats broiled corn on the cob fast. 
	make into a flute. 2 [A23N2; a12] eat s.t.long as if playing the flute. Kusug siyang muplawta (mamlawta) ug inanag, He really eats broiled corn on the cob fast. 
	•play mu-(➔) a= UNGLU (humorous -so called from the ability of the u nglu to fly). 
	..
	kan-(➔) = MUPLA Y. 
	play-awi n hair style of shoulder-length hair haidown loosely. v [Al; cl] fix, wear the hair in this style. 
	ng
	ng 


	playing susir n flying saucer. 
	playir = PLA VIS. 
	playir = PLA VIS. 

	playis n pliers. v [A; a2] use pliers. 
	playit n scheduled flight of an airplane. Unsang urasa ang imung pLayit? What time is your flight? -atindant n flight attendant. playwit n flyweight boxer. v [B126) be in 
	the flyweight class. 
	the flyweight class. 

	playwud n plywood. v [Al; al2] use, make 
	s.t. of plywood. pli n exclamation uttered to make a game 
	I 
	I 
	, 

	' •
	start. Nakatagu na mu? PLt! Are you all
	hidden? Coming ready or not. 

	pliv (AC; ab5c2] have sexual relations (euphemism). Kada gabii magpli sila, Theyhave sexual intercourse every night. 
	2 

	plibisitu n referendum, special election over a single issue. v (Al 3; c] hold a referendum.
	plibul v (A23] go along s.o. else's proposal or decision just to gain or stay in his good graces. Kay mau may iyang gustu, muplibuL Lang ta, If that's what he wants, let's just go along with it. 
	plibuy n short-sleeved sport shirt. v [A; a]
	I
	I
	wear, make into a sport shirt. 

	plibuya philanderer, one who plays around with lots of women. v [B12) be a philanderer.
	2 

	pligis = PILIGIS.
	pligrawun n 1 playground. 2 a set of activities such as dances, calisthenics, gymnastics, and the like, performed en Q1asse on an open area. v (a2] make a playground. -dimunstrisyun = PLIGRAWUN. 2.
	pligu = PILI GU. 
	plima n phlegm.
	plimiru = PRIMIRU.
	plin n airplane. v (Al; ale] take, bring in an ailane. MagpLin ku paingun sa Manila, I'll take a plane to Manila. 
	1
	rp

	plinn cloth that is unfigured, untwilled. 
	2 

	plirayid n unofficial player in a game or gambling, participating as filler so that there is a full contient of the required number of players. His scores are not counted and he cannot take part in betting. Daghan unta kug puntus apan wala ikwinta kay pLirayid ra man ku, I got lots of points, but they 
	plirayid n unofficial player in a game or gambling, participating as filler so that there is a full contient of the required number of players. His scores are not counted and he cannot take part in betting. Daghan unta kug puntus apan wala ikwinta kay pLirayid ra man ku, I got lots of points, but they 
	ng

	were not counted because I just filled in. v[A) fill in to make a full contingent. 

	plirt a for a woman to be flirting or coquettish. v [A; b6] flirt with s.o. 
	plirt a for a woman to be flirting or coquettish. v [A; b6] flirt with s.o. 
	plising v [A; c] i'n ball games, played with a net, place the ball in a certain spot in the opponent's side. Iplising sa wala ang bu/a ug naa siya sa tuu, Place the ball in the left side if he is on the right sideŁ a hitting in a place that is difficult to return .the ball 
	from.
	plismat n placemat for putting under dishes. v [A; c] use placemats. 
	plit = PILIGIS.
	pliti n 1 fare. Pilay pliti ngadtus Manila? ·
	How much is thefare to Manila? la fare money. Diay imung pliti, Here's the money for your fare. 2 rental. v 1 [A; c] rent. Mupliti ra kug libru kay wa kuy ipalit, I'll just rent my books because I don't have enough moneyto buy them. 2 [A; c) pay the rent, fare. Siyay nagpliti naku, He paid my fare. 
	· 

	plitina = PILITINA.
	plitnambir n vehicle plate number. walay palm toddy which is artificially made (slang). Way plitnambir ning tubaa, magkalibang ta ini, This is an artificial palm toddy. We'll get diarrhea from it. v [A; b6(1)] issue a plate number to a vehicle. 
	-

	plits = PILIGIS.
	plitsa n a four-wheeled horse-drawn carriage used in former times. v [A3; a12] ride in this sort of carriage. 
	phi n flu. v [B12; a4] be sick with flu. Pluhun gani ka, pahulay dayun, Go immediately to bed if you get the flu. 
	pluhu = PULUHU.pluma n 1 ornamental feathers. 2 fountain,or dip pen, quill. 3 the graphite in pencils. v 1 [A; b(l)] adorn s.t. with feathers. Giplumahan ang mga kalu sa mga sundalung 
	.
	bitiranu, The veterans adorned their hats with feathers. 2 [Al; al2] use, write with a fountain pen ordip pen. Magpluma ta inigsulat sa atung!. tim, We'll usea dip pen 
	· 
	. 

	· 
	.
	for writing our themes. plumahi n ornamental_ feathers. v [b] adorn 
	:
	·
	.

	s.t. with ornamerttal feathers. 
	plumiru. n feather duster. v [A; a) dust s. t. 
	_with a leather dus_ter; make a feather duster. 
	··
	plumiru= PLAMIR. :· · . . .
	2 
	. 

	plumu n l lead Plumu ang gihimu niyang pamatu, He used lead for his sinker. 2 washer put under nails. v [A; b6] nail s.t. with awasher. Ang Lansang sa sin pLumuban arun dimutulu, They put washers under the roofnails to prevent it from leaking. 
	plur n floor, storey of a building. Unsang 

	plural upiring -pransis 
	plura ang mzung upisina, sa pip plur? Whatfloor is your office, on the fifth floor? 
	plura ang mzung upisina, sa pip plur? Whatfloor is your office, on the fifth floor? 

	plural upiring n flower offering put on a monument or given to a beauty queen with a ceremony. v [Al] hold such a ceremony. 
	plurdilis n zinnia. plurira n flower vase. v [A; cl] use s.t. as a flower vase. 
	pluris 1 = BULAK, 2a. 2 -di Mayu season in the month of May when flowers are offered to the Virgin in the church. v 1 [Al2; b6] draw a bulak in mahjo. 2 [Al] hold the celebration of the May flowers. 
	pluris 1 = BULAK, 2a. 2 -di Mayu season in the month of May when flowers are offered to the Virgin in the church. v 1 [Al2; b6] draw a bulak in mahjo. 2 [Al] hold the celebration of the May flowers. 
	ng


	plurisin n fluorescent lamp. v [Al; b(l)] use, install a fluorescent lamp. 
	plurlidir n 1 floor leader in the legislature. 2the one _of a group that sleeps on the floor (humorous). Kay kulang ug katr� ikay plurlidir, There's not enough beds so you sleep on the floor. v -1 [B156; cl6) be made thefloor leader. 2 [A2B6;al2] be the one to sleep on the floor, cause one to be such. 
	plurwaks n floor wax. v [A; b] apply floor wax.
	plut n float in a parade. v 1 [A2] ride on a float. Magplut ang rayna nga iparada, Thebeauty queen will be paraded around on a float. 2 [A; al2] make s.t. into a float. 
	pluting n k. o. dance wherein a dancer appears to float. v [A] do this dance. 
	pluting rit n floating rate of currency. Angpluting rit mauy nakapamabal sa prisyu sa mga palalitun, The floating rate is the reason prices have gone up. v [B1456] for the floating rate to be in effect. 
	pluwid n a cigarette lighter fluid. v [A; b] fill with lighter fluid. pra (from para) cry to get horses to stop: whoa. 
	prabir = PARABIR. 
	pragata n frigate with sails. v [A; al2) ride, load s. t. in a frigate.
	, 
	, 
	,


	pragatus = PARAGATUS.
	pragmin n frogmen. 
	prakn formal evening gown for women. v 1[Al;b6) wear such a frock. 2 [al2) make into a frock of this sort. 
	1 

	prak
	prak
	plodi
	ng 

	prak n onomatopoetic sound of ex

	run kay prangku man nrya, He will not go 
	run kay prangku man nrya, He will not go 
	firecrackers. 
	to work today because it is his day off. v

	prakisu v [A; al2] fail to carry out an agree
	[A2] take a day off from work. Muprangku 
	[A2] take a day off from work. Muprangku 
	, 
	ment. Makasalig ka naku kay di ku muprakasu ug sabut, yOU can count on me because I do not break agreements. 

	prakaydap= PARAKAYDA. 
	praktikal a practical, simplebut useful Prak
	praktikal a practical, simplebut useful Prak
	· 

	tikal kaayu ang sininang dastir para sa ba
	tikal kaayu ang sininang dastir para sa ba
	lay, A duster is a very practical dress to 
	wear in the house. v [ cl) do s.t. in a prac
	-

	tical way. 
	praktis v 1 [A; a2] rehearse, train s.o. Akuymupraktis sa mga bata ug kanta, I'll train the children how to sing. 2 practice, rehearse. Magpraktis ta sa atung drama, Let'spractice our drama. 3 [A;b6] practice one's profession. Mupraktis kug makapasar ku sa bar, I will practice law if I pass the bar. n practice or rehearsal Lisdan ku magkinatsi-, la kay wa na kuy praktis, I have a hard time speaking Spanish because I don't have practice. walay -1 unskilled (as if lacking practice). 2 rough, accustomed to in
	ng 
	ng 

	prakul = PALAKUL 
	prangha v [Al; c] decorate; dress up smartly, esp. with jewels. Dili musimba nang tigulanga ug dili makaprangba, The old woman never goes to church without her jewels. Prangbai ang sakyanan sa bag-ung kinasal, Decorate the automobile of the newly-weds.
	prangka a frank, saying exactly what one thinks. Prangka pud kaayu nimu, How very frank of you! v [A; cl] tell s.o. frankly. 
	,
	Aku siyang giprangkaban nga wa kuy gustu nrya, I told him frankly that I don't like him.
	prangkisa n franchise. 
	prangkisiya n franchise. 
	prangkiyu n postage stamp. v [A; b6(1)] put a postage stamp on s.t. Giuli. ang sulat kay wa kaprangkiyubi, The letter was returned because they didn't put stamps on 

	prangku 
	n day off. Dili siya mutrababu ka
	n day off. Dili siya mutrababu ka
	ku sa trababu ugma kay magpagikan ku sa akung anak, I'll take the day off tomorrow because I'll see my child off at the airport. 
	prangku= PRANGKA.
	2 


	pranila n flannel. v [A; b6] wear, make of flannel.
	ated loaf of bread with pointed tips and a cut at the center. 
	pransis n an elo
	ng

	Pransiya -pn mid 
	Pransiya n France. prantada = PLANTADA.prantsit = PRUNSIT.
	Pransiya n France. prantada = PLANTADA.prantsit = PRUNSIT.
	prasis v [A; a2) process papers or documents. Madugay pang prasisun ang mga papilis, It will take time to get your papers processed. -ing(➔) 1 preparation of s.t. 2 processing of papers.
	prasku n tall wine bottle with four sides, holding more than a liter. v [c16] put s.t.into a bottle of this sort. 
	prawud a l proud and arrogant. Prawud kaayu na sila abi sapian man, They are arrogant just because they have money. 2 proudof s.t. Prawud kaayu ang ginikanan sa balidikturyan, The valedictorian's parents were mighty proud. v [B12) 1 become proud and arrogant. 2 become proud. 
	praybasi n privacy from view. Di ku maligu dinhi kay way praybasi, I won't take a bath here because there's no privacy. 
	praybit n 1 private, not for public use. Praybit dyip, Private jeep, not used for public transportation. la private, not publiclymaintained. -iskul private school. -rud road maintained by the owner. lb private, for the exclusive use of s.o. or a group. -: nars private nurse. -rum private room in a hospital. 2 private rank in the military. v [B156; cl] be a private enlisted man. Magpraybit lang ku, I'll content myself with beia private. 
	ng 


	prayid rayis n fried rice. v [A; a] make, have fried rice. Prayid raysa ang kan-un, Makefried rice of the food (rice). 
	prayid tsikin n fried chicken. v [A; a] make, have fried chicken. 
	prayli n Spanish priest that is a member of a religious order. v [B156; a12] become a Spanish friar. 
	praymari see PRIMARY A. 
	. 
	. 
	,


	pr1 = PARI. see PARI.
	pri a 1 free to do as one likes. 2 without cost or free. Kining tanan gihatag kanimung pri, All these things are given free to you. Pri ka sa pagkaun, You don't have to pay for your food. 2 in a game, free to make a shot unhindered. v 1 [A; al) allow s.o. to do s.t.free. 2 [ B 1256; b( 1)) get a chance to take a shot unhindered. 
	pribada, pribadu a private, not for public use or not financed by the government. Di na diha pasudlan kay pribadu, You cannot go in there because it is private. v [B1256;cl)become private. 
	pribilids 1 = ISPLIT. 2 -ispits privilege speech allowed to a member of Congress duriits session. 
	2
	ng 

	pribilihiyu n privilege. v [A12] enjoy a privi
	pribilihiyu n privilege. v [A12] enjoy a privi
	lege. Tagsa ray tawung makapribilihiyu ug sama sa atung naangkun karunIt's rarefor a person to get priviles of the sort we now.
	., 
	eg
	are enjoyi
	ng 

	pribinir v [A; b6(1)] -set s.t. aside for a purpose. Nakapribinir ka nag kwarta para sa imung pagpanganak? Have you set anything aside for your delivery? Pribinihi kug dagkung pusu para binh,: Set some big ears of corn aside for me for seedlings. pribinidu 
	· 
	n s.t. set aside. Pribiniduning pagkauna para sa kasira, This food has been set aside for the boarder. 
	pribyu n a showing of a movie before its normal run. v [A; c6) see a preview showing of a movie. Mga kadagkuan sa punduksibiku mauy mupribyu nianang salidaha, 
	The heads of civic organizations will preview that movie.pridi n a k.o. popular dance. v [A] do this dance.
	pridikar v [A; c) preach the gospel. Mupridikar ang Murmun bisag lingiwlingiwan, 
	The Mormons preach even if no one listens 
	to them. 
	,
	pridiktar v [A; a2b2) foretell, predict. !yang
	hingpridiktahan ang sunug sa wa pa mahitabu, He predicted the fire before it happened
	pridyidir n refrigerator. v 1 [A] use, own a frigidaire. 2 [A; c] put s.t. in a frigidaire. Maprisirbareangepagkaun ug ipridyidir, Food keeps in the frigidaire. 
	nta v [A; ac] ask s.o. a question, inqu_ire. Priguntahun ka gani, sulti sa tinuud, If they question you, tell the truth. Unsa pay inyung iprigunta? What else will youask? n question.
	pri
	gu
	. 

	prihu = PARIHU.
	prilansir a free-lancer. v [B156) be a freelancer.
	prilim n preliminary exam in school. v [ Al]have a prelim. Magprilim ta karun tapus sa bu/an, We will have our prelims at the end of this month. 
	priliminari n preliminary games or bouts in
	.
	.
	boxi, prior to the main event. 
	ng


	:c PRILIMINARI (plural). 
	priliminaris 

	prima = PRIMU (female). 
	primarya n primary grades, from grades one to four. v [Al study on the primary level. 
	·

	primatiyur a premature in birth. v [B126; b 4(1)] have a premature delivery, be prematurely born. Iingkiyubitur ang batang maprimatiyur, They put premature babies in the incubator. 
	pn mid n 1 pre-medical course leading to a 

	•primir -prinu 
	B.S. degree. 2 girl who is just a setvant (humorous). Mangasawa ka lag usa ka pri mid nga prupisyunal ka man? You want to marry a mere maid when you work at a profession? v [B156] be a pre-medical student. 
	B.S. degree. 2 girl who is just a setvant (humorous). Mangasawa ka lag usa ka pri mid nga prupisyunal ka man? You want to marry a mere maid when you work at a profession? v [B156] be a pre-medical student. 
	•primir short forprimiru -gradu first grade. -kumuniyun first communion. v [A; c] take first communion. -ministru n primeminister. v [B56; cl] be, become a prime minister. 

	primira a first. -dama n 1 First Lady, wife of the highest official. 2 a beauty princess next in rank to the reigning beauty queen. -klasi first class. n first gear in an automotive transmission. v [A; cl] put into first gear. -kumuniyun n first communion. v [A; c] have one's first communion. diklasi, marka n of the first rank in s.t. bad,number one. Palaaway siyang diprimira marka, She is number one when it comes to picking fights.
	primiru n 1 first, firstly. Dagban kug balayran: primiru, ang iskuylaban, sunud, ang' kasira, l have lots of payments to make: first,the school, then, my board. la -nga [verb]the first one that did, had [serand-so] happen to it. Ang_!primirung makakita niya, The first one to see him. Ang primirung masakpan, The first one caught. 2 first day of a month. Primiru sa Marsu, The first of March. -anyu first year of college or high school. -gradu first grade. -upisiyal chief mate on a boat. v [B56] be, become 
	as n celebration in thanksgiving for success attained or safe recovery from a disastrous event or illness. v [A13; b] give thanks with some sort of celebration� Nagprimisyas kay nakadaug siyas iliksiyun, He is celebrating because he won the election. paN-n s.t. to celebrate a thanksgiving with. v [cl celebrate a thanksgiving with. 
	primi
	sy

	primu n male first cousin. v 1 [Al2; b8] have a male cousin. 2 [AC2; a] call s.o. 'cousin'.!(➔) vocative. 
	primyu n reward, prize, or premium. v 1 [A;
	c] give a reward, prize, premium. Muprimyu ku sa makasalbar sa akung anak, I'll givea reward to whoever rescues my child. 2 [Al2; b] get a reward Nakaprimyu (naprimyuban) siyag radiyu, She got a radio as her prize.
	c] give a reward, prize, premium. Muprimyu ku sa makasalbar sa akung anak, I'll givea reward to whoever rescues my child. 2 [Al2; b] get a reward Nakaprimyu (naprimyuban) siyag radiyu, She got a radio as her prize.

	prinatal n prenatal care. v [A; bS] give prenatal care. 
	prinda n 1 mortgage of land whereby the mortgagee uses the land in lieu of interest. 
	2 mortgage or pawn in general. -indunu see INDUNU. -pa.lit a mortgage where the mortgagee has the option to buy the thing mortgaged. v [A; c] mortgage, pawn!s. t. Nakaprinda siyag yuta tungud sa madyung, 
	2 mortgage or pawn in general. -indunu see INDUNU. -pa.lit a mortgage where the mortgagee has the option to buy the thing mortgaged. v [A; c] mortgage, pawn!s. t. Nakaprinda siyag yuta tungud sa madyung, 
	He mortgaged a lot to pay for his mahjong debts. lprinda ring rilu sa abinsiya, Pawn this watch to the pawnshop. prindahanan n pawnshop. -du, -in-, pinirinda n s.t. pawned. 
	prinsan 1 printing press or a printing esta
	1
	blishment. 2 the press: newspapers, magazines in general or the persons who write for them. Kagawasan sa prinsa, Freedom of the press. 
	prinsan plant for pressing abaca hemp into bales. v [A; cl] press abaca hemp into bales. 
	2 

	prinsipaln 1 principal in a school. 2 lead role in a drama. 3 instrument that plays the lead, person who plays a lead instrument. v [B156; a2cl] be a school principal, player of a lead role, lead instrument in a band 
	1 

	' 
	prinsipaln 1 capital invested. Igu ra kung 
	2 

	nakabawi sa prinsipal, I barely recovered the capital. 2 amount of money for a large expense. Wa silay prinsipal nga ipatungba namu, They have no funds to send us to school v 1 [A12] obtain capital Magnigusyu ku kun makaprinsipal, l will go into business if I can secure capital. 2 [A; a]provide capital. Laway ray giprinsipal namu,All we could capitalize on was our gift for words (lit. spit). Prinsipali ug dus mil, Provide two thousand pesos capital. 
	prinsipi n 1 prince. 2 preeminent person in a class or group. Si Pirnandu Pu mau ang p rinsipi sa pilikulang Pilipinu, Fernando Poe is the prince of the Philippine film. v 1 [Bl5 6; a2] be, become a prince. 2 [A12] get a prince (as offspring) .!-digalis n 1 the Prince of Wales. 2 a man who is handsomely and smartly dressed. 
	. 

	prinsipyu n principle, rules of conduct adhered to by persons of right conduct. 
	prinsisa n princess. v [B 156; a2) be a princess. prinsisita n little, young princess, esp.infestivities where people chosen as royalty take part in the program. v [B 156; a2) be made a little princess. 
	prinsis kat n princess cut, a one-piece, closefitting women's garment, gored and unbroken at the waistline. v [A; cl) wear, make into a princess cut dress. 
	us n the prince post supporting a roof. printing pris n printing press. 
	prin
	sp

	prinu n brakes. v [A2; b6(1)) 1 put on the brakes. Prinubi ang dyip ug buut kang mupabunung, Apply the brakes if you want to 

	pripab -pristihiyu 
	stop. 2 restrain one's actions or movements. 
	stop. 2 restrain one's actions or movements. 
	Ayawg hunung apan prinuhi Jang ang inum, 
	Don't stop but put a limit to your drinking. 
	pripab n pre-fabricated building. v lA; cl] build a pre-fabricated building. Pripabun (ipripab) na ang mga bag-ung iskuylaban karun, The schools are all going to be prefabs.
	priparar v [A; a] 1 prepare, get s.t. ready. 
	Priparaha ang pagkaun sa bisita, Prepare the food for the visitors. 2 (A] hold a feast. Magpriparar giyud mig adlaw naku, We always hold a dinner party on my birthday. priparadu a prepared. Priparadu na mi kaayu para sa byahi, We are all prepared for the trip. v [B1256] get prepared. priparasiyun n 1 preparation. Kining dulaa nagkinahanglan maayung priparasiyun, This playrequires a lot of preparation. 2 preparations for a banquet. 3 in billiards, shootithecue ball in such a manner that it knocks the tar
	ng 

	, . .
	. 

	pnparatun a preparatory course prepari
	ng


	for a higher course. pris n press. Miguwa sa pris ang maung balita, The news came out in the press. 
	pris n freeze, a game of statue telling the players not to move. v [AB; cl] freeze s.t., get frozen. Maayu kaayung mupris ang amung prid;idir, Our frigidaire makes ice well. Wa pa mapris ang ayisdrap, The popsicles haven't frozen yet. 
	1

	Pris. abbreviation for prisidinti.
	prisidinsiya n town hall.
	prisidinsiyal a presidential. -tibul n presidential table where the honored guests are seated.
	prisidint = PRISIDINTI.
	prisidinta = PRISIDINTI (female).
	prisidinti n president. v [B 156; a] be a president.
	prisidiyuv [A;a12] put to hard labor, make 
	1

	s.o. do heavy work. Makamau giyung muprisidiyu nang bayhana sa iyang mga su/uguun, That woman certainly knows how to make her servants do heavy work. Prisidiyuhun ka giyud sa ka/abusu ug hisakpan kang mangawat, You'll be sentenced to hard labor in prison if you are caught stealing. 
	s.o. do heavy work. Makamau giyung muprisidiyu nang bayhana sa iyang mga su/uguun, That woman certainly knows how to make her servants do heavy work. Prisidiyuhun ka giyud sa ka/abusu ug hisakpan kang mangawat, You'll be sentenced to hard labor in prison if you are caught stealing. 

	prisidiyu, prisidiyum n a local chapter of the Legion of Mary.
	7

	prisintabli a suitable for presentation. Di pri
	-

	sintabli ning sininaa, This dress is not presentable. v [B12; cl] be presentable. 
	sintabli ning sininaa, This dress is not presentable. v [B12; cl] be presentable. 
	prisintar v [A; c] 1 present oneself for a job or to help do s. t. Dunay miprisintar pagkasuluguun, A girl came to apply as maid. Way usa ninyu nga miprisintar paglampasu, Notone of you came forward to volunteer to polish the floor. 2 present an idea or a person. Iprisintar nang imung mga idiya sa kadaghanan, Present your ideas to the public. prisintada = PRISINTADU (female). prisintadu a speakiwhen not spoken to, offering one's services unasked. Prisintadu siyangmutabang apan way nahimu, He is great i
	·
	ng 
	ng 

	prisintu n 1 precinct for election purposes. 2 a polling place. 3 police precinct. v [a2]make into a polling place, police precinct 
	prisir n freezer. v [A; cl] put in a freezer. prisirb v [A; cl] preserve food 1n Jars. n preserves.
	prisirbing dyar n jar for preserves. 
	prisiyun n 1 blood pressure. 2prison sentence handed down by a court. v 1 [A] have [such-and-such] blood pressure: Miprisiyunsiyag mubu, He had low blood pressure. 2[A; c] mete out a prison sentence. Kamatayun ang prisiyun sa man/ulugus, The rapist was sentenced to death. alta -n high blood pressure. v [A123P; a4] have high blood pressure.
	priska = PRISKU, a2, v2 (female). litsi -nfresh milk. Mas /ami ang litsi priska kay sa linata, Fresh milk tastes better than canned milk. 
	priskrayib v [A; c] prescribe medicine. Mau ning tamba/a ang gipriskrayib sa duktur, 
	This is the medicine the doctor prescribed. 
	priskripsiyun n doctor's prescription. v [c]give a prescription. Gipriskripsiyunan ka ba sa duktur? Did the doctor give you a prescription?
	prisku a 1 fresh. la not spoiled or stale. lb fresh air. Prisku nga hangin, Fresh air. le fresh in feeling. 2 fresh in behavior. Prisku na siyang manubagtubag, He answers in afresh way. v 1 [B26] be, become fresh. ;Wuprisku (maprisku) ang a.tung pamati human maligu, We feel fresh and vigorous after we take a bath. 2 [Bl; b6] be, become rude or ill-mannered. 

	pristihiyu n prestige. 
	784 prisu -prublima 
	prisu n prisoner. v 1 [A3P; a2] put in jail.
	Unsang salaay nakaprisu (nakapaprisu) nimu? What crime did you commit that you went to jail? Prisuba ang nakapatay, Send the murderer to jail. 2 [AB16] confine, be confined. Siyay nagprisu sa babuy sa alad, She locked the pig in the pen. Nagprisu siya sa kwartu tibuuk adlaw, She locked herself in her room the whole day. Naprisu ang mga isda sa bungsud, The fishes got caught in the fish corral -kabalyiru n 1 trustee in a prison. 2 person under house arrest. prisuhan n jail.
	Unsang salaay nakaprisu (nakapaprisu) nimu? What crime did you commit that you went to jail? Prisuba ang nakapatay, Send the murderer to jail. 2 [AB16] confine, be confined. Siyay nagprisu sa babuy sa alad, She locked the pig in the pen. Nagprisu siya sa kwartu tibuuk adlaw, She locked herself in her room the whole day. Naprisu ang mga isda sa bungsud, The fishes got caught in the fish corral -kabalyiru n 1 trustee in a prison. 2 person under house arrest. prisuhan n jail.

	prisupwisru n money or goods allocated for a certain purpose. Daku ra ang prisupwistu alang sa dipartamintu sa dipinsa nasyunal, 
	The department of defense gets much too large an allocation. ii [A; c] allocate money or goods for s. t. Kinabanglan magprisupwistu alang sa katigulangun, It is necessary to set s.t. aside for one's old age. 
	The department of defense gets much too large an allocation. ii [A; c] allocate money or goods for s. t. Kinabanglan magprisupwistu alang sa katigulangun, It is necessary to set s.t. aside for one's old age. 

	prisyat n 1 foul shot in basketball. 2 free shot for a photograph. Ang sikan prayis dunay prisyat gikan sa Binus Istudyu, The second prize winner receives a free shot from Venus Studios. v [A; c] make a foul shot. 
	prisyu n price. a high-priced. Prisyu kaayu ang isda karun kay nibit man, Fish is highpriced today because it is scarce. v 1 [AB4 S6; c] set a price on s.t., have a price. Ugmuprisyug baratu palita, If it is pricedcheap, buy it. Di ku makaprisyu ug ubus pa niana, I can't give a lower price. Mahal ra tung imung giprisyu naku, The price youquoted me was a bit high. 2 [A12; b] get 
	s.t. for a certain price. Wa ku makaprisyu (maprisyubi) ug baratu niana, I couldn't get a low price on that. -pihu, piyu fixed price. pa-v [A) for a woman to conduct herself as if she were very high class in order to 
	s.t. for a certain price. Wa ku makaprisyu (maprisyubi) ug baratu niana, I couldn't get a low price on that. -pihu, piyu fixed price. pa-v [A) for a woman to conduct herself as if she were very high class in order to 
	4
	make a good marriage. Ug magpaprisyu, lagmit di ka mabalin, If you set a high priceon yourself, no one is going to buy you. 

	pritindir v [A; c] show!s. t. off. Gipritindiban ku niya sa iyang mga pundang binurdaban, She showed her embroidered pillow cases off to me. Ipritindrr ang maayu, itagu angdautan, Show off the good; hide the bad. 
	pritru = PRISYAT, nl, v. 
	pritu V (A; a] cook!s. t. in deep fat. Pritubun(ipritu) ta ang saging, Let's cook the bananas in deep fat. n fried food. -in-= PR11U, n. 
	priwar n pre-war, from before World War II. priward n free ward in a hospital. v [A13; c] stay, put in a free ward 
	, ,
	, ,

	pnwur = PRIWAR. 
	prubar v 1 [A; be] try s.t. out. Muprubar 
	kughimu anang risipiba, I'll try making that 
	kughimu anang risipiba, I'll try making that 
	,
	recipe. Aku siyang giprubaban (giprubaran) ug musugut ba, I only tried h!er out to see if 
	_she would give in to me. Prubaban ka Lang ug makaapas ka sa trababu, I'll try you out to see if you can do the job. Iprubar lang nag baum ug masud ba, Try putting it in and see if it fits. 2 [A; c6] prove s.t. Di kumakaprubar sa akung tyuriya, I can't provemy theory.
	prubidinsiya n Divine Providence. 
	prubinsiya n 1 province, a political division of a country. 2 area not in the big city. Dagbang tagaprubinsiya muiskuyla sa Sugbu, 
	Lots of people from the province come to Cebu to study. v [B126; a12] be a province, be made into a province. -na = PRUBINSIY.ANU (female}. -nu, -nhun n 1 from the rural areas. 2 like s.o. from the rural areas, bumpkin. v [B12;cl] become like one from the country. -1 a provincial, on the provincial level. Bilangguang prubinsiyal, Provincial jail. 
	prubinsyal a provincial, on the provincial level (used only in set phrases from English}. -burd n provincial board. -dyil Provincial jail.
	prubisung n school supervisor (humorous}. prubisyun n clause in a contract, provision of a law. prubisyunal a temporary. Prubisyunal lang 
	,
	ning kural tang kawayan. A tu unya ning 
	ibalublak kun makakwarta ta, This bamboo fence is just temporary. We'll replace it with hollow blocks when we can afford it. v [c]have s.t. temporary. Prubisyunali Zang nag atup myintras tantu, Just put up temporary roofing for the time being. 
	prubitsar v [A; a] avail oneself of some benefit that presents itself on occasion. Kami ang nagprubitsar sa iyang balay samtang wasiya dinbi, We availed ourselves of his house while he was gone. Prubitsabi siyag sugu samtang nia pa siya, Use him for your errands while he is still here. prubitsawu a useful. Karaan tuud nig dagway, apan prubitsawu kaayu ni kanaku, It looks old, but it is useful to me. 
	prubitsu v = PRUBITSAR. n use that can be made of s.t. Way prubitsung pagkatawu ang tapulan, Alazy person is useless. Unsay prubitsu anang guba na man? Of what use is that since it is broken? 

	prublima n problem. fmu nang prublima. 
	Sunud ayaw na pangutang, That's your problem. From now on, don't borrow money. Dagbang prublima ang migawas sa pasulit, Many problems came out in the exams. 
	Sunud ayaw na pangutang, That's your problem. From now on, don't borrow money. Dagbang prublima ang migawas sa pasulit, Many problems came out in the exams. 

	produksiyun -propaganda 
	a being a problem. Prublima kaayung anaka n, That child is a terrible problem because he is mischievous. v [B12;al2] get to be a problem. Nagkaprublima na ning akung alap-ap, My rash is turning into a real problem. 
	a being a problem. Prublima kaayung anaka n, That child is a terrible problem because he is mischievous. v [B12;al2] get to be a problem. Nagkaprublima na ning akung alap-ap, My rash is turning into a real problem. 
	kay buluya
	gu

	produksiyun n 1 yield, output. Gamay ra ang pruduksiyun sa pabrika sa kamay, The sugar ·refinery has a small output. 2 stage or movie production. 

	pruduktu n 1 product, output, yield. Dakugpruduktu ang amung yuta, Our lands have a high yield. Ang pruduktu niining pabrikaha, The products of this factory. la item of manufacture. Ang kinabag-uhang pruduktu muabut niining lugara, The latest products reach this place. 2 one's children (humorous). Duba nay ilang pruduktu, They have two kids now. v 1 [A; b6] yield, have [soand-so great] an output Nakapruduktu na ning anaya ug kinyintus pisus, This sow has yielded five hundred pesos (worth of piglets). 2 
	programi= PRUGRAMA, nl, vl. 
	prugrama n 1 program of entertainment or ceremony. 2 program listing the details of an entertainment. Naimprinta na ang prugrama, The program has been printed. 3 plans. Ang prugrama sa gubyirnu sa panguma, The government's agricultural program. v 1 [A; c] have a program. 2 [Al] make out a written program. Magprugrama pa ku sa tulumanun sa pista, I'll make out the program of the events during the fiesta. 
	progrisista n a short-lived third party of the nineteen sixties, the Progressive Party of the Philippines, or a member thereof. v [B
	156] be a PPP member. 
	156] be a PPP member. 

	prugrisu n improvement from a state, condition, or station. Way prugrisu ang atung lungsud kay naghitak ang pamulitiku, The town never makes progress because everything is politics. 
	pruhibir v [A; a2] prohibit s.o; from doi
	ng

	s.t. Diku mupruhibir ug unsay imung bubatun, l won't stop you from doiwhat you want. 
	s.t. Diku mupruhibir ug unsay imung bubatun, l won't stop you from doiwhat you want. 
	ng 


	proklamar v [A; c] announce s.t. officially. 
	Ang mayur mauy mupruklamar sa rayna, 
	Ang mayur mauy mupruklamar sa rayna, 
	The mayor will proclaim the beauty queen. Wa ipruklamar nga pista upisiyal ugma, Tomorrow hasn't been proclaimed a public holiday. pruklamasiyun n proclamation, s. t. announced officially. v [A; b6] hold a program to proclaim s.t. Magpruklamasiyun sa rayna rung gabii, The queen will be pro
	The mayor will proclaim the beauty queen. Wa ipruklamar nga pista upisiyal ugma, Tomorrow hasn't been proclaimed a public holiday. pruklamasiyun n proclamation, s. t. announced officially. v [A; b6] hold a program to proclaim s.t. Magpruklamasiyun sa rayna rung gabii, The queen will be pro
	-

	claimed in a program tonight. 

	promininti a of high standing in society. v [B126) be, become of prominent social standing. Naprumininti sila tungud sa ilang pagkasapian, They become prominent because of their wealth. 
	prumisa n promise relating to s.t. important,not trivial. v [A; c] make a solemn promise.
	Iprumisa naku Ginuu ug buhayun ku nimu,
	I promise, Lord, if you prolong my life ... 
	promusyun n pron1otion to a higher position.
	Wa na siya maapil sa prumusyun, He was passed over for promotion. v [A 1; b8] promote s.o. to a higher position. 
	promusyun sil, promusyunal sil n special sale to promote products. v [Al; c6] hold such a sale. 
	prumut v [A; c6] promote to a higher position in ajob or grade. Kinsa guy nagprumut anang buluk? Who promoted that stupid child? -id(�) v [a3] be promoted to a higher grade or position. Maprumutid (maprumut) ka pagkapurman, You will get promoted to foreman. 
	promutir n boxipromoter. v [B16; a2] be 
	ng 

	a boxing promoter. 
	prunawuns v [A; al2] pronounce s.t. articulately. Dili siya makaprunawuns ug ip�She can't pronounce an f. 
	.pronsit, prontsit n front seat. v [AP; c6P] sit, put in the front seat. Di ku mupruntsit (mupapruntsit) ug lingkud sa trak, I won't sit in the front seat of the bus. Ipruntsit(ipaprunsit) pagsakay ang bata, Let the child sit on the front seat. bimaulahi basta -don't mind being the last (to get on) as long as I get the front seat -said of an old maid that gets married late but makes a e or a person that eats last but gets the best. 
	sag 
	good marri
	ag

	pruntu a on time, punctual. Pruntu kanunay ang amung swi/.du, Our salary is always on time. v [A2; cl] do s.t. on time, promptly. Kasab-an ka giyug di ka mupruntu pagtambung sa upisina, They'll surely call your attention to it if you don't report to the office on time. 
	pruntun n fronton for jai alai. 

	pmnumbri n pronoun. 
	prup n galley proof or proof of photos. v [b6] make proofs. Prupi ang ritratu aruri mi makapili, Make proofs of the pictures so that we can make a choice. 
	prupidad = PRUPYIDAD. 
	anda. 2 advertisement over the radio or in the form of leaflets or billboards. Prupaganda sa sini, Leaflets advertising the movie. v [A; c] 1 spread prop
	prupaganda n 1 prop
	ag
	-

	prupagar -pruyba 
	aganda. 2 advertise. Di ta makaprupaganda sa radiyu ug way bayad, We can't advertise free over the radio. Ayaw ug iprupaganda ang imung pagkaignuranti, Don't advertise your ignorance. prupagandista n one who disseminates propaganda or advertisements. v (81S6; al2] be, become a propagandist. 
	aganda. 2 advertise. Di ta makaprupaganda sa radiyu ug way bayad, We can't advertise free over the radio. Ayaw ug iprupaganda ang imung pagkaignuranti, Don't advertise your ignorance. prupagandista n one who disseminates propaganda or advertisements. v (81S6; al2] be, become a propagandist. 

	prupagar v [Al; c6] display, show off for all the world to see. Nagprupagar sila sa off their wealth. Kun mau nay imung bubatun magprupagar ka Jang sa imung kaignuy, If you do that, you will just be displaying your ignorance. 
	ilang kaadunaban, They are showi
	ng 

	pnapisiyun n profession. v [a12] study s.t. as a profession. -al n 1 one who is trained for a profession. Prupisyunal na ang akung mga anak, My children are all trained for a profession. 2 professional in some fiel4. Pruer. v (81S6] become a professional s.t. or a person who has been trained for a profession. prupisur n 1 teacher at an institution of ltigher learning. 2 music or art teacher. v [ B 1 S6; 
	·
	pisyunal nga kantura, Professional si
	ng

	cl] e, music, or art teacher. pnapisura = PRUPISUR (female).pnapita n prophet. v (812S6] be, become a 
	become a coll
	eg

	prophet.
	prophet.

	prupitaryu n!one who owns a landed estate. v (A13] be an estate owner. Ug magprupitaryu ka, daku na pud ang bubis, If you are a landowner,you also have a big tax. 
	prupursiyun n 1 well-proportioned. PrupurOU have a well-proportioned body. 2 mixture, ratio of constituent iredients. Pilay prupursiyun sa balas ug sim intu? What is the ratio of sand to cement? v [B; cl] become wellproportioned.
	siyun kaayu ang imung lawas, y
	ng

	prupusisiyun n proposition, proposal. Ang-
	prupusisiyun nga babinun ang Sibu &ngaytun-an, They should study the proposal to divide Cebu. 
	prupusisiyun nga babinun ang Sibu &ngaytun-an, They should study the proposal to divide Cebu. 

	pnapyidad n real and personal property. prusa n prose. prusikusiyun n the prosecution in a criminal 
	case. Pruyba nga gipakita sa prusikusiyun, Evidence offered by the prosecution. pnasisiyun, prusiŁun n religious procession. 
	Bisag unsa kataas sa prusisyun, mupauli githe procession, it always winds up back at the church, -i.e. no matter how far the husband wanders. he returns home. v [A; c]1 hold a procession. 2 go s. w. in a loline,as if in a procession.
	Bisag unsa kataas sa prusisyun, mupauli githe procession, it always winds up back at the church, -i.e. no matter how far the husband wanders. he returns home. v [A; c]1 hold a procession. 2 go s. w. in a loline,as if in a procession.
	yud sa simbaban, No matter how lo
	ng 
	_
	ng 


	pruspik n prospective customer or candidate. 
	Gilista sa abinti ang gituuban niyang prus
	Gilista sa abinti ang gituuban niyang prus
	-

	pik, The agent listed his prospective customers. Gwapa ang iyang pruspik, He is eyeing a beautiful girl. v 1 [A; a2] prospect for minerals. Nagpruspik silag bulawan, Theyare prospecting for gold. 2 [A 12; a3] get as a prospect, make a prospect out of s.o. Basig makaprusp ik ta nila sa pagpalit ug insiyurans, We might get them as prospective customers for insurance. 
	pruspiktus n prospectus of a school. pruspirar v [A23] prosper. Wa mupruspirar ang ilang laraw, Their plans did not prosper. 
	,
	,
	,

	pnasusu = *PURSUSU. 
	prutagunista n 1 protagonist in a story. 2 opponents in an election. v 1 [8156; cl]be, become a protagonist. 2 [C] be opponents in an election. Nagprutagunista ang duba ka magsuun pagkamayur, The two brothers were opponents in the race for mayor.
	prutas n fruit. V [A] eat, have fruits. prutihir v [A; b(l )] protect. Atung prutibian 
	ang atung katungud, We will protect our rights. prutihidu a s.o. or s.t. protected. Ang mga tawu prutibidu sa batakang balaud, The people are protected by the Constitution. v [b6] be protected by. Angmga ismaglir giprutibiduan sa mga pulitiku, 
	Smugglers are protected by politicians. 
	prutiksiyun n protection. v [A; b6(1)] give protection. Prutiksiyuni ang imung mata sa sulaw sa adlaw, Protect your eyes from the glare of the sun. 
	prutina n protein. Tugub sa prutina ang karni sa baka, Beef is rich in protein. 
	prutira n fruit bowl. v (A; cl] use, place st. on the fruit tray. 
	-

	prutista v [A; b3c] protest against, make an objection to s.t. Ang mga Libiral miprutista sa iliksiyun, The Liberals protested the election results. Wa kuy ikaprutista sa bag-ung riglamintu, I have no objections to make ulation. n action of protesting. Prutista sa bukum, Protest againstthe decision. 
	against the new r
	eg

	prutistanti n Protestant church or a member thereof. v (86; a 12] be, become a protestant. 
	prut kik n fruit cake. v (A; a] make, have fruit cake. 

	pruwa n prow, the forward part of aship or boat. v 1 [A; a] make a prow of the ship. 2 [c6] put at the prow. lpruwa pagbutang ang mga karga, Put the cargoes at the prow. pruyba n 1 proof tending to establish the truth of s.t. 2 galley proof or proof of a photo. v 1 [A; al] prove s.t. true, use s.t. as proof. Pruybabun ku na arun ka maprisu, 
	·

	pruyiktu -pudir 
	I'll prove it to get you put in jail. Kining sundanga ipruyba sa pagbunu, Show this bolo as proof of the murder. 2 [A; cl] make galley proofs or proofs for photographs. 3 [A; bS) proofread. Magpruyba pa ku sa katapusang pahina, l still have to proofread the last page.
	I'll prove it to get you put in jail. Kining sundanga ipruyba sa pagbunu, Show this bolo as proof of the murder. 2 [A; cl] make galley proofs or proofs for photographs. 3 [A; bS) proofread. Magpruyba pa ku sa katapusang pahina, l still have to proofread the last page.
	pruyiktu n project, a proposal to do s. t. v[A; cl] make a project. Nagpruyiktu sila pagpanindut sa plasa, They have a project to beautiful the plaza. 
	,
	P.S. see PIIS. 
	P.S.K. abbreviation for pahulay sa kalinaw 'rest in peace', engraved on tombstones. 
	pu = PULU. 
	2

	'
	'
	A

	pu = PULU. 
	A ' 
	, 

	pu = PULU. 
	, ,
	puan = PUL-AN. see PULU.
	2

	puangud n compassion, tender regards. Tungud sa puangud sa Mahal nga Birhin, 
	Through the compassion of the Blessed Virgin. Pirmi srya nga gidagmalan sa iyang walay puangud nga inaina, She was constantly maltreated by her merciless stepmother. mapuangurun a 1 compassionate, tender. Mapuangurung kasingkasing, Compassionate heart. 2 patient, beariwith others' faults. Mapuangurung kalabaw, The patient water buffalo. 
	ng 

	puas walay -there's no end or stopping. Wa
	lay puas ug agi ang mga trak tibuuk gabii, 
	The trucks kept coming by without end, 
	the whole night through. 
	puasa n 1 fasting. la abstinence from anything. 2 a day or period of fasting. v [A; b 
	3) 1 fast. Magpuasa ku sa Simana Santa, I'llfast during Holy Week. la abstain from anything. Mupuasa una ku sa paghilabut sa akung asawa, I'll abstain from having relations with my wife. ting-n day or period of fasti. 
	ng


	puay v 1 [B6; bS) spill over, overflow. Mipuay ang binu sa kupita, The wine spilled over the goblet. 2 [B; al] sag, droop listlessly.Nagpuay ang bulak sa plawir bis kay way tubig, The flowers in the vase drooped for lack of water. puaypuay, puaypuay v [BN]filled to overflowi; bursting at the seams. Namuaypuay ka na sa katambuk, You'rebursting at the seams, you're so fat. Mga bata ang nakapuaypuay sa dyip, The children filled the jeep to its seams. 
	ng

	publasiyun n 1 town proper, the place in a town where there is a concentration of houses. 2 town as a political unit. v 1 [al2]make into the town proper. 2 [B; al2] be,become a town. Publasyunun na ang amung baryu, Our village will be made into a town .. 
	publikar v [A; c] 1 make known to the public. Gipublikar sa radryu ang kadaugan, The victory was announced over the radio. Gipublikar na ang risulta sa bar, The results ofthe bar examination have been published. 2 
	publikar v [A; c] 1 make known to the public. Gipublikar sa radryu ang kadaugan, The victory was announced over the radio. Gipublikar na ang risulta sa bar, The results ofthe bar examination have been published. 2 
	,
	publish s.t. Amung imprinta ang mupublikar sa ilang piryudiku, Our printing press will publish their newspaper. publikadur npublisher. v [B156; a12] be a publisher. publikasiyun n publication. 
	-

	publiku n 1 public. Makiglantugi ku nimu sa publiku, l want to debate you in public. la public, not private. Salakyanan nga (sa) publiku, Public transportation. 2 audience. v 1 [B1256; cl) be, become s.t. for public use. Napubliku na ang ilang bumba tungud sa kadaghang mugamit, Their water pump has become public property since so many people use it. 2 [A12; a3] have an audience; be an audience. Nakapubliku sryag ubayubay, She drew a large audience. 
	publisidad n publicity. Kinahanglan ang publisidad sa drama, We need publicity for the play.
	pubri a 1 poor, not havimoney. Pubri apan ligdung, Poor but honest. 2 poor, unfortunate. Pubring mga ilu, Poor orphans. v[APB12; a12) make s.o. poor; become poor. Sugai mauy nagpubri (nagpapubri) namu, Gamblimade us poor. mata -see MATA. -ng kahuy n k.o. shrub with fleshy, green, smooth branches but no leaves: Euphorbia tirucalli. pubrihun a destined to be poor. Taas nang ad/aw, natulug gihapun,Mau nang tawung pubrihun, He's still asleep even at this hour. That's the way it is withpeople who are destined
	ng 
	ng 

	Kapubrisita sa mga pisu nga inyung gikuha, 
	s. -situ = 
	You took the poor little birdli
	ng

	,
	PUBRISITA {male).
	pud = UPUD.
	pnd = PuLuo.
	puday = PURAY.
	puding n pudding. V [A; a] make, have .
	puddi
	ng

	pudir n 1 rights one has over another person to regulate or order him. Ang kumandanti may pudir sa pagdisiplina sa mga kaditi, Thecommander has the right to discipline th� cadets. Agalun ku apan wa kuy pudir pagpugung sa iyang kwarta, I am her boss, b1:1t I have no right to hold her money back. 1 aplace one has control or rights over. But-an ba ku nimu sa akung pudir? You dare to 
	·
	order me around in my own house?!Kay 

	pud kuluring -pugu 
	milayas kas akung pudir, di ku manggilabut 
	milayas kas akung pudir, di ku manggilabut 
	nimu, You left my house so I have nothi
	nimu, You left my house so I have nothi
	ng 

	more to do with you. Karun kay midaug tas 
	piliay, naa na tas pudir, Now that we won 
	the election, we are in power. -usu a power
	ful, influential. Ang mga Duranu pudirusu 
	kaayus pulitika, The Duranos are very pow
	erful in politics. tudu -usu n all powerful, 
	almighty. Ilikay kami sa kadautan, Diyus 
	nga tudu pudirusu, God Almighty, deliver 

	us from evil. v [B12] be, become powerful. . 
	pud kuluring n food colori
	ng

	pudlung v [A; al] destroy plants completely, uprooting everything. Kainginiru ang nagpudlung sa lasang, The slash and burn cultivators destroyed the forest. Pudlunga ang n nga mikaput sa atup, Get rid of the vines that are growing over the roof. pudlusv 1 [A2; b6] run away fast from s.t. usually in a temper tantrum. Mipudlus siyapagkakita sa dintista, She fled when she saw the dentist. 2 [A] for animals that are tied to run about restlessly in excitement. Mupudlus ning akung turu ug makakitag bayi, 
	mga bala
	gu 
	1 

	The bull that is tied keeps running back and 
	The bull that is tied keeps running back and 
	forth when it sees a female. 

	pudlusn clothesline. v 1 [A; a2] make a clothesline. 2 [A;c] hang up on the clothesline. Ayaw na ihaybay sa kuraL Ipudlus giyud, Don't hang it over the fence. Put it over the line. 
	2 

	pudlusv [A; ab2] beat or whip vigorously. 
	3 

	sa iyang anak mu 
	sa iyang anak mu 
	Ang tawung nagkasti
	gu 

	rag nagpudlus ug bitin, The man is beati
	ng

	his child as if he were clubbing a snake. n 

	s.t. to beat s.o. with. pudngan n k.o. bird, the yellow-breasted fruit dove: Ptilinopus occipitalis.
	pudpudv 1 [APB 1; al2) wear down or decay at the ends or tips, become so. Dulsi ang nagpudpud ( nagpapudpud) sa iyang ngipun, Her teeth decayed from all the candy. Nagkapudpud ang baligi sa ulan ug init, The post is getting decayed from the rain and the sun. Nagkapudpud na ang iyang bakya,His wooden slippers are becoming worn out. slowly. a worn down or decayed. 
	1
	2 [A; a] knock the ashes off s.t. burni
	ng

	•pudpud-in-n dried malangsi fish. 
	2 

	pudul n poodle cut, hair cut like a poodle. v 1 [A; cl] give s.o. a poodle cut. 2 [A13] wear a poodle cut. Angayan siyang magpudul, She looks becoming with a poodle cut. pudyut v 1 [A; a] pick up s.t. or pinch s.t. Gipudyut niya ang ikug sa ilaga, He carefully picked up the rat by the tail. Kaayu giyung pudyutun nang ilung mu, How nice it would be to pinch your nose. 2 [A; a2] 
	give or take a small quantity of s.t. Syaru di giyud ka makapudyut nakug dyutayng isda, Surely you can give me a little bit of your fish. Pudyutig asin, Add a pinch of salt. n small amount, amount which could be grasped in the tips of the fingers. Pipilaka pudyut nga bugas, A few pinches of rice. 
	give or take a small quantity of s.t. Syaru di giyud ka makapudyut nakug dyutayng isda, Surely you can give me a little bit of your fish. Pudyutig asin, Add a pinch of salt. n small amount, amount which could be grasped in the tips of the fingers. Pipilaka pudyut nga bugas, A few pinches of rice. 
	,
	pug= PULUG. 
	pugav [A2; b26] escape from prison. Nakapuga ang bitayunun, The prisoner escaped from death row. n escapee from a prison. (➔) = PUGA, n. 
	1 

	pugaa for a woman to be beautiful (slang). puga v 1 [A; a] squeeze to extract juice. Pugaa (pug-a) ug maayu ang limunsitu, 
	2 

	Squeeze the calamondin dry. la -sa utuk [Al3 S; al 2] rack one's brains. Nagpuga ku sa akung utuk ug unsay itubag, I'm racking my brains to think of how to answer. lb kapug-an ug singut dripping wet with sweat. 2 [AN; a 12) force s.o. to do s. t. Kin say nagpuga nimu pagpabatag sa kwarta? Who compelled you to give the money? Di ka makapuga (makapamuga) naku pagbutar nimu, You can't force me to vote for you. Gipuga siya pagpatug-an sa mga pulis, The cops forced him to confess. -in-n s.t. squeezed out.
	t

	pugad v LA; a12] 1 put fowl away for the night. Si Nunuy nagpugad sa mga manuk gabii, Nonoy was the one who put the chickens away for the night last night. 2 put newly hatched baby chicks down from the nest for the first time. Ug sayung pugarun ang pisu bayang lamigasun, If you take chicks out of the nest too early, the ants are likely to get at them. n action of gathering fowl. pugaran n chicken's nest. 
	pugahan = ANIBUNG. 
	pugapu n general name for groupers, exceptfor extremely large ones. 
	pugapuga v [A; bS] do s. t. in a rush. Nagpugapuga silag pangarga k ay lumalarga nag barku, They loaded the cargo as fast as they could because the boat was about to leave. 
	Pugapugaba (pugapugabi) ninyug bipus ang binulad kay bapit na muula.n, Gather the rice quick because it is about to rain. 
	pugu v (A; c] plant grains or seeds in a hole. 
	Akuy nagpugas anang lisu sa kapayas diba, 
	I was the one who planted the papaya seeds 
	there. /yang gipugsan ug munggus ang usa 
	ka parsila, He planted one lot to mung beans. n 1 seed that has been planted. Gianud ang mga pugas sa baha, The seeds were washed away in the flood. 2 the amount of seeds planted to a given area. Pugas ug tuluka gantang ang akung haul, l can plant three 

	pug-aw -pug--uk 
	gantas of grain in my field. pugaspugas v [AN; cl] do s.t. with the expectation of a return in the future. Kanang iyang pagbatag namugaspugas na arun biayunan sa ginikanan, His gift is actually an investment so that her parents would like him. pugsanan n place to be planted. iga-, ig-r-(�), ig-1-(�) 1 thito sow. 2 = TING-L-. ting-I-(�) n sowing season. 
	gantas of grain in my field. pugaspugas v [AN; cl] do s.t. with the expectation of a return in the future. Kanang iyang pagbatag namugaspugas na arun biayunan sa ginikanan, His gift is actually an investment so that her parents would like him. pugsanan n place to be planted. iga-, ig-r-(�), ig-1-(�) 1 thito sow. 2 = TING-L-. ting-I-(�) n sowing season. 
	ng 

	pug-awt= PUGHAW. 

	pugawu n k.o. small grouper, found in shallow waters, with dark spots all over the body.
	pugdawv [B125; a12P] be burned to ashes, burn oneself out. Ug mapugdaw ang sugnud. bipusa ang abu ug paglih,ya, When the fuel burns itself out, gather the ashes and make lye out of them. 
	1 

	pugdaw= PUKDAW. 
	2 

	pugdul a trimmed, cut short. Pugdul ang ikug sa iru, The dog has a stubbed· tail. Pugdulang iyang bubuk, She has short hair. Pugdulang mga tanum sa kadapUnan, The plants along the sides have been trimmed down. v [AP; ab] trim s.t. down. Ang bagyu mauy nakapugdul (nakapapugdul) sa lubi, The typhoon ripped the tops off the coconut trees. 
	pughad a l for root crops to have a fine, mealy consistency when cooked. 2 for a woman to be good-looking (sla). v [B2]be tasty with this smooth consistency. 
	ng

	pughak n egg yolk. 
	pughaw a for s.t. colored to be faded. v [BJ get faded. Mupugbaw ang sinina ug ibulad sa init, The dress will fade if it is dried in the sun. 
	pugi a for a boy to be handsome (sla). Pugiapan dihin guli, He may be handsome but he's dirty. v [B2; alP]t. be, become hand).
	ng
	some (sla
	ng

	pugi v [A; b(l)] be· the first to do s.t. to s.t. Akuy mupugig sakay sa imung kutsi, Let me be the first one to ride in your new car. Akuy mupugi anang dalagaha, Let me be the one to break that viin in. -in-an n first use made of s.t. new. Pinugian ning linungaga sa atung abut humay ning aniha, This is the first rice we cooked from the rice we harvested this season. 
	rg

	pugis, pug-is v [B; ac] having too much powder on the skin. Nawung nagpugis (gipugisan) sa pulbus, A face with face powder caked on it. (➔) a faded to the point of whiteness. v [B] become faded to the point of whiteness. Mupugis (mapugis) ang sinina ug isigig ladlad, The dress will turn white if it's always put in the sun. pugispugis a streaks or spots of whitish or grayish sub
	-

	stances which form on the skin or maycome from external sources. v [B] for skin to get pugispugis on it. Magpugispugis ang panit sa sabun ug dili bugasan ug maayu, 
	stances which form on the skin or maycome from external sources. v [B] for skin to get pugispugis on it. Magpugispugis ang panit sa sabun ug dili bugasan ug maayu, 
	The skin will get streaks of soap if you 
	don't rinse it off. 
	pugnit v [A; a12] pick, pinch with the tips of the fingers and the thumb. Gipugnit niya ang bugas nga nausik, He picked up the rice that had spilled. 
	pugpug v l = PULPUG. 2 [BN] be covered with dust. Namugpug ang akung tiil sa abug, My feet are covered with dust. 
	pugsak v [A; be] drop or dash s.t. downward so that it lands with force. Ang tuntu mauy nakapugsak sa basu, The fool let the glass crash to the floor. Gipugsakan niyag dakung batu ang has, He bashed the snake's head with a huge stone .. Napugsak ang baskit ug nangabuak ang itlug sa sud, He put the basket down hard and the eggs in itt
	. 

	.broke .. 
	pugsit v [A 13] have loose bowel movements in spurts. Nagpugsit ku kay wa ku kahilisi,· I have diarrhea because I had indigestion. 
	pugtasv [B126; a12] get exhausted from dois.t. strenuous, get out of breath. Napugtas ang bata ug dinagan, The child exhausted himself runni. Makapugtas ang hilabihang kabusug, Eatitoo much can get you out of breath. -an, ma-un a proneto faintispells. 
	1 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	pugtasv l [AB; ab8] snap or break off suddenly. Pagpili ug alambri nga dili tayaun arundilimapugtas, Choose a wire that's not rusty so that it will not break easily. 2 kill, cause s. t. or s.o. to die with suddenness and force.t.Si Dyima nagpugtas sa iyang kaugalingun, Gemma killed herself. Ang kasuku diIi igu makapugtas sa akung gugma nimu, Aer cannot kill my love for you. 
	2 
	ng

	pugtud (from putud) v [AB26; a] break into separate pieces, esp. this which easily come apart, due to age, wear. Napugtud ang kaptanan s� tasa, The handle of the cup broke off. Akung pugturun ning bilua arun wa nay mugamit niini, I'll break this thread into pieces so that no one can use it anymore. n k.o. bird. 
	ng
	·

	gu 
	pu

	pud v [BJ for a bud to form and swell.t(➔) 
	gu


	n infected pimple on the face. pudpud v [B6;ta4b4] for the face to get little bumps from infected acne. Nawung nga nagpugudpugud (gipugudpugud, gipugudpuguran) samga bug as, A face with bumps all over it from acne. purun a acne infected. 
	. 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	• 

	pug-uk v [A3P; a12] 1 hold s.t. back to pre
	-

	pul -puhal 
	gu

	vent growth or development. Ang maung balaud nagpug-uk sa a.tung nasudnun nga pag-uswag, Such a law stifles the progress of our nation. Gipug-uk sa lnsik ang kamay arun silay magbuut sa prisyu, The Chinese hoarded the sugar so that they could determine the price. 2 cut a branch too close to the trunk. Ug imung pug-ukun ang sanga pagputul, madaut ang tanum, If you cut the branch too close to the trunk, it will ruin the plant. 3 acquire s.t. surreptitiously. Nakapug-uk ang lidir ug dagbang kwarta, Thepolit
	vent growth or development. Ang maung balaud nagpug-uk sa a.tung nasudnun nga pag-uswag, Such a law stifles the progress of our nation. Gipug-uk sa lnsik ang kamay arun silay magbuut sa prisyu, The Chinese hoarded the sugar so that they could determine the price. 2 cut a branch too close to the trunk. Ug imung pug-ukun ang sanga pagputul, madaut ang tanum, If you cut the branch too close to the trunk, it will ruin the plant. 3 acquire s.t. surreptitiously. Nakapug-uk ang lidir ug dagbang kwarta, Thepolit
	ng 
	cards. S [ al 2) be stu
	ng 


	pul v [B; cl] for s.t. to be massed in a small area. Mipul ang tit.big kay nasapungan ang bangag, There's a pool of water because the outlet got stopped up. Nagpugul ang asu sa kwartu, The room is full of smoke. Nagpul ang mga babayi sulud sa kwartu, The women were all huddled together in the bedroom. Dung nagpugul sa inunlan, Placenta filled with a big clot of blood. Gipugulan siya sa kasuku, She is filled with aer. 
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu
	ng

	pun n rae for cooki, baker's oven, s.t. v 1 [A; cl] use a rae in cooki. 2 [Al2] obtain a rae.-iru none who operates the baker's oven orthe kiln drier. 
	gu
	ng
	ng
	kiln or oven for dryi
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	ng

	pung v 1 {A; b] hold or keep in place, restrain the movement of. Gitabangan pagpung ang buang nga gustung mugawas, Thepeople held the lunatic that wanted to escape back. Pugngi ang bagdanan kay musaka ku, Hold the ladder because I'm going up. 2 [A; a2b2] keep s.o. from dois.t. 
	gu
	gu
	ng 

	Dili ku ikaw pugngan sa imung buut bubatun, l won't prevent you from doing what you want. 2a {Al] control oneself. Nagpugung Zang ku arun way mabitabu, I'm justkeeping myself under control so nothinghappens. 3 [A; b] clip, tie the hair in place or clip clothes to the line. n clip or safety pin. paN-v [A2S] clip, tie one's own hair in place. n s.t. to tie the hair with or clothespins. pinugngan a suppressed. Pinugngangkatawa, Suppressed laughter. mapugnganun a tending to be strict, havia restrictive attit
	Dili ku ikaw pugngan sa imung buut bubatun, l won't prevent you from doing what you want. 2a {Al] control oneself. Nagpugung Zang ku arun way mabitabu, I'm justkeeping myself under control so nothinghappens. 3 [A; b] clip, tie the hair in place or clip clothes to the line. n clip or safety pin. paN-v [A2S] clip, tie one's own hair in place. n s.t. to tie the hair with or clothespins. pinugngan a suppressed. Pinugngangkatawa, Suppressed laughter. mapugnganun a tending to be strict, havia restrictive attit
	ng 


	pugus v 1 [A3PN; alcN] compel s.o. to do 
	s.t. Di unta ku mupalit, apan mamugus g
	s.t. Di unta ku mupalit, apan mamugus g
	i-

	yud ang akung asawa, l didn't want to buy 
	any, but my wife insisted. Way nagpugus ni
	mu pagpakasala, No one is forcing you to 
	commit a sin. la pugsun ug -it cannot be 
	helped that {such-and-such] is the case. 
	Pugsun ug dagbang mangulitawu naku, Can
	I help it if lots of men fall for me? Pugsun
	ug nasayup ku, I couldn't help making a
	mistake. 2 [A; cl] force s.t. to give way. 
	Ayaw pugsa (ipugus) pagpasulud kay mabu
	ngi, Don't force it in or you might break it. 
	Mabugtu na ug pugsun pag-inat, It will snap 
	if you stretch it too far. pugsunun a needing
	to be urged or told to do s. t. Ang mutsa
	tsang pugsunun maayung ikurindu, You
	might as well get rid of a maid that you
	have to keep tellito get to work. pugsu
	ng 

	nun ug utuk a slow in comprehension. Inti
	risadu siya muiskuyla apan pugsunun kaa
	yug utuk, He likes to study, but he is very 
	slow. mapugsanun, mapinugsanun a insist
	ent (literary). Usa ka mapugsanung magba
	balad, He is a persistent suitor. -u(�) a in
	of oneself or others. Pu
	sistent, demandi
	ng 
	-

	, 
	. .
	gusu ka man gud. Imung pugsun bisag di 
	mabimu, yOU are highly demanding. yOU 
	try to force people to do things they can't 
	do. Pugusu nang pliyira, mulusut bisag bla
	kingan, He is a persistent player. He forces 
	his way through to the basket even if he is 
	blocked. v [B12) become insistent, persist
	ent in doing s. t. pugut n name given to trigger fishes, esp. 
	species with very small mouths (as opposed
	to the pakul, which have larger mouths). 
	-un ug baba having a small mouth. pugwat v [A36; al) startle s.o. that is asleep
	or so engrossed in s.t. that he is oblivious of 
	his surroundis. Napugwat ang bata sa pag
	ng

	butu sa libintadur, The child was startled 
	out of his sleep when the firecracker ex
	ploded. Pugwatun ku siya sa iyang pagbi
	nuktuk, I'll startle her out of her deep 
	thought. puhag v [A; a] 1 scatter a large group of s.t. 
	Napuhag ang mga tawu sa plasa pag-ulan, 
	The people in the plaza scattered when it started to rain. 2 destroy completely. Ncipubag ang syudad sa bumba, The city was destroyed by bombs. 3 get honey froma beehive (for which one must destroy the hive). Ang mipubag sa putyukan wa bipaaki, Hegot the honey but he was not bitten. 
	,

	puhal v 1 [A; b(l)] undersell s.o. or bid a 
	,
	higher price for s.t. than a rival. Aku ta tung palitun, apan gipubalan giyud sa babayi, I was going to buy it, but a lady came andbought it from under my nose (by offering 

	puhaw -pukas 
	a better price). Puhali ang kumpaniya arun kitay makapalit sa awtu, Outbid the company so we can buy the car. 2 [A12; 68) be outclassed or outstripped in comparison. 
	a better price). Puhali ang kumpaniya arun kitay makapalit sa awtu, Outbid the company so we can buy the car. 2 [A12; 68) be outclassed or outstripped in comparison. 
	Hipubalan ang atung dyip sa bag-ung awtu sa atung silingan, Our neighbor's new car quite outclasses our jeep. n higher bid than 
	s.o. else offered or lower than s.o. else asked. -in-ay n competition or rivalry in selling or bidding. v [ANC) be in competition. 
	puhaw a 1 for a color or voice quality to be lacking its full intensity. Puhaw na kaayu ang imung sinina sa tantung linadlad, Your skirt is all faded from being put under the sun. Puhaw ang iyang pamanit kay bag-ung naayu sa sakit, His complexion is pale because he has just recently recovered from his illness. Ang pubaw ug tingug dili mahimung mag-aawit, One with a weak voice cannot become a singer. 2 become embarrassed. v 1 [B; cl} get to lose its full quality. Napuhaw ang buhuk pagkinaltgu sa dagat, 
	Napuhaw srya kay wa tagda sa iyang gikutana, She was embarrassed because the man she asked didn't pay any attention to her. P.arnuhawpuhaw v [A2) for the face to change colors in embarrassment. Namubawpubaw ku dihang giingnan ku niyang wa kuy batasan, My face turned all colors of the rainbow when she told me I had no manners. 

	puhun in the future, God willing. Pubun, ug may kinabuhi pa, mulangyaw ku, Someday,God willing, I will go abroad. Mugikan ku ugma puhun, I'm leaving tomorrow, God willing. puhunpuhun v 1 [AN2; a12) say thatone will do s. t., God willing. Mupuhunpuhun (mamubunpubun) ta kay di ta makasiguru sa ugma, We should say 'God willing'because we cannot be certain of the future. 2 [al2) for it only to be a matter of daysfor s.t. expected to happen to s.o. Pubunpubunun na Lang ang gilaygay. Di na madugayng mamatay, 
	puhunan n 1 capital invested in a business or . 2 any source of profit. Laway ray akung puhunan kay maayu kung muulugulug, I had no capital other than my gift of gab because I'm good at flattery. v 1 [A) for an investment to reach a certain amount. Dili gamay ang nigusyu nga mupuhunan ug nuybinta mil, A business that has ninety thousand for capital is not small. 2 [Al2) get a certain amount as capital. Nakapuhunan na ku para sa sugal, l was given some 
	puhunan n 1 capital invested in a business or . 2 any source of profit. Laway ray akung puhunan kay maayu kung muulugulug, I had no capital other than my gift of gab because I'm good at flattery. v 1 [A) for an investment to reach a certain amount. Dili gamay ang nigusyu nga mupuhunan ug nuybinta mil, A business that has ninety thousand for capital is not small. 2 [Al2) get a certain amount as capital. Nakapuhunan na ku para sa sugal, l was given some 
	gambli
	ng

	money for gambling. 3 [A; c] put down a certain amount as capita!, Pilay ipubunanninyu sa susyu? How much will you invest in the partnership? paN-v 1 [A2; c6) use s.t. as an asset or means to accomplish s. t. 

	Ubang babayi mamuhunan sa ilang kagwapasa panghantuk, Some women use their beau-. ty to land a husband. 2 [A2; c) rest up in anticipation of work or activity. Namubunan kug katulug para sa pagbilar rung gabii, 
	Ubang babayi mamuhunan sa ilang kagwapasa panghantuk, Some women use their beau-. ty to land a husband. 2 [A2; c) rest up in anticipation of work or activity. Namubunan kug katulug para sa pagbilar rung gabii, 
	I got some extra sleep because I'm going to stay awake all night tonight. mag-r-(➔) n one who capitalizes. 
	puhuun see PUU. 
	puk onomatopoetic word for a rapping sound. Bunalan bitaw naku siya sa u, puk,da tuwad lagi, I struck him on the head,and puk, he fell flat. 
	puk n a low foresail rigged in front of the mast and ahead of the mainsail. v [A; a)put up, make into this k.o. sail. 
	puka v [A; a) break s.t. that is attached to 
	s.t. by holding tight to it. Siyay mipuka sa akung singsing, She broke my ring. Mapukanang pul-an sa imung sundang ug imung ibugha, The handle of your bolo will break ifyou use it to split firewood. a broken and thus loose. 
	pukak n child's word for female genitalia. 
	pukakha a fluffed up, not tamped or packeddown. v [B; al 2] be fluffed up, for s.t. in small pieces or powder to be loose and not packed down so that it looks like a large quantity. Diyutay ra apan mu rag dagban kay nagpukakba, It isn't very much, but it looks like a lot because it is fluffed up. 

	pukan v [AB12; ab2) 1 topple s.t. tall and erect. Hangin ang mupukan anang kahuya, The wind will uproot that tree. 2 bring to a downfall in a struggle. Mga A mirikanhun ang nakapukan sa ribulusiyun, The American forces crushed the revolutionary movement. Mapukan ra ang hiwing pamunuan, The crooked administration will some day be brought down. 3 [A; ab3(1)] dishonor. Ang ryang!amu ang!mipukan sa iyang kaputli, Her own master violated her. ka-an n downfall, fall from power or loss of honor. Ang kapukanan s
	pukang n child's word for female genitalia. pukas v 1 [AB6; cl] lift up s.t. that covers or hides s.t., become uncovered. Mipukas(napukas) ang tabun sa pagkaun, The cover of the food was blown open. Gipukas sa malditu ang sayal sa mutsatsa, The bad boy pulled up the maid's dress. 2 [Al 3) for a 
	pukat -pukway 
	girl's dress to creep upwards uncovering her legs. Kita iyang paa kay natulug nagp ukas, You could see her thighs, because her skirt crept up as she slept. hiN-a allowing the dress to creep up in one's sleep, exposing the body in the process.
	girl's dress to creep upwards uncovering her legs. Kita iyang paa kay natulug nagp ukas, You could see her thighs, because her skirt crept up as she slept. hiN-a allowing the dress to creep up in one's sleep, exposing the body in the process.

	pukat, pule.at!= PUKLAT. 
	pukaw v 1 [AN; ab2] wake s.o. up. Pukawa kug sayu, Wake me up early. 2 [A3; al2] awaken an emotion that had become inactive. Pukawun natu ang nindut natung kagabapun, Let's revive our happy past.
	t

	pukay n child's word for female genitalia. 
	pukdaw, pukgaw n k.o. fowl pestilence that is characterized by drooping of the limbs and head, causes the flesh to turn yellow, and generally kills all the fowl in one place. v [A3P; a4] get this pestilence. ting-n season when this disease strikes. 
	pukgu v [A; al] 1 put the hands around a sack to clasp it before tying it firmly. Dina ku makapukgu sa saku kay punu na kaayu,
	I cannot gather and tie the mouth of the sack because it is too full. Pukgua nang bubuk mu ining lastiku, Gather and tie your hair with this rubber band. Gipukgu niya ang tiil sa manuk, He grabbed the chicken by the feet. 2 nip in the bud, cut s.t. short. 
	I cannot gather and tie the mouth of the sack because it is too full. Pukgua nang bubuk mu ining lastiku, Gather and tie your hair with this rubber band. Gipukgu niya ang tiil sa manuk, He grabbed the chicken by the feet. 2 nip in the bud, cut s.t. short. 
	Ang akung pagkasakit mauy nakapukgu sa akung!pagtuun, My illness has prevented me from studying. Pukgua ang iyang pagpanugal sa di pa siya mabigam, Nip his gambling in the bud before he gets accustomed to doing it. 

	puki n 1 female genital organ (euphemism). 2 k.o. ornamental herb, the leaf and flower of which are reminiscent of the female genitalia: Rhoeo discolor. 
	pukir n game of poker. v [AC; a] play poker. 
	puklat v 1 (A3B36; ell open the eyes. Nars mauy nagpuklat sa mata sa babaying mitumar ug isliping tablit, A nurse pried open the eyes of the woman that had taken sleeping tablets. Mipuklat lag kadiyut ang akung mata apan napilu Zang sad dayun, My eyes opened for a short time but they closed right away. 2 (B26] awaken due to a disturbance. Mipuklat ang bata sa syagit, The shout woke the baby up. puklatpuklat n eyelids. paN-V [A] start to wake up. Wa pagiyud nilay namuklatpuklat pagsubang sa adlaw, Not one
	puklid, pukling = PAKLING. 
	puklid, pukling = PAKLING. 
	puklu n base of the abdomen just below the pus-un, but above the genitalia. 
	puknit = PUGNIT. 
	pukpukv 1 [AN; ac} pound with the fist or 
	1 
	s.t. held in the fist, not necessarily with force. Mipukpuk siya sa lamisa sa kalagut, He pounded on the table in anger. Nagpamukpuk siya sa iyang dughan nga nangadyi, 
	She kept striking her breast while praying. la [A; a2] masturbate (slang). Nagpukpukna sad ka? Have you been beating it again? 2 [Al2] get a good profit from the sale of 
	s.t. Nakapukpuk siya sa pamaligya ug kupras, He made a killing in the sale of copra. n 1 action of pounding or hammering. 2 drumstick. -in-n k.o. cloth made from fine abaca fiber that has been pounded after weaving. v 1 [Al] wear, use pinukpukcloth. 2 [A; a] make pinukpuk cloth. 
	pkpukn pin. v [b(l)] fasten with a pin. 
	Ł
	2 

	Akung pukpukan ang akung tabian, I'll put 
	pins where I'm going to sew. 
	puksi v [A; a] tear off s.t. pasted or attached onto s. t. Kusug nga bangin ang nakapuksi sa mga sin sa ilang atup, A strong wind tore the corrugated iron sheets off their roof. Ayaw puksia ang silyu sa subri, Do not tear the stamp off the envelope. 
	pukun k.o. infectious yaws characterized 
	1
	by lesions of the skin which are resistant to any topically applied medicine. v [b4] have this infection. 
	pukun k.o. basket coming in various shapes and sizes characterized by a tapering mouth. v [A; cl] make this sort of basket. 
	2 

	puku mas u minus more or less. Puku mas u minus mga singkwintabun ka tawu ang mitambung sa parti, Fifty persons more or less attended the party.puk-ung v [A; b6] sit on one's haunches. Ayawg puk-ungi ang inuduru, Don't squat on top of the toilet. pukupuku v [A; b5cl] do s.t. on a small, restrained scale. Ug di k� mupukupuku sa imung inum musamut ang imung ulsir, If you don't control your drinking, your ulcer will get worse. Pukupukuba ang tubig, Use the water sparingly. Pukupuk uba ang imung kalagut bas

	pul-pulas 793 
	1 

	pol n pull, influence wielded by a person,us:iany to obtain favors. v [Al2] have pull.OUcan't get a job without pull.
	pol n pull, influence wielded by a person,us:iany to obtain favors. v [Al2] have pull.OUcan't get a job without pull.
	Ug di ka makapul di ka makatrababu, y

	puln pool, k.o. pocket billiards played with a cue ball and object balls numbered from 1 to 15. v [AC; c] play pool. -an n pool hall.
	2 


	pula a 1 red. la any color ranging from dark yellow through orange, red, and brown. lb -ug saya palm toddy, esp. inside a transparent glass container where the redness shows (slang). Puwa ug saya ang ilang giinum, They drank palm toddy. 2 not true,lie (so called from the color of the butbut
	2
	2
	which is homonymous with a word meaning lie, butbut -colloquial). A nus-a ku 
	' 
	, \
	mutuu nga pulus man na pula? Don't ex
	-

	pect me to believe that when it's all lies. 3 = DAGIR, 2. v 1 [ABN; ab7] become red, cause s.o. to do s.t. Akuy mupula sa imung sapatus, I'll make your shoes red. Mipula siya kay gisugs�g, She turned red because they teased her. Napula ang iyang kamut sa dyubus, Her hands got red with dye. Namula ang akung nawung sa kaulaw, My face was red with shame. Nagpula ang langit pagsawup sa adlaw, Thesky was all red at sunset. Nagkapula ang binagang putbaw, Theiron that was heated is turning redder and redder. P
	• 

	lngun siya duna na siyay awtu, bain bay napuwa? He said he got a car. That will be the day that I believe that! pulapula n scattered red spots or dots. p1llahan (not without /) n 1 the name given to the Filipinofighters for independence against the Spaniards and then the Americans (so called fromtheir red badges). 2 types of fish with predominantly red hues. pulahay n infant. karedness. pa-n lipstick. pulahun a reddish. n 
	= PULAHAY.

	pulak v [AB; cl] 1 fall down from a height, cause s.t. to do so. Magp'4lak kug mga tambis, I'll knock some tambis fruits down. Mupulak (mapulak) ang prutas ug labiban na sa kabinug, Fruits will fall when they are overripe. Napulak ang misitira gikan sa bintana, The potted plant fell from the window sill. 2 fail in an examination or subject. 
	Sa nanguba sa iksamin usa ray napulak, Ofthose that took the exam, only one failed. (➔) n 1 a nut, fruit that has fallen. 2 coconuts that have fallen off the tree. paN-v [A2; a2] gather fallen fruits, esp. coconuts. 
	Sa nanguba sa iksamin usa ray napulak, Ofthose that took the exam, only one failed. (➔) n 1 a nut, fruit that has fallen. 2 coconuts that have fallen off the tree. paN-v [A2; a2] gather fallen fruits, esp. coconuts. 
	pulaki a 1 odd, not evenly divisible by a given number. Dubay pulaki. Tulu mi, unya limay inyung gibatag, There are two left over. There is three of us and you gave five. 2 be the leftover when s.t. is divided. Angpulaki amu na Zang pikasun, Let's just divide the one left over. v [B126; cl6] come out not evenly divisible. 
	pulakut v [B; cl] be lighted and burni. Di
	ng

	mupulakut ang tinustus kay basa ang tabaku, The cigars won't burn because the tobacco is wet. Pulakuta (ipulakut) usa angkayu usa sugnuri, Let the fire start burning before you add fuel. 
	pulalak, pulalay n = PURAv (humorous eu
	-

	phemism).
	pul-an 1 = PULU. 2 see PUULpulana = PULANU (female). 
	2

	pulang n k.o. sharp machete with a round or square tip for heavy-duty work. v 1 [Al; a 
	2) make a machete of this type. 2 [Al 2) acquire this k.o. machete. 
	pidang v [A) for a baby to learn to jump,
	I 
	,

	bounce up and down when held. Mupulang 
	na ang bata, The child is now learning to jump. Dipa makapulang si Bibi, Baby can't jump yet. 2 [A; cl] put a child in a pulangan. -an(➔) n chair attached to a spring pole in which a baby is placed so that it can jump up and down. 
	pulangv [A; al2] die from intense cold, feel as cold as if one was about to die. Ang katugnaw mauy mupulang sa mga bayup,The cold will kill the animals. Gipulang ku,I'm freezing to death. 
	2 

	pulangi = PULANGKi:. 
	2

	pulangkin 1 space under the roof parallel to the ridge pole immediately beneath it. 2the space including a platform just below it which forms an attic. 
	1 

	\
	pulangkired (humorous). A, kapulangki ni-
	Ł 

	mug sinina, What a red dress you've got on! 
	pulanu n name given to a hypothetical male. Bisag si Pulanu pay muimbitar nimu, ayaw pag-uban, Even if it's Mr. So-and-so that invites you, don't go with him.
	· 

	pulas, pulas v 1 [A; cl] remove s.t. from &,t. that covers or encircles it, or remove the covering thing. Napulas ang kalu pagburus sa bangin, The hat was blown away in the wind. Ug imung pulasun ( ipulas) ang imung kamut sa pusas, mubugut binuun kiniŁ If you try to slip your hands out of the hand
	-


	794 pulasik -puli 
	cuffs, they'll just tighten. la [A; b] removethe tie from the coconut palm bud to stop the toddy flow and allow the bud to develop fruit. Pulasi ang sanggutan arun mamunga, Untie the coconut bud so it will bearfruit. 2 allow s.t. to run over the face to remove s. t. Puwasa ang dagat sa imung nawung, Let the sea water run over your face. 3 [B23(1); cl] for s. t. to wear off, disappear. Mipulas ang ad law sa buk id, The sundisappeared behind the mountains. Wa pamakapulas ang ispiritu sa binu, The effect 
	cuffs, they'll just tighten. la [A; b] removethe tie from the coconut palm bud to stop the toddy flow and allow the bud to develop fruit. Pulasi ang sanggutan arun mamunga, Untie the coconut bud so it will bearfruit. 2 allow s.t. to run over the face to remove s. t. Puwasa ang dagat sa imung nawung, Let the sea water run over your face. 3 [B23(1); cl] for s. t. to wear off, disappear. Mipulas ang ad law sa buk id, The sundisappeared behind the mountains. Wa pamakapulas ang ispiritu sa binu, The effect 

	pulasik (from lasik) v [B2S3(1)N; b2cl] fly apart in various directions because of force. 
	Mipulasik (namulasik) ang lapuk pag-agi sa trak, The mud spattered in all directions when the truck passed by. Pagkabulug sabulig, namuwasik ang mga lubi, When the bunch of coconuts fell, the coconuts flew off in all directions. 
	Mipulasik (namulasik) ang lapuk pag-agi sa trak, The mud spattered in all directions when the truck passed by. Pagkabulug sabulig, namuwasik ang mga lubi, When the bunch of coconuts fell, the coconuts flew off in all directions. 
	pulaspulas v [A; b5cl] do s.t. with hurried motions. Di ka makapulaspulas anang imung libuk kay dilikadu nang imung bubat, 
	You can't do that work hurriedly because it is a delicate piece of work. 

	pulaw, pulaw v 1 [AN; b] stay up very late at night or the whole night through. Nagpulaw ku sa bata gabii, I stayed up all night to watch the child last night. Di kumupulaw (mamulaw) ug tuun, I won't stay . Gipulawan (gipamulawan) sa sastri ang akung sinina, The seamstress stayed up late finishing my dress. 2 [A; b]keep a fire or lamp going the night through.Magpulaw ku arun duna tay kayu kanunay, I'll keep a fire burning so that we'll always 3 [A3) to be kept alive. Ang tinguba sa pag-adtu sa A mirika nagp
	up late studyi
	ng
	have fire. 
	for a feeli
	ng 
	keep burni
	ng 
	ng 

	pulaw-as (not without l) v [AN; c6) sell s.!t. at a lower than usual selliprice. Namulaw-as ku ug baligya sa akung awtu kay dagban kug utang balayran, I had to sell my car cheap to get money to pay off my debt. n sold at a sacrifice. Maayu ni nga pagkapalita kay pulaw-as nga pagkabaligyaa, Thisis a good buy because it was sold at a sacri-
	pulaw-as (not without l) v [AN; c6) sell s.!t. at a lower than usual selliprice. Namulaw-as ku ug baligya sa akung awtu kay dagban kug utang balayran, I had to sell my car cheap to get money to pay off my debt. n sold at a sacrifice. Maayu ni nga pagkapalita kay pulaw-as nga pagkabaligyaa, Thisis a good buy because it was sold at a sacri-
	ng 

	flee. 

	pulay = PURA Y (humorous euphemism). 
	pulay = PURA Y (humorous euphemism). 
	pulaynas (not without l) n leggings to protect the lower legs. v [A; ab] use, make leggings.
	pulbira n powder case. v [Al; a] use a powder case. 
	-

	pulbu = PULBUS. 
	pulbura n explosive powder. 
	pulburun n k.o. candy made of powdered milk, flour, sugar, and butter and roasted. v [A; a) make, serve pulburun.
	pulbus n1 powder. Patubung pulbus, Bakingpowder. (Lit. yeast that is powder). 2 facepowder. v [A; b] wear face powder, powder s. t. Nagpulbus kug tablitas nga itambal sa samad, I am pulverizing a tablet to puton the wound paN-v [A2] put face powder on. Ayaw pamulbus sa kadagbanan, Do not powder your nose in public. 
	puldir n file folder. 
	pulgada n inch. Duba ka pulgada, Two inches. v [A; cl] measure s.t. by inches. Panday ang mipulgada sa kabuy, The carpenter measured the piece of wood. Pulgadaba(ipulgada) pagsukud ang iyang lawas, Measure her body by the inches. pulgadahan na stick or tape graduated in inches. -s = PULGADA (plural -used only with numbers of Spanish origin). Dus pulgadas, Two inches. pulgadira n carpenter's measuring tape wound in a case or a folding meter stick. pulgadirista n in logging, the person whomarks the dimen
	pulgas n flea. '!I [a4] be infested with fleas. Nagpangilkil ang iru kay gipulgas, The dog is always scratching because he is infested with fleas. -un(➔) a flea-ridden. 
	pulhawus a full house, full to capacity. Pulhawus pagsalida sa Binbur, There was a full house when they showed Ben Hur. n full house in poker. v (B12) for there to be afull house, get filled to capacity. 
	pulhu v [A; b6(1)] shuck off the outer husks of an ear of corn leaving the white inner leaves. -in-an n ears of corn with the outer husks removed. 
	puli v [A; b] chop the bottom of a coconut to make it easy to husk. Pulihi ang lubi una bunti, Chop the coconut's bottom before you husk it. 

	puli n replacement, one who spells s.o. Aku ang puli nimu, I am your substitute. [noun] vice-. Puli pangulu, Vice-president.v [A; c] 1 take the place of s. t. else. Kinsaymupuli nimug magbakasiyun ka? Who will take your place when you take your vaca
	-
	-

	pulida -pulpug 
	tion? Ang kasadya gipulihan sa kaguul,Now his mirth changed to sorrow. Munggus ang ipuli pagtanum sa mais, Plant mung beans after the corn. 2 (by extension) replace. Pulihan tu natung pawuntin pin nga nawala, Let's replace the fountain pen that got lost. pulipuli v 1 [A; b] take turns in doing s. t., do!s. t. alternately. Gipulipulihannilag bantay ang masakitun, They took turns keeping watch over the patient. 2 [A;
	tion? Ang kasadya gipulihan sa kaguul,Now his mirth changed to sorrow. Munggus ang ipuli pagtanum sa mais, Plant mung beans after the corn. 2 (by extension) replace. Pulihan tu natung pawuntin pin nga nawala, Let's replace the fountain pen that got lost. pulipuli v 1 [A; b] take turns in doing s. t., do!s. t. alternately. Gipulipulihannilag bantay ang masakitun, They took turns keeping watch over the patient. 2 [A;
	a] do s. t. to s.o. by turns. Pulipulihun Zang alternately. ka-n substitute or replacement. kapulihay in the long run. Sa kapulihay masayud ra siya, In the long run, he will surely find out the truth. 
	sila nakug kasaba, 
	I'll 
	give them a scoldi
	ng


	pulidaa done with craftsmanship, doing good work (female). Pulida kaayung trabahua, Well-executed piece of work. Pulida siyang manahi, She sews with Łkill. 
	pulidu a for workmanship to be neat and well-done. Pulidu kaayu ning iyang baskit, The basket he made is of excellent workmanship. v 1 [B12) for s.t. to come out excellently done. 2 [A12) do s. t. with good workmanship. 
	puliki a extremely busy. Puliki ku run sa baykay daghan mtg bistta, I'm extremely busy in the house because we have lots of visitors. v [B 14) be extremely busy doing s. t. as much as one can. Nagpuliki kug tubag sa iyang mga pangutana, I had a hard time answering all his questions. Nagkapuliki siyag sagang sa latigu, He was busy trying to shield himself from the lashes. 
	puling n foreign body or matter in the eye or eyes. v [Al2; a3b4) have a foreign body in the eye. Makapuling ang abug, Dust can get into one's eyes. Napuling ku, napulingan akung mata, I got s. t. in my eyes. Waydakung makapuling, There are some things a small person can do that a big person can not do. (Lit. S.t. big cannot get into the eyes.) -sa mata v [A12; a3) offend one's moral sense. Salidang /aw-ayng makapuling sa mata, A dirty film offensive to the morals. 
	pulipug = PILIPUG. 
	pulir n tweezers for plucking hair out. hir 
	-

	= PULIR. 
	= PULIR. 

	pulis n 1 policeman. -sa bantuk a two-bit cop (lit. policeman from the uplands). 2 a wife who checks on her husband (humorous). 3 -klirans n police clearance. v 1 [B 156; a12) be, become a policeman. 2 [AN 2; a12) check up on one's husband or children like a policeman (humorous). pa-v [C 6) report s.o. to the police. Layas na kay 
	pulis n 1 policeman. -sa bantuk a two-bit cop (lit. policeman from the uplands). 2 a wife who checks on her husband (humorous). 3 -klirans n police clearance. v 1 [B 156; a12) be, become a policeman. 2 [AN 2; a12) check up on one's husband or children like a policeman (humorous). pa-v [C 6) report s.o. to the police. Layas na kay 
	ug dili, ipapulis ta ka, Get out of here or I will report you to the police. -iya 1 = KAPULISAN. 2 = PULIS, nl, vl. paN-n occupation of being a policeman. ka-an n police. 

	pulisa n policy, written contract. Pulisa sa insyurans, Insurance policy. v [b6] issue 
	pulisa n policy, written contract. Pulisa sa insyurans, Insurance policy. v [b6] issue 
	s.o. a policy. pulitika n politics. v [b(l)) 1 do s.t. only as 
	,
	a matter of formality. Aku lang siyang gipulitikahan ug imbitar, I invited him for formality's sake. 2 say s.t. in the hopes of obtainis.t. for it. Pulitikahi lag hangyu si Mother because she might agree to it. paNv [A2; c6) engage in politics or electioneering. Namulitika lang gihapun bisag tapus nang iliksiyun, They are still engaging in politics even though the elections are over. n . pulitikanhun a political. Partidung pulitikanhun, Political party.
	-
	ng 
	Mama, basig musugut, Try your luck aski
	ng
	politicking, electioneeri
	ng

	pulitiku n 1 politician. 2 one who promises but accomplishes nothing. Ayawg salig anang pulitiku nga musaad ug bisan unsa, 
	He'll promise just about anything, but don't count on it. v [B156) be a politician. 
	pulka n polka dance or music. 
	pulkas v [A; a] 1 annihilate, destroy utterly. 
	Ang mga girilya nagpulkas sa usa ka trak nga Hapun, The guerrillas annihilated a truckload of Japanese soldiers. Mahinanuk na ku nga napulkasan na sa dughu ang akung katri, I sleep soundly now that my bed has been rid of bedbugs. 2 remove a fish corral from the sea. Pulkasa nag inyung bungsud kay tinghabagat na, Remove your fish coz:ral now because the windy season is setting in. 3 [A; a] pay off debts. Nakapulkas siya sa utang pagkadaug niya sa swipstik, He managed to pay off his debts when he won the s
	pulkum n acronym for pulis kumisyunir, member of the Police Commission. 
	pulmun, pulmunya, pulmuniya n diseases of the lungs. esp. pneumonia. v [B126; a4] 
	·
	get pneumonia or other pulmonary diseases.!pulpitu n pulpit. v [A; b6) make the pulpit in the church. 
	pulpug v 1 [A; a) break s.t. brittle into tiny pieces. Napulpug ang basung nahagbung, The glass fell and broke into smithereens. 2 [A; b) tap, knock off fine particles. Akuymupulpug sa agiw sa akung sigarily1f, I'll knock off the ashes of my cigarette. Akunggipulpugan ug sulpanilamayid ang akung samad, f tapped sulfanilamide powder onto my wound. -an(➔) n cave under a river bank 

	pulpul -puluhu 
	where crocodiles make their abode (and bring their prey-to destroy them). 
	where crocodiles make their abode (and bring their prey-to destroy them). 

	pulpul a 1 not bright. Pulpul kaayu nang bataa sa klas� That child is very dull in class. la unskillful in doing or executing things. 
	Pulpul kaayung mikaniku kay wa kaayu sa dyip, The mechanic was no good. He could not repair the jeep. 2for vehicles or animals to be slow in running speed. Pulpul kaayung mudagan nang kabayua, That horse runs very slow. v [B12] be, become mentally slow, unskilled, slow in movement. 
	Pulpul kaayung mikaniku kay wa kaayu sa dyip, The mechanic was no good. He could not repair the jeep. 2for vehicles or animals to be slow in running speed. Pulpul kaayung mudagan nang kabayua, That horse runs very slow. v [B12] be, become mentally slow, unskilled, slow in movement. 

	pulrira = PLUR.IRA. 
	pulsiras n bracelet. v 1 [AN; c] wear a bracelet. 2 [A12; b8] get a bracelet. 
	pulsu n 1 pulse. 2 wrist. maayu ug -a having steady hands. Hantir kaayu nang tawbana kay maayu man kaayug pulsu, That man is a sharpshooter because he has steady hands. pugung sa -n 1 s.t. to stave off hunger (lit. hold back the pulse). 2 s.t. done temporarily in the absence of s.t. better. 
	Naay iyang trababu apan pugung Zang na sa pulsu kay wa may lain, He has a job but it is just temporary because he doesn't have anything else. v [AP; c] 1 stave off hunger. 
	Naay iyang trababu apan pugung Zang na sa pulsu kay wa may lain, He has a job but it is just temporary because he doesn't have anything else. v [AP; c] 1 stave off hunger. 
	Mupugung (mupapugung) sa pulsu ang kindi, Candies will stave off hunger. 2 make do
	' 
	with s.t. Igu pang makapugung sa pulsu 
	ning diyutayng gasulina sa gasulinaban, This little gasoline is enough to get us -to the gas station. hiN-v [AN; b6) take s.o.'s pulse. 
	Ang duktur ang mubimulsu (mangbimulsu) nimu, The doctor will feel your pulse. rilu di-n wrist watch.
	t


	pulta n 1 door, doorway. -mayur main door. 2 admission fee. 3 = PWIRTU. v [A;
	2

	c] pay admission. Akuy mupulta nimu sa sini, I'll pay your way to the show. pultahan n 1 doorway. 2 store space used as a retail establishment. Duba ka nayung pultaban ang ilang giabangan, They rented two adjacent store spaces. pultira = PULTIRU (female). pultiru n doorkeeper, usher who collects admission tickets. v [B16; bell be a ticket collector. 
	c] pay admission. Akuy mupulta nimu sa sini, I'll pay your way to the show. pultahan n 1 doorway. 2 store space used as a retail establishment. Duba ka nayung pultaban ang ilang giabangan, They rented two adjacent store spaces. pultira = PULTIRU (female). pultiru n doorkeeper, usher who collects admission tickets. v [B16; bell be a ticket collector. 

	pultri n 1 one's fowls and the equipment to maintain them. Nasunug amung pultri gabii, Our chicken coop burnt down last night. v [A;cl) 1 operate a poultry business. Magpultri ku arun ku makabaligyag mga itlug, l want to raise poultry so that I can sell eggs. 2 set up a poultry house. Magpultri kug kabutangan sa mga manuk, I'll make a coop to shelter the chickens. 
	pulu(not without /) n short-sleeved sport shirt. -barung, barung -short-sleeved barung. v [A; ac) get, make into a pulu. pulu
	pulu(not without /) n short-sleeved sport shirt. -barung, barung -short-sleeved barung. v [A; ac) get, make into a pulu. pulu
	1 
	-

	hun n material to make into a pulu.

	pulun 1 handle of bladed instruments. 2 butt of a pistol or a revolver. v [A; cl) make, supply the handle of a bladed instrument. iya nang gipuluan (gipul-anan) ang imung sundang, He has made a handle for your bolo. puluan, pul-an = PULU, n, v. the virrues of one's own possessions. Ang amaban nga nagdayig sa kagwapa sa iyang kaugalingung anak mu rag nagdayig ug puluan ug guna, A father who praises his own daughter's beauty is like a man who praises a bolo handle he made himself. 
	pulun 1 handle of bladed instruments. 2 butt of a pistol or a revolver. v [A; cl) make, supply the handle of a bladed instrument. iya nang gipuluan (gipul-anan) ang imung sundang, He has made a handle for your bolo. puluan, pul-an = PULU, n, v. the virrues of one's own possessions. Ang amaban nga nagdayig sa kagwapa sa iyang kaugalingung anak mu rag nagdayig ug puluan ug guna, A father who praises his own daughter's beauty is like a man who praises a bolo handle he made himself. 
	2 
	mag-/nagdayig ug pul-an ug guna extolli
	ng

	pulu n island. ka-an, kapupud-an n archipelo. Ang kapupud-an sa Pilipinas, The Philippine Islands. 
	ag

	pulu numeral ten. v see PITU. n ten-pesobill. ika-athe tenth. ka·, maka-ten times. 
	, 
	' 

	na-= PULU. 
	pulud, pulud v [A; a) cut down plants, esp. large and tall ones. Magpulud mig usa ka punu nga lubi, We'll cut down a coconut tree. n trunk of a plant that has been cut down. Usa ka pulud nga kabuy, A log. 
	pulug n 1 dye. 2 color. Musiga na ang pulug nga pula sa suga sa trapiku, The traffic light is red. 3 power or strength to do s. t. or produce an effect. Pila ra may pulug sa linugaw nga ipanibapun? There is nothing to a dinner of mere rice porridge. v 1 [A; a] dye,color s. t. with a dye. 2 [A; al 2] give s. t. its appearance by its very presence. Mga pulung nga gipulug sa pagmabay, Words that were fashioned by her deep remorse. Ang tibuuk palihut gipulug sa langitnung katabum, 
	Heavenly beauty that bathed the surroundings. 3 [ al2] picture, describe s. t. in words. Di mapulug ang ilang gibati, What they felt was beyond descriptio�. 4 [A; a12] consider s. t. carefully in the mind. May mga pitlung nga manlugwa sa baba nga di pulugun sa bunabuna, Words that come out of the mouth without having been carefullythought over in the mind. 
	puluhu (not without I) a 1 lazy, not eager or willing to work or exert oneself. 2 mentallyslow. Pulubu kaayu nang bataa sa klasi, That boy is very weak in cla�. 3not knowihow to do anything. Pulubu nqng bay
	ng
	bana. Di gani kabibawung mulung-ag, That woman has no skills. She doesn't even know how to cook rice. v 1 [B12] be, become lazy. 2 [B12) become slow in learning. -in(➔) a done in a lazy, indolent way. Pinulubu man nang imung linaktan! Hurry up! You are walking so lazily. v [A; bS) do s.t. in a lazy and indolent manner. 

	pulukuy '-puna
	l 

	pulukuy child's word for male genitalia. pulun v [A; cl] wind a string or rope into a ball. 
	pulukuy child's word for male genitalia. pulun v [A; cl] wind a string or rope into a ball. 
	pulung n 1 word. Maayu ka Lang sa pulung,You are only good in talking. la Word, as used in theology. Sa sinugdanan mau ang Pitlung, In the beginning was the Word. 2 statement or message. Unsay iyang pulung? What did he say? -[gen.] [gen.] said. �sa ka?' pulung niya, 'Where are you going?'said he. 3 word received as a point of honor. Bakakun ka kay wa kay pulung, You're a liar because you didn't keep your word. v [A12C; c] have a dialogue, conference. Nagpitlung ang mga tinugyanan sa duba ka nasud, The r
	(i.e. whoever complains the loudest must be the culprit). 

	pul-ung v [A; a] lop off with one or two strokes. Nagpul-ung ang be1rdiniru sa mga balasbas, The gardener is trimming the 
	,
	,
	hedge. Gipul-ungan sa liug si Kar/us Unu, 
	Charles I was beheaded. -in-an n pruned or 
	trimmed. 

	puluris = PLURIS, 2. paN-v [A2] attend a flowers of May celebration. 
	pulusv [Al; b8] be of use, do. Kining kahuya dili magpulus sa halig� This piece of wood will not do for a post. Laing tawu ang makapulus sa kwarta, S.o. else can make use of the money. Kining liki nga tadyaw di na kapuslan, This jar is of no use any more because it is cracked. walay -there is no use, benefit. Wa na nay pus, !Labay na, That is 
	1 

	.
	.
	no good any more. Throw it away. pahiN-v 
	1 [A; b6] make use of. Pahimusli (pahimudsi) ang mga takna sa pagbasa, Make use of the hours by reading. 2 [A; b6] take advantage of. Dili ku mupahimulus sa kahuyang sa uban, I will not take advantage of others' weaknesses. Pahimudsi ang tanyag,Take advantage of the .offer. 3 [A; b(l)] take advantage of a woman sexually. Gipahimuslanang iyang pagkababayi samtang gikuyapan siya, She was molested while she was unconscious. puslan (pudsan) man inasmuch as [so-and-so] has happened, [such-andsuch] might ju
	·
	· 
	· 

	pulus, pulus(not without!/) be all s.t. Pulus babayi mi dinhi, We are all women here. 
	2
	1 

	.
	OU always say no. Pu/us daan ang akung libru, My books are all old. v [B1256; c16] be covered all over with, be all full of s.t. of one kind. Napulus patik ang buktun sa prisu, The prisoner's arms are all covered with tattoos. 
	Pulus ka lang balibad!da, y

	pulut (not without /) = KAPULUT. 
	pulut v 1 [A; alb6] pick up s.t. withthe
	· 
	hand(s). Mipulut kug batu pagduul sa iru, I picked up a rock when the dog came toward me. 2 [A12; b8] come across s.t. by acci-
	,
	dent. /yang giuli ang pitaka nga iyang hipulutan, She returned the wallet that she had found. paN-[A2; b6] gather by picking up. Mamulut kug dalag sa lumbuy para likin, I will gather yellowed lumbuy leaves for 
	-

	.
	cigars.
	pulyitu, pulyitus n leaflet, handbill. 
	pulyu n polio. v [A123P; a4] get polio. 
	pumada n pomade. v [A; a2] make into, apply pomade. paN-v [A2; b6] put pomade on oneself. 
	-

	pumpung = PALUNGPUNG. puna = PULUNG Niv A. see PULUNG, n2. 
	Puna v 1 [A; be] replant spaces in a field 
	1 ,
	where a seed or plant failed to grow. /ya
	nang gipunaan ang dapit nga wa tugki, She has already replanted the places where nothing sprouted. 2 [A; c] repair a fishnet. Gi
	-


	puna-pundu 
	2 

	punaan pa ang pukut, They're still mending the net. 
	punaan pa ang pukut, They're still mending the net. 

	punav [A; a] dye and strengthen a fishline or net by rubbing it with the scrapings from the bark of a k.o. mangrove (tabigi). (➔) n bark scrapings from mangrove for fish lines. 
	2 

	punas v [A; b6] wash the face and limbs with a soapy washcloth. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] wash oneself off with a washcloth.Mamunas lang ku kay diyutay ra ang tubig, I'll just wipe myself off with a washcloth because there isn't very much water. ( ➔) a 1 having no pubic hair. 2 in the game of balinsay, failure to catch s.t. on the back of the hand. Kurugman gud kaayu ang akung kamut mau nga kanunay Lang punas inigbalinsay naku, Myhands are shaky. That's why I always catch nothing at the back of my palm (get a bald 
	punaw n k.o. edible clam about 1 ½" in diameter. It is a dark reddish-brown color. 
	punawvv 1 [B126; a4b4] feel faint. Gipunaw(gipunawan) ku sa kabubi, I felt faint from my stomach pain. 2 [b4(1)] be overcome by a strong emotion. Napunawan siya sa bilabibang kasubu, She was overcome with grief. 3 [B126] be overcome by shame. Mu rag napunaw ku sa iyang tinutukan, The way he stared at me, I wanted to sink into a crack in the floor. punawpunaw paN-v [A] go far away from s.o. to the horizon or upper spaces where the image is blurred. 
	Namunawpunaw ang langgam sa kabitas-an, 
	Namunawpunaw ang langgam sa kabitas-an, 
	The bird soared up to the highest reaches of the sky. kapunawpunawan n 1 horizon, upper reaches of heaven. 2 deepest recesses of one's consciousness (literary). Ang iyang tingug mikulikut sa kapunawpunawan sa akung katulug, Her voice pierced into the depths of my slumber. 

	punay, punay v [Al 3; ab36c] do s.t. al
	-

	l 
	l 
	, 
	,

	ways, keep on doing s.t. Nganung nagpu-
	nay ka mag tan-aw niya, Why are you always looking at (keep on looking at) her? Unsay imung gipunayan ug bilak, What are you always crying about? Ayaw ipunayg kaligu sa dagat ang imung bubag, Don't keep going swimming in the ocean with that boil of yours. 

	punayn k.o. bird, the pink-necked green pigeon: Treron vernans. 
	2 

	punda n pillow case. v [A; a] put on, use, make into a pillow case. 
	pundadur n k.o. imported liquor. 
	pundahan n small variety store that also sells food and drinks. 
	pundar v [A; cl] found or set up an organization. Nagpundar sila ug kaugalingun ni
	-

	lang iskuylaban, They founded their own school 
	lang iskuylaban, They founded their own school 
	pundasiyun n foundation, supporting material. v [A; c] 1 apply a foundation before putting cosmetics on. Nabamis ang iyang nawung kay nagpundasiyun man, Her face is smooth because she is using a foundation. 2 make a foundation for a structure. Maligun ang balay ug pundasiyunan, The house will be strong if it has a foundation. 
	pundidu see PUNDIRpundilyu = PUNDIYU. ' 
	1 
	2
	. 

	pundirv [A; a2] melt and cast metal. Pundibun ni namung brunsig kampana, We will cast this bronze slab into a bell. pundihan,pundihanan n foundry. punclidu n cast iron. 
	1 

	Ang gigawi sa paghimu sa kalaha pundidu kay muagwanta ug init, They use cast iron for frying pans because it can take heat. 
	pundirv [AB12;!ab4(1)] 1 burn out a bulb, use up a battery, machine; become burnt out or used up. Ilisi ang bumbilyang napundir, Replace the bulb that burnt out. Nagkapundir ang mga makina kay daan na man, 
	2 

	The engines are going out of commission one after another because they are so old. 2 knock s.o. out of commission. Uy, makapundir sa lawas ning alak, This liquor can put you out of commission. a burnt out of commission. punclidu v [ B12) get burnt out. 
	pundiyu n length in pants from the waist along the fly to the crotch. pundiyuhan = 
	,
	PUNDIYU. 
	pundu n 1 anchor. 2 deposit, amount paid to guarantee the return of s. t. 2a funds, money set aside for s. t. 2b stock, amount of 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	set aside. v 1 [A; al] make an anchor. 2 [A; c] drop anchor. Mupundu ta dinbi,Let's drop anchor here. Gipunduban na ang sakayan, The boat dropped anchor. 2a [A; b6] stay s.w. for a while. Mupundu ta sa landung kadiyut, Let's rest in the shade for a while. 2b [A; b6] settle down, stop doing 

	s.
	s.
	t. Nagpundu na ang iyang pagtambuk, He has stopped putting on weight. 2c [A; b] put animals away for the night. Gipunduban na ba nimu ang kabayu? Have you put the horse away for the night? 3a lay a vehicle or machinery aside. Amung gipundu angamung kutsi samtang nagbakasiyun mi, We stored our car while we were on vacation. 3b [A; cJ deposit s. t. as guarantee. Ang butilya gipunduban ug diyis, They deposited ten cents for the bottle. 4 [A; c] fund a project. Usa ka miliyun ang gipundu alangsa ubras, A mill
	-




	punduk -punggit 
	the water in a jar. punduhanan n 1 anchorplace. 2 place one stays for a while, ani
	the water in a jar. punduhanan n 1 anchorplace. 2 place one stays for a while, ani
	ngmals �re put away for the night. 3 place s. t. is stored, deposited. punduk v 1 [AC; b6) gather, assemble together in a group. Di kita makapunduk sa pasilyu, We can't gather in the passageway. Piasa ang ilang gipundukan, They gathered in the town square. 2 [A; cl) gather s.t. 
	i

	Punduka (ipunduk) ang mga sagbut arun dauban, Pile the trash up to burn it. n 1 group. 2 pile. 3 political party. Mubali ku sa punduk Libiral, I'll cross to the Liberal party. pundukpunduk n 1 social gathering. Sa pundukpunduk di pud srya mapiri, Shewould not be out of place in social gatherings. 2 k.o. small cerith shells (daludalu), socalled because they are found gathered in bunches.

	pundul = PUNGDUL.
	ee, a k.o. thin cloth of raw silk. pungn onomatopoetic word for an exploding sound, used in children's games. Pung,
	pundyi n po
	ng
	1 
	-

	patay ka na! Bang, you're dead! 
	patay ka na! Bang, you're dead! 

	pung, pun 1 in mahjong, the making of a set of three like pieces (triyu) by adding a discarded piece to one's hand (kaun, 3a). 2 = TRIYU. tudu -a hand consisting of all triyu's and an ay(and thus wins). tudu -plasis a plasis hand which also is a tudu pung. tudu!-ul•ap a tudu pung hand where no triyu has been laid open on the table. tudu -uldawun n a tudu pung hand where the triyus have all been laid open on the table. v [A; b2cl] 1make a set of three like pieces. 2 make a triyu hand in card games. 
	2
	ng
	1 
	4 

	,
	,
	,
	,


	pung= PULUNG. 
	2 

	pungan operculum, a shelly plate attached to the foot of gastropod mollusks whichcovers the mouth part of the shell when the animal retracts its foot. 
	1 

	,
	,

	punga= PUNGANGU. 
	2 

	punga a experiencing difficulty in breathing from having too full a stomach or being pregnant. v [B; b4) experience difficulty inbreathifrom these causes. Mupunga (mapunga) ang pagginbawa ug malabian ug kaun, You will experience difficulty in breathing if you overeat. Hala palabiig kaun arun pungaban ka, Go ahead. Eat too much so you'll have difficulty in breathing. 
	ng 

	pungag, puag V [A; a) break off a projection, usually s.t. hard, but said also of thepart of the water buffalo's nose where the rope is passed or a person's nose. Napungag ang akung tangung nasukmagan, My teeth got knocked out when s.o. hit me. (➔) ahaving s.t. broken off. Pungag ang basu, The 
	pungag, puag V [A; a) break off a projection, usually s.t. hard, but said also of thepart of the water buffalo's nose where the rope is passed or a person's nose. Napungag ang akung tangung nasukmagan, My teeth got knocked out when s.o. hit me. (➔) ahaving s.t. broken off. Pungag ang basu, The 
	ng

	kabaw nga pungag, You can't use a carabao any longer if his nose has been ripped open. 
	glass is chipped. Di na magamit a
	ng 


	pungal v [A3P; a) break off s.t. from its place of attachment, usually s.t. firmly attached. Binukal tubig ang nakapungal (nakapapungal) sa kuku sa baka, We got the hoofs off the cow's feet with boiliwater.
	pungal v [A3P; a) break off s.t. from its place of attachment, usually s.t. firmly attached. Binukal tubig ang nakapungal (nakapapungal) sa kuku sa baka, We got the hoofs off the cow's feet with boiliwater.
	ng 

	Pungala Zang ang ruska ug di na maibut, 
	Break the screw off if you can't get it out. 
	pungangu n pedicel or peduncle of flowers and fruits, the stalk which attaches the fruit or flower to the larger peduncle or to the branch. Lig-un ug pungau ang nangka,The jackfruit is attached to the branch with a strong stem. punganguhan n place where the pedicel attaches to the branch or peduncle. 
	ng

	pungapunga v 1 [A] gasp for breath in drowning or in a heavy wind or onrush of water. Nagpungapunga ang bata nga gipaatubang sa bintiladur, The baby was gasping for breath because it had been placed in front of an electric fan. 2 [A13] having difficulty eluding a flurry of punches orstrokes. Nagpungapunga ang buksidur sakumu ni Ilurdi, The boxer had his hands full dodging Elorde's blows. ka· = PUNG.A· 
	PUNGA.
	pungasi v [Al 3) be comiin fast and in rapid succession. Nagpungasi ang mga bala sa masinggan, The machine gun bullets are coming in rapid succession. Nagpungast ang ulan, The rain is coming down relentlessly. Nagpungasing kainit, The relentless heat. 
	ng 

	pungdul a blunt-ended. Lisud itahi ang dagum nga pungdul, lt is difficult to sew with a blunt needle. v [AB 1; b 5] be, become blunt-ended. Gipungdul (gipungdulan) ku ang mga tumuy sa kural arun way matusuk, 
	I cut the sharp ends off of the fence posts 
	so no one could get hurt on them. 
	pungga n game of shooting pebbles into holes using a stone to knock the opponent's stones (panganak). v [AC; b6) play this game.
	punggak v 1 [A; alb7] knock s.t. down by breaking it off at its base or from its attachment. Makapunggak ka ba anang manggag pusil gamitun? Can you knock that mango down with a gun? Punggakun (punggakun) ta nabalay sa lapinig, Let's knock the beehive down. 2 [ B 12) for the seat of the pants to be worn out. Nagkapunggak na ang lubut sa akung karsunis, The seat of my trousers is gradually wearing out. a wornout at the seat. 
	ng 


	punggit v [A; alb2) 1 hit s.t. with a missile 
	punggud -pungun 
	to knock it down or off. Wa siya makapunggit sa iruplanu sa kaaway, He was not able to shoot down the enemy plane. Batu ray akung ipunggit anang bayabas, I'll knock that guava down with a stone. 2 hit s.t. directly. Punggita ang ulu sa manuk, Hit the chicken in the head. 3 break, cut s.t. off. Ang hitabu nakapunggit sa iyang ambisiyun, The event cut down his soariambition. 4 mark s.o. for s.t. bad. Ug mapildi ang Libiral pungg� tun siya sa ubus nga pwistu, He's marked for demotion to a low position if the
	to knock it down or off. Wa siya makapunggit sa iruplanu sa kaaway, He was not able to shoot down the enemy plane. Batu ray akung ipunggit anang bayabas, I'll knock that guava down with a stone. 2 hit s.t. directly. Punggita ang ulu sa manuk, Hit the chicken in the head. 3 break, cut s.t. off. Ang hitabu nakapunggit sa iyang ambisiyun, The event cut down his soariambition. 4 mark s.o. for s.t. bad. Ug mapildi ang Libiral pungg� tun siya sa ubus nga pwistu, He's marked for demotion to a low position if the
	ng 

	,

	punggud = PUGUD. see PUGUD. 
	punggut v [AN; a] behea:d. Ayaw pungguta ang /rug sa inusinti, Don't cut off the head of an innocent man. 
	pungi, pungil v [A; a12] detach or break off 
	s.t. from an attachment or joint, esp. s.t. delicate or breakable. Akuy nagpungil sa lugpit sa pawuntin pin, I broke the clip off the fountain pen. Ayaw pungila ang mga gihay sa mga bulak, Don't pluck the petals off the flowers. 
	s.t. from an attachment or joint, esp. s.t. delicate or breakable. Akuy nagpungil sa lugpit sa pawuntin pin, I broke the clip off the fountain pen. Ayaw pungila ang mga gihay sa mga bulak, Don't pluck the petals off the flowers. 
	,
	,
	. .


	pungmgt = BlJNGINGL 
	pungkayn 1 summit. Naabut na ang pungkay sa Mawunt Ibirist, They have reached the top of Mount Everest. 2 highest degree of s.t. Ang pungkay sa kalampusan, The highest point of success. kina-an(➔) a topmost part, as of a summit, highest degree of s.t. Kinapungkayan sa Jami, At the highest 
	1 

	point of ecstasy. pungkayn child's word for female genitalia. pungku v [A; b6(1)l 1 squat. Nag-alirung si
	2 

	lang nagpungku nga nagtan-aw sa hantak, 
	lang nagpungku nga nagtan-aw sa hantak, 
	They were squatting in a circle watching the tossiof the coins. 2 sit down. Mahugnu ang lamisag inyung pungkuan, The table will collapse if you sit on it. 3 sit idly doingnothi. Ang imu dihang gipungku ug gibinayhinay pa nimug trabahu may agi ka na, 
	ng 
	ng

	The time you wasted sitting around, if you had used it to start work little by little, you would have had s.t. to show for it by now. 4 [b(l)) -sa bilangguan be willito go to prison just so s.t. is accomplished. Pungkuan Lang naku ang Bilibid, basta Jang mapatay siya, I'm willing to go to Bilibid prison as long as he dies. 
	ng 
	t


	pungkul n 1 lacking a limb. Ang pungkul makasulat gihapun, The amputee can still write. saging -k.o. short and thick banana growing closely packed in large bunches, eaten when ripe: Musa sapientum var. bumilis. 2 short pants. v 1 [B126; b4] get amputated. Gipungkulan (napungkul) ang kamut sa kawatan, The hand of the thief was cut 
	pungkul n 1 lacking a limb. Ang pungkul makasulat gihapun, The amputee can still write. saging -k.o. short and thick banana growing closely packed in large bunches, eaten when ripe: Musa sapientum var. bumilis. 2 short pants. v 1 [B126; b4] get amputated. Gipungkulan (napungkul) ang kamut sa kawatan, The hand of the thief was cut 
	off. 2 [A; cl) wear, make short pants. 

	pungkuy n child's word for the penis. 
	pungkuy n child's word for the penis. 
	pungli n aspiration to become a certain sort of person, reach a high degree of virtue in 
	s.t. Aduna siyay pungli sa pagkasantus, He has the aspiration to become a saint. 
	pungpung = PALUNGPUNG
	1 
	2.

	pungpungaya n game played with a baby where one takes the hands and the feet, bunches them saying a rhyme and letting them go: pungpungaya, pungpungaya, bukhad ilawum, Pungpungaya, open underneath. V [A; bSclJ play pungpungaya with a baby. 
	pungpung lalung = PUNGPUNG PYANGAW, n, v. v (A12C2] have sexual intercourse (humorous). Bag-u tingaling nakapungpung lalung kay gipaningut man, He probably played pungpung pyangaw because he is . 
	perspiri
	ng

	pungpupyaaw n a game of the hands played by children wherein the players put their fists one on top of the other. Achild not participating is the leader (abat) and recites a verse after which the fist at the bottom opens; the verse is repeated and the next fist opens, and so forth, until everybody has opened his fist. Then the leader inserts his index finger into the pile of hands letting the players guess in turn if his finger have touched bottom. The verse recited goes: Pungpung pyangaw, Bukadbukad i
	ng 
	ng

	pungtud n 1 hill, a natural raised part of the earth's surface often rounded, smaller than a mountain. 2 anthill. 3 shoal or sandbar,an island-like formation in shallow seas, visible durilow tide. Manginhas ku sa pungtud inighunas, I'll gather shells at the shoal during low tide. v [B126; b6} be formed into a hill kapungturan n hills. kinapungturan n topmost part of the hill. 
	ng 

	pung-ul = PUL-UNG. 
	pungun n sharp object (spine, thorn, and the like) that has pricked and is lodged into the body. v 1 [A2; a3b4} prick and be lodged in the body. Mupungun gayud anmga tunuk sa tuyum, The spines of the sea urchins will surely be lodged in the skin if they prick you. 2 [b) for a woman to be had for sexual intercourse (humorous). Kay natulug siya uban sa iyang tratu, siguru giyud ku nga gipungnan siya, Because she slept with her lover, I'm sure she had sexual inter
	6 
	-


	pungus -punlas 
	course with him. 
	course with him. 
	pus v [A; cl] 1 gather the hair and tie it in a knot. Mupungus ku sa buhuk ug initan ku, I'll knot my hair when I feel warm. 2 tie up the hair with a ribbon or wig, wiglet. 
	ngu

	Magpungus /ang ku arun mapangku ning akung buhuk, I'll use a wig so that I can wear my hair in a chignon. (➔) n wig or a piece of cloth worn with the hair knotted or swept up. 

	put a irritating, maddening. Pungut baya kaayu nimu nga mukatawa lag kasab-an, It's maddening the way you simply laugh when you a.re scolded. pila ray -how badly did [s�and-so] want to eat it, when he only eats very little (said of things s.o. wanted to eat very much and then when it was served, he didn't eat a great quantity). Manganduy tag inasa/ apan kun naa na, pi/a ra giyuy pungut, One yearns for roasted pig, but when it's there, you can only eat so much. v [B126; a2b3] be, become angry, highly irri
	ngu
	ngu

	put v 1 [A; cl] join thiIJgs together by tying or pasting them. Magpungut kug pisinga hayhayan, I'll join together pieces of rope for a clothesline. 2 [C; cl] for two people to have a claim on part of a piece of money for lack of loose change. Ang imung singkwinta nagpungut sa pisus nga gibayadnaku, Your payment is included in the peso bill which he paid me. 3 [A13] for a thicket to form with intertwining weeds. n thick cluster of intertwining shrubs and grasses. Sagad ang buntug mulukluk sa pungut, Usual
	put v 1 [A; cl] join thiIJgs together by tying or pasting them. Magpungut kug pisinga hayhayan, I'll join together pieces of rope for a clothesline. 2 [C; cl] for two people to have a claim on part of a piece of money for lack of loose change. Ang imung singkwinta nagpungut sa pisus nga gibayadnaku, Your payment is included in the peso bill which he paid me. 3 [A13] for a thicket to form with intertwining weeds. n thick cluster of intertwining shrubs and grasses. Sagad ang buntug mulukluk sa pungut, Usual
	ngu

	yang kapupungtan sa tungul, Cut the intestines at the place where they join the stomach. 2 the endmost part of anything very long or high. Did.tu nila hiapsi ang kawatan sa kapupungtan sa sapa, nag-inum, Theycame across the thief at the head of the river, drinking. Ang payag tua gitukud sa kinapungtan sa bukid, The shack was built at the top of the mountain. 

	pungyut v [B; c 1) for an area of s.t. to sag so as to hang unevenly or make a bulge. Nalibang tingalig bata kay nagpungyut ang panti, The child must have dirtied his pants because they are bulging. Ayawg pungyuta (ipungyut) ang imung bulsa sa bu/in, Don't let your pocket sag with marbles. 
	pungyut v [B; c 1) for an area of s.t. to sag so as to hang unevenly or make a bulge. Nalibang tingalig bata kay nagpungyut ang panti, The child must have dirtied his pants because they are bulging. Ayawg pungyuta (ipungyut) ang imung bulsa sa bu/in, Don't let your pocket sag with marbles. 
	puni n tablecloth. v 1 [Al; b6( 1)] cover with a tablecloth. 2 [a12] make into a tablecloth. 
	puni v [A; b6(1)] replant a part.of a field where seeds failed to sprout or where plants 
	, 
	, 
	' ,

	are damaged. A,ku nang gipunihan ang mga 
	mais nga gikaun sa kabaw, I· replaced the corn plants that the water buffalo ate. 
	punirarya n funeral parlor. v [Al; cl] make, put up a funeral parlor. 
	punit v 1 [A; ab2] pick up with the hands. 
	Punita nang imung dulaan sa salug, Pick your toys up from the floor. 2 [Al 2; b8] find s.t. Nakapunit kug daghang kwarta, I found a large sum of money. 2a [A; al 2) pick up a lesson, take s.t. and steal it. Makapunit kag daghang pagtulun-an niining sugilambunga, You can pick up a lot of lessons from this novel. 2b choose a girl. Kinsa guy mupunit nakung laksut man ku? Who would ever choose me when I'm so ugly? n action of picking s.t. up.!(�) v [A3P; b3(1) 4(l)cl] abort, miscarry. Ang midisina nga iyang g
	s.o. found. 

	punitil n ponytail style of tying the hair up and letting it hang down loose. v [A; cl] do one's hair in this style. 
	puniyal n dagger. v 1 [al2] stab s.o. or s.t. with a dagger. Ang tawung gipuniyal sa kasingkasing namatay dayun, The man who was stabbed in the heart died immediately. 2 [cl] make into a dagger.
	punlas v 1 [A; bl] rinse washed clothes with citrus juice and water, esp. pineapple fiber 
	punpal -puntik 
	cloth to stiffen it. 2 [AN; b] apply aromatic leaves, citrus and the like, to the hair after bathing. Mupunlas kug suwa sa akung bubuk, I rinse my hair with lemon. 
	cloth to stiffen it. 2 [AN; b] apply aromatic leaves, citrus and the like, to the hair after bathing. Mupunlas kug suwa sa akung bubuk, I rinse my hair with lemon. 

	punpal n person whom one calls up regularlyto talk to on the phone, but whom one does not know in person. v [Cl; a12] be, become a phone pal. Ug makigpunpal ka ayaw gawia ring aku, If you are calling just to make friends with s.o., don't use myphone. 
	punpun v 1 [A; a12] gather powder, grains them together with the hand�. Punpuna ang imung giniuk bumay sa taliwa sa banig, Pile the rice you threshed in the center of the mat. 2 [A3; a 12) compile, collect. Gipunpun ang tanang mananaug nga sugilanun sa usa ka bulyum,
	into a heap by scoopi
	ng 

	All the winning entries of stories were compiled in one volume. 2a [B; al2] accumulate, pile up. Ug sa matag adlaw nga milabay laing kabasul ang mipunpun diba sa iyang kaisipan, And each day that passed another worry accumulated in her mind. 3 [A; cl] in weeding, knock off the soil and heap up the weeds for disposal. Mamunpun(mupunpun) ku sa imung ginuna, I will knock the soil off the weeds you pulled up and heap them at the side. n 1 pile of s.t. powdered or in grains. 2 compilation. 3a� cumulation. 
	All the winning entries of stories were compiled in one volume. 2a [B; al2] accumulate, pile up. Ug sa matag adlaw nga milabay laing kabasul ang mipunpun diba sa iyang kaisipan, And each day that passed another worry accumulated in her mind. 3 [A; cl] in weeding, knock off the soil and heap up the weeds for disposal. Mamunpun(mupunpun) ku sa imung ginuna, I will knock the soil off the weeds you pulled up and heap them at the side. n 1 pile of s.t. powdered or in grains. 2 compilation. 3a� cumulation. 

	punsi v [A; b6(1)] 1 mix an alcoholic beverage with another drink (but not water). Tuba nga gipunsibag pitsi, Toddy mixed with pepsi. 2 [A; a] make punch. Punsibun naku ning diyutay nga binu ug ang limunsitu, I'll make a punch of this little bit of wine and calamondin juice. n 1 beverage used as a mixer. 2 punch. 
	punsisuk a for vertical things to be siruated packed very closely and tightly. Punsisuk ang pusu sa bukag, The ears of corn were crammed into the basket. n crowded mass of s.t. v 1 [A2S; b6] crowd closely around 
	s.t. or in s.t. Nagpunsisuk (nagpunsisuk) ang mga tawu sa sini, The people packed the movie house. 2 [A; cl] pack things close together tightly.
	s.t. or in s.t. Nagpunsisuk (nagpunsisuk) ang mga tawu sa sini, The people packed the movie house. 2 [A; cl] pack things close together tightly.

	punsin n social function: gathering, reception, banquet. Makabubung nga punsiyun ang gidalit nila, They served a most satisfactory banquet. v [Al3N; b] wear s.t. decorative in one's hair. Babayi nga nagpunsiyun (namunsiyun) ug rusas sa iyang bubuk, 
	yu

	A girl wearing a rose in her hair. 
	A girl wearing a rose in her hair. 

	punsinaryu n high-ranking government official. 
	yu

	Punsiyu Pilatu n Pontius Pilate. a wicked. 
	Bisag pakan-un pa nas pad, punsiyu pilatu giyud nang daku, You might feed him from the palm of your hand, but he's a wicked beast. 
	Bisag pakan-un pa nas pad, punsiyu pilatu giyud nang daku, You might feed him from the palm of your hand, but he's a wicked beast. 
	punsun poncho, usually a rubberized one 
	1
	against rain. v [A; b6(1)] wear, use, make into a poncho. punsun 1 = PUNSUN. 2 the dent mark made by a prick punch. 
	2 

	punsun n 1 a long piece for hammering a bolt or bar. 2 various kinds of punches: 2a center punch for making holes in sheet metal. 2b nail set. 2c prick punch. v [A; b 5] use a punch on s.t. 
	puntav 1 [A; b6] head towards a place. Diin siya punta, Where was he headed? 2 [A; ac] head s.t. s.w. Kanang kabuya mauy puntahun, Head toward that tree. Ipunta ang sakayan ngadtu, Head the boat in that direction. 3[B12356] end up with a certain husband or wife. Namili siyag datu, nabipunta nuug buguy, She tried to get a rich husband but wound up with a tramp. hi-Iha-[B125 
	1 

	6) end up s.w. Nahapunta siya sa bilangguan, He ended up in jail. -da n destination. Basta mag-isputing, nasayud na kug asa ang puntada, I can readily tell where you are headed for when you are dressed up like that. 
	puntan s.t. pointed: 1 fluke of anchor. 2 the pointed end, tip of s.t. Nadasmag siya sa punta sa utawan, He bumped into the pointed end of the ironing board. 3 plowshare. 4 cape, pointed piece of land that projects into the sea. 5-pitsu n brisket of beef. v 1 [A; b6(1)] attach or put a plowshare s.w. 2 [APB26] turn into a cape,cause a place to do so. kinapuntahan n the tip of pointed or tapering things. 
	2 

	punta blangku n shooting competition or target practice. v [AlC; a2] hold a shooting competition or target practice. 
	puntariya n s.t. at which one aims. Wa kuypuntariya nga naglakaw, I walked with no fixed direction. v 1 [A; a] aim s.t. or head towards s.t. Kinsa nang nagpuntariya sa iyang pusil ngari? \\'ho is that fellow aiming his gun this way? Dili ta makapuntariya sa piliw, We can not go towards the shore. 2 [A; c6] direct one's remarks at s.o. Dili ku mupuntariyag tawu kay ang kasaba paras tanan, I am not referring to anyone in particular because the scolding is for everyone. puntik n spot, dot. v [A; b( 1)] get t
	-


	puntil -punms 
	puntikpuntikan) sa mga bulak nga lainlain 
	puntikpuntikan) sa mga bulak nga lainlain 
	ug kulur ang laguna, The meadow was dot
	ted with flowers of all colors. -in-an n s.t. 
	that is dotted or spotted. -un(➔) a dotted

	or spotted. puntil n small bag of cloth, paper. v 1 [A; c 
	1) put into a bag. Ipuntil ang mga sinsilyu, Put the chae into a pouch. 2 [A; cl]make a bag. 
	1) put into a bag. Ipuntil ang mga sinsilyu, Put the chae into a pouch. 2 [A; cl]make a bag. 
	ng


	punting v 1 [A; a) hit a target. Akung puntingun nang langgam nga nagbatug sa sanga, 
	I'll shoot the bird that's perching atop the branch. 2 [A; al] aim at s.t. Didtu niya ipunting ang iyang panan-aw sa gwapang dalaga, He directed his eyes towards the beautiful woman. 2a direct one's remarks at s.o. Siyay gipunting sa maung biaybiay, She isthe one alluded to in the ridicule. n in 
	I'll shoot the bird that's perching atop the branch. 2 [A; al] aim at s.t. Didtu niya ipunting ang iyang panan-aw sa gwapang dalaga, He directed his eyes towards the beautiful woman. 2a direct one's remarks at s.o. Siyay gipunting sa maung biaybiay, She isthe one alluded to in the ridicule. n in 
	I
	games, action of hitting s.o.'s piece. Akung
	punting run kay human na mu, It's my 

	throw now because all of you have finished. puntinpin = PAWUNTIN, n2, v2. 
	I
	I

	puntir1ya = PUNT ARIY A. 
	puntiru n pointer which indicates the readion clock, meter, and the like. v (A; b6 
	ng 

	I
	I
	(1)) attach a pointer or indicator on s.t. A-
	kung puntiruban ug luminus ning akung rt
	lu, I'll have a luminous dial attached to my 

	watch. puntimhan = PUNTIRU.puntiyas n lace. v [A; c) edge s.t. with a lace. puntu n l point, the important or main idea. 
	Klaruba ang puntu sa buut mung ipasabut, 
	Klaruba ang puntu sa buut mung ipasabut, 
	Clarify the point that you want to make. -dibista point of view. 2 period in writing. 2a -ikuma semicolon. 2al speaking slowly. Puntu ikuma kaayug sinultihan, Speakingslowly and tediously. 3 accent, pronunciation. Puntu sa Dalagit ang iyang sinultiban, She talks with a Dalaguete accent. 3a tuneof a musical piece. Di na mau ang puntu, That's not the tune. 3b timing, rhythm. Maayug puntu ang iyang sinayawan, She dances in a good rhythm. a 1 fitting, mixed to the right proportion, done at the right time, ri
	Clarify the point that you want to make. -dibista point of view. 2 period in writing. 2a -ikuma semicolon. 2al speaking slowly. Puntu ikuma kaayug sinultihan, Speakingslowly and tediously. 3 accent, pronunciation. Puntu sa Dalagit ang iyang sinultiban, She talks with a Dalaguete accent. 3a tuneof a musical piece. Di na mau ang puntu, That's not the tune. 3b timing, rhythm. Maayug puntu ang iyang sinayawan, She dances in a good rhythm. a 1 fitting, mixed to the right proportion, done at the right time, ri
	gu

	tune if s.o. starts. lpuntu (puntuba) ang imung sinayawan sa sunata, Dance in time to the music. 2a [C; ac] in harmony. Nagkapuntu ang ilang tingug, They sang in harmony. 2b [A; a] in pounding rice, when s. o. wants to join in pounding together with 

	s.o. else, to tap the side of the mortar each time the other person's pestle is out in order to get the rhythm prior to poundi, so that when the two are pounding together the pestles will not collide. Puntuhi usa antis ka muasud, Tap your pestle on the mortar to get the rhythm before you enter in. 3 [A2; cl] add seasoning in the right consistency. Lami ang salad ug puntuhun (ipuntu) ang asin, suka, ug asukar, The salad will come out nice if the salt, vinegar, and sugarare added in the right proportions.
	ng

	Mipuntu giyud siyag!adtu arun dili sila magkabaiwas, He went just at the right time so they wouldn't miss each other. 3b [AZ]make a point in an argument, answer to the point.Mipuntu siya niadtung tubaga, He hit the point with that answer. 3c [A2N; b(l))score a point. Siyay mamuntu, sa baskit kay bingigu, He makes a lot of baskets because he is a crack player. 4 [Cl) do s.t. on a regular schedule. S [c] -ikfuna speak slowly. panghiN-= PUNTU, v2b. d� n short pants. v[A; b6] wear short pants. puntiru n onewh
	ng 

	puntud = PUNGTUD. 
	puntun n pontoon. Ang ilang pantalan hinimus puntu n, Their wharf is made of pontoons. 
	puntus n 1 points in a game. la blow in boxing as reckoned as a criteria for winning a game. 2 mahjong player. Di sila makadula ug madyung ug kulang ang puntus, Theycan't play mahjong if there are not enough players. 2a regular player at a certain gambling joint. a 1 superior in any way (slang). Usa ray akung uyab piru puntus man sab, Ihave only one girl but she really is s.t. Angpuntus nga mga bisita ispisyalgiyud nga pagkatagad, Important visitors should be given special treatment. 2 for a statement or
	He doesn't have much to say, but when he speaks, it is to the point. v 1 [A) score. la [A2N; b2] land a good blow at s.o. Bisaggamay si Tiryu nakapuntus sab sa iyang kuntra, Though Terry is small he managed to land a blow on his opponent. 2 [A; cl] have a player or players for a mah jong game. 
	,

	punu -punyu 
	-ay(➔) n game played for points. v [Al 3; a 
	-ay(➔) n game played for points. v [Al 3; a 
	12) play for points.

	punu n phonograph or radio-phono. 
	punu a 1 filled, full. Punu ang imung ulu sa binuang, Your head is filled with all sorts of foolishness. 2 covered with s.t. v 1 [AB56;a2] fill up a container or space. Siyay nagpunu sa baldi ug balas, He filled up the pail (with sand).Ang lawak napunu sa mga tawu, The room was filled with people. 2 [B1246;a12) be full of s.t., all covered with. Napus are all covered with scratches. 3 [A; c) add 
	nu sa kawras ang iyang mga bitiis, Her l
	eg

	s. t. to. IJtang gipun-an ang amung swildu ug tagdiyis pisus, He added ten pesos each to our salary. 3a [A23; c] say s.t. further in a conversation. Wa na kuy ikapunu sa akunggisulti sa una, I have nothing further to add to what I said before. 3b (b(l)] [so-and-so)is true on top of s.t. else. Gipun-an pa sa iyang pagkadatu ang iyang pagkabrayit, He is rich and also smart. n 1 amount added or thrown into a bargain. Pila may imung punu sa pagbugti sa imung baka sa iyang kabayu? How much money did you throw
	s. t. to. IJtang gipun-an ang amung swildu ug tagdiyis pisus, He added ten pesos each to our salary. 3a [A23; c] say s.t. further in a conversation. Wa na kuy ikapunu sa akunggisulti sa una, I have nothing further to add to what I said before. 3b (b(l)] [so-and-so)is true on top of s.t. else. Gipun-an pa sa iyang pagkadatu ang iyang pagkabrayit, He is rich and also smart. n 1 amount added or thrown into a bargain. Pila may imung punu sa pagbugti sa imung baka sa iyang kabayu? How much money did you throw
	'How nice would it be to live here,' he added, sighing. maka-n a variety of coconut,filled with meat which remains soft even when mature. pulun-an, pulun-anan n amount to add. pun-unun, pulun-un n container to be filled up. 

	punun trunk of a tree, main stem or body of a tree, apart from the limbs and roots. -an n 1 = PUNU. la the tree as a unit for numeration. Tulu ka punuang mangga, Three mango trees. 2 base, lowest part of s.t. Balay nga naa sa punuan sa bungtud, A house at the foot of the hill. Punuan sa hagdan, Foot of the stairs. 2a point of attachment of a part of the body. Gihubagan ku sa may punuan sa akung paa, l have a boil right at the base of my thigh. Punuan sa buhuk, The roots of the hair. 3 officials in charge 
	punun trunk of a tree, main stem or body of a tree, apart from the limbs and roots. -an n 1 = PUNU. la the tree as a unit for numeration. Tulu ka punuang mangga, Three mango trees. 2 base, lowest part of s.t. Balay nga naa sa punuan sa bungtud, A house at the foot of the hill. Punuan sa hagdan, Foot of the stairs. 2a point of attachment of a part of the body. Gihubagan ku sa may punuan sa akung paa, l have a boil right at the base of my thigh. Punuan sa buhuk, The roots of the hair. 3 officials in charge 
	1 
	way of administeri
	ng

	6] govern. Ug ikay mamunuan, wa kaymahtmu, If you are in power, you won't be able to do anything. 2 [A12) get a certain regime as one's government. 

	punun k.o. ulcerated scalp infection. v [B 12; bS] get this infection. 
	punun k.o. ulcerated scalp infection. v [B 12; bS] get this infection. 
	2 

	punugrapu n phonograph. v (AC12; b6] have a phonograph to supply music. Magpunugrapu ta sa atung parti, We'll have a phonograph for our party. 
	punuk n bruise, a discoloration of the body resulting from a contusion.!(�) v [B2; b(l)) for the blood to congeal under the skin in a contusion. Mipunuk ang dugu sa iyang tudlu nga nadukdukan sa martilyu, He hit his finger with a hammer, and the blood congealed. 

	punung n fishpond for raising fish to eat. v [A; a2] make, dig a fishpond ka-an n organization or �ociation of people. v [A13) organize people into an association. 
	punyal = PUNIY AL. 
	punyal = PUNIY AL. 
	punyimas euphemism forpunyita: an expression of anger or discomfort. Punyimas! NJ{a· nung imu mang gisiliban ang suka? Darn! Why did you put hot peppers in the vinegar? 
	punyitalig�t curse expressing sudden anger. Punyita! Imung gipatay ang makina inaypakusgan, Darn. You killed the motor instead of making it run faster. v [a2b2] shout punyita to s.o. Gipunyita (napunyitaban) ku sa akung amu kay nakapildi kug istanti, My boss shouted 'darn' at me because Ibroke a display case. 
	1 

	, 
	,

	puny1ta= PUNVITI. 
	2 

	punyiti v [A; al] strike s.o. with the fist in the face. Kaayu giyung punyitihan anang bugasun 1nung nawung, How I'd love to smash your pimply face in. 
	punyitira = PUNVITIRU (female). 
	punyitiru light curse expressing anger, addressed to a male. Punyitiru ning tawhana, nganung imung gikuhaan sa tabun ang pagkaun? Darn this man. Why did you uncover the food? v [A; a12b2] call s.o. punyitiru. -s = PUNYITIRU (plural). Mga punyitirus! Ibunung na ang inyung pagsyagitsyagit, Stop that shouting, you punks! 

	punyu v [A; b6) reduce the intensity, amount of what one does. Makapunyu ka ba sa imung gastu? Can you reduce your expenditures? Punyuhi ang pagkaun sa tambuk, Reduce your intake of fat. Gipunyuhan ni Bin ang andar sa makina, Ben reduced the speed of the engine. a doing s.t., but in restricted quantities. Kaun nga way punyu, Eating without restraint. -sirawu a doing s.t. on any extremely restricted scale. 
	punyus -puras 
	punyus n cuffs of the sleeves. v [A; cl]make, attach the cuffs of the sleeves. 
	punyus n cuffs of the sleeves. v [A; cl]make, attach the cuffs of the sleeves. 
	pupa n 1 stern of boats. 2= APUPA. v 1 [A)go toward the stern. Mipupa ang hangin, The boat sailed into the wind. 2 [A; a) make or build a stern for a boat. pa-v 1 [A; c] head the stern of a boat s. w. 2 [A;
	a] go near. M ipapupa man d ka sa nagaway, naapil ka hinuun, yOU went near the persons quarreling, so you got involved. 
	gu

	pupanda n rectangular piece of cloth worn by women around the shoulders as a shawl. v 1 [A; b6(1)) wear a shawl. 2 [cl) make 
	s. t. into a shawl. 
	puphu v 1 [AN; a) scoop up with the hands. 
	Siyay mipuphu (namuphu) sa bugas nga nausik, She scooped up the rice that spilled. Magpuphu ku sa mga sagbut nga akung sinilhig, I'll pick up the trash that I swept. 2 [A12; a3] gather information, earnings. Nakapuphu ang pulis ug du.gang kasayuran bahin sa tulis, The police have gathered addi-
	,
	tional information on the robbery. /yang
	napuphu ang iyang mini/.yun gikan sa iyang patigayun sa trusu, He earned his millions from his logging business. 3 [A; a12] annihilate, wipe out of existence en masse. Sak it mauy mipuphu sa tanang pumupuyu, Pestilence wiped out the whole population. puphuay = BUBUAY, see BUBU. see also PALU� 
	HU.t 

	pupu n title or address to grandparents. V [A; a12) call s.o. pupu.
	pupu v 1 [A; a] pick fruits, leaves, flowers from a tree by breaking off the peduncle. Pupuun ku tung hinug nangka, I'll pick that ripe jackfruit. 2 [A12; a12) gather, ohtain 
	s.t. from one's efforts. Nakapupu kug mga kasayuran bahin sa iyang kagahapun, I have gathered information about his past. Wa kay mapupu sa pagsuruy, There's nothing you can get out of roamiabout. 3 [A23)yield fruits as produce. Usa ka punuang mangga mupupu ug usa ka libu ka bunga, A mango tree yields a thousand fruits. 4 [Bl2; b8) -ang pusud for the umbilical cord to break off (shortly after birth). Sa ikaupat ka adlaw magkapupu na ang pusud, On the fourth day the umbilical cord begins to fall off. -in-n s.
	s.t. from one's efforts. Nakapupu kug mga kasayuran bahin sa iyang kagahapun, I have gathered information about his past. Wa kay mapupu sa pagsuruy, There's nothing you can get out of roamiabout. 3 [A23)yield fruits as produce. Usa ka punuang mangga mupupu ug usa ka libu ka bunga, A mango tree yields a thousand fruits. 4 [Bl2; b8) -ang pusud for the umbilical cord to break off (shortly after birth). Sa ikaupat ka adlaw magkapupu na ang pusud, On the fourth day the umbilical cord begins to fall off. -in-n s.
	ng 

	Read these excerpts from the Holy Bible. 

	pupug = PULPUG. 
	pupular a popular, beloved of the people. Pupular kaayu si Nura Awnur, Nora Aunor is very popular. Pupular nga sayaw, Popular dance. v [ B 12; b6] become popular.
	pupulasiyun n population, number of people 
	s.w. 
	s.w. 
	pupus v [B12; cl) coming to its end. Napupus ang tugut sa iyang tabanug, The stringof his kite is giving out. Napupus na ang pabilu sa akung pailub, My patience is runningout. Sa nagkapupus na ang iyang gininhawa, nisulti siya sa tinuud, When he was about to breathe his last, he told the truth. ka-an, ka-un(➔) n coming to an end. Kaguul nga way kapupusun (kapupusan), Sorrows without end. 
	, ' 
	, 

	pupuy = PUPU. 
	, ,
	pupuyu = BARTUNIKU. 
	pur word used in reckoning dimensions: 'by'.Dus pur kwatru nga kahuy, Piece of wood two by four. Kwatrung diyis pur katursi piyis, A room ten by fourteen feet. 
	pur-1 per, by the. -diya by the day. Purdiyaamung swildu, We are paid by the day. Utsu pisus purdiya, Eight pesos a day. -ura bythe hour. 2 prefix for exclamations. -bida short form: bida a exclamation of surprise. Purbidang lisura, My God! How difficult it is. Purbidang gwapaha, Jesus! How beautiful she is. b exclamation chiding. Purbida sab ka! Waka makapakaun sa bata? Heavens! You mean you didn't feed the baby? -pabur see PABUR. -diyus see PURDIYUS. in other phrases: pur-abir al testing s.t. out, not n
	gu

	,
	PURMIDYU, •PURSIKASU. 
	pura v [ B 1 ; a] indulge in s. t. to the point of satiety, where one does not desire any more. Nagpura mig kaun sa usa ka batuang mangga, We indulged ourselves eatia large basket of maoes. Gipura namu ang amung mata sa makaiibug nga talan-awun, We fcasted our eyes on the lovely landscape. Napura na kug babayi, I've had women untt1 I am sick of them. 
	ng 
	ng

	purang v [A; c] cut fish into halves neatly along the vertebrae and bone structure, usu. Purangun una ang isda nga igbubuwad, The fish to be dried should first be cut in two. 
	ally for dryi
	ng

	puras n 1 policeman's billy. 2 penis (humor
	-


	purawundir -*purki 
	ous). v [A; al] 1 beat with a billy or the 
	ous). v [A; al] 1 beat with a billy or the 
	like. Tubu akung ipuras niya, I'll bludgeon 
	him with a pipe. 2 make into a club. purawundir n boxer who fights in four-round bouts preliminary to the main event. puray n woman's genitalia (euphemism). 
	panghiN-(Ł) v [B236] bloom into full 
	womanhood. Nanghimuray na ang iyang a
	nak nga dalagita, His adolescent daughter is 

	now blooming into full womanhood. purba = PRUBAR, 1. purbida see PUR-. purbinggay, purbingguy, purbisgut, purbista 
	euphemism for PURBIDA. see PUR-. purbitsu= PRUBITSU. 
	s expression of utter discomfiture, 
	purdi
	yu

	di
	di
	di
	sg
	ust, 
	or disagreement 
	with s. t. over 
	which 

	one has no control. Purdiyus, nganu gud
	nga mau niy gidangatan ku, Heavens! Why,
	of all this, did this have to happen to 
	ng

	me! a making things difficult, giving s.o. a 
	hard time. Purdiyus kaayu nang tigulangang 
	hangyuag kwarta, That old man gives you a 
	hard time if you ask him for money. v 1 
	[A13; a12] give s.o. a hard time. Gipurdi
	yusku nimu pagpangita nimu, You gave me 
	a hard time looking for you. 2 [A13] have 
	a hard time doing s.t. Magpurdiyus giyud 
	tang magbungit ining bataa kay magdagan
	dagang pakan-un, It's an ordeal to feed this 
	child because he runs about when you're 
	trying to feed him. Culu-(Ł) v [Al; b6] 
	make an honest appeal, plead. Nagpulu
	purdiyus ang inaban sa bitayun ngadtu sa 
	prisidinti, The mother of the condemned 
	man pleaded to the president for her son's 
	life. -ipursantu exclamation over s.t. over
	whelmingly surprising or causing intense 
	discomfiture. Purdiyus ipursantu, nganung 
	gibubat mu man tu? For God's sake, why 

	did you do that? purga n purgative. Purga sa bituk, Purgative
	for intestinal worms. v 1 [A; al] adminis
	for intestinal worms. v 1 [A; al] adminis
	ter a purgative. la [A) take a purgative. 2 
	[A] eat s. t. which is unpalatable because it has been served so often. Hay. Ginamus gayud ang sud-an natu adlaw-adlaw ug magpurga na sad sa tangkung, All we have to eat is fish paste every day, and kangkongvegetable as a purgative. 2a (B1256] have so much of s. t. one is sick of it. Daludalu mag mangga. Pasagdaban bitaw nakug pagkau n, napurga lagi, He just loved mangoes, so I let him have as many as he wanted and he got sick of them. -nti n purgative.

	purgada = PULGADA -s = PULGAf>AS. purgas = PULGAS. 
	purgaturyu n 1 purgatory. 2 place of hard
	-

	ship like purgatory. v [B126) be in purgatory.
	ship like purgatory. v [B126) be in purgatory.
	purhan n forehand stroke in tennis or pingpong.
	purhisyu, purhwisyu = PIRHWISYU. 
	purigit a watery bowel movements. v 1 [A3 
	P] have loose bowel movements. Mupurigitka giyud ug imung sagulsagulun ang imung kan-un, You '11 get diarrhea if you eat all different kinds of food at once. 2 [B; b6] for bowel movements to get watery. Nagkapurigit ang tai sa bata nga giiUsan ug litsi, 
	The child is getting loose bowel movements because they tried a new brand of milk on him. 
	purikit n a k.o. small banana about 3 by 6 cm., orange in color when not ripe and darker orange when ripe: eaten boiled or raw. 
	puriku n packaged lard (so called from the brand name Purico). v [A; b(l)] use packaged lard. 
	puril v [A; ab7] 1 cut down plants to exter-
	,
	minate them.Akung purilun ang mga kawa
	-

	yan kay magtanum kug saging, I'll cut down the bamboos to replace them with bananas. 2 fell trees. 3 [A3P; al2] destroy, kill en masse. Dangan ang mipuril (nagpuril) sa mga tanum, The pest wiped out the plants. Ang dinamita makapuri.l (makapapuri.l) sa mga isda, Dynamite will wipe out the fishes. 
	purin term of address used only in the ex
	-

	, ,
	pression manyana ka. see •MANYANA. 
	puririt v [Al3] for soft, watery feces to be discharged in a spurt. Wa pa gani siya makalingkud sa bangkiyu, nagpuririt na ang tai, 
	Bef6re he could even get seated on the toilet, the feces spurted out. 
	purls rindyir n fore st ranger. 
	purisu, pur-isu 1 therefore, in that case, then ... Pur-isu magtuun k,a arun ka makapasar,Therefore, you must study if you want to pass. Wa ka magtuun. Purisu nahagbung ka, You did not study. Therefore, you failed. 2 that's exactly what must happen (said in a context where the interlocutor has said, 'If [so-and-so] does not happen, [such-andsuch] a bad outcome will follow'). 'Midali siyag bayad arun dili maimbargu' -'Purisu.' 'He paid right away to avoid having it repossessed.' -'Exactly. That's what he h
	purk an bins n baked beans. v [Al; cl] have baked beans. 
	•purki ang -v {Al2] the only thing wrong. 
	Ang nakapurki ning tawhana kay di maminaw ug tambag, The only thing wrong with this fellow is that he won't heed advice. 

	purk tsap -purtintusu 
	purk tsap n pork chops. v 1 [Al; be] have pork chops. 2 [al3] make it pork chops. 
	purk tsap n pork chops. v 1 [Al; be] have pork chops. 2 [al3] make it pork chops. 

	purluminus 1 at the very least. PurJuminus misangpit ta giyud ka naku, The least you could have done was call me. Ug di ku kaadtu purJuminus magpada kug kwarta, If I can't go at least I'll send some money. 
	purlun n hearse to convey the dead to the grave. v [Al2; cl6] transport in a hearse. 
	purma n 1 form, outline: the way s.t. looks. la wooden structure used to hold wet cement in place. 2 a printed document to fill in. v [AB2; cl] take form, shape; cause s.!t. 
	I \
	I \
	to do so. lgu Jang kung mupurma sa baJay,
	I'll just form the framework of the house.
	Mupurma (mapurma) ug maayu ang imung dughan anang bra nga imung gigamit, Yourbreasts will get a nice shape with the bra . 
	you are weari
	ng


	purmal a 1 behaviproperly according to one's station. PurmaJ kaayu siyang mangJihuklihuk, She is very formal in her ways. 2 to ceremony. PurmaJ kawas a very formal one. 3 formal clothing. 4 done formally, not off the record. Ang purmaJ nga pagtiman-anay, Formal signiceremonies. v 1 [B3(1); cl] be, behaved properly according to one's station. MagpurmaJ ka. Di ka magpabuyag, Act properly. Don'tmisbehave. Di ku makapurmaJ uban sa akung mga gang, I can't behave prim and proper when I'm with my gang. 2 [cl]m
	ng 
	formal, accordi
	ng 
	ayu ang iJang kasaJ, Their weddi
	ng 
	ng 

	He invited us only for formality's sake. He 
	He invited us only for formality's sake. He 
	didn't really want us to go. 

	punnalin, purmalina n formalin, k.o. disinfectant solution. v [b6] preserve with fo� malin solution. 
	purman n foreman of a group of workers. v1 [B3(1)6) be a foreman. 2 [A; cl6] make 
	s.!o.!, have a foreman. 3 [Al2; b(l)] have as a foreman. 
	s.!o.!, have a foreman. 3 [Al2; b(l)] have as a foreman. 

	•purmidiyu -sa by [such-and-such] means. 
	Nidilantu siJa purmidiyu sa iJang kakugi, 
	Nidilantu siJa purmidiyu sa iJang kakugi, 

	They prospered by working hard. purmula n 1 formula for the con1position of 
	s.t. 2 formula in mathematics. v [A; cl] 1compose s.t. by means of a formula. Dina mistiJ purmuJahan ang paghimu sa gatas sabata, yOU needn't use a formula to preparea formula. 
	s.t. 2 formula in mathematics. v [A; cl] 1compose s.t. by means of a formula. Dina mistiJ purmuJahan ang paghimu sa gatas sabata, yOU needn't use a formula to preparea formula. 
	the baby's milk. 2 solve a problem byusi
	ng

	purpulyu n portfolio, a flat portable case. v. [A; c16] use, put in a portfolio. lpurpuJyu (purpulyuha) pagda ang mga papilis, Carrythe papers in a portfolio. 
	. 

	purS1gir = PIRSIGIR. 
	•pursiakasu, pursikasu -ug, _kun just in case.
	Mag-andam Jang ta kay pursikasu ug muanhi siya duna tay tagana, Let's prepare extra food so that just in case he comes, we have 
	s.t. ready.
	pursilana n enamelware dishes. v [A; cl6] use enamelware dishes. 
	pursilina = PURSILJ\NA. 
	•
	purs1ntu = PURSIYIN1U. 
	pursip n forceps or tongs to hold s.t. v [A;s, get out with forceps. Magpursip ku iniglimpiyu sa iyang samad, I'll use tongs to clean his wound. 
	clJ use forceps or to
	ng

	pursir n purser on a boat. v [A; c] be, become a purser. 
	,

	.
	purs1ras = PULSIRAS. 
	pursisyun = PRUSISIYUN. 
	pursiyintu n per cent. v [A; c] 1 give a rateof interest. Pursiyintuhan ku ang iyang kwartag diyis ang bulan, I'll pay him (or I will charge him) ten percent interest amonth. 2 get or give a percentage commission. Mupursiyintu mig singku kada haJin,We get (or give) five percent commission oneach sale. 3 give or get a percentage of the winnis to the owner of gambling equipment. Mupursiyintu siJag gamay kada daug, They get (or give) a small percentage of the winning as a fee to the owner of the house. paN-v
	ng

	Juy akung pursusung anak ug upat sa gawas, 
	I have three legitimate children and four 
	illegitimate ones. 
	pursyut n fighter plant:. 
	purtada n s.t. in the front: front of a house, cover of a magazine, front row of people, or the like. Namungingi ang purtada sa balay sa mga bumbilyang dikuJur, The front of the house was covered with colored lights. balak, sugilanun nga -feature poem, story. v [A; c] use as feature story, put on the cover. Mupurtada sila ning sugiJanuna? Willthey publish this as their feature story? Nagpurtada silag babaying naghubu, Theyused a picture of a nude woman as cover. 
	purtamunida n 1 portfolio, attache case. 2purse. v [A13; a12] put, make into a portfolio. 

	purtintusu a portending a major event. Pur
	-

	purtipayib -pusaw 
	tintusu kunu kining kumita. Basta musubang, mugira kunu, They say that this is a portentous comet. Whenever it appears, there's going to be war. 
	tintusu kunu kining kumita. Basta musubang, mugira kunu, They say that this is a portentous comet. Whenever it appears, there's going to be war. 

	purtipayib n 1 forty-five r.p.m. record or record player. 2 forty-five caliber pistol or revolver. -arpiim = PURTIPAYm, 1. 
	,
	,
	,
	.


	purtirU = PULTIRU. see PULT A. purtis = PRUTIST ANTI. 
	purtuna it is a good thing; it is a fortunate occurrence. Purtuna nga miabut ka kay gikinabanglan ta ka, It is a good thing you came because I need you. n fortune, fate. Ang purtuna sa tawu dili matag-an, A man's fate cannot be foretold v [Al2; a3] have the luck to have a certain k.o. spouse. Nakapurtuna siyag datu, She had the fortune to marry a rich man. 
	puru a 1 pure, free from adulterants or impurities. Punt giyud ning tabliyaba, This chocolate is pure. 2 pure of breed. Purungbalsi, Pure Halsey (cock). v [B2; b6( 1)] be pure, devoid of adulterants or all of the same kind. Ug mapuru bastus ang imung baraba, If your hand is all clubs. 
	,
	,

	puru= PULUS. puruhan n probability that s.t. will happen.
	i 
	2

	Daku kag puroban nga mudaug ning iliksiyuna, There's a great likelihood that you'll win in this election. 
	Daku kag puroban nga mudaug ning iliksiyuna, There's a great likelihood that you'll win in this election. 

	puruk n district, a geographical or political division made for a specific purpose. 
	puruku a 1 stocky and short. Puruku na kaayu siya sa katambuk, He is very short and thickset because he is so fat. 2 s.t. low and short like a short person. v { B; b61 be, become short and thickset. 
	purul n short pants or drawers. v 1 [A; b6 ( 1)1 wear, use short pants or underpants. Magpurul run ang mga babayi, Women wear short pants nowadays. 2 [A; cl} make into short pants. 
	purung, purung n cloth wrapped around the head like a turban or bandana. v (A; b6 (1)) wear s.t. wrapped around the head. Sa
	gad sa mga sabungiru magpurung ug panyu,
	gad sa mga sabungiru magpurung ug panyu,
	Cockfighters usually wrap a handkerchief around their heads. purungpurung v {A; b6 (1)] crown s.o. Ang mayur ang nagpurungpurung sa rayna, The mayor crowned the beauty queen. Si Hisus gipurungpurungan sa mga maidlut nga mga tunuk, Jesus was crowned with sharp thorns. n s. t. worn around the head like a crown. Purungpurungsa mga dabun, A wreath of leaves worn as a crown. 
	,

	purus, purus = PULUS. 
	2

	puruspurus v [A; a12] hurry up doing s.t. or 
	s.o. into accomplishing s.t. Anam-anamun natu ni arun dili ta magpuruspurus sa katapusan, If we do it little at a time, we won't be rushed at the end. 
	s.o. into accomplishing s.t. Anam-anamun natu ni arun dili ta magpuruspurus sa katapusan, If we do it little at a time, we won't be rushed at the end. 
	purwardn forward in games where there are players positioned toward the front. v [B3(l); cl) play the position of forward. 
	1 

	purwardv [A; c6] forward to a new address. Wa nila ipurward ang akung sulat, They didn't forward my letter. 
	2 

	purya= PUYRA. 
	puryut = PUDYUT. pus= PULUS. 
	1 
	1

	pusv [A; b( 1)) strike a pose for a picture. Nagpus na baya siya nga wa pa ang mangungudak, My, you are posing even if there is no cameraman around. 
	2 

	pusa v 1 (A; a] crush or squash s.t. soft. Sabaw nga gipus-ag sili, Soup into which crushed chili was added. 2 [A;al] break s.t. fragile. Akuy mipusa sa platu, I broke the plate. 3 [A; b6cl] hatch an egg. Ang bimungaan mauy mipusa sa mga itlug sa bibi, The hen hatched the duck's eggs. 3a [b8) for eggsto break in the hen's womb. Napus-an (bipus-an) nang manuk nga nagbasa ang lubut, That hen that has a wet bottom had an eggbreak in its womb. a broken, esp. eggs. 
	pusak, pusak v [A2S; a] break s. t. hard. Ikaw bay nagpusak sa pinggan, Were you the one who broke the plate into pieces? Masu ang ipusak sa simintung salug, Use a hammer to break up the cement flooring. hiN-v [APN]1 come in abundance. Mubimusak (mubimusak) na gani ang ulan, maligu ku, If the rain falls in torrents I'll bathe in it. Nagbimusak ang bunga sa mga mangga run, Mangoes are plentiful now. 2 for flowers or 
	I 
	young fruit to come out. Igu Lang nakabimusak ang pusu sa mais dibang gidagsangansa mga dulun, No sooner had ears of corn developed, when the locusts descended on them. a being crowded, numerous. Himusak sa tawu ang !ungsud sa baryu, The town has more people in it than the village. 
	-

	r I
	pusamanu = PASAMANU. 
	pusas n handcuffs, shackles. v [A; b6(1)lhandcuff or shackle. Gipusasan sa pulis ang mga binilanggu, The policeman put handcuffs (shackles) on the prisoners. 
	pusaw n bud of a coconut tree from which the cluster develops. v {AN; cN] for coconuts to develop. Mipusaw (namusaw, gipusawan) na ang lubi, The coconut tree is developing buds now. Ang primirung ipusaw (ipamusaw) anang lubiha way bungang mahimu, The first bud that coconut tree will bring forth will not develop fruit. 

	pus-aw -:--pusJSiyun 
	pus-aw v [B; b6] 1 for a color to fade. Mipus-aw ( nap us-aw) ang sinina sa dugay nga uran, The dress faded after long use. 2 forliquids to become clear, less murky. Mupusaw ang tubig kun papunduhun, Water will become clear if you let the mud settle. a 1faded in color. 2 light-colored. A ngayan ka sa pus-aw ug kulur nga sinina, You look becoming in a light-colored dress. 
	pus-aw v [B; b6] 1 for a color to fade. Mipus-aw ( nap us-aw) ang sinina sa dugay nga uran, The dress faded after long use. 2 forliquids to become clear, less murky. Mupusaw ang tubig kun papunduhun, Water will become clear if you let the mud settle. a 1faded in color. 2 light-colored. A ngayan ka sa pus-aw ug kulur nga sinina, You look becoming in a light-colored dress. 
	pusbutun n push button, done by push button. Pusbutun na ang pagpalakaw ining pabrikaha, Everything is done in this factory with push buttons. 
	pusdak v [A; c] let s.t. fall with a crash either by slammiit down or just dropping it if it is heavy. Akung gipusdakan ug dakung batu ang ulu sa ha.las, I bashed the head of the snake with a big stone. Ayaw ipusdak nang usa ka sakung kamuti, Don't slam that sack of sweet potatoes down. paN-v [A2; b 6(1)) stamp one's feet. Mamusdak na gani na, suku rza na, If she stamps her feet, that means she is angry. 
	Ł 

	pusdu v 1 [A 13; c6] put s.t. down with considerable force. Ayaw ug ipusdu ang sag-ub arun di mabuak, Do not put the bamboo water container down hard or it will break. 2 [be] invest all of a sum on s.t. Gipusdu ni Tatay ang iyang ritayirmint ug yuta, 
	Father invested all of his retirement pay on 
	a piece of land. 

	pusgay v 1 [A3PB12; c16] break into many pieces, shatter; Napusgay ang bulig paghiantug sa yuta, The coconuts broke off the stem when the whole bunch hit the ground. 
	Mapusgay na gant ang kristal, di na mauli, 
	Mapusgay na gant ang kristal, di na mauli, 
	Once the glass is shattered,it can't be repaired. Nagkapusgay na ang mga simintu sa dayik, The cement on the dike is slowly crumbling. la [B12S6] for liquid to splatter against s.t. Napusgay ang mga balud sa kabatuan, The waves broke on the rocks. 2 [A;
	..
	c16] ruin one's reputation, good name. Ta-bi nga makapusgay sa kadungganan, Gossipthat can ruin one's reputation. 

	pusgu a for sacks to be filled up to the neck so that only a small bit can be gathered atthe top to tie. v 1 [B2; c16] for sacks to be filled up with a little part left for tyi. 2 [A2] hit the jackpot in business, fishing, or any endeavor. Ugmupusgu ning akung bungsud rung tingbungsud mupalit kug dikarga, I'll buy a cargo truck if I hit the jackpot with my fish corral. Nikalit nag kasapiang tawhana kay nakapusgu na siya sa ismagling, He got rich suddenly because he made a killing in smuggling. 
	ng

	pusibilidad n possibility. Daku ang pusibili-
	dad nga mahagbung ku, There is a greatpossibility that I will fail. 
	dad nga mahagbung ku, There is a greatpossibility that I will fail. 
	pusibli a possibly happening. Pusibli kaayu nga mitan-aw tu sa sini, It's very possible that she went to the show. v [B126; b6] may possibly happen. Mapusibli nga milakaw sila, It may be possible that they went out. Pusiblihan ku nga siya mauy mikuha sa kwarta, To me it's possible that she stolethe money. 
	pusil n firearm. v 1 [A; a] shoot. 2 [A23; ale] shoot a question or an answer in a classroom (colloquial). Ug pusili�n si Nilu ug pangutana mupusil man sag ba·wus, If a question is fired at Nilo, he fires back an answer. 3 [A; a] masturbate (slang). (�) [Al] have a question and answer session ina class (colloquial). Magpusil run, unya wa ra ba ku katuun, There will be a question and .answer session in class now, and I have not studied my lesson. n question and answer session in class. paN-v 1 [A2Cl2; b6 (1
	ng 

	pusing v [A; b6] strike a pose, pose to have one's picture taken. M upusing giyud nang bayhana ug naay laking mutan-aw, Thatwoman will strike a pose whenever there's a man· looking at her. n action of striking a pose. 
	-.
	pusisit v [A2S] for watery feces to jet out in a thin stream continuously. Mupusisit ang tai basta mag-igit, If one has loose bowel movements, his feces jet out in a thin, continuous stream. 
	pusisiyun n 1 position, the manner in which 
	s.t. is placed. Hiwi ang pusisiyun sa ritratu, The photograph has been pasted in crooked. 2 position in which one is employed. Taas siyag pusisiyzin anang kumpanyaha, Hehas a high position in that company. v 1 [A; cl] move into position. Magpusisiyun na gani ang mga bata sa ilang sayaw, isugud dayun ang sunata, When the children are in position for their dance, start the music. 2 [A12] get a position in a firm. 

	810 pusit -pusud 
	pusit n k.o. small squid.
	pusiti1> = PASrrm. 
	pusiti"bu n positive pole of batteries. 
	pusiyun n fusion of two political groups. v [C) for two political groups to form a fusion. 
	puskay = PUSGA Y. 
	pusmastir = PUSTMASTIR. 
	pumga v 1 [A3P] gasp for breath. Mipusnga srya sa dihang naigu sa kutukutu, She gasped for breath when she was hit in the pit of the stomach. 2 [AN; b6(1)) squirt liquid out through a small opening. Pagbantay mu kay mupusnga (mamusnga) na "'ng nukus ug ata, Watch out! The· squid will squirt ink at you. paN-v [Al) gasp for breath frantically. 
	puspas n dish composed of rice porridge together with chicken and optionally other ingredients. v [A] have, make puspas. 
	puspun v [A; c16] postpone, put off until later. Ayaw na ipuspun (puspuna) ang kasal, Don't postpone the wedding further. puspuru n box of matches. v [A; b6(1)] use, 
	make matches. bilug, bilug, gungi, palitu sa -n matchstick. 
	make matches. bilug, bilug, gungi, palitu sa -n matchstick. 

	puspus v 1 [AN; b(l)] strike hard with s.t. stiff and long. Puspusan ku siyag alhu, I'll beat him with a pestle. 2 [c6) be dashed onto s. t. Giisa ang sakayan sa balud ug napuspus sa batu, The boat was lifted by a wave and dashed onto the rocks. la [B12 
	56) fall heavily. Nadalispang siyas palut saging ug napuspus sa asiras, He slipped on a banana peel and fell to the sidewalk with all his force. 3 [ABN; al 2) for leaves to be violently torn to shreds; cause them to be so. Mipuspus (namuspus) ang mga dahun human sa bagyu, The leaves were torn to shreds after the typhoon. 4 [B2N) for leaves to wither and fall, leaving only the stalk or trunk. Mupuspus (mamuspus) ang dahu,; sagabi basta magulang na, The leaves of taro wither when the plant matures. n club, st
	56) fall heavily. Nadalispang siyas palut saging ug napuspus sa asiras, He slipped on a banana peel and fell to the sidewalk with all his force. 3 [ABN; al 2) for leaves to be violently torn to shreds; cause them to be so. Mipuspus (namuspus) ang mga dahun human sa bagyu, The leaves were torn to shreds after the typhoon. 4 [B2N) for leaves to wither and fall, leaving only the stalk or trunk. Mupuspus (mamuspus) ang dahu,; sagabi basta magulang na, The leaves of taro wither when the plant matures. n club, st

	puspuygu n match (word play on puspu"'and puygu -humorous). 
	pusta n 1 bet, wager. Pilay imung pusta? How much do you bet? 2 -ku sa think {so-and-so] is likely to happen. Pusta ku sa muulan, I bet it's going to rain. v 1 [Al; c] bet. Kabayung akung gipustaan (gipustaban), The horse I betted on. Pilay imung ipusta? How much will you bet? 2 [A)think s.t. is likely to happen. -dirikta direct bet. -da = PUSTA. ig-r-, ig-1-n moneyto bet. 
	pustal n postal. -aydi n identification card 
	pustal n postal. -aydi n identification card 
	for a post office. v 1 [A;b6) issue a postal ID. 2 [A12] get a postal ID. -kard postcard. hiru ➔ money order. 

	pusti n post. Pusti sa iliktrisidad, Electric light post. v [A; a] put up, make into, use a post. 
	pusti n post. Pusti sa iliktrisidad, Electric light post. v [A; a] put up, make into, use a post. 
	pustir n poster. v [A; c16) make, put up posters.
	pustisu n false teeth. v 1 [A; al2) make false teeth. 2 [A; c] fit with false teeth. 3 [B 126 ; c 16] be false teeth. Ug mapu stisu gani ang imung ngipun, lisud nang ikaun, It is hard to eat with false teeth. 
	pustmastir npostmaster, person in charge of a post office. v [A; cl J become postmaster. 
	pustrin s.t. served for dessert. v [A; cl)have, make!s. t. for dessert. 
	1 

	pustrin electric light, telephone post. 
	2 

	pust-upis n post office. v [A; a2) make, install a post office. 
	pustura n the way s.o. looks all dressed up. Nindut tag pustura run. Mamisita ka? You are all dressed up. Going s.w.? paN-v [A2;b6] get all dressed up. Mamustura ka gani, magwapa kag samut, If you dress up, you'll look more beautiful. n way of carrying oneself. Mu ra sa inahan ang pamustura anang baybana, That girl has her mother's bearing. -wu a chic and smart-looking. Pusturawu kaayu ka sa imung hirdu, You look very chic with your hairdo. v [B1256) look smart, chic. Mamusturawu ang balayg pintalan, Th
	pusu n 1 artesian well, naturally flowing or operated with a pump. 2 hand pump used to draw water from under the ground. -artisyanu = PUSU, nl. v [A; b6] construct an artesian well. 
	pusu n 1 banana blossom including the petals. 2 ear of corn. v [A2N; b(l)] for corn to have ears or bananas to develop their blossoms. Daling mamusu (mupusu) ang mais nga masurku, Corn will quickly bear ears if the soil around it has been dug up. (➔) n 1 rice cooked in woven coconut leaves formed like a banana blossom. 2 woman's breast (euphemism). v 1 [A; a12] make, have rice of this type. 2 [AN; b6(1)l gather, get banana blossoms for food. pusupususa bitiis n biceps or the muscles of the lower legs. -i
	pusud n 1 navel. 2 center point of s.t. Pusud 
	. 
	"

	pus-un!-puti 
	sa syudad, The center of the city. 3 the filament-like structure found at the tip of bananas. hiN-v [AN; b] cut _the umbilical cord. n instrument for cutting the umbilical cord. kinapusuran n 1 ccntermost portion. 
	sa syudad, The center of the city. 3 the filament-like structure found at the tip of bananas. hiN-v [AN; b] cut _the umbilical cord. n instrument for cutting the umbilical cord. kinapusuran n 1 ccntermost portion. 
	Didtu siya dagan sa kinapusuran sa lasang,

	She ran deep into the innermost part of theforest. 2 s. t. at the very heart. 3 core, innermost; heart of the thing. Abtun giyud ining tambala ang kinapusuran sa sakit, This medicine will reach down to the heart of the pain.pus-un n the outside region of the body in the front, just below the stomach, and by extension, the part underneath. Musak it ang pus-un ug dugay tang wala kaibi, Yourlower stomach hurts if you go long without urinating. v [b4] have a prominent belly. pu9-unun a having ·a prominent bel
	12) get to have a prominent belly. 
	12) get to have a prominent belly. 

	pusung a a person who is good in putting up a front of innocence when committing mischief, so called from the character Huwan Pusung of folk tales who is always gettingthe better of people in high places. Pusungkaayu siya ug bitsura mu rag dili mauy nagtagu sa akung sapatus, He looks innocent, as if he did not hide my shoes. papusungpusung v [Al) pretend to be innocent. Nagpapusungpusung siya, mu ra ug wala ku makakita sa iyang g-ibubat, He is pretending to be innocent as though I had not seen what he 
	,
	,
	, .

	pus-up1s = PUST-UPIS. 
	pusut v [A; b26] for liquid to spurt out. 
	Mipusut ang dugu sa akung tudlu nga naputul, Blood spurted out from the cut in my finger. (�), pusutpusut v [B46; c16) come in rapid succession, come thick and fast. 
	Mipusut ang dugu sa akung tudlu nga naputul, Blood spurted out from the cut in my finger. (�), pusutpusut v [B46; c16) come in rapid succession, come thick and fast. 
	Mipusutpusut ang mga pangutana sa abugadu, The lawyer fired off his questions in rapid succession. Nagpusutpusut lang angiyang anak, Her children came one after another in rapid succession. 
	.. 


	put n bribe (slang). Dili sila mutrababu sa mga lun kun walay put, They won't act on the loan application unless they are given a bribe. v [A23; c] bribe. 
	I
	I

	put= PULUT. 
	putan 1 whore (coarse). 2 curse word to express anger, disgust. Pitta, nganung aku paang nadisgrasya, Damn! Why did it have to be me that had the accident! v [B12; b6] be, become a whore, prostitute. paN-v [AP; b6) engage in prostitution. ihu di-son of a bitch: reference to s.o. whom one wishes to curse or a curse expressing anger (coarse).putav [Al] shatter, crush s.t. to bits. Krasir ray makaputa nianang mga dagkung ha-
	1 
	2 

	tu, Only a stone crusher can crush those large rocks. Way mapunit sa butilya kay naputa giyug maayu, No one can pick up thatbottle because it was smashed to smithereens. 
	tu, Only a stone crusher can crush those large rocks. Way mapunit sa butilya kay naputa giyug maayu, No one can pick up thatbottle because it was smashed to smithereens. 
	· 

	•putablis see AGWAS.
	-

	putad a squat because of short legs. Ang putad niyang payag, His shack, elevated onlyslightly above the ground. v [B126; b6) be squat. Nganu kabang naputad man ang anak nga tag-as man ang ginikanan? I wonder why the child is squat when the parents are tall. 
	putahi n 1 a dish consisting of meat as a main ingredient. 2 especial treat, anything that gives great or unusual pleasure. v [A;
	cl) have, eat a meat dish. 
	putak v [A; b3]!1 for chickens to keep squawking, as when laying eggs. Ayaw ug pakurati ang mungaan kay muputak, Don'tfrighten the hen because it will squawk. 2complain, talk, or protest loudly. Muputakdayun siya basta maalkansi sa babin, Shecomplains loudly right away if she doesn't get her share. 3 nag, scold by babbling. Mi
	. 
	.

	lakaw dayun ang bana dibang giputakan na siya sa iyang asawa, The husband went out immediately when his wife started to nag · him. 4 [A2) talk or butt in in a conversation which is not one's business. Muputakka man Jang bisag wa kay 1abut, Why do you butt in when I'm not talking to you? 
	· 

	putaputa v 1 [ B 12] be easily torn or tattered from age or decay. Naputaputa na ang mga papilis sa kaban, The papers in the trunk are all brittle with age. 2 [ cl 6) tear paper or. cloth into pieces. 
	putbul n soccer. v {A; a12) kick s.o. out. Putbulun ka dinhi ug magtinapulan ka, Youwill be kicked out if you are lazy in yourwork. 
	puthaw n iron, ste'el. Taytayang putbaw, Asteel bridge. v [c16] make s.t. of iron or steel.
	puti v 1 [A; a12] break off, but not with a snap. Kinsay nagputi sa gitung sa sundang? Who broke the tongue of the knife? Naputi ang dagum sa makina, The needle of thesewimachine broke. 2 [AB126; ab4) 
	ng 


	. abort a fetus. A run di mainahan ilang putibun ang ilang giburus, To escape motherhood they abort the life they are carrying in the womb. Bag-u na siyang naputihan, She just had a miscarriage. n aborted fetus. Gilabay sa basura ang puti, They threw the fetus into the garbage. 
	.

	purl a 1 white. la in plant description, greenvarieties of plants that have green varieties 
	putik -put-uk 
	and red or brown var1et1es. Siling puti, Green peppers. Mandalusang puti, The mandalusa with green leaves (as opposed to the species with red leaves). 2 white race. Sagad sa mga puti taas ug ilung, Most white people have long noses. -pay agipu, lubut sa kulun, urasiyun dark skinned (lit. a firebrand, the bottom of a kettle, the evening prayers [said after dark) are whiter). Puti pay agipu ning bana mu, Your husband is darker than the tip of a firebrand. n 1 white vaginal discharge. 2 = ISPIHU. v 1 [APB; 
	and red or brown var1et1es. Siling puti, Green peppers. Mandalusang puti, The mandalusa with green leaves (as opposed to the species with red leaves). 2 white race. Sagad sa mga puti taas ug ilung, Most white people have long noses. -pay agipu, lubut sa kulun, urasiyun dark skinned (lit. a firebrand, the bottom of a kettle, the evening prayers [said after dark) are whiter). Puti pay agipu ning bana mu, Your husband is darker than the tip of a firebrand. n 1 white vaginal discharge. 2 = ISPIHU. v 1 [APB; 
	6] be, become white, cause s.t. to become so. Kluruks ang muputi (mupaputi) sa imung sinina, Chlorox will make your dress white. 2 [Al; b6) wear s.t. white. Magputiang mga nars, Nurses wear white. 3 [b( 1))tell s.o. frankly of his anger or hurt feelings toward him. Giputian (gipaputian) ku siyagsulti nga naglagut ku sa iyang gibubat, I had it out with her because I was angry at what she did. -ug itlug, lisik a cowardly. v (B2 
	456) chicken out. Miputi ang itlug ni Krustsib dibang naninuud si Kinidi, Khrushchev chickened out when Kennedy showed that he meant business. -ang kiting, tiil v [B24 
	6) run away in fright. Miputi ang iyang tiil pagkakita niya sa iyang kuntra, He turned tail when he saw his adversary. -nga tabil movies. Bituun sa puting tabil, Movie star (lit. star of the white screen). -anay v [C;c3] have it out with s.o. -an(�) n variety of coconut and pineapple more orange in color than the ordinary. -in·(�) long, slender, sharp sword. ka-n whiteness. -un a whitish,fair-skinned. 

	putik n rectum. v [c16] put, insert s.t. into the rectum. Putika ( iputik) ang tirmumitru pagbutang, Insert the thermometer into the rectum. 
	putikar v [A; a) mortgage one's property as security, usually to a bank. Miputikar mig yuta sa bangku nga gipalit ug laing yuta, 
	We mortgaged a piece of land to the bank to buy another lot. putikadu a mortgaged, esp. to a bank. 
	We mortgaged a piece of land to the bank to buy another lot. putikadu a mortgaged, esp. to a bank. 

	puting n footing, the cement base in which a post is set. v [A; a) make the footing of a post.
	, .
	, .

	puns ::; PULAYNAS. 
	putitu tri n potato tree, an ornamental shade tree bearing violet inflorescences with yellow centers: Solanum macrantbum. 
	pudi a 1 pure, free from sin or guilt. Putli kaayug kasingkasing ning baybana, This woman is pure-hearted. 2 immaculate,
	,
	,
	chaste. ka-npurity, virginity. /yang gimabal
	ang iyang kaputli, She treasures her chasti
	-

	ty.
	putpu t n 1 piece of wood or stick which 
	1 
	1 
	•

	has been cut from a larger piece. 2 person 
	of no consequence in society (just as a putput is a piece of wood not good for anything except fuel). v 1 [A; a] cut into pieces, esp. for firewood. 2 [B1256; b6) be a person of no consequence. (➔) v [a12) hit with a stick. Putputun tikaw run, I'll hit you with a stick. 
	putput= PALUTPUT. putputeuphemism for PUTA. 
	2 
	3 
	1

	putris mild cuss word, euphemism for putaAy, putris! Nasayup na sad ku, Darn! I made a mistake again. 
	f

	putru n adolescent colt. Muulag na ning kabayua anang bayi kay putru na, This horse will cover that female because it is an adolescent now.!
	t

	putsiru n 1 dish of stewed beef and vegetables. 2 the fleshy part of the leg between the knee and the ankle of a cow. Linat-angputsiru ang sud-an natu karun, We have stewed beef shanks for dinner today. v [A;
	cl] prepare putsiru. 
	putun cake made of steamed starches, coconut, and other optional ingredients. -nga balanghuy putu made from shredded cassava. -nga binangkung putu made from cassava flour. -kutsinta putu made from ground rice mixed with brown sugar. -maya putu made from pi/it rice and coconut extract. -nga pinalutaw steamed rice cake. -sulut putu made from cassava flour with water or milk and fried. v [A; cl] make putu. paN-v 1 [A) engage in the business of selling putu. 2 [A; b6] gos. w. to eat putu. n business of selli
	1 

	purua bankrupt. v [B12; al2) be, become bankrupt Putubun man ta anang imung bisyu, Your vices will send us to the poorhouse. 
	2 

	V [A; a] break, cut into lengths. Putuun ku ning kabuy para sa baligi, I'll cut this timber into lengths for the posts. n a length of s.t. cut from a bigger or longer piece. 
	putu 

	putuda::; PUTUL. 
	purugriku n photographer. v [B16; c16] be, become a photographer. 
	ap

	putugrapu n photograph. 
	putuk n small arms, esp. a handgun (slang). 
	putuk!::; Turois. 
	put-uk v [B126; b8] swallow air or jump involuntarily from surprise. Naput-uk ang akung buut sa iyang gisulti, I was dumbfounded with what she said. Hiput-ukan (bimut-ukan) ang maistra sa kalit nga pagbisitasa supirbisur, The teacher was taken aback 

	putukputuk -putut
	l 

	by the unexpected visit of her supervisor. 
	by the unexpected visit of her supervisor. 
	Nahimut-ukan aku sa iyang pirsunal nga pangutana, I was dumbstruck by his personal question. 
	putukputuk n rapid beating or throbbiof the heart. v [B456) for the heart to throb. 
	ng 

	Nagputukputuk ang iyang dugban sa kalipay, Her heart was throbbiwith joy.putul v 1 [A; al] sever with a bladed instrument or by snapping. Di makaputul ang akung ngipun sa hitu, My teeth can't break the thread. Putlag kaduba arun matulu ka putu, Cut it twice to make three pieces. la [A; a12] cut down. Kinsay nagputul sa mangga? Who cut the mango, tree down? lb [A; b7] cut s.t. out of s.t. Akung giputlan ang palu kay taas ra, I cut a length from . le [A; a] cut s.t. out of s.t. Giputul sa sinsur ang mga b
	ng 
	the mast because it was too lo
	ng
	ng
	i 


	putung a 1 quick-tempered, immediately resortito violence when provoked. 2 [verb] lang ug -do s.t. in a rage without the slightest thought of changing one's mind. Kun mulagiw ka, kagiw lamang ug putung, kay kun mubalik ka patyun ta ka, If you run away, run away and don't ever think of comiback, for if you do, I will kill you. putung v [A; al] tie s.t. around the head. Nagputung ug tualya ang draybir, The driv
	ng 
	ng 
	-

	er tied a towel around his head. Giputungsa babayi ang iyang buhuk, The woman knotted her hair at the top of her head. ( ➔) 
	er tied a towel around his head. Giputungsa babayi ang iyang buhuk, The woman knotted her hair at the top of her head. ( ➔) 
	s.t. worn wrapped around the head. v [A;c 1] make s. t. into a headband, bandana, orthe like. -in-n s. t. tied around the head. 
	put-ung v 1 [A; c16] pile things up. Put-unga ang mga mangga sigun sa ilang gidak-un, 
	Pile the mangoes into heaps according to their size. 2 [C; b6l gather together in a group. Di ta makaput-ung dinbi sa daplin sa dalan kay abug kaayu, We can't gather here at the side of the road because it is too dusty. 
	putuputu n the smallest pieces of banana located at the tip of the bunch, usually the last two or three hands. a persons that are short in height and small in build (humorous colloquial). 
	putus n 1 wrapper. la membranous covering of organs or parts of organs in· the body of animals. 2 small bundle, package. 3 male genitalia (humorous). Mibulma nang putus mu anang bugut nimung karsunis, Your pants are so tight they show your genitals. 4an infant born wrapped inside a thin membranous coveriwhich must be pinched . Ababy born in this manner is said to be likely to grow into a strong and quick-tempered adult. v 1 [A; a] wrap s. t. Unsa may imung gipustan (giputus) sa k ik? What did you use to w
	ng 
	open to save the inf ant from suffocati
	ng

	.
	Mamutus na ku para sa byabi, I'll pack up 
	for the trip. 
	putustat n photostat. v [A; b6l make a photostatic copy. 

	putut a full-grown person that is short. v [B12;b6] be, become a short person. Naputut ku kay putut · man ang akung nanay, lam short because my mother was short.(�), ka-(�) v [A13) be short (said in derision). 
	pututn l a small coconut. Maayu pay maglana kagputut, It is about as easy as extracting coconut oil from the small fruit (i.e. impossible). v 1 [A2N; b(l)] bearing forth small coconuts. Miputut (namutut) na ang lubi. Dina madugay may butung, The coconut tree has nuts. We'll have young coconut to eat soon. 2 [A) for flowers to form buds. Musugud nagpangalimyun ug muputut (mains to smell sweet when it begins to form buds. 
	l 
	mutut) na ang buwak, A flower b
	eg

	putut2 -puyasut 
	-un a young, inexperienced, and uninitiated (literary). Sa pututung salabutan, In the young, innocent mind. 
	-un a young, inexperienced, and uninitiated (literary). Sa pututung salabutan, In the young, innocent mind. 

	putut = BANTUT, v2. -un = BANTUTUN,al. 
	putyuŁ n a k.o. bee formihives haifrom the branches of trees, fiercer than the ligwan. -un a slim-waisted like a wasp. 
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	v s of a certain kind. Ang iring ray nagp uu sa mga ilaga ning ba"IIJya, It was the cat thatannihilated the rats in this house. Nagkapuuna ang tamaraw, The tamaraw is becomiextinct. Puuban ang syudad sa mga buguy,They \\jll get rid of the thugs in the city. 2get rid of completely. Ngil-ad nga batasan nga angay pubuun (puubun), Bad manners that should be gotten rid of. 3 ruin a business. Ang imung pagkasugarul mau rmakapuu sa imung nigusyu, Your gambliisenough to ruin your business. puuhun nga apilyidu a f
	puu 
	[AB12; al] 1 exterminate all thi
	ng
	ng
	ay 
	ng 

	puuk v 1 [Al; cl6] cut s.t. short close to the base. Ang mga ulud nagpuuk ug putul sa mga turuk nga pugas mais, The worms cutthe corn sprouts right down to the ground. 2 [AP2B2SN; clP] drive s.t. so deep thatthe end is level Akuy mupuuk (mupapuuk) anang lansanga, I'll drive that nail all the way in. Lisud pag-ibut sa nagpuuk nga lansang, It is difficult to pull out a nail that is 
	,
	,
	driven all the way in. Akung puukun (pa-puukun, ipapuuk, ipuuk) ang gasulinadur arun kusug ang dagan, I'll push the gas pedal to the floor to go full speed. 3 [ BN J for the nits to be right at the roots of the hair. a cut close to the base, driven down even with the base. ( ➔) a 1= PUUK, a. 2for nits to be located right in the scalp at the base of the hair. Wa ka katli nga puuk man kaayu ning imung mga lusa? Isn't it itchy?Your nits are right in your scalp. v [A; b] tie, hold a tethered animal close to th
	ng 
	-

	,
	conut plants. Akung puk-an ang iru inig sud ninyu, I'll hold the dog close to me when you enter the house. 

	puul a bori, wearyiby being dull and uninteresti!. Puul kaayu ning kinabubi ug wa klingawlingaw, Life is very boring if you have no leisure. v [B12C3; b4(1)] be, become boring. Nagkapuul na man ning trababua, This work is becoming boring. Nagpuul na sila kay nag-away na man, Theymust be sick of each other because they 
	puul a bori, wearyiby being dull and uninteresti!. Puul kaayu ning kinabubi ug wa klingawlingaw, Life is very boring if you have no leisure. v [B12C3; b4(1)] be, become boring. Nagkapuul na man ning trababua, This work is becoming boring. Nagpuul na sila kay nag-away na man, Theymust be sick of each other because they 
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ay 

	. Wa siya pul-i ug tanaw sa ryang katabum, He never got tired lookiat her beauty. pul-anun a easilybored. 
	are already quarrelli
	ng
	ng 


	puung = PUL-UNG. 
	puung = PUL-UNG. 
	puut a 1 airless, lackifresh air. Puut ning kwartuba kay usa ray bintana, This room lacks arr because it has only one window. 2 for gases or some other coestithingto be s.w. or for a place to be congested \Vith s. t. pent up in it. Puut kaayu ang asu sa kusina (or Puut sa asu ang kusina), Thekitchen is full of smoke. Puut kaayu ning akung ilung sa sip-un, My nose is congested with mucus. 3 for an emotion to be pentup s.w. or for the breast to have an emotion pent up in it. v 1 [B3] be, become airless orhavi
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	er filled with burni
	ng 

	ng
	chickens. 
	puwa-see also PULA-.
	puwak n tonsure. v [A; b6] tonsure s.o. 
	puwi sound used to represent spitting, said as a gesture of scorn. Puwi, nagpauluining· /is pa naku ag dakug baba arun mabihalu ang uban nga antigu siya, Phooey, the big mouth has to go speakiEnglish just to show everybody that he knows how. 
	ng 

	puwi-see also PWI-andAPUY•. 

	uwin, puwint n point in a score. v [A23P; a 
	f

	2) score a point in a game. Matabla silag mupuwint ang nagpawul syat, They will be a tie if they make apoint with this foul shot. Wa pa makapuwint ang amung magdudula, Our players have not scored a point.
	2) score a point in a game. Matabla silag mupuwint ang nagpawul syat, They will be a tie if they make apoint with this foul shot. Wa pa makapuwint ang amung magdudula, Our players have not scored a point.
	· 

	. 
	,

	=
	puwtsaPWIS.
	•
	puwtt = PUYIT.
	puwfta n poet. v [B12; b6] be, become a poet.
	puya n 1 infant, esp. a newly born baby. 2 . Wa siyay natigum sa iyang kinitaan kay dagban siyag puya nga bubiun, He has not saved anything because he has so many children. 
	child, offspri
	ng

	puyasut a 1 weak, thin. Puyasut ug tingug, Weak-voiced. Puyasut ug lawas, Thin-bodied. 2 for seeds, fruits to be stunted and lacking fullness. 2a for a child to be thin and stunted in growth from malnutrition. v[B) 1 be, become weak and thin. Nagpuyasut man ang imung mga buktun, Your arms 
	,

	puyat -puyra 
	Artifact
	are mighty thin. 2 come out thin and stunted. Nagpuyasut ang bunga sa saging kay wala ulana, The bananas are undersized because they didn't get enough rain. 
	are mighty thin. 2 come out thin and stunted. Nagpuyasut ang bunga sa saging kay wala ulana, The bananas are undersized because they didn't get enough rain. 
	puyat v [A3P; a] flatten s. t. soft into a soft mass. Puyatan ta kag kamuti ipakaun sa bata, I'll squash cooked sweet potatoes for you to feed the child. (➔) a bananas that are thin and lacking in flesh from improper development, and by extension, other fruits and vegetables. Puyat ning saginga kay bunga sa ting-init, These bananas are fleshless because they grew in the dry season. v [B2;b6] come out thin and lacking in flesh. 
	puyay n 1 name given to Japanese money during the war. 2 any fake money. 3 moneythat is all wrinkled and dirty. v 1 [b6] look like funny money. Gipuyayan ku sa mga bag-ung kwarta karun, The new type of notes issued recently look funny to me. 2 [B126) for money to get all crumpled and dirty.
	puydi 1 it is all right to do. Kaun, puydi apan way inum, It is all right to eat. But no drinking. la -nga may do. Puyd{ ba nga makagawi ku sa imung tilipunu? May I use yourphone? 2 be very possible. Puydi kaayu ng muanhi siya, He may well come here. nuit is not possible. Nupuydi, kay ginadili ang OU can't because gambliis not allowed here. Nupuydi, dili na mahitabu, Never. That will never happen. Nupuydi katabuk dundigabaha, You can't have intercourse when your wife is menstruating. (Lit. You can't cr
	pagsugal dinhi, y
	ng


	puydut = PUDYUT.puygu n matches. Nangayu siyag puygu nga ihaling, She asked for matches to build the fire. see also •APUNTIN.
	puyit n 1 first grade child. 2 being last in line or comiin last in a contest. 3 anus. -sa anay = LUBUT SA ANAY. see LUBUT. 3afemale genitalia (euphemism). v 1 [856) be, become a first grader. 2 [B126N; cl] come out last in a contest, be last in line.Nau/aw ku kay namuyit ku sa bangga, I was embarrassed because I came out last in the race. 
	ng 

	puypuy v 1 [B24N; c16] for the muscles to become weak from fatie or nervousness. Mipuypuy (namuypuy) ang akung mga buktun, My arms grew heavy with fatigue. 2 [A3P; c16] placate, calm s.o. down. Puypuya(ipuypuy) ang imung kasuku pinaagi sa pagsuruysuruy, Let your anger calm down by takia walk. 3 [A23P; cl] relieve, alleviate pain. Puypuyun (ipuypuy) sa hilut angimung pamaul, Massage will relieve .your 
	gu
	ng 

	muscle pains. a weak, lacking strength. Puypuy kaayu ang akung mga tiil, My legs are very weak. 
	muscle pains. a weak, lacking strength. Puypuy kaayu ang akung mga tiil, My legs are very weak. 
	puyra n place away from home. Kulang sa disiplina ang mga anak nga may mga ginikanan nga atua kanunay sa puyra, Childrenlack discipline if their parents are always away from home. in phrases: 1 get out! Puyra! Di ku gustu nga naay hubug dinhi sa balay! Out! I want no drunks in this house! la -bisita all ashore that's going ashore. lal bell announcing that the visitors must get off the boat. la2 after visitinghours in a hospital. lb [so-and-so] keepaway, may [so-and-so] not happen despite the fact that s. t
	tongue hangi
	ng 
	get a
	ng
	ng

	modestyaside. Puyra dayig akuy nangbawud 
	sa amung klasi, Modesty aside I am at the 
	top of my class. 2b3 -uluulu no kidding. 

	puyrut -pwinu
	2 

	Puyra uluulu tinuud kang gwapa, No kidding. You're very beautiful 3 unu -, dus -, tris -, kwatru -in tallying by fives, the number in addition to the groups of five. 
	Puyra uluulu tinuud kang gwapa, No kidding. You're very beautiful 3 unu -, dus -, tris -, kwatru -in tallying by fives, the number in addition to the groups of five. 
	Singku kabunis, tris puyra. Sa atu pa, bayinti utsu, There are five blocks of five and three extra. In other words, twenty-eight. itsa -see ITSA. v 1 [A; cl] eliminate, dismiss. Huwisang nagpuyra sa iyang sumbung kay way igung kamatuuran, The judge dismissed his complaint for lack of evidence. 
	Puyraba (ipuyra) sila sa atung punduk, Eliminate them from our group. Napuyraang maung tapad kay gamay ra ug pusta ang kuntfa, The fight was cancelled because not enough people bet on one of the cocks. 2 [AP; cl] dismiss s.o. from his job. Di ku mupapuyra (mupuyra) nimu sa imung trababu, I won't dismiss you from your job. 

	puynatA= PUDYUT. 
	puyu = BARTUNIKU. 
	pun 1 bag, sack, or anything that can be put together at the ends and closed. 2 hammock tied up like a sack to hold a baby. v [A; cl] 1 make a puyu. 2 put s.t. in a bagor in a hammock. Puyuba ( ipuyu) ang bulingu n sa babul, Wrap the dirty clothinin a sheet. Puyuba (ipuyu) ang bata, Put the baby in its hammock. 
	yu 
	g

	puyu v 1 [A; b3] live, reside s.w. Unsa!pay akung gipuy-an ning kalibutana? What am I in this world for? Balay nga akung gipuyan, The house I am staying in. 2 [A; b6] stay s.w. Mupuyu ku sa bay ug duna kuy trababu, I'll stay home if I have s.t. to do. 3 
	[A] be, become still. Ug di ka mupuyu, latigubun ta ka, If you don't keep still, I'll whip you. 4 [b(l)] be willing to go to prison just to get s. t. Puy-an ku ang prisuban basta lang makabalus ku, I am willing to go to prison just so I can get revenge. (�)v 1 [C2; ac4] live together with s.o. Dili ku makigpuyu ug tawung palaaway, I don't want to live with a quarrelsome person. Lisud kang igpuyu, You're a hard person to live with. 2 [C; ale] live with s.o. as husband and wife. Nagpuyu lang mi ug wa Zang
	[A] be, become still. Ug di ka mupuyu, latigubun ta ka, If you don't keep still, I'll whip you. 4 [b(l)] be willing to go to prison just to get s. t. Puy-an ku ang prisuban basta lang makabalus ku, I am willing to go to prison just so I can get revenge. (�)v 1 [C2; ac4] live together with s.o. Dili ku makigpuyu ug tawung palaaway, I don't want to live with a quarrelsome person. Lisud kang igpuyu, You're a hard person to live with. 2 [C; ale] live with s.o. as husband and wife. Nagpuyu lang mi ug wa Zang
	place. Di ku mabimuyu sa balay k
	ay 

	ng nauli ang iyang anak, She was restless because her daughter stayed out late. paniN-, paniN-(Ł) v [A2; 
	ng nauli ang iyang anak, She was restless because her daughter stayed out late. paniN-, paniN-(Ł) v [A2; 
	siya mabimuyu kay dug
	ay

	b6] 1 reside and have one's livelihood in a certain area. Adtu sila sa Mindanaw manimuyu, They are going to Mihdanao to live. 2 live in a certain style. Malinawun silang nanimuyu, They live a peaceful life. n one's family life. Ang sugal mauy nakabungkag sa ilang panimuyu, Gambling destroyed their home life. higN-, hagN•, sagN-see SAGMUYU. puy-anan. puluy-anan, pinuyanan n residence, dwelling place. paN• = PANIN-, n. pag-1 action of staying s.w. 2= PANIN-, n. maN-r-/1-, -um-r-/1·, mulupyu,lumulupyu, tagpu

	, ' 
	,

	puyu =PUYU. 
	k v [A; ab2] get a favor or a favorable reacti�n by saying the right thing. Gipuyuknakug kindi ang akung anak arun magpatupi, I bribed my son with candy so that he would agree to get his hair cut. Hipuyukanku sa akung anak maung milugwag akung diyisun, Myson talked me out of a ten-pesobill. 
	pu
	yu

	ng v [A; cl] 1 gather the ends of a sack or bag to close it up or take s. t. flat and fold up the ends to put s. t. inside it. 
	pu
	yu

	,
	Akung gipuyung ang mga daplin sa baba sa puntil, I closed the sack by gathering the upper edges. 2 pull one's hair back, gathering the ends and tying or clipping them. n clip, ribbon, or the like to hold the ends of gathered hair in place. 
	puyus v [A; a2] 1 carry s.t. in a piece of cloth or paper by pulling up the edges. Gipuyus niya ang siriguylas sa iyang say al, She carried the small fruits in the folds of her skirt. 2 carry a child in the womb (humorous). Nagpuyus na siyag tulu ka bu.Ian pagkasal niya, She was three months pregnant when she was married. 3harbor emotions, rain (literary). Dag-um nga bingbug-atan sa gipuyus nga ulan, Clouds weighted down with the rain they were carrying. 
	,
	puy-us = BAYUUS. 

	pwi, pwt = PUWI. 
	pwidi = PUYDI. pwintsitya= PASKUWAS. 
	pwidi = PUYDI. pwintsitya= PASKUWAS. 
	pwintin 1 fountain. 2 a short-spanned stone bridge with thick stone walls dating from the Spanish era. 2a the bridge of a boat. 
	1 

	pwintin k.o. treatment for rheumatism
	2
	whereby the impurities which are thought to cause it are drained from the afflicted area by making a wound and wrapping it with a banana trunk and other medicinal herbs. v (A; bl treat a patient with pwinti.Naayu ang riyuma sa tigulang human pwintibi ang bitiis, The old man was cured of 

	pwira -pyanguk 
	his rheumatism after he was treated with pwinti. paN-v [A2] get this treatment. pwira = PUYRA. 
	his rheumatism after he was treated with pwinti. paN-v [A2] get this treatment. pwira = PUYRA. 
	pwirsa a 1 strong in intensity, force. Pwirsa kaayu ang bangin sa m iaging bagyu, The last typhoon brought very strong winds. 2 plentyin quantity. Pwirsang tawu sa plasa, Thereare lots of people in the plaza. -rimidiyu awith the utmost effort. Ang pagpaiskuyla ug siyam ka anak pwirsa rimidiyu giyud, 
	Seeing nine children through school takes theutmost!effort.!v 1 [8N(l);!b47] become strong. Mupwirsa (mapwirsa, mamwirsa) na gani ang ulan, mubaba giyud, If the rain pours down hard it is likely to flood. 2 [AN2; ab] force s.t., do s.t. forcibly. Ayawpwirsaha pag-abri (pwirsahag abli) kay mabungi nya, Don't force it open because itmight break off. Ayaw pwirsaha (ipwirsa) ang pag-ukang sa bindahi arun di mudugu ang samad, Don't take off the bandage forcibly so the wound won't bleed. 3 [b8] be overworked. H

	pwirta= PULTA, nl.
	1 

	pwirta= PWIRTU· 
	2 
	2

	pwirti 1 doing s.t. vigorously, to a great extent, existing in great quantities or being to a great degree. Pwirting hilak sa bata, Thechild cried hard. Pwirting mukaun ning bataa, The child eats a lot. Pwirting mahala sa isda run, Fish is terribly expensive these days. Pwirting pagkadusmua sa dyip sa pusti, How hard the jeep smashed into the post! Pwirting ulana gahapun, How it rained yesterday! 2 do s.t. very well. Pwirting mubayli si Pidru ug tanggu, Peter dances the tango very well. 2a having s. t.
	Millie will surely get the job because she has terrific recommendations. Pwirti siyag tutuy, She has magnificent breasts. 
	Millie will surely get the job because she has terrific recommendations. Pwirti siyag tutuy, She has magnificent breasts. 

	pwirtun 1 port, harbor. la a city or town that is a port. v [cl] make a place into a 
	1 

	port of call, make a port for a place. pwirtu.n the opening in the vagina through 
	port of call, make a port for a place. pwirtu.n the opening in the vagina through 
	2
	which the baby passes in childbirth. 
	pwis so, therefore, for that reason. Pwis, atung bubatun arun mahuman, So, let's doit so that it will be finished. Kun tinuud kang nabigugma, pwis, dawata, If it is true you like him, accept him. 
	pwistu n 1 place, position. Ang mga gwardiya mitultul dan sa ilang pwistu, Theguards found their posts. 2 position, job.Dugay na siya anang pwistuha, He has been employed in that job for a long time. -saf.o.b., reckoned at [such-and-such] a price at a certain place. Kanang prisyuha pwistu sa pabrika, That price is what you pay at the factory. v [Al2; b6] get a job. Gipwistuhan man galing kug trabahu apan tua sa bukid, I was given a job, but in the mountains.
	yu 

	pyadu n caretaker of lands, estates. v [A8156; a2] make s.o. the caretaker or overseer, become such: 
	pyahuk, pyahuk a depressed, sunken. Pyahuk ug mata, Sunken-eyed. Pyahuk ug bubun, Having a sunken fontanel. Pyahuk ugaping, Sunken-cheeked. v [8; b6] get depressed or sunken. Nagpyahuk ang tiyan sa munyikang bitumban, The doll's stomach is all squashed because s.o. stepped on it. -un a having s.t. depressed or sunken. 
	pyait v [A3P; b6(1)] squeal to the authorities, betray a secret about a crime. Mipyaitang kauban sa mga tulisan nga hidakpan, 
	The accomplice of the robbers squealed 
	when he was arrested. 


	pyakpak = PAY AKP AK. 
	pyakpak = PAY AKP AK. 
	pyakpak = PAY AKP AK. 
	pyakpak = PAY AKP AK. 
	, 
	,

	pyamr1ra = TIMBRIRA. 
	pyanga a flat-nosed (humorous). v [812] beflat-nosed Siya ray napyanga nilang tanan, She is the only one in the whole familythat has a flat nose. 
	reen insect about 1" long, that is a rice pest, preying on thesheaths before the grain develops. They have an unpleasant odor which permeates the rice field. v [a4] be infested with pyangaw.
	pyangaw n yellowish
	-g

	pyangguy a tall and thin, lanky. Musalir tingali kas baskit kay pyangguy kaayu ka, You might do for basketball because you are lanky. v (812; b6] be, become lanky. 
	pyanghaw n a winning hand in mah jong with no flower piece (bulak, 2a.). -midul kard n a pyanghaw composed entirely of midul kard's. bu.nut -a pyanghaw in which the piece one is waiting for is drawn. 
	pyanguk n = tPUNGAW. 
	,

	pyangut -pyuus 
	Artifact
	pyangut a having a look of distaste on the face. Pyangut ang iyang dagway kay gibabuan siya, He has a look of distaste on his face because it stinks here. v [B; c 1] get a look of distaste on the face. Mauy ipyangut ug kasab-an ku, I get a sour look on my face if I'm cussed out. 
	. ,
	. ,

	pyanuta see PY ANU. 
	pyansa n bail, financial guarantee for a released prisoner. v (A; b6(1)] 1 put up bail. 2 guarantee s.o.'s debt. Dili ku mupyansa nimu kay wa kuy ikabayad ug mupalya ka, 
	I won't guarantee your debt because I will not be able to pay if you default. -du a be out on bail. Nakasuruysuruy gihapun angkriminal kay pyansadu man, The criminal still roams around because he is out on bail. -dur(➔) 1 one who posts bail. 2 one who guarantees s.o. else's debts. Ang pyansadur pagadur, The one who guarantees winds up paying the debt. 
	I won't guarantee your debt because I will not be able to pay if you default. -du a be out on bail. Nakasuruysuruy gihapun angkriminal kay pyansadu man, The criminal still roams around because he is out on bail. -dur(➔) 1 one who posts bail. 2 one who guarantees s.o. else's debts. Ang pyansadur pagadur, The one who guarantees winds up paying the debt. 

	pyanu n piano. v [AN; cl] play the piano. pyanista n pianist. v [B 16; al 2] be a pianist. pyanunu n jelly roll. v [A; a12] make, have 
	jelly rolls. 
	jelly rolls. 

	pyapi a be flat instead of round as it should be. ·Pyapi ug pikas ulu ang imung anak, Your son's head is flat on one side. (Ł)v [AB12; a] come out flat, flatten s.t. Angbumba mipyapi sa tibuuk balangay, The bomb levelled the whole village. Napyapiang bibingka. Wa makatubu, The rice cakes came out flat. 
	1 

	pyapin tree of saltwater swamps: Avicennia o fficinalis. 
	2 

	, ' ,
	, ' ,

	pyasa = PY ASAT. 
	pyasat v (AB16; a) smash, crush or flatten s.t., be crushed, mashed or flattened. Di ku makapyasat sa lata, I can't flatten the can. 
	,
	,
	/yang pyasatun ang binug saging usa ipakaun sa bata, She'll mash the ripe bananas before feeding them to the child. (➔) a fruit of any plant with a shell or husk that has failed to develop. Pyasat man lagi ning mais. Way unud, This corn is defective. There are no grains.
	-


	pyuut = PUYASUT, a2, v2. 
	,
	,
	,

	pyauspyaus= BAYUUS. 
	l' 
	l 

	pyaus, pyausa for the voice to be grati
	2
	2 
	ng

	_
	_
	and weak, usually as a result of strain. v (B 

	Artifact
	2S; cl] for the voice to be hoarse in this way. Nagpyaus nag iyang tingug sa pagbinilak, She lost her voice from crying so much. 
	2S; cl] for the voice to be hoarse in this way. Nagpyaus nag iyang tingug sa pagbinilak, She lost her voice from crying so much. 
	pyi n a measure, about a foot. Duba ka pyi, Two feet. v [b6cl l buy, measure s. t. by the foot. di-foot-powered, esp. by means of a treadle. -s = PYI (plural -used only after Spanish numbers). Dus pyis, Two feet. pyis dil patu n k.o. ornamental palm around 2' high with semi-circular leaves, slit nearly to the base: Rbap_is excelsa. 
	. , ,
	pytmrtra = TIMBRIRA. 
	pyirdi = PILDL 
	pyirdigana = PIRDIGANA. 
	pyirnu n bolt, a threaded metal pin. v [A; a) fasten with a bolt. pyis = PYI (plural).
	,
	,
	,

	pytsa = PISA
	1 

	2·
	pyuta = PISTA. 
	pyunggut = PYUNGKUT. 
	pyungku v (A; b] sit on one's haunches. Pyungkuiang inuduru, ayaw lingkuri, Squaton the toilet, don't sit on it. 
	pyunglwt v [AB6; c16] get bunched up,gathered into folds and wrinkled, cause s. t. to become so. Mupyungkut (mapyungkut) nang imung buldaban ug dili ka mugamit ug bastidur, You are going to sew wrinkles into your embroidery if you don't use an embroidery frame. Pyungkuta ( ipyungkut) lang ang baba sa saku arun di mayabu ang bugas, Bunch up the mouth of the sack and tie it so the rice won't spill. 
	pyur a 1 unadulterated, pure. Pyur tabliya ang akung palitun, I'll buy pure chocolate. 2 virgin, chaste. Pyur siyang pagkababay� She is a virgin. 3 the genuine, unmixed breed. Pyur nga danggit, The genuine danggit fish (not the one that looks similar to it and which may still!be so called but is not the real one). v 1 (A2; c16) drink liquor straight. 2 [B126; cl] be pure, unmixed Ug mapyur ang imung tuba mailban ku, I can recognize unadulterated toddy. n winning hand in mahjong consisting of only one desi
	° 

	. ,
	pyunya = PA YURIY A. 
	,
	,
	pyurus = BAYUUS. 
	, 
	. 
	,

	pyuus, pyuus = BA YUUS. 

	ra particle following the first word of a predicate. 1 only [predicate] and nothing else. Si Pidru ra ang mitabang naku, Pedro was the only one that helped me. Mau ray akung gianhi, That is all I came to get. Ginuu ray mahibalu ug unsaun na, Only the Lord knows what to do with that. la [so-and-so] did it himself. Siya ray nag-unay sa iyang anak, He raped his own daughter. lb [preposed gen. pronoun] -it is all my, your, his, our, etc. very own. Ang mais, imu ra pud diayng abut? Oh, is the corn your own pro
	yu 

	R 
	819 
	right if he died. Maayu rang napildi siya, Serves him right that he lost. (see also 3c and 4d) 3 [so-and-sol is certain to happen. Muanhi ra na, He'll come, don't worry. Mayadlaw rang gabaan ka, The day will come when you get yours. Magkita ra tag usab, We'll surely see each other again. 3a -gayud[so-and-sol will, did finally happen, despite everything. Nakatapus ra giyud ku, I finished, despite everything. Gimahalan ra giyud mi sa tambal, Much as we needed it, we found the medicine too expensive. 3b bant
	right if he died. Maayu rang napildi siya, Serves him right that he lost. (see also 3c and 4d) 3 [so-and-sol is certain to happen. Muanhi ra na, He'll come, don't worry. Mayadlaw rang gabaan ka, The day will come when you get yours. Magkita ra tag usab, We'll surely see each other again. 3a -gayud[so-and-sol will, did finally happen, despite everything. Nakatapus ra giyud ku, I finished, despite everything. Gimahalan ra giyud mi sa tambal, Much as we needed it, we found the medicine too expensive. 3b bant
	yu 


	rabana -rakit
	3 

	the abruptness out of a command but definitely a command given to s.o. who doesn't have the right to refuse. Ambi ra nang kutsilyu, Let me have that knife. Sa -ugud = RA, 5, but with slightly less curtness. Kubaa ragud ri, Would you come get this, please. Sb tan-awa -, -gud can you beat that! 
	the abruptness out of a command but definitely a command given to s.o. who doesn't have the right to refuse. Ambi ra nang kutsilyu, Let me have that knife. Sa -ugud = RA, 5, but with slightly less curtness. Kubaa ragud ri, Would you come get this, please. Sb tan-awa -, -gud can you beat that! 
	Tan-awa ra, siyay nanguna siya pay nangisug, Take a look at that! He started it and now he gets mad! Sc -gani go on now and do [so-and-so}. Lakaw ra ngani kay duru na nilang paabut, Go on now. They have been waitiforever. Ayaw ra gani nag garugarua, Stop jigglithat. You know you shouldn't. 6 yati, yawa, yatis -I don't believe it. Kadaug kas swipstik? Yati ra! You won the sweepstakes? I don't believe it. 6a in accepting a challenge: l don't believe you dare challenge me! Yati ra! MaOU mean to say e me to 
	ng 
	ng 
	kigsumbagay ka naku? y
	you dare challe
	ng


	rabana = GWAY ABANU. rabanit a 1 in rags, tatters. Kadtung bata kanbi nga rabanit, karun maayu na nga mamisti, That child used to be in tatters, but now he dresses well. 2 poor, destitute. Naputumi, ug karun rabanit na, We went bankrupt. And now we're destitute.� [B12) 1 be in rags. 2 be penniless. ka-v [A 13] be all in rags.
	rabanus = LABANUS. 
	rabatikung n porridge of sticky rice and mung beans boiled with coconut milk and brown sugar. v [A; cl] make, have rabatikung. 
	•rabir -plant, tri n rubber tree planted as an ornamental: Ficus elastica. 
	rabis n rabies. 
	rabit n rabbit. 
	rabuls n breed of fighting cock. 
	rabunit n k.o. grass grown potted, of two kinds: one with yellow and green leaves,the other with all green leaves. 
	radar, radar n 1 radar. 2 the ears or any way 
	one has of picking up gossip or conversation. 
	one has of picking up gossip or conversation. 
	Ngilngig kaayug radar ni siAsay kay dagbag tabi nga mabipus, Asay has terrific radar when it comes to picking up gossip. v [Al 3; al2] do s.t. by radar. 
	radikal a radical, one who wants to change the social structure radically, or for ideas to be radical. v [B12; b6] be, become radical or a radical. 
	radis = LABANUS. 
	radiyu n 1 the radio business. U sa k a mag-aawit sa radiyu, A singer on the radio. 2 radio set. v [A; c] broadcast over the radio. Giradiyu nga may bagyung umaabut, Theybroadcast that a storm was approaching. -baktas one who repeats idle talk. -balan (kawayan) the grapevine, orally repeated news. Sa panabun sa girilya ang amung nutisya gikan sa radiyu balagun (kawayan), Durithe war we got our news over the grape
	gu

	ng
	vine. -gram n radiogram. -punu n radiophono. -upiritu.r n radio operator. 
	I
	radya = RAHA• 
	1

	radyaw= Avu (dialectal -from dayaw).ragid a 1 rugged, strong and robust. Ang gus
	-

	tu niyang mabana kanang lalaking ragid, 
	She wants a rugged man for a husband. 2 not polished, coarse. 3 ragged, shabby, worn-out. v 1 [B12) be, become rugged. 2 (A1B12] dress in old clothes. Magragid tag sinina sa bukid, We'll wear old clothes to the mountains. Naragid na ang mga bata nga walay inaban nga mag-atiman, The children have become shabbily dressed because they lack a mother's care. ka-v [A13] be all shabby. 
	rahan the rajahs of pre-Spanish Filipinos. 
	1 

	rahan wood cut from freshly cut ipil-ipil (byatilis) or mangrove (bakbaw) trees, peeled and dried for firewood. v [A; a] cut and sell mangrove or ipil-ipil commercially. 
	2 

	rak-an rul n rock and roll. v 1 [A2C; c6]dance the rock and roll. 2 [A 13] for the stomach to be rumbling from indigestion. 
	Nagrak-an rul ang akung tiyan tungud sa sathe rock and roll from all the things I ate. 
	gulsagul nga pagkaun, My stomach is doi
	ng


	rak-in rul = RAK-AN RUL. 
	rakitn racket for tennis, pingpong, and the 
	1
	1

	like. v [Al2; a12] have, make into a racket. rakitn rocket ships or bombs. 
	2 

	rakitn racket, fraudulent means of obtaining money. Rakit Lang giyud nang kapunungan. Pangwarta lang, Their organization is just a racket to get money. v [c16] dishonestly take money entrusted to one. Girakit Zang ang amung amut, The man just pocketed our contribution. 
	3 

	rakrak -rasiyun 
	ralaak v [A; b(l)) 1 fire bullets rapidly in bursts. Balay nga girakrakan, A house riddled with bullets. 2 in billiards, hit the target ball forcefully so as to scatter the balls that surround it with the hope that one ortwo of these balls will go into any of the holes. n bursts of rapid rifle fire. t 
	ram n rum. v [Al3;b6] have rum. 
	rama v [A; b] set flowers on a palm leaf as decorations. Nagrama mig buwak sa kapilya, We set some flowers on palm leaves in the chapel. 
	rambuln 1 rumble, free-for-all fist fight. 2 in Jai-alai, betting on the first three players out of a series such that whatever order they are in, the bet wins -e.g. if one bets that players 3, 6, and 2 are the first, second, and third place, his bet wins as long as thisis so, no matter which one was first, which was second, and which was third. v [A2C; a 
	1 

	12) engage in a rumble. Ang ilang punduk mauy mirambul sa nangbarana, It was their group which engaged the serenaders in a brawl. Nagrambul ang magtiayun, The husband and wife had a brawl. 
	12) engage in a rumble. Ang ilang punduk mauy mirambul sa nangbarana, It was their group which engaged the serenaders in a brawl. Nagrambul ang magtiayun, The husband and wife had a brawl. 

	rambulv [AC; cl] take a ride with s.o. on his bicycle or motorcycle. Magrambul Jang tas imung bisiklita, Let us just ride double on your bicycle. lrambul (rambula) ning tutu ka bata dibas imung mutur, Take these children on your motorcycle. 
	2 

	ramin shrub cultivated for its fiber, which is made into blankets, cloth, and string. Rami cloth is coarse, but very sturdy: Boehme-
	1 

	. .
	. .
	na n,vea. 

	rami, rami n 1 game of rummy. 2 situationwhere one goes rummy. v 1 [AC2; ac3) play rummy. 2 [A2; ab2) go rummy.
	2

	ramids sil n rummage sale. v [Al; c6) hold a rummage sale. 
	•ramus Duminggu di-n Palm Sunday. 
	ran n run in stockings or knitted fabrics. v [B26) develop a run. KauŁa pa gani naku masul-ub naran dayun, I only wore the stockings once and they got a run righŁ away. 
	ran-abawut n an automobile with a rumble seat. 
	ranggu n 1 rank. 2 high position in society,high standing, eminence. Ang nanambung sa kasal purus tawung may ranggu, The wedding guests were all persons of rank. v[A 13) have a rank of. 
	raning n running, a violation in basketball wherein a player takes more than two steps while the ball is in his hands. v [B1256)commit the running violation. 
	raning burd n 1 board laid along a bridge for 
	raning burd n 1 board laid along a bridge for 
	vehicles to pass over. 2 boards put underneath a passenger bus running parallel tothe chassis, one on either side, between the front and rear wheels, used for cargo. 2a running board of cars. 

	ransiyu a spoiled meat or cooked food. v [B2; b6] be, become rancid M uransiyu (maransiyu) ang karni kun dili ipridyidir, Themeat will spoil if you don't put it in the frigidaire. 
	ransiyu a spoiled meat or cooked food. v [B2; b6] be, become rancid M uransiyu (maransiyu) ang karni kun dili ipridyidir, Themeat will spoil if you don't put it in the frigidaire. 
	1 

	ransiyu= RANSU. 
	2 
	1 

	ransun ration, share of food given out. Angransu sa mga nasunugan, The ration for the fire victims. v 1 [A2; a] give rations. 2 [Al
	1 

	2) obtain a ration. 
	ransun ranch. v [Al; a2) have a ranch. kan associates, friends (slang). Walay tawu nga mangbilabut niya sa piyir kay pulus karansu niya ang mga buguy didtu, No one will harm him at the waterfront because all the tough guys there are his friends. 
	2 

	rantsu = RANSU. ranwi n runway in an airport. rapal = ARAPAL, n. 
	rapdrap n rough draft. v [Al; cl) make a rough draft 
	rapidu v [A; al2) 1 fire a volley. Rapidubaninyu ang milayas nga kriminal, Fire a volley on the escaping criminal. 2 do s.t. in rapid succession, like the firing of a volley. 
	Nagrapidu siyag bunal nianang malditung daku, She gave that naughty child a sound whipping. Girapidu nilag kaun ang inasal, They consumed the roast pig with machine gun-like rapidity. a done machine gun-like. Rapidung pagkasaba, A scolding like theburst of a machine gun. di-n weapon that is capable of automatic fire. 
	rapir n wrapper for manufactured goods or gifts.
	ras a rushing, doing s.t. hastily. Kanunay kaJang kabuk-an ug platu kay ras ka man gud OU keep breaking plates because you work in such a rush. v [A; c6) do s.t. in a hasty, rushing way. Kinsa ka gud nga muras ka man Jang dayun ug sud nga way pupanangbid? Who are you just to 
	kaayug lthuk, y

	,
	rush in without asking permission? Amung 
	giras ang masakitun sa uspital, We rushed the patient to the hospital. 
	rasa n breed of animals or fowl. Unsang rasaba nang imung sunuy? What breed is your rooster? di-of a special breed, pedigreed. 
	rasak n RASAC, acronym for a government organization: the Regional Anti-Smuggling Action Center. 
	rasiyun n 1 allotment given out for subsistence. 2 one's share of s.t. rationed. v 1 [A; 

	822 raspa-raya 
	1 

	c] give out rations. Girasyunan lang intawun ang mga sundalu ug mais ug bulad, Thesoldiers were being given corn gl'its and dried fish as their ration. la [c] cater food on a regular basis. Mahal, piru maayu ang ilang irasiyun, It's expensive, but the food they cater is good. 2 [A; al2] ration s.t. in short supply. Rasyunan ang tubig sa tingbuwaw, Water is rationed during droughts. 
	c] give out rations. Girasyunan lang intawun ang mga sundalu ug mais ug bulad, Thesoldiers were being given corn gl'its and dried fish as their ration. la [c] cater food on a regular basis. Mahal, piru maayu ang ilang irasiyun, It's expensive, but the food they cater is good. 2 [A; al2] ration s.t. in short supply. Rasyunan ang tubig sa tingbuwaw, Water is rationed during droughts. 

	raspan scraping of the womb (dilation and curettage).v [A; b(l)] 1 perform the D and con s.o. Raspaban ang babaying talinug-an, Awoman with excessive bleeding has to get a D and C. 2 trim and thin the hair with a razor. 3 shred papayas or other things in a similar way. raspahan, -dur n papaya shredder. 
	1 

	raspa= LASPA. 
	2 

	rasun n 1 reason that s.t. happened. Unsa may rasung mipalta ka? What is the reason you were absent? 2 reasoning. Ang iyang rasun wala makakumbinstr naku, His reasoning was not convincing to me. v [A2N; c 
	6] give reasons why s.t is or is not. Nganung murasun (mangrasun) ka pa man nga naabtan man ka? Why do you keep trying to explain, when I caught you red-handed? 
	6] give reasons why s.t is or is not. Nganung murasun (mangrasun) ka pa man nga naabtan man ka? Why do you keep trying to explain, when I caught you red-handed? 
	Mau tuy akung girasun niya nga nasakit ka, 
	The excuse I gave to him was that you weresick. -abli a 1 reasonable. Rasunabli ang iyang gibubat kay maalkansi man ta tug wa, 
	What he did was reasonable because he would have lost money if he hadn't. 2 tending to give excuses, reasons why s.t. was or was not. 

	ratatat n 1 rattling sound of a machine gun. s. A:yg kan-a nang kik, ratatat ra ba kaayu si Tiya, Better not eat that cake. Your aunt is great at reading lectures. v 1 [A2] for a machine gun to rattle. 2 [Al3] scolding in a rattling way. 
	2 rattling off scoldi
	ng

	ratipikar v [A; b( 1)] 1 ratify. 2 approve an action after it has been carried out by a subordinate. Nulu ang kuntratung dili ratipikaban sa manidytr, The contract is null andvoid if the manager doesn't ratify it. 
	ratsada everyb.)dy [ do). Bugsay, ratsada, Everybody row. Ratsada, bira, Everybodypull v 1 [ a3 J be included in s.t. that is supposed to have happened to s. o. or s. t. else. Naratsada ku sa akung abin pagkapildi sa iyang manuk, I lost the amount I put in on his bet when his cock lost. Naratsada nuun ku sa kasaba bisag wa kuy sala, I was scolded as well, even though I hadn't done anything. Dagbang mga way /abut ang nangaratsada sa pinusilay, A lot of innocent people got caught up in the crossfire. 2 [
	ratsada everyb.)dy [ do). Bugsay, ratsada, Everybody row. Ratsada, bira, Everybodypull v 1 [ a3 J be included in s.t. that is supposed to have happened to s. o. or s. t. else. Naratsada ku sa akung abin pagkapildi sa iyang manuk, I lost the amount I put in on his bet when his cock lost. Naratsada nuun ku sa kasaba bisag wa kuy sala, I was scolded as well, even though I hadn't done anything. Dagbang mga way /abut ang nangaratsada sa pinusilay, A lot of innocent people got caught up in the crossfire. 2 [
	makaratsada sa wa pa ka muilis sa imung silya, It was only when you moved to another chair that you started winning successively. 

	,
	,
	ratsar = RATSADA, vl, 2. 
	•ratu kada -each time s.t. happens. Kada ratu na Lang kung gikasab-an bisag dili akung sh, I'm always scolded even if I'm not at fault. -ug each time [so-and-so] is done. Kada ratug inum, mabubug giyud, Eachtime he drinks, he gets drunk. 
	rauk n money (slang). Wa giyud kuy rauk, Idon't have a cent. 
	raw2= DAW. 
	rawraw v [A13) talk nonsense. Saba diba! 
	Nagrawraw ka man lang, Shut up! You arenonsense. n nonsense. 
	just talki
	ng 

	rawun, rawun n 1 round in sports. Gipahapla sa ikalimang rawun, The boxer was knocked down in the fifth round. la round in mahjong in which all four players have had the deal. lb walay -no chance of winning. Wa 
	giyud kay rawun kun makig-away kag buk
	sidur, You don't have a chance if you fight 
	with a boxer. 2 one complete sexual act. 
	Nangbambug siyang makalima siya ka ra
	wun, He boasted that he could do it five 
	times. 3 a complete round of a circular 
	course. Duba ka rawun ang ithandrid, The
	800-meter run is two rounds of the track. 
	a good in many things. Rawun siya sa ta
	nang sabdyik, He is good in all his subjects. 
	v 1 [A23] make a complete circuit around. 
	2 [A; a) make the rounds of. Nagrawun ang 
	mga bumbiru sa syudad, The fireman are 
	making regular rounds in the city. Girawun 
	namu ang tanang nayit klab, We made the 
	rounds of the night clubs. 3 [B126) get to 
	be good in many things. -rubin n 1 tourna
	ment done such that each contestant is pair
	ed off with every other contestant. 2 session 
	practicing basketball in which every player 
	has a chance to shoot in turn. v [Al; c)
	hold a rawun rubin practice in basketball. 
	rawunrawun v 1 [A; c6) keep going around 
	and around. Nagrawunrtiwun ang mga bata 
	libut sa balay, The children kept running 
	around the house. 2 [A13; c6) go round for 
	a walk, pleasure. Mintras wa pay abri ang
	mga sinihan magrawunrawun Zang una ta sa 
	syudad, Let's walk around downtown until 
	the movie houses open. 3 [A; c6) spend 
	money going about. Girawunrawun sa istu
	diyanti ang kwartang pangmatrikula, The
	student squandered the money for tuition 
	fees by gallivanting around. 
	•rawundir pur, payib, siks -boxing match of four, five, six (etc.) rounds. 
	raya n 1 long narrow band or streak. 2 game 

	rayadil-ribisar 
	yu 

	of chance played by tossing coins on a surf ace marked with criss-crossing lines. Coins that land on the lines are given to the opponent. v 1 [A; b(l)] mark stripes. Ang bandira sa A mirika girayahan ug puti ug pula,
	of chance played by tossing coins on a surf ace marked with criss-crossing lines. Coins that land on the lines are given to the opponent. v 1 [A; b(l)] mark stripes. Ang bandira sa A mirika girayahan ug puti ug pula,
	The American flag has red and white stripes. 2 [AC; b(l)) play raya. -du, rinahayan, nirayahan n having stripes. 
	rayadilyu n a strip of ribbon sewn along the side seams of trousers, as in uniforms. Pula ang rayadilyu sa unipurmi sa pisi, The P.C. have red stripes on their trousers. v [A; ac] attach, make a stripe on trousers. 
	rayban n sunglasses (so called from the brand name). v [A13; b6(1)] wear sunglasses. 
	rayit ban n right-hand man. Ang banggiitang kriminal ug ang iyang rayit ban nadakpan na, The notorious criminal and his righthand man have already been arrested. v [B 16; c16) be, become s.o.'s right-hand man. 
	rayit huk n right hook in boxing. 

	rayna n 1 queen. la beauty queen, woman reigning over a celebration. 2 woman that is foremost like a queen. Si Glurya Sibilya mauy rayna sa pilikulang Binisaya, Gloria Sevilla is the queen of the Visayan screen. v[B 16; a12) be, become a queen; make into a queen. -ilina n the queen of the feast of the Holy Cross as practiced with a procession in Manila (Santa Krusan). v [B6; cl] be made the Queen Elena. -sa panimalay nwife as the head of the family. -sa kalibangan n ugly woman (lit. queen of the toilet -h
	rayu ikis, raiks n x-ray. pŁ v [Al] get an x-ray. 
	yu

	rayuma n rheumatism. v (B126; a4) cause,become affected with rheumatism. rayumahun a suffer from rheumatism. 
	rasn spokes.
	yu
	1 

	rayusn a two-wheeled cart usually drawn by a water buffalo or ox. v [Al3; a12] travel by cart. 
	2

	rayus ikis = RAYU iKJs. 
	rat n riot, wild or violent disorder. v [A13;a12) riot. Nagrayut ang mga pinirisu, Theprisoners are rioting. Ug dili sila makigdayalug rayutun natu, If they don't have a dialogue with us, we'll riot. anti -iskwad nanti-riot squad. -gan n riot gun. 
	yu

	Rdu. abbreviation for Ribirindu, Reverend. 
	rin the note re in music. -minur n d minor. -mar n d major. 
	1 
	-
	yu

	rishort for kiri 
	2 

	riaksiyun n reaction. Nagkalainlain ang riaksiyun sa naminaw, The audience responded with various reactions. v [A; b4] give s.o. areaction. Wa siya riaksiyuni sa tambal, He 
	riaksiyun n reaction. Nagkalainlain ang riaksiyun sa naminaw, The audience responded with various reactions. v [A; b4] give s.o. areaction. Wa siya riaksiyuni sa tambal, He 
	was unaffected by the medicine. 

	riay = DIAY (dialectal). 
	riay = DIAY (dialectal). 
	Rib. RDU. 
	= 

	ribaha n discount. Adu nay singku pursintung ribaba ug bay ran ug kas, There is a five percent discount if you pay cash. v [A; c) 1 allow a discount on s. t. Iribaba ang utang sa swildu, Deduct the debt from the salary. Ribahai ang prisyu kay sigunda manu manni, Give me a discount because it is second hand. 2 deduct the tare weight. Dus kilus iribaha sa pisada para sa saku, They will allow two kilos for the weight of the sack. 
	ribal n rival. v [A2C; b(l)] be, become rivals; 
	,
	engage in rivalry. Akung ribalan nang na
	-

	ngulitawu ni Tinay, I'll compete with him for Tinay's hand. ka-n rival. 
	ribansa, ribansin v [AC; cl) 1 play a gameagain with the same adversaries. Makigribansa ug dula ang mga pildiru, The losers want to have a replay. 2 do s.t. a second, third, or more time around. Human sa usa ka basu miribansa pag katulu, After the first glassful, they had another three. n 1 in games, the second time around. lsyut ang pusta kay way ribansa ning dulaa, Bet all you're going to bet because there is going to be no replay. 2 s.t. done the second or more time around. 
	ribawun v 1 [A23; b6] bounce. Hinay na muribawun ning bu/aha, This ball bounces poorly. 2 [A; a12] get the rebounds in basketball. Hawud siyang muribawun kay taas, He is good in catching the rebounds because he is tall. n 1 bounce. 2 rebounds in basketball. •ir n a ball that rebounds in basketball. 
	ribildi n rebel. v [ACl; b6] rebel Muribildi ang bata nga pinugngan, A child that is repressed usually rebels. 
	ribilyun n rebellion against the government in power. v (A] hold a rebellion. (->) v [al
	2) settle s.t. with a rebellion. 
	2
	ribirb n electronic mechanism which causes the sound to reecho or resound, usually used for guitars. 
	Ribirindn a Reverend. 
	ribisar v [A; a12] 1 inspect, examine s.t. closely. Nagribisar ang isklibinti sa mga papilis kay dunay impurtanting dukumintu nga nawani, The clerk is examining all thepapers because an important document was misplaced. 2 revise, make changes. Naribisar ang ubang sirimunyas sa simbahan, Theyhave revised some of the Church ceremonies. ribisadu n s.t. revised. Libru nga ribisa
	-


	nbisiyun -rigla 
	du, Revised edition books. 
	du, Revised edition books. 

	ribisiyun n revision. 
	ribista n magazine.
	ribiti n edgings, trim. Ribiting pula ilawum sa kurdisu, A red trim underneath the window sill. v [A; b] 1 put edgings on. 2 take a strip off s.t. 
	ribulbir, ribulbir n 1 revolver. 2 prominent hipbone. v 1 [Al3] cany a revolver. 2 [Al
	2] obtain a revolver.
	2] obtain a revolver.

	ribultu n 1 sculptured figures used as sacred objects. Ribultu sa mga santus, Images of the saints. 2 sculpture, statue. Ribultu ni Husi Risa/, The statue of Jose Rizal. 
	ribulusiyun n 1 revolution, complete political or social change. 2 revolution of a machine. v 1 [C2; b35] have a revolution. Hayang magribulusiyun dinhi ug way kausaban, They will surely have a revolution here if things don't change. 2 [A] make the engine turn over. 2a for an engine to turn over. -aryu n a revolutionary, one who wants a social revolution. byirnu -aryu government of the revolutionaries.
	gu 

	ribun n 1 decorative ribbon, ribbon of honor. -clans n benefit ball where the gentlemen wear ribbons of different colors. Each ribbon has a price and before each dance the color of the ribbon is announced, for which the men must pay the specified price. 2 typewriter ribbon. v 1 [A; a) wear, make into a ribbon. 2 [A12; b(l)] obtain a ribbon in a contest. Nakaribun ku sa dibit, I got a ribbon in the debate. 2a [A; b(l)] pin a ribbon on. 3 [b] put a typewriter ribbon in. 
	ribunit = RABUNIT.
	ribyu v 1 [A; al2] study one's lesson for review. Muribyu ta para sa tist, We'll review for the test. la hold a review class. 2 [A; b(1)) attend review classes for board exams. 3 [AC12; a12] stay to see a movie for a second time.Muribyu ku kay wa kung kasabut sa isturya, I'll see the movie again because I didn't get the story the first time around. 3a eat again. Human na ku makapaniudtu apan muribyu ku kay wa pa ku mabusug, I've already had my lunch, but I'll eat some more because I'm still hungry. n 1 re
	rid n 1 police raid. 2 raid on the enemy in war. v [A; a12] 1 conduct a police raid. Girid sa mga pulis ang sugalan, The police raided the gambling den. 2 conduct a raid against the enemy. Girid ang kampu sa mgaka/rway, The enemy raided the camp. 
	rid dran = DAGIR, 2. 
	gu

	ridhart n suit of hearts. 
	ridhart n suit of hearts. 
	ridi a ready, prepared for use or action. Ridi na ang paniudtu, Dinner is ready now. Ridi na ku. Mularga na ta? I'm ready now. Shall we go? Ridi, im, payr, Ready, aim, fire. mid ready-made clothes. v [B 136; cl] be,get ready. 
	-

	ridiskwintu v [A 12; b] give a second discount. Dili na mi makaridiskwintu kay maalkansi na mi, We can't give any further discounts because we will lose. 
	ridiyu upiritur = RADIYU UPIRITUR. seeRADIYU.
	rid karpit n in boxing, cockfights, and other spectator sports, the seats nearest the ring or platform. 
	rid krus n Red Cross. 
	ridyisth n record, list of names and personal particulars of items. Kada absin itala sa ridyisttr, Each absence is listed in the register. ridyistil'-ub dids, ridyistil'-up dids n register 
	of deeds.
	ridyun n region, certain large area. 
	ridyus v [B24] for the body to reduce in weight. Miridyus siya pagkasakit niya, Shelost weight when she got sick. pa-v [A; cl] go on a diet to lose weight.
	•ridyuyridyuy ka-v [A13] be in a miserable condition, esp. financial. Nagkaridyuyridyuy siya sukad mawad-ig trababu, He has been miserable ever since he lost his job. rigadira, rigadur, rigadura n sprinkling can. 
	rigalu n 1 gift, present. 2 in games, a free ball. v 1 [A; c] give as a present. Sa kasal ninyu murigalu kug inasal, On your wedding day,I'll give you roast pig as a present. 2 [A12; b6(1)] get a free ball. 
	rigla n 1 principle of almost established certainty. Mauy ilang rigla nga kun manggula ang mga ipus, mag-ulan, As a rule, when winged termites come out in the open, it will rain. Suma.la sa rigla, ang sunud bayan bari, According to the pattern, the next one is sure to be heads. 2 menstruation (normal, untied word). Birhin sa -the Guiding Mother, the patron saint of missionaries and of Opon (now Lapulapu City). v [A13; a4]menstruate. Ug magrigla (riglabun), dili maligu, Don't bathe when you are menstruati
	ng
	norm of conduct, do thi
	ng
	ng
	-


	rigudun -rikta 
	tack passers-by and .unknown people without provocation and for no purpose. Mgabuguy tung nagparigla n�a, It was street toughs that attacked him. n 1 unusual behavior. 2 malicious destruction of others' things. 3 thrill attacks on unknown people. -mintu, -myintu n regulations, rules of conduct. 
	tack passers-by and .unknown people without provocation and for no purpose. Mgabuguy tung nagparigla n�a, It was street toughs that attacked him. n 1 unusual behavior. 2 malicious destruction of others' things. 3 thrill attacks on unknown people. -mintu, -myintu n regulations, rules of conduct. 
	rigudun n formal ballroom dance done in squares. v [A2C2; c6] dance this dance. -diunur = RIGUDUN. 
	rigul = RIGUR. 
	rigular a 1 a.verage, conformiin form to the normal. R igular ang iyang gidak-un, Heis of average build. Rigular ang iyang rigla,She has a normal menstrual cycle and normal amounts of discharge. Rigular na ang iyang pulsu, His pulse is now regular. Lahi kini sa rigular nga kutiks, This one is different from the ordinary Kotex. la r-egular, not special student. Rigularpurtyir siya run, Heis a regular fourth year student this year. 2 consistent or habitual in action. Rigular kining tulumanun sa radiyu, Th
	ng 


	rigulasiyun = RIGLAMINTU. see RIGLA. 
	rigur v (B146) feel uneasy when s.t. pent up can't be released. Nagrigur na siya kay wa tuguting muadtu sa bayli, She is ill at ease because she was not given permission to go to the dance. Magrigur giyud kug _di kapanimalus, I won't rest until I get revenge. 
	rigyular = RIGULAR. 
	rihas n window grills. Migunit ang prisu saerihas sa prisuhan, The prisoner cluto the prison bars. -in-an n having grills put infront of it. v [Al; cl] instail grills on windows or doors. 
	ng 

	•rihistrada marka -registered trade mark. rihistrar v [A; c) register, officially record. 
	Irihistrar ang yuta sa akung.ngalan, Registerthe land in my name. rihistridu a registered; officially recorded. Kuriyu rihistradu, Registered mail. 
	Irihistrar ang yuta sa akung.ngalan, Registerthe land in my name. rihistridu a registered; officially recorded. Kuriyu rihistradu, Registered mail. 

	rihistru = RDIISTRAR.
	rihiyunal n regional. Bangga rihiyunal sa amatiyur, Regional contest for amateur performers. Kumpirinsiya rihiyunal, Regionalconference.
	riiliksiyunista n s.o. up for reelection. 
	rik n rake. v {A; a] rake s.t. Rika ang mga sagbut, Rake up the trash. Riki ang silung, Rake the yard in front of the house. 
	rika.bir v 1 [A2) for a boxer to get back on his feet or regain his composure. Wa gani siya makarikabir, giusban dayug sukmag,Hardly had he recovered when he was hit 
	again. 2 {A; a12] recover s.t. lost or stolen. Di na marik.abir nang puhunan, The capitalcan no longer be recovered. 
	again. 2 {A; a12] recover s.t. lost or stolen. Di na marik.abir nang puhunan, The capitalcan no longer be recovered. 
	rikadu n spices. v [A; c] spice food Di ku murikadu ug Luy-a sa tinulang isda, I don't put ginger into fish stew. 
	rikap v [A; ab2J recap tires. n recapped tires. 
	rikargu n surcharge. v [A; b] cause s.o. to pay a surcharge. Murikargu nimug diyis pursintug mulapas ka sa tagal, You '11 have to pay a ten percent surcharge if you go past the due date. 
	rikim n requiem mass. 
	rikisa v [A; ab2] search for s.t. hidden. Abtik nga mirikisa sa dinakpan ang pulis, The cop quickly frisked the suspect. Girikisa ang akung malita sa· kustums, My suitcase was thoroughly searched in the Customs. 
	rikisisiyun n requisition. v [A; cl] requisition s.t. Nakarikisisiyun ka na ba sa mgakinahanglanun sa upisina? Have you res we need for the office? Girikisisiyun sa mga sundawu ang amung dyip, The soldiers requisitioned ourJeep.
	quisitioned the-thi
	ng

	rikisita, rikisitas, rikisitus n requisites, requirements. Kwarta ray rikisita sa kaminyuun, Money is the only prerequisite for marrie. Unsay rikisita sa pag-istudiyug narsing? What are the prerequisites for studyinursi?
	ag
	ng 
	ng

	rikiyim = RIKIM. 
	riklamadur a one who complains all thetime. Riklamadur kaayung kasiraba. Di kaangay sa kaun, The boarder complains all the time. She doesn't like the food. v [B12) be, become a complainer. 
	riklamuiyun n reclamation area. 
	riklamu n complaint, utterance of dissatisfaction. Wa pa11Zatia ang riklamu sa mgatrababanti, No one heeded the laborers' complaints. v 1 [A; b3c5] complain. Unsaygiriklamuban (giriklamu) sa mga istudiyanti? . What are the students complainiabout?Adtu na irik.Jamu sa kapulisan, File
	ng

	.
	your complaint with the police. 2 [A; b(l)] request food or money, usually on a shortterm loan. Muriklamu kug bayinti nimu, I would like to ask you for a loan of twenty 
	pesos.
	rikrak n 1 ricrac, a k.o. trimming for clothi. 2 k.o. ornamental bush with leaves that look like they have a ricrac, a variety of kalipay, 1 (Polyscias fruticosa). v [A; b] trim,adorn with ricrac. 
	ng

	rikta a using a lauage that is rudely brief and curt (female). Rik.ta kalzyung manubagtubag nga bayhana mu rag bawud, She an
	ng
	-


	riktanggul -rih'bu 
	swers in a curt and rude manner as if she were the boss. riktahun a being blunt and curt in one's replies.
	swers in a curt and rude manner as if she were the boss. riktahun a being blunt and curt in one's replies.

	riktanggul, riktanggulu a rectangle. v [B125 
	6] become rectangular. 
	6] become rectangular. 

	riktu= RIKTA (male).
	1 

	riktun penis (slang -so called from Claro 
	2 

	M. Recto, a statesman whose bald pate reminds one of the glans). 
	M. Recto, a statesman whose bald pate reminds one of the glans). 

	riktur n rector. v [B56; a2] be, become a rector.
	rikubir = RIKABIR.
	rikudu v [A; c6] for a land vehicle to turna corner, negotiate a curve. Ayaw ug pakusug ug magrikudu ka, Don't drive fast when you negotiate a turn. rikuduhan n curve in a street. 
	rikula v [A; b6] 1 refuse to do s.t., usually for some reason. Di giyud na murikula kun suguun, He doesn't refuse if you tell himto do s. t. Ug away imung gustu, di ti ka rikulaban, If it's a fight you want, I. am not afraid. 2 back out of s.t. Saad nga dili marikulaban, An agreement you cannot back out of. 3 [A2; b3] raise an objection to s.t. Mirikula siya sa akung bukum ug pawul, Heraised an objection to my calling a foul.t 
	rikulutan military recruit. v LA; al2] recruit for military service. a novice, greenhorn. Rikuluta pa siya sa panganak, She isstill new to childbirth. R'ikuluta pa ku sa kinaiya sa mga Murus, I am not accustomed to the ways of the Moros. 
	l 

	rikulutaa be distrusting and saying so openly. Rikuluta kaayu siya sa imung mga pasalig, He disbelieves your promises and says and vocal about it. Makarikuluta (makaparikuluta) nang imung binabinan, Who wouldn't say s.t. the way you divide it up? 
	2
	so. v [B12) be, become distrusti
	ng 

	rikumindar v [A; c6] recommend s.o. or s. t. Di ku murikumindar ug tapulan, I don't recommend lazy people. Kining libruba ang girikumindar sa maistru, The teacher recommended this book. rikumindadu n recommendee. Nadawat siya kay rikumindadu man sa mayur, He was accepted because he is one of the mayor's recommendees. v [Bl 256) be one's recommendee. rikumindasi
	yun n recommendation for a job. rikunsidirasiyun n reconsideration. 
	rikunusir v [A; a12] examine s.o. physically. R ikunusibun ka ug wa ka bay tibi, You willbe examined for T.B. pa-v [A; ac] have oneself medically examined. lparikunusir ang imung asawa ug mabdus ba, Have your wife examined to see if she is pregnant. 
	rikurd n 1 record, official account of s.t. 
	Tan-awa sa rikurd pilay iyang gradu, Lookinto the records to see what his grades were. 2 the known or recorded facts about anything: one's conduct, performance, one's career. Si Dimay rikurd sa iyang pagkakriminal, Diego has a criminal record. 3 phonograph record. 4 record, the best performance. Ang iyang rikurd wa pa hilupigi, No one has surpassed his record. v [A; c6] put in the record. Irikurd ang mga gastus, Record the expenses. klas -n class record in school. -ing n recording. v [Al] have a recordin
	Tan-awa sa rikurd pilay iyang gradu, Lookinto the records to see what his grades were. 2 the known or recorded facts about anything: one's conduct, performance, one's career. Si Dimay rikurd sa iyang pagkakriminal, Diego has a criminal record. 3 phonograph record. 4 record, the best performance. Ang iyang rikurd wa pa hilupigi, No one has surpassed his record. v [A; c6] put in the record. Irikurd ang mga gastus, Record the expenses. klas -n class record in school. -ing n recording. v [Al] have a recordin
	gu 

	ing.
	rikurida, rikuridas v [b5c] 1 advertise a movie or some public event with a roving truck. 2 make the rounds to check, inspect. 
	Murikurida ang pulis patrul sa tanang dapitkada gabii, The police make their rounds in our neighborhood every evening. 3 make the rounds of s.t. for pleasure. Gir'ikuridas namu ang tanang nayit klab dinhi, We made the rounds of all the night clubs here. n action of making the rounds to advertise s.t. or check up. 
	*rikursus naturalis Dipartamintu sa Agrikultura ug Rikursus Naturalis n Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources. 
	rikwirdu n souvenir, keepsake. Rikwirdu sa 
	ilang kasal, Souvenirs of their wedding.rikwisasiyun n = RIKISISIYUN. rikwisisiyun, rikwisisyun = RIKISISIYUN. rikwisitus = RIKISITUS. see RIKISITA. 
	rilak, rilaks v [A; c6] relax, take it easy. R ilaks Zang. Ayg kabalaka, Just take it easy. Don't worry. Murilaks ku human sa iksamin, I'll take a vacation after the exams. 
	rilansi a shoddy, poor in workmanship. v [AB12; b6c1J do work poorly or shoddily. 
	Maayu nang mananahia kay di giyud murilansi sa iyang trababu, That seamstress is good because she never relaxes on the quality of her work. 
	rilasiyun n l kinship by blood or marriage. 
	Wa silay rilasiyun bisag parihug apilyidu, 
	They are not related even though they have the same surname. 2 love affair. Duna tingali rilasiyun ang manidyir ug ang sikritarya, 
	The manager seems to be having an affairwith the secretary. 3 relations among nations. Ang rilasiyun sa Pilipinas ug Malisya tandugun kaayu, The Philippines' relations with Malaysia are very shaky. 
	rilibu n s.o. who relieves s.o. else on duty. v[AC; c] relieve s.o. on the job, work on a rotation basis. Nagrilibu mig bantay sa masakitun, We took turns wa.tching the sick 

	rilidyun -rimu 
	man. Girilibuban na ba ang gwardiya? Has the guard been relieved? 
	man. Girilibuban na ba ang gwardiya? Has the guard been relieved? 
	rilidyun n religion, a subject in school consistimainly of catechism. v [Al] hold a religion class. 
	ng 

	rilihiyun n religion. 
	rilihiyusa = RILDIIYUSU (female).
	rilihiyusu a religious, devout. v [B12; b6] be, become religious. 
	rilikaryu n place where religious relics are kept.
	rilikyas n religious relic. 
	rilip n second-hand clothing gathered by charitable organizations and sold cheap. v [Al] have, wear relief clothing. -an n place where second-hand clothes are sold. 
	rilis v 1 [c6] set free. Narilis ang binilanggu,The prisoner was released. 2 [A; c6] issue a permit, publish test results. Narilis na ang imung lun, Your loan has been released. Hapit nang irilis ang risulta sa bar,The results of the bar exam are about to be released. pris -n press release. v [A; c] issue a press release. 
	1 

	rilis, rOis n 1 railway tracks. 2 district in Cebu where the railroad station used to be, and where there is a red light district. babayi sa -n prostitute. paN-v [A2] 1 patronize a prostitute. Nangrilis siya kay gibigaan, He went to the red light district because he got the urge to have sex. 2 go through the area where the railway used to be. Mangrilis tag agi igpauli, Let's gQ by the railway tracks when we go home. 
	2


	rilisiyun = RILASIYUN. 
	rilu n watch or clock. -dibulsa pocket watch. -dipasmu a watch that is always late. -dipulsu wrist watch. v 1 [A; c] wear a watch. 2 [Al2] get a watch. riluhiru n watch repairman; watchmaker. v [B156)be, become a watch repairman or maker.
	t

	rilus n watch pocket. 
	rilyibu = RILIBU. 
	rilyinu n dish of fowl or shellfish, prepared by removing the inner bones or shells and the meat, replacing them with meat mixed with other ingredients. v [A; a] have, make this dish. 
	rim n 1 ream of paper with 500 sheets. 2 a carton of cigarettes. 
	rima n rhyme. v 1 [A2; cl] make rhymed verse. 2 [A; cl] make words rhyme. 3 [A2C3; b(l)] rhyme with. Wa murima ang pulung kahil sa pulung kabun, The word 'or� ange' does not rhyme with the word 'box'. 
	,
	,

	r1mas = KULU. 
	2

	rimatadu n for s.t. pawned to be foreclosed so that it is no longer the possession of the 
	rimatadu n for s.t. pawned to be foreclosed so that it is no longer the possession of the 
	owner. v [B1256] get foreclosed. Ug marimatadu na na, unu lus dus ug mabalik pa nimu, If you don't redeem it before the due date, it's all a matter of luck whether youcan ever get it back. 

	rimati v [A] for many bells to peal in a jumble. Tana kay nagrimati na ang kampana, Come on! The bells are ringing for the mass. 
	rimati v [A] for many bells to peal in a jumble. Tana kay nagrimati na ang kampana, Come on! The bells are ringing for the mass. 
	rimativ 1 [A; cl] for a pawnshop to take over possession of articles that weren't redeemed. 2 [B126) for a matter to become worse. Ang ulan mauy nakarimati ( nakaparimati) sa akung ubu, The rain made my cough worse. 
	2 

	rimatsi n rivet. v l [A; ac] attach with, make into, put a rivet. Rimatsihun natu ni arun lig-un, Let's attach this with a rivet so it will be stro. lrimatsi ni sa babag, Rivet this to the crossbar. 2 [A; al2] beat, like riveting. Rimatsibun ka sa mga buguy ugdi ka manghatag ug sigarilyu, . The toughs will beat you up if you don't give them cigarettes� 3 [A; al2] finish up, get done with. 
	ng

	A waya siya kay akuymurimatsi ug kasaba, 
	· 

	Quarrel with her, and I will finish her up with a tongue-lashing. 3a finish a girl by haviintercourse with her. Rimatsiha (rimatsia) ang imung uyab, Do s.t. to your sweetheart that will complete your relationship. 4 [A; a2] steal surreptitiously (slang). Nagrimatsi siyag manuk sa ilang silingan kagabii, He stole his neighbor's chicken last night. 
	ng 

	rimidiyu v [A; a2] 1 acquire s.t. for one's needs. Magrimidiyu kug kwartang ibayadsa iskuylaban, l must secure money to payfor the school. 2 tinker around with s. t. to improve it. R imid iyuba nu na ug muandar pa ba, Tinker around with it. Maybe it will still run. 3 [AC2; a2b2] have sexual intercourse (humorous). Di ku makarimidiyu sa akung asawa kay gidugu, l can't do anything with my wife because she is menstruati. pa-v [a12] lend. Parimidiyuha ku dihag pisus kay akung ipamulang, Lend me one peso to u
	ng
	y
	ng 

	rimin v [A; a12]-stay after school. 

	rimu v [A;b6(1)] scull, move a boat forward by twisting an oar from side to side over the stern of a boat. Rimuhi ring buti kay 
	rimulatsa -ripir 
	punu nag kupras, Scull this small boat because it's already full of copra. n scull. rimulatsa n light brown sugar, closest in class to the refined white sugar. 
	rimurki v [A; a] tow or drs.t. in the water. Da�ung trusu akung girimurki, I'm towing a big log in the water. 
	ag 

	rimurkiv 1 [A; a12] make use of, eat s.t. with or without proper permission (colloquial). Nagrimurki ang mga iru sa basura, The dogs are busy with the garbe. Nakarimurki na na sa kusina kay nangbingiki na, 
	2 
	ag

	He has eaten in the kitchen because he is his teeth. 2 [A3; al2] open up s.t. to get at the contents illegally. Taga kustum mauy mirimurki sa pakids, A Custom official helped himself to the contents of the e. 
	He has eaten in the kitchen because he is his teeth. 2 [A3; al2] open up s.t. to get at the contents illegally. Taga kustum mauy mirimurki sa pakids, A Custom official helped himself to the contents of the e. 
	picki
	ng 
	pack
	ag


	rimut kuntrul v [A; c6} broadcast away from the radio station. Magrimut kunt"'l mi sa misa sa Santu Rusaryu, We will broadcast the mass from Santo Rosario church by remote control rina = RAYNA. 
	rinda n reins. sigunda -checkrein. Pabugtiang sigunda rinda a"'n dili madugmu ang kabayu, Tighten the checkrein so the horse won't stumble. paghatag ug -let s.t. go free, release the restraints. Wa siya magdubaduba sa pagbatag ug rinda sa iyang mga kapritsu, She did not hesitate to give full course to her caprices. v 1 [Al3; al2) attach, make into a rein. 2 [):;6) pull on the reins. Rindabi a"'n muhinay ang kabayu, Pull on the reins to slow the horse down. 
	rinaa v [A23) 1 give way, collapse. Hapit na ku murind,r sa kalisud sa trababu, I'm practically ready to collapse because the work is so hard. Kining bangkua di murindrr bisag dagbang maglingkud, This bench won't give way no matter how many people sit on it. 2 for s.t. to expire. Murind,r na ang sidula sunud buwan, The residence certificate expires next month. rindidu a 1 havigiven way. 2 come to an end, expired. Bulansa Disyimbri aku natawu, rindidu na ang tuig, I was born in December when the yearwas
	ng 
	ng

	rindyir n raer, unit in the Philippine Constabulary or member thereof, highly trained in hand-to-hand combat. see also PURIS. 
	ng

	ring n 1 boxior wrestliring. 2 ring in . 
	ng 
	ng 
	logs. 3basketball ri
	ng

	ring v [A; cl) for the telephone or doorbell to ring. Muring gani ang tilipunu tubaga dayun, When the telephone ris, answer it immediately.
	ng

	ringgiru n k.o. fish. 
	ringlis a shot in basketball which does not touch the riin going into it. Basta maayung musyat, ringlis pirmi, A player who is a good shot always makes clean shots. 
	ringlis a shot in basketball which does not touch the riin going into it. Basta maayung musyat, ringlis pirmi, A player who is a good shot always makes clean shots. 
	ng 

	rinigar v [B16) be, become desperate enough to do s.t. at the peril of one's own life. Kinsay dili murinigar (marinigadu) nga bapit na malumus ang bata, Who would not be out of his mind with desperation if his child was at the point of drowning. rinigada = RINIG.ADU (female). rinigadu a desperate to the point of not caring whether one lives or dies. v [B16] be, become desperate.
	rintas n internal revenue. Bayranan sa rintas,Payments to be made to the Bureau of Internal Revenue. -intimas = RINT AS. 
	rinyun n 1 kidney. 2 kidney ailment. Di makakaun ug parat ang dunay rinyun, A person with a kidney ailment can't eat salty . foods. v [A123P; a4) get a kidney ailment. 
	RIP abbreviation on graves for Requiescatin Pace. 
	rip. n abbreviation for riprisintanti representative. 
	rip v [A; a2] rape. Mga batan-un ang mirip sa usa ka tigulang, It was a bunch of young men that raped the old woman. 
	ripa n drawing of lots or game of chance, usually with lots. v [A; a2] draw lots; con
	-

	,
	duct a raffle. Atung ripabun kun kinsay makabangka, Let's draw lots to see who treats. pa-v [A; b(l)] raffle off. Unsay giparipaban? \\'hat are they raffling off? 
	ripan v [A; c] make a refund. Katunga na /ang sa kantidad ang iripan, Only half of the amount will be refunded. n refund. 
	riparasiyun n reparations.
	ripasu n rehearsal. v [A; a2] rehearse s. t. or s.o. Kinsa may muripasu ninyu sa drama? Who will rehearse you for the drama? Nakaripasu ka na ha sa imung diklimisyun? 
	Have you rehearsed your declamation piece?
	·

	ripiki n pealing of a large number of bells. v [A; cl] for bells to peal. 
	ripilint n 1 water repellent cloth. 2 mosquitorepellent rubbed on the skin. 
	ripinadu n refined sugar. v 1 [Al3; a2) make refined sugar. Maripinadu ang sintripugal kun usbun kini paglutu, The semi-refined sugar will become refined after it is processed again. 2 [A; c] put refined sugar in 
	s.t. 
	ripir v 1 [A; al2) repair s.t. mechanical. 2 [A; cl] stitch up the genitalia after childbirth (humorous). pa-v [A; ac] 1 have s.t. repaired. Iparipir natu ang tibi, Let's have the TV fixed. 2 have the genitalia stitched 

	ripiri -Risal 829 
	after childbirth.ripiri n referee. v 1 [A; a2] referee s. t. 2 (A; 
	after childbirth.ripiri n referee. v 1 [A; a2] referee s. t. 2 (A; 
	cl] make s.o. the referee. 
	ripitir v 1 (A; cl] say or dos. t. again. Ayawug ripitiba (iripitir) ang imung sayup, Don't repeat your mistake. Gihangyu si Muna nga iripitir ang iyang kanta, Mona was asked to sing her song again. 2 (A; al] do s.t. to s.o. in rapid succession. Giripitir ku niyag sumbag, He struck me again and again. 2a [A2; al2] in a certain k.o. billiard game, make successive caroms, usually ten times or more. Maayu gant' ang misa muripitir man kug sin, If it is a good billiard table, I can make a hundred successive car
	He threw in five pesos so the dancer would give an encore. (Ł) n a student who has to repeat a course. 

	ripitisiyun encore, an exclamation asking for repetition of a performance. n encore given by a performer. Wala mubatag ug ripitisiyun, He wouldn't give an encore. 
	riplin n 1 folk belief about s.t. that will happen. Mauy riplan sa karaan nga kun magdamgu ug tai makadaug sa sugal, It's a folk belief that when one dreams of feces he will win in gambling. Mauy riplan sa mga karaang tawu nga muabut ang panabun nga ang putbaw manglupad, Old folks believe that time will come when iron flies. 2 proverb, saying. Adunay riplan nga nag-ingun nga ang tabi dili maputus, There's a proverb which says 'You can't wrap gossip up (i.e. keep it secret).' 
	ripli n rifle. v 1 (A12; al2) shoot s.t. with a rifle. Riplibun ku nang irua kay mamaak, with a rifle because it bites. 2 [A12) obtain a rifle. -nga dibumba n air-rifle. 
	I'll shoot that d
	og 

	ripli i, (A; cl] replay recorded music. ripliksiyun n reflection in a mirror or the like.ripliktur n reflectors for motor vehicles. 
	.., 
	.., 
	. 
	"' 


	npran = RIPLAN. 
	ripridyiritur n refrigerator. v [Al; c6) use,obtain a refrigerator. riprisintlr v (A; b(l)] represent. Si Glurya Diyas mauy miriprisintar sa Y ubi sa bangga, 
	Gloria Diaz represented U.V. in the contest. 
	Gloria Diaz represented U.V. in the contest. 
	Siya mauy nagriprisintar sa ikaduhang distritu, He is the representative of the second district. Unsang kapunungana imung giriprisintaban? What organization do you represent? riprisintanti n 1 congressman. 2 s.o. who represents. Dunay riprisintanti ang 
	Siya mauy nagriprisintar sa ikaduhang distritu, He is the representative of the second district. Unsang kapunungana imung giriprisintaban? What organization do you represent? riprisintanti n 1 congressman. 2 s.o. who represents. Dunay riprisintanti ang 
	atung punduk sa maung kumbinsiyun, Ourorganization sent a representative to the convention. v [ B 156; clJ be, become a congressman or representative. npnsmtsiyunn representatives collectively sent 
	a-


	1
	s.w. Ang riprisintasiyun sa kabisay-an mauy nanaug sa Prisaa, The representatives of theVisayas won the PRISAA athletic meet. 
	riprisintasiyun1 standard to maintain, afront to keep up. Gamay ra ug swildu ang magtutudlu apan kinahanglan may rip� sintasiyun ang iyang pamuyu, Ateacher has a meager salary, but he still has to keep up a front. 2 bearing, personality that impresses. Ang iyang kunsurti way riprisintasiyun kay mabag tambuk, Her consort is unimpressive in his bearing because he is short and fat. 
	2 

	riprisku n refreshments. v [A; c] take refreshments.
	riprismin, riprismint n 1 refreshments esp. cold drinks. 2 -parlur refreshment parlor. v (Al2N; c] take refreshments. 
	ripublika n republic. v [B1256; cl] be, become a republic. ripulyu n cabbage. 
	ripurt n 1 report, piece of news. Matud sa mga ripurt, tulu ang patay, According to the reports, three were killed. la piece ofmalicious information.Ayaw panumbalinga kanang mga ripurt, Don't pay any heed to that gossip. 2 official report or presentation of facts. Way kamatuuran ang ripurt sa prisidinti, The presidential report lacks credibility. v 1 [A2] report to a place of work. Dili ku muripurt sa upisina ugma, I will not report to the office tomorrow. 2 [A; c] report s. t. wrong. Iripurt ta ka sa ma
	purt ang tilipunung nadaut? Did you report the telephone out of order? 2a give a report, piece of news. Giripurt siyang patay, He was reported dead. -ir n 1 news reporter, one who reports bad things to the authorities.
	Duna_ giyuy ripurtir ning atung upisina, 'fhere's a spy in the office. 2 gossip. Paglikay anang baybana kay ripurtir na, Keep away from that woman because she is a gossip. v [B156) be, become a news reporter.
	rirayit V [A; cl) rewrite. Irirayit na kay di mabasa, Rewrite that because it's illegible. 
	•risada misa -n low mass. 
	Risal name Jose Rizal, a na.tional hero of thePhilippines. v [B1456} be earnest, diligent like Rizal. Mutrababu giyud na siya hisagDuminggu. Magrisal tingali, He goes to work, even on Sundays. He must want to be a 

	830 risayin -riundi 
	sp

	hero. -in-a hair style like Rizal's. 
	hero. -in-a hair style like Rizal's. 

	risayin v [A2; b3] quit one's job. Mirisayin
	ang sikrita,ya, The secretary resigned. risayit V [A; cl) recite a poem in class. risaytal n musical recital v [Al; c6) hold a 
	recital. 
	recital. 

	risgu n risk, the chance or danger of injury, loss. Risgu ang pagpanguntrabandu, Smuggling is a risky business. Ang paglabang aOU cross that river at the risk of your life. v [A3P; cl) take a risk. Dautan ang panabun apan murisgu Lang ku pagbiyabi, The weather is bad, but I'll take a risk and travel
	nang subaa dakung risgu sa kinabuhi, y

	risibi v [A; 'al 2] 1 look after, take care of. 
	Ug di ka kamau murisibi sa mga urk ids, mangamatay Lang na, If you don't know how to take care of the orchids, they'll die. la entertain, receive a guest or visitor. Maayugmga bigsyat ta kay risibibun dayun, Theywould have tried to outdo each other in entertaining us had we been big shots. 2 pay attention to what one is about. Risibiba ang imung gibubat arun dili magkasayupsayup, 
	Ug di ka kamau murisibi sa mga urk ids, mangamatay Lang na, If you don't know how to take care of the orchids, they'll die. la entertain, receive a guest or visitor. Maayugmga bigsyat ta kay risibibun dayun, Theywould have tried to outdo each other in entertaining us had we been big shots. 2 pay attention to what one is about. Risibiba ang imung gibubat arun dili magkasayupsayup, 
	Pay attention to what you are about so it won't be full of mistakes. -dur(➔) n living room. -in-n s.t. given full care and attention. 

	risibu n receipt. v [A2; b] make or issue a receipt.
	risididu = DISIDIDU.
	risidins n 1 = RISIDINSIY A. 2 residence in 
	school to graduate or get honors. risidin sirtipikit n residence certificate. risidinsiya n 1 residence, dwelling place of a 
	nice sort. 2 residence to fulfill voting requirements. v [A] have a long enough residence.
	nice sort. 2 residence to fulfill voting requirements. v [A] have a long enough residence.
	-


	risikada n copra that has dried beyond the usual standard moisture content. Ang kupras risik.ada mas mabal ug prisyu, Very drycopra fetches a higher price. v [A2; all be, become quite dry. 
	risiku n decrease in weight from evaporation. v 1 [A2] for copra to lose its moisture content. Mugaan ang kupras ug murisiku, Copra becomes lighter if it loses moisture. 2 [A; b6(1)] deduct possible loss in weight due to evaporation from the material weighed. R isikubi ang timbang ug bali singku kilus, Deduct five kilos from the original weight for evaporation. 
	risintar V [A; c] resent. Dili ta murisintar ug tagaan ug mga maayung tambag, We should not resent it when we are given good advice. 
	risipi n 1 recipe. 2 recipe book. v [A 1; b] use a recipe book. 
	risir n racing bicycle. risirba n 1 s.t. spare for later use. Kining 
	kwartaba risirba para sa timpu sa kalisud, 
	kwartaba risirba para sa timpu sa kalisud, 
	This money is a reserve for difficult times. Wa nay bangin ang risirba, The spare tire has no air. 2 s. t. set aside for a special person. Aduna ka nay risirba nga lamisa sa nayitklab, You already have a table reserved in the night club. 3reservist in the armed forces. v 1 [A; c] reserve, set s.t. aside for 
	,
	later use. Atung irisirba ang itik. para sa pis-
	ta, I'm reserving the ducks for the fiesta. 2 [B 12 56] be a reservist. -du a s. t. set aside for a special purpose. Gidili ang pagtaga sa mga risirbadung kalasangan, Felling trees in a forest reservation is prohibited. n forest reservation. -siyun n forest reservation. 
	risis n recess. v [B56; b(l)] be recess time, begin recess. Mupauli siyag marisis, He goeshome at recess time. 
	risistinsiya n 1 resistance. Risistinsiya sa inpiksiyu n, Resistance to infection. 2 endurance. Way risistinsiya sa bug-at nga trababu, He cannot endure hard work. Dugay siyang kapuyun ug magbask# bul kay maayug risistinsiya, He doesn't easily run out of breath in basketball because he has lots of steam. -du(�) a having lots of endurance. v [B12) get to have good endurance. 
	risita n doctor's prescription. v [A; c] issue a prescription.
	risma n ream of paper of 500 sheets. 
	rispitar n 1 respect, showing s.o. the deference and courtesy due him in his station. OU don't show your parents the respect that is due them. 2 sign of courtesy. R ispitar lang tung akung pagtambung sa iyang kasal, I went to his wedding out of respect for him. v 1 [A; b(l)] respect, recognize a person's station and rights. Nagrispitar ku sa imung katungud, I respect your rights. Rispitai ang butang sa uban, Respect other peoples' properties. 2 [A; b6] do s.t. out of respect for 
	Wa kay rispitar sa imung ginikanan, y

	s.o. Rispitaban Lang natu ning ha.sung gitagay, We'll just accept this glass as recognition of the person who offered it. rispitadu a 1 respected. Mutuu giyud ang mga tawu niya kay rispitadu kaayu siya, People believe him because he is very much respected. 2 respectful. Rispitadu kaayu nang tawbana sa mga babayi, That man is very respectful to women.
	nsp1tu = RISPITAR, n. 
	rispundi v 1 [A] take the responsibility for 
	s.t. lkay murispundi ug madaut na, You're responsible if that breaks. Kinsay n:igrispundi pagpakatulug sa mga bata? Who's responsible for putting the children to sleep? 2 [A] shoulder expenses, provide. Akuy mu
	-


	rispunsabli -ritubar 
	rispundi sa imung pagtuun, I'll take care of your studies. 2a [A; b6] take care of s.o.'s expenses for the moment May talagaan kung dus sa taksi Rispundibi sa ku, I owethe taxi driver two pesos. Take care of itfor me, will you? 
	rispundi sa imung pagtuun, I'll take care of your studies. 2a [A; b6] take care of s.o.'s expenses for the moment May talagaan kung dus sa taksi Rispundibi sa ku, I owethe taxi driver two pesos. Take care of itfor me, will you? 
	rispunsabli a 1 reliable, having a sense of responsibility. Makasalig ka anang tawbana kay rispunsabli na, You can rely on that person because he is trustworthy. 2 responsible for s. t. Di ku rispunsabli sa imung mga utang, I'm not responsible for your debts. v [B12] develop a sense of responsibility. 
	rispunsabilidad, rispunsibilidad n responsibility.

	rispunsu n ceremony of blessing a tomb, usually at the funeral, on death anniversaries, or on All Souls' Day. v {A; b(l)] bless the tomb. 
	rista v [A; a12] check up on how s.t. is. 
	Akuy muristar kun natrangkaban bagpultaban, I'll check the door to see if it isbolted. Pagaristaban ang kik ug mitubu ba, Keep checking the cake to see if it rose. 
	Akuy muristar kun natrangkaban bagpultaban, I'll check the door to see if it isbolted. Pagaristaban ang kik ug mitubu ba, Keep checking the cake to see if it rose. 

	ristanti n balance, the amount still owed after a partial settlement. Ilatay ang akung bag-ung utang sa ristanti, Just add my new debts to the balance I owe. v [A; c] leave a balance after partial payment. 
	. 
	. 
	. 
	" 


	nstar = RIST A. 
	ristawran n restaurant. v [Al; cl} engagein a restaurant business; make into a restaurant paN-v [A2; c] go to a restaurant 
	risulta as a result. Sigi Zang siyag inum. Risulta, giulsir, He keeps drinking. As a result,he developed an ulcer. n result. Makaguul ang risulta sa iksamin, The results of the exam are depressing. Mau kanay risulta sa gabiag ulu, That's what happens to s.o. who is stubborn. v [A23] result in s. t. -du n result of a bad practice or behavior. Ang imung ulsir risultadu na na sa sigi nimungpagpagutum, The ulcer you've got comes from letting yourself go hungry all the time. 
	risulusiyun n formal resolution to do s.t. v[A13; c} pass a resolution. 
	risuriksiyun n the Resurrection of Christ. 
	ritasu n 1 remnants of cloth. 2 remnants of wood, metal. 3 children (humorous). Kadagban sa imung mga ritasu! What a lot of kids you have! 3a small ones. lnigsugud sa bayli padaplin mung mga ritasu ha? Whenthe dance starts the small fry step to thesides, will you? v [B1256] be, become a remnant. 
	ritatsir n one who retouches pictures. 
	ritayir v [A2] retire from one's job or position. -d retired. -min n 1 retirement. 2 re
	-

	tirement pay. Inigkadawat ni Tatay sa iyang ritayirmin, makapadayun ku sa akung pagiskuyla, When Dad receives his retirement pay, I can continue my studies. 
	tirement pay. Inigkadawat ni Tatay sa iyang ritayirmin, makapadayun ku sa akung pagiskuyla, When Dad receives his retirement pay, I can continue my studies. 
	ritim n 1 an instrument for giving the rhythm. 2 music played by the instrument which gives the rhythm. 3 rhythm method of birth control. v 1 [A; b6(l)] play the rhythm in a combo performance. 2 [A; a12] use the rhythm method for birth control. 
	riting n rating in a board examination. v [A]get, obtain a rating of. 
	ritira v [A2; b36] 1 retreat, withdraw. Miritira sila pag-abanti sa kaaway, �fhey retreated as the enemy advanced. 2 leave a place. Nganung miritira ka man sa Sugbu? Whydid you leave Cebu? 3 [A2; b36] back out of an agreement. Dilt k u muritira sa a tung sabut, I will not back out of our agreement. pa-v [A2; a12] kick s.o. out of a home or job. Paritirahun ka naku sa akung pudir, I'llkick you out of my home. 
	ritmu n rhythm. :Adunay ritmu ang pitik sa atung pulsu, Our pulse beats rhythmically. 
	ritratar v [A; c] take pictures. Akuy mur� tratar nimu, I'll take your picture. Dili makaritratar sa sulud sa simbahan ang ritratista, Photographers can't take pictures inside the church. pa-v [A; b( 1)) have one's picture taken. Nagparitratar mi sa dagat, Wehad our picture taken by the sea. ritratista nphotographer. v [B156; cl] be a photographer.
	ritratu n photograph. V [A; b(l)] take a picture. pa-v [Al; ab] have one's picture taken. 
	ritrit n religious retreat. v [A; b] hold a retreat. Magritrit mi antis sa Simana Santa, We will hold a retreat before Holy Week. 
	ritrita n ceremony held in the evening of the first day of a novena which precedes the day of the patron saint of a place, where people shouting 'Biba!' together with a band parade to herald the coming fiesta. Also, the parade held at the dawn of the feast day, where the image of the Saint is paraded with a band to the church for blessing andback to the chapel. 
	ritru di-see P AKTU. 
	ritruku n k.o. combination shot in billiards where the player makes a carom when the cue ball is between the two object balls. v [A2;cl] make this sort of shot. 
	ritubada = RITUBADU (female). 
	ritubadu a given to talking back. v [ B 12) get into the habit of talking back. 
	ritubar v [A; cl] make clothing from an old piece of clothing. Ritubahun ku ning sinina 

	ritukadur -rulyu
	2 

	sa akung anak kay gamay na man ni naku, 
	sa akung anak kay gamay na man ni naku, 
	I'll remake this into a dress for my daughter because it is too small for me. 

	ritukadur n one who touches up photographs. 
	rituki v [A; a12] touch up a photograph.Batan-un siyang tan-awun sa litratu kay main the picture because it was well touched up. dili m• for s.t. to be so ugly nothing can be done to make it look nice. Dili marituki ang iyang nawung sa kasuku, When he getsangry he looks terrible. 
	ayung pagkarituki, He looks you
	ng 

	ritum bawut n return bout in boxing. v [A2C] have a return bout. 
	1 
	riyaln silver coin worth one eighth of a peso, circulated in Spanish times. -is(Ł)= RIV AL (plural -used only after the numbers of Spanish origin). 
	2 

	riyalin the variation of billiards game called bardin, the downion the first strike of the four billiard pins placed in the center. v [B12S6; a12] become, make a riyal 
	3 
	ng 

	riyal istit n real estate. v [A] go into the real estate business. 
	. , ,
	. , ,

	riyuma = RAYUMA. 
	riyumatismu n rheumatism. 
	riyunyun n reunion of a class or family. v [CJ hold a reunion. Magriyunyun ang pamilya kada Pasku, The family holds a reunion every Christmas. paN-v [A2] attend a 
	.
	.
	reuruon. 

	RPS /arpiis/ abbreviation for Republic of the Philippines Ship put on Philippinenaval craft. Ang arpiis Lapulapu mauy yati sa Prisidinti, The RPS Lapulapu is the yacht of the President. 
	rubar v [A; al] draw a mahjong piece. n aŁ tion of drawi. rubada = RUBAR. 
	ng

	rubi n ruby, a precious stone. 
	rublis = GAWAYGA.WAY. 
	rubu v [A2C; ab2] 1 rough s.o. up. Unyamu na ba buyaga kun magrubu na nang duba? Will you reprimand them only after they have started roughing each other up? Rububun natu ang dula ug lupig ta, Let's play the game rough if we get out-classed. 2 eage in heavy petti. Hikit-an si Liyun nga nakigrubu sa iyang tratu, Leon was seen engaging rough romance with his sweetheart. n fight or rough and tumble 
	rubu v [A2C; ab2] 1 rough s.o. up. Unyamu na ba buyaga kun magrubu na nang duba? Will you reprimand them only after they have started roughing each other up? Rububun natu ang dula ug lupig ta, Let's play the game rough if we get out-classed. 2 eage in heavy petti. Hikit-an si Liyun nga nakigrubu sa iyang tratu, Leon was seen engaging rough romance with his sweetheart. n fight or rough and tumble 
	ng
	ng

	romance. Kun gustu kag rubu, andam ku, If you want to play rough, I'm ready. para -n rough and tumble. Kanang sininaa para rubu, This dress is for rough use. ruburubu a 1 rough and tumble. 2 inforwithout payiattention to niceties of etiquette. Wa nayplatuplatu. Ruburubu bitaw ni, Let's not bother with plates. This is a rough and tumble get-together anyway. v [A; a] do 
	mal, rough and easy-goi
	ng 
	ng


	s. t. in a rough way. rubut Tl robot. ruc:f.aylan n Rhode Island chicken. 
	s. t. in a rough way. rubut Tl robot. ruc:f.aylan n Rhode Island chicken. 
	rugi a groggy, dizzy. Rugi siya kay naigu sa usa .ka bul, He's groggy because he gotdrunk on his jarful of toddy. v [B12;ab3(1)] get groggy from a blow or liquor. Lipbuk nga makarugi (makaparugi), A left hook that will send you reeling. 
	ru.1n 1 rules of sports. 2 rules of a school, religious order, and the like. 
	1 

	rulv [A; cl] roll the hair up on curlers. ruhngn 1 the rules or procedures by which 
	7 
	1 

	s.t. is carried out. Mga ruling sa baksing, Rules of boxi. Unsa may mga ruling sa inyung kapunungan arun makasud ta? What are the rules for joining your organization? 2 the decision pronounced by a referee, ruling handed down by a judge. Unsa may ruling sa ampayir? What was the umpire's decision? May ruling sa kurti nga dili dawatun kumu piyansa ang yutang prindadu, 
	ng

	The court ruled that you cannot post bail with mortgaged property. 
	•ruling-bayan n snack made of old bread, sugared, fried, and shaped into an oval -du 
	2 

	' ' ' • y
	= BUBUAY. see BUBU. -1stur n store or 
	canteen set on wheels. 
	rulir n ruler. v (A; ac] make into, use as a ruler. (➔) v [ab2] hit with a ruler. Rulirun ta ka run ug di ka mubuum, I will whack you with a ruler if you don't keep quiet.
	rulita n roulette wheel, a rotatidisc divided into numbered or colored portions or drawing lots. 
	ng 
	for gambli
	ng 

	rulkul v [A; al 2] call the roll. Magrulkul ang maistru inigsugud sa klasi, The teacher calls the roll at the start of the session. 
	R ulkulun ang mga diputadu kun duna bay kurum, The roll is called for the congressmen to see if there is a quorum. n roll call. 
	rulpad n pad of ruled paper. 
	rulv [A; c 1] coil or roll s.t. up. n anyit up: roll of film, paper, coil of rope.
	yu
	1 
	thing that is stored by rolli
	ng 

	ruln lecture in the cursillo (a series of religious lectures and prayers for laymen). v [A; b6(1)] give the lecture in a cursillo: 
	yu
	i 


	rulyista --rusitas 
	rulyista n lecturer in a cursillo. 
	rulyista n lecturer in a cursillo. 
	.
	, . 

	rum1 = RAMI. 
	2

	,
	,

	ruma = ARUMA.
	Rumanista n member of the Roman Catholic church. v [B1256; b6cl] be, become a Roman Catholic. 
	romans a petting or necking. Babin sa sining may rumans, The part of the movie that shows scenes of romance. para -a not to be used for anything but romance, i.e. not for hard work (humorous). Ayaw tawun ku pagunaha kay para rumans ra ba ning kamuta, Don't make me weed. These hands of mine are made only for romance. v [CJ engage in petting. 
	rumansa n 1 romance, love affair. Ang rumansa sa duh a ka bituun, The love affair of 
	, ,
	, ,

	the two stars. 2 = RUMANS. v = RUMANS.rumantika = RUMANTIKU (female). rumantiku a 1 romantic, evoking feelings of 
	amorousness or sentimentality. Rumantikung lugar, A romantic place. 2 romantic, amorous. Rumantikung mga mata, Romantic eyes. v [B12] be, become romantic. 
	amorousness or sentimentality. Rumantikung lugar, A romantic place. 2 romantic, amorous. Rumantikung mga mata, Romantic eyes. v [B12] be, become romantic. 

	Ruma.nu n 1 Roman. 2 Roman Catholic. katuliku -n Roman Catholic. v [B156]become a Roman Catholic. 
	rumba n rhumba. v [AC; cl] do the rhumba. 
	rumblun n k.o. pandanus grown widely as an ornamental and for its leaves which are particularly pliant and suitable for weaving. The color is lighter than the other species and the leaves are armed along the edges and the midribs. 
	rumbu v [A; ac] 1 head towards the direction of; take s.t. s.w. Sakayang nagrumbu dinhi, A boat heading this way. Angimung kabuang nagrumbu nimu sa kadaut, 
	Your foolishness is leadiyou to mise. Rumbuha nang kahuya, Head towards that tree. 2 be the target or object of. Aku tung iyang girumbu sa insultu, I. was the target of his insult. 3 [A; a] batter, ram s.t. down. 
	Your foolishness is leadiyou to mise. Rumbuha nang kahuya, Head towards that tree. 2 be the target or object of. Aku tung iyang girumbu sa insultu, I. was the target of his insult. 3 [A; a] batter, ram s.t. down. 
	ng 
	ry
	.

	Rumbuhun ta ning pultahan kay nawa/a ang yabi, Let's batter the door down because we lost the key. n 1 direction orheaditaken. Tan-awa ug unsay rumbu sa barku, See what direction the ship took. 
	ng 

	,
	Asa rumbu ning dalana? Where does this 
	road lead to? Gitumba niya ang kahuy rum bu sa sapa, He felled the tree directly into the river. 2 destination, goal. 3 'target,object aimed at. 

	rumiru n rosemary, sold as a dried herb for 
	.
	.
	spice.

	rumlun = RUMBLUN.
	v 1 it to pieces. Ang mga tulisan mauy mirumpi 
	v 1 it to pieces. Ang mga tulisan mauy mirumpi 
	rumpi 
	[A; a] 
	destroy s.t. by breaki
	ng 

	sa pultahan, The robbers broke the doordown. Si Ilurdi mauy nagrumpi sa gusuk ni Kusaka, Elorde shattered Kosaka's ribs. 2destroy a girl's reputation. Narumpi na ang kadungganan anang bayhana, The reputation of that girl is ruined. n = RUMPIKANDAou. -kandadu n general namefor barracudas (the lock breaker): Spby

	raena jello, et al. 
	raena jello, et al. 
	run short for KARUN. 
	runda v [A; al2] 1 police raid. Mga Pisi ang mirunda sa sugalan, The P.C. raided the gambling den. 2 go to s.o.'s house unexpectedly to collect a debt, ask for charity. Girunda mi sa mananaygun, The carollers came to see us to solicit money (lit. raidedus).
	rundalya n orchestra consisting mainly of native stringed instruments. v [Al] form a 
	rundalya. 
	rung a wrong answer in an exam. Rung tanan ang akung ansir, All my answers were wrong. v 1 [A; b(l)] mark s.t. wrong. 2[B126; b6] be, become wrong. 
	rungkilyu n name of a notorious bandit during Spanish times. v [B3(1)) flare up at 
	s.o. unreasonably at the slightest provocation. Murungkuyu (marungkilyu) siya kun mahubug, He gets mad easily when he is drunk.
	runiyu n mimeographing machine (so called from the brand name Roneo). v [A; a]
	mimeograph s. t. 
	rup gardin n roof garden. 
	rural n rural doctor, bank. Dili maayung ipanghuwam sa rural kay dakug pursintu, 
	It's no good to borrow from rural banks because they charge a high percentage. -duktur rural doctor. (➔) bangku -ruralbank. 
	rus n rose. byitnam -1 ornamental herb bearirose-like flowers: Portulaca grandiflora. 2 k.o. venereal disease. 
	ng 

	rusa n rose-colored, pink. v [B] be, become 
	rose-colored. rusal n gardenia, grown as an ornamental. rusaryu n rosary. v [A; b(l)] pray the rosa
	. rusaryuan, rusaryuhan, rusaryuhan n ro
	rysabeads.t 
	ry 

	rusas n 1 rose. 2 = RUSA. -dihapun, -dipapil kinds of chrysanthemums. -dipuki= PUKi, 2. di-a rose-colored. Dirusas angakung payung, My umbrella is rose-colored. 
	· 

	v [A12] anything that is wrong with (humorous euphemism). Ang nakadirusas nimu kay di ka kamau, The thing that's wrong with you is that you don't know how. 
	. 
	rusitas n rosette design of jewel
	ry


	ruska!-sa
	1 

	ruska n screw or small nut. v rb6(1)1 attachwith, drive in a screw or bolt.
	t

	s n k.o. ri-shaped fancy cookiesmade of flour and egg yolks. v (A;a2] have,make this k.o. cookie. 
	ruskil
	yu
	ng

	Rusu nRussian. ruta n route, itinerary. Ang ruta sa amungpaglangyaw muagi sa Ruma, Our tour will 
	go through Rome. Dilt' ku mubatud saPwinti. DiU na akung ruta, I don't take passeers to the Fuente because that is not my route.
	go through Rome. Dilt' ku mubatud saPwinti. DiU na akung ruta, I don't take passeers to the Fuente because that is not my route.
	ng


	rutisiyun n working in shifts or on a twoweek rotational basis. v [Al3; cl] work inshifts or on a rotation basis. Hinay angtrababu maungnagrutisiyun ang mga trababanti, Business is slow so the laborers areworkion a rotation basis. 
	ng 

	s 
	saparticle indicatigrammatical relations.
	ng 

	1
	1
	sbort form: s. 1 precedia phrase referring to a place. Niadtu sa Manila, Went toManila. Sa ibabaw, Up on top. Lakaw ngadtu sa unaban, Walk up ahead. Ibatag sa bata, Give it to the child. Nabulug sa pangpang, Fell off the cliff. Amiban sakanaway, Northwind from a westerly direction. la followia word meani'be in a place'. Nia dinbi sa Sibu, It is here inCebu. Didtu siya sa Manila iskuyla, He went to school in Manila. Wala sa lugar,a phrase referring to time. Muanbi sa alasdusi, Will come at twelve. Maligu t
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	Not at the right time or place. 2 precedi
	ng 
	ng 
	gives an equal amount. 2a precedi
	ng 
	ng 
	mi
	gu
	ng
	ng 
	kamabal sapalalitun, Thehigh cost ofthi
	ng

	rotunda n small round park or grass island at an intersection.
	mahjohand consisting ofonly one design. -buki n a buki consistingof all black or all red numbers. -iskal1ra see ISKALmA. -midul kard a ruyal handcomposed of midul kards. -pyanghaw aruyal hand consisting of apyangbaw. 
	royal a winni
	ng 
	ng 
	t

	ruyda n 1 wheel with wooden spokes. 2wheel or flywheel with spokes in a printingin a cockpit, boxingstadium, circus. v [B46; cl) turn around.Nagruyda ang akung ulu sa pagkainum, Myhead is awhirl after I drank s.t. Nagruydaangpalabad sa ayruplanu, The airplane propeller is whirling. Ruydabun (iruyda) sa kabaw ang galingan sa intusan, The carabaowill pull the sugar cane grinder around. 
	press. 3 arena or ri
	ng 

	Bulan saMayu, The month ofMay. 3b agentofapassive verb. Gibambat sa liyun, Was devoured bythe lion. Kaunun sa mga bata, Thechildren will eat it. 3b1 preceding the agentof a nominalized verb. Ang pagkamatay sabata, When the child died (lit. the dying ofthe child). Kada kanaug sa pasahiru, Eachtime a passeer got off. (Lit. Each gettingoffofthe passengers.) 3c following an exclamation to make the thiexclaimed over.mation to mark the thing exclaimed over.Kamabal gudsa imunggibayad! What a highprice you paid! 
	ng
	ng 
	-

	, , ' ,
	'
	.. 

	NIMU, KANIYA, KANAMU, KANATU,KANIN
	-

	YUKANILA. S indicating causal, instrumental, or concommitant relations. Mihilak sa kapungut, Cried out of anger. Sa tantungpaningkamut, milampus, He succeeded after trying so hard. /yanggisuntuk sa walangkamut, Hehit him with his left hand. Sa minaayug sa dinautan, By hook or by crook.Sapatus nga nagbilira sa kadagban, Rowsand rows of shoes, there were so many of 
	Ł 


	sa-Sabadu 835 
	2 

	them. Mitandu sa walay langan, He agreedwithout delay. Sa following a word which expresses these relationships. Babin sa akung hangyu, As for my request. Tungudsa kaluuy, On account of his mercy. Uban sa iyang amahan, Together with her father. Para ni sa Naga? Is this bound for Naga? Human sa klasi, After class. 6 optionally preceding an infinitive with pag-. Arun sa pagpauswag sa lungsud, In order to develop the town. Misugud na sad siya sa pag-inum, He began to take to the bottle again. 
	them. Mitandu sa walay langan, He agreedwithout delay. Sa following a word which expresses these relationships. Babin sa akung hangyu, As for my request. Tungudsa kaluuy, On account of his mercy. Uban sa iyang amahan, Together with her father. Para ni sa Naga? Is this bound for Naga? Human sa klasi, After class. 6 optionally preceding an infinitive with pag-. Arun sa pagpauswag sa lungsud, In order to develop the town. Misugud na sad siya sa pag-inum, He began to take to the bottle again. 

	sa1 short for UNSA used at end ofprases. see UNSA, 5. 2 short for UNSA GANI. see 
	2 
	, 
	Ł

	, ' 
	, ' 
	GANI, 5a. 

	,= SALA. 
	sa
	J.. 

	sa short forisa, usa. 
	2

	' sa= SALA. 
	A 

	saa 1 where (past or present tense)? Saa man tu paingun ag bata? Where could the child have gone? Saa man ang inyung balay? Where is your house? 2 which of the several. Saa aning duha imung palitun? Which of these two are you going to buy? 
	saad v [AC; c] promise. Nagsaad siya nga mubalik, He promised to come back. Dilt' ku makasaad nimu ug trababu, I cannot promise you a job. n l promise. Tumanun ba nimu ang saad? Will you keep your promise? Yuta sa mga saad, The Land of Promise (Mindanao). 2 s.t. promised. Diyispursyintu ang akung saad sa Ginuu, I promised to give ten percent to the Lord. Bagung, Daang -New, Old Testament. paN-V [A2; c6] make a promise or vow to oneself. 
	Nanaad si Supru nga dili na siya mubalik, 
	Nanaad si Supru nga dili na siya mubalik, 
	Sofro vowed that he would never go back. n vow, solemn promise to do s.t. if s.t. is fulfilled. Panaad ku nga di ku muusab, basta Lang maluwas siya, I made a vow never to do it again, if only she would get better. sinaaran n 1 s.t. spoken for. Dina ni mabaligya kay sinaaran, I can't sell it because it has been spoken for. 2 a betrothed girl that has never been married. ka-n one with whom 
	s.o. made a promise of love or marriage. masaarun a promising. Masaarung kaugmaun, A promising future. pakig-n covenant,mutual giving of promises. 

	saag (from salaag) a stray, not in the usual course or passage. Usa ka saag nga huyubuy mipakituy sa mga dabun, A stray breeze stirred the leaves. 
	SALAAG. 
	saag= 

	saang n spider conch. sab = USAB. 
	,
	,

	sa'b = SALAB. 
	saba a noisy. Saba kaayu ang tyanggiban, 
	The marketplace is very noisy. n noise. Ang
	The marketplace is very noisy. n noise. Ang
	saba abut diri naku, The noise reaches me 
	here. -diha 1 shut up! (said in anger). Sa
	ba (saba) diha, nagrawraw ka lang, Shut up! 
	You're talking nonsense! 2 Oh, come on, 
	you're kidding. Saba (saba) diba uy, gipala
	han na pud ku nimu, Oh come on. You're 
	just flattering me. See also ba diha. v 1 [A; 
	b6] make noise. Nganung nia man mu mag
	saba sa huspital? Why are you making noise 
	here in the hospital? Gisabaan ka ha na
	mung nagdula? Do you find it to_o noisy if 
	we play here? 2 [A3; c] tell s.t.. to s.o. A
	yaw isaba ang atung rilasiyun ha, Don't 
	breathe a word about our affair, O.K.? -an 
	(➔) a 1 given to making noise or talking. 2 
	given to divulging secrets. v IB 12) be, be
	come noisy or tending to divulge secrets. 
	ka-n l din, noise. 2 scolding. Ang kasabang 
	akung nadawat dili makaun ug iru, I got a 
	scolding not fit for a dog. v [AN; b(l)] 
	scold. Ayawg ibagpak ang sira kay kasab-an 
	kang Mama, Don't slam the door because 
	Mom will scold you. hinga-, hinga-(➔) a 
	fond of scoldi. kalasab-an a 1 always
	ng

	scolded. 2 worthy of a scolding.sab-a n 1 variety of cooking banana with rectangular fruit similar to but smaller than the kardaba, with 7-12 or more hands in the bunch. The fiber can be made into cloth: Musa sapientum var. compressa. 2 cloth made from the sab-a.. 
	sabad a restless, unsteady, always moving. 
	Sabad kaayu ang tabanug, The kite was very 
	unsteady. n propeller, blade of a fan, wind
	mill. v 1 [BJ be, become annoyingly rest
	less, unsteady. Musabad ang mga babuy ug 
	gutumun, Pigs get restless when they are 
	hungry. 2 [A13; a12) attach, make into a 
	propeller or fan, windmill blade. 3 [A; cl] 
	whiz closely by, moving fast. Wa gani maka
	sabad sa iyang gipusil ang bala, The bullet 
	did not even go near the target. 4 [A; cl]
	go near s. t. for a purpose. Gisabaran niya 
	kanunay ang asawa nga nagsugal, He kept 
	hanging around his wife who was gambling.
	Isabad (sahara) ang bata kun tua ha sa is
	kuylaban, Go by the school for a moment 
	and see if the child is there. sabadista n Seventh-day Adventist. v [B 15) 
	be, become a Seventh-day Adventist. Sabadu n 1 Saturday. -iglurya, Santu the 
	Saturday of the Holy Week. 2 one point 
	short of winning. Sabadu na ang ilang iskur. 
	Usa na lay kuwang para mudaug, They are 
	one point short of winning. They only need 
	one more point to sew up the game. see 
	BIRNIS for verb forms. -in-v 1 [A; bS] use 

	836 
	1

	sab-ag-sabaw 
	s.t. sparingly or in little amounts. Musinabadu Zang ku ug pangagwa basta Zang mabulyjustenough to smell sweet. 2 [Al3; a12] preserve fish with a small amount of salt. Magsinabadu ta kay dagbang bulinaw ug di natu maburut, Let's make fish preserves because we've got lots of anchovies and we can't consume them all. n fish preserved with a little salt.
	s.t. sparingly or in little amounts. Musinabadu Zang ku ug pangagwa basta Zang mabulyjustenough to smell sweet. 2 [Al3; a12] preserve fish with a small amount of salt. Magsinabadu ta kay dagbang bulinaw ug di natu maburut, Let's make fish preserves because we've got lots of anchovies and we can't consume them all. n fish preserved with a little salt.
	mut ta, I will use the perfume spari
	ng


	sah-agv [A;c] hang s.t. light over the boulders or a projection. Isab-ag ang tualya sa abaga, Drape the towel over your shoulders. Isab-ag ang bukag sa Lansang, Hang the basket on the nail. 
	1 
	Ł

	sab-ag= SABWAG, 1.
	2 

	sabakv 1 [A; cl] put s.t. in one's lap to carry it. Di ku musabak nimu kay daku ka, Iwill not allow Y?U to sit on my lap because you're too big. Akung sabakun (isabak) ring bata arun makalingkud tang tanan, I will put the child on my lap so that all of us can sit down. 2 [a12] hit s.t. squarely. Usa ka suntuk nasabak sa iyang apapangig, A blowwith the fist struck him squarely in the jaw. 3 [Al3; al2] sponsor a bill, espouse a cause. Ang bag-ung urdinansa gisabak sa tanang mga kawani, The new ordinance is 
	1 
	ng 
	the moon is carryi
	ng 
	ng 
	t

	sabakn area of a field assigned to a particular person to work on. sabal a 1 offeriresistance to motion. Sabal 
	2 
	ng 

	kaayu ning magguyud ta ug gakit, It's slowgoing if you tow a raft. 2 entailing encumbrance, a burden. Sabal kaayu ang bata sa lakaw, The child is a nuisance to take withyou when you go out. Kining mga luun sa balay sabal kaayu, It's a burden to have other people live with you. 3 obstructingthe vision. Sabal kaayu sa atung panan-aw ang mga kabuy, The surrounding trees obstruct our view. v [B46; b6) be, become a drag to forward motion, burden, or obstruc· tion. 
	kaayu ning magguyud ta ug gakit, It's slowgoing if you tow a raft. 2 entailing encumbrance, a burden. Sabal kaayu ang bata sa lakaw, The child is a nuisance to take withyou when you go out. Kining mga luun sa balay sabal kaayu, It's a burden to have other people live with you. 3 obstructingthe vision. Sabal kaayu sa atung panan-aw ang mga kabuy, The surrounding trees obstruct our view. v [B46; b6) be, become a drag to forward motion, burden, or obstruc· tion. 
	sabana = GWAY ABANU. 
	sabang, sabang n area on or near the mouth
	of a river.Sa.bas a name of a person, not much respect
	ed, who is a smart aleck who makes cheap 
	puns and wisecracks. -in-v 1 [Al; b6] make 
	foolish jokes and wisecracks. Ayaw kug si
	nabasi, Don't try to ridicule me. 2 [a12]
	treat s.o. the way one would treat Sabas 
	(without proper deference). Sinabasun man 
	ku niya abig d,li musukul, He treats me like 
	Sabas as if I wouldn't stand up to him. sabat v 1 [A23] speak after s.o. has spoken. 
	Unya misabat pud ang usang tawu bisag wala sult-ihi, And then the other man spoke in turn, though he hadn't been spoken to. la answer. Nganung di' man ka musabat ug tawgun ka? Why don't you answer when you're called? lb repeat words after, as in prayer. 2 [A2] attend a novena. D,U a
	ngayng itambung ug kumbira ug wala makasabat ug pangadyt', You shouldn't attend the banquet if you did not attend the prayer. -amin a always agreeable to another's viewpoint. Ang tawung sabat amin pirmi Lang uyun, A yes-man always gives his approval. panabtan v [A2; b6] lead the novena. manalabtan, mananabtan n one who leads the prayer in the novena. 
	t

	sabaw n 1 soup, gravy, juice given off by 
	s.t. cooked. Sabaw sa manuk, Chickensoup. 2 water in coconut. 3 water that has gotten into a boat. 4 queer character OU sure are a strange sort. Magkauyun mu kay paribu mu ug sabaw, You two will hit it off nicely because you have the same quirks. waw -exclamation of admiration for a sexy woman. v 1 [A3; b] cook s.t. with extra water or juice. Sabwi ug diyutay ang utan, Add a little water to the vegetable stew. 2 [b4] for a ship or boat to take in water. Nasabwan ang sakayan kay dagkung balud, The boat took 
	trait, quirts. Lain nimug sabaw a, y


	sabay
	1 
	-
	-


	Figure
	,r1t111 ug sabaw ug mag-isturyahanay ta sa irnung kaagi, You change the subject when we talk about your past. 
	,r1t111 ug sabaw ug mag-isturyahanay ta sa irnung kaagi, You change the subject when we talk about your past. 
	sabayn hand net used for scooping small fish out of water. v [A13; al2] make, make into such a net. 
	1 

	sabayoften, usually. Sabay ingun niarung urasa siya maligu, She usually takes a bath at th is time. 
	2 

	sabay v 1 [A2C; bc3] walk with, beside. 
	Misabay siya paglakaw sa iyang giulitawhan, 
	. 2 [A2; b(l)] go by, around s.w. Unsa man tung mananapang misabay sa akung ulu? 
	He walked beside the girl he was courti
	ng

	What k.o. insect is this that is darting around my head? Gisabayan naku ang akung kunt, I purposely went by my enemy's house to provoke his anger. 
	tra arun magla
	gu


	sabayn k.o. jellyfish with stinging cells in the tentacles. 
	2 

	sab-ay v [AN; c] let s.t. dangle over the edge of s.t. or over one's shoulder. Kinsay nagsab-ay sa tualya diri sa kurdisu? Who hung the towel over the window sill? Ayawgsab-ayi ning akung abaga sa imung buktun, Don't hang your arms over my shoulder. 
	sabdyik n subject in school.
	sabid n encumbrance, s. t. making action laborious. Way sabid nga mulakaw ang way anak, S.o. with no children can go out unencumbered. v [AB12; cS] become encumbered, cause encumbrance. Makasabid ning akung pagsabak sa akung trababu, My pregnancy is a terrible encumbrance to ;ny work. 
	•sabikil (from bikil) v [b( 1)] accidentally nudge s.t. with the elbow. Ayawg yapayapa kay sabiklan nimu ang butilya, Don't wave your hands around because you might knock the bottle with your elbow. 
	sabilay, sab-ilay = SAMBILA y. 
	sabin v [A; b6] do s.t. in addition to one'smain task. Musabin kug pangutaw samtang maglung-ag, I'll do some ironing while I'm cooking the rice. lsabin ta kag palit ug sigarilyug manmirkadu ku, I'll buy your cigarettes when I go shopping. 
	sab-it v [A; c) 1 put s.t. small around s.t. that holds it or pierce it with a hook. Nasab-itan ang akung karsunis sa alambring tunukun, I snagged my pants on the barbed wire. lsab-it lang nang imung baskit sa haligi sa kural, Just hang your basket on the fence from a ribbon put around the neck. Gisab-itan siyag midalya, He was decorated with a medal. 2a attribute credit to s.o., give him the honor due him. 3 put a curved thing around s.t. to pluck or bring it down. Sab-itan lang 
	sab-it v [A; c) 1 put s.t. small around s.t. that holds it or pierce it with a hook. Nasab-itan ang akung karsunis sa alambring tunukun, I snagged my pants on the barbed wire. lsab-it lang nang imung baskit sa haligi sa kural, Just hang your basket on the fence from a ribbon put around the neck. Gisab-itan siyag midalya, He was decorated with a medal. 2a attribute credit to s.o., give him the honor due him. 3 put a curved thing around s.t. to pluck or bring it down. Sab-itan lang 
	post. 2 decorate with a medal hu
	ng 

	nimu ang bunga ug kaw-it, Di na mistil sakun, Just pull the fruit down with a hook on a pole. You don't have to climb up for it. -anan n s. t. onto which s. t. is hooked. 
	t


	sablag = SABWAG, 1.
	sablag = SABWAG, 1.
	sablaw v 1 [B12S6] for the strings to be out of tune. Unsaun nimu pagkuskus anang sistaha nga nasablaw man na? How can you play that guitar when the strings are not tuned? 2 [B1256] be somewhat off, crazy. 
	Vy nasablaw ka nga nagswitir ug mudtung daku, Hey, have you gone crazy, wearing a sweater at high noon! 
	sablay v 1 [Al; c) put s.t. on top of s.t. else going beyond its edge. Kinsay nagsablay iring kawayan sa kural? Who placed the bamboo pole across the fence? Di ta nimu sablayan nang alambri sa iliktrisidad, Youshould not hang anything from the electric wire. 2 [a12) for a boxer to totter (lean on the ropes). Nasablay sa ring ang buksidur dihang nagrugi siya, The boxer leaned on the ropes when he became groggy. -sa luwagstate of development of the coconut where the meat is firm enough to hold together (lit
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	sabli n saber. v [a12) make, make into a saber.(➔) v [a12] stab with a saber. 
	sablig v [AN2; a12] throw or splash water on. Gisabligan niyag tubig ang nagbagang puthaw, He splashed water on the glowingsteel. n action of splashing or throwing water. paN-v [A2; c6] splash water on one
	·
	self in bathing. -ay v [C23] for politicians 
	ing.
	to engage in mudsli
	ng

	sabluk n intense desire to eat s.t. one hasn't eaten in a long time. v [A123P; a4] have an intense desire to eat s.t. Gisabluk kug mangga sa didtu ku sa lstits, I conceived an intense cravifor mangoes when I was in the States. hiN• v (A] eat s. t� in great quantity to satisfy one's intense desire to eat it. Makahinabluk tag kaun ug mangga karung swiloes to our heart's content on payday. 
	ng 
	du, We can eat ma
	ng

	sabnit v [A; a2] snatch s.t., esp. in stealing. 
	Nasakpan ang nagsabnit sa iyang pitaka, 
	The man who snatched her bag was appre
	hended.
	sabsab v [AN; a2] graze. Tua sa laguna nanabsab, It's in the pasture grazing. Hain aning kandinga nagsabsab sa misitas? Whichof these goats ate the ornamental plants? 
	sabudv l [A2; b(l)) catch s.t. against an obstruction. Bantay kay musabud ang i
	1 
	-


	838 sabud-sabut 
	2 

	mung tiil sa tiil sa lamisa, Watch out or you will hit your foot against the table. Nasabdan ang misitira sa {yang saya, Her skirt accidentally caught against the flower pot. 2 [A; a12] trip, cause s.o. to stumble. Kinsay nagsabud sa akung tiil? Who tripped me (lit. my foot)? 2a [A23] make a slip, trip 
	mung tiil sa tiil sa lamisa, Watch out or you will hit your foot against the table. Nasabdan ang misitira sa {yang saya, Her skirt accidentally caught against the flower pot. 2 [A; a12] trip, cause s.o. to stumble. Kinsay nagsabud sa akung tiil? Who tripped me (lit. my foot)? 2a [A23] make a slip, trip 
	• , I • I
	up. Btsag unsaun natug amping sa atung trabahu, musabud giyud ta usahay, No matter a mistake once in a while. 3 [a12] be delayed. Did tu na pud ka masabud sa bilyaran ! You're late again because you played bilobstruction. Way sabud nga pagkasyat, A basketball shot that went in without touching the ri. Pilipinu, apan way sabud ang iyang diJang musultig lninglis, He's a Filipino, but he can speak English with the greatest of a hin
	-
	how careful we are, we can't help maki
	ng 
	liards. walay -without offeri
	ng 
	ng
	fluency. (Ł) 
	cumbersome, givi
	ng 
	-

	, ' •
	1 

	drance to movement. Ubang bata dt layhan ug taas nga karsunis kay sabud kunu, Senne children don't like long pants because they're cumbersome. 

	sabudv [A; c] 1 sow, sprinkle seeds on a bed. Ang dawang akung isabud, The millet to sow. 2 feed chickens bygrains �n the ground. n action of throwigrains. Aku rung sabud sa manuk, It's my turn to feed the chickens. ( ➔)1 grain to strew to fowls. 2 = SABURAN. saburan n seedbed where seeds are sprinkledfor germination. 
	2 
	I am goi
	ng 
	sprinkli
	ng 
	ng 
	2 
	t

	sabug, sabug usually, most commonly [soand-so] rather than s.t. else. Sabug siyang muanbi sa upisina maalas utsu, He usuallycomes to the office at eight o'clock. Sabugsa akung midiyas putt� Most of my socks are white. ma-= SABUG. 
	sabul= BULSA (slang).
	sabidag (from bulag) v [A; c] strew, scatter out. Nabisabulag ang mga libru nga akung gikaptan dibang gipakuratan ku, The books I was carrying fell in all different directions when s.o. frightened me. 
	sabulak v [A; c] strew, sprinkle s. t. small. 
	Kinsay nagsabulak ug pas,•sa mais sa akung gardin? Who strewed corn grains in my garden? Sabulaki ug kinudkud kisu ang sudan, Sprinkle grated cheese on the food. 
	Kinsay nagsabulak ug pas,•sa mais sa akung gardin? Who strewed corn grains in my garden? Sabulaki ug kinudkud kisu ang sudan, Sprinkle grated cheese on the food. 

	sabun n 1 soap. 2 intense scolding. v 1 [A; b (1)) soap s.t. Sabnig maayu ang kamisin kay nagkagrasa, Soap the undershirt well because it is smeared with grease. 2 (A; b5J be severely scolded. Nasabun (nasabunan) ku. lkaw man gud, I got a good scolding because of you. -in-an n s. t. onto which soap has been rubbed. 
	sabung n cockfight, usually without gaffs. v [AC; al 1 fight cocks. Sabungan ku nang imung ugis sa akung pula, l will try out my red cock on your white one. 2 pair off people, usually in a love match. pa-a let [subject] have a light from a burning cigarette. Pasabunga ku bi, Let me have a light. -iru, maN-r-( �) n one who fights cocks. 
	sabung n cockfight, usually without gaffs. v [AC; al 1 fight cocks. Sabungan ku nang imung ugis sa akung pula, l will try out my red cock on your white one. 2 pair off people, usually in a love match. pa-a let [subject] have a light from a burning cigarette. Pasabunga ku bi, Let me have a light. -iru, maN-r-( �) n one who fights cocks. 
	sab-ung v [A; c6] 1 has.t. by passiit around s.t. else. Kasab!-ungan nang imung simud ug baskit, You're pouting. (Lit. A basket could be hufrom your mouth.)lsab-ung lang nang sis ta sa haligi, Just hang the guitar over the post. 2 decorate with from a ribbon. -anan n hook or nail from which things are hung. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	a pendant medal hu
	ng 

	sabumu= SUBURNU. 
	sabut v 1 [A2) understand. Wala ka makasabut kay dili man ka musabut, You didn't understand because you don't want to understand. Ayaw ug sabta ug lain ug df ku muadtu sa inyu, Don't take it wrong if I do not go to your place. 2 [A12] sense, be vaguely aware of s. t Midagan ang iru kaynakasabut nga ihawun siya, The dog ran away because he sensed that he would be slaughtered. Hingsabtan ming Mama nga manan-aw mig sini, Mama became aware that we were planning to go to the movies. 3 (A23] obey, do what one w
	Bisag saun nimug ingun di' giyud na siyamusabut, No matter how much you tell him, he won't obey. n one's way of understandi. .Sa akung sabut, di na t:u mubalik, As I understand it, he won't come back. interjection 1 I don't know (giving a curt tone). 'Kahibawu kag hain si Tatay? ' 'Sabut,' 'Do you know where Father is? ' -'Nope.' Sabut uruy niya ug mukuyug ba siya, I don't know about him, if he is going. 2 understand? (short for nakasabut ka?) (�) v 1 [C; ab4] make, come to an agreement with s.o. Magsabu
	ng
	-


	sabutAhi -sad-ay 
	the price. Mahimu pang sabutun ang inyung gikasungian, You can still talk your quarrel over. Sahu.ti siya ug musugut ba, Have a talk with him to see if he is amena,ble. Dt• siya ikasabut kay di maminaw ug rasun, You can't come to terms with him because he doesn't listen to reason. 3 [C;a12] conspire, be in cahoots, make special arrangements with s.o. Nagsabut ning duha kay parihu ug pamasangil, The two are in cahoots because they have the same alibi. 
	the price. Mahimu pang sabutun ang inyung gikasungian, You can still talk your quarrel over. Sahu.ti siya ug musugut ba, Have a talk with him to see if he is amena,ble. Dt• siya ikasabut kay di maminaw ug rasun, You can't come to terms with him because he doesn't listen to reason. 3 [C;a12] conspire, be in cahoots, make special arrangements with s.o. Nagsabut ning duha kay parihu ug pamasangil, The two are in cahoots because they have the same alibi. 
	Sabutun naku ang gwardiya arun mu paagiun, I will make arrangements with the guard so that you will be allowed to pass. 4 [C13] hit it off. Nagkasabut dayun ning duha kay parihu sila ug sabaw, The two hit it off nicely because they are both of the same ilk. n agreement reached. pa-v 1 [A3) show, give indications of doing s. t. Di ka mupasabut nga nangisug ka, Don't show that you are angry. 2 [A2; a2) explain tomake s.o. understand s.t. Pasabta ku nganung kining sumabay miguwa, Explain to me why this sum a
	Ang kasabutan bahin sa nigusyu nakabatagug dakung pabur sa Pilipinas, The trade agreement gave the Philippines a big advantage. -I-an(�) n mind, intellect. Hait ugsalabutan si Miri kay humuk siya makasabut, Mary has a keen mind because she easily understands. paN-= SABUT, n. salabtunun a meaningful, giving hidden meani. Mautuy imung nadungug apan sabtunun (salabtunun) tu kaayu, That's what you heard . maSinabtanun, masinabutun a considerate, understanding.
	ng
	but it was full of hidden meani
	ng


	sabutahi v [A; a12) sabotage. Sabutahiun natu ang baskit arun mudaugang pusta ni Pidru, Let's sabotage the game so that Pedro will win his bet. n sabotage.
	sabuwak = SABULAK.
	sabuy v [A; b6) pass by close to a place. Misabuy Jang mi sa Sikihur padulung sa Dumagiti, We just went by Siquijor on the way to Dumaguete. sabuysabuy v [A; b6) pass back and forth. Nagsabuysabuy Jang ang ulitawu sa ila kay naulawng mamisita, Theyoung man just walked back and forth in front of the house because he was too shy to go in. 
	sab-uy v [A; a) throw hot liquid at s.o. Sabuyig init tu.big nang nanghangad, Throw hot 
	water at the peeping tom under the house. sabwag (from bulag) v [AN2; c] 1 throwliquid or s. t. in grains. Kinsay nagsabwag nimu ug tu.big? Who threw water on you?Sabwagi ug balas ang daub kay misilaub, 
	water at the peeping tom under the house. sabwag (from bulag) v [AN2; c] 1 throwliquid or s. t. in grains. Kinsay nagsabwag nimu ug tu.big? Who threw water on you?Sabwagi ug balas ang daub kay misilaub, 
	Throw sand on the fire because it flared up. Isabwag ang sinsilyu sa mga bata, Throw . the coins out to the children. la supply
	· 
	in abundance. Dt1i makadaug ang pulitikung way kwartang isabwag, The politician whodoesn't have money to spread out can't win. lb emit, send forth s.t. in extensive or intensive degree (literary). Bulan nga nagsabwag sa iyang kasilaw, The moon that was sending forth its rays. 2 [Al3; c6] spread news, make s.t. known to many. 
	Isabwag ang balita nga nakadaug kita sa buruka, Spread the news that we have won the court case. 3 [A2] spread. Misabwagsa iyang lawas ang hangga, The smallpoxspread all over her body. -ay n a version of jackstones where the player throws a number of stones on the ground and flips them against each other. v [AC; cl] play sabwagay. 
	sabyag v 1 [A;c6] throw water, sand. Akuymisabyag ug tu.big sa kayu, I threw water on the fire. Kinsa man tung nagsabyag ug balas sa akung nawung? Who was it that threw sand in my face? 2 [A13B; c6)spread, cause to spread. lsabyag ang balita, Spread the news. Misabyag ang hangga sa iyang kalawasan, The chicken pox spread over his body. 
	sabyu a wise and deeply experienced, often with prophetic abilities. Ang sabyung tigulang nakatagna sa gubat, The wise old man foretold the Second World War. v[B12) become wise. 
	sabyuk = SABLU K. sad= USAB.
	sad = S.ALAD.
	1

	sad-ang n in cockfighting, when a: larger cock lights a smaller one, a manner of attaching the gaff on the larger one to offset his advantage: the gaff is placed higher than usual and the riholdithe gaff is not tied around the cock's hind toe. v [cl]attach the gaff in this way. 
	ng 
	ng 

	sad-angv [A; b6(1)] hook, snag s.t. s.w. Kinsay misad-ang sa sudlay sa akung ulu? Who stuck the comb on my head? Gamaynga sanga ang iyang gisad-angan sa kawit, He hooked the palm toddy container ovŁr a small branch. 
	2 

	sad-ay v [A;c] rest s.t. over s.t. else. Nagsaday siya sa iyang siku sa kurdisu, He rested his elbows on the window sill. Hisad-ayan 

	sadiya -sagadsad 
	sa akung kamut ang iyang paa, l accidentally rested my hand on her thigh. 
	sa akung kamut ang iyang paa, l accidentally rested my hand on her thigh. 
	sadiya a lively and gay. v [B; a2b6] be, become, make lively, merry. Magsadiya ta kay midaug ang atung kandidatu, Let's be merry because our candidate won. Sa nagkabubug sila nagkasadiya pud, The drunker they got the gayer they became. ka-n liveliness,state of being merry. ma-un a gay, lively. 

	sadlin = SAYID LA YIN. 
	ay 

	sadsad v [A; a2] dance, with the feet (rather than with the hands or some other part of the body). Halal Panadsad mung tanan, All . Dugayng wa makatilawg sadsad, Hadn't danced for a long time. 
	right! Everybody dance! n danci
	ng 
	· 

	sadsarun = SITSARUN. 
	sadtu 1 = NIADTU. see KADTU. 2 = KANIADTU (dialectal). saduk = SARUK. sad-ung= SAB-UNG. 
	-
	1 

	•sad-ung-in-n close stitches for sewibuttonholes. v [A; ab] sew a buttonhole stitch. Akuy nagsinad-ung sa sidsid, I sewed the hem with buttonhole stitches. -in-an n trimmed with lace. 
	2 
	ng

	sadyap n k.o. twill weave of cloth done in the same way as amakan (cf. amakan). -inv [A 13; al 2) weave s. t. in this way. 
	,
	,
	,
	,£ 


	sag = SALAG. 
	sagan 1 portion or group from a larger quantity, esp. of things for sale. Tagpila ang saga sa kik? How much is the cake per portion? 2 portion of things strung. Usa ka sagang isof fish. v 1 [A; a] apportionthings. Akuy musaga sa dakung isda, I'll divide the big fish into several portions. 2 [A; al2) string things into groups, usually for sale. 
	da, A stri
	ng 

	sagabal a hinderi, restricting movement, esp. in the achievement of s.t. Sagabal kaayu sa atung panghunabuna nga adunay dagbang atimanun, It's difficult to think straight when there are too many details to attend to. n hindrance, s.t. that prevents achievement. v 1 [A; b6] constitute a hindrance. Ang iyang pagkaiks kumbik nagsagabal sa iyang pangimpliyu, His record was an obstacle to his getting a job. Sagabalanka bag dala aning malita? Will it be a burden for you to bring this suitcase? 2 [B46; b6} be
	ng
	ng

	sagabay (fromgabay) n friend, comrade with whom one has common interests and sympathies. Adunay mga prupisur nga sagabay 
	sa kumunista, There are professors who are communist sympathizers. v [B256C; al2] be friends with, stick together as friends. 
	sa kumunista, There are professors who are communist sympathizers. v [B256C; al2] be friends with, stick together as friends. 
	Musagabay kaba ka naku ug tinuntuban ku? 
	Would you stick by me if s.o. tries to do s:r. to me? 
	sagad 1 -sa most, all. Sagad sa muanhi ta
	, 
	-

	1
	ganurti, Most of those that come here are from the North. Sagad sa mga tawu dinbi,Most of the people here. Ang sagad gibugatun, The usual weight. 2 with verbs: usually. Sagad muliki ang basu ug huwarag init tubig, Glasses usually crack if hot water is poured into them. 3 common, us\lal thing. 
	Ang sagad nimung buhatun mau ang pagtug-an nimu sa inyung dakudaku, The usual thing for you to do is for you to report (it) to your immediate superior. v [A 13] be, become usual, commonplace. Nagsagad na ang pangawat diri sa amu, Stealing is rampant in our place. kasagaran = SA.GAD, 1, 2, 
	3. 4 ordinary. Ispisiyal ni, dilt' ingun sa ubang kasagaran nga bulpin, This is special, not like other ordinary ball point pen. 
	•sagadsagdi short for P ASA GD I. see PA-(➔),
	2
	2a. pa-v [A2S; b6] 1 do s.t. without adequate preparation or forethought. Mipasagad ka lag tubag bisag iva masayud, yOU just went and gave any old answer, even though you didn't know. Nganung magpasagad (magpasagad) ka man ug yabu ug tubig sa bintana? Why do you throw water carelessly out of the window? Pasagari Lang ug pusil. Makaigu tingali kag usa, Just shoot at random. You might hit one. pa-(➔) v 1 [A; b(l)] neglect, fail to give s.t. its proper attention Tibihun ka ug magpasagad ka sa OU 'll contac
	lawas, y

	sagadsad a shuffling. v [Al3; a2b6] walk 

	sagahid-sagay 
	1 

	with shuffling steps. -in-n shuffling noise. Ang sinagadsad sa iyang sinilas, The shuffling of his slippers. 
	with shuffling steps. -in-n shuffling noise. Ang sinagadsad sa iyang sinilas, The shuffling of his slippers. 
	sagahidv [86; cl] drag one's legs in movingfrom one place to another, usually because of an injury or defect. Magsagahid nang iyang mga tiil kay gipulyu man siya, She drags her feet when she walks because she is a polio victim. Ayaw sagahira (isagahid) ang imung sapatus arun di maguba ug dalt: 
	1 

	Don't drag your feet when you walk or your shoes will wear out right away. 
	sagahid= SAGHID. sagakang = SAGAKAY. 
	2 

	sagakay v [A; a12] carry or support s.o. with both arms under him. Amahan nga misagakay sa patayng lawas sa bata, A father carrying his child's dead body in his arms. 
	sagalak v [B2S46; cl] for liquid to flow with a noisy bubbling or slurping sound. Nagsagalak ang tubig sa tubud, The water in the spring is flowing with a bubbling sound. 
	Ayaw saga/aka (isagalak) paghigup ang sabaw, Don't sip your soup noisily. 

	sagalsal a rough with small bumps. v [B; c6]be, become rough. Nawung nga nagsagalsal sa bugas, A face dotted with pimples. -un a a rough, bumpy sort. v (812) become rough. Nasagalsalun ang karsada pag-ulan, The road became rough when it rained. 
	sagang v 1 [A; a12] fend off, ward off or block a thrust or blow. Wa siya makasagang (makapanagang) sa akung hampak, He wasn't able to ward off my blows. 2 [A; al 
	2] support, keep weight up. Kining parulus mauy musagang sa mga busaug, This crossbeam is what supports the joists. n 1 protection. Tambal nga mubatag sab ug talagsaung sagang sa mga sakit sa panit, Medicine that gives unusual protection against skin diseases. 2 the action of fending off a blow. paN-v [A] answer, respond to a query.
	2] support, keep weight up. Kining parulus mauy musagang sa mga busaug, This crossbeam is what supports the joists. n 1 protection. Tambal nga mubatag sab ug talagsaung sagang sa mga sakit sa panit, Medicine that gives unusual protection against skin diseases. 2 the action of fending off a blow. paN-v [A] answer, respond to a query.
	Wa ku makapanagang sa kinalisdang tuksu sa bangga, I was not able to answer the hardest question in the contest. n s.t. magical (charm, medicinal concoction, prayer) worn on the body as a defense against evil spirits or influences. sagangsagang v [A; c] ward off hunger, difficulty temporarily. Makasagangsagang giyud ning lagutmun sa kagutum, We can depend on root crops for food during the lean months. t 

	sag-anga thin and emaciated. Sag-ang siya 
	1
	1
	kaayu human masakit, He was very thin after his sickness. v [B; b6] become thin and emaciated. 

	sagangat n a barb of a hook, spear, arrow, harpoon. v [A; al 2] hit with a spear having 
	several tines. ( Ł) n spear with several tines for fishing. v 1 [AB6; al] hook s.t. on a barb, be hooked Misagangat (nasagangat) ang angkla sa dakung batu, The anchor got hooked on a big stone. Sagangata ang isda,Spear the fish. 2 [A2SP; al2] make, make into a spear with several tines. 
	several tines. ( Ł) n spear with several tines for fishing. v 1 [AB6; al] hook s.t. on a barb, be hooked Misagangat (nasagangat) ang angkla sa dakung batu, The anchor got hooked on a big stone. Sagangata ang isda,Spear the fish. 2 [A2SP; al2] make, make into a spear with several tines. 
	sagangsang v [BJ be rough with sharp projecting edges. Nagsagangsang ang iyang nawung sa buti, His face is rough with smallpox. -un a rough, notsmooth. Sagangsangun ang ngilit sa dahun sa magay, The edge of a maguey leaf is sharp and thorny. 
	· 

	sagansal = SAGALSAL. 
	sagap v [A123S; a3b2] 1 catch a whiff by accident. Nakasagap kug bahu sa patayng ilaga, I got a whiff of the dead rat. lacatch some gossip. Dalt' siyang makasagap ug tabt', She is good at sniffing out gossip. 2 come upon suddenly, become aware of the existence of s.t. Nasagapan sa mga sundalu ang tinabunang masinggan, The soldiers came upon the hidden machine gun nest. 3 [A; a]search for s.t., covering an area. Gisagap nila ang kabuki-ran sa pagpangita sa puga, Theycovered the mountains looking for the fug
	_ 

	sagapsap a 1 fibrous and dry to chew. Sa-
	• 
	,
	gapsap kan-un ang lutung way sabaw, Rice with no soup is very dry to try to eat. Giluwa na naku ang tubu kay sagapsap na, Wa nay duga, I spit the sugarcane out because it was all pulp and didn't have any more juice. 2 rough to the touch. Sagapsap na siy�g nawung kay napunu sa bugas, His face is rough because of the pimples. n sound made by a pig eating. v 1 [B; b6] be, become pulpy or dry to chew. Masagapsapang humay ug dt' baghasan, Rice is hard to eat if it isn't well-polished. 2 [ B; b6] for a surface
	2] make the noise of a pig eating. 
	sagapsapn k.o. fish. sagarat, saga.rat = LAGARAT. 
	2 

	sagasaV [A] make the hollow cracking 
	.
	sound of s.t. splitting. Misagasa ang sag-ub nga natumba sa batu, The bamboo container went crack when it fell on the stones. 
	sagasa.n k.o. small tree of second growth forest, commonly used as firewood. -un( ➔) a wood resembling sagasa which has grains that do not run straight and parallel, such that splitting it lengthwise is difficult. 
	2 

	'
	' 
	sagata!= SUGATA. 
	sagay a matured coconuts at the stage when one can hear the water but the husk is still green. v 1 [BS] reach the mature, but not brown, stage. 2 [A; a] gather mature coco
	-


	sagay -sagitsit 
	nuts. 
	nuts. 

	sagay v [B24S6] for s. t. highly fragile to break into pieces. Misagay ang banga nga natumba, The earthen jar broke to pieces when it toppled over. 
	sagayad v [A2S; cl] drag, trail behind Nagsagayad ang ikug sa buda, The train of her behind her. 
	gown was traili
	ng 

	sagaysay v [AB3(1); cl) make stones skip over the surf ace of the water, for a stone to do so. Dili makasagaysay ang batu nga Ungin, A round stone can't skip over the surface of the water. n action of skipping a stone over the surf&ce of the water. 
	sagbat = SAKBAT.
	sagbay = SABLAY.
	sagbuk = SABLUK.
	sagbut n 1 weeds or grasses: any herbaceouswild -sa dagat n seaweeds. la leafy vegetables (humorous). Sigi lang tang mangaun niinig sagbut, We always have toeat weeds. 2 trash, rubbish. v [A; b6] putrubbish s. w. Kinsa may nagsagbut diri sa tugkaran? Whostrewed rubbish all over the yard? ka-an(➔) n place where there are weeds. -un(➔)a full of weeds, trash. v [B 12 
	plants growi
	ng 

	56) get to be full of weeds or trash. 
	56) get to be full of weeds or trash. 

	saghid v [A; b4(1); c6P) brush, come into light contact. Napasu ku kay nasagbiran sa kamut ku ang init nga plansa, l burned myself when I touched the hot iron. Ayawg isagbid (ipasaghid) ang alambri sa atup,Don't let the wire come into contact with the roof. 
	sagibv [A; a12] go about a place coveriit thoroughly. Ang mga mananagat misagib sa dagat pagpangita sa nalumus, The fishermen combed the sea searching for the drowned man. Sagibun natug panaygun ang tanang tindahan, Let's carol at every store. 
	1 
	ng

	2 
	porti
	ng 
	sagibu v [A; a] scythe down weeds and small 
	,
	,
	bushes. Akung sagibubun ang mga tanum 
	nga wa kinabanglana, rn cut down the useless plants. n s. t. used to cut down weeds. sagibunhun n thicket of weeds. v [B2; a4)get overgrown with weeds. Nagkasagibunhun ang tugkaran nga way bungaybungay, 
	The yard hasn't been weeded in ages and isovergrown. Gisagibunbun na angplasa, The plaza is all overgrown.
	getti
	ng 


	sagidsid v [A3; b4(1)l move too close to the edge of a pathway or passageway. Nagpasagidsid pagpadagan ang awtu mau nga nasa
	-

	gidsiran usab ang tawu nga diba sa daplin nagtindug, The car was too close to the edge of the road, so the man standing by the roadside was sideswiped. pa-v [A; cl] get close to the edge of a pathway. Nagpasagidsid kus kabalayan nga galakaw kay gaulan man, I walked close by the houses because it was raini.
	gidsiran usab ang tawu nga diba sa daplin nagtindug, The car was too close to the edge of the road, so the man standing by the roadside was sideswiped. pa-v [A; cl] get close to the edge of a pathway. Nagpasagidsid kus kabalayan nga galakaw kay gaulan man, I walked close by the houses because it was raini.
	ng

	sag-ilay v [Al3; c6] carry on or sling s.t. over the shoulder. Ang mananagat nagsagilay sa bugsay pauli sa ila, The fisherman his paddle over his shoulder as he walked home. Isag-ilay ang bag arun sayun dad-un, Sling the bag over your shoulder so that it will be easy to carry. 
	was carryi
	ng 

	sagilit v [A2S] move forward swiftly over the water. Musagilit ang sakayan basta kusug ang bangin, The boat will move swiftly if the wind is strong.
	saging n banana tree, fruit. v [b6] put bananas in s. t. Sagingan ba natu ang linat-an? Shall we put bananas in the stew? -in-(➔) nsweet made from mashed, ripe tungdan bananas mixed with rice flour, wrapped in youcoconut leaves and boiled. v [A; a]make, have sinaging. sagingsaging n k.o. ornamental tuberous plant, the general namefor members of the genus Canna.
	ng 

	sagiput v [A2; a2] get away, moving through 
	s.t. with great agility. Dali rang nakasagiput ang mangunguut sa dagbang mga tawu, Thepickpocket easily eluded capture by running through the crowd. 
	sagip-ut = HAGIP-UT, al, vl. see GIP-UT.
	sagirit v [A2S; b6] speed away from s.t.,whizz by s. t. Nagsagirit (nagsagirit) siyang nagsakay sa mutur, wala manumbaling ug biabugan mi, He sped by on his motorcycle dust all over us.
	not caring that he was getti
	ng 

	sagisag n 1 name taken by a person as a pen name, stage name, or given as a representation of his character. Hitlir ang sagisag ni Sikilgrubir, The world knew Schicklegruber as Hitler. 2 object used as a symbol. Pati ang sagisag sa kalinaw, The dove is a symbol of peace. 
	sagisi = BIL-IS. sagisihun n k.o. fish, a type oflagaw. 
	sagitsit v (A] speed on the surface of water or skip over the surf ace. Lisud ig-un angtambasakan ug musagitsit sa tubig, It ishard to hit the mudskipper when it races over the surface of the water. Spidbut nga nagsagitsit sa tubig, Speedboat rushing over the w,ter. -gu words uttered to start a race. Unu, dus, sagitsit, gu, Get ready, get set, go! 

	sagiwsiw -sad 843 
	gu

	sagiwsiw v [A] for blood to flow profusely. Misagiwsiw ang dugu sa gisubaan, Bloodflowed profusely from the woman that had a hemorrhage. 
	sagiwsiw v [A] for blood to flow profusely. Misagiwsiw ang dugu sa gisubaan, Bloodflowed profusely from the woman that had a hemorrhage. 

	sagka = SAKA, in all meanis and with all affixes except -da. 
	ng

	sagmuku v [B1456; b3] be in low spirits. Nagsamuku siya, may gikaguZ-an tingaZi, Sheis in low spirits. S.t. must be bothering her. sagmukuy v [A3; cl] be crestfallen, have a downhearted look. Nagsagmukuy ang {yangnawung kay wa batagi sa gipangayu, Shehad a crestfallen look because she wasn't given what she had asked for. hi-Iha-v [B 1 2S6] have a crestfallen, downhearted look. 
	Nabasigmukuy si Tatay sa pagkabibaZu nga nabagbung ku sa bar, Father became silent in disappointment when he learned I failed the bar exam. 
	Nabasigmukuy si Tatay sa pagkabibaZu nga nabagbung ku sa bar, Father became silent in disappointment when he learned I failed the bar exam. 

	sagmunn cloth or clothes used to wrap ababy. v [Al3; a] wrap a baby up in s.t. Sagmuni ang bata kay tugnaw, Wrap up the baby because it's cold. 
	1 

	, ,
	, ,

	sagmun= SALUMUN. see SALUM.
	i 

	sagmuyu (from puyu) v 1 [B156] be, become pensive and quiet Nagsagmuyu siya sa pagbinunabuna sa nawaZang kwarta, Sheabout the become silent and dejected as if in disappointment, defeat, embarrassment. Nasagmuyu ang uZitawung gibalibaran, The young man was dejected when she turned him down. hi-Iha-v [B1256] be struck dumb with surprise. Nahisagmuyu ang amahan pagkabati sa nutisya, The father becamespeechless upon hearing the news. kahi-nsilent, speechless surprise. 
	was pensive and silent thinki
	ng 
	money that had disappeared. 2 [B26] b
	e,

	sagnunut see NUNUT. 
	sagpa v [A; a2b2] slap, strike the face withthe open palm. mu rag gi-ug wala deeply insulted (as if slapped in the face withthe left hand). Mitalikud si Pidru mu rag gisagpag waZa kay gigahutan ni Ansay, Pedroturned away very much embarrassed because Ansay shouted at him. n 1 slap in the face. 2 insult. Sagpa sa akung pagkatawu ang iyang gipamuZung, What he said was an insult to my honor. -baha n a k.o. freshwater shrimp about 1 ½" long which has one claw broader than its body. paN-v [al]for s. t to boo
	a. midget for a husband. 
	a. midget for a husband. 
	sagpang = SIKUHAN. see SIKU· 
	1

	sagpu v [A; al2b2] 1 catch birds in the nest by putting the cupped hands over the top. 2 touch parts of s.o.'s body with the wholehand, esp. private and other delicate parts. 
	Ayawg apiZ ug duZa sa mga Zaki kay bingsagpuan imung tutuy, Don't join in the boys'games because s.o. might touch your breasts. paN-v [A2] go hunting for birds to catch them in their nests. 
	•sagrada-iskritura n the Holy Scriptures. -Pamilya n The Holy Family. 
	sagradu a sacred. Sagradu kaayu ning dapita kay dinbi mabugas ang kasundaZuhan, Thisplace is very sacred because here the soldiers were annihilated. v [Bl25; b6] be, become, consider s. t. sacred. Nasagradu aZang sa mga bitiranu ang singgit nga Bataan, 
	The ciy 'Bataan' has become sacred to the veterans. -Kurasun di Hisus n The Sacred 
	Heart of Jesus. 
	. 
	. 
	' 

	sagun starch obtained from palm trunks, 
	1 

	esp. the sago palm (lumbiya) and the buri 
	palm (buli). 
	sagun dead man's salva.
	!

	,
	.,;
	sag-u = SAG-ULU. see ULU.
	v ed groaning sound. Misag� siya dibang naigu sa kutukutu, He let out a groan when he received a blow in the solar plexus. Pagdusu nlya sa tukun diba sa tubig misagb kini, Thewater produced a rushing sound when he thrust a pole into it. 
	sagfi 
	[A23] produce a sudden but prolo
	ng 

	sag-ub n a bamboo 6-7' lowith the nodes removed except at the bottom, used to fetch liquids. v 1 [A; a] haul liquid in this container. Sag-ubun ta Zang ning tuba, Let'shaul this palm toddy in a bamboo tube container. Sag-uban tikag tubig, I'll fetch you some water. 2 [A3; a12] make into such acontainer. maN-r-n one who carries water. 
	ng 

	sagubang v [A; al] face responsibilities, difficulties and endure them. Akuy musagubang sa imung gaZastuhan, I will take care of your expenses. Nagsagubang tag dagbang suZiran, We are faced with many difficulties. Sagubangun ku ang kamlngaw, I will endure the loneliness. 

	sagud v [A; al] 1 take over the responsibilities for the expenses or care of s.t. Akuynagsagud sa mga galastuban sa balay, I'mshouldering the household expenses. Sagura ang lZu, Take care of the orphans. Z take the blame. Ang nakasaZa mauy musagud sa tanang pagbasuZ, The culprit must take all the blame. 
	sagud v [ B 12; b6] for a rope or string to be 
	sagudsud -saguran 
	worn out by friction. Nasad na ang akungpasul, My fishline is all worn out. 
	worn out by friction. Nasad na ang akungpasul, My fishline is all worn out. 
	gu


	sagudsud n noisy sound of shuffling feet. v[A; c] walk with a shuffling sound. Ayawgisagudsud ang sapatus kay daz,• mabilis, 
	Don't drag your shoes when you walk or they'll wear out fast. 
	Don't drag your shoes when you walk or they'll wear out fast. 

	saguksuk n triggerf ish which grow the size of a man's hand and which have a long prodorsal spine. 
	jecti
	ng 

	sagukum v [A; al] 1 take s.o. in the arms 
	,
	,
	and embrace him tightly. Akung gisagukum 
	ang batang nagbilak, I took the child that was crying and embraced him. 2 assume responsibility for: Ang uyuan mauy misagukum sa mga ilu, The uncle took on the recare of the orphans. 3incorporate into. Mga katungud nga gisagukum sa Batakang Balaud, Rights incorporated into the Constitution. 4 harbor feeliswithin oneself (literary). Kasilu nga gisagukum sa kinabiladman, The disappoinonents he harbored deep within him. 
	sponsibility of taki
	ng 
	ng


	sagukuy v [A2] leave a group or gathering surreptitiously. Musagukuy ta arun di ta bitawgan ug pakanta, Let's sneak out of here so we won't be called on to sing. 
	sagulv 1 [AC;!ab2] mix s.t. with s.t. else, be mixed. Kinsay nagsagul ug asin aring asukar? Who mixed the salt and the sugar together? Sagulun ta ning sibin-ap ug ram, Let's mix seven-up and rum together. Bitsuylas ang isagul sa linat-ang babuy, Putbeans in the pork stew. 2 [AC] go, mix with a group. Nagsagul ang bayiskul ug tagakalids sa bayli, The high school and college students were together in the dance. n 1thiadded or mixed in. May sagul nga ram ang kuk, The coke has rum added. 2 mixed, intersper
	ng 

	SAGUL, nl. 2 fresh coconut palm toddy which has old toddy mixed into it. Ang tuba nga sagul daling makabubug, Fresh coconut palm toddy mixed with old toddy makes you drunk quick. -in-n things mixed or used in mixi. saksak -in-a mixture of all different this. Ang ilang sud-an saksak sinagul nga karni: may babuy, baka, kanding ug iru pa, The dish was a mixture of various kinds of meat: there was pork, beef, and dog's meat as well. v [B145) be a varied mixture of all kinds. Nagsaksak sinal ang iyang sinul
	SAGUL, nl. 2 fresh coconut palm toddy which has old toddy mixed into it. Ang tuba nga sagul daling makabubug, Fresh coconut palm toddy mixed with old toddy makes you drunk quick. -in-n things mixed or used in mixi. saksak -in-a mixture of all different this. Ang ilang sud-an saksak sinagul nga karni: may babuy, baka, kanding ug iru pa, The dish was a mixture of various kinds of meat: there was pork, beef, and dog's meat as well. v [B145) be a varied mixture of all kinds. Nagsaksak sinal ang iyang sinul
	ng
	ng


	gu
	saya, lninglis, Her speech is a hodgepodge of English, Tagalog, and Visayan. sagulsagul varied in profusion. v [C] be varied and pro
	saya, lninglis, Her speech is a hodgepodge of English, Tagalog, and Visayan. sagulsagul varied in profusion. v [C] be varied and pro
	-

	fuse. Sagulsagul ang mga baligya sa Tabuan, There's all different this for sale in the market. ka-(Ł) n a different one each time. Kasagul Lang nang imung pamalibad, yOUhave no end of excuses. (You make a new one each time.) v [Al3] come up with adifferent one each time. 
	ng

	sag-ulu see ULU. 
	sagumayun n k.o. freshwater fish with a flat head, the size of a man's finger.
	sagum-uta 1unsmiling. Sagum-ut ug nawung ang mga pildiru, Losers in gambling have unsmiling faces. 2 for the hair to be disheveled, uncombed. Panudlay kay sagum-ut kaayu ang imung bubuk, Comb your hair because it's all disheveled. v 1 [A; b6] get an unsmiling expression. 2 [ B; cl] get disheveled. ka-n facial expression depicting a feeling of unhappiness. 
	sagungsung v [B; al2] speak through the nose. Magsagungsung ang atung sinultiban basta sip-unun ta, You speak through the nose if you have a cold. 
	sagungut (from ungut) v [B246) pierce into 
	s.t. and stick fast. Misagungut ang taga sa hasang, The hook got stuck in the gills. 
	sagunsun (from sunsun) v [A; a2] do s.t. in rapid succession or several times in a row. Misagunsun siyag ubu, He coughed repeatedly. Ug makasagunsun kag igu sa buls-ay, If you can hit the bulls-eye repeatedly. n done repeatedly. Sagunsun ang iyang panganak, She had babies in rapid succession. 

	sagunting = SALAGUNTING. 
	saguntu v [A2] 1 hit s.t. and jounce. Misaguntu ang dyip sa batsi, The jeep bounced when it hit the hole in the road. 2 grunt, esp. when hit in the pit of stomach. Misaguntu ang pubring naigus kutukutu, Thepoor fellow groaned when he was hit in the pit of the stomach. 
	sagup v [A; al2] 1 adopt or take s.o. under one's care. Ug sagupun ta ka, dad-un mu ang akung apilyidu, If I adopt you, you will take my surname. la harbor, give temporary shelter. Salaud ang pagsagup ug puga, It is a crime to shelter an escaped convict. Ang akung kandidatura gisagup sa partidu, My candidacy was under the aegis of the party. 2 accept an idea, belief. Ang pagsap_ sa binag-ung paagi sa pag-uma, Adoption of the modern methods of farming. Ang kumunismu sayung sagupun sa mga pub ring nagkalis
	gu
	·

	sagutn-saka 845 
	to raffia, used for curtains, blankets, and the like. v [A; b6] weave this material. 
	to raffia, used for curtains, blankets, and the like. v [A; b6] weave this material. 
	sat v [B3(1)4) for a trawling net to dragon the bottom when it should just skim. 
	gu

	Nagsagut ang palakaya kay dagbang bagal ug batu nga nadala, The trawl net is dragging on the sand because we took in lots of rocks and shells. 
	sagutsut (from sutsut) n 1 slurping sound. 2 = SAGADSAD. v [AP; c16P] slurp, eat or drink with a sucking sound. Insik nga nagsagutsut sa iyang nilugaw, A Chinaman slurping his rice soup. ka-an n place where grasses or bushes are tall and dense and hard to get through (so called from the rustling sounds one makes in going through this sort of land). 

	sagutsutuna stunted of growth. Sagutsutunkaayu ang mga tanum nga mabawngan,
	1 

	Plants growing in the shade are stunted in growth. 
	Plants growing in the shade are stunted in growth. 

	satsutuna rough-surfaced, not smooth. 
	gu
	2 

	OU have very rough skin. v [B; b6] for a surface to be rough. 
	OU have very rough skin. v [B; b6] for a surface to be rough. 
	Sagutsutun kadyu kag panit, y


	saguy 1 = GAGUY. 2= BUGUY. 
	saysuy n continuous, presistent cough that sounds resonant, vibrating against the back. v [ B; a] have a persistent, continuous, dry cough. Akuy lisdan ug magsaguysuy na ang bata, l am the one who feels uneasy when the child coughs continuously. 
	gu

	saguyud (from guyud) v [A2S; cl) be trailing along behind with one end being pulled at an elevation and the other end being dragged. Musaguyud ang kawayan nga gi
	.karga sa karumata, The bamboo loaded on the cart will drag on the ground. Ug muluun ka sa bisiklita, dilt' saguyurun (isaguyud) ang imung tiil, If you ride on the back of the bicycle,!don't drag your feet. 
	.karga sa karumata, The bamboo loaded on the cart will drag on the ground. Ug muluun ka sa bisiklita, dilt' saguyurun (isaguyud) ang imung tiil, If you ride on the back of the bicycle,!don't drag your feet. 

	sagyad v [A; c6P] hadown and touch a lower level. Dili makasagyad sa salug ang iyang tiil iniglingkud niya, His feet don't touch the floor when he sits. 
	ng 

	saha n shoot, a plant that comes up from the root. v [A2N2) grow shoots. Ug musaba (manaba) na nang saging, mudagban, If the banana grows shoots, it will multiply. paNv [A2; b6] gather shoots. manggi-un a givabundant shoots. 
	ing or growi
	ng 

	sahia different from the others. v [B6] come out different from the rest. Misabi ang iyang tunu sa ubang nanganta, He sang in a different key from everyone else. Sa parti siya ray misahi kay ang tanan nag-amirkana, He was different from everybody else in the party because everybody wore a coat 
	except him. 
	except him. 
	sahi 1 similar to, same as. Nagtindug siya sa pruwa sabi sa usa ka arayis sa sakayan, He stood at the bow like the skipper of a boat. la -pa could it be any different! Sabi pa? Mau ra na ang duba! Could it be any different? The two are the same. 2 as though. 
	Nagbigwaus sila sahi nga may nakita sa gawas, They were uneasy as though they saw s. t. outside. v [C3] be the same. Nagsahi ang inyung taras, You have both the same sort of character. -um-, -ay it is exactly the same. Ayawg pasakiti ang bata kay sahiay (sumahi) ra bang panita! Don't inflict pain on the child because (his) skin is no different from anybody else's. Nganungaku may pangutan-ung sumo.hi (sahiay) sa usa ka ignuranti? Why are you asking me, as if I were a fool? 
	sahid = SALAHID. 
	sahu (from unsay ahu. see unsa, 1d.) Sahu bag di ka maugasawa naku. Maayug nabungut ang kalibutan, Who gives a damn if you don't marry me? You're not the onlyfish in the ocean. 
	sahu v 1 [A; ac] mix things well into each other. Sahu.a ang barina ug ang asu�ar, Mix the flour and the sugar together. /yang gisahuan ug gamay nga puti ang lugum nga manikyur, She mixed a little light-colored nail polish into the dark polish. 2 [A; b6] be, move about in profusion and confusion. 
	Nagsabu ang mga kutsig dyip sa Kulun, 
	The cars and jeeps were in vast profusion on Colon Ave. /yang pangbunabuna gisabuan sa mga pagduda, All manner of suspicions presented themselves to his mind. in confusion. Sahu kaayu ang Magalyanis ug mapasku, It's a bustling confusion downtown at Christmas time. 
	a full of all different things movi
	ng 

	sahug V [AC; ac] be mixed together. Misahug ang kawatan sa punduk sa tawu, The thief mixed with the crowd. Nagkasahugang asukar ug asin, The sugar and the salt got mixed together. Di ka makasabug sa OU can't mix the dough without the mixer. -in-n mixture. 
	labadura ug wa ang igbabatil, y

	sahuy n k.o. striped fish of reefs, growing to 6". 
	sai, sain 1 which of the two or several. Sain man nilang mga tawbana ang nagsumbag nfmu? Whith of those persons struck you? 2 which place is it, was it. Sain ka ba trababu run, Where do you work? Sain kaba naku tu ikabutang, Where ( which of the various possible places) could I have put it? 
	saka v 1 [A; ac] climb, bring s. t. up. Nagsa
	-


	sakaang -sakapi 
	ka sa bagdan, Going up the stairs. Kinsaynagsaka sa akung malita? Who brought my suitcase upstairs? Sak-un ku nang binug nga kaimitu, I will climb to get that ripe star apple. Isaka ning antina sa ibabaw sa atup, Put this antenna up on the roof. lacoconu ts. Sak-an ku ang akung utang nimu, 1 'll work off my debt to you by gathering coconuts. 2 [A; a2b2] break into the house. Gisaka na mig kaduba, Our house has already been broken into twice. 3 [A; b6] lodge, stay in. Mu nay akung gisak-an sa istudiyanti 
	ka sa bagdan, Going up the stairs. Kinsaynagsaka sa akung malita? Who brought my suitcase upstairs? Sak-un ku nang binug nga kaimitu, I will climb to get that ripe star apple. Isaka ning antina sa ibabaw sa atup, Put this antenna up on the roof. lacoconu ts. Sak-an ku ang akung utang nimu, 1 'll work off my debt to you by gathering coconuts. 2 [A; a2b2] break into the house. Gisaka na mig kaduba, Our house has already been broken into twice. 3 [A; b6] lodge, stay in. Mu nay akung gisak-an sa istudiyanti 
	[b(l)] work off a debt by gatheri
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 


	Every time he comes to stay with us he brings a present. 2a one who is staying ats.o.'s place temporarily. -kanaug v [A; a2]go in and out of a house. Mga batang nagsaka kanaug ug du/a, Children runniin and out of the house playi. 2 go up anddown. -lugsung n going up and down. Dalang saka lugsung, A road that goes up and down.!(�) v 1 [A; ac] go, briuphill. Tuktuk nga bungtud nga di masakag trak, A steep road that a truck cannot negotiate. 2 [A2S] rise to a high degree. Gasigingsaka ang prisyu, The prices 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	good cards. n 1 set of cards comi
	ng
	up. 2 rental for a gambli
	ng 

	,
	,
	n. -k , anaug = SAKA KANAUG. -us-us!= SAKA KANAUG, 2. pa-(�) v 1 [A; c] file a charge, application, petition. Kasung akunggipasaka batuk niya, The case I filed against him. 2 [A; c56] file, pass a law. Wapa ikapasaka ang balaudnun, The bill hasn't been passed (or filed). 3 [Al; b6] rent out a gambling device. paN-(�) v [A2] climb upto pick. Tua, nanaka ug lubi, He's picking coconuts. sakaan n in a sungka game, the hole nearest the home base (balayan) so called because that is where the stones go into the h
	-
	ng 
	out of anythi
	ng 


	sakaav 1 [A2S3P] totter under a heavy weight with the legs spread far apart for balance and foothold. Para usa ka tarung tubig, nagsakaang ka na! All you are carrying is a can of water and you are tottering! la [B28; b6cl] walk with the legs wide apart due to some ailment. Musakaang ang tawung danlakan, A person who has a hernia walks with his legs wide apart. 2 [A2S3P] undergo great hardship. Nagsakaang ku adtung pangutanaha, l sweated out that question. 
	ng 

	sakab n k.o. fishing trap of shallow waters put directly over the fish to be trapped. v [A; a] fish with a sakab. • 
	sak-absurbir n shock absorber. 
	sak-ang v [A; c] 1 sit down, set s. t. on s. t. that fits the bottom. Nagsak-ang sa inuduru,Sitting on the toilet. Gisak-ang niya ang kulun sa dagang, He put the rounded pot on top of the holder. 2 sit, set s. t. down carelessly without noticing whether it is in the proper place. Ayawg sak-angi nang kartun kay mahulba, Don't just plunk yourself down on that box because it will collapse. 
	sakapŁ sakapi instead of (dois.t.). Sakapi 
	ng 

	sakar!-sakbit 847 
	nga magtrababu natulug siya sa landung,
	nga magtrababu natulug siya sa landung,
	Instead of working, he slept in the shade. 

	sakar a fitting exactly. Sakar kaayu niya ang sinina sa iyang kaluba, Her twin-sister's dress fit her perfectly. v [B 26; c6] fit exactly. 
	Musakar kaba ning yawiba sa imung aparadur, I wonder if this key will fit the lock in your chest. 
	Musakar kaba ning yawiba sa imung aparadur, I wonder if this key will fit the lock in your chest. 

	sakat v 1 [A2; b4(1)] take hold by piercing.
	Dili kaayu musakat ang taga sa gabing paun, 
	Dili kaayu musakat ang taga sa gabing paun, 
	The hook doesn't easily pierce hard bait. ·Nasaktan ang kabli sa angkla, The anchorcaught the cable. 2 [A2; c6] for a gear to mesh. Ang kambiyu diU musakat sa primira, The transmission doesn't mesh in first gear. 3 [A2; al] be on time to do s.t. Musakat ku sa primirung byabi sa trak, I want to catch the first bus trip. 4 [B246) believe 
	s.t. obviously not true. Ug musakat ka anang isturyaba, tuntu ka, If you believe that story, you're a fool. a falling exactlyon a certain time. Sakat giyud ang iyang kasal sa iya pung adlaw, Her wedding day falls just exactly on her birthday. 

	sakati n a slender perennial grass of waste places: Paspalum conjugatum. 
	sakay v 1 [A; ac] put s.t., ride, get on a vehicle. Di ku musakay anang imung awtu, Iwill not ride in your car. Wa ku makasakay dayun, I couldn't find transportation right away. Tak sing akung gisakyan, The taxi I took. Isakay ring bata sa taksi, Get this child on the taxi. 2 [A2] for a vehicle to accommodate a certain amount. Ang sakayan niya musakay ug lima, His boat takes five. 3 [A2; b(l)] join in with other people.Di ku musakay sa inyung bantak, I will not join your coin-tossing game. Dili nimu anga
	Rumor that Pelaez would cross over to the Liberal party. 3a [c6] include s. t. together with a list that has been made up. Ikasakaypa ba ni sa badyit rung tuiga? Can this be included in this year's budget? Ikasakay pa ang imung ngalan sa lista kay di pa ulabi, We can still add your name to the list because it's not too late. 4 [A2] believe or react favorably to s. t. not true. Di ku musakay anang imung ulug-ulug, I will not believe your flattery. n 1 passenger, cargo. Pila may sakay sa dyip? How many pa
	-

	nang pasabiru, The passengers are all aboard. Milarga ang trak sakay ang iyang asawa, Thebus left with his wife aboard.!(�) v [C; c6]ride together. Tawung akung gikasakay, Theman I rode together with. a for there to be lots of people wanting rides. Kay ulan man, sakay kaayu run, Since it is raining, there are lots of people who are looking for transportation. -an n wooden boat of any size, -with or without a sail. v [Al; ale] go, take by boat. paN•an v 1 [A2; b6] engage in hauling or passenger business wi
	nang pasabiru, The passengers are all aboard. Milarga ang trak sakay ang iyang asawa, Thebus left with his wife aboard.!(�) v [C; c6]ride together. Tawung akung gikasakay, Theman I rode together with. a for there to be lots of people wanting rides. Kay ulan man, sakay kaayu run, Since it is raining, there are lots of people who are looking for transportation. -an n wooden boat of any size, -with or without a sail. v [Al; ale] go, take by boat. paN•an v 1 [A2; b6] engage in hauling or passenger business wi
	Manakayan ta ug mangaligu ta sa Talisay, 
	We will go boating when we go swimming at Talisay. 3 [A2] man a boat. Duba ka tawu ang nanakayan niini, Two people were manning this boat. -anun( �) n 1 crew on a sakayan. 2 fisherman. ka-(�) n fellow passenger. Mangunguut ang akung kasakay, Theother man in the vehicle was a pickpocket. salakyanan, salakyan n passenger vehicle. -um-r-(�), mag-�(�), maN-r-(�) n passenger.
	sakbang a across, on the opposite side. Angnaglingkud sakbang naku, The one sitting across from me. v 1 [CJ be across from each other. Nagsakbang mig balay, Ourhouses are across from each other. 2 [AC;
	a] 
	a] 
	a] 
	be contenders, opponents. Akuy musakbang kaniya sa pulitika, I'll run against him in politics. Makigsakbang ku bisag daku, I'lltake him on, big as he is. 3 [Al; c6] push 

	s. 
	s. 
	t. concave into s.o.'s face. lsakbang ku ning usa ka bulmabang litsi plan sa imung simud, I will push this dish of custard on your snout. ka-n rival.



	sakbat v [A; ale] say s.t. after s.o. else has spoken, butting in or not. Way batasan tungnagsakbat sa panagsultianay, The one who cut in on the conversation has no manners. n thing said in response or butting in. 'Muadtu pud ku,!' sakbat niya, 'I'll go, too,' said he.
	_

	sakbita adjacent, very neat. Ang akung lamisa sakbit sa kang Abil, My table is beside Abel's. v 1 [C; ac] be near, next to each other. Nagkasakbit sila paglingkud sa sini, They happened to sit beside each other in the movies. 2 [AC; b] touch lightly, brush,against. Ang ilang gipanagsultiban misakbit sa Kumunismu, Their conversation touchedon the subject of Communism. Nasakbitan ang bata sa nagbagurus nga awtu, A speeding car brushed the child. 3 [A; a] snatch s. t. from s.o. Gisakbit ang ilang kalubihan 
	sakbut -sakit 
	kaywa makabayad sa utang, They lost their coconut lands because they couldn't pay their debts. Nakasakbit kug pi/a ka pulung sa ilang panagsulti, l caught a few snatches of their conversation. 
	kaywa makabayad sa utang, They lost their coconut lands because they couldn't pay their debts. Nakasakbit kug pi/a ka pulung sa ilang panagsulti, l caught a few snatches of their conversation. 

	sakbut v [A; ab2] 1 scoop, get by cupping in the hand. Musakbut kug usa ka kumkum bugas, I will scoop out a handful of rice. 2 snatch, grab s.t. from. Gisakbut niya ang kwarta nga gibitbit sa tawu, He snatched the money the man was holding. 3 get fruits with a sakbut. n fruit picker made of a blade to which a basket or bag is attached, tied to a pole.
	sakdv 1 -[A; b6] swoop down at, on. Gisakdapan ku sa dakung banug, A big hawk swooped down at me. 2 [A2; cP] touch swiftly and lightly with one's hand. Kamut nga kugihang musakdap sa mga sangput sa dalaga, A hand that readily touches young girl's buttocks. -ay(➔) n game with kites where the kites are made to battle each other. v [AC; c6] have a kite fight. 
	ap 

	sakdaw v 1, 2 = SAKGAW. 3 [A; a] divert s.o.'s hands or arm. Misakdaw ang akung anak sa akung kamut arun ku muundang, My daughter held my arm to stop me. Nanuyu na siya nga nakasakdaw lang ku niyag gamay, She got angry at me when I happened to nudge her arm lightly.
	sakdup v [A; b(l)] swoop down on. Ug musakdup ang ayruplanu,butangi dayun, If the ailane swoops down, let him have it. Gisakdupan ku sa langgam pag-uli naku sa kuyabug, The bird swooped down on me when Iput the nestling back in the nest. 
	rp

	sakgaw v 1 [A2; ah2] butt in on a conversation. Ug magsulti ku, di ka musakgaw, If I talk, don't interrupt. Ayawg isakgaw nang imung mga bingi' ug dunay bisita, Don't interrupt with your whimpered requests when I have visitors. 2 [A; ab2] snatch, grab at 
	s.t. Wa ku kita kinsay nagsakgaw sa imung babin, I did not see who snatched your share. 
	s.t. Wa ku kita kinsay nagsakgaw sa imung babin, I did not see who snatched your share. 

	�kgum v [A; al] 1 hold s.t. in both hands. /yang gisakgum ang inagas arun imnun, He caught the flowing water in his hands to drink it. 2, 3, 4, S = SAGUKUM. n the amount held in both hands. Usa ka sakgum nga utanun, The amount of vegetables one can hold in both one's hand. 
	sakir n soccer. v [B3C; b6] play soccer. 
	sakit a 1 painful. Sakit nga samad, A painfulwound. 2 hurting, causing wounded feelings. Sakit kaayung musulti si Pidru, Pedro speaks in a hurting way. 3 violent death or way of dying. Naimpas siya sa usa ka sakit nga ka
	sakit a 1 painful. Sakit nga samad, A painfulwound. 2 hurting, causing wounded feelings. Sakit kaayung musulti si Pidru, Pedro speaks in a hurting way. 3 violent death or way of dying. Naimpas siya sa usa ka sakit nga ka
	-

	matayun, He expired in a violent death. n 1 physical pain. Sakit nga dili maagwanta, A pain that can't be endured. Sakit sa tiyan, Stomachache. -sa kalyu, pus-un, tiyan,runga, tungul s. t. that bothers one intensely (used sarcastically). Sakit ba na sa akung kalyu ug di ka pahulam? What do I care if you don't lend me any (lit. you think it hurts my corns)? la ache, emotional pain. Ang sakit sa akung kasingkasing, The ache in my heart. lb -sa buut hurt to one's pride or feelings. Sakit sa akung buut nang pa
	-


	Nagsakit ang iyang dugban kay mikuyug ang iyang tratu ug lain, She is deeply worried because her boy friend went out with 
	Nagsakit ang iyang dugban kay mikuyug ang iyang tratu ug lain, She is deeply worried because her boy friend went out with 
	s.o. else. le -ang kal, pus-un, tiyan, tunga, tungul v [A3P; b6] bother s.o. intensely (sarcastic usage). 2 [AB1256] be, become ill. 3 [ b4] for plants to bear less because of damage. Gisakitan ang agbati nga gipanglabnut lang pagpanguba kay dugay nga nangudlut, The leaves were not taken off carefully from the agbati vine and it took it long to develop new buds. sakitsakit v [B16] be sick now and then. Mamalhin kami ug laing puy-anan kay kanunay Lang kung magsakitsakit (masakitsakit) dinhi, We have to m
	yu
	-


	sakit -sakpaw 
	ain because he didn't sleep long enough. pa-v [b(l)] inflict several small cuts on the trunk of trees to make them bear more fruit. pa(�), paka·(�) v [Al3; b6] make sacrifices. 
	ain because he didn't sleep long enough. pa-v [b(l)] inflict several small cuts on the trunk of trees to make them bear more fruit. pa(�), paka·(�) v [Al3; b6] make sacrifices. 
	lug, The baby will put up a crying fit 
	ag

	Magpakasakit ku arun mulampus ang imung pagtuun, I will sacrifice to see you through your studies. -in-(�) n martyr. ka-n pain, physical or emotional. ka-(�) n 1 crucifix. mistiryu sa -the Sorrowful Mystery of the Rosary. 2 severe sufferi. -1-an(f-) a 1 susceptible to diseases. Salakitan kaayu busa di' maayu ang biyabi para naku, I easily get sick so I shouldn't travel 2 infested with organisms that cause diseases. Salakitan kaayu ning daplta kay sunaup, This place is infested with disease-giving organism
	ng


	sakit n socket for an electric light. -tayip nga tigib k.o. chisel in which the handle is set into a socket instead of havia tang. sakiyu v [A; a2] get money or valuables beto s.o. else by stealing or swindling.
	ng 
	longi
	ng 

	Gigukud sa pulis ang nagsakiyu sa akung bag, The policeman ran after the man who . Gisakiyu ni Huwan ang kuliksiyun sa bubatan, John embezzled the office money. 
	Gigukud sa pulis ang nagsakiyu sa akung bag, The policeman ran after the man who . Gisakiyu ni Huwan ang kuliksiyun sa bubatan, John embezzled the office money. 
	snatched my b
	ag


	saklaw v [A; ab2] snatch at s.t., grab s.t. away from s.o. Sukmagun ta ka ug saklawun mu ning akung ayiskrim, I'll hit you if you try to snatch my ice cream from me. aN-rsee ANANAKLAW. 
	saklit (from kalit) v 1 [AN; ab2] snatch with suddenness. Misaklit ang batag dulaan pagagi nlya sa tindahan, The child quickly snatched a toy as he passed the store. Kamatayun, nganung gisaklit mu ang bugtung kung kalipay sa kalibutan, Death, why did you snatch my only source of happiness in this world? la commandeer on the sea. Ang llang sakayan nasa�litan sa Hapun, The Japanese commandeered his boat. lb grab s.o.'s land. 2 [A; a] take a short time off from what one is doing to do s. t. else, do 
	s.t. quickly. Musaklit kug bigda ug magtrababu ku, I will take a few minutes off from work to lie down. a sudden. 
	s.t. quickly. Musaklit kug bigda ug magtrababu ku, I will take a few minutes off from work to lie down. a sudden. 

	saklubn 1 sheath, holster. 2 wife (humoŁ ous). Bisag asas Timyung uban giyud anggoes his 
	saklubn 1 sheath, holster. 2 wife (humoŁ ous). Bisag asas Timyung uban giyud anggoes his 
	1 
	iyang saklub, Wherever Timyo
	ng 

	wife tags along. v 1 [Al3; c6] put, put in a sheath, holster. lsakub na nang imung ispada, Sheathe your sword. 2 (Al3; cl] make into a scabbard. -an n= SAKLUB, n. 

	saklubn lid, s. t. put over s. t. else as a cover. v [A; b6(1)] cover s.t. over with a lid or a loose covering. Saklubi ug maayu ang sudan kay arun dili sungkabun sa iring, Cover the dishes well so that the cat can't get at them. Dlay tualya isaklub sa lmung ulu, Here's a towel to cover your head with. 
	saklubn lid, s. t. put over s. t. else as a cover. v [A; b6(1)] cover s.t. over with a lid or a loose covering. Saklubi ug maayu ang sudan kay arun dili sungkabun sa iring, Cover the dishes well so that the cat can't get at them. Dlay tualya isaklub sa lmung ulu, Here's a towel to cover your head with. 
	2 

	saklut n sack cloth. 
	sakmal v 1 [A; a2b2] snatch at s.t. to hold it, grab at as if to hold. Manakmal siyag tutuy, He'll grab for your breasts. Nakaikj •as ang babuy kay tiil ray akung bingsakmala�, 
	The pig got away because I only got hold of its feet. 2 [A; cl] put s.t. in the mouth, usually big enough to fit in it. Sakmala (isakmal) kunu ang imung kinumu sa imung your fist into yourmouth. 
	baba, Try putti
	ng 

	sakmit v [A; a2] 1 snatch s.t. away from s.o. 
	Gisakmit akung rilu, S.o. snatched mywatch. 2 confiscate. Sakmitun sa maistra ang kumiks, The teacher will confiscate the comics. 3 take s.o. into custody from his home. Gisakmit sa Hapun ang gidudahang girilya, The Japanese arrested the man they a guerrilla. maN-r-n snatcher. 
	suspected of bei
	ng 

	sakna, sakna v (A; a12] 1 ask s.o. whether ht; wants to do s.t. or is willing for s.t. to happen. Nagsakna si Nituy nimu ug muuyou whether you would like to go alo. Saknaa si Mama mu ug pakuyugun ka ba, Ask your mother if she's willing to let you go. 2 challee s.o. to a fistfight. Saknaag musukul ba, Challenge him and see if he fights. -ug pamalayi v [A23] for a youman to notify his married. 
	ban ka ba, Nitoy is aski
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	parents of his inteilsions of getti
	ng 

	Misakna nag pamalayi ang anak kung ulitawu, Our son notified us of his intention of getting married. 
	saknib v [AC; cl] lay two this out flat so that the one is partly over the other. Nagkasaknib ang amung mga banig kay gamayra man ang kwartu, We spread our mats with the edges overlapping one another because we were in a small room. Sakniba angduba ka bapin arun dili mutagpas ang ihi sa bata, Let the child lie on two pieces of cloth so the urine won't seep through. 
	ng

	saknit = SAKMIT. 
	sakpaw a for a broad container to be too shallow. Diyutay rang masud aning baskit kay sakpaw; You can't get very much in 

	850 sakraminru -saku 
	this basket because it is too shallow. v [B 1; a12] be, become, make s.t. shallow. Nasakpaw ang panaksan kay gimasabag simintu, 
	this basket because it is too shallow. v [B 1; a12] be, become, make s.t. shallow. Nasakpaw ang panaksan kay gimasabag simintu, 
	The basin became shallow because theymixed cement in it. 

	sakramintu n Sacrament, one of the seven sacred rites of the Roman Catholic Church. anak sa -n legitimate child. t
	e.
	sakrilihiyu n sacril
	eg

	sakripisyu a requiring an extraordinary expenditure of time, effort, or money. Sakripisyu kaayu naku ning akung pag--iskuyla kay magtrababu pud ku, It is a great effort for me to study because I must also work. n sacrifices made. -sa misa Sacrifice of the Holy Mass. v 1 [A; c] expend unusual effort or money or deprive oneself for some end. Magsakripisyu usa kami arun sa ngadtungadtu makapalit mig balay, We'll sacrifice ourselves so we can eventually buy a house. Unsay dili naku isakripisyu para nimu, 
	sakris n sack race. v [A 1; b] hold a sack race. 
	sakristan n sacristan, the priest's helper in performing various chores connected with religious duties. v [A3; cl] become, serve as a sacristan. -mayur n senior acolyte or assistant to the priest. 
	sakristiya n sacristy. 
	saks n sax. altu -alto sax. tinur -tenor sax. saksakv [A; ac] 1 mix solids up or one solid into another. Akuy musaksak sa baraba, I will shuffle the cards. Ayawg saksakig balas ang kupras, Don't mix sand into the copra. 2 chop s. t., into pieces, usually to mix into s.t. else. Akung saksakun ning saginga, I'll chop these bananas into pieces. 3 [A; a] cook rice or corn mixed with chunks of sweet potatoes. Musaksak mi ug wa miy sud-an, We mix in chunks of sweet 
	1 

	potatoes in cooking corn or rice when we don't have anything to go with it. n cooked cereals mixed with tubers, usually sweet potatoes. -sinagul see SAGUL. -in-an n cornor rice cooked with chu nlcs of sweet potatoes.
	potatoes in cooking corn or rice when we don't have anything to go with it. n cooked cereals mixed with tubers, usually sweet potatoes. -sinagul see SAGUL. -in-an n cornor rice cooked with chu nlcs of sweet potatoes.
	saksakv [A; a] stab (slang). Nakasaksak siya apan wa mamatay, He has stabbed a person but he didn't die. 
	2 

	saksakn 1 = LUMBIYA. 2 the starch taken 
	3 

	from this tree. saksakn k.o. small bird. saksi v 1 [A2; b2] see, witness. Gustu kang 
	4

	musaksi ug babugbabug? Would you like to see a free-for-all? 2 [A2; c6] testify, say s.t. in evidence. Ayawg isaksi na sa bukmanan kay makadaut na nimu, Don't make that declaration in court because it canharm you. 3 [A; cl] ask s.o.'s opinion about s.t. Nakasaksi ka na ba sa imung mga ginikanan mabitungud niini? Have you asked your parents about this? -ug pamalayi for a man to notify his parents of hisintentions of marrying. Andam na mi ug musaksi ug pamalayi ang amung ulitawu, 
	We are prepared if my son signifies his intention to get married. n witness. Bungbung ray saksi sa ilang gibubat, Only the walls bore witness to what they had done. -ni Hiyuba a religious sect, Jehovah's Witnesses. 
	saksupun n saxophone. v [AN] play the sax. saktu short for IKSAKTU. 
	saku n 1 sack of cloth. 2 sackful. Usa ka 
	, I
	sakung bumay, A sack of rice. v [A13; a12] 
	put into a sack. -in-(➔) v [A; a] do by the sackful. n by the sackful. 
	, ' 
	, ' 
	-LI-
	-


	= SAKU.
	Łu
	2 

	saku v [A; b6] thrust the buttocks forward with a jerk. Panagsaan ug saku sa istriptis ang iyang sayaw, The stripteaser jerks herbuttocks forward every so often as she dances. a busy, having intense activity. Saku kaayu mi sa tindaban matabu, We are busy at the store on market days. ( �) v [A
	13) be intensely busy. Nagsaku mi sa upisina kay duba ra ming katabang, We are busy as heck at the office because there are only two of us helpers. sakusaku v [A; b6] push the buttocks forward to and fro in rhythmic fashion. Pastilang nakasakusaku sa iru, My! How the dog is pumping away at it. saku v [A; b6] refuse, not give s.t. Ug sakuan ku niya sa pagpaiskuyla, unsay aku? Who cares if he refuses to send me to school? 
	Dalu giyud kay isaku pa ang paggawi saiyang libru, He's selfish because he denies me the use of his books. hiN-o [A; b6(1)]brudge, fail to give s.o. s.t., esp. s.t. ab
	Dalu giyud kay isaku pa ang paggawi saiyang libru, He's selfish because he denies me the use of his books. hiN-o [A; b6(1)]brudge, fail to give s.o. s.t., esp. s.t. ab
	eg
	-

	stract. D,' siya muhinakug bisan unsay imung pangayuun, He will not begrudge you, whatever you ask. Naghinaku siyag batag sa iyang gugma kang Pidru, She refused to give her love to Pedro. -an(➔) agreedy, selfish. •in· v (A] act selfish, ungiving. Di mi musinaku sa amung kusug ugmusampit ka namu, If you call on us, we will not begrudge an ounce of our strength. 


	Figure
	sakub = SAKLUB• 
	1

	sakul n k.o. putu, a sweet made of fine corn flour, cassava flour, and shredded or squeezed coconut and steam-cooked. v [A; a] make, make into sakul. -in-= SAKUL, n. 
	sakum n clearing in a forest or thicket forplanting crops. v [A; bS] make a clearing for crops. 
	sakung a bent downwards more than it should be. Sakung kaayu ning imung sundang, bakikaw ug huyad, Your bolo is bent too much downwards. It is awkward to use. v [B6; a 12) get to have too much of a downward curve. Musakung ang tulawug ug palabiban ug banting, The spring pole will get a curve in it if you weigh it down too much. 
	sakup v [A12; b4(1)] 1 catch, capture. Wa-
	' ,
	' ,
	1 

	la ku makasakup sa babuy, l was not able to catch the pig. Hingsakpan ta gibapun kang limbungana ka, I'll catch you yet, you cheater, you. 2 come upon s.o. doing s.t. Nasakpan ku sila nga nagbaluk, l caughtthem kissing. 3 come to understand s.t., esp. for the first time. Sakpan ku na nganung dili muandar ang makina, Now I understand why the engine won't start.!(�) v 
	meet each other. Di mi magsakup kay sayu man kung mulakat sa trababu, We do not meet each other because I go to work early.

	sakupv [A; bScl] do s.t. for s.o. else at the same time as he is doing it for himself, include another action together with an action one is performing. Sakpa (sakpi, isakup) kug paniudtu, When you fix lunch, fix me some, too. n 1 included. Ayaw na Lang pagbayad kay sakup nang imu sa aku, Don't pay because what I gave already includes yours. 2 interior, the inside of a house or any enclosure. Dayun diri sa sakup, Come on in. (�) n 1 member, part of a group. Sakup ka ba sa ilang kapun·ungan? Are you amem
	sakupv [A; bScl] do s.t. for s.o. else at the same time as he is doing it for himself, include another action together with an action one is performing. Sakpa (sakpi, isakup) kug paniudtu, When you fix lunch, fix me some, too. n 1 included. Ayaw na Lang pagbayad kay sakup nang imu sa aku, Don't pay because what I gave already includes yours. 2 interior, the inside of a house or any enclosure. Dayun diri sa sakup, Come on in. (�) n 1 member, part of a group. Sakup ka ba sa ilang kapun·ungan? Are you amem
	2

	amung mga sakup, All of our household help left us at one time. v 1 [A23B; cl] make, become a member of s. t. Kining lungsura nagsakup (gisakupan) ug tulu ka baryu, This town includes three barrios.2 [A13] have a household servant. D,' ta magsakup arun trabahu ang tanan, Wewon't get a maid so that everybody works. gin-an(Ł) n member of a group subject to 

	s.o. Ang ginsakupan ni Sultan Ramil, SultanRamil's men. pa-v [A; ac] hire oneself out, be hired as household help. 
	s.o. Ang ginsakupan ni Sultan Ramil, SultanRamil's men. pa-v [A; ac] hire oneself out, be hired as household help. 
	sakupv [A; bScl] close s.t. Ang maulabig lakaw mauy musakup sa pulta, The last to leave the house will close the door. Sakpa(sakpi, isakup) ang imung libru, Close your book. n closed.
	3 

	sakut = sAGUL. paN-n spice. 'i) [A; b] put in spices. Panakutig tangad ang tinuwa, Putsome lemon grass in the boiled fish. 
	sakuting n folk dance which portrays a mock fight between the Chinese settlers and native Filipinos. 'If' [A13] dance the sakuting.
	sakuung v [A2S; a12] bend forward when walking as if in pain. Nagsakuung ang tawung bag-ung giupiraban sa apindisitis, Theman had been recently operated for appendicitis and bent forward in walking. 
	sakwat v [A; a12] lift s.t. up to carry it, putting the hands underneath it. Sakwata ang bata ug ibutang sa katri, Lift the child and put her on the bed. n action of lifting, amount carried at one time. Usa na Zang ka sakwat ug da na ang tanan, You can carry everything in your arms in one trip. 
	sakyab v [A; c] 1 spread out a blanket with a flinging motion, cast a net. Gisakyab niya ang basang kurtina sa ibabaw sa lamisa, 
	She spread out the wet curtain on top of the table. Di makasakyab ang usa Zang ka tawu anang dakung baling, One man cannot cast that huge net alone. 2 scatter, throw 

	. in a similar motion. Misakyab ku sa sabud sa mga manuk, I threw the chicken feed to the chickens. 
	sakyud v [A; b6] move, push one's buttocks forward and backward with the rest of the body stationary. Nagsakyud siya sa pagpangbilawas, He was working his buttocks back and forth in the coital act. Nga
	sakyud v [A; b6] move, push one's buttocks forward and backward with the rest of the body stationary. Nagsakyud siya sa pagpangbilawas, He was working his buttocks back and forth in the coital act. Nga
	· 
	nung gisakyuran man ku nimung walay batasana ka? Why did you nudge me with your lower region, you shameless man? panakyuran n the hip joints. see also ANANAKYUD and BANGKIYUD. 
	-


	sala (not without/) n 1 living room. 2 daku,
	·•
	·•
	b.pad ug -one who wears house slippers 
	outdoors (making the area outdoors as an 

	852 sala-salak
	2 
	2 
	extension of his living room -humorous). 

	salav [A; al2] strain, filter liquids. Sala
	2 

	bun (salaun) nimu usa ang asiti usa itibul, 
	bun (salaun) nimu usa ang asiti usa itibul, 
	Filter the oil first before pouring it in. salahan, salaan n filter, strainer. v [A13; c]make, use as a strainer. 

	sala n 1 sin. 2 fault. Wa kuy sala nimu, l haven't done anything wrong to you. v [A12; b(l)] commit a sin, fault. Nakasala ka sa imung pagbiaybiay, You have committed a sin in ridiculing him. Siyay imung gikasad-an, He is the one you wronged. paka-v 1 [A 13] be committing a sin. Nagpakasala kag puyu anang minyu, You are-commining a sin living with that married man. 2 [a12] impute a fault on s.o. Nganung pakasad-un man ku nimu nga wa man gani' ku makahikap ana? Why do you blame me when I didn't even touc
	Your wrongs can never be forgiven. maka-r( �) n sinner. Ginuu, pasaylua ning mapaubsanung makasasala, Lord, forgive this humble sinner. masalad-un a sinful, inclined to commit faults or sins. tag-n one who committed a specific fault. t 
	Your wrongs can never be forgiven. maka-r( �) n sinner. Ginuu, pasaylua ning mapaubsanung makasasala, Lord, forgive this humble sinner. masalad-un a sinful, inclined to commit faults or sins. tag-n one who committed a specific fault. t 

	•saJ.a, sala -tuud, gud just as I expected. 
	l
	l
	Sala ra gud tuud. Di wa mabakak ang akung panagna, See, my guess turned out true. Sala gud. Wa lagi kapasar, Just as I thought. He didn't pass. 

	saia = sALA . 
	2 2
	2 2

	salaag v [B1256] lose one's way. Nalanganmi kay nasalaag mi sa Magalyanis, We were delayed because we lost our way downtown. ( ➔) v [B46; cl] be off the topic, incoherent in speech, conversation. Musalaagang imung tubag ug di ka maminaw sa diskasyun, You'll be speaking off the topic if you don't listen to the discussion. Nagsalaag ang diskursu sa pulitiku. Wa maayu pagkahan-ay, The politician gave an incoherent speech. It was not well planned.
	salab v [A; b6(1 )] singe, pass a flame over. Gisaban ku ang katring may kuting, l passed a flame over the bed that was infested with bedbugs.
	salaban (from sulab) v 1 [Al; a12] for an unglu to pass on the force that possesses him by inserting it in the food of the victim who then also becomes an unglu. Kunu makasalaban ang pagkaun sa salin sa usa ka unglu, They say that eating the leftovers of an unglu will make you one. 2 [a12] be 
	salaban (from sulab) v 1 [Al; a12] for an unglu to pass on the force that possesses him by inserting it in the food of the victim who then also becomes an unglu. Kunu makasalaban ang pagkaun sa salin sa usa ka unglu, They say that eating the leftovers of an unglu will make you one. 2 [a12] be 
	won over to and become crazy for s.t. Gisaban na giyud ka sa madyung, yOU have gone crazy for mahjong. 

	salabat (not without l) = TAHU. 
	salabat (not without l) = TAHU. 
	salabay (not without /) n k.o. longline fishing for small fishes where several hooks are attached to a line with leaders spaced six feet apart, one end anchored to the sea bottom and the other end attached to a float. paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing with a salabay line. 
	salad= SANGGUT, n, v. 
	1 

	saladtsikin -n chicken salad. saladsalad v
	2
	[A; cl] hide poor quality products underneath or between things of good quality.
	Ang mga tindira sa tabaku maayung musaladsalad sa mga iskubidu ug barut, The tobacco sellers are adept in mixing the first class leaves with the poor ones. 
	salag n 1 nest. 2 the home (literary). 3 source, place where s.t. or s.o. comes from. 
	Ang Pasil kunu mauy salag sa mga butangiru, Pasil is where the toughs come from. -sa kaminyuun state of being married (literary). Bayinti anyus ang ilang ipun sa salag sa kaminyuun, They have been living together in wedded bliss for twenty years. v [A; b6] nest. Dili musalag ang langgam dinhi kay duul sa agianan, The bird will not nest here because it is near a pathway. 
	salagma = SULAGMA. 
	salagsag n matting placed between layers of objects: 1 used in packing. 2 placed above boiling water to act as a double boiler. 3in thatched roofing, the thin slat around which the cogon of the thatching is wound, tied to secondary rafters. v [A; a] install, pack 
	s.t. with salagsag.
	salag-un n the class of starchy foods consisting of plantains and root crops. v [A 13] have root crops as staple food. 
	salagunting n principal rafters of a roof. v [A; a2b6] put, make, make into a principal rafter. 
	salahid v [A3S; ab2] 1 drag, search the bottom of water for s.t. with a net or grapnel. 
	Ang pulis musdbid sa linaw pagpangita sa patay, The police will drag the bottom of the lake to look for the body. 2 dig up information. Sahirun mu ang tanang kasayuran babin sa disgrasya, Dig up all the information about the accident. A-1au ning tabia, akung nasahiran, l stumbled across this little piece of gossip. ( �) n general term for fish net, grapnel dragged along the bottom. paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing with the sahid. n fishing with the sahid. 
	salak v [A; al 2) catch s. t. in the hands. Sal
	-


	salak -salangasag 
	ka ang bu/a, Catch the ball. 
	ka ang bu/a, Catch the ball. 
	salak n k.o. nonfatal sickness which is characterized by the yellowing of the white of the eyes, thought to be caused by stepping over certain plants or by walking at the back of s.o. who is believed to be asalakan. v [A123P; b4] get this disease. -an(➔)n!one who causes this disease if people walk behind his back. A person gets this supernatural power involuntarily and often may not realize he has it. He can also cure it by rubbing the patient's clothing and saying puyrasalak. 

	sal-ak v [A;c] intersperse, insert in between. Sal-akan tag sayaw ang atung prugrama, We will insert a dance number every now and then in our program. Isal-ak ning kartun sa libru, Insert this cardboard between the pages of the book. n s.t. interspersed or inserted. sal-aksal-ak v [A; b6( 1)) place alternately, do s. t. at intervals. Sal-aksal-akan tag kamuti ning atung bugas kay layu pang tingsanggi, We'll eat meals of sweet potatoes alternately with rice because the harvest is still a way off. 
	.

	salakut (not without l) n 1 = SARUK, 1. 2 name of a folk dance which uses the saruk hat. v [A; c] dance this dance. 
	salama v 1 [A12; al2] mispronounce a word so that the resulting mispronunciation will mean s. t. else. Butu na man. Butu diay. Nasalama Lang ku, l don't mean vagina. I mean votes. I just misspoke. 2 [B1256] miss a step in walking. Masalama man ganing kabaw nga upat ang tiil, kita pa! If a water buffalo with four legs can miss its step,how much more can we! 
	t 

	salamabit, salamabits = SALUMABITS. 
	salamangka (not without /) n sleight of hand. v [Al; a12] 1 do sleight of hand tricks. 2 steal. Ayawg isayasaya nang kwarta kay salamangkahun unya, Don't display your money carelessly. S.o. might just magic it away. salamangkiru n magician. 
	salamat (not without l) thanks, thank you.daghang -thanks a lot. -na Jang thank heavens! Wa miy uban sa balay. Salamat na Zang kay miabut si Bidung pagkahapun, There wasn't anyone in the house. Thank heavens Bidong arrived by that afterpoon. pa-v [A; b6] thank, give thanks. Angaykang mupasaldmat niya, You ought to thank him. n thanksgiving, thanks. mapa-un a grateful, thankful. 
	salami n salami. "' 
	salamin, salaming n 1 mirror. 2 s.t. made of glass: windshield, lens, spectacles. 3 paragon, example of s.t. good. Salamin sa kaku
	-

	gi, A paragon of industry. paN-v 1 [A2; b 6] look at oneself in the mirror. Manalamin ta arun makita ug bulingun ba tag nawung, 
	gi, A paragon of industry. paN-v 1 [A2; b 6] look at oneself in the mirror. Manalamin ta arun makita ug bulingun ba tag nawung, 
	Let's look in the mirror so we can see if we have dirty faces. 2 [b6] look at [so-and-so] and draw a lesson therefrom. Panalamini lang!anganak ni Nang Luling. Mu nay mahitabu ug maglaaglaag, Look at Loling's daughter. That's what happens if you goout. Panalamini siya kay gustu kung maginingun ka, Look at her. That's what I want you to be like. sulu-, salaminsalamin, -an n 
	k.o. pomfret: Apolectus niger. 
	salampati (not without /) n 1 general term for pigeons. 2 prostitute (euphemism). -
	nga mubu ug lupad = SALAMPATI, 2. 
	salan n varnish. v [A; b6] apply varnish on s. t. salan = UNSINGALAN. 
	salanap (from lanap) v [A2; b6] 1 flood or spread over an area. Huy, siraduhi ang gripu kay musalanap ang tubig diri sa kwartu, 
	Hey, turn off the faucet because the water will flood the room. 2 affect the emotions intensely (literary). Nawung nga gisanapan sa tumang kalipay, Face flooded with joy. sal-ang v 1 [A2; b6] skip over, leave out s.t. 
	Si Pidru dili musal-ang ug adtu sa sini kada adlaw, Pedro doesn't fail to go to the show every day. Muihap ka gikan sa iskina, musal-ang kag tulu ka balay, ang ikaupat mau nay amu, From the corner, skip three houses. The fourth is ours. Nakasal-ang ang taypist ug duha ka linya, The typist skipped 
	· two lines. Ayaw sal-angi ang sunud yugtu, Don't miss the next chapter. 2 [C; cl] be placed in alternate sequence. Nagsal-ang ug lingkud ang mga Zaki ug bayi, The boys and the girls were seated alternately. n 1 miss, the instance one fails. Kada kablit usa ka butu. Walay sal-ang, Each time you squeeze the trigger, one shot fires. It never misses. 2 amount of time or space intervening. Daku ang sal-ang sa amung pangidarun, There's a great interval between our ages. sal-angsalang v 1 [Al2; cl] mix in two di
	salanga= pANTIHAN. 
	salangasag a for the teeth to be overlapping and protruding. v (B] for the teeth to get to be crooked and protruding. Maung misalangasag (nasalangasag) ang iyang ngipun 

	8S4 salangasang -salbids 
	kay mahadluk man magpaibut, Her teeth are crooked because she was afraid to have her baby teeth pulled. 
	kay mahadluk man magpaibut, Her teeth are crooked because she was afraid to have her baby teeth pulled. 
	,
	,

	salangasang = SALANGASAG. salangkap = LANGKAP. 
	v 1 [A2; b6] stop by, stay for a while. 
	saJanta 

	Inigbiyabi naku sa Manila, musalanta sa kugduba ka adlaw sa Rumblun, When I take my trip to Manila I will stay for two days in Romblon. 2 [A; al2] put a stop to s.t., prevent s. t. Kapakyas nga makasalanta sa mga panganduy, Failures that foil one's ambition. Salantaun ku ang iyang laksut nga batasan, I will put a stop to his bad habits. 
	Inigbiyabi naku sa Manila, musalanta sa kugduba ka adlaw sa Rumblun, When I take my trip to Manila I will stay for two days in Romblon. 2 [A; al2] put a stop to s.t., prevent s. t. Kapakyas nga makasalanta sa mga panganduy, Failures that foil one's ambition. Salantaun ku ang iyang laksut nga batasan, I will put a stop to his bad habits. 

	salang n spear that is thrown or a harpoon. v 1 [A; a12b2] hit with a spear, harpoon.Salapangun ku nang irua ug mubalik diri, I will spear that dog if it comes back here. 2 [Al 3; a12] make into a spear. 
	ap

	salapat v [B12S6] for s.t. not to go directly into a hole but get splattered around the edge. Kinsa may diri sa kasilyas nga nasalapat man ang tai sa bankiyu? Who used the toilet that there's feces on the seat? 
	salapati = SALAMPATI. 
	salapi (not without /) n corn stalks, esp. the youer ones. v [AN; a] gather com stalks as feed. 
	ng

	n 1 money. 2 fifty-centavo coin. 3 silver. paN-n source of income. Sa alkabala may panalapi ang lungsud, The market fee provides a source of income for the town. kah"him sa -Secretary of Finance. maN-n 
	sal
	ap
	i 

	, '
	, '
	fifty centavos each. see also SAPL 

	salapid = SULAPID. 
	salapsap n collective term for various k.o. tiny fish that are found in large schools. salapwang v 1 [A; a12] carry s.o. with the 
	I
	I
	arms underneath. Nagsapwang sa patay nt-yang lawas, Carrying her dead body in his arms. 2 [A3; al 2) support that is placed on top of it. Ang usang baligi sa balay sapwangun aning lapad nga batu, This flat stone will support one of the posts. 

	salapyaw n dip net with a light mesh weight or a butterfly net. v [A; a] get with a dip net. Salapyawa ang pitupitu, Dip out the pollywogs.
	-.! I 
	, 
	•

	Łasv= SALA
	1

	salasa v [A; a] cut the leaflets from the fronds of the nipa palms for shingles. -in-n nipa palm frond leaflets cut and prepared for makiinto shiles. 
	ng 
	ng

	salasan k.o. garfish: Ablennes bians. 
	2 

	salat v [A; a] catch s.t. by surroundiit,keep s.t. entrapped or confined Kura/ ang nakasalat sa mga manuk, The fence kept the chickens penned. Ang gagmayng isda di
	ng 
	-

	li masalat nianang balinga kay dagkug mata, 
	li masalat nianang balinga kay dagkug mata, 
	That net has too large of a mesh to catch small fish. 
	salatan n strong wind comifrom the south duristorms. 
	ng 
	ng 

	salaud (coined from sala and balaud -not without l) n crime against persons and property. Ang salaud sa pagpatay, The crime of murder. 
	salawaki = SALUWAKL salawuid = SALUWASID. 
	salay v 1 [A; c6] lay s.t. over s.t. else so that part of it hangs over. lsalay lang ang tualya sa kurdisu, Just hathe towel over the window sill. 2 [a3b8] for s.t. that fell to be the ground. 
	ng 
	caught atop s. t., not reachi
	ng 

	Ang gilabay nakung sinilas didtu masay sa atup, The slipper that I threw landed on the roof. -an(➔), saylanan n 1 drying rack. 2 boat rack made of two forked sticks. 3 wooden support for a stone mill. 
	salaysalay n k.o. fish, name given to various crevallies. 
	salba n shot fired into the air. Kadtung salba para pagpahunung sa kawatan nga midagan, 
	That shot fired into the air was to make the thief that was runniaway stop. v [A; b6] fire a warnishot into the air. 
	ng 
	ng 

	salbabida n lifesaver or life jacket. v [Al2; a 
	12) wear, make into a lifesaver. 
	salbadur see SALBAR. 
	salbahis a cruel or incorrigibly ill-mannered. 
	Ang salbabis niyang bana nanagmal na pud sa mga bata, That beast of a husband of hers is beating the children again. v [Bl 2) be, become a beast. -in-{➔) v [A; b6] behave like a beast. ka-anan n atrocities. Ang mga kasalbabisanan nga nabuhat sa mga Hapunis, The atrocities that were inflicted by the Japanese. 
	salbir v [A; a12] save from defeat, ruin, or dishonor. Aku may nagsalbar sa iyang nigusyu, I saved his business. Ug du.nay kalayu salbaba ang mgu mahalung mga butang, If there's a fire save the things of value. salbadur dil mundu n one who saves the honor of an unmarried woman whom s.o. else made pregnant. v [B56) be, become a woman's saviour. 
	-


	salbaru n k.o. round thin, baked wafer, big as a dihner plate (or nowadays also in other shapes), made from a mixture of flour, sugar, and shredded coconut. v [A; a] make 
	salbaru. .. 
	salbaru. .. 

	salbarun euphemism for SALBAHIS. salbasiyun n salvation of the soul from sin and hell 
	2 

	salbid, salbids n 1 salvage froin s.t. destroyed, 
	salbu -salidsid 
	saved for later use. 2 used clothing sold cheaply. v 1 [A; a] salvage!s. t. from s. t. destroyed. Salbidyun ku ning mga butilya. Maha/in ra ni, I will salvage these bottles. We can sell them. 2 [cl] donate used things asrelief. Bag-u pa ning sapatusa, apan salbidyun (isalbids) ku na Lang, These shoes are still new, but I'll donate them for relief. 
	saved for later use. 2 used clothing sold cheaply. v 1 [A; a] salvage!s. t. from s. t. destroyed. Salbidyun ku ning mga butilya. Maha/in ra ni, I will salvage these bottles. We can sell them. 2 [cl] donate used things asrelief. Bag-u pa ning sapatusa, apan salbidyun (isalbids) ku na Lang, These shoes are still new, but I'll donate them for relief. 

	salbu n style of fighting of a cock in which backward at the same time to evade theblows of its opponent. 
	it leaps, slashing with its feet and movi
	ng

	sa.lga v [A2; b6] 1 put in one's word in a 
	,
	,
	conversation. Iya ra tanang sulti. Di" ku ma-kasalga, She does all the talking. I can't get a word in edgewise. 2 enter in a game or some collective activity. Way batang makasalga tining sugal sa baraba, No child may participate in this card game. 
	· 


	saln in carom billiards, the opening shot of a round. v [A; c16] do the opening shot. salhan n fixed points on the table where the three balls areplaced for the openi
	gu 
	gu
	ng

	· shot. sali v [A; abc] [do] constantly. Nagsali ka lag pangayu, yOU are always asking me for 
	s.t. Ayaw isali ug dukduk ang rulir sa!lamisa, Stop tappithe ruler on the table all the time. 
	s.t. Ayaw isali ug dukduk ang rulir sa!lamisa, Stop tappithe ruler on the table all the time. 
	ng 


	saliabgaw = ADGAW. 
	saliat v [A] leave off what one is doing for the moment to do s. t. else. Kada anbi niya sa syudad musaliat giyud sa rllis, Every time he comes to town he stops in at the redlight district. 
	saliay = SAG-ILAY. salibadyaw = SALIBAGYAW. 
	salibv [A; c] 1 throw s.t. with force. Pagkabangga sa mutur nasalibag siya sa kanal, When his motorcycle crashed, he was hurledinto the canal. 2 throw s. t. away so as tohave it out of one's way. lsalibag na nang mga butilya, Throw those bottles away. -anan(�) n place where garbage and rubbish is thrown. 
	ag 

	salibagyaw a 1 annoyily noisy. Gustu ta kung mutuun, piru salibagyaw ka kaayu diba, I would like to study, but you are disturbing me with your noise. 2 having the head awhirl, not knowiwhat to do. nnoise that is disturbi. v [ B; b6]. 1 be, become annoyingly noisy. 2 be confused with the head awhirl. Nagsalibagyaw ang akung ulu karun asa kug ipalit ug bugas, I'm at a loss now as to wliere to get my next meal.Nasa/ibagyaw ang akung ulu tungud sa pagpamabayi sa akung bana, I'm very disturbed because my hu
	ng
	ng 
	ng

	with women. 
	with women. 
	salibagyu = SULAYBAGYU. salibay = SALIBAG. 
	salib-ay v [A; c] carry s.t. slung over on the shoulder. Isalib-ay ang kamira, Sling the camera on your shoulders. 
	salibu v 1 [A; b] sprinkle water on live embers. Gisalibuban ku ang daub una mulakaw, I doused water on the fire before I left. 2 [A23; b6] for rain to be blown in by the wind .Ug musali'bu, tabunig plastik ang mga pisa, If rain comes in the window, cover the spare parts with a plastic sheet. 3 [A; b6] for it to drizzle lightly. n 1 rain blown into a sheltered area from outside. 2 lightdrizzle; Salibu ra man ni. Di na lang ta musilung, All this is is a light drizzle. Let's not bother taking shelter. 
	. 

	salibut (from libut) n dip net with a light weight mesh, used mainly in sea fishing. v 1 [A; a] get with a dip net. 2 [al] catch s.o ..by means of a ruse or trick; be caught by means of trickery. Nasalibut giyud ang kawatan sa gipan-an ug kwarta, They finally caught the thief when they baited him with money.
	salibutbut n k.o. shrub, the leaves and milky sap of which have medicinal uses: Tabernaemontana pandacaqui. 
	salida n 1 appearance on stage. lkapila na ni 
	I
	I , ,
	niyang salida sa drama? How many times has she appeared in the play? 2 showing of a movie. 2a movie shown. 3 exit sign in a public place. v 1 [A; b] appear on stage. 2 [A23 ; c] show, expose s. t. conspicuously before. Mangalawat musal{da giyud sa atuan, Makiherself prominent when she goes to take communion. Ayaw isal{da kanang gisiun nlmung sinlna, Don't display your torn shirt. 
	ba
	ng
	ng 

	salidaa for sales to be brisk. Way salida ang nigusyu, Business is no good. v [Bl] for sales to be brisk. Masalida ang tindabastaChristmas. 
	2 
	. 
	Pasku, Sales are good duri
	ng 


	salid-ay v [A; c] carry s. t. with a sling or strap, dangling it over the shoulder. Misaliday siya sa ripli, He slung the rifle over his shoulder. Nagsalid-ay si Santa Klawus ug saku nga punusa dulaan, Santa Claus was carrying a sack filled with toys over his shoulder. 
	.

	salidsid (from sidsid) v 1 [AN; c] go, take 
	s. t. alothe edge of s. t. Nanalidsid ang saŁ kayan sa baybayun, The boat followed thecoastline. 2 [A; b6] skid, slide in doing a curve. Musalidsid ang trak kay danglug ang karsada, The truck will skid because the road is slippery. 
	s. t. alothe edge of s. t. Nanalidsid ang saŁ kayan sa baybayun, The boat followed thecoastline. 2 [A; b6] skid, slide in doing a curve. Musalidsid ang trak kay danglug ang karsada, The truck will skid because the road is slippery. 
	ng 


	salig -salimagaw 
	salig v 1 [A2S; b6] trust, rely. D,' ku musalig niya kay bakakun siya, I don't trust him because he is a liar. Nagsalig ku nga muanbi ka apan wa diay, I was depending on you to come but you didn't. 2 [c] entrust, leave 
	salig v 1 [A2S; b6] trust, rely. D,' ku musalig niya kay bakakun siya, I don't trust him because he is a liar. Nagsalig ku nga muanbi ka apan wa diay, I was depending on you to come but you didn't. 2 [c] entrust, leave 
	s.t. in s.o. 's care. lsalig ku ning akung kabtangan nimu ug wa ku dinbi, I will entrust my property to you while I'm gone. n trust in s.o. Wa kuy salig niya, I have no trust in him.(➔) v [Al3; b6] depend on s.o. for s.t. OU are . pa-v [A; b6(1)] assure, give assurance. Mupasalig ku nimu nga bubatun ku na, I assure you that I will ·do that. ma-un a confident. Milakaw siya nga masaligun nga kabayran siya, 
	Nagsalig ka naku sa imung isk uyla, y
	depending on me for your schooli
	ng

	He went away confident that he would be paid. pag-= SALIG, n. -in-an n 1 personleft s. w. entrusted to run the affairs in the owner's absence. 2 a team member considered the best on whom the rest put their hopes of success. Napildi mi kay nadiskuwalipayid ang amung sinaligan, We lost because our star player got disqualified. saligsalig v (Al 3P] give assurances of doing s. t. when one has no plans to do it. Nagsaligsalig (nagpasaligsalig) ka mag bubat nga hinay ka man, You assured us that you could do th

	sal-ig v [A; c] for s. t. standing to be leaniagainst s.t. Nagsal-ig siya sa lubi, He leaned on the coconut tree. lsal-ig Zang nang pala sa baligi, Just lean the spade against the post. 
	ng

	salig-ay= SAG·ILAY. saligbay = SALIB-AY. 
	salihukngaw ( coined word from sakayan, libuk and hungaw) n steamboat. 
	saliid v 1 [A2S; ac] move very close or aloside. Musaliid ang adlaw sa kasadpan inigsawup, The sun sinks down close to the horizon at sunset. Misaliid kug lakaw sa daplin sa karsada, I walked very close to the side of the street. Gisaliid niya ang iyang kamut sa hubu nga lawas sa babayi, He ran his hand lightly over the woman's naked body. 2 [A 2S3P] reel, leaning to one side due to a heavy load Nagsaliid ang trak tungud sa kapunu, The truck is leaning to one side under the load. 
	ng 

	saliit v [A23] sound shrilly, shriek. Misaliit ang bumbiru samtang nagbagrung padulung sa kayu, The fire engine roared towards the . 
	fire with sirens screami
	ng

	salik v [A; a2] 1 wind thread on a frame in a criss-cross fashion to determine its quantity. 2 for the water buffalo to wind its tether rope around its horns in an analogous fashion. 2a [A; alb2] for a water buffalo 
	salik v [A; a2] 1 wind thread on a frame in a criss-cross fashion to determine its quantity. 2 for the water buffalo to wind its tether rope around its horns in an analogous fashion. 2a [A; alb2] for a water buffalo 
	to gore using the analogous motion with its head. saliksalik v [A; b6] pass by frequently near s.o. or s.t. Ang tawung nagsaliksalik sa akung luyu mangunguut, The man who was going back and forth in back of me was a pickpocket. -an n 1 H-shaped frame around which the thread is wound. 2 hammerhead shark, the head of which resembles this sort of winding frame. 3horn. 

	saliku n sleeveless sweater or vest. kamisin di-sleeveless undershirt. v [A; ab] wear, make a vest or sleeveless sweater. 
	saliku n sleeveless sweater or vest. kamisin di-sleeveless undershirt. v [A; ab] wear, make a vest or sleeveless sweater. 
	salikubkub a for the back to be bent in a curve. v [B; cl] for the back to become bent. Musalikubkub (masalikubkub) ang tawung matigulang pag-ayu, A man's back gets bent when he gets very old. 
	salikwau t a 1 improper, lacking in tact and timeliness. Salikwaut tung imung pag-imbitar sa Murus ug litsunada, It was very tactless of you to invite the Muslims to the roast pig feast. 2 awkward, lacking in grace.
	Salikwaut ang pagkaban-ay sa mga pulung, 
	The words were awkwardly put. v [B4; b6] be, become awkward or improper. salikway v [A; c] 1 push s. t. aside to show dislike or gain passage. Makasalikway ka ba 

	. 
	. 
	anang sanga nga nagbalabag sa dalan? Can you push aside the branch that's in the way? Salikwayi mig diyutay diri, Toss some of that stuff you don't want this way. Ayawisalikway ang imung pagkaun, Don't push your food aside. 2 reject, spurn. lkaw nganagsalikway sa akung gugma, You, who spurned my love. Ang maung hukum sigurung isalikway sa kurti suprima, The Supreme Court will surely set that decision aside. -in-n s.o. rejected. Gugmang sinalikway, Spurned love. Sinalikway sa palad, Unfortunate (lit. spu

	salikyat = DALIKYAT. 
	salikyat = DALIKYAT. 
	salikyaub a having a deep bow, shaped and curved like a half sphere. Ang salikyaub nga kabuy gibimung sakayan, The curving tree trunk was made into a banca. (�) v [B2P; a lcl] become curved, arc-shaped. Bumba ang nakasalikyaub (nakapasalikyaub) sa yuta, The bomb made holes in the ground. lsalikyaub (salikyauba) ang papil arun sudlan natu sa bugas, Fold the paper into a deep bowl to put the rice in. -un nga bu.Ian n crescent moon. 
	salili = ALILI. 
	salimagaw, salimagaw a for the vision to be blurred. Salimagaw ang iyang panan-aw tungud sa katigulang, His vision is blurred from old age. v [B; a4] for the vision to become blurred. Gisalimagaw (misalimagaw) 

	salimbagat -salingsing 
	ang iyang panan-aw sa asu, Smoke made his vision blurred. 
	ang iyang panan-aw sa asu, Smoke made his vision blurred. 
	salimbagat n k.o. vine. 
	salimbangun n k.o. erect, branched, smooth shrub of waste places, the leaves of which have medicinal uses and are used for bathing babies, coming in two species or varieties: -nga pula a variety with maroon-tinged stems and leaves, and -nga puti a variety with green stems and leaves: Pseuderanthemum sp. 
	salimbung v [A; b6(1)] 1 cover s.t. as a protection from view or the elements. Dakungkahuy ang misalimbung sa ilang balay, A 
	I
	huge tree hid their house. UZung gisaZimbungag piryudiku, Head protected from the sun (or rain) by a newspaper. 2 hide, conceal from s.o.'s knowledge (literary). Angiyang mik-ap mauy misalimbung sa mga tuig nga iyang giZukdu, Her make-up concealed her age. Gisalimbungan niyag katawa ang kaguul nga iyang gibati, She laughed to cover the sadness she felt. n screen, protection from view, the elements, or public knowledge. 
	-


	salimpukut see PUKUT. 
	salimuang v [Al3P; a4b] be delirious, talk in a delirium. Nagsalimuang (gisalimuang) ang tigulang tungud sa hiZanat, The old man is delirious due to his fever. Unsa may gisalimuangan sa pagsulti sa masakitun? Whatis the delirious patient saying? n 1 delirium. 2 random thaughts in one's musing (literary), Kadtu mga salimuang lamang sa baZaknun niyang hunahuna, Those were the random thoughts of his poetic mind. 
	salin n 1 leftover, leftovers. Ang salin ipasaw sa babuy, Feed the leftovers to the pigs. 1muha ang usa ka dusina ug ang salin ihatag kang Bituy, One dozen goes to you, and the rest give Bitoy. 2 s.!o. left behind or abandoned by s.o. else. Salin siya sa Kanu kay ang iyang amahan suldadung Amirkanung mipaul,' na, He is a war baby left behind by an American soldier that .went home. 3 s.t. or s.o. that survived a disease or accident. 
	-

	Misanay ang iyang manuk nga saZin sa atay, 
	Misanay ang iyang manuk nga saZin sa atay, 
	His chickens that survived the chicken chol
	era multiplied. -sa gubat 1 war veteran. 2 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	born during the war. -sa uwak 1 a fallen woman. Mangasawa ka anang bayhana nga salin sa uwak? You're going to marry that diraced woman? 2 one who has lots of round scars on his head where the hair won't grow. v [A; c] set aside, leave s.t for 
	sg


	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	Salinig sud-an ang kasira, Set aside some food for the boarder. 



	salindanaw = ALINDANAW. 
	salindrun n mouth organ. v 1 [A2N2] play the mouth organ. 2 [A2N; c6] eat corn on the cob as if playing a mouth organ. paN-n action of playing the mouth organ or eating corn on the cob. 
	salindrun n mouth organ. v 1 [A2N2] play the mouth organ. 2 [A2N; c6] eat corn on the cob as if playing a mouth organ. paN-n action of playing the mouth organ or eating corn on the cob. 
	salindut v 1 [A; c6] shove s.t away with force to make it slide. lsalindut ngari nang bangkitu, Shove the stool this way. 2 [Al;c6] cast or put aside, disregard. Ugdi niinu palitun na, nagsalindut ka sa talagsaung bigayun, If you don't buy that, you are casting aside a rare opportunity. lsaZindut Zang niya nang atung pagmulu mu rag waZa tay 
	salindut v 1 [A; c6] shove s.t away with force to make it slide. lsalindut ngari nang bangkitu, Shove the stool this way. 2 [Al;c6] cast or put aside, disregard. Ugdi niinu palitun na, nagsalindut ka sa talagsaung bigayun, If you don't buy that, you are casting aside a rare opportunity. lsaZindut Zang niya nang atung pagmulu mu rag waZa tay 
	salindut v 1 [A; c6] shove s.t away with force to make it slide. lsalindut ngari nang bangkitu, Shove the stool this way. 2 [Al;c6] cast or put aside, disregard. Ugdi niinu palitun na, nagsalindut ka sa talagsaung bigayun, If you don't buy that, you are casting aside a rare opportunity. lsaZindut Zang niya nang atung pagmulu mu rag waZa tay 
	.

	bili, He just disregards our complaints as if we were nothing. 

	salindyir n challenger to a sports title or record holder. 
	sal-ing n k.o. bird resembling the starling,the coleto: Sarcops calvus. 
	salingawa a annoying, making one feel uneasy. SaZingawa kaayung paminawun ang kanunayng panag-away sa mga siUngan, It's an annoyance to hear my neighbors constantly quarreling. v [b4] feel ill at ease, bothered. MubaZbin kug puyu. GisaZingawban kaayu ku niining dapita, I'll move s. w.else. I feel ill at ease here. 
	salll!gayv [A; c6] put s.!t. to one side or at 
	,.
	some distance to get it out of the way. Ang
	tinula isalingay Zang arun ka makalung-ag, 
	Put the stew off to the side so you cari cook 
	the rice. 
	salingayv [A; ac] carry s. t. on the shoulders. SaZingaya (isalingay) ang kabun, Carrythe box on one shoulder. 
	2 

	saling-ay v [A; cl] sling s.t. over the shoulders, hanging. Isaling-ay (saling-aya) Zang ang mga bu tung, Just carry the young coconuts slung over your shoulders. 
	salinggaay n k.o. shrub of waste places andunder coconut trees: Desmodium pulcbel
	lum. 
	salinggaway = GAWAYGA.WAY.
	salinggukud n k.o. lined snapper. 
	saling-it v [A; c6] lodge s.t. firmly into s.t. 
	V-shŁped. Kinsay nagsaling-it sa bula diri sa sandayung? Who lodged the ball in the roofg_utter? Isaling-it ku ning munyika sa luyu sa aparadur arun dilt' makit-an, I will lodge this doll behind the locker so they won't find it. 

	salingkapawa superficial, not heartfelt. Pag .. dayig nga salingkapaw, Insincere praise. Sa. lingkapaw nga imbitasiyun, An insincere in
	1 

	vitation. 
	vitation. 
	salingkapaw= MANGAGAW. 
	2 

	salingsing n 1 new branch growing out from a mature branch. 2 one's offring (literary). 
	sp


	salingtuud -salitri 
	3 outgrowth, outcome of s.t. (literary). v [AN2] 1 grow new branches. Musalingsingang sanga sa san pransiskug itanum, A croton branch will send forth shoots if youplant it. 2 produce results (literary). Manalingsing ang imung kakugi, your eff Orts will bear fruit. 
	3 outgrowth, outcome of s.t. (literary). v [AN2] 1 grow new branches. Musalingsingang sanga sa san pransiskug itanum, A croton branch will send forth shoots if youplant it. 2 produce results (literary). Manalingsing ang imung kakugi, your eff Orts will bear fruit. 

	salingtuud (from tuud)v [AlP; b6P] show s.t. around which one can see readilyenough to draw people's attention to it. 
	2

	Nagsalingtuud (nagpasalingtuud) siya sa {yang bag-ung rilu, He was showing his new watch around. 
	Nagsalingtuud (nagpasalingtuud) siya sa {yang bag-ung rilu, He was showing his new watch around. 

	saling•uwang (from ulang) n scorpion.salinrun = SALINDRUN. salintuud = SALINGTUUD. 
	salinyasi n k.o. sardine. 
	saliv [A; c 1) carry a child astride the hips. Ayaw salip-anga (isalip-ang) ang bata arun dil,• mabakang, Do not carry the baby astride your hips or he will get bow-legged. 
	p-ang 

	salipi v [AP; b8P] stay close beside or behind s. t. in order to hide oneself. Musalip,• (mupasalipi) ku tiring dakung batu arun d,• ku makita nila, I will stay close beside thisbig stone so they won't see me. 
	saliping, saliping v [ABS6C; ac] go, put s.t. next to s.t. Musaliping ku sa kiliran sa akung asawa, I will lie down next to my wife. Si Nanay ang nagsaliping sa kulun tupad sa ta
	kuri, Mother put the clay pot beside the teakettle. Salipinga nig butang, Put these things down side by side.!(�) n twins. v [C23] be twins. 2 [B23S6] for a pregnancy to turn out to be twins. ka-n one's twin. 
	kuri, Mother put the clay pot beside the teakettle. Salipinga nig butang, Put these things down side by side.!(�) n twins. v [C23] be twins. 2 [B23S6] for a pregnancy to turn out to be twins. ka-n one's twin. 

	salip-ing v [AB; c] put!s. t. next to or in between s. t., be put in this position. Musaliping pa lang ka sa luyu sa balay, dili ka bikitan, If you just keep close to the back of the house, no one will see you. Nagsalip-ing kug kwarta sa libru, l placed some money in between the pages of the book. Makasaliping ba kug init tubig sa dinung-ag? May I put a kettle of· water next to the cooked pot of rice to heat it? 
	saliit v [AlP; c6P] wedge s.t. in between. 
	p-

	Kinsa kabay nagsalip-it (nagpasalip-it) ugdiyisun sa akung libru?!Who could haveplaced a ten-peso bill in the book? lsalip-it (ipasalip-it) ang lapis sa dalunggan, Put thepencil behind the ear. 
	Kinsa kabay nagsalip-it (nagpasalip-it) ugdiyisun sa akung libru?!Who could haveplaced a ten-peso bill in the book? lsalip-it (ipasalip-it) ang lapis sa dalunggan, Put thepencil behind the ear. 
	. 


	salipnu v [A2; b6] duck down behind s. t. 
	Didtu ku musalipnu sa luyu sa batu mau nga wa ku makit-i, I ducked behind the rock · so they didn't see me. 
	Didtu ku musalipnu sa luyu sa batu mau nga wa ku makit-i, I ducked behind the rock · so they didn't see me. 

	salipud (from lipudlipud) a completely or partially hidden behind s.t. Salipud kaayu ang ila gikan sa karsada, You can't see their 
	house very well from the road. n s. t. thatobstructs the view. v [A; b(l)] obstruct the view. Panganud nga nagsalipud sa bulan, Clouds that are hiding the moon.!(�) a verywell hidden. pa-v [A; b8] hide behind!s. t. paN-, paN-(�) v [A2; b(l)] defend, protect s.o., oneself from danger. Akuy manalipud (manalipud) nimu sa mga piligru nga magbulga sa imung kinabubt� I will protect you from the dangers that threaten your life. ndefense, protection. 
	house very well from the road. n s. t. thatobstructs the view. v [A; b(l)] obstruct the view. Panganud nga nagsalipud sa bulan, Clouds that are hiding the moon.!(�) a verywell hidden. pa-v [A; b8] hide behind!s. t. paN-, paN-(�) v [A2; b(l)] defend, protect s.o., oneself from danger. Akuy manalipud (manalipud) nimu sa mga piligru nga magbulga sa imung kinabubt� I will protect you from the dangers that threaten your life. ndefense, protection. 
	salip-ut a narrow, havilittle room for motion. Salip-ut nga sayal nga lisud il{buk, A narrow skirt that is difficult to move in. Salip-ut nga dalan, A narrow road. v 1 [B; cl) be narrow, get to have too little space. Masalip-ut (musalip-ut) gani ang kwartu, alimuut kaayu, If the room gets too crowded, itwill be very hot. 2 [A; c] wedge s.t. in between s. t. lsalip-ut nang papil sa pultaban arun di maabli, Stick a piece of paper into that door so it won't come open. 
	ng 

	salirv [A23] do, be useful, come out successful Du,•musalir nang imung paagi, Yourprocedure will not do. Misalir ang akung bulada. Misugut siya, My flattery worked. She accepted me. 
	1 

	salirv [A2] engage in naughty behavior when there is some encouragement. Musalir ra ba da_yun ning bataag pangayug kwarta ug naay atung tawu, The child comes out to ask for money when there are visitors around. Misalir ang bubug nga giabibaban, The drunk started acting wild when the others egged him on. 
	2 

	salirap = SULiRAP• 
	2

	saliring v 1 [A] swerve, travel in a curve. Pagbutu sa ligid, ag awtu misaliring ngadtu sa kanal, When the tire blew, the car swervedinto the ditch. 2 [A; b6] pass by near s. t.for a purpose. Musa/iring ang bata sa lamisa kay nakakita sa dulsi, The child will veer over toward the table because he saw the candy.
	salisi, salisi n 1 drizzle. 2 rain or drops blown into a sheltered area. Salisi ang nakabumud sa salug, The rain that was blown into thehouse wet the floor. v [A3; b6] 1 drizzle. Buklasa ang binlad nga bumay ug magsalisi, Take in the rice we're drying if it drizzles. 2 for the rain to be blown into a sheltered area. 3 sprinkle water on s.t. 
	salisi (from sis,j v [A; a] cut into strips or slats. Gisalisi ang kawayan, The bamboo was cut into strips. n slat, strip. Tagai kug usa ka saltsi, Give me one strip.
	salit = TSALIT.
	salitri n saltpeter, potassium nitrate in crystal 

	saliut -salu 
	form. v [A; b] use, put saltpeter on s. t. 
	form. v [A; b] use, put saltpeter on s. t. 

	saliut= SULIUT. 
	saliut-ut v 1 [A; c6] force one's way through a crowd or bushes. Musaliut-ut usa ka ugpungut usa ka muabut sa haul, yOU have to force your way through a thicket before you reach the field. 2 [A) force oneself into an overcrowded place to get accommodated Misaliut-ut giyud siya sa dy{p bisagkargadu na, She squeezed herself into the jeep even though it was full. 
	saliyab v [A; c] 1 flap a cloth. Isaliyab ang alpumbra pagtaktak sa abug, Shake the rug to get the dust out. 2 scatter dust or �ater with a motion flinging it in the air. !yang gisalyaban ug ibi ang nangbarana, She threw urine on the serenaders. 3 [A3P; c6P] scatter news, gossip. lsaliyab (ipasaliyab) sa kayutaan ang malipayung balita, Spread the glad tidings to all the lands. 
	salmu n psalm. -s n the Book of Psalms. 
	salmun n 1 canned fish in large cylindrical cans. la k.o. herring. 2 the large cylindrical can, about S" tall, used as a measure. 3 orrange-colored. v [A 13] wear s. t. orange. -an(➔)t= SAi.MUN, n2. 
	salmuniti n k.o. small goatfish, reddish in hue. 
	salmut v [A2; b6] 1 enter, participate in a group activity. Di ka musalmut sa ripa? Won't you participate in the raffle? Dill ka makasalmut sa Zumba, You cannot participate in the race. 2 engage oneself in some occupation. Unsang nigusyuba {yang gisalmutan? What business did he engage in? n entry in a contest, contestant: participant in a play or game. Ipadala ku ning akung salmut sa bangga, I'll send my entry. 
	salpu n k.o. edible sea cucumber, brownish 1n color and measuring up to 3" long.
	salsa n thick sauce made to eat with s.t. v 1 [A; a] make into a sauce. 2 [A; b6(1)] add sauce to. 
	salsag v 1 [A; a12] break into several pieces, usually in slivers or fragments. lkay nagsalsag sa sag-ub, You broke the bamboo tube water container into slivers. Salsa.gun ku nang kulun sa imung ulu, I will break that clay pot on your head. 2 [A; a] flattents. t. cylindrical Misalsag siyag kawayan nga ibungbung, He flattened bamboo poles for walling. Gisalsag nlya ang lata sa litsi, He flattened out the milk can. salsal v 1 [A; cl) forge. Gisalsal na sa tigulang ang {mung sundang, The old man has already
	Nasalsal angpuluan sa tigib sa pagdinukduk, 
	Nasalsal angpuluan sa tigib sa pagdinukduk, 
	The handle of the chisel is all flattened due to constant hammering. 3 [A; c2] masturbate (slang -from the notion of moving the aims as in pounding steel). 4 teach, train. Makugibun siyang misalsal sa iyang tfm, He trained his team with zeaL -an(➔), -anan n 1 blacksmith shop. 2 anvil. 3 one's wife ( the one on whom one forges his chil� ren -humorous). -iru a fond of masturbating. maN-r-n 1 blacksmith. 2 one who trains. 
	· 

	salsitsas = suaisu·. · salta v 1 [A2;· b6(1)} get loose, out of position, but not disengaged. Ug musaltaang
	·· 
	tabla ilansang ug balik, If one end of the floorboard gets loose and comes up, nail it back down. Nasalta ang tikud sa sapatus, The heels of the shoes got loose. 2 [B; cl] rise, raise. Nasalta ang iyang tingug sa kabikugang, His voice rose in surprise. Isalta (saltaba) ang imung tiil, Raise your feet. 
	saltu n style of fighting of a cock in which it lŁaps, at the same time lashing out with the feet and moving backward to evade the thrust of its opponent. 
	saltuv 1 [A2; b] skip, miss doing s.t. Di' siya musaltu ug simba maduminggu, She attends mass every Sunday and never misses. 2 [A; cl] stop doing s.t. Misaltu nang tawbana sa inum sa dibang giulsir. na, That man stopped drinking when he developed ulcers. Nagsaltu ang trababu sa mina nga akung gitrababuan, The mine where I was working has stopped operations. 
	2 

	salu v 1 [A2C; b6l eattogether witht.s.o. from the same plate. Abuga ang iru kay gisaluan ang bata, Drive the dog away because it's eating off the child's plate. Isalu ring bata diba arun .imung maatiman, Have this child eat with you so that you can attend to him. 2 [A; c6] share a place with. s.o. for any action. Nagsalu mig kamaruti sa pagpaingun namu sa Manila, We shared the same cabin when we went to Manila. 3 [C; c] go through s.t. together with s.o. Ang asawang gikasalu ku sa kalipayg kasakit, The 
	·t

	salu v 1 [A; al] catch s.( thrown or fallingŁ 
	Saw-a (sal-a) ang butilyang akung ilabay, 
	Catch the bottle I'm goingtto throw. la [A3; a12] accept, receive s.t. from s.o. Ang 
	· 


	•ub -salung 
	muda gisalu sa mga batan-un sa madaling panahun, Theyouth took to the fad in short order. 2 [a12] for an ailment to develop into s. t. worse. Tinuud ba nga ang sip-un salun ug bubak? Is it true that colds will develop into asthma? 3 [A2; a12] talk or answer right away after s.o. has spoken. Salun dayun nimu ug tubag ang iyang sukut arun di ka dudaban, Answer his questionsimmediately so he won't doubt you. salusalu v [A13; a12] for several agents to do s.t. in succession. Lahi na kaayu ang isturya ug sa
	muda gisalu sa mga batan-un sa madaling panahun, Theyouth took to the fad in short order. 2 [a12] for an ailment to develop into s. t. worse. Tinuud ba nga ang sip-un salun ug bubak? Is it true that colds will develop into asthma? 3 [A2; a12] talk or answer right away after s.o. has spoken. Salun dayun nimu ug tubag ang iyang sukut arun di ka dudaban, Answer his questionsimmediately so he won't doubt you. salusalu v [A13; a12] for several agents to do s.t. in succession. Lahi na kaayu ang isturya ug sa
	ng


	•uh v [A; a] 1 place, fit s.t. bigger over s.t. smaller. Di ku gustung musal-ub nimug sapatusarun ka makakat-un, I won't put your shoes on you so you'll learn to do it yourself. Sal-ubig iprun ang sinina ug magbikay,Wear an apron over your dress when you cook. Jsal-ub (sal-uba) ang hapin sa makinilya, Put the cover on the typewriter. 2 catch a bird with a sal-ub trap. n bird trap set above a bird's nest with three open sides through which the bird must pass in order to enter the nest. Each side is provid
	salud v 1 [A; a] catch s.t. fallior thrown in s. t. Salura ang tulu ug saluri (isalud) ringpalanggana, Catch the drippiwater and use this basin to catch it in. 2 [al2] catch 
	ng 
	ng 

	s.t. by being in its path. Usa ka dakung kumu ni Tasyu nasalud sa nawung ni Piduy, Tasio's fist landed in Pidoy's face. Sa bukid, ang buni ra sa mga langgam mauy masalud sa atung dalunggan, In the mountains, all we hear is the songs of the birds. (➔) n 1 a vessel used to catch falling liquids, e.g. the container for catchithe dripping toddy. 2 a unit of liquid measure equalling one toddy container full. 
	s.t. by being in its path. Usa ka dakung kumu ni Tasyu nasalud sa nawung ni Piduy, Tasio's fist landed in Pidoy's face. Sa bukid, ang buni ra sa mga langgam mauy masalud sa atung dalunggan, In the mountains, all we hear is the songs of the birds. (➔) n 1 a vessel used to catch falling liquids, e.g. the container for catchithe dripping toddy. 2 a unit of liquid measure equalling one toddy container full. 
	ng 


	saludar (not without /) v [A; b6] 1 bow. 2 greet s.o. on meetiby nodding one's head. 3 [A2; b6] pass by s.o.'s place to say hello. 
	ng 

	Kada anhi niyas syudad musaludar siya sa amu, Every time he comes to the city, he drops by my place to say hello. 
	Kada anhi niyas syudad musaludar siya sa amu, Every time he comes to the city, he drops by my place to say hello. 

	saludu (not withoutr/) v [A; b(l)] salute. Ki
	nabanglan musaludu ka sa bandila usa musaylu, You must salute the flag before goiby it. n salute. -militar military salute. 
	nabanglan musaludu ka sa bandila usa musaylu, You must salute the flag before goiby it. n salute. -militar military salute. 
	ng


	salug n 1 floor. 2 storey. lkaupat nga salug, The fourth floor. v [A; b6(1)] put, construct a floor. panalnan n 1 storey of a house. 2 floor joist. 3 floor clearance from the ground. Dili kahuktan ug kanding angsilung kay maba ug panalganan, We can not 
	salug n 1 floor. 2 storey. lkaupat nga salug, The fourth floor. v [A; b6(1)] put, construct a floor. panalnan n 1 storey of a house. 2 floor joist. 3 floor clearance from the ground. Dili kahuktan ug kanding angsilung kay maba ug panalganan, We can not 
	ga

	tie goats under the house because the floor is close to the ground.

	salug (not without l) 11 river, any body ofrflowing water. 
	salug (not without l) 11 river, any body ofrflowing water. 
	.

	salugsug n splinter sticking into the skin. v [A123P; a4] get a splinter in the skin. Makasalugsug ug tiil nang tablaha kay way sipilya, You can get a splinter from that piece of wood because it wasn't planed. 
	salukgu = SALUGSUG. 
	saluksukv [A; c] give s.t. small, e.g. small farm animals, in exchae for a part of a bigger animal Nisawuksuk kug baktin nianang inasala, I gave a piglet in exchange for a part of the roast pig. 
	1 
	ng

	saluksukn k.o. cricket living in fields. 
	2 

	salukut (not without l) = SARUK, 1. 
	salum v 1 [A2S; ac] swim under water. Misalum ang submarinu pag-abut sa bapur digira, The submarine dove when the battleship arrived. Salumun (sadmun, sagmun) ku tung imbaw, I will dive for that clam. lsalum ang usuk, Bring the stake to the bottom of the water. 2 [A2S] for the sun to set (literary). Sa nagsalum na ang adlaw, As the sun was setting. 3 -sa lubug [A12S3] be doubtful (lit. swim under murky water). Way kasiguruan kun madawat ba ku. Nagsawum pa ku niini sa lubug, It's not sure that I'll be 
	saluma (not without l) n 1 so, melodious music (literary). Ang dinagayday sa sapa saluma sa iyang pamati, The rippling of the river is music to his ears. 2 an improvised courtship song suby a man and a woman (balitaw) and performed at social gatherings,accompanied by improvised dancing. v 1 [A; a] sing a melodious song. Walay makasaluma ug sama kaniya, "Nobody could sing like him. 2 [A; cl] hold a saluma session. Magsaluma sila ug makainum na, They'llstart the saluma after they've had s.t. to drink. 
	ng
	ng 

	salumabit, salumabits (not without l) exclamation of mild anger shouted at s.o. 
	salumsum n dusk. v [A23; b4( 1)] be dusk, for the sun to sink. lnigsumsum sa adlaw, When the sun sets. 
	salun (not without l) dance hall where a man goes to dance with girls employed by the management. -ira(Ł) n taxi dancer. v [B
	156) be, become a taxi dancer. 
	salundung v [A2; a2b2] gore. Ayawg duul . kay salundungun ka anang baka, Don't gonear that bull because he will gore you. 
	salung n 1 dammar resin in a soft state or 

	salunggat -saluyut 
	as an ingredient of the balaw used to caulk boats, esp. from the almasiga tree. 2= ALMASIGA. -16nay dammar resin in asoft 
	as an ingredient of the balaw used to caulk boats, esp. from the almasiga tree. 2= ALMASIGA. -16nay dammar resin in asoft 
	· 

	state. salngan = AIMASIGA. 

	salunggat n sliver, splinter, or anything that pierces the skin at an angle. v [Al2; a3) fora sliver or splinter to lodge in the skin. 
	Ayawg dalus-us anang buungun kay ang tunuk makasalunggat (makapasalunggat) sa imung lawas, Don't slide down the orange tree because the thorns can stick into your body. 
	Ayawg dalus-us anang buungun kay ang tunuk makasalunggat (makapasalunggat) sa imung lawas, Don't slide down the orange tree because the thorns can stick into your body. 

	salungsung (from sungsung) v [AN2; c6] 1 go directly against the current or wind. Lu
	gus na mi makairug dibang nagsalungsung misa sulug, We could hardly move when we went against the current. 2 brave adverseweather conditions or a battle. lsalungsung nrya ang ayruplanu sa nag-atak-atak nga bala sa kaaway, He braved the hail ·of enemybullets, driving his airplane directly into them. 3 bravely face s.o. difficult to approach. Misungsung (nanungsung) siyag atubang sa mga ginikanan sa babayi, He faced the parents of his girl friend bravely. -un( ➔) a adverse, coming from the opposite direct
	gus na mi makairug dibang nagsalungsung misa sulug, We could hardly move when we went against the current. 2 brave adverseweather conditions or a battle. lsalungsung nrya ang ayruplanu sa nag-atak-atak nga bala sa kaaway, He braved the hail ·of enemybullets, driving his airplane directly into them. 3 bravely face s.o. difficult to approach. Misungsung (nanungsung) siyag atubang sa mga ginikanan sa babayi, He faced the parents of his girl friend bravely. -un( ➔) a adverse, coming from the opposite direct

	salup v [A; cl) skim or scoop s. t. off from a surface or from the upper portion. Misalupsiya ug tipasi unya gisabud, She scooped a handful of kernels and threw them. Isalup(salupa) sa kutsara ang ayiskrim, Scoop the ice cream with a spoon. n = SALUPAN. -an(Ł) n unit of dry measure equivalent to one-sixth of a ganta. 
	salup v 1 [A2S; ab8] for the sun to set. Ugmusalup ang adlaw pasigaa ang suga, Whenthe sun sets, light the lamp. Sa nagsalup angbulan miinanay ug lingay ang anrnu, As the moon was setting the shadows moved slowly. Nasalup na ang adlaw ug namatug na ang mga manuk, The sun has set and the chickens have gone to roost. 2 [B2S] for one's life to come to an end in old age (literary). Sa nagsalup na ang kinabubi sa tigulang, As the old man's life was reaching its end. kasaladpan, sadpanan n west. tali-(➔), -um-
	salupan see SALUP. 
	salusuv [A12; c6] move s.t. scheduled ahead to an earlier date or time. Gisawusu ang kasal sa Sabadu imbis sa Duminggu, The wedding was moved ahead to Saturday instead of Sunday. 
	salut v [A; b] salute with the hands. Gisalutan nrla ang bandrra, They saluted the flag. ban -n a hand salute. v [A] execute a hand salute. gan -n gun salute. 
	Artifact
	salutv 1 [A2P; a12J cause stunted growth. 
	salutv 1 [A2P; a12J cause stunted growth. 
	1 

	Angtaas nga bulaw musalut (mupasalut) sa tinubuan sa tanum, The long drought will stunt the growth of the plants. Masalut ang bata ug kulang ug tulug, The child will be stunted if it lacks sleep. 2 [B126) get sick, esp. for s.t. that brings general body weakening and loss of weight. Nasawut ka. ba nga minrwang ka man kaayu? Were you sick? You lost so much weight. ( ➔) a stunted or checked growth. Salut kaayug tinubuan ang lubi, The coconut tree is stunted in growth. salutn the south o!f Cebu (humorous 
	, 
	2 
	-

	.
	from sawut, so called from the fact that the 
	dialects in the south of Cebu retain l where 
	the city dialect has w. Cf. Section 5.211 of 
	the Introduction). taga-one from the south 
	of Cebu. v [B1256] become like the South
	erners. sal-ut v 1 [A23] butt in on a conversation. 
	Di ka musal-ut sa amung panaglalis, Do not 
	butt in in our argument. 2 [A2] cut in on a 
	queue or force one's way into a crowd. Di 
	ka unta musal-ut sa tunga sa linya, adtu ka 
	sa ulabi, You should not have butted into 
	the middle of the line. Go back to the end 
	3 [A2; b6] take part, participate in a game 
	or group activity. Gustu kang musal-ut ·sa 
	abat-abat? Would you like to participate in 
	a game of tag? 4 (A; c6] include s.t. in a 
	group or batch. Kinsa may nagsal-ut sa i
	mung papilis adtung grupuba? Who includ
	ed your documents in that batch? lsal-ut 
	ra ni diba ug brlum, Put this in there with
	the others secretly.Nasal-ut ku sa kasaba 
	· 
	bisag wa kuy sala, I got scolded as well even 
	though I hadn't done anything wrong. 4a
	[b6) be interspersed with. Ang iyang dis
	kursu gisal-utan pud ug kumidiya, His
	speech was interspersed with jokes. sal-ut
	sal-ut v [B1456; cl] be arranged alternate
	ly, do s. t. alternately. Gisal-utsal-utan ug 
	mga awit ug sayaw ang prugrama, The pro
	gram had song and dance numbers inserted 

	into it. salutaturyan (not without l) n salutatorian in a graduating class. v [B156; a12] be, become the salutatorian. 
	salutsut v 1 = SAGUTSUT, nl, v. 2 = SUTSUT, vl. 
	saluwaki n k.o.· sea urchin with short, nonvenomous thorns and edible meat (tibitibi). saluwal n 1 pants. 2 womans panties. v 1 
	,

	[A; b6( 1)) put on, wear pants. 2 [A2; a]
	[A; b6( 1)) put on, wear pants. 2 [A2; a]

	sew, make into pants. saluwuid n k.o. halfbeak with greenish col
	oring: Hemirbampbus georgii. saluyut n commercial name fora wild vege
	.
	-

	salwag -samba!
	1 

	table: kukug banug. see KUKU.
	table: kukug banug. see KUKU.
	sal11 k.o. ornamental palm similar to the areca palm: Adonidia merrillii. 
	wag 

	, ' 
	salwaki = SALUWAKL 
	salya v 1 [A; b(l)] overflow, spill over. Musalya ang mga manan-away kun nindut ang salida, There is an overflow of moviegoers when the picture is good. Nagsalya ang sinakung bugas sa budiga, Sacks of rice are spilling out of the door of the warehouse. 2 [B26; b2] be thrown off, splashed off from impact or pressure. Misalya (nasalya) ang mga tawu sa trak pagkaigu niini sa bumba, 
	The people were thrown from the truck when it was hit by the bomb. Hingsalyaban ku sa bawud, l was splashed by the water from the waves. 3 (A3; c] throw s.t. over 
	into.Akuy musalya sa mga kabuy ngadtu sa trak, l will throw the firewood up into the truck. Ayaw isalya sa ilang kural ang mga sagbut, Do not throw the garbage over their fence. 
	salyada 'D [A; cl] in trawl fishing, pull in the net from the sea. 

	sama 1 like, same as. Sama sa miaging iliksiyun, napildi siya pagkasinadur, Just as in the last election, he lost in the race for senator. 2 similar. Tan-awa nang irua, sama kaayu sa imu, Look at that dog. It is very similar to yours. -ug balhibu birds of a feather. Sama silag balb1bu. Puru sila sugarul, They're birds of a feather. Both of them are gamblers. v 1 (AC; b] be like, similar to. Ug musama ka niya, primyuban ta ka, If you can be like him, I'll give you a reward. 
	Samabi ang iyang tanyag ug akung ibaligya, 
	Samabi ang iyang tanyag ug akung ibaligya, 
	Match his offer and I'll sell it. 2 (c6] treat, consider s.o. as, or similar to. Nganung isama man ku nimu ni Pinduy nga dili man ku nimu suluguun? Why do you treat me like Pindoy when I am not your servant? samasama v 1 [C2] be fair, not taking undue advantage of one another. Magsamasama ta ug wa lay pamintabaay, Let's be fair to each other and let's not take advantage of one another. 2 (C12] be in a spirit of good fellowship with s.o. DJlr' siya makigsamasama natu kay pubri ta, He doesn't want to mix 
	Usabay sa pagpahamtang sa balaud mu rag waJay kasamahan, Sometimes in the application of the law there seems to be no ju� tice. 
	I 
	sama n mistake. Akung usbun ang mga sama sa akung trabahu, I'll correct the mistakes 
	in my work. v (B126; cl] make mistakes. slunad v 1 [A; b(l)] wound, hurt. Ayawgdula anang bildu kay makasamad na, Don't play with that glass because it can hurt you.
	Samari (samdi) ug diyutay ang panit arun makaguwa ang nana, Make a little incision in the skin so that pus can go out. la [A123S; b8] manage to inflict a wound. Ang iyang manuk wala makasamad sa aku, His cock wasn't able to wound mine. 2 [A; b (1)) hurt s.o. 's feelings. Pulung nga makasamad sa kasingkasing, Words that can hurt one's feelings. (➔) n 1 wound, cut. 2 -nga walay pagkaavagina (lit. the wound that never heals -humorous). samaran, samarun, samdan n the wounded. Ang dinunggabay misamput sa tul
	yu 

	,
	,
	,

	samagaw = SALIMAGAW. see SALIMAGAW. 
	samalabit, samalabits = SALUMABITS. samaluna = SIMALUNA. 
	sam•ang n 1 cemetery. 2 grave. Mamingawkung sam-ang, My lonely grave. v [al2]make into a burial place or cemetery. Angkanbi basakan sam-angun sa gubyirnu munisipal, The former marshland will be converted into a cemetery by the municipal
	. government.Samar n Samar. an island in the Eastern Visayas. -inyu, -nun n one from the island of Samar. 
	samasama V [A; b] dare do s. t. lightly, not in the proper place or time. Nagsamasama mag sukul sa pulitikung tang-an, di namunbun, 
	He had the nerve to take on a seasoned politician, so of course he was trounced. Di ta makasamasama ug pangayu ug kwarta ni Mama ug saputun, We can't just ask Mother for money like that when she is in a bad mood. 
	samaw, samaw a glaring due to too much brilliance or light. Magsan-glas ta kay samaw, Let's wear sunglasses because it's glaring. v [Bl2; b6] be dazzled or temporarily blinded because of glare. 
	•sainay -in-n cloth woven from abaca fiber, used for stiffening parts of a dress that are meant to be stiff or for the lining of native bags and for other kinds of native costumes. 
	samba v [Al2; b8] 1 do s.t. or hit the cor
	-

	1 
	1 
	, 

	' 

	rect answer by luck. Hingsambaban naku ang tubag, l hit on the right answer by luck. 2 get a chance to do s.t. that one isn't likely to get. Maayu gani kay nakasamba kug sa
	-


	samba-samkun 
	2 

	kay sa imung dyip. Maglakaw Zang unta ku, 
	kay sa imung dyip. Maglakaw Zang unta ku, 
	Luckily I had the chance to get a ride on your jeep, because otherwise I would have had to walk. n s. t. done correctly by pure luck. Samba Lang tung pagkaigua, It was pure luck that you hit it. 
	samban samba music or dance. v [AC; cl] dance the samba. 
	2 


	samba v [B; cl] for plants to grow lush with plentiful leaves. Musamba ang tanum ug abunuban, The plants will grow lush if you fertilize them. a having lush leaves. 
	sambag= TAMBAG.
	l 

	•sambag-un(➔) n k.o. mackerel (tulingan). sambagn tamarind: Tamarindus indica. 
	2 
	3 

	sambagsambag n k.o. bush with leaves similar to tamarind leaves and which are used to bring a fever to a head. 
	sambagsambag n k.o. bush with leaves similar to tamarind leaves and which are used to bring a fever to a head. 

	sambara = PIK.
	sambat = SAKBAT.
	sambil = SUMBIL, vl.
	sambilat n small loop at the end of a rope. v [A; al] make a loop at the end of a rope.
	Sambilati ang tumuys pisi" arun sayun ngakaw-itan, Make a loop at the end of the rope so it will be easy to put a hook to it. 
	Sambilati ang tumuys pisi" arun sayun ngakaw-itan, Make a loop at the end of the rope so it will be easy to put a hook to it. 

	sambilay v [A; c6] carry s.t. draped or slung over the shoulder. Isambilay nang bag arun makabayun ka sa imung buktun, Sling the bag over your shoulder so you can swing your arms. 
	sambiay = SUMBINGAY.
	ng

	sambiri n machine embroidery over the edges of cloth to prevent them from getting frazzled. v [A; a2] embroider the edge of a piece of cloth. 
	sambud = SANGBUD.
	sambug v [AC; c] 1 mix things together. 1sambug ring pipsi sa tuba, Mix this Pepsi into the toddy. la mix rice and corn together. 2 for emotions to have a tinge of s.t. elsemixed. Kalipayng gisambugan ug panganduy, Happiness tinged with a feeling of desire. n 1 mixture. 2 added ingredient. Tambal sa ubu nga may sambug nga makapakatulug, Cough medicine that has an ingredient that will put you to sleep. 3 mixture of rice and corn. Unsay atung lung-agun, sam-bug u lunlun? What shall we fix for dinner. Pu
	-

	2 [Al; b6] be an eyesore. Kanang barungbarung makasambul sa nindut nga parki, 
	2 [Al; b6] be an eyesore. Kanang barungbarung makasambul sa nindut nga parki, 
	These hovels are an eyesore in that beautiful park. t
	sambulak = SABULAK.
	sambunut n a rough scuffle with scrambling 
	and no holds barred. Sa sambunut nabuslut ang iyang karsunis, In the scuffle his trousers came off. v [C; a2b3] have a rough scuffle with s.o. Magsambunut ta run ug dili nimu iuli ang akung rilu, We will have a real fight if you do not return my watch. -ay = 
	SAMBUNUT. 
	sami v [AB56; ac] smudge, smear s.t. by nothaving s.t. hit the area intended. Misami ( nasami) ang lipstik sa iyang ngabil, The lipstick smeared her lips. Ayawg samia iniglitiring nimu, Don't let it smudge when you print the letters. Ayawg isami inyung tai sa bangkiyu, Don't let your feces smudge the toilet seat.
	sam-id v [A; cl] 1 hone, sharpen s.t .to a 
	.
	high degree. Sam-ira (isam-id) usa nang lababa, Sharpen that razor first. 2 sharpen,refine one's ability. Sam-irun ku ang akung ininglis, I'll sharpen my ability in English. sam-iran n s.t. to sharpen s.t. with. -in-n s. t. sharpened to gleaming sharpness.
	samilya = SIMIL VA. 
	, . 
	samm= SALAMIN. 
	l 

	, . 
	,

	sam•n= ISPHIU, n3. saminsamin(from salamin) n eardrum. saminsamin= SALAMINSALAMIN. see SA
	2 
	1 
	2 
	-

	LAMIN. 
	samir n summer school. v 1 [A; b56] take summer classes. Unsang sabdyika imung samirun (samiran)? What subject are you going to take this summer? 2 [A2; c] take the ball used in practice shooting to the other goal for a short time, making a shot or two and bringing it back (slang). 

	samkun v 1 [A3N2] be in the early stages of pregnancy. Ug musamkun (manamkun) ku, kasukaun ku, If I get pregnant, I feel like vomiting. Dill makasamkun (makapanamkun) ang iyang asawa kay dipiktusu siyag matris, His wife cannot conceive because she has s. �-wrong with her uterus. 2 [ A 13; c6] conceive an idea in the mind. DiH mulibkas sa ngabil nanK m!{a pulunga ug wa pa na isamkun sa bunabuna, Those words would not have come out from the lips, if they had not been conceived in the mind. paN-v 1 [A2] deve
	sampablu -samplling 
	Artifact
	s.t. she has a liking or craving for. Gipanamkun siyag iring maung kusug mulayat, When his mother was in her first few months with to a cat. As a result he can jump high. Ayawg panamkuni ang babuy, Don't conceive a fondness for pigs or your baby will be like one. n the cravings or dislikes one feels in early prnancy.
	s.t. she has a liking or craving for. Gipanamkun siyag iring maung kusug mulayat, When his mother was in her first few months with to a cat. As a result he can jump high. Ayawg panamkuni ang babuy, Don't conceive a fondness for pigs or your baby will be like one. n the cravings or dislikes one feels in early prnancy.
	him, she took a liki
	ng 
	eg


	sampablu = KARDABA. sampaday = SAMPIRAy.
	sampaga n k.o. deadly chicken ailment characterized by swelling on all parts of the body.
	sampaga n k.o. deadly chicken ailment characterized by swelling on all parts of the body.
	sampagita n jasmine, spreading and ornamental bush, grown for its fragrant flowers: 
	Jasminum spp.
	sampak v 1 [A23BN; c6P] be stuck or pushed all the way into s.t. else. Misampak (nanampak) na ba ang gitung sa pul-an? ls the tang stuck all the way into the handle? 
	Kinsay nagsampak (nagpasampak) aring lipak diri sa tubu? Who stuck this stick all the way into the tube? lsampak (ipasampak) ang pidal arun mubawid ang brik, Push the brake pedal all the way down so that the brakes will hold. 2 [B256] for s.t. movito come into contact with s.t. stationa. Sa iyang pagtira misampak ang taku sa tawu sa iyang luyu, He hit the man in back of him with his cue when he was making his shot. 
	ng 
	ry


	sampaka = TSAMPAKA. 
	sampalv [A; alb2) slap s.o. with the hand on any part of the body, but esp. the face. Akuy nagsampal sa imung abaga, I slapped your shoulder hard. 
	sampalv [A; alb2) slap s.o. with the hand on any part of the body, but esp. the face. Akuy nagsampal sa imung abaga, I slapped your shoulder hard. 
	1 


	sampaln k.o. magic charm tied to the branches of fruit trees to prevent the fruit from beistolen. Stealithe fruits causes the victim to suffer swelling of the stomach and sometimes death. v [Al3; b6) attach this charm to a tree. 
	2 
	ng 
	ng 

	sampaling = SAGPA. sampalita = SAGPA. 
	sampalung v [A; a2b2] slap s.o. in the face. 
	Sampalungun ku nang mutsatsaba ug dili mutuug suguun, I will slap that maid if she does not do what she's told to do. n 1 slap in the face. 2 an act or situation causing deep embarrassment. 
	Sampalungun ku nang mutsatsaba ug dili mutuug suguun, I will slap that maid if she does not do what she's told to do. n 1 slap in the face. 2 an act or situation causing deep embarrassment. 

	sampan n a flat-bottomed, square-ended barge usually with no engines. v [Al3; ale)1 go by, take a barge. 2 make into a.barge.sampangkung -in-a done poorly, shoddily. Sinampangk.ung kaayu ning pagkalutua sa kik kay dinalian, This cake is no good because we baked it hurriedly. Sinampangkung ning akung ininglis kay garnay ra man 
	kug gradu, My English is poor because I didn't go far in school. v [A2; cl] do s.t. shoddily.
	kug gradu, My English is poor because I didn't go far in school. v [A2; cl] do s.t. shoddily.
	samparay = SAMPIRAY. 
	samparing humorous pronunciation of sampaling 'slap in the face' in imitation of Japanese soldiers. 
	sampay v 1 [A; c) hang laundout. Isampay ang linabban sa bayhayan, Hang the laundry on the clothesline. 2 [A; c] put up in s.o. else's place, cause one to do so. Musampay unya mi sa inyug higabin-an mi, 
	ry 

	We'll put up at your house if it gets to be night. Mga disgrasyada nga nagsampay sa ilang mga anak sa asilu, Unwed mothers who put their children in the orphanage. Nasampay siya sa amu pagkailu niya, He came to our place to live when he got orphaned. sampaysampay v [B; c] be shoved around from home to home as a dependent.
	Nasampaysampay sa kaparyintiban ang mga 
	ilu, The orphans were shoved around from one relative to another. 
	sampayna n 1 dish made of pig's innards and blood. 2 menstrual flow (humorous). v 1 [A; a] make sampayna. 2 [a4] menstruate. 
	sampid = SAMPIG. 
	sampidru = SAN PIDRU. 
	sampig v [A; c] put s.t. right next to s.t. else. Isampig ang kaldiru sa kalayu, Put the pot next to the fire. 
	sampila moving with a limp. Sampil kaayung mulakaw si Badung kay bali siyag tiil, 
	l 

	Badong walks with a limp because he has a broken leg. v [B126) get a limp. sampilv [A; alb2) touch or brush against 
	2 

	s.t. lightly. Wa may nagsampil sa plunra. Nahulug Jang nag iya ra, Nobody touched that flower vase. It just fell by itself. Sampila ra nang tawu sa imung duul arun mulingi, 
	Please touch the man next to you so he turns around. 
	sampila v 1 [A; cl6] carry s.t. astride the hips. Ayaw sampilaa (isampila) nang bata kay tingalig mabakang na, Don't carry the child on your hip because she might become bowlegged. 2 [A; cl] sit on one's buttocks with the legs crossed. Binhurun ka ug imung sampilaun (isampilŁ) ang imung paglingkud, 
	You will get cramps if you sit on your but-. tocks with the ls crossed. 
	eg

	sampilay v [B; al2) be drooping over the shoulders. Misampilay ang ulu sa bata, The child's head was drooping on its shoulders. Gisampilay niya ang tualya, She drooped the towel over her shoulders. 
	sampiling v [A; a2b2) swat on the cheeks. sampiling n 1 sideburns, the hair growing on 

	sampinit -samual 
	the face under the ears. 2 the back part of the jawbone under the ears or the analogous structure in animals. paN•(➔) v [A2; b6] rest one's head by propping his cheeks inhis hands. Naglangkaw ka Jang sa trabahu kay siging nanampiling, You're just sloughing off on the job because all you're doing is resting with your cheeks in your hands. -un a having thick sideburns. 
	the face under the ears. 2 the back part of the jawbone under the ears or the analogous structure in animals. paN•(➔) v [A2; b6] rest one's head by propping his cheeks inhis hands. Naglangkaw ka Jang sa trabahu kay siging nanampiling, You're just sloughing off on the job because all you're doing is resting with your cheeks in your hands. -un a having thick sideburns. 

	sampinit n a thorny vine with compoundedly pinnate leaves of a yellowish, green color profusely armed. Several leaves, tied to theend of a stick, are used as a swatter to catch fruit bats in flight: Caesalpinia nuga. paN-v [A2; b6] catch fruit bats with sampinit leaves.
	sampiray v [A3] stagger or wobble in motion. Magsampiray ang tinday nga bag-ung nabimugsu, A newborn colt is wobbly. Nagsampiray siya sa kahubug, He was tottering because he was drunk. 
	sampit = SANGPIT.
	sampiyad v [A3] walk with the abdomen well forward. Ang mabdus musampiyad ug lakaw, A pregnant woman walks with her abdomen well forward. 
	sampiyun n champion, the most superior of all competitors. v [Bl; a2] be, become achampion.
	sampul n sample given away to prospective users as a trial. v [ c] give samples. -balut n sample ballot. 
	t 

	sampung v 1 [A; b(l)] cover or obstruct anopening or passage. Akuy musampung ug tabla anang bangag arun walay ilaga nga makaagi, I will cover the hole with a board so no• rats can come in. Sampungi ug nuug arun dili mutulu, Plug it with a rag so itwon'tdrip. 2 [Al2; a12] reach the highest part of 
	, 
	, 
	\
	s.t. lgu ming nakasampung sa bungtud mau say pagdulhug nila, They were descending just as we had reached the summit. n = -AN(➔). paN· v [A) cover an opening in one's body. Panampung ug muatsi ka, Cover your nose and mouth when you sneeze. -an(➔), paN-an(➔) n the triangular portion in the upper part of the wall at the end of a ridgedroof, from the level of eaves upwards. kinaan(➔) n the highest part of s.t., apex. -un ( �) n small part of the rice in the field left to be harvested. Aku na lay ti was ug ani 
	ng 


	samput (from pungut) n thicket of intertwinibushes, vines, and branches of trees. t,The bird was perched in the thick growth of branches. v [Al] form a thick tangle of 
	ngu 
	ng 
	Didtu ang langgam magbatug sa sampu
	ngu

	branches and growth. 
	branches and growth. 
	sampura = SAMPURADU· 
	2

	sampuradun a mixture of salt and fresh water or tasting thereof. Ang tubig sa bukana sa suba sampuradu, The mouth of a river isa mixture of salt and fresh water. 
	1 

	sampuradun rice porridge with chocolate and sugar. v [A13; a12] make sampuradu.sampurawu = SAMPURADU· 
	2 
	1

	samput = 
	SANGPl.JT. 

	samsam v 1 [A; cl] move the lips in speaking without making a sound. Musamsam siya sa iyang urasiyun ug ang iru dilt' makapaak niya, He mumbles his magic formula and the dog.can't bite him. 2 [Al3; cl] eat light food to keep the mouth occupied while doing s.t. else. Magsamsam giyud na siya kanunay ug biskwit sa iyang trabahu, 
	He keeps eating crackers idly while he is at work. -un(➔) n 1 in folk belief, a magic charm chewed so that one does not get hitin battle. 2 k.o. wild vine which tastes like betel leaves and chewed to treat toothache. 
	samsuy n k.o. hood made of woven palmleaflets covering the entire head and back, worn as a protection against rain. v [A; a]wear, make this sort of hood. 

	samtang while, at the same time as. Pagbasasamtang nagpaabut ka, Read while you are waiting. ka-an n 1 time in the meanwhile. Sa kasamtangan, siya ang intsards, For the meantime, he is in charge. 2 person acting in temporary or substitute capacity. Kasamtangan nga mamahandt' sa kapunungan, Theacting treasurer of the organization. ka-an (➔) n temporary. Hatagan kag kasamtangan nga kagawasan kun magbinuutan, You will be given temporal liberty if you behave well. samu short for sa imu it doesn't matter to me
	-

	.
	.
	. 

	branches. It is hung on plants to rid them 
	of worms. 
	samual v [A3P] . talk unintelligibly due to a cold or when the mouth is filled with food. 

	samuhan -sandanan 
	Nagsamual ka diha. Busa tunla ang kan-un nga imung giusap, I can't understand a word you're saying, so swallow the food you arechewing.
	Nagsamual ka diha. Busa tunla ang kan-un nga imung giusap, I can't understand a word you're saying, so swallow the food you arechewing.

	samuhan n farm tenant. v [B56; a2] be a tenant. Samubanun namu ang imung igagaw, We will employ your cousin as a tenant. pa-v [A; b(l)] have one's land be taken care of by tenants. 
	samuk a 1 bothersome. Samuk kaayu ning bataa nga galmun kay kanunayng mangayuug tubig, This child is a nuisance to take forwater. 2 crowded and chaotic with activity. Samuk kaayu ang Tabuanug malunis, Taboan market is very busy on Mondays. Samuk kaayu ang upisina kay namalhin mi, The office is in an uproar now because we just moved. v [A; a] disturb, bother. Latiguban ang bisag kinsay musamuk dinbi, I'llwhip anybody that makes noise here. Duna kuy isamuk nimu kadiyut, I have a favor to ask of you (lit. s
	care of because he's constantly aski
	ng 
	· 
	ng

	ng
	ng
	trouble or giving inconvenience. -in(➔) ato s.o. that istroublesome. Samukin giyung bat-ana, Thiskid is a cute little troublemaker. 
	endearing way of referri
	ng 
	t


	samuk n k.o. fish: Gerres spp. 
	samung n top shells. samungsamung n smalltop shells. 
	samut v [A23P] become more so, do all the more. Pagkabati niya sa balita, misamut siya ug hilak, After hearithe news, she cried all the more. Misamut kaguul, She got all the more worried. Ug dilt' ka mupabuway musamut ang imung hubak, If you do not rest your asthma will get worse. 
	ng 

	samuyaw, samuyaw n k.o. citrus tree 6-10' tall, with marble-sized fruit, very juicy and sour, tasting like limes: Citrus hystrix var.microcarpa.
	sann title of address of most male saints. 
	1 

	san= SA2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (dialectal). 
	2 
	1 

	= SAi.AN. 
	san

	sanashort for NSA NA. sana= SANASANA. 
	1 
	Ł
	2 

	sanad (fromanad) usually [do]. Sanad siyang muanbi sa may mga alas tns, He usuallycomes at about three o'clock. a 1 doing s.t. skillfully.Sanad na kaayu kung mumanibug awtu, Inow drive the car very well. 2 beingvery familiar with s.t. Magpabagiyus Zang kus dalan sa Tulidu kay sanad na kaayu ku ana, I just whizz over the road to Toledo because I am very familiar with it. v [B12)be, become expert in doing s.t. or familiar with s.t. 
	sanad (fromanad) usually [do]. Sanad siyang muanbi sa may mga alas tns, He usuallycomes at about three o'clock. a 1 doing s.t. skillfully.Sanad na kaayu kung mumanibug awtu, Inow drive the car very well. 2 beingvery familiar with s.t. Magpabagiyus Zang kus dalan sa Tulidu kay sanad na kaayu ku ana, I just whizz over the road to Toledo because I am very familiar with it. v [B12)be, become expert in doing s.t. or familiar with s.t. 
	sanag a cheerful of countenance. v [B; a12P] be, become, make cheerful. Karung balitaa makasanag (makapasanag) sa atung buut,
	This piece of news can get us in a cheerful mood. ma-un( �) a 1 characterized with cheer. 2 giving intimation of a bright outcome. Masanagun siyag kaugmaun, He has abright future. 
	sanan, sanan and (dialectal). 
	,
	,
	sanap = SALANAP. 
	sanasana v 1 [A; a12] practice, rehearse a particular skill or act. Nagsanasana ku sa akung pakigpulung, I am practicing my speech. 2 [A; c6] try s.t. on before actually 
	• • I • , \
	weanng 1t. Isanasana ang sintna ug angayan 
	ka ba, Try that dress on and see if it becomes you.
	sanaturyum n sanatorium. 
	sanaw v 1 [A; a] make a very watery por
	-

	t 
	, , ,
	ridge. Magsanaw ta para pamahaw, Let's make watery porridge for our breakfast. 2 [A; b6(1)] stew food in coconut juice. Gisanawan niya ang kinbasun, He stewed the seashells in coconut juice. -in-n very watery 
	·
	porridge. -in-an n food stewed in coconut 
	JUlCe. 
	sanawa for heights to give a dizzy feeling. 
	2 

	Pagkasanaw tan-awun sa ubus, How dizzying it is to look below. v [B2; b6] give a dizzy feeling. Gisanawan ku sa ubus gikan sa kampanaryu, I felt dizzy looking down from the bell tower. 
	sanay v [A2; a12P] multiply, procreate. Ugmusanay nang imung itik, baligyai kug usa ka par, If your ducks multiply, sell me a pair. manggi-un, ma-un a prolific in reproduci. 
	ng

	, ,
	sanaysanay = SANASANA.
	sanbum n sunburn. v [B12) get sunburned. 
	sandak v [B; b4] for the stomach to be distended with gas. Gipanuhut siya, maung nagsandak ang tiyan, He has had gas pains, and so his stomach is distended. 
	-

	sandal = SANDALyAS.
	sandalyas n sandals. v [A; b6(1)] wear or use sandals.
	sandanan = SANDANUN. 

	sandanaw -sanga 
	sandanaw = ALINDANAW. 
	sandanaw = ALINDANAW. 
	sandanay, sandanun n a name close friends or relatives call each other mutually. v [ C; c6) call each other by a special name mutually. Nagsandanay ang mga mag-agaw ug 'prlmu: The cousins call each other 'primo'. 
	sandaw a for s.t. that normally produces a certain amount, to have a small yield. Sandaw ang lubi kay dugay ang hulaw, Theyield of the coconut trees decreased considerably in the long drought. v [B 12; a4)come to give a low yield. Nasandaw (gisandaw) ang kadagatan dinhi sa pagdininamita, 
	The yield of the seas in this area has become considerably reduced because of all the dynamite fishing. 

	sanday v [A; c) lay or rest s.t. on and across s.t. else. Kanang trusu nga nagsanday sa kural mauy makapahugnu niana, The log that is laid across that fence will make it collapse. 
	Isanday ang sumbuhan arun makatiun kag maayu, Rest the barrel on s.t. so that you can take good aim. 
	Isanday ang sumbuhan arun makatiun kag maayu, Rest the barrel on s.t. so that you can take good aim. 

	sandayung n 1 roof gutter. 2 gutter, usually made of a large bamboo tube, used to channel water from an elevated position. Gihimuag sandayung ang tubud, A gutter was made for the spring. v [A; a2] make into, attach a roof gutter. 
	sandig v 1 [AB6; c] lean against s.t., cause 
	s.t. to do so. Ayawg sandigi ang kural kay matumba, Don't lean on the fence because it will topple. lsandig ang sag-ub sa kahuy, Let the bamboo water container lean against the tree. 2 [A2; b(l)] rely on, depend on s.t. one can avail himself of. Mudaug ang imung kandidatura ug musandig ka sa partidu, You will win if you rely on the party. 3 [c6] pin one's hopes on s.t. Anhanaku isandig ang atung kaugmaun sa imungkalampusan, l pin our hopes for the future on your success. -sa kaliwat take after a forebear
	sandiya n 1 watermelon. 2 watermelon seeds, dried and salted. 
	sandu n 1 sleeveless undershirt worn bywomen. 2 men's sleeveless undershirt of similar shape. v (Al; b6(1)] wear this garment. Naa nay bra. Magsandu pa giyud, Are you going to wear chemise over your bra? 
	sandi:tgu (from usa and dugu) n blood compact. v [C; b6] make a blood coin pact. Nagsandugu sila si Ligaspi ug Sikatuna, Legaspiand Sikatuna made a blood compact. 
	sandi:tgu (from usa and dugu) n blood compact. v [C; b6] make a blood coin pact. Nagsandugu sila si Ligaspi ug Sikatuna, Legaspiand Sikatuna made a blood compact. 
	sanduk v [A; ab2] scoop s.t. out or off of. 
	Sandukun ta ning lapuk sa kanal arun makaagi ang tu.big, We will scoop out the mud from the ditch so the water can pass through. n 1 scoop. 2 utensil used to scoop rice from the pot. 3 a scoopful. Butangi ug tulu ka sanduk balas, Put in three shovelfuls of sand. ig-1-= SANDO� nl, 2. 
	sandul = SINDUL. 
	sanduluy n cooked cereals, usually corn, with sweet potato mixed in. v [A13; b(l)] cook rice or corn with sweet potato. -in-v = SANDULUY. 
	sandi:trut a intimate. Sandurut kaayu silang amiguba, They are very intimate friends. v [Cl] be, become intimate with s.o. Dili kumakigsandurut ug tabian, l don't want tobecome intimate with gossipmongers. main-un, ma-un a friendly, done as would be done to a friend. Masinandurutun nga pagin a most friendly manner. maki-un a friendly, tending to treat people amiably. Sayun ra siyang pakigsabutan kay makisandurutun man, It is easy tomake an agreement with him because he is amiable. ka-none with whom one 
	abiabi, Entertaini
	ng 

	sandusandu v [B6; b6] scurry about in all directions. Misandusandu ang rr,ga humigas pagpangitag makaun, The ants scurried about lookifor food. Nagsandusandu mig dagan paglinug, We ran every which way when the earthquake struck. 
	ng 

	sang!= SA, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (dialectal). 
	1

	sang v [Bl; cl] be strewn all over, be in disarray. Nagsang ang mga butang sa iyang las on his table are all in disarray. 
	misa, The thi
	ng

	sanga n 1 branch, limb of a tree. Ang langgam nagbatug sa sanga, The bird perched on a branch. 2 lateral extension of a road or path. Sa tuung sanga sa dalan, On the right branch of the path. 3 fork of a slingshot. 4 bamboo or wooden hook attached to a rope used to draw up a fish trap from the water. S an extra fier or toe in a,ddition to the normal five. -nga buhatan branchoffice. v [A] 1 have or grow a branch. Angmais dili' musanga, Corn doesn't grow branches. 2 for the road to fork. lnig-abut sa nagsang
	ng
	-


	sanga -sanggab
	2 

	kul giyud ku nimu bisag nagsanga pa nang imung dila, I'll fight back against you even if you are fierce and violent. -atinggil a for a woman to have sexual appetite (lit. have a forked clitoris). (�) v [A13) = SANGA, v. saasanga v [A; a12) fell a tree branch by branch. sanghan a havian extra fier or toe branchioff. kinasa-an n 1 the place where the road forks off. 2 crotch of a tree branch. 
	kul giyud ku nimu bisag nagsanga pa nang imung dila, I'll fight back against you even if you are fierce and violent. -atinggil a for a woman to have sexual appetite (lit. have a forked clitoris). (�) v [A13) = SANGA, v. saasanga v [A; a12) fell a tree branch by branch. sanghan a havian extra fier or toe branchioff. kinasa-an n 1 the place where the road forks off. 2 crotch of a tree branch. 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng

	, 
	,


	sanga = PANTDIAN. 
	sangab n 1 swath or a long rectaular area designated as an area to be worked. Maggalab ta ug kugun, kining sangaba aku, ang pikas imu, We will cut down the cogon. This swath is mine and that one is yours. Sangab nga agi sa ilang pangguna, The swath that was left when they cut grass. 2 k.o. fish trap of shallow waters with a broad mouth towards the bottom, set in the path of the fish. a right in the path. v 1 [A 2; bS) 1 do s.t. in swaths. Sangabun (sangaban) natu nag sanggi ug tagurba ka dupa, 
	ng
	taperi
	ng 

	We will harvest it in swaths two fathoms wide. 2 [A; c] put s.t. right in the path. Nasangab sa iyang mata ang paa sa dalaga nga atbang niyag lingkud, He couldn't help seeithe thighs of the girl sittidirectlyacross from him. lsangab nang sugung sa tubud, Put the mouth of the bamboo tube to the spri. 3 [AN; c] catch fish with a sangab fish trap. 
	We will harvest it in swaths two fathoms wide. 2 [A; c] put s.t. right in the path. Nasangab sa iyang mata ang paa sa dalaga nga atbang niyag lingkud, He couldn't help seeithe thighs of the girl sittidirectlyacross from him. lsangab nang sugung sa tubud, Put the mouth of the bamboo tube to the spri. 3 [AN; c] catch fish with a sangab fish trap. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng


	saad = SANGLAD. 
	ng

	,
	,

	sangag = SANGLAG. 
	, 
	, 
	,


	sangan = PANTDIAN. 
	,
	,

	sangat = SANG-AT. 
	sang-at v [A; c) 1 put s.t. up s.w. [sang-at ni diba sa paril arun dili maabut sa iru, Put this on top of the fence so the dog cannot get at it. 2 file a suit or complaint in court or petition with the proper authorities. Ang piskal mauy nagsang-at sa kiba imbis ang tagtungud, The district attorney filed the complaint in place of the aggrieved party. hi-/hav [B1256] 1 be put up high. 2 for success or s.t. that one desires to be located s.w. (literary). Anba sa paningkamut mabisangat ang imung kalampus
	sangay n people havithe same first name. Ang santus kung sangay, The saint I'm named after.!(Ł) v [C3) have the same first name. 
	ng 

	,
	,

	sangay = SANGLA Y. 
	1

	sa-ay v [A; cl) carry s.t. on or sling over the shoulders. Nagsang-ayg bata, Carrying a child on one shoulder. lsang-ay (sang-aya) 
	ng

	ang malita, Carry the suitcase on your shoulder. 
	ang malita, Carry the suitcase on your shoulder. 
	sangbat = SAKBAT. 
	sangbud v [B 1; b8) for the tether rope of an animal to get tangled on itself or around s. t. else. Nagsambud ang pist' sa kabaw ug diriyut matuuk, The water buffalo's rope gottaled and the animal nearly choked. sangburan n length of tubing made of a piece of bamboo 7-8" long, used for storing yarn. 
	ng

	sangga v [A2; al2] barge in on a conversa
	-

	1 
	,

	tion, games. Nganung musangga man ka nga wa ka man mabibalu sa amung gisultiban? 
	Why do you barge in when you don't know what we are talking about? Nganung sanggabun man nimu ang dula ug dt' ka paapilun? Why do you force your way into the game if you are not supposed to participate? saa n 1 in children's games involvibets (of rubber bands and the like), one's partner with whom one pools his bets. Pa
	ngg
	ng

	ngayu ug sigay sa imung sangga ug mapildi ka, Ask for some more cowries from your partner if you lose. 2 close friend. Kaila ku kaayu niya kay sangga ku siya sa amungpagkabata, l know him very well because he has been my chum since childhood days. v 1 [A2C; ac3] make s.o. his partner for games. 2 [Cl) be friends with s.o. ka-= SANGGA, n. 
	sangga v 1 [A 13; a 12) be underneath s.t. so that it supports or protects it. Kanang lingin nga nagsangga sa misitira plastik, That round thithe flower pot is restion is plastic. 2 [A3; al 2) put s. t. under s. t. else. 
	ng 
	ng 

	Sanggaa ug batu ang baligi arun dili supbun sa umug, Place a stone slab under the postso moisture can't penetrate. 3 [A; a) catch 
	s.t. or falling with a container. Nagsangga siya sa inagay nga tubig sa iyang kamut, He cupped his hands to catch the dripwater. n saucer. 
	drippi
	ng 
	pi
	ng 

	sagabv 1 [A; a) catch a liquid that is s.t. under it. 
	ng
	1 
	dripping or falling by sticki
	ng 

	Sanggaba ang gatas nga nagtulu sa lamisa, 
	Catch the milk that is dripping off the edge of the table. 2 [al2) be caught by the ear. 
	Ang bubungibung sa pagwilga mauy nasanggab sa iyang dalunggan, The rumors of the strike caught his ears. 3 [A13; a12] make a palm toddy container sanggab. n a bamboo tribe container for palm toddy, the length of one node, the bottom of which is the lower node. 
	sanggabn k.o. fishing net used in bays, attached to fish corrals, set such that the current hits them broadside at certain seasons of the year. v 1 [A] set the sanggab. Mag
	2 
	-


	sanggabun -sangit 
	sanggab rung bulana, The sanggab will be set this month. 2 [al2] catch fish with a sanggab.
	sanggab rung bulana, The sanggab will be set this month. 2 [al2] catch fish with a sanggab.
	sanggabun a 1 gamecocks of a kind that are killed during the first match. 2 woman that easily gets pregnant out of wedlock. 

	sanggaka a for plants to spread out in the branches or roots. v [B] be, become outspreading. Ug musanggaka kunu ang sanga,diyutay ang bunga, If the tree has lush and spreading branches, they say it will bear few fruit. 
	,
	,
	,

	sanggarayung = SINGGURAYUNG. 
	sanggat v [Ab6; b8] catch or snag when being pulled; cause s.t. to do so. Lagmit musanggat ang taga sa mga batus ilalum, Most likely the hook will snag on the stones on the bottom. lkay nagsanggat sa taga; karun ikay tangtang, You let the hook snag so you get it loose. 

	sanggi v 1 [A; a] rip, break off s.t. stiff at the place of attachment. Nasanggi ang palwa pagtunub niya, The coconut palm frond broke off when he stepped on it. Misalingsing ang gisanggian sa sanga, The place where a branch was broken off grew new shoots. 2 [AN; al2] harvest corn. Mananggi ta rung simanaba. Laya na ang mais, We harvest the corn this week because it is ready now. n 1 action of harvesting. Ang sangg,• pagabimuun sunud bulan, The harvest will be held next month. 2 output realized from a spe
	sanggi v 1 [A; a] rip, break off s.t. stiff at the place of attachment. Nasanggi ang palwa pagtunub niya, The coconut palm frond broke off when he stepped on it. Misalingsing ang gisanggian sa sanga, The place where a branch was broken off grew new shoots. 2 [AN; al2] harvest corn. Mananggi ta rung simanaba. Laya na ang mais, We harvest the corn this week because it is ready now. n 1 action of harvesting. Ang sangg,• pagabimuun sunud bulan, The harvest will be held next month. 2 output realized from a spe
	sanggikit v [AC; cl] for people, vegetation to be close to each other. Nagsanggikit ang mga kabuy sa anut, The trees in the secondgrowth forest are growing thick. Dili ku makatulug ug dili makasanggikit sa lawas sa akung bana, I cannot sleep if I am not close to my husband's body. Nasanggikit ang pagbati sa duba ka bibag, The captives developed a close feeling for one another. Ayawsanggikita (isanggikit) pagbutang ang mga bangku, Don't put the benches close to each other. 
	sanggra n 1 vaccinate by pricking with a needle, not with a shot. 2 the wound caused by vaccination or the scar left. v [A; b (1)] vaccinate. Sanggraban ka usa ka makalangyaw, You have to be vaccinated before you can go abroad. 
	sangguli n drink made of palm toddy, chocolate, and eggs. v [A; cl] make, have a toddy shake. 
	sanggurayung = SINGGURA YUNG. 
	sanggut n sickle. v 1 [AN2; b(l)N] get palm 
	toddy from a coconut tree. 2 [al2] make into a sickle. -an(➔) n coconut tree from which one obtains palm toddy. -in-an(➔) n pidgin (lit. s. t. just picked up as toddy from a coconut tree). v [A; c] speak pidgin. maN-r-n palm toddy gatherer. 
	toddy from a coconut tree. 2 [al2] make into a sickle. -an(➔) n coconut tree from which one obtains palm toddy. -in-an(➔) n pidgin (lit. s. t. just picked up as toddy from a coconut tree). v [A; c] speak pidgin. maN-r-n palm toddy gatherer. 
	sangguwar n k.o. white, somewhat roundgrained rice; 
	sanghid v [AN; b6N] ask permission. Misangbid (nanangbid) siyang Mama niya nga muadtu siya sa sini, He asked h"is ma to let him go to the show. Ninyung tulu kinsay nanangbid? Which one of you three asked permission to go? Ug nakasanghid (nakapanangbid) kang Papa, dad-a nang kabayu, If you have asked Dad, you may take the horse. Kinsay imung gisangbiran (gipanangbiranJ pagkuba n,mu sa mutur? Who did you ask when you took the motorcycle? n permission. Kini si Pidru kanunayng mulakaw nga walay sangbid (pan
	sangi v [AB6; a] break a piece off s.t. at its attachment or edge. Kinsay nagsangi sa sabunganan sa kalu, Who detached the thing to hang the hats on? Dali ra ning akung kuku musangi (masangi'), My nails break easily.
	sangi n road intersectioŁ. 
	sangig n k.o. erect, hairy, aromatic herb, widely used as a spice. v [A; b(l)] season with sangig.
	•sangil pa-v 1 [A; b(l)] blame, impute s.o. with a fault. Siyay nagpasangil nga akuy naglabay sa iru, He is accusing me of stoning the dog. Ang bulaw gipasanginlan sa kangibit sa bu gas, Drought was blamed for the .scarcity of corn. Ug napyansa ang gipasanginlan makaguwa sa prisu, If bail is posted, the accused party can get out of jail. 2 [A; c6] make excuses, pretend to do s.t. for a purpose. Mupasangil ka ug pamisita, sa tinuud naniid ka n,la, You make a pretenseof visiting them when in truth you are
	ay 

	,
	PASANGIL, v2. 
	sangit v 1 [A2; b8cP] be in the way and hold s.t. in place, snag, catch. Kining tungguytungguy mauy musangit sa pinsuti, This lug is what holds the firing pin back. Kubaa nang mga lipak diba kay makasangit sa mu
	-


	870 sangka.-SaDgkU 
	1 

	agi, Get those bamboo slats out of there because they might snag people that go by there. Way kasangitan ang antiyuhus kaymubu siyag ilung, The eyeglasses won't hold because her nose is so short. 2 [B125;b4(1)) be delayed by s.t. which ordinarily should not have caused the delay. Naulahimi kay nasangit mi did tu sa bilyaran, We are late because we were delayed at the pool hall
	agi, Get those bamboo slats out of there because they might snag people that go by there. Way kasangitan ang antiyuhus kaymubu siyag ilung, The eyeglasses won't hold because her nose is so short. 2 [B125;b4(1)) be delayed by s.t. which ordinarily should not have caused the delay. Naulahimi kay nasangit mi did tu sa bilyaran, We are late because we were delayed at the pool hall

	sangkan a contest matching skill, wit, strength or a quarrel. v 1 [C; b8] have a contest of strength, wit, skill Magsangka tag makatulu. Pihu giyud ug kinsay pildi, 
	1 

	We will play it off three times. Then it should be clear who is the loser. Unsa may inyung gikasangkaan? What did you twoquarrel about? 2 [a12] pair off two contenders in a match. Sangkaun natu ang atung isig ka sunuy, Let's pair off our gamecocks.
	We will play it off three times. Then it should be clear who is the loser. Unsa may inyung gikasangkaan? What did you twoquarrel about? 2 [a12] pair off two contenders in a match. Sangkaun natu ang atung isig ka sunuy, Let's pair off our gamecocks.

	sangka.a for the crotch to be too tight. Apiking ilakaw ning karsunisa kay sangka rag pundiyu, It's hard to walk in these pants because the crotch is too tight. v [B12)have a crotch that is too tight. 
	2 

	sangkad a broad, having ample width. Sangkad nga panaptun, Ooth that is of ample width. v 1 [B1256] be completely covered with s.t. Ang iyang nawung nasangkad ug bugas, Her face is all covered with pimples. 2 [a12) do s.t. to the entire area of s.t. Sangkara ug pahid ug asiti ang kahuy, Smearoil all over the wood. 3 [A12; c16) be enough for everybody. Ang Zima ka buuk tinapay ni Hisus nakasangkad sa gatusan ka mga tawu, Jesus' five loaves of bread were enough to feed hundreds of people. 4 [b4 (1)) have o
	sangkap (from salangkap) a complete, having the necessary equipment. Kusina nga sangkap sa galamitun, A kitchen completely equipped. Sangkap kaayu siya sa pangayu sa awtu, He is completely equipped to repair cars. v 1 [B2] for equipment to become complete. Ug musangkap na ang balhibu, ang kuyabug makalupad na, The nestling can fly once he gets his complete feathers. Nasangkap na ang tangu sa bata, The child has all of his teeth now. 2 [A; b6] equip with needed things. Akuy sangkap nimug 
	galamitun sa pamanday, l will equip you with carpentry tools. 3 = SALANGKAP. kaan n equipment, tools. Gihimu ka Zang kasangkapan arun mulusut ang kuntrabandu, 
	galamitun sa pamanday, l will equip you with carpentry tools. 3 = SALANGKAP. kaan n equipment, tools. Gihimu ka Zang kasangkapan arun mulusut ang kuntrabandu, 
	you as a tool to smug
	They are only usi
	ng 

	gle in their goods. 
	sangkay n friend (slang). v [A3PC; a12]make friends, befriend, be close to each ). ka-an n group of friends, gang.
	other (sla
	ng

	sangkayv [A; c] throw s.t. with moderate force in an underhand motion. Kinsay nagsangkay ug sinilbig diris asiras? Who threw the sweepings on the sidewalk? 
	2 

	sangkayud v [B6; a12] walk slowly withhalting steps and a slight forward thrust ofthe hips. Nagsangkayud paglakaw ang habaying nagbati, The woman who was in labor walked haltily with a thrust of the abdomen. a walking in this way. 
	ng

	sangki n k.o. aromatic Chinese spice. v [b(l)] spice with sangki.
	sangkiguy v [AC; a] have sexual intercourse(humorous). Bisan sa banyu nagsangkiguy sila, They do it anywhere, even in the bathroom.
	sangkiig v 1 [A3P; cl) totter as one walks under a burden or because of difficulty in one's footing. Nagsangkiig ang kargadur, The stevedore is tottering under the heavy load. 2 [B146) be heavily burdened financially. Nagsangkiig ku sa pagpaiskuyla sa mga bata, l am staggering under the burdend of sending my children to school. 
	getti
	ng 

	sangkil v 1 [A; a2b2] touch or brush s.o. or 
	s.t. lightly. Ug musangkil ang alambri sa iliktrisidad sa linya sa tiligrama, naay hikurintihan, If the electric line touches the telegraph wire, s.o. will be electrocuted. 
	Sangkila sa kuhit arun matamb ug nang kartun, Touch the box with the stick so that it will fall. 2 [AN; al b2] gore with the horns. 
	Ayaw pagpaduul nianang kabawa kay musangkil (manangkil) ra ba giyud na, Don't go near that water buffalo because it gores.3 [A; a12] for an unpleasant feeling to bother one. Ang pangabubbu nga nagsangkil sa iyang dugban, Jealousy which pricks his heart. -aN-r-see ANANANGKIL.
	sangkin'but = SINGKIRIBUT.
	sangkis = SANKIS. 
	sangkiyud = SANG KA YUD. 
	sangku v 1 [A2; ac) reach, arrive at a pointin time or place. Kining dalana musangku sa suba, This path reaches the river. Makasangku sa langit ang akung kasuku, My anger knows no limits (reaches the high heavens). Unsay gitas-un ang gisangkuan sa iyang pag
	-


	sangkung -sangu 
	luksu? How high did he manage to jump? 2 [A23; b6] end up, result in. Ang ilang dula misangku sa away, Their game ended up in a quarrel. Ang ilang panaghigala misangku sa panaghigugmaay, Their friendship eventually led to love. 
	luksu? How high did he manage to jump? 2 [A23; b6] end up, result in. Ang ilang dula misangku sa away, Their game ended up in a quarrel. Ang ilang panaghigala misangku sa panaghigugmaay, Their friendship eventually led to love. 

	sangkung = SAKUNG. 
	,
	,

	sangkurayung, sangkuriyung -SINGGURA
	-

	YUNG. 
	YUNG. 

	sangla n leprosy. v [ a4] be afflicted with leprosy. sanglahun n leper.
	sanglad v [AB2; c] run aground, stranded on the sand; cause s. t. to do so. Mangluksu ang 
	mga sundalu sa di" pa musanglad ang bards
	.,

	The soldiers jump off before the barge hits the beach. Ang barku nasanglad sa baba .tt1suba, The ship is stranded at the mouth of the river. 
	The soldiers jump off before the barge hits the beach. Ang barku nasanglad sa baba .tt1suba, The ship is stranded at the mouth of the river. 

	sanglag v [A; a2] roast s.t. in a pan with little or no oil. Maayung pagkasanglag sa kapi, The coffee was well roasted. n action of roasting in a pan. -in-n thing roasted. Sinanglag mani, Roasted peanuts. 
	san-glas n sunglasses. v [A13; a12] wear, make into sunglasses. 
	sanglayv [A; a2] carry things tied to both ends of a pole over one's shoulder. Sanglayun (sinanglayun) ku lang ang duba kataru nga tuba, I will carry two cans of palm toddy on a pole over the shoulder. -in-= SANGLAV. -in-an n a pole on which things are carried. 
	1 

	sanglayn 1 variety of wild tomatoes havingred, oval-shaped fruits, less than ½" in diameter and about 1" long. 2 [name] nga-Chinaman [so-and-so]. Nagpalit ug bugas sa ilang Singking Sanglay, Buying rice at the Chinaman Sing King's store. mistisu -person of half Chinese, half Filipino blood. sanglit since, for the reason that. Sanglit siya may amaban ni Husi, iya nang tulubagun, 
	2 

	Since he is Jose's father, it is his resp,onsibility. paN-n example, supJ1osition. lning imungpangatarungan, kanang imung pananglit dUi musalir, In your argument, your example won't serve. a for example. Pananglit, kining libruba dili na mapalit ug dusi, 
	Since he is Jose's father, it is his resp,onsibility. paN-n example, supJ1osition. lning imungpangatarungan, kanang imung pananglit dUi musalir, In your argument, your example won't serve. a for example. Pananglit, kining libruba dili na mapalit ug dusi, 
	This book, for example, cannot be had for twelve pesos. b if assuming that[such-andsuch] a probable thing happens. Pananglitmuanbi si Tasyu, siyay mudala sa sulat, Assuming Tasio comes, he will bring the letter. v [A; c6] give an instance as an example. 
	lpananglit ku nimu ang usa ka langgam ngaimung gipusil: mamumunu ka ba? Let me give you as an example a bird you shot. Are you a murderer for that? paN-an = PANANGLIT, n. -anan n 1 s.o. made into an 
	lpananglit ku nimu ang usa ka langgam ngaimung gipusil: mamumunu ka ba? Let me give you as an example a bird you shot. Are you a murderer for that? paN-an = PANANGLIT, n. -anan n 1 s.o. made into an 
	example, reference. Si Hub nahimung sanglitanan sa pailub, Job became an example of patience. 2 story or saying made as an example.Ang nabitabu sa Truy usa ka sanglitanan sa nagsubrang kumpiyansa, What happened to Troy is an example of overconfidence. 

	sangpit v [A; a12] 1-call s.o. to com� or attract his attention. Sangpitun ta ka ug manibapun na, I will call you when supper is ready. Gisangpit ku siya, apan wa siya muling,: I called to him, but he did not turn his head. 2 ask a favor or help from s.o. Sangpita ang amigu nimu sa kustum, Call on your friend in the customs for help. paNv [A2; c] 1 invite s.o. to partake in s.t.lami nga dili ikapanangpit coitus (the delicious feeling one cannot invite s.o. to share). 2 in the bubat ceremony, to invoke 
	sangput v [A23; b(l)] result in, become.Kanang inyung lantugt" musamput unya sa away, Your discussion will end up in a quarrel. n 1 buttocks. 2 = -AN(�). -an(➔) n seat of a pair of pants. -anan n outcome, result. Laksut ug sangputanan nang imung hingarig inum ug alak, yOU will come to a no good end the way you drink all the time. paN-an(�) n seat of pair of pants as reckoned for measurement. 
	sangsangv [A; al2] blunt s.t., bending the tip backward or spreading out the fibers at the tip. Ang batuun nga yuta makasangsang ( makapasangsang) sa tumuy sa hara, Stony ground can blunt the tip of the bar. Sangsangun ta ning tumuy sa lipak arun walay masamad, Let's blunt the tip of the 
	1 

	.
	.
	bamboo slat so nobody will get hurt. 

	sangsangv [A; b6(1)] stuff a hole, cavity, or opening. Siyay nagsangsang ug papil ngakinumut sa 1,•zianan, She stuffed a piece of crumpled paper into the peephole. 
	2 

	sangu v 1 [B256; cP] for s.t. pulled, pushed, or thrown to get caught on an unmovable obstacle. Wa masulud ang bu.la kay misangu (nasangu) sa bu.rd, The ball didn't geinto the loop because it hit the board. Atungisangu (ipasangu) sa tuud ang kangga abir makabira ba giyug kabaw, We will let the sled l)it a stump and see if the carabao can pull "it;!out. 2 [B1256] hit one's jaw while moving. Nasamad akung dila kay nasangu ku sa kurdisu, l hurt my tongue because I hit my jaw on the window sill. Ł [B1256) be st
	Ł 


	sangud-sanit 
	1 

	haltily. Maayunga diU ta musangu ug mudiskursu ta, Better not to speak haltingly in giving a speech. 4 [B126) be frustrated, foiled. Ang iyang pamalibad nakasangu sa akung mga planu,
	haltily. Maayunga diU ta musangu ug mudiskursu ta, Better not to speak haltingly in giving a speech. 4 [B126) be frustrated, foiled. Ang iyang pamalibad nakasangu sa akung mga planu,
	s:1.mmer, speak or si
	ng 
	ng

	His refusal foiled my plans. 

	sangudn nickname intimate friends call each other. 'Way uyab' ilang sangud kay purus si/a way tratu, They call each other 'no girl' because neither of them has a girl friend. v [C2] call each other with a common nickname. 
	l 

	sangudn an amulet which gives the owner an unusual chance for financial success or unusual power and strength. (➔) v [A12] possess such a charm. Nakasangud kunu na si Sisuy kay siging makadaug sa bulang, They say Sisoy has a charm because he always wins in cockfights. sanguran n s.o. who possesses a sangud. 
	2 

	sanguhal = SANGUWAL. 
	san v 1 [A; b] hitch up, harness an animal. Kabaw sagad sangunan ug daru, Theyusually hitch a water buffalo to the plow. Isangun na ang yugu -Sa kabaw, Put the yoke over the water buffalo now. la [A2]go out to earn money with a horse and rig or draft animal hitched to a cart. Musangunka ba rung buntag? Are you going out to ers this morni? 2 [b( 1)] be entrusted with a responsibility or onerous burden. Ayaw kug sanguni anang bubata kay di ku suluguun nimu, Don't burden me with that work because I'm not your
	ngu
	get passe
	ng
	ng 

	sanguwal v [A13; cl] speak or talk indistinctly because the mouth is full or because of difficulty in articulating. Nagsanguwalka kay punu man nang imung baba, yOU're talkiindistinctly because your mouth is full. (➔) a indistinct of speech. Sanguwal na man's speech is very unclear now. 
	ng 
	kaayu ang sinultiban sa nagpinal, The dyi
	ng

	sangyad = SANGLAD. 
	sangyag = SANGLAG .!
	. 
	. 

	sangyaw v 1 [AP; c6P] disseminate news, information. Ang balita nasangyaw na sa tibuuk gingbarian, The news has spread throughout the kingdom. 2 [A; c6] proclaim, declare officially. Ang partidu nagsangyaw nga si Rusis kandidatu upisiyal, The party proclaimed Roces an official candidate. n proclamation. ka-an n group of proclamations. mag-r-n preacher.
	San Huwan n 1 St. John. 2 the twenty-fourth of June celebrating St. John's Day where people go to the sea to bathe. paN-v [A2; . 
	b6] celebrate St. John's day by swimmi
	ng

	sani, sani (from unsa ni) 1 pause word used when one cannot recall what is to be said. 
	sani, sani (from unsa ni) 1 pause word used when one cannot recall what is to be said. 
	1

	Arun diU mukangu ang makina binayig bubt' ang sani, klats diay, So that the motor won't stall, slowly release the watchamacallit, um, the clutch. 2 particle expressing discomfiture or dislike at what s.o. is doing or is happening. Sani gud nga bisitaba! Mupault' man Jang ug way panamilit, What kind of a visitor is he anyway! He just goes home without saying goodbye. 3 = UNSA (dialectal). 
	•sanikasanihan n department of health. sanidad n department of health. 
	2 

	sanib v [AB16; cl] arrange in tiers, neat pile; be so. Nagsanib siya sa mga papil, She is stacking the papers in a neat pile. Nagsanib ang mga tabla, The boards are piled on top of one another. n layer. May tulu ka sanib ang playwud, Plywood is composed of three layers.(➔) v [A; b6(1)] 1 insert into or in between. Gisanib niya sa sakuban ang sundang, He inserted the bolo into its scabbard. 2 support, give assistance. Angmga tinun-an misanib sa punduk sa mga mamumuu, The students gave their support to the
	•sanib pa-v [A; b] court s.o.'s favor by showing exaggerated concern, giving lavish gifts, and the like. Dali ra siyang miusbaw kay maayung mupasanib, He quickly got promoted because he is great at boot-licking. 
	sanidad see •SANI. sanilas = SINILAS. 
	2

	, ' 
	-' 

	sanma = SININA. 
	sanipa n 1 edging similar to an eaves board which trims a roof. 2 a short curtain across the top of a window, framework of a bed, and the like. 2a design in series at one side or around the edges of the cloth. 3foldingroom divider. 4 lamp shade to concentrate light. v [A; a] install, use, use as, make into 
	,
	a santpa. 
	,
	sanit v [A; a] 1 pull with a jerk. Imung sani-
	tun ang pasul ug dunay isda nga mukubit, 
	Pull the line with a jerk if a fish bites. 2 snatch, grab. Maayung musanit ug pisu ang banug, Hawks are good at snatching chicks. 3 [B6; c] snag, pierce and get caught in s. t. Musanit ang taga sa baba sa isda, The hook will snag in the fish's mouth. Nasanit sa gamut sa kabuy ang daru, The plow got caught in the roots of a tree. 

	sanitari inspiktur -santing 
	sanitari inspiktur n sanitary inspector. v [B 126; b6] be a sanitainspector.
	ry 

	sankis n sweet, juicy orange similar to the Valencia oranges (so called from the brand Sunkist). v [b6] put orange into s.t. as flavoring.
	sanla = SANGLA. 
	San Markus n 1 St. Mark. 2 reference to marriage. Naliug siya sa bitik ni San Markus, She was hooked into marriage (lit. caught by the neck in Saint Mark's trap). Nagpainrul siya sa Unibirsidad di San Markus, She enrolled in the University of Marriage (i.e. got married). 
	San Pidro n 1 Feast of St. Peter and St. Paul (June 29). 2 gatekeeper (just as St. Peter is the keeper of the Gates of Heaven). Siradu man ang pultaban. Hain kaba ang san pidru dinbi? The gate is closed. Where could the gatekeeper be? v 1 [Al3N] celebrate St. Peter's Day by going swimming. 2 [B1S6] be a gatekeeper. -San Pablu = SAN PIDRU, 
	nl. 
	nl. 

	sanpipar n sandpaper. v 1 [A; b(l)] rub or smooth s. t. with sandpaper. 2 [a] use a certain k.o. sandpaper on. 
	san pransisku = KALIPAY. n2. 
	sansan v 1 = SANGSANG. 2 [A2; al2) in weavi, force the woof threads close to each other by swingithe beater hard. Sansanun nimu ang bulug arun singpun ang panaptun, Force the woof threads close to one another so that the cloth will be tightly woven. -in-n cloth made of abaca fiber tightly woven, as distinguished from the kind used as fish netting where the warp and woof are spaced far apart. t 
	2
	ng
	ng 

	sansiyut, sansut n sunsuit, playing suit for children, usually backless and sleeveless. v [A12; ac] make into, wear a sunsuit. 
	sansuy n collarless, short-sleeved shirt. v 1 [A; b6] wear a sansuy. 2 [al2] make into a sansuy. 
	santa n 1 exclamation: short for Santa Mariya (see 3b). 2 title for female saints. Santa Katalina, Saint Catherine. 3 in phrases: -hula the Papal Bull granting special indulgence to Spain and her colonies. -iglia the Holy Church. -Klawus Santa Claus. -krus a the Cross. b Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, celebrated in the Philippines in May, a novena culminated with feasting and merry-making. v [Al] offer a devotion to the Holy Cross. -Krusan n the celebration of the Holy Cross as practiced i
	santa n 1 exclamation: short for Santa Mariya (see 3b). 2 title for female saints. Santa Katalina, Saint Catherine. 3 in phrases: -hula the Papal Bull granting special indulgence to Spain and her colonies. -iglia the Holy Church. -Klawus Santa Claus. -krus a the Cross. b Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, celebrated in the Philippines in May, a novena culminated with feasting and merry-making. v [Al] offer a devotion to the Holy Cross. -Krusan n the celebration of the Holy Cross as practiced i
	sy
	-

	prise or worried fear. Santa Mariya, mabulug ang bata, Christ! The child is going to fall! -santita see SANTITA. simana -The Holy Week pre�ediEaster. -sina communion given by Protestants as part oftheir church service (as ppposed to the Catholic communion -kalawat or kumulga). v [A]1 administer communion. 2 take c-0mmun1on. 
	ng 
	-
	'


	' 
	' 
	santa = SALANTA. 
	santak v [A; a12] pull a fishiline with a jerk to hook a fish that nibbled at the bait. 
	ng 

	Tandugun ganing ;mung pasul . santaka dayun, If a fish tugs at your line, pull it up with a jerk. 
	santaku v [A; a12] strike or beat heavily with the fist. Hala, santakubun man kunu ku n;mu, sigi, O.K. you said you would beat me. Let's see you do it. 
	santal n k.o. ornamental bushes: Ixora sp. santa lusiya n k.o. ornamental crawling vine grown in pots: Zebrina pendula. 
	santan = SANTAL. 
	santas n female saints. v [Bl; a12] be, become a saint. 
	sann'ban (short for San Jstiban) exclamation denoting helpless,sudden surprise. Santiban ning bataa, gikablit ang gatu, Heavens this child! He pulled the trigger! 
	santikv [A; a2] 1 build a fire by rubbing two dbamboo sticks together. 2 build a fire by rubbiflint and steel together. n 1 method of producing fire by friction. 2 k.o. flint used in buildia fire by friction. -an(➔) n stone used for building fires by rubbing steel over it. 
	1 
	ry 
	ng 
	ng 

	santiknslishot. v [A; c] hit with a sling
	l 
	ng

	.
	shot paN-v [A2; b6(1)] go hunting birds with a slingshot. 
	· 
	santik= AMIMIT AS. 
	3 

	santilmu n light seen at night moving over swamps or the sea caused by natural phenomena but thought to be the soul of a dead person coming back to the world. v [A13; b(l)] for this wandering light to appear. Magsantilmu gani: ayawg dagan, Don't run if a will-o'-the-wisp appears. 
	santing v 1 [AN] swell with a pricking, burning sensation. Musanting (mananting) ang tutuy ug punu sa gatas, The breasts swell with a pricking sensation when they are 
	. full of milk. Nagsanting ang bubag nga -wa pay butbanan, The boil has not come to a head and is swelling with a pricking, burning sensation. 2 [A3] for s.t. to penetrate the ear and stay there naggingly. Nagsanting pa sa akung dalunggan ang iyang mabiaybiayung talidbay, Her derisive laughter keeps 

	santisima -san-ut 
	in my cars. 3 for s.t. to appear suddenly to evoke recognition. Misanting sa akung bunabuna nga dili maabli ang pultahan, It suddenly struck me that the door couldn't be opened. -ang dunggan v [846) flare up in excitement or anger upon hear
	in my cars. 3 for s.t. to appear suddenly to evoke recognition. Misanting sa akung bunabuna nga dili maabli ang pultahan, It suddenly struck me that the door couldn't be opened. -ang dunggan v [846) flare up in excitement or anger upon hear
	resoundi
	ng 

	s.t. Ang pagtubagtubag sa anak mauy 
	ng
	i

	makasanting (makapasanting) sa dunggan sa ginikanan, Parents flare up when their children talk back to them. 

	santisima exclamation denoting sudden surprise at s.o. 's behavior. Santisima, ning bataa, mulabang lang ug kalit bisan ug nangagi ning mga awtu, Heavens, this child suddenly rushes into the street even though there are so many cars passi. -Trinidad TheHoly Trinity. 
	ng

	santisimu n the Blessed Sacrament. -sakramintu = SANTISIMU. 
	santisiyam euphemism for santisimu. -ngakaraan humorous expression of sudden sur-
	.
	.
	pnse.

	santita n fake saint. santa -a pretenditobe saintly in behavior. Santa santita silabun maldita, She pretends to be a saint, but she's naughty. santitasantita v [A] pretend to be saintly.
	ng 

	santitu, santitu= SANTITA (male). 
	l 

	santitun children's game played with marbles, shells, stones in which the pieces are thrown on the ground and a lead piece is flicked to hit a designated piece and noother. v [A2C; b6(1)] play this game. 
	2 

	santu n 1 title for male saints. San tu Tumas, St. Thomas. 2in phrases: purdiyus pur-exclamation denotideep agitation at thegravity of a situation. Purdiyus pursantu, Bidung, ibutang nang pusil! God have mercy, Bedong! Put that gun down! -Intiyiru image of the dead body of Christ carried in a procession on Good Friday. -Kristo athe crucified Christ. b a small crucifix. a the Christ <llild. b the image of the Christ Child thought to have been brought by Magellan. bl the church which houses it. -Papa The P
	ng 
	-
	J.ana holy oil. -Nin
	yu 

	santuln medium-sized tree cultivated for its deep-yellow fruits, the size and shape of a tennis ball, sour and juicy with a seed in several sections in the center: Sandoricum koetjape. 
	1 

	•santul-un(➔)a unsociable: tending to be quiet, keep to oneself and cranky if approached. Kasagaran santulun kaayu ang mga dalagang gulang, Usually old maids are very cranky. v (812) be, become cranky. 
	•santul-un(➔)a unsociable: tending to be quiet, keep to oneself and cranky if approached. Kasagaran santulun kaayu ang mga dalagang gulang, Usually old maids are very cranky. v (812) be, become cranky. 
	2 

	santup v [A2; cl) come to one's mind. Misantup sa iyang buut ang usa ka sayun nga paagi, A simple method of doing it came tohis mind. Isantup (santupa) sa imung bunahuna ang mga tambag, Implant the advice firmly in your mind. 
	santus n 1 saint, one like a saint in character. 
	Kanhi mu ra ka ug santus, karun daku kang salbahis, yOU used to be like a saint, but now you're a brute. 2 the sanctus of the Holy Mass. -Diyus Holy God. -nga Misa the Holy Ma�. -nga Rusaryu Holy Rosary. tudus lus -All Saints' Day. v [ a3] 1 besuccessful. Di ka masantus anang imung pagiskuyla kay daghan kag absin, You will not be successful in your studies because you are always absent. 2 get a benefit from s. t .
	Dili ka masantus anang imung bubughubug, 
	You will not reap any benefits from being drunk all the time. 3 [A3) get to the Sanctus of the Holy Mass. 4 [Al3P; cl6) make holy. Magsantus ta sa adlaw nga igpapabulay, Let us keep the Sabbath holy. 
	sanu = UNSA NU. see UNSA, 4.san-u when, at what time (dialectal). sanung v [A23; al2) 1 agree, consent to s.t. 
	Wa musanung si Bin sa akung bangyu nga mubulam ku sa iyang awtu, Ben did not consent to my request to borrow his car. 2 obey, comply with a request. Buutan ning bataa kay musanung dayun sa akung sugu, 
	This child is obedient because he at once obeys my command. 3 [A13] verify that s.o. agrees to do s. t. Kining risibuba nagsanung sa imung bayad, This receipt acknowledges your payment. n agreement to do s.t. 
	sanusanu V [A; cl) be in rapid succession. 
	Misanusanu ang mga bala sa atumatik, Thebullets from the machine gun came in rapid succession. Nagsanusanu ang mga pangutana sa nag-intirbiyu, The interviewer's questions came in rapid-fire succession. 
	san-ut a 1 for clothing to be baggy or crumpled from having been subjected to unusual strain at one spot. 2 worn-out from having been subjected to unusual strain at one spot. v [AB; al2) wear out or crumple s.t. by subjecting it to heavy wear; become so. 
	Musan-ut (masan-ut) ang sangput sa karsunis ug idalus-us, The seat-of the pants will wear out if you slide in them. Ang iyang karsunis nasan-ut sa tubud, His trousers became baggy at the knees. 

	sanuud -sapaw 
	sanuud (from suud) a intimate, close in relationship as friends. (➔) a close in physical space. Sanuud ra mu kaayung pagkalingkud, You are sitting too close to each other. 
	sanuud (from suud) a intimate, close in relationship as friends. (➔) a close in physical space. Sanuud ra mu kaayung pagkalingkud, You are sitting too close to each other. 
	sanuuy v [A] 1 give the appearance of being weighted down under a heavy load. Misanuuy ang sakayan sa kadaghan sa kuha, Theboat is weighted down under the load of a great catch. 2 look enervated, without life. 
	Nagsanuuy ang bana pagkabuntag human sa kasal, The groom looked enervated the morning after the wedding. 

	sanwit, sanwits n sandwich. v 1 [Al; a12]make, make into a sandwich. 2 [c6] use as sandwich filling. 3 [A3P; a3] situate s.o. in between s. t. Nasanwits ku pagkalingkud sa duha ka dalaga, I was seated between two ladies. 
	sapa n 1 washer; disc with a hole or flattened ring. la a rounded piece of coconut shell with a hole in the middle through which a tether rope is passed into to prevent it from slipping through the water buffalo's nose. 2 a flat piece of s.t. wedged between two things to prevent looseness. v [A 13; a]make, make into, put a washer or wedge. 
	sapa n brook or creek. 
	sapak a 1 apt, exact, just the right one. Angimung tubag sapak giyud kaayu, You gave just the right answer. Sapak nga pagpangasawa, datu, A perfect marriage -a rich wife. la timely, well-timed. Sapak ang pagabut mu kay tingkaun, You arrived just at the right time. It's time to eat. 2 having just the right qualities. Sapak sad ug lawas si Iyay ug magbating sut, Iyay has a beautiful body when she wears a bathing suit. v 1[A12; a4b8] do s. t. at just the right time. Nakasapak sad kag baligya sa imung mga ipi
	sapal v 1 [A; bl] back up s.o.'s obligations. Kinsa guy musapal sa imung alkansi sa nigusyu, Who is going to cover your losses in business? la [A; a2] take charge or care of another person's needs. Akuy musapal sa imung kaun ug muuban ka nakug paniudtu, I'll treat you if you go to lunch with me. Saplan ku sa akung tiyu sa gastu sa iskuylaban, My uncle will shoulder my school fees. 2 [A12; a3] be enough to cover expenses. Ang akung swildu di' makasapal sa tanang galastuban, My salary cannot cover all the 
	expenses.
	expenses.
	sapal n the pulp residue of grated coconut meat after the juice has beenextracted. -un 
	·!a having more pulp than what is ordinary.Tam-is ang buungun apan sapalun, Thepomelo is sweet, but it is pulpy.
	sapang = SALAPANG. sap-ang = SALIP-ANG. sapar = SAP AL. 
	sapatn 1 an animal or insect. Kurali ang silinganan arun dil," makasulud ang sapat, 
	1 

	Fence off the yard so the animals cannot get in. Tan-awag unsang sapata ning misulud sa akung mata, Look to see what k.o.insect got into my eye.2 a brutal, cruel person. Ang sapat nga bubug nanagmal na pud sa asawa, The drunken beast is maltreating his wife again. 
	· 

	sapat =ŁALAPAT. 
	sapatt1ya n open-heeled shoes or slippers with low heels. v [A; a] wear, make sapatilya's. 
	sapatus n 1 shoes. -sa kabayu horseshoe. 2 part of the plow analogous to the landside of steel plows. Sa darung kabuy ang sapatus mauy bal-upan sa punta, In wooden plows the share is fitted over the landside. 3 presser foot, a piece on sewing machines that presses the cloth against the feed. v [A; b6 (1)) 1 wear, make into, get a pair of shoes. 2 shoe a horse. sapatiru n shoe repairman. v[A12] be a shoe repairman. sapatiriya n shoe repair shop. 
	sapaw v 1 [A13; ac] wear two things one on top of the other. Magsapaw ku ug midiyas,I will wear two pairs of socks. Sapawi Lang nangimung amirkana ug rinkut, Just wear a raincoat over your jacket. 2 [AC; b6) be in the same place as s.o. else at the same time. 
	Nganung musapaw man mug dula nga kami may nahauna? Why do you want to play in the same place as we are playing when we were here first? Nganung magsapaw man mung duha ug lingkud sa siya? Why do you two sit on the same chair? Sa maayung ra-
	Nganung musapaw man mug dula nga kami may nahauna? Why do you want to play in the same place as we are playing when we were here first? Nganung magsapaw man mung duha ug lingkud sa siya? Why do you two sit on the same chair? Sa maayung ra-
	· 

	diyu ang usa ka istasiyun dili makasapaw sa lain, With a good radio one station doesn't overlap another. 2a drown out a voice with another voice. Ang akung tingug gisapawan sa iyang danguynguy, My voice-was drowned out by bet wailing. 3 [A13; a) place s.t., usu ally fl at, over s. t. else. Sapawi ug sin ang · kinama ngaplaywud, Just cover the stacked plywood with a sheetof galvanized iron. n
	.
	layer, esp. of cloth. Nagsul-ub ku ug tulu ka sapaw, I am wearing three layers (of clothing). (➔) v [B1456) for teeth to be overlapping: Magsapaw ang ngipun ug di ibtun 

	sapay -• sapinu 
	ang tay-ug, The teeth will overlap each other if the loose ones aren't extracted. n 1 s.t. worn or laid over s. t. else. 2 overlappingteeth. paN-" [A2] commit adultery. Dili ka manapaw, Thou shalt not commit adultery. maN-r-, maN-r-(a➔) n one who practices adultery. t 
	ang tay-ug, The teeth will overlap each other if the loose ones aren't extracted. n 1 s.t. worn or laid over s. t. else. 2 overlappingteeth. paN-" [A2] commit adultery. Dili ka manapaw, Thou shalt not commit adultery. maN-r-, maN-r-(a➔) n one who practices adultery. t 

	sapay " [A; a12] in weaviwith straw or the like, terminate the run of the weave by foldithe ends of the strands at a right ales under and over the next two parallel strands. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	sapayan " [A13; c4] mind, consider s.t. a bother or �ppreciate s.t. Wa lang ka magsapayan sa bili sa kabagu ug panabun, yOU just don't appreciate the value of effort and time. Dili ku igsapayan (isapayan)ang akung sakripisyu, I will not mind the sacrifice. in phrases: -sa as recognition for s.t. bad done to s.o. who pays it no heed. Sapayansa imung pagtamay naku, Diyus ray magigu, God will repay you for the way you scorned me. walay -1 you're welcome (re-ply to salamat 'thank y.ou'). 2 it doesn't matter. 
	· 

	sapayan = PASAYAN. 
	sapda v [A; a2b2] knock off s.t. beiheld or placed s.w. with a quick motion of the hand. Sapdaba ang iyang siku inigsiyat niya, Knock his elbow to the side when he shoots the ball. Nabuak ang basu kay akung nasapdaban, I accidentally brushed my hand against the glass and broke it. 
	ng 

	saphag v [A; a] 1 penetrate through a forest or thicket. Sapban sa mga bata ang kalibunan sa pagpamayabas, Children will penetrate thickets to gather guavas. 2 roam around with a purpose. Dunay mga tawu ngamagsapbag pa sa pagpangita sa {lang pagkaun, There are people who roam around lookifor their food. 
	gu
	ng 

	saphid = SAPHIG. 
	saphig v [A; cl] 1 remove s.t. by brushiagainst it. Balud nga nagsapbig sa bugaw sa baybayun, Waves which washed away the dirt on the seashore. la brush against. Ayawisapbig ang imung kamut sa pintal, Don't brush your hand against the paint. 2 level off grains heaped up over a measuricontainer. 2a level a cleaned rice paddy prior to planti. -in-n levelled off. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng

	sapi v [A; a12] 1 ward off, brush away with the hand. Akuy misapi sa {yang kamut ngaisagpa unta sa bata, He was about to strike the child, but I warded off his hand. Wa ku makasapi sa bula nga gilabay sa akung nawung, I was not able to ward off the ball 
	sapi v [A; a12] 1 ward off, brush away with the hand. Akuy misapi sa {yang kamut ngaisagpa unta sa bata, He was about to strike the child, but I warded off his hand. Wa ku makasapi sa bula nga gilabay sa akung nawung, I was not able to ward off the ball 
	that was thrown in my face. Hisapiban naku ang tasa sa kapi, nayabu binuun, I accidentally brushed the cup of coffee, and it spilled over. 2 level off s.t. heaping. Sapiba angbugas sa gantangan, Level the rice in the ganta measure. exclamation: word uttered to brush s.t. away. Sapi! Pabawa dibang iringa ka, Scram! Get out of there, cat. 

	' 
	' 
	.
	sap1 = SAPLI. 
	sapi (from salap,) n = SALAPi, n. v 1 [A23;a12] earn money from s.t. Kining gidagbanuna musapig mga mil p{sus, This quantity will derive some thousand pesos. 2 [a12] be sufficient for a purpose. Masapi nang imung -tingug sa nayitklab, Your voice will do in a nightclub.e(➔) v [A12; b8) get hold of money. Nakasapi kug utsinta pisus adtung baligyaa, I earned eighty pesos from that sale. paN-v [A2; a12] make, squeeze money out of s.o. or s. t. Tii, nanap,• na pug pulis ug pangubrag tung, There, • the cop is
	ng
	ng 

	Knowledge can increase a worker's earning capacity. -an a wealthy. v [B12) be, become wealthy. hiN-, Łaki-a too fond of money. 
	sapid = suLAPm. 
	sapidpid v [A; c] move, be close to s.t. Nagsapidpid siya sa bungbung kay nag-ulan, He was walking close to the wall because it was raini. Isap}dpid ni sa bungbung kay mapatiran unya, Put this by the wall, for s.o. might stub his toe on it. 
	ng

	sap-ig = SAMPIG. 
	igad v [A; b6] move close to s.t. so as to be touching it. Magkabalbibu ka ug musapigad ang iring sa imung bitiis, You'll get hair all over you if the cat rubs itself against your leg. Natulug ang ituy nga nagsapigad sa inaban, The puppy slept snuggled close to its mother. 
	sap

	sapil v [A12; b8] brush against s.t., usually accidentally. Nata/tag ang gihay sa buwak nga iyang bisapilan, He brushed against the flower and knocked the petals off. 
	sapilis = SIPILIS. 
	sapilya = SIPIL YA. 
	sapilyu = SIPILYU. 

	sapin n 1 footgear: shoes, slippers, boots, but not socks. 2 diaper.
	sapinday v [A13] stagger, walk weaving from side to side. Tingali bubug ka kay nagsapinda_,y man ka nJ{a naJ{lakaw, You must be drunk because you are staggering. t 
	sapinday v [A13] stagger, walk weaving from side to side. Tingali bubug ka kay nagsapinda_,y man ka nJ{a naJ{lakaw, You must be drunk because you are staggering. t 
	.
	. . 
	sapuut = SAMPINIT. 
	•inu di -v [b8] be trusted with s.t. Dili masapinuban ug kwarta nang tawhana, That 
	sap


	sapipid -sapnut 
	man cannot be trusted with money. 
	man cannot be trusted with money. 
	sapipid = SAPIDPID. 
	sapiray = SAMPIRAY.
	sapiring n k.o. hairy worm with very itchyhair. v [b4(1)) be stuby the itchy hairof this worm. 
	ng 

	sapirun k.oŁ sapphire. 
	sapirun variety of cultivated guava with fruit sweeter and more reddish than the wild varieties. 
	2 
	1 

	sapisapi n 1 a simple kite constructed of a cross with stristrung around the edge to which paper is attached. 2 general name forsmall slipmouths, less than 3" lo: Leiognatbus spp. v [A13; a12] make, make intothis k.o. kite. 
	ng 
	ng 


	sapiti v [A; a12] trip, block s.o. 's feet so asto make him stumble. Siyay nagsapiti naku pagbaskit namu, He tripped me when we played basketball. 
	saplaa 1 slightly bitter in taste with an as
	saplaa 1 slightly bitter in taste with an as
	1 
	-

	· 

	trient effect, as unripe bananas. la get this taste in one's mouth. 2 for unpolished cereals to be rough on the toue when eaten. v 1 [B126) become slightly bitter and astrient in taste or get this taste in the mouth. 2 [B16) for cereals to be rough to eat.
	trient effect, as unripe bananas. la get this taste in one's mouth. 2 for unpolished cereals to be rough on the toue when eaten. v 1 [B126) become slightly bitter and astrient in taste or get this taste in the mouth. 2 [B16) for cereals to be rough to eat.
	ng
	ng
	ng


	saplav [a12] for branches to break off at the crook under weight or other force. Nasapla ang sanga nga gitumban, The branch broke at its juncture when he stepped on it. 
	2 

	saplagv [A; ale] throw s.t. into s.o.'s face or hit s.o. 's face with the open hand, but not much force. Kaayu rang sap la gun nang nawung mu aring usa ka platu nga nilugaw, How I'd love to throw this plate of porridge into your face. 2 [A; ab2] brush, knock s.t. out of or off of s. t. that holds it. Abtik siyang misaplag sa bula nga akung gikaptan, He quickly knocked the ball out of my hands.
	1 

	saplagv [A; a2] go aboutwith or without a purpose. Dlli makasaplag ang mga batanun human sa kurpyu, Youboys don't go around after the curfw ,hour. Gisaplag namu ang kabyabsan ug pamayabas, We wandered about among the thick growths of guava trees gathering fruit. 
	2 
	,
	ng 
	,e

	sapli v [A; a2] 1 pluck off a leaf, break off a branch at its point of junction with a downward pull.Nagsapli kug sanga para itanum, I broke off a branch to plant. 2 [AN) harvest corn. Manapli mi sunud simana, Wewill harvest the corn next week. n harvest. Pilay abut kada sapli? How much do you get each harvest? 
	saplina (from disiplina) n whip or lash, esp. 
	reserved for disciplinary purposes. v [Al3;a12] discipline with a whip. Arun ka mabut-an maayung saplinabun ka ug sigi, Ishould whip you constantly so that you will learn to behave. 
	reserved for disciplinary purposes. v [Al3;a12] discipline with a whip. Arun ka mabut-an maayung saplinabun ka ug sigi, Ishould whip you constantly so that you will learn to behave. 
	' 
	sapl'u = SALPU.
	saplud a slightly bitterish in taste. v [Bl; a2] get a bitterish taste. Gisapluran ku sa sirbisa, I found the beer somewhat bitter. 
	saplung n sling, an instrument for throwing stones and the like consisting of a pair of strings fastened to a strip of leather orcloth. The missile is hurled by whirling it (lambuyug) and releasing one string. v 1 [A;al) hit with this instrument. 2 [al2] make 
	s.t. into a sling.
	saplut v [A; c] 1 put a rope with a noose or loop around s.t. or ring s.t. Bi, akuy musaplut ug pisi anang naglutaw nga batang, Here,I will lasso that floatilog. litsa ang argulya nga musaplut sa butilya, Throw the metal ri� over the bottle. Sapluti ang baligimakaduba, Put a double loop over the pole. 2 encircle s.t. with a rope or s.t. analogous. 
	ng 

	Gisaplutan naku siya sa liug, wa makalibuk, 
	I put my arm around his neck, and he couldn't move. 
	sapnay v 1 [A; a12] carry s.t. laid across one's arms. Nagsapnay sa binugba, Carryithe firewood over the arms. 2 [A13; a12] for s.t. to cradle or support s.t. smaller placed on it. Usa ka tablun nga batu nagsapnay sa usa ka dakung baril, A slab of stone supported the big barrel. Ang sulang gisapnay sa duba ka kamut, His jaw was cradled in his hands. 3' [A13; a12] carry, have s.t. as an attribute. Kining katungdanana nagsapnay sa dagbang mga pribilibiyu, 
	ng

	es. 
	This off ice carries with it many privil
	eg

	Kining kapangakubana gisapnay sa imung katungdanan, This is a responsibility that pertains to your office. n an armful. Usa ka sapnay nga dagami, An armful of corn stalks.
	sapnig v [A; cl] 1 strike off, level off s.t. heaping. 2 gather small things piled on s.t. iup thesides. Aku ray musapnig sa bugas arun di mayabu, fll pile up the rice at the center of the mat so that it won't spill over the edges. 3 [ C3; cl] for a sheet to overlap s. t. lsapnig (sapniga) ang isig ka daplin sa papil,
	flat towards the center by bri
	ng
	ng 


	· Let the edges of the paper overlap. 4 [A;
	c] put s.t. right next to s.t. else. lsapnig ang kaldiru sa kalayu, Put the pot next to thefire. 
	c] put s.t. right next to s.t. else. lsapnig ang kaldiru sa kalayu, Put the pot next to thefire. 

	sap nut a. for a surface to be rough or tacky. Sapnut ang salug kay nagkabalas, The floor 
	sapsap-saput 
	1 

	is rough because it is covered with sand. v [Bl; al2] be, become rough or sticky. Ubang sabun makasapnut (makapasapnut) sa panit, Some soaps make the skin rough. Ma� sapnut ang bubuk ug dili syampuhan, The hair will become sticky if you don't shampoo it. 
	is rough because it is covered with sand. v [Bl; al2] be, become rough or sticky. Ubang sabun makasapnut (makapasapnut) sa panit, Some soaps make the skin rough. Ma� sapnut ang bubuk ug dili syampuhan, The hair will become sticky if you don't shampoo it. 

	sapsapv [A3; b(l)] trim down a piece of wood by chipping pieces off. Sapsapi ang usuk kay di masulud, Trim down the stake because it won't go in. -in-n chips of wood which result from this process. 
	1 

	sapsapv [Bl] be rough, not smooth to chew, esp. unpolished, unhusked corn. sapsapn k.o. fish, general name for slipmouths: Leiognatbus spp. 
	2 
	3 

	sapsing a l lean, scrawny. Sapsing ning bataa, mau ra ug gikan sa dapit nga may gutum, This child is scrawny, as if he comes from a place where they had a famine. 2 for an amount to be too meager to meet the need (euphemism). Mau!ra nay kwana mu para atung ipanini? Sapsing ana uy! ls that all you have for the movies? What a meager amount! v l [Bl; b6] be, become lean or scrawny. Layug ta ug gisapsingan ka naku, Let's wrestle if you consider me scrawny. 2 [b6] consider an amount meager for the need. 
	sapsiyutir n sharpshooter. v [B12] be, become a sharpshooter. 
	sapsuy n Chinese dish of mixed vegetables. v [A12; a12] make, have chop suey. 
	sapu v [A; a] wipe, put s.t. back in place using the hands. Ayubag sapu ang tipasi nga muaslay sa lusung, Scoop the spilled rice back to the mortar carefully. Sapuha kanang buhuk mu nga nagyungyung, Put your loose strands of hair back in place. paN-v[A2] cover one's genitalia from view. Panapu diha uy. Kita imung antitirhi, Pull the back of your dress up between your ls so people can't see your hoosy. 
	eg

	sapudn the first few mature leaves of the tobacco plants. v 1 [B23; b6] for the first few leaves of the tobacco plant to develop. 2 [AN; a] gather the first few matured leaves of tobacco plants.
	1 

	sapuda next. Akuy sapud nimu sa linya, l am next to you in line. v l [A23; c6] do next after s.o. does it. Musapud ku nimu ug basa ug mabuman ka, I will read it after you when you're all done. Isapu4 ku ikaw ug latigu, I will whip you next. 2 [b(l)] be followed by another event. Wa pa gdni matuig ang bata nasapdan dayun, Another baby followed even before the first was a year old. 
	2 

	•sapulpa-v [A; b(l)] bring oneself to do or undertake s. t. Ngdnung nagpasapul ka man ug daru nga nagdaut pa man ka! Why
	•sapulpa-v [A; b(l)] bring oneself to do or undertake s. t. Ngdnung nagpasapul ka man ug daru nga nagdaut pa man ka! Why
	1 

	do you undertake to plow when you're still sick! n sponsorship. Kining amatyura ubus sa pasapul sa Akmi Triding, This singingcontest is under the sponsorship of Acme Trading. 
	sapul= SYAPUL 
	2 

	sapunv l [A12;b21 catch s.o. doing s.t. Hisapnan sila sa amaban sa dalaga, They were caught redhanded by the girl's father. 2 [A 12; a12b2] be on time to catch s.t. before it leaves. Makasapung pa ta sa byahi, We can still catch the bus. 
	1 
	'

	sapun= SAPUDe. 
	2 

	.2
	sapung n k.o. nver fish trap, usually cylindrical in form with an opening at one end, placed facing downstream to catch fish orshrimps going upstream. v [AN; a] catch fish with this trap. 
	sap-ung v [A; b] cover or block an opening.
	Tingali papil ang nakasap-ung sa tubu sa huga£an, Probably a piece of a paper has blocked up the drainpipe. Sap-ungi ug tabla ang bangag arun walay mabulasut, Cover the hole with a piece of wood so no one will step into it accidentally. paN-v [A]cover one's nose, mouth, ears with s.t. Nanap-ung ku kay nanimahu, I covered my nose because it stank. 
	sapunir v [A23; a3] for an idea to pop into one's mind. Misapunir sa akung alimpatakan nga gibinuangan ku, It suddenly occurred to me that I was being made a fool of. 
	Nasapunir sa akung hunahuna ang pagpanimalus, The idea of revenge came to n1y mind. 
	sapupu v l (A; a12] have, pick up s.t. in one's arms. Nganung misapupu man tu siyasa iyang mga sinina ug milakaw? Why did she gather up her clothes in her arms and go away? Sapupuha (sapupua) ang masusu arun di tugnawun, Hold the baby in yourarms so it won't feel cold. 2 [A12; al2] receive, get hold of what is there. Ang bugtung anak mauy makasapupu sa tanang kabilin, The only son gets all of the inheritance. Mauy nakasapupu sa tanang kasaba, The one who received all the scoldigs.
	!l

	saput n clothes. v 1 [A13) wearclothes. Kadtung nagsaput ug putt: The one wearing white. 2 [A; cl] cloth s.t. in s.t. Saputanang nangka arun dili tamasukun, Cover the jackfruit so the worms can't get at it. paNn 1 attire, the k.o. clothes one wears as opposed to the type worn by other classes or on other occasions. Panaput sa tugnaw, 
	· 


	, ,
	saput -sarap 879 
	Winter clothing. 2 the way one dresses. Maple. Saragati ning bataa, kabugaw, What a ayu siyag panaput ug wa ilhing makalilimus, nasty child you are. You're so dirty. He dressed well, and no one recognized him sarahintu = SARHINTU. as a beggar. panaptun n 1 cloth, ready to sarang 1 adequate. Mangita kag trababu nga make into clothing. 2 piece of cloth, rag. sarang nimu nga pangabuhian, Look for a 
	saput n bad temper or mood. v [B146; a4) job that will give you an income adequate be in a bad mood. Ayaw siya ug pangutan--a for you to live on. Kaanyag nga sarang ikakay nagsaput (gisaput) siya rung buntaga, panghambug, Beauty that is worth bragging Don't ask him questions because he is in a about. la be up to doing. Nalunupan ang abad mood this morning. -un(➔), salaptun a tung bay. Unsa may sarang natung mabuhat easily given to bad moods. v [B12) be, beniini? Our house is all flooded. What can we come
	sapya v [A; cl) for the waves to lap gently kasarangang gidak-un sa pusu, This is the at. Sapyahun (isapya) sa mga balud ang usual size of the corn ear. mga lusay ngadtu sa baybayun, The waves saranggat (from sanggat) n 1 a shabarbgently carry the seaweeds to the seashore. which is pointed in the opposite direction 
	·
	·
	rp 

	sapya a l flat, said of s. t. which is normally from a point at the tip of a dart, hook, or full and bulging. Sapya siyag dughan, She is the like to prevent easy extraction. 2 group flat-breasted. Sapya nga batu ang iyang giof four or more fishhooks tied together so lingkuran, He sat on a flat stone. 2 for a that the hooks are facing in different direcplate or bowl to be shallow. n a flat liquor tions, used for catching squid or any fish bottle containing about 375 cc. v 1 '[A3B; that come in masses. v 1 
	sapyaw v [A; a] cup, scoop s.t. using both sarapa delicious, said only off ood. Kasa rap hands. Musapyaw kug buga� sa saku, I will sa sud-an, What delicious food. v [B2; a] scoop up rice from the sack with my hands. for food to be or become delicious. n = SALAPYAW. sarap v 1 [A; a12] go over a place in fine de
	1 

	sapyur n driver of an automobile vehicle. v tail so as riot to miss anything. Sarapun ta[A13; b(l)] drive a vehicle, be a driver. ang kakahuyan arun kit-an ang bata, Let's sapyut a 1 ungainly posture characterized search th-e woods thoroughly to find the with hips too far forward. 2 for the butchild. 2 [c6] move one's line of sight in a tocks to be flat, not full. v [B; a12P] havdifferent direction. Isarap ang imung mata ing the hips too far forward or flat buttocks. sa wala arun mu makita ang sakayan, Po
	sara = KARUN (dialectal). your eyes to the left so you can see the sarabya 1 = GWAYABANU. 2 = KARDABA. boat. 3 [A; cP] dive and make a pass at s.t. ..saragati a having a bad character, heartless, Misarap ang ayruplanu sa bapur sa kaaway, 
	cruel, arousing resentment ( euphemism for The ailane buzzed the enemy ship. Gisasalbahis). Saragati kaayu nang maistraha, di• rapan sa· langaw ang sabaw, The fly made a maluuy muhagbung, That teacher is a real pass over the soup. paN-v [A13; b6] go 
	rp

	S.O.B. She has no qualms about failing peo-fishing with the sarap. (➔)n finely woven 
	2 

	,
	,

	sarasay -satsat 
	fish net dragged by two or more people walkiin shallow water. 
	fish net dragged by two or more people walkiin shallow water. 
	ng 


	sarasay v [B26; a3] move in a wavi, zigzag manner. Misarasay ang hubug, The drunk zigzagged as he walked. Usa ka kusug nga suntuk nakasarasay (nakapasarasay) naku, 
	ng

	A stroblow made me stagger. watir -n coconut palm toddy, or, by extension, any alcoholic drink. 
	A stroblow made me stagger. watir -n coconut palm toddy, or, by extension, any alcoholic drink. 
	ng 


	sardinas n 1 fish in oval cans. 2 any fish canned whole. v [A2S; b6] have canned fish. -in-(➔)a closely packed, like sardines. v [A13; a12] be packed tight in a place for few people. Nagsinardinas ang mga tawu ug sakay sa trak, The people were packed in the bus like sardines. 
	,
	,
	, . 

	sargaa = SARAGATL 
	sarguylas = SIRIGUYLAS. 
	sarhintu n sergeant. v [B36;a12] be, become make one a sergeant. -dimisa n desk sergeant. v [B36; a12] become a desk sergeant. 
	saril= SALIRsaring n class in school. -an n place where classes are held. ka-(Ł) n classmate. 
	1 
	2
	•
	'

	sarisari n 1 all different types of things sold in one place. la category of store which sells miscellaneous items in small quantities. Di ka na mulukat ug lisinsiya kay san'OU don't have to get a license for your dime store. 1 b be of all different types. Sarisan' ilang pisang gibaligya, They sell spare parts of various brands. 2 dish made of pork with various vegetables and liver and sauteed. 2a dish made of various greens mixed with diced squash and eggplants and stewed. v [Al 3; al2] be varied or of d
	san' ,a man nang tindahan mu, y

	1
	sarsan bottle cap. 
	2 

	sarsaparilya n k.o. sweetened carbonated beverage similar to root beer. 
	sarsuyla n 1 zarzuela, a form of musical comherd's play) wherein each lady participantrenders a soand dance number. v [A; b6 
	edy. 2 the second part of the pastura (sh
	ep 
	ng 

	cl) present, stage a zarzuela. 
	cl) present, stage a zarzuela. 

	sartin n an enamel-plated metal plate or drinkicup. v [A; a2) provide, uŁe such a utensil. 
	ng 

	saru n 1 goblet. 2 the heady wine of love in sexual pleasure (literary). Malipayun kaayuang nanaghigugmaay nga nagdimdim sa saru sa gugma, The two lovebirds are happy 
	saru n 1 goblet. 2 the heady wine of love in sexual pleasure (literary). Malipayun kaayuang nanaghigugmaay nga nagdimdim sa saru sa gugma, The two lovebirds are happy 
	drinking the wine of love. 

	saruk n 1 a wide-brimmed hat with a sharpmetal point at the center, taperito the brim, usually made of buri palm leaves and black climbifern (nitu), used as a protection against the sun. 2 hat in general (usage in areas which call the sun hat salukut). v [A; a] wear, make into a hat of this sort. saruksaruk n k.o. edible limpet, from 1"-3 ", so called because of its resemblance to the saruk. 
	saruk n 1 a wide-brimmed hat with a sharpmetal point at the center, taperito the brim, usually made of buri palm leaves and black climbifern (nitu), used as a protection against the sun. 2 hat in general (usage in areas which call the sun hat salukut). v [A; a] wear, make into a hat of this sort. saruksaruk n k.o. edible limpet, from 1"-3 ", so called because of its resemblance to the saruk. 
	ng 
	ng 

	sandn hoe with a short handle used for breaking up soil. v [A13; al2] loosen the soil with a hoe. 
	1 

	sarul= TSARUL. 
	2 

	saru, saron saro, worn by Muslim men and women. v [A; cl] wear, make into a saro. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	sarunsuy n sweet made of white rice cake wrapped in banana leaves, steamed and shaped like a canoe. v [A; a] make into sarunsuy. 
	sasa = SALASA . 
	sasa v [A; a12l crack and flatten bamboo stems so as to make them resemble and serve as boards for walling. n sheet of cracked and flattened bamboo for walling, or the walliof this sort of material. 
	ng 

	n k.o. exterior walling made of bamboo slats and palm thatch, nailed to wooden studs. 
	sasag 

	sasing n k.o. edible, white worm of the mud near the seashore. 
	sasirduti n priests of other religions than the Roman Catholic. labaw nga -High Priest. v [A13; a12P] be a priest. 
	sastri n 1 seamstress, dressmaker. 2 tailor. v [ B 156] be, become a tailor or seamstress. paN-v [A2; b6] go into the tailoring or dressmakibusiness. -riya n dress or tailor shop. 
	ng 
	,

	,
	satan = SALATAN. 
	satanas n 1 Satan. 2 devil. 
	satgan n shotgun. v [ al 2) fire at with a shotgun.
	satin n satin. 
	satispitsu a 1 satisfied with the way s.o. does 
	s.t. Satispitsu ku sa iyang agi, I'm satisfied with his work. 2 satisfied, convinced by an argument or explanation. v [B12) b� satisfied with work or an explanation. Kadtungiyang iksplikasiyun wala makasatispitsu(makapasatispitsu) ug diyutay kanaku, His explanation did not convince me a bit. 
	satsat v 1 [A12; cl] slurp, eat or drink in a way. 2 [A; c3] gossip, engage in idle talk. Ayawg isatsat ang atung gisultiaround what we 
	noisy sucki
	ng 
	ban, Don't go blabbi
	ng 


	satu -sawasid 
	have been talking about. n idle talk, esp. gossip. -ay v [c] engage in idle gossip. -ira n 
	have been talking about. n idle talk, esp. gossip. -ay v [c] engage in idle gossip. -ira n 
	.
	gossip.
	satu, satum n children's game played with two sticks, in which one is flipped in the air and struck a distance. The one who hits his stick the shortest way is punished by being made to run a certain distance shouting satu (satum). v [Al; b6) play this game. 

	satung v [A2; cl] 1 rush off and do s.t. Napawul ang ranir nga misatung ug dagan sa wa pay butu, The runner who started before the go-signal was declared foul. 2 do s.t. straight without pausing for breath. Di' ku makasatung ug inum ug usa ka bul tuba, 
	I cannot drink a whole jarful of palm toddy straight.
	I cannot drink a whole jarful of palm toddy straight.

	satung (from satung) = SA.TU.
	saud v 1 [B2S6C3; c] press s.t. hard against 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	Wala nay kasibugan ang lamisa kay misaud (nasaud) nas bungbung, You can'tmove the table any further because it is already pressed against the wall. Nagsaud ang katri ug ang siya, The bed and the chair arepressed against each 9ther. 2 [A; c) knock 

	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	hard against s.t. Akung gisaud ang lubi sa batu, I knocked the coconut against the stone.



	saudsaud v [A; cl) do, occur one after another in rapid succession. Misaudsaud angdimalas niya, He was hit by bad luck without letup. Labibang nakasaudsaud sa mga pumapalit nianang buntag, The buyers came steadily all morning long. 
	saudsaud v [A23C] be on friendly, cooperative terms, help each other when help is needed. Nagsaudsaud ang mga managsuun sa bulubatun sa balay, The brothers and sisters cooperated with one another in doing the household chores. 
	saug v 1 [A; cl] drag a boat ashore or back to the sea. Tabangan tag saug ang barutu, Let's all help drag the boat ashore. 2 [A3; a 
	12) move, carry away by an emotion {literary). Gisaug siya sa usa ka tawhanung pagbati, She was carried away by an ecstatic feeling. -I-an(➔), -1-anan n place where one usually drags a boat in going ashore or back to the sea. 
	12) move, carry away by an emotion {literary). Gisaug siya sa usa ka tawhanung pagbati, She was carried away by an ecstatic feeling. -I-an(➔), -1-anan n place where one usually drags a boat in going ashore or back to the sea. 

	saul n highest point of pain in labor whenthe baby is expelled. v [b4) reach this point in labor. Gisaulan na ang babaying nagbati, The woman in labor is in acute pain now. 
	sauli!see ULi.
	saulu = SAG-ULU. see ULU.
	sa{dug v [A; bS) celebrate the memory of some event. Dili ku musaulug sa akung adlaw, I will not celebrate my birthday. Mag-
	saulug mi sa amung pyista rung dusi ning bulana, We will celebrate our fiesta on the twelfth of this morith. n celebration .
	saulug mi sa amung pyista rung dusi ning bulana, We will celebrate our fiesta on the twelfth of this morith. n celebration .
	saun short for unsaun. see UNSA. 
	saup n sharecropper. Dili ni akung yuta, saup lang ku dinbi, This is not my land. I'm just a sharecropper here. v [A; b6) work apiece of land by sharecropping. paN-v_ [A2;b6) earn one's living as a sharecropper. n sharecropping. 
	saupv [b4] be in an angry mood. Gisaupanku kay gilabtan ag akung butang, I was in a bad mood because s.o. touched my things. 
	2

	saup v 1 [A; ac) f9r a liquid or water level to be above the surface of s. t. Kinabanglangmusaup ang tubig sa karning lat-an, If youboil meat, the water level should be above it. Gisaupan (gisaup) sa tu.big ang dakung patag, The vast plain was flooded with water. 2 [A; b(l )) flood with feelings. Misaupsa iyang dugban ang hilabibang kamingaw, 
	She was overwhelmed with feelings of loneliness. Gutum nga misaup sa balangay, Afamine which overwhelmed the village. 
	sauy v [Al 3] for all sorts of people to move around in all directions in a certain place. sauysauy v [A; b(l)) go back and forth over a place. May tawu nga misauysauy tungudsa atu, There was a man who was going to and fro in front of our house. Mga mamistahay nga nagsauysauy sa kadalanan angat sa pyista, People passing back and forth in front of our house during the fiesta. 
	sawa n 1 large snake. 2 python. -nga baksan banded python. 
	saw-a a feeling uneasy when one stops doing things he usually does. Saw-a kaayu ug di' ku maggirdul, l feel uneasy if I don't wear a girdle. v [b4) getthis feeling of uneasiness. 
	sawad n the measure of corn (usually basketful) left over after the crop has been divided. Sawad nga tunga sa bukag, A remainder of half a basketful after the crop had been divided.
	sawali = AMA.KAN. 
	sawan a giving a dizzying feeling from looking down from heights. Sawan ang walug gikan sa tumuy sa bukid, It is dizzying to look down into the valley from the top of themountain. n intense fear or shock. v 1 (b4) get a dizzy feeling. 2 [A123P; a4) be intensely frightened. Gisawan ku sa butu sa bumba, l was terribly frightened by the explosion of the bomb. -anan( ➔) a prone to intense fright. 
	sawang n town proper, the part of the town where the people are concentrated. 
	sawasid = SALUWASID. 

	saway -say-a
	1 

	ly about s.t., mention bad qualities of s.t. Kadtung magsaway aning panaptuna dili switu sa panaptun, Whoever speaks disparagingly of this cloth doesn't know anythiabout cloth. Wala kuy ikasaway (ikapanaway) sa iyang panglihuk, I have nothing to criticize about his depornnent. 2 [A12] disapprove, consider s.t. improper. Nakasaway ku sa iyang gisulti sa iyang diskursu, I think it's improper what he said in his speech. hiN-v [B1256; b4(1)] disapprove, consider s.t. as improper. Unsa may nabinawayan nimu ni
	saway v 1 [AN; ale] speak disparagi
	ng
	ng 

	256] become contemptible. hiN-un(Ł) a fond of criticizior disparaging. v [B1256] be given to criticizing. 
	256] become contemptible. hiN-un(Ł) a fond of criticizior disparaging. v [B1256] be given to criticizing. 
	ng 


	sawi a givia feeling of uneasiness when s.t. is new. Sawi kaayu ang antiyubus basta bagu pa, One doesn't feel comfortable weariglasses for the first time. v [b6] feel uncomfortable with s.t. new. Sawiban kaayu kus marpil, I don't feel comfortable with my new false teeth. 
	ng 
	ng

	saw-id v [A23C3; a2] join two strands by windithem around each other, hook the fingers together. 'Matay pa, tinuud lagi,' nanumpa siya nga gisaw-id ang duba ka tudlu, her two fingers together. Nagkasaw-id ang hukut sa duba ka babuy, The tether ropes of the two pigs got tangled up in each other. 
	ng 
	'So help me it's true,' she insisted, hooki
	ng

	sawil n children's game wherein objects are placed in a circle for the players to hit out of the circle using a piece designated to hit other pieces. v [AC; a2] play this game. 
	sawilik (from wilik) v 1 [A 13; c] flick s. t. away with the back of the hand. Ayaw ug isawilik ang ulud diri naku, Do not flick the worm off on me. 2 [ c] push or move aside or away, as if flicking. Isawilik Zang unya ang babul ug galbaan ka, Just push the blanket aside if you feel warm. 
	saw-it v [b8) be caught or snagged by s.t. Wala masaw-iti ang kabli sa sabid, The grapnel did not catch on the cable. 
	sawpan = SALUPAN. see SALUP. 
	sawsaw v [Al3; c6] dunk s.t. into s.t. else and shake it around. Kinsay nagsawsaw aring tubig nga nabugaw man? Who dunked (his hand) into the water (and swished it around)? It is dirty. Karing sukaa sawsawi sa sinugbang babuy, Dunk your roast pork and swish it around in this vinegar. Isawsaw ang nuug sa tubig, Swish the rag around in 
	sawsaw v [Al3; c6] dunk s.t. into s.t. else and shake it around. Kinsay nagsawsaw aring tubig nga nabugaw man? Who dunked (his hand) into the water (and swished it around)? It is dirty. Karing sukaa sawsawi sa sinugbang babuy, Dunk your roast pork and swish it around in this vinegar. Isawsaw ang nuug sa tubig, Swish the rag around in 
	the water. 

	sawsyung n 1 a player who inadvertentlygets more cards than the required number. 2 a player who announces mahjong on a false alarm, penalized if the other playershave displayed their hands. 
	sawsyung n 1 a player who inadvertentlygets more cards than the required number. 2 a player who announces mahjong on a false alarm, penalized if the other playershave displayed their hands. 
	sawu-for words with sawu-see also SALU-. 

	-sawun n 1 sound system of a movie. Klaru ug sawun nang sinibana, That movie house has a clear sound system. 2 way -saying nothing in a group conversation (humorg bay, wa ka may sawun diba, Say s.t., pal. You haven't said a word yet. -sirbis, sistim public address system. sawut= SUR. sawuy v [A13) feel weak and sickly from bad health. Magsawuy giyud ku ug musakit ang akung ngipun, I feel ill whenever Ihave a toothache. saya n skirt of the native dress, usually ankleleth and generally havia tail, wound aro
	ous). Tin
	gu
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	1 
	gu

	•sayapa-v [A; c6] leave, expose s.t. carelessly for others to be able to see or touch it. Nagpasaya silag baluk sa parki, Theykissed openly for all the world to see in the park. Ayaw ipasaya nang sundang sa agianan, Don't just leave that bolo carelessly in the passageway. sayasaya v [c6] expose s.t. carelessly or for public view. Musamut ang imung ubu kun isayasaya mu ang imung lawas sa tun-ug, Your cold will persist if you expose yourself in the draft. 
	•sayapa-v [A; c6] leave, expose s.t. carelessly for others to be able to see or touch it. Nagpasaya silag baluk sa parki, Theykissed openly for all the world to see in the park. Ayaw ipasaya nang sundang sa agianan, Don't just leave that bolo carelessly in the passageway. sayasaya v [c6] expose s.t. carelessly or for public view. Musamut ang imung ubu kun isayasaya mu ang imung lawas sa tun-ug, Your cold will persist if you expose yourself in the draft. 
	2 

	say-av 1 [B1256; b6] for s.t. that fell to be caught atop s.t. Nasay-a sa sandayung ang bu.Lang gilabay, The ball that was tossed landed in the gutter. 2 [A; b8] wind up s.w. 
	1 

	Ang tawung maantigung mutrababu maka
	-


	Figure
	kaun bisag asa musay-a, A man who knows how to work can eat wherever he winds up. 2a stay in s.o. else's home temporarily. Makasay-a kaha mi sa inyu ug magabin-an mi? 
	kaun bisag asa musay-a, A man who knows how to work can eat wherever he winds up. 2a stay in s.o. else's home temporarily. Makasay-a kaha mi sa inyu ug magabin-an mi? 
	Can we stay at your place if we are overtaken by night? Kamurusan ang nasay-ahan sa mga bakwit, The evacuees happened to stay among the Muslims. say-asay-a = SAVA, 2, 2a. 

	say-av [B3(1)6; b6] overflow from a container. Nagsay-a ang isda sa ,yang sakayan, His boat is filled to overflowiwith his catch. Napawung ang kayu sa abuhan ngagisay-ahan sa sabaw, The fire went out when the soup spilled over on it. 
	2 
	ng 

	sayab n k.o. disease affecting chicks making them droop. v [Al 3P] get this sickness. Magsayab ang mga pisu basta tinginit, Durs of newlyhatched chicks droop. 
	ing the hot season the wi
	ng

	sayad v [A; cl] for the hem of a dress or robe to touch the ground. Ang sidsid sa sutana mauy unang mabuling kay mau may musayad sa!yuta, The hem of a soutane gets dirty first because that is what touches the ground.
	sayag a cheerful or bright of countenance: bright and clear. Sayag na ang langit kay gipalid na man ang dag-um, The heavens are bright again because the clouds have been blown away. v [B; cl] be, become cheerful or brigh� and clear. Musayag ang dagway sa mga maistra ug muabut ang tsiki, The teachers get a bright look on their faces when ..un a having a happy and cheerful countenance or disposition. 
	their paychecks arrive .

	sayal n skirt. Sayal ug blawus ang iyang sinina, She wore askirt and blouse. v 1 [A; c] wear a skirt. 2 [a12] make into a skirt. 
	·!

	sayang expression of regret at s. t. wasted or an opportunity missed. Sayang Lang ang akung pag-anhi kay wa mi magkita, I came for nothing because we didn't meet. Sayangwa naku mada ang akung bating sut. Mangaligu ta ta, Too bad I didn't bring my bathing suit. We could have gone swimming. v [B12 56; b6] for s.t. to be a waste, consider it so. sayans n 1 science. Tungud sa sayans nakaabut ang tawu sa bulan, Science has allowed man to reach the moon. 2 science course. 
	say antis, sayantist n scientist. v [ B 156] be, become a scientist. 
	sayaw n general name for swifts: Collocalia spp. -in-a havithe form of a swift in flight or of its tail. 
	ng 

	sayaw v 1 [AC; c] dance. Di ku makigsayaw ug hubug, I won't dance with a drunk. Isayaw ta kag makaduha ug mamauli na ta, I 
	will dance with you twice, and then we'll go home. 2 [A23] by extension, any movement likened to dancing. Misayaw ang mga dahun sa hangin, The leaves danced in the breeze. -ang kasingkasing v [A23) be gladdened (literary). Misayaw ang iyang kasingkasing dihang gisugut siya, His heart danced when the girl accepted him. n dance. Sayaw sa mga karaan, The dance of the oldtimers. Pistang way sayaw, A fiesta with no dance. sayawsayaw n dance presentation, esp. folk dance. -an(➔), -anan n dance hall,dance floor
	will dance with you twice, and then we'll go home. 2 [A23] by extension, any movement likened to dancing. Misayaw ang mga dahun sa hangin, The leaves danced in the breeze. -ang kasingkasing v [A23) be gladdened (literary). Misayaw ang iyang kasingkasing dihang gisugut siya, His heart danced when the girl accepted him. n dance. Sayaw sa mga karaan, The dance of the oldtimers. Pistang way sayaw, A fiesta with no dance. sayawsayaw n dance presentation, esp. folk dance. -an(➔), -anan n dance hall,dance floor
	sayhanan n rack or anything flat on to which or over which s.t. can be laid. Gibutang niya ang awditibu sa saybanan, She put the receiver down on the cradle. 
	sayid-awut n in volleyball, the situation where the serving team makes an error and loses the serve. 
	sayid bit n an extra bet with an individual in addition to the main bet of the game. v 1 [AC; c] make a side bet. 2 [A; al) for a husband to play around with other women. 
	Daug kaayu siya sa asawa. Di giyud makasayidbit, He is such a hen-pecked husband he can never fool around. 
	sayid layin n 1 sideline, s. t. one does in addition to his usual occupation. 2 a married man's mistress (humorous). Dili na asawa uy, sayid layin lang na, That's not his wife. That's his mistress. v 1 [A; c] have a sideline. 2 [A13] maintain a mistress. 
	sayid tru n throw-in in basketball. v [A; c] make a throw-in. 
	sayidwuk n sidewalk, as the place where this are sold. Didtu naku palita sa sayidwuk, l bought it from a sidewalk vendor. -bindur n one who sells-items displayed on the sidewalk or the stand or stall selling things on the sidewalk. 
	ng

	sayinv [A; b6] shine, polish the shoes. -syus expression uttered by shoeshine boys in asking s.o. if he wants his shoes shined. -syu buy n shoeshine boy. 
	1 

	sayinv [A; b6] sign. Gisaynan na naku angtsiki, l have signed the check. sayinburd n 1 billboard. 2 sign indicating where a vehicle is going. 
	2 

	sayintist = SA V ANTIS. 
	sayin-up v [A; c6] terminate a broadcast, sign off for the day. n action of signing off for the day.
	sayisnumber six. see TRIS for verb forms. sayitv [A; a] cite s. t. in reference or evidence. Musayit ka sa urdinansa pabur sa i
	1 
	1 
	-


	,, 
	\ 
	\ 

	sayit-sayud 
	2 

	mung pitisiyun, You quote the ordinance in favor of your petition. 
	mung pitisiyun, You quote the ordinance in favor of your petition. 

	sayitv [A; a2] sight, aim a firearm. n sight 
	2 

	of a weapon.
	of a weapon.

	sayitn eyesight (humorous). sayla = SUYLA. 
	3 

	saylinsir n silencer, muffler of a combustion eine or silencer of a weapon. saylu v 1 [A2C3; c] pass, bring by beyond 
	ng

	s.w., pass s.o. by. Musaylu ka man Lang, mu rag di" ta kaila, You just pass me by as if we didn't know each other. Musaylu ning karsadaba sa Talisay? Does this road go beyond Talisay? Atras. Nasayluan natu ang amu, Back up. We passed by our house. 1saylu Lang ku sa unaban sa taytayan, Just drop me a little way beyond the bridge. 2 [A2; c6] do s.t. beyond a certain point in space and time. Ug musaylu sa alas utsu {mung pagpauli", diJ,' ka ablfban sa pultaban,
	s.w., pass s.o. by. Musaylu ka man Lang, mu rag di" ta kaila, You just pass me by as if we didn't know each other. Musaylu ning karsadaba sa Talisay? Does this road go beyond Talisay? Atras. Nasayluan natu ang amu, Back up. We passed by our house. 1saylu Lang ku sa unaban sa taytayan, Just drop me a little way beyond the bridge. 2 [A2; c6] do s.t. beyond a certain point in space and time. Ug musaylu sa alas utsu {mung pagpauli", diJ,' ka ablfban sa pultaban,
	-

	If you come home after eight o'clock, theywon't open the door for you. 3 [Al; b(l)] omit, leave s.t. out. Ayawg saylui ang rusas ug magtubig ka sa mg(l tanum, When you water the plants,don't forget the rosebush. a farther up, beyond, or into. Ang ,'la saylupa kaayu sa amu, Their place is way beyond my place. saylusaylu v 1 [A3C] pass s. w. or each other repeatedly. Musaylusaylu ka man lag agi sa balay. Di' ka man giyung kaby our house, but you never drop in. Nagsaylusaylu ang mga trak, The buses kept passi
	bapit, You just keep goi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng


	saylub v [A3C3; aP] 1 overlap. Ang duba ka tumuy nagsaylub ug mga dus purgadas, The two ends overlap by about 2". 2 = SAYLU, but not with pa-.
	saynus n sinusitis. v [a4] have sinusitis. -un (➔) a having sinusitis. 
	saysay v [A; c] narrate, -relate. Saysayan ta ka unsay tinuud nga nabitabu, Let me tell you what really happened. Isaysay niya mmu ang mga paagi sa pag-aplay, He will tell . n narration, declaration. Nakumbinsir siya sa mga say-
	saysay v [A; c] narrate, -relate. Saysayan ta ka unsay tinuud nga nabitabu, Let me tell you what really happened. Isaysay niya mmu ang mga paagi sa pag-aplay, He will tell . n narration, declaration. Nakumbinsir siya sa mga say-
	you the procedure for applyi
	ng

	say sa mga bakakun, He was convinced by the false declarations. lakbit -n synopsis.sagbat -v [A23] relate s.t. by cutting in on a conversation. ka-an n 1 history, chain of events. Mau tuy talagsaung bitabu sa kasaysayan sa ikadubang gubat, That was an unusual event in the history of the Second World War. 2 legend, story handed down by tradition. Kasaysayan sa amu ug sa bau, The tale of the monkey and the turtle. -1-un a eventful.Ang ilang kasal usa ka salaysayungbitabu sa amung baryu, Their wedding was an 

	saysin ta numeral sixty. see DISWTSU for verb forms. 
	saysin ta numeral sixty. see DISWTSU for verb forms. 
	sayu a early. Sa sayung kabuntagun, In the early part of the morning. Sayu ming miabut. Dugay pa ang prugramang 
	.

	magsugud,
	We arrived early. The program won't begin for some time. v [ABS; cl] be or do s.t. early. Sa_yubun (isayu) nimu ug b{kay ang pamabaw arun makasayu ka sa iskuylaban, 
	Prepare breakfast early so you can get to school early. sayusayu v [A2; cl] do s.t. a little early, or a little too early. 
	sayud v 1 [B1256; b4(1)] know; have cognizance or awareness of s.t. Nasayud aku nga usa ninyu namutbut, Iknow that one of you is telling a lie. Wa ku masayud kun bain ang ilang balay, I don't know where their house is. 2 [ b( 1)] t_ell s. o. about s. t., give information, news, etc. Sayran ta kang daan nga si Binduy usa ka minyu, Let me inform you beforehand that Bendoy is a married man. 3 [A; b] hold the sayud ceremony.Human ud. Kasal na lay kuwang, We have already held the formal betrothal ceremony. No
	na mi makasa
	y.
	yi (in which the marri
	ag
	.-_
	-


	sayukmu -siang 88S 
	tion. masinayurun a informative. sayukmu v [BS; cl] for the chin and lower jaw to jut out, esp. when one is pouting or sulking. Musamut kag kangil-ad ug musayukmu ang imung suwang, You look moreugly if you let your chin protrude. Ug way marpil musayukmu ang suwang, If you donot have false teeth your chin will jut out. a 1 for the chin to be sticking out. 2 for theface to be squat and wide. 
	tion. masinayurun a informative. sayukmu v [BS; cl] for the chin and lower jaw to jut out, esp. when one is pouting or sulking. Musamut kag kangil-ad ug musayukmu ang imung suwang, You look moreugly if you let your chin protrude. Ug way marpil musayukmu ang suwang, If you donot have false teeth your chin will jut out. a 1 for the chin to be sticking out. 2 for theface to be squat and wide. 

	sayun a easy. Sayun kaayu ang iksamin, The test was very easy. Sayun man gung baybana maung pirming paangkan, That woman is easily had. She has had several children out of wedlock. v 1 [A12B12S; a2] be ormake s.t. easy. Sayun na siya patubuun, It's easy to make him believe s.t. Ug gisayunan ka sa iksamin, bandrid giyud ka, If you consider the test easy, you must have made a hundred. 2 [b(l)] be too familiar with s.!o. so as to take him for granted. Nganungmanggaw,' ka man sa akung mga butang? Mu rag gisay
	sayup a wrong, erroneous. Sayup kaayu tung imung tubag, Your answer was wrong. n error, mistake. Naay sayup sa imung lista, There is an error in your list. v 1 [B12; a2 b2) be wrong, make a mistake. Nasayup ku sa akunx kalkulu, I am wrong in my calculation. Ug masayup ka bisag kas-a, payir-awtun ta ka, Make just one mistake and you are out. Mau ning prublimaba akung nasaypan, This is the problem I made the mistake in. la [ b8] mistake s. o. for s.o. else. His.aypan ka unya sa pagkapampam ug mau nay imu
	balag-unga, That deer will not escape this trap for sure. masalaypun, masaypanun aerring. Ang iyang masalaypun (masaypanun) nga bana nangayu na pug pasaylu, Her erring husband is now asking for forgiveness. kasaypanan, ka-an(�) n wrong, moral infractions. Ang kasaypanan nga imung gibimu sa imung asawa, The ·wrongs you have done 
	balag-unga, That deer will not escape this trap for sure. masalaypun, masaypanun aerring. Ang iyang masalaypun (masaypanun) nga bana nangayu na pug pasaylu, Her erring husband is now asking for forgiveness. kasaypanan, ka-an(�) n wrong, moral infractions. Ang kasaypanan nga imung gibimu sa imung asawa, The ·wrongs you have done 
	. ,
	to your wife. see also ISTIPING. 
	sayuti, sayittis n k.o. vegetable, similar in appearance to a pear, cooked and eaten like squash, growing on a climbing vine with squash-like leaves: Secbium edule. 
	si particle before names or titles of personsJsed in constructions which require the nominative. Si Pidru akung ig-agaw, Pedrois my cousin. Si Tatay, Father. -kinsa who does he think he is? Si kinsa ba siya nga musulti sa ingun? Who does he think he is to say that? Nagmandarmandar siya naku mau ra ug si kinsa, He was ordering me around as though he were s.o. see also NI
	1

	andKANG•
	1

	sin letter c.
	si yes, used only in response by people who are influenced by Spanish or jokingly by people who know a smattering of Spanish. 
	2

	sin sound used to drive away dogs and othersmall animals, but not fowls and pigs.

	siad v 1 [B; b6] become distended or burst, as from internal pressure. Misiad ang ligid human bumbabi, The tire became inflated after air was pumped into it. Nasiad na ang tiyan sa burus, The pregnant mother's abdomen has become distended. 2 [B2; b6] be, become luxuriant or lush in growth. Misiad ang tu.bu sa tanum nga nating-ulan na, 
	The plants have become lush in their growth now that the rainy season has set in. siak v 1 [A; al2] split s.t. along the grain. 
	The plants have become lush in their growth now that the rainy season has set in. siak v 1 [A; al2] split s.t. along the grain. 
	Masiak ang tabla ug ibulad sa init, Theboard will crack if you leave it under thesun. la -sa {du v [A12B12S6] be a greatmental burden. Suliran nga makasiak sa akung ulu, A problem that can crack your head. 2 [A3; a12) disturb violently as if tocrack. Singgit nga misiak sa kabi!um sa kagabbiun, A shout that rent the stillness of the night. 3 [b3(1)) be worried, angry, sad. 
	Masuku Zang na siya b{sag way gikasiakan (gikasik-an, gikasilik-an), He gets angry even without cause. kasilik-an n enmity, misuQderstanding.

	siaku short for unsa bay aku. see UNSA, 1d.siang v [B34) 1 come out partly. Misiang na ang adlaw, The sun is partly out now. Nagsiang na ang bata, The child is now coming out. 2 for the vaginal opening to dilate. Sa 
	siatab -sibilisar 
	di pa makasiang ang pwirtu, tawga na ang midwayip, Call the midwife before the vagdilates. 
	di pa makasiang ang pwirtu, tawga na ang midwayip, Call the midwife before the vagdilates. 
	inal openi
	ng 

	siatab see ATAB. 
	irresponsible but harmless fun. Siaw kaayu ning bataa kay iyang gibuktan ug pisi ang ikug sa 
	siaw a 1 mischievous, given to doi
	ng 

	iru, This child is very mischievous because he tied a rope to the dog's tail. 2 misbehavi. Siaw bataa, way disiplina, A misbehavi, undisciplined child. -sa babayi philandering. v [B123; b6] be, become mischievous, misbehaving.(�) v 1 [A23] get worse; grow more [adj.]. Ug pabilumun siya, musiaw siya hinuun, If he is told to keep quiet, he gets noisier instead. la be, become worse, more intense. Misiaw ang ilaga sa Mindanaw,The rats are gettiworse and worse in Mindanao. 2 [A13; b6] joke, play a prank on.
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	ng

	1] engage in mischief. Ug magpasiaw ka, mabanba ang klasi, If you are rnischievous, the class will be noisy. ma-un a characterized with jocularity.
	. ,

	siawan = AWAYAN. see AWAY. 
	siay v 1 [A3PC3] for different smells, tastes, atmospheres to be mixed together in one place. Ang tanang babu nagsiay sa simbaban, All different odors are mixed together inside the church. 2 [A23C3] for different smells or atmospheres to mix and contradict each other. A-fagkasiay ang ginamus ug kamay ug dunganun pagkaun, Fish pasteand brown sugar do not go well if you eat them together. 
	siay-is n acronym for the Criminal Investigation Service. 
	siba v [A; c] 1 add fuel to a fire to increase . 2 incite, get s.o. to do s.t. Siyay nagsiba sa mga istudiyanti pagdimunstrit, He incited the students to demonstrate. 
	it or keep it goi
	ng
	bad.
	t 

	SlDa v [A2; b6] sip nectar from a flower. 
	Mau niy klasi sa bulak nga sibaan sa mga alibangbang, This is the class of flowers the butterflies sip nectar from. -un(➔), -1-un(➔) n flowers that are attractive to birds and insects. 
	Mau niy klasi sa bulak nga sibaan sa mga alibangbang, This is the class of flowers the butterflies sip nectar from. -un(➔), -1-un(➔) n flowers that are attractive to birds and insects. 

	sibakuv [A; c] cook a mixture of rice and corn grits.
	ng 

	sibang v [A; b6] nick a blade.!(➔) a nicked. n nick in a blade. 
	sibasid = SALUWASID. 
	sibatv 1 [A2; b6] get out of s.w., usually without leave. Musibat ta sa prugrama arun dili' ta bingtawgan ug pakanta, Let us get 
	out of this place before we are called upon to sing. Wa ka kinabanglana dinbi. Hala, sibat! You are not wanted here, So, scram! 2 [Al; cl] take s.t. without permission. Sibatun (isibat) ku ning libru ug walay magtan-aw, I will take this book when nobodyis looki. 
	out of this place before we are called upon to sing. Wa ka kinabanglana dinbi. Hala, sibat! You are not wanted here, So, scram! 2 [Al; cl] take s.t. without permission. Sibatun (isibat) ku ning libru ug walay magtan-aw, I will take this book when nobodyis looki. 
	ng
	t

	sibati n small fishispear, usually made of wire as thick as a man's finger or bamboo pointed at one tip. v 1 (A; a] spear using the sibat. 2 [ al 2) make into a sibat. 
	ng 

	sibaw v 1 [A2; b2] bounce from s. t. towards 
	s.t. Misibaw nakit ang bula nga gilabay sa bungbung, The ball was thrown against the wall and bounced toward me. 2 (A3] for a sound to reverberate and be noisy so as to rise above other sounds. Misibaw ang butubutu sa mga ribintadur, The explosion of firecrackers resounded. 3 [B246] rise to an alarmiproportion. Misibaw karun pag-ayu ang pangawat, Robberies have increased to alarming proportions. ka-n turmoil, confused noises, tumultuous sounds. 
	ng 

	sibay n an extension roo1n added to an already existing dwelling, with the floor raised some distance from the ground. v [,<\.i3; b6] add an extension to a house. sibaysibay n woman maintained by a married man. Angsibaysibay sa {yang bana bustis, Her husband's woman is a night-club hostess. v [A; abc] for a married man to maintain a woman. 
	sibaya = KISIBAyA. 

	•sibika, *sibiku kapunungang -n civic organization. hinabang nga -civic aid. 
	sibil n 1 civil, not by the church. Sa sibil Zang ta magpakasal, Let's make it a civil marriage. Sibil nga mintiryu, Public cemetery. 2 = GWARDIYA SIBIL. V [C11 have a civil wedding. gira -civil war. gwardiya -Civil Guard of the Philippines during Spanish times. -in-v [A; cl] punish s.o. heavily or make s.o. do a lot of work rapidly (as the Spanish civil guards do).Maayung musinibil ug sugit sa mga sinubulan apan dili maayung mupakaun, Knows how to make farmhands work hard but doesn't give them enoughfood 
	sibil n 1 civil, not by the church. Sa sibil Zang ta magpakasal, Let's make it a civil marriage. Sibil nga mintiryu, Public cemetery. 2 = GWARDIYA SIBIL. V [C11 have a civil wedding. gira -civil war. gwardiya -Civil Guard of the Philippines during Spanish times. -in-v [A; cl] punish s.o. heavily or make s.o. do a lot of work rapidly (as the Spanish civil guards do).Maayung musinibil ug sugit sa mga sinubulan apan dili maayung mupakaun, Knows how to make farmhands work hard but doesn't give them enoughfood 
	•sa.oil -sirbis n civil service. -sirbis tist Civil Service test. 
	sibilisar v [A; a12] civilize. sibilisadu a civilized, well-mannered. v [B12] be, become civilized. sibilisasiyun n civilization. 

	sibilsibil ..:__ sibukaw 
	sibilSioil n game of hide-and-seek played in pairs. v [A12C; cl] play hide-and-seek in patrs.
	sibilSioil n game of hide-and-seek played in pairs. v [A12C; cl] play hide-and-seek in patrs.

	sibilyan n 1 civilian. 2 ordinary clothes as opposed to a uniform or frock. v 1 [Al] wear civilian attire or ordinary clothes as opposed to a uniform or frock. Di giyud mailban nga pan· kay nagsibilyan man,
	You'd never know he was a priest because he was wearing ordinary clothes. 2 [a3] become a civilian. 
	You'd never know he was a priest because he was wearing ordinary clothes. 2 [a3] become a civilian. 

	sibinv [A; b6] 1 wipe s.o.'s face or any other part of the body with a moist cloth. 2 shave hair on the body. paN-v [A2; b6] 1 wipe one's face with a wet cloth. 2 shaveone's body hair. 
	1 

	sibinv [b4] be a hermaphrodite. Gisibinan ang anak ni Mariya, Maria's child had both male and fem ale genital organs. -an a hermaphrodite.
	2 

	sibin-ilibin n k.o. dice game. v [A; cl] 1 playthis game. 2 for males to masturbate (slang). sibin pirs = SITI PARIS. see SITI. 
	sibins grid n seventh grade of elementary schools. Karun wa nay sibins grid, Theyhave abolished the seventh grade of elementary schools. v [A3] be or get to be in the seventh grade. 
	sibintiit n 78 rpm record. 
	sibinti paak n grade of seventy-five, the lowest passing grade (humorous slang). v [Al 2) get seventy-five. 
	sibinti siks n k.o. rice introduced by the 
	PACO.
	PACO.

	sibit n 1 safety pin. 2 = PALUD. v [A; b5] 1· fasten in with a safety pin. Sibta (sibti) ang lampin, Pin the diapers. 2 = PALUD. -in-= 
	,
	,
	PALUD, n.

	sibsib v 1 [A; a2b2] for animals that graze to nibble at plants. Hingsibsiban ang rusassa kanding, The goat nibbled at my rosebush. 2 [AN; a] nibble ats.t. boneytoget 
	, 
	, 
	.
	at the meaty parts. Akung sibsibun ang mga 
	bukugkay nia man dinbi ang lami, I'll nibble at the bones, for that is where the delicious parts are. paN-v [A2] graze. Didtu salaguna nanibsib ang kabayu, The horse was grazing in the meadow. -anan n pasture. 
	· 


	sibu n fat of bovine and other animals with hooves, except pigs. v [B 124 5; b6] put beef fat. Nagkasibu ang linat-an, The stew is full of fat. Sibubi ang imung biraminta arun dili t_gy-an, Smear beef fat on your tools so they won't get rusty. 
	sibu a 1 fitting precisely, of exact dimensionKining twirkaba sibu kaayu sa pirnu, This nut fits precisely into the bolt. la exactly [so-and-so] long, at [ such-and-such] a time. 
	Sibung duba ka tuig, Exactly two years. Sibung alas dusi, At exactly twelve o'clock. 2 timepiece synchronized with another, musical instrument tuned to another. Di'li sibu ang akung rilu sa {yang rilu. Alas dus nas iya apan wala pa diris aku, My watch isn't running at the same time as his. He has two o'clock, but Idon't. 3 harmonizing with, fittingly with the personality. Ang iyang papil sa drama sibu kaayu sa iyang pagkatawu, 
	Sibung duba ka tuig, Exactly two years. Sibung alas dusi, At exactly twelve o'clock. 2 timepiece synchronized with another, musical instrument tuned to another. Di'li sibu ang akung rilu sa {yang rilu. Alas dus nas iya apan wala pa diris aku, My watch isn't running at the same time as his. He has two o'clock, but Idon't. 3 harmonizing with, fittingly with the personality. Ang iyang papil sa drama sibu kaayu sa iyang pagkatawu, 
	His role in the drama fits his personality perfectly. 4 commensurate, proper in kind. 
	Kadtung imung tratamyintu n{ya sibu sa iyang nabuhat, What you did to him is just appropriate for what he did to you. 5 forthe moon to be full. v 1 [A2] fit into s.t. la[B56; a12] be exactly [such-and-such] atime. 2 [A1C3!; ac] tune a musical instrument to another, synchronize a watch with another. Sibuun ta ning duba ka sista, Letus tune the two guitars to each other. 3 [B2C23;c6] harmonize with, fit a personality or style. Kining kalua musibu sa bisan unsang kurti sa nawung, This hat goes nicely with a
	Iwill borrow eight gantas of corn, and I will pay you back double during harvest time. S [B245) for the moon to become full. 
	sibug v 1 [AB3(1); clP] back s.t. up, move back. Ug musibug ka, matambug ka sa ·kanal, If you step, you will fall into the ditch. Kinsay nagsibug sa lamisa? Whomoved the table back? la [A23 ; b6] back down from s. t. Dili ta ka sibugan ug sumbagay, I will not back down from you in afight. 2 [A2; b6] back out of an agreement.2a [A; c6] withdraw an application, candidacy, case in court. Dit,· ku musibug saakung kandidatura, I will not withdraw my candidacy. Ug musibug ka sa imung kiha, ariglubun ta lang ni
	backwa.rd

	,
	earlier or to a later date. Atung isibug ang 
	kasal ug tulu ka adlaw arun tukm� sa pyista, Let's move the wedding ahead (or postpone it) three days so that it will coincide with the fiesta. 4 [A2l visit (dialectal). Mu-·sibug mis inyu rung pila ka adlaw, We'll visit your place one of these days. n action of moving back, backing out, retreating. Pagsabut nga way sibug, An agreement you can not back out of. 
	sibukawn small treŁ with scattered prickles, 
	.


	sibul -sigabu 
	·
	sss 

	the wood of which is used for nails in boat 
	the wood of which is used for nails in boat 
	building: Caesalpinia sappan. sibul = SUBUL. sibutn k.o. very small dip net made of finely
	meshed cloth. v [Al3; a2b2] pick out with a small dip net. Sibuta ang isda. Ayaw ug kab-a sa panaksan, Catchthe fish with a dip net. Don't scoop it out with a cup.
	.

	sibut v [A3P; al] inspire s.o. with enthusiasm to do s. t. Ang kanindut sa kahigayunan sa Amirika mauy nakasibut (nakapasibut) naku paglangyaw, I was inspired to goto America by the attractive opportunities that are available there. Gisibut mi sa amung ginikanan pag-iskuyla, Our parents inspired us to study. ka-n enthusiasm. ma-un a full of enthusiasm to do s. t. 

	sibuyas n 1 general name for various kinds of onions and leeks. 2 humorous name given to Union cigarettes (where Union is pronounced homophonous with onion in the Philippines). -amirikanu leeks with a slightly larger bulb than the bisaya. -bisaya leeks with tiny red or white bulbs, the tops of which are used. -bumbay onions with large bulbs. -un ug tingug a squeakyvoiced. 
	sibuying n k.o. small onion or leek, smaller than sibuyas bisaya, with a small white bulb and a flavor differing from ordinary leeks. 
	sibya v 1 [AN; c] peddle fish. Sibyahan kug lab-as nang mga bay diha, I peddle fresh fish around to those houses. 2 [A; c6] broadcast. Isibya ang anunsiyu sa tibi, Broadcast the announcement on T.V. 3 [Al3; c6] announce, give notice of. Hinagtub nga nagsibya sa iyang pag-abut, Footfalls that announced his arrival. mag-r-n radio announcer. 
	sibya = SIBY A, v2, 3. 
	.
	.

	sida n silk cloth. sidasida n name given to several grasses with silky tufts. sidbaks n box used as a seedbed for germinating seeds. t 
	sidhawus n shed providing shade for seed beds. v [A; b6] construct such a shed 
	sidi v [ b( 1)] receive favorably, approve. Wa sidihi sa huwis ang diklarasiyun sa sinumbung, The judge didn't receive the allegations of the accused favorably. 
	·

	sid-ing v 1 [A; al2) look closely at s. t. by bringing one's face to it or putting it near the face. Nagsid-ing ku aring pinung litra, I am looking closely at this fine print. 2 [Al;al2] look at s.t. out of the corner of the eyes. Nasakpan ku siya nga nagsid-ing kangMarta, I caught him regarding Martha out 
	sid-ing v 1 [A; al2) look closely at s. t. by bringing one's face to it or putting it near the face. Nagsid-ing ku aring pinung litra, I am looking closely at this fine print. 2 [Al;al2] look at s.t. out of the corner of the eyes. Nasakpan ku siya nga nagsid-ing kangMarta, I caught him regarding Martha out 
	of the corner of his eyes. 

	sidl.ak a sparkling, glittering. v [A) 1 sparkle. 
	sidl.ak a sparkling, glittering. v [A) 1 sparkle. 
	Diyamanting nagsidlak, A sparkling diamond. Hingsidlakan aku sa adlaw, I woke up after the sun had risen. 2 be glittering in prominence. Misidlak ang iyang kabantug, He reached glittering fame. n ray, beam. -an ( ➔) n east. l.Ayung sidlakan, The Far East. Duul nga sidlakan, The Near East. 
	sidlit v 1 [A; b2] squirt out in a stream. Misidlit ang nana sa dibang gipislit ang hubag, 
	The pus squirted out in a stream when I pressed the boil. Hingsidlitan ku sa ihi sa bata, The little boy urinated on me. 2 [A23] for the sun to shine '(literary). Sa wala pa musidlit ang primirung bidlisiw sa adlaw, 
	Before the first rays of the sun shone. 
	sidlut = SIDLIT, vl. sid.sarun = SITSARUN. 
	sidsid n 1 hem, lower edge of dress, curtain, or the like. 2 edge, border (literary). Angsidsid sa kapunawpunawan, To the outer reaches of space. sidsiran = SIDSID, 2. 
	sid-uk n hiccup. v [A2; a4] have the hiccups.
	Misid--uk si Lulu, unya miyupyup sa iyang kwaku, Granddad hiccuped and then puffed on his pipe. Inum ug usa ka basung tubig ug sid-ukun ka, Take a glass of water if you have the hiccups. 
	sidula n 1 the head tax of the Spanish time and now, the residence tax. 2 the residence certificate, evidencing the payment of this tax. 
	sigaa 1 bright, giving off intense illumination. Siga kaayu ang suga, The lamp is verybright. 2 bright-eyed or having big round eyes. Siga ug mata kining bataa pariha sa iyang uyuan, This child has big, round eyes like his uncle's. n flame, light given off. v 1 [A2S; ·a2Pb7] burn bright. Nagsiga pa ba ang daub? Is the fire still burning? Sigaiang linung-ag, Turn up the fire under the rice. la for the lights to be on. Sigah,a (pasigaha) ang suga kngitngit na, Put the lights on because it is dark now. 2 [A2
	1 
	ay 

	siga, siga n notorious tough guy. v lB12;b6] be, become a tough. sigasiga = SIGA . 
	2

	sigabu n continuous, thudding sound. v [A3l be thuddi, give a thudding sound. Musigabu ang balud ug ting-amihan, Strong waves dash against the shore when the northwind blows. Unsa may nagsigabu sa taas? Mgabatang nagdula? What is it that is thudding 
	ng


	s1gamnu -s1gingstgmg 
	upstairs? Children playing? 
	upstairs? Children playing? 

	sigamnu v [A3; al 2) care, give attention or concern to s. o. 's welfare or needs. Wa siyamagsigamnu sa idukasiyun sa iyang mgaanak, She doesn't concern herself with her children's schooling. Sigamnua ang imung lawas arun dika masakit, Take care of your body so you won't get sick.
	sig-angv lA; cl] put the pot on the fire. 
	1
	1
	Nagsig-ang na siya sa paniudtu, She is pre
	paring lunch now. 

	sigarilyun cigarette. v [al2] make into a cigarette. paN-v [A2; b6(1)) smoke cigarettes,ask s.o. for cigarettes or cigarette money.Kamau na diay ka nga manigarilyu, So, you already know how to smoke. Panigarilyuban natu si Iduy kay nakadaug sa sugaZ, Let us ask Edoy for cigarette money because .he won in gambling. t 
	1 

	sigarit kis n cigarette case. sigaw v [A; c] confess or tell s.t. which s.o. wants to be kept secret (slang). Nadakpan ang tanan kay misigaw ang usang nadak!pan, All of them were caught because one of them·sang. /yang gisigaw ang tinaguan sa iyang inaban, She revealed her mother's secrets. 
	I

	sigaw a noisy, making a disturbance. n shoutsand noise. Ang sigaw sa nagsugaZ dungug sa amu, You could hear the shouts of thegamblers as far as our house. v [Bl; b6] be noisy. Nagsigaw ang mga istudiyanti kay way maistru sa klasi, The students are all in uproar because the teacher is not in the room. ka-v [Al3] be very noisy. 
	sig-aw v [A; b3] make a loud noise at the top of one's lungs. Wa siya makasig-aw kayakung gikasab-an, He did not dare make noise because I scolded him. 
	sigay n general name for small cowries. 
	sigbaw formula uttered to prevent one from being struck by lightning when making fun of animals. Ang ungguy mu ta sigbaw ug tawu, The monkey looks like man, may I not be struck by lightning. Sigbaw ug pariha ang tawu sa iru nga magpungutay, Maylightning not strike me, how would it feel if people had intercourse like dogs. 
	'

	sigbin n animal possessed by and at the service of s.o. It has the power of making itself invisible to a person other than the owner. The sigbin can do good to the owner, transport the owner, and will inflict fatal bites on whomever the owner commands it to. It cannot be killed as long as the owner can see it. It is said to have long hind legs and walks with the head looking back in between the legs. Ownership is handed down 
	sigbin n animal possessed by and at the service of s.o. It has the power of making itself invisible to a person other than the owner. The sigbin can do good to the owner, transport the owner, and will inflict fatal bites on whomever the owner commands it to. It cannot be killed as long as the owner can see it. It is said to have long hind legs and walks with the head looking back in between the legs. Ownership is handed down 
	to relatives when the owner dies. A person who refuses a sigbin is said to go mad. -an n possessing a sigbin. v [B1256] get a sigbin handed down to one. 

	sigi v 1 [A; b5cl] continue or go on doing 
	sigi v 1 [A; b5cl] continue or go on doing 
	s.t.; do s. t. al ways. Ug magsigi ning ulana bayan mubaba, If this rain keeps on, it'slikely to flood. Sigihun (sigiban, isigi) nimu ug tuyuk ang twirka bangtud mubugut, 
	Continue turning the screw until it gets tight. Nganung sigihan man ku nimu ug t(!-n· aw? Why do you always look at me? la [A23] walk or go on or forward. lnig-abutnimu sa iskina, musigi ka ug mga bayinti mitrus, When you reach the corner, go ahead for about twenty meters. lb [A2; al2 
	P] proceed with one's studies. Dili ku makasigi karung sunud tuig kay wa kuy kwarta, I cannot proceed with my studies next year because I have no money. exclamation: 1 urging s.o. to do s.t. Sigi, kaun na, Comeon, eat! 2 expressing acquiescence. Ug walay lain sigi na Zang ta aning nia, If there is no other, we will just have to make do with th.1s. 2a O.K. Bye. 'Ad tu na ku. ' 'S'''I' m
	tgt, 
	. 

	going now.' 'O.K., Bye-bye.' 3 always. Sigika Zang ug sulti, way bubat, yOU 're always talking. You never do anything. -lang 1 never mind, it doesn't matter. Sigi Zang ug pubri, basta malipayun, Never mind if I'mpoor as long as I am happy. 2 Oh, please. Sigi Zang, tagai Zang ku, Oh, please. Let me have some! ( ➔) = SIGI, exclamation. 

	sig-id n k.o. vine used for tying purposes: 
	Malaisia scan dens. 
	Malaisia scan dens. 

	sigidas n 1 successive, frequent. Lapuk kaayu sa amu kay sigidas ang ulan, My place is very muddy because it keeps raining. 2 automatic, rapid-firing weapons. 3 freewheeling, such that the chain that links the pedal gear to the wheel gear eJigages only in the forward direction, and not in the backward direction. Sigidas ang bisiklita nga risir, · A racing bicycle is freewheeling. 3a racing bicycle. v [A; al2] become frequent or successive; do s.t. successively or frequently. Nagsigidas ang akung mga sula
	sigidilyas = KARABANSUS. 
	sigin n•k.o. net designed for taking out catchfrom the fish corral. (➔) v [A; a] get the fish out of the corral with a net.
	sigingsiging an exclamation uttered together with shaking s.o. emotionally upset by the 
	·890 sigisigi -sigunda 
	shoulders. v [A; al2] 1 shake s.o. and say 
	shoulders. v [A; al2] 1 shake s.o. and say 
	siging-siging. Sa nagsigingsiging ku sa bata, mibinay ang iyang pagbilak, After I had shaken the child and said sigingsiging to him, he began to stop crying. 2 make s.o. hurry in doing s.t. Kinsa mang kustumira ang nagsigingsiging ug pagpakuba nimu ugtubig? Who was the customer that made you hurry in getting a glass of water? 

	sigisigi n name of a notorious gang of Talog hoodlums as opposed to the uksu (OXO) 
	ag

	. ,
	. ,
	of the Visayans. -gang = SIGISIGI. 

	sigkat =SIKLAT. 
	sigking = SIKGING. 
	sigkit = SIKIT. 
	siglu n century. Sa Siglu Katursi, In the Fourteenth Century. 
	sigmit v [A; ab2] 1 seize by the arms or legs, usually in a stealthy manner. Nakasigmit ed to catch a chicken by the legs. Misawum siya ug gisigmit ang tiil sa dalaga, He swam under the water and seized the woman's legs. 2 arrest s.o. wanted by the law. Mga sikrita mauy nagsigmit sa isnatsir, Plainclothesmen nabbed the snatcher. 
	kug manuk, I man
	ag

	sigmuk v [AN; a12] swipe or lift things of 
	1 
	1 
	, 
	,

	small value. Dunay nagsigmuk sa akung bu/
	-

	pin, S.o. swiped my ballpoint pen.

	sigmukv [A123P; a4] crave for food that one has not eaten for a long time. Gisigmukna kug kinilaw tangigi, I crave for raw Spanish mackerel. 
	2 

	signal n signal. v [A; b6(1)] give a signal. Signali ku sa busina, Blow your horn as a signal to me. 
	siit = SIGMIT. 
	gn

	signus n 1 in folk belief, the preordained ent through which one meets his death as 
	ag
	ag
	revealed by fortune-telling. Pagkalunud sa barku wa siya mamatay kay kalayu may iyang signus, When the boat sunk he didn't die because his fate was to die by fire. 2 = AGNUS. v [A12; b8] be saved from unexpected death because it is not one's signusto die that way. 

	sigpat v [b8] get a glance stolen at one. Nasigpatan ku siya nga nangupya sa iksamin, 
	I glanced at him copying during the test. pav [A; b6] steal a glance. Ayaw ug pasigpati ang babayi kay masakpan ka, Don't steal glances at the woman because you might get caught. 
	I glanced at him copying during the test. pav [A; b6] steal a glance. Ayaw ug pasigpati ang babayi kay masakpan ka, Don't steal glances at the woman because you might get caught. 

	sigpaw n a small dip net around 4-6" in diameter with a handle used for scooping up wrilers, small bait, butterflies. v [AN2; a12] gather, scoop up with his k.o. net. 
	gg

	sigpit (from sip it) a narrow, not affording 
	easy passage. Sigpit kaayu ang mga kalyi sa amung lungsud, The streets in my town are very narrow. v [B125; b6] be, become narrow. 
	easy passage. Sigpit kaayu ang mga kalyi sa amung lungsud, The streets in my town are very narrow. v [B125; b6] be, become narrow. 
	sigsag a zigzaing, winding road or course. 
	gg

	Sigsag kaayu ang karsada paingun sa bukid, 
	The road into the mountains is zigzag. n zigzag stitches; fancy stitches made at the edge of cloth to keep it from getting uncourse. 
	ravelled. v 1 [A; a12] run a zigz
	ag 

	Nagsigsag ku ug dagan sa dibang gitirubanku, I ran in a zigzag course when they shot at me. 2 [A; cl] make ziag stitching. -nga makina n a k.o. sewing machine that can make zistitching. -in-an, -in-an(➔) n having zigzag stitching sewn in it. 
	gz
	gzag 

	sia tight or precise in fit. Gabing ablihan ang pulta kay sigu kaayu, The door is hard to open because it is very tight in fit. Angsigu nga sinina sa mga babayi di?i angay ngaisimba, Clothes that fit the body too tightly are not appropriate for church. v [BJ be,become tight or precise in fit, cause s.t. to be so. Sigubun (pasigubun) nimu ang sungsung ngadtu sa bangag arun di/,i mubunub ang tubig, Make the stopper fit precisely so the water won't seep through.
	gu 

	sign a 1 fitting appropriately as words, action, attire. Ang iyang pakigpulung sigu kaayu sa ukasiyun, His speech fits the occasion. 2 exact. Sigu na kung usa ka tuig sa akung trabahu, I'm exactly one year in my work. v [AC; cl] be appropriate or exact. Dili mus{gu ag singsing sa akung tudlu, The ring doesn't fit my finger. Sigua (isigu) angimung linibukan sa tmung idad, Act your e. 
	ag

	*sigun -sa 1 according to. Sigun sa akungbibatlan dili na mau ang iyang gisulti, According to what I have heard, that is not what he said. 2 in conf ohnance with. Kining akung gasa kanimu sigun sa akung gisaad, This gift of mine is just what I have promised you. 3 depends on. Sigun Lang sa unsay naa, It depends on what is available. Mu ra ug dili na ikatugut, apt:1n sigun Lang na sa pagkumbins{r niya, It seems as if it is not allowed, but actually it is just a matter of convincing him. 
	sigunn a breed of chicken raised for Łeat purposes, referred to for their quality of developing feathers on the neck, thighs, and wings late in life. 
	2 

	sigunda n 1 second gear. 2 the second playerin group games played by an individuals in succession. 3 the second voice in group singing. -manu a second hand. Pridyidirnga sigunda manu, A second-hand refrigera
	-

	891

	sigundu -sihag 
	tor. b a woman that has had sexual exprobably. Di Zang ku musulti apan muanhi periences prior to marriage. Nakaasawag siguru tu siya, I won't say for sure, but he sigunda manu ang lalaking bimili, He was probably will copie. v 1 [A; a2] do s.t. or obtaininga second-hand woman. v 1 [B26; b6] do, s.t. Musiguru (maniguru) ka ug anbi sa mayhappen after the first thing happened, was mga alas unsi, Come without fail at about done. Ang pagkasunug sa ilang balay n,asi�leven o'clock. Siguruun ta ni ug bawi kay gun
	so choosy in the end he had to settle for without fail; be sure of doi
	ng 
	burnt, the same thi
	ng 

	siradu sure, [so-and-so] is true without a will insure your house. It's so old. n 1 indoubt. Ug mugikan ka ug alas sayis, sigurasurance..Sitinta pisus matag tuig ang akung du nga tua ka sa mga alas unsi, Ifyou leave balayran sa siguru, My insurance is twenty at six, you are sure to be there at about pesos a year. -dibida life insurance. 2 ineleven o'clock. DiH katubuan nutisyaba! surance company. Ang Pil-am usa sa mga Siguradu ka? That's unbelievable news! Are dagkung siguru dinbi sa Pilipinas, Phil-Am y
	gu

	I I 
	I I 
	, 
	.


	. s.t. Alang sa kasiguruan sa panglawas mu, siridad n 1 security, freedom from danger. inum sa Tunikun, For the protection of Ang gikasabutan naglakbit sa siguridad sa your health, drink Tonicon. atung nasud, The agreement included the sigwalu (from walu) n a deadly snake of shalsecurity of our country. 2 assurance of comlow sea water. Avictim is generally given pliance. Kadtung panagsabuta way sigurionly eight hours to live. If he survives he is dad sa pagtuman kay walay mga papilis, given another eight
	application is a sure thi
	ng
	gu
	.

	,
	,

	There is no assurance that they will comply and so forth. Cf. TAGIWALU under WALU.because there are no documents. •sigwar pa-v [A; cl] show s.t. off. Mapagar
	sigurista a inclined to take the greatest posbubun kaayu siyang mipasigwar sa iyang sible advantage from an agreement. Sigurissingsing brilyanti, She is proudly showing ta kaayu ka kay di' ka mupabulam ug kwaroff her diamond ring. ta nga dili kinubaan daans patung, You sihag a 1 transparent or translucent. Sibagdrive too hard a bargain because you take kaayu siyag blawus, She has a blouse on out the interest in advance when you lend you can see through. 2 clearly visible money. v [B12; b6] inclined to ta
	siguru 1 sure. 'Muadtu ka sa bayli rung gatunnel. v [A; al2] 1 be, become transparbli?' -'Siguru! I 'Will you go to the dance ent or translucent. Musibag ang papil ug dutonight?' -'Sure!' Uu, siguru kaayu ku bigan ug asiti, Paper becomes translucent if nga mau nay {yang gisulti, Yes, I am very oil is smeared on it. la [BS; a] be, become sure that that is what he said. Way siguru apparent, clear, understandable. Kalit nga ang imung kaugmaun, Your future is uncermisibag sa akung panumduman ang buut tain. 
	ag 
	-

	892 sihi -sikbat 
	v 1 [bS] read the past, present, or future through some magic article or power. Kabibawu man kung muabut mu kay gipanibag (gipanibagan) man naku, I knew that because I saw it in my crystal ball. 2 [A23] wear s.t. people can see through. Uy nanibag ka kay wa ka tingali magkamisun, People can see rightthrough your clothes because you are apparently not wearing a slip. n crystal ball or power by which one can read the past, fusihang tutunlan v [A23] be very beautiful (lit. for the throat to be white and t
	v 1 [bS] read the past, present, or future through some magic article or power. Kabibawu man kung muabut mu kay gipanibag (gipanibagan) man naku, I knew that because I saw it in my crystal ball. 2 [A23] wear s.t. people can see through. Uy nanibag ka kay wa ka tingali magkamisun, People can see rightthrough your clothes because you are apparently not wearing a slip. n crystal ball or power by which one can read the past, fusihang tutunlan v [A23] be very beautiful (lit. for the throat to be white and t
	you were comi
	ng 
	ture, or a person's thoughts. panih
	ag
	ag 

	Dagbang mga lalaki ang nabatubalani sa babaying nanihagsibag ang tutunlan, Manymen became magnetized by that beautiful woman. sihsih, sihsihagan n k. o. very tiny fish made into salted preserves. 
	ag
	ag
	ag


	sihi, sihi n nerite snails. 
	sihud n k.o. small fish trap made of flexible vines, used to scoop small fish from shallow waters. ( Ł) v [AN; a] fish with the sibud. Kalita pagkabu ang isda ug magsibud ka, 
	Pull the trap up with a jerk when you fish with a sibud. 
	Pull the trap up with a jerk when you fish with a sibud. 

	sii= UGUD, except after ra. 
	siin 1 where did or does? Siin man paingun ag iru? Where did the dog go? Siin man siya iskuyla? Where does he go to school? 2 which (of several)? Siin man ining duha imung gustu? Which of the two do you like? 
	sik. abbreviation for sikritaryu, secretary.
	sika = SIKASIKA. sikasika v [A; b6) talk harshly and loudly in giving commands. Gisikasikaan ang suluguun sa dunya, The lady her one order after another. sikasikaun a disrespectful in speech. 
	shouted at the maid, givi
	ng 

	sikad v 1 [A; b(l)] propel s.t. with the feet, bendithe knees and kicking the legs. Sikari ang siya arun diU na lang naku kubaun, 
	ng 

	Kick the chair over here so I don't have to get it. 2 [A; b] pedal. Kumpasa ug sikad machine rhythmically. 3 [AC2; ac] have two fighting them by the tail and allowitheir ls to scratch or kick the ground. Kanunayng isikad ang manuk arun lig-un ang tiil, Always have the cock spar to make its legs strong. 3a [A) -ang manuk for a candidate for a woman's hand to say his piece. Dili maayung musikad ang akung manuk kay wa sugta, My man doesn't know how to talk to women because he was unsuccessful. (➔) = ANINIKAD.
	Kick the chair over here so I don't have to get it. 2 [A; b] pedal. Kumpasa ug sikad machine rhythmically. 3 [AC2; ac] have two fighting them by the tail and allowitheir ls to scratch or kick the ground. Kanunayng isikad ang manuk arun lig-un ang tiil, Always have the cock spar to make its legs strong. 3a [A) -ang manuk for a candidate for a woman's hand to say his piece. Dili maayung musikad ang akung manuk kay wa sugta, My man doesn't know how to talk to women because he was unsuccessful. (➔) = ANINIKAD.
	Kick the chair over here so I don't have to get it. 2 [A; b] pedal. Kumpasa ug sikad machine rhythmically. 3 [AC2; ac] have two fighting them by the tail and allowitheir ls to scratch or kick the ground. Kanunayng isikad ang manuk arun lig-un ang tiil, Always have the cock spar to make its legs strong. 3a [A) -ang manuk for a candidate for a woman's hand to say his piece. Dili maayung musikad ang akung manuk kay wa sugta, My man doesn't know how to talk to women because he was unsuccessful. (➔) = ANINIKAD.
	ang makina, Pedal the sewi
	ng 
	cocks spar by holdi
	ng 
	ng 
	eg

	ang imung bukum sa mga tabi'tabi, Don't base your decision on gossip. pina-n based on. Panglihuk nga pinasikad sa maayung pamatasan, Behavior that is based on good manners. paN-v 1 [A;b6] push with the feet exerting effort. 2a kick the ground, as if eager to fight. Ag turu nagpanikad kay gustu nang mubasmag naku, The bull is pawing the ground because it wants to charge me. 2b [A13) be very eager to do s.t. Nagpanikad siya ug adtu sa Manila, He is very eager to go to Manila. -um-(➔) v [A13] originate, s

	sikan n 1 second in rank, prize, sequence. 
	Akuy sikan, bayinti ang akung prayis, I was the second. I got twenty pesos as a prize. bis second base of baseball. -grid second grade. -ban second hand. -hap second half of a game. -plis second place. -plisir one who placed second. -rawun second round in boxing. -yir second year of high school or college. v [A2] obtain, get to be the second place. -dimusyun v [A; b(l)] second the motion. t 
	-

	sikandir n a boxer's second. 
	sikapat (from upat) n a coin of Spanish times originally worth a quarter of a peso, but ten centavos in the 1900's. 
	sikat= SIKLAT. 
	1 

	sikat a cocky, showing off one's good looks or posture. Sikat kaayu siya nga mulakaw, He walks in a very flippant and cocky manner. (➔) a worthy of praise or envy. Sikat kaayu siyag kutsi, He has a flashy car. pa-v [A; c] show off. Mupasikat dayun siya ug naay mga dalagang nagtan-aw, He shows off if there are girls around. 
	2 

	sikaw a being in large numbers and moving about noisily. Sikaw kaayu ang mga tawu did tu sa tabuan, There is a noisy, bustling crowd in the market. v [B6) be noisy and moving about in different directions. 
	sikawalu n coin worth half a sikapat. 
	sikaysikay v 1 [ A2; c 1) strive to make a move. Misikaysikay (nanikaysikay) pagbangun ang bubug, The drunk strove to get up.2 [A2N) strive, struggle for existence. Basta musikaysikay (manikaysikay) ang tawu, mahuh,• giyud, If a man struggles, he will survive. 3 [AN) buzz about in some activity. 
	Sayu sa buntag nagsikaysikay (nagpanikaysikay) nag mga kumpradur, Early in the morning the dealers in produce were already buzzing about. 
	sikbat v [AN; al 2b2) for a fierce animal or 

	sikbit -sikmul 
	an angry person to snarl at s.o. suddenly. 
	an angry person to snarl at s.o. suddenly. 
	Gisikbat ang iring nga miduuZ sa iru nga nagkaun, The dog snarled at the cat that came near him while he was eating. Hingsikbatan ku siya kay miduul man naku ug nangayu ug itan-aw sa sini, l snapped at him whenhe came to me asking for money to go to the movies.

	sikbit n contiguous, located next to. Sikbitsiya nakug lingkud, He sat next to me. Nagsikbit ang amung luti, Our lots are adjacent. ka-s.o. who is located next to s.t. 
	sikbut v 1 (A; a12) cut s.t. with a singlestroke toward the agent, esp. with a sickle. 
	Sikbuta Jang ang pisi arun maputuZ dayun, 
	Sikbuta Jang ang pisi arun maputuZ dayun, 
	Just cut the rope to get it loose quickly. 2 [AN; a12) swipe. Nanikbut ang batag Zumbuy sa tindira, The little boy swiped a Zumbuy from the fruit seller. 3 pick out with a small dip net. n 1 sickle. 2 small dip net. paN• v [A2; b 1) finagle s. t. out of s.o. without much fuss and bother. Manikbut siya ug pliti sa mga amigu, He gets his friends to .
	pay his fare for hi
	ip


	sikdu, sikduv [A; a12) scoop s.t. up quick� ly by tossing, flipping up a container. Sikmove the fine meal by scooping it off as you flip it. Don't put it together with the grain. n scoop. (-), ig-1-= SIKDU, n.
	1
	1 
	duba ang binZud. Ayawg iipun sa bugas, Re
	-:

	sikdu, sikduv [A; alb2) jab, nudge. Sik
	22
	22

	duun ta Zang kag makigpamauli na ku, I'lljust nudge you when I want to get home. sikdu= SID-UK.
	3 

	sikdul = SIKDU.
	2

	sikging v [A; a12) snatch at s.t. live suddenly to catch it. Biktun pa, para ituy! Sikginga Zang, You don't have to trap a puppy! Just grab it! 
	siki n fetlock, a thumb-like projection above the foot in the ls of animals. 
	eg

	sikil v 1 [B3(1)46; bP] for s.t. long to jut out. Misikil ang bukug sa iyan'g siku sa iyang pagkahiig, The bone in his elbow stuck out when he fell down. 2 [A; a2b2) nudge s.o., esp. with the elbow. Musikil giyud siya naku inig-agi niya naku, He nudges me everytime he passes by me. 2a pierce with a horn or tusk. Ang turu nga misikiZ sa mag-uuma, The bull that gored the farmer. n protuberance, s.t. that juts out. 
	sikit a close, with least distance. Sikit kaayu siya nga mubayli, He dances very close. Didtu magtagu ang iZaga, sikit sa busaug, Therat hid close to the floor joists. Sikit silang mga higala, They are close friends. v (AC; a c) be or get close to each other. Siktta ug bu tang ang mga misitira, Put the flower pots 
	sikit a close, with least distance. Sikit kaayu siya nga mubayli, He dances very close. Didtu magtagu ang iZaga, sikit sa busaug, Therat hid close to the floor joists. Sikit silang mga higala, They are close friends. v (AC; a c) be or get close to each other. Siktta ug bu tang ang mga misitira, Put the flower pots 
	close to each other. 

	siklahun a scarce ..Lisud makatrababu ang tawung siklabun ug ininglis, It's hard for people whose English is limited to find work. v
	siklahun a scarce ..Lisud makatrababu ang tawung siklabun ug ininglis, It's hard for people whose English is limited to find work. v
	[B] be scarce. Nagkasiklahun na run ang babuy ihalas, Wild pigs are getting scarce now.
	si-klam n C-clamp.
	siklap v (b4(1)] take a quick glance at. Nasiklapan ku siya nga nagbaylu sa baraha, Icaught him switching the cards around. pav [A] take a glance at. Mupasiklap siya naku matag karun ug unya, She takes a glanceat me now and then. 
	siklat n 1 fence or wall made of bamboo slats woven through or nailed to two or more horizontal slats. 2 one of the vertical slats of such a fence. v [Al; bS] put siklat fencing. Siklatun (siklatan) ku ang mga manuk, I will enclose the chickens with a fence of bamboo slats.
	siklib n sick leave. Way siklib ang amung gitrabahuan, There's no sick leave in the company I'm working for. v [A2] take sickleave.
	siklista n cyclist, bicycle rider. 
	siklit v [A12; b4( 1)] 1 get a glimpse of. Nakasiklit ku sa iyang gisulat, 1 got a glimpse of what he wrote. 2 come to notice by chance. Hingsiklitan nakung dihay mihikap sa akung bulsa, I was suddenly aware of s.o.touching my pocket. 
	siklut n = BALINSAY. v 1 = BALINSAY, vl.2 (A; c6] flip s.t. with the fingers by holding the middle finger with the thumb and letting it go with a snap. 3 [A12;_ b8] obtain s.t. with ease. Usabay makasiklut siyag mamisus sa pamantayg awtu, Sometimes he gets a peso for watching cars. 
	sikma v [A2N2; b6] blow one's nose. -ugdugu [A1) have a nosebleed. Nagsik ma intawun ug dugu ang alaut sa kakusug sa sukmag nga iyang nadawat, The poor fellow was hit so hard he had a nosebleed. -ugkusahus [A13] get a good punch in the nose (lit. blow jerked meat out of the nose). -ug manintimus, trin blow a long column awa Jang unya ninyu di ha manikmag manintimus kining buang nga asawa, Just watch if that crazy wife of mine doesn't blow her nose from crying. 
	from the nose after crying. Tan
	.:.

	sikmat v [A2N; b6] snarl at suddenly and without warning. Takwabaw Zang kung gisikmatan sa iru, The dog just suddenly snarled at me. 
	sikmul v [A; act) 1 touch s.t. lightlto the mouth or the mouth lightly to it. Igu Lang 
	y 


	sikpaw -siku 
	3 
	3 
	misikmul sa kan-unun ang iru ug milakaw, 
	The dog just sniffed at the food and walked away. Sikmula (isikmul) ang imabin sa santus, Touch the image of the saint lightly to your lips. 2 touch s.t. to a child or baby animal's mouth just before he begins to eat or talk, an action which is thought to influence the child's or animal's behavior for life. Sikmula (isikmul) ug hulmigas ang mga ituy arun maisug, Give ants to the puppies before you wean them to make them become fierce. 3 hone s.t. by rubbing it back and forth lightly over a sharpener. n 
	put to a child's or you
	ng 


	sikpaw = SIGPAW.
	sikrit = SIKRIT KANG. see KANG. -pakit 1 
	2

	watch pocket. 2 pocket sewn in the side of a dress, esp. uniform at the seam. v [A; c]in blackjack, take an additional card. Mu
	watch pocket. 2 pocket sewn in the side of a dress, esp. uniform at the seam. v [A; c]in blackjack, take an additional card. Mu
	sikrit ku kay layu ra sa bayntiunu ang aku, 

	Hit me because I'm miles away from twenty one.sikrita n plainclothesman. v [A13; a12] be, make one a plainclothesman.
	sikritari n 1 secretary in an office. 2 an officer of the government who administers a department. v [A13; a12] be, appoint s.o. as secretary. 
	sikritarya n lady secretary in an office. v [A13 ; a 12] be, make s. o. a secretary. -1 n secretarial course. 
	sikritaryu n = SIKRITARYA (male).
	sikritu n 1 secret. 2 watch pocket. 3 = SIKRIT KANG. see KANG. v [A; a] do s.t. secretly. Sikrituhan ta kag ingun arun ikaw ray mabibalu, I will tell you secretly so that you will be the only one to know.
	2

	sikritu diamur = AMUR SIKRITU. 
	siksbay siks n k.o. six-wheeled motor transport with six drivi!wheels, used by the armed forces. v [A13] travel in a six-by-six. 
	ng 

	siksi a sexy, stimulatierotic feeli!s. Si 1kang siksi kaayu nga mamustura, Ikang is very sexy when she dresses up. Kanang pilikulaha siksi kunu kaayu, That is supposed to be an erotically stimulating film. v [Bl2;a2] be, become sexy. 
	ng 
	ng
	-

	siksik v [A; a] 1 go over an area in systematic detail to search for s. t., ignoring no inch. 
	Ang kanipaang ilang gisiksikan sa batang nawala, The nipa swamps they combed in search of the lost child. 2 screen applicants 
	Ang kanipaang ilang gisiksikan sa batang nawala, The nipa swamps they combed in search of the lost child. 2 screen applicants 
	,
	for a post. Atung siksikun sila ug maayu a-
	run mapilt" natu ang kinamaayuhan, We will screen them carefully to get the very best. 3 = HIN-. paN-v [A) for birds and fowls to preen their feathers. n research, detailed investigation. hiN-v [AN2; b6] search for nits in the head by running the strands of hair between thumb and forefinger. maN-r-n researcher.
	siksirikay = SITSIRIKA•
	1

	siksiyun n 1 section of a certain grade in school. Duba ka siksiyun ang tirsiru gradu, There are two sections in the third grade. 2 section in an article, chapter, law, and the like. v [A13; a12] set up sections in school. siksrawundir n boxer who fights in six-round bouts preliminary to the main event. v [Bl
	26] become a six-rounder. sikstinayin n the sixty-nine position in sexual intercourse. v [A; al 2) do the sixty-nine. 
	sikstin kards n a manner of playing mah jong using sixteen pieces. 
	sikstring n 1 k.o. guitar with six strings. 2 
	the particular tuning of such a guitar (D or 
	E, A, D, G, B, E). v [a12] tune a guitar in this 
	way.sikstu gradu n sixth grade.siks-uklak n aim at six o'clock -i.e. slightly 
	below the target. sikswa a sexy, said in humorous reference to effeminate boys.siktur n sector, area appertaining to a certain 
	armed force. siku = GWAYABANU. -karabaw = SIKU. -
	kaputi = TsiKU.
	sikun 1 elbow. 2 a unit of measurement
	1
	reckoned from the tip of the middle finger 
	to the elbow, used to measure yarn. (➔) v 
	[AN; a2] nudge with the elbow. Ug di ku 
	nimu paagiun sikhun ta ka, If you do not 
	let me pass, I will hit. you with my elbow. 
	sikuhan v [ C] nudge each other with the el
	bows. sikuhan n a needle used for mending
	nets, made of a flat piece of bamboo about 
	6-10" long with a pointed end that has au
	shaped slot and notch at the opposite end. 
	maN-(Ł) n = SIKU, n2.siku(from risiku) v 1 [AP; a12P] boil off water from s.t. as in makisyrup. Ikaymusiku (mupasiku) sa duga arun maispisu, 
	1
	2 
	ng 

	Boil the water off from the juice so that it 
	will get thick. 2 [B2] for s.t. to be·cooked 
	until it is thick and hard. Ilunud ang pilit 
	kun musiku na ang latik, Put in the rice 
	when the syrup gets sticky. Lami ang bu
	may nga sikubun paglung-ag, Rice tastes 
	good when boiled hard. n s.t. cooked hard 
	or thick. sikua rigidly strict with an air of superiori
	3 
	-


	sikulati -silaba 
	89S 

	tyand unapproachability. v [B) be haughty. 
	tyand unapproachability. v [B) be haughty. 
	Nagkasiku siya sukad makabana ug Katsila, 
	She has become strict and haughty since she married a Spaniard. sikusiku v [AP; b6] act haughtily strict towards people. Ayawkug sikusikubi kay subitu ku sa imung kaagi, Don't try to be haughty and stand-offish to me because I know where you came from. 
	sikuiati = SIKWATI, n, vl. 
	sikuluhiya n 1 psychology. 2 the knack of dealing with people to get them to perf onn in a desired way, read their feelings. Ug may sikuluhiya ka pa wa lang unta nimu palita arun itanyag ug baratu, If you'd had a better knowledge of human behavior, you wouldn't have bought it right away so that you could have gotten it cheap. 
	sikunda n secondary school (grades seven through ten). 
	ary

	sikund grid = siKAN GRID. see siKAN. 
	sikupv 1 [AN; al2] catch fish or shellfish byrunning a net or hands along the bottom of the water. 2 [Al; al2] arrest, usually after a dragnet operation. Ug sikupun ka sa ipbiay wala kay iskapaturya, If the FBI institutes a dragnet to find you, there is no escape. 2a trap an elusive bachelor into marriage. sinikpan n fish or shellfish caught by hand. 
	1 


	sikupn k.o. bird of prey. mata ug -a hawk-eyed.
	2 

	sikuy v [A; a] steal s.t. not of great value (slang). Kinsay nagsikuy sa akung bulpin? Who swiped my pen?
	sikwa n k.o. squash: Luffa cylindrica. 
	sikwalu = SIKAWALU. 
	sikwati n chocolate, a beverage made of sugar and ground roasted cacao beans, served hot and thick. v 1 [Al 3; al2) make, have chocolate. 2 [Al23P; al2) defeat decisively. Sabaskit nasikwdti mi, We were trounced in the basketball game. 2a punish severely. 
	Bantay ka lang ug sakpan kang Papa kaymasikwati ka giyud, Watch out if Daddy catches you. You will get it. 2b perform badly. Pisti turzg prublimaba. Mau tuy nakasikwati (nakapasikwati) naku, That damn problem was my downfall in the exam. 2c be erotically stimulated to a high degree. 
	Bantay ka lang ug sakpan kang Papa kaymasikwati ka giyud, Watch out if Daddy catches you. You will get it. 2b perform badly. Pisti turzg prublimaba. Mau tuy nakasikwati (nakapasikwati) naku, That damn problem was my downfall in the exam. 2c be erotically stimulated to a high degree. 
	Ug muuban nang baybana naku sa sini, masikwati giyud, If that woman goes to the show with me, I'll get her all hopped up. 

	sikway v [A; ab2] shove to the side with a sweeping motion of the arms. Sigi siyang sikway sa mga bugang pagsuut niya sa kalibunan, He kept shoving away the weeds to the sides as he went through the thicket. Hisikwayan naku ang basu maung nabulug, 
	I happened to knock my arm against the glass, and it fell. 
	I happened to knock my arm against the glass, and it fell. 
	sikyuriti n security guard. -gard = SIK.YU
	RITI. 
	sil v [A13; c] hold a bargain sale. Nagsil karun sa Wayitguld, They're having a sale at the White Gold. Krismas, p11:1musiyun, payir damids, watir damids -Christmas, promotional, fire, water damage sale. 
	sila they. Muadtu sila sa Mandawi, They will go to Mandaue. -si, -ng [name] [name]and his friends or family. Tua na sila si (silang) Prid, Fred and his friends have left. silahanun n 1 townmates. Mutabang giyud si Pidru kang Husi kay silabanun ra, Pedro will surely help Jose because they are townmates. 2 distant relatives. Silabanun si Pid uy ug Baidu kay mag-agaw ilang isig ka apuban; Pedoy and Baldy are distantly related because their grandfathers are cousins. nila 1 gen.: of them, by them. Ang awtu 
	Ł
	ng 

	Si Anuy ug si Badung? Ab, silasila ra na, 
	Anoy and Badong? Oh, they are related to each other. v [Al3] do s.t. by themselves. 
	Nagsilasila ra sila ug pangaun, wala manawag, They just ate by themselves. They did not invite us. ilaila = SILASil.A, v. ilahanun 
	,
	= SILAHANUN. 
	silab!v [A; b6] set fire to, put s.t. burni
	ng

	1
	close to s.t. else. Ayawg silabi ang akung balay, Don't set my house on fire. Silabanku aring sulu nang nawung anang irua, I will put this burning torch to that dog'sface. 
	silabn blade, the sharpened edge of a cuttitool. v [A; a] put a blade on, make into a blade. Gisilaban ni Ingku ang kawayan, ko made a cuttiedge on the piece of bamboo.!· 
	2 
	ng 
	I
	ng
	ng 

	silab v [B12] for· the leaves of plants to b� come reddish. Ang taas nga bulaw mauy nakas{lab (nakapasilab) sa dabun sa lubi, The coconut leaves became reddish because of the long drought. 

	silaba n syllable. 
	silabi -silibrir 
	silabi = SULJ\BI, 2. see LABI.silabun = LABUN, 1. 
	silag v [B1256; b8] 1 be, become envious. 
	Kasilagan ka sa mga tawu ug ikaw ray magawtu, The people will be envious of you if you are the only one who drives a car. 2 have an inten� hatred for s.o. Nasilag siyasa nagpildi niya, She came to hate the manwho stole her chastity. Gikasilagan ku ang tanang Katsila, I hate all Spaniards. ka-n enmity, hatred. Kasilag nga lubnganan ray kinutuban, A hatred that will end only inthe grave. ma-un a envious. 
	Kasilagan ka sa mga tawu ug ikaw ray magawtu, The people will be envious of you if you are the only one who drives a car. 2 have an inten� hatred for s.o. Nasilag siyasa nagpildi niya, She came to hate the manwho stole her chastity. Gikasilagan ku ang tanang Katsila, I hate all Spaniards. ka-n enmity, hatred. Kasilag nga lubnganan ray kinutuban, A hatred that will end only inthe grave. ma-un a envious. 

	silahis n low-hangi, light-gray clouds, the movement_ of which indicate the velocityof the wind. Basta kusug ang silabis may bagyung muabut, Fast-moviclouds indistorm. 
	ng
	ng 
	cate an approachi
	ng 

	silak, silakn shellac. v [A; b6] shellac s.t. 
	1
	1

	silaka for the sun to be shiniclear and bright. Silak na, ay na lang pagpayung, The sun is out now. You don't need your umbrella. v [A2] for it to be clear and bright. 
	2 
	ng 

	Masilakun ang kaugmaun sa tawung buutan, One who behaves well has a bright future. 
	Masilakun ang kaugmaun sa tawung buutan, One who behaves well has a bright future. 

	silang v 1 [A2S; b4(1)] for heavenly bodies to rise. Hingsilangan mi sa adlaw kay dugay mi nga nangatulug, We went to bed late and got up after the sun rose. 2 [A23] appear, become known with fame and honor. Usa ka bantugan nga magbabalak misiJang kanatu, A famed poet is born among us. pa-V[A; b6( 1)) peep, peer through. NagpasiJang sa largabista ang kapitan, The ship captain through the binoculars. -an(➔) n east, general direction where the sun rises. halayu, layu nga -Far East. kinatung-an nga -Middle Ea
	is peepi
	ng 

	silangga n body of water separatineighboriislets. 
	ng 
	ng 

	silanis n celanese.
	silaub (from daub) v [A2S; b6] 1 burst into flame, flare up and burn brightly. Taybupaang mga baga arun musilaub, Blow on the live coals so they will burst into flame. 2 for emotions to flare up. Hinaya Jang ugsuJti. Musilaub ka man Jang dayun, Say it calmly. Don't just flare up suddenly. 3 [B
	246] for war to break out. Misilaub ang ikadubang gubat sa kalibutan sa 1941, TheSecond World War broke out in 1941. 
	246] for war to break out. Misilaub ang ikadubang gubat sa kalibutan sa 1941, TheSecond World War broke out in 1941. 

	sllaw n 1 ray, beam of emitted light. Ang silaw sa adJaw, The sun's rays. Ang silaw sa suga sa trak, The glare from the headlights of the truck. v [A2S; b6] shine, emit rays of light. NagsiJaw ang ispat sa iyang nawung, The flashlight was shining into his face. ka-
	n brilliance. silbatu = SIRBA TU. 
	n brilliance. silbatu = SIRBA TU. 
	silbi, silbidur. silbidura = SIRBI, SIRBIDUR, 
	SIRBIDURA. see SIRBi. 
	l

	silda n cell of a prison or convent. 
	silhig v 1 [AN2; a] sweep or rake a surface to remove dirt. Silbigun mu ang ginabas, Sweep away the sawdust. Silbigan natu ang tugkaran, Let's rake the grass. 2 [al 2] remove from office in numbers. Kadtung waJa mubutar naku siJbigun sa katungdanan,
	Those who did not vote for me will be removed from office. n broom. -sa ngipun toothpick (humorous). maN-r-n sweeper. sili n pepper: Capsicum spp. -nga amirikanu a large yellow variety. -nga ispada longvariety: Capsicum anuum var. longum. -nga kaguku the large sweet pepper which turns red when ripe: Capsicum anuum. -kulikut tiny, hot, red peppers!: Capsicum frutescens. (➔) v [A; b6] use, put hot peppers to, into s.t. MusiJi ka ba? Do you usepepper in your food? -kay gihangan [Al 
	3] for s. o. to get hurt by some indirect hints which refer to what he was actually doi(if the shoe fits, put it on). Nahimangud si Lita sa akung sulti. Nagsili tingali kay gihangan man, Lita was hurt by what I said. It probably was true. (Lit. She must pepper in her food if she feels it is too spicy.) sinilian, sinilihan a spiced withhot peppers. 
	ng 
	be putti
	ng 

	silib n 1 sunray 2 place where rain can come in. Silib diha sa bintana kun mag-ulan, The rain comes in the window when it rains. v1 [A2; b2] for the sun to shine from behind s.t., for rain to come in. Mabayag ang kwartu ug musilib ang adlaw gikan sa kakahuyan, The room will become bright when the sun appears from behind the trees. 2 (A23] appear as if coming out from hiding.Pahiyum nga misilib sa iyang nawung, Asmile that appeared on her face. 3 [al 2] 
	, 
	,
	go and take a look. Akung siJbun ang kabaw 
	nga akung gitugway, I will go and see the carabao I put out in the pasture. pa-v 1 [A; b] peep, look at while remaining hidden. 
	Nganung nagpasiJib man ka diha Juyu sa kurtina? Why are you peepifrom behindthe curtain? 2 [A3; c] look furtively out of the corner of the eyes. Dili siya mutarung ug tan-aw. MupasiJib lang, He doesn't look straight at you: He just looks furtively from the corner of his eyes. 
	ng 

	silibrir v [A; bS] celebrate, observe the memory of an event. Dili siya musilibr'llr sa iyang adlaw, He will not celebrate his birthday.silibrasiyun n celebration. 

	silid -silung 897 
	silid n degree, a course of study or career. Silid sa pagkaduktur, Medical course. silid n bedroom, room. silik n 1 dorsal fin of fishes. 2 analogousgrowth on reptiles. 3crease along a trouser leg. 4 in a hip roof, the junction of the lateral and end slope which forms linear edges somewhat in appearance like a dorsal fin. v [B2456] for a crease to form along a trouser leg. -an n crested, having a crest. silik-an see SIAK, 3. silin n k.o. one-stringed musical instrument, played with a bow, resting on the gro
	2 

	sil-ing v 1 [A; a) look at s. t. closely to study it. Gisil-ing niya ang titik nga milakra sa papil, He studied the letters that appeared on the page. 2 peep, look hard through a small opening. Gisil-ing niya sa bungbung kung kinsay nabiabut, He peeped through the slit in the wall to see who was coming. -an(➔), -anan n opening one can peep through. 
	silingan n neighbor. v [A2C; c3) 1 be, have one for a neighbor. Lisud ikasilingan ang palaaway, It's difficult to happen to have a quarrelsome person for a neighbor. 2 [A
	23] border, verge on. Ang ilang kinataw-an musilingan sa biayb{ay, Their laughter borders on derision. •an(➔), ka-an(➔) n 1 yard,area surrounding the house. 2 neighboring.Kasilinganan (silinganan) nga lungsud, The neighboring towns. ka-an n neighborhood, group of people composing a neighborhood.
	23] border, verge on. Ang ilang kinataw-an musilingan sa biayb{ay, Their laughter borders on derision. •an(➔), ka-an(➔) n 1 yard,area surrounding the house. 2 neighboring.Kasilinganan (silinganan) nga lungsud, The neighboring towns. ka-an n neighborhood, group of people composing a neighborhood.

	silinsiyu a silent, quiet. Silinsiyu kaayu ang kurti pagpakanaug sa bukum, The court became very silent when the decision was handed down. -su(Ł) a for machines to be noiseless. Silinsiyusu kaayu ning makinaba, This machine is noiseless. v [B; b6] for machines to become noiseless. 
	silip, sil-ip v [A; a] peep through a small hole or opening. Misilip si Husi pagsusi kun kinsay naa sa gawas, Joseph peeped to see who was outside. ( ➔) n k.o. device in box form with one side covered with glass, used to look at s.t. under the water, held with the bottom in the water while the user peers into it. v [A; al] look at or for s. t. using this device. pa·(➔) v 1 [A; b6(1)] peer slyly or secretly; take a hasty furtive look. Nagpasilip siya sa akung baraba, He snuck a look 
	at my cards. 2 = SILIP, v. 
	at my cards. 2 = SILIP, v. 
	siliri n celery. 
	silisi = SALISI. 
	silit v 1 [A2S; b26P] flow in a continuous stream from where it is pent up. Misilit ang tubig sa gripu, The water flowed from the faucet. 2 [A23P; al 2P] drive, move swiftly forward. Unsa tung awtuba, misilit (mipasilit) man Zang? What car was that? It just whizzed on by. 3 [A2S; al 2P] for firecrackers to fizzle or sputter. Usabay ang ri-
	,
	bintadur dilt" mubutu. Jgu ra nga mus{lit, 
	Sometimes the firecracker won't explode. It just simply fizzles. (➔) a leaky. Silit kaayu ning tangkiha, This tank is very leaky. 
	sil-it v [B3(1)6; cl] come partly into view, be seen or exposed partly. Misil-it 'na ang ad/aw sa akung pagmata, The sun had already started to rise when I woke up. Wa pamakasil-it ang ngipun sa bata, The baby hasn't-gotten any teeth yet. Ayaw sil-ita (isil-it) ang imung kwarta sa bulsa, Don't let your money stick out of your pocket. 
	silsil n cold chisel, a chisel for metal, stone. v 1 [A; a] inscribe, work s.t. with a chisel. Kinsay nagsilsil aring mga litra sa simintu, Who carved these letters into the concrete? la [Al3; c6] fix in one's mind, inculcate. Mga sulti nga nasilsil sa iyang kaisipan,Words that were chiseled into his mind. 2 
	I
	[A; a] remove s.t. with a chisel. Atung silsi
	-

	lun ning kabilyaha, We will remove this re
	enforcement bar with a cold chisel. 
	silstuk n 1 sales talk. 2 glib talk to win over or convince s.o. v [Al 3; b6] give s.o. a glib line. Silstukan na man pud ku sa iyang bakak, mu rag mutuu ku, He is giving me his line again, as if I could be taken in by it. 
	silu n cello. v [A] play the cello. 
	silu v [B126C23; a2] have hurt feelings. Nasilu ku kay aku ray wa imbitaba, I was hurt because I was the only one not invited. Mgabiaybiayng makasilu (makapasilu), Words of derision that can hurt the feelings. Nagsiluang managtratu, The lovers are on bad terms. 
	·


	silulusa n bagasse, sugar cane pulp left after the juice has been extracted. 
	silung n 1 downstairs. May duha ka kwartu sa silung, There are two bedrooms downstairs. la space underneath the house and includithe surrounding yard. Didtu niya ihukut ang kanding sa silung, He tethered the goat under the house. taas ug -a standing with the crotch comparatively high above the ground (humorous). Kasagaran sa mga Amirkanu taas ug silung, Most of the Americans are tall. 2 protection, care. Lisud 
	ng 

	siluilung -sim
	ngs
	ang 

	ikiba ang usa ka tawu nga naa sa silung sa usa ka pulitiku, It is difficult to press charges against a person under the aegis of a politician. 3 building where domestic animals, esp. cocks are kept. v 1 [AN; b] take shelter under. Anbi ku musilung (manilung) sa ilawum sa kabuy, I'll take shelter under the tree. la [A; c] put into shelter in the shade. Isilung ang kanding ug muulan, Take the goat to shelter if it rains. Isilung pagtanum ang mga kakaw sa lubi, Plant the cocoa under the shade of the palms. 2
	ikiba ang usa ka tawu nga naa sa silung sa usa ka pulitiku, It is difficult to press charges against a person under the aegis of a politician. 3 building where domestic animals, esp. cocks are kept. v 1 [AN; b] take shelter under. Anbi ku musilung (manilung) sa ilawum sa kabuy, I'll take shelter under the tree. la [A; c] put into shelter in the shade. Isilung ang kanding ug muulan, Take the goat to shelter if it rains. Isilung pagtanum ang mga kakaw sa lubi, Plant the cocoa under the shade of the palms. 2
	-

	,
	tween the rows of s. t. taller. pa-= SILUNG,
	vl. la paN-v [A23] 1 for cocks to go to another chicken yard, not the owner's. Manilung ang sunuy kun way munga sa {la, A rooster will go to another house if there are no hens in its own place. 2 for an adolescent to begin or start visiting girls. Manilung na ang iyang anak lalaki, His son has started visiting girls. -anan n shelter or shade. 

	silungsilung n minor recurrence of measles or chicken pox eruptions following a period of quiescence. v [A23N; b4] for measles or chicken pox to have a minor recurr€nce or eruption. Natural giyud na sa bangga nga silungsilungan (musilungsilung, manilungsilung), Chicken pox rash normally recurs in a mild way. 
	silupin n cellophane. 
	silus v [Al; b3] feel jealous, esp. of a beloved one. Gisilusan sa asawa ang sikritarya sa iyang bana, The wife was jealous of her husband's secretary. -a a jealous (female). v [B12) become jealous. -ua jealous (male). 
	1 

	silusiya n venetian blinds. v [ c] put up venetian blinds. 
	silusua for machine parts to be loose and 
	2
	2
	have too much free play. Piligru ning imung taksi kay silusu kaayu ang manabila, Your taxi is dangerous because it has a very loose steeriwheel. v [B123) get to be too loose. 
	ng 


	silutn 1 penalty for a crime. Ang silut sa pagpatay kinsi anyus, The penalty for murder is fifteen years. 2 penalty in a game for an infraction of the rule. v [A; b( 1)] impose a penalty for a crime or in sports. 
	1 

	silutn young coconut, the meat of which is harder than the 'butung' stage but softer than the 'ungul'. 
	2 

	siluwid n celluloid. 
	siluy = ASUSILUY. 
	silya n chair. v [al2] make into a chair. -iliktrika electric chair. di-see DISILY A. silyita n 1 saddle of a motorcycle or bicycle. 2 small bamboo or rattan stool. v [b6] put, attach a saddle. -dur( ➔), -dura n leader of a group of ten Roman Catholic lay people organized for a devotion to the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus. v [B36; al] be, become the 
	silya n chair. v [al2] make into a chair. -iliktrika electric chair. di-see DISILY A. silyita n 1 saddle of a motorcycle or bicycle. 2 small bamboo or rattan stool. v [b6] put, attach a saddle. -dur( ➔), -dura n leader of a group of ten Roman Catholic lay people organized for a devotion to the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus. v [B36; al] be, become the 
	silyadur. 
	siln 1 postage or revenue stamp. 2 seal,put on s.t. to show that it has been inspected. 3 seal to close an envelope. v [A; b6] seal or put a postage or revenue stamp on 
	yu 

	s.t. Gibalik ang suwat kay wa silyubi, The letter was returned because there was no stamp on 1t. 
	sima n 1 barb. 2 glans penis (euphemism). v [A; b6] make, attach a barb. -an n barbed. 
	simv [A; b6] glow, brighten up. Musimagang mga aniniput inigkagabfi, Fireflies glow in the evening. Nagsimag siya sa kaputi, She is very fair. Gisimagan ang bata sa maistra,The teacher glared at the child. 
	ag 

	simalunaa happening in an alternate fashion. 
	Simaluna ang bari sa bantak gabii, In the coin tossing last night it was alternatelyheads and tails all night long. Simaluna ang ulan sa miaging simana, Last week the rains came on alternate days. v [A3 ; c 16] do s. t. alternately.
	simana n week. v 1 [B2] get to be a week. 
	Musimana na lang wa mahiuli ang amaban, 
	A week passed, and the father had not returned. 2 [ al 2) do s. t. by the week. Simanahun ta ikaw ug suwildu, I will pay you by the week. 3 [A; b] earn [so-and-somuch] every week. Gisimanahan (nagsimana) akug singkuwinta, I earned fifty a week. -Santa n Holy Week. v [Al3N] spend 
	,
	one's days during the Holy Week. Asa ka man magsimana Santa (manimana Santa)? 
	Where are you going to spend Holy Week? -in-(-), -1-(-), tag-(-)a weekly, by the week. Ang amung swildu sinimana (simanal), Our salary is on a weekly basis. v [A; al 2) do 
	s.t. on a weekly basis. Culu-every week. Duawun tika sulusimana, I will visit you every week. v [A13; bS] do every week. 
	simang v 1 [A; b6] change a course, turn off. 
	Inig-abut nimu sa iskina musimang ka sa tuu,. Upon reaching the corner, turn off to the right. 2 [A23] deviate from a previous course, track of conversation. Dili usahaysiya masabtan kay musimang siya sa unsaygipanagsultiban, Sometimes you can't understand him because he deviates from what he was talking about. -1-an, -an, -anan(�) n fork of a road or path. 

	. -. .
	sunaniya -Simpattya 
	simaniya n chimney of a house, smokestack. simasima = SIMUSIMU. 
	simaniya n chimney of a house, smokestack. simasima = SIMUSIMU. 
	simba v (A; b] 1 go to attend church services. Musimba ku ugma, I will attend <:h\irch services tomorrow. 2 adore, regard with respect and affection. Ang babaying akung gisimba, The woman I adore. 3 (A12; a3]know s.o.'s innermost thoughts. Nasimba ku na unsa ang imung pagtan-aw kanaku, I can read your thoughts of what you think of me. n worship service. Unsang urasa ang simba? What time is the service? sinibasimba n prayimantis. simbahan n church,church building. simbahan ni Pilaru n f em ale genitalia
	ng 
	ng 

	God forbid that I go crazy, too. -ku lagung humorous exclamation: May it not happen to me! Simbaku lagung, pauli sa namulung, I'm rubber, you 're glue. Everything you say to me bounces back and sticks to you. (Lit. May it not happen to me, but go to the one who said it.) panimbaku v [A2] say simbaku. ig-1-n 1 what one wears to church. 2 special girl friend. Dagban kug tratu, apan usa ra giyuy igsilimba, l have lots of girl friends, but I have only one special one. -um-1-n about to go to church. maN-r-n ch

	simbalv (A; c] add a piece of cloth or _paper to another piece to make it larger. Aku Jang simbalan ang dapit sa iluk kay kulang ang panaptun, I'll add a piece of cloth to the armpits because there isn't enough cloth. 
	1 

	simbaln cymbal.
	sirnbu a pubescent youngsters, esp. girls who bloom into adulthood, developicurves and stoutness. v [B12; b6] be strong and healthy as a result of pubescence. hiNv (B46] grow stout and healthy as one enters adulthood. Magbinimbu na gani' ka di na madugay nga madaga ka na, If you growstout and healthy, it won't be long before you're grown up.
	2 
	ng

	simbug = SAMBUG. 
	simbulu n symbol. v 1 [Al 3; c6] have or use as a symbol. 2 (B1456] symbolize. Ang pula nagsimbulu sa pakigbisug, The red symbolizes struggle. 
	simburyu n domed roof. v (A13; b6] construct a dome. 
	simhut v 1 (A; a2] smell, take a whiff. 2 (A 12; b2] be aware, get wind of. Nta tus Baldu ug makasimbut tus atung kumbira, Baldo will be here if he gets wind of the party. paN-v (A] smell, sniff. Dili na mamaak iru-
	a. Manimhut Jang nimu, That dog doesn't bite. He will just sniff at you. 
	a. Manimhut Jang nimu, That dog doesn't bite. He will just sniff at you. 
	simile v (A2] for any of a group to fail (usually negative). Way misimik sa akung kandidatu. Lusut tanan, None of my candidates lost. They all won. Way misimik sa akung antug. Pulus ban� None of my tosses of the coin failed. They all came out heads. pa-v 
	,
	[a12] allow a single failure or miss. Adik na siyag sini. Way pasimikun anang salida, He is a movie addict. He won't let a single picture go by. 
	similya n 1 seedli, esp. for transplantation. la seeds used for propagation as opposed to those used for consumption. Ayaw ni ipagaling kay similya ning lisuha, Don't have these seeds milled because we'll use them for planting. 2 fingerlings. 3 breed of domestic animals used for food. Maayu ug si-· milya ning babuya kay dagkuun, This pig is of good breed because it is the big kind. v 1 
	ng

	[cl] reserve seeds for planting purposes. 2 [A; b6] plant seeds in a seedbed. similyahan n seedbed. similyahun ug la was a for a woman to be healthy (lit. a body fit to bear children).
	siminar n seminar. v [A13; b6] hold a seminar. 
	siminaristan student in a seminary. v [B156]be, become a seminarian. 
	sirninaryu n seminary.snn1ntuyu = MINTIRYU. 
	simintu · n 1 cement, concrete. Balay nga simintu, A concrete house. 2 the dikes around a rice paddy. v 1 [A; a2] cement s.t. 
	Simintuhun ang mga karsada sa prubinsiya,
	They will cement the highways in the province. 2 [A; a] put s. t. in plaster cast. Simintuhun ang iyang buktun arun dili makalihuklihuk, His hand will be put in plaster cast so he can't move it around. 3 [A13; b 5] construct a dike for a rice paddy. 4 [A; 
	a] fill the teeth cavities. Gisimintu ang lungag sa akung ngipun, I had my cavity filled. simintadu a 1 cemented, concrete. 2 plaster-casted.
	simirisir n 1 medium-sized bicycle tire, largerthan a racer bu·t smaller than the wide-tired bicycle. 2 bicycle with a medium-sized tire. 
	simistir, simistri n semester. v [b8] get to be a semester. 
	simpatika = SIMPATIKU (female).
	simpatiku a charming, having an attractive personality. Ang imung anak simpatiku (simpatika) kaayu nga mupah{yum, Your daughter smiles very charmingly. v [B12;b6] be, become charming.
	simpatiya n 1 sympathy, the capacity to feel 

	. .. . , ' 
	900 sunp1 -s1nan 
	the problems of others. Duna giyud na siyaysimpat,ya sa mga tinun-an nga nagtrababu, 
	the problems of others. Duna giyud na siyaysimpat,ya sa mga tinun-an nga nagtrababu, 
	He has sympathy for workistudents. 2 feeliof loyalty and tendency to favor s.t. 
	ng 
	ng 

	Ang mga burnal usabay may simpadya sa mga kumunista, Day laborers often aresympathetic to communism. 
	' 
	. .
	SDDpl = SINGPI.
	simpig a close to. v [AB6; c] go, put s.t. s. w. nears. t. Musimpig ku sa bungbung arun musulud ta sa katri, I'll keep close to the wall so we can all sleep on the bed. Kinsay nagsimpig aring parul diri sa baril sa gasulina? 
	Who put the lantern near the barrel of gasoline? Isimpig ang imung dunggan sa bungbung, Put your ears next to the wall. 

	•sunpin see SINIMPIN.
	simpis, simpiyis n k.o. ornamental fern: Nepbrolepis biserrata var. furcans. 
	simplan v [B246] be thrown to a distant place after being hit by a strong blow. Musimplan ka run ug butangan ta ka aring kumu ku, yOU will find yourself thrown to a distance if I strike you with my fist. 
	simpli a 1 simple, without ornament, artifice, or ostentation. Ang ilang kasal simpli kaayu, They had a simple wedding. 2 easy to do, solve. Simpli kaayung bubatun, It is very easy to do. v [B; a] make s. t. simple, become simple. Magsimpli tag kaun arun makadaginut, Let's eat simply so we can save.
	simpul a 1 simple, without affectation and ostentation. Simpul ang ilang kasal, Theyhad a simple weddi. 2 easy, uncomlicated to do. Simpul ra ang suliran sa amung t1st, We were given simple problems in the test. v 1 [B2; cl] do s.t. simply, without ostentation. Simpula ra nang akung sinina, Just make it a simple dress. 2 [A; cl] make 
	ng
	p

	s.t. simple to do. -libin a simple way of livi. v [A; cl] live simply. Magsimpul 1,bing na ta run kay mabal na ang palal,tun, 
	s.t. simple to do. -libin a simple way of livi. v [A; cl] live simply. Magsimpul 1,bing na ta run kay mabal na ang palal,tun, 
	ng 
	ng

	We'll have to live simply now that every
	thiis so expensive.
	ng 

	•

	sunpun = SINGPUN.
	simput = SINGPUT. 
	simsimn k.o. low herb similar in appearance to purslane but with white axillary flowers, soft pilose leaves, and a woody stem.
	1 

	simsimn a k.o. reed found in marshes, used 
	2
	2
	for decorative purposes. 

	simsimv [A; b] taste a liquid in small sips.Ang mga buyug nagsimsim sa dugus, Thethe nectar. Di ku makasimsim ug init nga sabaw sa luwag nga aluminum, I can't sip hot broth from an alumi
	simsimv [A; b] taste a liquid in small sips.Ang mga buyug nagsimsim sa dugus, Thethe nectar. Di ku makasimsim ug init nga sabaw sa luwag nga aluminum, I can't sip hot broth from an alumi
	3 
	bees are sippi
	ng 
	-

	num ladle. 

	• • I
	• • I
	suntum, sunttuna n symptom.
	sim6aw v [A; c] sound boisterously. Sayupaganing buntag nagsimuaw nas Mariya, nakamata Zang kug abat, Maria was talking loudly when it was still early in the morniand I woke up. Unsa man say gisimuaw niPidru? What is Pedro goion about again?
	ng 
	ng 

	simud n 1 snout of an animal. 2 the analogous structure in a person ( the lips and the area adjacent that can be pushed forward). Ayaw pabudlut sa imung simud, Don'r pout (stick out your lips). 
	sim-ua dark and dreary. v [BJ become dark and dreary. Musim-ung ang kalibutan basta magdag-um, The world becomes gloomy when there is a heavy overcast. 
	ng 

	simusimu v [A; al2] eat a little, esp. enough to stave off hunger, but not be fully satiated. Musimusimu lang ta igu nga isustinir basta paniudtu, Let's take a little of s.t. enough to sustain us until lunchtime. paNv [A2] nibble at grass leisurely. 
	simyat =SIPYAT. 
	sin!= UG, 1, 2a, b, 4a, b (dialectal).
	sin n 1 galvanized sheet-iron roofing. 2 housewith sheet-iron roofing. Balay nga sin, Ahouse with sheet-metal roofi. v [Al 3; al 
	ng

	2] put, construct with galvanized sheetiron roofing. 
	s1nav [B126; b3(1)] be envious. Nasina si Du.dung sa akung dulaan, Dodong is enviousof my toy. Ang pagkaadunaban lagmit kasinaban sa uban, Other people are likely to envy your wealth. sinahan a tending to be envious. ka-n envy. masinahun, manggisinahun a envious.
	1 

	sinasee MIRYINDA and SANTA.
	2 

	sinadu n the senate. -r(➔) senator. v [B156; a12] be, become a senator. -ra n ladysenator. 
	. ,
	s1naguga n synagogue.
	sinaguylas = SIRIGUYLAS. 
	sinamay see •sAMAY . 
	sinampangkung see •sAMPANGKUNG.
	sinamun n cinnamon. v [A2; b6(1)] flavor with cinnamon. 
	sinaryu n scenery as a background for a stage. v [b6] use scenery. sinaryuhan n stage.
	sinati a 1 familiar. Daw sinati naku kaayu nang tinguga, It seems that I am very familiar with that voice. Sinati' ku sa trababu dinbi, I am very familiar with this job. 2 wellknown. Ang paghingus mauy usa ka sinati nga tilimad-un sa sip-un, Sniffling is a wellknown sign of colds. v 1 [B1236] be famil
	-


	sinaw -singhag 
	iar with s.t. 2 [A12) experience. Nakasinati kug kagutum sa gira, I experienced huerduring the war. 3 [C13) be acquainted with each other. Wa pa kami magkasinati kaayumau nga dapitun ku siya karun, We are not acquainted with each other so I am goingto invite her now. lea-an n 1 knowledge. Wa kuy kasinatian babin sa panglutu, I have no knowledge of cooking. 2 experience. Halandumung kasinatian, Memorable experience. 
	iar with s.t. 2 [A12) experience. Nakasinati kug kagutum sa gira, I experienced huerduring the war. 3 [C13) be acquainted with each other. Wa pa kami magkasinati kaayumau nga dapitun ku siya karun, We are not acquainted with each other so I am goingto invite her now. lea-an n 1 knowledge. Wa kuy kasinatian babin sa panglutu, I have no knowledge of cooking. 2 experience. Halandumung kasinatian, Memorable experience. 
	ng

	sinaw a shiny, glossy. -ug {ilu bald-headed or head with the hair shaved off. v 1 [B26;aP) be, become shiny. Musinaw (masinaw) ang salug ug bagnusan ug waks, The floor will become shiny ifyou wax it. 2 [A; b(l)) give an opponent zero. Ang amung tim nagsinaw sa ilaba, Our team gave theirs a zero. n 1 zero score. 2 = ISPIHU, 3. pa-sa lingkuranan v [A) keep sitting, not doing any work. Ang tapulang asawa pirmi Zang magpasinaw sa lingkuranan, A lazy wife does nothing but sit idly. 

	sinda n 1 k.o. illness which involves pain in a local area, esp. a spot on the back which may move to another area; or a migraine, a 
	k.o. recurrent headache that affects the side of the head. 2 k.o. eye ailment in which the eyes become red and sometimes swollen from too much work. v [A123P; a4b4) have sinda. Pagpalit ug aspirina kay gisinda (gisindaan) ku, Buy some aspirin because I have an attack of sinda (headache or eye fatigue). 
	k.o. recurrent headache that affects the side of the head. 2 k.o. eye ailment in which the eyes become red and sometimes swollen from too much work. v [A123P; a4b4) have sinda. Pagpalit ug aspirina kay gisinda (gisindaan) ku, Buy some aspirin because I have an attack of sinda (headache or eye fatigue). 

	sindalan see DALAN.
	sindi v [A; b) light a pressure lantern. Nagsindi si Tatay sa basag kay ngitngit na, Father is lighting the pressure lantern because it's getting dark. -dur( ➔) n container fromwhich alcohol is poured to fire up the pressure lantern. 
	sindikatu n syndicate, a group of people banded together for business or criminal purposes. v [B1256) become a crime syndicate.
	sindul v 1 [A; a2b2) kick away, nudge s.t.with the toe of one's foot. Akuy musindul sa lata, unya managu mu, I will kick the can,and you all go hide. 2 [Al2; b8J find, come across s. t. Unsaun naku pagbayad ug di' ku makasindul ug kwarta, How can I pay if I do not happen to find some money. Tabi nga akung nasindulan sa tyanggihan, GossipI ran across in the market. 
	sindurut = SANDURUT.
	sing-al v [A; b6) 1 talk harshly. Ayaw kug sing-ali, Don't shout at me. 2 siloudly.Mananaygun nga nagsing-al sa gawas, Thecarolers singing loudly outside. 3 [A; b3) 
	sing-al v [A; b6) 1 talk harshly. Ayaw kug sing-ali, Don't shout at me. 2 siloudly.Mananaygun nga nagsing-al sa gawas, Thecarolers singing loudly outside. 3 [A; b3) 
	ng 

	cry louqly, bawl. Himi ka kay musing-al dayun ug gutmun, You 're a cry-baby because you bawl as soon as you're hungry. n harsh.
	talk, loud singi
	ng


	sing-aling n shing-a-ling, a k.o. dance. v [A]do the shing-a-ling. 
	sing-aling n shing-a-ling, a k.o. dance. v [A]do the shing-a-ling. 
	,
	. ,
	s1ngan = UNSINGALAN.
	singani = UNSA (dialectal).
	singari v [A; abc] keep on [do) ing, alwaysdo. Ug singaribun nimu na ug dukduk mabuak nya na, If you keep poundithat, itwill break. Ayawg isingarig usar ang bag-u, Don't always wear your new clothes. 
	ng 

	sing-aw = SING-AL.
	singba = SIMBA.
	singdalan = SINDALAN. see DALAN.
	singgaak v 1 [A2S; b6) shout, cry. Para ga-may rang samad musinggaak ka dayun!For such a small wound you scream bloody murder. 2 [A; bcl) shout, snarl loudly at 
	s.o. in anger. Singgaakan niya ang bata kun kasab-an, He shouts at the child when he scolds him. 
	singgalung n k.o. brownish civet. 
	. , , ,
	Singgapur = KAMUTING KAHUY._ see KAMUTI. 
	-

	. , ,
	smggarayung = SINGGURA YUNG. 
	wire made of an alloy of copper, tin, and some other metals.
	singgil n stro
	ng 

	singgit v [A; b6] shout, yell at s.o. Gisinggitan siya sa pulis nga pasurindirun, The police shouted at him to surrender. n shout. Ang -sa Balintawak n the Cry of Balintawak, the signal for the Philippine Revolution of 1896. -awhag goading and urging. -pakitabang cry for help. tubag -answer given by shouting. ka-un(➔) a feel like shouting. Kasinggitunku sa kalagut, I felt like shoutiin anger. 
	done by shouti
	ng
	ng 

	singgul a single-sized, good for one occupant as opposed to a double one. Singgul nga katri, Single bed. v 1 [a12] make s.t. a single rather than double size. 2 (C2; ac3) les instead of doubles. 3 [A; cl] goose. Jiang singgulun ang mutuwad, They will goose you if you bend over. 
	play singles, make it si
	ng

	singgurayung, singgurayung n k.o. large Cerith shell, 4-5" long.
	singhag v [AN; c) snarl, talk harshly to. Nganung singbagan man ku nimu nga dili man ku bata? Why do you snarl at me? I'm no loer a child. Ayawg isingbag ang imung gustu, Don't say what you want with a snarl. n harsh talk, s.t. said snarlingly. -in-an n goods or articles acquired from inferiors by virtue of one's influential position. Kanang iyang mga ilimnun pulus siningbagan 
	ng


	singhir -singkuy 
	sa mga Insik, All those drinks were. donated free by Chinese businessmen. 
	sa mga Insik, All those drinks were. donated free by Chinese businessmen. 

	machines and other appliances. 2 sewimachine. bayad nga -in-n installment payments. 
	singhir n 1 Singer brand sewi
	ng 
	ng 

	singi v [A; a2) separate or take one piece off from a bunch of fruit. Kinsay nagsingi ugpipila ka dawin sa bulig nga saging? Who took several pieces from the banana bunch? n space between the fingers and toes. 
	singil v 1 [AN2; a2N) ask for payment. Singlun (paninglun) na ba nimu ag akung utang? Are you going to make me pay my debt? 2 [A13N; a2N) exact payment for what one has done, collect on a promise. Magsingilna ku sa iyang gibubat naku, l will now collect for what he has done to me. Maningilna ku nimu sa imung gisaad naku nga pinaskuban, Now I will ask for the Christmas gift you promised me. maN-r-n bill collector. singlunun, paninglunun n amount collectible.
	singilugun = ll.UGUN. see ILUG. 
	singin n 1 fruits, ordinarily separate, joinedtogether in growth with a common continuous skin. 2 Siamese twins. v [ C3) for fruits to be joined as one. 
	singir n singer, crooner. v [B1S6) be a sier.
	ng

	singitn 1 hand in mahjong and the analogous situation in rummy where a single number is missing to obtain a siya. 2 the missinumber. paN-= SINGIT, 2. bunutpaN-n drawing of the paningit.
	1 
	ng 

	singitv 1 [A2; c] include one•s small amount together with a larger amount beloito s.o. else. Misingit kug pisus sa iyang pusta, I put in one peso together with his bet. Nakasingit kug lung-ag nila, l putmy small amount of rice together with the . 2 [A2; b] go in with a group or with s.o. important to share in the expenses. Misingit ku nila sa sini, I tagged along to the movies with them. 
	2 
	·
	ng
	ng 
	rice they were cooki
	ng
	with their food, fun, etc. without shari
	ng

	sing-it!= SALING-IT. 
	•singipa-, pa-(�) v [A3; a12] give s.o. cause to goad him into a course of action. Pasingitun ka Zang niya arun magkaaway mu, He will simply do s.t. to give you cause to quarrel with him. n goading. 
	t 

	singka v [A; c] speak harshly to s.o. Ayawgisingka ang imung tubag kay nangutana Jang ku, Don't shout your answer at me because I was just asking. n s. t. said in a curt and harsh way. siningkahan n things s.o. obtains from people under him by virtue of his position. 
	singkamas n k.o. vine cultivated for its fleshy 
	turnip-shaped root, widely eaten 
	turnip-shaped root, widely eaten 
	and jui
	cy 

	raw and cooked: Pacbyrrbizus erosus. 
	sikarnut (from kamut) v [AN; bS] do one's best, strive. Musingkamut (maningkamut) ku paglingkawas, I will strive to escape.Singkamutan (singkamutun) kung mabalbin ka, I'll do my best to have you transferred. paN-n striving, earnest, hard work. Milampus siya pinaagi sa iyang kaugalingung paningkamut, He succeeded through his own efforts. mapaN-un a diligent, industrious. 
	ng

	singkaw n 1 scythe. 2 have the arms bent bow-shaped at the elbow like a scythe. v [B126) for the elbow to get to be this way. (➔) v [a12] hit with a scythe.
	singkiribut n sexual intercourse (coarsesla). v [AC; cl] have sexual intercourse. 
	ng

	singkit v 1 [A; al2] tie two coconuts together by their husks partly stripped off. Singkitun ta ning duba ka lubi arun dili magbulag, We will tie these two coconuts together with their husks so they won't be separated. 2 [C3] for two separate things to be physically joined Gitawag ug sayamis twins kanang kaluba nga magsingkit, Twins that are joined in flesh are called Siamese twins. n two separate things joined in flesh. Usa rayibap sa saging nga singkit, Joined bananas are counted as one. 
	singku number five. n a nickle. Tagai kug singku, Let me have a nickle. v see TRIS. 
	singkul n hard growth on the skin covering bony parts, esp. on the ankles and elbows. v [b4] develop a singkul. Sigun sa karaan, singkulan ka ug musukul kag ginikanan, In folk belief, one gets singkul if one talks back to his parents. 
	sikulyagas n k.o. sweet table banana much stouter than the tundan, with dark red peelings and yellow-orange meat when ripe. 
	ng

	singkuribut = SINGKIRUIUT.
	singkurung v [A; al2b2] strike, knock thehead hard in a sweeping motion. Tungud sa kalagut iyang gisingkurung ang bata, He smacked the child on the head in anger. 
	.

	kuru= SINGGURA YUNG. 
	si
	ng
	yung 

	singkuung a 1 well-curved on the sides. Singkuung nga sanggut, A sickle with a wellcurved edge. 2 for the roof or the bottom of a boat to be curved so that it affords little room. v [B; cl] for the sides, roof, or bottom to become well-curved. 
	singkuwinta number fifty. v see DISIUTSU. singkuy a having the defect of horses where the hocks knock against each other as they move. Dili maayu nga mudagan ang imung kabayu kay singkuy kaayu, Your horse doesn't run well because its hocks knock 

	• • • I '
	s1ngp1 -sm1na 
	against each other. v [B 156 J get this defect. 
	against each other. v [B 156 J get this defect. 

	singpi n clay cover for clay pots, roughly conical in shape with a knob for a handle. v [a12) make into a cover of this sort. 
	singpun a tightly woven, with the threads close together. Nipis ang panaptun kay dill singpun ang mga hilu, The cloth is thin because the threads are not tightly woven. v [Bl 56; a12) get to be tightly woven. 
	singput a closely woven or fastened together, not sparsely. Simput nga pagkatagik ang amung salug nga kawayan, The bamboo slats in our floor were put down very close to each other. v {AB; al2) be closely woven, put down; cause it to be so. 
	singsing n 1 ring. Singsing nga ingkantadu, kabibulungan, An enchanted, magic ring. 2 any metal band resembling a ring or small hoop. 3 short rope connecting the whippletree and the plow. v 1 [AN2; a] wear, put a ring on s.o. 2 [A; a) make into a ring. 3 [A;
	b] firmly hook an orifice with a finger. Misukul siya piru dihang gisingsingan nag iyaha, nagpuyu lagi, She fought back, but when I got my finger hooked into her vagina, she stopped movi. paN-an n ring finger.
	b] firmly hook an orifice with a finger. Misukul siya piru dihang gisingsingan nag iyaha, nagpuyu lagi, She fought back, but when I got my finger hooked into her vagina, she stopped movi. paN-an n ring finger.
	ng


	sinv [A12; a2b2] inhale a smell or aroma. Singuha ning kan-un ug maayu pa ba, Smell this food whether it is still good. MŁ rag gas tung nasinguhan naku dinha sa butilya, l smelled s. t. like gas in the bottle. 
	gu 
	.
	t

	sind v [A; a12) observe intently. Nagsingud siya kun nagtrababu ha mi, He was watching us to see if we were working. Wa ku makasingud sa uma sa bukid, l did not visit my field in the mountain to see how they were doing. paN-v [A; a2J listen in
	gu

	.
	.
	tently. Mupaningud (maningud) siyag sultiban apan di lagi mutuman, He listens intently to what you say, but he won't do it. panindsind v [A2; a2] go get some news. 
	gu
	gu

	Paningudsingud ug unsay 'nahitabu sa nakras, Go get some news about what happened to the plane that crashed. 

	sinlu (from ulu) v [A] for the child's head ·
	gu

	to crown in childbirth. Sakit sa ngatanan kun musingulu na ang bata, The pain is most intense when the child's head crowns. 
	to crown in childbirth. Sakit sa ngatanan kun musingulu na ang bata, The pain is most intense when the child's head crowns. 

	sintn 1 perspiration, sweat. 2condensation on an object cooler than the atmosphere. bungag -prickly heat. a annoying, irritatto one's nerves. Gipul-an ku sa iyang 
	gu

	ng 
	ng 
	i

	mga isturya, singut kaayung paminawun,
	I'm boredwith her stories. They're so annoying to hear. Singut kaayu na siyang manugu natu mu rag ban·, It really irritates me the way she gives orders like a 
	I'm boredwith her stories. They're so annoying to hear. Singut kaayu na siyang manugu natu mu rag ban·, It really irritates me the way she gives orders like a 
	. 
	. 

	queen. v 1 [B26; a4N] perspire, sweat. Ugmusingut ang kabayu papahuwaya, If_ the horse sweats, let it rest. Mupabuway ku ug singtun (singutun) ku, I will stop working if I perspire. 2 [A; a4] gather condensation. pitcher containing ice will get drops of water on it. 3 [C123PJ have a hard fight. Uggustu kang makigsingut (makigpasingut), bala andar, If you want to have a fight, O.K. let's get to it. paN-v [a4J 1 sweat profusely. 2 for a sick person to break out in cold sweat. Mukunbud ang bilanat ug paningt
	·


	sini n 1 movie house. 2 motion picture. 3 showing of motion pictures. Way sini run kay Birnis Santu, There are no movies today because it's Good Friday. 4 love-making sight, as seen by peeping (humorous metaphor). Pirmi ming kakita ug sini inigpamisita sa iyang uyab, We al:ways see a 'movie' every time her boy friend comes. v 1 [A13J show a movie. Ang Yuis-ay-is magsini (magsini) sa iskuylaban karung gabii, 
	The USIS will show a film in the schoolhouse tonight. 2 [a12] convert into a movie house. (�) v [A13 J 1 show a movie. 2 . Nakakita ang mga bata nga nagsini sila gabii, The children peeped at them necking last night. paN-v [A2] go to the movies. Manini ta, Let's go to the movies. sinihan n movie house. kasinihan n 1 movie houses collectively. 2movies, as a source of entertainment and as an art form. maid-, maki-(�) a fond of movies. sinisini n 1 slide-show. 2 free outdoor movie offered by advertisement pa
	.
	display lovemaki
	ng
	.
	.

	siniguylas = SIRIGUYLAS. 
	sinilas n slippers. v [A;'a] wear, make into 
	.slippers. (➔) v [al2] hit with slippers.sinimaskup n cinemascope or wide-scr�ened movie. v [B 156) be in cinemascope. 
	.
	sinimpin n k.o. plain finger ring with. no 
	gems. 
	. 

	. sinina n1 dress. 2 shirt. 3 GINIT. v 1 [A; 
	.
	. 

	a) wear a shirt or dress. Nagsininag pula, Wearing a red shirt, dress� Sininai ang bata, Put a shirt on the child. 2 [A12] get 3: �h�rt. -un(➔) n cloth to be made _intoa s�irt or 
	a) wear a shirt or dress. Nagsininag pula, Wearing a red shirt, dress� Sininai ang bata, Put a shirt on the child. 2 [A12] get 3: �h�rt. -un(➔) n cloth to be made _intoa s�irt or 
	. 

	sinipit -sintidu 
	dress. 
	dress. 
	,
	. -. 


	sm:qnt see SIPIT. 
	sinisiru n ash tray. Sa sinisiru ninyu ibutang ang inyung upus, Put your cigarette butts in the ash tray. 
	siniyal = SINY AL. 
	siniyur n title of address for men of high station. short form: nyur 1 Mr., sir. Si Nyur Pidru muabut rung hapun, Mr. Peter will arrive this afternoon. A ndam na ang imung awtu, nyur, Your car is ready, sir. la form of direct address between intimate male friends. Kumusta, nyur! How are you,man! 2in set usage for names of saints (notshortened). -San Pidro St. Peter. -San Bisinti St. Vincent. -Santu Ninyu the Holy Child. pista sa -Feast of the Holy Child. -un a detesting manual work. Sagad sa mga datu mga s
	sinkuwinta = SINGKUWINTA. 
	sinsilyu n 1 small change. Wa kuy sinsilyu diri, I don't have any change on me. wa kuy-humorous way of answering a compliment (implying one has no money to pay the person for his flattery). 2 change given back for a bill. Duna kay sinsilyu &ring pisus? Do you have change for this peso? 3 washer. 3a metal rings found inside the hub of wheels. v 1 [A; b( 1)] give change or break s. t. into change. Makasinsilyu ka aring singkuhun? Can you change this five peso bill? Wa ku nimu sinsilyuhi (sinsilyui), You h
	56) be broken into fragments. Nasinsilyuang basu nga natambug sa simintu, The glass was broken to pieces when it fell onto the concrete. pa-v (A] have children (humorous). Agad pay tibuuk, nagpasinsiyu giyud, You were doing O.K. single (lit. a whole bill). What did you have to go and have children for (lit. make yourself into smallchange)?
	56) be broken into fragments. Nasinsilyuang basu nga natambug sa simintu, The glass was broken to pieces when it fell onto the concrete. pa-v (A] have children (humorous). Agad pay tibuuk, nagpasinsiyu giyud, You were doing O.K. single (lit. a whole bill). What did you have to go and have children for (lit. make yourself into smallchange)?
	t

	. . .

	SJDSUU a sincere. 
	sinsitib, sinsin'bu a 1 sensitive, easily offended. 2 for electric equipment to be sensitive. v [B12) be sensitive or easily offended and irritated. 
	. . .
	. . .

	smsiya n science. 
	sinsiyu = SINSIL YU. 
	sinsu n census, an official enumeration of population or some other statistics of an area. v [A1;a 12] have or hold a census. sinsur n censor. v [A; a12] censor s.t. presented to the public. Gisinsur ang babin sa salida nga dunay nagbubu, The part where there was a nude scene was censored out. -s 
	censors (plural). 
	censors (plural). 
	sinsuru n large, deep-sea fishing net which encircles the fish. v [A; al, fish with this sort of net, esp. in harvesting fish from under the payaw. sinsuradur n one who operates this sort of equipment.
	sinsus = SINSU. 
	sinta v [A; b6] 1 for horses to rear up. Pagbantay kay musinta ang kabayu! Watch out! The horse will rear. 2 flare up in anger, raising the head. Nganung musinta ka man para sa usa ka gamayng bangyu? Whydo you flare up for such a tiny request? -libanta n a dog's trick where the dog can sit or stand on its hind legs on command. v (A]perform this trick. hi-Iha-v [B 1256) be taken aback so as to jerk one's head back. Nabasinta ku sa iyang tinubagan, I was taken aback by the way he talked back. 
	sinta n pieces of wood or bamboo slats nailed horizontally across posts as fence railings, to which small vertical slats are attached. v [A; a] put up, make into this sort of fence railing. 
	sintabu = SINTABUS (singular). Usa ka sintabu, One cent. 
	sintabus n centavo. Singku sintabus, Five centavos. maN-{➔) n 1 one centavo coin. 2 
	s.t. costing one centavo apiece. Kining gidak-una sa agridulsi manintabus, This size of calamondin is one centavo apiece. v [Al3; a12] be one centavo apiece. 
	sintak v [A; a12] pull a fishline or a line attached to a trap with a jerk. Sintakun nimu angpasul inigkubit sa isda, The moment the fish bites, pull the line with a jerk.
	sintas n 1 strip of silken ribbon or cord with a religious medal worn around the neck as an indication of one's devotion to a particular saint. 2 film-strip. 3 story. Nagsulat siyag sintas nga kawbuy, Hewrote a cowboy story. 4shoe laces. 5 -nga balatung n variety of very long balatung. v 1 (Al3; b6(1)] wear a ribbon with a saint's picture. 2 [A;
	.

	c] lace shoes. 
	sintidu n 1 meaning, implication of. Laksut ug sangputanan ang sintidu sa iyang pulung, His words carried the implication of unhappy things to come. 2 final decision. v 1 [Al
	3] have a meaning. Tambag nga nagsintidug kasaba, Advice that was meant as a scolding. 2 [A; cl] hit squarely or fatally. Nakasintidu siya sa katapusan niyang tira, He made a hit on his last shot. 3 [A; c} give one's final, fixed decision or answer. Gisintiduban na ang ginikanan babin sa kasal, The parents have given their decision regarding the wedding. 3a [A;a12] ask, find out one's answer 

	sintimintal -sinyal 
	or word. Nagsintidu ku kun mabinayun ba ta, l want to get the final word from you as to whether we are going as planned. 3b [C 
	or word. Nagsintidu ku kun mabinayun ba ta, l want to get the final word from you as to whether we are going as planned. 3b [C 
	13} come to an agreement. Nagkasintidu na ang isig ka ginikanan babin sa kasal, Both parents have come to an agreement about the wedding. -kumun n common sense. 
	sintimintal, sintimintal a 1 sentimental,arousing tender sensibilities. Pilikulang sintimintal nga nakapabilak, A sentimental picture that made me cry. 2 having a sad expression on the face. v 1 [B1256; b6] be,become sentimental. 2 [B456) put on a sad face. Nagsintimintal siya kay napildi sa madyung, He is wearing a long face because he lost in mah jong. -ista a characterized by being sentimental. 
	"
	. . . . . . 


	stntim1ntu, s1ntuny1ntu see SINTIR. sintimitru n centimeter. 
	sintimus n one centavo. Bisan sintimus dt' ka makaabut? You can't even afford a penny?maN-costing one centavo. see also SIKMA. sintinaryu n centenary. v [Al; b6) have or 
	celebrate a centenary. sintinil = SINTINILA. sintinila n sentinel. v [A; a2) act as sentinel. sintinsiya n 1sentence in court. Ang sintinsi-
	ya sa kurti nagpabamtang ug silut nga Lima ka tuig sa prisuhan, The judgment of the court imposes apenalty of five years in prison. 2 obvious thing to do under the circumstances. Usa ray sintinsiya anang batang malditu. Latiguba, There is just one thing to do to a mischievous child. Whip him. v 1 [A; b6] impose a sentence. Gisintinsiyabansiya ug kamatdyun, He was sentenced to death. 2 [A23) have one's way as to how!s. t. is to be done. Prituhun Lang na ug akuy musintinsiya ana, If I am to have the say, w
	ya sa kurti nagpabamtang ug silut nga Lima ka tuig sa prisuhan, The judgment of the court imposes apenalty of five years in prison. 2 obvious thing to do under the circumstances. Usa ray sintinsiya anang batang malditu. Latiguba, There is just one thing to do to a mischievous child. Whip him. v 1 [A; b6] impose a sentence. Gisintinsiyabansiya ug kamatdyun, He was sentenced to death. 2 [A23) have one's way as to how!s. t. is to be done. Prituhun Lang na ug akuy musintinsiya ana, If I am to have the say, w

	sintinyal n centennial. v [B2456) be a century. Musintinyal nakung panguyab niya una mi magkatratu, l courted her for nearlya century before we became engaged. 
	sintir n center player in games like baseball, soccer, basketball, tubigtubig. v [A; al] play center. 
	sintir v 1 [B2; b3) feel offended and hurt, take offense. Unsa may iyang gisintiran, ang akung gisulti u ag akung gibuhat? What did he feel offended at? Was it what I said, or what I did? 2 [A23) rise to the bait. Gi
	dakup ang asawa ug anak basun musintt"r ang puga, The wife and the child were arrested in the hope that the fugitive would come out of hidi. sintimintu, sintimyintu n feeling of hurt, offense. Nagbambin siya 
	dakup ang asawa ug anak basun musintt"r ang puga, The wife and the child were arrested in the hope that the fugitive would come out of hidi. sintimintu, sintimyintu n feeling of hurt, offense. Nagbambin siya 
	ng

	ug sintimintu mabitungud sa pagtratar niya,
	She is nursing a hurt because of the way she was treated. v [A13; b6) harbor a hurt feeling, without rancor. Subu siya kay nagsintimintu sa imung pagkasaba niya, He is sad . 
	because he was hurt by your scoldi!
	ng

	sintral n 1 central school of a town. 2 millfor sugar cane. 3 [noun) sintral the .dominant, central [noun). Bangku sintral, Central Bank. 
	sintripugal, sintripyugal n light brown sugar obtained from sugar cane, lower in quality than the white refined sugar, but more re-fined than the muskubadu. 
	.

	sintru n 1 center, point in the very middle. la central portion of an area. 2 place where certain activities are concentrated. Sintru purikultura, Puericulture center. Ang Sibu sintru sa kumirsiyu sa Bisayas, Cebu is the center of commerce in the Visayas. 3 = SINTIR. v LA1PB2; al] be, put at the center. 
	form) one hundred. Sintudyis, One hundred ten. 
	sintu-(combini
	ng 

	sintunv [A;b6] push work off on one another. Di' sila makasintun sa pagtrababu ug tagaag asaynmint kada usa, They can't push the work off on each other if each of them has his own assignment. 
	sintunadu, sintunawu a for a voice to be flat,lacking in tonality and pitch. v [B; a2) be, become, make flat. Musintunawu akung tingug ug musaka ang tunu, My voice goes flat when the sorises.
	ng 

	· 
	. . .
	s1ntunyun n·centurion. 
	sinturun n belt to hold trousers up. v 1 [A; a 12b2] whip s.o. with a belt. 2 [A; c] wear a belt. 
	sin-u = KINSA (dialectal).
	sinulug n ritual dance performed at the altar in fulfillment of a vow made to a saint or the Holy Child. v [A; c5] do or dance the ritual sinulug. Maayu nang sakita ug isinulug, That disease will be cured if you vow to dance the sinulug for it. 
	sinuylas = SINILAS. 
	sinya, sinyas = PLURDILIS. 
	sinyadur (from sinyal) n in logging, the person who signals the directives of the foreman to the haulimachine operator. 
	ng 

	sinyal n 1 sign or mark thought to have significance. Ang alum sa ngabil sinyal sa pagkatabian, A mole on the lip is a sign of being a gossip. la storm signal. 2 a scheme of scale arrangement on the legs of gamecocks which is thought to indicate the fighting ability. 3 birthmark. -an a 1 having a freakish or odd physical characteristic. Sinyalannang bataa kay unsiy tudlu, That child is a 

	sinyas -sipat 
	freak because he has eleven fingers. 2 having an odd or unusual characteristic (slang). 
	freak because he has eleven fingers. 2 having an odd or unusual characteristic (slang). 
	Sinyalan tawhana kay mau ray ituun ug way iksamin, That man is really odd because he studies only when there are no exams. 

	sinyas n the movement of a part of the body as a sign to indicate s.t. v {A; b6(1)] signal with the body. Sinyasan ta lang ka. Paabut Zang, I will give you a signal. Just wait. 
	sinyura n 1 short form: nyura. term of address for a married woman of high position: 
	Mrs., madam. Si Nyura Pilang, Mrs. Pilang. 2 in set usage before names of saints (not shortened). Nwistra -sa Patima Our Lady of Fatima. Nwistra-sa Lurdis Our Lady of Lourdes. a for a woman to demand solicitous service. Sinyura kaayung bayhana kay patagay pag tubig, She thinks herself agrand dame. She even has to have s.o. come to pour her water. v [Al 3; al 2) call s. o. sinyura. v l [Al] move with measuredand unhurried steps. Makasinyura na siyag lakaw kay daghan mag masugu, She can afford to move leisu
	Mrs., madam. Si Nyura Pilang, Mrs. Pilang. 2 in set usage before names of saints (not shortened). Nwistra -sa Patima Our Lady of Fatima. Nwistra-sa Lurdis Our Lady of Lourdes. a for a woman to demand solicitous service. Sinyura kaayung bayhana kay patagay pag tubig, She thinks herself agrand dame. She even has to have s.o. come to pour her water. v [Al 3; al 2) call s. o. sinyura. v l [Al] move with measuredand unhurried steps. Makasinyura na siyag lakaw kay daghan mag masugu, She can afford to move leisu

	sinyuris n term used in direct address.: ladiesand gentlemen or gentlemen. A tinsiyun, mga sinyuris, Attention, ladies and gentlemen. 
	sinyurita n 1short form: nyurita. term of address to an unmarried lady of high station. Si Nyurita Mariya, Miss Mary. 2 lady's pistol, small pistol made esp. for ladies to use, usually of .22 caliber. pistula, ribulbir nga -= SINYURITA, n2. a wanting solicitous attention, considering oneself too classy todo any sort of work. Sinyurita kaayu siya. Paipis pa giyug kapi, She is very high class. She even has to have s.o. pour coffee for her. v [Al3; a12] call s.o. sinyurita. sinyuritahun a of the sinyurita s
	sinyuritu n short form: nyuritu. term of address for young boys of high standing. Nia tu run si Nyuritu Haymi, �1.aster James will be here presently. a considering oneself too good for any sort of physical work. v [A13; a12] call s.o. sinyuritu. sinyurituhun a ofthe sinyuritu type.
	sip a safe in games. v [B12S6] be safe. Nasip ku kay nabuhian ag hula, I was safe because he dropped the ball. sipsip n hide-and-seek. v [A] play hide-and-seek. -anan(➔) n home base in hide-and-seek. I 
	sip a safe in games. v [B12S6] be safe. Nasip ku kay nabuhian ag hula, I was safe because he dropped the ball. sipsip n hide-and-seek. v [A] play hide-and-seek. -anan(➔) n home base in hide-and-seek. I 
	sipaa 1 for a voice to be loud and resonant. 
	1 


	Ang magsisibya kinabanglan sipa ug tingug,
	Ang magsisibya kinabanglan sipa ug tingug,
	An announcer must have a resonant voice. la loud and piercing. Mu rag mukulikut sa dunggan nang tingug nga sipa, The loud and sharp voice seems to pierce the ears. 2 earsplitting, resounding and sharp. Ang sipang butu, The earsplitting-explosion. Sipang sagpa, Resounding slap. v 1 [B26S; a12P] be, become loud, resonant. 2 [A2; a12] give a loud, sharp sound. Musipa ka run ug sagpaun ta ka, You will resound with a crack if I hit you. ka-n loudness, resonance. Ang kasipa sa sista, The resonance of the guit
	sipan a game played usually with a woven rattan ball by participants standing in a circle. The ball is kicked with the instep anddirected to another player, who in turn passes it on, and so forth. The player who misses the ball incurs a penalty. v [A; al 2) kick 
	2 

	s.o. with one's instep as one would do in a game of sipa.
	sipak v 1 [A2N] for plants to multiply bydeveloping bulbs, shoots, spreading tubers, and the like. Ayaw kubai ang sibuyas nga wa pa musipak (manipak), Don't harvest the leeks that haven't developed new bulbs. 2 [A; a] remove new growths, or pieces of tubers. Sipakun mu ang mga saha sa saging, Split off the banana shoots. n shoots, bulbs, pieces of tubers. -in-n shoots, bulbs that have been gathered. 
	sip-ak v 1 [A; a12] split s.t. lengthwise along the grain. Sip-akun naku ning uwaya ug tulu, I will split this piece of rattan into three. 2 [A2; al 2) disturb or destroy s. t. as if rending it. Kadtung mga pulunga makasip-ak (makapasip-ak) sa akung pagtagad niya, 
	Those words can destroy my regard for him. n s. t. that has been split lengthwise from a bigger piece. 
	sipan n betel nut husk used as a toothbrush. v [A; b6(1)I brush the teeth with this material. 
	sipat a naughty, mischievous, making a nuisance. Sipat kaayu ning bataa kay maghingari ug pabuyag, This child is very naughty because he always makes a nuisance of himself. Sipat ang mga lamuk dinbi kay mamaak bisan ug adlaw pa, The mosquitoes are a real nuisance here because they bite even at daytime. v [B 12) be, become naughty or a nuisance. (�) v [B6] become rampant. Misipat ang panulis kay krisis sa kwarta, Thievery is becoming rampant be
	-


	, . .
	s1pat -s1ps1p
	1 

	cause of the scarcity of money.
	cause of the scarcity of money.

	sipat v [A; a2b] look with a sharp, piercing look. Grabi siyang makasipat mu rag mudulut ang mata, My, how fiercely he looked at me, as if his eyes were piercing through me. 
	v [BS; a12] for a group to disperse by running in different directions or for s.t. in a piece to break into smithereens and bethrown in all directions. Sa dibang mibutubutu misipbag ang mga dimunstriturs, Whenthe shots rang out the demonstrators dispersed. Nasipbag ang mga parti sa awtu pagbutu niini, The car parts flew in all directions when it expJoded. Sipbagun naku nang ilang punduk, l am going to break their oup up. -ay v [ c] = SIPHAG.
	siph
	ag 
	gr

	sipi interjection used to drive away cats. Sipi! Samuk ning iringa, Scat! What a bothersome cat. 
	·

	sipi n hand of bananas, a group of bananasgrowing in one line in the bunch. v [A; a12] separate into hands. Sip-a ang buligs saging, Separate the banana bunch into hands.
	sipii n acronym for CPA, Certified Public Accountant. v [A13] be a CPA. -luyirone licensed as a CPA and as a lawyer. 
	sipilin n zeppelin. v [A13] do s.t. using azeppelin.sipilis n syphilis. v [A123P; a4] be affected with syphilis. sipilya n plane for smoothing wood. v [A; a
	b] smooth wood with, make into a plane. 
	b] smooth wood with, make into a plane. 
	Sipilyaban natu ning tablaba arun mabamis, 

	Let us plane this board to smoothen it. -inn shavings. sipilyu n toothbrush. v [A; b6] brush s.o.'steeth. paN-v [A2; c) brush one's teeth. 
	Manipilyu giyud ta kada human ug kaun, 
	Manipilyu giyud ta kada human ug kaun, 
	We should brush our teeth after every meal. 

	siping v 1 [AN; bl gather small bulbs, small shoots for harvest or replanting. Magsipingku sa sibuyas, I'll get some onions. 2 [A2N; b(l)] reproduce by growing new shoots or bulbs. Misiping (naniping) na ang mga sibuyas, The onions are multiplying. n newshoots or bulbs growing from a plant. 
	sipingv (AC; ac) stay, put close by the side. Musiping ku nimug lingkud inigtis, lwill sit close to you during the exam. Isiping ning takun' sa linung-ag arun mainit ning kapi, Place the kettle next to the pot of rice to make it warm. 
	1

	sipingn rudimentary genital organ of the opposite sex in addition to one's own geni-tal organ. -an n hermaphrodite. 
	2 
	_

	sipingn shipping line. 
	3 

	sipir n zipper. v 1 [A13; b6) put or attach a zipper. 2 [A; b6] zip s.t. up. Sipiri raering a
	-

	-.
	-.
	kung likud, Please zip my back. paN-_v [A
	2) zip oneself up.
	sipitn 1 earwig, a shiny black ·bug abounding in coconut trees about 1 cm. long with large mandibles. It does not bite. 2 k.o.small, blackish,. scorpion-like insect about ½" long which bites, found on furniture�.
	1 

	sipit v 1 [A; b6] carry s.t. betweenthe arm and body. 2 lA; b6] hold firmly between the legs. Gisipitan ku niya sa duba niya ka paa, She held me firmly between her legs.-ug diploma v [B1346] be a deee hold
	.
	gr

	er. Nagsipit na ku ug dipluma pagkaminyunaku, I already had my degree when Imar� ried. ( ➔)n pincer of a crab or lobster. -inn a simple anchor made from-a forked 
	2 

	·e
	·
	branch in between which a stone is tied.
	-

	sipla v 1 [A;cl] knoclc down s.t. s.o. is holding. Kalita pagsipla ang gikaptan niyang bula, Knock the ball out of his hand suddenly. 2 [A; �1] slap with the palm or an open hand. Aku siyang gisipla kay nagsubisubi, lslapped her when she talked back. 
	v [APB6C3] scatter over a wide area, cause to do so. Kinsay nagsiplaag (nagpasiplaag) aring mga pasi' diri sa kwartu? Whoscattered the corn all over the room? Natigwalaan ku siya dibang nagsiplaag ang mga tawu, l lost sight of him when people ran away in every direction. Nagkasiplaag angmga magsuun pagkamatay sa inaban, Thechildren were scattered when the mother died.
	sipla
	ag 

	siplagay = SUPLAGAY.
	siplat v [AP2N; b] glance, take a furtive look. Nasiplatan (bisiplatan) ta ka nga nang/,1i sa lyabibanan, I caught you peeping through the keyhole. Akung gipasiplatan siya ug mulingi ba naku, l glanced at him to see if he would look my way.
	siplin n seaplane. v [A13; a12] travel by, make into a seaplane.
	siplit = SIPLAT.
	sipra n 1 monogram, a mark showing ownership. 2 sign, label. Sakay sa dyip nga dunay siprang Labug, Take a jeep which is marked Lahug. v [A; c] 1put a monogram on s.t. 2 mark a sign, label. 
	S1pns n cypress tree. 
	sipsayid v [A; c] dock on the side of another shi. Musipsayid na Jang ang barkug wa nay lunang kadungguan sa pit, A ship docks onthe· side of another ship if it can't find any other berthing placeŁ 
	p_

	sipsipv [AN; al2) cut s.t. with!'Iong sweeping strokes with a bladed implement. Maayung kasab-an_ angnagsipsip -sa t;i�ung �gamisitas, How l'd love to -scold·whoever cut 
	1 
	-
	,


	SipSip-Sir
	908 

	z 
	down my ornamental plants. 
	down my ornamental plants. 
	sipsipv [A2N; b6N] polish the apple (euphemism for supsup).Mupasar siya kay musipsip (manipsip) man sa iyang maistru, He will pass because he licks the teacher's boots. n one who polishes the apple. -butu apple polisher. 
	2 

	Sipt. n abbreviation for Siptiyimbri, September.
	sipti v [c6] put s.t. in a place for safekeeping. Isipti na sa sulud kay tingalig sibatun,Put it inside for safekeeping because s.o. might make off with it. 
	Siptimbri n September. v see ABRIL.

	siptimu gradu n seventh grade. v [B56) be in the seventh grade. siptinaryu n a seven-day devotion, the Septinary for the Holy Ghost. 
	sipu v [A; b] clean or clear an area of grasses, bushes, and small trees, usually at the borders of a cultivated area to prevent the plants from being in the shade or to afford a good view of the field. 
	sipuk v 1 [A; b] gather around s.t. Misipukang mga tawu sa lamisa nga gibutangan sa pagkaun, The people gathered around the table where the food had been set. 2 [B6; a 12Pl for the head to be awhirl with too many problems. Sipukun (pasipukun) mu OU are driving me mad with your foolishness. (➔) a having the head a whirl and being short-tempered on that account. Ang tawung dagbag prublima sipuk kaayu ug ulu, 
	ang akung Ł ning imung mga binuang, y

	A person who has many problems is shorttempered. -un a of a short-tempered sort. sipukar v [B16) for work to be fast-paced. 
	Maayung hinaybinayan ang trabahu arun di
	Maayung hinaybinayan ang trabahu arun di
	Ii magsipukar kun hapit na kinabanglana, 
	Do the work little at a time so that you won't have to do it in a great rush when the need arises. sipukadu, sipukawu a 1 shorttempered. Sipukadu ang tawung dagbag prublima, A person with many problems gets to be short-tempered. 2 requiring a fast pace of work. Sipukadu na kaayu ning amung trabahu kay duna man miy didlayin, 

	We are working as fast as we can because there is a deadline to meet. v 1 (B 1; al 2)be, become short-tempered. 2 [B12; cl]for work or a person to require a fast pace. sipul n a knife 3-5" long with a somewhat humped back used to cut threads and fibers in weaving. Instead of a handle it has a long tang curved at the end forming an eye. v [a 12) make into, hit s.o. with a weaving knife. 
	sipulkru n sepulcher.
	sipultiru n caretaker of a cemetery. v [ B 156; 
	cl] be the caretaker in a cemetery. 
	cl] be the caretaker in a cemetery. 
	sip-un n 1 head cold. 2 nasal mucous. Pabiri nang sip-un mu, Wipe your nose. v [A123P; a14] 1 have a cold. Ug sip-unun ka, inum aring tambal, If you have a cold, take this medicine. 2 have a runny nose. Gisip-un ku tungud sa abug, I have a runny nose from the dust. sip-unun a 1 havia runny nose. la tender in age, at the age when one has a runny nose. 2 awkward and ignorant. 
	ng 

	sipung v 1 [A; a12] draw s.t. together,as a net or mouth of a sack. Dili ku makasipung sa baba sa saku kay punu kaayu, I cannot gather the mouth of the sack because it is very full. Sipungun niya ang bubuk, unya pangkuun, She gathers up her hair and ties it into a knot. 2 [A; cl] join two ends or sides together. Sulda ray makasipung sa isig ka tumuy sa alambri, Only solder can join the two pieces of wire. 3 [A; b] finish a weave, terminating it. Magsipung na ku sa the outer edges of the brim of the hat. 3a 
	kalu, I'll finish weavi
	ng 
	t

	sipur n C-4 rice, a recently introduced variety of white rice. 
	sip-ut a narrow and tight, affording little space or freedom of movement. Sip-ut kaayu ang agianan, The passageway is very narrow. Sip-ut nga sayal, A tight skirt. v lB 
	2) be narrow and tight. ma-a crowded, thick with vegetation. Masip-ut nga kalibunan, Thick underbrush.
	sipuy= SIPUL. 
	sipya n sepia in photography. v [A12] make a print in sepia. 
	sipyat v 1 [A23] make a mistake. Musipyatka Zang ug kas-a, papahawaun ta giyud ka, 
	Just commit one mistake, and I'll fire you. 2 [B26) miss an aim, fail in a plan. Dili ku musipyat ug akuy patirubun sa langgam, If I shoot the bird, I won't miss. Planung diH masipyat, A plan that cannot fail. 3 [A23]overlook, fail to do s. t. Ug akuy pabasabun walay sayup nga musipyat, I won't overlook a thing if I read it. Ayaw sipyata pagbasa ang sunud gula, Don't fail to read the next issue. n 1 error committed. Way sipyat siyang muantug, He never misses in his shots. 2 failure to do s. t. 
	sir n term of address for male teachers and other men of high status. Si Sir Gabutin dili makaanbi sa iskuylahan run, Mr. Gabutin cannot come to school today. Naay nagtawag nimu sa tilipunu, sir, S.o. is calling you 

	sirap-sirbi909 
	1 

	on the phone, sir. n [gen.] -my, your, etc. teacher. Giingnan mi sa amung sir, Ourteacher told us. v lA; a12] address s.o. sir. sira v 1 [A; bScl] close a window or door. 
	on the phone, sir. n [gen.] -my, your, etc. teacher. Giingnan mi sa amung sir, Ourteacher told us. v lA; a12] address s.o. sir. sira v 1 [A; bScl] close a window or door. 
	Sirbun (sirban, isira, sirabun, siraban) ta ning pwirta, ha? Let me close the door. May I? 2 [ABN2] close, cease to operate, cause s.t. to do so. Anus-a musira (manira) ang klasi? When do classes close? Una lang kay magsira (manira) pa ku sa tindaban, 
	Just go ahead, because I will close the storŁ. 
	3 [A2; a12] wind up, make complete. A
	tung sirbun ang nigusyu kay muadtu mi sa 
	Amirika, We will wind up the business be
	cause we are going to America. 4 [A; b(l)]
	lock s.o. or oneself in s. t. Ug magpabuyag 
	ka, akuy musira nlmu sa kwartu, If you 
	make a nuisance of yourself, Iwill lock you
	in your room. S -ug dugu v [b4(1)] miss 
	several menstrual periods, usually for a long 
	span of time. Nagmulu siya kay nasirban si
	ya ug dugu, She is worried because she has 
	missed several menstrual periods. 6 [AB 12;
	cl] plant fully with; be fully planted. Di° 
	makasira (makapasira) ning tagura sa basa
	kan, These rice seedlings aren't enough to 
	fill all the rice paddies. n 1 door. la gate or
	anything that closes. 2 window shutter. 3 
	end of school. Kanus-a inyung sira sa klasi? 
	When do your classes end? -gana dessert. 
	v [A; cl] have for dessert. paN-v [A2] 1 = 
	SIRA, v2. 2 lock oneself in a house or room. 
	Manira ta kay naay pusil sa gawas, Let's
	close up because there is a gunfight outside. 
	Nanira ku kay naglagut ku, I locked myself 
	in my room because I was angry. 3 zipper
	or button up one's clothes. Wala ku maka
	panira sa akung karsunis, I did not zipper 
	my trousers. karga sirada see KARGA. si
	radu a 1 tightly closed. Siradu kaayu ang 
	kwartu kay walay bangin makasulud, The 
	room is closed tight, and no air can get in. 
	2 full, filled to capacity. Di ta makasakay 
	kay siradu kaayu ang trak, We can not get 
	on because the truck is completely full. v
	[B1256; b6] 1 be tightly closed, close s.t. 
	tight. 2 filled to the last seating capacity. 
	paniradu = PANIRA, 2. siradura n 1 device 
	to close a door. 2 a lock for closing jewelry 

	or anything to close wearing apparel. sira n venereal disease infection. v [B1261be infected with a venereal disease (slang). sirali n k.o. fruit similar in appearance tocherries, green or dark red when ripe, with a single pit, growing in bunches on a small wild or cultivated tree: F/acourtia jango
	mas. 
	mas. 

	siramiks n ceramics. 
	sirapinis n seraphim. 
	sirapinis n seraphim. 
	sirbandu n servant (sarcastic usage). Sirhandu ba ku nimu nga imu kung suguun niana? 
	Am I your servant to make me do what youcommand?
	sirbatu n 1 whistle producing a high shrill noise. 2 horn on a vehicle. 3 notification,word of intimation for an important event (humorous). Nakasal na diay mu? Wa man tang muy sirbatu! Why, you got married without even giving us the slightest hint! v 1 [A; b6] sound a whistle or horn. Gisirbatuban ka. Padaplin, He blew his whistle at you. Go to the side. 2 [A) give word or notification for an important event (humor
	·
	-

	ous). 
	sirbi1 is considered, reckoned as. Kiningkwartaba sirbi swildu nimu, This money isconsidered as your salary. 2 by way of. Sirbi ug pasalamat niay akung gasa alang nimu, 
	1 

	By way of thanks I have a present for you. walay -useless. Way sirbing pagkaanaka! Tapulan, What a useless son! He's so lazy. v 1 [A3] make do, serve. Magsirbi kaba ni para baligi? Will this do for a post? la [A 13) be of use, service. Ang akung kabibalu sa ininglis nagsirbi naku sa akung trababu, 
	My knolwedge of English stood me in good stead in my work. 2 [A; b6] serve in a household. Adtung nagsirbi pa ku sa {la, Atthe time when I was serving in their place. 2a work off a debt by rendering menial service or serve time for a penalty. Sa atu pa, musirbi pa ku sa bayinti pisus, In other words, I will work off the twenty pesos byserving you. 2b care, attend to. lkaw ba tu ang nagsirbi naku sa buspital? Were you the one who attended to me in the hospital? 2c serve in the mass. 3 serve food. lsirbi na a
	·


	sirbi-sirkumpirinsiya 
	2 

	Gisi na ning payunga apan sirbisyawu kaayuni kanaku, This umbrella is torn, but it has served me well. 
	Gisi na ning payunga apan sirbisyawu kaayuni kanaku, This umbrella is torn, but it has served me well. 

	sirbiv [A; c] serve in tennis and other games played with a net. n turn to serve, action of servithe ball. Kinsa rung sirbi (sirbisyu)? Whose serve is it? -syu n = SIRBI, n. 
	2 
	ng 

	sirbilyita n napkin. v [a) make into, provide witb napkins.
	sirbilyitan k.o. compact, seedy cookibae when ripe. 
	2 
	ng 
	nana, yellow-ora
	ng

	sirbis n 1 s. t. set aside for a certain specific use. Sirbis ning awtuha para sa mga bisita, This car isfor the special use of the visitors. Maayug sirbis tung ristawrana, That restaurant gives go(!d service. v 1 [b6(1)] make 
	·

	s.t. available for a specific use. Ayaw ug kabalaka kay sirbisan ta mu ug dakung amplipayir, Don't worry because I will have a bigpublic system available for you. 2 [A) service, provide maintenance for. Kinsa may musirbis sa mga awtu? Who will service the cars? -diluks n service in a de luxe manner. Gihatdan man giyug pamahaw. Sirbis diluks man giyud, She was served breakfast on bed. De luxe service, I should say. 
	s.t. available for a specific use. Ayaw ug kabalaka kay sirbisan ta mu ug dakung amplipayir, Don't worry because I will have a bigpublic system available for you. 2 [A) service, provide maintenance for. Kinsa may musirbis sa mga awtu? Who will service the cars? -diluks n service in a de luxe manner. Gihatdan man giyug pamahaw. Sirbis diluks man giyud, She was served breakfast on bed. De luxe service, I should say. 

	sirbisa n beer. sirbisahay v [Al; al2] play a game with beer as bets. sirbisyawu see SIRBI° 
	I

	sirbiŁu see SIRBI and SIRBl. 
	2

	sirbyinta = SIRBIDURA. see SIRBI 
	I 

	.sirbyinti = SIRBIDUR. see SIRBI . 
	sirguylas = SIRIGUYLAS. 
	I 

	siriguylas n small tree cultivated for its sweet and juicy fruits, yellow or reddish, similar to plums: Spondias purpurea. paN-v [A2;b6] gather siriguylas.
	nose. 
	sirikinya n k.o. flying fish with a lo
	ng 

	siril v [A3; al2] look all around s.w. to find 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	Nagsiril mi sa mga kasilinganan pagpaall over the neighborhood looking for the child. hasirilsiril v [B1256] go frantically looking for 
	ngita sa bata, We were searchi
	ng 


	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	everywhere.



	siriinunyas n 1 ceremony, prescribed procedure. Ang sirimunyas sa pag-inugurar sa tulay, The ceremony for the inauguration of the bridge. 2 fuss, ado. Way daghang sirimunyas gipapuyra siya, He was fired without much ceremony. v [A; b6] hold a ceremony.
	sirinan siren. Sirina sa bumbiru, Fire engine siren. v [A; b6] sound a siren. sirinan a mythical sea creature said to be a woman of some sort. sirinata n an open air concert. v [A; b6] have, perform an open air concert. 
	1 
	2 

	,
	,
	, .
	smng = SYIRING. 
	siringsiring v [A; a] go about in a circular motion seeking or watching s.t. Misiringsiring ang iruplanu usa mutugpa, The plane circled before landi. 
	ng

	sirinu n night watchman. v [Al3] be a night watchman. 
	siripn sheriff. v [A; a12] 1 attch property for nonpayment of a debt on 1t. Ang bangku mauy musirip sa yuta ug dili' kabayran ang lun, The bank will attach th� land if the loan is not paid. 2 confiscate. Akung si-
	1 
	Ł

	ripun ang baraha kay di mu magtuun, l will confiscate the playing cards because you don't study. 
	. 

	sirip= SILIP. siripinti = SIRPINTI. 
	2 

	siris n 1 Christmas tree lights. 2 series connection of bulbs or batteries. v [A; a] connect several batteries or electric bulbs in a series. 
	sirit v 1 [A2P; al2P] rush swiftly with a whooshing noise. Mipasirit (misirit) ug padagan sa awtu, Zoomed away in the car. 2 [A2] do s.t. fast and with ease. Misirit siyasa iksamin kay maayu mang pagkaribyu, He answered the examination easily because he had reviewed well. n hissing noise of s.t. released under pressure. (➔) v [Al3] make a hissing noise. Nagsirit nga kalayu, The hissing flame. 
	sirku v 1 [A3] fall headlong, tumble down into s.t. Misirku siya sa kanal pagkabangga sa mutur, He fell headlong into the ditch when the motorcycle crashed. 2 [A; b6]flip, do tumbFng. Human siya mudagan misirku siya didtu sa tubig, He ran and then somersaulted into the water. 3 [Al 3] for there to be a circus. Magsirku didtu sa amung lungsud karung pista, There will be a circus in our town this coming fiesta. n circus. sirkiru, sirkaclur n trapeze artist, acrobat. sirkira, sirkadura n a lady trapeze art
	sirkul n 1 circle. 2 the mahjong piece having the design of a circle. v 1 fAC23; cl] encircle, form a circle. Magsirkul na ta, Let's form a circle. Nagsirkul ang 1nga girilya sa kampu sa Hapun, The guerillas encircled the Japanese camp. Gisirkulan ang mga sayup, The mistakes were encircled. 2a [Al2; bJ draw a circle in mahjong. 2b [B126) for the piece drawn to turn out a circle. 
	sirkular n circular, a directive distributed from a head to lower rankidepartments.
	ng 

	sirkulasiyun n periodical circulation. 
	sirkulu = SIRKUL. 
	sirkumpirinsiya n circumference. 

	us 
	sirkumstansiya -si
	ry

	sirkumstansiya n specific situation in which s.t. happened. Kining bitabu usa ka sirkumstansiya sa pangagaw sa katungdanan, The 
	sirkumstansiya n specific situation in which s.t. happened. Kining bitabu usa ka sirkumstansiya sa pangagaw sa katungdanan, The 
	·
	happening is a specific instance of usurpation of authority. 
	sirkus n circus. v [Al3) hold a circus. sirmun n 1 sermon delivered by a clergyman. 2 scolding. v [A; c] 1 deliver a sermon. 2give a scolding. Gisirmunan siya ni Mama kay tagdugay nga mupauli, Mom gave him a scolding because he comes home late. sirpinti n 1 a mythological dragon or serpent of stories. 2 a treacherous and malicious person. v [ B 12 56; b6] become, consider one a serpent. 
	sirta = SIRTUa. sirtipay v [A; b6(1)] certify, make a written declaration concerning s.t. 
	sirtipikar v [A; b6] attest to the state or verity of s. t. Musirtipikar ku sa pagkatinuud sa iyang diklarasiyun, I will attest to the truth of his declaration. Gisirtipik�ban na ba ang imung tsiki? Has your check been certified? sirtipikadu n s. t. certified as true, valid. v[B1256] be, become certified. 
	sirtipiku n 1 certification of having finished a certain course or elementary grades. 2 aformalized declaration of thanks. 3 a document evidencing ownership of stock. -sakandidatura certificate of candidacy. 
	.

	sirtu v 1 [Al; a12] ascertain. Nakasirtu ka ba unsay {yang sugu naku? Have you ascertained what it was he wanted me to .do? 2 [C; a12] come to final terms on an reement. Nagkasirtu na mi sa prisyu, We have come to an agreement about the price. n 1 reement. 2 expressionin an auction sale indicating that the bid is closed. Dusintus! Ala una! Alas dust Alas tris! Sirtu! Two hundred! Going once! Going twice! Going thrice! Gone! 
	ag
	having come to an 
	ag

	siru n 1 zero. 2 situation of having gotten nothing. Dimalas ang amung pangisda run kay siru, We had bad luck in our fishing because we got nothing. 3 exactly in roundfigures, no more, no less. Siru giyung kinsi pisus ang balin, The sales was exactly fifteen pesos. Siru nga siyam ka bulan ang iyang pagmabdus way subrang adlaw, Her pregnancy was exactly nine months, not a day more or less. v 1 [A; b6] give a zero, make s.o. come out with zero. Pagtuun kay muslru giyud nang maistruba, Study, because that 
	siru n 1 zero. 2 situation of having gotten nothing. Dimalas ang amung pangisda run kay siru, We had bad luck in our fishing because we got nothing. 3 exactly in roundfigures, no more, no less. Siru giyung kinsi pisus ang balin, The sales was exactly fifteen pesos. Siru nga siyam ka bulan ang iyang pagmabdus way subrang adlaw, Her pregnancy was exactly nine months, not a day more or less. v 1 [A; b6] give a zero, make s.o. come out with zero. Pagtuun kay muslru giyud nang maistruba, Study, because that 
	harvested when it gets to be exactly two years.

	siru.v 1 [A; c] feed s.o. who is weak from childbirth or disease. Di ku makalakat kaynagsiru kug masak itun, I can't leave the house because I'm feeding s.o. that is sick. Sabaw sa baka ang isiru sa nagpatutuy, Givethe nursing mother beef broth. 2 [A; b]give a dole or handout (deprecatory). Di mu mauwaw nga gubyirnu ang magsiru ninyu? Are you not ashamed to receive handouts,from the government? 
	1 

	siruhanu n surgeon. v [A13; a12P] be, become a surgeon. 
	siruk a 1 greedy, having a strong desire for food. Siruk kaayu ning irua kay wala makakaun ug tulu ka adlaw, This dog is very greedy because it hasn't eaten for three days. 2 fond of, having a strong liking for. Siruk ug bayli ni si Pidru, Peter is crazy about dancing. 3 one who is present at any event where· food is served, invited or not. v [B12] be, become greedy or fond of s.t.(�) v [A; b6] attend a party or feast uninvited, just to eat the food prepared. Mga baga ug nawung nga misiruk sa hikay, Thos
	· 

	·
	e cans.-buya1 attending banquets uninvited. 2 one starved for food, entertainment, or sex without scruples. v [B12) become a person of this sort.
	scrounge for food in garb
	ag
	·

	siruks n 1 xerox machine. 2 a xerox copy. Siruks lay ihatag; dili ang uridyinal, Justturn in a xerox, not the original. v [A; b6] xerox s.t. 
	sirul n stomach cramps. v [A123P; a4] get stomach cramps. Diyutay ray kan-a sa bilaw nga mangga arun dili ka sirulun, Don't eat so many green mangoes so you don't get cramps.
	sirumsirum n k.o. goby. 
	sirung v [B26; cl] for the eyebrows to be knitted. Masirung (musirung) ang imung ktlay ug masuku ka, You knit your eyebrowswhen you are angry. a knitted eyebrows. t
	sirung = SINULUG. 
	sirutsu n hand saw. -para laras ripsaw. V [A13;!al2] cut!with!asaw. 
	sial n installment in a serialized movie, radio program, published stories. v [c6]have s. t. appear in installments. 
	ry

	siryal nambir n serial number. 
	siryus a 1 serious, earnest in one's attitude to things. Siryus siya kaayu sa iyang traba
	-

	. 
	,


	912 snyusa!-s1t1 
	.
	,

	bu, He is very serious in his work. 2 seriously ill. Siryus na kaayu ang masakitun, The patient is very serious. v 1 [Bl; b6] be serious and earnest. 2 [B12; b6] for an illness to get serious. -in-v [A13] take this seriously.
	bu, He is very serious in his work. 2 seriously ill. Siryus na kaayu ang masakitun, The patient is very serious. v 1 [Bl; b6] be serious and earnest. 2 [B12; b6] for an illness to get serious. -in-v [A13] take this seriously.
	ng


	siryusa a serious-minded, not easyŁoing. Di 
	siya katiawan kay siryusang pagkababayi,
	siya katiawan kay siryusang pagkababayi,
	You can't fool around with her because she is the serious type. v [B2] become seriousminded. 

	siryusu a serious and earnest about what one . Siryusu kaayu ning akung ig-agaw, panagsa ra mupabiyum, My cousin is serious: He rarely smiles. Siguru kang maanur ug siryusu ka sa imung pagtuun, yOU will get honors if you are serious with your studies. v [Bl] be serious. 
	does, not joki
	ng

	sis 1 short for Misis, term of address for a married woman. 2 term of address to a sister. 
	sisariyan n caesarian section. v [A; a12] per
	form or have a caesarian section. sisi n k.o. small oysters. sisi v 1 [A; a] make an incision on s.t., rip 
	s.t. open with a long tear. Sisiun ta ning imung dintru arun maabut ku ang samad, 
	s.t. open with a long tear. Sisiun ta ning imung dintru arun maabut ku ang samad, 
	We'll have to rip your shirt so I can get at your wound. Arun makuba ang bala s,'sian ang dugban, We'll have to make an incision in the chest to get the bullet out. 2 [ B 126; 
	a] for the edge of s.t. hard to have a tear in it. Nasisi' ang kilay sa buksidur, The boxer got a cut on his eyebrow. s,'siun mu nang kilid sa silya nga ablihan mu nang kuk? Are to rip the edge of the chair by a coke on it? 2a [b4(1)] have a vaginal laceration. Ang bata nga gilunasi'sian, The child that was raped had a vaginal laceration. 
	you goi
	ng 
	openi
	ng 
	gus 


	sisig = ALIG-IG, V1. 
	sisik, sisik n carapace of a sea turtle, or similar material from a carabao horn, used for makicombs. sudlayng -turtle-shell comb. 
	ng 

	sisinta = SAYSINTA. 
	sisip n s. t. tapered and thin, used as a wedge to hold s. t. tightly in place. Ayaw ug nipsa ang sisip arun dili mahalu dayun ang pul-an, 
	Don't make the wedge thin so the handle will not come loose easily. v [A; a] put, make into a small wedge.
	Don't make the wedge thin so the handle will not come loose easily. v [A; a] put, make into a small wedge.

	sista n guitar. v [A23N; a12] play a guitar. Kaantigu kang musista (manista)? Do you know how to play the guitar? maN-r-n guitar player. paN-n art of guitar playing. 
	sisti what really makes it bad is ... Wala Zangunta tuy kasung gigis,gisi. Ang sisti (nakasis-
	ti) kay gisunug man sab, It really wouldn't have mattered if it had only been torn to pieces, but the thing that really is bad is that it was burnt too. Way kasu kanang samara, ang sis ti ( nakasisti) Jang, ug imung pasagdan, 
	ti) kay gisunug man sab, It really wouldn't have mattered if it had only been torn to pieces, but the thing that really is bad is that it was burnt too. Way kasu kanang samara, ang sis ti ( nakasisti) Jang, ug imung pasagdan, 
	Don't worry about that wound. It's only 
	s.t. to worry about if you don't take care of it. v [Al2] = SISTI. 
	sistima n system, way in which s.t. is done. 
	Bag-ung sistima sa pagtudlug ininglis, A new lish. v [a12] do s.t. in a sensible or systematic way. Sistimaha na ug buhat, unahun ri, isunud tu, Do it in a systematic way: This first, next that, and so forth. -tiku( ➔) a done in a systematic,sensible way. 
	system for teaching E
	ng

	mtu = sISrusuMv As1s. 
	sistusumyasis n schistosomiasis. v [A123P;a4] be afflicted with schistosomiasis. sisu n see-saw. v (Al; a2] play on, make into a see-saw. 
	sisyun n session, the meeting of members of a body to transact business. v [Al; b6) hold a session. 
	sitv [A; cl] set the hair. Rula ang imung buhuk usa isit (sita), Roll your hair on curlers before you set it. 
	1 

	sitn 1 set of dishes, furniture, mahjong, and the like. 2 in mahjong a set of three consecutive numbers (siya) or a set of three piecesof the same number (tnyu). v [A12] obtain a set of s.t. 
	2

	sitv [A; c] adjust the time of a timepiece.lstt ang rilu inigpitu, Set the clock when the siren sounds. 
	Ł 

	sita n letter z. 
	sitar v [A; c] express or cite s.t. Nausab angiyang hunahuna human ku makasitar sa akung tuyu, He changed his mind after I had expressed my purpose. Bi, sitari ku ug usa ka bigayun diin wala ka mapildi, All right, give me an instance where you did not lose. 
	Hala, isitar ang prisyu ug pila man galing na, 
	All right, tell me the price. How much could it be. 
	sitasiyun n summons, an official order to appear in court. 
	sithaw v [B] be embarrassed to the point of blushing in shame. Musi thaw ta ug bisakpan tang mamakak, It is embarrassing to be caught cheating. Nasithaw ang duba ka managtratu nga hinsakpang nagbaluk, The couple blushed with shame because they were caught kissing. 
	siti number seven. Used only with words of Spanish origin: dates, prices, time of day. v see TRIS. n k.o. white rice with long and slender grains that ripens in seven months. 

	sitihul -siwitsiwit 
	-Birnis n aged palm toddy. -dukturis nChristmas pageant concerning the life of Christ, especially focusing on the debate between Christ and the seven learned rabbis in the temple. -palabras n 1 the seven last words of Christ before He died on the cross.2 a Good Friday ritual commemorating the seven last words .v [A] perform this ritual. -paris n a mah jong hand containing seven pairs (sekarnaba/). v [B36; c6l make, get seven pairs. 
	-Birnis n aged palm toddy. -dukturis nChristmas pageant concerning the life of Christ, especially focusing on the debate between Christ and the seven learned rabbis in the temple. -palabras n 1 the seven last words of Christ before He died on the cross.2 a Good Friday ritual commemorating the seven last words .v [A] perform this ritual. -paris n a mah jong hand containing seven pairs (sekarnaba/). v [B36; c6l make, get seven pairs. 
	.
	Ł
	2

	sitihul n City Hall. 
	sitinta numeral seventy. v see DISIUTSU. sitlayit n man-made satellite. v [ b6 l have a 
	satellite s.w. 
	sitru n sceptre. Ang sitru mauy timailban sa gabum, The sceptre is a symbol of power. 
	si tru n see-through cloth, k.o. lace cloth which one can see through. v [A; b] wear 
	s.t. of see-through cloth. 
	sitsaru n commercial name for peas or pea pods. The plant (or the vegetable) is called 
	GISANTIS. 
	sitsarun n a tidbit made of hskins fried crisp. v [A; a12l prepare, have sitsarun. 
	og 


	sitsirikaa gay, vivacious, and friendly. Lagmit makatratu ning bayhana kay sitsirlka kaayu, This girl will likely get herself a boy friend because she is very vivacious andfriendly. 2 dressing withverve, somewhat 
	1 

	· wildly. v [ B 12; b6l get to be vivacious andfriendly.
	· wildly. v [ B 12; b6l get to be vivacious andfriendly.

	sitsirika2 = KUMINT ANG. 
	sitsiriku a being vivacious and friendly with the opposite sex, but not necessarily loose. 
	sitsiriya, sitsiriyas n miscellaneous goods for everyday use. Namaligya mi ug sitsiriyas ingun sa asukar, linata, panaptun, ug uban pa, We sell various goods for everyday use such as, sugar, canned goods, cloth, and the like. 
	sitsit v [AN; b(l)l attract s.o.'s attention by hissing in short bursts: sst, sŁt. Mupatuu na siya ug akuy musitsit, He'll stop if I go sst, sst to him. Sitsiti si Nitu kay nabyaan ang iyang libru, Call Nito back because he left his book behind. n a hissing call to attract attention. paN-v [A 131 hissing at s.o., call done in this way. 
	situn this, that (nom. and dat. -dialectal). sitwasiyun n 1 state of health or well-being. 
	Sa imung sitwasiyun dil,' ka pa makalafkaw, 
	Sa imung sitwasiyun dil,' ka pa makalafkaw, 
	In your delicate state of health you should not walk. 2 situation, the circumstances that obtain at a given moment. Ang sitwasiyun sa pamulitika sa llukus, The political situation in Ilocos. 

	sityu n a territorial subdivision of a barrio, 
	sityu n a territorial subdivision of a barrio, 
	having no political signification. 

	siug v [A; bl press the abdomen downward in childbirth. Gisiugan sa mananabang angbabaying nanganak, The midwife pressed down on the abdomen of the woman who was giving childbirth. t 
	siug v [A; bl press the abdomen downward in childbirth. Gisiugan sa mananabang angbabaying nanganak, The midwife pressed down on the abdomen of the woman who was giving childbirth. t 
	siut a 1 crowded. Siut didtu sa sini kay maayu ang pilikula, It was crowded in the movie house because it was a good film. 2full of weeds or grasses that obstruct. Bungayi ang gardin kay siut na kaayu, Weedthe garden because it is full of weeds. 3 littered with trash. n trash, weeds. v 1 [A2; acl force one's way with difficulty through a crowd or thicket. Gisiut niya ang katawban pagpaduul sa intabladu, He forced his way through the crowd to get near the stage. la for a sound to penetrate. Ang kabanba 
	siwag a jutting out inconveniently. Siwag kaayu nang rulir ilukluk sa bulsa, The rulerprotrudes inconveniently if you stick it in your back pocket. v [A2S; c6] be, become protuberant and inconvenient. 
	siwagkang v [B6; cl] stick out or be crookedly placed. Daku ang intrada sa akung sapatus kay nagsiwagkang ang akung kumagku, I take a shoe with a very wide vamp because my big toe sticks out to the side. A
	yaw siwagkanga (isiwagkang) ang imung tiil kay malukapa ta, Don't stick your legs out because we'll stumble over them. 
	siwakug v [B3(1)6) be cumbersome and difficult to carry due to its long length. Magsiwakug dad-un ang tag-as nga mga lipak, 
	Long bamboo slats are cumbersome to carry. a cumbersome to carry because of length.
	siwang v [A; b6] cut or split the lips. Siwangun tikaw run ug di' ka magtarung, I'll split your lips open if you don't behave. (➔) aharelip. Daan na na siyang siwang sukad sa gamay pa, She has been a harelip since childhood. 
	siwasid = SALUWASID. 
	siwil v (A] for long slender things to stick out. Misiwil ang lansang sa pikas bungbung,The nail stuck out through the other side of the wall. Punyal nga nagsiwil sa bulsa, Adagger sticking out of the pocket. 
	siwit n clitoris. 
	siwitsiwit n gossip. v [AN;cl] gossip; bear 
	-


	siwsiw -suba 
	tales. Di' ta makasiwitsiwit ug daghan tag buhat, We can't gossip if we're busy.
	tales. Di' ta makasiwitsiwit ug daghan tag buhat, We can't gossip if we're busy.

	siwsiw v [A] for blood to flow profusely. 
	Misiwsiw ang dugu sa daku nga samad, 
	Misiwsiw ang dugu sa daku nga samad, 
	Blood flowed profusely from the wound. 

	siya he, she. Aku siyang igsuun, He is my brother. She is my sister. kana, kini, kadtu -1 him, her (used when speaking about s.o., usually saying s.t. unpleasant). Tabian na siya, She is a gossip. 2 this, that thing. Kari siya indangan. Kana siya mamsa, This is a surgeon fish. That is a crevally. 2a that umm ... (u�d when one can't think of the name of s.t.). Kanang instrumintu, kana siyang ibangag sa puthaw gani, That instrument that thing they make holes in iron with, you know ... siyasiya v [A13] do s.
	siya n chair, seat. v [al2] make into a chair. 
	siya n 1 in mahjong, a set of three consecutive pieces of the same design. 2 act of obtaining siya. v [A; a12] get siya. -ditirminalis a siya which has a terminal (tirminalis). -minay a winning hand which has one of each of the winds (bintus), dragons (dragun) and terminals (tirminalis ).
	siyam numeral nine. 'l1 see TULU. -pa sa kamut not completely certain. (Lit. There are ers of the hand -from the notion that a newlyconceived baby is not certain because much can happen in nine months). Bisag hinug nag humay, siyam pa gihapun ni sa kamut kay nia pa man sa yuta, Our rice is ripe, but we can•t be sure of the harvest because the harvest hasn•t been done yet. ka-an n ninety.
	still nine when you count it on the fi
	ng

	siyapv [A) peep, chirp. Musiyap ang pisu ug wala diha ang mungaan, The chick will peep if the hen is not there. 
	1 

	Siy&f>n shop, an establishment devoted to repall'ing things or making things. -sa makina machine shop. 
	i 

	siyatsiyat n shooting of the ball in basketball for practice or for leisure. Sa siyatsiyat hingigu siya, pi"' sa duwa, SUS lagyua, In practice shooting he is a good shot, but when it comes to the actual game, his shots are way off the mark. v [A; c] do practice shooting, usually leisurely. Magsiyatsiyat una ang mga magduduwa sa di pa sugdan ang baskit, The players do practice shooting before the game starts. 
	siyin one hundred, used only before words of Spanish origin referring to measurements or quantities. Siyin mil, One hundred thousand. Siyin anyus, One hundred years. v see 
	siyin one hundred, used only before words of Spanish origin referring to measurements or quantities. Siyin mil, One hundred thousand. Siyin anyus, One hundred years. v see 
	DISIUTSU. 
	I 
	siyukv 1 [A2S) sputter. Igu rang nakasiyuk 
	2 

	ang ribintadur ug wala makabutu, Thefirecracker just sputtered and didn't explode. 2 give a continuous hissing or screeching sound. Ang hangin misiyuk sa mga alambri, The wind hissed through the wires. 3 have the sensation of being filled with a humming sound, ring. Misiyuk ang akung dalunggan human sa butu, My ears rang after the explosion. n 1 k.o. stone found in chunks which crackles and sputters when put into a fire. 2 hissing, sputtering sound. -in-(➔) n = SIYUK, n2. 
	ically who stole s.t. v [A; a12] practice this sort of magic. maN-Ł(Ł) n shaman who can helpfind things that have been stolen. 
	siyun n a way of determining m
	ag

	siyung n a nickname, often used in address to a hypothetical perso,n in an exclamation to indicate disbelief. Amut siyung! lpalit niya ug dulsi sa iskuylaban unya, My foot he wants the money for school. He wants to buy candy, that•s all. Tuntuba siyung. Maayu mag karun pa ku ana, Don't you fool me, buddy roe. You think I haven't heard that one before? 
	siyuta lacking in good judgment or prudence. Siyut kaayu ning tawbana kay magswitir bisan ug galha, That man hasn't got a brain in his head because he wears a sweater no matter how hot it is. v [B 12) be, become lacking in good sense. 
	1 

	. ,
	siyut= SYUT
	2 
	2·

	siyutsiyut= BATIWfIW. stabus short for SINT ABUS. 
	sts. abbreviation for sin tab us centavos. suword used to drive chickens away. 
	1 

	n zoo. 
	su
	I 
	2 

	... ' 
	, 

	SU= SULU. 
	suv [B46; b4] feel nauseated. Musuag!ang akung ginbawaan ug makababu kug kanal, I feel nauseated if I smell a ditch. Makasuag(makapasuag) sa akung ginbawaan ang tambuk sa babuy, Pork fat nauseates me. 
	ag 

	sub n substitute teacher. suba = SUBAK. 
	suba n river. (�) n uterine hemorrhe. v 1 [b4] have a uterine hemorrhage. Ang babayinggisubaan sa dugu namatay, The woman who had a uterine hemorrhe died. 2 [A2] go upstream or to the hinterland. Kadagbanan sa mga tawung nagpuyus ubus misuba sa panabun sa gubat, Most of the people liv
	ag
	ag
	-


	subad -• subid 
	ing along the coast went to the mountains during the war. Wala makasuba ang mga uwang sa pagkagamay sa tubig, As the water receded the shrimps could no longer proceed upriver. suban-un n 1 person living near the river. 2 the Subano, a non-Christian tribe of Western Mindanao. a havingdirty habits, like the Subano's. 
	ing along the coast went to the mountains during the war. Wala makasuba ang mga uwang sa pagkagamay sa tubig, As the water receded the shrimps could no longer proceed upriver. suban-un n 1 person living near the river. 2 the Subano, a non-Christian tribe of Western Mindanao. a havingdirty habits, like the Subano's. 

	subad v [A; a12] 1 devour a prey and swallow it. Subarun ka sa dagkung isda ug mabulug ka sa dagat, The big fish will devour you if you fall in the sea. 2 eat (said humorously of oneself or contemptuously of others). Maayu ka lang musubad ug pagkaun apan tapulan ka, You're good at eating, but when it comes to work you're no good. Musubad kug bisan unsa, I'll eat anything. 3 [A23; a12] be gullible enough to swallow 
	s.t. Musubad dayun na siyag bambugan, She believes any tall story told to her. -ngaway paun = KUBIT NGA WAY PAUN. see KUBIT. n fish caught by hook and line. (�)n the period when fish bite. Subad run sa nukus, This is the time the squids are biting. subadsubad v [A3; b6] for fish to start to bite. Misubadsubad na ang isda run, The fish are starting to bite now. paN-v [A2] 1 for fish to be biting. Di' pa manubad ang isda kay di patay ang bulan, The fish are not biting yet because the moon is still out bright
	s.t. Musubad dayun na siyag bambugan, She believes any tall story told to her. -ngaway paun = KUBIT NGA WAY PAUN. see KUBIT. n fish caught by hook and line. (�)n the period when fish bite. Subad run sa nukus, This is the time the squids are biting. subadsubad v [A3; b6] for fish to start to bite. Misubadsubad na ang isda run, The fish are starting to bite now. paN-v [A2] 1 for fish to be biting. Di' pa manubad ang isda kay di patay ang bulan, The fish are not biting yet because the moon is still out bright
	MANBAD. 

	subak V [A; c] give a flavor to vegetables by adding fish or meat. Maayung isubak ang bulad sa munggus, Mung beans taste good if cooked with a little dried fish. (➔) n meat or fish used with vegetables for flavor. 
	subang v 1 [A; b8] fo� heavenly bodies to rise. Pagsalup sa adlaw misubang ang daktul, When the sun set, the full moon rose. la [A) for it to be the first quarter. Mutari sila sa ilang manuk inigsubang, They will wait for the first quarter to fight their cocks. 2 [A) appear, become known as s.o. distinguished. Jladu na siya sa nakasubang na siya sa pamalak, He was well-known after he had distinguished himself in poetry. 3 [A23) appear as if to rise. Usa ka pabiyum misubang sa iyang dagway, A smile appear
	subasku n 1 squall. 2 a surge of emotion. Mura siyag malumus adtung subasku sa kamingaw, It seems as though he would drown 
	in that wave of loneliness. v [A; a2) squall.Nabalian mi ug palu kay bingsubaskuban mi, We had a broken mast because we were caught in a squall. 
	in that wave of loneliness. v [A; a2) squall.Nabalian mi ug palu kay bingsubaskuban mi, We had a broken mast because we were caught in a squall. 
	.

	subasta v [A; c6) auction s.t. off. lsubasta ang mga rilu nga wala malukat, They will auction off the watches that were not redeemed. n auction. 
	subaw n head cold. v [A12; b4) catch a cold. Gisip-un ku kay gisubawan ku, I have a runny nose because I have a cold. 
	subay v 1 [A2S; a2] follow, go along a certain way. Musubay ka sa dalan ug liku sa tuu sa may mangga, Follow the path and turn right near the mango tree. Ang karsada musubay sa baybay, The road goes along the beach. Subaya ang alambri arun bibaw-an nimug bain ibukut, Follow the wire up so you will know where it is tied. 2 [A2; al 2) imitate s.o. Maayu siya nga musubay sa sinultian sa maistru, He is goodin mimicking the way the teacher speaks. 3 [A; a12) go through the details of an event to learn about it
	subdibayid v [a12) subdivide an area of land into housing lots for commercial purposes. subdibisyun n housing development. v [A; a 
	12) make, make into a housing development. 
	•subid paN-, subidsubid n trolling with a swiftly paddled one-or two-man boat. v [A2; b6(1)) fish by trolling. subiran n a small and narrow outriggered boat used for trolling of th is sort. 

	subida -subrikargu 
	subida n upgrade. v [A] go uphill, on an upgrade. Ug musubida ang karsada, isigunda, When the road goes into an upgrade, shift into second. Nanginit ang makina samtang nagsubida ang trak, The motor overheated while the truck was negotiating the upgrade. subidahun a l steep. 2 difficult, hard to solve. Subidahun kaayu ning sulirana, This problem is very difficult. v [B1256] be, become difficult or steep. 
	subida n upgrade. v [A] go uphill, on an upgrade. Ug musubida ang karsada, isigunda, When the road goes into an upgrade, shift into second. Nanginit ang makina samtang nagsubida ang trak, The motor overheated while the truck was negotiating the upgrade. subidahun a l steep. 2 difficult, hard to solve. Subidahun kaayu ning sulirana, This problem is very difficult. v [B1256] be, become difficult or steep. 

	subin individual stalks of rice not ripe during the harvest and left to be gleaned. v [AN; b6] glean rice that was left to ripen. 
	ng
	1 

	subin a one-string musical instrument made of bagakay bamboo. v l [A] play the subing. 2 [c1] make a subing. 
	ng
	2 

	subir v [A] increase in price or intensity. 
	Misubir ang prisyu sa mais, The price of corn went up. Misubir ang ,yang hilanat, His temperature went up. subidu a for prices to be high or s.t. else to be high in numerical quantity. Subidu ang iyang gradu, He got high grades. 
	Misubir ang prisyu sa mais, The price of corn went up. Misubir ang ,yang hilanat, His temperature went up. subidu a for prices to be high or s.t. else to be high in numerical quantity. Subidu ang iyang gradu, He got high grades. 

	subirbiya = SUBIRBivu (female). subirbiyu, subirbiyu a difficult to discipline, insistent on doing as one likes. v [B12) be, become recalcitrant. Masubirbiyu ang prisu ug imung lugaklugakan, A prisoner will become unmanageable if you show him leniency. pubri-a financially hard-up, but insisting on one's wants. Pubring subirbiyu kaayu nang tawhana. Gitagaan ganig trabahu, d,1i kay gustung magmanidytr siya, That man is a beggar but he won't work except as manager. 
	ng 

	subisubi v [AN; bS] answer back when reprimanded. Hilum! Ayaw kug subisubia (subisubii), Shut up! Don't you talk back to me. 
	subli v l [A; a12] do s.t. twice, again for the second time around Musubl,. ku ug· kaun kay gigutum pa ku, I will eat again because I am still hungry. la [al2] repeat, say s.t. again. Sub/tun ku lag kas-a ug pamatig maayu, I will repeat once. Now listen carefully. 2 [A; a12] go over s.t. for errors. Subl,unnaku na ug makatulu arun wala giyuy mga sayup, I will go over it three times so there will be no mistakes. 3 [A13; b] reelect s.o. Sublian natu si Anduy pagkam,yur, Let us reelect Andoy for mayor. n repe
	submarinu n l submarine. 2 bedbug (humorous). Unsaun pagkatulug nga ayruplanu sa taas submarinu sa ubus, How can you lanes (mosquitoes) above and submarines (bedbugs) underneath you? v l [A12] travel by submarine. 
	sleep with lots of ai
	rp

	2 [Al3; a12] sabotage an activity. Wala mulampus ang akung paagi kay imu man nga gisubmarinu, My procedure did not succeed because you sabotaged it. 
	2 [Al3; a12] sabotage an activity. Wala mulampus ang akung paagi kay imu man nga gisubmarinu, My procedure did not succeed because you sabotaged it. 
	submasinan n submachine gun. v [A 13; a12] shoot with a submachine gun. 
	gg

	submit v [A; c] hand in or over. Kinsay nagsubmit aring blangku nga papil? Who submitted this blank piece of paper? Wala pa ku makasubmit sa ripurt, I have not yethanded in the report. 
	submitir = SUMITIR. 
	Łbpina n subpoena. v [A; b6] serve s.o. with a subpoena. 
	subraa in excess, too many, too much. Suhr�, ra kaayu ang tubig nga imung gibutang salinat-an, You put much too much water in the stew. Subra ra kaayu ang imung pagtabaku, YOU smoke much too much. v 1 [B46] be excessive. 2 [A] be more than a certain amount. Ang iyang swildu musubra ug gatus human ug bayad sa mga utang, His salary will be a bit more than a hundred after he pays off his debts. 2a [A12] get a little extra. Sa akung pangisda makasubra ku ug diyutay nga ibaligya human kuhai sa pagkaun, I get a 
	P] be excessive, too much. Naghinubra angimung pag-inum, You are drinking too much. pa-v [A; b6] exaggerate a story. Wa ra tuy kasu piru gipasubraban ug sugilun, It was nothing serious but he exaggerated when he recounted it. subraanay a excessive, beyond the bounds of good taste. Subraanay pud nga nakapamulbus si Pilang, 
	Pilang powders her face excessively. 
	subri n envelope. v [A13; c 1] place s. t. inside an envelope. 
	subrikama n bedspread. 
	t 

	subrikarn purser on a vessel. v 1 [B 156; 
	gu 


	subsik. -sudiyang
	2 

	a2] be, become a purser. 2 [Al; cl] make 
	a2] be, become a purser. 2 [Al; cl] make 
	s.o. a purser. 

	subsik. abbreviation for subsikritaryu undersecretary.
	subsub a frequent. Kasubsub nimu nga mutan-aw ug sini! How often you go to the show! v [A; a12) do s.t. often. Subsubunnimu ug tubig ang tanum, Water the plants frequently.
	subsub a frequent. Kasubsub nimu nga mutan-aw ug sini! How often you go to the show! v [A; a12) do s.t. often. Subsubunnimu ug tubig ang tanum, Water the plants frequently.

	subu v 1 [B23(1)46;!b8] for!s.t. boiling to overflow. Ukbi ang kardlru kay misubu ang ininit, Take the cover off of the pot because water is overflowi. 2 [A; b) douse water onto live embers. Subbi ang baga usa tamanglakaw, Pour water on the embers before you leave. 3 [A; b(l)) temper, harden iron or steel by heating it and then immersing it in oil or water. 4 [A; b(l)] initiate a series of activities or wear s. t. for the first time. Ang prisidinti mauy musubu sa bayli, The president will start the dance.
	ng
	rp

	subu a sad. Subu ug nawung, Having a sad countenance. Subu nga palandungun, Sad to think about. v [Al; cS] be sad. Gikasubu ku ang d[li kalikayan nga bitabu, Ivery much regret the unavoidable incident. paha-[A; b6] extend one's condolences. n condolences. ka-n sadness. kasub-anan n grief, sorrows. Kasub-anan nga way katapusan, Sorrows without end. masulub-un a1 characterized with grief, mournful. Usaka masulub-un nga bakbu, A mournful sob.2 grieving. Ang masulub-ung kapikas, Thegrieving wife. v [A13] be, 
	subuk n pith. subuksubuk sa mais n 1 pith of cornstalks or pith-like substance in the middle of a corncob. -un a mostly pith. D{lilig-un ning kabuya kay subukun kaayu, The pieceof wood is not strong because it is mostly pith. 
	. 

	subul n sprout from the ground, sprout of hair or feathers. v [A2; b6] sprout. Makasubul na sab ang mga balili ug uwanun, The grass will sprout if it rains. Gisubulan nag balbibu ang {yang {Luk, }lair has sprouted in his armpits. 
	•subung see SUMBAN. 
	subungv [AC; c] light a cigar or cigarette from s.o. else's cigarette or cigar. 
	1 

	•subung-in-n gold alloyed with other 
	2 

	metal. Sinubung ning singsinga, This ring is not pure gold. v [B126) be gold alloy. suburnu n 1 bribe. Madugay ang papilis ug way suburnu, The papers will take forever if there is no bribe. 2 crime of bribery.
	metal. Sinubung ning singsinga, This ring is not pure gold. v [B126) be gold alloy. suburnu n 1 bribe. Madugay ang papilis ug way suburnu, The papers will take forever if there is no bribe. 2 crime of bribery.
	Ang suburnu nabubat sa panabun sa prisidinti pa si Makapagal, The bribery was done when Macapagal was president. v [A; 
	c) give a bribe. 
	subut v [B126) be pricked, get a splinter in one. Nasubut siya pagpapba niya sa iyang gisapilyaban, He got a splinter in him when he rubbed his hands over the board he was .
	plani
	ng

	subwak v [B3(1)4; b6] 1 for water to burst out of a hole. Misubwak ang tubig sa tuburan, The water gushed out of the source of the spring. 2 for the contents to overflow a container. Misubwak ang mga pasabiru sa trak, The bus is overflowing with passengers. Nagsubwak ang mga tawu sa sinioers spilled out of the movie house. 
	ban, The movi
	eg

	sud = SULUD.
	suda n 1 soda water. 2 soda crackers. v [b 
	,
	(1)) mix s.t. with soda. -krakirs = SUDA,
	n2.
	sud-an see SULA.
	sud-ip v [B1246; b8] choke on s.t. that went into the respiratory passage. Hingsud-ipan ka ug muinum ka ug dalidali, You will choke if you drink too fast. -an n k.o. sweet s and white meat, so called because the meat is moist and tends to stick in the throat. 
	potato with reddish peeli
	ng

	sudiya v [AN2; b(l)] point out to a person that he was wroor that he failed to do s.t. Wala pa ku makasudiya (makapanudiya) n{ya babin sa iyang gisaad naku, I have not reminded him about what he promised me. 
	ng 

	Sudiyai ku ug mabustu ka kay siguru ku nga sayup giyud tu, You may point it out to me if it turns out you were right, because I am sure that you are wrong. ma-un a characterized with a remonstrating attitude. Mitan-aw siya naku sa usa ka masudiyaun nga pagtan-aw, He looked at me with a remonstratilook. paN-n the action of pointing it out to a person that he was wro. adlaw sa paN-Judgment Day. 
	ng 
	ng

	sudiyangn a cone-like, tapering structure 
	1
	used as an animal or fish trap into the smaller end of which the animal enters with ease, but which has tines, such that the animal cannot back out. v [A; b6] catch or make into this sort of trap. 
	sudiyangn large tree of the primary or hard, dark red 
	2 
	secondary fore st produci
	ng 


	sudlay -sugal 
	lumber: Ctenolophon philippinense. 
	lumber: Ctenolophon philippinense. 
	sudlayn 1 comb. 2 harrow, a raft-like device with toothed undersides pulled by a water buffalo, used for raking off weeds and breaking up the lumps of soil. v [A; al2] 1 comb s.o.'s hair. 2 harrow. 3 [a12] look at s.t. from one point to the other with deliberate care. Gisudlay niya pagtan-aw ang babayi gikan sa ulu ngadtu sa tiil, She scrutinized the girl from head to foot. paNv [A2] comb one's hair. Wa ka makapanudlay, You haven't combed your hair! 
	. 


	sudlut v 1 [A; b2] spurt, squirt out. Misudlut ang dugu sa samad, Blood spurted out of the wound. 2 [ B46; b6] bulge or come partially out of an opening. Nagsudlut na ang bata sa pag-abut sa mananabang, The infant's head was already out when the midwife arrived. 
	sudsud a close together. Sudsud kaayu ang 
	, 1 
	, 1 
	kamatis nga pagkatanum, The tomatoes are planted very .close together. v 1 [A 13 ;cl] place, or plant close together. lsudsud (sudsurun) nimu ug butang ang mga silya, 
	Place the chairs close together. 

	sudsud v 1 [A; a] dig up or turn up the earth ty shoving with the tip of an instrument or (by animals) with the snout. Sudsura ning mga balili, Clear off this gras.s (with a pushing motion). Ang gisudsuran sa babuy nga yuta nangalungag, The place where the pig had dug out the earth with its snout is full of holes. 2 [AN; a] push sand lightly with the!.feet in search of crabs. 3 [A; a] catch fish with a sudsud. n 1 bladed instrument with a blunt end used to remove weeds by shoving under the roots. 2 k.o. s
	sud-uk = SID-UK. 
	sud-ung v (A13; a] look at s.t. or s.o. with interest or intent. Sud-ungun ku ang imung ritratu ug abutun ku ug kamingaw, I will gaze at your picture if I feel lonesome. pa• v 1 [A; ac] allow s.o. to see. 2 [a12] live long enough to see the fruit of one's labor, foolishness. Gipasud-ung ang amahan nganagsipit ug dipluma ang tanan niyang mga anak usa siya mamatay, The father lived loenough to see all his children graduate before he died. 2 [Al 3] live only long 
	ng 

	I \
	I \
	enough to be seen. Igu Jang nagpasud-ung 
	tung bataa kay usa ra ka buwan sa mabayag, 
	That child lived only long enough to be 
	seen b.ecause it died a month after birth. 
	suduy = SURUY. 
	suga v [A; a] repolish rice that still has some unhusked grains. Sugaba ang bugas arun banglas kan-un, Repolish the rice so that it is smooth to eat. 
	suga.n 1 lamp. alambri sa -electric wire. -ng dikumbati barn lantern. 2 electric lights. Way suga karung gabii, There will he no electricity tonight. v 1 [A; b( 1)] light lights. Sug-i ang altar kay mangadyi na ta, Light the altar because we're going to pray. 2 [A13; b(l)] use s.t. for light. Nagsugami ug kandi1a pagblak-awut, We used candles during the blackout. 2a ika-ang ihi for a woman to be very beautiful {lit. such that her urine could be used to light a lamp). 
	1 

	Ikasuga ba ang ih,. sa naasawa sa imung anak? Is your son's wife beautiful? paN-v [A2; b6] go fishing using lamps. Manuga mi rung gab{i sa bunasan, We will hunt shellfish in the tidal flats tonight with a lamp. suga.suga n 1 k.o. marine crab usually found inhabitirocks and shallow water, 3" across and round with a-thick shell. 2 name given to dried lagaw.
	ng 

	suga.v [A] for corn plants to develop or grow tassels. Malipay ku kun magsuga na ang amung mais, I am happy when our corn plants begin to grow tassels. 
	2 

	sugabin v 1 [A; be] add s. t. to the principal thing. Sugabini ug kamuti ang kan-un, Supplement the rice with sweet potatoes. Isugabin sa imung sulat ang akung pangumusta kanila, Give them my regards in your letter. 2 [A; a] have a sideline. Nakasugabin kug tudlu magabii gikan sa upisina, I got a jobat night after office hours. 
	part-time teachi
	ng 


	sugabu v [B26; b6] dive or fall with a splashing or thudding sound. ,Wisugabu sa lunangan ang bubug, The drunk splashedinto the mud puddle. 
	sugakud v 1 [A2] be up to doing s.t., keeping up with s.t. Dtli' ku musugakud anang trababua, I am not up to that job. Di ku makasugakud sa instulmin, I cannot keep up with the installments. 2 [A12] bear, endure. Dili siya makasugakud sa katugnaw, He cannot bear the cold. 
	sugakud v 1 [A2] be up to doing s.t., keeping up with s.t. Dtli' ku musugakud anang trababua, I am not up to that job. Di ku makasugakud sa instulmin, I cannot keep up with the installments. 2 [A12] bear, endure. Dili siya makasugakud sa katugnaw, He cannot bear the cold. 

	sugal n gambling. Ang sugal mauy nakaputu niya, Gambling made him bankrupt. v 1 [AC; c] gamble. Ug isugal nimu ang imung kwarta, naa ra na nimu, If you want to gamble your money away, it's up to you. 2 [C3] click, be in position to come to an understanding with one another (humorous). Ulitawu ku ug dalaga ka, magsugal giyud run ta niini, I'm single and you are un
	-

	sugala -sugbu
	2 

	married. We would make an ideal pair. Di ta niini magkasugal kay nagkalainlain ang atung mga idulubiya, We can't have a meeting of minds because we hold to different ideologies. (➔) v 1 [A23; b6] go ahead with s.t. come what may. Musugal kag lar
	married. We would make an ideal pair. Di ta niini magkasugal kay nagkalainlain ang atung mga idulubiya, We can't have a meeting of minds because we hold to different ideologies. (➔) v 1 [A23; b6] go ahead with s.t. come what may. Musugal kag lar
	-

	ga bisag bagyu? Are you going to take the risk and sail even though there's a typhoon? 2 [A13; c6] risk, expose s.t. of value to loss. Nagsugal ka sa imung kinabub,· anang trababua, yOU are risking your life in that work. 3 (b6] pretend s. t. to serve as an excuse or to mollify s.o. Gisugalan niyasi Papa ug bilakbilak arun dt' siya bilatiguban, She treated Daddy to her crocodile tears to escape a spanking. Ayaw kug sugali anang barabang dunut, Don't give me those phoney excuses. -an n gambling den. sugar

	sugala v (AN; b] bother or annoy by doing 
	s.t. at a most inopportune time. Musugd(manugiI) ug sakit ang akung riyuma ug tingtugnaw, My rheumatism bothers me!terribly when the weather is cold. Nganung magsug� ka bag pangayug kwarta ug wa tay kuliru? Why do you have to annoy me by asking me for money at a time when I'm broke? 
	s.t. at a most inopportune time. Musugd(manugiI) ug sakit ang akung riyuma ug tingtugnaw, My rheumatism bothers me!terribly when the weather is cold. Nganung magsug� ka bag pangayug kwarta ug wa tay kuliru? Why do you have to annoy me by asking me for money at a time when I'm broke? 

	•sugamllk hi-Iha-v [B12S6; b8] 1 run into, collide. Ug didtu mabisugamak ang awtu sa paril, And the car ran smack into the stone wall. 2 run into s.t. to experience, meet. UgdiU ka mag-amping mabisugamak ka sa kasamuk, If you are not careful, you will run into trouble. Patrulyang iyang bisugamakan, The patrol he ran into. 
	sug-ang n wood burner composed of three stones triangularly arranged or a heavy metal ring or a clay burner onto which pots are set. v 1 [A13; a12] put, make, make into such a burner. 2 [Al; c6] set the dinner on the burner. Nagsug-ang ku ug paniudtu kay alas unsi na, I am putting the dinner on the stove because it is eleven o'clock. -in-v (C;al2] be placed in a triangular arrangement like the sug-ang. Nag-atubang silang tulu ug lingkud, nagsinug-ang, The three sat in a circle facing each other. -an(➔) =SU
	sugapa v (A12; a3b4(1)] encounter s.t. by accident. Nakasugapa mig bangkiti paglabay namu sa ila, When we went by their house we came upon them having a banquet. DiU ka unta masugapa sa kadautan, I hope you don't meet danger. 
	sugarul see SUGAL. 
	sugat v 1 (AC; ac3] meet, approach from 
	opposite directions. Dill ka musugat samtang maglatay na ku sa tabla, Don't come across in the opposite direction while I am still walking along the _plank. Nagkasugat kami sa Magalyanis, We happened to meet downtown. Sugata siya sa istasyunan, Meet him at the bus terminal. 2 [al] welcome, greet heartily. Sugatun natu siya sa· usa ka masipaung pakpak, Let's welcome him with a resounding applause. 3 (A23] meet the senses. Usa ka binay nga hagiyus misugat sa iyang dalunggan, A low hissing sound met his ears.
	opposite directions. Dill ka musugat samtang maglatay na ku sa tabla, Don't come across in the opposite direction while I am still walking along the _plank. Nagkasugat kami sa Magalyanis, We happened to meet downtown. Sugata siya sa istasyunan, Meet him at the bus terminal. 2 [al] welcome, greet heartily. Sugatun natu siya sa· usa ka masipaung pakpak, Let's welcome him with a resounding applause. 3 (A23] meet the senses. Usa ka binay nga hagiyus misugat sa iyang dalunggan, A low hissing sound met his ears.
	ng 
	t

	Rigata v 1 {Al2; b4(1)] meet accidentally, run into. Ayaw ug suruy magabii kay makasugata ka ugaway, Don't go around at night becaus� you may just run into a fight. Nasugat-an naku sila sa may taytayan, I happened to meet them near the bridge. 2 [al
	2] experience, be met with difficulties or misfortune. N�ugata siya sa usa ka pait nga katalagman, He was met with bitter calamity.
	sugba v [A; c] 1 broil over hot coals. Isugba na ba ring karni? Shall I broil this meat now? 2 put or throw into the fire to burn. Akuy musugba sa imung dulaan ug dt ka magbilum, l will throw your toys into the fire if you aren't quiet. aN-r-n moth. sug· baanan n 1 an open fire where meat is broiled. 2 forge. -in-n broiled meat or fish. 
	Sugbun name of the island of Cebu. syudad sa -Cebu City.Sugbuanun n Cebuano, from the island of Cebu. sinugbuanun n Cebuano. v (Al speak Cebuano. 
	1 
	. 

	sugbuv [A2; a3] dive or jump into water. Dl ku musugbu diba sa mabaw, 1 won't dive where it's too shallow._vNasugbu siya sa lunangan sa kabaw, He fell into the puddle where the water buffalo wallowed. pa-n k.o. fishing with a hand line for fishes that 
	2 


	. ' 
	920 sugi -sugpa 
	feed on the bottom, composed of a line, 
	feed on the bottom, composed of a line, 
	sinker, and a hook with a long leader. The 
	equipment is lowered, and when the sinker 
	touches the bottom, it is raised so that the 
	hook is a couple of inches off the bottom, 

	and the line is held until s.t. bites. sugi n k.o. halfbeak with very fine scales. sugid v 1 [AN2; c6] tell, relate. Kinahanglan nga musugid ka sa tinuud nga nahitabu, 
	You must relate what really happened. 2 
	You must relate what really happened. 2 
	[AN; c] confess one's sin to a priest to oŁ 
	tain absolution. Human siya makasugid 
	(makapanugid) gimaymayan siya sa pari, 
	After he confessed his sins, the priest gave 
	him words of advice. 3 [ c3] be heard of. 
	Wa na igsugid ang nangalunud sa barku, The 
	passengers of the ship that sank were never 
	heard of ain. Ikasugid ka pa kahag naka
	ag

	uban ka pa sa Byitnam? Do you think you 
	would still be alive if you had been sent to 
	Vietnam? paN-[A2] = SUGID, vl. walay
	paN-wiped out, annihilated (lit. nobody 
	was left to tell the story). Way nanugid sa 
	inasal nga gida sa piknik, The roast pig that 
	was brought to the picnic was wiped out. 
	hiN-v [A12S; b(l)] tell stories at length.
	Naghinugid siya sa mga primyu nga iyang 
	nadaug, He related in great length the prizes 
	he won. sugilanun n short story. magsusu
	gilanun short story writer. ig-r-n confession. 
	kasugiran n 1 history, a related series of 
	past events. 2 legend, s.t. handed down by 

	tradition. see also SUGILUN. sugigi n large basket woven out of thin bamboo slatting, used for storing large amounts of grain. v [A12; a12] make, make into a store basket. 
	t
	ag

	sugilagming n very short story (coined from sugilanun and gagming).sugilakbit n story in a summarized version of 
	a longer story (from sugid and lakbit).sugilambung n novel. sugilanun see SUGID. 
	sugilun (from sugid) v [AN2; c] 1 tell, report. Hi/atiguhan ta ug musugilun ( manugilun) kang Papa nga nangaun ta ug mangga, 
	We'll both get whipped if you tell Daddy 
	We'll both get whipped if you tell Daddy 
	that we ate mangoes. Gisuginlan ka na ba sa 
	balita? Have you been told the news? 2 
	enumeration of pertinent facts. May mga 
	sugilun nga midagsang diri nga minyu ka, 
	The story is going around that you are mar
	ried. pila may -to make a long story short. 
	Pila may sugilun gipangasawa niya ang babayi, To make a long story short, he married the woman. paN-(➔)v [A2; c6] tell s.t. around. Nanugilun si Tasyu nga uyab na kunu mu, Tasio is telling people that you're 
	Pila may sugilun gipangasawa niya ang babayi, To make a long story short, he married the woman. paN-(➔)v [A2; c6] tell s.t. around. Nanugilun si Tasyu nga uyab na kunu mu, Tasio is telling people that you're 
	his girl now. hiN-= HINUGID. see SUGID. 

	sugkay v [A; a] 1 stir a mixture that contains some solid. Sugkaya ang linugaw, Stir the porridge. 2 for the emotions to be stirred up. Galamhan nga gisugkay sa tumang pagbasul, Thoughts that were disturbed by extreme feelings of repentance. 
	suglib = SUGNIB. 
	sugmat v 1 [A2; b4] for a quiescent disease to recur, act up. Misugmat na sab ang akung riyuma, My rheumatism is acting up again. 2 [A2] for criminality to recur or be on the rise. Misugmat na usab ang kuut karun, Pickpocketing is on the rise again. n recurrence of an ailment. 
	sugmaw v [A3PB26; cl] 1 for a body to plunge into liquid, as a fly in coconut palm toddy, hot metal in water. Kinsay nagsugmaw sa akung sapatus sa tubig? Who threw my shoes into the water? Misugmaw ang langaw sa tuba, The fly plunged into the coconut palm toddy. 2 plunge into s.t. unpleasant. Nasugmaw siya sa mga utang, She plunged herself into debt. 

	sugmuy a dejected, with a slumping body. 
	Sugmuy kaayung kandidatung napildi, The candidate who lost was quite dejected. v [B
	Sugmuy kaayung kandidatung napildi, The candidate who lost was quite dejected. v [B
	126] 1 become crestfallen. Nasugmuy ang ulitawu kay gibastid, The young man was dejected because he broke up with his girl. 2be assued. Nasugmuy ang akung kabalaka dihang nakita ku siya, My worry was relieved when Isaw him. 
	ag

	sugnib v 1 [A; b(l)] set s.t. on fire or touch 
	I 
	a flaming brand to it.Aku!na baring sugni-
	ban ang sagbut? Shall I set fire to the trash? 2 [A3P; b(l)] incite s.o. into action, enthuse s. o. for s. t. Usa ka suliran nakasugnib naku sa pagsulat kanimu ning pila ka pulung, A great problem -goaded me to write you these few lines. Gisugn,'ban niya ang mga istudiyanti pagdimunstrit, He goaded the students into demonstrating. 
	sugnud n 1 wood for fuel. 2 fuel for propulsion. v 1 [A; b] use s.t. as firewood or fuel 
	Dili' mi makasugnud ug bunut kay kusug muasu, We cannot use coconut husks as fuel because they give off too much smoke. la use fuel in an engine. 2 [A 1 ; b( 1)] add fuel to s. t. to increase the problem. Ang imung sulti nagsugnud sa ilang away, Your statement added fuel to their quarrel. 
	sugpa n vomitting or spitting of blood. Sugpa ang namatyan sa gikulata, The mauling victim died of internal hemorrhe. v [Bl463; b3(1)] vomit or spit blood. Nagsugpasi Tiryu, ang tibihun, Terio, the TB patient,is spitting blood. 
	ag


	sugpu -sud 
	gu
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	sugpu v [AB12; al] put an end, cut short s.t. that is flourishi. Akuy musugpu sa iyang dautang batasan, I will put an end to her ugly habits. Masugpu ang tubu sa bata ug pukawun ug sayu, A child's growth gets stunted if he is made to get up early.
	sugpu v [AB12; al] put an end, cut short s.t. that is flourishi. Akuy musugpu sa iyang dautang batasan, I will put an end to her ugly habits. Masugpu ang tubu sa bata ug pukawun ug sayu, A child's growth gets stunted if he is made to get up early.
	ng


	sugpung v [A; a] tie two ends together, adda span or length to s. t. Aku ray musugpungsa bayhayan nga nabugtu, I'll tie th,e clothesline that snapped back together. A
	kung sugpungan ang sidsid sa akung sinina nga mubu, I'll add a piece of cloth to the bottom of my skirt because it is too short. n knot formed in a joint. ka-ug tinai n one's sibling. Kining bataa kasugpung ku ugtinai, This child is my brother. ka-ug kasingkasing n one's lover. -in-an n s.t. made at the end of things to join them to s. t. else.
	kung sugpungan ang sidsid sa akung sinina nga mubu, I'll add a piece of cloth to the bottom of my skirt because it is too short. n knot formed in a joint. ka-ug tinai n one's sibling. Kining bataa kasugpung ku ugtinai, This child is my brother. ka-ug kasingkasing n one's lover. -in-an n s.t. made at the end of things to join them to s. t. else.

	sugput (from suput) v [B26; b8) squirt or pop out. Misugput ag kitsup dibang gipikpik naku ang samput sa butilya, The catsupsquirted out when I tapped the bottom of the bottle. Nasugput ang sungsung sa syamp{n, The cork popped out of the champagne.
	sugpuy v 1 [A: al] calm s. t. down. Mgapulung nga makasugpuy sa kainit sa ulu, Words that can calm one's anger. Masugpuy ang bilanat ug butangag yilu ang ulu, It willlower his fever if you put ice on his head. 2[B126) stunt the growth. Kakulang sa sustansiya ang nakasugpuy (nakapasugpuy) sa tinubuan sa bata, Undernourishment stunted the child's growth. 
	sugpuyn feverish feeling in which the temperature of the upper part of the body is warm and the lower part is cold, esp. of children duriteething. v [A123P; a4]have such an affliction. 
	2 
	ng 

	sugpuy= SUGMUY. 
	3 

	sugsug = SALUGSUG. 
	sugsug = SULUGSULUG. 
	sugu v 1 [A; ale] tell s.o. to do s.t. Suguunta ka ug pagpalit ug gasulina, I will send you to buy gasoline. Unsa ma.'Y isugu n{mu naku? What do you want me to do? Aku si Husi dila Krus ug dunay isugu, I am Josede la Cruz at your service. -a ku ninyu forgive me for leaving the table while you are eating (lit. tell me to go fetch s. t. so I mayleave the table). 2 [a12] in pool, hit a ta. get ball in such a manner that it knocksanother ball towards the pocket. Suguanang nuybi arung masud ang kinsi, Knockthe 
	r-

	fifteen go in). 3 [A; al2] use a water buffalo for plowing. Di pa masugu ang tunti, OU can't use a young water buffalo forplowing. n 1 things one was told to do. Gi-tuman ba nimu ang akung mga sugu? Haveyou done the things l told you to do? -saDiyus napulu the Ten Commandments. 2specific duties in an organization, group activity. Unsa may iyang sugu anang kapunungana? What are his duties in that organization? 3 in phrases: -sa la.was things one has to do out of biological necessity and cannot avoid: uri
	fifteen go in). 3 [A; al2] use a water buffalo for plowing. Di pa masugu ang tunti, OU can't use a young water buffalo forplowing. n 1 things one was told to do. Gi-tuman ba nimu ang akung mga sugu? Haveyou done the things l told you to do? -saDiyus napulu the Ten Commandments. 2specific duties in an organization, group activity. Unsa may iyang sugu anang kapunungana? What are his duties in that organization? 3 in phrases: -sa la.was things one has to do out of biological necessity and cannot avoid: uri
	y
	. 
	sa panahun exigency resulti
	ng 

	Pasuguan ta ka ug magsugud na ang dula, I
	will send s.o. over to notify you when the game starts. balin-an(➔) a fond of giving orders, not liking to do things oneself. Balinsuguan baybana dt' mulihuk sa iyang kaugalingun, She is fond of giviorders to other people. She does not do things for herself. v [B12] be fond of giviorders. -in-none sent on an errand. ka-an n orders, set of regulations. -1-un( ➔), -1-un household help, servant. pa-1-un, pa-1-un(➔)v [A13] hire oneself out as a servant. 
	ng 
	ng 

	•sug-u pa-v [A; b6] 1 do s.t. with dark looks in order to hurt or put to shame s.o. who ought to do it or at least help do it. Nagpasug-.u ang agalun pagpanglaba, The mistress to put her servant to shame. 2 do s.t. bad for oneself in order tospite s.o. and make him feel he was the one that led the agent into doiit. Nagpasug-usiyag inum-inum sukad nimu bulagi, Hestarted drinking for spite since you left him. pahiN-= SUG-U, v2.
	is doing the laund
	ry 
	ng 

	sugubv [B3(1)6; b6) sprout from the earth or skin. Misugub (nagsugub) na ang akung pugas mais, The corn I sowed has sprouted. Gisuguban na ang iluk nga {yang giibtan sa balb{bu, Hair has sprouted in her armpit where she had pulled it out. n new growths of hair, feathers, or sprouts from the earth. 
	1 


	sugub= SUGUD.
	2 

	sugud n sting of an insect. v [A; bS} for poisonous insects to bite leaving a stinger in the thing bitten. Tanga ang misugud sa akung babuy, A scorpion bit my pig . 
	sugud V [A; bS) start, begins. t.; begin doing 
	s.t. Nagsugud ug kapakpak ang pintal, Thepaint is starting to flake off. Sugdun (sugdan) natu ug limpiyu dinbi, Let us start cleaning here. n start, beginning. Ang bag
	s.t. Nagsugud ug kapakpak ang pintal, Thepaint is starting to flake off. Sugdun (sugdan) natu ug limpiyu dinbi, Let us start cleaning here. n start, beginning. Ang bag
	-


	k -s6hid 
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	wa mauy sugud (sinugdanan) sa away,of a quarrel Sugud ugma wa nay byabi sa Bubul, Starting tomorrow there will be no more trips to Bohol. sudsud v 1 [A13; b6] start s.t. with no intention of finishiit. Nagsugudsugud ka man ug tukud ug balay nga wala ka may kwartang ikagastu, You are startito construct a house when you don't have money to finish it. 2 rb6] begins. t. with a slow start. sinugdan, sinugdanan n l start,beginning. 2 beginniug from which s.t. results. 
	wa mauy sugud (sinugdanan) sa away,of a quarrel Sugud ugma wa nay byabi sa Bubul, Starting tomorrow there will be no more trips to Bohol. sudsud v 1 [A13; b6] start s.t. with no intention of finishiit. Nagsugudsugud ka man ug tukud ug balay nga wala ka may kwartang ikagastu, You are startito construct a house when you don't have money to finish it. 2 rb6] begins. t. with a slow start. sinugdan, sinugdanan n l start,beginning. 2 beginniug from which s.t. results. 
	Horseplay is the beginni
	ng 
	gu 
	gu
	ng 
	ng


	suk v l [A; clP) for liquid to rush and gather s. w. Ang tu.big sa mga sapa musuguk ngadtu sa dagat, The water from the streams rushes into the sea. Gipasuguk (gisuk) nila sa lungag ang tubig, They let the water rush into the hole and gather there. 2 [A2; b4) for blood to rush to the heart or head. 
	gu 
	gu

	Ang mamatay sa alta prisiyun ingnun nga gisugukan sa dugu sa Ii, If a man dies of high blood pressure, it is said that he suffered from a rush of blood into the head. 3 [A2; ac] go, bring through a dense growth of vegetation. Di ta makasuguk nianang kalibunan, We can not pass through that underbrush. n -sa dugu rush of blood. 
	Ang mamatay sa alta prisiyun ingnun nga gisugukan sa dugu sa Ii, If a man dies of high blood pressure, it is said that he suffered from a rush of blood into the head. 3 [A2; ac] go, bring through a dense growth of vegetation. Di ta makasuguk nianang kalibunan, We can not pass through that underbrush. n -sa dugu rush of blood. 

	sungn a liquid container fashioned out of a section of a bamboo stem, the node of which serves as the bottom. v l [A; a12]make, make into this sort of container. 2 for propagation and put it in a bamboo section with rooting medium. -in-I cuttings propagated in this way, ready for planting. 2 style of cutting trousers with narrow legs.
	gu
	1 
	[A; b] get a cutti
	ng 

	sungv [B246) become more, grow worse. Misugung siyag kasuku pagsugsug namu, He got angrier when we teased him. Kakulangsa kaun ang nakasugung ( nakapasugung) sa iyang sakit, Lack of food made his illness worse. 
	gu
	2 

	sugut v 1 [A2; a12) agree to do s.t., acquiesce. Musugut siya ug akuy mupakuba n{ya sa libru, He will agree to do it if I will send him to get the book. Ug sugtun nimu nang matanga sa pagbabin, maalkansi ka, If you accept that division, you will be at a disadvantage. la [A23] agree to let s.o. do s. t. 
	Musugut ba si Mama mu nga mutan-aw ka ug sini? Will your mother agree to let yougo to the show? 2 [A2; a12) accept as one's fiancee. Dt. siya musugut ni Pidru kay sugarul, She will not say yes to Pedro because a to accept or comply. Sugut kag di ka babinan? Are you willing not to take a share? masinugtanun a 
	Musugut ba si Mama mu nga mutan-aw ka ug sini? Will your mother agree to let yougo to the show? 2 [A2; a12) accept as one's fiancee. Dt. siya musugut ni Pidru kay sugarul, She will not say yes to Pedro because a to accept or comply. Sugut kag di ka babinan? Are you willing not to take a share? masinugtanun a 
	Musugut ba si Mama mu nga mutan-aw ka ug sini? Will your mother agree to let yougo to the show? 2 [A2; a12) accept as one's fiancee. Dt. siya musugut ni Pidru kay sugarul, She will not say yes to Pedro because a to accept or comply. Sugut kag di ka babinan? Are you willing not to take a share? masinugtanun a 
	he is a gambler. 
	willi
	ng 

	amenable to requests. 

	sut n edges all around s.t. Gitamnan ug lubi ang sugut sa uma, The farm had coconut trees planted all around the borders. 
	gu

	sugwak v 1 [A; b6] gush out in large quantities. Misugw�k ang asu pag-abli niya sa pultaban, Smoke gushed out when he opened the door. Nagyanang ang dalan human sugwaki sa tubig, The path is flooded after the water gushed out on it. 2 [A] spread beyond bounds, spill over. Sa amatiyur misugwak ang mga tawu didtu sa karsada, The audience of the singing contest spilled over into the streets. 3 [A13] for emotions to appear with suddenness and intensity. Nagsugwak ang iyang kalipay, He was overflowing wit
	sugyut v [A; c] 1 mention s.t. in a casual manner. Musugyut Lang kung Pidru babin sa imung tanyag, I will just mention your off er to Pedro casually. 2 suggest, put an idea into the mind. Gisugyutan ku siya sa paglun sa bangku, I suggested that he get a loan at the bank. n 1 thing mentioned casually. 2 suggestion. 
	suha v 1 (C; cl) for objects having length to be in disarray, with the ends pointing in different directions. Nagsuha ang mga bata nga nangatulug sa katri, The children were asleep on the bed with their heads in all different directions. 2 [A2D; ac] go against, disagree. Makasuba ka ba sa gustu sa imung ginikanan? Could you go against your parents' wishes? 
	suhi a 1 contrary, opposite. Sub,•sa imung pagtuu siya binuuy mitabang kanaku, He helped me, contrary to what you think. 2 for babies to be born feet first. Subt' ngapagkatawu ang bata, The baby was born feet first. v [AlC; cl] put s.t. the wrongway around. Kinsay nagsubi aning bangku? Who put the bench the wrong way around? OU have yourshoes on backwards. 
	Nagsub,' ang imung sapatus, y

	suhid n oil extracted on Good Friday from a coconut growing as the only fruit on a tree. It is said to possess magical powers for curing various kinds of skin diseases. v [ c 1] treat with subid. Subira (isubid) nang bunlba, di' ba mubunung nag lakaw, Try treatthat riworm with subid. See if it doesn't stop spreading. 
	i
	ng 
	ng

	suhid v 1 [A; al2] copy, mimic. Subira ang mapa sa libru, Copy the map in the book. Sayun ra ning bayl,ba ug subirun Jang nimu ang akung lakang, This dance is easy if you follow my steps. 2 [Al;a12] watch s.t. intensely while it recedes out of view. Subira 

	suhildu -sukad 
	giyud siya arun bibaw-an natu bain balaya siya misulud, Watch him carefully so we will know what house he went into. 3 [A3; a12] retrace a course one has just passed. 
	giyud siya arun bibaw-an natu bain balaya siya misulud, Watch him carefully so we will know what house he went into. 3 [A3; a12] retrace a course one has just passed. 
	Nagsuhid ku sa akung giagian kay nabulug ang akung pitaka, I am going back the way I came because I dropped my wallet. 4 [A; al2] scan, search thoroughly. Pulis ang nagsubid sa ilang kalawasan, The P,olice searched their bodies thoroughly. Jiang subirun ang mga lasang sa Mindanaw, They will explore the fores ts of Mindanao. suhiran a given to copying or imitating. 

	suhildu = SWILDU. suhituv= swiru. 
	1 

	suhitun unmarried member in a group of brothers and sisters. Tulu nay naminyu. Usa na lay subitu, Three are married now. Only one is left unmarried. 
	2 

	suhul v [A; c] hire for wages, pay a certain wage. Musuhul ku nimu UJ{ pisus matag adlaw, I will pay you a peso a day. Nagsubul ku ug panday, I hired a carpenter. n wages.Pilay imung subul adtung trabahua, How much were you paid for that work. -in-an n workers paid on a wage basis. pa·(➔) v [A]work on a hired basis. Kay wa ka may gradu igu ka Jang magpasubul, Because you don't have an education, all you can do is unskilled labor. 
	suhung, suhung v [Bl2; b6] for charms and magical powers to become ineffective. Napildi ku kay nasubung (nasubung) ang akung bangil, I lost because my amulet has become ineffective. 
	suhup v 1 [APB; a12] for liquids to penetrate or percolate into s. t., cause them to do so. Mawala ang Jim-aw ug musubup (masuhup) na ang tubig sa yuta, The pool willdisappear when the water seeps into the ground. Tinta nga supbun dayun sa barut nga papil, Ink that is readily absorbed bycheap paper. 2 [A2; a12] for feelings to get into one's being. Dakung kalunga misuhup sa akung dughan, Great pity that permeated my heart (lit. permeated into myheart). suhupsuhup v [A3N; b(l)) permeat� throughout. Ang 
	.
	uy 

	suhut v [A; a] clean an area by cutting down trees and weeds. Suhutun ku ning mga tanum nga nakaawung sa gardin, I'll clear off the plants that are shading the garden. 
	-anan(Ł) n place to be cleared. suhut v 1 [A; a12] go into or pass through a 
	-anan(Ł) n place to be cleared. suhut v 1 [A; a12] go into or pass through a 
	place, esp. with tall trees or grasses. Pagban
	tay sa limatuk ug musuhut mu sa lasang, 
	Watch out for leeches when you go through the forest. 2 [A2; b6] enter a trap under water. Gisubutan ang bubu ug pawikan, The fish trap caught a sea turtle. n catch from a fish trap. kusug, walay -(ang baling) having a brisk (slow) business (lit. having lots of [no] catch in the net). Nagmi
	· 
	ngaw t1ang tindaban. Way subutang baling, 
	Their store is deserted. Business is slow. Ku
	sug kaayu ang suhut. Nagkapuliki siyag a
	tindir sa ,yang kusturnir, Business is good. 
	She is very busy attending her customers. 
	(➔) bagun n 1 s.o. whose origin is not 
	known. 2 vagabond, one who just roams 
	about and does nothing. v [Bl] be, become 
	an idle wanderer. Nagsubut bagun nang taw
	bana kay tapulan man mangitag trabahu, 
	That man became a vagabond because he's 
	too lazy to look for work. suhutsuhut v [A
	2N; b(1)] for odors to diffuse, be present 
	in a diffuse way. Alimyun sa bulak nga mu
	subutsubut (manubutsubut) sa huyubuy,
	The fragrance of flowers diffused by the breeze. Karning may tambuk nga nanubutsuhut sa unud, Meat with fat run·ningthroughout it. paN-n muscular ache -resulting from exposure to damp or draft, esp·.during sleep. v [A23P; b5] get muscle ache. 
	Lagmit makapanuhut ang pagkatulug nga
	dt1t' magbabul, Sleeping without a blanket 
	can cause muscle ache. suik a diagonal, oblique thrust. v [A; a12]
	execute a stroke or throw from an angle. 
	Suikun naku pagbundul arun maigu ang bu
	nga, rwill poke at the fruit from an angle 
	so it will fall. suka v 1 [A2S; c] vomit. Gisuka sa pasyinti ang tambal, The patient vomited Łut his medicine. 2 [A2) squeal, divulge a secret. 
	Misuka na ang mangunguut ug nahibalu ta 
	ug kinsay iyang kauban, The pickpocket
	squealed and we know who his companions 
	were. n .vomit, thecontents expelled from 
	·

	the stomach. -:-kalibang n intestinal disor
	der of vomiting combined with diarrhea. v 
	[A13P] be affected with this disorder. ka
	sukaun a feel like vomiting. suka n vinegar. v [A12Bl2; a12] become, make into vinegar. Nagkasuka na ang tuba, The palm toddy is becoming vinegar. (➔)[A; b6] season s.t. with vinegar. ka-v {Al 
	3] get vinegar all over it. 
	sukad -sa [dat.] 1 from s.w. Sukad sa ila nganbi may mga dusintus mitrus, It's about 

	sukad -suki 
	two hundred meters from their house to here. 2 since, from [dat.!] on forward. Sukad karun di' na giyud ku makigsulti nimu, 
	two hundred meters from their house to here. 2 since, from [dat.!] on forward. Sukad karun di' na giyud ku makigsulti nimu, 
	From now on I will never speak to you again. Sukad niadtu, From that ti.me on. Sukad pa sa alas utsu kung hinulat nimu, I have been waiting for you since eighto'clock. -mabaki since birth (humorous). -masukad 1 in negative statements: never ever. Wa pa giyud ku makakita ug babayi ingun kagwapa sukad masukad, I have never, in all my born days, seen a woman so beautiful. 2 since, far back beyond the reach of memory. Dinhi na ang ilang kati-

	gulangan sukad masukad, Their ancestors have been here since the beginning of time. v 1 [Al 3N; b6N] start, originate from. Tanawa ug unsang kuniksiyuna ang gisukaran (gipanukaran) aning alambriha, See where this wire originates. 2 [AN; b6] rest on, be based on a certain support. Dili unta muunun ang balay ug didtu pa makasukad (makapanukad) sa batu nga tiunay, The house would not have sagged had it rested on bedrock. 2a [Al 3N; cN] base, found. Tubagnga gisukad (gipanukad) sa usa ka katarungan nga diH
	. 

	Ang tratu ni Iyay may panukad labi na kay taas ug gwapu, Eyay's boy friend haŁ poise, esp. because he is tall and handsome. A1aayuug panukad ning manuka hayan maayung muaway, The cock has a good posture. Most likely it fights well. 2 way of placing one's a foothold. sukaranan, panukaranan n 1 base, 
	Ang tratu ni Iyay may panukad labi na kay taas ug gwapu, Eyay's boy friend haŁ poise, esp. because he is tall and handsome. A1aayuug panukad ning manuka hayan maayung muaway, The cock has a good posture. Most likely it fights well. 2 way of placing one's a foothold. sukaranan, panukaranan n 1 base, 
	feet while standing, action of gaini
	ng 

	s.t. which supports or sustains s.t. immaterial. Ang imung pangatarungan walay sukaranan (panukaranan) sa balaud, Your reasoning has no basis in law. 2 runway for airplanes.

	sukad v 1 [A; a2] take food out of a container or pot and set it on the table. Nagsukad na si Mama sa pamahaw, Mother is putting the breakfast on the table now. 2 [b6] profer. Gisukaran siya naku sa usa ka madanihung pahiyum, l gave her a very engaging smile. sukaran, sukaranan n round platter to hold rice and corn. -nga bastus 
	ribintadurn k.o. reddish fish with a cylindrical body about the size of a firecracker. ribintadur = LIBINTADUR.
	1 



	SUKARAN.
	SUKARAN.
	SUKARAN.
	SUKARAN.
	= 

	sukalsukal v [B1456] be overflowing in fulness. Nagsukalsukal sa kapunu ang hungut sa tuba, The toddy glass is overflowing with toddy.
	sukalu n 1cement foundation under a house. 2 low cement fence surrounding a yard,made to prevent the water from getting inside. v [A; b6(1)] make a cement foundation or low walliaround a house. 
	ng 

	sukam-ag v [B1236; b8] walk or fall forward onto. Nasukam-ag ku niya kay napandul ag akung tiil sa batu, l fell forward onto him because my foot tripped on a stone . 
	J\,1au ning siyaha akung nasukam-agan sa ngitngit gabii, This is the chair I bumped into last night in the dark. 
	sukamang (from kamang) v [B126; b6] fall forward sprawled on the stomach. Nasukamang siya sa kusug nga sumbag, He fell forward under the impact of the blow he received.
	sukamud v [B 12] fall forward on the ground.Nasukamud ku kay nakatunub ku ug palut sa saging, l fell down on my nose because I stepped on a banana peel. 
	sukarv 1 [B1216] stagger and then fall. Didtu ;iya masukarap sa suuk dibang nabunalan ang iyang ulu sa ulisi, He was pummeled by a cane and he staggered and fell into the corner. 2 [B12S6] g:-ope around. Nagsukarap ku nga nagsaka sa hagdan sa ngitngit, 1 groped my way up the stairs in the dark. 2a [ B 12S6; b8] b1.�m p into s. t. in the dark. Silyay akung bisukarapan sa ngitngit, I bumped into a chair in the dark. 
	ap 

	V [AN; b] confront s.o. to make him prove or disprove s.t. which he previously said. Mu!ra tag mabastus ug musukat (manukat) tag tabt', It ma�es you cheap when you confront a gossipmonger to prove or disprove his allegations. 
	sukat 

	sukbut v [A; cl] join by letting the edges touch each other. Nagsukbut kug upat ka siya nga katulgan, I put four chairs together to sleep on. 
	sukdip v [ B6; cl] for the eyes to roll upward so that only the white can be seen. Misukdip a·ig mata sa batang gibilantan, The eyes of Lhe child with high fever were turned upward into his head. 

	suki v 1 [A; b6} for horses to prance and refuse to pull or be ridden. 2 [A2; b(l)} defy a command or authority. N1isuki angmga kaditi kay istriktu ra kaayu ang sarbintu, The cadets rebelled because the commandant was too strict. Misuki na giyud kining akung lawas sa tambal, My body seems 
	sukip-sukud 
	to be rebelling against the medicine. masukihun a of a disobedient, rebellious sort. sukihan a 1 given to prancing and refusing to pull. 2 rebellious in behavior. 3 for hair to be unmanageable. v [B1256] be, becomegiven to rebelliousness. 
	to be rebelling against the medicine. masukihun a of a disobedient, rebellious sort. sukihan a 1 given to prancing and refusing to pull. 2 rebellious in behavior. 3 for hair to be unmanageable. v [B1256] be, becomegiven to rebelliousness. 
	suki n steady customer or seller. short form 
	I
	in address: ki. Akung suking butika, The
	drug store I always buy at. v [A2C; a2] be in the suki relation, i.e. that of a seller and buyer. Magsuki' na ta. Di ku mupalit sa lain,From now on I'll be a steady customer of yours and I won't buy from anyone else. 
	sukib a lower in elevation than the surroundings. A nhi magtigum ang tubig kay sukib kaayu ning lugara, Water collects here because this place is very depressed. v [B 1; al 
	2] be, become depressed. 

	sukip v 1 [A; c] include s.t. together with 
	s.t. sent. Isukip ring dukumintu sa imung aplikisyun, Enclose this document with your application. la [Al 3] for a legal document to include a special clause. Ang kuntratu nagsukip sa matang sa pagbayad, The contract stipulates the manner of payment. 2 put closely in between two things or inside s.t. Sukipi nang bulsa ug sap,: di ba mulusut ang papilis, Put a little money in his pocket and see if the papers don't get processed immediately. 
	s.t. sent. Isukip ring dukumintu sa imung aplikisyun, Enclose this document with your application. la [Al 3] for a legal document to include a special clause. Ang kuntratu nagsukip sa matang sa pagbayad, The contract stipulates the manner of payment. 2 put closely in between two things or inside s.t. Sukipi nang bulsa ug sap,: di ba mulusut ang papilis, Put a little money in his pocket and see if the papers don't get processed immediately. 

	sukit v [A; al] ask a question that requires a specific answer. Sukita siya kun hain ang kwarta, Ask him where the money is. sukitsukit v [A; al2] interrogate, pester with questions. Sukitsukitun natu siya basin ug mutug-an sa kadugayan, Let's keep pestering him with questions in hopes that in the end he talks. hiN-a inquisitive. Hinukit ningbataa mu ra ug sayun tubagun ang iyang mga pangutana, This child is very inquisitive as though his questions were easy to answer. 
	suklat v [b4(1)] be struck accidentally with the end of a stick or finger. Nasuklatan ang akung tuu nga mata sa iyang tudlu, He accidentally poked his finger in my eye. 
	suklay = SUDLAY, n, vl, 2, paN-. 
	sukli n change given after paying for a purchase with a larger bill. v 1 [A; c] give s.o. his change. 2 [A2; b6] answer back, give 
	·
	·
	back talk. Musukli ka man ug kasab-an, You
	talk back when you are scolded. 3 [A23 ; 
	c] do s. t. in return. Gisuklian kug kidhat ang iyang pahiyum, I winked at her when she smiled at me. -in-ay v [C] do back and forth to each other. n action of doing back and forth. Sinukliay sa binutubutu sa mga pusil, The exchange of gunfire. 

	sukmag v [A; a12b2] box with the fist. 
	Hingsukmagan ang {yang apapangig ug nawad-an siya sa panimuut, He was hit in thejaw and lost consciousness. n blow withthe fist. -ay(➔), -in-ay(p➔) n fistfight. v [C]have a fistfight. 
	Hingsukmagan ang {yang apapangig ug nawad-an siya sa panimuut, He was hit in thejaw and lost consciousness. n blow withthe fist. -ay(➔), -in-ay(p➔) n fistfight. v [C]have a fistfight. 
	sukmat v [AN; bS] 1 confront s.o. asking him about s.t. Sukmatan (sukmatun) ku siyag tinuud ba, I'll confront him and ask him if it is true or not. la ask s.o. whether or not he intends to do s.t. Nagpanukmat siyag muadtu ba giyud ku, He kept asking me if I would really go. Ug sukmatun kag sumbagay, ayaw ug sukul, If s.o. challenges you to a fight, don't take him on. n act ofconfronting s.o. with a question or challenging s.o. 
	sukmil = SIKMUL, n, v2. 
	sukna v [A; a2] press a person for an answer on whether or not he intends to do s.t. A
	yaw kug suknaa. Ingnun ta ra kag mupalit ku, Don't press me. I'll tell you if I intend to buy one. n question ascertaining the permissibility or feasibility of s.t. 
	suknib v 1 [A; b6(1)] set s.t. on fire. Akuymisuknib sa mga sagbut sa baul, l set fire to the pile of grasses in the field. 2 [A; b] incite s.o. to do s.t. bad. Ikaw bay nagsuknib sa iyang kalagut? Did you incite himto anger? 
	suksuk v [AB; c] go or put s.t. into or in between s.t. else. Misuksuk ang bata sa bilahan sa iyang inahan, The child snuggled between her mother's legs. Kinsay nagsuksuk sa kalu luyu sa pyanu? Who stuck the hat behind the piano? 
	suku a angry, mad but not such that one is impelled to take action. Labihang sukua niya pagkadungug sa balita, He got real madwhen he heard the news. v [B12; ab3(l)c5] be, get angry. Masuku ku ug mamakak ka, I will get angry if you tell a lie. Gikasuk-an ku ni Papa kay nawala ang libru, Daddy gotmad at me because I lost the book. masukanun a full of anger. v [A13] be angry. kan anger. Dill magdugay ang {yang kasuku, His anger won't last. 
	sukub v [C12] for s.o. who ought to receive less to try to get an equal share. Ang anak sa gawas nakigsukub sa mga tinuud anak bahin sa irinsiya, The illegitimate child wanted to have a share of the inheritance equal to that of the legitimate children. 
	sukud v 1 [A; a2] take measurements. Nagsukud kug pila ka dupa ring pisi', I am measuring how long this piece of rope is. Gisukdan akug karsunis, I had the measurements taken for my pants. 2 [Al 3C; al 2] test ability against each other. Nagsukud Jang tu 
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	siya sa imung pasyinsiya, He was just trying 
	siya sa imung pasyinsiya, He was just trying 
	you to see how patient you were. Magsukud 
	ta ug kinsa giyuy isug natu, Let's have it 
	out which of us is the bravest. Sukdun naku 
	ang imung ginbawa ug muagwanta ka ba, I 
	will test your mettle to see if you can take 
	it. 3 [A12SN; b6] distribute land grants. 
	Nanukud ang gubyirnu ug yuta alang sa 
	mga bitiranu, The government is distribut
	ing parcels of land to the veterans. 3a [Al 
	2) receive a land grant. 4 [C3; b6) be of the same size of fit. Nagsukud ang amung sapatus, Our shoes are of the same size. n l the measurements of s.t. Unsay sukud sa imung sapatus? What size of shoes do youwear? 2 extent to which s.t. is done (literary). Way sukud sa bawus, Revenge that knows no limit. 3 land grant distributed by the government. sukdanan n 1 thing on the basis of which other things are measured: stick, cup, and the like. Ang kaangayan mau untay sukdanan sa atung panglibuk, We 
	should use fairness as the yardstick for our actions. 2 = SUKUD, n2. mag-�(�), maN-� (f-) sa yuta n land surveyor. paN-n meter of verse. Ang iyang mga balak kanunay nga nagbambin sa panukud, His verses are always with meter. -in-a measured, slow and deliberate. Sa sinukud nga lakang, With measured steps. hiN-, kahiN-v [A13] for 
	s.t. to be properly done. Dili magkabinukud ang akung kaun ug naay magbilak, I can't eat properly if there is s.o. crying. 

	sukul n young mushroom that has not open
	ed yet. v [A2; b6] 1 gather young mush
	ed yet. v [A2; b6] 1 gather young mush
	rooms. la add or mix young mushrooms to 
	s.t. 2 [AN] have body growths protruding on the skin. Nanukul na ang iyang dughan,Her breast has developed now. Gisuklan ang iyang nawung sa dagkung bugas, She has big pimples on her face. Way limpiyu angnakasukul (nakapasuku/) nimu, Your unsanitary habits caused you to have pustules. 

	sukul v 1 [A2; b] fight back against, stand up. Sa sumbagay musukul siya kang bisan kinsa, He will stand up to anyone who challenges him to a fight. Pagsukul sa ginikanan kanang pagtubagtubag, You are rebelling against your parents when you talk back. la [A23] react, snap back into place as if offering resistance. Bisan ug unsaun ug dukduk musukul, No matter how much I pound it, it snaps back into place. lb playagainst or engage in any activity where people are pitted against each other. Suklan ta kag ti
	one had the stomach to take the pork fat. 2 resist, endure. Musukul sa init sa adlaw ning pintala, This paint resists the heat of the sun. 2a endure and do the same in return. Ayaw siya ug kumidiyabi kay di" siya musukul ug kumidiya, Don't rib him because he can't take jokes. 3 -sa kabu [A2]be rebellious. Hunit ang prumusiyun sa magtutudlung musukul sa kabu, It takes a long time for a rebellious teacher to get promoted. -dagan n guerrilla warfare. Sukul dagan ang gigamit nga inawayan sa mga sundalung Pi
	one had the stomach to take the pork fat. 2 resist, endure. Musukul sa init sa adlaw ning pintala, This paint resists the heat of the sun. 2a endure and do the same in return. Ayaw siya ug kumidiyabi kay di" siya musukul ug kumidiya, Don't rib him because he can't take jokes. 3 -sa kabu [A2]be rebellious. Hunit ang prumusiyun sa magtutudlung musukul sa kabu, It takes a long time for a rebellious teacher to get promoted. -dagan n guerrilla warfare. Sukul dagan ang gigamit nga inawayan sa mga sundalung Pi
	s.t. specific. Misukut ang maistra, The teacher asked. Suktun ku siya bahin sa imung bangyu, I will ask him regarding your request. 2 [AN; b5] ask to collect payment. 
	Akuy musukut (manukut) sa iyang utang, 
	I'll ask him to pay me his debt. 3 [A; c]
	ask a certain price. Gisuktan kug mahal sa 
	tindira, The salesgirl charged me a very 
	high price. 4 [A; b5] challenge to a fight. 
	Gisuktan aku niyag away, He challenged 
	me to a fight. sukutsukut v [A;!a12] make 
	inquiries in great detail. Dinhay mga imbis
	tigadur nga misukutsukut bahin sa bubis,
	There were investigators that made inquiries the taxes. maN-r-n bill collector. masuktanun a questioning.
	regardi
	ng 

	sukwahi contrary. Sukwabi sa imung pagtuu, ang anak sa gawas may bahin sa iribinsiya, 
	Contrary to what you believe, the illegitimate child gets a share of the inheritance. Ang imung gibuhat sukwaht kaayu sa maayung pamatasan, What you did .is verymuch against good manners. v 1 [B56) be contrary, backwards. Nagkasukwahi ang amung mga hunahuna, Our ideas are opposedto one another. Ang pisa nasukwabi nimu ug butang, You put the piece in backwards. 2 [ B 5; al 2] be in error. Nasukwabt" ang katapusan mung tubag, Your last answer was 1n error. 
	sul n name of a dance or music for it. v [A]
	1
	do this dance. 
	su1n the note sol. 
	2 

	sula n unopened terminal stem of plants that are sharp, e.g. of cogon or lagnub. sulahan n k.o. nose fish, a delicious fish with a sharp projection in front of the eyes: Naso 

	sula-sulaw 
	l 

	spp.
	spp.
	sulav (A; b6(1)] eat s.t. together with the 
	l
	staple. Asin ray amung gisuwa, The only thing we had to go with our rice was salt. n = SUD-AN. sud-an n s. t. eaten with the staple. v (A; al 2) use to eat with one's staple. Laming sud-anun ang sikwati, Chocolate is good to eat with your rice. panud-an v [A2] search for or obtain s.t. to cat withone's food. Ari mi sa tyanggi kay manud-an mi para sa panibapun, We're off to the market to look for s. t. to go with the rice for supper. n action of searching for food to go with the rice. sud-anun n things to 

	sulav (B1456] stare blankly. Nagsula lang 
	2
	2
	ang mata sa tawung nasakit ug amnisya, 
	The amnesia victim is staring blankly. 

	sula = SULA.
	sulab n blade, cutting edge of an instrument. v [A13; b6] put or make a blade. 
	sulab v [A3P; b4] cause one to be addicted or crazy over s. t. Ang madyung makasulab (makapasulab) sa tawu, It is easy to get addicted to mahjong. Gisulaban ka na sa pagtabaku sa upyum, You are already addicted to smoking opium. 
	sulabi see LABI.
	sulad,sulad n hell, a place of much wickedness and turmoil. v [B126] wind up in hell. -nun a evil. Suladnun kang pagkatawu, Youare a devilish man. v [B12] become devilish. 
	·

	sulagma (not without I) a chance, coincidence. Usa lang ka sulagma nga nag-abut mi karun dinbi, It is a coincidence that we met each other here today. v [A12; b8] do s.t. correctly by · coincidence. Salamat nga nakasulagma ku sa pagtubag sa pangutana, 
	Thank heavens, I chanced to answer the 
	Thank heavens, I chanced to answer the 
	question correctly. 

	sulambi n 1 an extension to a house, appended to a side or end, usually used for storage. 2 paramour. v [A; cl] make an extension room for the house. 
	sulaminti (not without /) 1 one's very own, [so-and-so] oneself. Sulaminting mga ginikanan niya nagpakabuta bungul sa iyang kalisud, His very own parents turned a deaf ear to his needs. 2 the only one. Sulaminti nga anak, An only child. 2a wala -not even a single one. Way sulaminting usa ka diyut ang iyang gitabang naku, He didn't give me a bit of help, not a half a cent. Way sulaminting paryinti nga miduul sa minatay, Not a single relative came to stay by the corpse.
	sulampatid (from patid) v [B6; a12] walk 
	snagging one foot on the other. Nagsulampatid si Duruy kay bubug siya, Doroy kept catching his feet on each other because he was drunk.
	snagging one foot on the other. Nagsulampatid si Duruy kay bubug siya, Doroy kept catching his feet on each other because he was drunk.
	sulang n chin and jaw bones. -un( 7) a having a prominent jaw and chin bones. 
	' 
	, 
	'

	sulangga = KALAMANTIGI.
	sulapid v 1 [A; a12] braid, plait. 2 {�2S]walk crossing the feet over each other. Iningdapit sa sayaw ang lakang magsulapid, Inthis part of the dance the feet cross over in front of each other. 3 -ang dila [BJ be inarticulate in speech. Sa nagkabubug ku nagkasulapid (nagkasulapid) akung di/a, Thedrunker I got, the more inarticulate my speech became. 
	·

	sular n yard or lawn immediately contiguous to the house. v (Al2; a2] have an openspace next to the house for a lawn.!Makasular kag dakudaku niining gidak-una sa luti, With this size of a lot you can have a goodsized space for a yard. 
	sulat v 1 [A; c] write s.t. Nganung gisulatan man nimu ang bungbung, Why did you write on the wall? Pagkuba ug papil ug isulat ri, Get a piece of paper and writ� this down. 2[A; a] write a letter, story. Aku pang sulatun ring akung bumwurk, I still have to write out my homework. Gisulatan siya naku, I wrote him a letter. n 1 letter, mail. 2 written or printed message. (�) n entry of the parties' name into marriage records. pa(�) v (Al] have entries made for marriage records. -anan(�) n writing desk. ka-a
	sulatuk v [A13] stare blankly without blinking the eyes. Nagsulatuk lang ang buang nga wa kasabut, The idiot just stared blankly because he didn't understand. 
	sulaw a 1 glaring, shining with a harsh and uncomfortably bright light. Sulaw kaayu ang suga sa awtu, His car has glaring headlights. 2 disconcerting, causing loss of composure. Sulaw kaayu nga ikuyug natu ang usa ka higala nga atung gikaaway, It is very disconcerting to have s.o. we just had a quarrel with come along with us. n glare, intensely shining light. Ang sulaw makadaut sa mata, Glare can damage the eyes. v 1 [A; b6(1)] give off a glare. Musulaw ang linaw inigsilang sa adlaw, The pool gives off a

	sul-sulibag 
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	bad s.o. else did to a third party. Akuy gisu
	bad s.o. else did to a third party. Akuy gisu
	Lawan sa gibubat sa akung asawa. Siya wala 
	magpakabana, I felt bad at what my wife 
	did, but it didn't bother her. (f-) v [C; b3]
	be on bad terms with s.o., glaring at each 
	other. Bisan ug nagkasuLaw ta wa man kuy 
	pagdumut nimu, Though we have been on 
	bad terms I don't harbor a grudge against 
	you. ka-n 1 = SULAW, n. 2 bad relation

	ship.sulay v 1 [A; b6(1)] try doing s.t. SuLayan
	ta ug paandar ang makina, Let us try start
	ta ug paandar ang makina, Let us try start
	ing the engine. lsulay ring sapatusa ug maa
	rang ba, Try putting these shoes on to see 
	if they fit: la put s.t. to a test. Ang Diyus 
	diU musuLay natu Labaw sa atung maantus, 
	God doesn't try us beyond what we can bear. GisuLayan ta Lang kag kabibawu ba giyud ka, I was only testing you whether you really were good at it. 2 [a3] get s.t. distasteful, e.g. a beating. HaLa, baLia Lang na arun masuLay kang papa mu, Go ahead and break that so you can get hell from your father. n 1 try. Sulay Lang tung aku ug mabimu ba giyud, I just tried it out to see if I could really do it. 2 expression challenging 
	s.o. in a taunting way to see if he has the guts to do s.t. bad for him or try to prevent him from doing it. Mukaun giyud ka ini? Suway man ug magkaLibang, You sure you want to eat it? Watch if it doesn't give you diarrhea. (�)v [C; al2] have it out, clear a matter of contention with a fight. Sulayun natu ug kinsay isug natung duba, Let's have it out to see which of us has guts. paN-v 1 [A23] tempt s.o. to do s.t. he won't ordinarily have done. Dita ku mupaLit ana apan nanulay srya naku pagpalit ug usa La
	1 

	s.t. bad. 

	sulayv [AN; al] brace, prop s.t. standing to prevent it from collapsing. Sulayun natu ang saging arun diU matumba sa kabug-at sa 
	2 

	{yang bunga, Let's brace this banana tree before it falls from the weight of its bananas. n brace, prop placed against s.t. vertical. sulaybagyu n 1 k.o. dwarf banana growing to 4', with a large bunch of fruit similar to the bungan, eaten when ripe. 2 hornfish. sulbad v [A; al2] 1 solve, find a solution or 
	{yang bunga, Let's brace this banana tree before it falls from the weight of its bananas. n brace, prop placed against s.t. vertical. sulaybagyu n 1 k.o. dwarf banana growing to 4', with a large bunch of fruit similar to the bungan, eaten when ripe. 2 hornfish. sulbad v [A; al2] 1 solve, find a solution or 
	,
	answer. Atung sulbarun ning kabimtanga kay di" ni madala natu ug bilakbilak, We will find a solution because we cannot get it over with by crying. 2 undo a knot. Nasulbad ang baligtus sa pisi, The knot of the rope came undone. n solution to a problem. Di siya manug-an sa sulbad sa tangbaga, He won't tell us the solution to the puzzle. a solved. sulbaran n swivel in a fishline, a revolving link placed between the line and leader to prevent kinking. kasulbaran, kasulbarun n solution reached. Walay kasulba
	sulbar v [A; al2] solve a personal problem or puzzle. DiH ku masulbar king mga prublima ku, l can't find a solution to my problems. 
	sulbung v [A; b8] splash up, rise rapidly. Pagbutu sa bumba sa dagat misulbung ang dagbang tubig, When the bomb exploded in the sea, a lot of water splashed into the air. 
	Nagsulbung pa ang asu sa sunug pag-abut 
	namu, The smoke of the fire was still gush
	ing upwards when we arrived. a for the 
	voice, fever to rise. Singgit sa kabadluk mi
	sulb ung gikan sa nanan-aw, A cry of fear 
	rose from the spectators. Pastilang nakasul
	bung sa prisyu! My, how the prices have 
	risen! sulda v [A; al2] solder. n solder. -dur(➔) n soldering iron or gun. maN-r-n solderer. suldadu n soldier. v [Al 3; al2] be, become 
	a soldier. 
	suli v [A; a2b2] 1 look at s.t. to find s.t. out. 
	Suliba ang pitakag duna bay kwarta, Look into the wallet to see if there is any money. Hisuliban siya nga patay na, He was found dead. 2 look for s. t. Nagsuli k u sa akung kabaw nga nakabubi, I'm looking for my carabao which got loose. sulisuli v [A; a2] peep
	Hilabiban niyang nakasulisuli nimu sa lyabibanan! How he peeped at you through the keyhole!
	suli = suui sulib v [A; b6(1)] put fire to s.t. Nasakpan
	na ang nagsulib sa katubban, They have ap
	prehended the man who set the sugar cane 
	field on fire. sulibag a crooked, not straight, askew. Sulibag kaayu ang akung gibadlis, The line I 

	sulid-sulisitadur 
	l 

	drew is too crooked. v [AB; cl] come out crooked, cause s.t. to do so. Ikay nagsulibag sa linya, You made the line crooked. Musulibag (masulibag) giyud ning akung sinulatan ug way linyang subayan, My writing comes out all crooked when I don't have lines to follow. (�) = SULIBAG, v. 
	drew is too crooked. v [AB; cl] come out crooked, cause s.t. to do so. Ikay nagsulibag sa linya, You made the line crooked. Musulibag (masulibag) giyud ning akung sinulatan ug way linyang subayan, My writing comes out all crooked when I don't have lines to follow. (�) = SULIBAG, v. 

	sulidn small twine, thread of two or more strands twisted together: v [A; a2] make a thread of this sort. -in-= SULID, n. 
	1 

	sulidn name given to fish of the genus Caesio which are rounded (but not so broad as the bilasun ).
	2 

	sulikat v 1 [A; cl] glare at s.o. with the eyes wide open. Musulikat gani' ku, pabawa dayun, If I glare, better beat it at once. 2 [A2S; c] for the eyeballs to roll up into the forehead. MisuUkat ang mata sa batang nagkumbulsiyun, The child's eyes rolled up into his forehead when he had convulsions. (➔) a for the eyes to be rolled up into the forehead. Ang tawung sulikat ug mata mu rag pirming maghangad, A person with rolled-up eyes always seems to be looking up.n 1 a defect of the eyes where the eyelid
	sulimaw a having one eye looking off in a direction it shouldn't, e.g. when one has one weak eye which fails to move. v [B; cl] develop this defect. 
	sulimbad a having the eyes in the wrong position in the head: crossed, rolled upwards,one eye out of focus, and the like. v [B; cl 
	P] get this defect. Musulimbad ang iyang mata ug makuyawan siya, She becomes cross-eyed when she gets scared. Gisulimbad niya ang iyang mga mata timaan nga wa siya makaayun, He rolled his eyes up as as a sign that he did not like it. 
	P] get this defect. Musulimbad ang iyang mata ug makuyawan siya, She becomes cross-eyed when she gets scared. Gisulimbad niya ang iyang mga mata timaan nga wa siya makaayun, He rolled his eyes up as as a sign that he did not like it. 

	sulimni a solemn ceremony or event. v [B126; cl] for an event to be made solemn. Masulimni giyud ang ukasiyun sa pagbandum sa atung mga bayani, It should be a solemn occasion when we remember our heroes. 
	,
	,
	,
	.

	m1sa -see MISA. 

	sulindir = SURINDIR (colloquial).
	suling v 1 [AN2; al2) peep. Ang tawu nga musuling (manuling) sa lyawibanan way batasan, A person who peeps through keyholes has no manners. 2 [A; al2) peer, look closely at s. t. to examine it. Sulinga ang agig kang kinsa na, Look at the handwriting to see whose it is. sulingsuling v [A13) look 
	suling v 1 [AN2; al2) peep. Ang tawu nga musuling (manuling) sa lyawibanan way batasan, A person who peeps through keyholes has no manners. 2 [A; al2) peer, look closely at s. t. to examine it. Sulinga ang agig kang kinsa na, Look at the handwriting to see whose it is. sulingsuling v [A13) look 
	with careful attention from a distance. Tawung nagsulingsuling sa git, A man standing at the gate, peering inside. 

	sulinga v [AN; cl] 1 look askance with contempt or anger. Nasuku tu siya nimung nanulfnga man? Why did she look at you with scorn? Was it that she was angry with you? 2 make faces at s.o. jokingly. lvfisulinga siya naku dibang giingnan naku siyang gwapa, 
	sulinga v [AN; cl] 1 look askance with contempt or anger. Nasuku tu siya nimung nanulfnga man? Why did she look at you with scorn? Was it that she was angry with you? 2 make faces at s.o. jokingly. lvfisulinga siya naku dibang giingnan naku siyang gwapa, 
	She made a face at me when I told her she was pretty. 3 [A; b6) growl in distrust or disobedience. Musulfnga siya ug pakab-un ug tubig, He will growl if he is told to fetch water. masulingahun a having a scorning or disbelieving look on the face. Hilum, apan masulingabun kaayu siyang namati sa diskursu, He was quiet, but he listened to the speech with disbelief all over his face. 
	sulipat v [A; cl) glower at s.o. to show an
	-

	1 ,
	ger or disapproval. Aku siyang gisulipatan 
	kay nagsaba man, I glowered at her because she was being noisy. 
	sulipatv [A; c] blink the eyes in the watŁr 
	2
	to remove a foreign body lodged in it. A
	kung gisulipat ang akung mata sa tubig arun pagkuba sa puling, I blinked my eyes in the water to remove the speck in them. 
	suliping, suliping 1 = SALIPI. 2 = SALIPING. 
	sulip-it = SALIP-IT. 
	sulirab v [A2P; c] glower, stare fiercely with an angry frown. Gisuliraban sa kapatas ang mga kaminiru nga nagpataypatay, The foreman glowered at the street cleaners that were dilly-dallying on the job. 
	suliran n problem, an unsettled condition or situation that requires a solution. Suliran naku ang pagpakaun sa akung pamilya, It is a problem for me to feed my family. v [Al
	3] have a problem. 
	sulirapv [A23) for the eyeballs to move up so that they are almost hidden by the upper eyelid. Basta taas ang bilanat, musulirap ang mata, If the fever is high, the eyeballs move up into the forehead. 
	1 

	sulirapn matting made out of woven coconut palm fronds. v [A; al2) weave coconut fronds into matting. 
	2 

	sulirat v [AB6; cl) for the eyes to open wide in anger; cause them to do so. Mihilum ang mga bata dibang akung gisuliratan, The children kept quiet when I glared at them. 
	sulisilit v [A13; al2) solicit contributions (humorous -from sulisit). 
	suHsit v [A; al 2) solicit contributions, donations. Nagsulisit ang maistrag binabang sa nasunugan, The teachers were solicitingcontributions for the fire victims. 

	sulisitadur a prying or maliciously inquisi
	-

	sulisitur hiniral -sultid bins 
	tive. Sulisitadur kaayung baybana, nangutana kun pilay akung swildu, What a nosey woman. She asked me how much I earn. 
	tive. Sulisitadur kaayung baybana, nangutana kun pilay akung swildu, What a nosey woman. She asked me how much I earn. 

	sulisitur hiniral n Solicitor General, an officer of the Justice Department that handles government cases. 
	sulit v [A; b] set s.t. afire or ablaze. Sulitan naku ang kakugnan, I'll set the grass field on fire. 
	•sulit pa-n test, examination. v [A13] hold an exam. 
	sulitaryu n 1 solitaire card game. 2 solitairering with a single gem. v [Al] 1 play a game of solitaire. 2 wear a solitaire ring. 
	suliut n k.o. giant clam with yellow coloring around the edges of the mouth. 
	suliut (from liut) v [A2; b6] force oneself through a crowd or s.t. similar. Misuliut siya sa katawban arun makaduul sa intabladu, She forced her way through the crowd to get near the stage. 
	suliyaw v [A; b6] for a crowd to shout either in applause or derision. Misuliyaw ang mga tawu pagdiskursu sa pulitiku, The people booed when the politician delivered aspeech. Misuliyaw ang mga tawu pagkabati sa balita sa kadaugan, The people shoutedupon hearing the news of victory. n shouts of a crowd. 
	sulpa n sulfa drugs. 
	sulpa n container for jewelry or important documents used in former times, made of a short bamboo tube, 1-2' long, having another cover of bamboo which fits over it and reaches its base. v [cl] place s.t. in a sulpa.
	sulput v 1 [A2; b6) issue forth suddenly,pop out of. Misulput ang sungsung ug miagay ang suka, The stopper popped, and the vinegar flowed out. Misulput lang ang bata pag-anak niya, The baby just popped out when she gave birth. 2 [A23J leave suddenly, move with speed. Nay, misulput siya ugmipauli nga way tingugtingug, Well! He gotup and went home without saying a word. 
	sulsul v [A; b] urge, egg s.o. into doing s.t. bad. Gisulsulan sa mga iyaan ang mga bata sa pagpasukul sa i1ang inaina, The children's aunts incited them into rebelling against their stepmother. n urgings, incitement. 
	sultada n a match in cockfights. v [A13] forthere to be a cockfight match. Ug magsultada ug bayinti sa bapun, di na hinay ang tan',If there are twenty matches in the afterall right. sultadur n handler who releases fighting cocks in a match. 
	noon, cockfighting is doi
	ng 

	sultan n sultan, the name given the chief of 
	some Muslim groups. 
	some Muslim groups. 
	sultana n a sultan's wife. 
	sulti v 1 [Al ;c] tell, speak. Way lain nga makagsulti babin niya kun dili ang amaban, No one can say that about him but the father. Sultian ku pa siya ug musugut ba, I stillhave to tell him to see if he would agree. A· yaw nag isulti niya! Don't tell him that! la [C;abc3J talk s.t. over together. Dunay makigsulti nimu sa tilipunu, S.o. wants to talk to you on the telephone. Sultiun (sultibun) natu ni. Di ta mistil maglalis, Let's talk this out. Wedon't have to fight. Gipanagsultiban pa namu ang nabitabu,
	3] 1 circulate gossip or news. Ikaw may nanulti anang tabia, You were the one who spread that gossip. 2 speak in a certain way. Sakit kaayu siya nga manulti, He speaks in a very hurting way. sultianay, sultihanay V[ C; c3] have a conversation. n conversation. sultianan n subject of conversation.Ang nabitabu nahimung sultianan sa mga tawu, 
	What happened became a subject of conversation for the people. hinultihun atalkative. Di siya binultibun ug di pa niya sinati ang tawu, He doesn't say much if he does not know the person well. v [B12) be, become talkative. ka-n person with whom one is talking. sinultihan n manner ofspeech, language. panultihun, sultihunun n1 saying, proverb. 2 thing usually said or spoken. Kanang mga pulunga mauy panultibun ug tawung buangbuang, That is the 
	·

	k.o. thing crazy people say. sultid bins n canned salted beans. v [Al] 

	sultira -sulud 
	have salted beans for food. sultira= SULTIRU (female).sultiru n single, unmarried male. 
	have salted beans for food. sultira= SULTIRU (female).sultiru n single, unmarried male. 
	sulu (not without/) v [A; a12) 1 sing a solo. 
	Sulubun ku Lang ang kanta, l will make this song a solo. 2 do s.t. alone by oneself. Musulu lang ku ug trababu kay aku ra may nta, 
	I will just work by myself because I am the only one around. 2a suluha expression of harsh rejection when s.o. ask for one's company. 'Manan-aw tag sini.' -'Suluba!' 'Let's go to the movies.' -'Go by yourself!' n vocal solo. sulusulu v [Al; bS) do s.t. alone. Magsulusulu lang kag adtu sa parti?Are you going to the party alone? -playitv [Al) go s.w. alone. Magsulu playit siya igadtu sa Mindanaw, He will go to Mindanao er or player of a group. v [a12) be, be made the soloist. 
	alone. -wist, -wista n soloist, lead si
	ng


	sulu n torch made of a dry palm frond bound its length to make it burn slowly. v 1 [A; al2) make into a torch of this sort. 2 [Al3!;al2] use a torch in dois.t., or illuminate one's way with a torch. Su/-un ku tung langgama rung gabii, l will catch that bird tonight lighting my way with a torch. paN-v [A2; b6] go hunting or fishing at night with torchlight. sulu v [A2S] make a sizzling, hissing sound. 
	tightly at regular intervals alo
	ng 
	ng 

	Ug musulu ang mantika ilunud ang sibuyas, When the fat sizzles, put the onions in. Basa ang pabilu kay siging nagsulu, The wick . 
	Ug musulu ang mantika ilunud ang sibuyas, When the fat sizzles, put the onions in. Basa ang pabilu kay siging nagsulu, The wick . 
	must be wet because it keeps sizzli
	ng


	sul-ub v [A; c] 1 insert s.t. into s.t. that it fits into. Palihug rag sul-ub ug balik anang bunus sa lamisa, Please put the drawers back into the table. lsul-ub ring argulya sa usuk, Insert this metal ring over the stake. 2 put on, wear. Sul-ubi ang bata sa puti niya nga sinina, Let the child wear her white dress. Isul-ub ang imung singsing, Wear your dress. Malagmit dilt' mahinayun ang kasal ug isukud ang sul-ub, It's likely that the wedding won't go through if the bride tries on the gown beforehand. 
	ring. n weddi
	ng 

	sulud v 1 [A2; al 2) go in, into. Dilt' ta makasulud sa sini saylu sa alas nuybi, We cannot get into the movies after nine o'clock. Guwa diba sa kwartu kay ug diU ka, sudlun ku ikaw, Get out of the room because if you don't I will go in after you. la -sa ulu [a c) for s.t. to have entered the head. Unsaynasulud sa imung ulu sa pagbubat sa ingun?What got into your head to make you do such a thing? lsulud nis imung ulu, ayaw giyud ug lisua ning twirkaba, Get this into your head. Don't ever turn this screw.
	[a3] understand s.t. Dilt' masulud sa akung ulu ang liksiyun, I cannot understand the lesson. le [b8) be pregnant, esp. in the early stages. Sa pagkasal nila nasudlan na angbabayi, When they were marr1ee1, the girl was already pregnant. ld [b8) be under the influence of alcohol. Nanghagit nas Pidru ug away, nasudlan na tingali, Pedro was challeipeople to a fight. He must be drunk. ine to engage. Musulud (makasulud) ang primira apan dili mulyamar, The first gear will engage, but it won't function. lf [A
	[a3] understand s.t. Dilt' masulud sa akung ulu ang liksiyun, I cannot understand the lesson. le [b8) be pregnant, esp. in the early stages. Sa pagkasal nila nasudlan na angbabayi, When they were marr1ee1, the girl was already pregnant. ld [b8) be under the influence of alcohol. Nanghagit nas Pidru ug away, nasudlan na tingali, Pedro was challeipeople to a fight. He must be drunk. ine to engage. Musulud (makasulud) ang primira apan dili mulyamar, The first gear will engage, but it won't function. lf [A
	ng
	ng 
	le [A2] for the gears of an e
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	and 
	the purpose of slammi
	ng 
	having a filli
	ng


	sulud -sul-ut 
	you have to go into to get to). Sudlunun kaayu ang ilang balay gikan sa karsada, 
	you have to go into to get to). Sudlunun kaayu ang ilang balay gikan sa karsada, 
	Their house is far back from the road. v [ B 1 
	256] be way back from the usual route. 

	sulud n fine-toothed comb with two parallel rows of teeth, used to rid the hair of lice. v 1 [A; a12] comb with the sulud. 2 [a12] make into a sulud. paN-v [A2] comb one's own hair with the sulud.
	sulug n 1 current. Ang kabayu naanud sa sulug, The horse was swept away by the current. 2 onrush of s.t. as if brought with the current. Usa ka sulug sa pagbati mikanap kaniya, An onrush of emotion engulfed him. a 1 flowing with a swift current. Sulugkaayu ang tubig sa suba, The water in the river is swift. 2 flowing copiously. v 1 [B2] be, become swift. Masulug man lang ning subaa sa ting-ulan, This river only becomes swift during the rainy season. Ang musulug nga kasuku, The onrush of anger. 2 [b4]have 
	ag

	sulugsulug v [A; al] 1 tease, harass s.o. by irritating actions or remarks, or by poking fun at him. Ayg sugsuga si Mariya kay pikun, Don't tease Maria because she easily cries. 2 annoy, bother with persistence. Sa kahapunun ang lamuk na puy musulugsulug naku, The mosquitoes annoy persistently in the evening. n action of teasing. -an(➔) a given to teasing. 
	suluksuluk n = KUTUKUTU. see KUTU.sulum = PALA.
	sulumilyu (not without /) n loin of beef or pork, esp. the upper portion.
	sulung v 1 [A] see, look at. Musulung ku sa fmung baligya, Let me take a look at the things you are selling. 2 [ cP] show s. t. lsulung (ipasulung) naku ninyu ang akung·bag, 
	Ł will show you my bag. pa-v [A; ac] show. 
	Ł will show you my bag. pa-v [A; ac] show. 
	Iya kung pasulungun sa iyang bag-ung sapatus, She'll let me see her new shoes. 

	sulungv 1 [A; a12] set against, attack. Sulungun natu ang Hapun rung gabii, We will attack the Japs tonight. 2 [AN2; a12] go 
	1 

	s.w. to look for trouble. Ug sulungun (sulngun) ka niya sa iskuylahan, itug-an siya sa maistru, If he goes to school to pick a fight with you, report him to the teacher. 3 [A2 N; a12] go s.w. to do s.t. Musulung (manulung) ta ug baskit sa Talisay, We will go to Talisay to play basketball. n attack. Ang sulung idungan sa bumbardiyu, The attack will be synchronized with the bombardment. dasmag -n rush attack or assault. maN-r-(➔) n attacker, invader. 
	s.w. to look for trouble. Ug sulungun (sulngun) ka niya sa iskuylahan, itug-an siya sa maistru, If he goes to school to pick a fight with you, report him to the teacher. 3 [A2 N; a12] go s.w. to do s.t. Musulung (manulung) ta ug baskit sa Talisay, We will go to Talisay to play basketball. n attack. Ang sulung idungan sa bumbardiyu, The attack will be synchronized with the bombardment. dasmag -n rush attack or assault. maN-r-(➔) n attacker, invader. 
	sulungv [A2] stare directly at s.t. dazzling. 
	2 

	Mu!ra kag mahalap ug musulung kas adlaw, 
	You get blinded if you stare directly into the sun. sulnganay, sinulnganay v [C] communicate by looking at each other without exchanging words (literary). Nagsinulnga-
	,
	nay (nagsulnganay) si Hisukristu ug ang I-yang Mahal nga Inahan kay dili matitkib sa pulung ang ilang gibati, Jesus Christ and His Blessed Mother looked at each other with emotions words could not express. 
	sul-ung v [A2; b4] for an illness or some personality quirk that recurs ever so often to make its appearance. Musul-ung ang iyang saput kun magdugu, She gets her tantrums when she menstruates. sul-ungsul-ung v [A 
	3] recur in intervals. t 
	sulup a dark, lightless. Wa kuy nakita sa langub kay sulup kaayu, I did not see anything in the cave because it was very dark. n 1 early evening, just after the sun has gone down. Sulup na sa paggikan naku sa bukid, It was already dusk when I started home from the mountains. 2 jungle, thicket. babuyng -wild pig. v 1 [B] become dark. 
	Misulup ang lawak sa pagkapalung sa suga, 
	The room became dark when the lamp was put out. 2 [A; b6] disappear into the forest or tall grass. Duba ka tawu ang misulup sa bagang lugut, Two men disappeared into the thick brush. 3 [b6] be overgrown with brush. 
	sulusiyun n 1 solution, answer to a problem.
	Ang sulusiyun sa prublima sayun ra, The solution to the problem is very simple. 2 a drug or chemical solution. Gipailisan naku ang sulusiyun sa batir{ya, I had the battery solution changed. 
	sulut a giving a piercing look, staring hard. 
	1 
	, 
	,

	Sulut kaayu ug tinan-awan ang iyang mga 
	mata, His eyes gave a piercing look. v [A2S;b6] look at piercingly. Gisulutan akung bata kay nagpabuyag, She stared hard at my daughter because she was being naughty. 
	suluta tightly wound rope. v [a12] be, become, make tight. Sulutun naku pagpisi arun dili dali nga mabugtu, l will make the rope tight so it cannot break easily. sutanan n a device used in rope-making having two or three cranks which impart an appropriatedegree of twist to the individual strands after which the strands are twisted collectively into the rope. 
	2 

	sul-ut v 1 [A; c6] fit s.t. precisely over, around, or into s. t. else. Sul-utag plas tik ang alambri dikuryinti, Encase the electric wire in plastic. 2 [c6] put s.t. on, wear. lsul-ut ang sapatus ug maarang ba, Try on the pair 
	933

	suluwist -sumbalik 
	of shoes whether they fit. Kanang puti isulut sa parti, Wear your white dress to the party. sul-utsul-ut = SAL-UTSAL-UT. see SAL-UT. 
	of shoes whether they fit. Kanang puti isulut sa parti, Wear your white dress to the party. sul-utsul-ut = SAL-UTSAL-UT. see SAL-UT. 

	suluwist, suluwista see SULU. 
	sulya= SUYLA
	l 
	2·

	, . 
	, . 

	suma= SULUM. 
	suma v [A; a12] total up, reckon the final a
	-

	. , ,
	. , ,
	mount. Ktnsay nagsuma sa patung sa mga 
	sapi nga gibulaman? Who is reckoning the interest on the money we lent? n figure arrived after calculation. Ang suma diri naku mil syitisyintus, The sum total I get is one 
	thousand, seven hundred. -da = SUMA . 
	.l. 
	, ' 


	suma = SUMALA. 
	sumad n 1 the day exactly one year after a certain event. Ang sumad sa kamatayun sa imung amaban mabiatul ug Byirnis Santu, 
	The day exactly one year after your father's death will fall on Good Friday. Sumad niarun tua na k u sa Amirika, A ye.ar from now I will be in America. la -nga Lunis, usa ka simana, etc. it was exactly one Monday, one week, etc. after a certain event. Sumad nga usa ka buwan rung pitsa dus sukad sa {yang paggikan, On the second it will be exactly one month since he left. 2 anniversary. Angsumad sa atung kagawasan saulugun karung Duminggu, The anniversary of our independence will be celebrated this Sunday. 
	The day exactly one year after your father's death will fall on Good Friday. Sumad niarun tua na k u sa Amirika, A ye.ar from now I will be in America. la -nga Lunis, usa ka simana, etc. it was exactly one Monday, one week, etc. after a certain event. Sumad nga usa ka buwan rung pitsa dus sukad sa {yang paggikan, On the second it will be exactly one month since he left. 2 anniversary. Angsumad sa atung kagawasan saulugun karung Duminggu, The anniversary of our independence will be celebrated this Sunday. 
	s.t. yearly. Musumadsumad siya ug palit ug awtu kay datu siya, He buys a new car every year because he is rich. kasumaran n birth
	-

	, 
	, 
	, ,

	day. Asa man ta magsaulug sa tmung kasu
	-

	maran? Where will we celebrate your birthday? 

	sumagang n second -class tobacco leaves somewhat smaller than the first class, not perfectly mature, and having minor tears. 
	sumala1 according to. Naa kunuy bagyu sumala sa balita, According to the news there's going to be a storm. 2 -[gen.] it's up to [gen.]. Sumala gud nfmu ug muadtu ka ba, It's up to you whether you go. la it is up 
	l 

	•1,1 /' ' b ';' 'S '/'I' 
	•1,1 /' ' b ';' 'S '/'I' 
	to you. ,vianga tgu a ta. -uma a. 
	'How about going swimming?' -'It's up to you. 
	' 


	sumalav dili mag• regret not doing s. t. which one had been warned to do. Padadun kag balun, di' ka. Di ka magsumala ug gutmun ka, I told you to bring your lunch, but you didn't. Now you will regret it if you go hungry. 
	2 

	sumalabit, sumalabits = SALUMABITS. 
	sumalabit, sumalabits = SALUMABITS. 
	suman n = BUDBUD, v3; n3. v [Al; al2] cook,make into suman. -nga hilaw the penis (humorous). 
	sumangil see •S.ANGIL. 
	,
	,
	. 

	sumannu = SUBMARINU. 
	sumatv [A; c) 1 ask for one's answer. Misumat ang dalaga sa lalaki kun kanus-a sila pakasal, The girl asked the man when they would get married. Wa pa ku makasumat niya kun muuban ba siya natu, I have not yetasked him whether he would go with us or not. 2 remind s.o. of s.t. Sumati siya sa iyang saad, Remind him of his promise. 
	1 

	sumatv [A23N] for an unpleasant characteristic to be due to inheritance from forebears. Kanang kangil-ad sa batasan anangbataa tua musumat (manumat) sa apubangbabayi, That child's nasty character is inherited from her grandmother. 
	2 

	sumatin n policeman. 
	sumay v [A; a12] repeat what s.o. said. Sumaya ug makadagban bangtud larinu ka na nga mulituk, Repeat it over several times until you can say it fluently. sumaysumayv [A; a12) ape, mimic. Ug musumaysumay ka sa akung sinultian, sukmagun ta ka, If you ape my way of speaking, I will strike you.
	sumbag v l [AN; a12b2] strike with the fist, box. Nagpanumbag siyas bungbung sa kapungut, He banged his fist against the wall in anger. 2 [C; a12] have a fistfight with 
	s.o. n blow with the fist. -ay v (C] 1 = SUMBAG, v2. 2 -ang kwarta (humorous)have plenty of money. Nagsumbagay ang kwarta anang tihika, That miser has loads of money. -in-ay(➔) n fistfight. Ang sinumbagay diH makasulbad sa inyung panagba
	ngi: Your differences cannot be resolved by fisticuffs. sumbagsumbag v [bSc) dunk, dip food in s. t. to add more flavor to it (humorous). Pagkuba ug una nga atung sumbagsumbagun (sumbagsumbagan) sa saging, 
	Get some fish paste sauce to dip the cooked bananas into. sumbalihuk (coined from sumbalik and lihuk) n reaction. 
	sumbalik (from balik) v 1 [A2; ac) bounce back on, boomerang. Misumbalik kaniya ang batung iyang gilabay, The stone he threw bounced back at him. Ayaw ug bugtawg irung buang kay sumbalikun ka, Don't chase a mad dog because he will turn back on you. Kanang imung pangutana akung isumbalik ug pangutana nfmu, I'm going to tum around and ask you the same thing you asked me. 2 [B26) turn out to be the 

	• 
	sumbaling -sumpaki 
	exact opposite. n the exact opposite. Ang i
	exact opposite. n the exact opposite. Ang i
	yang nawung sumbalik sa linawas kay sa la
	rawan, In real life his face is the exact op
	posite of what it is in the picture. -dasdas 
	n counterattack. v [A; al] counterattack. 
	Gisumbalik dasdas sa mga Aliman ang ataki 
	sa mga Rusu, The Germans counterattacked 

	the Russians. sumbaling = TUMB.ALING. sumban (from •subung) gisumban/sumban/
	sumbi v make s.t. modelled after s.t. else. 
	sumbi v make s.t. modelled after s.t. else. 
	Ritratu ray akung gisumban paggama na
	ku aning dulaana, I made this toy by copy
	ing a picture. pa-v [b(l)] allow s.t. to go 
	on without doing anything about it, hap
	py that it is being done or resigned to it. 1
	-

	kaw ray madaut ug pasumban mu ang i
	mung kaliguy, You will suffer if you just al
	low yourself to drift along doing nothing all 
	the time. Gipasumban Lang sa babayi ang 
	pagpangbikap sa iyang binigugma, The girl 
	just allowed her boy friend to keep on ca
	ressing her. -an(➔)n 1 model, pattern. Sum
	banan ni pagbimu ug mga kartun, This is 
	the pattern in making cardboard boxes. 2 
	code, regulations on which actions are bas
	ed. Ang kaangayan mauy sumbanan sa i
	yang pakigdait, He bases his personal rela
	tions on fairness. Sumbanang balaud, Civil 
	Code. 2a basis on which one acts. Panimalus 
	mauy sumbanan sa ,"yang panglibuk, His ac
	tions are motivated by a desire for revenge. 
	-un(➔) n s.t. that runs in a family. Ang pag
	kabuang sumbanun anang pamilyaba, Insan

	ity is hereditary in that family. sumbil v [A; cl 1 make a piece of cloth larg
	er by sewing another piece to it. Tinabas 
	er by sewing another piece to it. Tinabas 
	lay isumbil sa ubus arun mataastaas, Just 
	add some remnants to the bottom to make 
	it longer. 2 light one's cigar or cigarette 
	from s.o. Lisud nga sumbilan ang mubu:nga 
	sigarilyu, It's difficult to light one's cigar

	ette on a shorter one. sumbingay n 1 parable, allegory. Ang sumbi
	ngay sa magpupugas, The parable of the 
	ngay sa magpupugas, The parable of the 
	sower. 2 hint, s.t. said in asking for s.t. in
	directly. v [AP; cP] give hinŁs for s.o. to do 
	s.t., ask for s.t. indirectly. Ak ung gipasumbingayan (gisumbingayan) ang tawu nga d,' na pabalikun sa balay, I gave the man hints not to come back to the house again. pa-= 
	SUMBINGAY. 

	sumbriya n culvert. v [Al3; b6] put or con
	struct a culvert. sumbuhan n barrel of firearm or ordnance. sumbung v 1 [A; c] tell on s.o., report. Isum
	bung ta kang Papa, I will tell Father on you. 
	bung ta kang Papa, I will tell Father on you. 
	la [A2; c] tell s.o. about oneself in private. 
	Ugmakasumbung pa Lang unta _ku ni'ya ningakung gugma, If I could only tell her how much I loved her. 2 [A; b) accuse s.o. in court, file a complaint. Isumbung ta ka ugpangawat, I will accuse you of theft. n 1 report, tale s.o. tattled. Wa panumbalinga sa supirintindinti ang sumbung, The superintendent did not heed the report. 2 complaint filed in court. -in-n the accused person. -ira= SUMBUNGIRU (female). -iru, magr-n tattle-tale, informer. 
	sumil n sawmill. 
	sumitir v 1 [A; c6] turn in for consideration, submit homework. Unsa mang upisinaba sumitiban sa aplikisyun? What office will the application be submitted to? lsumitir ang imung bumwurk run, Submit your homework now. 2 [A23] submit, yield to a stronger force. Din bay pila ka tawu nga wala musumitir sa gabum sa kaaway, There were a few persons that did not submit to the power of the enemy. 3 [A2) agree that a certain thing is right. Walay but-an ngamakasumitir anang imung paagi, No sane person could acced
	sumpa n s.t. to counteract s.t. evil before it happens, usually of a magical nature. Sumpa sa ulan, S.t. to keep it from raining.Sumpa sa dapaw, S. t. to keep itchy trichomes from affecting one. Sumpa sa tunglu, S.t. to render a curse ineffective. v [A; a 
	1) render s.t. ineffective, counteract some evil before it happens. Sumpaun ang babuy arun dili maburut sa mamistabay, They will put a special charm on the pig so that it won't be all eaten up at the fiesta. paN-v [A; c] swear, make an oath to do s.t. or that s.t. will happen. Manumpa kung tinuud kini, I swear this is true. Gipanumpa niya nga manimalus siya, He swore he would getrevenge. Ayaw ipanumpa ang ngalan sa Diyus sa pasipala, Don't take God's name in vain (make oaths in God's name for light situati
	sumpaki n disagreement, dispute. Di ta na Lang painitun ang atung mga sumpaki', We won't let our disagreements get heated. v 1 [A23C; b3] contradict, disagree. Musumpaki' giyud na siya sa bisan unsay a.kung isulti, He contradicts whatever I say. Nagkasumpak,' ang amung bunabuna, Our ideas are not in agreement. 2 [C; b3] have a dis
	-


	sumpay -sunaup 
	agreement, small argument. 
	agreement, small argument. 
	sumpay v 1 [A; ac] join things together to make them larger. Sumpayun ta ning duba ka mubung pis,' arun mataas, Let us jointhese two short pieces of rope together so it will be loenough. Nagsumpay mi sa pantalan ug mga bayinti mitrus, We are addiabout twenty meters to the wharf. 2 [A2;b6] add, saying s.t. to s.t. previously said. 
	ng 
	ng

	Sumpayan pa giyud niya ug kumidiya bisan ug unsay akung isulti, He always adds jokes to whatever I say. n 1 the additional span installmentof a.serial. apas-n sequel. Kining sugilanuna apas sumpay sa isturya sa bau ug ungguy,
	or length added. 2 succeedi
	ng 

	This story is a sequel to the story of the monkey and the turtle. ka-ug tinai n brother or sister. ka-sa kasingkasing n s.o. close to one's heart. -in-an(➔) n joint, place s.t. has been added or tied to s. t. else. 

	sumpit = SUNGPIT.
	sumpu v [A; a12!] 1 put an end to s.tŁ bad. 
	Sumpuun ku nang imung pagkatabian, I will put an end to your gossiping. 2 check development. Tambal nga musumpu dayun sa ubu, Medicine that checks a cough instantly. Kanang bisyuba makasumpu sa tubu, That vice stunts the growth. 
	Sumpuun ku nang imung pagkatabian, I will put an end to your gossiping. 2 check development. Tambal nga musumpu dayun sa ubu, Medicine that checks a cough instantly. Kanang bisyuba makasumpu sa tubu, That vice stunts the growth. 

	sumpung v [B246; a4] be in one of one's bad moods, have one's sickness or fit come over one. Misumpung na sag saput ni Lula kay nagyawyaw man, Grandma must be in one of her ugly moods again because she is. Gisumpung siya sa iyang kabuang, She had her fit of madness again. 
	grumbli
	ng

	sumputp= SUNGPUT. 
	sumsum v 1 [A; c2] eat s.t. with drinks. 1
	-

	sumsum (sumsuman) natu ning surisu ug btr, 
	sumsum (sumsuman) natu ning surisu ug btr, 
	Let's have sausages with our beer. 2 [b6] be the subject of gossip.Aku!na puy gisumsuman ninyu ug tabi, This time I am the subject of your gossip. n 1 thing eaten alongwith drinks. 2 action of hiving food with liquor. Dunay sumsum sa ka Kardu rung gabli, There's goito be drinks with eating at Cardo's tonight. -ay(�) n eating and drinking spree. -an n 1= SUMSUM. 2 subject of gossip. v [A13] have an eating and drinking spree. 
	ng 


	sumua for tobacco to burn poorly. Sumu 
	1
	1
	kaayu ning tabakua ug mabalaw tag yupyup, This tobacco is so hard to get to burn, and you go crazy trying to suck on it. v [B 126; b6] be slow-burning. 

	sumua boring, tired of s.t. due to its frequency and repetition. Sumu kaayu ning kinabub{a! What a boring life this is! Sumu paminawun ang sirmun nga gabalikba
	sumua boring, tired of s.t. due to its frequency and repetition. Sumu kaayu ning kinabub{a! What a boring life this is! Sumu paminawun ang sirmun nga gabalikba
	2 
	-

	lik, It's boring to have to listen to the samelecture over and over again. v [ b4] be fed up with s.t. Gisumban ku sa iyang pangatarungan, I was bored with his reasoning. Gisumban na kug kinaun ug babuy, I am sick of eating pork. 

	sum-uk v 1 [A; a2b2] go into a mass of s.t. 
	sum-uk v 1 [A; a2b2] go into a mass of s.t. 
	Nakasum-uk na ang ayruplanu sa mga panganud, The plane disappeared into the clouds. Ayaw ug sum-uka ang kasagbutan kay naay sawa diba, Don't go into the undergrowth because there are snakes. 2 [A2; a12] try, venture into s.t. Wa ku makasumuk anang mga matang sa panarbabu, I have not tried my hand at that k.o. work. 
	sum-ul a 1 for food to be unpalatable from havibeen served too often. Sum-ul ang babuyng istgig sirbi, yOU can get fed up with pork if you have it all the time. 2 boring, tiresome. Sum-ul kaayung pamatiun nangisturyaba, I'm fed up with hearing that story. -ug nawung a having a nice face, but not one so beautiful people can't get enough of looking at it. v [Bl; b6] 1 be, become repulsive and unpalatable. 2 becomeboring. ka-n feeling of repulsive dislike forfood eaten too often. 
	ng 

	suna v [A; a12] inquire of s.o. whether he is amenable to s.t., but without putting pressure on him, esp. asking for a second time. Nagsuna si Husi ug mabinayun ba ang piknik, Jose is asking whether the picnic will go on as scheduled. 
	· 

	suna n zone, area particularly designated. Ang Sibu gibimu nga suna libri, bisag kinsang tawbana makalansar, Cebu has been made a free zone. Anyone may launch his candidacy. v [A13; a12] divide into zones. 
	sun-adpv [A; cl] 1 boil young corn on the cob. 2 boil root crops or staple food. -in-n1 boiled young corn on the cobs. 2 any starchy food boiled. sun-arun n the young corn ready for boiling. 
	, 
	,

	sunanuy = SUN ITU. 
	suns.tapn musical number,usually instrumental Mau rag nakadungug na ku anang sunataba, It seems as if Ihave already heard that song. Pagtukar ug sunata. Ayaw nang mga bag-ung sungbit, Play a classical number,not one of those new song hits. v 1 [A] play an instrumental number. 2 [Al 3) for a baby to cry (humorous) .Nagsunata na pud ang anak ni /ska, Eska's baby is crying again. 
	.
	. 

	sunaup a low, dark, and damp places. v [Bl2) for an area to be, become depressed and watery. Nasunaup ang amung yuta kay naunlud human sa linug, Our land became de
	-

	sunda
	936 

	l 
	pressed and watery because it sank after 
	the earthquake. 
	sunda v [A; al] insert s.t. having length in
	-

	to a hole or cavity. Gisunda niya sa iyang 
	1

	tudlu ang iyang ilung, He inserted his finger into his nose. Masunda giyud ka ug di ka makaihi, You'11 be catheterized if you can't urinate. n s.t. of any size but with length to insert into s.t., e.g. a catheter. 
	sunda= SAYUD, n, v3. 
	2 

	sundalisa n a letter sent by a boy's parents requesting an audience with a girl's parents for the formal marriage proposal (pamalayi). v [A; b] send this letter. 
	sundalu n1 soldier. 2 worms found in salted fish preserves (humorous). Naay dagbang sundalu sa ginamus, There are lots of worms in the salted fish. kasundaluhan n group of soldiers or soldiers in general. Ang atung kasunda/.uban giila pud nga isug, Our soldiers have also shown themselves to be brave. 
	· 

	sundang n bolo, the general name for large knives, machetes, and swords used for heavy cutting work and as weapons. v [a12] make into a bolo. (➔) v [a12] strike with a bolo. 
	sundanun = SANDANUN. see SANDANAY. 
	•sunding see pASUNDING. 
	sundug v [AN; a2] copy, follow s.o.'s way of dois.t. Di ku musundug (manundug) sa bag-ung alut, I will not follow the new style of cutting the hair. -in-n s.t. copied or adapted from. 
	ng 

	,
	,
	sung = SULUNG. 
	sungad n 1 the upper snout of animals. Su
	-

	ngad ang ikalut sa amuti sa babuy, The pig 

	. uses its snout to dig up sweet potatoes. 2 the area around the mouth of a person from the nose to the chin (humorous and derogatory). 3 the point of s. t. Sungad sa daru, The tip of the plow. sungag v 1 [A; al] horn, strike or butt with the horn. Sungagun ka anang kanding ug muduul ka, That goat will butt you if yougo near it. la [ C; ac3] for animals to fight with their horns. Nagkasungag ang duba ka kabaw, The two carabaos are goring each other. 2 [A; ac3] ram against s.o. with the head. Napawul ang us
	-sunui
	""?,
	""?,
	-
	-
	1 

	dugay ta muabut, If we go against the wind, it will take us a long time to arrive. 5 [A12;a12] plane against the grain in wood. Di ka makasungag ug sipilya kay diU bamis ang agi, You cannot plane against the grain because it won't come out smooth. (�) n fight between horned animals. 
	sung-ag = LUNG-AG. 
	sungasung v [A; al 2] brave adverse weather or conditions to do s.t. or get s.w. Nganungmisungasung ka mag anhi nga ulan kaayu? 
	Why did you brave the downpour to get here? Aku ang misungasung sa mga kasuku sa mga ginikanan sa babayi, I had to face the anger of the girl's parents. 
	sungay · n horn. v [AN; ab2l butt, gore. Ugmudu�l ka sa kabaw sungayun giyud ka, If you go near the water buffalo, you will be gored. -an a 1 animal with horns. 2 the devil. 3 one like a devil. Ag sungayan nagpabuyag na sab, The little devil is making a nuisance of himself again. 
	sungayn one's lineal or collateral descendants of the fifth generation: grandchild, grandnephew, or grandniece of a great grandchild, grandnephew or grandniece. apu sa -= SUNGA Y. apuhan sa -grandparent,granduncle or grandaunt of a great-grandparent, uncle, or aunt. 
	2 

	sung-ay v [A; cl6] 1 carry s.o. on one's shoulder, esp. with legs astraddle the neck. 
	Di ku makasung-ay nimu kay sakit ang akung abaga, I cannot carry you on my shoulders because they are sore. 2 assume a financial burden, esp. for a political candidacy. Sung-ayun niya ang kandidatura ni Kabaybay, He will support Kabaybay's candidacy.
	sungban = SUMBAN. 
	sunggal v [A; al2] come to disturb or harass 
	s.o. Kanunayng musunggal sa iyang kunsinsiya ang daku niyang kasal-anan, The wrong he had done always disturbs his conscience. Hawu ang nagsunggal sa iyang manukan, A monitor lizard raided his chicken yard.
	sunggat = SALUNGGAT. sunggaw = SUNGGAL. 
	sunggu n nosebleed. v [B 16; a4] suffer nosebleed. Nagsunggu (gisunggu) ang buksidur pagkaigu sa ilung, The boxer got a bloody nose when he was hit in the nose. 
	sunghan n a very itchy k.o. scabies with tiny scales on top. see also SUNGU. sunghit, sunghits n booklet in which the words to popular songs are printed. 
	sungiv [Al; a12] for the teeth of a comb, nails, and other projections that are somewhat flexible to break off. (➔) having teeth 
	1 


	, . .
	sungi-sungp1t 
	2 

	broken off. Ilabay nang sudlay nga sung,·, Throw away that comb with the broken teeth. 
	broken off. Ilabay nang sudlay nga sung,·, Throw away that comb with the broken teeth. 
	sungiv 1 [B 126] for the feelings to be hurt.Nasungi ku sa imung gisulti, I was hurt by what you said. 2 [ Cl 3; b3( 1)) have bad feelings toward one another. Gikasung{an nila ang pagbabin sa yuta, They had a misunderstanding about the division of the land. ahaving hurt feelings. Sungi" kaayu akung buut kay wa ku imbitaba, My feelings were badly hurt because I wasn't invited. ka-an nmisunderstanding.
	z 

	sungil = SIKMUL, v2. 
	sungisuk a bulldog-faced: snub-nosed, having pudgy cheeks, and overhanging bones onthe brow. 
	sungka n a game for two played with a boardand pieces, the object of which is to get as many pieces as possible. The board consists of two rows of five or seven holes each, each row assigned to one of the two players, and a hole at either end, each assigned as a home base (balay or balayan) of one of the players. One player picks up a givennumber of the pieces and distributes them on the board, one piece in each hole. At whatever hole the last piece is dropped, the player picks up all the pieces in it and 

	sungkab v [AN; a12] get at food by breaking open the place where it is kept. -an(➔)n an animal that steals food by forcing open the place in which it is kept.
	sungkad a exact in fit. Ang iyang bistidu sungkad kaayu naku, Her dress fits me perfectly. v 1 [A2C] fit, fit into. 2 [A12; b( 1)) make s. t. according to certain measurements. Unsang gidak-unag imung gisungkaran, What size box did you take the_ measurements from? sungkaran n s. t. from which s.t. can be copied, from which the measurements can be taken. 
	sungkil n growth on the body resembling 
	sungkil n growth on the body resembling 
	ginger roots, esp. on the joints, whic� appear after an infection of yaws. v [B246N;b4] get these growths. 

	sungkip v [A; c] patch a thatch roof. Paramantinil, kartun fay atung isungkip sa atup, 
	sungkip v [A; c] patch a thatch roof. Paramantinil, kartun fay atung isungkip sa atup, 
	We will use cardboard as a make-shift patch for the roof. 
	sungkit n pole or stick, usually with a hook at the end used to get s. t. out of reach. v[A; a] get s. t. out of reach with a sungkit.Sungkitun naku ang mga prutas nga di maabut, I'll get the fruits that are out of reach down with a pole. 
	sungkiub = SINGKUUNG.
	sungku v 1 [A2; c] reach up to a point. Musungku ang Krismas tri sa pisami, The Christ-· mas tree touches the ceiling. Isungku angkural sa kilid sa balay, Have the fence reachthe side of the house. la [a3b2] bump one's head against s. t. above. Gi! Nasungk u ang akung ulu sa sanga, Ouch! I bumped my head against the branch. 2 [A; al 2) go to see s.o. for a purpose. Akuy musungku sa mga tawu arun sila mabibalu nga may trababu ugma, 1 will go notify the people that there will be work tomorrow. Gisungku ku a
	sungkudn cane, crutch. v 1 (A; b6] use a walking stick or crutch. 2 [A; al] make into a cane. 3 [a12] hit with a cane. 
	1 

	sungkudn great-grandchild, nephew, orniece. apu sa -= SUNGKUD . apuhan sa -great-grandparent, grandunde, or aunt. v[b6] have a great-grandchild. sungkuran ngreat-grandparent (uncle or aunt) or greatgrandchild (nephew or niece). 
	2 
	·

	sungkudsungkud n auger shells and other long stick-shaped shells. 
	sungkul n k.o. smooth herb coming in two varieties or species: -puti, with green leaves, and -pula with purple bottom surface: Clerodendron sp. · 
	-

	.
	sunglug v [A; a12] 1 tease, provoke to angerwith words or actions. Di" siya musunglug naku kay di man ku masuku, He does not tease me because I don't get mad. 2 for circumstances to mock one, as if teasing. Naplat pa ta, giulan pa giyud. Gisungug giyud ta sa panabun, We had a flat and got caughtin the rain. Circumstances were conspiring against us. -an(➔)a given to teasing. 

	sungpit n blowgun or s.t. used to squirt liquid. v [A; bS] squirt liquid or blow pellets 
	sungput -sunud 
	with a blowgun. Kinsay nagsungpit nimu ug tubig? Who squirted water on you?
	with a blowgun. Kinsay nagsungpit nimu ug tubig? Who squirted water on you?
	sungput v 1 [AC; ac] put things in line, end to end. lsumput ning lamisaba sa usa arun imung kabigdaan, Put this table next to the other one so you can sleep on it. 2 [A2]join a queue. Nganung musumput ka man dibas tunga sa linya? Why do you butt in at the middle of the line? 3 [A23; b2] appear from nowhere. Misumput Zang siya, wa gan,•magtiligrama, Hejust appeared suddenly. He didn't even send a telegram. -ay n tailgating.

	sungsungv [A; b6) stop up or stuff s.t. into a tube or mouth of a bottle. Nagsungsungku ug tabaku sa akung bunsuy, I am stuffitobacco into my pipe. Nasungsunganang lababu, The washbasin got stopped up. Sungsungi ang baba sa butilya, Put a cork into the mouth of the bottle. n 1 stopper. 2 pinch of pipe tobacco, enough to put in the pipe. 3 k.o. posthole digger made of a bamboo pole which is forced into the ground and then pulled out with the dirt stopped up inside it. 
	1 
	ng 

	sungsung= SALUNGSUNG. 
	2 

	sungu n 1 bill, beak of fowl or birds. 2 similar structure in other animals: trunk of elephants or the proboscis of mosquitoes. 3 the whitish triangular lower structure of a grain of corn that attaches it to the cob. 3a by extension, the tough, somewhat transparent covering of the corn kernel.!(�) v [C;, set the cocks and let them peck at each other before fighting them or determining the winner. n action of havicocks peck at each other. sungusungu sa mais = SUN GU, n3a. sunghan = 
	a12] in cockfighti
	ng
	ng 

	, ,
	, ,
	SULAHAN. see SULA. 
	,

	sungug = SUNGLUG. suŁun see SUUNG. 
	sut,suta acrid in smell. Sungut kaayuang babu sa purmalin, Formaline smells acrid. (�) a irritating, irksome. Sungut kaayu ning tawbana kay samukan, This man is very irritating because he always meddles in my affairs. v [A3P; b4] be, become irritated or irked. •an(�), mamngtinun a irritable, easily irritated. 
	ngu
	ngu 

	suy V [A; bS] for an illness, bad trait, public disorders, and the like to make their appearance in large quantities. Musunguyang akung ubu ug bitun-ugan ku, My cough sets in when I get exposed to damp. Nagsunguy ang panulis run, Robberies are rampant now. Gisunguy (gisunguyan) ug balatian ang akung manukan, A chicken epidemic attacked my poultry. 
	ngu

	•
	•
	sunttu n sonnet. 
	sunluk n sprain or dislocation caused by bending the limb backwards or knocking the bone on its end. v [AP; ab3(1)] sprain or dislocate bones in this way. Sunlukun ku nang imung liug pinaagi sa pagbunsu, I'll dislocate your neck by banging you down onto the ground head first. Bula ang nasuner when it was knocked backwards with a ball sunlut v [A; bS] peel off, draw off the skin 
	lukan sa iyang tudlu, He sprained his fi
	ng

	,
	or skin-like coveri. Aku nang gisunlut (gisunlutan) ang mga tiil sa manuk sa mga panit, I have taken the outer skin off the legs of the chickens. -an(➔) n the sea cucumber stripped of its skin and innards, ready for consumption.
	ng
	-

	sunsun a close together or to each other. 
	Sunsun kaayu ang pagtanum sa mga lubi, 
	The coconuts are planted very close to each other. Sunsun nga pag-ubu, Coughing fits in rapid succession. v [A; a12] be close to each other or together. Baga ning panaptuna kay nagsunsun ang mga bulug, This cloth is thick because the weft threads are close to each other. 
	•
	sunttng = ASUNTING. 
	suntuk v [AN; a] strike with the fist, box. 
	Nagpanuntuk siya sa bungbung sa kalagut, 
	He baed his fists on the wall in anger. -ay ( ➔) n fistfight.
	ng

	sunu n k.o. medium-sized, red grouper (pu
	gapu).
	sunub v 1 [A2; b6] for liquids to penetrate, seep into or through. Gabi' musunub ang tubig sa yutang kunun, Water doesn't seep easily into clay soil. Di' makasunub ang uwan ining payung, The rain can't penetrate this umbrella. 2 [A; b] add a small amount of juice pressed from coconut meat to a stew of meat, fish, or vegetables and cook it. (�) = SUNUB, 2. -in-an, -in-an(�) n food cooked with coconut juice. 
	sunud v 1 [A; ab26) follow, go behind s.o. 
	Sunda tung awtuba! Follow that car! la [A23; c] do s. t. later as the next thing. Pamabaw na mu kay musunud ra ku, Eat your breakfast now because I'll eat next. Silhigiang salug kay akuy musunud ug lampasu,
	Sweep the floor because I will f ollaw it up w,ith scrubbing. Isunud ni pagmakinilya, Type this the next thing. lb [A; a2P] do 
	s.t. right after having done s.t. else. 2 follow, imitate. Dill siya musunud sa bag-ungmuda, She doesn't imitate the new styles. Ayaw ug sunda nang batasana, Don't imi� tate that sort of manners. Ayawg sunda imung maguwang nga balirusu, Don't be 

	SUDUg-supak '._ 
	1 
	,
	. 

	headstrong like your elder brother. 3 [A2 
	headstrong like your elder brother. 3 [A2 
	N] inherit. Si'yay musunud (manunud) sa akung kabtangan, He will inherit my property. 3a [A2; b6] succeed in office. Ang bisi mauy musunud ingkasug mamatay ang prisidinti, The vice-president succeeds in office if the president dies. -ug kasal [AN] sponsor a wedding. Gubirnadur ang nagsunud sa amung kasal, A governor sponsored our wedding. n 1 the next, the one following. Sunud simana, Next week. Sunud ugma, The day after tomorrow. la the next thing done. Sunud ilunud ang balatung human sa karni, Aft
	The leaves withered one after another dur
	ing the drought. sunudsunud v [A; a12] 
	keep following, tagging along after. Kining
	irua musunudsunud bisan asa ku mulakaw, 
	This dog keeps following me around wher
	ever I go. pa-v [A] set an example. lkaw 
	kay magulang, ikay mupasunud sa imung 
	mga mangbud, You are the elder brother, 
	so you should set an example for your 
	younger brothers and sisters to follow. n in 
	consecutive order. Hinganlan naku pasunud 
	ang ngalan sa mga tawu sa larawan gikan sa 
	wala ngadtu sa tuu, l will name the people 
	in the picture in order from left to right. pa
	(Ł) = PA•, n. sundanun a tending to have 
	offspring closely spaced. masunurun, ma
	sundanun, masinundanun a obedient. maN
	r-(�) n heir. -um-r-n the following, as enu
	merated. -um-r-( �) 1. = MAN·R-. 2 follow
	ers of a certain leader, belief, or religion. 
	sulundun a exemplary, worth imitating. pa
	nulundun n s.t. which is inherited. Pagtu
	ung panulundun sa katigulangan, A belief 
	inherited from one's ancestors. Panulundun 
	sa ilang pamilyang pagkaunglu, The curse 
	of needing to suck human blood is passed 
	down from generation to generation in their 
	family. salang panulundun 1 original sin. 2 

	act of coitus (euphemism). sunugn small room added to a house, usu
	1 

	ally to a small shack. v [A; a] make such a 
	ally to a small shack. v [A; a] make such a 
	small room. 
	sunug v 1 [A; a] burn s.t. up. Sunugun natu ning mga sagbut, Let us burn these weeds. Ang mga nasunugan, The people whose 
	.

	houses burnt down. 2 [A] be burnt, destroyed by heat. Gisunug man nimu ang dukut, You burnt the rice. Nasunug ang tanum sa init sa bulaw, The sun burnt up the plants in the drought. 2a roast s.t. that one uses slightly burnt. Sunuga ang dabun, kupuga, ug ibutibut sa samad, Burn the leaves,pulverize them, and spread them over the wound. n fire, conflagration. ( ➔)n 1 s.t.slightly burnt. Sunug man!ning mani, Thesepeanuts are burnt! 2 in a game of sungka,any of the lateral holes which do not have pieces in
	2 
	2 

	·
	sunugann flathead fishes. 
	2 

	sun-uk v 1 [A; c] insert, dump s.t. under s.t. to hide or protect it Gisun-uk niyag ribulbir ilawum sa unlan, He hid the revolver under the pillow. 2 (A2; b2] push through an area with obstacles. Di ka makasun-uk diha kay tunukun, You can't pass through that thicket because it is thorny. 2a go s.w. through great difficulty. Hisun-ukan ku ang tanang kalisud sa kinabubi, l have gone through all kinds of difficulties in life. 
	sun-an, sun-un!see SUUN• 
	1

	sun-ut n width of the opening around the hem of a skirt. v [b5cl] add to the opening of the skirt. Sun-uti (sun-uta, isun-ut) ang akung sayal arun di ku maglisud ug libuk, 
	Add to the opening at the bottom of the skirt so I can move without encumbrance. 
	sunuy n rooster, cock. . 
	supa n sofa. 
	supa n soup. v [A; a] have, make soup. supira n soup tureen. 
	supa v [A; b6] feed s.o. pre-chewed food. 
	Ug ubbun ang inaban bitakdan ang batanggisup-an, If the mother has cough the baby is likely to get it if he is .given pre-chewedfood. n pre-chewed food. -in-= SUP.A, n.supak v 1 [A; a12] go against, violate. Dili ku musupak sa sugu sa maistru, l will not disobey the teacher's orders. la [B1256; al c] cut against the grain in wood working. 
	Ayaw ug isupak ang tumung sa tigib arun dili gahi nga ibandus, Don't chisel against the grain or it will be hard to push. 2 [AC2; a12] oppose, be contrary to each other. Musupak ku sa imung planu, l will opposeyour plans. Nagsupak ang amung mga paminsar, Our opinions are contrary to eachother. n 1 person opposed. Kadtung supak muisa sa ilang kamut, Those who are opposed, raise their hands. 2 s.t. contrary, against. Supak sa akung kabubut-un nga mu
	-


	sup-ak -suprimu 
	lakaw ka sa walay pananghid, It is against my will if you go without asking my permission first. paN-n rebuttal. rigla sa paNrebuttal technique. ma-in-un, -iru a disob� dient, tending to oppose. -ira = SUPAKIRU (female). 
	lakaw ka sa walay pananghid, It is against my will if you go without asking my permission first. paN-n rebuttal. rigla sa paNrebuttal technique. ma-in-un, -iru a disob� dient, tending to oppose. -ira = SUPAKIRU (female). 

	sup-ak v [A; a12] Łlit s.t. lengthwise, esp. along the grain. Aku usang sup-akun ang kahuy arun masulud .sa pugun, I will split the wood first so it will go into the stove. n the long piece split off from a bigger piece. Tulu ka sup-ak nga kawayan, Three slats of bamboo. 
	, ,
	, ,

	supan= SALUPAN. see SALUP. 
	supang a fat and healthy. v [ 82N; b6] be, become fat and healthy. Musupang (manupang) ang bata ug sigi siyang inum ug gatas, 
	The child will become fat and healthy if he keeps drinking milk. ka-n state of being fat and healthy. 
	The child will become fat and healthy if he keeps drinking milk. ka-n state of being fat and healthy. 

	supasn crackers or cookies. v [A13; a12] make, have crackers or cookies. 
	1 

	, ,
	, ,

	supas= SUPA. 
	2 

	supat n grain in wood that is irregular and intertwined. Ang supat makapalisud sa pagsipilya sa kabuy, The irregular grain makes the wood difficult to plane. -un a 1 full of irregular grains. 2 be hard to split because of irregular grain. Kahuyng supatun kaayung bughaun, Wood that is very difficult to split. v [B1256] be wood of this sort. 
	supbul n softball. v [Al3; b6] play softball. sup dringk n soft drinks. v [Al] have soft drinks. 
	supi n a peso (slang). 
	supil v [A23; b6] go against what s.o. wants one to do. Ug supilan mu ang tambag sa imung amahan, gabaan ka, If you disobey your father's advice, you will get your just desserts. ma-un a rebellious, disobedient. v [A 13] be, become rebellious. 
	,
	,
	,
	.


	supira see SUPA. 
	supirbaysing n teacher in charge of the administration of a whole s·chool, one rank above the principal.
	supirbaysur = ŁUPIRBISUR. 
	supirbisar v [A; b6] supervise, superintend. Supirbisabi (supirbisari) ang mutsatsang nagdigamu, Supervise the maid while she is preparing dinner. 
	supirbisur n supervisor of a school district. v [A13;a12] be made, become the supervisor. 
	supirbisuri n supervisory position. v [Al 3; c 1) hold a supervisory position. Dali rangmagsupirbisuri ang mga inbinyiru sa mina, It's easy for mine engineers to get supervisory positions in the mining company. 
	un n supervision. 
	supirbisiyun, supirbi
	sy

	supirintindint, supirintindinti n superintendent of the public schools in a city or in a whole province. 
	supirintindint, supirintindinti n superintendent of the public schools in a city or in a whole province. 
	supir istar n superstar of the movies. v (812
	56] be, become a superstar. 
	r a of a high quality. Supiriyur kaayu ning panaptuna sa imung napalit, This cloth is very much better in quality than the cloth you bought. n one's superior in an organization or in rank. 
	supiri
	yu

	supirmarkit n 1 name of one of the publicmarkets in Cebu. 2 supermarket.
	supiryura n mother superior. v [A13; a12]be, be made the mother superior. madri 
	-

	= SUPIRYURA. 
	supla v 1 [A; a12] arrest the motion of dice 
	,
	or coins that have been thrown. Akung sup-
	labun (suplahun) ang dayis ug dili maayung pagkalabay, I will arrest the dice ifthey are not thrown properly. 2 [A; a2] interrupt s.o. 's speech, usually with a question. Makasupla ba ta sa nagsulti? May I put a question to the speaker? 3 [A; a12] check vice, 
	• • I 
	• • I 
	I

	bad manners. Angay nga suplabun nang ta
	-

	rasa nga laksut, That bad trait should be put to a halt. n violation of the rules in certain games. Sa dama ubligadu ka pagkaun sa akung batu. Ug di' ka mukaun, supla ka, In checkers you are obliged to take my piece.If you do not, you violate the rules. supla

	• 
	du a 1 curt, laconic to the point of rudeness. Supladu kaayu siya ug sinultiban, He is very curt in speech. 2 characteristicallybent on going against advice, orders, or instructions. Di' masapi' ang supladu sa siminaryu, A disobedient person doesn't fit in the seminary. v 1 [B125] be rudely laconic. 2 [B2] become characteristically inclined to disobey. suplada = SUPLADU (female). suplagay v 1 [A; a3] be dispersed into various directions, cause s. t. to be dispersed. 
	du a 1 curt, laconic to the point of rudeness. Supladu kaayu siya ug sinultiban, He is very curt in speech. 2 characteristicallybent on going against advice, orders, or instructions. Di' masapi' ang supladu sa siminaryu, A disobedient person doesn't fit in the seminary. v 1 [B125] be rudely laconic. 2 [B2] become characteristically inclined to disobey. suplada = SUPLADU (female). suplagay v 1 [A; a3] be dispersed into various directions, cause s. t. to be dispersed. 
	Kinsay nagsuplagay sa mga hulin diri sa kwartu? Who scattered the marbles all over the room? Nasuplagay na mi human mamatay ang amung inahan, We were scattered after our mother died. 2 [B2; a12P] disperse, run in every direction. Pagbutu sa pusil, misuplagay ang mga tawu, When the gunfired, the people scattered in all direcions. 
	supliminru n supplement to a publication, to a diet. v [A13; c] take or add s.t. as a supplement. Pagkaung gisuplimintuhag bitamina, Food supplemented with vitamins. 
	suplir = SUPRiR. 
	supliti n blowtorch. v (A13; b6] use a blowtorch. 
	suprimu ntitle of the leaders of some organizations. Si Suprimu Luis Taruk pangulu sa 

	suprlr -surambaw 
	Kumunista kanhi, Supreme Chief Luis Taruc was the leader of the communists!formerly. 
	Kumunista kanhi, Supreme Chief Luis Taruc was the leader of the communists!formerly. 
	suprir v [A; c) substitute for s.o., substitute 
	s.t. for s. t. else. Ug mupalta ka sa trabahu duna bay musupnr nlmu? If you're absent from work do you have s.o. to substitute for you? Way hingpit nga makasuprir sa gatas sa inaban, There is nothing that can substitute perfectly for mother's milk. 
	supsup v 1 [A; a) suck, take s.t. in by sucking. Ang buwak sa antuwangang dinukduk kusug musupsup ug nana sa hubag, Crushed hibiscus flowers suck the pus from boils. Supsupun sa limatuk ang dugu, Leeches suck the blood. la [A; b5] suck s.o. off. 2 [A2N) fawn, suck up to (somewhat coarse).Musupsup (manupsup) siya sa mga tawung iyang kapangayuan ug pabur, He sucks up to people he wants to ask favors from. -butu n apple polisher (coarse).

	supsupun n saxophone (word play on supsupand saksupun -humorous). 
	supu v 1 [A; a12] embarrass s.o. by proving his allegations false. Dtlt' ka makasupu nakuyOU cannot prove me wrong because what I said is true. 2 [A12; a3] discard a card or mahjongpiece that allows an opponent to win the game. Di ku masupu kay magbantay man ku sa mga karta nga ilabay, I don't discard pieces that would allow anyone to go mahjong because I keep an eye on the pieces that have been discarded. 
	kay tinuud ang akung gisulti, 

	supurt:ar v [A; b6] 1 provide s.o. with sustenance, support. Pila ka kinda ang iyang masupunaan? How many mistresses can he 
	· support? 2 provide support to an attacking unit. Ang ataki sa dagat supurtahan ug tulu ka bapur digira, The sea assault will be supported by three battleships. 3 [Al3; b6] support a certain weight. Unum ka baliging simintu nagsupurtar sa taytayan, Six concrete columns supported the bridge. 4 [A;b6] endorse, support a candidate. Di siya musupurtar sa akung kandidatu, He would not support my candidate. 
	supurtir n athletic supporter. v [A; 'b6(1)] wear, use an athletic supporter. 
	suput v (A; a12] 1 shoot. with a blowgun. Kinsay nagsuput sa akung manuk? Who killed my chicken with a blowgun? 2 force s.t. out from a tight hole by hammering in s.t. in its place. Supta nang lansang ug laing lansang, Force out the nail by banging in another nail on top of it. 3 (A23; c) soar upas if shot from a blowgun. Mu rag misuput ang {yang kalfpay ngadtu sa kawanangan, It seemed as though his happiness soared up 
	suput v (A; a12] 1 shoot. with a blowgun. Kinsay nagsuput sa akung manuk? Who killed my chicken with a blowgun? 2 force s.t. out from a tight hole by hammering in s.t. in its place. Supta nang lansang ug laing lansang, Force out the nail by banging in another nail on top of it. 3 (A23; c) soar upas if shot from a blowgun. Mu rag misuput ang {yang kalfpay ngadtu sa kawanangan, It seemed as though his happiness soared up 
	into space. 3a do s.t. with speed, as if shot from a blowgul). Misuput siyag dagan pagkakita sa akung pistula, He ran like a\l getout when he saw my gun. Misuput sij,a ug usa ka pangutana sa tsirman, He shot a question at the chairman. n blowgun or a dart shot from a blowgun.

	suput n general name for bags, esp .. paperbags. v [c6) put in a bag. Isuput lang nangkamay, Place the sugar ii} the paper bag. 
	suput n general name for bags, esp .. paperbags. v [c6) put in a bag. Isuput lang nangkamay, Place the sugar ii} the paper bag. 
	sup-ut v [A; c] 1 fit s.t. tightly over, in, or around s.t. else. Nagsup-ut ku aring plastik nga tubu sa hara, I am fitting this plastic tube over the iron rod. 2 put on a piece of clothing wear. Nagsup-ut siya ug bag-ung bistidu, She was wearing a new dress. 
	surn 1 mahjong, the south piece, one of the winds (bintus). 2 the player at therightof the dealer. 3 the second round (rawun) in agame.
	1 
	•
	t 

	surtitle for nuns. Sur Matildi, Sister Matilde. sura v [A; b5] 1 tease, ridicule a person for a defect. Surabi (suraha) siya nga pisut, 1'ease him for being uncircumcized. 2 bother, annoy. Nganung inyung gisura ang bata nga natulug? Why did you bother the child? She was sleeping so nicely. 3 ask a person to buyone s.t. Musura na pud ning akung bata ug sapatus kay gradwisyun na, My son will ask me to buy him a pair of shoes because it will be graduation. masurahun a teasing.
	2 

	sura v [A] dance with the hands, feet, and boJy. Pwirting nakasura sa bata arun hatagan siyag singku, How the child danced to earn a nickle. 
	surab v [AP; clP] flash a fierce look of anger, hate. Sura.bun (isurab, pasurabun, ipasurab) niya ang {yang mga mata ug masuku, She flashes her eyes when she is angry. suraban a greedy eater that eats another's share as well as his own. Gipaulabi pagpakaun ang suraban nga baktin, The greedy pig
	-

	.
	.
	. 

	let .was fed last. v [B12] become a greedy 
	grabber of food. 

	. s:urambaw n 1 double-cross, tamper with a game so that the outcome is fixed. Way'da.lag-an ang atung pusta kay surambaw kaayu tung dulaa, We didn't have a chance with our bet because the game was completely fixed. 2 name of a child's game played with rubber bands knotted tightly together. v [A; a12) throw a game,double-cross. Kad
	.
	.
	tung nagsurambaw sa bas kit dlli na paapilun unya, Those who threw the basketball game will not be allowed to participate next time.
	Dili gihapun ku mapildi sa iliksiyun bisag imu kung surambawun, l will not lose in the election anyway, even if you double-cross 

	surangsurang -suruy 
	me.t 
	me.t 

	surangsurang v [A; a12] pester, annoy s.o. that is in a bad mood to start out with. A
	yaw baya ku surangsuranga kay init ning akung ulu, Don't anybody pester me because I'm in a bad mood as it is. 
	yaw baya ku surangsuranga kay init ning akung ulu, Don't anybody pester me because I'm in a bad mood as it is. 

	surbi v [A; a12] 1 survey land. 2 inspect a place to see how it is. Musurbi usa ku anang yutaa usa ku mudisidir, I'll inspect that land first before making any decision. 3 make a survey or poll. n 1 survey of land, inspection of how s. t. is. 2 survey, poll. -yur( �) n land surveyor. v [B1S6] be a surveyor. 
	surbiti n ice cream. v [Al3; a12] make, make into ice cream. paN-v [A2; b6] have ice cream. -ru n ice-cream vendor. -s = SUR
	-

	,
	,
	BITI. 

	surihir v [A; c] make a suggestion. Sa miting karun musuribir ku nga multaban ang dili mutambung, At the meeting today I will move that absentees be fined. 
	suriksurik v [AN; bS] inquire searchingly,search for s.t. meticulously. Ug musuriksurik (manuriksurik) kag trababu, makakita ka giyud, If you 're serious in looking for a job, you'll surely find one. Ang sikrita nagsuriksurik ug pangutana sa kasilinganan sa ma1numunu babin kaniya, The detective inquired in great detail about the criminal from his neighbors.Ang!akung maistra pwirting makasuriksurik (makapanuriksurik) ug buling sa suuk, My teacher searches the corners meticulously for dust. 
	surindir v 1 [A2; b6] surrender, give oneself up to proper authorities or a stronger power. Misurindir ang mga Hapun sa mga Alyadu, The Japanese surrendered to the Allies. 2 [A23] yield, concede defeat. Ug away Jang, di ku musurindir nimu, I will never surrender to you in a fight. 3 [A23; b6] stopeating due to satiation. Diba ku sa ayis krim musurindir, When we got to the ice cream, I had to stop eating. 
	suringiw a one who never does a thing right when sent on an errand. Suringiw kaayu ning bataang suguun tungud sa kalinga, This child never does a thing right when he is sent on an errand because he is so inattentive. v [BJ fail to follow instructions. Nganung musuringiw ka mag suguun? Whydon't you follow instructions when you are sent on an errand? 
	surisu n Spanish sausage made of pork. -di Bilbaw k.o. imported Spanish sausage.-sa Insik Chinese sausage. v 1 [A; a2]make sausage. 2 [Al3; b6] cook s.t. with sausage as a spice.
	surit n home-made rifle that uses empty bul
	-

	let shells reloaded with broken nails and 
	let shells reloaded with broken nails and 
	gunpowder. suritsurit n bamboo squirt gun. 
	surku v [A; al2] plow between rows of corn to loosen the soil and remove weeds (doneusually once about halfway to the harvest time). surkuhunun n corn plants at about 2-3' high, ready for weeding. 
	surpan = SURTPAN. 
	surplas n leftover military supplies and equipment sold to the civilian population. 
	surprisa n surprise, surprise gift. Duna kuy surprisa para nimu, piyung usa, I have a surprise for you, close your eyes (first). v [c6] give s. t. as a surprise gift.
	sursi v [AN2; b6] darn, mend by darning. Sursiban natu ang samput sa imung karsunis, Let us stitch over the seat of yourpants. -tapak v [A; al] put a piece of cloth under a tear and run stitches over it tostrengthen the mend. n method of mending in this way. sinursihan n place that has been darned on a garment having been mended with darning stitches. 
	surtidus a of different sorts. Surtidus ang kulur sa pintal sa balay, The house is painted with all different colors. n 1 a k.o. folk dance performed by at least six pairs of male and female dancers. Each dance figure is to a different tune. 2 assorted sweets sold packaged. 
	surtpan n short pants. v [A3; al2] wear, make into short pants. 
	surul n young of freshwater shrimp. paN-V[A2; b6] gather small freshwater shrimps.
	suruk v [A2S] for the blood to boil in anger. Nagsuruk pa ning akung dugu sa kalagut, My blood is still boiling in anger. 
	surup, surup v [A2; bS] 1 for air to penetrate through the body causing gas pains. Musurup (manurup) ang tun-ug, Draft causes gas pains. Surupun (surupan) ka ug di ka magOU will have gas pains if you sleep without covering yourself. 2 for feelings to flow through one (literary). 
	habul nga matulug, y

	surusuru n k.o. spiny shrub with fleshy tongue-shaped leaves of strong astringent effect, the young ]eaves of which are used to spice paklay: Euphorbia neriifolia. 
	suruy v 1 [A2; ac] go about, stroll. Diin ka musuruy gabii? Where did you go to last night? Isuruy ang bata sa parki, Take the child for a stroll in the park. la ika-presentable (lit. can be worn for strolling). Dili ku mauwaw sa akung uyab kay ikasuruy man pud, I am not ashamed to be seen with my girl friend because she is pretty. 2 [A; cl]bring s. t. around. Nagsuruy siyag isda, She peddles fish. Jsuruy ang mga ilimnun sa 
	• 
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	mga bisita, Bring the drinks around to the visitors. libud -a given to wandering about with no useful purpose. v [Bl] become a vagabond. ( ➔) bagduy = LIBUD SURUY. suruysuruy v [Al3; b6) 1 promenade, take a pleasure stroll. Magsuruysuruy ta sa baybayun, Let's take a walk by the beach. 2roam about uselessly. Nagpunay lang siyag suruysuruy ug way nahimu, All he ever did was roam about and never accomplishedanything. sinuruyan n 1 s.t. gained as a result of going about. 2 a woman's child born out of wedlock 
	mga bisita, Bring the drinks around to the visitors. libud -a given to wandering about with no useful purpose. v [Bl] become a vagabond. ( ➔) bagduy = LIBUD SURUY. suruysuruy v [Al3; b6) 1 promenade, take a pleasure stroll. Magsuruysuruy ta sa baybayun, Let's take a walk by the beach. 2roam about uselessly. Nagpunay lang siyag suruysuruy ug way nahimu, All he ever did was roam about and never accomplishedanything. sinuruyan n 1 s.t. gained as a result of going about. 2 a woman's child born out of wedlock 

	SUS = HISUS, n2. -maryusip = HISUSMARYUSIP. 
	susa n sodium hydroxide in white powder form used for making laundry Łoap. 
	susayid v 1 [A3; b3] commit suicide. Nagsusayid siya kay dispiradu, He committedsuicide because he was disappointed in love. 2 [A23; be] do s.t.!, gamble against very great odds (lit. commit suicide). Mususayid lang kug kuha sa tist bisag wa ku katuun, I'll just take a long chance on the examination, even if I didn't study. Isusayid kug siyut ning tanan kung kwarta, I'llbet all my money, come what may. 2a inrummy, pick up a card one needs but for which must also pick up a large number ofother cards whic
	susi v 1 [A; a2) look into s.t., go and see to find s. t. out. Nagsusi mi sa mangga human sa bagyu, We went to see what became of the mango tree after the storm. Wa ku makasusi ug duna pa bay tubig ang banga, lhave not gone to see if there is still water in the jar. la [al2] look into, investigate. 
	Susihun sa Inbiay ang anumaliya sa Iltisi, 
	Susihun sa Inbiay ang anumaliya sa Iltisi, 
	The NBI will look into the LTC anomalies. (➔) v [Al2; b2] 1 come across s.t., inadvertently find s.t. out. Hingsusihan namu sila nga nagtabaku ug ampiyun, We discovered them smoking opium. 2 come into information about s.t. Nakasusi giyud ku anang mga makina kay dugay kung trababu sa taliyir, Igot to learn s.t. about engines because I worked in a shop for a long time. susisusi v [A3N; a12] make inquiries about 

	s.o. 's life, dois, habits, and the like, usually maliciously. pa-v [A13; c6] have a medical examination. lpasusi ang bata sa duktur, Have the child examined by the doctor. paki-v [Al3; b6] ask for information, inquire. Didtu mi ni Kaduy magpakisusi habin sa yutang ibaligya, We asked for information from Cadoy about the land for sale. 
	ng

	n investigation, inquiry. 
	n investigation, inquiry. 
	suskribir v (A] subscribe to a periodical.Gustu ka bang mususkribir sa Tayims? Doyou want to subscribe to the Times? 
	suskrisiyun n subscription. 
	suskritur n subscriber. 
	susmariya (from Hisus and Manya) interjection 1 expressing helpless frustration at s. t. which happened or about which nothingcan be done. Susmariya ning bataa! Giyabu na pud ag gatas sa lamisa, Goodness, this child! He spilled the milk all over the tableagain. 2 expressing reaction to fright. Susmarfya, pwirting kurata naku, Heavens! Isure was frightened. 
	suspi n peso or one peso (slang). 
	suspindTr v 1 [A; a12] suspend from office or privilege. Suspindihun ka ug makita ka nga sad-an, You will be suspended if youare found guilty. 2 [Al; a12] cause an action or practice to cease for the time being. 
	·

	Suspindihun ang klasi sa Lunis ug Martis, 
	The class will be suspended on Monday and 
	Tuesday. 
	suspinsu n suspension from office, school. v[A3P; a12] suspend s.o. from office, school. 
	Ang prisidinti mauy mususpinsu niya sa {yang katungdanan, The president will suspend him from office. 
	suspiru, suspirus n sugar candy. -dimanik.o. sugar candy into which peanuts havebeen thrown. v [A; a12] make sugar candy. 
	suspitsa, suspitsar v [A; b( 1)) suspect. Walaymususpitsar natu tining kawata, Nobodywill suspect us of this robbery. 

	suspitsu v [A 13; b6] suspect, regard s. t. in a certain way without proof. Nagsuspitsu ku nga wala ning bataa magtungha karun, l ambeginning to suspect that this child is not attending school. Siyay gisuspitsuhan nga mauy nagk uba sa kwarta, l suspect him of being the one who took the money. n suspicion. -sa = SUSPITSUSU, 2 (female). -su a 1arousing suspicion. Suspitsusu ug lihuk ang istranyu, The stranger's behavior is suspicious. 2 suspicious of others. Asawang suspitsusu sa iyang bana, A wife suspici
	sustansiya n nutriment. Dagbang sustansiya ang utan, Vegetables are very nutritious. ma-, masustansiyahun a nutritious. Angayiskrim nga Magnulya!. masustansiya (masustansiyabun) kaayu, Magnolia ice cream is very nutritious. v [A13] be nutritious. 
	sustinidu n sharp, a note one-half step high
	-

	t 
	t 
	t 
	,

	er. Pa sustinidu, F sharp. 2 a sharp cord. 

	sustinidusee SUSTINIR. 
	2 

	sustinir v 1 [A2; b6] last, manage to keep up 
	sustintu -su t 
	with some work. Musustinir ka naku ug buksing ug mga Lima ka rawun? Can youlast five rounds boxing against me? Sustiniban ku nang trababua, I will keep on with that work. la [A; c] withstand weight or pressure, sustain. Ang sanga di' na makasustinir sa gibug-atun sa mga bunga, The branch cannot withstand the weight of the fruits. 2 [A3; b6] stick to a line of reasonor allegation. Musustinir ka sa imung gi
	with some work. Musustinir ka naku ug buksing ug mga Lima ka rawun? Can youlast five rounds boxing against me? Sustiniban ku nang trababua, I will keep on with that work. la [A; c] withstand weight or pressure, sustain. Ang sanga di' na makasustinir sa gibug-atun sa mga bunga, The branch cannot withstand the weight of the fruits. 2 [A3; b6] stick to a line of reasonor allegation. Musustinir ka sa imung gi
	ngsulti? Will you stick to your story? 3 [a2] make do with s. t. less in quality or quantity. Gisustinihan ku niya ug sulti sa iyang kinawayan nga ininglis, He made do, speaking to me in broken English. Saging nga isustinir sa tinggutum, Bananas which we make 
	i

	do with in times of famine. sustiniduAa 1 assiduous, sticking to s.t. Kadtung sustinidu sa ilang trababu pag-usbawan ug swildu, 
	2 

	Those who are assiduous in their work will be given a raise in salary. 2 having the capaccity to endure, carry on with work. Sustinidu kaayu siya ug kalut ug kanal kay dagku siyag buktun, He has the capacity to digditches because he has muscular arms. 

	sustintu n money for one's sustenance. Angsustintu nga ipadala sa iyang bana igu ra sa pagkaun, The sustenance her husband sends is enough for food. v [A; b6] give money for sustenance. Di na ku musustintu nimu ug magminyu ka, I will not support you anymore if you get married. 
	susu n 1 breast, the mammary gland or its analous formation in males. 2 angular corners of pillows, sacks, and the like which can be taken hold of. -g agta n hornet's nest hanging from a tree (lit. an agta's breast). v 1 [A2S; b(l)] suckle. Ang tutuy nga wala sus'-i dili bitay, Breasts that have not suckled a baby do not sag. 2 [a12] hit in the chest, underneath the breasts toward· the arm. Ug susbun (susubun) ug dunggab ang tawu, matigbak, If a man is stabbed on the side next to his breast, he will die ri
	og

	sum n k.o. smooth cerith shell of fresh waters, black, dark green, or brown. paN-v [A2; b6] gather susu. 
	susu v [A; alb2) 1 pound s.t. usually with short and moderately heavy strokes. Susu
	-

	un nimu pag-ayu ang panit arun mabumuk, 
	un nimu pag-ayu ang panit arun mabumuk, 
	Pound the leather well so it will get soft. 2 knock s.t. on the surface and bruise it without breaking the surface. Susuun ku nang ngabil mu ug mutubag ka pa, I'll bruise your lips if you answer back again. 
	susun a close together, in rapid succession. 
	Susun ang mga balay sa syudad, The houses in the city are close to each other. v [B3(1)6; b6cl] do, situate in rapid or close succession. Misusun siya sa iyang inaban ug kamatay, She died soon after her mother died. 
	susut a 1 stunted in growth. Pulus susut angmga tanum, The plants are all stunted. 2 scarce. Susut ang taksi arung urasa, Taxis are scarce round about this time. v [B; b6]1 be, become stunted or runty. Mususut ang mga bata kun paalsabun ug bug-at, 
	Children will grow up to be stunted if they are made to carry heavy loads. Nagsusutang mga tanum tungud kay wa abunubi, 
	The plants were stunted in growth because they weren't fertilized. 2 be, become scarce. 
	Nasusut ang mga isda tungud sa dinamita, 
	Fish have become scarce because of the dynamite fishing. 
	susyadu (from susyu) a having a defect on the surf ace. Di' na mabalin ang mga prutas nga susyadu, Fruit with defects on the skin is hard to sell. Di' na siyang patabak-un kay susyadu nag baga, He is not allowed to smoke any more because he has defective lungs. v [B126] be, become defective. 
	2

	susyal a fond of attending social functions. v [B12] be, become fond of attending social gatherings. Burung niadtu si Lurna, karun nasusyal na, Lorna 'used to be shy but now she has become fond of parties. 
	susyalayit n socialite. v [B1] be, become a socialite. 
	susyidad n 1 society. Susyidad nga maut, Hypocritical society. 2 society, club. Susyidad sa mga kababayin-an, Women's society. 
	alta -see •ALTA. 
	susyun partnership. v 1 [C; b6] be partners with, make a partner of s.o. Magsusyu mi si and I are partners in a restaurant. 2 [A13; ale] organize,contribute to a partnership. ka-n partner in business. 
	1 
	lnting ug ristawrant, lnti
	ng 

	susyun 1 defect or imperfection in a fruit. 
	2
	Kining mga mangga nga may susyu Laina kay dili' ibaligya, Separate these mangoes with imperfections because we won't sell them. 2 mark, imperfection in s. t. that is supposed to be smooth. Kutsing way susyu, A car without a scratch. 
	, ,
	sut = SULUT
	l 2· 

	' 

	Figure
	suta n a coat coloration of animals consist
	suta n a coat coloration of animals consist
	-

	1
	ing usually of half black and half white fur. 
	sutan 1 stable boy, groom. 2 the jack ofthe Spanish cards (number 10).!v 1 (B156;a12] be, become a groom. 2 [Al2; b8]draw a jack. 
	2 

	suta v 1 (A 13; a2b2] go to find out or verify 
	s.t. Sutaa didtu ug pilay baligya sa iyang kabayu, Go and see how much he wants to sell his horse for. 2 (C; alc3] have it out with 
	s.o. to find out who is really who. Sutaun natu ug kinsay talawan natung duba, We will have it out and see which of us two is a coward.
	sutana n 1 priest's cassock, the soutane. 2 
	I
	the priestly off ice. A nang imung gibubat wa 
	Jang gani ka magbunabuna sa imung sutana, 
	When you did that you completely forgot that you were a priest. v [A; a12] wear, make into a soutane.

	sutanghun n bean threads or dish made of bean threads. v [A; b6] make sutangbun. 
	·

	sutil= LIMUNSiro.
	l 

	sutil!a rebelliously stubborn. Layban kung 
	2
	2
	mulatigu anang sutil kaayu nga bata, I'd like to whip that stubborn child. v [B 12; b6)be, become rebelliously stubborn. 

	sutsut v [Al2; cl] 1 slufP, eat or drink noisily in a sucking way. /ya lang gisutsut ang usa ka panaksang sabaw, He simply slurped down one bowl of soup. 2 [AN; b6] attract 
	s.o. 's attention with a low interrupted hiss.ing sound, either to call him or reprimand him. n the hissing or slurping sound of this at s.o. 
	s.o. 's attention with a low interrupted hiss.ing sound, either to call him or reprimand him. n the hissing or slurping sound of this at s.o. 
	sort. paN· n act of hissi
	ng 


	sutuy i, [A2] 1 leave immediately without looking back or saying anything. Misutuysiya ug lakaw kay nangtsug tu naku, Hewalked straight away without looking back because he was mad at me. 2 zoom or shootoff like a projectile. 3 for a child to slip out easily on delivery. Misutuy lang ang bata sa pagsakit sa iyang tiyan, The mother had a pain in her stomach, and the baby just slipped out. 
	suub n 1 pointed stake made of a length of 
	I
	I
	thinnish species of bamboo (bagakay) putin the bottom of pit traps. 2 a spear fashioned in the same way. v {a12] make into a stake or spear. 

	suub = SUL-UB, v. (➔)= SL-UB, n.
	2 
	lJ

	suud a 1 close in space or time. Suud na kaayu ang adlaw sa kasal, The weddiday is near. Ang baril sa gasuUna suud ra kaayu sa dapug, The gasoline barrel is a bit too near the stove. 2 intimate. Suud kaayu ming amigu, We are very intimate friends. v [ABC; a] 
	suud a 1 close in space or time. Suud na kaayu ang adlaw sa kasal, The weddiday is near. Ang baril sa gasuUna suud ra kaayu sa dapug, The gasoline barrel is a bit too near the stove. 2 intimate. Suud kaayu ming amigu, We are very intimate friends. v [ABC; a] 
	ng 

	place, be set closely. Suurun ta nig butangarun dilt' magkabulagbulag, Let's place these close together so they won 'r get separated. 2 [BC; a12) be, become intimate, close to. Dili ku makigsuud sa tabian, I don't want to be intimate with a gossip. ka-banay n 

	,
	,
	close relative. A ku gihapun siyang kasuud 
	banay kay mag-agaw mi, He is still a closerelative because we are cousins.
	suudsuud v [A; a12] mimic s.!o. usually tomake fun of him. Nagsuudsuud ang bata sa nagdiskursu, The child is mimicking the man delivering a speech. Suudsuurun ku siya arun manuyu, I'll mimic her so she'll get angry.
	suuk n 1corner, the inside space. Suuk sa kaban, Corner of a trunk. 2 a remote secluded place. Suuk tung ,1a sa iskwatir, They live deep in the squatter area. 3 in recesses of one's thoughts. Sa mga suuk sa imung kunsyinsiya, In the recesses of your conscience. 4 foul smell characteristic of a dank, dirty corner. Pag-ilis ganig sinina, nanimabu ka lang suuk da, Change into s.t. clean. You smell like a dank and dirty corner. v [c) be put at the corner or in a remote secluded place. paN-(�) n wisdom tooth. 
	suul v 1 (A2; b4] for an illness or bad behavior that recurs at intervals to recur. Misuul na pud ang iyang kabuang, His foolishness is showiitself again. Gisul-an na pud siya sa iyang bubak, He is having an attack of asthma again. 2 [A; b4] have a stomach ache. Ug magsuul pa nang imung tiyan, tumar aning tambal, If your stomach still hurts, take this medicine. n stomach pain. -sa iru very painful stomach cramps believed to be a kabuhi which has found its way into the pit of the stomach. sulul-an, sul-an
	ng 
	· 

	suul V [A; c] wear, put s.t. on. Nganung nagsuul ka mag bulingun? Why are you wearing dirty clothes? 
	suun v 1 (A; a2] imitate; adopt a fad or 
	I 
	I 
	, '

	mannerism. Dili ku musuun sa mga bag-ung muda sa pamisti, I will not follow the new dress styles. Sayun ra ning bayliba, sun-a lang ang ak ung lakang, This dance is easy;just follow my steps. 2 (A; c16) wear s.t.belonging to s.o. else. Sun-un ang akung sinina sa akung mangbud, My younger sister will wear my dress. 

	suun-suyla 
	2 

	suunv [A; c] 1 fill up a hole, cavity with solid objects. Siyay misuun ug balas sa imung sapatus, He filled your shoes with sand. Sun-ig batu ang mga lata, Fill the cans with stones. 2 = SUL-UT, 2. 
	2 

	•suun ig-n brother or sister. ig-sa inahan, amahan n half-sister or brother on one's mother's or father's side. ig-sa ngalang ig-a brother in the real sense of the word. v [Al 23S] have as a brother or sister. paN• v [A 2; cl] consider s.o. as a brother or sister. 
	Ug ang Muslim na ganiy makapangigsuun nimu, unungan ka giyud, When a Muslim comiders you a brother, he is loyal to you. mag-, manag-n siblings. v [Al3; c] do s.t. together as siblings. lmagsuun nila ang ilang nigusyu, The siblings will do business together. mag-sa lamisa apan dili sa bulsa each must pay his own way, whether or not they are brothers (lit. brothers at the table but not with the pocketbook). Bayrangiyud nimu ang imung utang naku kay bisan tuud ug magsuun ta sa lamisa, dili' man sa bulsa, Yo
	Ug ang Muslim na ganiy makapangigsuun nimu, unungan ka giyud, When a Muslim comiders you a brother, he is loyal to you. mag-, manag-n siblings. v [Al3; c] do s.t. together as siblings. lmagsuun nila ang ilang nigusyu, The siblings will do business together. mag-sa lamisa apan dili sa bulsa each must pay his own way, whether or not they are brothers (lit. brothers at the table but not with the pocketbook). Bayrangiyud nimu ang imung utang naku kay bisan tuud ug magsuun ta sa lamisa, dili' man sa bulsa, Yo

	suung v [A; bS] go, swim under s.t. that is not far above one's head. Misuung siya sa awtu pagtan-aw ug wa ba mabaU ang mwilyi, He crawled under the car to see if the hadn't broken. Dili ka makasuung sa pantalan kay daghang sisi did tu, You can not swim under the wharf because there are lots of sharp shellfish there. sung-anay n method of punishing the losers in a group game by making them crawl between the in a line. v [A 1) impose this punishment on the loser. 
	spri
	ng 
	legs of the winners standi
	ng 

	,
	,
	suungsuung = SUNG-ANAY. sung-unun a 
	for s.t. to be so low one has to bend his under it. 
	head passi
	ng 

	,

	suung = SUL-UNG. 
	soup v [A23N; b6N] look and hear covertlyto gather information. Hadluk ka nga musuup (manuup)sa imung asawa, You're scared to spy on your wife. Unsay imung gipanupan diha? What are you spying on there? 
	suu t n arthritic pains, usually in the fingerjoints. v [b4] have arthritic pains, esp. in the fier joints.
	ng

	suutv 1 [A; al2] pass or force one's waythrough tall objects. DiU ta makasuut diha kay baga ang mga bagun, We cannot get through there because the vines are very thick. 2 [A2; a12] penetrate, pass through pores. Ang bu/a sa Rinsu musuut giyud sa 
	lugas sa panaptun, Rinso suds really pene
	lugas sa panaptun, Rinso suds really pene
	trate the fibers of the cloth. 
	,
	suut= SUL-UT. suuy n 1 the edible flesh of the jackfruit (nangka) which encloses the seed. la name given in some localities to the jackfruit itself. 2 the inedible pulp of the jackfruit which surrounds the edible flesh. 2a undeveloped seed of fruit which is small and flat, and analogous to the inedible pulp of the jackfruit.
	2 

	suwa n word to drive away chickens. 
	suwan general term for various sour, fra
	1
	grant citrus fruits with a taste similar to lime and thick peels that adhere to the flesh, varying in size from the tiny samuyawto the byasung. suwasuwa n bush bearing leaves with an odor like citrus and small mucilagenous berries, red when ripe: Tri
	phasia trif olia. 
	'
	'
	' 

	suwa= SULA" suwa-for words with suwa-see also SULAand SWA-. 
	2 
	l

	suwal v [A2] for a sickness to recur (said of sicknesses for which it is possible to prevent recurrences). Nakasuwal ang iyang pamutu kay nag-abusar man siya sa babayi, His skin disease came back because he indulged in women. 
	suwata remark uttered by s.o. upon hearing
	1
	s.o. else sneezi, as a way of preventing s.t. 
	ng

	worse from happening (said as a sumpa).suwat= SULAT. 
	2

	suwat v [A; a] pull up s.t. lightly rooted on 
	, 
	, 
	,

	the ground. Atung suwatun ang mga tag-as
	nga sagbut, We'll just pull up the tall weeds. 
	suway bagyu = SULAYBAGYU. 
	suwing gam n chewing gum. 
	suwits n switch; a device for opening or closing an electric circuit. v 1 [A; c6] switch s.t. on. /suwits ang suga bi, Switch the lights on please. 2 [A23] shift from one course of study to another. 
	suya v [B126; b3J feel dislike towards s.o. out of envy or because of an overbearing,braggart sort of personality. Makasuya man nang imung pagkahambugiru, Your braggingmakes people resent you. Nasuya siya naku kay dilz' man giyud siya makalupig, He resents it that he can never beat me. 
	, . 
	,

	suyagit = SY AGIT. 
	suyak v [A; c] put a spike, thorn, or anything pointed on a path to pierce a foot or tire. Suyakan natu ang kadaplinan sa gardin, Let's put pointed stakes all around the edges of the garden. n = SUYAK. (➔) n nail,tack or the like, to pierce the foot. 
	suyla v [A; ab7] 1 overflow, spill over. Kun 

	suylan -swipir 
	mag-ulan, ang tubig musuyla sa kanal, When it rains, the water spills out of the ditch. Sa prugrama ang mga tawu misuyla ngadtu sakarsada, The people who attended the program spilled over into the street. Gisuylanila ang mga prutas sa lamisa, They put fruit on the table until it spilled over the edges. la splash up as a result of pressure or impact. Dili makasuyla ang tuba kay gamay ug baba ang sudlanan, The palm toddy cannot splash out because the container has a small mouth. 2 [A3] for an emotion to be 
	mag-ulan, ang tubig musuyla sa kanal, When it rains, the water spills out of the ditch. Sa prugrama ang mga tawu misuyla ngadtu sakarsada, The people who attended the program spilled over into the street. Gisuylanila ang mga prutas sa lamisa, They put fruit on the table until it spilled over the edges. la splash up as a result of pressure or impact. Dili makasuyla ang tuba kay gamay ug baba ang sudlanan, The palm toddy cannot splash out because the container has a small mouth. 2 [A3] for an emotion to be 
	suylan = KAMUNING. 
	suylas n 1 small tacks of the sort used to nail the straps of clogs to the wooden sole. 2 side of the heels of men's shoes. v [b] nail with suylas. 
	suysuy v [A; a) pound a small amount of rice with a pestle. Magsuysuy lang kug para lugawun, I'll pound just enough rice for porridge.

	suyud n bee stinger. v [A2N; b8] sting. Dilimakasuyud (makapanuyud) ang buyug ug kuptan sa paku, Wasps can't sting if you hold them by the wings. 
	suyup v [A2S; a12) 1 suck in, draw in air or liquid. Ug suyupun ang tubig sa bumba, maayu pa nang bumba, As long as the pumpsucks in the water. it is still good. la absorb. draw by capillary action. Ang naylun kuli musuyup ug singut, Nylon does not absorb sweat well. lb for magnets to draw. Anglansang mutaput ug suyupun sa batubalani, 
	The nail will stick if it is attracted by the magnet. 2 [A3; a12) use up money as if it were sucked away. Ang gastu sa gasulina musuyup ug daki, sa imung kita, The cost of gasoline just sucks away a large portion of your earnings. n action of sucking, absorbi, pulling by a magnet. 
	The nail will stick if it is attracted by the magnet. 2 [A3; a12) use up money as if it were sucked away. Ang gastu sa gasulina musuyup ug daki, sa imung kita, The cost of gasoline just sucks away a large portion of your earnings. n action of sucking, absorbi, pulling by a magnet. 
	ng


	swa n acronym for the SWA, Social Welfare Administration. 
	swabia 1 bland, not irritating. Sa mga tambal sa ubu, kiniy swabi, Of all the cough medicines this is the one that is blandest. 2 socially graceful, smooth. Swabi kaayu siya ug binaylihan, He dances very smoothly. 3 slow but perceptible in effect or outcome. Maayu ning tambala kay swabi ug ipiktu, This medicine is good because it has a slow but perceptible effect. v [B2) be, become bland, smooth, not so harsh in effect. 
	1 

	swabi= SULA.BI. see LABI. 
	2 

	swagir n k.o. loose blouse used by pregnant women. v [A; b6] wear, make into a blouse 
	of this sort. 
	of this sort. 
	, 
	. 
	,

	swagat = SYAGIT. 
	swakan a eating anything that comes one's way. Nagsakit ang tiyan sa bata kay swakan man kaayug baba, That child has a stomachache because he eats anything and everything that he can get his hands on. 
	swaki = SALUWAKI. 
	swangit (from swapang and pangit) a greedyand ugly. 

	swapang a oppressively opportunistic, taking advantage. Swapang insika. Maayu Langmanghuwam, piru dill magpahuwam naku, That Chinese is a no good opportunist. He's great at borrowing, but when it comes to lending, forget it. Swapang nimu uy. lkay nagswildu, akuy mubang�a, You are so inconsiderate. You get the salary and I have to pay the bill. swasid = SALUWASID. swibil n a joint that pivots freely and is attached between two lengths of line or chain to prevent kinking. v [A 13; a2] make into, attach a sw
	· 

	swipstik -syauk 
	sweeper.
	sweeper.

	swipstik n sweepstakes, the national lottery, the winners of which are usually determined by horse races. v [A13] hold the sweepstakes. 
	swirti n 1 luck, good fortune. Ug may swirti ka makabalin ka ug tulu ka ttbi ang simana, 
	With luck you can sell three TV sets a week. Swirti nga nahitabu tu kay nabibawan ang ,yang binuang, It was a good thingthat that happened because I found ou,t what he had been doing. 2 fate, fortune. Iyang swirti nga maminyu ug balu, It is her fate to marry a widower. Swirti nga naabut ang amaban ug naabtan sila, Unfortunatelythe father arrived and they were caught in the act. v 1 [A12; b8] do s.t. lucky by chance. Nakaswirti ku ug plli sa unang ganti, By luck I picked the one that won first prize. 2 [A
	With luck you can sell three TV sets a week. Swirti nga nahitabu tu kay nabibawan ang ,yang binuang, It was a good thingthat that happened because I found ou,t what he had been doing. 2 fate, fortune. Iyang swirti nga maminyu ug balu, It is her fate to marry a widower. Swirti nga naabut ang amaban ug naabtan sila, Unfortunatelythe father arrived and they were caught in the act. v 1 [A12; b8] do s.t. lucky by chance. Nakaswirti ku ug plli sa unang ganti, By luck I picked the one that won first prize. 2 [A
	Sometimes I turn out lucky in my fishing. swirtiswirti a chancy, a matter of luck. Swirtiswirti kanunay ang panagat ug maayu nga mangita ka ug trabahu, Fishing is a chancy occupation, and you would do better to look for work. v [A 13; a4] be, get to be lucky at times. 

	swis linin n k.o. finely woven imported cloth. swit n slow music. v [A2; b6] dance to slow music. swit myusik = SWIT. 
	switik a clever, smart and mischievous at the same time. Switik kaayung bataa, kay mangayu naku bisag natagaan na siyang Mama, 
	What a clever rascal. He asks me for money when his Mother already gave him some. v 1 [B12S] be clever and haughty. 2 [A; al 
	What a clever rascal. He asks me for money when his Mother already gave him some. v 1 [B12S] be clever and haughty. 2 [A; al 
	2] deceive with sleight of hand, esp. in cards. Ug wa pa tu switika sa nagbangka, alas unta tuy akung madawat, If the dealer hadn't cheated, I would have gotten an ace. 

	switir n sweater, sweatshirt. v [A12; a12] wear, make into a sweater or sweatshirt. 
	switu a 1 know how to do s. t. Switu kaayu siya sa panagat, He knows all about fishing.2 familiar with a place. Switu kaayu siya ugasang pampaman, He knows where all the bawdy houses are. v 1 [B12S; b8] come to know s.t. Naswitu na ku sa inyung sikritu, I have found out your secret. 2 [a12] go s.w. to find out s.t. Swituha didtu ug naunsa nang ,Lang amut, Go and find out what happened to their contribution. 
	syagit v [A2S; b6(1)] shout. Wala siya makasyagit kay gitiunan ug pusil, She wasn't able to shout because a gun was pointed at her. lsyagit ang imung tubag, Shout out your 
	syagit v [A2S; b6(1)] shout. Wala siya makasyagit kay gitiunan ug pusil, She wasn't able to shout because a gun was pointed at her. lsyagit ang imung tubag, Shout out your 
	answer. n shout. 

	syakuy n tidbit made of flour, and optionally eggs, formed into long slender pieces and deep fried jn fat. v [Al3; a12] make, make into syakuy.
	syakuy n tidbit made of flour, and optionally eggs, formed into long slender pieces and deep fried jn fat. v [Al3; a12] make, make into syakuy.
	t

	syalan = UNSINGALAN. 
	syampu n hair shampoo. v [AN; c] shampoo.
	Di ku mus_yampu (manyampu) kay manglarut ang akung buhuk, l don't use shampoo because I am losing my hair. 
	,
	,
	,

	syanga = p ANTDIAN. 
	syaping v 1 [Al; b6] go shopping for drygoods. Magsyaping ka sa Wayit Guld? Will you go shopping in the White Gold (department store)? 2 [A; b6] window-shop.
	syapirun = TSAPIRUN. 
	syapu n k.o. shrub of waste places, the bark of which makes a weak rope. 
	syŁulv [A; cl] shuffle cards, mahjong pieces.
	1 

	syapulv [A2C23; bS] for a cock to fight by making thrusts with the feet. Syapulun(syapulan) dayun nang inyung manuk Sa akua, My cock will attack yours with his feet instantly. n action of fighting, making thrusts with the feet. -in-an(➔)n manner of fighting in this way. 
	2 

	syarap shut up! Syarap! Di giyud ka pul-an ug sulti! Shut up! You never get tired of talking, do you! 
	syarpsyutir n 1 sharpshooter. 2 one who consistently puts the ball into the goal or hole. v [ B 12] be, become a sharpshooter or consistent scorer. 
	syaru -ug expression of disbelief: it's impossible. Syaru ug mahubad ning pagkabaata, It is impossible that it should come undone the way it was tied. Wa gi_yud kay ikahatag? Syaru ug wa kay diyis! You can't give a penny? Surely you can. let me have ten! [name, pronoun] How could [noun or pronoun] do such a thing! Syciru sab ka Tina. 
	-

	ŁVa na Lang makapakaun sa bata! Tina, how could you! You haven't even thought of feeding the child! 
	syat v [A; cl] 1 shoot the ball into the basket or hole to score a point. 2 take a still photograph. n 1 point or goal scored by shooting the ball. 2 a shot of liquor. 3 shot, single exposure on a roll of film. -ir a one who is a good shot or good at throwing in games that require aiming. v [B 12; b6] become a good shot. maniniyat n photographer (humorous). -gan n shotgun. v [A12; b2] fire a shotgun at. 
	Łatira see SYAT. n shutter of a camera. 
	Łauk v [A2S; b6] long, drawn out shout, 

	, . , .
	syawir -syut1s 
	shriek. Misyauk ang bumbiru sa pagpaingun sa kalayu, The fire truck went to the fire with screaming sirens. Intawun ang bata nagsiyauk sa kasakit, The poor boy was shrieking in pain. n loud,long-drawn sound, shriek. 
	shriek. Misyauk ang bumbiru sa pagpaingun sa kalayu, The fire truck went to the fire with screaming sirens. Intawun ang bata nagsiyauk sa kasakit, The poor boy was shrieking in pain. n loud,long-drawn sound, shriek. 
	syawir n 1 shower for bathing. 2 shower bath. v 1 [a2] install a shower. 2 [A) take a shower. 
	syawir parti n shower for brides. v [A; b(l)]give a bridal shower. 

	syiding n shading of s.t. drawn or letters. v [A; alb] shade s.t. drawn. 
	syilak = SILAK' 
	I
	I

	syirnpri expression indicatian obvious and unavoidable consequence. Syimpri, imu giyud tung bayran kay ikay mikaun sa mangga, Of coµrse you must pay for the mango because you ate it. 
	ng 

	syinsiya = SINSIY A" 
	l

	syintipiku n scientist. a done in a scientific way. Gigama ni sa syintipiku nga paagi, This was made in a scientific way. v 1 [Al]be a scientist. 2 [al 2] do s. t. scientifically. 
	syintu combining form for counting one hundred between 101 and 199. Syintu diyis, One hundred ten. ·s hundreds, used only after the numbers of Spanish origin except singku 'five'. Dus syintus, Two hundred. v see TRIS. 
	syiring v l [A; cl] sew s.t. with shirring. 2 [A; b6] wear s.t. with shirring. n s.t. sewn with shirring. 
	syirtu = SIRTU. 
	syista n siesta, a brief nap after lunch. v [A]take a siesta. 
	,
	,
	,
	. .


	sy1t1 = SITI. 
	syuv 1 [A23] show up as expected. Di" na tingali musyuap ang imung dit kay lawum to show up any more because it is alreadyquite late. 2 [A2] shine in a field of activity. lngun ug brayit. Wa man lagi siya musyuap sa klasi, They say she is very bright. Why didn't she show up in class? 
	ap 
	nang gabii, Your date is probably not goi
	ng

	syudad n l city. 2 pubic region (humorous). Ug dagbang tawu sa baryu, labi na sa syudad, There are plenty of people in the village (i.e., hair in the beard). How many more there must be in the city (i.e., hair in the 
	syudad n l city. 2 pubic region (humorous). Ug dagbang tawu sa baryu, labi na sa syudad, There are plenty of people in the village (i.e., hair in the beard). How many more there must be in the city (i.e., hair in the 
	pubic region)! v [Bl2; a12] be, become,make into a city. -nun n city resident. a like one from the city. v [B125] become citified in one's ways. 

	syukang kaw n action of winning in mahjong where a player has obtained an upinkang (see KANG) and the fourth piece which made the kang. 
	syukang kaw n action of winning in mahjong where a player has obtained an upinkang (see KANG) and the fourth piece which made the kang. 
	2
	2

	syuktung n k.o. cheap commercial alcoholic drink, called after the brand name Se Hoc Tong. 
	syumuy n 1 k.o. game of marbles in which the marbles are thrown toward five small holes such that only one marble gets in. If none does, the player hits a marble designated by the opponent \\'ithout hitting any of the others. Hitting more than one marble more than one marble in the hole nullifies the play. 2 action of putti!the marble in a hole. 3intercourse (humorous). v [A; c] 1 play syumuy. 2 shoot the marbles into the hole. 3 [AC; c] have intercourse (stick it in -humorous). 
	or putti
	ng 
	ng 

	syupaw n snack made of rice flour filled with meat, eggs, and spices, and cooked in steam. v [A; a12] make, have syupaw.
	syurtkat n short-cut route, shortest way to reach a place. Kining karsada mauy syurtkat sa Talisay, This road is a shortcut to Talisay. v [A2; a2] take a shortcut. Nagsyurtkat mi sa haul, We took a shortcut through the field. 
	syurt pants, syurts = SURTPAN. 
	syutgo ahead ask the question. Ug andam ka na sa imung pangutana, syut! If you are ready with your question, go ahead, shoot! 
	1 

	syutv [A; c6] put all the money one has on one bet. Isyut ang imung pusta, daug lagi, Shoot your money. We'll win, you can count on it. 
	2 

	syuting n filming of a motion picture. wa pamahuman ang -a humorous phrase used in referring to a man with long hair, from the notion that actors wear lohair throughout the duration of the filming of s.t. v [A1; b6] 1 film a motion picture. 2 take pictures. Magsyuting mi sa baybay, We'll take pictures at the beach. 
	ng 

	syutis 1 = ASYUTIS. 2 = SAYUTI. 

	tasee KITA. ta= TAI.A. 
	l 
	i

	2 
	ta
	1 
	short 
	for UNTA. 

	short for TATA. 
	ta
	2 

	taak v 1 [A; b6(1)] step on, tread. Nganung gitaakan man nimu ang akung sabud? Whydid you step on my seedbed? 2 [A2; a] come to a place for the first time. Nakataak (nakataak) na kug Amirika, Now, Ihave set foot in America. Taakun ku bisag impirnu pagpangita nimu, I'll go to hell and back in my search for you. 
	taal a genuine, pure. Sayaw nga taal PiliP,inu, Native Filipino dance. Taal na siyang Arab, He is a full-blooded Arab. 2 mellow and well-aged. a said of root crops that have been left to mature in the ground. Kamuting taal, Mature sweet potatoes. b said of wine or vinegar. Suka nga taal, Fully-agedvinegar. v [B3(1); a2] become well-aged. 
	taan v [AN; c] set a trap of any sort. ltaan ang bubu, lit-ag, Set the fish trap, the noose. taantaan n method of fishing with a hook and line in shallow waters where the fisherman looks in the water with a silip or goggles at the same time as he holds his line and maneuvers his boat. v [A; c] fish in this way.
	•taantaan pa-v [A13; b6] let s.t. happen to s.t. or oneself a while longer. Magpataantaan pa ku ug bulad sa adlaw, I'll stay out in 
	,
	,
	the sun just a bit longer. Akung gipataanta
	-

	anan ang lugaw sa kalayu, I let the porridge 
	cook on the fire just a little longer. 

	taas a long, tall, high. -ug ilung not see s.t. right in front of one's nose. Taas kag ilung kay wa ka kakita sa lapis sa imung atubangan, You're blind because you didn't see the pencil right in front of your nose. -ugtinuntu extremely naughty. -ug lupad see LUPAD. v 1 [B3(1); b6] grow, appear long, tall. Mutaas ka kun magbaybil, You'll appear tall if you wear heels. Wa makataas ang kabuy kay giawngan, The tree didn't grow tall because it was stifled by other trees. 2 [A; b] add more length, height. Tas-i
	T 
	950 
	pressure, and other quantities. Nagkataas ang iyang hilanat, His fever is getting higher and higher. n fifth bottle (slang). (Ł) v [B3 (1); al] be stretched long, tall. Mitaas iyang liug ug pinangita naku, She craned her neck looking for me. n = I-. pa-v 1 [A; c] raise. 
	pressure, and other quantities. Nagkataas ang iyang hilanat, His fever is getting higher and higher. n fifth bottle (slang). (Ł) v [B3 (1); al] be stretched long, tall. Mitaas iyang liug ug pinangita naku, She craned her neck looking for me. n = I-. pa-v 1 [A; c] raise. 
	Magpataas sa kamut ang dunay pangutana, 
	Anyone who has a question should raise his hand. 2 [A; b(l)] lengthen, increase the length. n 1 upward. Isibug ang kwadru pataas, Move the picture upwards. 2 lengthwise. -g-high, tall, long (plural). gitas-un n height, length. ha-a very long, high. Hataas nga panabun, A very long time. i-, i-(�) n upstairs. katas-an n uplands. kahitas-an 1 sky, heavens. 2 God. Ibangad sa kabitas-an ang imung suliran, Look to God for the solution to your problems. mapahitas-un, mahatas-un, mahitas-un a haughty. Mapabitas
	' 
	taay = TAYA. 
	2

	tib = TALAB. taba n pork fat. 
	tabaghak = BALJ\IIAK, n, v. tabagnul n a disease of bananas and root 
	crops characterized by the appearance of hard masses of dark spores which sometimes break up into fine dust. v [ a4] be affected with rust. -un( ➔) a blighted with fruit rust. tabagsak n k.o. sardine, slightly fatter than 
	the tagnipis: Sardine/la sp.= TIBAGSUY. tabak v [A13P; b6P] give, furnish s.o. with 
	tabagm.ay 

	s.t. that can be worn onone's person for a purpose. Kinsay nagtabak (nagpatabak) nimu anang trahi? Who furnished you that suit? Wala siya mahadluk kay gitabakan (gipatabakan) ug pistula, He was not afraid because he was furnished a pistol. 
	· 

	tab-ak v [A; c] cover s.t. or s.o. by heapingor dumping s.t. onto it. Dagban kaayung trababu ang gitab-ak ni bus sa sikritarya, The boss heaped a pile of work on the secretary. 
	tabakalira n large warehouse belonging to the Tabacalera organization where farmers sell their products. 
	tabaku n 1 tobacco. 2 piece of tobacco rolled for smoking.!(➔) v [A; a12) smoke. Ang 

	tabal -tabas 
	951 

	dabun sa lumbuy maayu tabak-un sa bubakun, Lungbuy leaves are good for asthmatics to smoke. paN-v [A2; c6) be smoki. Wagant' tay ipanabaku, sini na nuun, I don't much less for movies. tabakun-an, -an(➔)n tobacco field. 
	dabun sa lumbuy maayu tabak-un sa bubakun, Lungbuy leaves are good for asthmatics to smoke. paN-v [A2; c6) be smoki. Wagant' tay ipanabaku, sini na nuun, I don't much less for movies. tabakun-an, -an(➔)n tobacco field. 
	ng
	even have money for smoki
	ng 


	tabal v 1 [A; a) preserve large fish by salting but not dryiunder the sun. 2 [al2) keepa piece of gossip. Gitabal naku ang iyang pagkadisgrasyada, I kept it a secret that she once had a baby out of wedlock. -in-n fishpreserved with salt. 
	ng 

	tabal-ak n a k.o. large woven sack, usually made of buri leaves, commonly used for holding brown sugar or salt. Usa ka tabal-ak kamay, A buri bag full of brown sugar. afor a woman to be fat and shapeless like a tabal-ak. v 1 [A; a2) make this k.o. container. 2 [cl) do by the tabal-ak. 3 [B1256] get to look like a tabal-ak. Lawasan pa na run, apan mangbinapfi ka tuig karun matabal-ak na pud na, She may have a good body, but give her te.n years and she will look like a sack. -in-n put in the tabal-ak. v = T
	taban (from talaban) v 1 [AC; a12) elope. 
	Nagtaban ang duba ug wa na lang pakasal, 
	Nagtaban ang duba ug wa na lang pakasal, 
	The two eloped and did not get married formally. 2 = TALABAN. pa-v [A; c] 1 give,with the thing of primary interest. Magpataban siyag kwarta matag sulat niya, Heencloses money eachtime he writes. Gipatabanan ug midiyas ang gipalit kung sapatus, A pair of socks went together with the shoes I bought. 2 do s. t. additional, do s.t. but not without making unwanted remarks. Mubatag lagi, apan patabanan ug sirmun, Sure, she'll give yousome but not without reading you a lecture. n s. t. enclosed or put along wi
	put s.t. miscellaneous alo
	ng 


	tabanaw n 1 whore, prostitute. 2 fake. Di ku mudawat nianang tabanaw nga kwarta, lwon't accept that fake money. v [B16; ale 
	1] be a prostitute. 
	1] be a prostitute. 
	,
	anug =TALABANUG. see BANUG.
	b,
	ta 


	tibang v [A; b6(1)) help, give a hand Tabangi siya, Help her. Kun may ikatabang ku sangpit lang, If I can do s.t., just call on me. (➔) v [A; a12] 1 rescue, attend to s.o. suddenly ill. Tabanga siya kay bapit na malumus, Rescue him because he's drowning. 2
	[a] be helped, remedied. Matabang pa kaba ning daku mag sayup, Can this big error still be corrected? 3 manage to do all of s.t. Di' na matabang ning kadagbanuna, l can't manage to do this much work. 4 [A3; b( 1)] gang up to do s. t. together. Nap� ang mitabang nakug sumbagay, Ten people ganged up to fight against me. Tabangan natu nig 
	[a] be helped, remedied. Matabang pa kaba ning daku mag sayup, Can this big error still be corrected? 3 manage to do all of s.t. Di' na matabang ning kadagbanuna, l can't manage to do this much work. 4 [A3; b( 1)] gang up to do s. t. together. Nap� ang mitabang nakug sumbagay, Ten people ganged up to fight against me. Tabangan natu nig 
	.
	kaun kay dagban, Let's all of us help eat 
	this because there's so much. S [A; al] 
	hook in a big catch with a gaff. Tabanga ang 
	{yang kuba arun di makabubi: Hook in his 
	catch with a gaff so that it can't get away. 
	n a gaff attached to a handle used to help
	pull in a big fish caught on a fishline. paN
	v [A2; b6] assist in child delivery. Akuy na
	nabang pagpanganak ntya, I delivered her 
	baby. n help, aid. -ay, -in-ay v [C2] help 
	each other. hiN-v [A; c5] send aid (usually 
	material assistance). Gibinabangan ang Bya
	pra sa Ridkrus, Biafra is receiviaid from 
	ng 

	the Red Cross. n aid, assistance sent. paki
	v [A2S3] ask for help. Nakitabang (mipaki
	tabang) ang kundinadu sa kinataliwad-an sa 
	{yang kaguul, The condemned man called 
	out for help in the midst of his sorrows. 
	Nagpakitabang (nagpakitabang) ang babaying gilugus, The woman who was being raped cried for help. singgit paki-n cry for help. maN-r-(➔) n medically untrained midwife. maN-r-( ➔) ug sanggi harvest help. tabangtabang, ka-n helper, assistant. ma-inun, pahiN-un a helpful. 
	tab-ang a flat in taste, lacking sugar or salt. Pun-ig kamay ang kapi kay tab-ang ra, Putmore sugar in the coffee because it tastes flat. Ang isda sa dagat dili mabubi sa tubig tab-ang, Marine fishes do not live in fresh water. v 1 [B; a2] be flat in taste. 2 [b4]for a man or woman to feel cool toward his sweetheart. Nagbulag ang managtratu kaygitab-angan na ang usag-usa kanila, Thesweethearts separated because they got tired of each other. -an(➔) a mentally deficient. 
	Wa giyud magtunu ang {yang gipanulti, mu ra giyug tawung tab-angan, The this he
	ng

	·
	says do not make sense. He seems to be a 
	stupid fool.tabangka = KAGUKU• tabangku n young barracuda (rumpi kanda
	2

	du see RUMPI). 
	tabas v 1 [A;al) cut lengthwise or through 
	1 

	s.t. flat. Gitabas ang trusu nga bimuung tabla, The log was cut into boards. la go over a surface as if cutting it. Ang gamayng sakayan nitabas sa .mabalud nga lawud, Thesmall boat plowed through the stormy seas. 2 [A] make a dress. -sa nawung n shape of the face. Nindut kaayug tabas ang iyang nawung, She has a finely-shaped face. (➔) n1 style of dress. Minugbu ang tabas sa sinina karun, Short dresses· are the style now. 2 
	k.o. cock feather coloration of a splotch of darker color on a light field. -in-an(➔) n thestyle of a particular article of clothing. 

	tabaw -tabla
	1 

	tabaw n joist, parallel board to which the floor boards are nailed. v [A3; c] put in joists. Ang bahi sa pugahan lig-un itabaw, The core of the pugaban palm make strojoists.
	tabaw n joist, parallel board to which the floor boards are nailed. v [A3; c] put in joists. Ang bahi sa pugahan lig-un itabaw, The core of the pugaban palm make strojoists.
	ng

	tabawung n trunkfish: Ostracion spp. 
	tabay = ATABAY. 
	tabayag n k.o. edible squash, round in shape with a knob-like protrusion at the top. The shell becomes hard when mature and is used as a container: Lagenaria leucantha var. 
	tabi v [AN; c6] gossip, spread secrets. Ayawsiya suginli kay mutabi (manabi) dayun, 
	Don't tell her because she gives away secrets. Ayaw ni itab,' (ipanab,') kay makauulaw, Don't gossip about this because it's embarrassing. n 1 talk, chat. 2 unpleasantgossip. (�) , hiN-(�) n action of gossiping or chatti.!Tabi (binabi) ray inyung mabimu ug wa matiwas ang trababu, All you can do is blah-blah, and you never finish any age in gossip or chatti. Tua na ang duha, nagtabi (naghinabi) na pud, There they are, shootioff their mouths again. -an a 1 talkative, loquacious. 2 gossiper. 
	ng
	1 
	work. v [Al3C] e
	ng
	ng
	ng 

	tabi1 particle of courtesy used to ask permission to leave for a second, ask a question, pass in front of s. o.: excuse me. Tabi, kinsay bnung ngalan? Excuse me, what's your name? Tabi usa, byaan tikawg kadiyut, Excuse me, I have to leave you a second. 2 particle telling s.o. to get out of the way rather brusquely. Tabi diha u sikaran tika, Get out of the way or I'll kick you. -iskina n 1 name of news column and radio program that exposes anomalies. 2 child (and this is shunted off to the corner). 3 wom
	2 
	that has a young sibli
	ng 


	tabibi = Tisi. 
	tabidv [B346; cl] trickle, drip, flowidown a side. Magtabid nang iyang /away ugmatulug, Her saliva trickles from her lips as she sleeps. 
	1 
	ng

	tabidv 1 [A; a12) braid the hair. Tabira nang buhuk mu, ayaw ipunitil, Braid your hair instead of haviit in ponytail. 2 [A 13; a12) make into a tabid. n k.o. hamper for containing clothes woven from bamboo strips around 20" by 20", with a cover. -inn braided hair.
	2 
	ng 

	tabig = TABID, v2, n. 
	2

	tabigi n k.o. marove, the bark of which thenifish-
	tabigi n k.o. marove, the bark of which thenifish-
	ng
	yields a red dye used for stre
	ng
	ng 

	lines, nets or coloring the floor of a house: 

	Xyloca,pus granatum. 
	Xyloca,pus granatum. 
	tabiki n houses in Spanish times made of stones evenly piled and plastered smoothly with lime. v [A; cl) build structures oftabiki. 
	tabikung v 1 [A3; cl] sit on s. t. straddling it. 
	Mitabikung siya sa baksit sa bisiklita, She sat on the backseat of the bicycle, straddliit. 2 [A; b(l)] have sexual intercourse (euphemism). Mihana ang laki pagtabikung sa bayi, The male set out to mount the female. 
	ng 

	tabil v [A; c) 1 put up a curtain in order to conceal s.t. Gitabilan ang katri sa pasyinting giltgu, They put a curtain around the bed of the patient while he was being given a bath. 2 blanket, engulf (literary). Ang kangitngit mitabil na sa kalibutan, Darkness covered the earth. n curtain for covering 
	s.t. puting -n 1 movie screen. 2 world of the movies. ( ➔) = TABIL, n. 
	tabilawan (coined from tabil and larawan) n stage curtain, backdrop. 
	tabili n k.o. lizard, about 1 ½' long with shining yellow and green skin, found out-ofdoors. -sa dagat n lizard fish, a k.o. fish around 6" long, living on sandy bottoms of shallow waters. 
	tabilis v [A2S) flow, drip continuously. Mitabilis ang tubig sa tangking nabuslut, Water flowed continuously from the water tank that had a hole in it. -in-n continuous flow, dripping, trickling. 
	tabilung n k.o. rounded slipmouth of two species: one with fine, black scales which peel off easily, and the other a smooth,rounded and silvery species: Leiognathus spp.
	tabilus n k.o. slipmouth with a small mouth which could be eloated when stretched: Leiognathus sp. 
	ng

	tabing = MARBAS.
	tabirak = BINIGNIT.
	tabirnakulu n tabernacle. 
	tabirwak n vagina, said of women who have given birth to one or more children. 
	tabisay v [A; b6] flow down vertically in a thin stream, usually touching a surface. Nagtabisay ang dugu gikan sa kilay nga nasisi� Blood flowed from the cu.t eyebrow. Ang iyang suwang gitabisayan sa /away, Saliva dribbled down his chin. 
	tabiwis = T ABILIS. 
	tablaa 1 draw, tie. Tabla ang risulta sa iliksiyun, The election ended in a draw. 2 having experienced an equal amount of s.t., usually unpleasant. Tabla ta. Pulus hi
	1 
	-


	tabl-tabudyus 953 
	&i 

	latusan, We both came out the same. We . 3 just like, just as if. 
	latusan, We both came out the same. We . 3 just like, just as if. 
	both got a whippi
	ng

	Ang ,mung pagluib naku tabla ra sa imu akung gipatay, When you betrayed me it was just as though you had killed me. Tablaka ug buang anang ,mung taas nga buhuk, 
	You are like a madman with your lohair. v 1 [A13; a12] declare a game a draw, end in a draw. Tablabun ta na Zang ni kay ngitngit na, Let's ·call the game a draw because it's getting dark. 2 [A12] play s.o. to a draw. Ma:ayu nag makatabla kag kampiyun, It would be good enough if you could play a champion to a draw. paN-v [A2; c6] give one's life to get revenge. Kaynadisgrasya na ku manabla na Zang ku niya, 
	ng

	Because he has violated me, I'll give my life to kill him. 

	tablan 1 board, a piece of sawed lumber, made of lumber. Muskitirung tabla, Coffin(lit. mosquito net of wood). 2 pieces of cloth cut ready for sewing. Upat ka tabla ang karsunis, Trousers are sewn from four pieces of cloth cut according to the measurements. v 1 [A; a12] saw into boards. 2 [a12] cut cloth for sewing. -in-a gore, a style of skirt. v [A; cl] wear, make into a gore style skirt. 
	2 

	tablav [A; a2] make off with s.t. that belongs to s.o. else. Nakatabla siyag duba ka Hbu nga kubransa, He made off with two thousand pesos that he had collected. 
	3 

	tabladu = INT ABLADU. 
	tablaw v [Bl26; al2] get a big enough quantity of s. t. pleasant not to desire any more. Di ku matablaw pagtinan-aw nimu, l can'tget enough of looking at you. Makatablaw(makapatablaw) sad tung inyung b,kay, Your dinner was more than filling. 
	tablita, tablitas n tablet, capsule. 
	tabliya n ground cacao pressed into solid pieces. v [A; al] mold cacao into pieces. -in, n molded into cubes or bricks. Nangismagul siyag tinabliyang bulawan, He smuggl�s gold bullion. Tinabliya nga batu, Stoneblocks. 
	tablug v 1 [AB; c] swi, make a swingimotion. Mutablug ang kawayan kun ba�ginun, The bamboo poles swing to and fro when the wind blows them. Siyay nagtablug sa duyan naku sa gamay pa ku, Sherocked my cradle when Iwas young. 2 [A;
	ng
	ng

	c] throw s. t. out with a swinging motion. Gitablug nila sa barku ang mga patay, Theythrew the dead men overboard. Tabluganta unya ka ug ininit, I'll throw hot water on you, if you don't watch out.(➔) n rope 
	c] throw s. t. out with a swinging motion. Gitablug nila sa barku ang mga patay, Theythrew the dead men overboard. Tabluganta unya ka ug ininit, I'll throw hot water on you, if you don't watch out.(➔) n rope 
	c] throw s. t. out with a swinging motion. Gitablug nila sa barku ang mga patay, Theythrew the dead men overboard. Tabluganta unya ka ug ininit, I'll throw hot water on you, if you don't watch out.(➔) n rope 
	or clotli that holds up a hammock. tablugtablug v [A] dangle as a result of almost beicut off. Nagtablugtablug ang iyang tudlu nga bapit maputul, His finger that was almost cut is dangling. 
	ng 


	tablun n a log squared off and ready for sawing into boards. v [A; a] square off. a log. 
	tabtab v [A; al] hack s.t. off with several blows. Siyay nagtabtab sa pising gibugkus sa kaban, He cut off the rope that bound the trunk. 
	ta.bu v 1 [A; ac] meet s.o. Tabuun natu siya sa piyir, We'll meet him at the pier. PirmiZang kasaba imung itabu inig-abut naku, 
	You always meet me with nagging when I come home. la [C; c3] meet each other on the way. Ambut asa siya. Gikatabu man tu naku, l don't know where he's going. We met on the way. lb [AC; a2] assemble, meet, cause people to do so; Ang mayur mauy mitabu sa mga draybir, The mayor assembled the drivers. Magtabu ta sa simbaban, We will assemble in church. 2 [C3; cl] for two ends to meet, make them meet. 
	Tabua (itabu) ang masig ka tumuy arun gluban, Make both ends meet so they can beglued. 3 [Al3] converge at· a place for market. Magtabu dinbi malunis, They hold market here on Mondays. n periodical converging to hold market. paN-v [A2; b6] go shopping, esp. at a periodical market. Manabu ku sa Mantalungun, I'll attend themarket day in Mantalongon. hi-(➔) v [B12 56] 1 happen, take place. Nabitabu nga nagkasakay mi, It so happened that we rode on the same vehicle. 2 for s. t. bad to happen. 
	Ug magpadayun kag paibug naku mabitabu ra man ta, If you keep on flirting with me 
	.
	s.t. will happen between us. Duna tingaliy nabitabu sa bay kay gikulbaan man ku, S. t. bad must have happened at home because I feel uneasy. nincident, happening. Gisaysayniya ang_bitabu, He told about the incident. 
	.
	ha-/hiN-/haN-{p➔) = HITABU (but not as 
	frequent). hiN-v [C3; c3] meet s.o. bychance. Na, kay naglikaj, ku, nagkabinabu na binuun mi, l was tryito avoid him, but instead. we ran into each other. tabutabu n small market. tabuan n place where periodic markets are held. -in-an n gift given by s.o. who arrives from a trip. 
	ng 

	tabudlung = BUDLUNG. 
	2

	tabuds a cylindrical. Tabudyus ang panghaw sa barku, The ship's chimney is cylindrical. n 1 the fry of \he gisaw. 2 sweet made of starch from the trunk of buri palm rriixed with grated coconut meat, sugar, and 
	yu


	tabug -tabyug 
	water, wrapped in banana leaves and rolled to cylinders the size of a child's arm, about 7" long, and roasted. v 1 [A; cl] roll into a cylinder, tube. Nagtabudyus siyag sin nga himuung tubu sa tubig, He rolled a galvanized sheet into a cylinder to make a water pipe. 2 [A; a] prepare tabudyus.
	water, wrapped in banana leaves and rolled to cylinders the size of a child's arm, about 7" long, and roasted. v 1 [A; cl] roll into a cylinder, tube. Nagtabudyus siyag sin nga himuung tubu sa tubig, He rolled a galvanized sheet into a cylinder to make a water pipe. 2 [A; a] prepare tabudyus.

	tabug n 1 = T ABLUG, n. 2 beehive hangifrom a tree branch shaped like a mammary gland. tabugtabug = TABLUGTABLUG. see TABLUG. 
	ng

	tabug v 1 [A; 1) drive, send away. Tabugaang babuy nga misulud sa kural, Drive the pig that got into our yard away. 2 [A; c]throw s.t. away to dispose of it. ltabug tikas bintana, I'll throw you out the window. 
	tabugv [AP; b6] 1 do s.t. in excess, way 
	2
	2
	beyond reasonable bounds. Nagtabug (nagpatabug) ka man lag prisyu sa imung baligya! You are pricing your merchandise ridiculously high! Nakapatabug kug sulti tungud sa akung kalagut, I said a lot of things I should not have because of my anger. 2 do s.t. without forethought. Nagpatabug lag tiru, lagmit makaigu, The way he is just shootiso carelessly, he might just hit s.o. 3 do s.t. hurriedly and carelessly. o,· ku makapatabug ug lutu sa sud-an, I can't cook the food hurriedly and poorly. 
	ng 


	tahug= TABLUG. 
	3 

	tabugsuk!n k.o. large spider conch. 
	1 

	tabugsuksee BUGSUK. 
	2 

	tabuk n k.o. small octopus, larger than the tamala, smaller than the kugita. 
	ug

	tabuk v 1 [A; ac] cross over, bring s.t. across to the opposite side. Mutabuk na ta sa karsada, Let's cross the street. Kuyaw tabukun ning subaa kay sulug, This river is dangerous to cross because the current is strong. ltabuk ning asin sa pikas p:, Bring the salt across to the other island. la [A2; a] emigrate to another island. Mitabuk siya sa Mindanaw pamasin nga muasinsu, He migrated to Mindanao in the hope that he would be successful there. 2 [A2; b6] move from one group or affiliation to a rival 
	yunalista, The Liberal co
	ng

	tabukaw n k.o. yaws, swelling with an ooziopening in the center, growing to 1 ", after 
	ng

	which sungkil develops.Tabuli n a pagan ethnic group of Cotabato. tabunv [A; c] 1 cover s.t. to protect or 
	which sungkil develops.Tabuli n a pagan ethnic group of Cotabato. tabunv [A; c] 1 cover s.t. to protect or 
	1 

	conceal it. Tabuni ang kan-un arun dili langawun, Cover the food so it won't get flies on it. 2 cover up for s.o. 's mistakes. 
	Nagdasa siya kay mutabun ang ginikanan sa iyang binuang, He is abusive because his parents cover up for his foolishness. 3drown out a sound. Hapit tabuni ang iyang tingug sa makusug nga awit, Her voice was almost drowned out by the loud song. n -sa layag Passion Sunday, the second Sunday before Easter when it was the custom to cover the tabernacle and statue with a piece of purple cloth. ( ➔) n cover. Hapit walay tabun ang iyang dugban, Her breast was almost uncovered. tabuntabun = TA.BUN, v2. tabuntabun,
	tabunn = TULA.BUNG. tabung = TULABUNG. 
	2 

	tab-ung v [A; acl] keep fruits in a dark, warm place to hasten ripening. -in-an n 1 fruit ripened in this way. 2 unsavory secrets about one's past experiences. 
	tabunuk n fertile. Tabunuk ang yuta sa patag, The soil in the plains is fertile. Kada tuig man manganak, tabunuk giyung matrisa, 
	She gives birth every year. She has a fertile womb. v (B] become fertile. 
	tabunun a brown-skinned. n the brown race. 
	Si Risa/ garbu sa yutang tabunun, Rizal is the pride of the land of the brown race. tabunus n a covered receptacle esp. for soiled clothes about 2-3' long, made of sawali. taburiti n wooden or rattan chair with a 
	backrest. 
	tabuylugv [AB; b2cl] swing, spin around; cause s.t. to do so. Mitabuylug ang bata sa pisi, The child hung to a rope and swung around. Nagtabuylug ang tyubihu, The merry-go-round is spinning around. 
	1 

	tabuylugv [AC; cl] go together. Magtabuylug ta ngadtu sa sini, Let us go to the show together. Gitabuylug niya pagbigut ang mga babuy, He tied the pigs tog�ther on one peg. n constant companion. /yang anak ang akung tabuylug, His son is myconstant companion. -in-v [Al] walk together in groups; walk side by side together. 
	2 

	Dill kita makatinabuylug sa pagpanglakawniining pit-us nga dalan, We can not walk abreast on this narrow path.
	tabyayung = BALANTIYUNG. 
	tabyug v [AB456; al] swing s.t. suspended. 
	Mitabyug ang pising akung gikumbibatan, The rope I was clinging to swung. Kinsaynagtabyug sa duyan? Who swung the ham
	-


	tabyun -tagabung
	l 

	mock? Tabyuga ang butubutu sa kampana, Swithe clapper of the big bell. n s.t. used to swia hammock, such as a stri.
	mock? Tabyuga ang butubutu sa kampana, Swithe clapper of the big bell. n s.t. used to swia hammock, such as a stri.
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	tabyun = KULABYUN.
	tabyus = KADYUS.
	tad n k.o. small, slippery fishes of various colors, with large scales, found in seaweeds. 
	tadhan see T AHUD. 

	tadiya v [A; al2] throw a knife such thatthe point sticks in at impact. Hingigu ka giyud ug makatadiya ka anang irung nagdagan, You 're really a marksman if you can sink a knife into that runnidog. n knifethrowing.
	ng 

	tadiyaw n large earthen jar to hold liquids. -in-a shaped like a tadiyaw. Ang iyang kasing tinadiyaw, His top is egg-shaped. 
	tadlas across an area. Midagan siya tad/as sa uma, He ran across the farm. v (A; a] go across a broad area. Tadlasun ku ang kadagatan pagpangita nimu, I'll cross the oceans searching for you. -an(➔) n center player of the defensive team in tubigtubig.
	tadlip = ADLIP.
	k n coconut seedling. Pilfa ang tambuk nga tadluk, Choose a healthy seedling. v (A;s. Mutadluk (magtadluk) tag pila ka buuk, Wewill let a few coconuts sprout into seedlings.tadlung v (A23; a12] go or walk straight to a place. Tadlunga Zang tung kahuya kay hilabyan mu ang tabay, Just walk straight tothat tree and you will pass the well
	tadlu
	a12] let coconuts sprout for seedli
	ng

	tadlungan n black-finned shark: Carcbarias 
	melanopterus.
	melanopterus.

	tadluy n 1 small funnel for solids, used to get rice out of sacks to see what the contents are. 2 a k.o. fish with a round, tapered about 5" or 6" in leth, about an inch in diameter, white belly anddarker back, with fine scales. a straight, in line with. Syarug dili ka kapasulud sa numiru dyis nga tadluy man ni kaayu ngadtus bangag, Surely you can get the number ten ball in because it is directly in line withthe hole. 
	body growi
	ng 
	ng

	tadtad v (A; a] chop into bits. Nagtadtad siyag tinai arun himuung dugudugu, He ischopping entrails into bits for the blood stew. 2 [A; a2b2] have sexual intercourse . 2 sexual intercourse. maayu lang tayada way -all talk and no action. tadtaran n chopping board. -in-n dish consisting primarily of chopped entrails and blood. 
	(slang). n 1 action of cutti
	ng

	tadyak v [A; b] kick hard with the foot. 
	Tadyaki ang irung naa sa ilawum sa lamisa, 
	Tadyaki ang irung naa sa ilawum sa lamisa, 
	Kick that dog under the table. 
	Kick that dog under the table. 
	Kick that dog under the table. 
	• 

	tadyaw = TADIYAW.tadyus = KADYUS. tadyuru = TAvuTu. 

	tag n tag, a piece of paper identifying s.t. v[b6(1)] put a tag on s.t. 
	tag-affix forming nouns which ref er to the agent of a particular action or to the particular person concerned. Si Risal ang tagsulat(tagsulat)sa Nuli Mi Tanghiri, Rizal was the author of Noli Me Tangere. Ang tagsala,The one who committed the sin. Tagbalay(tagbalay ), Owner of the house. 
	1 

	tag-1 prefix added to numbers and nu
	2 

	_
	merals to form numerals which mean [so
	-

	and-so] many apiece. Tag singku ang pan 
	.
	disal, Rolls cost five cents each. Tagsa ka saku, tagurha ka saku ang palitun, kada palit niya, He buys a sack, two sacks at a time. 2 added to other parts of speech: [such-andsuch] each time. Tagdugay siyang mupauz,: 
	He comes home late each time. Taglagyusiyag byahi, He travels long distances each time. 
	tagan fishhook. v [a3b2] caught, snagged on a fishhook. Hitag-an na baya apan nakabuh,: It was already caught on the hook,but it broke free. paN-v [a12] catch with a hook and line. 
	1 

	tagav (A; a12] cut down trees. Siyay nagtaga sa imung tanum, He cut your plant down. Tagaa ang punuan sa saging, Cut the trunk of the banana tree down. n action of felling trees. maN-r-(�) n woodcutter. 
	i 

	•taga suppletive form for batag used optionally for suffixed forms. Tagaan (batagan) ta ka ug dulsi, I will give you candy. Pagbinuutan kay basig bitagaan kag gasa, 
	Be good because you might get a present. -I-an(➔),-anan n 1 s.t. one is obliged_ to give. 2 person to whom given. -in-an n one to whom s. t. is given. -in-an(➔) n manner of giving. ka-un a on the verge of giving. main-un a generous, liking to give. -1-un, -unun 
	(➔) = TAGAANAN, 1. 
	taga-prefix added to words that ref er to a place to form nouns which mean: 1 ,.,onewho is from [such-and-such] a place. Tagamanila diay ka, So, you are from Manila. Tagaamu, One who is from my hometown. 2 one who is associated with a certain group. Tagakustum, People inthe Customs. Tagakiim, Oneofthe!members!ofthe K.M.'s (Kabataang Makabayan, Patriotic Youth). 
	.

	taga-(-:)) prefix added to words referring to parts of the body to form words meaning 'up to [so-and-so]'. Tagaliug ku sa utang, I'm up to my neck in debts. 
	tagabungn strands of hair formed into a 
	1 


	9S6 tagahung
	2 

	wig to reinforce a chignon. v [Al; a] make into a hairpiece of this son. 
	wig to reinforce a chignon. v [Al; a] make into a hairpiece of this son. 
	,
	,

	tagabung = TUGABUNG. 
	tagad v 1iA;al] give attention to, mind. Wa na siya magtagad sa iyang panglawas, She attention to her health. Wa ku makatagad mmu dayun, I wasn't able to attend to you at once. Wala ni Li tagda ang akungpakiluuy, Lee did not heed my pleadi. la [A; c] pay attention to s.o. showing warmth, concern. Mutagad Lang siya kun unahan, He is friendly to others only when they speak to him first Nagtagad pa giyud kag andam da, You shouldn't have bothered f�i.anythito eat. 2 [A; a2] wait for. Asa ta magtagad ug sakya
	stopped payi
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	ng 
	DAN. 
	tagadtad a for the meat of fleshy fruits and tubers to have hardened parts. Tagadtad kaayu ang kamuti nga guwang, �iatured sweet potatoes have hardened portions. v [B2] get to have hardened portions. Sakit ang nakatagadtad (nakapatagadtad) sa saging, A blight caused the bananas to develop hardened lumps. 
	tagakv [A; a2] join strands of abaca at the ends to make a lothread. -an, -an(Ł) n 
	1 
	ng 

	k.o. basket, cylindrical in shape and with a large mouth, used to hold joined strands of abaca. -in-n joined abaca fibers. 
	k.o. basket, cylindrical in shape and with a large mouth, used to hold joined strands of abaca. -in-n joined abaca fibers. 

	tagak v 1 [Al; ac] cause s.t. to fall straight down. Matagak ang mga dahun, The leaves will fall. Tagakun ku nang langgam sa usa ka tiru, I'll knock that bird down in one shot. Namatay siya kay bitagakan sa lubi, He died because a coconut fell on his head. 
	ltagak nang sapatus kay naglisud ka pagsaka, Kick off your shoes because you're having trouble climbing. 2 [A; al2] fail in 
	ltagak nang sapatus kay naglisud ka pagsaka, Kick off your shoes because you're having trouble climbing. 2 [A; al2] fail in 

	-Tagalug 
	school. Tagaka siya kay absiniru, Fail him because he's always absent. 3 [A2; cl] for coconuts to yield. Kanang kalubibana mu
	school. Tagaka siya kay absiniru, Fail him because he's always absent. 3 [A2; cl] for coconuts to yield. Kanang kalubibana mu
	·
	tagak ug usa ka libu, That coconut planta
	tion yields one thousand nuts. 4 [B1267; b 
	8) suffer a miscarriage. Natagakag makaduba, She has had two miscarriages. S [a3]for the curtain to fall signifying the end of a presentation (metaphorical). Ug dinbi natagak ang tabil sa atung sugilanun, And so, here our story ends. 6 -ang kwarta [ a3]spend money. Natagak ang kwarta sa wayhinungdan, The money was just wasted. n yield of coconuts. ( ➔)n 1 fallen leaves of fruits. 2 fallen pieces, pieces which fell or spilled out of a container. Tagak sa kupras, mais, Extra pieces of copra, corn grains. ta
	2 
	kept havi
	ng 

	-in-(Ł)a= TAGAKTAGAK, 3. 
	tagaktakn clackior banging sound, but not resounding, e.g. that of slapping s.t. with wood. v [A2; c6] make such a sound. Mitagaktak ang sin pagbundak sa ulan, The metal roof made a bainoise when the rain came down hard. Ayawg itagaktak ang bakya sa simintu, Don't bang your wooden slippers on the concrete. 
	1 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	tagaktakn k.o. crunchy sweet made of a thick dough of ground rice or sweet potatoes and sugar passed through a sieve to form fine threads, fashioned into trianglesor other shapes, and fried brown. v [A; b6]make tagaktak. 
	2 

	tagal n stipulated length or period of time to do s.t. Ang tagal sa pagbayad sa utang tulu ka bu.Ian, The stipulated period for paying the debt is three months. Ugma ang iyang tagal nga mubalik, He set tomorrow as the day he'll be back. v [A; c] stipulate a periodof time within which or at which s.t. is to be done. Gitagalan ang masakitun ug Lima ka ·adlaw, The patient was given five days to live. Dagbang buruka ang gikatagal nianang adlawa, Many cases had been set for that day. 
	tagala n a woman from the Tagalog region.tagalubi see LUBI. Tagalug n Tagalog language, people. -in-(➔) 

	tagalula -tagay 9S7 
	n Talog lauage, way. v [A; a] speak Tagalog.
	n Talog lauage, way. v [A; a] speak Tagalog.
	ag
	ng


	bamboofloor slats. 
	tagalula n k.o. rattan used in tyi
	ng 

	v anact as a result of an unpleasant experience previously undergone. Mitagam (natagam) siyag pangawat human maprisu, He didn't steal again after he was put in prison once. Balikbalik, ayaw pagtagam, Come see us again (lit. don't learn a lesson). Hitagmankag bisita kun di ka mutagad, People will not come to visit you again if you don't entertain them. kaun ug-v [A12] experience 
	tagam 
	[B2S; b2) refrain from repeati
	ng 

	s.t. bad so as to feel that one doesn't ever want to repeat it. Nakakaun ka bag tagam nga di na.ka muadtu sa amu? Did s.t. bad happen to you that you don't want to comeback to our place? katalagman n calamity. 
	s.t. bad so as to feel that one doesn't ever want to repeat it. Nakakaun ka bag tagam nga di na.ka muadtu sa amu? Did s.t. bad happen to you that you don't want to comeback to our place? katalagman n calamity. 
	Nabiagum sa katalagman ang Pilipinas paggubat, The Philippines experienced great calamities during the war. 

	tagamtam v [A12; a12b2] have a taste, experience, feel of s. t., usually s.t. abstract. Nakatagamtam kug langit uban nimu, I havetasted heaven with you. Tagamtama ang akung panimalus, Get a taste of my revenge. 
	tag-an v [A; a2b2] 1 guess. Akuy tag-an sa sulud sa banga, I'll guess what's inside thejar. Hitag-anan nakung ikaw tung nagmaskara, I guessed right that you were the one wearing a mask. 2 foretell. Tag-anun niyaang imung kapalaran, He will tell your fortune. n 1 guess. 2 fortune told. tag·antag-an n 1 any k.o. guessing game. 2 guesswork. v1 [CJ play a guessing game. 2 [A; a12) conjecture, guess. Wa ku makasiguru sa iyang
	,
	,
	panuigun. Atu Zang tag-antag-anun, I can'tbe sure of her age. Let's just guess it. hiN-a good guesser. maN-r-n fortune-teller. 

	tagana v [Al; c] set s.t. aside for future use, prepare s. t. beforehand for s.t. Nagtagana kug aslunun para sa pista, I·reserved a pig to be roasted for the fiesta. ltagana ku ang kwarta sa inyung pagtuun, I am setting this money aside for your studies. Ut,• na kay gitagan-an kag latus ni Tatay, Come home because Father is preparing a whipping for you. a prepared. Andam ug tagana na siya sa iksamin, He is ready and prepared for the examination.!(➔) n s.t. prepared for s.o.esp. for a special occasion. Dak
	Nagpanagana kung mamisita niya kay istrikta, I hesitate to visit her because she's a difficult person. mapanagan-un a characterizedwith cautious hesitation. 
	Nagpanagana kung mamisita niya kay istrikta, I hesitate to visit her because she's a difficult person. mapanagan-un a characterizedwith cautious hesitation. 
	taganas n k.o. small waterfall where the waa slopistone cliff, or the smooth, stone slope the water glides over. 
	ter glides alo
	ng 
	ng 

	tagas v = TAGAK. n i =· TJ\GAK, n. 2 egg acŁ cidentally laid by a hen while walking. 
	tagasak, tagasak v [A; b6] make the sound of_cascading water hitting s.t. Nagtagasak ang ulan gikan sa sandayung, The rain made a splashing sound as it poured from the gutter. -in-n splashing sound. tagasanta, tagasantu see •1STIGI • 

	tagauk = tagaw v 1 (A;·ac] wander, roam. Nak.atagawna siya sa iyang mga saup, He has already made the rounds of his tenants. 2 [B; c6]deviate from, go separately. Sa pag-ikskursiyun namu mita_gaw silang duba,Duringour excursion the two of them got separated from us. Mangulitawu gani na siya, itagaw ang sulti, If he begins talking about love, change the subject. 3 [B] be boorish,ignorant in one's ways. Makatagaw man diay ning subra ra sa pagbigpit, I found out that beitoo strict with a child makes himdev
	. 
	TUKTUGA.UK. 
	. 
	ng 
	ag

	·!w Kabuangun na siya kay siging m.agta-
	·!w Kabuangun na siya kay siging m.agta-
	self

	.
	.
	gawtaw, He is going crazy because be keeps 
	talking nonsense to himself. 2 [Al nag and scold in a long rambling way. ·Nagtagawtaw , ang asawa kay nabubug siya, His wife kept himeecause he was drunk. ri 1 non
	. 
	naggi
	ng 

	-sense one speaks. 2 uninterrupted nagging talk. -an(➔)a nagger.
	tagay v 1 [A; c] pour alcoholic drinks intoa drinking vessel. lkay tagay kay imu ning silibrasiyun, You pour the drinks becuseit's your celebration. 2 [C2; c3] drink together. Makigtagay aku niya, I will drink . together with him. 2a indulge in sensual pleasure together. Nagtagay sila sa kinawat
	a
	-


	tagaylu -tagiktik 
	kawat nga kalipay, They shared stolen mo· ments of joy. 3 [b6] be proferred s.t. Gita· gayan siyag madanihun nga pahiyum, He was proferred a winsome smile. n 1 drink poured. 2 drinking party. -an(➔) n vessel one drinks liquor from. 
	kawat nga kalipay, They shared stolen mo· ments of joy. 3 [b6] be proferred s.t. Gita· gayan siyag madanihun nga pahiyum, He was proferred a winsome smile. n 1 drink poured. 2 drinking party. -an(➔) n vessel one drinks liquor from. 

	tagaylu v [AC] barter, exchae one com· modity for another. Nakatagaylu kug bumay ug rilip, l bartered some relief clothes for rice. n act of barteri. 
	ng
	ng

	tagaytay (from taytay) n mountain ridge. the mountain ridges. 
	paN-v [A2] go alo
	ng 

	Managaytay Lang ta kay gibahaan ang ubus, 
	Managaytay Lang ta kay gibahaan ang ubus, 
	Let's travel along the ridge because the val· leys are flooded. 

	tagbagu = T ALAGBAGU. tagbakn k.o. herri: llisha boevenii. tagbakn k.o. herbaceous plant of cool, 
	1 
	ng
	2 

	damp places, with lanceolate leaves, similarto banana, growing to 1 ½-2 meters: Ko/owratia ekgans. 
	damp places, with lanceolate leaves, similarto banana, growing to 1 ½-2 meters: Ko/owratia ekgans. 

	tagbaw v [AP1B16; a12] 1 satisfy to the point of satiety. Didtu siya sa Rilis, nagtag· baw (nagpatagbaw) sa kaugalingun, He was in the red light district, satisfying his sexual needs. Manggawas ta kay natagbaw na kug tibi, Let's go out. I've had enough TV. 2 get enough of s.t. to make one tired of it. 
	Ang nawung ni Imilda dili makatagbaw, 
	Ang nawung ni Imilda dili makatagbaw, 
	at Imelda's face. ka-n state of being satisfied, havihad enough. ka-an n 1 satisfaction at s.t. done. Pagsirbisyu nga makabatag dakung katagbawan, Service that can give great sat· isfaction. 2 = KA-ON(�). ka-un( ➔) n satis· faction reached. Way katagbawung bayhana, An insatiable woman. 
	One can't get tired of looki
	ng 
	ng


	tagbayan ulcer in the corners of the mouth. v [A123P; a4] have a mouth ulcer. Gitagbaya siya kay way kaligu, He has sores in the corner of his mouth because he hasn't ulcers in the corners of the mouth. v [B1256] develop this condition. 
	1 
	bathed. tagbayahun a havi
	ng 

	tagbayan k.o. bird, the Philippine bulbul: 
	2 

	Hypsipetes pbilippinus. 
	Hypsipetes pbilippinus. 

	tagbia n 1 work bee on a community project. 
	Tagbu sa pagpuu sa ilaga, A work bee to ex· terminate mice. 2= SUGAT, n. v 1 [A; b6] hold a work bee. 2 = TABU, vl, 2. hiN-= HINABU. see TABU. tagbutagbu v 1 [A12C 2; cl] meet in a clandestine manner. Di' na sila makatagbutagbu kay nasakpan na angilang rilasiyun sa bana, They can no longerbecause the woman's husband found out about it. 2 [ C 
	Tagbu sa pagpuu sa ilaga, A work bee to ex· terminate mice. 2= SUGAT, n. v 1 [A; b6] hold a work bee. 2 = TABU, vl, 2. hiN-= HINABU. see TABU. tagbutagbu v 1 [A12C 2; cl] meet in a clandestine manner. Di' na sila makatagbutagbu kay nasakpan na angilang rilasiyun sa bana, They can no longerbecause the woman's husband found out about it. 2 [ C 
	continue with their trysti
	ng 

	3] by one another. Magtagbutagbu Lang ang nagkalainlaing mga sakyanan 
	keep passi
	ng 

	sa kadalanan, All different vehicles keep each other on the streets. -anan n place. -in-an s. t. s.o. brings when arrivifrom a trip. 
	passi
	ng 
	trysti
	ng 
	ng 

	tagduk v [A46; c] 1 for s.t. pointed to pierce and stick into s.t. Gitagduk niya sa punuansa kahuy ang hara, He stuck the iron bar into the trunk of the tree. Tagduki ang yutaug kahiktan sa baka, Plant a stake into the ground to tie the cow to. 2 prick, make a small hole like a dot. Siyay mitagduk sa paburut, He punctured the balloon. n puncture, prick. Pilia ang sing walay mga tagduk, Choose iron sheets that have no punctures. 
	tagduy v [A; c] for s. t. pointed to pierce and stick into s.t. Mitagduy ang pana sa iyang dugban, The arrow pierced and stuck in his breast. Gitagduyan sa tunuk ang iyang lapalapa, He got a thorn stuck in his sole. 
	tagdyawa= TADIYAW. 
	taghap v 1 [A2; a] guess. Taghapa ang akung ngalan, Guess my name. 2 [Al2; b8] hit on the right thing accidentally. Unsay kahibawu! Hitagbapan ku Jang, I didn't know! I just guessed it. n guess. paN-v [A2; b6] do 
	s. t. in a guessing way. Gipanagbapan niyag ayu ang radiyu, He took a stab at fixing the radio. n guess, wild try. taghaptaghap n hit and miss procedure. v [Al; b8] do s.t. by a hit and mis.s procedure. 
	taghud v [A; c] throw s.t. bulky s.w. with the intent of keeping others from findingout about it. Diin nimu itaghud ang nangka nga imung gikawat? Where did you dump the jackfruit that you stole? 
	taghuy v [AN; ac] whistle, whistle at s.o. Taghuya ang tunu anCJ.ng kantaha, Whistle the tune of that so. Nasuku siya kay gi·taghuyan, She got angry because s.o. whis· tled at her. n whistling. 
	ng

	tagibanwa see BANWA. tagidiyut see DIYUT. 
	cigik v 1 [A; acl] tie things together careful· ly in construction. Nagtagik siya sa mga nipa didtu sa katsaw, He was tying the nipa strips to the rafters. Gitagik niya ang duha ka bulus kawayan, He tied two bamboo poles together. 2 [A; a] create s.t. literary or musical. Maayu siyang mutagik ug sugi·lanun nga kulba hinam, He is good in composing suspenseful stories. 2a [a12] organ· ize or arrange words or ideas. Tagika (itagik) una pag-ayu ang imung mga pulung ngato say carefully. ( ➔) n s. t. used to t
	igsusulti, Compose what you are goi
	ng 

	. Tinagiktik sa rilu, 
	tagiktik n ticking, clicki
	ng


	tagilhaw -tagpis 
	Ticking of the clock. v [A; cl] make the sound of tick-tick, pink-pink, or click-click. 
	Ticking of the clock. v [A; cl] make the sound of tick-tick, pink-pink, or click-click. 
	Mitagiktik ang bildu nga nabugan sa Lansang, The glass went pink-pink when the nails fell on it. Hastang nakatagiktik sa iyang makinilya, My! Her typewriter went clickity-clack.
	tagilhus = TAGULHUS. tagilhaw see HILAW. t.agilma see LIMA. t.agilpu = TAKILPu. 
	tagiltil n short, high-pitched somewhat resonant sounds: clink-clink. Tinagiltil sa kutsara, Clinking of spoons. v [A; cl] make a clinking sound. Mitagiltil ang tigib nga gimartilyu, The chisel went clink-clink when he hit it with a hammer. 
	tagilumbuy n k.o. tree of the second growth 
	forest: Eugenia sp. tagiluyluy = BY ATILIS. tagima = T AGIIMA. tagimata see MATA. 
	tagimtimn 1 discoloration of teeth or surface roughness on metals, concrete, stone, due to exposure to the elements. 2 verytiny seashells found attached to stones or the bottoms of logs that have lain in the sand for a long time. v 1 [b4] be discolored and dirtied by the elements. Munyumintunga gitagimtiman na, A monument that has been discolored by the elements. 2 [a4b4]stay long s.w. (as if long enough to develop 
	1 

	tagimtim ). Gitagimtim (gitagimtiman) na Lang ang lubut ug paninda, apan wa giyud muirug, I-le has been in business for a long time, but he has never prospered. 

	tagimtimn k.o. tiny oyster found adhering in clumps on rocks along the shore, similar in flavor to sisi. 
	2 

	tagingting n 1 jingling or clanging sound. 2 resounding, riiof voice. Tagingting ang mandu sa sultan, The sultan's command resounded. v [A; cl] go tink·ting or clangclang. Nabati niya ang tinagingting sa panagsingki sa duba ka kris, She heard the cling-clang of the two swords. Tagingtinga (itagingting) ang kwarta kun mini ba, Make the coin jingle to see if it's fake. paN-v [A 23) for harsh words to ring in one's ears. 
	ng
	ng 

	Nanagingting sa iyang dalunggan ang kasaba sa amaban, Her father's scolding rang in her ears. 
	Nanagingting sa iyang dalunggan ang kasaba sa amaban, Her father's scolding rang in her ears. 

	taginhus v [Al3] go away from or arrive at a place, one by one or in small numbers. Nagtaginbus pag-abut ang mga mananagat sa baybayun, The fishermen arrived at the shore one by one. Culu-= T AGINBUS. 
	tagiptip n dirt, grime that is stuck hard on 
	s.t. v [b4] have dirt sticking hard on s.t. Gitagiptipan ang lababu. The sink was covered with grime. -un(➔) a dirty, grimy with dirt stuck to it. 
	s.t. v [b4] have dirt sticking hard on s.t. Gitagiptipan ang lababu. The sink was covered with grime. -un(➔) a dirty, grimy with dirt stuck to it. 
	tagitagi v [A; a) do s.t. little by little. Madugayng tagitagi ug bubat ana, mabuman ra man na, That work will get done if you do it little at a time. Tagitagibun naku pagbayad ang utang, I'll pay the debt off a little at a time. 
	tagiti n tartar that sticks on the teeth or tobacco tars formed from smoking. v [B6N; a4b4) be incrusted with tartar or tobacco tars. Nanagitt' ang bunsuy sa binabaku, He smokes constantly so his pipe is incrusted with tars. 
	tagiwalu see WALU. 
	, 

	.
	tag-iya see IY A. tagkus = T AKGUS. tagmayap= TAGBAYA. tagming = TAGNING. tagmuk = TAGNUK. 
	•

	tagnil v [A; al2b2] 1 predict, prophesy. Si Amus nagtagna nga mabulug ang Samarya, 
	Amos prophesied that Samaria would fall. Hitagnaan niya nga patyun si Kinidi, She predicted that Kennedy would be killed. 2 guess. Tagnaag unsay akung surprisa, Guess what my surprise is. n guess, prediction, prophecy. maN-r-/1-n one who has power to predict, prophet. paN-n guesswork. Pulus Zang panagna ang {yang panambal, His treatment was pure guesswork. paN-1-n prophecy.
	tagning a resonant and high-pitched quality of voice. v (B] become resonant and highpitched. Nagkatagning ang iyang tingug kay siging praktis, Her voice is getting resonant and high-pitched because she constantly practices.
	. ' ,
	tagnipa= SIRBU.YITA· 
	2

	tagnipis see NIPIS. 

	· 
	tagnuk n k.o. gnat, tiny swanning insects of rice fields that bite. v [ a4] be infested with this k.o. gnat. 
	tagnuk n k.o. gnat, tiny swanning insects of rice fields that bite. v [ a4] be infested with this k.o. gnat. 
	tagpas v 1 [A2; a2] permeate, penetrate through material Mitagpas ang ulan sa tulda, The rain permeated through the tent. 2 [bl] be splotched with menstrual blood from menstruation. Wa mutindug ang babayi kay gitagpasan diay, The woman didn't want to get up 1:>ecause her menstrual blood had seeped through her skirt. 
	tagpilaw see PILAW. 
	tagpis v l [Al; clP] slice s.t. thinly. Tagpisun (itagpis) nakug biwa ang kasabusun ngakarni, I'll slice the meat thin to make it into jerked meat. 2 [B12; b6] be skinny 

	Figure
	and slim. Natagpis na siya kay masakitun, He is skinny because he is sickly. 
	and slim. Natagpis na siya kay masakitun, He is skinny because he is sickly. 

	into small pieces like glass or like dry and mealy sweet potatoes. Ang tagpud nga kamuti kun Z.utu, uga ug unud nga bumuk mapulpug, A powdery sweet potato is dry when it is cooked and has meat that crumbles readily. Ang biskwit nga bag-ung lutu tagpud, Newly baked biscuits are crisp. v [B; a] become crisp or brittle. Nagtagpudang iyang ngipun, His teeth are crumbling. 
	tagpud a crisp, brittle and easily breaki
	ng 

	tagsa see USA. 
	tagsaun n k.o. thick rattan used as a rope. 
	tagsikan to tum brown, but not completely matured. 
	n coconuts that are beginni
	ng 

	tagsip v [A; ab7] cut s.t. off of s.t., cut in thin, long pieces (narrow or broad). Halus makatagsip sa panit sa kabuy ning sundanga, This machete can hardly cut the bark off a tree. Tagsipa ang kamuti, Slice the yams into thin pieces. -in-n 1 only a few of a large number. Tinagsip Jang ang makapasar sa bar, Only a small percentage passes s or slices. 
	the bar. 2 thin chippi
	ng

	tagsuk v 1 [AB16; ac] pack elongated things tightly in an upright position using every bit of space. Nagtagsuk ang mga tawu sa trak dikarga, People were jampacked into the truck. Tagsukun niya ang butilya sa saku, He will pack the bottles tightly into the sack. ltagsuk ang putput sa alat, Pack the sticks tightly in an upright position into the basket. 2 [A; c] pierce, plant into but not through. Kinsay nagtagsuk ning sundang sa bani? Who stuck the bolo into the banana trunk? 
	tagu a for fibrous materials to be weak, not strong and durable. -ug kasingkasing, balatian a easily moved emotionally. Tagu ug kasingkasing (balatian) ang mga babayi. Dali da kaayung madala sa pakiluuy, Women are soft-hearted. They easily get carried away with pity. -ug mata a shedditears easily. Tagu siyag mata. Bisan diyutay Lang kaguul, mubilak dayun, She cries at the gowroand she bursts into tears. v [B2] for fibrous materials to become weak. Mutagu(matagu) ang sinina kun sigihag kluruks, Clothes bec
	ng 
	slightest provocation. Let anythi
	ng 
	ng 

	tigu a hidden from view. Tagu kaayu ilang balay gikan sa karsada, Their house is well hidden from view from the road. sa -in secret. Nabigugma siya nimu sa tagu, She loves you in secret. v 1 [ B 12 56] be hid den from view. 2 [AB3; b5c2] hide, keep away 
	tigu a hidden from view. Tagu kaayu ilang balay gikan sa karsada, Their house is well hidden from view from the road. sa -in secret. Nabigugma siya nimu sa tagu, She loves you in secret. v 1 [ B 12 56] be hid den from view. 2 [AB3; b5c2] hide, keep away 
	from view or knowledge. Didtu siya mutagu luyu sa kamalig, He hid behind the barn. Makatagu ka bag sikritu? Can you keep a secret? Wala ku tagua (tagui, itagu) ang sulat, I did not hide the letter. 3 [A; b5c2)put away in a safe place for future use. Nagtagu ka ug sud-an para ugma? Did you put away some food for tomorrow? tagutagu v [A) hide away in fear, do in secret. Nagtagutagu silag panagtagbu kay minyu man ang babayi, They have their meetings secretly because the woman is married. tagutagu, tagutagu
	your savi
	ng
	ng 


	taguangkan (from tagu and anak) n womb,esp. of animals. 
	taguangkan (from tagu and anak) n womb,esp. of animals. 
	tagubtub n deep, resonant, thumping sound produced by pounding. v [A) emit a boomp boomp sound. Mitagubtub ang iyang likud nga gisumbag, His back went thump when it was struck. Bul-anung -n pure Boholano (humorous). Bul-anung tagubtub, pakisabaw, pakibabug, usa ka buuk itlug, sabwagpitu ka sag-ub, A pure Boholano is so fond of soup and food mixed with soup that he uses seven bamboo containers full of water to boil one egg.
	tagud v 1 [A; c] plant in a seedbed, esp. 
	1 
	1 
	,

	rice, but also other plants. Magtagud na ta 
	para pangulilang, Let's plant the seedbed now for the s.econd crop. Itagud sa kabun ang kamatis, Plant the tomatoes in the box. la [B2456) for a rice field to have a certain capacity. Mutagud ning basaka ug sa ka bakid, This rice field is big enough to have one cavan planted on it. 2 [A; c) drop in several numbers. Nagtagud siyag Lima ka pasul, He dropped four hooks and lines. Gitagud ang mga bumba sa syudad, The bombs were dropped on the city. 3 [B 125) be covered with wounds, sores. Natagud sa nuka an
	u
	t
	2 


	tagudtud -tagungtung 
	who tore the newspaper into pieces. Nagkatagud ang tualya, The towel is beireduced to tatters. tagudtagud v [A; a] 1 cut s.t. small into many pieces. 2 cut s.t. with short, fast chopping strokes. Tagudtagurun ta ka rung tikasana ka! I will chop you to bits, you cheat, you! 
	who tore the newspaper into pieces. Nagkatagud ang tualya, The towel is beireduced to tatters. tagudtagud v [A; a] 1 cut s.t. small into many pieces. 2 cut s.t. with short, fast chopping strokes. Tagudtagurun ta ka rung tikasana ka! I will chop you to bits, you cheat, you! 
	ng 


	tagudtud a havithe quality of being rubwhen subjected to increased pressure. Angunud sa budyung tagudtud apan lami, The meat of the conch shell is rubbery but delicious. Tagudtud kan-un ang bilawbilaw nga linung-ag, Inadequately cooked rice is not soft enough. v [B; b6] be rubbery in consistency. 
	ng 
	bery when bitten by the teeth but yieldi
	ng

	taguk n 1 sticky sap of plants and fruits. 2 sticky, thin, membranous substance that sticks on the body of a newly-deliveredchild. v 1 [A; b8) give off sap. Mutaguk ang kapayas ug tigbasun, The papaya will giveoff sap if it is cut. Hingtagukan ang akung sinina, My shirt got smeared with sap. la [A2; b6(1)) for s.t. to be sticky with sap. Di" na na makataguk kay uga na, That sapwon't stick because it is dry. lb (B] for sapto get sticky. 2 [A; ab2] catch s.t. with a sticky substance, esp. the sap of a plant. 
	,
	,
	er the sticky sap. Akung tagukan ning pusu
	usa utanun, I'll remove the sap from this banana blossom before I cook it. ka-(+-) v[Al3] have sticky substance all over it. 
	Nagkataguk ang bata nga bag-ung natawu, 
	The newborn baby had sticky substance all over it. -un a 1 a child having thin sticky substance on him at birth. 2 producingplenty of sticky sap. Tagukun kaayung gumaba, Rubber tree producilots of latex. 3 having lots of sticky sap on it. 
	ng 


	taguktuk (from tuktuk) n knocking, thumping sound. v [A; c] make a knocking sound. Mitaguktuk ku sa pultaban apan way miabli, I knocked at the door, but nobody opened. Ayawg itaguktuk ang sapatus, Don't let your shoes thump.
	tagulaki = TAGURALAKL 
	tagulhus (from ulhus) v [Al; cl] do s.t.,come out in turns or alternately. Nagtagulbus ang baguk sa duba ka tawu, The two men were snoring alternately with each other. ltagulbus (tagulbusun) sila pagpabantay sa masakitun, They will be assigned to watch the sick man in turns. 
	tagulilung (from tagu and lilung) n 1 k.o.charm which enables a person to appear and disappear at will, said to be the egg of 
	a k.o. bird (the tuktur) which flies only after dusk when he can be heard but not seen. The egg is also invisible but obtainable through magical procedures. 2 person who possesses this charm. 2a one who disappears as suddenly as he appeared. Mabawu man tag pangita nimu. Mu ra man kag taguUlung, 
	a k.o. bird (the tuktur) which flies only after dusk when he can be heard but not seen. The egg is also invisible but obtainable through magical procedures. 2 person who possesses this charm. 2a one who disappears as suddenly as he appeared. Mabawu man tag pangita nimu. Mu ra man kag taguUlung, 
	crazy looking for you. You are harder to find than a tagulilung. 3 namealso given to the tuktur bird. 
	I've been goi
	ng 

	tagultuln 1 a signalling device made of a nodule of bamboo havithe nodes covering both ends and a slit on the side. 2 thonking sound. v [A; a2] beat this bambooresounder or produce a similar sound. Mutagultul siya arun pagtawag sa mga silingan,
	1 
	ng 

	Hesounds the bamboo resound er to call the neighbors. Mutagultul ang likiun nga kawayan kun dukdukun sa kabuy, A crackedbamboo tube will make the sound of thonkthonk if you beat it with a stick. 
	tagultul= TAGAWI'AW. tagul-ul n k. o. bird. 
	2 

	tagum n indigo: Indigo/era suffruticosa. panimahung -for leafy vegetables to developa fetid smell when they wither .!Nganungnagpalit ka anang kamunggay nga nanimabu nang tagum? Why did you buy kamunggay that isn't fresh? v 1 [A; a) dye s. t.dark or stain s.t. Ang nayabung tinta mitagum sa mantil, The ink spilled and blackened the tablecloth. Gitagum niya ang pughaw niyang sinina, She dyed her faded dress black. 2 [B] become dark, black. Mutagumka kun magpunay kag kaligu sa dagat, Youswimming. Nagtagu
	.
	will become dark if you keep goi
	ng 

	tagumbul v [B3(1)46; al2] produce a deep, thudding sound. Mitagumbul ang bungbung nga naigu sa lamisa nga gitulud, The wall made a thud when the table was pushed against it. 
	tagun a patient, lo-sufferi. v [A; al2]endure with patience. Mitagun giyud siyag bantay bisag gikapuy siya, He endured the long hours of the vigil even though he was very tired. Taguna Lang ang kasakit, kadali ra lagi, Just endure the pain. It won't last, I assure you. ka-n patience, endurance. 
	ng
	ng

	tagungtung n short, vibrant, low-pitched sound, such as that produced by a small closed gong. v [A; cl) make a tung-tungsound. Tagungtungun (itagungtung) ni para sa sayawng Muslim, This gong will be clang
	-


	taguntun-tahi 
	1 

	ed during the Moslem dance. 
	ed during the Moslem dance. 

	taguntunn half the value of a domestic animal. Bayinti pisus mauy taguntun sa akung babuy nga iyang gibatunan, He took care of my pig for which I gave him half the value, twenty pesos Baktin mauy akung taguntun sa katunga sa litsun niya, l exchanged a piglet for one-half of his roast pig. v [A; cl] give one-half the value of a domestic animal. 
	1 

	Aku na ning babuy kay nakataguntun na 
	Aku na ning babuy kay nakataguntun na 
	ku, I've given for half the value of this pigfor raisiit, so it is all mine now. 
	ng 


	taguntunn swellings around the legs or swollen glands in the joints, groin, axilla. v [AN; b4N] suffer this sort of swelling. 
	2 

	taguralaki (from Zaki) n male papaya (that bears no fruit, but bears male flowers). tagurha see DUHA.
	' 
	' 

	tag-usa = T ALAGSA. see USA. 
	tagustus v l [AB; cl] for rope to unwind, get undone. Usha pagbubud ang pisi kay nagtagustus na, Wind the rope again because it is unreeling. ltagustus (tagustusa) ang mga lanut nga gibugkus, Undo the abaca fibers that had been tied in place. 2 [AP!;clP] pay out a line slowly. Ikay tagustus (patagustus) sa layag inigkusug sa hangin, Lower the sails slowly when the wind begins to blow hard. Tagustusi ang tabanug. Taas bitaw ang lambu, Give the kite more line. Anyway it has a long line. 
	v [A; a] chop rapidly with short strokes so that the result comes out finely minced. Atung tagutuun ang dabung nga i-sagul sa kinilaw, Let's chop the young bamboo shoots into fine pieces to mix them with the salad. -in-n s.t. minced finely. 
	taguri.i
	1 

	n l clicking of the tongue. 2 = TALUTU. V [A) click the tongue. Kahibawu kang mutagutu? Do you know how to click your tongue? paN-v [A; b3] click the tongue in exasperation, dejection, anger. Nagpanagutu siya kay napildi, He kept clicking his tongue in dejection because he lost. n action of clicking the tongue. 
	2 

	' '
	' '
	' '
	' ' 


	tagutu= T ALUTU. 
	3 
	J

	tagutungan = DUTU. 
	tagyaw = TADIY AW. 
	tagyum = LALUM 1,3,4 (dialectal). 
	taha v [B1256; b3(1)] feel shyness or inhibition in the presence of s.o. who commands distant respect. Mataha siyang muduul ug dagkung tawu, He is afraid to approach big shots. Parihu ra natu nang ,mung gikatabaan, You feel shy in his presence, but he is just like us. panahataha v [A23] hesitate to do s. t. due to reservation, tact, or shyness. Manahataha pa giyud na siyag 
	taha v [B1256; b3(1)] feel shyness or inhibition in the presence of s.o. who commands distant respect. Mataha siyang muduul ug dagkung tawu, He is afraid to approach big shots. Parihu ra natu nang ,mung gikatabaan, You feel shy in his presence, but he is just like us. panahataha v [A23] hesitate to do s. t. due to reservation, tact, or shyness. Manahataha pa giyud na siyag 
	sampit sa akung ngJn, Why does he hesitate to address me by name? ka-n shyness due to respect. ka-an, ka-an(�) a worthy of distant respect. ma-un(�) a shy due to respect. 

	tahal v [A; b6(1)] sharpen a pencil. Taibi (ta (tahali) ang lapis, Sharpen the pencil. n pencil sharpener. talhanan n pencil or s.t. which needs sharpening. 
	tahal v [A; b6(1)] sharpen a pencil. Taibi (ta (tahali) ang lapis, Sharpen the pencil. n pencil sharpener. talhanan n pencil or s.t. which needs sharpening. 
	tahan v [A; c6] 1 offer part of the body in 
	I
	anticipation. /yang gitahan ang nawung ni-ya arun hagkan, She put her face forward to be kissed. 2 offer, render up, offer up in trust. ltaban ku kining kinab{,ln' sa kahitasan, I'll entrust my life to the Almighty. 3 offer without reservation. ltahan sa kaaway ang pagpasaylu, Offer forgiveness to the enemy. 4 for bets to be placed or handed over usually before the start of the game. ltahan nang imung pusta arun sugdan ang du.la, 
	Place your bets so that the game may start. 5 [A; c] offer a bond, security. ltaban ku ang akung yuta sa salapi nga bulaman ku nimu, I will put up my land as security for the money that I will borrow from you. n 
	I
	bond, guarantee. /mu na kining singsing sil-
	bing taban sa akung pagmabal nimu, Take this ring as a guarantee of my love for you. 
	tahap v [B1256N; b3(1)] be suspicious. Nanagana siya kay natahap sa akung tuyu, She hesitated because she was suspicious of mymotives. Siya ang gikatabapang tulisan, He is the suspected robber. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] assume s.o. to be guilty without good evidence. Kung manabap ka, tinua una, If you presume s.o. guilty, be sure to ascertain the facts first. n suspicion. Ang akung panabap nga minyu tung tawbana natinuud giyud, 
	My suspicion that that man was married came out true. ka-an = PAN-, n. ma-un,
	. . .
	manggi-un a susp1c1ous. 
	tahas n 1 task or duty one must fulfill prior to acquiring possession of supernatural powers. Dunay tabas una makabuput ug urasiyun, You must perform a task before you may acquire a magic formula. 2 mission one is bound by vow or otherwise to accomplish. Matag tawu adunay tabas sa kalibutan, Each man has a mission on this earth. v 1 [Al; cS] make a. vow to accomplish s.t. 
	Tahasun ku ang pagtuman sa iyang tugun, 
	I will make it my mission to fulfill her commands. 2 [ c] assign as a mission. Akuy gitabasan pagpatay nimu, I was entrusted with a mission to kill you. 3 [A12] able to be in some place alone without fear. Makatabas ka bag mintiryu? Do you dare go to the cemetery alone? 
	tahi v [A; a] sew, stitch. Kinabanglang tahi
	-


	tahirig -tai 963 
	un ning samad, This wound requires stitches. Gitabian ku niyag birmuda, He sewed a pairof bermuda shorts for me. n stitches. -anan (�) n dress, tailor shop. maN-r-(�) n. seamstress, dressmaker. -unun(�) n pieces of cloth to be made into s. t. 
	un ning samad, This wound requires stitches. Gitabian ku niyag birmuda, He sewed a pairof bermuda shorts for me. n stitches. -anan (�) n dress, tailor shop. maN-r-(�) n. seamstress, dressmaker. -unun(�) n pieces of cloth to be made into s. t. 

	tahirig (from birig) v [B; cl] lean, tilt to oneside. Nagtabirig ang lubi padulung sa karsada, The coconut tree is leaning towards the road. Tahiriga (itahirig) pagtanum ang paka sa tubu, Plant the cuttings of sugar cane stalks in a leaning position.
	tahisyan, tahisyan bird n k.o. dance wherein the buttocks wiggle like the tail of a bird. v
	[A] perform this dance. tahu, tahun ginger tea. V [Al] have ginger 
	l
	l
	l
	tea.


	tahuv [A; c] notify, inform. ltabu kini niya arun siya mabibawu, Inform him of this so that he will know. n reports about an event. tahutahu n idle gossip, reports passed around to instigate a quarrel. Nagpalakat silag tabutabu arun magkadisgustu ta, Theyare spreading idle gossip to make us quarrel. 
	2 

	tahud n spur of fowls and birds. v [b4] 1 get one's spurs. Wala pa tadbi ang sunuy, The rooster hasn't gotten his spurs yet. 2 become experienced. tadhan a experiencedand authoritative in one's line of work. Tadban siyang kusiniru, He is an experienced cook. tahudtahud n 1 growths on the body, usually near the joints, which look like the spurs of the rooster. 2 small boils on small children's heads.
	t:ahud v 1 [A23; al2] obey. Tabura usa ang akung gipabubat usa magduwa, Do what I tell you to before you play. 2 [A; al2] respect. Tabura ang {mung ginikanan, Respectyour parents. 2a [A3; c6] use an address of respect to an elder. Nagtabud siya nakug Tiyu, He addresses me as Uncle. n 1 respect.2 address of respect. Pupuy ang amung tabud niya, We addressed him as Grandpa. pa-(➔) v [A) be arrogant, demanding of 
	' 
	' 
	more respect than one has the right to. A,
	mu pay mubangyu mau pay mupatabud! 
	Hm, here you go acting as if you want me to kiss your feet when you are asking me for a favor! tahuray v [Al 3] respect each 
	I 
	I 
	I

	other. Angay magtahuray ang managsuun, Brothers must respect each other. katahuran, pangatahuran n words ofgreeting. Nangayu mig pangatahuran (kataburan) apan way mitubag nga tagbalay, We called out greetings but no one in the house answered. pangatahuran v [A2] say words of re�-pect or greetings. Nangatahuran sila paglabay sa pari, When the priest passed by they greeted 
	him. matinahurun a 1 respectful. 2 short for kanimu matinahurun in the complimentary closing of a letter: 'Respectfully yours'. talahurun n term of address to a person ofdistinction. Duba sila ka tawu, talahurun, There were two of them, sire. 
	tahum a beautiful. v [B24;al2] be beautiful. Mutahum ka pa kun mangarmin, You'll be more beautiful if you wear make-up. Nagkatahum ang kalibutan sukad ku ikaw makita, The world has become a more beautiful place since I met you. pa-v [A; a] make oneself up. pa-, pangpa-n beauty products. ka-n beauty, loveliness. ka-an n great beauty (literary). ma-a beautiful, lovely. 
	tahung v [A; c] put s.t. over and around s.t. else or hang it over. Akuy nagtahung ug kawit diha sa palwa, I was the one that hung a toddy container over the palm frond. Gitahungan niya ang kingki, He put a shade over the kerosene lamp. Lata ang itahung sa pusti arun dili dayun magabuk sa ulan, Slippaint cans over the posts so they will not rot in the rain. 
	tahup n chaff of cereals. v [A; b6(1)] separate the husk from husked grains. Tapbinang linubuk, Winnow the pounded rice. -un a full of chaff, chaffy. Ayuha paglimpiyu ang bugas kay tahupun, Clean the rice well. It's still full of chaff. taphanan n 1 ground cereals to be winnowed. 2 place where winnowing is done. 
	tahur a having the imposing posture of s.o.rich or of high rank. Tabur kaayu siyang tan-awun, apan nangbulam ra diayg bisti,He looks very imposing, but in reality he's wearing borrowed clothes. n big-time, professional gambler. sugarul nga -= TAHUR, 
	n. pa-v [Al; c] make oneself look imposiso as to appear rich or of high rank. 
	ng

	tahuri, tahuri, tahuri, tahuris n k.o. edible bean slightly bigger than the mung and rusty brown in color, growing wild and cultivated: Pbaseolus calcaratus. v [Al3; b6] have tahuri.
	tahusyu n soy beans preserved in soy sauce. v 1 [A; a2] cook with preserved soy beans. 2 [Al] have tahusyu as the only food toeat with the staple. 
	tahuyv [A; al2] make a clay pot nonporous by heating it and then putting shredded coconut or vinegar in it. Kinahanglan tahuyun usa ang kulun una gawia, yOU must treat the pot before you use it. 
	1 

	tahuyn soup made of sweet potatoes cut into small pieces boiled in water with nothing else. v [A; a] fix this soup.
	2 

	tai n 1 feces of people and animals. 2 in the 
	taka--takam 
	game of biku, the act of stepping on the line. 3 dross from molten metal Tiguma ang tai sa kalburu kay ipintal ta sa batu,
	game of biku, the act of stepping on the line. 3 dross from molten metal Tiguma ang tai sa kalburu kay ipintal ta sa batu,
	Keep the dross of melted carbide because we can use it to paint the stones. dakung see DAKU. v [b4(1)] get feces on it. Mataihan (mataiban) nang bapin ug isagul sa taibun, That diaper will get feces on it if you put it with the dirty ones. taitai v [B145S; cl] 1 do s.t. with difficulty and turn out poor results. Nagtaitai kus iksamin. Hagbung ku adtu, I found the examination hard. I'll probably fail it. la -anbuhat do one piece of work after another and leave most everything unfinished. Di ku gustung mag
	-
	g 


	taka v 1 [A2; b4] get tired of doing s. t. and thus cease. Mitaka na siya, wa na magbilak, He got sick of crying so he stopped. Gitakan kug binuwat nimu, maung mipauli lang ku, l got tired waiting for you so I justwent home. 2 [cS] not like to do s.t. Kun di mu ikataka palibug bubata kini, If you don't mind, please do this for me. ka-n feeling of boredom or of being fed up. maa boring, tiresome. tak-anun, matak-anun, matalak-un a easily bored, tending to lose interest. 
	*taka,n*takapa-v 1 [Al;b6] do s.t. without really knowing how to do it, without regards as to how he is doing it. Magbibus ka kun magpataka (magpataka) kag kaun, You will have diarrhea if you eat indiscriminately. Patakai lag ansir. Sambaban lagi, Just answer them at random. You'll guess some right. 2 [Al] tell s.t. untrue, inaccurate. Nagpataka Lang bisag siyay nanguna, He's lying. He started the fight. 
	.

	takaba, takaba v [A; c] 1 wrap a piece of cloth or the like around the body, esp. the torso. Human kag kaligu magtakaba kag tualya kay musibag ang sinina, After you swim, you should put a towel around you 
	takaba, takaba v [A; c] 1 wrap a piece of cloth or the like around the body, esp. the torso. Human kag kaligu magtakaba kag tualya kay musibag ang sinina, After you swim, you should put a towel around you 
	because you can see through your dress. 2 use as a shield or cover for any part of the body. Nagtakaba siyag papil tungud sa init,She put a piece of paper over her head toprotect her from the heat of the sun. 3 [A; c1] carry s. t. on the back or shoulders by tying it. 3a carry s.o. on the back or shoulders not tied. Gitakaba ni Mulit ang iyang mangbud, Mulit carried his little brother pick-a-back. 4 [A; aP] for animals to mate. 4a have intercourse (derogatory). Mitakaba OU went to bed with that pig of a wo
	ka uruy anang mubug lupad, y


	takad v [A; b(l)] step on a line or specific area. Di ka mutakad sa bagis kay pawul ka, If you step on the line, you are foul. Kining batuba imung takaran (takdan) arun makaabut ka sa bunga, Step on this stone so that you can reach the fruit. takdanan n in games, the line on which one steps at the start or any phase of the game. 
	takad v [A; b(l)] step on a line or specific area. Di ka mutakad sa bagis kay pawul ka, If you step on the line, you are foul. Kining batuba imung takaran (takdan) arun makaabut ka sa bunga, Step on this stone so that you can reach the fruit. takdanan n in games, the line on which one steps at the start or any phase of the game. 
	takal n volume, contents. Ang garapun da
	-

	1 I
	I
	kug takal kay sa basu, A jar holds more than a glass. v 1 [A; a) measure out in a certain volume. Gitakal nila sa bukag ang kamuti, They measured the sweet potatoes by baskets. 2 [AB; c] for a measure to become full, cause it to do so. Lainlaing butang ang nagtakal sa iyang pitaka, Her bag was filled with all different things. Nagkatakal ang baldi sa binayhinayng tul-u sa tubig, The pail is slowly filling up with water dripping into it. -an(➔) n a measuring box, basket, or can of any convenient size. 
	takalv [AC2; b(l)] for male pigs to mount another animal; by extensjon, for humans to do so (derogatory). Kaduba takaling anaya una mumabdus, This sow was mounted twice before it got pregnant. bu-(➔> see BUTAKAL. 
	2 

	tak-al v [B; c16] for a cover not to be closed tight, door to be ajar. Ang kaban nga labihang kapunu mitak-al, The trunk was partopen because it was too full. 
	takam, takam a ravenous. Ang tawung takam mukaun bisan unsa, Aravenous person will eat anything. v 1 [B] be hungry, ravenous.
	Kinsay dili mutakam (matakam) nga tulu 
	ka adlaw wa miy kaun gawas sa prutas,
	Who wouldn't become ravenous when for three days we did not have anything to eat except fruits. 2 [A; cl] take a large bite,chew. May nagtakam sa kik kay gamay na Jang ang nahibilin. S.o. · took a big bite from the cake because only a small portion of it is left. ltakam (takama) ug maayu ang 

	takandal -takdu 
	kan-un una tunla, Chew the food well before you swallow it. takamtakam v 1 [A13; cl6] smack the lips. Nagtakamtakam ang bata kay miangay salami sa gatas, The..child is smacking his lips because he likes the milk. 2 [A13] await eagerly. Nagtakamtakam na ku sa Jami sa mga sud-an, I am eagerly anticipating the delicious food. 
	kan-un una tunla, Chew the food well before you swallow it. takamtakam v 1 [A13; cl6] smack the lips. Nagtakamtakam ang bata kay miangay salami sa gatas, The..child is smacking his lips because he likes the milk. 2 [A13] await eagerly. Nagtakamtakam na ku sa Jami sa mga sud-an, I am eagerly anticipating the delicious food. 

	takandal v 1 [A3P] for vehicles to run with a jouncing, bouncing motion. Mutakandal na pud ang trak kun mulabang sa kabatuan, 
	The truck will bounce again when it crosses the stony area. 2 [B46; cl] make a clacking, banging sound Mitakandal angbakya sa simintadung dalan, The wooden slippers went clickety clack over the cemented walk. Ang taru nga way sulud mitakandal kay akung hipatiran, The empty can rattled when I kicked it. 
	The truck will bounce again when it crosses the stony area. 2 [B46; cl] make a clacking, banging sound Mitakandal angbakya sa simintadung dalan, The wooden slippers went clickety clack over the cemented walk. Ang taru nga way sulud mitakandal kay akung hipatiran, The empty can rattled when I kicked it. 

	takang = LA.KANG. 
	tak-ang v [A; c] put a pot or kettle on the stove. ltak-ang na ang lung-agunun, Put the rice on the stove. tak-anganan n 1 stove. 2 pot or kettle rest. 
	takas v [A2S; ac] 1 go up an incline. Takasun pa natu ang pitu ka bungtud usa muabut sa pikas baybay, We still have to ascend seven hills before we get to the other side of the island. Kining bakilira dili katakasan ug gamayng awtu, A small car cannot nego· tiate this slope. 2 go ashore. Ang pawikan mutakas arun mangitlug, The sea turtles go ashore to lay their eggs. Di• ta makatakas kay balud kaayu, We can't go ashore because the sea is very rough. 2a [A; b6] land from a sea attack. 3 [A2; b(l)] escape 
	takba v 1 [A; b] lean forward on s. t. or s. o. and cling to it. Mitakba siya sa bukubuku sa iyang bana nga nagkaun, She leaned on her husband's back while he was eating. 
	Maayu kay nakatak ba siyag batang pagkalunud sa barku, Luckily he was able to cling to a log for support when the boat sunk. 2 [A; al2] carry a child closely in one's arms with the child facing one. Takbaba ang bata kun butdan sa tiyan, Carrythe child with his stomach pressed against you if he has gas in the stomach. 3 [AC;b(l)] mount for copulation, as if for copulation. Mitakba na ang butu apan di gustu ang bayi, The male mounted, but the female did not like it. 3a for humans to have intercourse (coar
	Maayu kay nakatak ba siyag batang pagkalunud sa barku, Luckily he was able to cling to a log for support when the boat sunk. 2 [A; al2] carry a child closely in one's arms with the child facing one. Takbaba ang bata kun butdan sa tiyan, Carrythe child with his stomach pressed against you if he has gas in the stomach. 3 [AC;b(l)] mount for copulation, as if for copulation. Mitakba na ang butu apan di gustu ang bayi, The male mounted, but the female did not like it. 3a for humans to have intercourse (coar
	Maayu kay nakatak ba siyag batang pagkalunud sa barku, Luckily he was able to cling to a log for support when the boat sunk. 2 [A; al2] carry a child closely in one's arms with the child facing one. Takbaba ang bata kun butdan sa tiyan, Carrythe child with his stomach pressed against you if he has gas in the stomach. 3 [AC;b(l)] mount for copulation, as if for copulation. Mitakba na ang butu apan di gustu ang bayi, The male mounted, but the female did not like it. 3a for humans to have intercourse (coar
	girl's back with a jacket. 

	takbas v [A; a] 1 swing a bolo or a similar bladed instrument. Mitakbas siyag balus apan luya na siya, He swung a bolo to retaliate but he was already too weak. 2 sever with a swing of the bolo. Si Simyun angmitakbas sa gamayng punuan sa saging, Simeon cut down the small banana tr.unk in one stroke. 
	takbuy v 1 [A; b] hug, cling closely in order not to fall Mitakbuy ang tiki sa bukubuku sa manananggut, The gecko clung tightly to the toddy gatherer's back. Nakatakbuy ang anak sa lawas sa inaban dihang midugdug, The child clung to his mother when it thundered. 2 [A2; b4] infect with a disease. Tibi ang mitakbuy niya, He contracted T.B. 3 [A23P; b(l)] stay with s.o., usually as a dependent. Siyay akung gitakbuyan ug dugay kay kwartaban man, I stayed long at her house because she was wealthy. 
	,
	takda v 1 [A; c] schedule, set a date. Atungitakda ang sunud natung t{gum, We will set the date for our next meeting. 2 [A; c] sign, put a mark on. Siyay mitakda (nagtakda) sa sulat, He signed the letter. Takdai ug ikis ang punuan sa lubi, Mark the trunks of the coconut trees with an X. n 1 signature,mark. 2 reminder; s.t. that is used as a reminder. Ang aninu sa pusti mauy akung takda sa uras, The shadow of the post is my reminder of the time. -an(➔)=TAKDA, n. 
	takdv [A; ab2] 1 hack or lodge a blade laterally into s.t. Ang amul wa makatakdang sa punuan sa kabuy, The dull bolo did not cut the trunk of the tree. 2 make notches, nick. Ang bata mauy mitakdangsa tiil sa silya, The child made notches on the legs of the chair. 3 [A; b) strike the forehead with s. t. heavy. Akuy mutakdang ug putbaw sa imung agtang, I'll strike yourforehead with an iron rod. 
	ang 

	takdu exactly, no more and no less. Takdu karung diy'is anyus ang atung kaminyuun, We have been married for exactly ten years today. Takdu sa gikasabutan, In exact accordance with their agreement. Takdu giyudsa nabitabu ang iyang tabu, His report turned out to be exactly in agreement with what had happened. -buwan for the
	ang 
	moon to be full. v [AB256C3; cl) 1 for things that are joined to fit exactly at their point of junction, make s.t. fit. Wala mutakdu ang takub sa kaban, The cover of thetrunk doesn't fit squarely. Takdua (itakdu) ang duba ka iskina arun tikup, Have the corners meet and fit to make it tight. 2 coincide, be in agreement with each other; 

	takdul -takla 
	make things be in agreement. Ang iyang kamatayun ug ang imung damgu nagkatakdu Lang, His death and your dream were just a coincidence. ltakdu ang imung bakak sa akua arun katuuban, Make your lie be in accordance with mine so they will be plausible. 3 be appropriate. Kinabanglang mutakdu ang imung isul-ub sa ukasiyun, Your attire must fit the occasion. 3a (C3) be on compatible terms with each other. Nagkaiakdu ang duba ka buringug, The two fools hit it off nicely. -in-an n point of junction, place s.t. m
	make things be in agreement. Ang iyang kamatayun ug ang imung damgu nagkatakdu Lang, His death and your dream were just a coincidence. ltakdu ang imung bakak sa akua arun katuuban, Make your lie be in accordance with mine so they will be plausible. 3 be appropriate. Kinabanglang mutakdu ang imung isul-ub sa ukasiyun, Your attire must fit the occasion. 3a (C3) be on compatible terms with each other. Nagkaiakdu ang duba ka buringug, The two fools hit it off nicely. -in-an n point of junction, place s.t. m

	takdul= DAKTUL. takduy = TAGDUY. 
	l 

	takgus v [A; ac) 1 fasten s.t. to s.t. with a knotted cord. Palihug rag takgus sa nbun sa akung bubuk, Please tie my hair up for me with a ribbon. Takgusun na silang duba sa talikala sa kaminyuun, They are goito be bound together in wedlock. Ang salug nga kawayan takgusan ug uway ngadtu sa busaug, The bamboo flooring is tied to the joists with rattan. 2 tie into a loop that easily gets undone. Takgusa ang listun sa akung sapatus, Tie my shoelace. 3 tie s. t. around s.t. Nagtakgus siyag sundang sa bawak, He
	ng
	fastened to s.t. else by entwini
	ng 

	takiang (from kiang) v [A; cl6) walk limpingly. Nagtakiang siya kay nalisa ang tiil, He is limping because he sprained his foot. 
	takig n 1 malaria. 2 any disease characterized by chills and shaking. 2a fit of shivering due to illness. v [Al23P!; b4) 1 be afflicted with malaria. 2 have the chills. Gitakigan ang masakitun, The patient had the chills. -un(➔)none afflicted with malaria. 
	takigrapiya n stenography, shorthand. 
	takigrapu n stenographer. v [B156; a2) be, become a stenographer. 
	takihud, takihud (from kibud) v [Al3; cl) limp. Nagtakibud siya tungud sa pulyu, He limps because he had polio. 
	takilid (from kilid) v [A2S; cl) 1 tilt, turn over on the side. Nilisu siya kay mutaktlid siya pagbigda, He turned over to lie on his side. Ang agukuy magtakilid nga maglakaw, The fiddler crab walks sideways. Ayaw itakilid (takilira, takilda), mayabu, Don't tilt 
	it. It might spill. 2 veer, change directions. Mitakilid ang barku sa tuu, The ship veered 
	it. It might spill. 2 veer, change directions. Mitakilid ang barku sa tuu, The ship veered 
	off to the right. 3 [A23] get money from one's pocket (lit. lean over to stick the hands in the pocket). Mutakilid siya dayun ug pangayuag kwarta, He immediately reaches in his pocket if anyone asks him for money. 
	takilpu v [B126) for one's foot to slip to its side, ankles to give way. Natakilpu siya sa iyang bag-ung hayhil, Her foot slipped on its side on her new high heels. 
	takilya n box office, a place where admission tickets are sold. Si Klint lstwud gihugupan pag-ayu sa takilya, Clint Eastwood is very popular at the box office. takilyira n ticket seller (female). v [Bl56; a2) be a ticket vendor. takilyiru n ticket seller (male). 
	takin v [A; c) strap s. t. around the waist. 
	Nagtakin siya ug sundang kay mangahuy, 
	He's strapping a bolo on his waist to gather firewood. ltakin ang baskit kun mangani,Strap the basket around the waist when you harvest rice. n basket fastened to the waist, used in harvesting rice. 
	tak-in v [A; c] tuck-in one's shirt. Angayan kang magtak-in kay dt' sapyut, You look nice with your shirt tucked in because your buttocks are not flat. 
	takinding v [A3] roll with a clatter. Pagkahulug niya ang platung iyang gidala mitakinding sa ubus, When he fell, the plates he was carrying rolled with a clatter. 
	takingking v [A; a] hop on one leg. Takingkinga kutub ngadtu, Hop up to there on one leg.
	takinhud = TANGKIHUD.
	takip v 1 [A; c6] include along with, do to 
	s.t. at the same time as one does it to s. t. else. Kinsay nagtakip sa akung ngalan sa lista? Who included my name in the iist? Nagtakip kug ritratu sa akung sulat, I en
	·
	closed a picture in my letter. Gikatakip nakug gastu ang imung kwarta, l spent your money along with mine. (�) v [A; ale) join flat things one on top of the other or at their edges. Takipa nang duha ka papil arun madaku (mabaga). Join those two sheets of paper to make them bigger (or Paste them on top of one another to make them thicker). 
	takla v [A; b6] make a clicking, clackinoise with the tongue. Taklai siya kay mau nay amung sinyas, Clack your tongue at him because that's our signal. n 1 clacking of the tongue. 2 a k.o. small, dark-hued shrimp 2-3 cm. long which emits a loud clicking sound similar to tongue clacking.paN-v [A; b3] make a clacking noise with the tongue in exasperation, dejection, or admiration. Nanak/a siya kay hibyaan sa 
	ng


	taklap -taksi967 
	2 

	bus, He clacked his tongue because he missed the bus. 
	bus, He clacked his tongue because he missed the bus. 
	taklap v 1 [A; c] spread, lay s.t. flat over s.t.so as to cover it. Itaklap ring babul sa lamisa, Spread this blanket over the table. 2 [B2456) cover as if enveloping. Mitaklap ang kangitngit sa kalibutan, Darkness covered the world. n s.t. spread over s.t. to cover it. taklas v 1 [A; b6] for dogs to jump all over 
	s.o. Nabuling ang akung sinina kay gitaklasan ku sa iru, My clothes got dirty because the .dog jumped all over me. 2 [A; b5] climb, clamber up on s. t. not affording a good foothold. Hipaakan ta ku sa iru ug wa pa ku makataklas sa kinama nga mga kabun,
	I would have been bitten by the dog had I not clambered on the stacked boxes. 

	taklay v [A13; c] hang s.t. loose around the neck. Dili maayu nga magsuruysuruy sa kalying magtaklay ug tualya, It is not good to go around the streets having a towel drapedaround one's neck. 
	takli v 1 [B2] draw one's attention away from where it should be focused. Ang naka
	takli (nakapatakli') sa iyang intiris sa panulat mau ang sugal, Gambling drew away his interest from writing. NatakU ang atinsiyun ni Mila ngadtu sa iyang katupad, Mila's attention was drawn away from me towards 
	takli (nakapatakli') sa iyang intiris sa panulat mau ang sugal, Gambling drew away his interest from writing. NatakU ang atinsiyun ni Mila ngadtu sa iyang katupad, Mila's attention was drawn away from me towards 
	het seatmate. 2 [c] transfer temporary e-hold
	er to another. Ang pinirindang yuta gitaklipagprinda diri kanaku, The mortgaged lot 
	ownership of land from one mortg
	ag

	was transferred to me. 
	takna = 
	' 
	TAKNA, n2,2a.
	· 

	takna n 1 identifying mark. Ang saku nga may takna atu, The sack that has an identi-· fying mark on it is oŁrs.la notch as Łn,
	Ł 
	.


	takliad (from /iad) v [A2; cl] bend the body backward to the exte'nt that the head is at the same -level as the chest or lower. Banta-. 
	· yi nga di' matafeliad ang bata, Watch out that th� baby doesn-lt throw himself backwards. Akung itakliad (takliarun) ug maayu ang akung laaS sa sayawng limburak, Ibend way back when I dance the limborock.
	JV

	taklid v [A; a12] pin, tie s.o.'s hands behind his back. Gitaklid ang mga dinakpan, Theprisoners had their hands tied behind their backs. hiN-v 1 [AN] fold one's hands behind the back. Mihinaklid siyang migdisku'rsu, He folded his hands behind his back while sp�aking. 2 [AN ;-.bN] do s.t. difficulJ with ease. Pangbinakliran (binaklirq_n) Zang niya nang bungtura, He will climb that mountain with ease. 
	taklima v [ B 126] wrench the ankle or the foot. Nataklima ang akung tiil sa danglug nga batu, I wrenched my foot on a slipperystone.
	taklub v [A; c] cover s. t. over with s.t. en
	-

	closing it. Akuy mutaklub sa basuraban, rne can. Ingun kug nawala ang ituy apan natakluban diay sa kahun, I thought the puppy got lost, but actually it had just gotten under the box. ·n1 lid. 2 basket-like pen for fowl. 
	closing it. Akuy mutaklub sa basuraban, rne can. Ingun kug nawala ang ituy apan natakluban diay sa kahun, I thought the puppy got lost, but actually it had just gotten under the box. ·n1 lid. 2 basket-like pen for fowl. 
	put the lid on the garb
	ag

	taklubu n giant clams, esteemed for food, large specimens of which furnish shells for baptismal fonts. 
	taklung v [b8] be caught by being covered by s. t. which falls. Ang iring nataklungan sa kabun, The cat was caught by a box that fell on it. 
	taklus = TAKGUS.
	takmag v [A; b(l)] for a male animal to mount on the female. Basta mangulag anganay, mutakmag giyud ang butu, If the sow is in heat, the male will mount her. 
	takmu v [a3b8] hit one's chin on s.t. Natakmu k� sa kurdisu pagkatumba naku, I hitmy chin on the window sillwhen I �ell 
	· 

	takmul a drawing the lips in or. biting the lower lip in defiance, anger, or when makiŁ an effort. v [A13; b6] for the lips to purse. Nagtakmul ang iyang simud, He drew in his mouth. paN-v [A; b6] draw in the lips,
	bite the lower lip. Nanakmul siyang nag-alsa sa kahun, He bit his lower lip while heaving the box. 
	_
	identifying mark. 2 hour. 2a moment. Sa 
	taknang pul-an ka, byai siya, The moment 
	you get tired of her, leave her. v [A; b] 1
	put an identifying sign or label. Kinabang
	lang· taknaan ang mga garapa sa tambal, We 
	should label bottles containing medicine. 2 
	· 
	put a notch as an identifying mark. -an(➔) 
	n timepiece, watch. taksay n k.o. fishing net, cast in -shallow wa
	ter and dragged by four_people towardsthe
	· 

	shore. paN-v [N] go fishing with the tak-
	·

	say net. · taksi n taxi. v [A13; al2] 1 take a taxi. Ma
	;
	· ,

	taksi ang pantalan gikan dinhi, We can take 
	) .. ..
	a taxi to the wharf from here: 2 make into 
	a taxi. 
	taksi n a game in which objects placed in
	1
	sidea circle are knocked out of the area. 
	The ones displaced from the circle belong
	to the player that hit them. v [A13; b6] 
	play taksi, · taksiv [A; a] strip abaca, buri palm leaves, 
	2 

	and the like.of vegetable matter to get the 
	fiber. n instrument for·stripping. -an n aha
	-


	taksikab -takul 
	ca stripper. -in-n stripped stalks. taksikab = T AKSL 
	ca stripper. -in-n stripped stalks. taksikab = T AKSL 
	taksinilya n humorous word for tartanilya,used in contexts where one says he doesn't have money to take the taxi. v [A; a) take the tartanilya. Taksinilya lang ta, Let's just take the tartanilya brand of taxi. 
	taktak v 1 [AB26; ac] for small this or s. t. fastened or stuck to s. t. to detach and drop; cause to drop. Kinsay nagtaktak ugagiw sa sawug? Who knocked cigarette ashes on the floor? Nataktak ang iyang pilukpiluk sa sawug, Her false eyelashes fell to the floor. Taktaka ang mga tambis, Knock the fruits off the tree. Wa kataktakigbalbibu, It was unharmed. (Lit. Not a feather was knocked off of it.) 2 [b4(1)] have a miscarriage. Nataktakan siya sa dibang nadakin-as, She had a miscarriage after she net. Ita
	ng 
	slipped and fell. 3 [A; c] cast a fishi
	ng 
	be mature enough for harvesti
	ng


	Now is the time to gather the coconuts because they are mature. taktakun n a k.o. edible starshell having a thin dark brown operculum. 
	t 

	taktika n 1 strategy, tactics. 2 scheme, ruse. 
	Taktika lang tu naku arun malipat siya, It was just a ruse to deceive him. v [a12]make a clever plan. Taktikaba giyug maayu nga makumbinsir siya, Make a clever plan to convince him. 
	Taktika lang tu naku arun malipat siya, It was just a ruse to deceive him. v [a12]make a clever plan. Taktikaba giyug maayu nga makumbinsir siya, Make a clever plan to convince him. 

	taktikal n examination given by military officers to cadets. v [A13] have a tactical inspection. -inspiksiyun = TAKTIKAL. 
	taku n billiard cue. 
	takuan = TAKUGAN. 
	takub n a cover or lid of s.t. which has a different shape from the thing it is put over and is not attached. Ang takub sa pawuntinpin, The fountain pen cover.!(�) v [A13; b 
	6) put a cover on. Kinsay nagtakub sa kabun? Who put the lid on the box? -an n 1 pseudonym, alias. Ang 'O. Henry' takuban ni Wilyam Sidni Purtir, 'O. Henry' is the 
	6) put a cover on. Kinsay nagtakub sa kabun? Who put the lid on the box? -an n 1 pseudonym, alias. Ang 'O. Henry' takuban ni Wilyam Sidni Purtir, 'O. Henry' is the 
	pen name of William Sidney Porter. 2 disguise. v [A13; c6] 1 use an assumed or pen name. 2 wear a disguise. Nagtakuban nga makililimus ang ditiktib, The detective disguised himself as a beggar. -an(�)v= -AN, v. 
	,
	'btaku = TAKUGAN. 
	takubu n s. t. used to cover the roof ridge. v [A; c] put a cover over a roof ridge. Sin itakubu, Use galvanized iron sheets to cover the ridge of the roof. 
	takubu = T AKLUBU. 
	takubu = TIKUsiJ. 
	takud v 1 [AC; ac] attach s.t. to s.t. else, put it right next to s.t. so that it touches. Nagtakud ang duba ka daplin sa lamisa, The two edges of the table are touching each other. Takura ang duba ka daplin sa panaptung bimuung babul, Attach the two pieces of cloth at the ends to make them into a blanket. ltakud ang kwadru sa bungbung, Attach the picture to the wall. 2 [A; b6] harness an animal, hitch it for work. Ayawtakdi nang bakaba ug balsa kay. gamay pana, Don't harness the cow to a sled because it 
	takud v [Al2] manage to do s.t. that requires strength or money. Di na siya makatakud ug alsa ug bug-at, She can't manage tolift heavy things. Makatakud kaba kag patungba sa imung anak ? Can you manage to send your child to school? 
	' 

	takug = TAKUGAN. 
	takugan n k.o. chiton of rocks in tidal flats. 
	takuku= SARUK, n1, v. 
	ng 

	takul v [B46] for the chin to tremble caus
	-


	takulahaw -takyan 
	ing the teeth to chatter. Nagtakul ang akung with cold. 
	ing the teeth to chatter. Nagtakul ang akung with cold. 
	suwang sa katugnaw, My chin is chatteri
	ng

	takulahaw 1 all of a sudden. Sa takulabaw lamang siya natumba, Suddenly he collapsed. 2 not very long, just a few minutes ago. Takulabaw pa tu siyang milakaw. Maapsan pa tingali nimu kun imung sundan, He left just a few minutes ago. You might still catch up with him if you go after him. 
	takulingn k.o. stout vine commonly found 
	1 

	_
	on coconut trees, with glossy, deep green, runcinate leaves and dark brown roots that anchor the plant to the tree: Rhaphidopbora merrillii. 
	takulingn burned food particles stickito the insides of cookiutensils. v [a4] have burnt food particles. Ug sigaban ni mu ug kusug, takulingun ang kaldiru, If you tum the fire high, the pot will have burnt particles. -un a encrusted with burnt food particles. tak-um v [B46; a12] close the mouth or lips. Gibagkan ku ang nagtak-um niyang ngabil, I kissed her tightly pursed lips. 2 keep silent. 
	2 
	ng 
	ng 

	Kwarta ray makatak-um (makapatak-um) sa iyang baba, Only money can keep his mouth shut. a closed mouth or lips. 
	takumba n 1 lean-to, hut. 2 roof of a single pitch. v [A; cl) pitch s.t. as a protection. 
	Nagtakumba silag babul ug didtu sila mangatulug, They pitched a blanket and slept under it. Gitakumbaban niyag playwud ang iru arun di mabumud sa ulan, He set up a piece of plywood for the dog to get under to keep out of the rain. -in-n lean-to or s.t. set up with a single-pitched roof. 

	takun n heel of shoes. v [A; c] put a heel on shoes. takung n 1 sheath of coconut fruits. 2sheathlike covering similar to that of coconuts. takungtakung 1= TAKUNG,2. 2 the sheathlike covering on the back of grasshoppersand similar insects or the wing sheath of coleopterous insects. 
	takup = TAK-UP. talakpun n shutters. 
	tak-up v [AB26; b) 1 close, be closed. Kinsay nagta.k-up sa pultaban nga mipaka man? Who closed the door bangiit? Tak-upiang bintana kay tugnaw, Close the !Hindow because it's cold. 2 for schools or business establishments to close. Mutak-up ang klasi karung Abril, Classes will close in April. n lid that fits flat over or a shutter. a closed. 
	ng 

	takupis n an oval-shaped, large but not tall basket with a cover, made of pieces of bamboo and rattan or nitu vine, used as a container for clothing.
	takuri n kettle. 
	takus v 1 [A; a] measure with a measuring vessel. Taksa ang bugas arun bibaw-an pilay gibaylu, Measure the rice so we'll know how much they borrowed. 2 [A; al 2] measure 
	takus v 1 [A; a] measure with a measuring vessel. Taksa ang bugas arun bibaw-an pilay gibaylu, Measure the rice so we'll know how much they borrowed. 2 [A; al 2] measure 
	s.o.'s capability. Gitakus niya ang akung kabibalu kun madawat ba, He tested my knowledge to see if I was qualified. (�) v [C; c3] vie with one another, fight it out in a test of streth. Makigtakus ku nimu kun kinsay bari" dinbi, Let's fight it out to see who's the king here. n a measureful. Gai kug duba ka takus kamay, Give me two measures of sugar. a worthy. Di ku takus sa imung gugma, I'm not worthy of your love. paka-v [Al3; al2] claim to be, consider worthy. Nagpakatakus aku sa pagdapit kanimu, May I
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	takut n coral reefs. -un a full of coral reefs. takuyan, takuyan n 1 a seed container used to hold corn when planti, usually from a short leth of bamboo, and worn· around the waist. 2 round-mouthed cylindrical container for farm products woven from buri strips. v [Al3; al2] make into a takuyan.
	ng
	ng

	takwahaw = T AKULAflAW. 
	takwal, takwar n money (word play on kwarta, kwalta). 
	takway = BUKWAY, nl. 
	takyab v [A; c] 1 cast a small fishing net into the sea, usually in the shallows. Dakungduut sa isda ang iyang gitakyaban sa laya, He cast the net on a big school of fish. 2 throw s.t. on and over s.t. as if casting a small net or throw s.t. with a similar mo
	-

	,
	tion. Akung gitakyaban ug babul ang kama, 
	, 
	\

	Ispread a blanket over the bed. Aku ta kang 
	takyaban sa tabup ug anba ka lingkud diba, 
	The chaff will fall off on you as I winnow it, if you sit there. 3 flap s.t. to shake s.t. off it. Gitakyab niya ang sinina kay abugun kaayu, She flapped her dress because it was so dusty. 
	takyan n 1 toy which is similar to a shuttlecock in badminton and kicked with the instep of the foot. 2 game played with this shuttlecock which involves kicking it with the instep of the foot. A server is chosen bykicking the takyan a required number of times without missi. The one who misses is the server. The other player (or team) has to kick the takyan when it is served. If the server catches it,he serves the next player, and so forth, until all the players have been served, at which point the game st
	ng


	takyap -talu 
	If he fails to catch it he must serve the same player again. If he is able to return the takyan kicking it, the person whom he returned it to must take his place. v 1 [A; b6]play takyan. 2 [A2; al2] kick as one would a takyan.
	If he fails to catch it he must serve the same player again. If he is able to return the takyan kicking it, the person whom he returned it to must take his place. v 1 [A; b6]play takyan. 2 [A2; al2] kick as one would a takyan.

	takyap v [AB24S6; c] spread over so as to cover. Mitakyap ang kangitngit sa kalibutan, Darkness covered the earth. Wa ka bisag tualyang ikatakyap sa imung lawas? 
	Don't you even have a towel to cover your body?
	Don't you even have a towel to cover your body?

	tal full-fledged, genuine, through and through. Tal na siyang abugadu kay nakapasar sa bar, He is a full-fledged lawyebecause he passed the bar. Tal na siyang Arab, He is a full-blooded Arab. Mau nay tal nga amigu,muunung, That's what I call a real friend. He stands by you. 
	r 
	· 

	tala!let's go. -na short forms: tana, tana let's go now. Tala na (tana) kay malit ta,Let's go now. We'll be late. 
	1 

	tala(not without l) a out of one's right senses. v [B12] get to be crazy. Natala ka. Nganung asin may imung gisaguls kapi? Are you crazy? Why did you put salt in the coffee? 
	2 

	tala n a small surface depression on a toy top made by the nail tip of another top, pit mark. Way kal4ki ang imung kasing kay dagban ug tala, Your top is no good because it has lots of pit marks. v [b8] for a top to get a pit mark in it. 
	tila v 1 [A2; b4(1)] set foot in a place. Nakalala na ha ka anang bukira? Have you set foot on that mountain? 2 [A; c] step, tread on. Di ka mutala sa lapuk, ha? Do not step on the mud puddle, O.K.? 
	talav [A; c] list down. ltala ang mga ngalan sa aplikanti, List the na�es of the applicants. pa-v [Al] enroll. Asa man kangiskuylabana magpatala? In what school will you enroll? -an n list. talaadlawan n diary. 
	2 

	talab n pen shells. 
	talaba n k.o. oyster. 
	tafahsm v [A3P; cl] for a force to carry s.t. along with it. Nalumus siya kay nataban sa sulug, HŁ· drowned because he got carried away by the current. see also TABAN. 
	n see BANUG. 
	talabanug 

	talabun, talabung = TULJ\BUNG. 
	ta.lad (not without l) n 1 table. 2 table in parliamentary usage. Si Husi P. Lawril mauy nangulu sa talad, Jose P. Laurel was the presiding officer. 
	taladru (not without /) n 1 k.o. drill with grooves along which a handle is pushed up and down, causing the bit to turn. 2 a 
	wooden eggbeater made like the taladru 
	wooden eggbeater made like the taladru 
	drill. v [al2] use a taladru drill or eggbeater. 
	talagabung = TUGABUNG. 
	talagbagu n k.o. delicious salt-water fish, yellowish-brown in color. It is flat-shaped and is as big as a palm, similar in appearance and taste to the kitung.talagsa see USA.talaguy (not without /) n one who keeps going out and neglects the chores at home. v [B12) become fond of going out. Natalaguysiya tungud sa barkada, He started going out and neglected his duties because of his gang. 
	talahib (not without 1) n coarse, erect perennial grass with snowy white panicles which, like cogon, takes over lands denuded of forest cover: Saccbarum spontaneum. 
	talaid (not without/) v [A; al2] do s.t. in an orderly manner covering progressively the area worked on. Talaira ug sanggi ang mais arun walay hisayluan, Harvest the corn methodically, covering it square by square, so that you miss nothing. 
	talakituk (not without l) n k.o. fish, name given to jacks and other good-sized carangoid fish. 
	talalak (not without l) n k.o. bird: the whitebilled hornbill: Aceros leucocepbalus. 
	talampad v 1 [Al3; al] place things in a row across s.t. Magtalampad tag butilya sa paril kay magpunta blangku ta, Let us arrangebottles in a row because we will have target practice. ltalampad ning mga batu sa yanang arun naay atung katumban, Arrange these rocks in a row across the mud puddle so we have s. t. to step on. 2 [A; ac] compare. Tamparun natu sila ug kinsay kinagwapahan, Let us compare them and see who is the prettiest. Ayawg itampad ang akung pinintal sa kang Amursulu, Don't compare my painti
	·
	Makigtamparay siya sa akung nuts, He want
	ed to compare notes with me. 
	talang v fB1256] 1 be embarras.5ed. Natalangku sa akung tubag kay sayup kaayu, I was embarrassed because my answer was completely wrong. 2 blunder or lose one's way into: Natalang siya ngadtu sa iskuylahan sa mga babayi, He blundered into a girl'sschool. paN-n trick coin with two heads. v [a12] make into a trick coin. 
	· 

	talangigu = HINGIGU. see iGiJ. 
	talantar (not without/)= TARANTAR. 
	talantun (not without/) n talent, the unit of weight (Biblical). 
	talapya (not without l) = TILAPYA. 
	tal.as = PATALAS. 

	talatala -talibud 
	talatala (not without/) a foolish, slightly crazy. Talatala, nganung giusikan nimu, Stupid! Why are you wasting it? n 1 k.o. small frog about 2 ", of marshy areas, often seen in trees. 2 one who is constantly chatteriabout unimportant things sounding like the talatala frog. v [B126] become crazy. Natalatala siya human bulagi, He became crazy when his girl left him. 
	ng

	talauk v [A] crow. Sayu pa tu; nagtalauk pa ang mga manuk, It was still early; the cocks were still crowing. n the sound of crowing. Ang talauk sa manuk timailban nga saylu na sa tungang gabti, The cock's crow means that it is past midnight. 
	ta.law (not without l) v [B4S6] back off, be afraid to do s.t. for lacking nerve. Mita/awsiya maung wa musukul, He was afraid, so he didn't fight back. paN-v [A23] be cowardly. Di siya mangamural ni Biyay kay nanalaw siya, He can't bring himself to propose to Biyay because he is a coward. -an (➔) a cowardly. v [B1256] be, become cowardly.
	talay (not without l) v [A; c] put or sit next to. Kinsa man tu nga nagtalay nimu? Who was that who sat beside you? ltalay ni sa baril, Put this beside the drum. n 1 a loaf of bread made of easily separable sections baked together in a row in one mold. 2 one beside s.o. else. Kinsa man tung imung talay sa sini? Who was it you were sitting next to in the movies?1(�) v 1 [C; a] sit, set next to each other. Nagtalay mi ug lingkud sa batang, We sat beside each other on the log. Talayun ta ning duba ka lamis
	ng 

	6] belong to a distinct group. Nabitalays to the upper class. 
	6] belong to a distinct group. Nabitalays to the upper class. 
	siya sa bataas nga katilingban, 
	She belo
	ng


	talay n in hopscotch or basketball, the violation of stepping on the line. v [B126] step on the line. 
	talaytay (from taytay) v [A; cl] arrange things in a row. Talaytayun (italaytay) ta ning mga batu sa daplin, Let's arrange the stones in a row along the edges. 
	talayung (not without /) n a length of tubing used to convey water from a spring that flows out from a slope. v [A; a] attach, make into a tube spout for a spring. 
	talha a 1 splitting easily due to its parallei grain. 2 root crops that are dry and crumble 
	easily in the mouth. talhung a shady,1· so as to retard the growth of trees. v [A13P; b4(1)] shade s.t. over. 
	easily in the mouth. talhung a shady,1· so as to retard the growth of trees. v [A13P; b4(1)] shade s.t. over. 
	Ang mangga mutalbung (mupatalbung) sakamaisan, The mango tree will shade the cornfield. Natalbungan ang akung sibuyasan sa mga saging, My onion bed is in the shadow of the banana plants. 
	· 
	tali v [A23; a12] for fowl to wean their chicks, letting them go off on their own. 
	Ug sayu nga mutali ang mungaan !>a pisu, dali pud nga mangitlug, If a hen lets her chicks get independent early, she will also lay eggs sooner. n chick that has gotten independent of the mother. t 
	talia for root crops and the flesh of fish to be soft and moist. v [BJ get to be soft and moist. Mutali (matali) ang kamuti basta itanum sa yuta nga basa, Sweet potatoes become soft and watery if they are planted in wet ground. 
	1 

	tali= TALi, n. 
	2 
	2

	tali, taliv 1 [A; c] tally, mark. Di ku ma
	3

	1
	katali kay kandidatu ku, I can't do the tallying because I'm a candidate. Gitali ku ang imung palta, I have recorded your absences. 2 [A13; a3] have a note of a certain emotion. Ang iyang pagtubag daw sa nagtali ·ug kasuku, His reply. seemed to have a note of anger.
	tali v [A; c] tie, bind. Mga kawatan ang mitallkanila sa baligi, The robbers tied them to the post. Nakatali na siya sa mga putus,She has bound the packages. n 1 between, concerning two people or groups. Tandugunang rilasiyun talt' sa Amirika ug Pilipinas, 
	tali v [A; c] tie, bind. Mga kawatan ang mitallkanila sa baligi, The robbers tied them to the post. Nakatali na siya sa mga putus,She has bound the packages. n 1 between, concerning two people or groups. Tandugunang rilasiyun talt' sa Amirika ug Pilipinas, 
	tali v [A; c] tie, bind. Mga kawatan ang mitallkanila sa baligi, The robbers tied them to the post. Nakatali na siya sa mga putus,She has bound the packages. n 1 between, concerning two people or groups. Tandugunang rilasiyun talt' sa Amirika ug Pilipinas, 
	·

	The relations between the U.S. and the1Philippines are touchy. 2 concerning, with regards to. Gisukutsukut siya nila tali sa nabitabu, They interrogated him about the incident.<➔> n bond, tie. 

	tali-prefix to a verb forming adjectives meaning 'about to [do]'. Talilarga na ku sa Amirika� I'm ready to leave for America. Talianak, About to give birth. 
	taliadlaw (from adlaw) n hot season. v [BS
	6] be the hot season. 
	talib v [A; b6] trim off or smooth around the end or the mouth of a container. Talibi ang baba sa plastik nga sudlanan, Trim the mouth of the plastic container to make it even. (➔) n walay -untrimmed around the 
	·
	·
	mouth or at the ends. 

	talibud (from libud) a fond of going about the neighborhood. v [B126] be fond of goiabout the neighborhood. Ang pagkatabian mauy nakatalibud (nakapatalibud) niya, She is fond of going about because she 
	ng 


	talibugsuk -talinis 
	likes to spread gossip. 
	likes to spread gossip. 

	talibugsuk see BUGSU.K.
	talibwag (from bulag) v [A13P] disperse, run in different directions. Nagtalibwag pagdagan ang kabataan kay nahadluk sa buang, The kids ran in all directions because they were afraid of the mad man.
	talidhay n loud, prolonged, high-pitched laughter. v [A; b3c] laugh in a loud, highpitched way. Mitalidhay ang mga babayi sa kataw-anan niyang istu,ya, The ladies laughed at his funny stories.
	talidngan = TALIRUNGAN. 
	taliduan = TALIRUNGAN. 
	ng

	taligama v·[b8] overlook. Dunay mga sayup sa iyang tim nga akung hitaligam-an, There were lots of mistakes in his theme that I overlooked.
	taligatus (from gatus) n 1 k.o. small mouse with a long snout. 2 k.o. roundish sweet potatoes with light pink skin and yellowish, sweet meat (so called because it produces an abundance of tubers).
	taligmata n hallucination or vision where one sees s. t. not actually present. Nakit-an naku si Pidru apan wala man siya dinhi. Taligmata diay tu, I saw Pedro, but he is not here. So it was just a hallucination. v [b5] have a vision or hallucination. 
	taligngan = TALIRUNGAN. 
	taligrama = TILIGR.AMA.
	taligsik n large raindrops which fall in a scattered way, usually before or after a tropical rainstorm. v [A3; b4] rain in large scattered drops. Bukasa ang hinayhay kay mitaligsik na, Bring in the laundry because it is raining. paN-v [A2] fall in large scattered drops. Manaligsik iyang /away kun musulti, He sprays saliva when he speaks. 
	taligsuy a long and tapering. Taligsuy kaayu ka ug ilung, You have a long, tapering nose. v [B3; b6] be, become long and tapering.Mutaligsuy ang palu ug usa ka tumuy ra ang sipilyahan, The mast will come out long and tapering if only one end is planed. 
	ta1iis = T1L11s.
	talikala, talikala, talikala (from tali) n chain,fetter. Hugut ang talikala sa amung pagminahalay, Our love is held together by a strong bond.
	talikitiki (from tikt) = TABILI SA DAGAT. 
	talikud (from likud) v 1 [aPl] turn the 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	,

	back, turn s.o. around. Gwapa siyag magtalikud, pirug mag-atubang pastilan, She's pretty when she turns her back. but when she's faciyou, ouch! ltalikud (ipatalikud, talikda) nang ispikir kay mabungul ta, 
	-
	ng 

	Tum that speaker around or it will deafen 
	us. la!(�) [C2; c6] stay, put two this with the backs against each other. Nagtalikud silag lingkud arun isig sandig sila, Theyare sittiwith their backs against each other so they can lean on each other. 2 [A 2; b(l)] go away from. Bag-u pa siyang mitalikud pag-abut nila, She had just left when they arrived. 2a pass away, die. Maanyagnga balu ang iyang gitalikdan, He left behind a beautiful widow. 2b abandon, turn one's back on. Talikdan ku ang bisyu, I will abandon my vices. 3 [A; b6] decline a goodoppor
	ng
	ng 

	talikudn a variety of banana, smooth-skinned, similar in form to the alitundan but bigger, consumed uncooked and particularly tasty. 
	2 

	talimughat see BUGHAT.
	talinga n ear (dialectal}. (➔) v [A; al2] 1 notice, pay heed. Gisampit ku niya piru wa ku mutalinga, He called me but I didn't pay him any mind. Nakatalinga ku nga dinhay tawu sa akung luyu, l noticed there was s.o. in back of me. 2 look after, pay attention to. Kinsay mutalinga sa mga manuk kun wa ka, Who will take care of the chickens while you're away? 
	talinggab v [A; a12] cut, chip or saw off s.t. long at an angle so that the end is pointed. 
	Talinggaba pagsapsap ang kahuy arun mutalinis ang tumuy, Cut the piece of wood at an angle so the end will come out pointed. n 1 a cut made so that the result is pointed. 2 s.t. cut at a diagonal with a pointed tip. 
	*talinghug pa-v [A; b] listen, heed. Patalinghugi ang pulung sa tigulang, Listen to the words of your elders. 
	talingting v [A; cl] separate the very fine corn starch (tiktik) from the grits by shaking in a winnower, or separate the very fine grains from coarser ones. Nagtalingting pa ku sa ginaling, I'm still separating the corn starch from the grits. n the very fine corn starch that sticks to the winnower. 
	talingtingunn long-legged, medium-sized bird frequently found in tidal flats. It feeds on small fish. 
	1 

	talingtingunn k.o. stingifish of shallow waters.
	2 
	ng 

	talinis a 1 sharp-pointed. 2 shrill in voice or sound. 3 -ug luyug luyu one who reports whatever gossip he hears from one person and then relays it to others (lit. sharp at 

	talintu -taliwan 
	both ends). Ayawg kumpiyansabi nang baybana kay talinis na ug luyugluyu, Don't trust that woman because she's a snake. -magluyu n two-faced, double�eali. n pointed portion of s.t. v [A; b] make s.t. sharp pointed. Talinsi nang lagduk una itagsuk, Sharpen the peg before sticking it into the ground. -un a of a pointed type. 
	both ends). Ayawg kumpiyansabi nang baybana kay talinis na ug luyugluyu, Don't trust that woman because she's a snake. -magluyu n two-faced, double�eali. n pointed portion of s.t. v [A; b] make s.t. sharp pointed. Talinsi nang lagduk una itagsuk, Sharpen the peg before sticking it into the ground. -un a of a pointed type. 
	ng

	talintu n talent, ability. 
	talinugu (from dugu) n uterine hemorrhage. v [b4] suffer a uterine hemorrhage. Talinug-an giyud ka basta mangusug ka human ug anak, You'll suffer a uterine hemorrhage if you exert effort too soon after delivery. 

	talinum n k.o. small shrub with thick, lanceolate, pale�reen leaves, planted as an ornamental and for its leaves which are used as a vegetable: Talinum triangulare. 
	• 
	• 
	talinupsan see nJPUS!

	1

	talinutinu = ALUNDRIS. 
	2

	talip v [A; a] slice root crops into thin strips to dry them under the sun. Talipa ang kamuti arun ibulad, Slice the sweet potatoes to be dried in the sun. 
	talipsay v [B3 56; b4] 1 glance off. Mitalip
	1 
	1 
	say ang bala nga mitama sa putbaw, The bullet glanced off when it hit the metal. Hitalipsayan ku sa pakul pagbugba naku, The hatchet glanced off on me while I was chop
	say ang bala nga mitama sa putbaw, The bullet glanced off when it hit the metal. Hitalipsayan ku sa pakul pagbugba naku, The hatchet glanced off on me while I was chop
	-

	· 

	ping firewood. 2 slip in talking. Mitalipsaygiyud sa iyang baba ang matuud nga kantidad, He let the actual price slip out of his mouth. 

	talipsay= TULIPSAY· 
	2 
	2

	taliptip n 1 tip or peak of a roof or mountain. 2 tip of s.t. pointed. v [A; a] sharpen 
	s.t. to make it pointed. Way mitaliptip sa mga kabuy nga bimuung bagduk, Nobodysharpened the wooden sticks to make into pegs. Taliptipun ku ang mga tumuy, I will make the tips pointed. 
	s.t. to make it pointed. Way mitaliptip sa mga kabuy nga bimuung bagduk, Nobodysharpened the wooden sticks to make into pegs. Taliptipun ku ang mga tumuy, I will make the tips pointed. 

	talirungan (from dungan) n people of the same age. v [C23] be of the'Same age. ka-n one who is the same age as s.o. else. 
	talis n maggots, larvae of housefly. v [a4] be infested with maggots. Gitalis ang patay nga iru, The dead dog has maggots crawling over it. 
	talisay n k.o. large tree similar to an almond edible nuts: Terminalia catappa. -un n rooster with black, dark green,and dirty white splotches. 
	tree, growing by the seashore, beari!
	ng 

	talisik = TALIGSIK. 
	talithi, talithi n very fine drizzle. v 1 {A3; b 
	4) drizzle. Tana, nagtalitbi ra bitaw, Let's go, it's just drizzling. 2 [AN; b6] spit with force, usually in derision. Gitalitbian (gitalitbian, gipanalitbian) lang ku niya pag-abla 
	4) drizzle. Tana, nagtalitbi ra bitaw, Let's go, it's just drizzling. 2 [AN; b6] spit with force, usually in derision. Gitalitbian (gitalitbian, gipanalitbian) lang ku niya pag-abla 
	4) drizzle. Tana, nagtalitbi ra bitaw, Let's go, it's just drizzling. 2 [AN; b6] spit with force, usually in derision. Gitalitbian (gitalitbian, gipanalitbian) lang ku niya pag-abla 
	naku, She just spat derisively at me when I proposed to her. 

	taliti = T ALITHI. 
	taliti n encrustation of sediments, tartar stickito a surface. v [B2; a4b4] be encrusted with sediments. Gitalitian (gitaliti) ang tak uri tungud kay gisigihag gamit ngaway bugasbugas, The kettle is encrusted with sediment because they kept using it without washing it. Ng{pun nga nagkatalitisa tantung tinabaku, Teeth covered with tartar from smoking so much. -un a encrusted with tartar and tobacco tars. 
	ng 

	taliunduk (from unduk) v {B3(1); cl] be heaped up. Nagtaliunduk ang labbanan, The soiled clothes are piled up high. Ayawg italiunduk (taliunduka) ang kan-un sa imung kutsara, Don't put so much food on your spoon at one time. Akuy nataliundukan sa tanang bubat sa balay, All the housework was heaped on me. n heap of s.t. 
	taliwala n 1 middle, center part. lg-a ang taliw! sa targit, Hit the center of the target. Taliwala sa kakuyaw nangaliyupu siya, In the midst of her danger, she prayed. -sa kamay in the height of excitement or ecstacy, esp. sexual intercourse. Babala nang mamatay basta taliwala sa kamay, I don't care if I die as long as it's at the height of sexual excitement. v 1 [b6] be situated in between, the middle of. Gitaliwad-an kug lingkud sa akung mga badigard, I was seated in between my bodyguards. 2 [cl] do
	· 

	lpataliwS siya paglingkud arun way makatupad, Seat her in between us so that no one else can sit beside her. 2 [A] put oneself between people fighting. Mipataliw� ang amaban pagbunung sa away, The father cut in to stop the fight. kinataliwad-an n very 
	. middle of s.tŁ 
	taliwan v 1 [a3] for work to be disposed of or finished. Ayaw ug sugud ug lain ug di pa mataliwan . kanang imu rung gitrababu,Don't start anythielse as long as you haven't finished what you started there. 2 [A23] for feelings to vanish (literary). MitaUwan kanaku ang kalipay pagtalikud nimu, When you left, all the joys of life departed with you. 3 [B2346] for a person to pass away. Mitaliwan na ang akung mga ginikanan, My parents have passed away. -um-r-a about to disappear or vanish. Tu
	ng 
	-


	taliwtiw -talumus 
	mataliwan nga kahayag sa kahapunun, A fadiafternoon sunlight. 
	mataliwan nga kahayag sa kahapunun, A fadiafternoon sunlight. 
	ng 


	taliwtiw a eloated and pointed with taperisides. v [B26] become pointed with taperisides. Mutaliwtiw (mataliwtiw) ang tumuy sa wating mag-aginud, The end of the earthworm becomes pointed and taperiwhen it stretches forward. -un a pointedand taperi. paN-v [A2; b4] for the nose to become narrower and pointed. Manaliwtiw ang ilung sa tawung himatyun, The nose of a dying person gets narrow and pointed.
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	taliyir n 1 repair shop. 2 tailor, dressmaking shop.
	taliyuk v [A2] turn the body around. Tali
	-

	,
	,
	yuk kunu. Atung tan-awun ug haum ba ni-mu ang amirkana, Turn around. Let's see if your jacket fits you. 

	talyir = T ALIYIR. 
	talku n talc. 
	taltag v [A; c] 1 set out, forth several this in order, one at a time. 2 deduct a debt from one's wages. Bayinti ang italtag sa akung swildu, Deduct twenty pesos from my salary. 3 [A; b] tap s.t. off, esp. the ashes. Aku ray mutaltag sa baga sa agipu, I'll tap off the embers from the firebrand myself. -an(➔) n 1 raddle, a rod with pegs used to separate the warp threads and guide them into the desired position around the warp beam. 2 ash tray. 
	ng

	taltal v 1 [A; a] knock off s.t. that is attached or set. Ta/tali ang ligid sa karitun sa yapak nga nakakapal niana, Scrape off the mud from the wheels of your pushcart. 2 (A; c] deduct from one's wages to pay for a debt. Taltalig diyis ang iyang swildu arun siya kabayad, Deduct ten pesos from his salary so that he can pay his debt. 3 [ c] divide land, property informally among prospective heirs without legal papers. Ang tibuuk datag tampi sa suba mauy bahin nga gitaltal alang kanaku, All the level land
	•ta1u (not without /), talutalu, taluun a havor showing little sense or judgement. v
	ng[B12) become stupid. 
	ng[B12) become stupid. 
	i


	talu (not without /)n tallow, the hard fat in animals or the wax from beehives, used for makicandles, soap, et al. v [A; b(l)]gather or obtain tallow. taluun n sticky, like tallow. Yutang taluun, Clay soil. 
	ng 

	talu (not without /) n 1 scratch, dot, impreslightly. 2 marks made to keep a record of petty purchases on credit. Tan-awa sa listahan ug pilay a-
	talu (not without /) n 1 scratch, dot, impreslightly. 2 marks made to keep a record of petty purchases on credit. Tan-awa sa listahan ug pilay a-
	sion made by scratchi
	ng 

	kung talu, Look it up to see how much I owe. v [Al] 1 make scratches, dots. Kinsang kasing nakatalu niini? Whose top made the impressions on this one? 2 make small purchases on credit. Nakatalu ku sa tindahan gabii, I bought s.t. on credit at the store last night. -un( ➔) a marked with dents all over. 

	talubig (not without l -from tubig) n 1 small yellowish pustules appearing individually on the skin. 2 other watery and itchy eruptions on the skin. v [b4] have a pustule of this sort. Dilt' ku makasulat kay gitalubigan ang akung tudlu, I cannot write because my finger has a pustule on it. 
	talubig (not without l -from tubig) n 1 small yellowish pustules appearing individually on the skin. 2 other watery and itchy eruptions on the skin. v [b4] have a pustule of this sort. Dilt' ku makasulat kay gitalubigan ang akung tudlu, I cannot write because my finger has a pustule on it. 
	taludtud n the lower portion of the human spinal column. Sakit akung taludtud kay nahapalingkud ku sa asiras, The bottom part of my spine hurts because I fell down on my buttocks on the sidewalk. 
	talukbuyv [A; c6] hand s.t. to s.o. ltalukbuy ra ning suwat niya, Please hand this letter to her. 
	1 

	talukbuy= BALUYBUY.
	2 

	taluktuk n 1 peg, stake. Gilibutan niyag taluktuk ang bag-ung turuk nga lisu, He put stakes all around the bed of the newly sprouted seedlings. 2 barf or gathering sweet potatoes. 3 in dugout boats, reinforcing studs stuck into the sides to which additional planking is nailed to make the hull higher. 4 top of a hill, cliff. v 1 [Al; b6(1)] enclose stakes. 2 [Al; a2] make a peg or stake. 3 [A; a] attach studs into the sides of a dugout. 4 [B; cl] be, become steep. Ug mutaluktuk ang dalan, dili na makaagi a
	*talulu = •TALU. 
	talumbang (not without /) n a length of bamboo with holes at both ends used to keep a pig from getting his tether rope hopelessly entwined. One end of the bamboo is attached to a short piece of the rope tied to the feet, and the other end of the bamboo is attached to a rope tied to the stake. v [A; b6] put, make into a talumbang.
	talumtum n 1 mildew. 2 freckle. v [b4] get mildewed. Gitalumtuman ang hinamugan kay wa tiwasag utaw, The moistened clothes got mildewed because they were left unironed. -un(➔) a mildewed, freckled. 
	talumus (from lumus -not without l) n anything used to cover the body when bathing. v [A; cl] put on s.t. during bath. Dili magtalumus ang mga batang mangaligu, Children don't put on anything when they swim. 

	talun -tamak 
	talun n 1 pad of paper. 2 booklet of s.t. Giburut kug palit ang usa ka talun nga tikit sa swipstik, l bought a whole booklet ofsweepstake tickets. 
	talun n 1 pad of paper. 2 booklet of s.t. Giburut kug palit ang usa ka talun nga tikit sa swipstik, l bought a whole booklet ofsweepstake tickets. 

	talung n eggplant: Solanum melongena. -an n eggplant patch. talungtalung n k.o. shrub planted for its ornamental orange or yellow fruit: Solanum mammosum. -un n wild shrub similar to eggplant, producing a spiked inedible fruit, used as a protection around the trunk of the coconut tree (bulud): Solanum sp. -un(➔) = KATYUBUNG. 
	talungan (not without /) n pipe stem. v [A; 
	a] make a pipe stem. Makatalungun ka sa bukug nga may lungag sa tunga, You can make a pipe stem out of a bone that has ahole in its center. 
	a] make a pipe stem. Makatalungun ka sa bukug nga may lungag sa tunga, You can make a pipe stem out of a bone that has ahole in its center. 

	talunung (not without l) v [A2S; b3] momentarily stop from one's work to give close thought or attention to s.t. Usa ka mananuyng sunata ang gitalunungan sa mga trababanti, The workers stopped to listen to the sweet music. hi-v [BP1256] stop, pause when taken back. Nabitalunung (nabipatalunung) aku pagkakita sa abling kaha, 
	I was taken aback when I saw the open safe. 
	I was taken aback when I saw the open safe. 

	tal-up v [A; b6( 1)] cover or block the opening of a tu be-like structure. Lapuk ang nagtal-up sa imburnal, Mud is blocking the end of the culvert. Tal-upi ang iyang ilung arun malumus, Cover his nose so he'll suffocate. n trumpet mute. 
	talupi (not without/)!= TUBIGTUBIG.
	talusi n k.o. hornbill: Penelopides panini. 
	talutalu (not without /) v [AN; b(1 )) flatter 
	s.o. to get him to do s.t. for one. Di ka makatalutalu (makapanalutalu) anang tigulanga sa iyang kwarta, You can't flatter money out of that old man. Kabibawu k ung mutrababu nag talutaluan, lknow he will work if you give him sweet talk. a mentally weak, stupid.
	s.o. to get him to do s.t. for one. Di ka makatalutalu (makapanalutalu) anang tigulanga sa iyang kwarta, You can't flatter money out of that old man. Kabibawu k ung mutrababu nag talutaluan, lknow he will work if you give him sweet talk. a mentally weak, stupid.

	taluthu v [AN; c] 1 spit out what one has in the mouth in an explosive manner. Ayawnag italutbu nang {mung gikaun diba sa salug, Don't spit what you're eating out on the floor. 2 shoot with a pellet from a blowgun. 3 [A; b(l)] cure s.o. with talutbu. n 1treatment for skin ailments or swelli!s of natural or supernatural origins whereby asorcerer chews ingredients and spits them out on the afflicted area as he utters magical prayers. 2 pellet from a blowgun. maN-n sorcerer who can cure with talutbu.
	ng

	talutun k.o. house lizard. 
	1 

	talutun k.o. large tree of secondary forests. 
	taluut n k.o. large spreadificus tree.
	2
	ng 

	talyada n 1 putting on a lot and highly made 
	up. 2 effeminate, homosexual. Ang mga talyada dinaugdaug sa katilingban, Societytreats fairies with contempt. 
	up. 2 effeminate, homosexual. Ang mga talyada dinaugdaug sa katilingban, Societytreats fairies with contempt. 
	tama v [A123P; b4] be, become tired, sickor fed up with. Natamban (bitamban) na tingali sa iyang pagkaulitawu maung nagminyu, He must have become tired of being sile so he finally got married. Gitamban na kug kinaug inasal, I'm sick of eating roast pig all the time. 
	ng

	tama n 1 imprint or mark left on. Kininguwata ang ta"!la sa imung pagkatampasan, 
	This scar is a mark of your cruelty. 2 identifying sign or mark. 3 = TAMLA. v [A; b6 ( 1)] leave a mark on. Mitama ang latigu niya sa akung lawas, His whip left a mark on my body. (�) 1 put an identifying mark 
	I
	on. Ak \ \ I
	. 

	uy mttama sa amung kargamtntu,
	marked our cargoes. 2 = TAMLA, v. -an nmarker or identifying sign. 
	tamav 1 [A23; cl) for s.t. to hit squarely on s.t. Mitama ang suntuk sa apapangig sa buksiyadur, The fist hit the boxer squarely on the jaw. Tamaa (itama) pagdukduk ang martilyusa lansang, Hit the nail squarely on the head. 2 [A23C3; cl] be just exactly on time. Mitama ang pyista sa amung lungsud sa akung adlaw, The fiesta of our town fell exactly on my birthday. 3 [cl] make s.t. fit. Tamaa (itama) pag-ayu ang sinina sa akung sukud arun di ku magyaya, Fit my dress according to my measurements so that it won
	2 

	tamasee TAMALA.
	tamad v [b4] feel too lazy to do s. t. Gitamaran kung muadtu sa dawuntawun kay init, 
	I don't feel like going downtown because it is too hot. tamaran a lazy. Tamaran, gustu lag siging katulug, He is lazy. All he likes to do is sleep. v [B12) become lazy and indolent. 
	,.
	tama1ng.= LIGWAN.tamak v 1 [A3S; b] step on s.t. Aruy! 1-
	I 

	mung gitamakan ang akung kalyu, Ouch! You stepped on my corn. 2 [A23S; a12] come to, set foot on a place. Wa matamak sa mga Katsila ang kamurusan, The Spaniards never set foot on Muslim soil. 3 [A; b (1)] trample down by abuse of position orauthority. Tamakan ka kun magpaubus ka, People will step on you if you don't assert your rights. -sa dungug v [A; b(l)] dis
	-


	tam-ak -tambal 
	I 
	I 
	honor, insult. Ang imung pagkadisgrasya nagtamak sa atung dungug, Your pregnancy has brought dishonor to us. pa-v [A; b] place s.t. beneath a religious image in the belief that the saint will do to the owner of the object whatever the person who put the object there prayed for him to do (good or bad). -in-an n s.t. placed beneath a saint's image in this belief. -I-an(➔)n doormat. 

	tam-ak v [A; c] 1 dump, throw a large quantity of s.t. in a heap s.w. Di ka makatam-ak ug sagbut sa agianan, You can't dump the rubbish in the street. 2 fill up a hole in the 
	ground. /yang gitam-akan ang atabay ug mga sagbut, He filled the well with trash. 3 heap work, blame, abuse on s.o. Akuy natam-akan sa tanang kasaba, All the abuse was heaped on me. 
	ground. /yang gitam-akan ang atabay ug mga sagbut, He filled the well with trash. 3 heap work, blame, abuse on s.o. Akuy natam-akan sa tanang kasaba, All the abuse was heaped on me. 

	tam-akv 1 [A2; bS] wind up s.w. one would not expect to be. Nganung mitam-ak ka ning dapita? How come you wound up in this place? Sa panahun sa kampanya gitam-ak (gitam-akan) nila ang kinahilitang baryu, During the campaign they penetrated to the remotest villes. 2 [A12; b8] come across by chance. Nakatam-ak siyag bahandi pagkalut niyag lubung, He discovered a treasure while digging a grave. Hitamakan namu ang duut sa isda, We came across a school of fish. 
	2 
	ag

	tamala n very small octopus the head of which is less than an inch in diameter. paNv [A2; b6] go catch tamala. 
	tamalis n dish of ground roasted rice and peanuts mixed with coconut milk, meat, eggs, and other ingredients, wrapped in a banana leaf and boiled. v [A; a] make, have tamalis. 
	ciman 1 until, up to a certain part. Lakaw taman sa kural, Walk up to the fence. Butangi ug tubig taman sa pagkapunu, Fill it upwith water until it is full. -sa ginhawa, kusug to the limit of one's capacity. Dagan taman sa ginhawa, Run as fast as you can (lit. your breath allows). 2 be only up to doing 
	s.t less than one wants to. Taman ra ka sa tan-aw ug di ka mudiga, You'll only get to look if you don't propose. 3 -na it is enough. Taman na ang usa ka bukag, One basket is enough. Taman na sa paghilak, That's enough crying. 4 [verbJ ug -[do]exceedily. Mikaun ug taman sa utan, He ate lots and lots of vegetables. v [b( 1)] do more than what is usually necessary. I-yang gitamanan ug kalut iyang buktun, He scratched his arm too much. 
	s.t less than one wants to. Taman ra ka sa tan-aw ug di ka mudiga, You'll only get to look if you don't propose. 3 -na it is enough. Taman na ang usa ka bukag, One basket is enough. Taman na sa paghilak, That's enough crying. 4 [verbJ ug -[do]exceedily. Mikaun ug taman sa utan, He ate lots and lots of vegetables. v [b( 1)] do more than what is usually necessary. I-yang gitamanan ug kalut iyang buktun, He scratched his arm too much. 
	ng


	tamaraw n tamaraw, a k.o. wild water buffalo. 
	tamarindu n tamarind preserves. v [Al; a]make tamarind preserves. tamarinduhun n tamarinds good for making into preserves. 
	tamarindu n tamarind preserves. v [Al; a]make tamarind preserves. tamarinduhun n tamarinds good for making into preserves. 
	tamarung n k.o. carangoid fish with a tunashaped body, green dorsal and white ventral portion.
	•tamas panamucimas v [A; b] 1 despise, insult. Dagbang nanamastamas sa bag-u niyang tinuuhan, Many people heap insults on him for his new faith. 2 molest physically. Naghikug ang babaying gipanamastamasan, The girl that was raped committed suicide. n 1 slander, insult. 2 physical molestation. mapanamutamasun a slandering, molesting. 
	tamasak = TAMBASAKAN. 
	tamasuk n 1 rot affecting jackfruit caused byinsect larvae. 2 k.o. worm that infests the wooden parts of ships. v [a4] be infested with rot or shipworm. a infested with this sort of rot. 
	tamatis= KAMATIS. (➔> v [A3] for a baby'sfeces to be like squashed tomatoes. Mutamatis ang tai sa bata ug magngipun, The baby's BM. is like tomato juice when it teethes. 
	cimay v [A3S; a12] despise, look down on,usually with derision. Gitamay siyang pubri, He was despised because of his poverty. -1-un a contemptible. Talamayun ang imung pagpanapaw, Your adulterous affair is shameful. ma-un a scornful, contemptuous. 
	tamba= T ANGBA. 
	tambag v [A; c] advise. Mitambag ang duktur nga mupahulay siya, The doctor advised him to rest. n advice, counsel. paki-v [A3]ask for advice. Nagpakitambag siya bahin sa iyang suliran, He asked for advice about his problem. -1-un, paN-un n piece of advice. mag-r-n giver of advice. 
	tambagisa, tambagisa n k.o. shrub of waste places, the leaves of which are used as a poultice: Cassia sp.
	tambak v [A; c] dump a large number of things in or over s.t. Siyay nagtambak sa basura sa amung duwaanan, She dumped garbage over our playground. Gitambakan ug yuta ang atabay, The well was filled with soil. ltambak ku ning mga kartun nganha nimu, I'll push this pile of cardboard boxes over on you. -an(➔) n 1 dumping ground. Ang Hungkung mau ang tambakan sa mga upyum, Hong Kong is the dumping groundof opium. 2 gathering place. Ang bwangan mauy tambakan sa mga tawu matag Duminggu, The cockpit is where the 
	tambal v 1 [A; b] treat an illness, wound. Tambali (tambali) nang imung samad, Dress your wound. 2 [A; b2] reform, correct s.o. 

	tambaligay -tambug 
	Unsay itambal ning iyang katapulan, Whatremedy is there for his laziness? 2a [b8] get punished as a cure for being naughty. 
	Unsay itambal ning iyang katapulan, Whatremedy is there for his laziness? 2a [b8] get punished as a cure for being naughty. 
	Hingtambalan ka lagi human ka latiguhi, 
	Your whipping was just what the doctor ordered. n 1 medicine. 2 remedial measures. paN-v [A2] practice medicine. maN-r-n 1medical doctor. 2 = TAMBALAN. -an n folk doctor, specializing in diseases of supernatural origin. v [B 156] become a tambalan. -anan n hospital, clinic. ma-un a medicinal. 
	tambaligay = BALANTIYUNG. 
	tambaliyug n k.o. blenny, greyish in colorwith large eyes, which jumps about. tambaliyung n club-shaped, edible squash!: 
	Lagenaria leucantha var. 
	tambalidu, tambaluslus (from lulu and luslus)n 1 supernatural being in human form that has lips so large that they turn inside out coverithe face when he laughs. 2 jerk,a stupid, contemptible guy. Pagkadakungtambaluslus nimu. Wa nimu syata. yOU jerk!You didnt make the basket. 
	ng 
	Ł


	tamban n name given to sardines of several species. -in-v ·[Al3; cl] solve a problem by 
	counting or by looking at and manipulati
	ng 

	s.t. representing the thing counted (analogous to the way tamban are sold -by counting out each piece individually). Tinambana (itinamban) pagkwinta, Reckon it by talon your fiers. n methodof counting by manipulation of pieces. paNv [A2; b6] fish for tamban. n occupationof fishing for tamban. panalamban, pangtamban = PAN•, n. 
	s.t. representing the thing counted (analogous to the way tamban are sold -by counting out each piece individually). Tinambana (itinamban) pagkwinta, Reckon it by talon your fiers. n methodof counting by manipulation of pieces. paNv [A2; b6] fish for tamban. n occupationof fishing for tamban. panalamban, pangtamban = PAN•, n. 
	lying or counti
	ng 
	ng


	tambangungu n k.o. large, fleshy catfish living in marine estuaries. 
	tambasakan n mudskipper, a k.o. small fish that lives in shallow water, salt or fresh, with protruding eyes and spiny fins. It crawls out of the water, may travel considerable distance over land and is oftenperched on mangrove branches: Periophthalmus sp. 
	tambauli n 1 k.o. magic oil for open wounds which is said to make the wound close instantly. 2 condition in which a circumcised penis gets covered over again. 
	tambaw = TAMBAL. 
	tambawu n k.o. frog that thrives on land. 
	tambayawan n k.o. spider found in and inhabiting thickets, 3 "-S" in diameter includithe feet, mottled green and black in color. 
	-
	ng 

	tambayang (from yayung) v (AlC; b(l)]work together sharing the labor, share in expenses. Dili siya mutambayayung sa bulubatun sa balay, He does not help out with 
	tambayang (from yayung) v (AlC; b(l)]work together sharing the labor, share in expenses. Dili siya mutambayayung sa bulubatun sa balay, He does not help out with 
	yu

	household chores. Nagtambayayung mi sa abang, We each pay a share of the rent. none whom one works together with to accomplish s.t. ka-= TAMBAYAYUNG, n. 

	tambid v 1 [AC2; c] lay s.t. long across s.t.else. Nagtambid ang duhang nangatulug, The two put their legs over each other as they slept. Itambid nang lipak sa lain, kurus na, Lay a stick across another, and you get a cross. 2 [Al; c] carry a child astraddle one's side. Ayawg itambid nang bata kay mapakaw, Don't carry the child on your hips. He might become bowlegged.-in-v [A; c] sit with an ankle crossingeach other or one on the other knee. Makita ang gising midiyas ug magtinambid ka,
	tambid v 1 [AC2; c] lay s.t. long across s.t.else. Nagtambid ang duhang nangatulug, The two put their legs over each other as they slept. Itambid nang lipak sa lain, kurus na, Lay a stick across another, and you get a cross. 2 [Al; c] carry a child astraddle one's side. Ayawg itambid nang bata kay mapakaw, Don't carry the child on your hips. He might become bowlegged.-in-v [A; c] sit with an ankle crossingeach other or one on the other knee. Makita ang gising midiyas ug magtinambid ka,
	Everyone will be able to see your torn socks if you sit with your ankle on your knee. -in-saging n fried banana fritters consistingof bananas cut lethwise and laid across one another. hiN-v (A; c] sit with legs crossed at the knees. tambiray n game ofrubber bands in which one band is flicked with the fiers over another band. 
	ng
	ng

	tambilagaw = TAGILHAW. 
	tambilagaw a for the vision to be blurred. 
	Tambilagaw iyang panan-aw sa tuba, Her vision is all blurred from the tears. v [B; b6] for the vision to become blurred. 
	tambis n k.o. fruit tree with bell-shaped, pinkish fruits, about 2" long: Eugenia auea. -nga puti variety with white fruit. v [B56] for the external genitalia of a sow that is in the heat to redden like a tambisfruit. -un n full and pinkish. Tambisun ang iyang ngabil, She has full and red lips.
	q

	tambiyulu = KAMBIYULU. 
	tambling n tumbling. v [A; b6] do tumbling. 
	Maayu siyang mutambling kumu sirkadur, 
	He's good in tumblibeian acrobat. Gi
	ng 
	ng 

	tamblingan Lang niya ang iyang pagkahulug, 
	He broke his fall by tumbling. 
	tambuv [AN; c] appear, lean out of a window or s.t. similar. Mitambu (nanambu) siya sa bintana, He was in the window. Luba nga nanambu (mitambu) sa iyang mga mata, Tears that formed in her eyes. ltambu ang bata sa bintana, Put the child in the window. -1-a� -anan n window.
	1 

	tamhu= TANGsu. 
	2 
	2

	tambubu n 3= buildiused for storing ears of corn. v [Al 3; al2] construct, make into a granary. 
	ng 

	tambubuan n k.o. large wasp .. 
	tambubukag = HAMBUBUKAG. 
	I
	tambud = TABILI SA DAGAT. see TABILI. 
	tambug v [A; c] 1 throw s.t. heavy or bulkyinto s. t. deep. Silay mitambug sa gipatay sa 

	tamhuk-tami 
	1 
	dagat, They threw the murder victim into the sea. Maayu itambug sa pangpang ning gubaung kutsi, Better throw this rickety car over the cliff. 2 give animals feed or fodder. Tambugi lang ug pakpak ang kabaw, Just give corn husks to the carabao. 2a drop a coin into a piggy bank. 3 [B12; b8] fall Ubang bunga matambug ug mabinug, Some fruits fall when ripe. Natambug ang bata sa bagdanan, The child fell down the stairs. 
	dagat, They threw the murder victim into the sea. Maayu itambug sa pangpang ning gubaung kutsi, Better throw this rickety car over the cliff. 2 give animals feed or fodder. Tambugi lang ug pakpak ang kabaw, Just give corn husks to the carabao. 2a drop a coin into a piggy bank. 3 [B12; b8] fall Ubang bunga matambug ug mabinug, Some fruits fall when ripe. Natambug ang bata sa bagdanan, The child fell down the stairs. 

	tambuk a 1 fat. Bahuyng tambuk, A fat pig.
	Paridy� kay tambuk ka ra, Go on a diet because you're too fat. Tambuk pay dyis, miswa, Thinner than a dime, a noddle. 2 fertile soil. Tambuk ang yutang daplin sa suba, The soil near the riverbank is fertile. 3 growing vigorously, lush. Tambuk ang tanum inabunuban, Fertilized plants are vigorous. v 1 [BN; bl(l)] get fat. 2 [B; b3(1)]become fertile, vigorous in growth. Makabayblad ang pagsingarig kaug tambuk, yOU can get high blood pressure from eatifat all the time. -nga nagdag luih a fat but sickly perso
	Paridy� kay tambuk ka ra, Go on a diet because you're too fat. Tambuk pay dyis, miswa, Thinner than a dime, a noddle. 2 fertile soil. Tambuk ang yutang daplin sa suba, The soil near the riverbank is fertile. 3 growing vigorously, lush. Tambuk ang tanum inabunuban, Fertilized plants are vigorous. v 1 [BN; bl(l)] get fat. 2 [B; b3(1)]become fertile, vigorous in growth. Makabayblad ang pagsingarig kaug tambuk, yOU can get high blood pressure from eatifat all the time. -nga nagdag luih a fat but sickly perso
	ng 
	aggerating, braggi
	ng


	tambukv [A; b6] throw s.t. out. Kinsaynagtambuk ug basura dinbi? Who disposed of his garbe here? 
	2 
	ag

	tambukaka, tambukaka n fat (derisive). v [B) become obese. Nagkatambukaka siya human maminyu, She turned into a fat slob after she got married. 
	tambukikuy a plump and chubby. v [B12; b 
	6] become plump and chubby. 
	6] become plump and chubby. 

	tambuku n k.o. grass of waste spaces beariwhite tassels: Kllia monocepbala. see 
	ng
	y
	ng

	I ,
	I ,
	also BULUBUTUNIS under BUTUNIS. 

	tambuln 1 bass drum. 2 pregnant woman (humorous). v [B26; b6] become pregnant.-in-a s.t. made in the shape of a bass drum, more or less. -iru(�) n 1 drumbeater. 2 one who beats the drums (is an apologist) for a politician. Kanang kumintadura tambuliru sa administrasiyun, That radio commentator is an apologist for the administration. 
	1 

	tambulv [A; c] dam, put s.t. across a stream to stop the flow of water. Ayaw ug tambuli ang sapa kay mawalay. tubig sila sa ubus, Don't dam the brook because theywill have no water downstream. n dam. 
	2 
	-

	tambula n 1 k.o. play performed during Christmas depicting the Nativity, performmasks. It is in verse and accompanied by music. 2 participants of such a play. 
	ed by an all-male cast weari
	ng 

	tambuli, tambuli n 1 melongena, k.o. conch. 2 horn made from the horn of a water buffalo or a conch. v 1 [A; b6(1)] call with a tambuli: 2 [A; a2] make a tambuli horn. 
	tambuli, tambuli n 1 melongena, k.o. conch. 2 horn made from the horn of a water buffalo or a conch. v 1 [A; b6(1)] call with a tambuli: 2 [A; a2] make a tambuli horn. 
	tambulingaw (from lingaw) v [B126] overlook s.t. due to preoccupation or distraction. Natambulingaw siyag panuklt' tungud sa kadagban sa mamalitay, She got mixed up in givichae because there were so many customers. 
	ng 
	ng

	tambuluk n the hackles of roosters. 
	tambun v [A; b6] cover over, fill up with soil. Ayubag tambun ang gamut arun sigurung mutubu, Cover the roots well so that they will be sure to grow. Tambuni ang pisak arun dili magbitak, Throw sand in the puddle so it will not turn into a mire. -an n 
	k.o. small bamboo fish trap placed on the sea floor with its top covered with corals and stones. paN-an v [A2] catch, trap fish using such a fish trap. 
	tambung v [A2; b] attend a gathering. Mutambung ta sa iyang lubung, Let's attend his funeral 
	tambur n 1 = TAMBUL. 2 cylinder of a re
	-

	volver. pistula nga di-revolver. tamburiihug = T AMBUKAKA. tamburabuy = BABUYBABUY, 1. tamburabuy = TAMBUKAKA. 
	tamhurin n 1 tambourine. 2 round fancy earrings or necklace in tambourine shape or highly ornate filigree. v [A] wear earris of th is sort. 
	ng

	tambutsu n exhaust pipe of motor vehicles. v [A; a] use, attach an exhaust pipe. 
	tam dyuns n men's long hair style patterned after the singer, Tom Jones. v [Al3] wear one's hair in the Tom Jones style. 
	tamhan see TAMA. 
	tamhang a carelessly inattentive, neglectful. v 1 [A; b(l)] be careless, neglectful. Labiban nimung nakatamhang sa imung pamilya! 
	your family! 
	How you have been neglecti
	ng 

	Gitambangan niya ang iyang pagmanihu maung nadisgrasya, He was careless when he drove so he had an accident. 2 [A; b] damage, destroy maliciously. Gitambangan sa mga ilaga ang mga libru, The rats destroyedthe books. -an(➔) a bent on destroying, breaking things. Ang dulun tambangan sa tanum, Locusts are destructive to plants. v [B12] become destructive. 
	tamhung v [Al; b2] make a plant be in the shade. Dakung kabuy nga nagtambung sa mga tanum, The tall tree that shades the plants.
	ta.mi a 1 sticky and moist. Tami nga armirul, Sticky laundry starch. Tami nga panabun, 

	979
	• 

	tam1aw -tamp1 
	•

	Humid weather. 2 dirt-soaked. Tam,•nga sinina, Soiled clothing. 3 wet and muddy. Tami ang ilang tugkaran kun mag-ulan, Their yard becomes wet and muddy when it rains. v 1 [B; bS] become sticky and moist, dirtsoaked, or muddy. Mutamr' (matami) ang kalamay kun bitun-ugan, Brown sugar becomes moist and sticky when exposed to damp. 2 (A] for rain to fall. Nagtami na sad, It's raining again. •un a moist or partially melted brown sugar. 
	Humid weather. 2 dirt-soaked. Tam,•nga sinina, Soiled clothing. 3 wet and muddy. Tami ang ilang tugkaran kun mag-ulan, Their yard becomes wet and muddy when it rains. v 1 [B; bS] become sticky and moist, dirtsoaked, or muddy. Mutamr' (matami) ang kalamay kun bitun-ugan, Brown sugar becomes moist and sticky when exposed to damp. 2 (A] for rain to fall. Nagtami na sad, It's raining again. •un a moist or partially melted brown sugar. 

	tamiaw v [A; bS] visit s.o. or a place. Gitamiawan (gitamfaw) naku ang akung apuban, 
	I visited my grandparents. 
	I visited my grandparents. 

	tamihid v [AN; b] stick out the lower lip inderision. Nabiubus ang nangulitawu nimu kay imung gitamihiran, Your suitor washurt because you stuck out your lower lip at him. matamihirun, matinamihirun a characterized with derision. Napikal ku sa iyang matamihirun nga katawa, l got irked at her derisive laughter. 
	\
	\
	\
	. .. . ' ,


	tam1b = HIMILI. see PILI. 
	tamilukn 1 shipworms, edible marine mol
	1
	1
	lusks that bore into wood. 2k.o. edible insect grub, usually found in rotten logs. v [a12] be infested with shipworms. 

	tamilukn mucous discharge when one has colds. v [A123P; a4] have a cold. 
	2 

	taming n 1 shield. 2 s. t. used as defense. v [A13; c6] use· a shield. Naigu siya kay wa magtaming, He was hit because he didn't use a shield.
	tam-is a sweet. v [B26; a2] become, make sweet. () ang prutas kun libian kinig kamay, Fruits become sweet if sugar is injected into the tree when young. n sweets, such as candy, jam, et al. pakav [al2] consider an unpleasant experience sweet (literary). Pakatam-isun kung mamatay alang sa bulawanung tinguba, I would consider it sweet to die for a lofty cause. ma-un a sweet in a figurative sense. Matamisung yubum, A sweet smile. 
	Mutam.js
	matam.js

	tamislat n k.o. brachiopod found burrowing in the sand, used in soup. 2 facetious term for s.o. with a flat nose. Tamislat kaayu ning akung palangging, My little darlihas a flat nose. 
	ng 

	tamla n fierprint, thumbprint. v [A; b6(1)]affix the thumbprint. Gawas sa pirma tamlaan pa giyud, yOU have to sign and affix your thumbprint as well. 
	ng

	tampa, tampaV [A; al] put a ladle into s.t. 
	l
	l
	that is boiling over to settle it. Way nitampa sa linugaw pagbukal, Nobody came totake care of the porridge when it boiled over. 
	' 
	tampav 1 [A; c] cover or patch an opening 
	2 

	with a flat sheet. Tampai Zang ug kartun ang lungag, Just cover the hole with a pieceof cardboard. 2 [A3P; cl] lays. t. flat over another flat surface. Ang lubut sa aparadurwa mutampa sa salug, The bottom part of the cabinet did not lay flat on the floor. 3[A; al] flatten or strike with the palm of the hand. Tampaun ta ang iyang dugban kun nagginhawa pa ba, Let us press the palm of our hands to his breast to see if he is still breathing. 
	tampan bride price. v [A; b6(1)] give, paythe bride price. Gitampaan siya ug usa ka balay ug usa ka luna nga yuta, They paida house and a piece of land for her. 
	3 

	tampad = TALAMPAD.
	tampak a square, straight on the path or focus of. Nabulug ang bu tung tampak sa iyang ulu, The coconut fell smack on hishead. Tampak sa babagat ang baybayun sa TaHsay, The southwest wind blows squarely across the beach at Talisay.
	tampal v [A; b] overlay a patch on clothing at places of great wear to add strength. Gitampalan naku ang samput sa purul, I put apatch on the seat of the short pants. 
	tampalu v [AN; b(l)] maltreat severely. 
	Mutampalas (manampalas) sa asawa ang banang palabubug, A drunkard husband maltreats his wife. -an a 1 s.o. who maltreats. 2 foul-mouthed, obscene in speech. Tampasan siyang manulti babig babayi, He speaks obscenely about women. v [B12; b6] 1 become severely abusive toward s.o. Nagkatam_pasan ang way uwaw nga inaina, Theshameless stepmother is getting more andn1ore abusive. 2 become foul-mouthed.
	· 
	tampaling v [A; ab2] slthe face. Wala kay katungud mutampaling naku, yOU had no right to slap me in the face. Kaayu giyud niyang tampalingun, How nice it would be to slap her inthe face. n 1 slap in the face. 2 insult like a slap in the face. 
	ap 
	· 

	tampalung = TAMPALING. 
	tamparus v 1 [ A 12; c 1] do s. t. hurriedly and carelessly. Ug tamparusun (itamparus) ninyu pagtaud ang bungbung mangatangtang lang na dayun, If you put the wall up hurriedly and carelessly, it will get loose right away. 2 [A; ab2] slap the face hard. Tamparusun ta kag magtubagtubag ka, I'll slap you in the face if you talk back. n 1 hardin the face. 2 insult. Tamparus alang kanatu ang iyang pagbalibad, His refusal is a slap on the face.
	sl
	ap 

	tampi n 1 bank of a body of water. 2 edge of a surface. a 1 nearby, close by. Ang kum
	-


	Figure
	bintu tampi sa simbaban, The convent is near the church. 2 close to the edge. Tampira kaayung pagbutang mu sa basu sa lamisa. Mabig, You put the glass much too close to fall 
	bintu tampi sa simbaban, The convent is near the church. 2 close to the edge. Tampira kaayung pagbutang mu sa basu sa lamisa. Mabig, You put the glass much too close to fall 
	to the edge of the table. It's goi
	ng 


	tampi= TAMPI, nl, 2. 
	1 

	tampi v [A; cl] tuck a piece of cloth into anoJer to hold it in place, e.g. a shirt that sticks out or!s. t. wrapped around the waist. 
	Tampia (itampi) ang karsunis kay luag ang bawakan, Fold your trousers and tuck in the folds because they are loose at the waist. 
	Tampia (itampi) ang karsunis kay luag ang bawakan, Fold your trousers and tuck in the folds because they are loose at the waist. 

	tampihak (from pihak) n 1 temple of the head 2 severe headache on one side of the head. v [a4b41 get a headache of this sort. 
	tampil n milled or pounded rice. v [A; a]cook rice. Nakatampil ka nag ipaniudtu? Have you cooked rice for lunch? Di natu tampilun ang paniudtu kay di paigu ang usa ka litru, Let's not have rice for lunch because a liter isn't enough. 
	tamping n flat cake made of fine corn flour (tiktik) or buri flour (unaw) mixed with coconut milk and sugar. It is either fried in coconut oil or wrapped in banana leaves and put over live embers. v [A; a] make this sort of cake. 
	tampipi n a covered wicker suitcase. v [cl]make into a wicker suitcase. 
	tampiri v [B; cl] lean, tilt. Mitampiri (nain ug kusug, The coconut tree tilted during the strongwind. Kun magtanum kag kamuting kabuy, tampiriha (itampiri) ang lawas sa yuta, When you plant cassava, plant the stem into the ground at an angle. 
	tampiri) ang lubi sa pagba
	ng

	tampu v 1 [AB3C; ac] join in a group, put together. Kinsay nagtampu ining bulingun sa inutaw? Who put this dirty laundry tos? Tampuha Jang ang tanan arun usa ray sudlanan, Put them all together so there will be just one container. ltampu nang baklaa sa mga babayi, Put that sissy together with the girls. 2 [A; c] give a contribution. Magtampu(magtampubay) ta para sa parti, Let's contribute for the party. 3 [A; c] contribute to a publication. Sugilanun akung itampu sa sunud gula, I'll contnbute a short sto
	gether with the ironed thi
	ng

	matampuhun a generous in contributing. 
	matampuhun a generous in contributing. 
	tampukv 1 [AB2456; ac] stab so as to make the instrument stick, be stickiin. Akuy mitampuk ug lapis sa bani, I stuck a pencil into the banana trunk. Baraw nga into the breast. 2 [A; a] beat s.t. with the inside of the fist (as if sticking a dagger into it). 
	1 
	ng 
	mitampuk sa dugban, A knife sticki
	ng 

	Mitagubtub ang akung likud nga iyang gitampuk, My back resounded when he hit it with his fist. -in-an a jewelry havipreciousstones embedded. 
	ng 
	t

	tampukv [A; cl] gather and dump into 
	2 

	s.t. Ang mutsatsa mauy nagtampuk sa mga bulingun sa planggana, The maid put the dirty laundry into the basin. Tampukun(itampuk) ku ang mga basiyung lata sa dakung kahun, I will dump the empty cans into the big box. 
	tampulung v 1 [B S6] loom, stand out large. 
	Dunay dakung batu nga nagtampulung daplin sa likuanan sa dalan, There is a huge rock loomiat the side of the road at the bend. 2 [A; b6cl] pile or heap stones. Magtampulung siyag mga batu libut sa ilang balay, He will pile stones around their house as a wall. n 1 large rock or pile of stones that stands prominently in the middle of the sea, protruding or immersed under shallow water. 2 a dike of piled stones in the sea, constructed to trap fish behind it when the tide goes out. 
	ng 

	tampung = TAMPULUNG. 
	tampuug v 1 [A3] loom large, stand out prominently. Nagtampuug sa dalan ang buldusir, The bulldozer is looming large on the road. 2 [B6; clP] be piled in a large heap.
	Nagtampuug ang sagbut sa bungun sa ilang balay, There is a huge pile of rarbage beneath their house. Nganung gipatampuug (gitampuug) nimu ang makinilyahunun una mu buhata? Why did you allow the typion it? 
	ng
	to pile up before worki
	ng 

	tampuuk = TAMPUUG, v2. 
	,
	tampuung = TAMPULUNG. 
	tampuy v [A; c] lay s.t. over sores, boils as a compress. Tabaku itampuy sa imung bubag, Put a tobacco leaf over your boil. n compress.
	tamsi n k.o. small bird with yellow plummage and black on the head, wings, and breast, the olive-backed sunbird: Nectarinia jugularis. tamsitamsi n k.o. snapper with and a blackish blotch. -in-n manner of fighting of a gamecock characterized by hovering above the oppos. v 1 [A; cl] for a gamecock to fight in this way. 2 [A23] for 
	yellowish colori
	ng 
	nent with fluttering wi
	ng


	tamstak -tan-aw 
	the hair on the nape to come to a point. 
	the hair on the nape to come to a point. 
	Mutamsi ang bubuk sa tingkuy ug taas na, 
	The hair on the nape comes to a point when it gets long. tamsihun a having hair at the nape corning to a point. 

	tamstak = T AMT AKS. 
	tamsun n Thompson submachine gun. v [al
	2) shoot s.o. with a Thompson submachine gun. 
	2) shoot s.o. with a Thompson submachine gun. 

	tamtaks n thumb tacks. v [A; b6] fasten with thumb tacks. Tamtaksi nang kalindaryu sa bungbung, Fasten the calendar on the wall with thumb tacks. 
	•tamtam paN-v [A23] do s. t. with restraint. 
	Manamtam kug kaug babuy, I'll limit the amount of pork I eat. Dui manamtam ug gastu, Spend without restraint. 
	Manamtam kug kaug babuy, I'll limit the amount of pork I eat. Dui manamtam ug gastu, Spend without restraint. 

	tamud v 1 [A; a12] obey; perform s.t in obedience. Ang Kristiyanus magtamud giyud sa sugu sa Diyus, A Christian must obey the law of God. Tamdun ku ang tanan mung pagmandu, I will obey all your orders. la abide by one's word, fulfill one's promises. 
	Kinahanglang magtamud ka sa atung gikasabutan, You should abide by our agreement. lb [;A3; a12) give respect to s.t by heedingit A ngay ka nga magtamud sa pahimangnu sa imung mga ginikanan, You must respect the advice of your parents. le [A; a12] observe a custom, feast day. Uban nga mga tawu dili magtamud sa adlaw nga iglilibi, Somepeople do not observe holidays of obligation. 2 [A13; a12] respect. Magtinarung ta arun tamdun sa atung isigkatawu, We mustdeport ourselves in an honest fashion if we are to
	Kinahanglang magtamud ka sa atung gikasabutan, You should abide by our agreement. lb [;A3; a12) give respect to s.t by heedingit A ngay ka nga magtamud sa pahimangnu sa imung mga ginikanan, You must respect the advice of your parents. le [A; a12] observe a custom, feast day. Uban nga mga tawu dili magtamud sa adlaw nga iglilibi, Somepeople do not observe holidays of obligation. 2 [A13; a12] respect. Magtinarung ta arun tamdun sa atung isigkatawu, We mustdeport ourselves in an honest fashion if we are to
	s.t. for easy reference. Sayun ra nga bulungun ang dapit sa sugilanun kay akung gitamdan ang pabina, It is easy to locate the part of the story because I marked the page. 4c [b( 1)] remember, make a note of. Tamdi ni, Wa pa giyud aku masayup niiningmga butanga, Take note of this: I have never made a mistake in these matters. -in-
	s.t. for easy reference. Sayun ra nga bulungun ang dapit sa sugilanun kay akung gitamdan ang pabina, It is easy to locate the part of the story because I marked the page. 4c [b( 1)] remember, make a note of. Tamdi ni, Wa pa giyud aku masayup niiningmga butanga, Take note of this: I have never made a mistake in these matters. -in-
	a respectable person. Tinamud nga mga dinapit, Respected guests. talamdan, tamdanan n basic buide, rules, and regulations tofollow. Mau niy talamdan ug maggansilyu ka ug bidsprid, This is the instruction sheet to crochet a bedspread by. talamdun aworthy of being respected, revered. matinamdanun a characterized with faithful andregular observance of customs. Rilibiyusasiya ug matinamdanun sa mga pista sa simbaban, She is religious and keeps good observance of church holidays. 

	tamug v [ B 126] be soaking wet. Natamugang iyangpulu sa singut, His shirt is soaking
	wet with perspiration. 
	tam-uga paper or cloth that is slightly moist. not very dry. Tam-ug pa ang binayhay. Di pa ikasul-ub, The wash is still moist. You can't put it on yet. 
	tam-uk = TAM-AK
	••

	tamulu (not without/) a ugly, unpleasant to look at. Tamulu ang imung trababu, Yourwork came out ugly. -v [B12; b6) be, become ugly-looking. Daan pa ku nga matamulu giyud kug samut niining akung hirdu, 
	See, didn't I tell you I'd look uglier in thishairdo? 

	ta.mus v [A; b(l)] ingest s.t. by sucking and licking. Ug mutumar ka aning tambala ayawug usapa, tamusi Zang, If you take this medicine, don't chew it, just suck on it. -satudlu v [Al2S] be penniless. Kamu kay gastadur kaayu magtamus ra giyud mu sa tudlu sa kaulabian, You are such spendthrifts you will end up poor as church mice. 
	tamuy = TAMUS. 
	tan n 1 short for kapitan. 2 an honorary title of address for prominent citizens in f orrner usage. -Birinu a person who assumes financial responsibilities for a group. v [A; a12) become a Tan Birinu. lpadayun Zang kay akuy mutan birinu sa kumbira, Go aheadwith it because I will foot the bills for the feast.
	tana, ta.na short for TALA NA. see TALA° tanaman n flower garden. v [Al] make a flower garden. 
	I

	tanan (from ngatanan) 1 all, everyone. Tanan tsukulati ang kik, The cake is all chocolate. 2 in all. Dusi ta nan ang akung anak, I have twelve children in all. Ginadapit ang tanan sa prugrama, Everybody is invited to the program. sa -most, greatest in degree, magnitude (but less than sa ngatanan). Malditu siya sa tanan, He's the naughtiest of the naughty. Tabian sa tanang tabian, Themost talkative of all talkative ones. 
	.

	tan-aw v [A; ab2] 1 see, look at. Mutan-aw 
	tanda-tandug 
	l 

	kug sini karung gabii, I'll go see a movie tonight. lspisyalista ang nagtan-aw niya, Aher. Tan-awa ang iyang nkurd kun madawat ba, Examine his records to see if he's acceptable. 2 size up, form an opinion on s.t. Ayawg tan-awa ang libru sa ,yang tabun, Don't judge a book by its cover. 2a [b8] see in s.o. Unsay imung natan-awan ni Piyuks? What do you see in Piux? 3 look after. Gipitul kamu kay nagtan--aw mi sa inyung kaugmaun, I'm disciyou because I'm thinkiof your future. 4 [al2] wait and see what turns o
	kug sini karung gabii, I'll go see a movie tonight. lspisyalista ang nagtan-aw niya, Aher. Tan-awa ang iyang nkurd kun madawat ba, Examine his records to see if he's acceptable. 2 size up, form an opinion on s.t. Ayawg tan-awa ang libru sa ,yang tabun, Don't judge a book by its cover. 2a [b8] see in s.o. Unsay imung natan-awan ni Piyuks? What do you see in Piux? 3 look after. Gipitul kamu kay nagtan--aw mi sa inyung kaugmaun, I'm disciyou because I'm thinkiof your future. 4 [al2] wait and see what turns o
	specialist is examini
	ng 
	plini
	ng 
	ng 

	s.
	s.
	s.
	t. Sa akung tan-aw (pa nan-aw) igat na siya, She is a flirt, the way I look at her. hi-Iha-v[B12S6P] look at s.t. because of outside influence. Nabitan-aw (nahipatan-aw) siya naku sa kabibulung, She looked at me insurprise. hiN-v [ANB1S6] stare at, obseive 

	s.
	s.
	t. as if unable to do anythiabout it. 
	ng 



	Nagbinan-aw lang ang mga tawu sa naligsan,
	The people just looked at the traffic victim. -in-ay v [C; c6] look at one another. Nagkatinan-away sila, They looked at each other. ig-r-/1-n eyes. -in-an(➔) n 1 manner of look. Ang iyang tinan-awan may kabulugan,He gives you too meaningful a look. 2 = PAN-, 2. pag· n 1 opinion one has. Daku ang amung pagtan-aw nimu, We have a high opinion of you. 2 = TAN-AW, n. 3 concern, care. Wala siyay pagtan-aw sa ,yang amahan, ,crush. Sugut na dayun kay may pagtan-aw nimu, She'll accept you right away because she 
	i
	ng
	.
	She has no feeling for her father. 3a liki
	ng
	ng 


	tanda v [A;al2) 1 go to inspect, take a look at s.l. one is taking care of. Tandaa tung linung-ag basig mihubas na, Go take a look at the rice. It must be cooked now. 2 visit 
	s.o. Mutanda ta niya sa uspital, Let's visit him in the hospital 3 [A; b] report s. w. to do work. Nagtanda man tingalig alayun si Tatay kay wa man diring iyang sanggut, 
	s.o. Mutanda ta niya sa uspital, Let's visit him in the hospital 3 [A; b] report s. w. to do work. Nagtanda man tingalig alayun si Tatay kay wa man diring iyang sanggut, 
	Father is probably at the work bee because his scythe is not here. paN-v [A2; b6] go 
	and attend a feast. Didtu ku gikan nananda 
	ug kasal, I have just come from a wedding 
	party. maN-r-n party or feast goers. 
	tandan sign or mark which indicates s.t. 
	2 

	Ang bulak nga ,yang gihatag mauy tanda 
	nga siya nagmahal, The flower that he gave 
	is a sign that he cares. v 1 [A; b6(1)] mark, 
	put a mark on, esp. for identification. Si 
	Papa ang nagtanda sa mga lubi nga amua, 
	Father marked the coconut trees that were 
	ours. Tandai ang atung mga dalhunun, Put
	identifying marks on our baggage. 2 [A12] 
	remember, recollect. Wa ku makatanda nga 
	nag-away mi, l don't remember a time that 
	we quarrelled. -I-an n indicator. Ang rilu 
	mauy talandaan sa uras, A watch is an indi
	cator of time. tandang v 1 [A; b26(1)] for the sun or moon to shine. Bisan di' pa mutandang ang adlaw, tua na siya sa uma, The sun hadn't shone -yet but he was already in the field. 2 [A]for light to hit or shine upon. Pulis ang nagtandang sa imung nawung, It was a policeman who beamed a light in your face. 
	tanday =TANGDAY.tandayag = AND.AYAG. tandi = T ANGDL tanding = TANGDi, vl.tandu =TANGou. tandug v 1 [A13; alb2] touch s.t. lightly to 
	disturb it. Dinha giyuy nagtandug sa rusas 
	kay nabaU ang sanga, S.o. must have brush
	ed against the rosebush because a branch is
	broken. Ayaw siya tanduga kay natulug na, 
	Don't touch her because she is asleep. la 
	· touch a wound. Ayaw ug apil sa du.la kay bitandugan (bingtandugan) nya ang imung samad, Don't take part in the game because s.o. might strike your wound. lb [a3] produce an effect, affect. Blsan ug kusugkusugtung bangina, ang barku wala .matandug, 
	The wind was quite Łtro, but it did not affect the boat. 1Ł [A; a2] for fish to bite a line. Gitandugan siya, apan wa makuba,A
	ng

	· 
	." 2 [A12; al2] touch s.t. in the process of using it. Wa: gani siya makatandug sa iyang pagkaun, He hasn't even touched his food. 3 [A;a12] do s.t. to interfere with one's thoughts, decisions, plans; Ang disisiyun sa kuymi dili matandug, The umpire•� decision is final. 3a [A3P; a3] move s.o. to have sympathetic feelings or pity. Way kasingkasing nga dili matandug adtung mga pulunga, No heartcould fail to be touched by those words. 4 [Al3; a12] touch on past events. Dilita!angay nga magtandug sa inyung mi
	fish bit his line, but he didn't catch it


	tanduktanduk -tangdi 
	ago. S [AP; a2b 
	ago. S [AP; a2b 
	you quarrelled about lo
	ng 

	8} cause a relapse of an illness or injury. Natandug ang piang, His broken bone broke again. n pull on the line when fish bite. -1-un (➔)a 1 critical, grave in health or condition. 
	Ang masakitun naa sa talandugun nga kahimtang, The patient is in a grave condition. Tandugun ang kabimtang sa Midul 1st, The situation in the Middle East is critical. la prone to sickness. Tandugun siya. Hilantan lang, magkumbulsiyun dayun, He is prone to sickness. Even if he has just a slight fever, it turns to convulsions. 2touchy, temperamental. Paabuta nga maayu siya kaytandugun nang iyang kinaiya, Wait until he is in a better mood because he is a bit temperamental right now. 3 subject to question,

	tanduktanduk n top shells. 
	taa n 1 scorpion. 2 cockroach. 
	ng

	a s incompetently. v 1 [Bl} stay put when one is supposed to do s. t. at hand. Nagtanga ka mang dagban tang trababuun, You're juststanding around when we have so much work. 2 [b6] consider s.o. incompetent.Gitangaan ku niya kay dugay kasabut, I consider him stupid because he takes forever to understand. 
	tanga 
	inattentive, doing even simple thi
	ng

	taa v [A; a] climb up an incline. Gitanganiya ang hagdan sa tulu lamang ka lakang, He climbed the stairs in only three steps. -un a on an upgrade. 
	ng

	tangad, tangad =TANGLAD. 
	ag v 1 [A; a] hold s. t. between the teeth, vise, and the like, or on s.t. pointed. Nagtangag ug papil ang makinilya, There is paper in the typewriter. Taga nga nagtangag ug paun, A hook with bait on it. Gitangag sa iring ang tinap-anan, The cat has got the smoked fish in its mouth. 2 [A13] for the key to be left in the lock or keyhole. Nagtangag ang lyabi sa yawibanan, Theyleft the key in the keyhole. -an(�) n litters with teeth at birth. 
	tangag, ta
	ng

	tangali, tangali n 1 a funnel-shaped holder made from coconut or banana leaves into which leaf tobacco or a cigarette is placed.2 turrid shells (which look similar to a cigarette holder). v 1 [A; a} make a tobacco 
	or cigarette holder of this sort. 2 [A; b6 ( 1)] 
	or cigarette holder of this sort. 2 [A; b6 ( 1)] 
	smoke with this device. 
	tangantangan n castor-oil plant, the seeds of which produce castor oil: Ricinus communis.
	t 

	tangas v 1 [A2S; al2] go up a slope or incline. Namatay ang makina samtang nagtangas ang trak, The motor quit while the truck was going up the slope. 2 [A23] step on, go to dry land. Sa tingpangitlug ang pawlkan mutangas sa mama/a ug mangitlug sa balas, During the egg-laying season, the sea turtle goes on land and lays its eggs in the slope. Tangasun kaayung dalana, A very steep path. v [B125} be, become steep. 
	sand. -un(➔)a upgrade, ascendi
	ng 

	tangay v [A; al] bribe s.o. into doing s.t.
	1 
	, 
	'

	,
	Akuy mutangay sa 1mung bata ug tsukulit
	. 
	arun di muuban natu, I'll bribe your child with chocolate so that she will consent not to come with us. Di ta makatangay ning irua kay mupaak giyud, This dog will bite even if we give it food to keep away. tangaytangay= TANGAY
	i"

	tangayv [A23] take a great liking to s.o. 
	2 

	Mutangay dayun ang babayi niya kay gwapu, A woman will immediately take a liking to him for he is handsome. a taking a likito s.o., easily won over. 
	ng

	tangba v [A3P; b8] inspire fear mixed with respect. Dili mutangba ang mga istudiyanti ug dt' mag-i.nistriktu ang magtutudlu,. Teachers should be somewhat strict to inspire fear and respect from the students. tangbid = TAMBID. 
	tangbu= TAMBU· 
	l 
	1e

	tangbu.n k.o. coarse grass of swamps with a
	tangbu.n k.o. coarse grass of swamps with a
	2 

	. 


	hollow stem, used for the manufacture of 
	hollow stem, used for the manufacture of 
	brooms and hats: Pbragmites vulgaris. 
	tangday v 1 [AB36C3; cP] for s. t. not wide to rest on top of s.t. else not wide. Kinsaynagtanday anang tukun sa trusu? Who laid that pole on the log? Purmag kurus ang nagtanday nga lapis, The crossed pencils looked like a cross. ltanday (ipatanday) ang lapis sa ngilit sa libru, Rest the pencil against the edge of the book. 2 [AC; c] rest one's leg on s.t., rest with one's legs on each other. Natulug siyang nagtanday sa bana, She slept with her lover her husband's. 
	eg
	-in-ay, -anay, -ay v [ C; c3] have their legs resting on each other's. -an n type of cushthe leg over. 
	ion for putti
	ng 

	tangdi v 1 [AC2; ac] compare which is greater in degree, quality or size. Way makatandi can compare with her beauty. Makigtandika naku sa katas-un? yOU want to compare 
	(makagtandi) sa {yang kaanyag, Nothi
	ng 


	tangding -tangka 
	your height with mine? Tandia ang duruba kun bain ang mas put,: Compare the two to see which one is lighter in complexion. Waysarang ikatand,' (ikagtandi) kang Risal, There is no one who can be compared with Rizal. cocks for a cockt1ght. Natandian ang iyang ugis ug buyugun, His white-feathered cock was paired with a honey-colored one. -ay v [ C; c3]compare with each other. 
	your height with mine? Tandia ang duruba kun bain ang mas put,: Compare the two to see which one is lighter in complexion. Waysarang ikatand,' (ikagtandi) kang Risal, There is no one who can be compared with Rizal. cocks for a cockt1ght. Natandian ang iyang ugis ug buyugun, His white-feathered cock was paired with a honey-colored one. -ay v [ C; c3]compare with each other. 
	2 [A12C; cl] match fighti
	ng 


	tangding = TANGDI, vl. 
	tangdu v 1 [A; b6] nod the head. Mitandu siya ingun sa miuyun apan nagduka diay, 
	He nodded as though in approval, but in reality he had dozed off. Tanduan gani ka naku, byai mi, When I nod at you, leave us alone. 2 [A2; a2] consent to, accept. Tandua nang iyang pagbalad, Accept his proposal. n 1 consent, assent. 2 click or snapbeetle, a black or dark brown beetle to 2/3" that moves its head with a clickinoise when tryito extricate itself from s.t. tangdutangdu = TANGDU,n2. 
	He nodded as though in approval, but in reality he had dozed off. Tanduan gani ka naku, byai mi, When I nod at you, leave us alone. 2 [A2; a2] consent to, accept. Tandua nang iyang pagbalad, Accept his proposal. n 1 consent, assent. 2 click or snapbeetle, a black or dark brown beetle to 2/3" that moves its head with a clickinoise when tryito extricate itself from s.t. tangdutangdu = TANGDU,n2. 
	pi
	ng 
	growi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 


	tanggab v [A3P; al] cut s.t. down clean, usually with one stroke. Nananggab ang maguuma sa k.asagingang gialkubiris, The farmer is cuttidown the bananas that are infected with a mosaic disease. a winnia card game with the first card that opens. Angiyang kard witing dayun, unya tanggab pa giyud siya k.ay ang iyang witing mau say upin kard, His hand needed only one card to make rummy on the deal, and then he won with the first card because the open card was the card he was waiting for. 
	ng 
	ng 

	tanggalv [AB12; a] detach, remove s.t. from where It is held firmly. Ug matanggal gani na, ipasulda lang, If that comes off, have it soldered. Lyabi tubu ang itanggal sa kupling, Use a pipe wrench to get the joint of the pipe off. see also ANANANGGAL. 
	tanggilin k.o. large timber tree. tanggili= TANGIGI. 
	1 
	2

	1 
	ng
	ng
	3
	1 
	neuvered, two-man fishing boat. 
	neuvered, two-man fishing boat. 

	tanggub= TANGKUB. 
	2 

	tanggung v 1 [A; cl) incarcerate. ltanggung ang kriminal arun pagpanalipud sa susyidad, 
	Criminals are jailed to protect society. 2 [A; bl] raise an animal for slaughter on a special occasion. Magtanggung kug babuy parasa sunud pista, I'll raise a pig for next fiesta. Tanggungi nang baktin para sa inyung kasal, 
	Criminals are jailed to protect society. 2 [A; bl] raise an animal for slaughter on a special occasion. Magtanggung kug babuy parasa sunud pista, I'll raise a pig for next fiesta. Tanggungi nang baktin para sa inyung kasal, 
	Raise that piglet for your weddi. 3 [B126; b8] be stranded, maneuvered into a place with no exit. Sulug mauy nakatanggung 
	Raise that piglet for your weddi. 3 [B126; b8] be stranded, maneuvered into a place with no exit. Sulug mauy nakatanggung 
	ng

	(nakapatanggung) namu sa isla, The strong current caused us to get stranded on the island. Ang batalyun natanggung sa kimba, The battalion was trapped in the gully. -an (➔) n place one keeps an animal he is raising.

	tanghag = DANGHAG. 
	tanghaga n riddle, mystery. v [A; c] give a riddle, puzzle. Way makatubag kun akuy mutangbaga, No one can answer if I give a riddle. 
	tanghal v [Al3] stare blankly. Wa!ka makakita sa pag-agi sa bata kay nagtangbal ka man Zang, You did not see the child pass by because you were just staring blankly. 
	tanghun = SUT ANGHUN. 
	tangi v [A3P; a] break off, detach s.t. attached. Makatangi (makapatangi) ug tangu ang iyang suntuk, His fist can loosen yourteeth. Ayaw tangia ang kaptanan sa bag, Do not detach the handle of the bag. 
	tangigi n k.o. Spanish mackerel, silvery white and black color, with no scales, popularly eaten raw: Scomberomorus commersoni and guttatus, and others. 
	tangil n charm worn for protection, e.g. by a fighting cock to keep it from being badly cut. v [A; cl] wear, make into a protective charm. Ang tangu sa buaya mauy maayung tangilun (itangil) pamatuk sa buyag, A crocodile's tooth is said to be an effective charm against buyag. paN-, paN-(�) = TANGIL. 
	. . 
	,

	tangmg1 = TANGIGI. 
	tangis v [A; b3] cry, weep. Mitangis siya sa pagkamatay sa iyang inaban, She wept when her mother died. n cry, weepi. 
	ng

	tangitang n stalk of a banana bunch. 
	tangka v 1 [A; b6] set to do s.t. Mutangka kug alas syiti sa buntag sa akung trababu, l set to work at seven o'clock in the morning. 
	Gitangkaan nila ang usa ka litsun ug naburut, They set to eating a roast pig, and they finished it off. la [AN; b] go s. w. to do work, usually the alayun. Tangk ai intawun kug usa ka adlawng daru, Please come to my place to plow for one d4'!.y. 2 [A) reach an entrance, vicinity of a place. 2a [C23] agree to meet to do s. t. Nagtangka silangmangaligu sa Sabadu, They agreed to meet to go swimming on Saturday. 3 [A; c] place on, set upon. Nakatulug siyang nagtangka sa bangkiyu, He fell asleep sitting on the 
	-
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	quet. hi-/ha .. v [B1256; b2] happen on s.t., come to a place by chance. Hitangkaan niya ang kawatan nga nangabli sa bunus, He came upon the burglar opening the drawers. pa .. v [A; ab] have s.o. come to work. n one's turn to have people come to work in communal rotational work. paN .. = TANG·
	quet. hi-/ha .. v [B1256; b2] happen on s.t., come to a place by chance. Hitangkaan niya ang kawatan nga nangabli sa bunus, He came upon the burglar opening the drawers. pa .. v [A; ab] have s.o. come to work. n one's turn to have people come to work in communal rotational work. paN .. = TANG·
	' 
	KA, vla, nl. 
	tangkag a sticking out of ears. v [B; b6] for ears to stick out, prick up. Natangkag ang iyang dunggan kay gipanamkun siyag inasal, 
	His ears stick out because his mother had a desire for roast pig when she was pregnant with him. Mitangkag ang iyang dunggan pagkadungug niyag isturyang hilas, His ears pricked up when he heard the dirty story. tangkal n cage, covered enclosure. v [A; cl] 1 put in a cage. Maluuy kung mutangkal sa langgam, l pity the bird too much to put it in a cage. 2 jail. Tangkalun (itangkal) ang sinumbung, The accused will be put in jail. 

	tangkalu = TUKl'UR. 
	tangkas v [A; a] 1 rip open the seam, rip off hinges, and the like. Nagtangkas siya sa sininang guut, She's rippiopen the seams of her tight dress. Natangkas ang pultaban nga gilugus pag-abli, The door was ripped off its hinges when s.o. forced it open. la [B12 
	ng 

	56] burst at the seams. Natangkas ang saku ug nausik ang pasi, The sack burst at the seam and the grain spilled out. 2 unfasten, unhook. Gitangkasan niya ang kabaw sa yugu, He took the yoke off the water buffalo. 
	56] burst at the seams. Natangkas ang saku ug nausik ang pasi, The sack burst at the seam and the grain spilled out. 2 unfasten, unhook. Gitangkasan niya ang kabaw sa yugu, He took the yoke off the water buffalo. 

	tangki n 1 tank for water, fuel, et al. 2 military· tank used in warfare. 3 tank, artificial pool for fish. May tulu ka tangki ang flang pispan, Their fishpond has three tanks. v [Al3; cl] keep, raise in a fishpond. Dagbang nagtangki ug bangus nifning dapita, A lot of people here raise milkfish in fishponds.
	tangkig n k.o. harmless freshwater snake,growing up to 2' and 2" in circumference. 
	tangkihud (from kibud) v [B16; b6] limp. 
	Arun di siya suguun gitangkiburan ku niya, 
	Arun di siya suguun gitangkiburan ku niya, 
	She walked with a limp in front of me so I 
	wouldn·t send her on an errand. 

	tangkil v [A; c) 1 attach to ·s.t. so that it dangles. Tangkili ug gamayng krus ang kwintas, Attach a small crucifix on the necklace. Gitangkilan ang patayng iru ug batu ug gitambug sa dagat, They attached a rock to the dead dog and tossed it into the sea. 2 carry s.t. attached to the body. ltangkil sa imung bawak ang pistula, Carry the pistol around yourwaist. 3 carry a baby while one is doing s. t. Bisag magmadyung, tua nagtangkil ug bata, She carries her baby even while 
	tangkil v [A; c) 1 attach to ·s.t. so that it dangles. Tangkili ug gamayng krus ang kwintas, Attach a small crucifix on the necklace. Gitangkilan ang patayng iru ug batu ug gitambug sa dagat, They attached a rock to the dead dog and tossed it into the sea. 2 carry s.t. attached to the body. ltangkil sa imung bawak ang pistula, Carry the pistol around yourwaist. 3 carry a baby while one is doing s. t. Bisag magmadyung, tua nagtangkil ug bata, She carries her baby even while 
	she plays mahjong. 3a for a man to dragalong a woman wherever he goes. Di na siya mutangkil sa iyang asawa kay abi di' man gwapa, He doesn't bring hŁ wife along with him because she's not beautiful 

	_tangkiyu thank you. Tangkiyu kaayu sa gasa, ha? Thank you very much for the gift. v 1 [A2; a2] say thank you. 2 [A23; a2] just say thanks without giving money. Dimalas giyud kun tangkiyubun Zang ang atung panaygun, We are out of luck if all we get is a thank you for our caroling. 
	_tangkiyu thank you. Tangkiyu kaayu sa gasa, ha? Thank you very much for the gift. v 1 [A2; a2] say thank you. 2 [A23; a2] just say thanks without giving money. Dimalas giyud kun tangkiyubun Zang ang atung panaygun, We are out of luck if all we get is a thank you for our caroling. 
	tangku v [AN; a2) take water for toddy from the coconut tree without the owner's permission. Tangkuun namu imung sanggutan ug magdinawu ka, We'll steal the water from your coconut tree if you aree_so selfish. -an, maN-r-a one who steals palm tod
	·edy right from the tree. 
	tangkub n silverfish, a silver-colored insect that attacks papers and starched clothes. v [a4] be infested with silverfish. 
	tangkuban n the reed holder in the loom which holds the reeds (suluran) in place.
	· 

	tangkud a exactly to date. Tangkud kung diyis run, I'm exactly ten today. v [B246) be exactly to date. Ugma mutangkud nang tuig, It will be exactly one year tomorrow. 
	tangkugu n nape of the neck.e(➔) v [A; a12] hit in the nape. hi-Iha-(➔) v .[B1256] be hit where it hurts. Nabitangkugu ang mga insik kay gidid-an pagtindag bugas, The Chinese merchants were hit where it hurts because they were prohibited from selling rice. 
	tangkul n 1 a slender bamboo tube, about a foot oŁ two in length, tied to an animal's
	·e
	neck and to a tether rope, the purpose of which is to prevent the animal from biting the tether rope. 2 shackle, manacle. v 1 [A; b6(1)] tie with a shackle or with a piece of bamboo between the tether and the neck. 2 {a12) make into a shackle, or bamboo tether-guard.
	tangkuln coral reef under 3-4 fathoms of water. -an(➔) n place where there are corals under deep water. 
	2 

	tangkung n leafy vegetable of swamps and stagnant pools, cultivated and wild: lpomoea aquatica. v [A13; b6] ma.ke, have tangkung. 
	.e
	Ł

	tanglad n lemon grass, a k.o. tall grass that smells of lemon and is used a� spice: Andropogon citratus. v [A; b6] season with tanglad.
	tanglas a smooth to the throat when drunk or taken as medicine. Mabawut ug tanglase
	. 
	nga tuba, Mellow and smooth palm toddy. 
	ma-= TAN GLAS. 

	tangpt -taruag 
	tangpi = TAMPI. 
	tangpi = TAMPI. 
	tangsa V [B; b6] be, become very thin, emaci�ted Magtangsa (matangsa) ka giyudug d,• ka mukaug maayu, You'll grow thin if you don't eat well. a emaciated, thin.
	'
	' 
	tangsa= TINGSL 
	2 

	tangsi n strong monofilament of nylon or catgut, used for guitar strings, fishline, and the like. 
	tangsu v [AB16; al] be loosened from its socket or detached from its place, cause s. t. to be so. Kinsay nagtangsu sa tiil sa silya? Who loosened the legs of the chair? Natangsu ang kab-ing sa kibidu, One side of the eyeglass frame came off. Tangsua usa ang ngipun una ibta, Loosen the tooth first before you pull it. tangsutangsu v [Bl6] be wobbly after being loosened at its base. Nagtangsutangsu ang pasamanu, The handrail is wobbly. 

	tangtang v 1 [AB123; a] take off, remove 
	s.t. fastened or tied Tabangi kug tangtang sa yusa kabaw, Help me take off the carabao' s yoke. Nakatangtang ang babuy sa iyang gihigtan, The pig worked himself loose from the place it was tied Tangtangaimung pustisu kun manutbras ka, Remove your false teeth when you brush them. 2 [A; a] pay off debts, free from obligation. Tangtangun ku ang utang, I will pay off the debt.
	s.t. fastened or tied Tabangi kug tangtang sa yusa kabaw, Help me take off the carabao' s yoke. Nakatangtang ang babuy sa iyang gihigtan, The pig worked himself loose from the place it was tied Tangtangaimung pustisu kun manutbras ka, Remove your false teeth when you brush them. 2 [A; a] pay off debts, free from obligation. Tangtangun ku ang utang, I will pay off the debt.
	gu 
	t 


	tangu n 1 canine tooth. 2 fang of animals. 
	Maayung anting-anting ang tangu sa buaya, 
	Maayung anting-anting ang tangu sa buaya, 
	A crocodile's tooth is a powerful charm. 3 cog of gears. -sa baliw, linti n in folk belief, the tooth of a thunderbolt that gets lodged in places where it strikes. It possesses a magical power. tang-an a 1 highly unscrupulous. 
	Pabiphip giyud kanang mga tang-an sa sitihul, Those unscrupulous people in City Hall have to be bribed. 2 tops in one's field due to experience. Tang-an siyang magsusulat sa Binisaya, He is one of the top Visayan writers. 3 rich, wealthy. Nagparti ang mga tang-an sa Manila Hutil, The oligarchs are having a party at the Manila Hotel 

	tangud v 1 [APB26; al] attract s.o. with s.t.; be attracted. Ang balhi'bu sa manuk makatangud (makapatangud) ug mga isda, Chicken feathers will attract fishes. Karmilitus ang itangud nila sa mga bata, They use candies to attract the children. Mutangudang mga kwaknit sa mga bulak sa duldul, 
	Bats are attracted to the flowers of the kapok tree. 2 [A; al2] heed, obey. Ang magtangud sa pulung sa Diyus malangit, Those who follow the words of the Lord will go to heaven. Gitangud ku ang tanang pabi
	Bats are attracted to the flowers of the kapok tree. 2 [A; al2] heed, obey. Ang magtangud sa pulung sa Diyus malangit, Those who follow the words of the Lord will go to heaven. Gitangud ku ang tanang pabi
	-

	mangnu mu, I followed all your advice. 
	tapg-ug= TAN-UG. 
	tangul v [A2; b2] be, get lodged between the teeth. Sakit ang akung bag-ang kay hitangulan ug gamay nga bukug. My molars hurt because a piece of bone got lodgedbetween them. n particle of food stuck between the teeth. 
	tangul-ul n k.o. bird, the yellow-vented bulbul: Pycnonotus goiavier. 
	tang-un v [B23(1); b4] 1 for liquids to stop flowi. Mutang-un ang dugu kun baatan siyag turniki, The bleeding will stop if we tie a tourniquet around it. 2 come to a stop. 
	ng

	Kun mutang-un ang pulsu wa nay kinabuhi', 
	When one's pulse ceases to beat he is dead. Mitang-un ang kasuku, His anger subsided. Wa pa giyud makatang-un ang kasaba sagawas, The noise outside has not stopped. Kining tambala makatang-un (makapatang-un) sa sakit sa ngipun, This medicine can stop a toothache. 
	tangunan = TALUNGAN. 
	tangway v 1 [AN; a] buy coconut palm toddy. 2 [A; a] buy things in small quantities for consumption. Diin ka makatangway ugasin? Where did you manage to buy salt? Gitangway na ang tanan nilang utanun, Their vegetables were already all bought up. -anan n place where one habitually buys things in retail or palm toddy. maN-r-n buyer of palm toddy in large quantities. 
	tangyad= TAN GLAD. 
	taniag a 1 for the day to be bright after beicloudy. 2 for glass to be shiny and clear. 3clear, vivid in outline. Taniag kaayu ang litra kun maggamit kag antiyuhus, The letters become very clear when you use spectacles. v 1 [BJ for a gloomy day to brighten. Mutaniag gani run. pangarmirul giyud, As soon as the sun shines, starch the clothes. 2 [B; cl6] for the face to brighten. Unsa kahang balitaa nakataniag (nakapataniag) sa iyang nawung? What news could have brightened her face? 3 [APB; cl] for glass t
	ng


	tanil!-tanum 
	987 

	siya sa lungag sa yawibanan, He peeped through the keyhole. n s.t. to peer into to foretell the future. 
	siya sa lungag sa yawibanan, He peeped through the keyhole. n s.t. to peer into to foretell the future. 

	tanil n tunnel v [A; b] make a tunnel taning v [ C3; c3] for two to die together. 
	Nagtaning ang magtiayun pagkalunud sa barku, The couple died together when the boat sank. 
	Nagtaning ang magtiayun pagkalunud sa barku, The couple died together when the boat sank. 

	tanlad = TAN GLAD. 
	tanlag n conscience. Paminawa ang imung tanlag una ka mubukum, Listen to your conscience before deciding. 
	I
	I

	tanlak n one's child. /yang gikugus ang iyang 
	tanlak nga nagbilak, She carried her childin her arms as it cried. 
	tanlak nga nagbilak, She carried her childin her arms as it cried. 

	tanlas = TAN GLAS. 
	tansan n bottle cap. 
	tansil n 1 tonsils. 2 tonsilitis. v [a4] haveswollen tonsils. 
	tantanv [AB126; cl] shake a container up and down to let the contents become more compact, settle. Wala matantan ang iyang kinaun, flis food did not settle in his stomach. Tantana (itantan) ang saku arun dagbang masud, Shake the sack well so we can get lots in it. 
	1 

	tantan v [A3P; c] pay off a debt partially. Giku6aag bayinti p,sus ang swildu kay gitantan sa utang, Twenty pesos was deducted from the salary to pay off part of the debt.
	tantiya, tantiya, tantiyar v [A; a] estimate. 
	Tantiyaba lag pilay magastu, Just make an estimate of how much it will be. n estimate. Sa ,yang tantiya ang gubat sa Biyit Nam mulungtad ug napii ka tuig, According tohis estimate the war in Vietnam will last for ten years. 
	Tantiyaba lag pilay magastu, Just make an estimate of how much it will be. n estimate. Sa ,yang tantiya ang gubat sa Biyit Nam mulungtad ug napii ka tuig, According tohis estimate the war in Vietnam will last for ten years. 

	tantusa -nga [verb base] do [verb] tosuch an extent that s. t. else happens. Sa tantu nakung binilak gilunupan ang sawug, 
	1 

	I cried so much the floor was flooded. dili -not very. Grabi piru di' tantu, It's bad but not too much. myintras -for the time being, while. Pagl,pay myintras tantung bata pa, Be merry while you are still young. 
	I cried so much the floor was flooded. dili -not very. Grabi piru di' tantu, It's bad but not too much. myintras -for the time being, while. Pagl,pay myintras tantung bata pa, Be merry while you are still young. 

	tantun interest on money loaned. v 1 [A2 N; b6( 1)] borrow money with interest. Ug way kwarta, panantu lang, If you're out ofmoney, borrow. Tantuban namu imungkwarta, dili libri, We will borrow your money with interest, not for nothing. 2 [cP]charge interest. Pilay imung itantu (ipatantu)? How much interest do you charge? 2a [A; b6] give, pay interest. Mutantu kug kinsi pursintu ug pahulam ka naku, I will pay fifteen percent if you lend me money. Nagtantu kus singsing nga akung giprinda, I 
	tantun interest on money loaned. v 1 [A2 N; b6( 1)] borrow money with interest. Ug way kwarta, panantu lang, If you're out ofmoney, borrow. Tantuban namu imungkwarta, dili libri, We will borrow your money with interest, not for nothing. 2 [cP]charge interest. Pilay imung itantu (ipatantu)? How much interest do you charge? 2a [A; b6] give, pay interest. Mutantu kug kinsi pursintu ug pahulam ka naku, I will pay fifteen percent if you lend me money. Nagtantu kus singsing nga akung giprinda, I 
	2 

	am paying off the interest on the ring Ipawned. pa-v [A; be] lend money for interest. Nagpatantu siyag kwarta, He: lends money for interest. maN-r-n one who lendsfor interest or.borrows on interest. 

	tanud a 1 tame. Tanud ang ,yang langgam mau�g binub,an, His pet bird is tame so it is not caged. 2 for things which are normally elusive to approach, be submissive. Tanud ntmu ang kapalara.n, Good fortune does not elude you. v [B126) become tame, submissive. Kining Zumaya makapatanud (makatanud) sa mga babayi n,mu, This potioncan make girls submissive to you. 
	tanud a 1 tame. Tanud ang ,yang langgam mau�g binub,an, His pet bird is tame so it is not caged. 2 for things which are normally elusive to approach, be submissive. Tanud ntmu ang kapalara.n, Good fortune does not elude you. v [B126) become tame, submissive. Kining Zumaya makapatanud (makatanud) sa mga babayi n,mu, This potioncan make girls submissive to you. 
	tanudn sewing thread. v [A; b6] thread a needle or sewing machine. Tanuri ang makina, Thread the sewing machine. 
	2 

	tanud v [A; b(l)] 1 keep watch over s.t. that needs care. Nagpulipuli mig tanud sa masakitun, We took turns keeping watch over the patient. 2 stay, live with s.o. Waymakatanud nimu tungud sa kalas-ut sa imung kinaiya, Nobody can live with you because you are so wicked. n s.o. who keeps watch over s.t. which needs care. 
	tanug = T ANUD. 
	z

	tan-ug v 1 [A; bl] store mature fruits insuch a way as to hasten ripening. Tan-ugi nang saging sa saku, Store the bananas in the sack to ripen. 2 [A; bS] keep unused,dormant. Dugay natan-ug ang yuta, Theland was left unused for a long time. Ayawtan-ugi ang imung pubunan, Don't keep your capital unused. 2a [A; c] keep coconut juice for a time to ferment it before cooking into oil. Jtan-ug ug mga usa ka adlaw usa lanaha, Keep and ferment it forabout a day before cooking it into oil. 3 harbor s. t. in secret
	tanuk v [A; a] boil starchy foods, but not rice: ears of corn, root crops, bananas. -ina cooked root crops, bananas, or corn. 

	tanum v [A; c] 1 piant, grow plants. Katamnan nag sibuyas ang ,mung l,ug, Your nee� is so thick with dirt you could plant onions on it. 2 implant, nurture in the mind. Ayawpagtanum ug kayugut sa ,mung dugban, Don't harbor hatred in your heart. Itanum sa ,mung kaisipan ang akung pina, Implantmy admonition in your mind. n plant. (f) 
	tanungan -tapal 
	i, [A; c] plant a lae crop. Makatanum takun dunay igung ulan, We can plant our crops if there is enough rain. talamnanan n. mag-r-n s.o. enn .Pananum a�g ilang panginabub,: Agriculture is their source of livelihood. 
	i, [A; c] plant a lae crop. Makatanum takun dunay igung ulan, We can plant our crops if there is enough rain. talamnanan n. mag-r-n s.o. enn .Pananum a�g ilang panginabub,: Agriculture is their source of livelihood. 
	rg
	area prepared for planti
	ng
	gaged in planting. paN-
	planting, farmi
	ng


	tanu= T ALUNGAN. 
	ngan 

	tanus v 1 (APB; cl] straighten; be, become straight. Siyay mitanus (mipatanus) sa sangang bawug, He straightened the bent branch. Nagtanus lang nang imung bukubuku, Your back is certainly straight. 2 [A; a
	12) discipline, impose disciplinary measures. Ang llmaban ray mali.atanus anang bataa, Only the father can discipline that child. 2a [B1256] be chastened. Natanus ang malditung bata b_uman malatigubi, Themischievous child was chastened after he got his whipping. a= T ANUS. (➔)a straight, not curved or bent. Tanus nga kllrsada, Straight road. Tanus nga hara, Straight bar. 
	12) discipline, impose disciplinary measures. Ang llmaban ray mali.atanus anang bataa, Only the father can discipline that child. 2a [B1256] be chastened. Natanus ang malditung bata b_uman malatigubi, Themischievous child was chastened after he got his whipping. a= T ANUS. (➔)a straight, not curved or bent. Tanus nga kllrsada, Straight road. Tanus nga hara, Straight bar. 

	tan-us n a yellowish swelliin the skin caused by an infection of a wound or sore. Gitusdikan niyag dagum ang iyang tan-us, Henext to the scratch on his skin with a needle. v [B3(1)4 6; b4] develop a yellow-colored infection under the skin next to a wound. Gitan-usanang iyang nuka, His skin ulcers developed s on the sides. 
	ng 
	pricked the yellow swelli
	ng 
	yellow swelli
	ng

	tanyag v [A; c] 1 offer s.t. for s.o.'s consideration. Mitanyag siyang ibatud ku, He offered to escort me. Gitanyagan aku niyag trababu, He offered me a job. Pilay gitanyag sa balay? How much did they offer for the house? 2 offer an opportunity, entertainment. Kining dula itanyag alang sa inyung kalingawan, This play is offered for your enjoyment. n off er. 
	tap v 1 [A2; a2] be the tops in an exam. Siya ang mitap sa bar, He topped the bar exam. 2 [A; al] buy all of s.t. Akuy mutap sa imung mangga, I'll buy all of those man
	-

	,
	,
	goes. Akung baratubun kun tapun nimug 
	'
	palit, Ill give them cheap if you buy all of them. 2a (A; a12] take on all of s.o.'s bet. Tapun ku blsag pilay inyung pusta, I will take you on no matter how much you bet. n one who is tops in an exam.

	tapa v 1 [A; a2] smoke fish. Makatapa kug isda ug naay ginabas ipaasu, I can smoke fish if there is some sawdust to smoke it with. la [A; c6) broil fish not close to the embers. Bagul itapa sa isda, Use coconutshells for broilithe fish. 2 [A; b(l)] kilndry copra. Magtapa mi sa kupras kay way init, We'll kiln-dry the copra because there 
	tapa v 1 [A; a2] smoke fish. Makatapa kug isda ug naay ginabas ipaasu, I can smoke fish if there is some sawdust to smoke it with. la [A; c6) broil fish not close to the embers. Bagul itapa sa isda, Use coconutshells for broilithe fish. 2 [A; b(l)] kilndry copra. Magtapa mi sa kupras kay way init, We'll kiln-dry the copra because there 
	ng 

	is no sun. n smoked fish. tapahan n 1 copra kiln-drier. 2 grate for broiling. -in-n = TAPA, n. see also TAP-AN. 

	tapa v [A; b6) make jerked meat. Magtapakug unud sa kabaw, I'll jerk some carabaomeat. -in-n 1 jerked meat. 2 canned fish in small, thin tin cans. 
	tapa v [A; b6) make jerked meat. Magtapakug unud sa kabaw, I'll jerk some carabaomeat. -in-n 1 jerked meat. 2 canned fish in small, thin tin cans. 
	tapad, tapad v [A3SC; ac] 1 stay, put beside 
	s.t. Nakatapad kug gwapa sa dyip, I sat beside a pretty girl in the jeep. Ayaw sila tapara, Don't put them next to each other. ltapad nang diksiyunari kun magbasag librunglisud, Put the dictionary beside you when you read a difficult book. 2 stay next to s.o. to keep him company. Bisan di ka mukaun, tapari ku diri, Even if you don't eat anything, sit here to keep me company. n 1 
	s.o. sittibeside s.o. else. 2 next. Ang amung bay tapad (tapad) sa ila, Our house is next to theirs. (f-) v 1 ["C; ac] compare so as to match. Gwapa ka kun taparan ug mak!sut (maksut ang itapad nimu), You are pretty if you are compared with an ugly person (if an ugly person is put next to you). 2 [A2; ab2] match a cock with another for acockfight. Way mutapad sa akung manuk nga maayu mulabuk, No one will match his cock with mine because it is good in fighting. n comparison. Di siya maiwit sa tapad, He d
	ng 

	tapak v 1 [A; b] patch. Tapaki ring gisi sa kurtina, Patch the tear here in the curtain. 2 [Al2; c6] cover one's debts. Karung swilduba igu rang ikatapak sa· mga bayranan, 
	This salary is just enough to pay for the bills. 3 [A; c] cover up for undertime. Magtapak ku sa akung naabsinan, I'll make upfor the time I lost when I was absent. 3a cover over a bad feeli. Ang pag-inuminum· ray iyang itapak sa iyang mga kaguul,
	ng

	He drowns his sorrows in alcohol. (�) n patch on s.t. torn. -in-an(➔) n s.t. patched. -un(➔) a havipatches.
	ng 

	tap-ale v [A 13; b6] step on. Hingtap-akan naku ang imung ituy, I accidentally steppedon your puppy. Nganung gitap--akan, manniu ang akung irasan? Why did you stepon my seedbed? 
	m_

	tapal v [A; bl] 1 pay, make up for s.t. lostor short. Makatapal giyud kag wad-un nimu na, You'll have to pay for it if you lose it. Tapli tung adlaw nga naabsin ka, Make up for the day you were absent. 2 pay s.o. 's bills for later reimbursement. Tapli Zang ku 
	tapal v [A; bl] 1 pay, make up for s.t. lostor short. Makatapal giyud kag wad-un nimu na, You'll have to pay for it if you lose it. Tapli tung adlaw nga naabsin ka, Make up for the day you were absent. 2 pay s.o. 's bills for later reimbursement. Tapli Zang ku 
	kay nahibilin ang akung pitaka, Pay for mebecause I left my wallet. n amount of s. t. made up. 


	Figure
	tapal v [A; c] lay s. t. over a small a_rea _and stick it. Nagtapal siyag itsiban sa iyang payuk, He laid a medicinal plaster over hisbruise. ltapal ning inusap dahun sa samad, Chew the leaves and spread them over thewound. n s.t. laid and stuck over. 
	tapaludu (not without /) n mudguard, fender of a vehicle. v {A; a] put a fender on. 
	tapan v [A; cl) do s.t. for a successive period without interruption. Wa ku makatapan ug trabahu karung bulana kay nagdaut ku, I was not able to report for work steadilythis month because I was ill. Natapan nakuang adlaw karung simanaha sa pagpanglaba, 
	I spent the whole week doing the laundry. 
	I spent the whole week doing the laundry. 

	tap-an (from tapa) v [bS] broil fish not close to the embers. Tap-ani ang isda ayaw isugba, Broil the fish, but don'.t charcoal broil· it. -in-an n s.t. broiled but not close to the fire. 
	tapang v [A12; b2] hit or do s.t. right, out of sheer luck. Nakatapang siyag syat sa bula bisag layu, He put the ball into the basket from a good distance by sheer luck. Hitapangan (hitapngan) niya ang tubag sa pangutana, He guessed the answer to the question correctly out of sheer luck.
	t 

	tapangku n 1 lean-to roof, a single-pitched, sloping roof constructed at the sides or endof a building without the floors or walls. 2 awning. v [A13; b6] put, construct a leanto roof or awning. Tapangkuhi ang inyung balay arun adunay kabutangan sa awtu, Puta porte cochere next to your house so youwill have a place to keep your car. 
	tapar = TAP AL. 
	tapas v (A; al] 1 dress yarn for weaving by starching and combing it to eliminate fluff or lint and give it a degree of stiffness. 2 cut sugar cane and clean· it of its leaves. Nagtapas mis tub u para galingun, We are cutting sugar cane to mill. maN-r-n one who cuts sugar cane. 

	tapat v [A13] 1 be true and loyal to s.o. Salig kay magtapat aku sa akung saad, Trust me because I'll be true to my promise. 2 resolve oneself to reform. Nagtapat siyang dili na mangawat, He resolved not to steal any more. a 1 loyal. Tapat ang iru sa iyang agalun, The dog is loyal to its master. 2 sincere. Tapat ang /yang paghinulsul, He is sincere in his repentance. 
	tapat v [A13] 1 be true and loyal to s.o. Salig kay magtapat aku sa akung saad, Trust me because I'll be true to my promise. 2 resolve oneself to reform. Nagtapat siyang dili na mangawat, He resolved not to steal any more. a 1 loyal. Tapat ang iru sa iyang agalun, The dog is loyal to its master. 2 sincere. Tapat ang /yang paghinulsul, He is sincere in his repentance. 
	tapayn 1 cock's comb. 2 pula ang -for ears to be red from drinking (humorous).Daling mamuwa ang iyang tapay ug makai
	1 
	-

	num, His ears grow red easily when he drinks. -an a 1 having a comb. 2 havia crest. Sawang tapayan, Crested snake. tapaytapay n k.o. harmless insect resembling a spider but not spinning a web. tapaytapayn arinual ornamental with red (or also white or yellow)flowers in panicles which resemble a cock's comb: Celosia argentea var. 
	num, His ears grow red easily when he drinks. -an a 1 having a comb. 2 havia crest. Sawang tapayan, Crested snake. tapaytapay n k.o. harmless insect resembling a spider but not spinning a web. tapaytapayn arinual ornamental with red (or also white or yellow)flowers in panicles which resemble a cock's comb: Celosia argentea var. 
	ng 
	.

	cristata. 
	tapayv (B12; cl] for roasted rice grains to be pounded flat. Nagkatapay na ang pinipig sa tantung linubuk, The pinipig is becoming flat from constant pounding. 
	2 

	tapdagan n k.o. sweet banana with green peelings, growing to about 4", similar to bungan. It is eaten uncooked. 
	tapdagay n k.o. light colored cerith foundclinging to small stones. Upon sensing danger they draw back into their shells and release their hold thus fallidown. 
	ng 

	tapdas v [A; ab2] 1 brush off briskly with the hand or an instrument. Hadluk siyangmutapdas sa uk-uk sa iyang sinina, She'safraid to brush the cockroach off her dress.Hitapdasan niya ang basu pagkab-ut niya sakan-un, He knocked the glass off the table when he reached for the food. 2 dust off by . Tapdasi sa kalu ang lingkuranan, Dust the bench off with your hat. 3 [A; b
	whiski
	ng

	6] for waves, wind to dash against s. t.Makamig nga hangin mitapdas sa akung nawung, A chilly wind swept my face. 
	tapdawun n a convertible with the top down. v [A; cl] have the top of a convertibledown. Mutapdawun Zang siya sa iyang awtuug way init, He will have his car with the top down when the sun is not out. 
	taphaw a 1 shallow, not well-based. Taphaw ra kaayu kanang katarungana, That reasoning is too shallow. Gidakup siya bisan taphaw lang ang katahap, He was arrested on very shallow suspicion. 2 insincere, superficial. Taphaw ang pah{yum nga pinugus, A forced smile is artificial. 3 silly. Di-ba taphaw nang babayhana, mukatawa lag kalit nga walay hinungdan? Isn't she silly the way she laughs suddenly without reason? tapia crooked, slanted, not well-rounded, off the mark. Tapi ning pagkasulat kay way linya a
	1 


	tapi-taptin 
	2 

	a blow with a sideward motion of the arm or club. Tapihun nimu ang duslak kay mau nay labing piligrusu, You must fend off the forward thrust because that is the most dangerous. tapitapi v [A; cl] do s.t. unevenly, zigzaggedly. Nagtapitapig lakaw ang hubug, The drunk walked in a zigzag way.
	a blow with a sideward motion of the arm or club. Tapihun nimu ang duslak kay mau nay labing piligrusu, You must fend off the forward thrust because that is the most dangerous. tapitapi v [A; cl] do s.t. unevenly, zigzaggedly. Nagtapitapig lakaw ang hubug, The drunk walked in a zigzag way.
	tapŁ n piece of cloth wrapped around the waist or upper body as a skirt. v [Al 3; c] wear a tapi. Nagtapi ang babaying nanglaba, The woman who was washing clothes was wearing a skirt that covered her bosom down to her knee. 

	tapig v [A; bl] 1 hide s.t. Tapigi iyang sapatus arundi siya kalakaw, Hide his shoes so he can't go out. 2 put s.t. where people can't get at it. Akuy nagtapig sa midisina arun di dwaan, l put the medicine away so no one could play with it. 3 hold for safekeeping. Akuy tapig arun di maw!, I'll keep it so it can't get lost. 4 keep in secret. Angkagahapun nagtapig ug mga katawag kasakit, The past hides joys and sorrows. -anan n hiding place. -in-an n s. t. kept hidden. 
	· 

	tapigas = DAPIGAS. 
	tapik n one who is related to a family throughmarriage. v [B236) be, become an in-law to a family. tapik n topic. awut-ub -see AMJT. 
	tap-ii v [A; c] teasingly match s.o. with s.o. else. Ganaban siyang itap-il naku kay nakagustu siya naku, She likes people to pair her off with me because she does like me. n way. Tap-il ang sinugdanan sa ilang pagkatratu, Theywere teasingly matched and it led to serious courtship. -ay(➔> n matching people off in a group with each other teasingly. 
	pairing people off in a teasi
	ng 

	tapindas v [B126) slip, slidiand losi. Natapindasku kay dangug ang akung gilaktan, l lost my balance because the path I was walking on was slippery, but I didn't fall. Culu-v [BJ tip to the sides repeatedly because of unsteady footing. 
	ng 
	ng
	one's balance, but not falli
	ng

	taping n tap-dancing, dance with fancy footwork and tappiof the feet. v [A] tapdance. 
	ng 

	tap-ing n 1 an animal with a solid-color coat and a splotch on the face of a different color. 2 big birthmark or splotch on the face. v [B126; b8] have a big splotch. Natap-ing( natap-ingan) ang iyang pikas nawung tungud sa sanla, Half of her face had a big splotch on it from leprosy.
	tapiri = TAMPIRI. 
	, . ,
	, . ,

	tapD' Wll n tupperware. tapis, tapis n piece of cloth worn around the 
	waist or upper body as a skirt. v [A; c] wear s.t. wound around the body. Hubu siya gawas sa tualya nga gitapis, She was naked except for a towel she wore around her waist. (➔) v [B1456] be at the stage of a sheath around the trunk. Lubi kun magtapis na, A coconut when it getsits sheath. 
	waist or upper body as a skirt. v [A; c] wear s.t. wound around the body. Hubu siya gawas sa tualya nga gitapis, She was naked except for a towel she wore around her waist. (➔) v [B1456] be at the stage of a sheath around the trunk. Lubi kun magtapis na, A coconut when it getsits sheath. 
	developi
	ng 

	tapita n taffeta, a fine, rather stiff, silk cloth with a sheen. v [A; a] use taffeta cloth. 
	tapiti n 1 billiard table carpet. 2 sewing machine cover. v 1 [b6(1)] carpet a billiard table. 2 [A; a] use, make into a sewing machine cover. 
	tapiun v 1 [A; c] press or lay one's hand on a part of the body. Itapiun ang kamut sa nag-agus nga samad, Press your hand down on the bleeding wound. 2 [A; b(l)] stifle progress, prevent from developing. Imbis tabangan arun muasinsu tapin-an na binuun her improve, he stifles her progress. 2a sit on an application or papers, pigeonhole them. Ug way mutapiunsa aplikisiyun, madawat ka, If nobody pigeonholes your application, you will be accepted. 3 [A2; c6] play a chord by pressing it with the fiers. n chor
	niya, Instead of helpi
	ng 
	ng
	any stri
	ng
	pressing with the fi
	ng

	taplud n luggage carrier on top of vehicles. -ing n = TAPLUD. 
	tapnatsir n top-notcher, one who is tops in an examination. v [B126; b6] be the topnotcher. Ang miaging bar mauy iyang gitapnatsiran, He was in first place in the bar examination last year. 
	tapsay n a triangular fishnet into which the fish are driven, operated by one or two people holding the V-shaped frame and two the scareline. paN-v [A2;b6] go fishing with a tapsay. 
	people worki
	ng 

	I
	tapsing v 1 [A2; b8] sideswipe, graze. Igurang nakatapsing ang bala sa ulu, The bullet only grazed his head. Padaplin kay hitapsingan kag trak, Stay on the side. You might get sideswiped by a bus. 
	taptap v [A; b] cover s.t. by laying s.t. over it, putting s. t. flat on top of it. Usa ka tawuy mitaptap naku arun di ku makadumdum sa agianan, A person blindfolded me so I wouldn't know the way. Nagtaptap ug panyu ang mga tulisan, The robbers covered their faces with handkerchiefs. Taptapig puwa ang tabanug, Cover the kite with red paper. Ang langit gitaptapan sa mabagang dagum, The sky is covered with thick clouds. n 
	s.t. lain over as a covering. taptin n the first ten from the top. Nabiapil 

	, ' ,
	tapu -tapus 
	1 

	ku sa taptin sa amung klasi, I am among the top ten in our class. 
	ku sa taptin sa amung klasi, I am among the top ten in our class. 
	tapu v 1 [A; ac6] put all together. Kinsaynagtapu ining tanan sa saku? Who pu__t them all in the sack? 2 [A2C3; c16] for one end of s.t. tied around the body to meet the other. Nagtapu ang higut apan di mabaligbut, The two ends of the bond meet but you can't tie them. Matapu nimu ang duha nimu ka kamut sa iyang paa, You can encircle her legs with your two hands. 2a join, connect. Gitapu ang ilang kamut, Theyjoined hands. hi-/ha-(➔) v [B1256] 1 be put together with the rest by chance. Nganung nahitapu nin
	Why are my things mixed with yours? 2 happen to join, live with a group. Maayung nahitapu ku sa inyung grupu, It's a goodthing that I joined your group. 

	tapuk a for fibrous materials to be weak, easily torn. Kining klasiba sa panaptun tapuk kaayu, This k.o. cloth is very weak. V [B2] be weak, easily torn. Ang bisti nga ibumul sa kluruks matapuk, Clothes soaked in chlorox get weak. 
	tapuk v [AC3; a2) 1 make a pile of s.t. scat
	-

	, I
	, I
	tered. Nagkatapuk ang mga panganud, The 
	1

	clouds gathered. Tapuka ang mga dabun, Pile the leaves up. 2 gather people, be gathered. Nagkatapuk uruy ang mga buang, A bunch of fools have gotten together in one place. Tapuka ang mga saup kay akung pakigsultihan, Get the tenants together so I can have a talk with them. n 1 pile of things. 2 crowd gathered. tapuktapuk v [Al; b6] form cliques within a larger group. Kinabanglang usa tanan, way magtapuktapuk, 
	All must be in one group, no forming of cliques. n 1 clique. 2 social gatherings, parties. Sa mga tapuktapuk naa giyud ang susyalayit, The socialites are sure to be present at gatherings. tapuktapuk = PUNDUKPUNDUK. see PUNDUK. 

	tapukv [A; c] dump, throw away waste materials. ltapuk nang patayng ilaga sa kanal, Dump the dead rat into the canal. 
	2 

	tapuku = 'TIPUKU. tapul n any variety of root crop, grain, or beans that is dark violet in color. 
	tapul v [B46; a4b4] be, become lazy. Mitapul siyas trababu kay gamayg swildu, He became lazy in his work because he got a small salary. Gita.put (gitapulan) na sad siya maung miabsin, He felt lazy again so he's absent. -an(➔)a lazy. -in-an(➔) v [Al] do lazily. a lazily done. -in-v [Al3; b6] do in a lazy way. Gitinapulan lang niya ang akung sugu, He just ran my errand in a lazy way. 
	tapun v (A2; c] 1 move to another house or 
	tapun v (A2; c] 1 move to another house or 
	, • ,
	1 

	place. Kung mag-away ang magttayun ang asawa adtu dayun mutapun sa iyang ugangan, If the couple quarrels, the wife immediately goes to stay with her mother-inlaw. 2 move, bring to a nearby location separated by some k.o. barrier. Mitapun ang langgam sa laing sanga, The bird moved to another branch. 3 cross to the opposing party. Daghang mutapun sa partidung daugan, Many people will cross over to the winning party. n area across s.t. Kining kaingina muluwak sa tapun ining bud, This clearing stretches
	tapunn s. t. used as a cover for a valve. 
	2 

	tap-ung v [A; b] cover, close an opening or passage. Manap-ung ka sa baba ug muubu ka, Cover your mouth when you cough. Natap-ungan ang kanal kay mikawas ang tubig ngari, The canal is clogged up because the water overflowed this way. Tabla angitap-ung sa lungag, Use a piece of wallboard to cover the hole. n s.t. used to cover an opening or passage. 
	tapun-ug = TIPUN-UG. tapuruk n k.o. ark shell. 
	tapusv 1 (A; al] put an end to, finish. Dakung kumbiti ang mitapus sa silibrasiyun, A big feast concluded the celebration. Tapusana siya arun mabilum, Kill him (lit. finish him off) to silence him. 2 [A2B 12; a12] do to the end, come to an end. Wa ku mutapus sa sini kay way lam,: I didn't finish the movie because it was no good. Mutapus(matapus) ang prugrama inig-ariya sa tilun, 
	1 

	The program will come to an end when the curtain comes down. pagka-afterwards, after that. 3 [A13) hold the tapus feast. n 1 after, at the end of. Tapus sa gubat, After the war. 2 the feast which is prepared on the ninth day of the prayer for a deceased person. (➔) that's all, that will do it. Kun masuku siya bagki Lang. Tapus, If she gets angry, kiss her. That will do it. -dayun n a story in a periodical or on radio or TV complete in one installment. hiN-( ➔) v [Al 
	3) coming to an end. Atangi ang nagbinapus tang sugilanun, Watch for our story that's nearing its conclusion. paN-v [c] make as a concluding point, part or finale. Ang sayaw mauy ipanapus natu sa prugrama, We will make the dance number the last part. n s.t. that concludes. Maayung panapus tung balak sa imung diskursu, That poem made a good ending to your speech. paN-( ➔) a final, no matter what the consequences might be. 
	lbundak ku ning uska libu. Panapus ning 

	Figure
	sugala kay nagkapildipildi ku, I ran out of luck, but I'll gamble this one thousand pesos, come what may. ka-an n 1 end, termination. 2 = TAPUS, n2. v [A13; b6(1)] hold the tapus feast. -um-r-(➔) n about to end or finish. Tumatapus na ang prugrama ug mamauli na ta, The program is about to end, and we will go home. 
	sugala kay nagkapildipildi ku, I ran out of luck, but I'll gamble this one thousand pesos, come what may. ka-an n 1 end, termination. 2 = TAPUS, n2. v [A13; b6(1)] hold the tapus feast. -um-r-(➔) n about to end or finish. Tumatapus na ang prugrama ug mamauli na ta, The program is about to end, and we will go home. 
	. I ,
	tapus= TULAPUS. see ILU. 
	2


	tap-us v [A; b6(1)] plaster medicinal leaves on an afflicted portion. Gitap-usan niyag dabun sa tubatuba ang piang, She put a plaster of tubatuba leaves on the sprain. n medicinal plaster. tapusuk n wentletrap, k.o; edible univalve. taput v 1 [AC3; b] stick, be firmly attached to s. t. Mitaput giyud ang buling sa sinina, The dirt sure stuck to the clothes. Nagtaput ang lawas sa sayamis tuwins, The bodies of the Siamese twins are stuck to each other. Gitaptan ug sisi ang gapnud, Small oysterswere attached to
	somewhat affected by an unpleasant feeli
	ng
	ng 
	tight-fitting dress on. 2 sticki
	ng 
	tapuy v [A; c] fi
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	ng
	dautan, You drove her to da
	ng

	meet the eyes. Mauy natapwak (natapwa� kan) sa ak ung panan-aw ang babaying nagbubu, A stark naked woman met my eyes. 4 [A; c] splash onto. Usa ka dakung balud ang mitapwak sa iyang nawung, A big wave splashed his face. Hitapwakan ug ibi' angnangbarana, The serenaders got splashed with a potful of urine. 
	meet the eyes. Mauy natapwak (natapwa� kan) sa ak ung panan-aw ang babaying nagbubu, A stark naked woman met my eyes. 4 [A; c] splash onto. Usa ka dakung balud ang mitapwak sa iyang nawung, A big wave splashed his face. Hitapwakan ug ibi' angnangbarana, The serenaders got splashed with a potful of urine. 
	tapya v 1 [A; cl] for waves to dash against the shore. Tapyabun (itapya) nang gapnud sa baybayun, The waves will dash that driftwood against the shore. 2 [A; a12] fend off blows with the palm or with an instrument. 
	Tapyaba iyang duslak sa imung bangkaw, 
	Fend off his thrust with your spear. n dash
	iof waves. tapyahan n seashore where 
	ng 

	the waves break. tapyas v 1 [A2; b] graze, rub against slightly. 
	Gitapyasan sa pana ang!iyang aping, His cheek was grazed by the arrow. 2 [A; al]arm. Makatapyas ka ining dunggaba? Could you parry this thrust? Tapyasa ang mga lamuk. Drive ing your arms. 3[A; a] wipe s.t. off s.t. by slidithe palm of the hand over it. Tapyasa ang mga sagbut sa lamisa, Sweep the scraps off the table. tara v 1 [A; cP] put s.t. where it is easy to get at, can easily be hit. Mitara siya sa iyang 
	. 
	deflect, hit with a swingi
	ng 
	the mosquitoes away by swi
	ng
	ng 

	, . ' 
	nawung sa tawu nga nag-ingung musagpa, 
	She put her face forward when the man threatened to slap her so he could hit her squarely if he dared. Kinsay nagtara ug usa ka platung mani sa mga bata? Who put a plate of peanuts in front of the children where they could get at them? 2 [A; c] point at, train upon. Wa pa ganisiya makatara, mibutu na ang pusil, The gun went off even before he could take his aim. ltara ang imung nawung sa adlaw, Face directly to the sun. a 1 in fighting, exposing the body and not parrying or ducki. Tara muaway manuka, di mu
	ng

	tarabahu = TRABAHU. tarabisiya = TRABISiv A. taraha = TRAHA. 
	tarak = TR.AK. 
	taraktarak v [Al; b6) put several blade 
	1 ,
	marks on s.t. Akung gitaraktarakan ang pu
	-


	taraktarak-tari 
	2 

	nuan sa nangka arun muagi ang taguk, I putblade marks in the trunk of the jackfruit sothe sap would flow. 
	nuan sa nangka arun muagi ang taguk, I putblade marks in the trunk of the jackfruit sothe sap would flow. 
	taraktara1v [Al] make noisy footfalls. Gisabaan ang mga burdir sa silung kay may nagtaraktarak sa taas, The boarders on the ground floor were disturbed by the person walking noisily upstairs. 
	½ 

	taral v [A; a2] 1 force s.t. to come alobydragging. Gitaral nakug babuy ngadtu sa ibawan, I dragged the pig to the slaughterhouse. la coax s.o. into comialong. A
	ng 
	ng 

	yaw pagkuyug ug dunay mutaral pagpangbarana, Don't go if s.o. coaxes you into going serenading. 2 bring before the court for trial. Taralun sa bukmanan ang gikatabapan, The suspect will be brought to court. 3 drag
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	to misery. Taralun ta ka sa kaulawan uban naku, I'll drag you down to shame with me. Taralun ka sa kamatayun nianang labihan mung pagbingaguul, You '11 be drged to death with your excessive grief. taraltaral v [A3; al 2] carry or take alo� where 
	ag 


	s.o. 
	s.o. 
	is. Ang ,yang amigu mauy nagtaraltaral niyasa syudad, His friend took him out and around the city. 



	tarangka = TRANGKA.
	taranta, tarantir v (B126; b3(1)cS] 1 loseone's head due to fright, panic. Natarantar siya dibang nagpusil na, He panicked when the shoot-out started. 2 get rattled, lose one's presence of mind. Natarantar siya dibang gipangutana siyas abugadu, He got rattled when the lawyer questioned him. ta·rantadu a 1 panicked. 2 stupid in one's action. Katarantadu nimu! Nganu gung imung gibikap ang pintal nga basa pa, You fool! Why did you touch the wet paint? v [B12;b6] 1 panic. 2become stupid. 
	taras n one's character trait in regards to the way he deals with other people. Gidayig ku ang iyang taras pagkamaabiabibun ug pagkamaluluy-un, I admire his trait of character, his hospitality and his ability to sympathize. 
	tarbahu = TRABAHU. 
	tardangv (A; c] strike at a trunk or branch of a tree with a bladed instrument with moderate force and without intention of cutting it off. Nagtardang ku sa punuan sa nangka nga akung gikubaan ug taguk, I chopped a mark in the jackfruit trunk to get sap. 
	1 

	•tardangpa· v (A; c] 1 expose s.t. or oneself to the elements or for others to see. Gipatardang ni Rusa ang iyang paa arun ku makaalinggat, Rosa exposed her legs to catch my attention. 2 allow s.o. or oneself 
	•tardangpa· v (A; c] 1 expose s.t. or oneself to the elements or for others to see. Gipatardang ni Rusa ang iyang paa arun ku makaalinggat, Rosa exposed her legs to catch my attention. 2 allow s.o. or oneself 
	2 
	· 

	to do as much of s.t. as he wants. Ayaw patardanga ug pakaun ang bata, Don't let the child eat as much as he wants. 

	targit n 1 target. Aku bay targit sa imung insultu, Am I the target of your insult? 2 skillin throwithe knife. 3 bull's eye hit. Syatir giyud ka kay targit man, You must be a sharpshooter because it's a bull's eye. 4 children's game in which the object is to hook rubber bands which have been laid on the ground with an arrow projected by a rubber band. 4a toy arrow made of coconut midribs used in a game of targit. S manner of shooting in basketball wherein the ball is made to go straight into the basket in
	targit n 1 target. Aku bay targit sa imung insultu, Am I the target of your insult? 2 skillin throwithe knife. 3 bull's eye hit. Syatir giyud ka kay targit man, You must be a sharpshooter because it's a bull's eye. 4 children's game in which the object is to hook rubber bands which have been laid on the ground with an arrow projected by a rubber band. 4a toy arrow made of coconut midribs used in a game of targit. S manner of shooting in basketball wherein the ball is made to go straight into the basket in
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	= TARGIT. n4. 
	tarha v [A; c] deduct tare weight. Ang lnsi.k mitarbag singku kilus sa usa ka sakung kupras kay basa, The Chinese deducted five kilos from the total weight of the sack of wet. n tareweight deducted. 
	copra to make up for its bei
	ng 

	tarhita n card, t. v (A; b6] put a ton s.t. 
	ag
	ag 

	,.
	Tarbitai ang pakids arun dt' mawa, Put a tag 
	e so it won't get lost. 
	on the pack
	ag

	tari v 1 (AC; a] enter, fight a cock in a cockfight with gaffs. Tarian ku nang ugis mu sa akung pula, I'll pit my red cock against your white one. la (AlC; b6] have, hold a cockfight. Magtari rung Birnis, There will be a cockfight this Friday. 2 (A; b] tie the gaff on the cock's leg. Hapini ang tiil una tarli, the gaff on it. ( ➔) n gaff. Naunay ka sa kaugalingun nimung tari kay ang imu binuung iru ang nabilu imbis ang sa si.lingan, You fell into your own trap (lit. got cut with your own gaff) when your 
	Pad the leg before tyi
	ng 
	cock, I am goi
	ng 
	fighti
	ng
	ng
	ag


	994 tarik -tarung 
	tarik n 1 outrigger boom, the poles to which the floats are attached. 2 penis (slang). v 
	[a] put, make into an outrigger boom. tariki = TURIKL 
	tarima n 1 movable platform on which cargois placed in loadior unloadia ship. 2 vending stall, stand. Dunay napulu ka tanma sa isdaan, There are ten stalls in the fish section of the market. v [A; a] 1 make into, put up a movable platform. 2 make, put up a vendistall. Gitarimaban na ang bag-ung tabuan, Stalls have already been installed in the new marketplace. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	kan kay taringtaring, That girl will surelyget pregnant because she is a flirt. v [B; b6]flirt; be a flirt. Kusug siyang mutaringtaring sa mga lalaki maung dagbang uyab, She flirts a lot. That is why she has lots of boys interested in her. 
	kan kay taringtaring, That girl will surelyget pregnant because she is a flirt. v [B; b6]flirt; be a flirt. Kusug siyang mutaringtaring sa mga lalaki maung dagbang uyab, She flirts a lot. That is why she has lots of boys interested in her. 

	taripa n customs duties. 
	t

	taririt n a guide for the cue in billiards on which the cue is laid when one has to shoot a ball which is too far from the edge of the table for the hand to prop the cue. 
	tariya, tariya n assignment, allotment of work. v [A; c) assign a piece of work to s.o. Si Tatay nagtariya nakug kawus, Father gave me the chore of fetchiwater. Gaan ang itariya sa luyabun, Assign an easy job to weak persons. 
	ng 

	tarsan name: Tarzan. -in-v [A; b6] act like Tarzan: climb and jump in a risky way. A· yawg tinarsan diba kay mabulug ka, Stopplaying Tarzan. You might fall. 
	tarsin short for murtar sin. = MURTAL, a2. 
	1

	tartanilya n two-wheeled, horse-drawn rig. v [Al3; a12] ride on a rig. Tartanilyabun nimu nang duul kaayu, Do you have to ride a rig for such a short distance? 
	taro n large cubical tin can made to contain kerosene and hold five gallons. v [B2S6] get to be one taru full. Wa ra mutaru angnainum namung tuba, We didn't even con· sume five gallons of palm toddy.
	,
	,

	tarug v 1 [A; a12] budge a little. lgu Zang natarug ang kutsing akung gitulud, The car I was pushijust barely budged. 2 [B12; al] for s.t. implanted to become loose. Mangb{ngu na ang bata kay nagkatarug na iyang ng,pun, The child will soon lose his teeth loose. 3 [B126)for feelis to be moved, softened. Bisan luha di makatarug (makapatarug) sa iyang balatian, Even tears cannot move his feel· is. a s.t. plante4 that is loose. Humuk na ibtun ang Lansang kay tarug na, It's easy to pull the nail out now because
	tarug v 1 [A; a12] budge a little. lgu Zang natarug ang kutsing akung gitulud, The car I was pushijust barely budged. 2 [B12; al] for s.t. implanted to become loose. Mangb{ngu na ang bata kay nagkatarug na iyang ng,pun, The child will soon lose his teeth loose. 3 [B126)for feelis to be moved, softened. Bisan luha di makatarug (makapatarug) sa iyang balatian, Even tears cannot move his feel· is. a s.t. plante4 that is loose. Humuk na ibtun ang Lansang kay tarug na, It's easy to pull the nail out now because
	-
	ng 
	now that they are getti
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	loose tooth. lpaibut na imung tarug, Have your loose tooth pulled. 

	tarughuy = TARUGSUY. 
	tarughuy = TARUGSUY. 
	tarugsuy a tapering to a point. Daw tudlung nagsudiya ang tarugsuy niyang dugban, Her er. v [B6] be pointed. Nagtarugsuy Zang ang mais kay wa ulana, The cornstalks stood like pointed sticks because there was no rain. 
	breasts are pointed like an accusing fi
	ng

	tarun 1 a peg or rod to hold s. t. in place or provide support. 2 penis (slang). v [A; b 6(1)) put a peg. Taruguban ug daku ang ha· ligi arun makadaug sa busaug, Put a large peg in the post to support it so it will hold up the joists. 
	gu 

	taruk v [A; c] 1 plant a post or s.t. large.
	Lawma kun magtaruk kag pusti, When you plant a post make it deep. 2 erect a structure. Magtaruk tag bunggalu inigkaminyu natu, We'll construct a bungalow when we get married. taruktaruk v [AP] sit or stand a word. Ang tawungbilumun nagtaruktaruk (nagpataruktaruk) lag lingkud, The quiet man was sitting with· out saying a word. 
	·
	motionless, not sayi
	ng 

	tarung a 1 straight, not curved. Tarung nga dalan, Straight path. 2 straight, not tiltior slanting. v 1 [A; al] set upright or level s.t. slanting or tilting. Tarunga nang pusting 
	ng 

	.
	naghirig, Straighten up that leaning post. 2 [A; a12] do s.t. seriously and properly, not playfully or improperly. Kaun ug tarung, Eat properly. 3 [B6] be reformed . .1\/agta· rung (nagtarung) na siya gikang giparul, He has reformed since he was paroled. 4 [B4S 6) behave well. Magtarung ka kun dunay bisita, Behave when we have visitors. S [A; 
	cl] do, put in a proper position. Ug muta· rung tag bigda, masulud tang tanan dinbi sa e ourselves properly we can all sleep in the living room. ( ➔) a 1 right and proper. Wa kay mabuhat nga tarung kun matarantar ka, You won't do anything right if you panic. 2 sane, not crazy. Tarung pa ba nang tawung siging tagawtaw, Could you call s.o. who keeps talking nonsense to him· self sane? tarungtarung a quite presentable. 
	sala, If we arra
	ng

	Usa ra ka parisan ang akung sapatus nga ta· rungtarung, I have only one pair of shoes that is presentable. ka-n right, justice. Angkatarung mudaug giyud sa dautan, Righttriumphs over wrong. ka-an n 1 reason. Matag bubat duna giyuy katarungan, Every action must have a reason. 2 justice. Labanan ang katarungan, Defend justice. lawas ugka-an see LAWAS. v [c6] give as a reason. Mila/is giyud siya bisag way ikatarungan, 
	,

	tarungan -tastas 
	He argued even if he had no argument to make. panga-an v [A2; c6] give an explanation or defense, justify oneself. Pangatarungan kun bustu ka, Explain yourself when you're right. n argument given in defense,explanation for justification. maka-anun a 1 reasonable. Makatar!unganun ang {yang bangyu, Her request is reasonable. 2 just, fair. Makatarunganun ang Diyus, God is just. ma-a righteous. Wa siyay diyus, apan matarung siya, He knows no God, bwt he is righteous. mina-( ➔) a in a righteous way. 
	He argued even if he had no argument to make. panga-an v [A2; c6] give an explanation or defense, justify oneself. Pangatarungan kun bustu ka, Explain yourself when you're right. n argument given in defense,explanation for justification. maka-anun a 1 reasonable. Makatar!unganun ang {yang bangyu, Her request is reasonable. 2 just, fair. Makatarunganun ang Diyus, God is just. ma-a righteous. Wa siyay diyus, apan matarung siya, He knows no God, bwt he is righteous. mina-( ➔) a in a righteous way. 

	tarungan a crested, havia circular growthof flesh or feathers on the crown or head. 
	ng 

	Ang tarungan nga manuk dunay balb{bu nga mag-ulbu sa ulu, A crested chicken has a puff of feathers forming a circle on the top of its head. 
	Ang tarungan nga manuk dunay balb{bu nga mag-ulbu sa ulu, A crested chicken has a puff of feathers forming a circle on the top of its head. 

	tarurut n 1 paper, leaf rolled into a cone. Usa ka tarurut mani, Peanuts in a piece of paper rolled into a cone. 2 k.o. squid characterized by its long tapering tail. 3 any musical instrument or noisemaker blown with the mouth. 3a drumbeater, publicity man. Gisangyaw dayun sa mga tarurut sa mayur nga siya ang nakapasimintu sa dalan Kulun, The mayor's publicity men immediately broadcast that he was responsible for cementiColon St. 4 cuckold. a short and stout. Tarurut tan-awun ang mubu nga mutambuk, 
	ng

	A short person looks like a cone when he 
	A short person looks like a cone when he 
	grows stout. v [A; a2] 1 roll s. t. into a cone. 
	Nagtarurut si Tatay arun ipuli sa {yang nawalang bunsuy, Father rolled a leaf into a cone to smoke with when he lost his pipe. 2 play a wind instrument. 3 for a wife to upwith other men. Gitarurut siya sa iyang asawa, His wife made him a cuckold. •
	make a fool of her husband by taki
	ng 


	taruti n trot, a gait of a horse in which the diagonal pairs. v [A; a2] trot. Maayu mutaruti ning kabayua, di kaayu libuk, This horse trots well. It does not bounce so much. 
	legs are lifted in alternati
	ng 

	, 
	, 
	, 


	tarutut = TARURUT. 
	tanituy = TURUTUY. 
	taruy = T AGDUY. 
	tasa, tasa n cup. v [Al 3; al 2] use a cup. Tasaa Lang ang sabaw kun way yabung, Use cups if there are no soup bowls. 
	tasadur n assessor, a person who sets valuation on property for taxation purposes. v [Bl S6] be, become an assessor. 
	tasal v [A; c] set a date or time to do s.t., or for s.t. to happen. Di ku mutasal anus-a ku mubalik, I won't set a date as to when I'm coming back. Gitasalan ang masakitun sa kansir ug usa ka bulan, The cancer patient 
	tasal v [A; c] set a date or time to do s.t., or for s.t. to happen. Di ku mutasal anus-a ku mubalik, I won't set a date as to when I'm coming back. Gitasalan ang masakitun sa kansir ug usa ka bulan, The cancer patient 
	was given a month to live. Lunis ang gitasal nga ad/aw sa kasal, Monday was the day set for the wedding. n date fixed for s.t. expected. tasadu n a fixed date, term. Way tasadu kun anus-a ang ilang kasal, There's no date fixed for their wedding. v [A; b(l)]give a dat.e, term or period. Mutasadu kag uras kun anus-a ku ikaw bapita, You have to set a fixed time as to when I shall pickyou up. 

	tasar = T ASAL. 
	tasar = T ASAL. 
	tasasiyun n valuation; asses!sment of s.t. v [A13; c] assess, value s.t. at. Gitasasiyunanlag minus arun di ku mabuktut sa bulubisan, My property was given a low valuation so I could escape the taxes. 
	tasik n 1 the liquid residue of sea water that has been crystalized in salt making. 2 liquid residue left atter milling sugar. haluan -n snakeheads found in salt water. 
	taslak v [B3(1); b2] loaf, go about lazily in one's work. Mutaslak ang mga trabahadur ug way magtan-aw nila, The workers loaf in their work if no one watches them. -an(n➔> a l lazy, fond of loafing. Taslakan kaayu siya ug naay masugu, She is very lazy when there's s.o. to do the household work. 2 cowardly. Taslakan kaayu nang baybana, di makatabas sa bay nga mau rang usa, That woman is very cowardly. She is afraid to stay in the house alone. v [B12; b6] 1 become a lazybone. 2 become cowardly. kan fear, c
	taslup (from salup) v 1 [A; c] penetrate,sink into. Mitaslup ang tingga sa tubig, The sinker sunk into the water. Wala makataslup sa iyang ,buktun ang dagum sa indiksiyun, The hypodermic needle didn't penetrate into his arm. 2 [A2; b(l)] penetrate deep into s.t.; impart s.t. into the thing penetrated. Mitaslup na ang kaparat sa isda, The saltiness has penetrated deep into the fiesh of the fish. Nakataslup na ang kabumut sa panakut sa kasabusun, The taste of the spices has penetrated deep into the jerke
	tasnga v [A13] grin idiotically. Nagtasnga Lang siyang gikasab-an, He just grinned stupidly as he was scolded. 
	taspuk v [A3P; b6] laze, loaf. Nagtaspuk siyasa iyang trabahu� He is loafing on his job. -an(➔) a lazy. v [B12; b6] become lazy. kan laziness. 
	tastas v [A; a] undo stitches. Tastasa ang tahisa sakung bimuung habul, Undo the stitches of the sacks to make them into a blanket. a stitches that came undone. 
	. 


	tata -taudtaud 
	tata n 1 father, address of respect co a fathMuslims. 2 address of respect to an old man, esp. a close relative. v [A; a] address or call s.o. tata. 
	tata n 1 father, address of respect co a fathMuslims. 2 address of respect to an old man, esp. a close relative. v [A; a] address or call s.o. tata. 
	er, esp. amo
	ng 


	tat:a short form: ta n a pet name for boys or girls. 
	tata v 1 [B12; b6] worn out, damaged due 
	to rough or constant use. Natata ang karsu
	to rough or constant use. Natata ang karsu
	-

	nis ug ginamit, The pants are worn out after louse. 2 [ B 126; a 12) badly bruised byblows. Tataun ku ang simud anang pisti, I'll pulverize that s.o.b. 's snout. 
	ng 


	tatav [A; cl] 1 empty a container of its contents by turniit upside down and it downwards. Nagtata ku sa mgathe chili peppers out of this bottle. ltata (tataa) ang mga sulud sa saku, Shake out the contents of the sack. 2 pour, take out catch from a fish net or fish trap. 3 empty coconut-palm toddy in a container. 3a sell coconut-palm toddy to a permanent customer. Mutata kug tuba nimu kada buntag, I'll sell you fresh . 4 [A; 
	2 
	ng 
	bangi
	ng 
	sili aring butilya, I'm pushi
	ng 
	coconut-palm toddy every morni
	ng

	b] lap at a liquid. Iru ang mitata sa litsis balapped the baby's milk. -an n 1 a shed where catch from different bancas are put together for division into shares. 2 place where palm toddy is kept. 3 person who sells palm toddy on a regular basis. 
	b] lap at a liquid. Iru ang mitata sa litsis balapped the baby's milk. -an n 1 a shed where catch from different bancas are put together for division into shares. 2 place where palm toddy is kept. 3 person who sells palm toddy on a regular basis. 
	ta, The d
	og 


	tatak (slang) n 1 label indicating the make of 
	s.t. 2 tattoo. v [A; c] attach a certain label. 
	s.t. 2 tattoo. v [A; c] attach a certain label. 
	Dilt' tinuud mabalun nang iyang sinina. Gitatakan Lang ug Kristiyan Diyur, It's not really an expensive dress. She just sewed a Christian Dior label into it. 

	tatang n an address of respect given to an old grandfather or great-grandfather; sometimes used to address an old and well-respectedleader in a community. v [Al 3; all] call 
	s.o. tatang.
	s.o. tatang.

	tataw a 1 clearly visible, not covered. Tataw OU could see them necking clearly through the window. 2 obvious. Tataw kaayu siyang naginartista, She's obviously faking. v [B12; b 
	sa bintana ang ilang rinububay, y

	6] 1 be clearly seen. Matataw nimu ang dagat ibabaw sa bukid, You can clearly see the sea from the top of the hill. 2 be obvious. 
	6] 1 be clearly seen. Matataw nimu ang dagat ibabaw sa bukid, You can clearly see the sea from the top of the hill. 2 be obvious. 
	Minuri kay matataw kaayung gustu ka niya, 
	Slow down. It's obvious that you like him. 

	tatay, tatay n term of address to one's father and sometimes uncle or grandfather. v 1 [A;a12] call s.o. father. 2 [B1256] become a father.(➔) voe. short form: tay.
	tatha v [A; a2] cut or lop off branches with a bladed tool. Tathaun ku ning sangaba nga nagdaplay sa alambri, l will cut off the 
	branch that has across the electric wires. t.ating n 1 tatti, knotted lace. 2 shuttle for makitatting. v [A; a2] make tatting. 
	branch that has across the electric wires. t.ating n 1 tatti, knotted lace. 2 shuttle for makitatting. v [A; a2] make tatting. 
	ng
	ng
	ng 

	tatsa v 1 [A12; b4(1)] mark or blemish on an otherwise smooth surface. Wa giyud makatatsa ang buksidur sa iyang kuntra, The boxer was not able to make a single mark on his opponent. Natatsaban ang iyang puhas a spot on it. 2 (A2N; b5c] criticize; find fault with 
	ting barung, His white baro
	ng 

	s.t. Kusug siyang mutatsa (rnanatsa) sa buhat sa uban, He is fond of criticizing others' work. n mark, blemish. Way tatsa ang iyang pagkababayi, Her womanhood is unblemished. -dur a fond of criticizior despising. -dura= TATSADUR (female).
	ng 

	tatsar = TATSA. 
	tatsing v [a12] touch the net in volleyball. n 1 the violation of touching. 2 one who com
	-

	,
	mits the violation. Tatsing ka. Akung sirbi, 
	You touched the net. My serve. 
	tatsu n a k.o. rounded, shallow brass or clay pan having two handles, used primarily in makisweets. v [A; a] use a tatsu. 
	ng 

	taru, tatu v (A; b] mark with a tattoo. Tatuban tag kurus imung buktun, Let's tattoo a your arm. n tattoo marks. 
	cross on 
	,

	I
	tatut = BI, 1. 
	tatuwa = LUNAW. 
	t.aub a high tide. Taub (taub) kaayu ang dacat run, The tide is high now. v [B45; b4] be high tide. Lawum ang pantalan kun mutaub, The harbor is deep when it's high tide. n tide. Ang taub gaagad Lang sa bulan, The tide depends on the moon. •un n 1 sea at high tide. Misibug na ang taubun, The tide out now. 2 high tide. Abtun giyud nang sinaug nga barutu kay milihuk na angtaubun, When the high tide rushes in it will surely reach the boat that has been beached. 
	is goi
	ng 

	taud v 1 [A; c] put 'i.t. up or on by fasten, or inserting. Pagtaud ug muskitiru, Put up a mosquito net. ltaud angsingsing, Put the ring on. 2 [C2; c3] have sexual intercourse. Nagtaud siguru sila kay nahilum, They must be having intercourse because they're silent. 3 [A; al 2)make a plow. n plow. Bargas karun ang akung taud, l use a Vargas plow now. (➔) n a trimming of lace attached to a garment as a frill. 
	ing, attachi
	ng

	taudtaud 1 after a while. Mihigda ku, unya taudtaud nakatulug, l lay down, and after a while fell asleep. 2 be for some time. Taudtaud ka nang wa mubisita naku, It's been some time since you visited me. 3 [do] every now and then. Taudtaud lag pangihi ning tawung gibus-aw, This man with a blad
	-


	tauk!-tawak 
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	der ailment keeps having Jrequent urination. v 1 [B246; b] done some time ago. 
	der ailment keeps having Jrequent urination. v 1 [B246; b] done some time ago. 
	Mutaudtaud na karung wa kung kakita ugsini, It's been some time now since rve last seen a movie. Pataudtauri (taudtauri) na sa kayu una bauna, Let it stay over the fire for several minutes before you take it off. 2 [A 13) do s.t. every now and then. 3 [b8]taking a rather long time. Mataudtauran pa dagway usa siya muuz,: It will probably be 
	·
	some time beforehe comes home.
	tauk = TALAUK. 
	taun v [A; c] 1 set a trap or fishline in place. 2 offer a part of the body to receive blows or abuse. Gitaun sa iru ang iyang liug arun kabiktan, The dog offered its neck to let us tie it. 3 place s.t. as a bet. Ayaw itaun ang buakung bulin, Don't put broken marbles down as your bet. n bet put together with others in a game.

	taunduk = TAUSDUK.
	tlwp v 1 [A; P] pierce deep. Mitaup ang udiyung sa iyang dugban, The arrow pierced deep into his breast. 2 [B125) for the sound of s.t. one cannot see to fade away. 
	Nataup ang tingug sa nagkalayung ayruplanu, The sound of the airplane faded as it 
	Nataup ang tingug sa nagkalayung ayruplanu, The sound of the airplane faded as it 
	got further and further away. paN-v [A23]1 sink, disappear below the level of. Nana
	1 for a dead person to call-the relatives 
	up ang barku sa pagkalunud niini. Bisan palu wa makita, The ship was completely hidden when it sank. Even the mast could not be seen on the surface of the water. Nanaupang bata sa dagbang tawu, The child disappeared in the midst of the crowd. 2 for a score to be at the lowest, or at the bottom. 
	Sa Lima ka tim, ila rang iskur ang nanaup, 
	Of the five teams, their score was the lowest.

	tausduk v [B4; cl] be piled or heaped high. 
	Nagtausduk ang labbanan sa palanggana, 
	Nagtausduk ang labbanan sa palanggana, 
	The laundry is piled high in the basin. A
	yawg tausduka (itausduk) ang kan-un sa pla

	tu, Do not heap the food on the plate. tawa a jovial of face or visage. Ang tawu nga tawa (matawa) ug panagway, A person of joyful mien. ma·a= TAWA. ka•(�) v [A2S;b3C5] laugh. Nagkatawa sila sa muut kaayung sini, They were laughing at the funny picture. Gikataw-an ang bukidnun, Theylaughed at the bumpkin. D{li' ikakatawa kanang bitabua, That incident cannot belaughed off. n laughter. hika-/haka-v [B12 
	·
	·
	56) laugh despite oneself. Nabikatawa ku pagkadalin-as niya, I couldn't help laughing when he slipped. kataw-anay, kinataw-anay v [C3] smile at each other. hinga-a gay,easily aroused to laughter. kataw-aiian a 
	56) laugh despite oneself. Nabikatawa ku pagkadalin-as niya, I couldn't help laughing when he slipped. kataw-anay, kinataw-anay v [C3] smile at each other. hinga-a gay,easily aroused to laughter. kataw-aiian a 
	n stock. kinataw-an n manner of laughing. kataw-unun afeel like bursting into laughter. mataw-anun a laughingly, jokingly. Mataw-anung panguttina, Ajoking question. 
	funny. kalataw-an 
	laughi
	ng 


	ta,wa n k.o. fishiwith a drift line for moderately deep seas. A swivel is attached between the leader and the line which is in turn attached to a bamboo float having a coconut frond stuck into it as a marker. 
	ng 

	tawag v 1 [A; a12b2) call, call on. Tawga siya kay mangaun na, Call him. Lunch is ready. Pagtuun basig bitawgan kang mam, · Study because the teacher might call onyou. la [a12] consider one as. s.t. Daw ikaulaw niya nga tawgun silang magsuun si Duris, Apparently she was ashamed to be called Doris' sister. 2 [A3; ale] call s.o. s.t. Tawga Zang kug Suping, Just c�l me Sofing. Babala nag unsay irnung itawag naku, ldon't care what you call me. 3 [A; b5] call up. Tawga (tawgi) ku inig-abut nimu, Callme up wh
	s.t. Unsay tawag nimu nang tawung bambugun? What name do you give to a braggart? 2 action of calling out. (�) v 1 [A; a12) call out the marriage bans. 2= TAWAG, 3. n thecall of marriage bans in church. paN-v [Al 
	to follow him shortly after his death. In
	folk belief, if a corpse fails to stiffen, it is a 
	sign that he is calling for his relatives to fol
	low him, and it must be warded off with a 
	sumpa. Ang minatay nga bumuk mu rag bu
	hi, magpanawag sa mga kaparintiban, A 
	corpse that is soft as if it were alive is call
	ihis relatives to follow him in death. 2 -
	ng 

	OU t in great 
	OU t in great 
	ug nanaytatay' ginikanan call 

	' 

	distress or pain (lit. say 'Mama!'). Nagpana
	wag ug nanay ang gisirulan, The man had 
	stomach cramps and yelled 'Mama!' in pain.
	talawgun a 1 frequently called on for serv
	ices. Talawgun kaayu nang duktura, That
	doctor is very busy. 2 requiring repeated 
	calls to make him come. Talawgun nang ba
	taa. Di muanbi ug di sigl'Jag tawag, That
	child needs to be called a lot. He doesn't 
	come unless you keep calling him. -1-un(Ł) 
	n errand boy or girl. paN-an(Ł) n place
	where one makes a call, esp.. for an assem
	bly. pala-, pala-(�) n s.t. that calls. Ang bag
	ting sa kampana mauy palatawag sa mga 
	manuk nila, The ringing of the bell gathers 
	their chickens. a fond of calling on others. 
	panawagtawag = PAMUTINGTING. see BU
	TINGTING.tawak n a k.o. black fungus beetle that inŁ 
	fests mung beans and stored cereals. v [Al 
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	2; a4] be infested with this sort of beetle. -un a beetle-infested beans or cereals. 
	2; a4] be infested with this sort of beetle. -un a beetle-infested beans or cereals. 

	tawal n treatment in folk medicine consisting of betel nut spit on the afflicted area and a mical prayer. v [A; b] treat with 
	ag

	tawal. Gitawalan ang iyang pinaakan sa balas, His snakebite was treated with betel nut spittle. 
	tawal. Gitawalan ang iyang pinaakan sa balas, His snakebite was treated with betel nut spittle. 

	tawas n alum. 
	,
	,

	tawatawa = MANGAGAW. 
	tawgi n mung bean sprouts, used as vegetable. v [Al; a2b6] cook with or make into bean sprouts. 
	ed. Tawbayson the table are well-arranged. 2 relaxed, with the mind free from trouble or worries. 2a face looking fresh and relaxed, free from worry or pain. 3 work that is light and easy to do. 
	tawhay a 
	. 
	1 orderly, well-arra
	ng
	ang mga butang sa lamisa, The thi
	ng

	Tawhay kaayu ang trabahu kayihap Lang, 
	Tawhay kaayu ang trabahu kayihap Lang, 
	. 

	The work is very light because it's just counting things. v [B2; cl] 1 be, become orderly, well-arranged. 2 be peaceful and free from trouble or worries. Mitawhay ang iyang buut pagkatapus sa mga bata sa ilang kursu, He felt relaxed and relieved after his children had finished their courses. Tawhaya (itawbay) ang mga trabahadur, Calm the laborers down. 2a for the face to look fresh and relaxed. Mitawbay (natawhay) ang nawung sa bag-ung nanganak, The face of the woman that had just delivered her baby looke
	Mutawbay ang trabahu ug hingpit ta sa kasangkapan, The work becomes easy if one has all the tools one needs. 

	tawid v 1 [A; a] cross; go over to the other side. Nagtawid na sa taytayan ang trak, The truck is crossing the bridge now. Kining barkuha di makatawid ug dagkung lawud, This boat cannot cross large seas. 2 [A2; b( 1)] leave, go away from a place. Mitawid ang mga tulisan pag-abut sa pisi, The robbers vanished when the P.C. arrived. n oppositeside, place across. 
	tawid n meadow, uncultivated grassland for pasturing. Adtu naku itugway ang mga baka sa tawid, I'll pasture the cows in the meadow. v [B12; b6] be, become a meadow. Natawid ang amung yuta nga wa kultibaba, 
	The piece of land that wasn't tilled turned into a meadow. 
	The piece of land that wasn't tilled turned into a meadow. 

	tawiltawil v [A12] dangle to and fro. Lagmitsakmitun nang imung kayril nga nagtawiltawil sa imung bulsa, S.o. is likely to grab the watch chain that is dangling from your pocket.
	tawngun n k.o. thorny vine of thickets, sim
	-

	ilar to the bougainvillea but sharper, with small leaves in three lobes and small white flowers. 
	ilar to the bougainvillea but sharper, with small leaves in three lobes and small white flowers. 
	tawsi n small, brown k.o. sunbird, similar to tamsi, white in front with a brown spot. 
	Tawsug n 1 the Muslims of J olo. 2 their language.
	tawsyu = TAHUSYU. 
	tawu n 1 _man, person. la man, fellow. Naunsa mag tawu! Nangbawuk man! What's me like that. Kana gung tawbana, That guy ... 2 follower. Tawu na siyang Markus, He is one of Marcos' men. 3face card. Nindut iyang baraba kay pulus tawu, He has good cards, all face cards. 4 s.o. left to watch the house. Kinsay tawu run sa balay, Who's left to watch the house? 5 visitor. Di ku makalakaw kay naay tawu sa amu, I can't leave the house because we have visitors. 6 in phrases:anak sa!-the son of man (Biblical). -ng
	gotten into the man! Kissi
	ng 
	ag
	ng


	tawu--tayhad 
	light. 2 inhabited by supernatural beings. Magdiwata sila sa kabuyng taw-an, They'lloffer offerings to the tree that is inhabited by spirits. tawhanun a characteristic ..ofhumans, earthly. Gibyaan sa mungba ang mga tawbanung tinguba, The nun put awayearthly desires. Masayup kita tungud kay tawbanun, We commit mistakes because we are human. makitawhanun a humanistic, humanitarian. Makitawbanun siya, dili ma'r!augdaug sa lain, He is humanitarian. He does not oppress other people. -in-a donein a human way. A
	light. 2 inhabited by supernatural beings. Magdiwata sila sa kabuyng taw-an, They'lloffer offerings to the tree that is inhabited by spirits. tawhanun a characteristic ..ofhumans, earthly. Gibyaan sa mungba ang mga tawbanung tinguba, The nun put awayearthly desires. Masayup kita tungud kay tawbanun, We commit mistakes because we are human. makitawhanun a humanistic, humanitarian. Makitawbanun siya, dili ma'r!augdaug sa lain, He is humanitarian. He does not oppress other people. -in-a donein a human way. A

	tawu-for forms with tawu-see also TALU-. tawugtawug v [A13] for s.t: long and thin that is standing with the base firmly attached to wave back and forth. A ntlna sa awtu nga magtawugtawug inigbunung sa awtu,
	An automobile antenna that waves backand forth when the car stops. 
	An automobile antenna that waves backand forth when the car stops. 

	tawun v [A2; c] 1 move to a place to take shelter or refuge. Nakatawun na mi sa simbaban pagbaba, We moved to the church when there was a flood. 2 move to another place. Nakatawun na sila sa Mindanaw, Theyhave already moved to Mindanao. tawuntawun v [A; bS] transfer, go over from place to place. Nagtawuntawun Jang ang mga manaygunay sa kabalayan, The carolers caroled from house to house. Gitawuntawunan 
	tawun v [A2; c] 1 move to a place to take shelter or refuge. Nakatawun na mi sa simbaban pagbaba, We moved to the church when there was a flood. 2 move to another place. Nakatawun na sila sa Mindanaw, Theyhave already moved to Mindanao. tawuntawun v [A; bS] transfer, go over from place to place. Nagtawuntawun Jang ang mga manaygunay sa kabalayan, The carolers caroled from house to house. Gitawuntawunan 
	(gitawuntawun) sa bata ug parayig ang ;. yang mama ug papa, The child went back and forth between his mother and father asking for affection. 

	tawun short for INTAWUN. 
	tawun short for INTAWUN. 
	taya v [A; c] 1 place a bet. Adtu ku taya sa ban� I'll bet on heads. Ayawg itaya ang tibuuk pubunan, Don't stake all the money you have. 2 stake one's life, honor. Nagtayaang sundalu sa {yang kinabuhi alang sa nasud, The soldier puts his life on the line for 
	,
	his country.Akung itaya akung dungug paglaban sa sinumbung, I'll stake my name to defend the accused. 3 [A; b6(1)] pay forthe others in a treat (slang). Akuy magtaya sa atung inumun, I'll pay for the drinks. n 1 bet. 2 treat, turn to pay (slang). 
	-

	tayan rust. way -ang bulsa be broke (slang). Wa giyud bisag taya akung bursa, My pocket doesn't have a thing (lit. not even rust [from money]). v 1 [A2; b4] become rusty. Tay-an ang gamitung di' lanaban, Tools get rusty if you don't oil them. 2 [b4] be rusty from lack of practice. Natay-an na ku sa pagtukar kay du.gay na kung wa kabikap, I've gotten rusty because I haven't picked my instrument up in ages. -un a rusty. 
	2 

	tayada v 1 [A23; b6] engage in the action of doing s. t., make the motions of doing s. t. 
	Wa pa gani mubagting ag kampana mitayada dayun ang usang buksidur, The bell had not even rung when one of the boxers started swinging his fist. 2 [A23] put on a bigshow, make ostentatious motions of doing 
	s. t. Mitayada dayun siya sa {yang nakat-unan nga tanggu, He immediately set out to show off the tango steps he had learned. nact of making motions, esp. ostentatiously. Purus lang tayaJa, way natuman, They just put on, but accomplish nothing. 
	tayakan n a makeshift stall in a marketplace. tayam, tayam a a little bit sweet or salty.
	Ang atabay nga duul sa dagat tayam ug tubig, The water of a well near the sea is a bit salty. v [AB; a] have a faint taste of·sweetness or saltiness, make s.t. so. Wa na tay kamay maung lgu lang mitayam ang kapi, 
	We're out of sugar. That's why the coffeeis just slightly sweetened. Igu rang mitayam 
	,

	(gitayam) ang asin sa iyang pagkaun, Heused just enough salt to inake his dinner slightly.salty. 
	taydal wib n tidal wave. v [A; a4 J have a tidal wave, be affected by a tidal wave. 
	•
	taygtr see URKID. 
	tayhad a having an erect posture with the abdomen thrust out. Tayhad kaayu siya nga 
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	tall and straight. v 
	tall and straight. v 
	nagtindug, He is standi
	ng 

	[A] 1 stand erect. 2 stand around doing nothiwhen s.t. should be done. Nagtayhad ka man lang diha nga daghan mang buaround when there is so much to do! 
	ng 
	luhatun, You are just standi
	ng 


	tayhup v [A; b6(1)] 1 blow through a tube to build a fire. Magtayhup ku sa haling, I will blow on the fire I'm buildi. 2 treat on the crown, nape of the neck or the spot that ails. Tayhupi ra ring pinaakag has, Would you treat this snake bite by blowing on it? n tube through which one blows to build a fire. 
	ng
	sickness by blowi
	ng 

	tayid n detergent (from the brand name 
	Tide).
	Tide).

	tayils n tile. v [a 12] make s.t. tile. Gitayilsniya ang sawug sa banyu, He made the bathroom floor a tile floor. 
	tayim n 1 time, o'clock. Unsay imung tayim, What time do you have? 2 time at which 
	s.t. is scheduled to begin or end. Da/iag human kay hapit na ang tayim, Finish it quickly because it's almost time. 3 time, chance. Wa kuy tayim pagrilaks, I don't have time to relax. -a 1 time out, let me have some more time. Tayim pa. h'a pa kung katagu, Time out. I haven't hidden yet. 2 just a minute. Tayim pa kay tawgun ku siya, Just a minute. I'll call her. 3 just a second, I'll be 
	s.t. is scheduled to begin or end. Da/iag human kay hapit na ang tayim, Finish it quickly because it's almost time. 3 time, chance. Wa kuy tayim pagrilaks, I don't have time to relax. -a 1 time out, let me have some more time. Tayim pa. h'a pa kung katagu, Time out. I haven't hidden yet. 2 just a minute. Tayim pa kay tawgun ku siya, Just a minute. I'll call her. 3 just a second, I'll be 
	p

	right back. Tayim pa. Akung kutaun, Just 
	a second. I'll get it. 4 excuse me, let me ine the subject. Tayim pa ra gud, kinsa tu? Excuse me. Who did you say it was? 5 excuse me (correctioneself).
	terrupt or cha
	ng
	ng 

	Muabut sa Lunis. Tayim pa diay, sa Martis, 
	He is arrivion Monday, I mean, on Tuesday. -awut = TAYIM PA, 1. v l [A; b] ascertain the time, rate. Taymi kung magtayip, Time me typewriti� 2 [B256] be time to start or end. Buhii ang klasi kay hapit na mutayim (matayim), Dismiss the class because it's almost time. 3 [A2] say 'time out', 'wait a second'. Sa ring di ka makatayim ug kupugan ka na sa kuntra, In the riyou can't ask for time-out when your opponent mauls you. 
	ng 
	ng 


	tayim-awut v [A; c] call for time-out. Itayim-awut sa kay manginum ta, Call timeout so we can get a drink. n time-out. 
	tayimkipir n timekeeper at work, in a game. v [B156] be the timekeeper. 
	t:ayip v [A; al) typewrite. Taypa inyung tirmpipar, Type your term papers. -in-n s.t. typed.
	tayiprayting n typewriting paper. 
	. . .
	. . .

	tayipraytir n typewnter.
	taylan = BIGA." 
	t

	tayming n 1 timing, the way s. t. is made to coincide with s.t. else. 2 timing in music,rate of beating. 2a tempo. Rumba ang tayming ini, di' tanggu, This is a rumba beat, not tango. 2b sense of rhythm. Maayug tayming nang bataa sa iyang pagkanta, That boy sings with very good timing. a l well, opportunely timed. Tayming kaayu ang amung pag-abut sa ila kay nagbinignit sila, 
	tayming n 1 timing, the way s. t. is made to coincide with s.t. else. 2 timing in music,rate of beating. 2a tempo. Rumba ang tayming ini, di' tanggu, This is a rumba beat, not tango. 2b sense of rhythm. Maayug tayming nang bataa sa iyang pagkanta, That boy sings with very good timing. a l well, opportunely timed. Tayming kaayu ang amung pag-abut sa ila kay nagbinignit sila, 
	We timed our arrival perfectly because they were servibinignit. 2 in time, rhythmical. Tayming kaayu ang istiping sa iyang sayaw sa akung kanta, His dance steps are in time with my song. v l [A2NC3; b2cl] synchronize, dos. t. so as to make it correspond with s. t. else. 2 [Al2; b2) happen on, get a chance to. Nakatayming siyag baylig gwapa,He happened to dance with a pretty girl. paN-v [A2] take a chance on. Panayminglag ansir. Siliksiyun tayip bfta'U,, Take a chance on your answer. Anyway it's a multiple
	ng 

	taypist n typist. v [B 156] be a typist. 
	taytay n 1 mountain range. 2 bridge. v 1 [A; b6(1)] make a bridge. Akung gitaytayan ug kawayan ang amung labnganan, I made a bamboo bridge for us to cross on. 2 [A; a)start weavia hat or a mat, weaving the fundamental portion (the crown in the hat) from which the rest is continued. paN-v [A t; b6] travel alothe mountain ridge. Manaytay ta arun makita ang luyug luyu sa bu
	ng 
	ng 

	kid, Let's travel along the ridge so we can see both sides of the mountain. -an n 1 bridge. 2 means by which s.t. is attained. 
	taytul n 1 title. 2 title, championship. 3law title. -payit n title fight: in boxing. v [A;
	c] give a title to. Unsay maayung itaytul ning balaka, What would be a good title for this poem?
	tayubung n starch made from cassava. v [a2]make into starch. /lain ang dyabang tayubungun, Set aside the cassava to be made into starch. 
	tay-ug v [AB6; al) 1 shake s.t. large and tall, be shaken. Natay-ug (mitay-ug) iyang lawas sa pag-inubu, Her body shook with coughing. Tay-uga ang kabuy arun mangataktak ang bunga, Shake the tree so the fruits will fall off. 2 shake, affect the emotions with intensity. Ang tumang kalisang ang mitayug kaniya, Great fear shook him. pa-= PA
	-

	, ,
	UYUG. see UYUG. 
	tan n 1 row. Kining tayuna sa lubi tag-un arun kapadak-an ang karsada, This row of coconut trees will be cut down so the road can be widened. 2 length or span of s.t. 
	yu

	Nagkinabanglan pa ta ug usa ka tayun nga 

	tayupi -ti'bak
	2 
	1001 

	tubu, We still need a length of water pipe. ve several things in rows. Tayuna pagpamutang ang mga misitira, Putthe flower pots in rows. 
	tubu, We still need a length of water pipe. ve several things in rows. Tayuna pagpamutang ang mga misitira, Putthe flower pots in rows. 
	[a12] put or arra
	ng


	tayupi v [A; a2] cheat, defraud. Gitayupi ta sa matadiru pinaagi sa timbangang dili hustu, The butcher cheated us with inaccurate scales. a cheat, defrauder. Ayaw pagsaZig niya kay tayupt' kaayu na, Don't trust him because he is a cheat. 
	tayutu n 1 = TALUTU. 2 = TAGUTU. v = 
	2

	'
	'
	TAGUT.
	Ł!
	' 
	2


	TB see TIBI· 
	2

	tin 1 letter t. 2 the seventh note in a musical scale. -minur B minor. 3 = TIDYUWIN. 
	ti short forITi (vocative). 
	tiad a with the back arched. v [A2: c6] bendone's body backwards. Di ku makatiad kay musakit ang piang sa bukubuku, I cannot bend backwards because it will hurt the sprain in my back. 
	tiagak v [A23] 1 for chickens to make the sound of being disturbed. Mitiagak ang sunuy kay imung gisamuk, The rooster squawked because you bothered it. 2 yell,esp. when about to be punished. Mitiagaksiya dayun dihang gibanaan ku siyag Zatigu,He shrieked when I got set to whip him. nthe action of squawking. 
	tiamtiam v [A2S; a] move one's mouth slightto getthe taste. Duna siyay gihinuk pagkaun kay nagtiamtiam siya, She's eating s. t. secretlybecause her mouth is moving. Tiamtiama usa. ang tuba usa ka mupalit, Taste the coconut toddy first before you buy it. 
	ly in mumbling, chewing, smacki
	ng 

	tiamu short for tiaw mu. see TIAW, n2.
	tiaw n k.o. goatf ish. 
	tiaw v [A; b] tease, play a joke on. Ayawgtuu kay gitiawan ka Zang niya, Don't beyou. la for supernatural beings to cast a spell on s.o. Giminu siya kay gitiawan sa ingkantu; He couldn't find his way because a spirit cast a spell on him. n 1 joke, prank. dili -no small thing. Di_ tiaw nga bubat, No small job. Di' tiaw ang akung kakurat, I was really frightened. 2 -(ba)y, nga; -mu (ba)y, nga just imagine! Tiaw bay limay iyang kabit, Just imagine, he has five mistresses. Tiaw mu nang diyut mi mabuku, Imin
	tiaw v [A; b] tease, play a joke on. Ayawgtuu kay gitiawan ka Zang niya, Don't beyou. la for supernatural beings to cast a spell on s.o. Giminu siya kay gitiawan sa ingkantu; He couldn't find his way because a spirit cast a spell on him. n 1 joke, prank. dili -no small thing. Di_ tiaw nga bubat, No small job. Di' tiaw ang akung kakurat, I was really frightened. 2 -(ba)y, nga; -mu (ba)y, nga just imagine! Tiaw bay limay iyang kabit, Just imagine, he has five mistresses. Tiaw mu nang diyut mi mabuku, Imin
	lieve him. He's just teasi
	ng 
	ag
	gine, he passed the bar despite everythi
	ng

	v 1 [a4] be punished by the soul of a deaging in merry-making activities too soon after the person's death. The victim usuallybehaves odd but onlytemporarily. 2 [A123P] cause to grow gray hairs early. Makatiaw kunu nang magkanta sa abuhan samtang nagZung-ag, You will get grey hair before your time if you sing while . tiawtiaw v [A; b(l)] 1 be joking. 2 toy with an opponent in a contest. Gitiawtiawan Zangsa kampiyun ang tsalindyir, The championer. -I-an n onewho is the usual object of ridicule. Ang bungt'
	parted relative for e
	ng
	· 
	standing before the stove and cooki
	ng
	just toyed with the challe
	ng
	ng 


	tiayun (from ayun) v {C3; a12] be married to each other. Gustu giyud sa iZang mga ginikanan nga tiayunun.ang t1ang isig ka anak, 
	tiayun (from ayun) v {C3; a12] be married to each other. Gustu giyud sa iZang mga ginikanan nga tiayunun.ang t1ang isig ka anak, 
	It was the parents' wish that their children be married to each other. mag-n married couple. Way anak ang magtiayun, The couple is childless. panag-n marrie, the state of beimarried. Sa amung panagtiayun wa giyud mi magkaaway, During our marrie we never once quarrelled. 
	ag
	ng 
	ag

	tiba v [A; b8] for liquid contents to spill OU t from a container. Dt' makatiba ang tuba ug butangag sungsung, The palm toddy won't spill out if s.t. is stuffed in the mouth. 
	tibadtibad v [A; b6] talk back in a grumblimanner. DiZt' maayu sa usa ka anak nga magtibadtibad kun kasab-an, It isn'tgood for a child to talk back when scolded. tibadti"baran a given to back talk. 
	ng 

	tibul a for root crops and fruits to have hard lumps in the flesh. v {B2; b6] having hard lumps in the flesh. Sakit ang nakatibagnuZ (nakapatibagnul) sa mga bunga sa tsikus, Blight has caused the sapodillas to get lumpy. -un(➔)a of a lumpy sort of fruit. 
	agn

	tibagsuy v [A2] go out straight without mindianything or anyone. MitibagsuyZang siya, wa ku huZata, She went straight for me. 
	ng 
	away without waiti
	ng 

	tibakn a k.o. ·rot causid.ecay in portions of jackfruit (nangka). v 1 [a4; b4] be affected with jackfruit rot. Tibakun ang nangka ug di pustun, The fruits of jackfruit will get affected with rot if you don't wrap them. 2 [B26; a4b4] for a body to be covered with sores. Natibak ang iZuk sa pamutu, The armpit is full of skin eruptions. -un a fruits affected with this rot. 
	1 
	ng 

	u"bak= TIBIN. 
	2 


	1002 tibaknul -ttbu 
	tibaknul = TIBAGNUL 
	tibalas n the Schach shrikee: Lanius nasutus. 
	tibas v 1 [A; a12] take the rest of s.t., finish 
	doithe remainiportion. Akuy mittbas ug pamutul sa mga kahuy sa maisan, I rut the rest of the trees in the cornfield. Kinsay nagtibas ug palit sa {mung mga mangga? 
	doithe remainiportion. Akuy mittbas ug pamutul sa mga kahuy sa maisan, I rut the rest of the trees in the cornfield. Kinsay nagtibas ug palit sa {mung mga mangga? 
	ng 
	ng 

	Who bought the rest of your mangoes? Tibasa nang kan-un sa imung platu, Eat the rest of the food on your plate. 2 (823; b6] for crops or fruits to be past their season. 
	Hapit na matibas (mutibas) ang mga mangga, Mango fruits will soon be out of season. Nagkatibas na ang ani sa mga humay, The rice harvest season is starting to be over. 

	tJbas = TIBALAS. 
	tl'baw v [A; a12] 1 visit, usually to see how 
	s.t. is. Aku ray. mutibaw sa akung nangka ug nahinug na ba, I'll take a look at the jackfruit that I kept and see if it's ripe yet.
	s.t. is. Aku ray. mutibaw sa akung nangka ug nahinug na ba, I'll take a look at the jackfruit that I kept and see if it's ripe yet.
	Tibawun na sad niya ang ,yang tinaguan, 
	He will visit his mistress again. 2 inspect a trap to see if there is a catch. Way kuba ang gitibaw kung lit-ag, The trap I inspected had no catch. 

	tibawas (from bawas) v 1 = TIBAS. 2 [A; al 
	2) finish, brito completion. Ang biniluangindiksiyun mauy nagtibawas sa nagpinal,The poisoned injection finished off the dyiman. 3 go all the way to marriage. Tibawasa (ipatibawas) na lang sila. Tutal, nag-ipun na man, Marry them off. Anyway they are living together. impas -v (812S6] be destroyed, done away with with irrevocable finality. Nabuak ang katapusan. Naimpas tibawas na ang huygu, The last of them broke. Now the set is completely gone.
	2) finish, brito completion. Ang biniluangindiksiyun mauy nagtibawas sa nagpinal,The poisoned injection finished off the dyiman. 3 go all the way to marriage. Tibawasa (ipatibawas) na lang sila. Tutal, nag-ipun na man, Marry them off. Anyway they are living together. impas -v (812S6] be destroyed, done away with with irrevocable finality. Nabuak ang katapusan. Naimpas tibawas na ang huygu, The last of them broke. Now the set is completely gone.
	ng 
	ng 


	tibhang v [A; b7] 1 remove a portion of a whole. la cut off a piece to make s.t. Akungtibbangan ang para sa baba sa sag-ub, I will chip off a piece of the end of the bamboo to seive as a mouth. 2 lessen, diminish. Waymakatibbang sa akung pagbati' nimu, Nothican make me love you less. Matibhangakung trabahu kun mutabang ka, My work will be less if you help me. n 1 deduction from, lack. Gibatag niya ang swildu ngadtu sa iyang asawa nga way tibbang, He handed his salaintact to his wife. 2 space left after s.
	ng 
	ry 

	tibhung = TIB-UG. 
	tibin TV. v [Al] watch TV. 
	1 

	tibin TB. v [8126; a4] become, get TB. 
	Makatibi nang subrang kahagu, Overwork causes TB. Matibi ang ubung pinasagdan, A cough may turn into TB if you let it go. Gitibi siya, He got TB. nbihun, tibihun n one with TB. 
	Makatibi nang subrang kahagu, Overwork causes TB. Matibi ang ubung pinasagdan, A cough may turn into TB if you let it go. Gitibi siya, He got TB. nbihun, tibihun n one with TB. 
	n'bin acronym for Tinipung Bansa (U.S.).
	3 

	tt'bi v (846; cl] screw up the lips as if about to c. Muhilak na run siya kay mitibi na, She is goito cbecause she's screwing up her lips. n action of screwing up the lips. pa-v [A; a12] tease a baby until it cries. Ang mupatlbi sa bata mau say mupahilum, Whoever teases the baby is going to have to quiet him down. 
	ry
	ng 
	ry 

	tJ'bin n twenty pesos or twenty centavos (sla). v 1 [A12] secure twenty pesos or twenty centavos. 2 [826] be, become twenty pesos or twenty centavos. Hapit mutibin (matibin) ang iyang daug, His winnings come to nearly twenty pesos. 
	ng

	tJ'bis v [A; a] 1 pour water on s.t. to rinse it off or sprinkle it. Tua siya sa gardin nagtibis sa mga tanum, He is in the garden watering the plants. Bi, tibisan natu ug tubig arun makapanghinaw ka, Here, let's pour water on your hands so you can wash them. 2 pour liquid into a container. Aku lay mutibis sa tuba arun di mayabu, I'll pour the palm toddy into your glass so that it won't spill over. 
	tibiwis = TABILIS. 
	tibt.Jb v [A; b] chip off, cut off small pieces with repeated strokes. Akuy mutibtib sa butung arun makainum tag sabaw, I'll chipoff the top of the youcoconut so we can drink the water. Tibtlbi ang kawayan sa buku arun mahamis, Chop off the nodes from the bamboo pole to make it smooth. 
	ng 

	tibu n k.o. edible, dark-grey spindle shell, between one and two inches long, found in shallow bays. 
	tJbu v [8126; a2] do s.t. in large quantity rather than little at a time, be in a largequantity. Natibu ang labhunun kay nasakit ku, My laundry piled up because I was sick. Kusgan giyud ang makatibu lnig hakut, Whoever can carry all of this at once must be strong. Tib-ag bayad ang utang. Ayawg datadatabi, Pay the debts all at once, not bit by bit. (�) v [A2C; cl] group or join together. Nagtibu sa usa ka dapit ang mga bantugang mamumulung, All the best orators grouped in one place. Du,· makatibu ang mga

	tibuagsa -tibuuk 1003 
	farewell. 
	farewell. 

	tibuagsa (from buagsa) v [B246; b3] move rapidly in various directions, be dispersed. 
	Mitibuagsa ang punduk nga giitsahag libintadur, The group scattered in all directions when firecrackers were thrown in their 
	Mitibuagsa ang punduk nga giitsahag libintadur, The group scattered in all directions when firecrackers were thrown in their 
	midst. Nagtib uagsa ang mga anak sa dibang nangailu, The children were scattered whenthey got orphaned.

	tibuagya (from buagya) = TIBUAGSA. 
	tibud n small clay jar. 
	tib-ug v [A; c] add a liquid to another liquid, usually to adulterate or dilute. Akuy mitibug ug tu.big sa payn-apul dyus arun madaghan, ladded water to the pineapple juice to make it go a long way. 
	tibugsuk (from bugsuk) v [A23; a3b6] diveor fall headlong. Mitibugsuk ang tikaruyngadtu sa dagat arun pagdagit sa isda, The kingfisher dove into the water to snatchfish. Natibugsuk siya sa iyang pagkahifg sa hagdan, She fell headlong down the stairs. tibug-uk (from buuk) a beads of sweat or drops of tears• formed s.w. Tibug-uk nga mga Juba, Drops of tears. v [ B46N;b6] for beads of sweat to form or tears to well up. 
	Mitibug-uk (nanibug-uk) akung singut dihang gikasab-an kung Tatay, I got beads of sweat on my forehead when Father scolded me. Hapit na mutulu ang nagtibug-uk niyang luha, The tears that welled up in her eyes are about to come streaming down: tibl (from bugul) n lump. Tumur nang tibugul sa imung susu, The lump in your breast is a tumor. Gila.bay ku siyag tibugul nga yuta, l threw a clod of earth at him. V 
	ugu

	[B] be formed into lumps. Natibugul anglitsi kay di ma.ayung pagkakutaw, The milk came out all lumpy because it was not well mixed. 
	[B] be formed into lumps. Natibugul anglitsi kay di ma.ayung pagkakutaw, The milk came out all lumpy because it was not well mixed. 

	tibug-ul = TIBUGUL. 
	tibugun (from bugun) n lump, cyst. v [B3 (1)) be formed into lumps or!.cysts. Mitibugun ang agi sa akung indiksiyun, My injection formed a lump. Nagtibugun ang brasu sa buksiyadur, The muscles of the boxer are hard and firm. Di' makatibugun ang pawdir milk ug ayuhun pagkutaw, Powdered milk does not form lumps if you stir it well. 
	tibukul (from bukul) n lump, a mass ofindefinite or irregular shape. v [B6; cl] be, become lumpy, form into a lump. Mitibukul ang hanna nga akung gikas-a paglunud, The flour formed lumps because I poured it into the liquid all at once. Tibuku/a ang kan�un nga imung ihatag sa bata, Form the food into a lump before you give it t(> the baby. 
	tibuk-ul = TIBUGUL. 
	tibuk-ul = TIBUGUL. 
	tibul v [A; c] 1 pour liquid into a vessel with a narrow opening. Daghang usik kun ikaymutibul sa lamparilya, You waste so muchwhen you pour kerosene into the lamp. 2pour a liquid over another liquid. Tibuli uggas ang kanal arun mamatay ang wayawaya, Pour kerosene over the ditch so that the wrigglers will die. 3 have intercourse (humorous). Magbagulbul ang asawa ug dilt' katiblan kada gabii, The wife complains if shedoesn't have bit of sex every night. -anan(f-), tiblanan n 1 pouring vent or hole. 2 s.t.w
	tibul v [A; cl] have a hostess sit at one's table in a night club. Ug kwartahan siyamagtibul siya ug duba ka bus tis, If he is in the money he has two entertainers sit at his table. n in phrases: madyung, pingpung -mahjong, pingpong table. multiplikiun Łmultiplication table. see also LUNG TIBUL. 
	sy

	tib-ul = TIBUL. 
	tibulaag v. (AC3] go in various directions. Mitibulaag ang mga tawu pagkadungug sa butu, The crowd ran to all directions upon hearing the gunshot. Nagkatibulaag ang mga Hudiyu human mabibag, The Jews were scattered after their captivity. 
	tibun'bu V [A; cl] mumble words unintelligibly. Musukul ang anak nga magtibutibu ugkasab-an, It is a sign of defiance if your own child mumbles under his breath when he is scolded. Nagtibutibu ang iyang baba sa pangadyi, Her mouth mumbled as she prayed .!
	.
	tibuuk (from buuk) 1 whole, all of s. t. Gidungug sa tibuuk lungsud ang ilang pagtaban, The whole town knew about their eloping. Simbabun ku ikaw sa tibuuk kung kasingkasing, I'll adore you with all myheart. 2 whole, unfragmented. Sinsiyui ring tibuuk pisu, Change this whole peso bill. Palita nang tibuuk, ayaw nang pikas, Buythe whole piece, not just a half. 2a whole grain, not ground. Unsa man nang maisa, tibuuk u ginaling? What kind of corn isthat, whole grain or ground? 3 solid tires, not pneumatic. Sa

	tibwaag -tigasu b 
	1004 

	siya katibuk-ig bayad, He hasn't been paidin full. -ang hunahuna, hukum v [B126]be resolved, decided. Natibuuk ang akung hunabuna nga magmadri (Natibuuk sa akung hunabuna ang pagmadri), I have decided to become a nun. kinatibuk-an n 1 absolutely undivided whole. 2 aggregate, total sum. 
	siya katibuk-ig bayad, He hasn't been paidin full. -ang hunahuna, hukum v [B126]be resolved, decided. Natibuuk ang akung hunabuna nga magmadri (Natibuuk sa akung hunabuna ang pagmadri), I have decided to become a nun. kinatibuk-an n 1 absolutely undivided whole. 2 aggregate, total sum. 

	tibwaag = TIBUL\AG. tibwagsa = TIBUAGSA. 
	tibway v [A; a12] 1 complete s.t. unfinished. 
	Kinsay mutibway sa gibyaan nimung darubun? Who'll finish plowing the rest of the field? la buy the remainiportion of s.t. 
	Kinsay mutibway sa gibyaan nimung darubun? Who'll finish plowing the rest of the field? la buy the remainiportion of s.t. 
	ng 

	Tibwaya ring nahibilin kay ak ung baratuhun, Buy all. that's left, and I'll let you have it cheap. 2 put to an end. Kining bilu mauy mutibway ning kinabuhi, This poison will end my life. -ug should have [done], would rather [do] than what is the case now. Tibwayg mikuyug tu, malingaw unta ku, I should have gone with them. I would have had a good time. Tibwayg mamatay kay sa mag-antus, I'd rather die than suffer the way I am. tibwanay v [C2] put an end to each other. Ug wa ulanga magtibwanay angduba, If th

	tidisin = DISINTI (slang). tidit = TITIT. 
	tidiyum, tidiyum n Te Deum, a religiousservice of thanksgivi. 
	ng

	tidlum (from /alum) v 1 [AP; cP] dive under water, sink. Mitidlum ang angkla, The anchor sank. Mitidlum (mipatidlum) ang mamamana sa lawum, The diver dove into the deep. ltidlum (ipatidlum) ang submarinu kay du.nay kaaway, Submerge the submarine because there's an enemy. 2 [A; b6] for the sun to set. 3 [Al sink into the mind or feelis (literary). Ang sirmun wa makatidlum sa iyang pagbati, The message of the sermon did not sink into his feelings. hi-/hav [B1256] sink involuntarily. Nahilum si Lulu, nahi
	ng

	tidlung = TIDLUM. 
	tidlup v 1 [AP; cP] dive sharply. Mitidlup pagkalit ang tabanug sa yuta, The kite suddenly nose-dived to the ground. Mipatidlup(mitidlup) ang langgam, The bird dove sharply downwards. 2 [A; b6] for the sun to set. 
	tidyuwin s in a T-joint.
	n T-joint. v [A; be] join thi
	ng

	tig-prefix added to most verbs which refer to an action to form nouns which mean one who usually does [so-and-so]. Siyay tiglampasu sa amu, He is the one who usually 
	scrubs the floor in our house. /rung tigkaunsa mga subra, Dog that eats the leftovers. tig(�) prefix, short form for nakig-and makig-.
	scrubs the floor in our house. /rung tigkaunsa mga subra, Dog that eats the leftovers. tig(�) prefix, short form for nakig-and makig-.
	tig-a a hard, not soft. Tig-a daw puthaw, Hard as steel. Tig-a giyug balatian ang di maluuy kaniya, You have to be heartless not to pity her. v [B24; b6] become hard, not soft. Mitig-a ang karning gibulad, The meat which was dried under the sun got hardened. ma-a very hard. v IA 13] be hard. Nagmatig-ang kasingkasing, A hard heart. patig-atig-a v [Al 3] pretend to be unyielding. Nagpatig-atig-a siya kay magpalugit, She pretended to be unyielding to give him a hard time. 
	, , '
	tigaan= T AGAAN. see *TAGA. 
	tig-ab v 1 [A2] make a jerky gasp for breath. Namatay lag diritsu, wa gani makatig-ab, He was not even able to gasp for breath because he died suddenly. 2 = DUG-AB. 
	tigalbung v [B26; b6] 1 fall hard, usually with a sound. Kinsa tung mitigalbung (natigalbung) sa katri gabii? Who fell from the bed last night? 2 fail in an exam. Unsangiksamina imung gikatigalb ungan? What test did you fail? n sound of s.o. falling with a thud. 
	tigaman v [A; b(l)] remember, keep s.t. in one's mind thinking about it. Nagtigaman ksingsing nga akung palitun inigswildu, l had my eye on a ring which I wanted to buy on payday. Nakatigaman ka kung unsang adlawa ang kasal ni Bibi? Can you recall the date of Baby's marriage? Tigamni ang akung pahimangnu nimu, Always bear in mind the precautions I gave you. n signto help recall s. t. Duna kuy tigaman nga gi-
	ug 

	,..
	kulit sa mga kabuy arun di' ta mawii sa la-
	sang, I carved some signs on the trees so we won't get lost in the jungle.
	tigas a 1 tough, fearless. Tigas na siya,di' madag bulga, He's tough and cannot be threatened. 2 exceptionally good in s.t. Tigas kaayu na siya mubaskitbul, H.e's very good in playing basketball. v [B126; b6] 1 become tough or a toughie. Matigas ba ang bakla? Can a sissy become a tough guy? 2 be exceptionally good in s.t. Ang kaayu niyang mulantugi mauy nakatigas (nakapatigas) niyang abugadu, His skill in debate made him a very good lawyer. paka-v [Al 3; a12] act like a tough, treat like a tough. Ang t
	tigasub, tigasub = TIKASUB, TIKASUB. 

	tigaw-tig-1-
	1 
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	tigaw v [A; al] disturb, break up the quiet, 
	tigaw v [A; al] disturb, break up the quiet, 
	l
	serenity, or stillness of. Ang butu mauy mi-tigaw sa kamingaw sa kagabhiun, The explosion disturbed the stillness of the night. Ayawg tigawa ang duut sa isda, Don't disturb the school of fish. n 1 s.o. considered responsible for misfortune, trouble. Siyaytigaw adtung pagkakisas sa planu, He's the one responsible that the plan misfired. 2 dala sa -bring misfortune. 
	, 

	.
	tigaw= AWUY.
	2 

	tigayun (from gayun) v (8123(1)6] have good fortune, become prosperous. Matigayun ang tawu nga kugihan, A diligent man will prosper. pa-(�) v 1 [A; c6] put up a business. Magpatigayun tag putbaw, We will put up a scrap iron business. 2 [Al 3] manage to do s.t. on one's own without assistance. Nagpatigayun ang bata ug himu ug duwaan, The child is making a toy on his own. n business, commerce. Muuswag ang patigayun kun maayung pagkadala, A business well-managed prospers. magpapa-n businessman. ka-an(�) 

	tigbabaw see BABAW.
	tigbak v 1 [A; al2] kill instantly on the spot.
	tigbak v 1 [A; al2] kill instantly on the spot.
	Maayrag tigbakun nang manuka aning taria, 
	I hope this cock is killed instantly in this fight. 2 (8126] die (coarse). Maayu rang natigbak ang animal, Served that beast right that he died. -ay(➔) n unlicensed cockfight. v 1 [A13; c] hold an illegal cockfight. Magtigbakay sa buwangan kun mabiphipan angpulis, We'll hold an illegal cockfight if the police can be bribed. 2 (A12C; c3) have illicit sexual intercourse (humorous metaphorical). Nakatigbakay giyud ang duba kagabti, The two managed to have illicit intercourse last night. 

	tigbas = TIKBAS. 
	tigbayun = TIGBALAYUN. see BALAY.
	•tigbung -in-= TINIKBUNG. see •TIKBUNG.
	tighaya see HAyA. 
	tighik a very skinny. v [B; b6) become skinny. Nagkatighik siya kay gitibi, He's getting emaciated from TB. 
	tighud v [Bl34) for the tide to bin to ebb. 
	eg

	Sulug kaayu ang bukana sa suba ug mutigbud ang dagat, The current at the mouth of the river is strong when the tide ebbs. 
	Sulug kaayu ang bukana sa suba ug mutigbud ang dagat, The current at the mouth of the river is strong when the tide ebbs. 

	tighulug see HULUG.
	tigi n a small anchovy of shallow waters,4-5", darkish brown in color on the dorsal part of the body and silvery sides: Thrissocles spp. and Scutengraulis spp. tigihun = TIGI. 
	tigiv 1 [AC; alc3] pit persons against each other to determine who is the best in s. t. 
	1 

	Ang prinsisay mutlgz' sa buut mangasawa niya, The princess will have the people that want to marry her vie with each other. Mtigi (magtigiay) ta kun kin say taas ug utung,
	Ang prinsisay mutlgz' sa buut mangasawa niya, The princess will have the people that want to marry her vie with each other. Mtigi (magtigiay) ta kun kin say taas ug utung,
	ag 

	Let's have a contest to see who can hold hisbreath longest. Palainum sad tung gikatigi nakug inum, The one I had a drinking boutwith was also a drunkard. 2 (A; al 2) diagnose an illness by a marble placed at the edge of a glass. A yes-no question is put by the sorcerer, and if the marble falls. the answer is 'no'. Tigiun natu ang sakit, We willdivine the sickness. n contest between two people or teams. -ay( ➔> v (C] vie with oneanother. n contest. panag-n a vying with one another. Ang kulilisi panagtigi s
	tigib n chisel v [A; al] chisel Tigiba (tigba) kun magtabas kag sin, Use a chisel when you cut iron sheets. -in-n k.o. toy top with 

	a chisel-shaped nail point. tigidig word used in imitation of the sound made by a galloping horse. -bangbang n a western movie. Ang salida run sa Uryinti tigidig bangbang, A western is playing in the Oriente. tig-ik v [A; b3] make a high-pitched, suppressed cry. Nakatig-ik ku dihang natumban akung kalyu, I let out a short cry when s.o. stepped on my corn. n a high-pitched suppressed cry.tigis v (A; a] pour liquid into a drinking receptacle. Nakatigis ka na bag imung ilimnun? I-lave you poured some drink
	• 

	2] be, become stubborn. Mutigkul hinuun siyag buyagun, He'll become more stubborn if he'll be reprimanded. a 1 stubborn, unwilling to do as told. 2 turning a deaf ear to pleadings. Tigkul siya sa nangamatay, He is the stingiest of the stingy. 
	2] be, become stubborn. Mutigkul hinuun siyag buyagun, He'll become more stubborn if he'll be reprimanded. a 1 stubborn, unwilling to do as told. 2 turning a deaf ear to pleadings. Tigkul siya sa nangamatay, He is the stingiest of the stingy. 
	tigkung a stooped and thin. v (B] become stooped and thin. Nagkatigkung siya sa iyang sakit, She's wasting away with her sickness. 
	r
	tig-1-alternant prefix to tig-r-, but of more limited distribution. 

	tigma -tihib 
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	tia = TINGBA. see TINGUB, vl. 
	tia = TINGBA. see TINGUB, vl. 
	gm

	tigman (from tim) v [A; al2) do several things together at one time. Mutigman ku nimu ug bayad sa akung mga utang sa Lunis, I will pay you all my debts on Monday. Tigmanun ku ug dala ang mga biraminta arun wa nay balikun, I will bring all the tools together at once so I won't have to go back for anything. 
	gu


	tigmaya = T AGBA yA
	' 

	• l
	• l
	• 
	• 

	tigint= TIGNL 
	tigmu V [A; c) give a riddle. Tag-ana ningakung itigmu, Guess the answer of the riddle I'm going to give. n riddle. 
	a 1 filthy. ang ilang kasilyas, Their toilet is very filthy. 2 for floors or the ground to be wet. 3 chilly. v [B; b6) 
	ti
	gn
	i 
	Tigni kaayu 

	1 be, become filthy. Nagkatigni ang laguna kaysiging gibalibayan ug sagbut, The meadow is becoming filthy because they always throw trash there. 2 become damp or moist. ,-Wutigni ang tugkaran kun mag-ulan, The yard will become wet when it rains. 3 become chilly. Ang bangin sa bukid mauy nakatigni (nakapatigni) sa gabii, The mountain breeze made the night chilly. 

	tigpud a 1 food that has been cooked crisp and brittle. Tigpud pagkapritu ang isda, The fish has been fried until it is crisp and brittle. 2 for teeth or other things with sharp points to be broken off. Taibi ring tigpud nga lapis, Sharpen the pencil because it is broken. v [B26) 1 get cooked brittle. Mutigpud (matigpud) ug balik ang sitsarun ug initun pag-usab, The pork rinds will get brittle if you reheat them. 2 be, become weak and easily broken, chip off easily. Angkarmilitus makatigpud (makapatigpud)
	-

	off. tig-r-alternant prefix to tig-but added only to some verbs which take tig-.
	pi
	ng 
	· 
	· 

	tigri n tiger. -in-a striped.
	, , ,
	, , ,
	. . . . 


	agrttigri= ISPADA!DWRU. see ISPADA. 
	tigsik v [B246; b4] grow gray hairs. Mutigsik ang uban kun matiguwang na ang tawu, A man gets grey hair when he grows old. -an a 1 grey-haired. 2 = TAGSIKAN. 
	tigsun game of tag played by two teams in which the object is to reach the base without getting tagged. Team A sends out a player to try to reach the base and team B sends out a player to catch him. Then team B sends out a player to reach the base and team A sends out s.o. to catch him, and so forth. v [A13) play this game. 
	l 

	2 
	and lives near rivers and wet places so that it is always wet. 
	tigsuk= TISUK. 
	tigsuk= TISUK. 
	tigsun a 1 firm-fleshed. Tigsun nga saging,Firm-fleshed bananas. Tigsun ug buktun, Firm arms. 2 for soil to be dry and hard. v [B2; b6) become firm of flesh. 
	til n 1 dried young leaf of a nipa or buri palm filled with tobacco, used as a cigarette. 2 anything made of dried buri leaves. Tigulnga banig, Mat made of buri leaves. 
	gu

	tigulang see GULANG. 
	tigum v 1 [AC; a2) assemble, gather. Nagkatigum ang mga tabian sa barbiruban, The gossipers arc assembled in the barber shop. Tiguma ang mga iskuyla, Have the pupilsassemble. 2 [A3S; a2) save up. Nakatigum(nakatigum) kug diyutay sa akung paglangyaw, l have saved a little from my work abroad. Tiguma ang mga basiyu kay atung ibaligya, Save the empty bottles so we can sell them. n meeting, conference. (➔) n stored coconut palm toddy that has had fresh toddy added continually for several days. -in-n savings. 
	gu

	tigway = TUGWAY. 
	tihad v [A2; a] stand erect, and straight. 
	Di makatibad ang taas nga tawu kay ubus ang kisami, A tall fellow cannot stand straight because the ceiling is low. a vertically erect, straight. Tibad ang mga sundalu, Soldiers are erect. 
	tihap n interest payable in kind (usually farm products) for money borrowed. The interest is paid continuously until the principal in cash is repaid. v [A; c] pay interest in kind for money borrowed. Mutibap kug tulu ka bakid sa imung dus syintus pisus, I'll pay three sacks of palay as interest on your two hundred pesos. 
	tihaw a unnatural smile given to cover up a feeling of embarrassment. Tibaw kaayu siya ug pinabiyuman kay sad-an siya, He is smiling with discomfiture because he is guilty. v [B1256; a12] get a funny expression on the face in embarrassment. Natibaw ang iyang nawzmg dibang nabibaw-an nga siya ang nangawkaw sa sapt', He got a strange expression on his face when it was discovered that he was the one who stole the money.
	tihaytihay v [AN; cl6) straighten or stretch one's back. Magtibaytibay pud ta sa atung OU should stretch your back after writing for a long time. 
	likud human sa dugayng pagsinulat, y

	tihib v [A; b] make a hole in s.t. round by 

	tihik tikang 1007 
	chopping off part of the surface. Tibibi (tibbi) ring lubing kubaag sabaw, Punch a hole in this coconut to get the water. 
	chopping off part of the surface. Tibibi (tibbi) ring lubing kubaag sabaw, Punch a hole in this coconut to get the water. 
	tihik a cheapskate. v [B12; b6] become tightfisted. Matibik ka kun slging kwinta sa gastu, You 'II become tightfisted if you keep counting expenses. Tibikan ku nlya kay di mutip, I consider him a cheapskate because he doesn't give a tip. tihiktihik a done on a niggardly scale. Kasal nga way tibiktihik, Awedding with no expenses spared. v [A; a 
	12) 1 do s.t. in a niggardly way. 2dili, wala, ayaw tihiktihik do s.t. extravagantly, without restraint (slang). Di' ka man magtihiktlbik mangasaba, You scold without restraint. Ayaw siyag tihiktiblka paghaluk, Kiss her without restraint. 

	tihiras n canvas cot. v [al2] make into a cot.
	tihitihi n edible meat of the sea urchin (saluwaki).
	tihul v [AN; a2] whistle. Tibula kunu ang tunu anang kantaha, Whistle the tune of that song. Tihuli ang iru arun muduul, Whistle at the dog to make it come near. n whistling.
	tiid v [A12] observe, observe in secret. Nakatiid ka bag katingad-an gabii? Did youobserve anything strange last night? paN(�) v [A; b(l)] observe, observe in secret. Ayawg saba kay dunay naniid natu, Bequiet. S.o. is watching us. Panid-ig muus-us bag iyang hilanat, Observe him and see ifhis fever goes down. n opinion based on observations. Sa imung!paniid mudaug kahang Libiral? As far as you have observed it, is to win? tigpaN•(�) n s.o. who makes observations as a profession or task. maN-r-n spy. mapa
	the Liberal Party goi
	ng 

	tiil n 1 foot. Sakit ang akung mga tiil, Myfeet hurt. Lima ka tiil ang gitas-un, Five. 3 leg of a table or other furniture. v 1 [a12] hit in the leg or foot. Tiila lang siyag pusil kun muikyas, Shoot him in s on furniture. paN-v [A2; c] fight with the legs. Nakabunu ang ugis kay maayung maniil, The white cock won because it fought well with its legs. n 1 legwork, as in a cockfight. 2 a short length of rope tied to an animal'sfoot and in turn attached to the tether rope to prevent it from kinking. -in-v [A;
	feet tall. 2 l
	eg
	the leg if he escapes. 2 [A; b] put l
	eg

	tiing v 1 [AC2; bl] pour liquid out for 
	drinking. Nagtiing siyag tuba para naku, Hepoured me a glass of palm toddy. 2 [C2; c
	drinking. Nagtiing siyag tuba para naku, Hepoured me a glass of palm toddy. 2 [C2; c
	3] share joy, pleasure with s.o. Nagtiing sila sa dugus sa gugma, They are sharing thehoney of love. -an(➔)n container drinks are poured into. 
	tiiya n 1 small cup for chocolate. 2 small saucer. 
	tikn 1 sound made to get fowl to approach. 2 graphic representation of sound produced by clicking the fingers. 
	1 

	•tik-wan, tu in basketball, take one, take two foul shots. Tik tu basta pawlun ka,You will have two foul shots if you get afoul. 
	2 

	tika contraction for ta and ikaw. see IKAW. 
	tika a for s. t. to be sticky. T{ka ra kaayu ang almirul, The starch is too sticky. v 1 [B3;a12] solidify into s.t. sticky. Dugayng nakatlka ang gilutung kalamay, It took a long time for the coconut candy to become sticky. 2 [A13] for s.t. to become stickyfrom having come in contact with s. t. sticky. Nagtika ang iyang buhuk sa pamada, Hishair is sticky with pomade. 
	tika. n long, drawn-out coughing (as if one is about to vomit). Dina man!na urdinaryungubu. Tika na man na, That is no ordinary cough. That is a churchyard cough. v [A13] cough in a hard, drawn out manner, as if vomiting. tikatika V [A] breath with difficulty due to suffocation or choking. 
	tikab n k.o. full-bodied tamban (sardine). tikabtikab v [A; cl] for the mouth to open and close in rapid succession in speaking, eating or any other activity. Mutikabtikab ang baba sa balu ug makakita ug manuk, The mouth of a monitor lizard moves upand down when he sees a chicken. A1utikabtikab siya kun du.gay kung muuli, She cusses me out good when I come home late. 
	tikad v [AB124; a] cultivate, develop land, . Kamiy mitlkad sa amung kaugaltngung yuta, We developed our own land. Langyaw ang nagtlkad sa atung ka_minahan, Foreigners are developing our mines. Nagkatikad na ang atung industriya, Our industry is gradually developing. 
	industry, mini
	ng

	tikalbu = TIGALBUNG. tikalbung = TIGALBUNG. 
	tikang v [A; a] place a foot on a step, rung, or any foothold. Mitikang siya sa istribu arun musakay sa kabayu, He stepped on the stirrup to get on the horse. Katulu ra niya tikanga ang bagdanan, He climbed the stairs in three steps. n act of stepping. -an (�), -anan(�), -1-an(�) n step, stirrup, place one gets a foothold. -in-an(�) n 1 first mass 

	tikangkang -tikit 
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	in a series of nine masses said at dawn for nine days before Christmas. 2 fine paid an er brother or sister who marries ahead of him. 
	in a series of nine masses said at dawn for nine days before Christmas. 2 fine paid an er brother or sister who marries ahead of him. 
	older brother or sister by a you
	ng


	tikangkang v [B36; cl] lie or lean on one's back and spread the legs, fall into such a position. Mitikangkang dayun ang pampam, s and spread them apart. Natikangkang (mitikangkang) siya dihang akung gibastruk, He fell down with his ls in the air when I hit him. 
	The prostitute immediately raised her l
	eg
	eg

	tikarul n the white-collared kingfisher: Hal
	-

	1 
	1 
	cyoncbloris sp. 

	tikaruy = TIŁUL 
	tikas v [AB12; ab2] raise s.t. which covers 
	s.t. else into the air. Natikas ang amung atup pagbagyu, The roofiwas lifted off the house in the storm. Tikasa ang kurtina,Raise the curtain. 
	s.t. else into the air. Natikas ang amung atup pagbagyu, The roofiwas lifted off the house in the storm. Tikasa ang kurtina,Raise the curtain. 
	ng 


	n1cas v [AN; a2] cheat, swindle. Isug siyang manikas (mutikas) sa sugalan, He has got the guts to cheat in gambli. Gitikas niya ang kwarta sa bangku, He swindled the bank's money. n fraud. Ang tikas nga nabimung isyu nasyunal, The fraud that made the national headlines. -in-an n s. t. gotten. -an(➔),-iru n cheat. -ira = TIKASIRU (female). maN-r-( ➔) n swindler. paN-n graft, rampant fraud. 
	ng
	by swindli
	ng

	tikasub, tikasub V [A] fall into the water with a big splash. Mitikasub ang tawung nabulug sa pantalan, The man fell from the wharf with a big splash. n splashing sound made when s.t. falls into the water. 
	tikaw contraction of ta and ikaw. see IKAW. tikawtikaw v [A; b3] move about doing s.t. in a deserted place. Talagsa ray tawu nga nagtikawtikaw sa kadalanan, Only a few about in the streets. 
	people were movi
	ng 

	Unsay imung gitikawtikawan ganinang kaadlawun, What were you doing up and around at dawn? 
	Unsay imung gitikawtikawan ganinang kaadlawun, What were you doing up and around at dawn? 

	tikay-ang v [B16; cl] fall on the back, overturn with the belly up. Natikay-ang ku dibang nabali' ang sandiganan sa silya, I fell on my back when the back of the chair broke. Tikay-anga (itikay-ang) ang bisiklita arun ilisan tag ligid, Turn the bicycle over so we can chae the tire. 
	ng

	tikayhang = TIKA Y ·ANG. 
	tikba = TIKW A. 
	tikbas v [A; a] slash or hack with a machete or similar loknife. Naputul dayun ang kamunggay nga iyang gitikbas, The tree he slashed at was cut down. n action of slashi, hacking with a machete. -ay(➔), -in-ay(➔) n bolo duel. v [A23] have a bolo duel. 
	ng 
	ng

	tikbil v [A; al2] stir up a sensitive feeling.Kadtung bubata mitikbil sa gitaguang kabiubus, What you did stirred up the feelings of humiliation which he had kept hidden. Ayaw tikbila ang atung kagabapun, Don't stir up the past. 
	tikbil v [A; al2] stir up a sensitive feeling.Kadtung bubata mitikbil sa gitaguang kabiubus, What you did stirred up the feelings of humiliation which he had kept hidden. Ayaw tikbila ang atung kagabapun, Don't stir up the past. 
	tikbu v [B23(1)6; c] spill over the side of a vessel. Matikbu ang sabaw, The soup will 
	,
	spill over. Akung tikbuan sa bula ang sirbi
	-

	sa, I'll knock the foam off the top of the beer. 
	•tikbung -in-n style of swimming where the feet are kicked. v [A; cl] 1 swim kicking the feet. 2 for a baby to produce a thudding sound by kicking its feet in the cradle. 
	tikdul v [A; b] rap, knock s.t. lightly. Kinsay mitikdul sa akung ulu, Who rapped me on the head? Tikduli Lang ang bula ayaw batira, Bunt the ball, don't bat it. n lightrapping. tikdultikdul v [A; bcl] do s.t. intermittently or once in a while or occasionally. Mutikdultikdul Lang siyag tungba arun ingnung nag-iskuyla pa, He goes to school once in a while so that people will say that he is still a student. Tikdultikdulan Lang na nakug trababug makalugar ku, I'll just work on it off and on, as I get the ch
	tlKi acronym for Tinipung Kanasuran, United Nations.
	· 

	tiki n 1 gecko. ma tag -things which resemble a gecko's eyes: a large pustule filled with pus similar to talubig, 1, but larger. b round blemishes on tobacco leaves. 2 babv in the womb (humorous). Pisti, duna nay tiki ang tiyan sa akung uyab, Damn! My girl is pregnant (lit. has a gecko in her womb). tikitiki = TABILI SA DAGAT.t 
	tikig v [B; b6] become stiff. Mitikig (natikig) amung liug ug hinangad, We got stiff necks from looking up. N"agkatikig ang bagung minatay, The body is getting stiff. a stiff. -ug Hug a haughty. v [B; b6] become haughty. Ang kalampusan makatikig (makapatikig) sa liug, Success makes one haughty. pa-v [A; cl] act haughty. Ayawg patikig sa liug, Don't be haughty. 
	tikiltikil v [Al3; b] do s. t. little by little at intervals. Magtikiltikil gani ka nianang trababua, ambut lang anus-a na mabuman, If you keep on working like that, a little at a time, God knows when you'll get done. 
	tikit n ticket. v [b4] be issued a ticket for violating s. t. Tiki tan ka, You'll get a ticket. paN-v [A2] issue tickets. Ang kunduktur mauy manikit,di ang draybir, The conductor issues the ticket, not the driver. pa-v [b4) hold an affair with admission. Patikitan 

	tikitiki -tiktik1009 
	3 

	natu ang drama, Let's charge admission for the play. maN-Ł n one who issues tickets. -ira n one in charge of the ticket counter. 
	natu ang drama, Let's charge admission for the play. maN-Ł n one who issues tickets. -ira n one in charge of the ticket counter. 
	tikidki n k.o. liquid vitamin preparation. 
	tikiu n acronym for TKO, a technical knockout in boxing. v [A; a12] beat with a TKO. Gitikiu sa tsalindyir ang kampiyun, The er. 
	champion was TKO'd by the challe
	ng

	tikla n key of piano, organ, or typewriter. 
	•du!= TIKI.A. 
	tildaubv [A2SB12S6; cl] turn a bowl, plate, or s.t. concave with its opening downward. Siyay nagtiklaub sa duwang, He turned the basin over. Miabay mi sa nagtiklaub nga sakayan, We clung to the overturned boat. 
	l 


	tiklaubv [ B 24 S6; c 3] step or fall into the mud with a plop. Mitiklaub (natiklaub) ang akung tiil sa lapuk sa kangitngit, In the darkness I stepped into the mud puddle with a plop. 
	2 

	tikling n k.o. lo-legged bird, the barred rail: Rallus torquatus. a long-legged and lanky. Kasagaran sa mga mudilu mga tikling, Most models are long-legged and lanky. -in-n a dance in which dancers dance between two bamboo poles banged together in time to the music (in imitation of the tikling bird). -un( ➔) = TIKLING, a. 
	ng

	tiklu v [A; ab2) 1 catch s.t. by encircling 
	the neck with a band or loop attached to an end of a pole. Mutiklu siyag ubud, He them by the neck. 2 steal s.t. petty (slang). Tikluun ta nang iyang manuk karung gabii, Let's swipe his chicken tonight. 3 catch s.o. committing a petty crime. Maayu nang pulisa mutiklu ug mangunguut, That policeman is good in catching pickpockets. 4 [A; ab2] kill, esp. ). Nakatiklu na siyag duba ka kuntra, He has killed two enemies. 4a have a girl for sexual purposes for the first time. Minyu ang unang mitiklu anang baybana
	the neck with a band or loop attached to an end of a pole. Mutiklu siyag ubud, He them by the neck. 2 steal s.t. petty (slang). Tikluun ta nang iyang manuk karung gabii, Let's swipe his chicken tonight. 3 catch s.o. committing a petty crime. Maayu nang pulisa mutiklu ug mangunguut, That policeman is good in catching pickpockets. 4 [A; ab2] kill, esp. ). Nakatiklu na siyag duba ka kuntra, He has killed two enemies. 4a have a girl for sexual purposes for the first time. Minyu ang unang mitiklu anang baybana
	1
	catches eels by graspi
	ng 
	violently (sla
	ng


	tiklu = T AKILPu. 
	tildu6ud, tikluhud (from lubud) v [B26) go down on one's knee(s). Mutiklubud siya sa usa ka tubud, He will genuflect. Natiklubud siya sa dibang akung gipigtingan sa tuwaytuway, He fell on his knees when I switched him on the knees. 
	tiklup v [A; c16] close by folding. Kinsaynagtiklup sa payung nga basa pa? Who folded the umbrella while it was wet? ltiklup(tiklupa) ang tanang libru, Close all your books. tikluptildup n collapsible. Tikluptiklup nga silya, Folding chairs. 
	tikmitikmi v [A; b6] eat slowly, pecking at one's food. Nganung nagtikmitikm,• ka m()n? Wa ka ba gutma? Why are you pecking at your food? Are you not hungry? 
	tikmitikmi v [A; b6] eat slowly, pecking at one's food. Nganung nagtikmitikm,• ka m()n? Wa ka ba gutma? Why are you pecking at your food? Are you not hungry? 
	tiknik, tiknika n 1 technique. 2 cunningmeans of attainis.t. Maayu siyag tiknik kay nagpabuy arun makapaniktik, He was pretty smart, becomia houseboy in order to spy on them. 
	ng 
	ng 

	tiknikal n 1 technical. Hinabang tiknikal ang itanyag sa yuin, The UN offers technical aid. 2 = TIKNIKAL NAK·AWUT. 3= TIKNIKAL PAWUL -nak-awut n technical knockout in boxing, where one of the boxers is still conscious but not able to continue . 3 -pawul technical foul in basketball ,committed against a player who does not have the ball. v 1 [A; ab3] beat by a T. 
	fighti
	ng

	K.O. 2 [A; a12] slap a technical foul on. tikniku n technician. 
	tiknikulur n technicolor movie. a brightlycolored like technicolor. Tiknikulur ang iyang pulu, His shirt is brightly colored. v 1 [c16] make a movie with technicolor. 2 [A; cl] do s.t. in colors. 
	tiknian n technician. v [B156; al 2) be a technician. 
	sy

	tiknuludyi n school course in technology. tiksas n 1 k.o. fierce gamecock (said to be bred from stock imported from Texas). 2 girl who is sexually aggressive. Tiksas nang baybana kay mugukud giyug Zaki, That girl is aggressive because she runs after men. tikstu n text of the Bible. 
	tiktak n 1 tick-tock sound of a clock and the like. 2 two pieces of wood clapped against each other to produce a_tik tak sound, used as percussion in a combo. 
	tiktikv [AN; b4(1)] spy on, discover by snooping. Akuy maniktik (mutiktik) sa kalibukan sa atung kuntra, I'll spy on our enemies' activities. Natiktikan siyang may lalaki, She was discovered with a paramour. n detective. paN-n detective work. 
	1 

	tiktikn 1 portion of the corn grain that comes out powdery when the corn is groundinto grits. la by extension, the similar byproduct of rice. 2 dirt under the foreskin of the penis. v [B12) become dirt under the foreskin. Makatiktik nang way kaligu, If you don't bathe you get dirt under your foreskin. -ug it's impossible that [so-andso] could happen (coarse). Tiktik pug magbag-u siya, I doubt that he'll ever reform. -un(➔) a 1 havidirt under the foreskin of the penis. 2 uncircumcised. 
	2 
	ng 

	tiktikv 1 [A; cl] tap lightly on a hard sura sound of tick-tick. Tikti
	3 
	face, produci
	ng 
	-
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	ka (itiktik) ang linung-ag nga itlug sa lamisa, 
	ka (itiktik) ang linung-ag nga itlug sa lamisa, 
	Tap the hard-boiled egg gently on the table. 2 [AN; b6(1)] chip off rust. Tayaun na gan,· ang barku tiktikan dayun sa mga tripulanti, \\'hen the sides of the ship become rusty, the crewmen chip off the rust. paNan sa bald n out-of-the-way, hardly accessible place (place where the frogs go ticktick). Tua ku magmaistra sa paniktikag bain the backwoods. 
	ki, I'm teachi
	ng 


	tiktikn 1 call for chickens to come near in feedithem. 2 call of the mother hen for her chicks. v [cl] call newly hatched or small chicks. 
	4 
	ng 

	tikub = TIKULUB. 
	tikubu, tikubu (from kubu) v 1 [A2S; c]bend over as if to pick s.t. up. Mitikubu siya pagpunit ug batu, He stooped down to pick up a stone. Itikubu imung lawas inigs at you. 2 [B2S; b6] be, become bent. Nagtikubu ang tawu sa katigulang, The man is bent with age.
	tikubu, tikubu (from kubu) v 1 [A2S; c]bend over as if to pick s.t. up. Mitikubu siya pagpunit ug batu, He stooped down to pick up a stone. Itikubu imung lawas inigs at you. 2 [B2S; b6] be, become bent. Nagtikubu ang tawu sa katigulang, The man is bent with age.
	sumbag niya, Bend low when he swi
	ng


	tikudn l heel of the foot. 2 heel of shoe. 
	1
	1
	Pagtaas ug tikud, Wear high-heels. v l [A; 
	b] put heels on shoes. 2 [Al2; al2] hit s.o. on the heel. 

	tikudv [A; c] push back the lower part of in delivery to preventlaceration. 
	2 
	the vaginal openi
	ng 

	tikug a selfish, ungiving and unsharing. Tikug kaayu na. Ayaw na lag pangayu bisag unsa, He is very selfish. Don't waste time asking anything from him. v [B12; b6] be selfish. 
	1

	tikuga stoop-shouldered. Tikug na siya kay tiguwang na, He is stoop-shouldered because he's old. v [B] be stoop-shouldered. 
	2

	tikug n l k.o. thin-bladed grass of swamps to 3 m., used for mats and hats: Fimbristylis globulosa. 2 sleeping mat made from the tikug plant.
	growi
	ng 

	tikugas n k.o. rail found in rice fields or marshy areas, 5-6" high, and used for food, the white-breasted swamphen: Amaurornis pboenicurus. 
	tikugkug a for the body to be very bent. TiOU are very haggard and bent because of your tuberculosis. v [B6) for the body to become bent. Nagtikugkug na siya sa kaniwang, She has grown bent from extreme thinness. -un(➔) a having a bent body. 
	kugkug ka na kaayu tungud sa tisis, y

	tikuk.a v [A] retch in chokior prior to vomiting. Nagtikuka siya dibang nabut-ukan sa tubig, He coughed hard rapidly after he choked on the water. hi-Iha-v [B1256]retch. 
	ng 

	tikuku v l [A; cl] curl up tight, be bent over.Nagtikuku siya pagbigda, He lay down curled up. 2 [B; b6] be curled up. 
	tikuku v l [A; cl] curl up tight, be bent over.Nagtikuku siya pagbigda, He lay down curled up. 2 [B; b6] be curled up. 
	tikulub, tikulub (from kulub) v [A3P; cl]turn over and lie ori one's belly; overturn. 
	Makatikulub na ang bata nga upat ka bulan, 
	A four-month-old baby can turn over and lie on his belly. Tikulba (itikulub) ang mga kun, Turn the pots face downward. 
	tik-um = TAK-UM. 
	tikung = BUTITI. 
	tikungkung v [A; cl] curl up the legs. Nagtikungkung siyang natug SC! .katugnaw, It was so cold that he slept with his legs curled up. Tikungkunga (itikungkung) imung tiil arun masud ka sa kaban, Curl up your legs so you '11 fit in the trunk. 
	tikup n door or window shutter. v l [b6(1)]close an opening in a room or an enclosed area.Akung gitikupan ang bintana ug banig, 
	I covered the window with a mat. 2 [cl]make into a shutter to cover an opening. 
	tikup a closed tight, without holes or spaces in between. Tikup pagkalala ning baniga, This mat was tightly woven. v l [A; cl] make s.t. tight. Kadaug kang mutikup ug enough to weave the bamboo slats tight? 2 [A; al] close up the opening of a hollow area or a hole in s. t. that wraps around s. t. else. Akuy mutikup sa puyu, I'll sew up the pouch. Tikupa na ang kural libut sa balay, Make the ends of the fence around the house meet. 
	siklat ana, Are you stro
	ng 

	tik-up v [AB46; b2cl] 1 cover over an opening with s. t. that moves over it and fits it. Gidali niyag tik-up ang bintana, She shut the windows at once. Mutik-up ang kurtina human sa kada isina, The curtain will close after each scene. 2 close up, be folded, cause s. t. to do so. Ganiba ra na siyang tabt' wa pa giyud mutik-up ang baba, She has been chattering for quite some time now. Her mouth never seems to shut. Nagtik-up pa ang biyuus, The bud is still unopened. Di siya makatik-up sa payung kay gabt', Sh
	tikus v [A; c) strap s.t to the waist. Nagti-
	' '
	kus ug sad ang mananggiti, The toddy gath
	1 
	-

	erer straps a sickle to his waist. Itikus angbukag inigpangani nimu, Strap the basket to your waist when you harvest rice. 
	tikusn k.o. small triggerfish with a protrudmouth and no dorsal spine. nawung ug -having a snout that protrudes.
	2 
	i
	ng 

	tikuskus v lAB; cl] curl up tightly, draw in
	-
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	to itself. Nagtikuskus siya pagbigda, She lay curled up in a tight ball. [nit mauy nakatikuskus (nakapatikuskus) sa dabung tagak, 
	to itself. Nagtikuskus siya pagbigda, She lay curled up in a tight ball. [nit mauy nakatikuskus (nakapatikuskus) sa dabung tagak, 
	The heat made the fallen leaves curl up. 
	tikutkut = TIKUSKUS.
	tikuyv [A2; b3(1)] for s.t. baked to fall, settle and harden while baking. n 1 fallencake. 2 dough left over, not enough to make a whole cake, but at least enough to form into s.t. 2a the youest child in a family, still comparatively small in size (humorous -from the notion that tikuy is a cake, not full-sized, made from the leftovers).
	1 
	ng


	tikuyv [A; a12] filch, swipe s.t. usually of small value. Kinsay nagtikuy sa akung mansanas diri sa lamisa? Who swiped my apple from the table? 
	2 

	tikwa v [A;a2] for a liquid to spill over. Hinayag dala ang tasa kay mutikwa ang kapi, 
	Carry the cup carefully so the coffee does not spill. Ayawg tikwaa inigkawus nimu, Don't spill the water when you fetch it. 
	Carry the cup carefully so the coffee does not spill. Ayawg tikwaa inigkawus nimu, Don't spill the water when you fetch it. 

	tikwang v [A; a2] tip over to the side. Dakung balud mitikwang sa sakayan, A big wave tipped the boat over to its side. Tikwanga ang barsaban arun mayabu ang sulud, 
	Tip the sled over to get the load off. 
	Tip the sled over to get the load off. 

	tikwin 1 sound made by a hawk. 2 name given to hawks or buzzards which sound tikwi: the ananangkil and the banug. v [A;b6] 1 produce such a sound. Mutikwi' ang banug inigkakitag madagit, The hawk goes tikwi' when he spies a prey. 2 fondle a baby by imitating a hawk's sound raising the hand and lettiit fall in some part of the hawk.t 
	1 
	ng 
	body to tickle it in imitation of a preyi
	ng

	tikwiv (B] get stiff in death (slang). Nagtikwi na ang tawung naghikug sa dibang bindiskubriban. The man who committedsuicide was already stiff when they found him. 
	i 

	tikyaub = TIKLJ\UB
	1

	tikyup v 1 (B4S6) cfose gently. Mutikyupang hib,.bibi kun makahilan, The leaves of the touch-me-not close when you touch it. 2 [B24S6; b( 1)] for darkness to close in. Mitikyup ang kagabhiun binyaan ang laing adlaw, Night came leavibehind another day. 2a (AB; bS] for lights to dim, cause them to do so. Tikyupi (tikyupa) ang suga kun matulug ka na, Turn the lamp down when you go to sleep. 3 [A; cl] fold s.t. flat over haphazardly once or twice. Tikyupa (itikyup) Lang ang banig arun d1' kan-un ang bumay sa m
	ng 

	tila n cloth, textile. -mitalika wire screen of fine mesh. v [b6] screen s.t. with screen
	tila n cloth, textile. -mitalika wire screen of fine mesh. v [b6] screen s.t. with screen
	-

	. .
	1ng wire. 
	tila v 1 [A; b] lick s.t. (normally not thelips). Hapit mutila sa imung tiil kanang nanguyab nimu, Your suitor nearly licks yourfoot. Gitilaan sa iru ang iyang nuka, Thedog licked his sores. 2 [a3] get s.t. out of 
	s.o. or s.t. Daghan kag amigu kun duna pasilay matila nimu, You '11 have lots of friends if there is s.t. they can get out of you. 3 obtain, get s.t. out of s.t. Wa tay matila dinhi? Isn't there anything to get out of this place? 4 -ug hap v [b] for a certain quantity to be consumed entirely. Gitilaag hap ang akung swildu tungud sa dagbang bayranan, 
	The bills completely ate up my salary. 
	tilab v [A; bS] slice off the flesh of fish close thwise. Magtilabkug ipaun, I'll slice some fish off for bait. -in-n fish sliced thin. 
	to the bone, usually le
	ng

	tilabhu (from bubu) v [B126;c] for the footto slip into a hole, deep mud or the like. Natilabbu ku sa gabuk namung sawug, Thefloor gave way where I stepped on it. (Lit. I stepped through the rotten floor.) ltilabbu imung tiil sa lapuk kun unsa kalawum, Stick your foot into the mud to see how deep it 
	lS. 
	tilad n mixture of betel nut, bettle-pepper . v [AN; a]chew betel. tilaran n container for the betel chewing equipment. 
	leaves, and lime for chewi
	ng

	tiladtilad n k.o. dark-brown millipede about1¼" long which coils up when touched. 
	til-ag v [A; b] thoroughly clean rice of chaff, bran, unhusked grains, etc. Til-agi ang bugas una lung-aga, Clean the rice before you cook it. 
	tilagak v [A; b6] drip in lodrops. Nagtilagak ang iyang laway, His saliva is drooling from his mouth. Gitilagakan ang sawug sa dugus, Honey dripped on the floor. 
	ng 

	tilambu n young coconut fruit at a stage where it is full-sized but the meat has not developed, and only the soft shell and water are found within the husk. 
	tilang v [A12; a3] be pierced with a sharp, pointed obj.ect. Lansang ang nakatilang sa iyang tiil, It was a nail that pierced his feet. Natilang ang iyang paa pag-ikid niyas kural, Her thigh got spiked when she jumped over the fence. 
	tilangu n k.o. sea cucumber. 
	tilap, tilv [A; b] 1 lick. Makabilu na bisag makatilap ka lang, That's poisonous even if you only lick it. Tilapi imung wait, Lick your lips. 2 lap at, cover (literary). Gitila
	ap 
	-
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	pan ang bungtud sa silaw, The sun's rays are touching the hill now. paN-v [A; b6] lick the lips in anticipation. Nagpanilap siyang nagtan-aw naku, He was licking his lips looking at me. 
	pan ang bungtud sa silaw, The sun's rays are touching the hill now. paN-v [A; b6] lick the lips in anticipation. Nagpanilap siyang nagtan-aw naku, He was licking his lips looking at me. 

	tilapya n 1 k.o. fresh-water fish with a dark color, 6-8" in length, commercially raised in ponds: Tilapia mossambica. 2 prostitute(slang). -sa mamala = TILAPY A, 2. 
	til-as n k.o. worm havihairs that cause a severe itch, commonly found in monkeypod (akasya) trees. v [b4] be stung by such a worm. 
	ng 

	tilaub n boiled youcorn on the cob. v [A; a2] boil young corn. Sak tu tilaubun ning maisa, These ears of corn are just right to boil. -un n youears of corn ready to boil. 
	ng 
	.
	ng 

	tilauk n region of the upper back of the mouth in the vicinity of the uvula. Maayungpagkataup ang taga sa tilauk sa isda, The hook was well lodged in the fish's throat. -an n esophagus, gullet. 
	tilaw v [A; b] 1 taste. Tilawi ang sabaw kun parat ba, Taste the soup to see if it's salty. 2 try, experience. Mutilaw kug sakayg dyit,I'd like to experience riding a jet. 3[A12; b 
	2) , scolding, etc. Makatilaw ka giyug muusab ka, You'll get it if you do 
	2) , scolding, etc. Makatilaw ka giyug muusab ka, You'll get it if you do 
	get a beati
	ng

	. .
	it again. 

	tilhung = TAI.HUNG. 
	tilib v [A; ab7] take a thin slice off of s.t. Tilibi pag akung kalyu kay baga pa, Slice some more off of my corn because it's still thick. Tiliban ug daku ang baba sa sag-ub arun sayun pagtiing, Slice a fairly good-sized piece off the bamboo toddy container so that it will be easy to pour water out of it. 
	tilibisyun n television. 
	tiligrama n telegram. v [A; c] send a telegram. ( ➔) n 1 line for telegraph transmission. Nabugtu ang tiligrama maung dili ka na makatiligrama, The telegraph v,ire is cut, so you can't send a telegram. 2 telegraphpost. Kabayu nga gihukut sa tiligrama, Horse that was tethered to the telegraph post. 
	eg
	-
	der. 
	der. 

	tiligrapista n telegraph operator. 
	tiligrapu n telegraph.
	tillisva shrill, high-pitched voice. v [B; cl] be shrill, high-pitched. Mitiliis ang singgit sa gilus, The girl let out a shrill scream as she was raped. Natiliis ang iyang tingug tungud sa dipiktu sa tutunlan, Her voice became shrill due to some throat defect. 
	gu

	ti1ik v [A; a12] spin coins for gambling. Pusta usa parabir naku tilikun ang usa ka daku, Put your bet first before I twirl the penny. 
	pa-n a betting game twirlia coin, usually the big centavo piece, and the bettor chooses heads or tails. v [A) play a game of patilik.
	pa-n a betting game twirlia coin, usually the big centavo piece, and the bettor chooses heads or tails. v [A) play a game of patilik.
	ng 

	tilim = LUNAS. 
	tilimad-un (from bala) n 1 sign which portends s.t. (not necessarily sent or known to an individual). Dautang tilimad-un ang kumita, A comet is a bad omen. 2 indication,symptom. Musumpa sa mga tilimad-un sa kasagarang sip-un, Stops the symptom of the ordinary cold. v [A13] signify, show as a sign or omen of. Ang lapad nga agtang nagtilimad-un sa pagkautukan, A wide forehead signifies high intelligence. 
	,

	tilingtiling v [A; a12] ring with the sound of tiny bells or the telephone. Tilingtilinga ang the bell. n 1 ringing sound. 2 tiny bell. 
	kampanilya, Ri
	ng 

	tilip n k.o. ornamental similar to the kilala. tilipunu n telephone. v [A; b] phone. Tilipunuhi ku, Call me up. tilipunista n telephoneoperator. v [B 156) be a telephone operator. 
	til-isl = TILIIS. 
	til-isv [AN; b] for liquids, usually urine, to stream out with force. Kinsay mitil-is (nanil-is) sa akung tanum? Who urinated on my plants? n urine. 
	2 

	tiliskupyu n 1 telescope, binoculars. 2 eyeglasses. v 1 [A; a2b] use, view through a telescope, binoculars. 2 [Al 3] drink from an upraised container (from the notion that the face is in the same position as when into a telescope -humorous). Siginang pangaun ang mga bisita. Nagtiliskupyu na gani ang uban, The people are eating in full swinow. Some have started making like a telescope with their bottles. 
	peeri
	ng 
	ng 

	tilitayip n teletype machine. 
	cilitul = TULITUL. 
	tiltilv 1 [A; b(l)] rap, tap lightly. Tiltili, a
	1
	yawg paknga ang ihi, Tap it gently. Don't strike the axle hard. la [A; b] chip off s.t. small from s. t. hard by tapping on it. Tiltili ang simintung sapawag pinising, Roughenthe concrete that we will put the finish on. 2 [A23; b(l)] make slightly biting or insulting remarks or allusions. Ug mapikal siya mutiltil pud, He makes slight digs when he's irked. 
	tiltilv [B3(1)4N; b6] sink straight to the bottom. Nagkatiltil ang sakayan, The boat was sinking. Nakatiltil na siya pag-itsa sa salbabida, He had already sunk when the lifesaver was thrown to him. 
	2 

	tilu = TiLuK. 
	tilub v [B1256) be, become deaf (said in scoldior in a mild curse). Nagsinggit na man gant k u unya wala gihapun ka kadu
	ng 
	-
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	ngug. Unsa man? Natilub ka? l shouted at you, but you didn't hear me. What is the matter with you anyway? You deaf? patilubtilub v [A; b(l)] pretend to be deaf, ignore. Gipatilubtiluban ku niya sa akung gikinabanglan, He turned deaf ears to my needs. 
	ngug. Unsa man? Natilub ka? l shouted at you, but you didn't hear me. What is the matter with you anyway? You deaf? patilubtilub v [A; b(l)] pretend to be deaf, ignore. Gipatilubtiluban ku niya sa akung gikinabanglan, He turned deaf ears to my needs. 
	til-ug n food prepared esp. for s.o. recuperating from s.t. v [A; ac] feed health food to 
	s.o. Ug nabadagat pa, di ikatil-ug, Terriblyhomely. (Lit. If it were a fish, it could not from an illness.) Maayu itil-ug ang mayamaya, Red snapper is good for s.o. recuperatifrom an illness. -sa hilanat n boil that comes out after one is cured of fever. v [b
	be used to feed a person recuperati
	ng 
	ng

	4) have a boil as an after-effect of fever. Gitil-ugan ang akung bilanat, l had a boil as an after-effect of my fever. -un( ➔) n k.o. food good for convalescents. 
	tiluk v [A; a12] remove, consume to the last bit. Ang iring mauy nagtiluk sa salin, The cat got alt of the leftovers. Tilukag punit ang mga sagbut, Pick up all of the refuse. 
	tilun n 1 curtain on stage. 2 movie screen. abri -in stage presentation, expression meaning 'curtains up'. buka -the main curtain that covers the whole stage. sira -in stage presentations, expression meaning 'curtains down'. v 1 [al 2) make into a stage curtain. 2 [c] put a stage curtain. Habul layatung itilun sa dula, We'll just use blanket as a curtain for the play. 3 [A3; b6] hang like a curtain (literary). Nagtilun ang lasangnung kasagbutan, The jungle vines hung like curtains. -iru( �) n person in ch

	tiluring n tailor shop. v [Al3] run a tailoring shop. Atfay hilig ka sa pagpanabi ug karsunis. Maayu pag magtiluring ka, yOU have an interest in making trousers, so you will do well runnia tailoring shop. 
	ng 

	tilus n a spoon made out of a· coconut shell. v [A; a2] make, use a coconut-shell spoon. timn team. Usa ka tim sa pisi ang nagguwardiya niya, AP.C. team is guarding him. v [B1256C2; c3] form, be a member of a team. 
	1 

	timn theme, a short composition required in school. v [Al] write a theme. 
	2 

	tima n a makeshift bit for a horse, made from a length of tether rope, usually in the form of a clove hitch, passed over the lower jaw. v [A; b6] put such a bit on a horse. 
	timan theme, subject. Kasina mauy tima sa sugilanun, Envy is the theme of the story. v (c6] use as a theme. 
	1 

	timav [A; b(l)] plan, intend to. Nagtimaming magpiknik ugma, We plan to have a 
	timav [A; b(l)] plan, intend to. Nagtimaming magpiknik ugma, We plan to have a 
	2 

	picnic tomorrow. Mau kini ang gitimaban nila, This is what they plan to do. 

	timabe done dois.t., for s.t. to be finished. Tima ka nas imung bumwurk, Are you through with your homework? v [AB126; al2] finish s.t.; be through with s.t. Aku nay mitima sa iyang trababu, I finished his work. Matima na gani ang trababu, When the work is done. 
	timabe done dois.t., for s.t. to be finished. Tima ka nas imung bumwurk, Are you through with your homework? v [AB126; al2] finish s.t.; be through with s.t. Aku nay mitima sa iyang trababu, I finished his work. Matima na gani ang trababu, When the work is done. 
	3 
	ng 

	timaan v [A3S;b(l)] 1 remember, take note. 
	Maayu siyang mutimaan ug ngalan, He's names. Nakatimaan ka ba sa atung giagian niadtu? Do you remember the road we took before? Timan-i unsaun pagbubat ini, Take note how this is done. 2 keep, bear ·in mind. Magtimaan ka sa iyang panambagun, Keep his advice in your mind. Timan-i nga sinagup ka Jang, Bear in mind that you are just a foster child. 3 [A; c] mark, indicate. Way kurus nga nagtimaan sa iyang lubung, No cross marks his grave. 4 (A13] mean, be an indication of. Ang pagpasakit nagtimaan sa gugma,
	good in rememberi
	ng 

	b] affix a signature or thumbmark. Ubligadu ka pagtuman kun mutimaan kag kuntratu, When you sign a contract, you are obliged to abide by it. n 1 sign, mark. 2 indication. 3 signature or thumbmark. ( ➔) -ugbuut v [A12] 1 regain consciousness. Nagkatimaan nag buut ang nautas, The person who fainted has regained consciousness. 2 �each the stage in life where one is aware. 
	flu na kung daan pagkatimaan nakug buut, 
	From the time of my earliest consciousness I have been an orphan. timan-anay v [ C2] for two or more parties to sign papers agreeing to s. t. Nagtiman-anay sila sa kasabutan, They signed the agreement. 
	t 

	timailhan n sign, symbol or mark to indicate 
	s.t. v [A13] indicate, be a sign of. Ang kadautan sa panabun nagtimailban sa umaabut nga bagyu, The bad weather is a sign of an approaching storm. n birthmark. 
	tim-an (from tima) v [B126] for rumors, gossip to die out. Natim-an ang bubungibung paglutaw sa tinuud, The rumors stopped when the truth came out. 
	timang v 1 [A2; b6(1)] change the topic or course of a conversation; digress. Makatimang k u usabay sa akung paglik tiyur, Sometimes I unwittily digress in my lecture. 
	ng

	Ayawg itimang ang inyung kabildu ug lain ug iksplikaran ka, Don't change the topic of the conversation when a man proposes to you. 2 [A2; c] give an additional remark to supplement what has been said. Nanglibak sila kanimu ug gitimangan sab dayun sa 
	• 
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	againstyou and your rival quickly joined in with more information. n s.t. said in digression. timatima v [A; a12] keep eatia little now on s.t. Wad-an kag gana kun pirmi kang magtimatima, You'll on food. Pagdag matimatima sa siniban, Bri
	imung karibal, They were talki
	ng 
	ng 
	and then, be munchi
	ng 
	lose your appetite if you keep nibbli
	ng 
	ng 

	s.t. to nibble on in the movies. 
	s.t. to nibble on in the movies. 

	timaud v [Al3] keep one's word as to s.t. promised, Wala giyud siya magtimaud sa amung sabut, She did not keep her word as per agreement. 
	tim-aw v [A23P; a12] appear, show up. Wa mutim-aw (mupatim-aw) ang nubya kay gitaban, The bride didn't show up because 
	s.o. eloped with her. Wa siya tim-awa sa iyang dit, Her date didn't show up to get her. 
	s.o. eloped with her. Wa siya tim-awa sa iyang dit, Her date didn't show up to get her. 

	timawa n 1 poor, destitute. Timawa pa sa ilaga, Poorer than a church mouse. 2 unfortunate and humble person. Dungga intawun ning timawang binikawan sa gugma, Hear deprivedof love. v [B126] become destitute. 
	the pleas of an unfortunate bei
	ng 

	timayud, timayud ·v [Al; a12] 1 recognize, be aware of the importance of s.t. Mutimayud lang ka naku kun duna kay kinabanglan, You bother about me when you want s�t. from me. Nagtimayud ku nila isip akung mga ginikanan, I recognize them as my parents. 2 notice, be aware of s. t. Nakatimayudkung may misaka sa balay, I noticed s.o. enterithe house. 3 pay attention to, watch s.t. Timayura ang imung mangbud kun tua ba sa iskuylaban, See if your brother is in school. Itimayud ku sa balay kun wa mi diba, Plea
	ng 

	timba v [A; abl] fetch s.t. by dippifrom a well, scooping from a pit, or the like. Magtimba ku sa atabay, I'll go fetch some water from the well. Timbaa ang kinubkub the earth up because the pit is deep now. n 1 pail, dipper, scoop. 2 pail-, dipperful. Gai kug usa ka timba, Give me a dipperful.
	ng 
	kay lawum nag bubu, Bri
	ng 

	timbakuwas v (A2; c] get up quickly from position. Mitimbakuwas siya sa iyang bigdaan, He got up instantly from his bed. . Wala siya makabrik ug ang awtu mitimbalung sa pangpang, He didn't get a chance to apply the brake� and the car fell headlodown the cliff. Iya kung gitulud ug natimbalung ku sa 
	a lyi
	ng 
	timbalung v (B26] fall headlo
	ng
	ng 

	• 
	• 
	tubig, He pushed me and I fell headlong into the water. 
	timbang v 1 [A; al2] weigh s.t. Akuy mutimbang sa kupras, I'll weigh the copra. Timbanga ang babuy, Weigh the pig. la [A]weigh, have the weight of. Mutimbang siyag sisinta kilus, He weighs sixty kilos. 2 [AC3;
	a] make s. t. balance. Matikwang ang sakayan k ung way makatimbang sa pikas, The boat will capsize if nobody stays on one side to balance it. Ang pagsalig angay timbangan sa pag-amping, Trust must be balanced with carefulness. 3 [A; b] help. Timbangi ra ku, Help me. Mabimu siyang ikatimbang sa panimalay, He can be used as a helper in the household. 3a -ug kugus (pangugus), luhud (pangluhud) v [AC; c] be a or baptism of a person of the opposite sex. Nagtimbang mig pangugus sa pyista, We were co-sponso
	sponsor in a weddi!
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	bang siyag kupras, He is e
	ng
	ing and selli
	ng 
	kinsay iyang sugtun, She is consideri
	ng 
	weigh thi
	ng

	timbaruk v [B6] stand uninov., rooted or frozen on one's feet. Mitimbaruk ang babayi pagkakita sa halas, The woman froze on her feet when she saw the snake. Nganung nagtimbaruk man mu? Hala trababu! Whyare you standing around like a bunch of statues? Get to work! 
	= 
	ng

	timbaya, timbaya v [A2; a12] greet. Mutimbaya siya kada sugat namu, She greets me each time we meet. Timbayabun diay naku nang di' kaila, Do I have to greet s.o. I don't know? n greeting.
	timbri!v [A; b] 1 put an official stamp or 
	1
	seal on. Nutaryuy nagtimbri ining apidabit, A notary stamped this affidavit. MagamitOU can use this stamp because it doesn't have a postmark. 2 affix one's thumbmark. Timbribi 
	ning istama kay wa timbrtbi, y
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	ang imung baluta, Put your thumbmark on your ballot. n stamp affixed, seal, thumbmark. 
	ang imung baluta, Put your thumbmark on your ballot. n stamp affixed, seal, thumbmark. 
	timbrin pushbutton or the bell or buzzer the pushbutton manipulates. v [A; b] push a button or ring a bell or operate a similar contrivance. 
	2 
	t 

	timbrira n k.o. food container consisting of several covered bowls which are hooked together.
	timbul v 1 [AC; ac] mix s.t. into s.t. else in order \o change the composition. Maayu siyang mutimbul ug ilimnun, He's good in mixing drinks. Nakigtimbul ang mga tigulang sa mga tin-idyir, The old folks mixed with the teen-agers. Lamttimbulun ang lambanug ug sibin-ap, Nipa wine and seven-up are good mixed together. 2, 3, 4 = TIBUL. n s.t. added to mix with the dominant element. 
	' 

	timbuln thimble. v [A; b6] wear a thimble. Natupukan ang iyang tudlu kay wa timbuli, She pricked her fingers because she didn't wear a thimble. 
	2 


	timbungan n general name for goatf ishes. 
	timbuwad v [B1256] fall headlong. Natimbuwad siya ngadtu sa tubig pagkatambug niya sa taytayan, He fell headlong into the water when he fell from the bridge. 
	timbuy v [A; c] 1, 2 = TIBUL, 3. 3 add a little amount of s.t. to s.t.; contribute a little. 
	Mitimbuy (nagtimbuy) siyag pisus sa ilang kapunungan, He contributed one peso to their organization. Nakatimbuy ning libruba pagkuha ku sa iksamin, This book helped a little when I took the examination. Gitimbuyan niyag asin ang sabaw, He added salt to the soup. 4 [A; b] have sexual relations with a married woman. Nakatimbuy ka anang bataa? Have you contributed s.t. to the making of that child? 
	Mitimbuy (nagtimbuy) siyag pisus sa ilang kapunungan, He contributed one peso to their organization. Nakatimbuy ning libruba pagkuha ku sa iksamin, This book helped a little when I took the examination. Gitimbuyan niyag asin ang sabaw, He added salt to the soup. 4 [A; b] have sexual relations with a married woman. Nakatimbuy ka anang bataa? Have you contributed s.t. to the making of that child? 

	timgas a 1 neat, clean and white with a clear and fine texture. Timgas ka"ng tan-awun gikang naligu, You look clean-complexioned after bathing. 2 enunciated with clarity and determination. 'lpanimalus ku ang akung asawa, 'timgas ug maisugung pamulung ni Sultan Saranggani, 'l will avenge my wife,' Sultan Saranggani averred firmly. v [BN] be clear, white and smooth in texture.Magtim!gas ang lugas sa bumay nga maayung pagkauga, The grains of well-dried rice are smooth and clear. •un a of a fair and clean
	timhung = T AMHUNG. 
	•timi timitimi v [Al; b6] pick at food, eat without appetite. -an a prone to be having no appetite, just picking at the food. 
	timik wala -v [A3] keep completely silent, 
	tight-lipped. Wa Zang siya magtimik dihanggiimbistigar, He didn't say a word when he was interrogated. walay -totally silent.Way timik ang mintiryu magabii, There's not a sound in the cemetery at night. 
	tight-lipped. Wa Zang siya magtimik dihanggiimbistigar, He didn't say a word when he was interrogated. walay -totally silent.Way timik ang mintiryu magabii, There's not a sound in the cemetery at night. 
	timing n small, square or oblong fish trap made of basket work, set in shallow waters. paN-v [A2; a] catch fish with this trap. 
	timpag = LUMPAG. 
	timpasaw v [A; b6] 1 splash heavily and resoundingly into the water. Mitimpasawngadtus tubig pagkahulug niya gikan sa pantalan, He fell off the wharf and landed in the water with a splash. 2 be hit by the aptness of what s.o. might say about one. Ugatung bubatun mutimpasaw ta niadtung pagya nga nag-ingun nga maayus tayada, way agi, If that is what we do, they'll be able to apply that old saying to us -that 
	· 
	· 
	we're all talk and no action. 

	timpiramintu n temperament. Bisan ang managkaluha lahig timpiramintu, Even twins have different temperaments. 
	. . ,
	nmp1ratura n temperature.
	timpla v 1 [A; c] add s. t. so as to season, flavor. Himarat ang nagtimpla sa sabaw, Whoever seasoned the soup likes salt. Maayungitimpla ang kamay sa kapi, Sugar is good to put into coffee. 2 [A; a2] prepare things in which s. t. is mixed or added. Timplahi si Bibig gatas, Mix some milk for Baby. 3 [Al3; a12] weigh, consider carefully before deciding. Ikaw lay magtimpla kun mukuyug ka ba sa piknik, You decide for yourself if you are going to the picnic. n 1 flavoring,seasoning. 2 the proportions of a m
	timpla v 1 [A; c] add s. t. so as to season, flavor. Himarat ang nagtimpla sa sabaw, Whoever seasoned the soup likes salt. Maayungitimpla ang kamay sa kapi, Sugar is good to put into coffee. 2 [A; a2] prepare things in which s. t. is mixed or added. Timplahi si Bibig gatas, Mix some milk for Baby. 3 [Al3; a12] weigh, consider carefully before deciding. Ikaw lay magtimpla kun mukuyug ka ba sa piknik, You decide for yourself if you are going to the picnic. n 1 flavoring,seasoning. 2 the proportions of a m
	timpla v 1 [A; c] add s. t. so as to season, flavor. Himarat ang nagtimpla sa sabaw, Whoever seasoned the soup likes salt. Maayungitimpla ang kamay sa kapi, Sugar is good to put into coffee. 2 [A; a2] prepare things in which s. t. is mixed or added. Timplahi si Bibig gatas, Mix some milk for Baby. 3 [Al3; a12] weigh, consider carefully before deciding. Ikaw lay magtimpla kun mukuyug ka ba sa piknik, You decide for yourself if you are going to the picnic. n 1 flavoring,seasoning. 2 the proportions of a m
	·

	minasa? Tris dus u kwatru dus? How is the!dough to be mixed? Three to two or four to two? -da n 1 the solution or mixture that results. Layaw ra ang timplada sa litsi, The milk is too watery. 2 temperament(slang). Di' sila magkaduul kay nagkalaht' silag timplada, They can't go together because their temperaments clash. -du n s.t. already seasoned, flavored. Ayaw nag kamayi ang sampuradu kay timpladu ·na, Don't put sugar in the chocolate porridge because it is already sweetened. -dur(➔) n one who is in ch

	timplit n registration plate of vehicles. timpliti n k.o. small pavilion built for espe
	-
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	cial church services. 
	cial church services. 

	timplu n temple. 
	timpranu a 1 early. 2 just in time for s.t. Timpranu giyud pag-abuta nimu, talilakaw ku, You got here just in time, because I was about to go. v [A2; a2] do s.t. early or ahead of schedule. Timpranubag human pagdaru arun timpranu tang makapugas, Finish early so we can plant early. 
	the plowi
	ng 

	timpu n 1 time, chance. Wa kuy timpu ibalayhalay, l have no time for relaxation. 2 time, schedule. Timpu sa tingkaun ra mi magkitaay, We meet only at mealtime. 3 weather. Mubyabi ka bisag dautag timpu? Are you travelling even inbad weather? 4 season. Timpu sa pagpangani karun, It's harvest season now. 4a propitious time to do 
	· 

	s.t. Timpu na run sa iyang bimbis, Accordito the scale configuration on its legs, now is the time to fight it. 5 era, period. Timpu sa Katsila pa nang imu-ng purul, Your shorts go back to the Spanish times. 6 tempo. Swit ang timpu ining sunataha, This dance is in a slow tempo. paN-v [A2; b6] do s.t. at the best time. Manimpu siyag sugal, kana Jang dibuynasun, He gambles only when the time is right, when it's his lucky day. n doing s.t. at the best time. timputimpu v [c16] do s.t. at the right season. It
	s.t. Timpu na run sa iyang bimbis, Accordito the scale configuration on its legs, now is the time to fight it. 5 era, period. Timpu sa Katsila pa nang imu-ng purul, Your shorts go back to the Spanish times. 6 tempo. Swit ang timpu ining sunataha, This dance is in a slow tempo. paN-v [A2; b6] do s.t. at the best time. Manimpu siyag sugal, kana Jang dibuynasun, He gambles only when the time is right, when it's his lucky day. n doing s.t. at the best time. timputimpu v [c16] do s.t. at the right season. It
	ng 


	timpuraryu a temporary. n s.o. temporary in a job or position. v [c] put on a temporary basis. Patrabahua siya bisag itimpuraryu Zang una, Give him a j_ob even if it is only on a temporary basis. 
	timrira = TIMBRIRA. 
	tuns n small bus with the motor not in the twenty or so passenthe provincial highways. (So called from the brand Thames.) 
	front, accommodati
	ng 
	gers and plyi
	ng 

	timsung n 1 theme so. 2 sochosen by lovers as their so. v [A; c] make as one's theme so. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	timtim v [A; b] taste or sample liquid. Timtimi ang sabaw kun bustu bag timpla, Taste the soup to see if it is all right. 
	timtisyun n temptation, k.o. fast dance. v 
	[A] dance the temptation. 
	[A] dance the temptation. 

	timu n snack. v 1 [A; cl] have a snack ..Bastanti nang itimu (timuun) ring biskwit, This biscuit is enough for a snack. 2 [A; c] put into one's mouth.A run dimasakpan gitimu caught, I 
	timu n snack. v 1 [A; cl] have a snack ..Bastanti nang itimu (timuun) ring biskwit, This biscuit is enough for a snack. 2 [A; c] put into one's mouth.A run dimasakpan gitimu caught, I 
	naku ang sigarilyu, To avoid bei
	ng 

	stuffed the cigarette into my mouth. timutimu 11 [A; cl] eat snacks casually between meals. 

	timug n wind that hits Cebu from the east. timun n 1 rudder. 2 clitoris (humorous euphemism). v [AN2; b] steer a boat with a rudder, or with a paddle used like a rudder. 
	timug n wind that hits Cebu from the east. timun n 1 rudder. 2 clitoris (humorous euphemism). v [AN2; b] steer a boat with a rudder, or with a paddle used like a rudder. 
	Lihiru siyang mutimun (manimun) kumu mananagat, He steers the rudder well since he is a fisherman. Timuni ang sakayan, Steer the boat. paN-v [A2; b6] steer, guide, lead a group. Ang Prisidinti mauy manimun sa nasud, The President steers the nation. Angpunduk nga imung gipanimunan, The group you are the leader of. -ii n helmsman. v [BlS6; a2] be the helmsman. 
	I
	• I
	nmuna = KJMUNA. 
	timuri n a k.o. secret talk where certain phonemes are substituted for others: u for a, t for!d, p for!d, r for l, n for!m, andy for s,the rest remaini. The word timuri is derived from binali ('done backwards'). v [A;a2] speak in timuri. Kumuu kung nutimuri? (Kamau kang mubinali?) Cangre yougre speakgre Hoggre? (Can you speak Hog Latin?)
	ng

	timus n k.o. light, brownish grasshopper less than 1" found in bushes and tall grasses. rim-us a pure, sincere. Ang gugmang tim-us 
	di mulubad, Pure love doesn't fade. 
	timwurk n teamwork. Lawgaw ang amung grupu kay way timwurk, Our group is no good because it lacks teamwork. a have teamwork, right coordination. Timwurk kaayu ang babista ug ang pyanista, The bass player and the pianist coordinated beautifully. v [B12C; c3] team up with, do s.t. harmoniously together in coordinated effort. Nagkatimwurk ang duruba sa ilang pag-ilad sa sapian nilang iyaan, The two made a perf ect!--team in swindling their rich aunt. 
	tin. abbreviation for tinyinti 'lieutenant'. 
	tioa n a child born with the umbilical cord wound around the neck. According to folk belief such a child will turn out hot-tempered. 
	tina n k.o. brown-colored rot that affects their growth or killing them. 
	rice plants stunti
	ng 

	tina v [A; a] dye. Tin-&a ang milubad nga karsunis, Dye the faded pants. Natina sa dugu ang bindahi, The bandage is stained with blood. ( ➔> n dye. -an n dyeivat. 
	ng 

	tinabal see TABAL. 
	tinabuylu (from buylu) n the rapid whirlingmotion of a body, as a propeller, motor, etc. Ang tinabuylu sa pala sa barku, The 
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	• 
	whirling motion of the propeller. 
	tinai (from tai) n intestines. -sa kawayan nthe inner sides of bamboo, stripped off from the hard outer part to use for weaving.layu sa -1 off the target. 2 for a wound to be minor (humorous). Ayawg bilak layu ra na sa tinai, Don't be a sissy. It's a minor cut. igsumpay, kasumpay ug -, igputul, kaputul ug -n brother, sister. 
	tinapa n fish packed in small 2" by 4" cylindrical can. v [Al] have such fish for one's meal.
	tinapay n 1 bread. 2 pastry. v [Al] have bread.

	tinatina n a k.o. children's ball game mainly for girls where the ball is dribbled in a court made up of ten squares and the object is to dribble the ball in each square a specified number of times. v [A; b) play such a game. tin-aw a 1 clear, not turbid or muddied. Tinaw ang limpiyung tubig, Clean water is clear. 2 clear, definite. Tin-aw ang ,yang babad, His warning was clear. 3 clear-voiced. Tinaw ,yang tingug kay di siya muinum, He has a clear voice because he doesn't drink. -ugibi a a woman who can h
	gain after having had a baby (lit. havi
	ng

	Makigtin-away ku niya babin nianang tabia,
	Makigtin-away ku niya babin nianang tabia,
	I'll have it out with her about that gossip. 
	ka-an n clarification, explanation. 
	,
	. ,

	ttnawu see TAWU.tinda v [A; c] sell s.t. which is displayed in a store or on the sidewalk. Mutinda siyag babawng pan, The bread he sells is not fresh. Gipanakup ang naninda sa asiras, The peos on the sidewalk were arrested. n goods for sale in a store.paN-v [A2; c6] go into the selling business. Ang lisinsiyadu ray makapanindag alak, Ontindiru n salesgirl, salesman. v [B156; a2] be a salesman, salesgirl.
	ple that were selling thi
	ng
	ly licensed dealers can sell liquor. n selli
	ng
	business. tindahan n store. tindir
	a, 

	tindak v [A; c] push, kick with the sole ofthe foot; stamp the feet. K usug siyang mitindak sa bisikl,ta, He stepped hard on the bicycle. ltindak ang tiil iniglanguy nimu, Kick your feet when you swim. n kick. -an, -anan n treadle, pedal. -in-n two coconut 
	trees planted right next to Łach other so 
	trees planted right next to Łach other so 
	that it looks as though one is kicking the 
	other. Coconuts planted this way usually
	mark a boundary. v [cl] plant coconut 
	trees in two's. 
	tindaw v [A; a] visit a fish corral and find 
	out if there is a catch.tinday n adolescent female horse. tindir v [A; c] expose, show openly. Mutin-· 
	dtr sa s1ang lawas sa kadagbanan, Expose
	their bodies in public. Gitindihan mi niya. sa
	tanang sud-an, He laid all the dishes in front 
	of us. tindida n in card games, a card placed
	face-upwards in the stack of discards. tindira, tindiru see TINDA.tindug v 1 [APB346; cl] stand, cause s.t. to 
	stand. Kinsay nagtindug (nagpatindug) sa 
	·!
	pusti, Who set the .post up? Nagtindug angubang pasabiru, Some of the passengers were standing. Tinduga (itindug, ipatindug)ang butilyang natumba, Set the bottle that toppled back up. 2 (A; b6] act as a wedding sponsor. Mayut ang mitindug sa ,Zang sponsor. 3 [A2; b] stand on, back upone's word, idea, etc. Tindugi giyud nangimung pasangil, Be sure to back up your charges. 3a take responsibility for s.o. 's expenses for him. Akuy mutindug sa imung matrikula, l will take care of your school obligations. n 1 
	kasal, The mayor acted as their weddi
	ng 
	ding ensemble, everythi
	ng 
	person during the weddi
	ng 
	parents have bought his bride's weddi
	ng 
	ng

	I
	lning sapia makapatindug na tag balay, With
	this money we can now construct a house. n stake set under beams to add support when there is a considerable distance between the supporting posts. hi-Iha-, hipa-/ hapa-v [B1256] stand up involuntarily. 
	Nabatindug (nabapatindug) ku sa kakurat, 
	I stood up in shocked surprise. -in-an n wed
	diensemble, includithe accessories. 
	ng 
	ng 

	-um-, -um-r-n original inhabitants, natives. 
	Talagsa ray tumitindug (tumindug) sa syu
	dad, There are few people originally from 
	the city. -un( ➔) n the family, relatives, and 
	friends of the groom. They serve the bride 
	and her family (lingkurun) at the wedding 
	festivities. Kita kay tindugun, atu ang ta
	nang trababu unya sa adlaw sa kasal, We are
	in the groom's party so we h?3-ve to do the 
	work at the weddiparty .!.tindukn k.o. cookibanana, a foot or 
	ng 
	1 
	ng 
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	more lo, somewhat curved and about as big as a man's arm: Musa paradisiaca var. 
	ng

	magna.
	•tindu� -um-, -um-� n people indigenous to a certain area. Ang mga tuminduk (tumitinduk) sa Misamis mga Suban-un, The Subanos are the natives of Misamis. v [B1256] be a native. 

	tinduktinduk n shrub of seashore: Prosopisvidaliana. 
	ting-prefix added to roots which refer to s.t. which happens seasonally to form nouns which mean 'season or time of the day that [so-and-so] takes place'. Most forms with ting-have 'Short penults. Sayung buntag nga mauy tinglusad sa manuk, The early mornihours when the chickens come down from their perches. Tingbunga (tingpamuo season. Tingadlaw (ting-ad/aw), The hot season. Tingbalud, The wavy season. 
	ng 
	nga) sa mangga, The ma
	ng

	tinga n 1 food particle lodged between the teeth. 2 k.o. reddish breast tumor believed any k.o. shellfish with nipple-like growths, and treated with steam from those k.o. shellfish. v [A123P] 1 have food particles lodged in the teeth. 
	to be caused by eati
	ng 

	Makatinga (makapatinga) ang karni sa ngipun, Meat sticks in the teeth. 2 get this k.o. tumor. 
	Makatinga (makapatinga) ang karni sa ngipun, Meat sticks in the teeth. 2 get this k.o. tumor. 

	•tinga pa-v [A; c] give advance partial payment. Mupatinga kag katunga kun magpakudak ka, You must pay half in advance if you have your picture taken. Tirsiyu lay ipatinga, Give one third of the cost as advance payment. n partial payment given in advance. 
	tingav [A13] be in the throes of death. Pagkubag pari kay nagtinga nag pasyinti, Get a priest because the patient is in the throes of death. 
	ting-ab v [A; b6] open the mouth to gasp for breath. Nagting-ab intawun ang bubafor breath. 
	kun, The poor asthma patient is gaspi
	ng 

	tingabngab v [B; cl] be gapiwith a hugeor hole. Mitingabngab ang bakilid nga gidinamita, The hill had a big gape in it after it was dynamited. Ayawg tingabngaba (itingabngab) ang imung baba kay sud lag lamuk, If you open your mouth wide mosquitoes are going to come in. 
	ng 
	openi
	ng 

	tingag v 1 [B36; c] catch, snag or hold by . Mitingag (natingag) sa iyang tutunlan ang bukug sa isda, The fish bone got snagged in his throat. Nagtingag pa sa iyargbukubuku ang baraw, The knife was still sticking on his back. Gitingag niya sa kalin
	pierci
	ng
	t
	-

	m, He ran a needle through the calendar. 2 [A12; a] knock a piece of the circle in the game of taksi,. 3 [B126)suffer the relapse called tingag. Ang kalisang mauy nakatingag (nakapatingag) sa bag-ung nanganak, The intense fright caused the woman who had just given birth to have a fatal relapse. n fatal relapse suffered by a woman who has recently had a baby, caused by overstrain or emotional disturbance. bughat -= TINGAG, n. 
	m, He ran a needle through the calendar. 2 [A12; a] knock a piece of the circle in the game of taksi,. 3 [B126)suffer the relapse called tingag. Ang kalisang mauy nakatingag (nakapatingag) sa bag-ung nanganak, The intense fright caused the woman who had just given birth to have a fatal relapse. n fatal relapse suffered by a woman who has recently had a baby, caused by overstrain or emotional disturbance. bughat -= TINGAG, n. 
	daryu ang da
	gu

	tingal v 1 [A; ale] force s.t. into s.o.'s mouth. Tingalun ang batang purgabun, If you give a child a purgative, you have to force it down his throat. la force a pig's mouth open by sticking s.t. into it. 2 [A; c]bribe. Mamakak ang saksi ug du.nay mutingal niya, The witness will lie if s.o. bribes him. Itingal ni sa gwardiya, Give this as a bribe to the guard. 3 [A; c] for s. t. to be brought onto one (literary). Dili ku na hapit maantus ang kapaitan nga gitingal kanaku sa kapalaran, I can hardly bear th
	tingala v 1 [B1256; b3(1)c5] be surprised, mystified at s.t. unexpected. Natingala ku sa iyang pagkausab, It surprised me at how he had chaed. Gikatingad-an ang butu sa laburaturyu, People were mystified by the explosion in the lab. Di ikatingala ang iyang that he won. 2 [B26N] for one's body processes or health to be upset from being subjected to s. t. to which one is not accustomed. Naningala ang akung tiyan sa pagkaun ug nangka, The jackfruit upset my stomach. Natingala ang iyang lawas sa kabugnaw sa irk
	ng
	pagdaug, It's not amazi
	ng 
	ng 
	-

	. .
	g1c nng. 
	tingalaw (not without l) v [A; b6] prepare food for people who are working on the farm. Nagtingalaw kus nagdaru, I'm preparing meals for the men who are plowing. 
	tingali probably, maybe. Tingalig muulan run kay nanag-um, It will probably rain because the clouds are gathering. Ikaw tingali ang nagsumbung, nu? You're the one that told on me, weren't you? Dili tingali mahi
	·
	-


	al -tingting 
	tingal
	ng
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	mu kay . . . I don't think I can do it because ... paN-v [A2) say 'perhaps' to signify uncertainty. Dt' ku maniguru. ManingaliLang ku, I am not sure. Maybe I can. Culuv [A13] = PAN·. 
	mu kay . . . I don't think I can do it because ... paN-v [A2) say 'perhaps' to signify uncertainty. Dt' ku maniguru. ManingaliLang ku, I am not sure. Maybe I can. Culuv [A13] = PAN·. 
	tingalngal v [AB; cl] for a cover or shutter to open wide, cause it to do so. Nagtingalngal ang kaban tungud sa kadaghan sa suLud, 
	The chest came open because so many things were inside it. Tingalngala (itingalngaL) ug maayu ang pultaban arun masud ang bangku, Open the door shutter wide so that the chair outside can be taken in. a opened wide. 
	tingaa V [AB; cl] for a cover or shutter to be slightly open or ajar; cause it to do so. Nagtinganga ang pultahan. Sirhi, The door is ajar. Close it. a opened a little way. 
	ng

	. . 
	, 
	,

	nngay1 = TINGALI.
	tiga n metal, lead. -un a lead-like, heavy. -un ug kamut a clumsy, tending to break things easily. 
	ng

	tinggalung = SINGGALUNG. 
	tinggatingga n k.o. small wrasse of rocks inshallow waters. 
	tinggil n 1 clitoris. 2 mild curse word, expressing frustration or exasperation. Tinggilt NapaLus na pud, Darn! It slipped off again.
	tinggu n debt (slang for utang). V rA; c) buy 
	s.t. on credit (slang). 
	tinghab v [A) gasp one's last few breaths in dying. Nagtingbab na ang iru nga naligsan, The dog that the car ran over is now gasping for its last breath. 

	tinghaga = T ANGHAGA. 
	tihak v [A) be panting, gasping for breath. 
	ng

	Nagtingbak siya human sa Lumba, He was
	Nagtingbak siya human sa Lumba, He was
	panting after the race. 

	tinghuy n small oil lamp made of a wick of tightly rolled cotton blossoms floating in the oil, used as a wake lamp, kept burning the night through. 
	tingi v [AB26; b3) put s.o. to shame or deep embarrassment. Ang uyab niyang bakLa mauy nagtingi niya sa kadagbanan, His homosexual lover put him to a great shame in public. Natingi ku pagpahaLipay niya kay di man diay adlaw niya, I was very embarrassed when I wished him happy birthday because it turned out it was not his birthday. 
	tiil = SINGIL.
	ng

	tikad v [A; a12] do s. t. to the whole of 
	ng

	s.t. Wa n,mu matingkad paglimpiyu ang su
	s.t. Wa n,mu matingkad paglimpiyu ang su

	lar, You just cleaned part of the yard. tingkag = TANGKAG. 
	tingkagul, tingkagul v [B6; b6] 1 make a loud banging noise. Mitingkagul ang silyang 
	giitsa sa alkuba, The chair thrown to theattic made a heavy thud. 2 be in prison. 
	giitsa sa alkuba, The chair thrown to theattic made a heavy thud. 2 be in prison. 
	Ang pagkakiriwan mauy nakatingkagul ( nakapatingkagul) niya sa prisuban, His thieverygot him thrown into prison. 3 be thrown into a miserable situation. Ania akung alaut,nagtingkagul sa kagul-anan, Here I am, wretched and suffering in grief. n bangingnoise. 
	tikal n loosely twisted cotton thread madefrom low-grade cotton used for blankets,wicks, or twisted into fishing lines. 
	ng

	tingkalag v [B456N; b4N) for hair to stand on end. Mitingkdg ang akung balb,bu nga nam,naw sa kaagi ni Drakula, My hair stood on end while I listened to the story of Dracula. Nagtingkdg ang balhibu sa sunuy nganaggukud sa hingangkan, The feathers of the cock were standing on end while he chased the hen. 
	tingkalu = TUKTUR. 
	tingkap n enamel-coated tin cup. v [A; a2]use an enamel cup. 
	tingkarul v 1, 2, 3 = TINGKAGUL. 4 [Al]
	1
	. .
	hght one's way with a ttngkarul torch. 5 
	[A; a) make a tingkaruL torch. n k.o. kerosene torch made from bamboo or a bottle into which a tube nearly as big around as the mouth is inserted. So called from the noise this torch makes, and also from the fact that in the k.o. fishing with which it is used, a banging noise is made to draw thefish (cf.. DAGUKDUK).
	tingkas = TANGKAS. 
	tingkiri = KINGKIRI. 
	tingkiyu = TANGKIYU. 
	tingku n, v 1 = TAGULTUL , nl, v. 2 poundrice in a mortar at the Łame time as s. o. else is pounding rice and in rhythm with him. 
	tingkubu v [A; a12P] hunch one's shoulders forward. Nagtingkubu siya tungud sa iyang kagulang, He is hunched over because he is old. 
	tingkuy n hollow space in nape of neck. lalum ug -greedy, ungiving or not sharing what one eats. 
	tingsi v [A; b6] draw the lips back in amusement or to smile. Nakapasar dagway siya kay nagtingsi: He must have passed the test because he is smiling to himself. Tingsii Jang siLa kun kabsan kag isulti, Just smile at them when you run out of things to say. n a weak smile. hi-Iha-v [B1256] draw the lips back involuntarily in amusement. 
	tingsian n k.o. forest tree producing a darkreddish hardwood. 
	tingting v 1 = T ALINGTING. 2 [AC; b( 1)] 

	1020 tingub -tintal 
	).tingub v 1 [A; cl] do s.t. all at once. Tinguba (tingba, itingub) paglaba ang bulingun, 
	have sexual intercourse (sla
	ng

	Wash all of the clothes at once. 2 [B126C2 
	Wash all of the clothes at once. 2 [B126C2 
	3] be combined in one, be entirely devoted to s.t. Magtingub tag pangadyi, Let's all pray together. Kining mga hiyas natingub sa iyang pagkatawu, All these qualities were combined in his person. Natingub ang tanang pagpangga sa bugtung nilang anak, 
	They devoted all of their love and affection to their only child. Ang nasakpan mauy natingban sa tanang pasangil, The one who was caught got all of the blame. n s.t. complete in one. Ang tingub anang idiyaba maumul sa usa ka pulung, The entirety ofthat idea can be expressed in one word. a comeverything. Usa ka mubu apan tingub nga pangutana, A short but allembraciquestion. tingbanan n storage, reservoir. katilingban n society, community. katilingbanun a havito do with society, community. -in-a done al
	plete, coveri
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng


	tingud = SINGUD. 
	tingug v 1 [A2S] produce a sound. Ayubanang tiklang di mutingug, Fix the piano keys that don't sound. 2 [A2S; b3 c] speak,speak up. Unsa pay tinggan naku nga di' ka man maminaw? What should I talk for,since you won't listen? Tingug sa miting ug duna kay ikatingug, Speak up in the meeting if you have s.t. to say. 3 [C; b6] be on speaking terms. Wala mi magtingug (magterms. n 1 sound, voice. 2 one's say or word in the proceedings of. Ang akung tingug mauy matuman, They will do whatever I say. pav [A; cl] t
	tingganay), We aren't on speaki
	ng 
	ner of speaki
	ng

	tinguha (from kuba) v [A13; a12] aim for, seek to possess. Matag baksir nagtinguba sa kampiyunatu, Every boxer aims at the championship. Gitinguba niyang magbulag sila, It was her intention to separate them. n s.t. one intends, aspires to do. Wa kuy tingubang dautan nimu, l do not have wicked intentions against you. Ang mga tinguba sa bayani alang sa nasud, The hero's aspirations for the country. paN-v 1 [A2; a12] 
	tinguha (from kuba) v [A13; a12] aim for, seek to possess. Matag baksir nagtinguba sa kampiyunatu, Every boxer aims at the championship. Gitinguba niyang magbulag sila, It was her intention to separate them. n s.t. one intends, aspires to do. Wa kuy tingubang dautan nimu, l do not have wicked intentions against you. Ang mga tinguba sa bayani alang sa nasud, The hero's aspirations for the country. paN-v 1 [A2; a12] 
	s.t. Muasinsu ang tawung maninguha, He who strives hard will succeed. Paningubaa nga mutap ka sa tis,Try hard to top the exam. 2 [A2] court a woman. Naninguba ku niya piru gibastid ku, I courted her for all I was worth, but I was turned down. n strivi, trying hard. Kawang ang paninguha nga di nuntan ug kaabtik, It is futile to try hard if you don't couple it with shrewdness. 
	give one's uonost in doi
	ng 
	ng


	tisbawan see USBAW.
	tisbawan see USBAW.
	ngu

	tiniblas n the Wednesday before Easter.tinidurn 1 table fork. 2 forked bars that 
	t
	1 

	support the front wheel of a bicycle. 3 -sa yuta spade shaped similar to a pitchfork used to turn the soil. v [A; a] use a fork. 
	tinidursee TINIR. 
	2 

	tin-idyir n teen-ager. v [B256; b6] be a teenager.
	tininti= TINYINTI. 
	1 

	tininti= TINUNTU (humorous euphemism). see TUNTU. 
	2 

	tinir v [A; c] 1 keep, have in possession. 
	a mistress. Wa ku magtinir ug sapatus nga daghan, l don't have many shoes. Magniwangkag itinir nimu nang kaguula, You'll growthin if you harbor that sorrow. 2 detain. 1tinir siya ug di makapiyansa, Detain him if he cannot post bail. tinidur dilibru n bookkeeper. v [B156) be a bookkeeper.
	Nagtinir siyag babayi, He's keepi
	ng 
	-

	tinir n thinner for paints, lacquers.
	tinis n 1 tennis. 2 tennis or canvas shoes. v 1 [AC; b6] play tennis. 2 [A13; b6] wear tennis shoes. -kurt tennis court. -pliyir n tennis player. v [B156) be a tennis player. -an(➔) n 1 tennis court. 2 dancing space out in the open.
	tinrawundir n boxer who qualifies for tenround fights. v [B1256] be a boxer who qualifies for ten-round fights. 
	tinsiyun = ATINSIYUN. 
	tinta n 1 ink. 2 ink of squids or octopuses. v [A; b4] put ink in a pen or on s.t. Palibug rag tinta sa pawuntin pin, Please fill the pen with ink. Natintaan ang mantil, The tablecloth got ink spilled on it. -sa lumayagan, nulws, tamala, etc. ink of squid, cuttlefish, octopus. tintiru n inkwell. tintiruhan, tintiruhan = TINTIRU. 
	tintal v [A2; a] 1 tempt, entice. �Vayis manintal (mutintal) ang yawa, The devil tempts in a shrewd way. Ayaw kug tintala anang imung paa, Don't entice me with your legs. J\t1au nang bukira ang gitintalan ni Hisus, Jesus was tempted on that mountain. 2 bother so as to distract. Gitintal siya maung nagkasayup, S.o. distracted him so 
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	tlntln
	1 
	-t1pas 

	he made errors. n temptation. maN-r-n tempter, temptress. ma-un a ent1c1, nnnyun n temptation. 
	he made errors. n temptation. maN-r-n tempter, temptress. ma-un a ent1c1, nnnyun n temptation. 
	ng
	ta-

	tintinn child's word for penis (utin).
	1 

	tlntin= TALINGTING.
	2 

	' 
	. . 
	unnru see TINTA. 
	tin.tu n red table wine. -dulsi sweet red wine, usually served as a lady's drink. Gisirbiban ang mga babayi ug tintu dulsi, The women were served sweet red wine. -siku stroliquor. Ang mga laki ra ang gisirbiban sa tintu siku, Only the men were served the stroliquor. binu -= TINTU, n. 
	ng 
	ng 


	tintura n tincture of iodine; -amika n tincture of arnica. -diyudu, yudu = TINTURA. 
	tinu, tinun insects which make a tiny ticking sound when squashed. v [B246) make a tiny poppisound when squashed. Mutinu angbubi nga lusa kun tusdun, U nhatched eggs of head lice will make a tiny popsound when you press them between your thumbnails. 
	l 
	ng 
	pi
	ng 

	dnuv [A; a12] ascertain, verify. Tinuangway bantay inigsulud natu, Be sure there's no guard when we break in. a absolutelycertain. Tinu nang kadaugan. Dili malalis, We most certainly will win. There is no dispute about it. a absolutely certain. ka-an n 1 certainty. Way katinuan nga magnuud ang akung pangagpas, There's no certainty that my guess will prove right. 2 s.t. that proves, verifies. Nagkinabanglag igung katinuan arun mabukman siya, We need sufficient evidence if he is to be convicted. 
	2 

	tinur n 1 tenor voice. 2 tenor part in a choral group. 3 tenor instrument. -saks tenor saxophone. v [A; b6] sing tenor. 
	tinuryu n a Don Juan. 
	tinutinu n k.o. herb of waste places: Pbysalis
	lanceifolia. 
	lanceifolia. 

	tinutuwa = LUNAW. 
	tinuud see TUUD. 
	tinyaplaba n 1 = ALAP·AP. 2' medicine for ALAP·AP. v [A123P; a4] be infected with tinea flava. 
	tinyinti n lieutenant in rank. v [B156) be a lieutenant Di ku gustung maultimu, magtinyinti ku, I don't want to be a private but a lieutenant. -dil baryu n barrio chief. v [B156) be a barrio chief. 
	dpn tip, gratuity. v [A; c] give, get a tip, gratuity. Nakatip siyag pisus, He got a peso tip. Diyis pursiyintu ang bustung itip, Ten percent is a big enough tip to give. 
	1 

	dpn tip, secret information. v [A; b(l)) tip off, give, get secret information. Nakatip ang pisi babin sa tulis, The P.C. got a tipabout the robbery. 
	2 

	tipv [A; b) fasten with, apply adhesive tape. Tipi ang dinugtungan sa wayir, Tapethe wire joints. n 1 adhesive tape. 2 magnetic tape. iskats -Scotch tape. -rikurd tape,. v [A; c] make a tape recording.1· Akuy mutiprikurd sa iyang diskursu,I'll make a tape recording of his speech. -session. 2 tape recordi. v [C23] have a tape recording session. Nagtiprikurding mi sa amung ispits klas, We had a tape recording session in our speech class. -rikurdir n tape recorder. v [A12) obtain a tape recorder. 
	tipv [A; b) fasten with, apply adhesive tape. Tipi ang dinugtungan sa wayir, Tapethe wire joints. n 1 adhesive tape. 2 magnetic tape. iskats -Scotch tape. -rikurd tape,. v [A; c] make a tape recording.1· Akuy mutiprikurd sa iyang diskursu,I'll make a tape recording of his speech. -session. 2 tape recordi. v [C23] have a tape recording session. Nagtiprikurding mi sa amung ispits klas, We had a tape recording session in our speech class. -rikurdir n tape recorder. v [A12) obtain a tape recorder. 
	3 
	tape recordi
	ng
	rikurding n 1 tape recordi
	ng 
	ng

	tipak v 1 [A; ab7] break, chip a piece from. 
	Natipak ang baba sa kupita, The rim of the goblet is chipped. Ayawg tipki ni kay gamay na lang, Don't break anything off of this piece. It's already small as it is. 2 [A; b 7) take away from one's money, time, etc. 
	Mutipak kug tirsiyu sa swildu para sa bubis,
	I chip in one-third of my salary for taxes. Tipki kug diyutay sa imung panabun, Spare me a little of your time. 3 [AB12; al) crack. Kinsay nakatipak sa tibud? Who cracked the jar? Nagkatipak ang sag-ub nga pirming nabulad, The bamboo bucket is getting cracked because it is constantly left in the sun. Ayawgtipka nang basu, Don't crack the glass. 4 [A; a3) get a profit from 
	. 

	s.t Daku kug natipak sa gumang akung gibaligya, I made a lot from the tires I resold. n 1 piece broken from s.t. 2 s.t. taken, deducted from. 
	tipaka, tipaka n 1 fragments, small broken pieces. Ang tipaka sa saang nahasagul sa unud, The pieces of the shell got mixed with the meat. Tipaka sa atung napusgay nga kaminyuun, The fragments of our broken marriage. 2 hard outer hull, husk, or shell of fruits and nuts, eggshells, shells of crustaceans. 3 k.o. land snail introduced by the Japanese for food purposes. 
	.

	tipal-u n k.o. worm with legs, about 1" long, that tends to seek dark places and gives off phosphorescence when crushed. 
	tipanu n bamboo flute. tipas v 1 [A2; c] veer, go in a new direction. 
	Mitipas siyag laing dalan arun dili siya bikitan, He turned off onto another road,, so they wouldn't find him. la take off the way, turn away from one's. goals. Ayawg itipas ang imung panganduy ngadtu sa kabilayan, Don't let your ambitions veer to lustful pleasures. !nay idiritsu niyag batud angbabayi gitipas sa awaawng dapit, Instead of takithe girl directly home, he took her off to a deserted place. 2 [A23] for a conversation to take· a new tack. M itipas ang i
	ng 
	-


	tipasak -tipu 
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	Lang panagsuLti ngadtus puLitika, T.he conversation shifted to politics. hi-Iha-v [B 12 S6] be caused to veer, deviate. Nahitipasna na sa maayung pamatasan, That is far from good manners. -anan(�), -I-an(�), -an (�) n fork in a road, place where one turns off in a new direction. 
	Lang panagsuLti ngadtus puLitika, T.he conversation shifted to politics. hi-Iha-v [B 12 S6] be caused to veer, deviate. Nahitipasna na sa maayung pamatasan, That is far from good manners. -anan(�), -I-an(�), -an (�) n fork in a road, place where one turns off in a new direction. 
	t

	tipasak v [A; c] splash hard against s. t. Mitipasak ang ulan gikan sa sandayung, Rain against s.t. 
	splashed from the gutter. n splashi
	ng 

	tipasaw = TIMPASAW. 
	tipasi (from pasi) n 1 unhusked rice. 2 a nobody compared with s.o. big. Mangimbitara bunch of nobodies to the party? -un a for rice or corn to have lots of unhusked grains mixed in with it. 
	kag tipasi·sa parti? You're inviti
	ng 

	tipay n 1 k.o. pearl oyster with a thin, black shell and brittle, tooth-like projections at the mouth. It is a source of mother-of-pearl. 2 mother-of-pearl. Tipay ang gunitanan sa pistula, The pistol has a mother-of-pearl handle. paN-v [A2; b6] dive for this sort of oyster. 
	tipdas n k.o. measles. v [A123P; a4] have 
	• 
	1

	tipdas.
	tipdasv [A2; b8] Łit lightly, just barely graze. Nagaras siya. Igu Lang nakatipdas ang pana, He was scratched. The arrow just grazed him. Way kasu, hitipdasan Lang siya sa baLa, It's nothing serious. The bullet just grazed him. 
	2 

	tipi v [A; a] kill (slang). Tipia ang saksi kun mupyait, Liquidate the witness if he sings. 
	tipig v 1, 2, 3= TAPIG, vl, 2, 3. 4 [Al; b (1)) save money. Maayu nang magtipig para sa pagkatiguLang, It's good to save for your old age. Tipigi ang subra sa gaLastuhan, Save whatever you haven't spent. -in-an n 1 savings. 2 s. t. kept hidden. Duna siyay tinipigang pagbati nimu, She has a secret love for you. -anan n hiding place. 
	tipik v [A; b] take a bit off s.t. Di giyud ka makatipik anang kik para naku? Can't you break a bit of that cake off for me? Tipki sad ku sa imung pagtagad, Let me have a moment of your attention. n 1 small portion, a fraction of s.t. Ang iyang hinabang tipik Zang sa iyang bahand,: His donation is only a fraction of what he has. 2 integralpart. Tipik ka na sa akung kaugaLingun, You're already a part of my being. ka-n s.t. that forms a whole together with s.t. else. Ang yuta nga akung gipalit katipik niadtu
	tipiyu n acronym for Truck Public Utility, a 
	group of vehicles classed for vehicular licensipurposes.
	ng 

	tiplas v [b8] graze slightly. NatipLasan Langiyang agtang sa bala, The bullet just grazed his forehead lightly. pa-v [A2; cl] aim!s. t. so that it just grazes the target. Patiplasa (ipatiplas) Lang ang pagtiru sa puga, Just graze the escapee when you shoot him. 
	npm1syur n tape measure. 
	tiprikurd see TIP . 
	tip sing v [A2; bBf hit s. t. at the edge. 1\Jatipsingan ra niya ang targit, He just hit the target at the edge. wala sa -nothing as compared to. -in-n 1 slivers of wood left after chopping. Ang tinipsing sa kahuy nga atung gisapsapan maayung idumalig, The slivers of wood that we chopped are good to use as kindling. 2 small amount as compared to 
	s.t. else. Ang imung natampu tinipsing lang (wala sa tip sing) sa akua, Your contribution is nothing compared to mine. 
	tiptip v 1 [A; b] cut the tip of s.t. with scissors or shears. Ang mutiptip sa balili gantihan, Whoever clips the grass will get s.t. la [AP; cl] cut close to the surface or ground. 
	Akung gitiptipan (gipatiptipan) ang iyang buhuk kay gikutu, I cut his hair very short because he has lots of lice. 2 [A; al] break s.t. with the teeth. Kalabaw nila ang nagtiptip sa amung mais, Their carabao chewed up our corn. a cut close to the surface. Tip
	tip kaayung!pagkaputul ang mga tuud sa nataran, The stumps in the yard were cut close to the ground. 
	tipun a liquid measure of various amounts 
	1
	on the locality. 1 for palm toddy, usually containing six liters. 2 containing about a ganta (3 liters). tipuhan n container holdi!a tipu, usually one or two nodes of bamboo. 
	dependi
	ng 
	ng 

	tipun 1 contours, shape of face. Daw diyusa ang tipu sa iyang nawung, Her p"rofile is like a goddess'. may -having an attractive appearance. May tipu giyud nang tawhana da, That man is sure good-looking. 2 type of person, personality. Ang tipu sa babaying akung gustu kanang igat, I like the type of girl that is a flirt. 
	2 

	tipu n weight, registered weight on the scafe. Pilay tipu nimus timbangan? What is your weight? (Lit. How much do you register on the scale?) v [B256; cl] balance the scales by placithe rider on the zero mark. Tipuha (itipu) ang timbangan usa manimbang, Place the rider on the zero mark before you weigh s.t. 
	ng 

	tipu v [A; ac] put together. Kinsay nagtipu sa mga tutbras? Bayag magkabaylu, Who 

	tipug-uk -tira 1023 
	put the toothbrushes together? Suppose they get mixed up? Tipua ang tanang inani una bahina, Put all the harvest together before apportioning it. -an(�) n a crank-operated device for twisting strands into a rope. 
	put the toothbrushes together? Suppose they get mixed up? Tipua ang tanang inani una bahina, Put all the harvest together before apportioning it. -an(�) n a crank-operated device for twisting strands into a rope. 

	tipug-uk a lumpy. v [BJ be, become lumpy.
	Mutipug-uk (matipug-uk) ang harina ug dt' ayagun, The flour will become lumpy if it is not strained. 
	Mutipug-uk (matipug-uk) ang harina ug dt' ayagun, The flour will become lumpy if it is not strained. 
	,

	tipuk v [A; a) rub out, liquidate (slang). I-
	yang gitipuk ang bawak sa Karbun siLbing pani1nawus, The chief tough of the Carbon market area was killed in revenge. 
	yang gitipuk ang bawak sa Karbun siLbing pani1nawus, The chief tough of the Carbon market area was killed in revenge. 

	tipuknul = TIBUGUL. 
	tipuksul n lumps bulging out of a surface. 
	Mga tipuksul sa nawung, Lumps on the face. v [A; a12P) bulge out of a surface, form a lump on. Ayaw ug ibutang ang pistuLa sa buLsa kay mutipuksuL, Don't put the pistol in the pocket because it will bulge. 
	Mga tipuksul sa nawung, Lumps on the face. v [A; a12P) bulge out of a surface, form a lump on. Ayaw ug ibutang ang pistuLa sa buLsa kay mutipuksuL, Don't put the pistol in the pocket because it will bulge. 

	tipuku v [A; b(l)) 1 get on top of s.o. or s.t., it down. Gitipuk-anniya ang babuy, He jumped on the pig and pinned it down. la have a woman for intercourse (euphemism). lb use s.t. one sets oneself on. Maay ka Lang mutipuku anang bisiklita apan di ka muayu ug madaut, 
	hugging and bendi
	ng 

	You are good at using the bicycle, but are you good at fixing it if it breaks? 2 crowd around s.o. or s.t. Mitipukit ang mga tawu sa Labasiru, The people crowded around the fish peddler. Gitipuk-an sila sa mga langaw, A swarm of flies set on them. 
	You are good at using the bicycle, but are you good at fixing it if it breaks? 2 crowd around s.o. or s.t. Mitipukit ang mga tawu sa Labasiru, The people crowded around the fish peddler. Gitipuk-an sila sa mga langaw, A swarm of flies set on them. 

	tipuk-ul = TIBUGUL.
	tipuli n the monkey-eating eagle: Pitbecophaga jefferyi. 
	tipulu = ATIPULU. 
	tipun v 1 [A; ac] put, be together, join in a group. Di siya mutipun sa mga pundukpunduk, He doesn't mingle with groups. Iniglaba ayawg tipuna ang puti ug dikulur, In doing the laundry don't put the white and colored clothes together. MaLata nang prutasa ug it,pun sa Lataun, That fruit will get rotten if you put it together with rotten ones. 2 [A2C; cS] live together. Pait ikatipun ning kusug muhaguk, It's terrible to live with s.o. who snores. 3 [ C; c3) live as a common-law couple. Magtipun lang ta, 
	-

	tipunan, a secret revolutionary societywhich aimed at independence from Spain. katipuniru n a member of the Katipunan. v [B156) become a katipuniru. panag-n 1 living together, esp. as a couple. 2 gathering,coming together.
	tipunan, a secret revolutionary societywhich aimed at independence from Spain. katipuniru n a member of the Katipunan. v [B156) become a katipuniru. panag-n 1 living together, esp. as a couple. 2 gathering,coming together.
	tipun-ug v [B3(1); ell be piled up into a big heap. Nagtipun-ug ang bugasan human sa parti, There was a huge stack of dishes after the party. Siya ang gitipun-ugan sa tanang pagbasul, The blame was all dumped on him. Tipun-uga (itipun-ug) Lang ang mga sagbut diba arun dabukan, Heap the trash there to burn it. n pile, heap of. 
	tipus n typhus. v [a4) be sick with typhus.
	•tipusa, •tipusu balay, turi nga -n name given to the Blessed Virgin in prayers. 
	tipuy n money (slang). Arang run mi kaambuy, way tipuy, We're flat broke. Completely busted. v [A; act) have some money, have s.t. to use as money. paN-v [A; b5]get hold of money. Makapanipuy gani na siya, pasikat dayun, If he gets his hands on money he starts to show off. 
	tipyas = TIPLAS. 
	tira v [A; b] 1 shoot. Tirahi dayug Langgam inigbatug, Shoot the bird as soon as it lands on the branch. 2 dynamite fish. Tira.bi bisagduut sa gagmayng isda, Blast it even if it's a ).
	sŁhool of small fish. 3 go after a girl (sla
	ng

	A1utira siya bisag kinsa basta manimabung as it smells like a woman. 4 have a woman for sexual purposes. Mutira na bisag kukuk, He will have sexual intercourse even with prostitutes. 5 [A; c] publish, appear in print 1tira nang balitaa sa pamantalaan ugma, That news will be published in the papers tomorrow. n shooting. -pula in a variety of billiards where only three balls are used, the con�ition that the player must hit the red ball first whenever he tries to make a carom. -pasagad n hit-and-miss, at r
	babayi, He courts anybody as lo
	ng 
	-

	DipLanu ang amung panulis, di tira pasagad, 
	Our robberies are planned, not merely hit

	.,
	and-miss. Di siya makaigu kay tira pasagad siyang manumbag, He can't hit the mark because he shoots at random. v [A3P) do 
	and-miss. Di siya makaigu kay tira pasagad siyang manumbag, He can't hit the mark because he shoots at random. v [A3P) do 
	s.t thoughtlessly or indiscriminately. A
	yawg tira pasagad. Pilia ang LaLaking buutan, 
	Don't pick just anybody. Choose a good man to marry. -da n1 a single photographic exposure, shot. Kining tiradaha didtu makuba duuL sa taytayan, This shot was taken near the bridge. 2 shot in a billiard game. biyin -good shot. 3 attack, verbal or physical. Kusug nga tiradang nakapalukapa niya, A hard blow that sent him reeling. 4 the 
	· 
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	way one tries to persuade or approach s.o. ). Sayup imung tirada kay imbis musugut, nasuku na binuun, Your approach was wrobecause instead of consentihe became ary. v [A; b(l)] attack s.o. verbally or physically. Mutirada ku bisag kinsa, I'll sock anyone. Gitiradaban sa pastur ang mga maut, The minister lashed out at the hypocrites. -dur(➔) n 1 slingshot. 2 one who lures Victims into some sort of swindlioperation. Tiradur kanang nagpatuung giayu sa tambalan, The man who is the doctor cured him is just th
	way one tries to persuade or approach s.o. ). Sayup imung tirada kay imbis musugut, nasuku na binuun, Your approach was wrobecause instead of consentihe became ary. v [A; b(l)] attack s.o. verbally or physically. Mutirada ku bisag kinsa, I'll sock anyone. Gitiradaban sa pastur ang mga maut, The minister lashed out at the hypocrites. -dur(➔) n 1 slingshot. 2 one who lures Victims into some sort of swindlioperation. Tiradur kanang nagpatuung giayu sa tambalan, The man who is the doctor cured him is just th
	(Łia
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	pretendi
	ng 
	ng
	dynamite fishi
	ng
	pecki
	ng 
	ng
	dynamite fishi
	ng


	tirana n k.o. love soin a minor key of melancholy character. mingaw pay (pa sa) -a lacking in noise and gaiety. Ang ilang pyista mingaw pay tirana (pa sa tirana), The feast in their place was more mournful than the . 
	ng 
	tirana love so
	ng

	tiranti n 1 high waistline. Human sa luwis usu na sad ang tiranti nga karsunis, Pants with a the low-waist. 2 suspenders. v [A; c] wear suspenders.
	high waistline became the fad followi
	ng 

	tirar V [ANi b] take s.o. 's picture. Pangita ug tawu nga mutirar (manirar) kay nindut dinbi ug byu, Look for s.o. to take our pictures because there's a nice view here. 
	tiras n lace used as trimmi. v [A; c] put ornamental lace on s.t. Tirasi ang sinina arun manindut, Put lace on the dress to make it pretty.
	ng

	tirasa n terrace, an extension of the flooriof a house enclosed with a balustrade. 
	ng

	tirasis n terraced land or a piece of level land . v [bS]build terraces. 
	on the top of a mound for planti
	ng

	tiratira n pull taffy. 1, [A; a2] make taffy. 
	tirbis v [AN;b(l)] for men to engage in illicit physical enjoyments with girls on a short term basis. Mutirbis ang bana ug manganak ang asawa, The husband engages in extramarital relationships when his wife is in the around with girls illicitly. tirbistirbis = TIRBIS. 
	maternity hospital paN-n act of playi
	ng

	tirbfiiya v 1 [B26; b8] miscarry, result in failure. Ug dili' mutirbisiya (matirbisiya) ang atung planu, madatu giyud ta, If our plans don't miscarry, we will surely be rich. Ang dagkung swildu mauy nakatirbisiya (nakapatirbisiya) sa atung nigusyu, Our 
	business failed because we gave too big salaries. 2 [B126; b8] suffer a misfortune. Natirbisiya siya ug karun lugus na makabisti sa iyang mga anak, He suffered a misfortune and now he can hardly clothe his children. 
	business failed because we gave too big salaries. 2 [B126; b8] suffer a misfortune. Natirbisiya siya ug karun lugus na makabisti sa iyang mga anak, He suffered a misfortune and now he can hardly clothe his children. 
	tirdrap n an encased pearl pendant in the shape of a teardrop. v [Al wear a teardrop pendant.
	tiribli a 1 horrible. Tiribli ang nabitabu sa gilunupang baryu, What happened to the flooded barrio was horrible. 2 unusual in ability, intensity, degree. Tiribli siyang mubask itbul, He plays basketball terribly well. Tiribli niyang pagkagabig ulu, He's terribly stubborn. 
	tiriktirik v [A; b] mark with dots. Mga uwat sa buti mitiriktirik sa iyang nawung, Pockmarks dotted his face. Ang birding panaptun giritiktirikan ug puti: The green cloth is dotted with white dots. n dots all over s.t. 
	tiririt = TARIRIT. 
	tiris n 1 an open terrace on top of buildingsusually utilized as an open-air eating place. 
	2= TIRASA. 
	tirituryu n territory.tir111ina = TIRMINAR. 
	tinninalsn passeer terminal. 
	1 
	ng

	tinninaln term in mahjo: 1 one of the end numbers (one or nine). 2 a sequence of three one's or three nine's of different designs. -iss= TIRMINAL, 1 (plural).
	2 
	ng 
	2

	tinninar v [A;b(l)] 1 give a specific date or time for. Wa siya mutirminar kun anus-a mubalik, He did not give a specific date for when he would come back. 2 predict that 
	s.t. will happen. Way makatirmina sa dadangatan sa kalag sa tawu, No one can predict what will happen to a man's soul. Gitirminahan nang daan sa mga maistru nga mu/ampus siya, The teachers have predicted that he would be a success. 
	tirminit v [A; cl] fire s.o. from his job. Tirminitun (itirminit) ka giyud dayun kun musukul ka, You'll surely be fired if you are insubordinate. 
	tinninu n 1 term, word. la meani, nuance. 
	ng

	Pulung nga nagdalag laing tirminu, Words that have a meaniother than what is usually understood. 2 limit, end. Adunay tirminu ang tanan. Ang tanan lumalabay larnang, 
	ng 

	Everything must come to an end. Everything is transient. 2a term, tenure in office. 2b specific date or day. Way tirminu ning akung byabi kay nag-agad sa panahun, Mytrip has no fixed date. It depends on the weather. v [A; c] give a term, name. Unsaymaayung itirminu anang sakita? What would be a good term for that disease? 
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	tirmumitru n thermometer.
	tirmumitru n thermometer.
	tirmus n thermos bottle. 
	tirnu n 1 man's suit. 2 formal woman's native dress, of floor length and one piece. 3 outfit consisting of two or more pieces matching in color. v 1 [Al; a12] wear or make a suit or terno dress. 2 [A12] for different articles of apparel to match. Nagatirnu ang imung bag ug sanina, Your bag and your dress match. a matching, of the same color. 
	tirsira n 1 third gear of a motor vehicle. 2 -klasi third class. v [A2; c] put into third gear. Wa ku makatirs,ra sa bustung bigayun, I wasn't able to put it into third gear on time.
	tirsiru n 1 third in rank, grade. 2 one who is a third grader. v (8256] be in the third grade. Mutirsiru na siya karung abli, He'll be in the third grade this year. 

	tirsiya parti n one-third. 
	tirsiyu n one-third. Tirsiyu ang babin sa tagiya sa yuta, The owner gets a third as his share. v [C2; a12] divide s.t. into three equal shares. 
	tirsiyupilu n velvet. v [A; b6] wear, put velvet on s.t. 
	•tirtin -kards n a manner of playing mahjong using 13 pieces for each player. -tils n a winning mah jong hand that has four iksibisiyun combinations. 
	tiru = TIRA, vl, 2, 5. paN-= PANIRA.
	tining n a supernatural being of dwarfishproportions with a strong body of iron or stone, said to inhabit isolated cliffs and caves. It is popularly said that the machinein sugar mills is under the control of a tirung and it will not function unless heis fed. Hence, children are popularly threatened to be fed to this monster. Hilak arun ilawug ta ka sa ttrung, Keep crying and I'll feed you to the monster. 
	ry 

	. ,
	. ,

	tttungan = TULUNGAN. see TULUNG. 
	Tiruray n an ethnic group in Upi, Cotabato. tirurismu n terrorism. v [A; al] terrorize. 
	Mudaug lang siya kun tirurismubun niya ang butanti, He will win only if he terrorizes the voters. 
	Mudaug lang siya kun tirurismubun niya ang butanti, He will win only if he terrorizes the voters. 

	tirus v [A; a] squeeze nits or lice with the thumbnail or an itchy part of the body between the thumbnails. Tirusa ang mga katul sa akung likud, Squeeze the itchy places on my back between your nails. 
	tir6 ti = TARUTI.
	tis v [A; al] tease the hair. Tisa akung bu
	-

	.
	.
	buk, Tease my hair. 

	tisf n test in school. v [A; a] have a test. Aku mung tisun babin sa asayinmint, I'll give you a test on the assignment. 
	tisa n k.o. single-seeded fruit, the size andshlpe of a small pear with bright yellow, inedible skin and flesh which is sweet and: Lucuma nervosa. 
	tisa n k.o. single-seeded fruit, the size andshlpe of a small pear with bright yellow, inedible skin and flesh which is sweet and: Lucuma nervosa. 
	fleshy but d
	ry 

	tisan roofing tile. 
	2 

	,, -l. 
	ti:sa= TISAS.
	3 

	tisar v [A; c] sit or stand straight; have a bent back straightened. Mitisar ang kaditi dayung saludu, The cadet stood straight and executed a salute. Matisar pa nang imung pagkabaku, Your bent posture canstill be corrected. a straight in posture. 
	tisas n chalk. v [A; cl] use, apply chalk on 
	s.t. ( ➔) = TISAS, v. 
	tisay (from mistfsa) n woman with some Caucasian blood or features (slang). 
	tisiku n one who has tuberculosis. V [B1261be, become a tubercular. 
	tisirt n a sport shirt that slips over the head:
	T-shirt, polo shirt. v [A 1; b6] wear a Tshirt.
	tisisn tuberculosis. v 1 [B12) for a sickness to become tuberculosis. Matisis ang ubungpinasagdan, A cough that is not treated will turn into tuberculosis. 2 [a4] get T.B. Gitisis siya kay kulag kaun, He got tuberculosis because he didn't eat enough. -un a tubercular person. 
	1 

	tisisn thesis, dissertation for a degree. v [A 
	2 

	1] write a thesis. 
	tiskug v [B46) stiffen so as to lose a pliantquality. Mitiskug ang iyang liug sa kalisang,Her neck stiffened in fear. 
	tiskwir n T-square. 
	tislang v [ B; cl] stand erect. Di' na mutislang ang kinatawu sa tigulang, An old man's penis will no longer erect. Magtislang ang bubuk kun di pamadaban, Your hair will stand on end if you don't put pomade in it. 
	tislaub, tislaub v [B26; b6] 1 fall into s.t. with a splash. Natislaub (mitislaub) siya sa tunaan, He fell into the mudhole. Mau nang basaka ang iyang gitislauban, That's the rice paddy she fell into. la fall into a state viewed as bad. Mitislaub sila sa bung-aw sa pulitika, They plunged into the sinkhole of politics. 2 [ B 126] for an area to get a depression in it. ( ➔) n shallow depression. 
	tislub = 1UNLUB.tislup = TASLUP. 
	. -'
	tisng1 = TINGSI.
	tispipar n papers for a test. 
	. ,
	tlSt = TIS.
	2

	tistamintu n testament, will. Bag-ung -New Testament. Daang -Old Testament. 
	tistir v [A; c] make a will. Ang kamangburang anak mauy gitistaban sa karaang balay, The ancestral home was bequeathed to the 
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	youest son. 
	youest son. 
	ng


	tistigus n witness in court. v [A; c] act as a witness in court. Way mutistigus kay mahadluk nga maapil, Nobody wants to testifybecause they are afraid of getting involved. 
	tistimunyu n testimony. Ang tistimunyu sa tistigus, The witness' testimony. v [A; c] give testimony, profession. Gitistimunyu niya ang iyang pagkakabig, She testified as to her conversion. 
	tisting v 1 [A; b] test, try s.t. Nagtisting pawas testiit and it broke. Tistingi ang brik, Test the brakes. 2 [A; b(l)] try s.t. new to have a taste of it. Mutisting kug LSD kun unsay mahitabu, I'll try LSD and see what it leads to. 
	gani ta nadaut na, All we were doi
	ng 
	ng 

	tistir n tester used to detect electric, elec-tronic problems. 
	tistis v [AN; c] joke. Mura kug gitikun kun siya nay manistis (mutistis), It is as if he tickles me when he tells jokes. Duna siyay bag-ung itistis kada prugrama niya, He has new jokes for each of his programs. n joke. -an(a➔) a given to joking. ma-un a joking.Matistisung kulukabildu, A joking conversation. -ay(➔), -anay v [C2; c3] exchange jokes. Nagtistisay (nagtistisanay) ang mga hubug sa tubaan, The drunks are exchangingjokes at the toddy stand. n 1 exchanging jokes. 2 art of telling jokes. paN-= -AV(
	n2. 
	n2. 

	tisu a erect in posture. Ang suldadu tisu kaayu ug lawas, A soldier has a very erect body.v 1 [BJ be, become erect. 2 [A; c] carry one's body straight and erect. Itisu ang lawas inigkaman ug atinsiyun, Stand straight at the command of attention. 
	tisuk v [A; c] 1 plant seed into the ground. Nagtisuk kug nangka sa natad, I planted a jackfruit seed in the yard. la thrust a sharpobject on the ground. Gitisuk sa manggugubat ang iyang bangkaw sa atubangan sa rayna, The warrior planted his spear before the queen. 2 implant in the mind. Itisuk sa hunahuna ang akung pahimatngun, Implantmy advice firmly in your mind. 
	,
	,
	. 


	tisun = TISU. 
	tisurira = TISURIRU (f en1ale). 
	. . ,
	. . ,

	tisunnya n treasury. 
	tisuriru n treasurer. v [B 156; a2] be, make a treasurer. Tisuriruhun nimu nang kiriwan? to make that crook the treasurer? 
	Are you goi
	ng 

	tisuy = TISAY (male). 
	. . 
	. . 
	,


	ttsyll't = TISIRT. 
	tita = TITU (female). titatita = KITAKITA,2, v2. see KITA. 
	titanus n tetanus. v 1 [ B 126] for s. t. to become tetanus. 2 [a4] get tetanus. 
	titanus n tetanus. v 1 [ B 126] for s. t. to become tetanus. 2 [a4] get tetanus. 
	tithi v [A; c] spit out in a tiny squirt. Naikugkung mutithi sa binung labihang isuga, I wine. 
	was ashamed to spit out the stro
	ng 

	titi n breast. v [A; b] suck the breast. Malinawung nagtiti ang masusu, The infant is the breast. 
	peacefully sucki
	ng 

	titi, titia dirty ( child talk). Titt' kaayu angnawung nimu, Your face is very dirty. v [B 126; b6] be, become dirty. 
	1 

	titin address of respect to an elder brother or a close male relative. v [A; a12] call s.o. 
	2 

	I •
	ttti. 
	,
	,
	, .

	titt= TITI. 
	3 

	titi v [A; a12] 1 drain, consume to the last drop or bit. Ang iyang bisyu mauy nakatiti sa ilang tinigum, His vice exhausted their 
	I
	savis entirely. Akung gititi' ang katapu-
	ng

	sang tulu sa kukakula, I drained the last drop of Coca-Cola. 2 use s.t. up in a figurative sense. Nati'ti' na ang akung pailub, Mypatience is exhausted. ka-un(➔) n state of being used up entirely. 
	titik v [A; c] '";rite, print letters or words. 
	Nga/an sa kandidatu ang gititik sa karatula, 
	The candidate's name is printed on the billboard. n letter of the alphabet. paN-n spelling. ka-an n writings, literature. Inila siyang magsusulat sa Katitikang Bisaya, He is a noted writer in Visayan Literature. 
	titip, titip a very steep. Way makasaka anang titip nga pangpang, No one can climb that very steep cliff. v [b6] consider s. t. steep. titit v [A; a] say beep-beep in pretendito blow one's horn. Mutitit gani ku, manlarga na kunuhay ta, When I say beep-beep, let's pretend we're leaving. n horn (child's talk). 
	ng 

	tits a humorous, impolite term of address 
	I .
	to a man, usually used when negating s. t. 
	I
	he says: buster, buddy roe. /Iara tits. Una 
	pa ku nimu sa duyan, Don't try to fool me, buster! I wasn't born yesterday. Hadluka tits, You can't scare met buddy roe. v [a12]call s.o. by this title. A, gitits fang niya si prupisur, He dared call the professor 'buddy'. 
	titsv [A; b6] teach in school Nagttts da
	2 

	yun ku humag graduwar, I taught right after graduation. praktis -ing n practice teachi. v [A; b6] do practice teaching. Ang mga bugu ang akung gipraktis titsingan, I have dull students for my practice teaching. -ir(Ł) n teacher. v [B1256] be a teacher. 
	ng

	titu n address of respect for an uncle. v [A;c 12] call s. o. titu. titulada = TITULADU (female). 
	tituladu n one who has a degree. Dili ka ma
	-
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	OU can't get a job if you don't have a degree. 2 land having a Torrens Title. v [B1256] have a degree. 
	OU can't get a job if you don't have a degree. 2 land having a Torrens Title. v [B1256] have a degree. 
	kasulud ug trababu ug di ka tituladu, y


	titulu n 1 professional dree. 2 title, name of literary works. 3 document certifying legal ownership of a piece of land. humstid -, pripatin -homestead, free patent title. v 1 [A; c] entitle, name a work. Ang maungLilas gitituluban ug Tintal, The movie is entitled Temptation. 2 [A; b( 1)] make documents certifying to legal ownership of land. 
	eg

	Makalun lang ta kun tituluban natu ang yuta, We can make a loan only if we have a title prepared for the lot. -t6rins n Torrens Title. 
	Makalun lang ta kun tituluban natu ang yuta, We can make a loan only if we have a title prepared for the lot. -t6rins n Torrens Title. 

	titurun n tetoron cloth. 
	tiudtiud = T AUDT AUD. 
	dug v [c] be known and talked about. Wa matiug ang ilang panagtratu kay tinagutaguman, People don't know that they are engaged, for they meet in secret. Gikatiug ngaaku awuk, They say around here that I'm a vampire. a thing talked about. baN-( ➔) see BANIUG. 
	tiuk v [A; a12] choke s.o. by puttis.t. around his throat. Ayawg hugta ang kurbata kay matiuk ku, Don't tighten the necktie so tight or I will choke. 
	ng 

	tiun v [A; c] point a weapon at close range. 
	I
	I
	Iyang gitiunan ang akung agtang, He took aim at my forehead. Ayawg itiun na naku, Don't point that thing at me. 

	tiunay (from unay) n 1 s.t. deeply imbedded in the flesh such that one must dig to get it out. Gikuba sa duktur ang tiunay sa akung dugban, The doctor removed the arrowhead from my chest. 2 true, sincere. Saligi king gugmang tiunay, Trust this sincere love (of mine). 3 interest, natural property of. Angkabangis tiunay sa tawbanung kinaiya, Pugnaciousness is inherent in human nature. 4 = KASYA . v [B] be deeply imbedded. Gugmang �agtiunay sa dugban, A love that has penetrated deep into my breast. 
	tiuruk (from uruk) v 1 [AP; cP] dive, godown headfirst. Mitiuruk (mipatiuruk) ang ayruplanu, The airplane took a nose-dive. Itiuruk (ipatiuruk) ang tabanug unya ipasaka na sad, Have the kite nose-dive then let it climb up. 2 [B1246] fall headfirst. Nabaliang iyang liug kay natiuruk pagkabulug, He broke his neck when he fell headfirst. 
	Ł sa buhat v [A; b] do s.t. conscientiously, work without lifting the head. Di na siya mutiuruk sa bubat, He is not conscientious in his work. hi-Iha-v [B126] be caused to bow one's head. Nabitiuruk siya sa dihang 
	Ł sa buhat v [A; b] do s.t. conscientiously, work without lifting the head. Di na siya mutiuruk sa bubat, He is not conscientious in his work. hi-Iha-v [B126] be caused to bow one's head. Nabitiuruk siya sa dihang 
	naulawan siyag maayu, He bowed his head in shame. 
	tiurus v [B46; a] 1 continue going on, speed away. Mitiurus siyag lakaw bisan gitawag,He continued walkiaway even though 
	ng 

	s.o. was calling him. Gitiurus niya ang dagan sa trak, He sped away with the truck. 2 slide down, swoop down. Mitiurus ang ayruplanu ngadtu sa kaaway, The planeswooped down on the enemy. Labiban niyang nakatiurus sa kahuy sa pagkakita niya sa bitin, How quickly he got down from the tree when he saw the snake. 
	tius-us v 1= DAILUS. 2= us-us, v1. 
	tiwangwang v [B6; cl] spread or open apart from a vertex or hie-like joint. Nagtiwangwang ang mga basabun sa lamisa, The books are laid open on the table. Gitiwangwang niya ang iyang paa, She spread her thighs apart. 
	ng

	tiwas v 1 [A; a12] finish, complete. Wa ku makatiwas ug kaun kay nabukug ku, I didn't finish eati!because a bone got stuck in my throat. Tiwasa usa ang iskuyla una ka magminyu, Finish your studies first before you get married. 2 [A3P; b] give a finishing blow, kill in the end. Ang kaguul mauy nakatiwas (nakapatiwas) sa masakitun, Grief finished off the sick man. Ug mulibuk pa gant' tiwasi (tiwsi), If he still moves, deliver him the coup-de-grace. 3 [C2] conclude a conflict by fighting it out to the death. 
	ng 

	s.o. get married. Ipatiwas na sila si Tabura ug si Tunyu, Have Tonio and Tabora get married. 
	tiwsan see TIWAS. 
	tiwtiw v [A; b6] wave a fier at s.o. to 
	ng

	I 
	I , '
	scold, accuse. Sa tyang pagbuybuy naku, gitiwtiwar, ku, He waved his fingers at me as he listed all the good things he had done for me. -an(➔) a 1 nagging, scolding by shakinga finger at. 2 gossiping. v [B126; b6] 1 be a nag. 2 be gossiping. 
	-

	tiwtiw= BATIWTIW. 
	i 

	tiya, ttya n term of address for one's aunt or the female cousins of one's parents, or byextension any woman older than the speaker. v [A; al] call s.o. aunt. Tiyaa nang tindira agig tabud, Call the woman in the store auntie as a sign of respect. 
	tiyan, tiyan n 1 stomach. 2 pregnancy. Pila na ka bu.Ian ang imung tiyan? How many months alot\g are you(lit. is your stomach)? 
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	(➔) v [a12} hit in the stomach. Gitiyan naku siyag sumbag, l hit him in the stomach. prominent stomach. 
	(➔) v [a12} hit in the stomach. Gitiyan naku siyag sumbag, l hit him in the stomach. prominent stomach. 
	-un(Ł) a havi
	ng 


	tiyu, tiyu n term of address for one's parents' brother or male cousins, or by extension, any man older than the speaker. v [A; c12}call s.o. uncle. 
	ti written representation of a dorso-patatal a horse to move. 
	ti written representation of a dorso-patatal a horse to move. 
	imploded click used in urgi
	ng 


	tling written representation of the sound a guitar. 
	made by strummi
	ng 

	trabahu v 1 [A; b6(1)} work, go to work. Nagtrababu siya sa kapitul, He is working 
	at the Capitol. Amung tindaban ang iyang 
	at the Capitol. Amung tindaban ang iyang 
	gitrababuan, She is working in our store. la [A123S} obtain employment. Lisud makatrababu ang ikskanbik, An ex-convict has a hard time finding employment. 2 [A; a] work on s.t. Trababua ang ,yang sinina, Work on her dress. 3 [A; a2] have sexual intercourse (euphemism). Ayawg trababua imung asawa ug nagrigla, Don't have inter
	course with your wife when she menstruates. n 1 piece of work. 2 job. trabahadur n manual laborer. a one who works hard on 
	wear a suit. -dibayli n ball gown. dibuda, sa kasal n weddidress. 
	ng 

	-
	manual labor. v 1 [B156] be a laborer. Natrababadur siya sa gihimung karsada, He was a laborer on a road-building project. 2 [B126; b6} be a hard worker (usually said of manual work). Ang tingubang muuswag mauy nakapatrababadur (nakatrabahadur) niya, He was a hard worker because of his desire to prosper. -a(�) n = TRABAHADUR (female). trabahanti n laborer, employee. a hard worker. Ang tawung trababanti di gustung mupabuway, A hard worker does not want to rest. v [ B 1 S6] be a laborer, employee. Natrabab

	•trabiling -bag n traveling bag. -nga sinihan n commercial movie that moves from place to place. 
	trabilirs tri n traveller palm, an ornamental palm with leaves like a banana spread in a fan-like arrangement: Ravena/a madagasca-
	. .
	. .
	nensrs. 

	trabisiya v 1 [A; c] go around s.t., go the long way around instead of directly to one's destination. Nakatrabisiya na ang gwardiya sa prisuban, The guard has made the rounds of the prison. ltrabisiya ang sakayan kun sungsungun ang bangin, Let the boat go round about if you have to go against the wind. 2 [AN; c] place a private bet against a member of the crowd in the cockpit. Itrabisiya una ang kwarta arun mutubu, First bet the money around among the onlookers 
	so it will grow. 3 [A13; cl} lie diagonally across s.t. Kun magtrabisiya kita pagbigda masulud kitang tanan niining katri, If we lie diagonally across the bed, we can all get in it. n 1 place for onlookers, crowd, etc. around a cockpit. Anba siya sa trabisiya, He stays in the place for the onlookers. 2 cockpit audience or crowd. Ang trabisiya nangbugyaw, The crowd in the cockpit yelled. trabungku n in folk belief, a glo\ving, round stone which confers magical powers on whoever gets hold of it. It is said
	so it will grow. 3 [A13; cl} lie diagonally across s.t. Kun magtrabisiya kita pagbigda masulud kitang tanan niining katri, If we lie diagonally across the bed, we can all get in it. n 1 place for onlookers, crowd, etc. around a cockpit. Anba siya sa trabisiya, He stays in the place for the onlookers. 2 cockpit audience or crowd. Ang trabisiya nangbugyaw, The crowd in the cockpit yelled. trabungku n in folk belief, a glo\ving, round stone which confers magical powers on whoever gets hold of it. It is said
	tradisiyun n traditional customs. 7J [B 1256) become traditional. Natradisiyun na dinbi ang pagpanaygun mapasku, It has become a tradition here to go caroling at Christmas. 
	traha n 1 threads of a screw, pipe, and the like. 2 mechanical device for forming threads. v [A; b6(1)] make threads. 
	trahi n 1 a complete men's suit. 2 an article of clothithat is part of a suit. Kining karsunisa trabi sa amirkana, This is the pair of pants that goes with the suit. v [Al 3; b6 
	ng 

	trahidiya n tragedy.
	trak n 1 motor vehicle. 2 bus. v [A13] goby bus or truck. Mas dali ang magtrak kaysa magbarku, Going by bus is faster than by boat. -dikarga cargo truck. -dipasahiru passenger bus. -ing n trucking, the business of trucki. Duna siyay traking ug laging nga kumpaniya, He has a trucking and logging company. v [A13] go into the trucking business. 
	ng

	trakrur, traktura n farm tractor. v [A13; a 
	12) use a tractor. 
	trakuma n trachcma, an infection of the eyes. v 1 [B126} become trachoma. 2 [a4}have trachoma. 
	trambiya n tramway.
	trambutsu = TAMBUTSU. 
	trampas n trick set to deceive, fix s.t. Waytrampas tung madyika. Tinuud giyung madyik, There was no trick in ti1e act� It was a real magic.
	trampit n trumpet with pistons. v [A; b6] play a trumpet. Kinsay nagtrampit adtung 
	·
	sunataba? Who playedthe trumpet in that piec_e? -ir(➔) n trumpeter.
	trangka v 1 [A; bl bolt a doorway, shutter,close with a crossbar. Trangkabi (trangkabi)ang bintana kay duna unyay kawatan, Bolt the window, because a robber might come. 2 [AN2] bolt oneself in a room, house, etc. Nasuku siya maung nanrangka (nanarangka,nagtrangka) sa kwartu, She was angry and 

	trangkasu -tratar 
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	bolted herself in the room. n bolt or crossbar. trangkahan n gate or door fastened with a bolt. Giuyug sa prisu ang trangkaban, The prisoner shook the gate. -du a locked. t 
	bolted herself in the room. n bolt or crossbar. trangkahan n gate or door fastened with a bolt. Giuyug sa prisu ang trangkaban, The prisoner shook the gate. -du a locked. t 
	trangkasu n influenza. v [A123P; a4] cause, have influenza. 
	transaksiyun n transaction. v [C2; c3] have a transaction with s.o. Di ku makigtransaksiyun ug tikasan, I won't do business with a cheat. 

	transistur n 1 transistor. 2 transistorized radio. 
	transkrip n a transcript of academic records. 
	transmisyun n 1 automotive transmission. la transmission of power. 2 radio, TV transm1ss1on. 
	transmit v [A; c] transmit a message by radio, telegraph, etc. /transmit dayun nang tiligrama kay dinalian, Transmit that cable right away because it's urgent. 
	transmitir n 1 radio, TV transmitter. 2 transmitter site. 
	transpirasiyun n transformation of the bread and wine in the mass into the body and blood of Jesus Christ. 
	gu

	transpir v [A; c] transfer from one school to another, from one job to another. Mutranspir ku sa Yubi sunud tuig, I'll transfer to 
	u.v. next year. ltranspir dayun sa publasiyun kadtung duul sa luwag, Workers close to the officials (lit. ladle) don't take long to get their transfer to town. n order or authorization of transfer. 
	u.v. next year. ltranspir dayun sa publasiyun kadtung duul sa luwag, Workers close to the officials (lit. ladle) don't take long to get their transfer to town. n order or authorization of transfer. 

	transpurmir n electrical transformer. v [b6] use a transformer on. Transpurmiri ang tibi arun magawi sa dusbayinting bultabi, Use a transformer with the television so we can plug it into 220 volts. 
	transpurtasiyun n transportation, mode of travel. Wa nay transpurtasiyun ngadtu human sa bagyu, There was no way to getthere after the storm. 
	transpurti n transport, troop ship. Galamitunsa g{ra nga gikargas dagkung transpurti, War equipment that was loaded on big transports. v [A13; cl] travel, convey in a troop ship. 
	_

	trantadu = TARANTADU. see TARANTA. 
	trapal n tarpaulin. Trapal ang gawiun sa paggamag tibiras, They use canvas to make cots. v [A13; b6(1)] cover s.t. with tarpaulin. Gitrapalan ang mga sinakung simintu pag-ulan, They covered the bs of cement with tarpaulin when it rained. 
	ag

	tripik n 1 traffic. 2 street intersection with a traffic light in it. 3 policeman directing traffic. 4 way -lacking manners. Wa kaytrapik. Mulatas ka man sa taliwala sa mga 
	tripik n 1 traffic. 2 street intersection with a traffic light in it. 3 policeman directing traffic. 4 way -lacking manners. Wa kaytrapik. Mulatas ka man sa taliwala sa mga 
	tawung nagsultihanay, yOU have no manners. You pass between people talking. a heavy traffic. Trapik kaayu ug alas dusi, The traffic is heavy at twelve o'clock. v 1 [A;b(l)] direct traffic. 2 [B156] be a traffic policeman. 3 [B6] for traffic to be heavy, congested. Magtrapik ang karsada ug dunay parid, Traffic is congested if there's a parade. 4 [a12] be caught in a traffic jam. Natrapik ku sa Kulun, I was caught in a traffic jam on Colon Street. 

	trapiku = TRAPIK, n, v2. 
	trapiku = TRAPIK, n, v2. 
	trapu v 1 [A; bl] wipe a large area. Nagtrapu siya sa singut sa bata, She's wiping, off the child's sweat. Trapubi ang lamisa una basyubi, Wipe the table before setting it.Trapubi ring lipstik sa akung ngabil, Wipethe lipstick off my lips. 2 [A; b] clean s.o. by rubbing with a wet cloth. Trapubi Zang ang bata kay kabilanatun, Just wash the child off with a wet cloth because he's feverish. 3 [ c6] in games: be badly beaten. Sabaskit gitrapu mi sa San Kar/us, We were badly beaten by San Carlos in basketball
	ag
	ag 
	ry

	traski [so-and-so] is bad enough, but in addition (such-and-such] must happen. Traski lisud ang kwartang pangitaun, naa sab kamu nga kusug mag-usik-usik, Money is hard enough to come by without your all havingto go and waste it. 
	traspiri, traspirir v (A; c] 1 move, change residence. Mutraspirir mi sa bag-ung balayugma, We'll move to the new house tomorrow. 2 transfer from one document to another. ltrasptrir sa imung ngalan ang kabtangan sa namatay, The deceased's property will be transferred to your name. 
	traspurti n vessel used in transport. Miabut na ang traspurting binabang alang sa Byapra, The transports with aid for Biafra have arrived. 
	tratadu n treaty between states. 
	tratar v (A; a12] 1 treat, bear oneself toward. Maayung mutratar kanila ang ilang inaina, 

	1030 tratsi -trip ilyas 
	Their stepmother treats them well. 2 attend to s. t. Mitratar dayun ang mayur sa prublima sa mga iskwatir, The mayor immediatelyattended to the problem of the squatters. 3 treat, deal with a question. Unsay gitratar sa pari sa iyang sirmun? What did the priest talk about in his sermon? tratamyintu n 1 treatment accorded to one. Maayu ang iyang tratamyintu sa mga mid, He treats the maids well. 2 treatment, dealing with s. t. that needs attention. 3 treatment, discussion of a question.
	Their stepmother treats them well. 2 attend to s. t. Mitratar dayun ang mayur sa prublima sa mga iskwatir, The mayor immediatelyattended to the problem of the squatters. 3 treat, deal with a question. Unsay gitratar sa pari sa iyang sirmun? What did the priest talk about in his sermon? tratamyintu n 1 treatment accorded to one. Maayu ang iyang tratamyintu sa mga mid, He treats the maids well. 2 treatment, dealing with s. t. that needs attention. 3 treatment, discussion of a question.
	tratsi n fret of a stried instrument. v [A; 
	ng

	c] put, use as a fret. 
	tratu n sweetheart. v [alc3) be sweethearts. Musintinyal nakung panguyab niya una mi magkatratu, I courted her for nearly a century before we became sweethearts. ( ➔) v [A12] get for a sweetheart. Nakatratu siyag bungi, He had a harelip for a sweetheart. paN-v [A2; c] go get a sweetheart. Unyaka ra manaratug ugpas ka na? Do you intend to have a sweetheart only after you've become all used up? manag-n sweethearts. Managtratu sila, They are sweethearts. panag-n relationship of bei!sweethearts. 
	ng 

	V [A; b] try s.t. or s.o. out. Nagtrayalkug Juba ka klasi nga ripridyiritur, I have tried out two different brands of refrigerator. Pila na ka buuk ang gitrayalan alang niining trababua, They have tried out several applicants for the job. n trial. 
	trayal 


	trayanggul n 1 triangle. 2 triangle, k.o. percussion instrument. v [A; cl] make, form a triale. Trayanggula (itrayanggul) ang purband into a triale. 
	ng
	misyun sa banda, Form the marchi
	ng 
	ng

	trayanggulu = TRAY ANGGUL. 
	trayinta number thirty. v see DISIUTSU. 
	trayintaydus n thirty-two caliber gun or cartridge.
	-

	trayintay-utsu n thirty-eight caliber gun or cartridge. 
	trayir V [A] betray. Nasayud si Hisus nga si Hudas mutrayir kaniya, Jesus knew that Judas would betray Him. Kinsay nagdamgu nga mutrayir siya kanimu? Who ever dreamed that she could deceive you? 
	traydur a 1 traitor. 2 sickness that attacks without warni. Traydur kaayung sakita nang bayblad, High blood pressure is a treacherous disease. v [ B 156; b6] become a traitor. Natraydur siya tungud sa pasalig sa kaaway, He became a traitor because of the enemy's promises. 
	ng

	traysikul n tricycle, pedicab. v 1 [Al; ale] on a pedicab. 2 [A; a] make into a pedicab. 
	ride, bri
	ng 

	, 
	, 
	,

	trayu = TRIYU " 
	i
	i
	tribu n tribe. 

	tribukar v [A; c] divulge. Ang mid mauynagtribukar sa pagluib sa asawa, The maid divulged the wife's infidelity. Ayaw itribukar nga partihan natu siya, Don't say a word that we are givihim a party. 2 [B1256] be found out, brought out into the open.
	ng 

	tribunal n tribunal court of justice. 
	tribusun v [AB156; al] have, set the hair in ringlets. Ang byutisyan mauy nagtribusun sa iyang bubuk, The beautician set her hair in ringlets. Nagtribusun ang taas nga bubuk sa bata, The child's hair hangs down in ringlets. n ringlet, long hanging curl. 
	tridayminsiyun n three-dimensional movie. v [c16] make a movie in three dimensions. trid-in v [A; c] trade in for s.t. better. Itridin nang imung uyab nga bugbuan, Trade your jealous girl friend in for a new one. 
	trigu n wheat. 
	trim v [A;b] trim, cut to even lengths. Akuy mutrim sa antuwanga, I'll trim the hibiscus plants. Trimi lag akung bubuk. Ayawg mubui, Just trim my hair. Don't cut it short. 
	trimistral n done every three months. Trimistral ang bay ad sa lisinsiya, You pay for your license once every three months. v [A;cl] do s.t. on a once-in-three months basis. 
	trimistri n period of three months. 
	OU
	trinn railway train. Byaan ka sa trin, y

	l
	won't get married (lit. miss the train). v [A13; a12] ride on the train. 
	trinv [A; a2] 1 train, teach to make proficient. Trina siyag maayu, Train him well. 2 train, discipline. Citrin sila sa ilang inaban ug trabahu, They were trained by their mother to work. -i n trainee in military training. v [B1256] be a trainee. -ir n trainer. Akuy gitrinir sa bag-zing tim, I was made the trainer of the new team. 
	2 

	tringka v [A; a] fasten s.t. securely by binding it fast. Tringkaban natu ang atung dala arun dt' kawatan, We'll tie up our baggagecan be stolen from it. 
	securely so nothi
	ng 

	trinsas n u-shaped black haiin for a topknot or the like. v [AN; b6(1)] use this sort of hairpin. Manrinsas pa ku sa akung pihairpins 1n mychignon.
	rp
	nangku, I'm still putti
	ng 

	trinsiras n military trench. v [A; b6(1)] make trenches. 
	•trip pirst, last -n first or last trip of the day made by scheduled transportation. las -n funeral cortege to the cemetery (humorous).
	tripilya, tripilyas n the small intestines of a 
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	p
	p
	p
	ig
	.

	ttiplikadu n triplicate. v [ B 126] be made in
	triplicate.triplit n triplets. v [B1256] turn out to be triplets.
	tripulanti n crew on a ship, member of a ship's crew. v 1 [B1S6; b6] be a member of the crew. Barkung istrangbiru ang akung gitripulantihan, I was a crew member on a foreign ship. 2 [Al2] have as a member of the crew. 

	tris number three. v 1 [B256; cl] get to be three, make s.t. three. Mutris na siya karung Marsu, He'll be three this March. Hapit nasiya matris, di' pa gihapun kalakaw, He's almost three and he still can't walk. Trisa (itris) lang ning isda, Let me have this fish for three pesos (lit. make it three pesos). 2 [A
	1) give or get three (pesos, centavos, etc.).Kinsang maistraba nagtris nimu? Whichteacher gave you a grade of three? Nakatris ku sa paglinimpiya, l earned three pesos polishing shoes. 3 (b] incur expenses amounting to three. Hitrisan ku sa bulang, I lost three pesos in the cockpit. alas -three o'clock. -andanas n three-storey buildi. -anyus three years. trit-adus a 1 vision that is cross-eyed. 2 three-to-two odds in betti. v [Al] be cross-eyed. Nagtris-adus ang imung panan-aw, You are cross-eyed. -bandas 
	1) give or get three (pesos, centavos, etc.).Kinsang maistraba nagtris nimu? Whichteacher gave you a grade of three? Nakatris ku sa paglinimpiya, l earned three pesos polishing shoes. 3 (b] incur expenses amounting to three. Hitrisan ku sa bulang, I lost three pesos in the cockpit. alas -three o'clock. -andanas n three-storey buildi. -anyus three years. trit-adus a 1 vision that is cross-eyed. 2 three-to-two odds in betti. v [Al] be cross-eyed. Nagtris-adus ang imung panan-aw, You are cross-eyed. -bandas 
	ng
	ng
	in mahjo
	ng
	nation in mahjo
	ng 

	•un a of the three (peso, centavo) kind. Trisun man nang gidak-una, That size costs three pesos each. tag-a three centavos (pesos) each. tag-un a of the type that costs three centavos (pesos). 

	trisahiyu n 1 a devotion offered to the Blessed Trinity for thanksgivi. 2 a k.o. rosary in Spanish for the souls of children under three years of age: prayed for seven nights in the case of children one or two years old, and three nights for infants.
	ng
	usually said or su
	ng 

	trisi number thirteen. v see DISIUTSU. -kartas = •TIRTIN KARDS. -klasis n k.o. Chinese medicine, a drink made of thirteen kinds of herbs or barks, commonly taken 
	trisi number thirteen. v see DISIUTSU. -kartas = •TIRTIN KARDS. -klasis n k.o. Chinese medicine, a drink made of thirteen kinds of herbs or barks, commonly taken 
	during pregnancy for ease in delivery. 

	tri sikans n in basketball, the violation of having the ball inside the foul line next toone's goal for more than three seconds. v[B12S6] commit a three-second violation in basketball.
	tri sikans n in basketball, the violation of having the ball inside the foul line next toone's goal for more than three seconds. v[B12S6] commit a three-second violation in basketball.
	tri:siklu, trisikulu = TRA YSIKUL. trisip ilu = TIRSIYUPILU.
	trisir n tracer used in dressmaking. v [A; b] trace with a tracer. Trisiran usa na unya subayug gunting, Trace it, then cut it out with scissors. -bulit n tracer bullet. 
	,
	. 

	trlS mar1yas :: ALUNDRIS 
	tristi a sad. (literary). Pagl.atristi ning akung 
	dugban, How sad this heart of mine is. trisurira = TISURIRU (female).triyanggulu = TRAyANGGUL. 
	triyun vocal trio. v [C; aca] sing a vocal trio. Nagtriyu ang Litirmin, The Lettermen sang a trio. Triyuha Zang kun way bahu,Make it a trio if there is no bass part.
	1 

	triyun in mahjo, a set of three cards of the same design and number. 
	2 
	ng

	trubinayis, trubinayus n stiff-collai;ed shirt. v [Al; a2]wear, make into a stiff-collared 
	.
	.
	shirt. 

	trubul v [A; a) stir up trouble so as to dis. Trubulun natu ang miting, Let us disrupt the meeting by creating ). -syuting n troubleshooting, looking for defects in a machine. -syutir n troubleshooter.
	rupt a proceedi
	ng
	trouble. n fight, brawl (sla
	ng 

	trukis v 1 [AC) for two things to cross each other's path but not meet; be facing each other but not squarely. Magtrukis sila sa ilang ispada, They will cross swords. Magtrukis ang duba ka trin, 'fhe two trains will pass each other. Upat ka lamisa nga gatrukis pagkabutang, Four tables placed facieach other in a disorderly way. 2 [AC; a2c 3) trade two things for each other that are exactly in opposing functions or positions. 
	ng

	Makigtrukis aku nimu. Pusta ka sa akung manuk, aku sa imu, OK, I'll trade with you. I bet on your cock and you bet on mine. Trukisun ang ilang gul sa baptayim, Theytraded goals at half-time. Itrukis imung rakit sa iyaba, Trade your racket for his. 3 [C; c3] have a clash of ideas or exchange of words. Nagtrukis mi si Sir babin sa akung swildu, l had a quarrel with the boss regarding my salary. Amigu gibapun ta bisag nagkatrukis atung idiya, We will remain friends even if our ideas clash. 4 [C3] for ideas 
	katrukis ang imung katarungan, 
	ng 


	1032 truling -tsarul 
	Trukis kanang duba ka lubi, Those two coso that they form an X relative to each other. 2 argument. Walay kabusayun ang inyung trukis, There's no solviof your argument. 
	Trukis kanang duba ka lubi, Those two coso that they form an X relative to each other. 2 argument. Walay kabusayun ang inyung trukis, There's no solviof your argument. 
	conut trees are growi
	ng 
	ng 

	. Way truling nga gitugut sa dapit nga mabaw sa atung kadagatan, Trawling is not permitted in shallow waters. v [A;. 
	truling n trawli
	ng
	a2] do trawl fishi
	ng


	trumbun n trombone. v [A; b6] play the trombone. trumpa n trumpet, funnel-shaped device used for amplifyior directisound. 
	ng 
	ng 

	trumpit = TRAMPIT. 
	trumpita n 1 trumpet with or without pistons. 2 triton trumpets, k.o. large univalve. v [A; b6] play a trumpet. 
	· 

	. ,
	. ,
	. 


	trump1tl = TRUMPITA. 
	trunsal n tuck or fold stitched into a garment for a better fit or for decoration. v [A; c] 
	make a fold or dart in a garment. Akung gi
	make a fold or dart in a garment. Akung gi
	-

	trunsalan ang bawak arun mabustu, l made a dart in the waistline in order to make the dress fit your body. 

	trunu n 1 throne. 2 high position, top post (humorous). Maayu ka na man giyung pagkamuntar diba sa imung trunu, ayaw tawun mig kalimti ang dia sa ubus, Now that you are nicely established on your throne, don't forget those of us left down here below. v [B1456] be seated at a higher level than the others in watching an event (humorous). 
	trupa n 1 troop of soldiers. 2 troupe of entertainers, actors. trupi n trophy. v [A12] win a trophy. (➔> = 
	,
	,
	TRUPI, V. 

	trupiku n tropics. 
	. . 
	. . 
	,


	truptya, truptyu = TRUPI. 
	t:rusu n log. mag•r-n logger. panurusu n logging business. Panurusu ang akung pangita, I'm engaged in logging. 
	tsa n tea. v [A13] have tea. Magtsa ta ug way kapi, We will have tea if there is no coffee. 
	•
	•
	-nra n teapot.

	tsaliku = SALi KU. 
	tsalit n small bungalow. v [A; a] make a bualow.
	ng

	tsamba = SAMBA • 
	1
	1

	tsampaka n k.o. small ornamental tree grownfor its fragrant flowers: Michelia alba and cbampaka. -sa insik k.o. cream-colored magnolia: Magnolia coco. 
	tsampiyun n champion. v [B126; b6] become the champion. Natsampiyun ang amung tim, Our team became the champion.
	tsampuradu = SAMPURADU • tsampuy n = KY AMUY. 
	2

	tsans n 1 chance, possibility for s.t. to hap-
	tsans n 1 chance, possibility for s.t. to hap-
	pen.May tsans kabang mabubi siya, ls there a chance thatshe will live? 2 chance, opportunity. Mangupya ang istudiyanti kun dunay tsans, The student cheats if he gets the chance. 3 chances of attaining s.t. DaOU have goodchances of gettithe job. Wa kay tsans niya, You don't have a chance with her. v [A
	· 
	kug tsans kang madawat, y
	ng 


	12) get a chance, opportunity. Makatsans Lang mig baluk sa siniban, We get the chance to kiss only in the movie house. -pasindyirn stand-by passeer without reservations. v [A13; c] go on a stand-by basis. -ing v [A 
	12) get a chance, opportunity. Makatsans Lang mig baluk sa siniban, We get the chance to kiss only in the movie house. -pasindyirn stand-by passeer without reservations. v [A13; c] go on a stand-by basis. -ing v [A 
	ng

	2) touch s.o. with the intention of making sexual advances (humorous). Dili kaduulag babayi nis Abil. Mutsansing giyud siya dayun, No woman dares get near Abel because he'll try her out if she does. 
	tsapa n 1 badge. 2 washer, a ring made of metal or other materials. v [A; c] 1 wear,put a badge. Tsapabi imung pulu arun mu ra kag sirip, Put a badge on your shirt so you look like a sheriff. 2 put a washer on 
	.

	s.t. Tsapabi ang ruska arun di mulubung, Put a washer around the screw so it will not sink in. 
	tsapirun n chaperon. v [B3; b(l)] be accompanied by a chaperon. 
	tsaplin n chaplain. v [B156; al] work as, become a chaplain.
	tsapstik n chopsticks. v [A; a] use chopsticks. 
	tsapsuy = SAPSUY. 
	tsaptir v [B256) have a wreck. Dali dang mutsaptir (matsaptir) ang mga sakyanang gaan basta kusgun pagpadagan, Light vehicles will easily meet an accident if you drive them fast. Nabali ang kamut ni Pidru sa dihang natsaptir siya sa iyang mutur, Pedro broke his hand when he had a wreck with his motorcycle.
	tsardying n 1 chargi, an offensive foul called on a player who charges into a guard. 2 one who commits this foul. v [B1256] commit this foul 
	ng

	,
	,
	.

	tsartra see TSA. 
	tsarlistun n Charleston dance. v [A] do the Charleston. 
	•tsarming pa-v [A13; b(l)] do s.t. to look beautiful, make oneself charming. Magpatsarming giyud ta sa ritratu, We've got to make ourselves beautiful for our pictures, . Nadani siya sa babaying tsarmingun, He was attracted to the charming girl.
	-un( ➔) a charming, beautiful-looki
	ng

	tsart n chart. 
	tsarul n 1 patent leather. la patent leather shoes. 2 spit shine. v 1 [l\; b6] wear, use 
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	patent leather. 2 [A; al] give a spit shine. 
	patent leather. 2 [A; al] give a spit shine. 

	tsatsa n cha-cha-cha. v 1 [A; b6] dance the cha-cha-cha. 2 [A; cl] play, dance in chacha-cha rhythm. 
	tsatsuy = HATSUY. 
	tsatsuy = HATSUY. 
	, , 
	' 


	tsaw, tsawu = SIYA. tsaynamut n k.o. commercial preparation of the mixture called trtsi klasis. see TRISL 
	•tsaynis -bambu n small ornamental bamboo: Bambusa multiplex. -bras n brush for writing Chinese. -guld n twenty-four� carat gold in jewelry. -gwaba n variety of large guava with few seeds. -payil n way of arraing one's pieces in mahjong. -pitsay n variety of pitsay that is esp. long and whitish: Brassica pekinensis. -tsikir n Chinese checkers. 
	ng

	tsi 1 = TSIPI. 2 expression denoting contempt for s.o. Tsi, bitsura n,yang mangulitawu naku, Huh, imagine a guy like that courting me. v [b6] snort at s.o. in contempt. Gitsiban Jang ku niya kay wa man kuy barku, She just snorted at me because I'm not rich (lit. have no ship).
	' 
	' 
	.

	tsl = SI. tsikv [A; b] 1 mark with a check. Tstki ning brakit kun muurdir ka, Put a check in the bracket if you want to order. 2 check, correct s.t. written. Gitstkan nag atung tirm pipar, Our term papers have been checked. n check mark. 
	1 

	tsikv [AC2; bc3] share a cigarette. MagtsikJang ta kay wa nay lain, Let's just share this cigarette because I haven't got any more. 
	2 

	tsikv [A; a12] say 'check', put an opponent's king in daer of being checked. Mutsik giyud ka basta muataki ka sa ban: yOU have to say 'check' when you attack _the king.
	3 
	ng

	tsika, tsikala n meal, refreshment (slang). Mutambung ta sa kasal kay dimaytsika, Let us go to the wedding party because there is going to be a feed. v [A; c] eat a meal or re). Adtu ta mutsika sa ristawran, Let's eat in the restaurant 
	-
	freshment (sla
	ng

	tsik-ap v 1 [A; a] check up, examine. Ispisyalista ang nagtsik-ap naku, A specialist examined me. 2 [A; a12] check up on s.o.'s activities. Nagtsik-ap ku ug nagsigi bag tungha ang akung bata, I am checking up to see if my son is attendiclasses. 
	ng 

	tsik-awut v [A; b6] 1 check out from a place of work. 2 check out from a hotel. n checkout time. Alas singku ang atung tsik-awut, We check out at five o'clock. 
	tsiki n check. Kas, dui" ts,ki ang amung dawa tun, We accept only cash, no checks. v [Al; b( 1)] issue a check. Kinsa may nagtst
	-

	ki nimu nga miuntul? Who issued you a bouncicheck? 
	ki nimu nga miuntul? Who issued you a bouncicheck? 
	ng 

	tsikina for a male to be chicken. Tsikin ka-
	1 

	ayu ka. Nganung di man nimu kumplimintuhan siya? You sure are chicken. Whydon't you compliment her? v {B2; b6] be,become chicken. tsikina good looking (slang). Tsikin pa niya ang iyang mangbud, Her younger sister is more beautiful than she. tsikinn k.o. dance characterized by a scratchi-like motion of the feet. v {A]dance the tsikin. tsik-in v [A; b6] 1 check in to one's place of work. Kinabanglan tang mutsik-in una musugud ug trababu, We have to check in before we start work. 2 check into a hotel. 3 chec
	. 
	-
	i
	3 
	ng

	tsikin salad (not without f) n chicken salad. v {A; a] make, have chicken salad. tsikirv [AC; b6c3] play checkers. Magtsikir ta palabay sa panabun, Let's play checkers to pass the time. n checkerboard. 
	1 

	tsikirn checker� person who checks incoming or outgoing things. v [B 156; a2] be a checker. 
	2 

	tsikird n checkered cloth. v [Al] wear s.t. of checkered cloth. 
	tsikitilya n vest. v [A; b6(1)] wear a vest. 
	tsiku n familiar term of address to male, usually to one's peer or younger. Basta ikaw, tsiku, arigladu, So-loas it is you, my friend, it will be done. v [al 2) call s.o. 
	· 
	ng 

	· 
	cbico. 
	tsiku n sapod_illa, a sma:11 tree cultivated for its sweet, juicy fruit: Acbras zapota. (➔)
	,
	-karabaw = GWAY ABANU. -kaputi = TSI· 
	KU. ts11cus = TSIKU, n. 
	tsiku t = KUTSI (slang).
	tsimaniya Ł chimney or stack, esp. of a ship. v [A; c] make, put a chimney s. w. Tsina n 1 China.. 2 Chinese (female). 
	-gips v [c2] exchae gifts, as at Christmas. n exchaing gifts. -paybutand then stepping. v [B1256] commit this. violation. 
	•tsindyi
	ng 
	ng
	ng
	n in basketball, the violation of pivoti
	ng

	tsinilas = SINILAS. 
	. .

	tsining v [A; b6(1)] chin oneself. Managku 
	,
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	,

	atung buktun ug magtsining ta, Your arms will grow large if you chin yourself. n chinbar. 
	atung buktun ug magtsining ta, Your arms will grow large if you chin yourself. n chinbar. 
	ning exercise. -bar!n chinni
	ng 

	, ,

	tsmu see KAMISA.
	tsip n chief, head of an office. v 1 [A; a12]call s.o. chi�f. Ayaw kug tsipa kay panbu ra ta, Don't call me chief because we are the same. 2 [B1256; b6] become, be chief.(➔) term of address to s.o. superior in authority, particularly a law officer. Wa tawun ku mangawat tsip, l didn't steal anything, officer. 
	tsip n chief, head of an office. v 1 [A; a12]call s.o. chi�f. Ayaw kug tsipa kay panbu ra ta, Don't call me chief because we are the same. 2 [B1256; b6] become, be chief.(➔) term of address to s.o. superior in authority, particularly a law officer. Wa tawun ku mangawat tsip, l didn't steal anything, officer. 

	tsipi short form: tsi. expression used to drive away cats. Tsipi! Nagpanan-aw na pud ning innga sa pinintung isda, Scat! That cat islookiat the fried fish. 
	ng 

	tsipun n 1 chiffon fabric or cloth material. 2 chiffon cake. 
	. ,
	. ,
	, 


	tSins = SIRALI. 
	tsinnan n chairman. v (ABS6; cl] be chairman.
	tsis = TSISIR. ·ir n chaser taken after liquor. v tAt3; c] have a chaser. Tubig lay atung itsisir kay way kuk, We will just have water as chaser since we do not have Coke.
	tsisv [AC; b6c3] play chess. Bala siyang mutsis, He plays chess poorly. Makigtsis ku nimu kun dunay pusta, I'll play chess with you if we bet. n chess. -burd n chessboard.
	2 

	tsisn cheese. v [Al 3] have cheese. 
	3 

	tsismis n idle gossip. Nagpakasal na Lang sila paglikay sa tsismis, They got married to v age in idle gossip. Bisag unsa lay itsismis niya naku bahin sa {Zang bag-ung_!silingan, She tells me about her new neighbors. 
	stop the gossip. 
	[Al2C; c] e
	ng
	everythi
	ng 

	tsismusa a given to gossip. v [B12; b6] be,er.
	become a gossipmo
	ng

	tsismusu = TSISMUSA (male).
	tsitsa, tsitsa v [A; c] take light refreshments or snacks (sla). n eati.
	ng
	ng

	tsitsirika = SITSIRIKA.
	1 
	2

	tsitsiriyas = SITSIRivAS. 
	tsk spelling to represent the sound produced the tip of the tongue against the an adverse reaction to a mistake. Tsk, tsk, d,• na ni mabimu, Tsk,now we can't do anythiabout it. 
	by clicki
	ng 
	alveolar ridge with an implosion. 1 in calli
	ng
	animals. 2 in expressi
	ng 
	ng 

	•tsu mau diay -(humorous for mau diay tu) So that's the way it is! Mau diay nasuud sila kay uyab man. Mau diay tsu, Oh, I see. They are close because they are sweethearts. 
	tsu = TSUY. 
	to represent the sound of an arrow piercian object. 
	tsug word used in writi
	ng 
	ng 

	tsuk word used in writito represent the 
	ng 

	and piercing into s.t. like an arrow. tsuk n chalk. ka--v [Al 3] be covered with 
	and piercing into s.t. like an arrow. tsuk n chalk. ka--v [Al 3] be covered with 
	sound of s.t. darti
	ng 

	1 
	,
	chalk marks. Nagkatsuk ang bungbung, The
	wall is covered with chalk marks. 
	tsukv [A; b] choke a motor or engine. Ugdili muandar tsuki, If it doesn't start, choke it.
	2 

	tsukir n choker, a short necklace that fitsclosely around the neck. v [A; b6(1)] use, wear a choker. 
	tsuktsuk v [A; a] masturbate (slang). Gitsuktsuk niya ang akung utin, She banged away at my penis.
	tsukulati (not without l), tsukulit n chocolate drink. v [A; a2) have, make a chocolate drink. ka--v [Al 3) get chocolate all over it. Nagkatsukulati ang mantil, The tablecloth has chocolate all over it.
	tsulitas n k.o. dish of breaded pork chops, where the meat is pulled to the bottom of the rib bone. v [A; a) make cbuletas. 
	tsunggu n small monkey. 
	to represent the smackisound of a kiss. 
	tsup n word used in writi
	ng 
	ng 

	v ). D1' 
	tsupa 
	[A; al) suck off (coarse sla
	ng

	ku musugut nga tsupaun ang aku nga way bayad, You're goito have to pay me if you want to suck me off. 
	ng 

	tsupir n driver, chauffeur. v [B1S6; a2] work as a driver, chauffeur. Natsupir siya sa amung dyip, He was the driver of our jeep.
	tsupun n rubber nipple of a bottle or pacifier. v [Al; c6) suck on a pacifier.
	, 
	,

	tsura see HITSURA. 
	,
	,
	,

	tsunsu = SURISU.tsuwinggam = SWINGGAM. 
	tsuwit n child's word for chocolate candy. tsuy (from atsuy) n term of address to male,
	familiarity or informality. Asa ta 
	suggesti
	ng 

	run mag-inum tsuy, Where are we going to have a drink, pal? (Ł) v [A; a12] call s.o. pal. 
	tu(from tuu) command for a carabao to turn right. 
	1 

	tusee KADTU. 
	2 

	tu(from kadtu) those (pointing to s.t. far from both speaker and hearer). 
	1 

	,
	tu= TULU. 
	2 

	,
	,
	ti.laa= ATUA.
	tuab v [B26] for a group to burst into loud and boisterous laughter. Natuab (mituab)ug pangatawa ang ,yang giisturyahan ug kataw-anan, The group broke into boisterous laughter when he told them s. t. funny. 
	tuab n neckhole or armholes in a dress. v[A; b6(1)] cut the neckhole or armhole of a garment. 
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	tuagsik = TUASIK. 
	tuagsik = TUASIK. 
	tuak v [A; a12] strangle. Mu rag mutuak naku ning buut nga kwilyu, This tight collar is about to choke me. Gituak sa manyakang ;yang biktima, The maniac straled his victim. tuaktuak v [A; cl] eat so greedily one seems to choke. Ayawg tuaktuaka (ituaktuak) nang ;mung pagkaun kay mabukug ka, Don't eat your food greedily because you might choke on a small bone. 
	ng


	tuali v [AB2S3(1)6; cl] be, turn upside down. Kinsay nagtuali {ring banga? Who turned this jar upside down? Magtuali ang kabug kun magbup, Bats hang upside down when they perch. 
	tualya n towel. itsa sa -see ITSA. 
	tuang v [A23P] for rain, flood, flow of blood to let up or stop. Manlakaw ta ug mutuang ang ulan, We are goiout when the rain stops. Tambal nga makapatuang (makatuang) sa pagdugu, Medicine to stop the flow of blood. tuangtuang v [B456] keep rainioff and on, stoppiand starti. tuaruk v [B256; b6] fall headfirst. Patayunta kun simintu pay gituarukan sa bata, 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	The child would have died if it had been 
	The child would have died if it had been 
	concrete he had landed on with his head. 

	tuasik v [A2S3; b6] spatter, for little this to fall in all directions. Mituasik ang bawud nga misugat sa pambut, The waves dashiagainst the motorboat splashed in all directions. Nagtuasik ang mga bala dibang gimasinggan mi, We were machine-gunned, and bullets fell all over the place. -in-n spattering given off by s.t. 
	ng
	ng

	tuaw v 1 [A2] exclaim in surprise or wonderment. Nakatuaw ug nakapangbisus siya sa kabibulung, She exclaimed and uttered 'Jesus' in amazement. 2 [A] cry out. Naa siya nagtuaw sa gawas nagbangyu nga mubalik ka, He is outside, crying out, imploring you to come back. 
	tuay v 1 [B456; c6] for s.t. �ttached to halimp from its base. Nabali sigurug {yang buktun kay nagtuay man, His arm must be broken because it is hailimp. ltuay {mung ulu ingun sa patay ka, Let your head hang limp as if you were dead. 2 [B123(1))become bent over in maturity. Ug matuayna ang mga mais, anibun na natu, If the corn is quite bent over, we can harvest it. a for corn to be bent over when it is mature. 
	ng
	ng
	ng 

	tuba n k.o. croton plant: Croton tiglium. -nga bakud = TUBATUBA. tubatuba n k.o. shrub, the leaves of which are used as a poultice and the seeds of which produce oil for soap: Jatropba curcas. tubatubang muradu n k.o. tubatuba with reddish leaves: 
	Jatropba gossypifolia. 
	Jatropba gossypifolia. 
	tuba.n fermented and processed toddy from coconut palms. v 1 [A; b) give water for toddy. Ang buluk dtli mutuba pag-ayu sa ting-init, The flower bud doesn't produce much water durithe hot season. 2 _[b8]get toddy all over it. Natubaan ang akung pulu, My shirt got toddy all over it. 3 [b8] bethe one who has to treat others to toddy.
	1 
	ng 

	Hingtubaan ku kay napildi ku sa pustaba
	· 
	nay, I had to payfor a round of toddy because I lost the betting. paN-v [A2; b6(1)] go out to get toddy. n s.t. for buyitoddy. Gai kug diyis, panuba ba, Let me have ten centavos to buy a: glass of toddy. ka·(�) v [A13] get toddy all over it. -an n stand which sells toddy. hiN-, hiN-(�) a fond of toddy. -un a for a cock to be colored like red palin toddy. t 
	-
	ng 

	tubav [A; aŁ] cut down a banana stalk fo.r the fruit. -Tub-a na nang saginga kay· gu-wang na, Cut down that banana because 
	2 
	. 

	the fruits are mature. 
	· 

	tubag v 1 [A; alc6] answer. Akuy mutubag sa pangutana, I'll answer the question. Tubaga ang nangutana, Answer the person who asked a question. Pabiyum. lay {yang itubag sa akung bangyu,The only answer she gives to my plea is a smile. la [A; bS]answer correspondence. Wa ku makatubag dayun sa imung sulat, I couldn't answer your letter right away. lb [A2; a12] talk back, retort. Hisagpaan siya kay mitubag sa inaban, She got a slap in the face because she talked back to her mother. le [C3; c3 
	· 

	6] exchae heated words. Nagkatubag mi dibang giinsultuban ku n{ya, We ·exchangedheated words when he insulted me. ld [A2 3; bS] for an uncommon event to recur or be followed by s.t. similar (in folk belief, a not-so-common event is followed by s. t. similar). Tubagun (tubagan) pa nang imunge. swirti sa laing tawu, S.o. else will have good luck in response to your good luck. 2 [A2 N; a12] answer for, take responsibility. A-ngayng tubagun nimu ang dadangatan sa {OU ought to take responsibility to whatever h
	ng
	mung kinda, y

	. , ,
	response to 1t. -pangutanuyun, etc. ques
	a, 
	-

	tion, agreement, etc. given in answer. 'Naa ka na-diay?' tubag tuksu ni Kulasing, 'Are you really there now?' asked Kulasing in answer. paN-v [A2; c6) answer questions. 
	Pasar siya sa intirbiyu kay maayu siyang 
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	manubag, She passed the interview because she answered the questions well. Unsay akung ipanubag ug imbistigarun ku? What shall I answer if I am investigated? tubagtubv [A; a12] talk back insolently. Ayawg tubagtubaga ang imung magulang kay gabaan ka, Don't talk back insolently to your elder brother or you will get divine retribution visited on you. matubagtubagun a inclined to talk back insolently. tubagtubv [A; ale] sing, read s.t. alternatingly or with a responsive readi. Tubagtubaganta pagbasa ang ka
	manubag, She passed the interview because she answered the questions well. Unsay akung ipanubag ug imbistigarun ku? What shall I answer if I am investigated? tubagtubv [A; a12] talk back insolently. Ayawg tubagtubaga ang imung magulang kay gabaan ka, Don't talk back insolently to your elder brother or you will get divine retribution visited on you. matubagtubagun a inclined to talk back insolently. tubagtubv [A; ale] sing, read s.t. alternatingly or with a responsive readi. Tubagtubaganta pagbasa ang ka
	ag 
	ag 
	ng
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	ng
	ng 


	tubas n off-season for fruit-bearing trees. v 1 [B23) for trees to stop bearing fruit. Nagkatubas na ang pamunga sa kaimitu, The fruit-beariseason for star apples is coming to a close. 2 [B2] stop raini. Ug mutubas na ang ulan, di na ta magpayung, If the rains stop, we won't need an umbrella any more. 3 [b4] get, be rain-soaked {lit. be in the rain till it stops). Gitubasan (bingtubasan) ku sa ulan, I got soaked by the 
	ng 
	ng 

	.
	.
	rain. 

	tub-as v 1 [B23) for the season of a certain fruit or crop to be over. 2 [b4] be drenched with rain. n off-season for crops or fruits. 
	tubaw v [B12; a] for the husks to come off of pounded grains. Gabi' matubaw ang bumay nga pinug lugas, It is difficult to get the husk off fine-grained rice. 
	tubay v [A2C; b(l)] keep on doing s.t. Di siya mutubay ug trababu kay pul-anun, He does not keep working for lobecause he gets bored easily. Aku ray nakatubay ug paminaw sa taas nga sirmun, I was the only one left that kept on listening to the long sermon. Nagtubay silag inum bangtud sa buntag, They kept their drinking spree going until morning. ma-un a s.o. capable of keeping on doing s.t. Matubayun sa trababu, One who sticks to a piece of work. 
	ng 

	tubig n 1 water. buyag sa -see BUY AG, n2. -sa butong water in the young coconut. 
	Tubig sa butung ang akung gustung imnun, 
	Tubig sa butung ang akung gustung imnun, 
	I want to drink water of the young coco
	-

	nut. 2 score in a game of tubigtubig. v 1 [B 
	2) become water. Natubig ang ayis drap, The popsicle melted. 2 -sa idu [a12] master in one's mind. Tubiga sa imung ulu kining kud, Master this code. (➔> v 1 [A; b]put, mix with water. Tubigi ang wiski ug isug ra, Add water into the whiskey if it is too strong. 2 [AP; bP] irrigate. Gipatubigan (gitubigan) ang basak, The rice paddy was irrigated. 3 [B456) water, produce liquid. 
	Mutubig akung baba ug makakita kug sambag, My mouth waters if I see tamarinds. Nagtubig ang iyang nuka, His sore is watering. paN-(➔) v 1 [A2; b6] fill glasses with water. Panubig diri, Give us some water. 2 [A2; b6(1)] get one's water s.w .. 4ng mgataga isla adtu manubig sa unay, People from small islands get their water from the mainland. hiN-v [AN; b] bail water out. Sigikung binubig kay milikt' ang luwang, l keptbailing water out because the bilge leaked. n instrument for bailing. hiN-an( ➔) n placew
	b8] become well-off. tubil v [A; c] 1 pour fuel in a tank or con
	-

	' 
	tainer. Iya nang gitubilan ug gas ang suga, 
	He has already poured kerosene into the 
	lamp. Trayinta litrus ang itubil sa trak, Fill 
	the truck with thirty liters. 2 pour drinks 
	for s.o. (colloquial). n I liquid poured into 
	a container. 2 drink poured. tubitubi, tubitubi, tubiltubil v [A; b6] an
	-

	,
	swer back when one is reprimanded. Iyakung gitubiltubilan, maung aku siyang gilu
	sz', He talked back, so I pinched him. ma-un, -un a given to answering back when reprimanded. 
	I
	tublag v 1 [A; b6] dilute s.t. Akung gitubla-gag tubig ang suka, I diluted vinegar with water. la [A12] for a food ingredient added as a seasoning or sweetening to be well diffused. DiU makatublag ang diyutayng a
	-
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	sukar sa usa ka tasang kapi, A little sugar cannot sweeten a cup of coffee. 2 [B126; c 
	sukar sa usa ka tasang kapi, A little sugar cannot sweeten a cup of coffee. 2 [B126; c 
	5) for everybody to get some of s.t., usually food. DiU makatublag sa tanan ug maglutu fang kug gamay, If I don't prepare but a little, not everyone will get s.t. to eat. Na-tublag ang tanan sa akung gilutu, I prepared enough to take care of everybody. 
	.


	tubli n k.o. shrub growing along streams and in secoi:idary forests, the leaves and branches of which are used as fish poison: Derris elliptica. v 1 [A; a2] poison fish with tubli. 2 [A2; a12) give off a terrible odor, enough to make one groggy. Ang bahu sa iyang ututmakatublig bunug, When he breaks wind it could kill a goby. 3 [ B 126] be tired of the same old thing: hearing the same story, music, etc. Natubli na ku anang imung isturyang balikbalik, I'm tired hearing the same story over and over again. p
	tubluk = TULBUK..
	tubtub v 1 [A; alb7] cut s.t. at its base, 
	l 
	l 
	,

	very close to the surface. Tubtuba pagputul 
	ang saging arun sayun ang pagpanaha, Cutthe banana stalk close to the ground so it will readily grow suckers. 2 [A; bS] cut around s.t. cylindrical, usually bamboopoles, little by little with short hacks, resulting in a clean finish. Tubtubi (tubtuba) ang tumuy sa kawayan arun malimpiyu, Cut around the tip of the bamboo pole so it will be clean. 3 [A; a] make a toddy container out of a length of bamboo. a being cut close to the surface. Tubtub rang pagkaputula ang iyang bubuk, Her hair was cut too close to

	tubtubv [A; b] for chickens to charge,flapping the wings and kicking the feet. Mutubtub ug tawu ang iyang hiniktan, His gamecock will charge at people. n action of charging. 
	2 

	tubu n sugar cane. -ng palina, pula red sugar cane. -lumhan, pu ti green sugar cane. paNv [A2] cut sugar cane for milling. A1anubu kusa ilang asyinda, I shall apply as a laborerto cut sugar cane stalks on their hacienda. katubhan n sugar cane plantation. 
	tubu n 1 tube. 2 water pipe. 3 chimney of a lamp. Gianuusan ang tubu sa lampara, Thelamp chimney is covered with soot. hinis sa 
	-see HINIS. 
	-see HINIS. 

	tubuvv [A2S; bl 7) 1 grow, become larger. 
	. 
	. 
	Mutaas pa siya kay nagtubu pa, She will grow taller because she is still growing. Duspulgadas ang akung gitubuan, I grew twoinches taller. Gitubuan na ang sinina, Shehas outgrown her dress. Ang gitubuan sadakit, Where the banyan .tree was growing. 2 earn interest. Mutubuangkwartangibangku, Money put in the bank earns interest. 3 [b(1)) develop feelings. Gitubuan kug kasina sa iyang paglampus, I grew envious over his success. 4 [A2S] for water, dough, land 
	.

	.to rise ..· Hurnuba ang harinang gimasa ug mutu.bu na, Put the dough in the oven when it rises. Siging magtubu ang dagat ug di pa makalantung, The sea continues to rise until it reaches its highest point at high tide. n 1growth. Kusug ang tubu sa tanum, Theplant grows fast. 2 interest on loan. bag-ung -'-See BAG-U. pa-v [A;b] lend money with interest. Patubuan diay nimu tung akunggibaylu? Are you going to charge interest on the money I borrowed? n 1 leaveningagent. 2wall stud of bamboo. pina-n grown,raised
	. 
	. 

	·!
	care. Halinub-un ning sagbuta, pirmi fanghagbasan, This k.o. grass grows fast. It has to be trimmed frequently. 
	t

	tubun k.o. edible white mushroom that 
	2
	grows on decaying trees. It has a tougher 
	Stipe and pileus than the ubung.
	tubud v 1 [A; b6] flow in a steady stream. Mitubud ang dugu sa dakung samad, Bloodflowed from the big wound. Sandayung angtuburan sa ulan, The rain flowed out of the gutter. 2 [B46) for liquid to leak out of a container or boat. Nagtubud ang sakayan maung sigi kung gahinubig, The boat sprung a leak so I kept bŁiling out water. n 1 water spring. 2 leak. pa-, pa-(Ł) sa uhung vLAJ make people believe s.t. about oneself which is impossible (lit. make a water flow from a mushroom). Nagpatubud na sad sa ubung ang
	.


	1038 rubug 
	-
	rudlu 

	rubug n k.o. medium-sized tree having small, round, green, inedible fruits in bunches growing directly from the trunk and branches: Ficus sp. 
	tubuk v [A; b36) commit suicide. Mau nang pangpanga ang iyang gitubukan, That is the cliff he jumped to his death from. 
	tubuk = TULBUK. 
	tubul n hard stools. v 1 [BJ for stools to become hard. 2 [a4) have constipation. Gitubul siya maung dugayng nalibang, It took him long to have his bowel movement because he is constipated. 
	tubung v [A; a) cut down abaca plants at the base before stripping off the outer stalks. tubus v 1 [A; al) redeem, save from. Ang imung babandi' di' makatubus sa mabugaw mung ngalan, Your wealth cannot redeem your filthy name. Gitubus sila ni Muysis gikan sa kaulipnan, They were saved from slavery by Moses. 2 [A; a2b2) in games where several people play in turns, take a player's tum for him to keep him from losing his turn (e.g. when a player is in a difficult position, for s.o. better to play for him f
	can't take your work over for you because I'm going out katubsanan n redemption.maN•r-(f-) n redeemer; Christ the Redeemer. 
	can't take your work over for you because I'm going out katubsanan n redemption.maN•r-(f-) n redeemer; Christ the Redeemer. 

	tu�us v [A; cl] cut down off the main part with a sharp cutting instrument, esp. in one stroke. Ang babul sundang di' makatub-us ugsaging, A dull machete can't cut a banana plant down. 
	tubuy v 1 [A; c16] hold, put upward and above the rest. Makatubuy ku anang barbil,I can raise that barbell above my head. Daw tubuyun (itubuy) siya sa langit kun pabiyuman siya ni Adilayda, It was as though he was being raised to the heavens when Adelaida smiled at him. 2 [C; c6] put up for election. Itubuy natu siya pagkakunsihal, We will put him up as councilor. 
	ti.tda a 1 fast, rapid. 2 hard, with much force. 3 doing to a high degree or in excess. Tuda siyang mukaun, He eats ravenously. Tuda siyang matulug, He sleeps soundly. Tuda siyang mangasaba, He scolds very severely. V 1 [A2; b(l)} do s.t. fast, rapidly. Ayaw tudabig lakaw, Don't walk too fast 2 [A; bS)do s.t. with much force. Tudabag (tudabig) lisu ang takub, Turn the cap with a good deal of force. pa• v [A; b(l)} drive fast. Gi
	-

	patudaban sa kapitan ang dagan sa yati, The 
	patudaban sa kapitan ang dagan sa yati, The 
	captain made the yacht go fast. rud-an see TULA. 
	tudas v 1 [AB; a] be totally lost or used up,cause s.t. to be so. Akuy mutudas anang imung baligya basta baratu, I'll take all of your wares if you let me have them cheap. 
	Ang akung mga anak nga kiat mauy nagtu� das sa akung mga basung tarungtarung, The children played around and broke all my decent glasses. Natudas ang akung singsing nga mibiplus sa akung tudlu, The ring slfpped off my finger and is lost. 2 [A2; a2]draw the card that makes the hand complete. Bunut na kay tudasun ku na ni, Draw a card because I am going to go out now. 3 [AB126; al] murder (slang). Tudasun natu nang bambugirung daku, We will kill that bigmouth. a completely used up, lost, killed, 
	Hansakan ku bitaw sa tris kantus, tudas lagi, 
	I stabbed him with a three-bladed knife. That was the end of him. n the card in a game of tudasay that completes the last pair. paN• v [A2; c] for s.o. who is desperate, and sure to die anyway to kill s.o. to die along with him. Manudas na Jang ku kay wa na man kuy mabimu, I'll just kill s.o. to die along with me because I am at the end of my rope. rudastitdas n k.o. coin-tossing game where three coins are tossed up and the bettors win only if it is three heads or three tails. v (AC2; b6(1)) play tudastuda
	tudkan = TUGKAN. see TURUK. 
	tudling v [A; a) furrow the field for plant
	ing.!.Magtudling ta arun katamnan ang uma, 
	We will furrow the field so we can plant on 
	it. Tudlinga ang daruban bu mag sudlay, 
	Furrow the field after harro,ving. n 1 a fur
	row in the field. 2 row of plants. 3 column 
	in a periodical. -pulung n sentence. tudlis v (A; al) prick with a needle to get 
	s.t out. Akuy mutudlis sa imung tunuk sa tiil, I will prick your foot to get the thorn out. Tudlisa ang bubag arun mugula ang nana, Prick the boil so the pus can come out. n needle or the like to get s.t. out. -sa tabaku = p ALIYU. 
	tudlu v 1 [A; al) point at, out. Kun mutudlu si Sirnimu sulayi lag tubag, If the teacher 

	tudluk -tug-an 
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	calls on you just try to answer. Tudlua ang sinumbung, Point out the one who did it. 2[A; c6] point, give directions. Kinsay gatudlu nimung nia ku magpuyu? Who told you that I live here? 3 teach. Nagtudlu siya in the public schools. 4 [A; c16] appoint. Ang prisidinti nagtudlu niya pagkahuwis, The president appointed him judge. n 1 index finger. 2the fingers in general. hamuy sa -see HAM UY. 3 [numeral] ka -[so-and-so] manyfingers wide. 4-sa tiil toes. 5 -dalaga, dam see DALJ\GA, DJ\TU· tudlutudlu n eate
	calls on you just try to answer. Tudlua ang sinumbung, Point out the one who did it. 2[A; c6] point, give directions. Kinsay gatudlu nimung nia ku magpuyu? Who told you that I live here? 3 teach. Nagtudlu siya in the public schools. 4 [A; c16] appoint. Ang prisidinti nagtudlu niya pagkahuwis, The president appointed him judge. n 1 index finger. 2the fingers in general. hamuy sa -see HAM UY. 3 [numeral] ka -[so-and-so] manyfingers wide. 4-sa tiil toes. 5 -dalaga, dam see DALJ\GA, DJ\TU· tudlutudlu n eate
	sa pablik, She is teachi
	ng 
	2
	2


	tudluk = TUSLUK.
	tudlun datu = TUDLU DJ\TU. see DJ\TU· tudlus v 1 [A; c] hand s.t. to s.o. Tudlusi ku 
	7

	diri ug lansang, Hand me some nails up here. 2 [A3; c6] extend one's hand to give a handhold. Mitudlus siya sa {yang kamut naku ug nanggunit ku, He extended his handto me and I held on to it. 3 [A2; b6] give aid or small things. Tudlusan natu ug diyutayng inasal ang atung mga sil{ngan, Let us give a little roast pig. to our neighbors. 
	diri ug lansang, Hand me some nails up here. 2 [A3; c6] extend one's hand to give a handhold. Mitudlus siya sa {yang kamut naku ug nanggunit ku, He extended his handto me and I held on to it. 3 [A2; b6] give aid or small things. Tudlusan natu ug diyutayng inasal ang atung mga sil{ngan, Let us give a little roast pig. to our neighbors. 

	tudtud v [A; ab2] hit on the fingers or toes. 
	Tudturun ku nang imung tudlu ug mangap ka, I will rap your fingers if you touch anything. Hitudturan akung kumagku paglansang naku, I hit my thumb while I was driving a nail. 
	Tudturun ku nang imung tudlu ug mangap ka, I will rap your fingers if you touch anything. Hitudturan akung kumagku paglansang naku, I hit my thumb while I was driving a nail. 

	tuduk = TURUK. 
	tudulukyiri a woman who is promiscuous. v[B126) be, become promiscuous. Natudulukyiri nang bayhana human byai sa bana, 
	That woman became promiscuous after her husband left her. 
	That woman became promiscuous after her husband left her. 

	tudu pudirusu a All-Powerful. Ang Diyus tudu pudirusu, God is All-Powerful. 
	tudusall, everyone, everybody. Bii, Tay, Father, Mother, Uncle Imuk, and everybody. -lus Santus n All Saints' Day.
	1 
	Nay, lngku Imuk, tudus,. Good eveni
	ng

	tudusn in a game, to double the bet by the entire amount or quantity won from the preceding game. v [A; c] bet all s.
	2 
	placi
	ng 
	the preceding game's winni
	ng

	tudutut n == TURUTUT. see TARURUT.
	tudyuk v [A; b) prick, pierce with s.t. largeand pointed. Kinsay nagtudyuk ug dinagum sa akung paburut? Who pricked my balloon with a pin? Luya na tung ibua kay natudyukan ku na tu sa sapang, That shark must be weak by now because I have pierced it with my spear. n prick in a piercing action with s.t. pointed. 
	•tuga pa-v [A] dare do s. t. in unreasonable disregard of one's capacity to do it. 
	•tuga pa-v [A] dare do s. t. in unreasonable disregard of one's capacity to do it. 
	Magpatuga siyag minyu bisag way pangita, 
	He dares to get married without a job. magpatugatuga = PATUGA. 
	tugav [A; c] for God or nature to bestow, endow. Gitugaban siyag diyutay nga kaisug, He has been endowed with a little courage. 
	1 

	Ang kaalam ituga sa Diyus niadtung nagtabud kaniya, God bestows wisdom on whoever shows Him reverence. n s.t. esp. given,directly from God. Tuga sa langit nang imung anak, Your child is a gift from heaven. v [b6] be given s.t exclusively by a supernatural being. Si Han• Artur gitugaban ug usa ka ispada, King Arthur was given a. n s.t. presented exclusively to s.o. by a supernatural bei. 
	sword by a supernatural bei
	ng
	ng

	tugan cap and gown worn for graduation. v 1 [A; b6(1)] wear a cap and gown. 2 [A2;a2] make a cap and gown. 
	2 

	tug-ab = DUG-AB.tugabang = KUKUG BANUG. see KUKU. 
	,
	tugabung n artificial chignon. Usu niadtu ang 
	tugabung, Chignons used to be in vogue. v
	[A; c) wear, make into an artificial chignon. 
	tugahala (from tuga ni Batbala) n 1 s.t. done or sent by divine will. Usa ka dakung tugabala nga nabibalik na ang kuruna sa ulu saBirbin, It was a great gift of the Lord that the crown was restored to the Viin's head. 2 miracle. Usa na lang ka tugabala ang makaluwas kaniya gikan sa silya iliktrika, Onlya miracle can save him from the electric chair.
	rg

	tugahuk n clitoris. 
	tugal v [A3N; bS] disturb, bother order or peace. Way mutugal (manugal) ug wa kayutang, Nobody disturbs you if you don't have any debts. Gitugal (gitugalan) ang baryu sa mga tulisan, Robbers disturbed the peace of the ville.
	ag

	tugalbung == TIGALBUNG.
	tugalhab (from galbab) a 1 having a gaping tear or wound. 2 no loer a virgin. Tugalbab na nang babaybana kay kadagban na paangki, That woman is no longer a virgin for she has had several illegitimate children. v 1 [ B 1; b] get torn wide open. Nagkatugalbab ang gist" kay wa dayun sursibi, The tear became a gapihole because she didn't darn it at once. 2 [B126) lose one's viinity.
	ng
	ng 
	rg

	, ,
	tugan see TULUG. 
	tug-an v [A; c] 1 reveal, report s.t. revealing. 
	Mitug-an ang sinumbung sa iyang salaud, 
	The accused confessed his crime. Tug-ani ku 
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	sa imung sikritu, Tell me your secret. ltug
	sa imung sikritu, Tell me your secret. ltug
	an tikawng Tatay nga imu kung gisumbag, 
	I'll report you to Father that you hit me. 2 confess. Ug dili ka mutug-an, kastigubun ka, If you don't confess, I will beat you. 

	tugas n molave, k.o. wood producing extremely hard timber: Vitex parviflora. v [ a 
	12) make s.t. out of molave. Tugasun natu ang sawug arun Jig-un, Let us make the flooriout of molave so it will be durable. 
	12) make s.t. out of molave. Tugasun natu ang sawug arun Jig-un, Let us make the flooriout of molave so it will be durable. 
	ng 


	nigastugas n k.o. small marine crab, poisonous to eat. 
	tugasub, tugasub v [A2S; b6] fall into the water with a deep sound. Mitugasub ang batu nga gilabay sa dagat,. The stone was thrown into the water and fell with a loud splash. n deep sound, like one produced by a heavy object falling into water. 
	tugauk = nJKTUGAUK. 
	tugaw a disturbed from a peaceful state. Tugaw na ang mga bdbuy sa pangayam maung namalbin, The hunting has disturbed the wild pigs so they have gone elsewhere. walay -there's nothing to disturb. Maayu dinbi isturyaban kay way tugaw, This is a good to disturb us. v [A; a12] disturb one's peace. Manira ku arun way makatugaw sa akung pagtuun, I will lock myself in the room so no one disturbs my study. Ayawg tugawa ang natulug, Don't disturb the man sleeping. 
	place to talk because there is nothi
	ng 

	tugbabaw = TIGBABAW. pa-= PATIGBABAW. see BABAW. 
	tugbang v 1 [A2; c] give s.t. as counterpart; match. Ug muamut ka ug kanding sa kumbira mutugbang ku ug amut ug babuy, If you give a goat for the feast, I will give a pig to match it. 2 [C; b6] sit across or in front of each other. Nagkatugbang mi ug lingkud sa dyip, We happened to sit across from each other in the jeep. 3 in activities where people are paired off: be s.o. 's opposite. Dili ku makigtugbang nimu sa kuntis kay maayu ka, I don't want to be matched against you in the contest because you'regoo
	tugbang v 1 [A2; c] give s.t. as counterpart; match. Ug muamut ka ug kanding sa kumbira mutugbang ku ug amut ug babuy, If you give a goat for the feast, I will give a pig to match it. 2 [C; b6] sit across or in front of each other. Nagkatugbang mi ug lingkud sa dyip, We happened to sit across from each other in the jeep. 3 in activities where people are paired off: be s.o. 's opposite. Dili ku makigtugbang nimu sa kuntis kay maayu ka, I don't want to be matched against you in the contest because you'regoo
	NBI is the counterpart of the FBI in the 

	States. 
	States. 
	tugbaw a lofty, high up. Tugbaw kaayungmiuntul ang hula, The ball bounces high. Hilabibang k atugbaw sa garbu! What a greatpride! v 1 [B246; a3] rise to a considerable height. Mitugbaw ang tingug ni Nining sa kasuku, Nening's voice rose in anger. Natugbaw sa iyang bunabuna ang mga budlat ni Maks, Max's threats came to his thoughts. 2 [cl] put s.t. high up or way up. Itugbaw(tugbawa) pagdala nang isda arun dili maabut sa iru, Lift the fish you are carryihigh so the dogs can't reach it. ma-un a lofty (liter
	ng

	tugbu (from tubu) n new sprouts of leaves. Utana ang tugbu sa alugbati, Make a soup of the alugbati sprouts. v [B46} for leaves to sprout. Mitugbu (nanugbu) nag mga dabun sa kamunggay nga gipul-ungan, The leaves of the pruned malunggay are now sprouting.
	tugbung v [A; a2c) go, brito the town or coastal area from the mountains or country.Mitugbung siya kay mipalit ug ginamus, He went down to the town to buy fish paste. Kinsay nagtugbung sa utanun? Who brought the vegetables to town? 
	ng 

	tugda n stumps of cornstalks left in the field after cuttioff the stalks. 
	ng 

	tugdan n 1 a pole or stem-like handle. AngtUf:dan sa latif:U sa kabayu, The handle for the horsewhip. Tugdan sa timba, A bamboo pole to which the bucket for drawing water is attached. 2 cornstalk. 
	tugdang v 1 [AB23(1); cl] sink to the bottom of water, cause s.t. to do so. Mitugdang na ang lawug, ug tin-aw na ang tu.big, The mud in the water has settled, and it is clear now. Natugdang na ang bapur digira, The battleship has sunk. Nakatugdang na ka sa taliwala anang linaw? Have you gone to the bottom in the middle of that lake? 2 [A2; b6] land hard after beiprojected or dropped. Didtu siya mutugdang sa bunbun pagluksu niya, He landed on the sand when he jumped. 
	ng 

	tugduk v [B1256; ab2) for s.t. pointed to pierce or thrust into, not necessarily sticking. Natugduk ang tumuy sa bangkaw sa bukubuku sa turu, The end of the spear pierced the back of the bull. Hingtugdukan ang 
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	2 

	akung tiil sa tumuy sa kutsilyu, The knife hit my foot when it fell. 
	akung tiil sa tumuy sa kutsilyu, The knife hit my foot when it fell. 
	tugdun v [A; c] alight, set down from the air. Mitugdun ang buyug sa buwak, The bee alighted on the flower. Gipalid siya sa alim!pus. Diin siya itugdun? The whirlwind carried her away. Where was she set down? -anan n place where s.t. lands. Tugdunanan field. 
	sa ayruplanu, Airplane landi
	ng 


	tughang v [A; al] break and pulverize hard. Lisud pagtughang sa yuta kay nabantuk na kaayu, It is difficult to break up the soil because it has gotten er a viin. 
	ened soil for planti
	ng
	very packed down. a no lo
	ng
	rg

	tughaw a lukewarm. v [ABZ; a] be, become lukewarm, cause liquids to do so. Magtughaw kug tubig para ikaligu, I'll heat some water for bathing. 
	tughu = DUGHU' n2. 
	1

	tughuk v [A23; b( 1)) appear suddenly, unexpec:edly. Wala ku damha nga muanhi siya, mitughuk lag abut, l never expected him to come. He just arrived suddenly. Trababu kay tughukan unya tag duaw sa atung aga. Our boss might come without notice. 
	lun, Keep worki
	ng

	tughukn formal asking of a girl's hand by the groom's parents, always accompanied ation. v [A2; bS) formally ask for a girl's hand. Mutugbuk gibapun ta bisag burus na ang babayi? Do we still have to make a formal proposal when the girl is already pregnant? 
	2 
	with food brought by the groom's del
	eg

	tughung v [A; a] cook leftover cooked staple which stuck to the pot by adding water and usually boiling it with sugar. Tugbunga nang dukut, Recook the leftover rice stuck to the pot. -in-n food prepared by the process oftugbung.
	tughuy = TARUGSUY. 
	tugkad v 1 [A; a12) touch the bottom standing in water. Makatugkad ka ba diba? Can you stand there? 2 [B456) for the feet or 
	s.t. dangling to reach the ground. Dili makatugkad ang iyang tiil sa salug ug kanangsiyabay lingkuran, His feet don't touch the ground if he sits in that chair. Nagtikwangtikwang ang lamisa kay wa magtugkad ang usa ka tiil, The table is jigglibecause one of the legs isn't touching the ground. 3 [A; al2] fathom, comprehend s. t. mysterious. Way makatugkad sa akung bunabuna, Nobody can read my mind. Lisud tugkarun ang sumbingay sa paras, It is hard to understand the meaniof the Parable of the Vine. tugkar
	s.t. dangling to reach the ground. Dili makatugkad ang iyang tiil sa salug ug kanangsiyabay lingkuran, His feet don't touch the ground if he sits in that chair. Nagtikwangtikwang ang lamisa kay wa magtugkad ang usa ka tiil, The table is jigglibecause one of the legs isn't touching the ground. 3 [A; al2] fathom, comprehend s. t. mysterious. Way makatugkad sa akung bunabuna, Nobody can read my mind. Lisud tugkarun ang sumbingay sa paras, It is hard to understand the meaniof the Parable of the Vine. tugkar
	s.t. dangling to reach the ground. Dili makatugkad ang iyang tiil sa salug ug kanangsiyabay lingkuran, His feet don't touch the ground if he sits in that chair. Nagtikwangtikwang ang lamisa kay wa magtugkad ang usa ka tiil, The table is jigglibecause one of the legs isn't touching the ground. 3 [A; al2] fathom, comprehend s. t. mysterious. Way makatugkad sa akung bunabuna, Nobody can read my mind. Lisud tugkarun ang sumbingay sa paras, It is hard to understand the meaniof the Parable of the Vine. tugkar
	ng 
	ng 

	understanding.

	tugkalan = TUGKARAN, 1. see TUGKAD. 
	tugkay n stalk of a leaf or flower. 
	tugmadan = TIJGKARAN, 1. see TUGKAD. 
	tugna v [A; c] dip, dunk into liquid. Di pa ku maligu, apan mutugna Jang usa ku sa tubig, I won't swim yet, I'll just immerse myself quickly. Ang balangbuy laming itugna sa mantika, Cassava tastes good if ·you dipit into pork fat. 
	tugnaw a cold to the touch, feel. Tugnaw kaayu sa Bagyu, It's very cold in Baguio. v 1
	[B] become cold weather. Mutugnaw (matugnaw) ang panabun inigka Disimbri, Theweather gets cold in December. 2 [a4] feel cold. Gamitag hitir kun tugnawun ka, Usethe heater if you feel cold. 3 [b8] be exposed to the cold. Gisip-un siya kay bitugnawan, He caught cold because he was exposed to the cold. n cold. Di kung kaagwanta sa tugnaw, I can't take the cold. ka-nstate of being cold. Nagkuray siya sa katugnaw, She is shivering with cold. paN-nchills. Ang panugnaw mubalus sabilanat,Chills come right aft
	. 

	tugnub v [A; c] dip s.t. or oneself into a liquid. May disinpiktanti ang gitugnuban sa mga biraminta sa duk tur, The liquid the doctor dipped his instruments into has disinfectant. Itugnub ang plum a sa tintiruban, Stick the pen into the inkwell. 
	tugnus n k.o. small anchovy with a silver stripe, which comes seasonally in great abundance, most commonly eaten preserved in salt. ting-n season for tugnus fish. 
	tugpa v 1 [B346; b6] for s.t. that flies to land. Mitugpa ang salampati sa atup, Thedove alighted on the roof. Nagtugpa na ang lane has landed. 2 [A2; b6] jump from a high place. Ang tulay nga iyang gitugpaban, The bridge he jumped off from. tugpahanan n 1 place where airort or runway. 2 place where persons jump off, diving board. 
	ayruplanu, The ai
	rp
	planes land: ai
	rp

	tugpuv [A; c6) 1 toss s. t. up in the air. 1
	-

	,
	tugpu ang hula kay akuy mubumba, Toss
	the volleyball and I will spike it. 2 put up 
	s.o. as candidate. Siyay atung itugpu pagkamayur, We will put him up as candidate for mayor. n 1 a coin-tossing game with three coins where one wins when all heads or all tails appear. 2 one's turn to toss the coin. 
	tugpuv [A; al] tease unmarried people bypairing them off. Ug akuy mutugpu, magkadayun giyud pagkaminyu, If I tease people by pairing them off in marriage, they end up getting married. 
	2 


	1042 tugsad -tuhab 
	tugsad v [A2; b6] hit, reach the ground from an elevated position. Milayat siya ug didtu mutugsad sa pikas tampi, He jumped and landed on the opposite bank. Gibukbaragpanaptun ang gitugsaran sa rayna g{kan sa bagdanan, A cloth was laid over the area the queen stepped on when she came down from the stairs. 
	tugsaw v [A; a3b] plunge into water, dunk 
	s.t. straight into a liquid. lVagtugsaw ang iyang tiil sa dagat samtang nagdagan ang pambut, His feet were immersed in the water while the boat was movi. Natugsawsiya sa kanal, He fell into a ditch. 
	s.t. straight into a liquid. lVagtugsaw ang iyang tiil sa dagat samtang nagdagan ang pambut, His feet were immersed in the water while the boat was movi. Natugsawsiya sa kanal, He fell into a ditch. 
	ng


	tugsuk v 1 IA; ab2] strike .s.t. pointed into 
	s.t. Nagtugsuk siyag kahuy silbing timaan, He planted a stake as a marker. Tugsukunniya ang linung-ag saging sa tinidur, He will stick a fork into the boiled banana. 2 [A; b 6(1)) stick one's finger into liquid and immediately remove it. Ang binditahan nga akung gitugsukan sa akung tudlu, The font of the holy water into which I dipped my fier. n skewer, s.t. to stick into s.t. Ambi ra ang tugsuk kay atung isuway sa amuti,
	s.t. Nagtugsuk siyag kahuy silbing timaan, He planted a stake as a marker. Tugsukunniya ang linung-ag saging sa tinidur, He will stick a fork into the boiled banana. 2 [A; b 6(1)) stick one's finger into liquid and immediately remove it. Ang binditahan nga akung gitugsukan sa akung tudlu, The font of the holy water into which I dipped my fier. n skewer, s.t. to stick into s.t. Ambi ra ang tugsuk kay atung isuway sa amuti,
	ng

	Let me have a stick so I can see if the sweet potatoes are done. 

	tugsuy v [B46; b6] for s.t. to appear as an elongated shape. Unsa nang mitugsuy sa imung bursa, saging? What is that thiprotrudiin yoUt" pocket, a banana? Nagtugsuy lang nang niwang mu rag kawayan, That skinny person looks tall and thin like a ated. Tugsuyug simud, Long-snouted.
	ng 
	ng 
	bamboo pole. a thin and elo
	ng

	tugtug v [A; a2] play a piece of music, an instrument. Mitugtug ang urkistra, The orchestra played a piece. Tugtuga ang 'Lawra', Play 'Laura'. n music piece beiplayed. maN-r-n s.o. that provides the music. 
	ng 

	tuba full, havis.t. in abundance. Tugubsa sustansiya ang gatas, Milk is full of nutrients. Tugub na ang barku sa pasabiru, The boat is full of passengers. Tugub nga ani,Abundant harvest. v [B2; a2] become, make full, rich. Natugub siya sa kalipay,She was filled with joy.
	gu
	ng 

	tug-ud n stem of large,grassy plants or trunks of palm trees. -sa buli n unopened buri palm frond together with its stem. 
	tun v [A; alc6] leave or send s.o. with instructions to do s.t. Tugna siya pagpalit ug asin inigtugbung niya, Give him the messageto buy some salt when he goes to town. Unsay imung itugun inig-adtu naku sa Manila? What do you want me to do for you when I go to Manila? n 1 word of instruction to man. 
	gu
	do or gets. t. 2 final message of a dyi
	ng 

	Bag-ung -New Testament. Daang -Old Testament. paN-v l [A2S; b6] ask s.o. to get and bring s. t. back. Nagpanugun tus Bu.buy sa iyang dulaan, Boboy keeps asking him a toy. 2 [A2; c] give final instructions, will at deathbed. Nanugun na man is giving his final instructions. 
	Bag-ung -New Testament. Daang -Old Testament. paN-v l [A2S; b6] ask s.o. to get and bring s. t. back. Nagpanugun tus Bu.buy sa iyang dulaan, Boboy keeps asking him a toy. 2 [A2; c] give final instructions, will at deathbed. Nanugun na man is giving his final instructions. 
	you to bri
	ng 
	ang himatyun, The dyi
	ng 

	v 1 [A; line. lambu hangtud maluya ang isda, Pay out the line until the fish gets weak. 2 [A; c] permit, allow. Mulangyaw unta ku kun mutut ka, I would like to go abroad if you permit me. Dili itugut ang pagbulam ininglibruha, No one is permitted to borrow this book. 3 [A; c6] sell s.t. at a price lower 
	tu
	gu
	t 
	b] pay out 
	Tuguti ang 
	gu

	,
	than that quoted. Aku ning palitun ug itu-gut mmug -pisus, I'll buy it if you give it to me for one peso. ( 7) n line which one pays out, esp. a kite string. 
	tug-ut v [A; a12] tie hemp fibers end to end to form a long strand for weaving. Magtugut ka ug bayinti ka bituul para ihulug, Tie up twenty skeins of hemp to use as warp threads. 
	tugway v 1 [A; b] lengthen a tether. Tas-igtugway ang kabaw, Give the carabao more rope. Tugwayi ang kanding arun makapanabsab, Give the goat more rope so it can graze. 2 [AN; c] pasture an animal by lengthening or untying the tether. Manugway kug kabaw mahapun, I pasture the carabao each afternoon. n 1 rope used to tether animals. 2 length of tether allowed. -anan n place where animals are tethered. maN-rn one who pastures animals with a tether. 
	tugyan v [A; c] entrust, put into s.o. 's power or disposal. Ang ban· gustu nang mutugyan sa trunu ngadtu sa iyang anak, The king wants to abdicate the throne in favor of his son. Ayawg itugyan niya ang imung kaugalingun antis mu makasal, Don't surrender yourself to him until you are married. -in-an n one to whom s.t. has been turned over. -sa balaud policeman. -sa lungsud publicservant, specifically, congressman.
	tuhab v 1 [A; a] peck a piece of s.t. Dili ma -katubab ang langgam sa bunga nga giputus, 
	The bird could not peck at the fruit that was wrapped. 2 [A; b6] cut a large opening 
	·
	or swath. Kinsay maistrabang nagtubab sa ulus akung anak? Which teacher was it that cut a wide swath into my son's hair? Bistidu nga mu rag saku nga gitubaban para agianas buk tun, A dress like a sack with piecessnipped off for armholes. 3 [A23; a12] affect s.t. as though diminishing it. Sigas plaslayit nga mituhab sa kangitngit, A flashlight 
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	beam that pierced the darkness. n 1 large hole left, large portion removed. 2 largeopening in a dress. (➔) n a woman who is no longer a virgin (humorous). -in-an n place 
	beam that pierced the darkness. n 1 large hole left, large portion removed. 2 largeopening in a dress. (➔) n a woman who is no longer a virgin (humorous). -in-an n place 
	s.t. was pecked off. Makaun pa ning kapayasa. Abisa Zang nang tinuhaban, yOU canstill eat the papaya. Just cut out the holes. -in-an(➔) n fruits that have peck marks.

	tuhak v [A; ab) 1 peck at. Kwak nit ang nagtuhak sa mga prutas, Bats pecked at the fruits. Gituhak sa manuk ang ,yang mata, The chicken pecked at his eyes. 2 strike with a pecki-like motion. Mituhak ang dakung sawa, The big snake struck. n feedof chickens, fowls or birds. kakha -see KAKHA. -1-an(➔) n dish for feeding chickens.
	ng

	tuhaw v [B23(1)6) 1 spriforth unexpectedly, appear suddenly, pop up. Mituhaw Zang pagkalit ang anak kung nawaZa, Mylost son suddenly appeared in our house. 
	ng 

	Mituhaw sa ,yang hunahuna ang usa ka maanindut nga Zaraw, A beautiful plan poppedinto his mind. 2 do s. t. suddenly and without cause. Nabuang kang mituhaw ka man lag kasuku, Have you gone crazy, flaring uplike that? a done or appearing suddenly and unexpectedly.
	Mituhaw sa ,yang hunahuna ang usa ka maanindut nga Zaraw, A beautiful plan poppedinto his mind. 2 do s. t. suddenly and without cause. Nabuang kang mituhaw ka man lag kasuku, Have you gone crazy, flaring uplike that? a done or appearing suddenly and unexpectedly.

	tuhay v [B2; cl) 1 for the mind to be at peace. Matuhay (mutubay) pag akung hunabuna ug manlayas mu, I'll have peace of mind only if you all get out of here. 2 do or accomplish s.t. to the finish without any hitch or disturbance. Di• matubay ( mutubay) angakung trabahu ugsamukun ku, My work won't go smoothly if I am disturbed. 
	tuhi sound imitating spitting to show contempt. Tubi! Hitsura lang, Pff, the nerve of him. v r b6) say tubi to s. o. 
	tuhib, tuhib v lA; bS] 1 peck at s.t .. esp.food. Mga langgam nga nagtuhib sa binug kapayas, The birds pecking at the ripe papaya. 2 nibble, bore a hole in s.t. Ang ilaga mauy mitubib sa kisu, A mouse nibbled at the cheese. ( ➔) n bill, beak. -in-an n place pecked at, hole nibbled into s. t. 
	tuhik, tuhik v [A; ab] peck with a sharp,pointed beak to eat or inflect a wound. Nagtubik ang manuk sa wati, The chicken is pecking at an earthworm. Jlabay ang gituhikan nga prutas, Throw away the fruits that have holes pecked in them. maN-n k.o. fish that is particularly vicious. 
	tuhil v [A; al] poke or tap s.t. small or a tiny portion of s.t. so as to move it. Ayaw punayig tubil ang itlug sa iru kay mapaakanka, Don't keep poking the dog's testicles. He might bite you. Mataktak ang buwak 
	bisag igu lang tuhiZun, The flowers will falloff even if you just touch them lightly. n 
	bisag igu lang tuhiZun, The flowers will falloff even if you just touch them lightly. n 
	s.t. used to poke. 
	tu.bu, tuhu particle following the first word of the predicate, used in negating s.o. 'sstatement and stressing the contrary. Namutbut siya. Mutan-aw tubu na siyag sini, 
	. She is so going to the movies. Dili tubu na siya indyinir, No, he's not. He is not an engineer.
	She is lyi
	ng

	tuhud = TULUD, v.
	ruhud n knee. v 1 [al2] hit in the knee. Gitubud siyag bunal maung napaluhud, He \Vas whipped on his knees and it made him fallto his knees. 2 [B2456] reach nearly as highas the knees. Mutubud na ang tu.big sa dalan, The water in the street is nearly up to theknees.!(➔) v 1= TUHUD,vl. 2 [A2; al] askfor a girl's hand from her parents, not necessarily in a formal way with ceremony andbargaining. Mituhud na siya kay disididu giyung mangasawa, He asked the girl's parents for her hand because he really is det
	tiahv 1 [A; ac] pierce through with a string, stake, or s.t. else, hang s.t. on s.t. long. Magtuhug kug pirlas arun imung ikwintas, I'll string some pearls for you to wear as necklace. Natuhug ang isda sa pana, The fish got impaled on the spear. Tubugasa uway ang kubit, Strithe catch by passia rattan strip through it. Tubugi rag b{lu nang dagum, Thread that needle. Siyaynagpas-an sa bugsay diin itubug ang bukag, 
	ug 
	ng 
	ng 

	He carried the paddle over his shoulder and hung the basket over it. -sa ilung lead around by the nose. Matubug kq ba lang niya sa ilung? Can she lead you about by the nose? 2 [A123S] follow or put in memory the thread of a story, idea, lecture. Way nakatubug sa isturya niyang naglikuliku, Nobody could follow his incoherent story. 2a understand, comprehend. Bisag bungul siya, makatubug siya sa imung isulti nga magtanaw Lang sa imung ngabil, Even if he is deaf, he can understand what you are saying by yo
	just readi
	ng 

	·
	out in turns rubber bands buried in the 
	,
	sand. -an(➔> = TUHUGTUHUG.tuhuktuhuk v [B456; b6] have tiny marks 
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	(like pin marks) all over. Tawumtum nang nagtubuktubuk sa panaptun, That is mildew that has made tiny spots on the cloth. Gitubuktubukan ang iyang nawung sa uwat sa bugas, His face is pockmarked by pimple scars. n tiny marks all over s. t. 
	(like pin marks) all over. Tawumtum nang nagtubuktubuk sa panaptun, That is mildew that has made tiny spots on the cloth. Gitubuktubukan ang iyang nawung sa uwat sa bugas, His face is pockmarked by pimple scars. n tiny marks all over s. t. 

	tuhup v [A2; b5] 1 permeate. Mitubup ang katugnaw sa sinina, The cold seeped through the dress. 2 for s.t. wet to seep through,permeate. Gitupban sa kabasa ang yuta, ,\1.oisture permeated the earth. 3be affected with a feelior emotion. Tupbun kug kabingawa matag byabi niya, I get anxious whenever he goes on a trip. ma-un(�) a penetrating.
	ng 

	tuhus = TULUS. 
	tuhuy v 1 [A2] get out of s.w. suddenly and with haste. Di' pa!gan,• mabuman kug sugu,mutubuy dayug lakaw, I can't even finish giving my orders before he rushes up to get going. 2 [B; b3cP] be sticking out straight. Mituhuy ang tubig sa bus, The water from out far. Nagtubuy angtintin sa bata. Basig kaihiun, The child has an erection. He probably has to urinate. Ayawg ituhuy (ipatubuy) nang imung buhuk dapit sa agtang. Mu ra kag tin-idyir, Don't let your hair stick out over yourforehead. You look like a tee
	the hose is spurti
	ng 

	tuig n year. v [B56; b4] be almost, last for a year. Mutuig nakung pinaabut nimu, I waited for you for almost a year. Nagtuigang amung pagbungul, It's been one yearnow that we haven't been on speaking terms. Di na matuigan ang imung kinabubl, Your life won't last for another year. tuigtuig a every year; yearly. v [B; c16] be, become yearly, do s.t. on a yearly basis. -in-(�) annual. Tinuig nga tigum, Annual meeting. ka-an n 1 years. Nanglabay ang dagbang katuigan, Many years passed. 2 Easter obligation, 
	tuig n year. v [B56; b4] be almost, last for a year. Mutuig nakung pinaabut nimu, I waited for you for almost a year. Nagtuigang amung pagbungul, It's been one yearnow that we haven't been on speaking terms. Di na matuigan ang imung kinabubl, Your life won't last for another year. tuigtuig a every year; yearly. v [B; c16] be, become yearly, do s.t. on a yearly basis. -in-(�) annual. Tinuig nga tigum, Annual meeting. ka-an n 1 years. Nanglabay ang dagbang katuigan, Many years passed. 2 Easter obligation, 
	Lita is old enough now to go to school. 2 be no longer young. May panuigun na siya pagkaminyu, She was well along in years\Vhen she got married. paN-un(a➔) v [A13]be of [such-and-such] an age. Nagpanuigunsiyag diyis, He is ten years old. 

	tuis v [A; al] 1 twist. Siyay nagtuis sa akung buktun, He twisted my arm. 2 distort a fact or truth. Way mutuu nimu kay maayu kang mutuis sa tinuud, Nobody believes you because of the way you distort the truth. -sa pal.ad, kapalaran n turn of fate. Usa ka tuis sa kapalaran nga ang kanbi banyaga karun nagpakiluuy na, It is a turn of fate that the ruthless scoundrel now has to beg for mercy. 
	tuis v [A; al] 1 twist. Siyay nagtuis sa akung buktun, He twisted my arm. 2 distort a fact or truth. Way mutuu nimu kay maayu kang mutuis sa tinuud, Nobody believes you because of the way you distort the truth. -sa pal.ad, kapalaran n turn of fate. Usa ka tuis sa kapalaran nga ang kanbi banyaga karun nagpakiluuy na, It is a turn of fate that the ruthless scoundrel now has to beg for mercy. 
	tuk n 1 word used in writito indicate a knockisound. 2 in bowling, a hit scored through the center, opening up a clear path. v [B26) for a hit to turn out to be of this sort. 
	ng 
	ng 

	tuk v [A; c] stick a stick into s.t. to serve as a marker. n 1 marker stuck into s. t. Gibutangan nakug tuk ang gilubngan sa babandi', I stuck a stick to mark the spot where I buried the treasure. 2 clitoris (slang).
	tukav 1 [A; al] strangle with the hands. Tuk-un ta kag musinggit ka, I'll choke youif you scream. 2 [A123P; b4(1)} choke on 
	1 

	s.t. ingested. Makatuka nang tag-as nga bibun, You can choke on long noodles. Hituk!an ku pag-inum nak,u sa wiski, I choked when I drank the whiskey. 2a get jammed or stuck into s.t. as if choking on it. Papilang nakatuka ( nakapatuka) sa kasilyas, Paper clogged .the toilet up. Ug matuk-an angmakina gabi na tuyukun, If a sewing machine gets stuck it is hard to turn. 
	tukav [A; a12] peck at to eat. Gustungmutuka ug tibuuk mais ang manuk, Chickens like to peck at whole kernels. Duna pa bay tukaun ang sunuy? AFe there any grains left for the rooster to peck at? n 1 beak,bill. 2 feed for fowls or birds. kakha -see KAKHA. pa-v [A; ac] feed fowls. 
	2 

	tukab v [A; b5] open by pushing s.t. aside, lifting a cover. Kinsay nagtukab sa kulun? Who took the cover off the pot? Tukaba ug daku ang bintana kay galba, Open the windows wide because it is warm. n distance s. t. opens. 
	tuk-ab = DUG-AB. 
	tukabtukab v [A3P; cl] gasp for breath, pant. Nagtukabtukab ang iyang gininhawaan sa pagdinagan, He panted for breath after running so much. 
	tukad v [A; a2c] go, bring up to the mountain, or country from town. Mutukad ku karung tingsanggi, I'll go to the country this 
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	coming harvest. Butung ray akung tukarun, I'm going to the country just to get young coconuts. ltukad ring abunu, Bring this fertilizer to the country. 
	coming harvest. Butung ray akung tukarun, I'm going to the country just to get young coconuts. ltukad ring abunu, Bring this fertilizer to the country. 
	tukadur n 1 dresser, a chest of drawers with a large mirror and a flat space for cosmetics. 2 a plain mirror of considerable size. v (b]look at oneself in a mirror. Tukaduri ra nang nawung mug tan-awag angayan ka ba, 
	Look at yourself in the mirror and see if you look nice. paN-v [A2] look at oneself 
	. .
	1n a mirror. 

	tukag, tukag v 1 [AB2S6; cP] place s. t. long in a position vertical or crosswise relative to 
	s.t. else; cause it to be so. Ayubag butang ang gabas kay mutukag sa kabun, Lay thesaw down carefully crosswise in the toolbox. Nagtukag ang bukug sa iyang tunlan, A bone is lodged cross-ways in his throat. 
	s.t. else; cause it to be so. Ayubag butang ang gabas kay mutukag sa kabun, Lay thesaw down carefully crosswise in the toolbox. Nagtukag ang bukug sa iyang tunlan, A bone is lodged cross-ways in his throat. 
	ltukag (ipatukag) ang lipak sa takup arun dilt' mutak-up, Prop the shutter open with a stick of bamboo. 2 [B2S6] for s.t. slender to be jutting out. Ang mga tiil sa dakung bata mutukag kun kugusun, The legs of a big child dangle if he is carried. (➔) n 1 s.t.placed athwart s.o. 2 sticking out. Tukagsiyag dawunggan, He has ears that stick out. 

	tukal n gap formed as a result of shrinkage between two juxtaposed materials, esp.wood. v [B3(1)] form a gap. Mitukal (natukal) ang mga sawug paglubag, Cracks developed between the floor boards when they shrunk. tukaltukal v [B; b6] hang loosely from a loose attachment. Nagtukaltukal ang bungbung sa bay, One side of the walling of the house is hanging loosely. 
	tukamud v [B126; b8] fall face first to the ground. Nasapiti siya ug natukamud, Hetripped and fell face first to the ground. 
	tukang = TUKLANG. 
	tukar v 1 [A; a2] play a musical instrumentpiece. Hanas siyang mutukar sa marimba, He plays the marimba wel!. Tanggu tukara, Play a tango. la [A; b( 1)] for a musical group to perform. Duna silay tukaran nga parti karung gabii, They will perform at a party tonight. 2 [A2] have an attack of a recurring illness or undesirable behavior. Mutukar ang riyuma kun ting-ulan, Rheumatism flares up on rainy days. n 1 musicplayed. Magsayaw ta inigsugud sa tukar, Let's dance when the music starts. 2 performance by a m
	9

	tukarul = TINGKARUL, 4. tukas = TUKLAS. 
	tukaw v [A; b(l)] stay awake at night doing
	tukaw v [A; b(l)] stay awake at night doing
	l
	s.t., keep vigil. Magtukaw ku karung gabii
	pagbuman sa tirm pipar, rll be awake all night finishing my paper. n wake. Sa tukaw nagdala silag baraba arun diU sila tulgun,
	They brought a deck of cards to the wake so they wouldn't feel sleepy. 
	tukawv [A; b(l)] tower over. Mga pipila
	,2
	ka tuig mutukaw na siya naku, In a few years he will be towering over me. Usa ka lubing layug ang nagtukaw sa ilang payag, 
	A tall coconut tree is towering over their hut. 
	tukawn a unit of length reckoned from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the index finger extended. v [A; al] measure s.t. in tukaw's. 
	3 

	tukaya = TUKAYU (female). 
	tukayu n one who has the same name as s.o. else. Tukayu siya nak u kay Dyun usab iyang ngan, He's my namesake because his name is John too. v [AC2; ac3] call s.o. or eachother tukayu. ( ➔) n term of address to 
	one's tukayu. 
	.

	tukhil v 1 [A; ab2] touch slightly. Wa siyay gana ug igu lang mitukbil sa kan-un, She had no appetite and barely touched the food. 
	Mutak-up dayun ang bibibibi ug tukbilun, 
	The touch-me-not plant closes as soon asyou touch it. 2 [A; a12] touch the emotions or on s. t. that provokes feelings. lkaw pay nakatukbil sa akung dugban, You were the first to have touched my heart. 3 [A; a
	12] mention s. t. in passing. Sa iyang diskursu mitukbil siya sa puli'tika, In his speech he mentioned politics in passing. -1 .. un, -1-un(➔) a delicate, engendering arguments or hard feelings. Kanang mga paagiba tulukbilun (tulukbilun) kaayu, Thatprocedure is very much open to argument.-Uhuut short-tempered.
	J

	tukhu v [A; al] 1 grasp by encircling the fin
	-

	gers around. Nagtukbu siyag saging, He is grasping a banana. Tukbua ang buk tun sa bata kun matukbu ha, Put your finger$ around the child's arm if they can go all theway around it. 2 bundle long things together to form a bunch big enough to be clasped in one or both hands. n bundle of s.t. that can be clasped in one or both hands. 
	tukbuy = TALUKBUYa
	-

	.a
	tukdab v [AN; a] cut s.t. down at the base with one stroke. Kining dapita ang akung gitukdaban sa mga tuud sa mga gagmayng kahuy, This is the place where I cut the stumps of the small tree down. 
	tukdug v [BN46] for s.t. to stand out straight and bare. Mitukdug (nanukdug) ang mga 
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	mais buman hugpai sa dulun, The com plants stood straight and bare after a swarm of locusts settled on them. n ribs of umbrella. 
	mais buman hugpai sa dulun, The com plants stood straight and bare after a swarm of locusts settled on them. n ribs of umbrella. 
	tukgaw = LUKGAW. 
	tukbi, tukhi n toothpick. v [a12) make into toothpick. Maayung tukhfun ang tukug, Coconut midribs make good toothpicks. paNv [A2; c6) pick one's teeth. 
	tuki v [A; a12) 1 investigate, examine. Angkumiti mauy mutuki sa anumaliya, The committee will investigate the anomaly. Madiskubriban ang tfkas kun tukiun ang libru, 
	They will discover the embezzlement if the books are examined. 2 ask, interrogate. Gituki siya apan wa mutug-an, He was questioned but he didn't tell. 3 discuss with the idea of analyzi, explaining. Unsay tukiun sa mfting? What is going to be discussed in the meeti? ma-un(�)a characterized with persistent, methodical, and detailed application of a procedure. Kining instruksiyun sa libru masabtan sa matukfung pagbasa, 
	ng
	ng

	The instructions in the book can be understood only if you read it with care and analysis.

	tukib a detailed, complete, and well-described. Tukib kaayu ang {yang isturya sa aksidinti, His account of the accident is complete to the minutest detail v [A; al] delve into s. t. so as to have a thorough knowledge of it. Buut kung tukfbun ang tangbaga sa {yang kinabuh,: I want to delve into the riddle of his life. o,• matukib ang kaguul sa namatyan, The grief of the bereaved one cannot be described. -1-un a that which hides a mystery, riddle. Tuluki'bun ang pabiyum sa katingalabang istranyu, The my
	tukig a stiff. v [B; b6] be, become stiff. Mitukig ang kasabus nga gibulad, The jerked meat is stiff. Ang ispfsu nga amirul mauy nakatukig (nakapatukig) sa muskitfru, The thick starch made the mosquito net stiff. Nagkatukig ang akung l{ug, My neck is getting stiff. 
	tuldka = TIKUKA. 
	tukiki, tukiki v [A; b3] laugh with a partly suppressed high-pitched laughter. Mituk iki siya sa akung tistis, He snickered at my joke. Unsay inyung gituks"kfan? What are yousnickering about? 
	tukis n talkies, talking movies. v,· pa tukis ang sini sa panahun ni Pupuy, There weren't any talkies in Grandpa's day. 
	tuklang v [A; bS) 1 put a piece of wood s.w. to inhibit motion, either by propping s.t. under it and keeping it from falling or by 
	laying it in the way and stopping it from proceeding. Tuklangun (tuklangan) ang takup sa dulung arun d,1,• musira, Prop up the hood so it won't slam shut. Ituklang nis bintana arun di1i matukab, Wedge the window shut with this so it can't come open. la prop s.t. up. Taas nga kahuy ang ituklang sa haybayan arun di masagyad ang binaybay, 
	laying it in the way and stopping it from proceeding. Tuklangun (tuklangan) ang takup sa dulung arun d,1,• musira, Prop up the hood so it won't slam shut. Ituklang nis bintana arun di1i matukab, Wedge the window shut with this so it can't come open. la prop s.t. up. Taas nga kahuy ang ituklang sa haybayan arun di masagyad ang binaybay, 
	Use a long bamboo pole to hold the clothesline to keep the wash from touching the ground. 2 [AN3; b6] put up the hands to keep s.o. at arms' distance, as if bracing oneself. Nanuklang siya kay gipiit siya sa flang pagbayli, She kept her hand up because her partner danced too close to her. paN-v [Al) brace oneself or keep s.o. away from one's body. Kun wa pa siya makapanuklang mabapla unta siya, Had she not braced herself she would have fallen flat. n stick used to prevent motion. 
	tuklas v [AB; al) open a shutter, curtain or 
	s.t. that covers, be opened. Natukas ang atup pagbagyu, The roof was blown off in the storm. Natukas ang {yang sayal paghangin, Her skirt was lifted up by the wind. 1nanayng nagkatukas ang tilun, The curtain slowly opens. a be open. May nangawat kaytukas nag!paradur, There has been a robbery because the cabinet is open. 
	-

	tukli v [A; a12] turn a page. Tuklla ang mga dahun ug b{nay arun d,1,· mu binglak tawan ang litratu, Turn the pages slowly so you will not miss the picture. 
	tukli= TUKLID. 
	ng 

	tuklid v [A; c6) give s.o. a sudden push. 
	Kinsaynagtuklidnimung!nabayangka man? Why did you fall? Who pushed you? Waka ituklid, bibanggaan ka Zang, Nobody pushedyou. S.o. just accidentally bumped into you. 
	tuklu v 1 [A; a2] steal by catching s.t. at the neck, esp. chicken. Gituklu ang manuk sa nangharana, The chicken was swiped by the serenaders. Gituklu sa naglagut nga bana ang lfug sa asawa, The husband was so angry he grabbed his wife's neck and squeezed it. 2 [A2; al] dart or strike instantly with the head. Pagbantay kay ang bitin mutuklu lag kalit, Watch out for a snake might just strike out suddenly. Ang manuk nakatuklu ug duha ka baki, The chicken has caught two frogs pecking at them. 
	tuklud = TUKLID. 
	tuklua for rice or corn to have overripe grains. Tukung na kaayu ang bumay nga wa maani dayun, The rice in the fields is bent over now because it was not harvested right away. v [B12; b6] get grains that are over
	ng 

	npe. 
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	tuklus v 1 [A; c] hand s.t. to s.o. Ituklus ang suwat, Hand over the letter. 2 [b5] = PAN•.paN-[A; b] 1 go to a banquet with the primary purpose of eating. Manuklus ta sa ila kaydaku silag blkay, Let's go to their house for a free meal, because they have prepared quite extensively. 2 attend any k.o. entertainment without invitation. Manuklus tag bayli sa ilang iskuylaban, Let's go attend the dance in their school. 
	tuklus v 1 [A; c] hand s.t. to s.o. Ituklus ang suwat, Hand over the letter. 2 [b5] = PAN•.paN-[A; b] 1 go to a banquet with the primary purpose of eating. Manuklus ta sa ila kaydaku silag blkay, Let's go to their house for a free meal, because they have prepared quite extensively. 2 attend any k.o. entertainment without invitation. Manuklus tag bayli sa ilang iskuylaban, Let's go attend the dance in their school. 

	tukma a 1 exact, exactly. Naa sa libru ang tukma nga tubag, The exact answer is in the book. Tukma nga alas syiti ang pagsugud sa prugrama, The program starts at exactly seven o'clock. Tukmasagikasabutan, Exactly as agreed. Tukmang usa ka bulan ugma sukad sa {yang paggikan, It will be exactly one month tomorrow since the day he left. 
	Kining ruskaha tukma kaayu anang pirnuba, 
	Kining ruskaha tukma kaayu anang pirnuba, 
	This nut fits that bolt very nicely. 2 suitable,appropriate. Tukma ang trma sa ukasiyun, The theme fits the occasion exactly. Kiningtanuma "tukma giyud sa bugnawng kl{ma, 
	This plant is perfectly adapted for a cold climate. v 1 [B26C; c] coincide, correspond with. Mitukma ang akung pangagpas sa nabitabu, My guess coincided with what actually happened. Nagkatukma ang pista ug ang akung adlaw, The fiesta and my birthday fall on the same date. la [C3; c6] for edges to fit, abut perfectly. ltukmag maayu ang mga ngilit, Make the edges abut perfectly. 2 be, make suitable, appropriate. 3 [b8] come upon s.o. quite unexpectedly. Hitukmaan niya ang bata nga mikuut sa kukis, 
	She came upon the child getting some cookies. hi-/ha-v [B1256; b8] 1 come out to be the same as or appropriate. 2 come upon s.t. in a place. Sa iyang paglatagaw nahitukma siya sa usa ka payag, In his wandering he came upon a hut. pahi-v [A; c] make 
	s.t. coincide. Kinabanglang ipahitukma angprugrama sa gubyirnu sa klnabanglanun sanasud, The government's program must bemade to correspond with the country's needs. -in-an(➔> n joint. Ang tinukmaan satubu tulu, The pipe joint is leaky. 

	tukmu n the Philippine turtledove: Streptopelia bitorquata.
	tukmud v [A; c] 1 push abruptly and hard. 
	Nasarasay siya dihang akung gitukmud, Hereeled when I pushed him hard. 2 goad, prod. Ang kaugalingung kabigal mauy mitukmud kan{ya sa panlugus, His own lust goaded him to rape. -in-n spurred, urged. 
	Nasarasay siya dihang akung gitukmud, Hereeled when I pushed him hard. 2 goad, prod. Ang kaugalingung kabigal mauy mitukmud kan{ya sa panlugus, His own lust goaded him to rape. -in-n spurred, urged. 
	Tinukmud sa tingubang mulampus nanlimbasug siya, I-le strove hard under the goad of the drive to succeed. 
	tuknul V [A; c] hand s.t. to s.o. Dawata ug dunay kwarta nga ituknul sa lidir, Accept it if the political leader hands you some money.
	tukpaw v [A; c-] 1 push s.t. upward. Akuymutukpaw n{mu ngadtus atup arun ka makasaka ngadtu, I'll give you a boost onto the roof so that you can climb up there. 2induce s.o. to do s.t. bad for him. Ang iyang mga amigu nakatukpaw n{ya sa mga bisyu, 
	His friends induced him into a life of sin. Ayaw siya itukpaw ngadtu ni Satanas, Donot lure him into the ways of the devil. 3 jump from one point to another. Ang agi sa makina mutukpaw, The sewing machine skips. Gitukpaw niya ang isturyag lain, Heskipped over to s.t. else to change the subject. Ingun ug. magatukpaw ang atung sulti, wa diay makapasar si Tunyu sa hurd, 
	.

	To change the subject, so Tony didn't pass the board examination. tukpawtukpaw v 1[,.\; cl] work skipping about, not systematically. Gitukpawtukpaw niya pagpintal, mau nga nagkabang ang agi, He did not 
	· 
	paint it square at a time and so it came out splotched. 2 [B; b6) move with a jerky upand down motion. Nagtukpawtukpaw angsakayan sa bawud, The boat bounced up and down in the waves. 
	tuksi v [A; a] slice or prod off the outer layer of s. t. Pagtuksi ug lapnis nga· ibugkus sa kinabuy, Pull off some of the outer strips of the abaca to tie the firewood up with.Tuksia ang pakpak sa mais, Loosen the com husks. n instrument used to prod an outer!layer loose. 
	.

	tuksu, tuksu v [A; a) query in a pressingway. Akuy mutuksu niya kun tinuud tung {mung gisulti, l will ask him if what you said was true. n query. Makalibug ang mga tuksu sa abugadu, The lawyer's questions were confusing. 
	tuktugauk v 1 (A] for cocks to crow. Mutuktugauk na gant" ang mga manuk, sa atu pa duul na ang kabuntagun, When the cock crows, we know morning is near. 2 (A; c] vomit due to excessive drinking of alcoholic beverages (slang). Kanang imung kan-un {mu ra sang ituktugauk ug magpalabi kag inum, 
	You will vomit out what you are eating if you drink too much. n cock's crow or noise of a similar sort. 
	tuktuk v (A; a] 1 knock on. Tuktuka ang 
	• , , ,
	pultaban una musud, Knock on the door before you go in. 2 peck at repeatedly. Gituktuk sa sunuy ang {yang higut, The cock pecked at its tether. n 1 knocking. 2 feed for chickens. pa-v [A; ac] feed grains to. 

	1048 tuktuk-tukun 
	2 

	Patuktuka ang sunuy ug tibuuk mais, Feedwhole kernels to the cock. Tipas," lay ipatuktuk sa himungaan, Feed unhusked rice to the hen.
	Patuktuka ang sunuy ug tibuuk mais, Feedwhole kernels to the cock. Tipas," lay ipatuktuk sa himungaan, Feed unhusked rice to the hen.
	tuktu� v give enlightenment to (confinedto set phrases). Tuktukan kay may salabutan, Enlighten him because he can understand. hiN-v 1 [A; b3) keep still as if in deep thought. Naghinuktuk si Pid"' kay wa tuguti, Pedro is broodibecause theydidn't let him do it. 2 [b(l)] ponder s.t. 
	ng 

	Hinuktuki kini pag-ayu una ka magpari, 
	Consider it carefully before you enter the 
	priesthood.
	tuktuk(from taluktuk) v 1 [B346) for s.t. long, to stand on its end unsupported Mutuktuk ang lipak kun maayung pagkabalansi, A bamboo stick will stand on its end if it is well balanced. Makatuktuk na ang bata, hapit nang kalakaw, The child can stand alone now. It is about to walk. 2 = TAWKTUK. a 1 = TALUKTUK. 2 straight above in the sky. Alas dusi na kay tuktuk na ang adlaw, It is twelve noon because the sun is at its zenith. 
	3 


	tuktur n k.o. bird, a night jar, which flies after dusk, the eggs of which are the sourceof the tagul,1ung charm: Eurostopodus macrotis. The name derives from its call: 'trrktrrk'.
	tuku n prop stick or post. v [A; b] prop up with a pole or post. Magtuku mi sa bay nga nagbirig, We are goito prop up the house which is leani. Tukbi ang hayhayan a"'n d," magtuntun, Prop up the clothesline so it doesn't sag. paN-v 1 [A2] for a girl to push her partner at arm's length in danci. Maayu si Ti,ya nga baylihan kay du," manuku, 
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	It's nice to dance with Terry because she does not keep you at arm's length. 2 [A3) be hesitant to do s. t. mainly due to rules of propriety. Nagpanuku ang nubyu paghaluk sa nubya, The groom was hesitant to kiss thebride.
	It's nice to dance with Terry because she does not keep you at arm's length. 2 [A3) be hesitant to do s. t. mainly due to rules of propriety. Nagpanuku ang nubyu paghaluk sa nubya, The groom was hesitant to kiss thebride.
	.


	tuku = TIIO.
	tukub v [A; a12] for a beast of prey to devour. Makatukub ug babuy ang higanting sawa, A giant snake can devour a pig. tukbunun n prey. maN-r-(�) n beast of prey. 
	tukudv 1 [A; ac] brace, prop. Tukura angkapayas kay maluad unya inigbagyu, Bracethe papaya. It might fall when the storm comes. ltukud imung kamut sa bungbung unya barug sa usang tiil, Prop your hand against the wall. Then stand on one leg. 2 [A; cl) erect a house, building. Anhi tukura (itukud) ang munisipyu, The municipalhall will be erected here. 3 [A; a] form, 
	tukudv 1 [A; ac] brace, prop. Tukura angkapayas kay maluad unya inigbagyu, Bracethe papaya. It might fall when the storm comes. ltukud imung kamut sa bungbung unya barug sa usang tiil, Prop your hand against the wall. Then stand on one leg. 2 [A; cl) erect a house, building. Anhi tukura (itukud) ang munisipyu, The municipalhall will be erected here. 3 [A; a] form, 
	l 

	found an organization, establishment. Kinsay nagtukud sa Siliman? Who founded Silliman University? Gitukud ang buluntaryu panahun sa Hapun, Volunteer troops were the Japanese occupation. 4 put up a business. Ang nigusyung tuku"'n kanang gikinahanglan sa lungsud, The business you put up should be one which the town needs. ( ➔) n s. t. used to prop or brace 
	organized duri
	ng 


	s.t. tag-(➔) n founder, organizer. katukuran n foundi, establishment. Nagsaulug sila sa katukuran sa syudad, They are celebrating the founding of the city. mag-r-= TAGTUKUD. patukuranan n foundation, basis. Waypatukuranan ang imung pasangil, Yourcharges are without foundation. tukudtukud v [A; b(l)] fabricate a story, esp. one with a dubious motive. n fabrication, concoction. Pulus tu tinukudtukud (tukudtukud) ang uang isturyang naglaki ang imung asawa, Those stories about your wife's carrying on with 
	s.t. tag-(➔) n founder, organizer. katukuran n foundi, establishment. Nagsaulug sila sa katukuran sa syudad, They are celebrating the founding of the city. mag-r-= TAGTUKUD. patukuranan n foundation, basis. Waypatukuranan ang imung pasangil, Yourcharges are without foundation. tukudtukud v [A; b(l)] fabricate a story, esp. one with a dubious motive. n fabrication, concoction. Pulus tu tinukudtukud (tukudtukud) ang uang isturyang naglaki ang imung asawa, Those stories about your wife's carrying on with 
	ng

	length when dancing. tukudV [A; a] cut a style of dress. Tukura Jag yanu ning akung sinina, Just make my 
	z 
	.

	dress in a simple style. n style of dress. Angtukudsa sinina nagbalikbalik lang, The same back again. (➔> = 
	dress styles keep comi
	ng 

	,
	TIJKUD, n. 
	tukudn plow. v [A; a12) make a plow. 
	3 
	2

	tukug n midrib of a coconut or burl palm leaf.
	tukug v [A2N; b6] bulge or stick out, sometimes causing slight inconvenience. Nanukugang mga bukug sa siku tungud sa kaniwang, He is so thin his elbow is sticking out. Nabuslut ang saku nga gitukugan sa pusil, The sack developed a hole where the gun was stickiout.
	. 
	ng 

	tukul v [A3) nurse a grudge. Mauy nakaayu kan{mu kay di giyud ka mutukul kun buyagun ka sa tmfl,ng sayup, One thing good about you is you never nurse a grudge against people who call your attention to your mistakes.
	tukul v [A; b6] disobey by keeping silentand Tailing to act. Dili angayng tukulan ang tambag sa imung ginikanan, You should not disobey your parent's advice. paN-v [Al
	3] be hesitant in doing s. t. Nagpanukul ku ug uban ninyu sa piknik, I am hesitantwith you on the picnic. 
	about goi
	ng 

	tukun v [A; a] 1 prop up. Tukna ang saging kay harag na kaayu, Prop the banana tree up because it is leaniway over. 2 propel on a pole. Nagtukun mi 
	ng 
	oneself by pushi
	ng 


	tukung-tulbuk 1049 
	1 

	sa baybay kay nabalt' ang bugsay, We poled ourselves toward the shore because the paddle broke. Tukna ang dagat kun lawum ba, Put the pole to the floor of the sea to see ifit is deep. n pole for propelling or for supporting.
	sa baybay kay nabalt' ang bugsay, We poled ourselves toward the shore because the paddle broke. Tukna ang dagat kun lawum ba, Put the pole to the floor of the sea to see ifit is deep. n pole for propelling or for supporting.

	tukung= TUKLUNG.
	1 

	tukun tailless bird or fowl. Jlban ku ra tung akung piriku kay tukung, I will recognize my parrot because it lost its tail. v [B 1 2 56 ; a 12] become tailless. 
	ng
	2 

	tuk-ung v [A;_ b6] 1 squat or lie with the knees bent up double against the body nearly touching the chin. Nagtuk-ung ang batang nagduwag bulin, The child playing marbles is squatti. 2 be s.w. looking as (literary). Ang pitrumaks nagtuk-ung diba sa bangkiwa, The petromax lantern was located squatting atop of the mast. 
	ng
	though it were squatti
	ng 

	tukuy n word used to call dogs. v [A; a12] 1 call a dog, saying 'tukuy'. Tukuya ang i1-u arun pakan-un, Call the dog so it can eat. 2 draw irresistibly toward s.t. Ang kadalu mauy mutukuy sa tawu pagpanikas, Greedleads a person to cheat. 3 in folk belief, induce a person to walk in his sleep by tying a string to a fier and pulling it rhythmically. Kamau siyang mutukuy ug tawung natulug, He .knows how to make a person walk in his sleep. (➔) n puppy.
	ng

	tukwa n bean curds done to a dough-like consistency. v [Al3; a12) make, cook with bean paste. 
	tukwang= TUKLANG.
	1 

	tukwang= TIKWANG.
	2 

	tukway = BUKWAY, nl.
	tul n tulle, a fine, silk, open-meshed material used for veils. 
	tula (not without /) v [A; c] 1 set food ordrinks aside for s.o. Tud-i (tulabi) ug sud-an ang ulahing mukaun, Set some food aside for those who are going to• eat later. 2 bestow certain feelings on one. Tud-ig diyutayng kaluuy ang mga bata, Show the children a little pity. 
	tula v [A; a] stew fish or chicken. Magtula ta kun dunay lab-as, We can have stewed fish if there are fresh fish. -in-n stewed fish or chicken. 
	tula v [A; c] feed fowls and pet animals. Akuy magtula sa mga manuk mabuntag, Ifeed the chickens each morning. Gitulaan ang iru ug karni, They fed meat to the dog. n feed for pets or poultry. 
	tulabhu = TILABHU.
	..
	..

	tulabung n a small, white heron often found 
	perc;hing on the backs of water buffaloes, 
	perc;hing on the backs of water buffaloes, 
	eating insects. 
	tulag v [B14; a12] be in a disorderly, �opsyturvy condition. Pangb,pus mu kay nagkatulag Zang ang kwartu, Fix the room because it's a mess. 
	tulak v [A; b4(1)] stop raining. J'il-µ nag payung kay mituwak nag uwan, Fold_ the umbrella now because. the rain has stopped. Didtu mi bitulaki sa ulan sa Karkar, Therain stopped falling when we got to Carc;ar.tulak v [A; c] 1 push or move s.t. with the arm. Kami mauy mitulak sa awtu nga nalubung, We were the ones wh<? pushed the car that got stuck in the mud. lya kung gitulak ngadtus swiming pul, He pushed me. into the swimming pool. 2 lift s.t. up to -one's head or higher and throw. to an elevated pla
	tulakhang n 1 = KALING. 2 woman who haslost her virginity (derogatory). v [B126; b
	6] have lost one's virginity. 
	tulaki, tulaki, tulakig = isuL.
	tulala, tulala (not without l) a idiot. v [B12;b6) be a moron or like one.
	tul-an n 1 knee joint of human beings orlarge animals. 2 legs or lower limbs of man or animals. Maglata mig tul-an para karung udtu, We'll boil beef shanks for dinner. 
	tulandus = BULANDUS. 
	•tulapus flu nga -see_ JLU•
	1

	tulas (not without l) n tongue irritations caused by hot spices. v [A123P; b4] have tongue irritations, as when burned. 
	tulawug n spripole, Kusug mulibkas ang balag-ung kay gahi ug tulawug, The trap pole is stiff. v [A13; a12] make, attach a spring pole.
	ng 
	springs fast because the spri
	ng 

	tulay (not without l) n bridge. v [A13; b]put a bridge. Kinsay nagtulay ug lubi sa kanal? .Who put a coconut trunk across the canal? Kinabanglang tulayan ning subaa kay dt' malabang, This river needs a bridgeover it because no one can get across it. tulay = BANTU LAY. 
	tulbuk v 1 [A; a] poke at a point. Nakatulbuk ka na bag bilyar? Have you tried your hand at (lit. poked at) billiards? Tulbuka ang timbn, Push the doorbell. 2 [A.; b] put a period or dot. Tulbuki nang imung ay, 

	-tulipsay 
	10S0 tulbu
	ng 

	1 
	1 
	Put a dot over your letter I. n period or dot. 
	Naay gagmay nga tulbuk ang imung nawung, There are small spots on your face. 
	tulbung v [A2; b4(1)] rise, ascend to appreciable height or level Gidagkutan ang kwitis, misiyuk, unya mitulbung, The rocket was lit, sizzled, and then rose straight up. 

	tulda n tent. v [A; a] pitch a tent. Nagtulda ang mga kampirs, The campers pitched a tent. Habul lay itulda, Use a blanket as a tent. paN-v [A23 J for pants to bulge due to erection of the penis (humorous). Nganung nanulda ang imung karsunis? What is out in the front of yourpants?
	that pole sticki
	ng 

	tull v 1 [A; al] circumcise. Tambalan ang nagtuli naku, Afolk doctor circumcised me. Tulia ang bata pipila ka adlaw human ianak,
	Circumcise the child a few days after it isborn. 2 [a3] get one's comeuppance or just deserts. Natuli ang mangingilad dihang gihatagan siya ug mini nga kwarta, The conman got his just deserts when he was given fake money. (7) n 1 one who has been cir2 been circumcised. -.. andaw n s.o. born with the glans penis exposed. maN-r-n s.o. who circumases.
	Circumcise the child a few days after it isborn. 2 [a3] get one's comeuppance or just deserts. Natuli ang mangingilad dihang gihatagan siya ug mini nga kwarta, The conman got his just deserts when he was given fake money. (7) n 1 one who has been cir2 been circumcised. -.. andaw n s.o. born with the glans penis exposed. maN-r-n s.o. who circumases.
	cumcised. 
	action of havi
	ng 


	tuliba diverging, goioff at an angle. Tulibag ang imung tinubagan. Dili tukma, 
	ag 
	ng 

	Your answer doesn't get at what I asked. It's not to the point. v [B; cl] go off at an ale. Mutulibag ang iyang tinan-awan ug mahakalit, He becomes cross-eyed when he looks at s.t. suddenly. Nagtulibag manening imung tinahian, You sewed your seamscrooked.
	Your answer doesn't get at what I asked. It's not to the point. v [B; cl] go off at an ale. Mutulibag ang iyang tinan-awan ug mahakalit, He becomes cross-eyed when he looks at s.t. suddenly. Nagtulibag manening imung tinahian, You sewed your seamscrooked.
	ng


	tulibagbag = 11.JLIBAG. 
	tul-id a 1straight. Tul-id nga linya, A straight line. 2 straight towards. Lakaw lag tul-id anang dalan ug musangku ka sa simbahan, 
	Just walk straight on that street and you 
	Just walk straight on that street and you 
	will reach the church. v 1 [APB; a] straight
	-


	. 
	en. Akuy mutul-id (mupatul-id) sa balikug nga alambri, I'll straighten the crooked wire. Mitul-id siya sa {yang pagyuku, He straightened up after he had bent over. 2 [AB; a2]reform, correct. Di na matul-id ang dautan niyang pagkatawu, His bad ways cannot be reformed. katul-iran n reform, amendment. tulilik v [B2S46] reel around unsteadily. Mitul,1ik ang ayruplanung nawad-ag kuntrul, 
	The plane that lost control turned round and round. Nagtulilik ang kasing nga taliundang nag tuyuk, The top which is about to is reeling unsteadily. -ay( ➔) = 
	The plane that lost control turned round and round. Nagtulilik ang kasing nga taliundang nag tuyuk, The top which is about to is reeling unsteadily. -ay( ➔) = 
	stop whirli
	ng 

	,
	TIJLll.IK. 
	TIJLll.IK. 


	tulimbang v [ABS6; c] for bells to tolŁ peal, 
	toll bells. Ang kampaniru mauy mutulimbang sa kampana, The sexton will toll the bell. Human nag misa kay nagtulimbang nagkampana, The mass is over because the bells are ringing. n pealing or tolling of bells. 
	toll bells. Ang kampaniru mauy mutulimbang sa kampana, The sexton will toll the bell. Human nag misa kay nagtulimbang nagkampana, The mass is over because the bells are ringing. n pealing or tolling of bells. 
	tulin v [A2; b6] 1 move forward. Pagbulbut sa hangin mitulin ang sakayan, When thewind blew, the boat moved forward. 2 cover a certain distance. Mutulin ang dalan ugkilumitru usa muliku sa tuu, The road will go on for a kilometer before it turns to the right. Pila may tulinan sa usa ka baril nga aspaltu? How far can a barrel of asphalt go? 2a accomplish a certain amount. Di ta mutulin ug kanunay kag samuk, I won'tanuisance of yourself. 2b [A2,1 expand, take space in the direction of. Amu nang yuta ang gitu
	accomplish anything if you keep maki
	ng 
	cause he was just loafi
	ng
	padak-.2n ang balay, 

	tulindaw v [AN; b6] go caroling during the Christmas season to �e house of s.o. who made preparations to treat the carolers. Manulindaw (mutulindaw) ta,sa ila kay nag
	_
	bingka sila, Let's go carol at their house be
	cause they made rice cakes. 
	tulingan n k.o. mackerel: Rastrelliger kat1agurta, Katsuwonus pelamis, and others. 
	tuling� tulingig (from ling,) v [B26) turn the head sharply to one side, as when slapped.Natulingi (mitulingi) siya dibang gitamparus, She snapped her head to one side from the force of the slap she received. ( ➔> a forthe neck or s.t. similar to be twisted to one side. v {Bl; c6] become twisted to one side. Nagtulingi ang gunitanan sa gunting, Thehandle of the scissors is twisted. 
	tulipsayv [A2; b8] for s. t. thrown or that flies away to swerve off its path. Ang hatung lapad mutulipsaye, ug ibunu, If s.o. 
	1 


	tulipsayŁ tulud 1051 
	2 

	throws a flat stone it will go in a curve. Hitulipsayan siya sa kabuy nga akung gibugba,
	throws a flat stone it will go in a curve. Hitulipsayan siya sa kabuy nga akung gibugba,
	A piece of the wood that I split flew off and swerved onto him. rulipsayn Asian moon scallop, a smoothsurfaced, golden scallop, white on the inside. 
	2 

	tulis v [A; a2] rob, steal with force and intimidation. May yawi giyud ang nagtulis sa tindaban, The one who robbed the store must have had a key. Tulisun ku nang datung Insik, I'll rob that rich Chinaman. n robbery. Wa pa masulbad ang tulis, The robbery has not been solved yet. paN-n robbery in general. -an(➔) n robber, bandit. -anis n robbers, bandits. 
	tulisuk v 1 [A; al] scold, reproach by pointinga finger. Yawyaw Lang. Ayaw kug tulisuka, Just keep scolding, but don't shake yourfinger at me. 2 [A; a12] reproach severely. Gitulisuk sa kaugalingung tanlag, Reproached by his own conscience. ma-un a reproach;.. ful, usually accompanied with blame. 

	tulitul n 1 hemorrhoid. 2 an infected puncture in the cheek. (�) v [B126; bS) become, get a tulitul. 
	tuliyuk v [APB46; aP] spin, whirl. Akuynagtuliyuk (nagpatuliyuk) sa sabad, I made the propeller spin. lngun sa mutullyuk ang kalibutan, It was as if the world was spinning about. n spinning, whirling.

	tulma v 1 [AC3; a] let s.t. touch on s.t. ltulma ang imung tudlu sa init sa plansa, Touch your finger to the hot iron. 2 [A; c] make an imprint or impression on. Gitulmaan niyag 'risib' ang sulat, He stamped the word 'received' on the letter. n 1 imprint, mark, impression. 2 horizon, place where the landor sea and the sky seem to meet. 3 boundary.
	tulma v 1 [AC3; a] let s.t. touch on s.t. ltulma ang imung tudlu sa init sa plansa, Touch your finger to the hot iron. 2 [A; c] make an imprint or impression on. Gitulmaan niyag 'risib' ang sulat, He stamped the word 'received' on the letter. n 1 imprint, mark, impression. 2 horizon, place where the landor sea and the sky seem to meet. 3 boundary.
	tulpuk v [A; a] 1 prick or poke at with s.t. pointed. Dagum nga mitulpuk sa akungbuktun, A needle that pricked my arm. Tulpuka ang timbri, Push the doorbell button. 2 make, put a dot on s.t. Tulpukan natug itum ari para mata, We'll put dots here for the eyes. 3 press the keys of a piano, typewriter, and the like. n pricking, poking, injection with a hypodermic needle. Dus ang tpabayad sa duktur kada tulpuk, The doctor charges two pesos for each shot. tulpuktulpuk n dots in cloth design. Bistidung may t
	tultug v [A; b6(1)7] knock off the ashes or embers. Nakatultug siyag baga sa agipu didtu sa mga papil, He accidentally knocked an ember off from the firebrand onto the pieces of paper. 
	.
	.

	tultul v 1 [A; b(l)] tell, lead the way s.w .
	Kinsay gatultul nimu sa amung bayd-awut?' 
	Kinsay gatultul nimu sa amung bayd-awut?' 
	Who led you to our hideout? 2 [Al2; b8] find one's way s. w. Pangutana lang kun d,•ka makatultul sa lla, Just inquire if youcan't locate their place. hiN-v [B1236] manage to ,do s.t. in the way that is no-rmal, started. Nalintar siya ug di" na makahinultul ug _unsay bubatun, She panicked and couldn'tdo what had to be done. Kinsaymabinultul sa bubat kun magpunay kag sa-muk? Who can do his work right if youkeep making a nuisance of yourself? 
	· 
	_
	.
	.

	tulu numeral three. Pirmi giyung magkuyug
	ang tulu, Thethree always go together. v
	· 
	[B256; a12] be in or about three irt number. Mutulu ka bulan na siyang gasabak,She is about three months pregnant. Natulu ang akung panan-aw pagkabubug naku, Ihad triple vision when I got drunk. Tuluapagrisirba kay ang tsapirun diay, Make threereservations, an extra one for the chaperon. r-three. ika-third. ka-, maka-three times. -in-into three, in thi:ee's. katluan n thirty.tinulutulu n k.o. rope of three strands. tag(�), tag-, tagudu three each. v [A; cl) do 
	s.t. by three's. 
	tulu n drop. Bisan usa ka tulu nga luba, Evenone single teardrop. v 1 [A2S) leak so as to cause dripping. Sungkipi ang atup kay nagtulu, Fix the roof because it is leaking. la[A2S; b28] drip, leak through. Ug dunay maligu sa taas, ang tubig mutulu namu diri, 
	If s.o. takes a bath upstairs, water drips down on us. 2 [A12; b6] for drops to fall. Hapit makatulu akung Luba sa kabiubus, Ialm:ost shed tears in humiliation. (➔) a leaky. Tulu ang atup kay gibagyu, The roof is leaky because it was hit by a storm. pa-v[A; c] 1 let drip. Nagpatulu siya sa iyang luba, She shed tears. 2 -sa singut laborhard. Nagpatulu sa singut ang imung amaban arun ka makatungba, Your father is working hard just so you can study. -in-v 
	[A] drip plentifully. n 1 drops. Tinulu sa ulan, Raindrops. 2 shedding of tears, blood,or anything in. drops. 3 noise of dripping. Makadisturbu ang tinulu sa ulan, The noiseof the dripping of the rain is disturbing. 
	tulud v [A; c6] 1 push. Itulud ang kutsi kay di muandlir, Push the car because it won't start. 2 goad, incite. Daw sa may mutulud naku·sa pagpauli, As if s.t. were urging me to come home. tuludtulud v [A; c6] pass 
	·
	work, blameonto one another. Nagtulud
	tulud Lang sila dihang gipangutana kinsay 
	· 
	nakasala, They just kept passing the blameonto each other when t asked them who 
	.

	· 

	the culprit was. Aya-µ,g ituludtulud ang tra
	· 
	.:. 
	-

	. 
	· 

	' 
	' 
	. 
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	bahu, Don't keep trying to pawn off the 
	bahu, Don't keep trying to pawn off the 
	work on each other. -batang n the period 
	from August to October when the wind di
	rection is not fixed (the time when a log 
	[batang] is pushed in one direction and 

	then another). tulugv 1 [B123S6; a2] go, put to sleep. Angyaya mauy pirming magtulug sa bata, The baby's nurse usually puts him to sleep. Natulug na ba siya? Is he asleep yet? Di' ku makatulug ug· di' ku kainum, l can't sleep without drinking s.t. first. Tulga ang bata, Put the baby to sleep. 2 [B126] for lard and oil to congeal. Natulug ang mantika sa katugnaw. 1'he lard congealed due to the cold. 3 [B126] for tops to spin steadily without a wobble. Mu rag wala maglihuk ang kasing kay natulug, The top see
	Sleepi
	ng 
	(magpatugtiig), piru wa diay, He was lyi
	ng 
	ga
	sleepi
	ng 
	gu
	gu

	way kaugmaun, A person who is always sleeping has no future. 
	way kaugmaun, A person who is always sleeping has no future. 
	tulugtulug n a k.o. bush bearing clusters of reddish fruit: Breynia rbamnoides. 
	tuluk = TURUK. 
	tulun v 1 [A; a12] swallow. Mitulun siyag daku una musulti, He swallowed hard before speaking. Tun la ang tablitas, Swallow the pill. 2 [a3] endure s.o. 's temperament, hurting words, etc. Di' matulun ang iyang taras, l can't take her ways. -lamuy a eating s.t. without bothering to chew. Hingtukan kay tulun lamuy mag mukaun, He choked because he eats without chewing. tunlan, tutunlan n throat. 
	tulung V [A; a) skewer. Tabangi kug titlung sa aslunun, Help me skewer the pigwe are roasting. -an(➔> n skewer. 
	. 

	tulunggun see TUNUG. 
	tulus n semen (not coarse, but avoided). pa
	-

	(➔) n enhancing sperm production. Patulus 
	1

	nang mga pagkauna kay daghan ug sustansiya, Those foods will give you lots of spermbecause they have nutritive value. v [A 13)enhance semen production. 
	tulusv [ B 126) get into the habit of doings.t. the whole year through by doing it on a special holiday or on a day it should not be done (whether intentionally done or not).
	2 

	Makatts (makapatils) sa pagkahingatugun ang pagdugayg mata sa bag-ung tuig, It will make you get up late the whole year through if you get up late on New Year's i;:>ay. 
	tulutv [AP; b6P] pay out rope or string. Dili 
	.

	ku mutulut (mupatulut) sa pasu{ kay musangit unya sa ildlum, I will not pay out the fishline because it might snag at the bottom. n length of line paid out. pa-v 1 = TULUT, v. 2 [A; cl] sail smoothly, swiftly with the wind. Mupatulut ang sakayan basta pabur sa hangin, A boat sails smoothly and swiftly if it goes with the wind. 
	tuluyv [A; b6] be caught in a net. Ug mutuluy angisda di' na kabuhi: If the fish snarls in the mesh it can't get away. Nit'tt,y ang ba-
	1 

	,
	buy ihas sa batung, The wild !)ig was caught in the net. ( ➔) n s. t. caught in a net. 
	tuluyn k.o. tamban 4-5" long, with a greenish back and white belly. 
	2 
	· 

	tuma n body louse, similar to the head louse (kutu) in appearance and habits, but found in clothing. v [a4) be infested with budylice. hiN-v [AN; b6( 1)] remove body lice. tumahun a infested with body lice. 
	tuma n drinking of alcohol (slang). v [AC; a 2] drink alcohol. Hubug man, nakatuma siguru, You 're drunk. You must have come 
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	from a drinking spree. tuman v [A; a12) 1 obey. Matag lungsura
	from a drinking spree. tuman v [A; a12) 1 obey. Matag lungsura
	-

	1 
	1 
	1 
	I

	I

	nun kinahanglang mutuman sa balaud, Each
	citizen must obey the law. 2 fulfill, realize. 
	Natuman ra ang iyang tinguhang maabuga-
	· 
	du, His ambition to become a lawyer has finally been realized. 3 [A13) stubbornly have one's own way. Naa ra nimu ug magtuman ka, It's up to you if you insist on your own way. 4 [b(l)P) indulge, or permit 
	s.o. his way. Tumani (patumani) Zang ang bata arun way gubut, Just indulge the child so there won't be any trouble. tulumanun n 1 obligation to be carried out. 2 program. Tulumanun sa administrasiyun, The program of the administration. Tulumanun sa radiyu, Radio program. ma-in-un a obedient.ma-in-un sa gusto stubbornly wanting one's own way. ka-an n realization, fulfillment. Ang katumanan sa damgu, The realization of a dream. ka-un(➔) n fulfillment reached. Walay katumanun sa imung tinguha, Thereis no hope

	tumana the utmost of, extreme. Tumang kalipay, Extreme happiness. Tumang kamingaw, Utter loneliness. Tumang kahilum, Absolute silence. 
	2 

	tuma pusisiyun n l inauguration. Ugma ang tuma pusisiyun sa prisidinti, The president's inauguration is tomorrow. 2 taking over of ownership. Ang tuma pusisiyun sa balay,Taking over possession of the house. v [Al
	3] 1 carry out inauguration ceremonies. May tuma pusisiyun sa irpurt ugma, Theywill inaugurate the airport tomorrow. 2take over ownership. 
	3] 1 carry out inauguration ceremonies. May tuma pusisiyun sa irpurt ugma, Theywill inaugurate the airport tomorrow. 2take over ownership. 

	tumar v l [A; a2) take medicine. Tumaha (tumara) nang tablitas, Take those pills. 2 [A2) afford, have the means for. Ang sapian ra giyuy mutumar (makatumar) nianang 
	•
	•
	imung prisyu, Only a millionaire could af
	-

	ford the price you are setting. 3 -ug aksiyun [A; b] take action on s.t. Ang kiha wa katumah,ig aksiyun, They didn't act on his complaint. -ug nutisya, libak, et al. 4 [AN;
	cl] pick up gossip, rumors. Ang mga radiyu balagun adtu matumar sa tubaan, yOUcan pick up ru1nors at the toddy stand. 

	tumatub n bag of waters. 
	tumaw v [B23(1)6) pop up, come out, surface, esp. s. t. unexpected, secret, or little known. Mutumaw giyud ang matuud, Thetruth always comes out. Ug di ka makatumaw sa inyung kasu, prisuhun ka giyud, If you do not appear in court, you will surelybeimprisoned. Kanang imung pagrilaks mau 
	nay makatumaw (makapatumaw) sa sulbad sa prublima, Relaxation can make the solution to your problem pop up. n mutant. Tumaw nang bataa kay nigru man unta angmga ginikanan ug nganung puti' man na siya, 
	nay makatumaw (makapatumaw) sa sulbad sa prublima, Relaxation can make the solution to your problem pop up. n mutant. Tumaw nang bataa kay nigru man unta angmga ginikanan ug nganung puti' man na siya, 
	That child is a mutant, because the parentsare black, but he is white. 
	tumbav l [AB12; a] for s.t. upright to fall over, cause it to do so. Kinsay_ nagtumba sa bisiklita? Who made the bicycle fall over? Natumba ang bata, The child fell. 2 [A; a)slaughter an animal for an occasion. Magtumba tag baka sa imung kasal, We will slaughter a cow on your wedding. 2a -ugkandila [A; bl •light a candle as an offering. 
	1 

	Nakatumba na siyag kandi/a· para sa kalag sa mga minatay, He has already lighted a candle for the departed souls. 2b [A; a12]consume a liquor container full of drink. 
	Kanang grupuha mutumba ug usa ka tarung tuba, That group will consume one kerosene can of palm toddy. -hibu a unbalanced: 1 for a· vehicle to have its load unevenly distributed. 2 for a building or ship to have a top floor that is too high in proportion to its bottom floor. Kusug kaayung mukiling ang barku nga tumba lubu; A· ship which has an unproportionately large upper deck easily lists. v [B1256) develop a lack of balance. tumbatumba v 1 [Al3.] offer various reasons for doing or not doing s.t., keepc
	.
	·

	·
	with whoever is in power. 3 [A; cl] for capital in a business to be so small that it isentirely invested in merchandise and new goods are b_ought with proceeds. Di pautang ang tiridahan ug magtumbatumba ang:pubunan, A store that has all its capital invested in goods cannot afford to give credit. a having flexible politics. Kinahanglan tumbatumba ang nigusiyanti, A businessman has to be flexible when it comes to politics. n 
	· 

	..
	= LIYALIYA.
	tumban l an empty coffin laid on a platform with lighted candles, placedin the center front of the!-church where a requiemmass is•being celebrated. 2 tomb. 
	2 
	· 

	tumbaga n.1 copper or a copper alloy that is still copper-colored. 2 = AMUR.ADU. -in-1 = AMURADU. 2-nga kampana n bellmadeof bronze. 
	· 
	· 

	tumbalay = TUNGBALAY.tumbalik = SUMBALIK. 
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	tumbaling v [al2) pay attention. Tumbalinga ang akung tambag, Heed my advice. Nganung tumbalingun ka naku? Si kinsa man ka? Why should I obey you. Who are you anyway? Ayaw tumbalinga ang iyangmga sugsug, Don't pay attention to his teasi. paN-, paN-( ➔) 1 = TUMBALING. 2 [Al
	tumbaling v [al2) pay attention. Tumbalinga ang akung tambag, Heed my advice. Nganung tumbalingun ka naku? Si kinsa man ka? Why should I obey you. Who are you anyway? Ayaw tumbalinga ang iyangmga sugsug, Don't pay attention to his teasi. paN-, paN-( ➔) 1 = TUMBALING. 2 [Al
	ng

	2) notice, be aware. Wa ku makapanumbaling ug dinba bay niagi, I did not notice if anyone passed by. 
	tumbas v [A2C; b6) equal in comparison. Way makatumbas sa iyang kaanyag, Nothing can equal her beauty. Magtumbas giyud anginyungpagkadawu, You both are equally greedy .. Ang iyang kamaksut gitumbasan sa iyang kadautan, He is as ugly as he is mean. a equivalent, worth. Tumbas sa napulu ka butus ang maung baluta, The ballot is worth ten votes. ka-n s. t. equivalent to. 
	Mau ni ang katumbas sa ganti nga Uskar sa Amirika, This is the equivalent of the Oscar in America. 
	tumbaya (from baya) v 1 [AP; cP) leave s.t. to the care of s.o. Ayaw itumbaya sa suluguun ang mga bata, Don't leave the children to the care of the maids. 2 [AP; b( 1 )P] fail to care for. Kanang inabana nagpatumbaya Zang sa iyang mga anak, That mother is neglecting her children. Nagkaguba ang karaang balay nga gipatumbayaan (gitumbayaan) Zang, The old neglected house is getting dilapidated.

	tumbuk!v 1 [A; a] poke a finger or s.t. pointedat s.t. Mitumbuk siya sa makinilya arun pagtisting niini, She poked a finger at the typewriter keys to try them out. Aku na say tumbuk sa bilyar, It is my tum to strike the billiard ball. 2 [A; cl] point out, pinpoint. Dt' ku katumbuk sa iksaktung binungdan, I cannot point to the exact reason. Tumbuka ang utlanan sa mapa, Point out the boundaries on the map. 3 [A; b] put a dot s.w. 
	1 

	tumbukn container, usually a tin can, 2" by 2 ", with a handle used for measuring out kerosene for retail sales. 
	2 

	1
	1
	mentioning the benefits given him. Ayawgtumbuya nang nangipun ninyu, bisag tapuwith you that they are ingrates, though they are lazy.
	lan, Don't tell the people who are livi
	ng


	tum buy n female homosexual, active Lesbian; woman who acts like a man. v [B12)become a lesbian or tomboyish. a havingthe characteristics of a lesbian, tomboyish. 
	2 

	tumindug see TINDUG. 
	tumitusus n tomato sauce. 
	tumpag = LUMPAG. 
	tumpag = LUMPAG. 
	tumpang v [AC12; b] answer back, even up the score in a quarrel or argument. Ug ang tawung idukadu magtumpang ug lalis ugbastus, labaw siyang bastus, If an educated man stoops to quarrel with a low person, he just degrades himself. ,Wu ra mug buang
	, , . .
	tan-awun ug tumpangan ninyu nang giyaw-
	yaw sa bubug, You'll look like fools if you try to answer that drunk's ranting.
	tumpawak v 1 [B1256) fall from a higher elevation. Ang labandira natumpawak sa atabay, The washer woman fell into the well. 2 [B126; b6] fall, be drawn into s.t. undesirable. Natumpawak siya sa bisyu sa upyu, He fell into opium addiction. 
	tumpi v [AB156; cl] pile s.t., usually neatly, on top of s.t. else. Akuy mutumpt' sa mga bugasan, I'll pile the dishes up. Nagtumpi ang dagbang inutaw, The huge number of ironed clothes are piled up. n a neat pile of things one on top of the other. Usa ka tump,' nga kwarta, A stack of bills. 
	tumpil = TUMPi. 
	tumu n a volume of a set of books. 
	tu.mud v [A; c] transport goods from the place of production to market, export. Nakatumud na tag bugas sa laing nasud, We have exported rice to other countries. ltumud ning isda sa tabuan, Deliver these fish to the market to sell them. n transporti
	ng
	of goods from place of production for sale; export. tumuran n vehicle or boat used to transport or deliver goods. 
	tumug, tumuk v [B2] be soaked with. Luba nga mitumug sa mga mata, Tears that filled the eyes. Natumug ang bindabi sa dugu, The bandage is soaked with blood. 
	tumung, tumung v 1 [A; c6] aim s.t. at s.t. 
	Ayawg itumung naku nang pistula, Don't point that gun at me. 2 [A; acP) go to the direction of s.t. straight. Tumunga nang balaya, Go in the direction of that house. Itumung (ipatumung) ang daru anang kabuy arun· tul-id imung agi, Aim your furrow at that tree, so it will be straight. 3 [al) direct a statement, joke, etc. Aku bay gitumung sa imung insultu? Was your insult directed at me? Wa naku itumung ang insultu nimu, I didn't aim the insult at you. 4 [A12; a2] get. s.t. (good or bad) as one's lot. Naka
	'
	-

	, .
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	bang siya tumung sa bandira, He faced to
	bang siya tumung sa bandira, He faced to
	-

	ward the flag. 
	• 

	tumur n tumor. v [B126; b4] become, have a tumor. Pusibling matumur ang bun-ug, A bruise may turn into a tumor. Gitumuran ang iyang tutuy, She got a tumor on herbreast. 
	tumus n 1 second growth of the edible roots of a sweet potato. Gagmay ning amutiba kay tumus ni, These sweet potatoes are small because they are second-growth roots. 2 a coconut with a leaf sprout. paN-v [A2;b6] gather second-growth sweet potatoes. 
	Manumus ka para lung-agun para pamabaw, 
	I will gather second-growth sweet potatoes to cook for breakfast. patumsan n coconut seedling. v [A; c6] grow coconut seedlings. Mupatumsan mi anang klasiba sa lubi, We will grow that k.o. coconut for seedlings. nkatumsan, pinatumsan = PATUMSAN, n. 

	tumus v [A; b6(1)] draw in the juice of s.t. placed in the mouth. Ang mga bata mitumus (nagtumus) sa santul, The children were sucking on a santol seed. 
	tumutub = TUMATUB. 
	tumutumu V [A; b] fabricate, make up a story. Gitumutumuan si Risal ug pasangilsa mga Katsila, The Spaniards fabricated charges against Rizal. n fabricated tale, report, etc. -an(➔) a given to fabricating stories. v [B12] be, become given to fabricating stories. 
	tumuy n 1 tip, end, top. Tumuy sa bukid,Top of the mountain. Tumuy sa sundang, Tip of the knife. Tumuy sa karsada, End of the road. 2 glans penis ( euphemism). bug-at ang -not having indulged in sexual acts for quite a long time (humorous euphemism). v [C; alc3] do s.t. at the end, tip of s.t. Nag-away sila maung nagtumuy paglingk ud sa bangku, They had a quarrel; that is whythey are sitting on opposite ends of the bench. Tumuya paggunit ang pulbult, Holdthe pole vault at the end. t 
	tuna n stammerer. v [B12] be a stammerer. 
	1 
	1 
	, ,
	Ang kabadluk n,ya sa ,yang amaban mauy nakatuna (nakapatuna) niya, His being scared of his father made him a stammerer. 

	tunan small, glossy-black, worm-like snake, deadly poisonous, found in moist places in grasses and weeds. 
	2 

	tunav [A; b6] wallow. Mituna ang abaw sa tunaan, The water buffalo wallows 1n thepuddle. pa-v [A; a2] put a water buffalo in apuddle to have him wallow in. Magpatuna usa ku una magsud pagdaru, I will let the carabao wallow a while before starting to plow. -an(➔)n puddle for water buffalos to 
	tunav [A; b6] wallow. Mituna ang abaw sa tunaan, The water buffalo wallows 1n thepuddle. pa-v [A; a2] put a water buffalo in apuddle to have him wallow in. Magpatuna usa ku una magsud pagdaru, I will let the carabao wallow a while before starting to plow. -an(➔)n puddle for water buffalos to 
	1 
	Ł
	gu

	wallow in. 

	tunav [A23; c6] 1 use a thumb mark for signature. !tuna ang kumagku sa mga tawung di makamaung mupirma, People who don't know how to write use a thumbmark for their signatures. 2 have coitus (humorous euphemism). a illiterate. Isputing kaayu apan tuna diay, He is well-dressed but he's illiterate (he uses thumb mark for his signature).
	tunav [A23; c6] 1 use a thumb mark for signature. !tuna ang kumagku sa mga tawung di makamaung mupirma, People who don't know how to write use a thumbmark for their signatures. 2 have coitus (humorous euphemism). a illiterate. Isputing kaayu apan tuna diay, He is well-dressed but he's illiterate (he uses thumb mark for his signature).
	2 

	runada n 1 tune of a musical piece. 2 tone, tenor of voice or statement. Nagdalag kasuku ang tunada sa iyang tingug, The tone of his voice is tinged with anger. Klaru ang iyang tuyu sa tunada lang sa suwat, Her object is obvious just by the tenor of the letter. 
	tun-as v 1 [AP.B12] decompose entirely, cause s.t. to do so. Way habit ang pataynglawas nga matun-as, A dead body that is tot.ally decomposed is odorless. 2 [B 12] fall into complete ruin. Natun-as na ang karaangbay nga wa puy-i, The old, uninhabited house has fallen into ruin. 3 destroy dreams, hopes, etc. Nagkatun-as na ang akung mga damgu, My dreams are gradually crumbling down. a totally decomposed. 
	tunaw v 1 [AB123(1); a2] melt, dissolve. Nagtunaw kug kandila para sa sawug, I melted some candles for the floor. Kutawa ang kapi arun matunaw ang kamay, Stir the coffee so the sugar will dissolve. 2 [a3] be mortified, melt with shame (literary). Natunaw siya sa bilabibang kaulaw sa dibang gibinabuy siyag kasaba sa kadagbanan, Hewas moritifed with shame when he was given a dressing down in public. 3 -ug gatas [A; b] mix a baby's formula. Kinabanglanmaampingun ang mutunaw ug gatas sa bata, One who mixes
	tunay a 1 real, genuine (slang). Di ni imitisyun uy. Tu.nay ni, This is not imitation. This is genuine. Maayu siyang 1t1u4a mu rag tunay giyud, He acts well, as though it wereactpally real. 2 true; faithful to one's sweet·heart (slang). Ayaw siyag binuangi kay tunayna siya nimu, Don't deceive her because she is true to you. 
	runayit v [A13] hold a 4ance until late hours. Magtunayit sara ang bayli basta di' muuewan, We'll continue the dance till late 
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	ng

	if it doesn't rain. 
	if it doesn't rain. 

	tundaan n small boat usually towed behind the stern of a larger boat, used for putting into shore where the larger boat can't put 
	. 
	. 
	In. 

	tundag v [AB; cl] sink, be on the way to the bottom; cause s.t. to be so. Mitundagna ang nasunug nga bapur, The boat that bum t has begun to sink. 
	tun clan = ALITUNDAN. 
	tun clan = ALITUNDAN. 

	tundu v [A; a2] engage in s.t. conscientiously. Primyuban tikawg magtundu kag tuun,I'll give you a reward if you study conscientiously. Tundua nang imu'?g pagpangimpliyu, Be conscientious in your job. -in-= 
	TUNDU. 
	TUNDU. 

	tunduk v [A; c] poke, hit or strike s.t. with the end or tip of s. t. Ang balas nga nakatunduk niya, The snake that struck him. Gitunduk niya sa lamisa ang ayis pik, He stuck the icepick in the table. n 1 thrust with the end of s.t. Ang hinay nga tunduk �a bara, The gentle thrust of an iron bar. 2 a spot on an animal's body or head. May tunduk nga itum ang awman, The spotted snapper has a black spot. -an(�) n animal havia spot.
	ng 

	tun 1 rake-off given by gamblers to the owner of the gambling paraphernalia used. 2 bribe given to a policeman to avoid arrest. v [A; b6(1)] pay the tung. Nganung· di ka man mutung nga ikaw may nakadaug? Whydon't you pay the rake-off when you won the game? Ug tungan nimu ang pulis, papamaligyaun ka nas asiras, If you pay the cops off, you'll be allowed to hawk on the sidewalk. -ir n the one who collects the rake-off in a gambling den. 
	ng 

	tunga v 1 [A; b6] come out from under water. Layu siyag gitungahan gikan sa iyang gisawman, The place he came up was far from where he dived. la [ c6] pause to breathe while drinking a whole container of spirits. Dill naku itunga ang usa ka bul nga tuba, I'll drink a jar of coconut palm toddywithout pausing to breathe. 2 [A2; a12] show up or see s.o. as per appointment or agreement. Wa na mutunga ang nakautang naku, The person who owed me moneydidn't show up. 
	tunga n 1 half. Tunga sa takna, Half an hour. 2 middle, center. Tunga sa karsada, Middle of the road. 3 vagina (euphemism). 4 stomach (coarse). Bisag napunu na ang tunga,gabagulbul nga walay lami ang pagkaun, He filled his gullet, but he grumbles that the food was no good. [so-and-so] sa imung (iyang) -[s<rand-so) is not true (said in de
	-

	nying s.t. vigorously and with resentment). 
	nying s.t. vigorously and with resentment). 
	Datu sa iyang tunga. Wa man gani' k uy ika
	palit ug bugas, Rich my foot! Here I don't 
	even have money for food! tungang gabii n 
	midnight. v 1 [B256; c16] be at about half 
	of s.t. Mutunga sa kilumitru ang akung gi
	baktas, I walked for about half a kilometer. 
	2 [ c16] hit at the middle or center. Itunga
	(tung-a) giyud pag-igu arun buls-ay, Hit the 
	center to get a bull's-eye. 3 [B126; a12] 
	consume, reduce to half. Tung-un ku nang
	usa ka galun nga tuba, I'll consume half of 
	that gallon of palm toddy. 4 [b(l)] place 
	between two or more others. G itung-an si
	yag bigda sa iyang Nanay ug Tatay, She was 
	laid between her mother and father. 5 [AC;
	abc3] divide, share into halves. Akuy mutu
	nga arun way away, I'll divide it so there 
	will be no quarrel. Magtunga ta sa ganansi!
	ya, We will split the profit equally. Tungaa
	(tung-a) na ninyung duba, Divide it equally 
	atunga n the 
	between the two of you. tu
	ng 

	halfway or mid-point. Tungatunga sa atung
	lakaw, Mid-point of our trip. v [A;a] divide 
	. Tungatungaa ninyu nang usa 
	equally amo
	ng

	ka buuk kik, Divide that one cake equally 
	amoyourselves. hinuatuav [B 13 56]
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	be about halfway through. Nabinungatunga 
	(nanungatunga) na ang misa pag-abut namu, 
	The mass was about halfway through when we arrived. panungatua v [Al3] =HINUNGATUNGA. hiN-v [B156) be halfwaydone. Wala pa gani' mabinunga ang kan-un niini, mitindug na kini, She got up before the rice was even halfway consumed. -in-a OU bars down to half-price. v [A; c] do by halves or two to one. Way musukul nimu bisag itinunga ang pusta, No one will challee you even if the bet. is two to one. kinatung-an n centermost, middlemost. -silangan Middle East. ka-n one-half of s.t. 1bangku ang katunga sa im
	ng
	by half. Tinu,nga ka mangbangyu, y
	gain thi
	ng
	ng
	-

	36) be at about halfway. Nakatunga na ku sa libru, I'm halfway through the book. Wa pa kumakakatunga sa tisis, I have not reached the halfway point in my thesis. tulung-an n palm toddy measure, .a bamboo tube container which holds one-half a tipu, 1. tulung-un the Wednesday of the Holy Week where work is done half day. 
	,

	tuab v 1 [A2S; c] put the mouth to the edge of a vessel, as in drinking. Mitungabsiya sa pawpaw arun pag-inum, He brought the half coconut shell to his mouth to drink. 2 [c6] put the mouth near s.t. as in drinking. Ayawg itungab imung baba sa akung 
	ng
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	dunggan ug musulti ka, Don't put your mouth right on top of my ear when you talk. 
	dunggan ug musulti ka, Don't put your mouth right on top of my ear when you talk. 
	,
	,

	tungan = TULUNGAN. see TULUNG. 
	tuas v [A; a] go up a mountain, uphill. 
	ng

	Mutungas ta anang bakilid, We are going up that s1,ope. Tungasun ku ang kabukiran pagpangita nimu, I will climb mountains to look for you. -un( ➔) a 1 uphill. 2 uphill figh_t. Tungasun ang iyang kabimtang sa iliksiyun, He has an uphill fight in the election. v [B125) be uphill or steep. Pabinayiang awtu kay nagkatungasun ang karsada, 
	Mutungas ta anang bakilid, We are going up that s1,ope. Tungasun ku ang kabukiran pagpangita nimu, I will climb mountains to look for you. -un( ➔) a 1 uphill. 2 uphill figh_t. Tungasun ang iyang kabimtang sa iliksiyun, He has an uphill fight in the election. v [B125) be uphill or steep. Pabinayiang awtu kay nagkatungasun ang karsada, 
	Slow the car down because the road is becoming steep. 

	tuaw n k.o. very minute, red mite that abounds in bushes, producing an itchy bite and hiding in skin pores. Madakup pay tungaw nga dili gayud kini musayup pagbapit kanamu, It's more likely that you could catch a mite (i.e. highly unlikely) than that he would fail to stop in our place. v [b4]be infested with such fleas. 
	ng

	tungay v [BJ hang down on a weak or loose attachment. Nagtungay ang sanga sa kabuy nga wa malabus ug kaputul, The branch of the tree is hanging because it was not completely cut through. 
	•tubalay (from datung balay) paN-v [A2]1 go to s.o.'s house. Manumbalay ta sa atung bag-ung silingan, Let's visit our new neighbor's house. 2 haunt one's mind. Na
	ng
	-

	•
	•
	numbalay sa akung bunabima ang atung ka
	-

	gabapun, Our past haunts my mind. 3 [A2;
	a] go to farmhouses to barter commodities. 
	Manumbalay mi sa bukid kada tingsanggi', 
	We go bartering to the farmhouses during harvest season. maN-n a k.o. fine-grained white rice with a savory, permeating smell. 

	tungdan = ALITUNDAN. 
	tugav [C; c] have a drinking spree (slang). 
	ng

	Makigtungga sila naku karung akung adlaw, 
	Makigtungga sila naku karung akung adlaw, 
	They want to have a drinking spree with me on my birthday. 

	tunggal v [A; a] prod s.t. with a stick to drive or push it out of a small place. Gitunggal niya ang sagbut sa tubu, He pushed the dirt out of the pipe with a stick. Tunggalaang ilaga sa kisami, Poke at the mice in the ceiling to drive them out. 
	tugul a stupid, having no common sense. 
	ng

	Tunggul kaayu nimu uy nga di ka man makasabut ug suguun, How stupid you are! You don't understand when you are told to do s.t.! 
	Tunggul kaayu nimu uy nga di ka man makasabut ug suguun, How stupid you are! You don't understand when you are told to do s.t.! 

	tungguy n 1 any growth that protrudes from the body. 2 a swelling or protruberance on a tree. v [B46) protrude. Mutungguy ang 
	saba usa mugula, The sucker protrudes firstbefore coming out. tungguytungguy n a knoblike protrusion, e.g. a pommel. Isab-itJang ang rinda sa tungguytungguy anang muntura, Just loop _the reins around thepommel of the saddle. v [A 13; a2] make,attach a knoblike protrusion.
	saba usa mugula, The sucker protrudes firstbefore coming out. tungguytungguy n a knoblike protrusion, e.g. a pommel. Isab-itJang ang rinda sa tungguytungguy anang muntura, Just loop _the reins around thepommel of the saddle. v [A 13; a2] make,attach a knoblike protrusion.
	.

	tungha v 1 [A2; b6] appear. May kumita nga mitungba sa langit, A comet appeared in the sky. Gitungbaan siyag ingkantu, Asupernatural being appeared to him. la [A 2; a12) show up for a date. Nagsabut mi nga magkita sa alas dus apan wa ku niya tungbaa, We agreed to meet at two o'clock but he didn't appear. lb [b8] come upon 
	s.t. Sa pagtungas namu sa bukid amung bingtungbaan ang usa ka talagsaung talan-: awun, When we climbed up the mountain we came upon a spectacular view. 2 report

	· to work. Mutungba kug sayu, I'll go to work 
	· 
	· 
	early. 3 [A; b6) attend school, classes. Nagtungba siya sa kulibiyu, She is attending 
	· college. 4 [A23; bl] for s.t. to occur periodically. Sakitan giyud siya sa tiyan basta mutungba na kaniya ang iyang sakit, She gets a stomachache when she has her period. -ang bisita v [A2; b5] menstruate (euphemism). pa-v [A; al] send to school. 
	Magwurking gud ku ug di mu makapatungba naku, l will work my way through if youcan't support my studies. -I-an( 7) n school. tunghak v [A23; c6] stop drinking to catch one's breath. tunghaktunghak v [A13) stop every now and then while drinking to catch 
	,
	one's breath. Isug kaayung ilimnuna. Mag-
	tungbaktungbak kang muinum, The drink is too strong. You have to stop every now and then to catch a breath when you drink it.
	tungina n misfortune or suffering inflicted on s.o� by a supernatural being in retribution for some infraction or at the behest of a sorcerer. Kini cing tungina sa ali.ung pagkamakasasala, This is my retribution for being a sinner. v [A; b6(1)} send tungina to s.o. Tunginaban ka, I'll send divine punishment on you. tunginahan n sorcerer who can have divine retribution sent. 
	tunginav [A; c] needlessly deprive s.o. of 
	2 

	s.t. Di" mutungina ang inaban sa kinabanglanun sa anak, A mother does not deprive a child of its needs: Ang kagawasan nga itungina natu sa Kumunismu, The liberty that Communism will drive us of. 
	ep

	tungka v 1 [A2C3; cl] · meet, join, cometogether. Kining karsadaba mutungka adtung karsadaba, This road will meet that road. Nagtungka ang duba ka tumuy sa a
	-
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	lambri, The two ends of the wire meet. Tungkaa (itungka) ang duba ka pidasung panaptun, Join the two pieces of cloth. Dugay nang wa mi magkatungka, We haven't gotten together for a long time. 2 [AC; a2] hold a drinking spree, drink alcoholic beverages. n drinking spree (slang). -an n placefor drinking alcoholic beverages. -in-an n joint, connection, seam. 
	lambri, The two ends of the wire meet. Tungkaa (itungka) ang duba ka pidasung panaptun, Join the two pieces of cloth. Dugay nang wa mi magkatungka, We haven't gotten together for a long time. 2 [AC; a2] hold a drinking spree, drink alcoholic beverages. n drinking spree (slang). -an n placefor drinking alcoholic beverages. -in-an n joint, connection, seam. 

	tungkahal v [B46N; c] for projections to stick out. Mitungkabal (nanungkabal) ang mga silik sa isda, The fins of fish are sticking out. Gitungkabalan sa mga Lansang ang salug, Nails are sticking out from the floor. 
	tungkalu v [Al; c6] sit down idly. Makatungkalu ka uruy diba nga naay dagbang bulubatun sa imung atubangan, nu? How can you just sit around idly when there's so much work to be done? 
	tungki n dustpan. v [a12] do s.t. with a dustpan. Tungkia nang sinilbig ug ilabay sa basura, Sweep the waste into the dustpan. Then throw it to the garbage can. 
	tungkuv [A; ac] step, set on top of s.t. 
	1 

	Tungkua ang binitay arun ka kaabut, Stepon s.t. to reach the thiwe had hung up. Itungku ang basu sa lain, Put the glass on top of another. 
	Tungkua ang binitay arun ka kaabut, Stepon s.t. to reach the thiwe had hung up. Itungku ang basu sa lain, Put the glass on top of another. 
	ng 


	•tungkutabla ug -appear like a fool (euphemism for tabla ug tuntu). Tabla lang tag tung�u ini. Nagbuwat ta dinbi, nagbuwat pud diay siya didtu, We're just like a bunch of fools. We wait here, and all the time he was waitithere. 
	2 
	ng 

	tungku= TUK-UNG. tungkud = SUNGKUD. 
	3 

	tunglu v [A; al2] curse bringing evil effect. 
	Ang Ginuu nagtunglu nga magkamang ang balas, The Lord condemned the serpent to crawl on the ground. Ayawg tungluba siya kay matinuud unya, Don't curse him, for it might come true. n curse that brings evil effect. 'Malata pa unta imung tinai!' tungluniya, 'May your intestines rot!' he cursed. paN-v 1 [A; c] utter curses. Daw makita ku siya nga nagpanunglu kanatu, It was as if I could see her cursing us. 2 [A2] do s.t. not serious which will bri!a curse on one. 
	Ang Ginuu nagtunglu nga magkamang ang balas, The Lord condemned the serpent to crawl on the ground. Ayawg tungluba siya kay matinuud unya, Don't curse him, for it might come true. n curse that brings evil effect. 'Malata pa unta imung tinai!' tungluniya, 'May your intestines rot!' he cursed. paN-v 1 [A; c] utter curses. Daw makita ku siya nga nagpanunglu kanatu, It was as if I could see her cursing us. 2 [A2] do s.t. not serious which will bri!a curse on one. 
	ng 

	Nganung nanilbig kag gabii? Nanunglu ka? 
	after dark? You want to bring a curse on yourself? matungluhun a cursing.
	Why are you sweepi
	ng 


	tungtung v 1 [A;c] step, put on top. Mitungtung siya sa tabladu arun pagdiskursu, He stepped on the stage to speak. Itungtungang silya sa lamisa, Put the chair on top of the table. 2 [A; b6] reach an age, grade in school Karun binuun nga mitungtung na 
	tungtung v 1 [A;c] step, put on top. Mitungtung siya sa tabladu arun pagdiskursu, He stepped on the stage to speak. Itungtungang silya sa lamisa, Put the chair on top of the table. 2 [A; b6] reach an age, grade in school Karun binuun nga mitungtung na 
	aku ning akung panuigun, Now that I have reached this age. Primarya ra ang iyang bitungtungan, He didn't get any further than the primary grades. 3 [A; c] put interest on a loan. Grabi sad kang makatungtung ugOU sure charge a high interest. n interest on a loan. 
	tubu, y


	,
	,
	tungu = TUNGLU. 
	tungud 1 because, due to. Napukan si Samsun tungud ni Dilayla, Samson fell because of Delilah. Tungud kay nalisang ku, Because I was afraid. la in set usage in prayers: 'in the name of. Tungud sa timaan sa Santa Krus, sa amung mga away bawiun mu kami, Ginuung Diyus 'namu ... By the sign of the Holy Cross deliver us from our enemies, our Lord God ... 2 by, at a place. Ibunungang dyip tungud anang balay, Stop the jeep by that house. 3 directly beneath. Dunaysubwi tungud ning atung gitindugan, There is a subw
	Kinsay nagtungud (nagpatungud) ana sa bintana? Hilud-an binuun, Who put that beneath the window? S.o. spat on it. ltungud(ipatungud) ang baldi sa gripu, Put the pail directly under the faucet. 2 [AN; al 2] gounder the house to peep. Kinsa guy gustung mutungud ug tigulang, Who likes to peep at an old woman? 3 [B 1256] be at, near, or directly beneath s.t. Sirbatu kun matungud na ta sa taw-ang dakit, Blow your horn when we get near the enchanted banyan 
	,
	tree. 4 [b4] be concerned, referred to. A-Lang niadtung bitungdan, To whom it may concern. Kadtung bitungdan sa akung sulti, Those referred to by my words. 4a [a12] aim at s.t. or s.o. Nganung mau man puy inyung tungdun ug insultu ang bilumun? Whydo you aim your insults to one who does not even talk? n 1 the place directly below, directly across. 2 niadtung tungura at that particular juncture, moment. Niadtung tungura pagkadisgrasya niya gipangulbaan ku, 
	That instant when he met his accident I was 
	terrified.!(Ł) v 1 [AC; ac3] put, arrange one 
	exactly beneath or opposite the other. A
	kuy mutungud sa nagbiw,· nga dubul dik, I 
	will put the double-deck beds exactly beneath each other. Wa magtungud ang butunis ug ubalis, The buttons and the buttonholes are not exactly opposite each other. 2 [Al; a12] look down searchingly into the sea for fish. Nagtungud ang mananagat ug maayung panaun, The fisherman is looking into the sea for a good fish to spear. tungudtud v [AP; b6P] make a pass at a girl or boy. Dusi pa siya piru dagban nang nag
	ngu
	-
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	tungudtungud (nagpatungudtungud) niya, 
	tungudtungud (nagpatungudtungud) niya, 
	She is only twelve but lots of boys are makipasses at her. pa· v [A) go beneath, near. Mipatungud siya sa akung Lawak, He went directly under my room. pahiN· v [A; c]1 give s.o. s.t. by way of thanks. Kay mitabang man ka mupabinungud ku nimu ug diyis pisus, Because you helped I will give you ten pesos as thanks. 2 dedicate, do s.t. in honor of s. o. Nagpabinungud ang Lungsud ug misa alang sa minatay, The town offered amass in honor of the dead. Kining kantaba akung ipahinungud ntmu, This song I dedicate 
	ng 

	May katungud (katungud) kang mabibaLu kumu asawa, yOU have the right to know
	' 
	being the wife. katungdanan n 1 duty. Katungdanan sa anak ang pagsirbi sa ginikanan, 
	It is a child's duty to serve his parents. 2 office, position. Taas siyag katungdanan sa gubirnu, He holds a high office in the government. pangatungdanan v [A] hold a position. tag-, tag-(�) n s.o. who owns, has responsibility over s.t. Gustung ipaLubung dayun sa tagtungud (tagtungud) ang minatay, The family (lit. concerned party) wants to have the body buried at once. hinungdan n cause of, reason for. Unsay binungdan nga miundang ka? What is the reason youquit? way -a good-for-nothing, useless. 
	Way binungdan tawbana gipabantay, natiigna binuun, He is useless! He is supposed tostand guard but he is sleeping. v [A12P]cause. Ang mga pabrika mauy nakapahinungdan sa pag-uswag sa dapit, The factories brought about progress in the place. pakahinungdan v [A13; al2] consider s.t. important. Di natu pakabinungdanun ang miLabay na, Let's not give importance to what has already passed. hinungdanun, mahinungdanun a important. Hinungdanun nga tuyu, Important business. mahi-/maha-about. MagsuLti ta mahitungu
	ng
	ngud sa nigusyu, All they talked abQut was 
	matters of business.tungdunun n stars, 
	. 

	constellations, or landmarks used by fisher

	men, navigators, as a guide.rove, the bark of which 
	tungug n 1 k.o. ma
	ng

	lS used for dyeing and as an ingredient of 
	lS used for dyeing and as an ingredient of 
	coconut palm toddy. 2 bark of this man
	grove. v (b4] apply tungug. tulunggan, tung
	ganan n container made of a bamboo node 
	to hold powdered material from this plant. 

	katunggan n mangrove swamp. 
	tunguk 
	v 
	[B456) s
	.
	tay immobile, stari
	ng 

	blankly. Nagtunguk siya. Nagdamgu siguru,He is staring blankly. He's probably daydreaming. Natunguk siya pagkadungug sa dautang baLita, He sat motionless after he heard the bad news.
	blankly. Nagtunguk siya. Nagdamgu siguru,He is staring blankly. He's probably daydreaming. Natunguk siya pagkadungug sa dautang baLita, He sat motionless after he heard the bad news.
	tungul n 1 stomach of animals. 2 human stomach (humorous). (so-and-so] sa imung (iyang) -[so-and-so] is not true. Magminyu sa iyang tungul. Naa pa ganiy gatas sa baba! He is going to get married? The hell he is. He isn't even weaned yet! 
	tungup v [B6; al] be exactly a certain quantity, time. Mutungup giyud sa uras ning akung rilu, My watch gives the exact time. Tungpa lag Lung-ag balig Lima ka tawu, Cookexactly enough rice for five people. tungup· tungup v. [A; al2] calculate the time or measurements. Nagtunguptungup Lang ku sa uras kay wa man kuy riLu, I'm just estimating the time because I don't have a watch. 
	tung-uy v [A; cl] set cooking utensils over the fire. Nagtung-uy kug lung-agan, I'm putting the rice on the fire now. 
	tunhayv 1 [B26] prosper, be successful. 
	1 

	Mutunbay ang nigusyu kun kuntintu ang mga trababanti, The business will prosper if the employees are contented. Way kapuLisan nga makatunbay (makapatunbay) sa kaLinaw inig-iliksiyun, No police force can guarantee peace and order during elections. 2 [A23; a2P) endure, last. Mutunbay ningsapatusa kay lig-un, This pair of shoes will last because they are sturdy. Dili ka tunba_yan ug butang anang imung ginamitan, The way you are usiyour things, nothing is going to last. pa-v [A;c6) promote the success or end
	ng 
	ing, enduring for a lo
	ng 
	ng 

	tunhaya for the weather to be clear and bright. -ang ugat a straight-grained wood. Ang kabuy nga tunbay ug ugat sayun limpiyuban, Straight-grained wood is easy toplane. v [B25; b6) be, become fine weather. 
	2 

	Ug matunbay (mutunbay) ang panabun, mularga ta, If the weather is good, we canleave.
	tunik n k.o. perfumed lotion (from the brand name, Tonix). v [A; b] apply this lotion. Tuniki siya arun mabumut, Put perfume onher so she will smell good. paN-v [A2; c6]apply this lotion to oneself.
	•tuniku binu -istumakal n an old medicinal liquor. 
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	Figure
	tuniln bamboo palm toddy container of two nodes. 
	tuniln bamboo palm toddy container of two nodes. 
	1 

	,

	tunil= TUNll.ADA. 
	2 

	tunil, tunil n tunnel. 
	}

	tunilada n ton. Mutimbang ug usa ka tunilada, It weighs one ton. 
	tunlu V [A; c] dip part of s.t. in a liquid or solid. Gitunluan namu ang sikwatig pan, We dipped the bread in the hot chocolate. -an, -anan n s.t. where one dips s.t. 
	tunlu V [A; c] dip part of s.t. in a liquid or solid. Gitunluan namu ang sikwatig pan, We dipped the bread in the hot chocolate. -an, -anan n s.t. where one dips s.t. 

	tunlub v [A; c] stick, dunk s.t. completely or partially into a liquid or solid. Nagtunlubclothes into the starch. Itunlub ang pluma sa tintiru, Dip the pen into the inkpot. 
	siyag mga saput sa amirul, She is dippi
	ng

	tunlud (from lunud) V [A; c] submerge in a liquid.
	tonsil = T ANSll.. 
	tuntu a stupid, silly. Tuntu! Nganung kining klasiba imung gipalit, Stupid! Why did you buy this kind? v 1 [B12; b6] become stupid, silly, consider s.o. as such. Sa nagkadugay ka ning trababua nagkatuntu ka sab, 
	The loer you are on this job, the dumber you get. 2 [AN; a12] deceive, make a fool of. Way kaluuy ang lalaking nagtuntu nimu, The man who deceived you was heartless. 
	The loer you are on this job, the dumber you get. 2 [AN; a12] deceive, make a fool of. Way kaluuy ang lalaking nagtuntu nimu, The man who deceived you was heartless. 
	ng

	Manuntu ka man nakung mas wayis man ku nimu, Don't try to make a fool of me. I'm a bit smarter than you are. Gituntu ka Lang anang mananag-an, That fortuneteller just hoaxed you. -in-v [A; b(l)] 1 abuse, do s.t. mean or bad to s.t. Ug dunay mutinuntu nimung buguy, tawga lang ku, If some ruffian is mean to you, just call me. K insaynagtinuntu ring akung tigib nga nag{bang man, Who abused my chisel? Somebody nicked it. la abuse sexually. Ayaw siyag tinuntubi samtang di' pa mu minyu, Don't abuse her so loas 
	ng 
	ng


	tuntun v 1 [A; c] lower s.t. Mitabang kug tuntun sa lungun sa bubu, l helped lower the coffin into the hole. ltuntun ang baldi sa atabay, Lower the pail to the well. la [B 6) sag loosely. Mituntun iyang susu nga wa brabi, Her breasts sagged without a bra. Nagtuntun ang luag niyang karsunis, 1-Iis 
	tuntun v 1 [A; c] lower s.t. Mitabang kug tuntun sa lungun sa bubu, l helped lower the coffin into the hole. ltuntun ang baldi sa atabay, Lower the pail to the well. la [B 6) sag loosely. Mituntun iyang susu nga wa brabi, Her breasts sagged without a bra. Nagtuntun ang luag niyang karsunis, 1-Iis 
	pants are sagging because they are loose. lb [A; b(l)] pay out a fishline. Tuntuni ugmga lima ka dupa ang pasul, Pay out five fathoms of line. 2 [AB 2; b6(1)] for s. t. weighted down to sink; cause it to do so. 

	Magtuntun siya sa iring nga ilabu sa dagat, 
	Magtuntun siya sa iring nga ilabu sa dagat, 
	He'll weight the cat down to throw it into the sea. Mutuntun (matuntun) ug dali ang pasul ug lagdungan, The fishing line will sink easily if you attach a sinker. 2a [Al3;b6] use a plumb to test whether things are vertical. Magtuntun kus baligi arun dilt' magbirig, I am usin_g the plumb Jjne on this post so it won't lean. n 1 string or rope used to lower s.t. 2 heavy object attached to s.t. to make it sink. 3 plumb line. paN-v [A2; b6 (1)) fish in deep waters with a hook, liJ,Ie, and sinker. n fishing with 
	tunu!n 1 tune of music pieces. Tudlui ku sa tunuanang kantaba, Teach me the tune of that song. 2 intonation, tone. Nindut ug tunu ang sinultibang llunggu, The Ilongo language has a pleasant intonation. Malumu ang tunu sa pan' nga nagsirmun, The priest preached with a tender tone. -ug pasiyun v [AC3; a2] sing the passions of Jesus Christ duriLent. Sugud sa Martis Santu magtunu nag pasiyun sa amu, Starting with Holy Tuesday they sing the Passion of Jesus Christ at our place. paN-n tone, manner of speaking. 
	1 
	ng 

	tunuv [B6; a12] for an undertaking to come out well or all right. Wa mutunu ang akung bibingka kay kulang ang lubi, Myrice cakes did not come out good because they lacked coconut. Tunuba ang imung pagtuun arun ka mulampus, Study consistently and carefully so you will succeed. 
	2 

	tunu, tunu n juice extracted by squeezing coconut meat. v [A; al 2) extract juice from coconut.(!➔) v [A; b] prepare food with coconut extract. Tunui ang utan nga kalbasa,Stew the squash with coconut juice. -in-an <➔> n s.t. cooked with coconut extract. -un <➔> a coconut meat havi!plenty of juice. 
	ng 

	runub v 1 [A; b] step on. Nagtunub ka sa OU are stepping on my property. Ayawg tumbi ang sawug kay basa pa, Don't step on the floor. It's still wet. 2 [A2; b2] set foot on, in. Dina ku mutunub ning inyung bay, I will never set foot in your house again. 3 [A12] have attended some school. Amin na lang kay nakatunub na siyag unibirsidad, Just give in. He has gone to college, you know. 4 (A; b6] dis
	akung prupyidad, y
	-
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	honor, desecrate s.o.'s name or honor. Ayawg tumbi ang dungug sa atung pamilya, Don't dishonor our family's name. (�) n 1footprint. la the k.o. life one led. Sunda ang tu.nub sa imung amahan, Follow in your father's footsteps. 2 footfalls. Kinsa nang dagkug tunub sa taas, Who made that loud noise upstairs? -ug kasikas n sound effects in a radio play (lit. footfalls and noise). Angmga tunub ug kasikas kinahanglang itayming giyud sa lakaw sa dula, The sound effects should be coordinated with the progress 
	honor, desecrate s.o.'s name or honor. Ayawg tumbi ang dungug sa atung pamilya, Don't dishonor our family's name. (�) n 1footprint. la the k.o. life one led. Sunda ang tu.nub sa imung amahan, Follow in your father's footsteps. 2 footfalls. Kinsa nang dagkug tunub sa taas, Who made that loud noise upstairs? -ug kasikas n sound effects in a radio play (lit. footfalls and noise). Angmga tunub ug kasikas kinahanglang itayming giyud sa lakaw sa dula, The sound effects should be coordinated with the progress 

	tunud v 1 [A; c] convey below the surfaceof the water or into a pit. Nagtunud kugpatayng iru sa lawud, I threw the dead doginto the deep part of the ocean. ltunud na ang lungun sa lungag, Lower the casket intothe hole now. 2 [B245; b6] for the sun to set. Nagkatunud (nagkatunud) na ang adlaw sa kasadpan, The sun is sinking in the west. 
	tunug n sound of a musical instrument. Mananuy ang tunug sa mga tulunggun, Themusical instruments make a sweet sound. a 1 resonant, producing a distantly loudsound. Tunug ning sistaba da, di" bungul, This guitar is sure resonant. It is not dull. 
	Tunug kaayu dinbi ang sinultibanay sa pikas kwartu, You can clearly hear the conversation in the next room. 2 widely known. Tunug na nga mupauU ka, Everybody knows that you're going home. v [B2; b6] 1 become resonant, consider s.t. so. Sa tnagkadaan ang byulin, magkatunug sab, The older a violin gets, the more resonant it becomes. 2 be distinctly audible. Mutunug imung tingug kun pabur mi sa hangin, Yourvoice is very audible if the wind comes towards us. 3 [B12] be widely known. Natunug na sa lungs
	Tunug kaayu dinbi ang sinultibanay sa pikas kwartu, You can clearly hear the conversation in the next room. 2 widely known. Tunug na nga mupauU ka, Everybody knows that you're going home. v [B2; b6] 1 become resonant, consider s.t. so. Sa tnagkadaan ang byulin, magkatunug sab, The older a violin gets, the more resonant it becomes. 2 be distinctly audible. Mutunug imung tingug kun pabur mi sa hangin, Yourvoice is very audible if the wind comes towards us. 3 [B12] be widely known. Natunug na sa lungs

	tun-ug n 1 cold air, atmosphere. Panira arun di musulud ang tun-ug, Oose the windows so the cold won't get in. 2 dew. v [b4] be exposed to cold drafts. Giubu siya kay natun-ugan, He has a cough because he got exposed to the cold. pa-v [A; b(l)] exposes.t. or oneself to the cold. Ayawg patun-ugi ang kutsi kay dugayng muandar, Don't expose the car to the cold because it will be hard to start. paN-v [A] for the odor of s.t. to spread all over. Dili makapanun-ug ang buwak ug di pa mamuklad, Flowers don't giv
	or thorn which has pricked the foot and gotten lodged. Tudlisa ang tunuk, Get the splinter out with a needle. 3 prick. Tambali ang tunuk, Put medicine on the prick. v [B126I get a sliver or nail into one's foot. Natunuk siyag Lansang maung gititanus, He got tetanus because he stepped on a nail. Makatunuk nang tuyum, Sea urchins can prickyou. hiN-v [A; b4(1)] cut the spines from fish. Piligru ang itu ug di' hinungkan (hinu
	or thorn which has pricked the foot and gotten lodged. Tudlisa ang tunuk, Get the splinter out with a needle. 3 prick. Tambali ang tunuk, Put medicine on the prick. v [B126I get a sliver or nail into one's foot. Natunuk siyag Lansang maung gititanus, He got tetanus because he stepped on a nail. Makatunuk nang tuyum, Sea urchins can prickyou. hiN-v [A; b4(1)] cut the spines from fish. Piligru ang itu ug di' hinungkan (hinu
	.
	-

	nukan) kay Iii, It is dangerous if you don't 
	cut off the spines from the catfish because they are poisonous. -un, tungkun a thorny.alambri nga -un n barbed wire.
	tunul v [A; c] convey s.t. to s.o. by hand. 
	Mitunul siya sa kamut arun pagpabalipay naku, He · offered his hand to congratulate me. ltunul ra ndku nang libru, Would you hand me that book? 
	tunung directly at a point. Naigu ang langgam tunung giyud sa kasingkasing, He hit the bird right in the heart. v 1 [AC3; ac6!]zero in on a mark, go directly to s.t. Diha mutunung sa iyang ulu ang napuwak nga lubi, The coconut fell right on his head. Di' kung katunung sa bubu sa dagum kay kurug ku, I cannot get the thread into the eye ofthe needle because I'm shaking. Wa magtunung ang mga batunis ug ubalis, The buttons and buttonholes don't exactly align. 2[B1256; c16] happen at a particular time, coinci
	·
	Year's day. 3[A12; a2] get s.t. (good or bad) as one's lot. Nakatunung kug silyang tugbuun sa siniban, Of all the seats in the theater I had to pick one that was infested with bugs. T'(.lngna nang asdwang paraygun, Pick a wife that asks for affection. 4 [A 12] have the presence of mind to do s.t. Hastang kulbaa naku. Wa ku katunung ug dagan, How shaken I was! I didn't have the presence of mind to run. n s. t. aimed at. Milakaw siyang way tunung, He walked out without going anywhere in particular. Lain si
	tunuy a fully ripe, well-ripened. v [APB3(1);
	cl] be, become fully ripe, make s.t. ripe. 
	Karburu mauy rrtutunuy (mupatunuy) sa saging, Calcium carbide will make the fruit fully ripe. Matunuy na ning mga prutas inigabut ndtu sa Manila, These fruits will befully ripe when we arrive in Manila. 
	tunyu nu (from tuntu nu) would I be foolish enough to do that? Nagdungan mig swildu 
	'

	1062 tupa -tupus
	2 

	apan akuy iyang pabayrun sa sin,. Tunyu nu? We were both paid at the same time, but he wants me to pay his way to the show. He must think I'm stupid or s.t. 
	apan akuy iyang pabayrun sa sin,. Tunyu nu? We were both paid at the same time, but he wants me to pay his way to the show. He must think I'm stupid or s.t. 

	tupa v [A23; b8] alight, settle down or land without effective control. Ang ayruplanu mitupa sa bumayan, The airplane crashlanded in the rice field.Ang balay nga natupaan sa kwitis nasunug, The house on which the rocket fell caught fire. 
	tu pad = TAP AD. 
	,
	,

	tupas n topaz. 
	tupay v [a4] become unconscious with the pupils of the eyes moving upward and with twitching of the fingers. Idali ang bata sa buspital sa dili pa tupayun, Bring the child at once to the hospital before it becomes unconscious. n state of being unconscious. tupi V [A; b] give haircut. Kinsang barbiruba nagtupi nimu, Which barber gave you a haircut? n haircut. pa-v [A; b] get a haircut. tupi v [B26C3; c] be flush with. Sipilyabiang baga nga tabla bangtud magtupi ang duba, Plane down the thick board until the
	Pun-a ang tangki hangtud ang tubig matupi sa ngabil, Fill up the tank until the water is flush with the rim. 
	Pun-a ang tangki hangtud ang tubig matupi sa ngabil, Fill up the tank until the water is flush with the rim. 

	tupiku n topic. Pirmi Jang pulitiku ang tupiku nga ilang bisgutan, Politics is always the topic of their conversation. 
	rupit v [B; cl6] speak with mispronunciations from speech defects, similar to lisping in Elish, but with a substitution of Isl for /t/. (The tongue is said to stick to the roof of the mouth.) Nagtupit ang dila sa nagdiskursu tungud sa nirbiyus, The man who was giving a speech was so nervous he started to lisp.
	ng

	tuplak v [A; c6] 1 push s.o. or s.t. away. Gituplak sa bata ang basu sa bintana, The child pushed the glass out of the window. 2 push a cock toward another to induce the second cock to fight. ltuplak ning sunuya sa usa arun masakmalan tung usa inig-away nila, Shove this cock toward the other one so that I can grab it when they fight. 
	tuplas = PANTUPLAS. 
	tupluka mischievous, full of pranks. Gibutangag ihi sa tupluk daku ang plawir bis ni Mam, The prankster put urine in the teacher's vase. v [B12; b6] be, become mischievous. 
	1 

	tupluk= TULPUK (but not doubled). 
	2 

	tuptup v [A; a] 1 cut s.t. from its base or stem. Tuptupa ang paku kay di na iapil pag
	tuptup v [A; a] 1 cut s.t. from its base or stem. Tuptupa ang paku kay di na iapil pag
	-

	lutu, Cut the wings off. Don't include them . la cut s.t. with long strokes at the base. 2 cut s.t. straight across, not tapering. Kinsay nagtuptup ug tupi nimu? Who cut your hair evenly all around your head? a being cut straight across, not tapering. pina-v [A; c] make s.t. cut straight across. 
	with what you are cooki
	ng


	tupu v [A; ac6] pair a boy and a girl off half jokingly. Kusug siyang mutupu piru nagpabiling daga, She loves to match others off, but she herself stays single. Tupua sila labun parisun, Match them up. They make such a good pair. tuputupu n matching couples. 
	tupu v [A; ac6] pair a boy and a girl off half jokingly. Kusug siyang mutupu piru nagpabiling daga, She loves to match others off, but she herself stays single. Tupua sila labun parisun, Match them up. They make such a good pair. tuputupu n matching couples. 
	tupuk = TULPUK. (➔> n 1 hole in the ear for earris. 2 holes in an animal's ears through which a rope is passed. 
	ng

	tupung a 1 of the same height, even along the top or bottom. Tupung ang iyang mga ngipun, Her teeth are all of the same height.2 reaching an equally high state of excellence. Si Magsaysay walay tupung, No one is as great as Magsaysay. v 1 [A23S; a2b2] reach to a certain height or level. Ang akung kalagut mitupung na sa langit, My anger reaches the heavens. 2 [A; a] make things even. Tupunga ang tiil sa silya arun di magkindangkindang, Even up the chair legs so it won't wobble back and forth. Dili na siya 
	ALINUPUNG. tupusv [A; b(l)] 1 suck on s.t. in the 
	1
	mouth to eat it or get the juice out. Nagtupus kug biksdrap kay arat akung tun/an, I am sucking on a cough drop because I have a sore throat. 2 toy or play with s.t. with the mouth. Madanihung ngabil nga iyang gitupsan sa pagbaluk nila, The attractive lips he played with as they kissed. tinupsan n pulp or juiceless flesh after eating. Silbigaang mga tinupsan human mug pangus ug tubu, Sweep away the pulp after you 're through eating your sugar cane. talinupsana for clothes to moist, almost dry after havin
	tupusv 1 [A; a12] take over the task of s.o. incapable or unavailable. Kinsa may mutu
	2 
	-
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	pus sa imung trababu ug mulakaw ka, Who 
	pus sa imung trababu ug mulakaw ka, Who 
	takes over your chores when you go out? 
	Tupsa ring akung bubatun kay kabt?anatun ku, Take over my work because I feel feverish. 2 [A; b] make up for the time lost or missed. Bubian mu run kun tupsan ninyu ang klasi sa S'abadu, l will dismiss you now if you make the class up on Saturday. 3 [A; a12] make up for s.t. lacking by s.t. very good. Pulus sila burung piru gitupus sa ilang anak nga utukan, They are mostly imbeciles, but their one brainy child made up for it. n 1 time used for make-up. Ang trababu run tupus sa pista upisiyal gabtipun, Toda

	tupwak v [A; b6(1)] push s.t. into a placebelow in one motion. Wa pa bibaw-i kung kinsay mitupwak sa Dun didtu sa pangpang, 
	The person who pushed the Don over the cliff has not been identified yet. 
	The person who pushed the Don over the cliff has not been identified yet. 

	•turagas pa-v [A] do s.t. indiscriminately without any aim or connection and in unrestrained amounts. May katarungan na siyang mupaturagas ug gastu kay kwartaban man sab, He has a reason to spend his money carelessly. He has plenty anyway. Pangutan-a nang piriku d,ba mupaturagas na rugtubag, Address the parrot and it will answer you with a stream of random talk. Nagpaturagas lag pamusil sa kabalayan ang mga ban!didu, The bandits sprayed the houses with bullets indiscriminately. pina-n 1 s.t. done care
	. 

	tural see NATURAL. 
	turatuy v [P; b4] go directly s.w. without paying attention to the surroundings because of anger, embarrassment or some other emotion. Mipaturatuy (mituratuy) siyag lakaw bisag amung gitawag, She walked straight ahead even though we called her. 
	turay v [A; a12] scold s.o. heavily. Muturay na siyag kasaba ug di" nimu tumanun ang iyang sugu, She really scolŁs you if you don't do what she says. 
	turban n turban or similar headdress. v [A;
	c] wear a turban. 
	c] wear a turban. 
	turdbis n third base in a ball game. v [B36) be on third. Wa giyuy nakaturdbis namu, Not one of us got to third base. 
	turi n 1 tower. 2 rook in chess. v 1 [A; c) confine in a tower. Gituri sa ban• ang bigaunniyang anak, The king shut his promiscuous daughter up in a tower. 2 [A13) stay high above from a vantage position overlooking the view below. Nagturi ka man giyud diba. Maayu kaayu ang imung paglantaw sa byu, nu? You are up high over there. You sure get a good view, don't you? 
	turik = KUSLAD. 
	turiki v [AC; b5] have intercourse with (humorous). A, muturikt" ka niya bisag gadaut siya, My! You'd have intercourse with her even if she is menstruating? 
	turil n corral for a herd. v [al] enclose herd in a corral. Kinahanglang (urilun ang mga baka arun way makabuhtŁ The cows must be fenced in so that none can escape. 
	turins n Torrens Title, a document attesting full legal ownership of a piece of land. titu-
	,
	lu -= TURINS. 
	turiru n jeans, women's tight-fitting trousers that look like matadors' trousers. v [A; cl) 
	make jeans. 
	turista n tourist. v [B16] be, become a tourist. turiti n male calf of a cow or carabao. 
	turiyal v [A; a12] disturb, bother s.o. Way
	muturiyal nimu ug wa kay utang, Nobodydisturbs you if you don't owe anybody anything. Way makaturiyal naku ug akuy matulug, Nobody dares disturb me when I'm asleep.
	turiyun adolescent or young bull or male water buffalo. v [B1256; b6) for a male calf to get to be full grown. lkadaru na nang nati ug maturiyu, You can use the calf for plowing when it gets to be nearly full-grown.
	1 

	turiyun bullfight.
	2 

	turka = TURKU (female).turku n Indian or Pakistani. turniiyun bolt, screw. v [ b6] use a screw or 
	1 

	bolt on s. t. Turnilyubi na lang nang k aptanan arun!·malig-un, Just use a screw on that handle so it is strong. Hsu sa -= LISU SA BUUT. see LISU. tumilyadur n screw driver. v 
	[a] use a screw driver on s.t. turnilyun k.o. finger wrestling where the 
	2
	players join their middle fingers with their arms resting on a table and the one who succeeds in turning the other's _!ha,nd over wins. v [ B; b6) have finger wrestliŁg'. 
	tumiru see TURNU. 
	turniyu, tumiyu n 1 tournament, 2 sports tournament. Turniyu sa baskitbul, Basketball tournament. 3= TURNILYU . v 1 [A13;
	. 
	. 
	. . . I· . 


	1064 tumue-turung 
	1 

	ab3c] have a tournament. Turniyubun (turniyuban) natu ang kamut sa prinsisa, We will have a tournament for the princess' hand. Ug iturniyu ang kamut sa prinsisa, siguradung ikay unang maparut, If the princess' hand is offered in a tournament you would surely be the first to get beaten. 2 [A13] have a sports tourney. 3= 1URNILYU. 
	ab3c] have a tournament. Turniyubun (turniyuban) natu ang kamut sa prinsisa, We will have a tournament for the princess' hand. Ug iturniyu ang kamut sa prinsisa, siguradung ikay unang maparut, If the princess' hand is offered in a tournament you would surely be the first to get beaten. 2 [A13] have a sports tourney. 3= 1URNILYU. 
	2


	tumuv 1 [A; a12] turn or cut s.t. in a lathe. 2 [A; b6] thread screws or bolts. n I lathe or machine for threading screws and bolts. 2 thread on a screw or bolt. tumuhan = TURNU, n1. turniru n lathe operator. 
	1 

	,
	,

	tumun tum to do s.t. Imu nang turnu pag
	2 
	-

	lutu karun, It's your turn to cook now. V [A; c] assign turns to do s.t. Kinsay gaturnu nimu paggwardiya sa Duminggu? Who assigned you to stand guard on Sunday? turnutumu, tumuhay n rotation system or by turn. Turnuturnu ang paglimpyu sa simbaban ug atu karun, Cleaning the church is done by turns, and it's our turn today. v [A1; c] do by turns. Magturnuturnu (magturnubay) tag bayad sa suga, Let's take turns paying the light bill. 
	lutu karun, It's your turn to cook now. V [A; c] assign turns to do s.t. Kinsay gaturnu nimu paggwardiya sa Duminggu? Who assigned you to stand guard on Sunday? turnutumu, tumuhay n rotation system or by turn. Turnuturnu ang paglimpyu sa simbaban ug atu karun, Cleaning the church is done by turns, and it's our turn today. v [A1; c] do by turns. Magturnuturnu (magturnubay) tag bayad sa suga, Let's take turns paying the light bill. 

	tumus = TU GNUS. 
	turpada v [AC; bS] attack, encounter in a fight. Kausa ra nang kasuba ug abugadung dikampanilya ang muturpada ana, YOU'11 have no trouble getting your case dismissed it for you. Ang mga girilyang nagturpada sa garisun sa Hapun, The guerrilla who attacked the Japanese garrison. Ug mga bata ang makaturpada ining makauna, mangurimaw ni dayun, If the children attack this food, nothing will be left of it. Ug maldgturpada kag bastus, mabastus kag apil, If you fight wtth low people, you bring yourself down to th
	if you have a good lawyer fighti
	ng 

	turpi a actistupid. v [B12; b6] become stupid. Nagkadugay ka ning trababua nager you are on the job the dumber you act. -ang dila v [B12;a12] for the tongue to be twisted, as after a heart attack, or when a person is in the throes of death. 
	ng 
	katurpi sab ka, The lo
	ng

	turpidu n torpedo. v [A; a12] torpedo. Giturpidu ang bapur ug natundag, The ship was torpedoed and sank. 
	tursi v 1 [A; a12] twist a limb, wria neck. 
	ng 

	Bubii nang kurta arun di' ku tursihun nang imung buktun, Drop that knife or I'll twist your arm. 2 [A; a12] turn, rotate s.t. Tursibag binay ang manabila, Turn the steering wheel slowly. 
	Bubii nang kurta arun di' ku tursihun nang imung buktun, Drop that knife or I'll twist your arm. 2 [A; a12] turn, rotate s.t. Tursibag binay ang manabila, Turn the steering wheel slowly. 

	turta n k.o. thick, heavy cake made from flour and eggs. v [A; a2] make, have turta. 
	turtilya, turtilyas n egg omelette, s. t. cut up fine and fried with a beaten egg. v [A; a2]have, make an omelette. 
	turtilya, turtilyas n egg omelette, s. t. cut up fine and fried with a beaten egg. v [A; a2]have, make an omelette. 
	turtur = TUKTUR. 
	turu n 1 male carabao or bull -nga baka bull. 2 male in a paid sex show. 2a = PA-,n2. v 1 [B1256] become a bull. Kusgan kaayu ning turiyuba ug maturu na, This young bull will be very strong when it gets to be a full-grown bull. 2 = PA-, vla. 3 [A; c16]make s.o. work like a horse. Kusug nang agalunang muturu ug sugu, apan dilt' maayung manwildu, That employer makes his employees work like a horse b·ut he doesn't pay them well. pa-n 1 bullfight. 2 sexual intercourse displayed for a fee. 3fraudulent coin-to
	turuk v 1 [B23(1)46; b(l)] sprout, grow from the surface. Wa makaturuk ang similya tungud sa bulaw, The seeds did not sproutbecause of the drought. Uy gitugkan ug buhuk si Upaw, My, old Baldy has grown hair. 
	2 [B246;b(l)] for a feeling to develop.Ma

	kapaturuk (makaturuk) sa katahap ang iyang linihukan, His behavior arouses suspicion. n 1 sprout. Pandungi ang mga bag-ung turuk arun di malaya, Cover the new sprouts so they don't wither. 2 sprout on coconut fruit. Tul-id giyud ang turuk sa binhiun nga lubi, The sprouts of the coconuts for plantiare really straight. 3 penis (humorous euphemism). -banwa n 1 s.t. growing without beiplanted and taking space, like a weed. 2 a person who is useless and occupies space. Turuk banwa na siya sa pamilya; dili 
	ng 
	ng 

	turun n confection made with chopped nuts mixed in honey or sugar paste. -dimani peanut nougat. -dipili pili nut nougat. banana -sweet made of bananas wrappedin hin pastery and fried. v [A; b6cl] make a nut nougat. -is(Ł) = TURUN (plural). 
	turung n s. t. worn as a head covering. Pagda
	-


	turungturung -tusmud 1065 
	lag turung kay tingalig muulan, Bring s. t. to cover your head with. It might rain. v [B6;cl] protect the head, wear a head covering. 
	lag turung kay tingalig muulan, Bring s. t. to cover your head with. It might rain. v [B6;cl] protect the head, wear a head covering. 
	Nagturung siyag dahun sa saging arun di mahumud sa ulan, He protected his head with a banana leaf to avoid gettiwet in the rain. 
	ng 

	turungturung n small top shells reachi1 ". 
	ng 

	,
	,
	tururut= TARURUT. 
	turus v [A; a12) 1 squash s.t. between the two thumbnails. Turusa (tudsa) dayun ang kutu arun dili mawala, Squash the louse immediately with your thumbnails before it disappears. 2 defeat or crush helpless opposition in a fight. Ipakita ku kaninyu unsaun pagturus nang amung mga kaaway, I'll show you how we will crush our enemy. 

	turut a exhibitia lack of judgment or propriety in doing s.t. or speaking; silly. MaOU are a dodo! You want to take an umbrella to go shellfishing! v [B126) be, become silly.
	ng 
	nginhas magpayung mu rag si turut, y

	turutut = TARuRuT. 
	turutuy a a person much shorter than normal. Taastaas sad ang turutuy kay sa inanu, A very short person is taller than a dwarf. v [B12; b6] become a very short person. 
	t6sv [A; c) set up a volleyball. -ir n one whose job is to set up the ball for the spiker. v [B1256; cl) be the one who sets the ball up for the spiker. 
	1 

	,
	,
	,

	tus= TULUS. tusak = TUSLAI(. (Ł) v [B13; a12) pierce 
	2 

	s.t. with several holes. Kinsay nagtusak aring tilun? Who put a lot of holes in the screen? Tusakun kag dunggab ug hisakpan ka sa tulisan, The bandits will stab you all over if they catch you. tusaktusak = TU· 
	s.t. with several holes. Kinsay nagtusak aring tilun? Who put a lot of holes in the screen? Tusakun kag dunggab ug hisakpan ka sa tulisan, The bandits will stab you all over if they catch you. tusaktusak = TU· 
	SAK. 

	tuHpv [A; c16) put up a candidate. Musugut kag tus-apun (itus-ap) kang kandidatu? 
	1 

	·
	·
	Are you amenable if they put you up as a 
	candidate? 
	. 
	,


	tus-ap= TUS. 
	2 
	1

	tusdik v [A; a12] prick a pustule. Ayaw ug lihuk samtang nagtusdik ku sa imung talubig, Don't move while I prick Y<?Ur pustule. 
	tusik n drinkipany (sla). Agi unya sa ami} karung gabii kay may tusik didtu, Come by the house tonight because we're holdia drinking party. v [AC; cl] have a drinking party or drink alcoholic beverage (slang).
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	t6sikv 1 [A; bS) peck at. Nabuta siya kaygitusik ,yang mata sa langgam, He became blind because a bird pecked at his eyes. 2 [AC; a12] start a cockfight by letting the 
	t6sikv 1 [A; bS) peck at. Nabuta siya kaygitusik ,yang mata sa langgam, He became blind because a bird pecked at his eyes. 2 [AC; a12] start a cockfight by letting the 
	2 

	cocks peck each other once. Kinahanglang tusikun ang mga manuk arun maglabuk dayun, The cocks must be set to pecking at each other so that thwill fight at once. n 1 pecking. 2 setting of cocks to peck at each other. 
	ey 


	tuskig a stiff, crisp. Tuskig nga papil dibangku, Crisp banknotes. v [B; b6] stiffen .• 4ng · nagtuskig niyang karsunis, His well-starched trousers. Nagkatuskig na ang minatay, The body is gettistiff. -ug liug be haughty.pa-v [A; cl] act haught}. Nagpatuskig Lang siya sa liug dihang gipangayuag binabang, 
	tuskig a stiff, crisp. Tuskig nga papil dibangku, Crisp banknotes. v [B; b6] stiffen .• 4ng · nagtuskig niyang karsunis, His well-starched trousers. Nagkatuskig na ang minatay, The body is gettistiff. -ug liug be haughty.pa-v [A; cl] act haught}. Nagpatuskig Lang siya sa liug dihang gipangayuag binabang, 
	ng 

	She acted haughty when 1 asked her for a 
	contribution. 
	tuslak v [A; al] drive s.t. into s.t. so as to pierce it. Kinsay nagtuslak saeprutas ug kutsilyu? Who stuck a knife into the fruit? Gi· tuslak nila ang mata sa biganti, They pierced out the giant's eyes.
	tuslu V [A; c] dip part of s. t. into s. t. for a 
	,
	short period of time. Igu ra kung mituslu sa 
	tubig. Wala ku magdugay kay tugnaw, Ijustdipped into the water for a minute. I didn't stay long because it was cold. Nagtuslu ugasin nga nagkaug mangga, He is eating mangoes dippithem in salt. 
	ng 

	tuslub = TUNLUB. 
	tuslud (from sulud) v [A; c) dunk s.t. in a liquid or solid, partially or completely. Maputi' ang karning ituslud sa ininit tu.big, Meat gets pale if it is dunked into hot water. Ituslud ang mangga sa asin, Stick the mango in the salt. 
	tusluk v 1 [A; ab2] prick or poke s.t. bydriving s.t. pointed into it. Kinsay nagtusluk iring kik nga nabuhu man? Who poked a finger in the cake? It has a hole in it. Tusluka ang mata sa kuntra, Poke your fier into your opponent's eyes. la [b8) be had for sexual purposes. Hituslukan na nang baybana sa iyang uyab, The girl has had relations with her boy friend. 2 [A; b6(1)]plug into a socket. ltusluk una ang kurd una mamalantsa, Plug the cord in before you iron. n electric plug. -anan n electric outlet, s
	ng
	ng 

	tusmaw v [A; c) get into a pool of liquid, completely. or partly. Natusmaw ku sa lapuk, I fell ·into a muddy pool. Ang mga nagamit nga kubyirtus mauy itusmaw sa tu.big init, The silver they used should ·be immersed into the boiling water. 
	tusmud v [A; c] 1 push s.o. forward. Natu1nba ang bata nga iyang gitusmud, The child that he pushed fell down. 2 dip, immerse s.t. big in water. Siyay nagtusmud sa katring dughuun didtu sa dagat, He immersed the 
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	bed that was full of bugs into the sea. Natusmud siya sa kanal, He fell into the ditch. 3 [A] wade, immerse oneself in the water. 
	bed that was full of bugs into the sea. Natusmud siya sa kanal, He fell into the ditch. 3 [A] wade, immerse oneself in the water. 

	tusnub v 1 [A; c] dip, dunk or sop in liquid, esp. s. t. which absorbs ·and becomes soft. Alkuhul nga gitusnuban sa gapas, Alcohol the doctor dipped the cotton in. Itusnub ang dunat sa kapi, Dunk the doughnut in the coffee. 2 [A2] wade, swim in water. tusnud v [A; c] dip, immerse a part of s.t. or 
	s.t. held. Kinsa tung nagtusnud sa akung ii sa tubig? Who held my head under the water? Natusnud sa lapuk ang iyang sapatus., He stepped into the mud-puddle with his shoes. 
	s.t. held. Kinsa tung nagtusnud sa akung ii sa tubig? Who held my head under the water? Natusnud sa lapuk ang iyang sapatus., He stepped into the mud-puddle with his shoes. 

	tustlr v [A; cl] toast bread or noodles. n s.t. toasted. tustadu n toasted bread or noodles. v [A13; a12] toast bread or noodles. 
	tustus v [A; a2] roll up a tobacco leaf. Tustusa daan nang tabaku arun di ka na magtustus pa sa uma, Roll the tobacco beforehand so you won't have to roll any in the field. n rolled tobacco leaf. -in-n rolled up tobacco leaf. v [A] smoke rolled tobacco. Magtinustus gihapun siya bisag makapalit nag abanu, He insists on smoking rolled tobacco even though he can afford cigars now. 
	tusu a clever in deceiving others. Tusu kaayu si Bauhay maung nakalingkawas siya gikang Amuay, Mr. Turtle was very clever so he managed to escape from l\-1r. Monkey. v [B12; b6] become clever in deceiving. patusutusu v [A; b6] pretend. Nagpatusutusu kung hubug arun agakun ku niya, I acted drunk so she would help me walk. 
	tusud = 11J RUS. 
	tusug v [Al2; a4] for s.t. sharp to pierce and get stuck into s. t. Bildu mauy nakatusug sa ligid, A glass splinter got stuck into the tire. Natusug ang iyang kamut sa dagum, -He pricked his hand with a needle. ( ➔> n a sliver stuck into s.t. 
	tusuk v 1 [A; ac] pierce s.t. through s.t. else, skewer. Tusuka ang isdang tap-anan, Skewer the fish you are going to broil. 2 [A; b]make a hole in the earlobe. (➔) n 1 skewer. 2 a hole in the ear for earrings or in animals for the tether rope. 
	tusup v [A; b] suck the juice out of s.t. Tusupi ang Iisu una iluwa, Suck the juice out of the seed before you spit it out. 
	ru suy = SUTUY. 
	tutal it does not matter, in any event [soand-so) is the case. Pahagka ku bi. Tutal,kaslunun na man ta, Let me kiss you. Anyway, we are going to get married. Aku lanf! gibilin. Tutal, mubalik pa man ku, I just left 
	-

	it. Anyway, I was going to come back for it. 
	it. Anyway, I was going to come back for it. 
	Nganu bag mag-ulan? Tutal, diay akung payung, What if it rains? Anyway, I have my umbrella. 
	tutal v 1 [A; al 2) add up. Bugu giyug aritmitik ang nagtutal ini, The one who added this up must be slow in arithmetic. 2 [ al 2) sum up advantages and disadvantages, pro's and con's, etc. Ug tutalun natu, ikaw ang alkansi sila ang nakaganansiya, If we analyze it, you are on the losing end and they gain. 
	tutbras n 1 toothbrush. 2 action of brushing the teeth. Ngipun nga walay tutbras, Teeth which haven't been brushed. v [A; b] brush s.o.'s teeth for him or false teeth. Tutbrasi nang imung marpil uy, Brush your false teeth! paN-v [A2; c6] brush one's teeth. Ayawg panutbras kay anugun ang kiki, Don't brush your teeth because it's a waste of food particles. 
	tu thu = T ALUTHU. 
	rutpik n 1 toothpick. Mu ra ka mag tutpik kaniwanga, You are as thin as a toothpick.2 variety of croton (kalipay, 2) with very slender leaves. paN-v [A2; c6] pick one's teeth. 
	tutu title for a male a little older than the speaker, used also as a nickname. 
	tutuv 1 [A; a] crush, pound s.t. until it is soft or tender but without breaking it into pieces. Magtutu kug anghilika itampuy sa nagsakit kung ngipun, I'll crush bryophyllum le�ves to use as a compress for my teeth. Akung tutuun ang karning bipstikaun, I'll pound the meat for beefsteak. 2 [A;!,cl]bruise a part of the body, the lips, with a violent impact. 
	1 

	tu tu = T ALUTU 
	r

	tutu6 v [A; bS] cover the mouth of a container sec�rely by laying s.t. over it and tying it. Akung tutubun (tutbun, tutuban, tutban) ang ginamus, I'll cover the salted fish securely. n cover tied around the mouth of a container. -in-n vessel or container which is covered securely. 
	turug = TULTUG. 
	tutuk!v [A2] stand upright unaided or on 
	1
	one's own. Di pa 1nututuk ning bataa, This child can't stand unsupported yet. Dipa ku makatutuk kaayu kay luya pa ang akung lawas, I can't stand alone very well yet because-I'm weak. udtung -n high noon. 
	tutukv [A; b6] stare. Nagsiga iyang mata nga mitutuk naku, He stared at me with his eyes blazing. ltutuk imung mga mata sa kahitas-an, Fix your eyes to the heavens. -inay v lC; c3J stare at each other. 
	2 


	tutul -tuud!1067 
	1 
	1 
	tutul, tutul v [A2; b(l)] object. Ug way mututul, aprubadu na ang musiyun, If no one objects, the motion is approved. Unsangpartiba sa risulusiyun ang imung gitutulan? 
	What part of the resolution are you object
	ing to? ma-un a characterized with reluc

	tance or disobedience. tutunlan see TULUN. tu tut!= TITIT. tutuy v 1 [A2S; b] suck the breast. Nagtu
	tuy pa siya pagkamatay sa iyang inaban, Hewas still sucking his mother's breast when she died. 2 {A13J be at the sucking stage. Di pa mabulag ang ituy sa inaban kay nagtutuy pa, You can't take the puppy away from its mother because it is still suckling. 3 {A23] lick s.o.'s boots. Kusug kaayu ang iyang pag-usbaw sa katungdanan kay maayu mang mututuy, He easily got to the top because he never hesitates to lick his superiors' boots. n breast. tutyan, tutyanan nfeeding bottle. 
	tuy pa siya pagkamatay sa iyang inaban, Hewas still sucking his mother's breast when she died. 2 {A13J be at the sucking stage. Di pa mabulag ang ituy sa inaban kay nagtutuy pa, You can't take the puppy away from its mother because it is still suckling. 3 {A23] lick s.o.'s boots. Kusug kaayu ang iyang pag-usbaw sa katungdanan kay maayu mang mututuy, He easily got to the top because he never hesitates to lick his superiors' boots. n breast. tutyan, tutyanan nfeeding bottle. 

	tuu, tuu n 1 right hand, right side of a pair. 
	1 
	1 
	, ,
	Kusgan ang tuu (tuu) nakung kamut kay sa
	wala, My right hand is stronger than my left. -nga kamut a right hand. b right-hand man. Siya ang tuung kamut sa datu, He is the right-hand man of the Datu. 2 right side. Liku sa tuu, Turn to the right. wala ug see WALA. pa-(➔)v {A; c6] go to keep to the right side. lpatuu ang kutsi labinag likuun, Keep to the right, esp. on the curves. tuuhun, tuhuun, tuhun n 1 right-handed. 2 implement made to be used by a right-handed person. Ayawg gamit sa tuubun nga sundang ug walbun ka, Don't use a right-handed bo
	-


	tuuv 1 {A; b(l)] believe. Mutuu ka bag an
	2 

	ting-anting? Do you believe in amulets? 
	ting-anting? Do you believe in amulets? 
	Tubuan (tuuban) ba gud nang pulitiku? 
	Should you believe that politician? 2 {AP; b(l)] heed. Di ka man gu_d mupatuu (mutuu) ug tambagan, It's because you don't listen when you're given advice. Sultibi siya kay ikaw ray iyang tubuan, Tell him because you're the only one he listens to. Mimu Aku n The Apostles Creed. short form: mituaku. Mangadyi kitag Mituu Aku, Let us pray the Apostles' Creed. v 1 {Al 3) return, come back to a place after having supposedly left it for good (from the portion of the Apostles' Creed that reads, 'And He will co
	Should you believe that politician? 2 {AP; b(l)] heed. Di ka man gu_d mupatuu (mutuu) ug tambagan, It's because you don't listen when you're given advice. Sultibi siya kay ikaw ray iyang tubuan, Tell him because you're the only one he listens to. Mimu Aku n The Apostles Creed. short form: mituaku. Mangadyi kitag Mituu Aku, Let us pray the Apostles' Creed. v 1 {Al 3) return, come back to a place after having supposedly left it for good (from the portion of the Apostles' Creed that reads, 'And He will co
	-

	ance. Ang pagkalimtanun mauy makamituaku (makapamituaku) naku sa balay, I'm soforgetful I keep going back and forth to the house. tuutuu n superstitious belief. Tuutuu Lang nga taw-an nang dakita, It's noth_ing more than superstition that that banyanis inhabited by spirits. patuutuu v [A; c]deceive by pretending to be s.o. or teaching 

	s.t. false. Nagpatuutuu siyang asindiru apan diay musimus nga daku, He pretends to be a big landowner when he's nothing more than a beggar. Unsa na say iyang gipatuutuu? What k.o. foolishness is he trying tomake you believe now? n false ideas which 
	s.o. is disseminating. Patuutuu Lang na sa mga panatiku, That's nothing but baloney that the fanatics try to make you believe. matuutuuhun, matuhutuhuun a superstitious, given to false beliefs. tinuhuan, tinuuhan n beliefs, religious or otherwise. tuluhuan n article of belief. pag-n belief, feeling of certainty that s.t. is a certain way. matuuhun a having faith. 
	tuub, tuub n 1 k.6. treatment by steam whereby the patient is set before a pot of boiling water with herbs or a representative of whatever caused his illness, and a blanket is put over him so that he can breathe inthe steam; or if it is just a part of his body that is ailing, the ailing part is exposed to the steam. la a similar treatment with tobacco smoke instead of steam for stomach ailments. 2 the material which is thought tohave caused the illness, used in the tuubtreatment. (�) v [A; bS] treat with t
	tuubn unopened palm fronds, esp. coconut. Nagkuba siyag tuub para sa bindita sa lukay, He gathered some.unopened coconut fronds for Palm Sunday. 
	2 

	tuud n 1 stump of tree or post. 2 unextracted stump of a tooth. v [B1256] get worndown to stumps. 
	tuud1 particle indicating agreement with an explanation or after being reminded. Tuud nu, pidi man diay run, That's right, isn't it? It is payday today, isn't it? 2 particle indicating that s.t. is in accordance with what happened before. Tuud man, ilang gilukat ang saging, And so, they uprooted the banana plant (after having discus��d doing so). 3 particle used to disprove s. t.·that was
	1 

	negated: actually, in reality. Wa kunu siyay 

	. 
	. 
	aluy, duna tuud, He said he does not have a penny, but actually he does. 4 is it true that? Muanbi tuud ang mayur ugma, ls the mayor really coming tomorrow? S to be 
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	sure [so-and-so] is the case, but ... Barut tuud ni apan baratu man sab, This may be a poor kind but it is cheap anyway. <➔> v [A23C23; al2] get to be serious about a game or joke, make s.t. serious. Ayaw palabig kundat niya kay mutuud na siya, Don't fool around too much with him because he will take it seriously. Ang ilang baluk sa maung isina nagtuud kay giganaban na sila, 
	sure [so-and-so] is the case, but ... Barut tuud ni apan baratu man sab, This may be a poor kind but it is cheap anyway. <➔> v [A23C23; al2] get to be serious about a game or joke, make s.t. serious. Ayaw palabig kundat niya kay mutuud na siya, Don't fool around too much with him because he will take it seriously. Ang ilang baluk sa maung isina nagtuud kay giganaban na sila, 
	Their kiss in that scene became real when they both got stimulated. Muundang na siya nimug sugsug ug imung tud-un, He will stop teasing you if you treat him seriously. paN-(➔)v 1 = -IN-<➔>, V. 2 [A23] get emotionally agitated in a game or argument. Manuud siyag ikalalis, He gets agitated if you argue with him. -in-a 1 true, correct, genuine. Tinuud nga kaagi, True-life story. Tinuud nga diyamanti, Genuine diamond. 2 do well. Hawid ug tinuud arun di ka mahulug, Hoid on tight so you don't fall. v [B1256] b
	.

	1) prove. Ktni ang mumatuud sa imung sala, This will prove your guilt. Namatud-an siyang sad:-an, He was proven guilty. /matitud (matuura) kana sa bukmcinan, Prove that in court. pakama-v [Al 3; al 2) consider 
	s.t. true. matinud-anun a sincere, true. Matinud-anun siya sa iyang saad, He is true to his promises. pagka-in-n truth, reality. Sa pagkatinuud wa kuy pagsalig nimu, ln reality I don't trust you. 
	t


	tuudv [A3S; alb] know how, show s.o. how to get to a place. Nakatuud ku sa ii.ang 
	2 

	bayid-awut, I know where their hide-out is. 
	bayid-awut, I know where their hide-out is. 
	Tuura ang gitaguan nakung kukis, Locate 
	the place I hid the cookies at. Tuuri kug ha
	in ang sikritung agianan, Lead me to the se
	cret passage. pa-v [A; c] show s.t.; show 
	off s.t. Mipatuud ang bcita sa iyang samad 
	sa iyang inaban, The child showed his moth
	er his wound. Nagpatuud ang bambugiru sa 
	iyang bag-ung kutsi, The braggart is show
	ioff his new car. tuug n the young unopened leaf of a buri palm, esp. processed into strips to be used in weaving mats and bags. 
	ng 

	ruuk v [A; ab2] choke. Kusganung kamut ang mituuk niya, Strong hands choked her. Natuuk ang manuk sa kaugalingung bukut, 
	The chicken choked on the string that tied it.tuun v [A; b(l)] 1 teach. Si l\.1anuy nagtuun 
	-

	1
	nakug bisiklita, My brother taught me how 
	to ride a bicycle. Tun-i siyag languy, Teach 
	her how to swim. 2 study. Di!na na tun-an 
	kay sayun da, You don't have to study that 
	because it's easy. 2a [A; b(1)] study, put 
	s.t. under consideration. Tun-an pa naku 
	tung imung tanyag, I will still put your of
	fer under consideration. 3 attend school. A
	yawg intra sa inum kay nagtuun ka pa, 
	Don't take up drinking because you are still studying. 4 [Al2; b8] learn from. Didtu siya makatuun ug panulis sa munti, He learned about robbery in prison. -anan n s.t. to be studied. hiN-(�) a studious. Hinuun siya, buguk lang, He studies hard, only he is stupid. matulun-a.nun a educational, giving lessons. Matulun-anun nga lilas, An instructive movie. v [B146) be instructive, education: al. pag-n 1 studies, schooling. Nabunungang iyang pagtuun paggira, His studies were interrupted by the war. 2 action
	s.t. under analytic consideration or advisement. pagrulun-an n 1 teachings, moral lesson. Pagtulun-an sa sugilanun, The moral lesson of the story. 2 lesson in school. see also KAT-UN. 
	tuun v 1 [B3] be directed towards a focus. 
	Wa ku makakita nimu kay didtu magtuun ang akung mata sa ladlad, I didn't see you because my eyes were focused on the wares that were on di4iplay. Di matuun ang gas sa baba sa butilya ug way imbudu, Kerosene will not get directly into the mouth of the bottle if there is no funnel. 2 [A; c] put a child on the patty. ( ➔>v [c6] happen coincidentally with s.t. else. Wa mi magsabut kay natuun Zang sa pag-abut, We had no agreement. We just arrived at the same time by coincidence. ltuun ug Duminggu ang ka
	2 
	-
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	on a Sunday.
	on a Sunday.
	sal, Have the weddi
	ng 

	tuung n a raised frame of wood or iron placed to prevent foreign materials from getting in. Butangi ug tuung ang baba sa atabay arun dili mubalik ug sulud around the mouth of the well so that water will not get back in. v 1 [Al3; b6] construct a coaming around s.t. 2 -ang tutunlan [B46] get a lump in the throat from emotion. Mutuung ang akung tutunlan nga magtan-aw sa mgabatang manligdas Zang sa asiras magabii, Iget a lump in my throat when I see children sleeping on the sidewalks at night. 
	around an openi
	ng 
	ang tubig, Put a coami
	ng 

	tuuy v [A13; b6(1)] press a hot object over 
	s.t. Nasunug ang panaptun nga iyang gituuyan sa init kaayung plantsa, The cloth got burnt when she pressed it with a hot iron. 
	, .

	tuwa = TULA. tuwatuwa, tinuwatuwa = LU
	-

	NAW.
	NAW.

	tuwad v 1 [A; b6] be in position with the rump stuck out and the body downward. llubi nang bata kay nagtuwad na, Wipe the child now that he is thrusting out his rump. la [A3P] for s. t. horizontal to be lower atthe tail end. Nagtuwad ang sakayan kay bug-at sa pruwa, The boat is low at the bow because too much weight was put in front. 2 [A;cl] overturn s.t. bottoms up. Tuwara (ituwad) ang bisiklita kay atung ilisag ligid, 
	Turn the bicycle upside down because I will change the tire. 3 [A; al2] scrutinize s.t. carefully to find a mistake or falsity. Bisan pag tuwarun ninyu siya, mudukut giyud siya sa iyang diklarasiyun, No matter how well you cross-examine him he will stick to his declaration. (�) n (colloquial -somewhat coarse) 1 fruit or product of one's effort or endeavor. Nabubi siya sa dilt' iyang tuwad, He lives on the fruit of others' efforts. 2 children. Akuy mztsugu sa akung mga anak kay akung tuwad, I'll tell rri
	Turn the bicycle upside down because I will change the tire. 3 [A; al2] scrutinize s.t. carefully to find a mistake or falsity. Bisan pag tuwarun ninyu siya, mudukut giyud siya sa iyang diklarasiyun, No matter how well you cross-examine him he will stick to his declaration. (�) n (colloquial -somewhat coarse) 1 fruit or product of one's effort or endeavor. Nabubi siya sa dilt' iyang tuwad, He lives on the fruit of others' efforts. 2 children. Akuy mztsugu sa akung mga anak kay akung tuwad, I'll tell rri
	I 
	I 
	\ I

	own. 3 work. Aku ang tanang tuwad sa ba-lay, I do all the work in the house. (�) tuali v 1 [B; al2] be in complete disorder, disrupted. Usha nang trababua kay nagtuwad tuali, Redo that workbecause it's all a mess. Di ku mangilabut ninyu bisag tuwad tualibun ninyu ang inyung kinabubi, 1 won't interfere. You may make a mess of your life if you like. 2 = TUWAD, v3. ka-(�) tuali v[A13) be in complete disorder. tuwadtuwad v 1 = TUWAD, v3. 2 [Al) expend agreat deal of effort in s.t. Nagtuwadtuwad ug btlak, Cr
	,


	tuwag v [Bl; b6) be disarranged, in disarray. 
	Matuwag (magtuwag) ang mga butang samga bata, The things in the house will be in disarray when there arechildren around. a in disarray.
	Matuwag (magtuwag) ang mga butang samga bata, The things in the house will be in disarray when there arechildren around. a in disarray.
	bay ug na
	ay 

	ruwak v 1 [A; bS) cross over the summit of a hill and come down on the other side. Mutuwak kag pitu ka b ungtud usa ka muabutsa gilagingan, You have to cross over seven hills before you reach the logging area. 2 {A . 2) for rain to stop. Manlakaw ta·kun mutuwak na ang ulan, We will go if the rain stops. 
	ruwang, tuwangv [AB; cl] tilt s.t. over on its side, for s.t. to tilt. Hinayag tuwang ang taru ug magbuwad kag tubig, Tilt the can slowly when you pour water out. Twangun(ituwang) ku ning lamisa kun manibuun nimug baraba, I'll turn the table over if you manipulate the cards. a tilted. Tuwang kaayu ang tartanilyang gisakyag tambuk, Thecart was tilted very much to one side when a fat man got on it. tuwangtuwang v [ABl456; al2) 1 rock, make s.t. rock from side to side. Nagtuwangtuwang ang bark u sa kadagku 
	1
	1 
	,
	strip of bamboo for carryi
	ng 
	-

	,
	TUWANG,n. 
	tuwang, tuwangv [B2341 for rain or a storm to stop. Nagkatuwang na ning bagyitba kay mibinay na ang bangin, This stormis abating now as the wind has subsided. 
	2 
	2 

	tuwangv [A; b] help s.o. work. Tulu kaming mititwang kaniya ug daru, Three of us helped him plow. Di siya makatuwang nimu pag-alsa sa kaban, He cannot help you liftthe trunk. ka-n helper. 
	3 

	tuwanga havia big gap in age or financial state. Adunaban siya ug kabus ku. Tuwang kaayu ang amung kabimtang, She's wealthy and I'm poor. We coine from very different social positions. 
	4 
	ng 

	tuwas v 1 [B6; b6] be dislocated, displaced. Mituwas (natuwas) ang iyang siku sa pagkabulug niya, His elbow was dislocated whenhe fell down. 2 [A; cl) unlodge, unwedge 
	s.t. nagtuwas sa ali sa agianan? Did you re�ove the bar that blocked the passageway? Atung twasun (ituwas) nang punuan sa lubi nga nasangit sa kahuy, We'll remove the coconut trunk thatis wedged in the branches of the tree. 
	lodged in a place. lkaw b
	ay 

	tuwatuwa = LUNAW. 
	tuwaw v 1= TUAW, 1. 2 [A; b3) weep, cry. 
	Unsay gituwawan nimu, ang sintimintal nga 

	tuway-tuyu
	1 

	1070 
	1070 
	salida? What are you crying about? The sentimental movie? 
	tuway n vaginal secretion having an extremely fo�l odor. v [a4] qave such secretions. 
	Gituway siguru siya kay bakag kaayug agi,
	She must have a vaginal disorder because she leaves behind a very foul odor. -un(Ł) a having a very odourous vaginal secretion. 
	tuway, tuway n k.o. edible clam about 3" in width. paN-v [A2; b6] go clamming. Nanuway mi sa katunggan, We gathered clams in the mangrove swamps. tuwaytuway n 
	2
	1 

	k.o. clam. 

	tuwaytuwayv [B4] for s.t. to be almost cut off and dangle loosely. Nagtuwaytuwayang iyang tudlu nga hapit na maputul, The part of his finger that is almost cut off is dangling loosely. Ang pagkadugmuk sa iyang bitiis mauy nakatuwaytuway ( nakapatuwaytuway) niini, His leg is now dangling loosely because it was crushed. 
	2 

	tuwaytuwayn kneecap. The kneecap of a dead person is believed to give a person special powers, e.g. invisibility. 
	1 

	tuwaytuwayn k.o. annual, erect and branched herb of open waste spaces: Ridens 
	2 

	cynapiifolia. 
	cynapiifolia. 

	tuwittuwit n chirp of birds. Makalingaw paminawun ang mga tuwittuwit sa mga lang· gam, It's amusing to listen to the birds chirp. v [A] for birds to chirp. 
	tuyn simplified version of takyan where the players pass the takyan around in a circle and whoever misses gets punished by having to serve all the players in turn. v [A;b6] play tuy.
	1 

	, 
	, 
	, 


	ruy= TULUY. tuya'n freak. Tuya na siya kay daku kaayugulu, He is a freak because he has a very large head. 
	2 
	3 
	l 2

	tuya v [AB234; c16] sway, move in a rocking-like motion. Mga balud nga mutuya sa sakayan, Waves that rock the boat. Kusugmutuya ang sakayan ug way karga, An empty boat rocks a lot. n swaying. tuyatuya V [AB46; cl] rock, sway. Nagtuyatuya ang dahun nga natagak, The leaves are waving back and forth as they fall. 
	•tuyang pa-v [A; b(l)] keep on doing s.t. on a lavish scale. Kun magpatuyang kag inum, lagmit ulsirun ka, If you don't curb your drinking, you will surely get an ulcer. Gipatuyangan siya sa gustu, She was allowed to do what she wanted to do without restraint. pina-an n one who is allowed to have his way. mapa-un a immoderate, lavish!. in quantity.
	tuyarug v [A; b(1)] stand erect, motionless, 
	tuyarug v [A; b(1)] stand erect, motionless, 
	and speechless. Sa akung kalisang mituyarug na lang ku sa daplin nga halus muginhawa, Due to my fright I stood motionless in the corner, hardly daring to breathe. 

	,
	,
	,
	tuyatuy = TURATUY. 
	tuybu v [B6;-b6] project from the surface, stick up into the air. A1ituybu Zang ang isla nga bag-ung nahimugsit, The newly-born island just sprang up. Sungay nang nagtuybu sa imung ulu? ls that a horn protrudingfrom your head? n projection, mound, or the like. 
	tuyhad v 1 [A; cl] straighten up the body, stay erect. Tuyhad ug panagsa kun maglingkud kag dugay, Stretch out once in a while when you sit for some time. ltuyhad (tuyhara) imung la.was kanang mu rag kaditi, 
	Carry your body straight like a cadet. 2 [A 
	1] arrive from s.w. empty-handed (lit. not bent under a load). Miabut gikan sa byahi wala giyuy dala. Nagtuyhad lang, He arrived from his trip empty-handed. a straight, erect of the body. 
	tuyhakaw v [A; c] crane one's neck, pull oneself up tall. Mituyhakaw ang tanang liug paglabay sa artista, They all craned their necks when the actress passed by. Nagtuyhakaw ang kubra nga pumapaak, The cobra pulled itself up when it was preparing to strike. 
	tuyhud a straight, not bent or crooked. Tuybud kaayu ning kahuya, This piece of wood is very straight. v [AB3; cl] stretch out straight. Nagkatuyhud na ang akung buktun nga napiang, I can gradually begin to straighten out the arm I had sprained. Nagtuyhud Zang nang tawhanang nagbayli, That man is dancing straight and stiff. 
	tuytuy n fruit bud, small immature fruits. 
	,
	paN-v [A2] grow small fruits. Ang bungahuy makapanuytuy ug dali ug dauban, A fruit tree will develop fruit buds if you expose it to smoke. 
	1 
	-

	tuytuyv 1, [A; a12] make a sound to call chickens. Anad kaayung manuka kay muduul dayug tuytuyun, What a tame chicken! As soon as you go 'toytoy' to it, it comes. 2 = TUKUY, vl. n 1 sound for calling chickens. 2 = TUKUY. 
	2 

	tuyruyn 1 any small clay jar. 2 one-node bamboo tube container for water or palm toddy. 3 small-mouthed, thick, dark-green glass jug holding about six gallons, used for storing coconut palm toddy. A network of rattan with a handle on both sides is fitted around the body. -an(➔)=TUYTUY. 
	3 
	3

	tuyu n soy sauce. v (b] put soy sauce in s.t. 
	tuyu n wound esp. one which is inflicted in 
	• 
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	a contest. Ang sunuy nakadaug sa tari nga walay tuyu, The rooster won in the cockfight without a wound. v [A12; b8] inflict a wound. Padag-un ku ang imung manuk ug makatuyu sa aku, I will let your cock win if it can inflict a wound on mine. 
	a contest. Ang sunuy nakadaug sa tari nga walay tuyu, The rooster won in the cockfight without a wound. v [A12; b8] inflict a wound. Padag-un ku ang imung manuk ug makatuyu sa aku, I will let your cock win if it can inflict a wound on mine. 
	, ' 
	,

	tuyul = TUYU. 
	tuyun purpose, intention. Unsay imung tuyu dinbi, What is your purpose in being here? -kay [so-and-so] happened because 
	2 

	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	else was or was not done. Gibilantan ka tuyu kay nagpasinguwan, yOU got a fever because you went and played in the rain. v1 [A3; a2b] do s.t. on purpose. Pasaylua ku kay wa naku tuyua, I'm sorry. I didn't do it intentionally. 2 [Al3; b(l)] do s.t. for a specific purpose. Nagtuyu mig bingka para sa imung pag-abut, We made rice cakes esp.for your arrival. 3 [A 13; b( 1)] with full awareness of what one is doing. Agwantaka kay gituyuan nimu ang pagpangasawa niya, You have to put up with it because you married

	s.t. 
	s.t. 
	to provoke trouble for oneself, ask for it. Nganung dt' ka man mutuug suguun? Magtuyu ka Lang giyud, Why do you not do as you're told? You are asking for it. Nganung misaka ka diba? Nagtuyu kag mabulug? Why are you climbing up there? You want to fall or s.t.? paN• = PAMALAYI.see BAYI. paN-( ➔) v [A2; b6] get angry. Nanuyu si Papa kay dugay kang nauli: Daddy is angry because you went home late. •in-n 1intentional. Dt' tu aksidinti. Tinuyu tu, Itwas no accident, it was intentional. 2 esp.done. Tinuyu nga g


	Arranged marriages rarely last. -in-an n s. t. done intentionally. Wa ku magbasul kay tinuyuan man tu naku, I don't regret it because I did it on purpose. ka-an n aims, purpose. Gibatbat ang katuyuan sa kumpirinsiya, They explained the aims of the conference. pina· n specifically made or designed. Pinatuyu nga lingkuranan sa bata, Chair esp. designed for children. -un( ➔> a place not conveniently accessible. Tuyuun ilang balay kay naa sa intiriyur, Their house is not convenient to get to because it is

	tuyub n k.o. itchy and painful fistula growing under the skin in the rectum, penetrating deeply, eventually reaching the intestines. v [A123P; a4] get tuyub.
	tuy-ud v [APB3; c16P] straighten s.t. out, be straight. Sayun dang pagtuy-ud (pagpa
	-

	tuy-ud) sa kulut nga bubuk, It's easy to straighten out curly hair. Di kung katuy-udsa mubung katri, I can't lie with my legsstraight on a short bed. 
	tuy-ud) sa kulut nga bubuk, It's easy to straighten out curly hair. Di kung katuy-udsa mubung katri, I can't lie with my legsstraight on a short bed. 
	tuyuk v [APB2S3; aPc] spin, turn around,go around s.t.; make s.t. spin or go around. 
	Pagnga ang punu kay nagtuyuk pag turntibul, Turn the victrola off because the turntable is still turning. lsakay siya sa bisiklita ug ituyuk sa plasa, Put him on your bicycle and take him around the plaza. nag-(-,.) paang hula nobody can be sure (lit. the ball is still rolling). Bisag daku na tag biya, ayawmug kadiskarids kay nagtuyuk pa ang hula, 
	Even if we are way behind, don't get discouraged because the game isn't over. pav [A; c] have s.o. turn or spin s.t. around. Ipatuyuk ning istinsil sa tigmimyugrap, Havethe mimeograph er run this stencil off. -an(-,.) n axle. Nabalt' ang tuyukan sa garapinyira, The axle in the ice-cream freezerbroke. tuyuktuyuk nga silya n swivel chair. tuyuktuyuk ug pangita v [Bl] search here and there. Tzman-ig maayu asa mu na ibutang arun di' ka magtuyuktuyuk (matuyuktuyuk) ug pangita ug kinahanglanun na, 
	Make a note of where you put it so you do not go around everywhere looking for it when you need it. -un( ➔> n general term for cone and olive shells. 
	twagsik v [AN; c] for a liquid to fly and scatter. Nganu bang mutwagsik (manwagsik) man nang iyang /away igsulti niya, \Vhydoes his saliva spray out when he talks? 
	Palayu ta kay nagpanwagsik ang tubig gikansa pangbugasan, Let's keep out of the wayof the water splashing from the drain. 
	twakdug n bamboo wall stud. v 1 [A; b6]attach the bamboo studs. 2 [cl] use s.t. for bamboo wall studs. 
	twasik = ruAs1K.
	twilb-uklak n twelve o'clock in the sight of a weapon.
	twirka n screw. v [b) fasten with a screw. lisu sa -see LISU.
	twis, twist n twist, name of a dance. v (A]dance the twist. 
	tyabaw v [A2S; b3] 1 cry out in pain, grief, and the like. Nagtyabaw ang nanganak •sa kasakit, The woman delivering is hollering in pain. Unsay imung gityabawan_? Namatyan kag iring? What are you hollering about? A cat of yours that died? 2 complain for being unable to bear s.t. Mityabawnang lungsud sa kamabal sa palalitun, The people are beginning to scream at high prices. 3 for animals to make their normal 

	1072 tyagu!-uban 
	loud noise .!.Nagtyabaw ang kabaw, The carabao lowed. 
	loud noise .!.Nagtyabaw ang kabaw, The carabao lowed. 

	tyigu (from Tyagu, short for Santiyagu, aname of a person) a poker-faced when making jokes. Tyagu kaayu ning tawbana kay dili mukatawa bisag kataw-anan, He reallyis poker-faced because he makes the funa smile. -nu exclamation of discomfiture when one is the butt of a joke or prank. Tyagu nu! Labi nag dill ikay tumung sa kumidiya! It sure is funny, isn't it, esp. when the joke is not on you!
	niest jokes without cracki
	ng 

	tyali n inch: Walu ka tyali ang gilapdun sa 
	papil, The paper is eight inches wide.tyanak = MANTIYANAK. 
	tyangaw = PY ANGAW. 
	n marketplace. paN-v [A2; c) gomarketi. Tagai kug kwartang ipanyanggi, 
	ty
	angi 
	ng

	u 
	uor. Kinsa may muadtu, ikaw u aku? Whowill go, you or me? Muadtu ka ba u pabilin ba, Are you goior staying here? -byin, bin particle offering two choices of action: or, if you wish. Ikaw bay muanbi u byin aku bay muanha? Are you comihere, or shall I go there? 
	1 
	ng 
	ng 

	u1particle initial in the sentence: exclamation of surprise upon finding out s.t. la exannoyed surprise. U, nganung kulang man ning sukli! Hey, this isn't enough change! U, nganung mipaul,. ka pa man! What are you doiback here! U, nganungwa man siya mukuyug! Why? How come she's not with you? U, mudi1t· ka na binuun nga naa gitunul na? You mean you are goito refuse it when you already have it in your hand? lb expressipleasant surprise. U, Ting! Nia man diay ka! Hey, Ting. You're here! le exclaiming surpr
	2 
	pressi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	precedi
	ng 

	with.tyanggihan n marketplace and its vicinity. tyatru n theater. 
	with.tyanggihan n marketplace and its vicinity. tyatru n theater. 
	Give me some money to go marketi
	ng 

	tyimpu = TIMPU in all meanings except n6. tyinda = TINDA.
	tyubibu n merry-go-round. v [A; b6) ride, construct a merry-go-round. 
	fork. 
	tyuning purk n tuni
	ng 

	, . 
	, 
	' 

	tytlpl = TA YUPL 
	tyuriya n theory. v [al2) apply a certain 
	,
	theory, hunch, technique of diagnosis. A-
	tung tyuriyabun ning makinaba, bir ug di' ba muandar, Let's try my hunch on this machine and see if we can't get it to start. 
	tyusupiya n theosophy. 
	tyutur n tutor. v [AB156; b(l)) tutor s.o.,be a tutor. Sayun siyang tyuturan kay brayit, It's easy to tutor him because he is bright. 
	lutuun. Lat-i lang, Oh, that's easy to cook. Just boil it. 3 pause before speaking. U, ari diri na ibutang, Oh,just put that over here. 4 (most often at the end of the clause) particle to draw s.o.'s attention. U, Dyu, dali ra kadiyut, Ob, Joe would you come here a second. Ambi ra nang lapis u, Would you hand me that pencil, that one over there. Diay pisus u. Patupi didtu, Here, here's a peso. Go get a haircut. 
	un letter o. 
	3 

	-L
	ti expression of frustration. U, nganu ug 
	1 ' 
	1 ' 
	' 

	nganu gayud nga nahitabu tu, Oh why, oh 
	why did that have to happen? 
	,
	.£ 
	uu
	. 

	.£ 
	u
	2 
	= 
	, 

	u = ULU. 
	utakn trunk of a banana or abaca tree. v [A;al 2) separate layers of the banana trunk. Ubaka ang balani para kan-an, Separate the banana trunk layers to use as plates. 
	uban n 1 companion, s.o. together with s.o. else. Kinsay imung uban? Who is your companion? la s.t. that belongs together with 
	s.t. else. Kining!mayka uban adtung tiprikurdira, This mike belongs with that tape recorder. lb -sa, [dat.) together with. Mianbi ku dinbi uban niya, I came here together 
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	with him. Misugut siya uban sa pagtuu nga . . . He agreed in the belief that . . . le -ang including, [so-and-so] is also along. Milakaw siya uban ang iyang masusu, She left taking her baby with her. ld one's wife or husband, referred to in the third person. 
	with him. Misugut siya uban sa pagtuu nga . . . He agreed in the belief that . . . le -ang including, [so-and-so] is also along. Milakaw siya uban ang iyang masusu, She left taking her baby with her. ld one's wife or husband, referred to in the third person. 
	,

	Akung ingnun ang akung uban inig-abut niyas trabahu, J'll tell my husband when he gets home from work. 2 the other ones, additional ones. Hain na man ang uban, Whereare the others? Unsa pay uban, What else? ug uban pa and so forth (abbreviated ubp.).3 some of a group, but not all. Mauy bubatun sa uban, Some people do that. Sagadbaratu ang prutas, piru uban mahal, Usuallyfruit is cheap, but some kinds are expensive. 4 mau rang •a(�) of the same class. Ang tulingan ug barilis mu rang ubana, The mackerel a
	-

	Wa na ku muuban-uban sa·{/ang mga binuang, l no longer take part in their foolishness. n 1 common-law spouse. 2 s. t. taken along on short notice. pa· v 1 [A; ab) have 
	s.o. go with s.o. else or oneself. Mupaubanka pa ba? Do you still need s.o. to accompany you? 2 [A; b6(1)) do s.t. unnecessary in addition to s.t. Di ku mupauban (magpauban) ug pung bisan unsay akung ibatag, 
	When I give s.t., I don't say a lot of unnecessary things. 2a [ c) take in, send together with s.t. else. Paubanan naku ug tubig iniglamuy sa tablita, I'll wash the tablet down with water. lpauban ang unum ka kutsarang mantikilya, Add the six tablespoons of butter. ·ay (pa) unta [so-and-so) should have 
	been done under the rules of propriety. Ubanay pa unta mananghid, The least you could have done is asked. Ubanay pa unta mutabang ka naku imbis magbinan-aw lang,
	been done under the rules of propriety. Ubanay pa unta mananghid, The least you could have done is asked. Ubanay pa unta mutabang ka naku imbis magbinan-aw lang,
	You should have helped instead of justlooking at me. -in-an n done together with 
	s.t. else. lnuhanan ug kasaba ang iyang pagtugut, He agreed to it but not without a good cussing out first. ka-(�) n 1 companis my only companion here. ka-sa kinabuhione's spouse. 2 one who is together with 
	ion. lru ray akung kauban dinhi, A d
	og 

	s.o. in a job or in a place. Kauban sa klasi, A classmate. 2a ka-nga fellow-. Kauban nakung maistru, A teacher that teaches in thesame school as I do. v [ B 12 56) happen to be together with s.o. ka-an(�) n 1 kin. Dagban mig mga kaubanan sa Mindanaw, Wehave many relatives in Mindanao. 2 people belonging to the same large group. Mga kaubanan niya sa panidu, His fell ow party members. 
	uban n gray hair. Daghan na ku ug mga uban,I have lots of gray hair. v [A123P; a4b6] have gray hair. -un a having grey hairs. Ubanun na ang tiguwang, The old man has lots of gray hair. v [B12) get to have grey hair. 

	ubaryu n ovary in women. ubasn grapes. ubasn 1 refuse from soft-boiled rice or cooked cassava flour after extracting the starch used for starching clothes. 2 pulp of citrus fruits. 3 chips or curled up sliversthat result from drilling wood or metal 
	1 
	2 

	ubaub n 1 eyelid. 2 temple of the head. 
	ubaug n eye socket. Ang uhaug mauy nagsangga sa mata, The eye socket supports the eyeball. 
	ubay a parallel to, along the lines of, in line with.Ang dalan mitulin ug usa ka kilumitru ubay sa sub a, The path ran for a kilometeralong the river. Ang iyang gitambag ubay sa mga lagda sa maayung pamatasan, The advice he gives is in accordance with the rules of proper behavior. Ubsa prugrama sa pagdaginut. In line with the austerity program. Ubay sa panahun ang pagpangarsunis sa mga babayi karun, It is in accordance with the t_imes the way women wear pants these days. v 1 [AC; ac) go along the side of,
	ay 
	ang mga p
	ay

	ubay-ubay -ubra 
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	s.t. else. Kung iubay nimu sa katarung ang imung lihuk, If you act according to the rules of right conduct. pa-un(�) v [A2; b]concur, go along with s.o.'s decision. Gipaubayunan n1ya ang tanang bangyu sa asawa, 
	s.t. else. Kung iubay nimu sa katarung ang imung lihuk, If you act according to the rules of right conduct. pa-un(�) v [A2; b]concur, go along with s.o.'s decision. Gipaubayunan n1ya ang tanang bangyu sa asawa, 
	He consented to everything his wife wanted to do. ka-n s. t. parallel with s. t. else. 

	ubay-ubay a of a considerable number or amount. Ubay-ubay mi ug kuba run, We had a good-sized catch today. v [B26; cl] be of a good number. Ubay-ubaya (iubay-ubay) angimungpagkaun arun di na ku magbalun, Fix a good amount of food so I won't have . 
	to take any alo
	ng

	ubi n widely grown yam of variable color and size; used mainly as an iredient in 
	ng
	ng
	sweet dishes: Dioscorea alata. -nga gataw n variety, the tuber of which becomes exposed above the ground. -nga kinampay variety with purple meat. v [b6] make s. t. of ubi. kulur di-violet-colored. ubihan n yam patch. 

	ubihas n word used in the gusus of certain novenas to refer to the souls who have joined the angels.
	ubir a beyond the allowed limit. Bug-at ra kalyu. Ubir nas timbangan, It's too heavy. Itweighs way more than the scale indicates. v [B26] go beyond the limit. Miubir siyas linya maung napawul, He went over the line and so he was declared foul. -drap n 1 overdraft. 2 shorte of money. a beingshort of money. Di kung kapalit kay ubir drap ku run, I can't buy any right now because I'm short of money. v 1 [B1256] become short of money. 2 [ B 12] be bankrupted. -dus n overdose. v [ B 126] take an overdose of s.
	ubir a beyond the allowed limit. Bug-at ra kalyu. Ubir nas timbangan, It's too heavy. Itweighs way more than the scale indicates. v [B26] go beyond the limit. Miubir siyas linya maung napawul, He went over the line and so he was declared foul. -drap n 1 overdraft. 2 shorte of money. a beingshort of money. Di kung kapalit kay ubir drap ku run, I can't buy any right now because I'm short of money. v 1 [B1256] become short of money. 2 [ B 12] be bankrupted. -dus n overdose. v [ B 126] take an overdose of s.
	ag
	·
	speedi
	ng
	ag

	Philippines. v (A] sail or work on an overseas vessel. -tayim n 1 overtime work. 2 overtime pay. v [A; b6] work overtime. Naay amung giubirtayman, We're working overtime on s.t. -tik v [A; bl] 1 pass another vehicle. Ayaw pag-ubir tik sa kurbada, No overtaking on a curve. 2 get a girl to say yes to one before s.o. else does. Naguul si Huwan tungud kay giubirtikan siya ni Pidru sa pagpangulitawu ni Mariya, Juan is sad because Pedro beat him to Maria (and Maria accepted Pedro). -ul n overalls. v [A; cl

	ubirv [A; c] in volleyball, toss the ball back to the opponents. 
	ubirv [A; c] in volleyball, toss the ball back to the opponents. 
	2 

	ubirhumorous reference to the song U Birbin ,-War1ya. 
	3 

	ubiu n bishop. v [B6; c 1] be, become a bishop. ubispadu n bishopric. 
	sp

	ubligar v [B; a12] force, compel s.o .. Kanangimung sakit mauy muubligar nimu sa kamatayun, Your illness will bring you inexorably to your death. Wa siya naku ubligara (ubligaha) pagbayad sa iyang utang, I didn't force him to pay his debt. Naubligar ku sa pagpangutang ug kwarta para sa masakitun kung anak, I was forced to borrow money for my sick child. ubligadu a must do. Uggustu kang muabut sa pyista, ubligadu kang mularga run, If you want to make it to the feast you must leave today. Dili ubligadu ang 
	ublung a 1 oblong in shape. 2 for s. t. normally round not to be so. v [ B2] for s. t. round to get out of shape. Kun imung padaganun nang bisiklfrang plat muublung (maublung) ang yantas niana, If you ride the bicycle flat, the rims will get out of shape. 

	ubp. abbreviation for ug uban pa 'and so forth'. 
	ubra v 1 [A; b6] work, esp. manual. Nag-ubra ku sa bay ni Andis, I'm working on An
	-

	,
	,
	dis' house. 2 [b(l)] work off a debt. A-
	kung ubraban tung bayinti nga utang naku, 
	I will work off my twenty-peso debt to you. 3 [A23; b(l)] for medicine to take effect. Wa pa ka ubrahi sa purga? Hasn't the purgative taken effect yet? 4 [B; b4] for menstruation to flow freely. Di muubra 
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	ang akung dugu ug maligu ku, My menstruation won't flow freely if I take a bath. n 1 work, esp. manual or heavy. gikan sa -paclulung sa trabahu going from work to more work. Wa kuy diskansu kay gikan sa laba padung sa kusina, padung sa bata -gikan sa ubra padung sa trabahu, I have no rest. From the laundry to the kitchen, to the baby. 1 go from work to more work. 2 finished works. -maistra n masterpiece.
	ang akung dugu ug maligu ku, My menstruation won't flow freely if I take a bath. n 1 work, esp. manual or heavy. gikan sa -paclulung sa trabahu going from work to more work. Wa kuy diskansu kay gikan sa laba padung sa kusina, padung sa bata -gikan sa ubra padung sa trabahu, I have no rest. From the laundry to the kitchen, to the baby. 1 go from work to more work. 2 finished works. -maistra n masterpiece.
	Nabalin ug daku ang ubra maistra sa pintur, 
	The masterpiece of the artist sold for a good price. ubriru n 1 manual laborer. 2 member of a household (humorous). v [B1256; a12] be a worker. ubrirus = UBRIRU (plural). pina-n hired hands, workers. inubrahan n remuneration for one's work. ulubrahun, ubrahunun n things to be done. -s publikas n public works. 

	ubriru see UBRA. 
	ubsirbar v 1 [A; b6] make an observation, keep an eye on. Ubsirbaban usa naku ang imung trababu usa ku muumintu sa imung swildu, I will see how you work before I give you a raise. Giubsirbaban sa duktur ang ipiktu sa iniksiyun sa masakitun, The doctor observed the effect of the injection on the patient. 2 [A12; b8] notice. Hiubsirbaban ta ka nga nagbinuktuk usabay, I've noticed you have been wrapped in deep thought from time to time. ubsirbadu 1 be one's observation. Ubsirbadu na na naku sa muguwa gani ang
	Sa akung ubsirbasiyun, mulansad giyud si Imilda, As far as I can see it, Imelda is sure to run. 
	Sa akung ubsirbasiyun, mulansad giyud si Imilda, As far as I can see it, Imelda is sure to run. 

	ubsirbaturyu n observatory.
	ubu n cough. amigu sa -one who is susceptible to coughs and colds. v [B46; a4] cough. Sap-ungi ang imung baba ug muubu (ubbun) ka, Cover your mouth if you cough. ubuubu n tuberculosis. v [B146; a4] have TB. Nag-ubuubu (giubuubu) ku, I hav� TB. 
	ubu v 1 [c] lie down on the stomach. Akuniubu ning akung tiyan arun maw� ang butud, I'll lie on my stomach to get rid of my gas pains. la for a baby to be able to turn over on its stomach. Kining bataa kay muubu na, maayu na ni pasundan, This child can turn over on his stomach. It's about time to have another baby. 2 [A; c] crouch or stoop with the body low. Ug di ka muubu 
	p

	masungku ka, If you don't stoop, you'llbump your head. 3 [b(l)] throw oneself 
	masungku ka, If you don't stoop, you'llbump your head. 3 [b(l)] throw oneself 
	,
	on s.o. to protect him. Akung giub-an ang 
	bata sa nagpungasi na ang bala, I threw myself on the child when the bullets came fast and thick. bilat sa iyang -a coarse and humorous euphemism for BILAT SA IYANG INA. pa-sa baga v [cl] broil s.t. over hot coals. Paub-a (ipaubu) sa baga ang manuk, Broil the chicken over the coals. 
	ub-ub v 1 [A; a] chew and eat s.t. crunchy between the molars. Ub-uba ang tablitas, Chew the tablets. 2 [A; a] eat (slang). Muub-ub siya bisan unsa, He eats anything. 
	ubud n general name for marine eels. -ituhun k.o. eel the head of which is shapedlike a catfish's (itu). 
	ubud n 1 the tender heart of the trunk of pahns, bananas, bamboos, rattans. Lami lumpiyaun ang ubud sa lubi, The heart stem of the coconut is good for egg rolls. 2 bamboo shoots. v [AN; b6] get, gather hearts of stems and trunks. uburun a having the whiteness and smoothness of the heart of a banana stem. v [B126) develop a white, fine texture. 
	ubug v [A; bS] wade or walk through shallow water. Tagahawak ang tubig nga akung giubug, I waded through water that was waist-deep.
	ubul-ubul n 1 Adam's apple. 2 trachea or windpipe of vertebrates. v [c16] hit s.o. on the Adam's apple. 
	ubus n 1 beneath. Ubus sa kahuy may tawu nga naglingkud, Beneath the tree there sat a·man. la the lower part of body. lb lowlands, usually coastal areas. 2 under, subjected to. Ubus sa iyang pagdurnala, Under his management. Magminyu aku nimu ubus sa usa ka kundisiyun, I'll marry you under one condition. a 1 low, not high in price or degree. Ubus kaayu nang prisyuba, That price was very low. 2 low, not high in elevation. /taas ang kutay kay ubus ra kaayu, Put the strand up higher because it is too low. 2
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	joists sunk. Miubus na ang iyang tiyan. Hapit na manganak, Her baby has descended. She is about ready to have it. pa-v 1 [A; b (1)) travel, fly low. Ang banug talagsa ra nga magpaubus, Hawks-seldom fly low. 2 [A3] go to live in coastal areas. 3 [Al3] be humble. Magpaubus ta kay maba ra ta ug ranggu, We should be humble because we are of low rank. 4 [A; b7c] lower one's voice. Mipaubus siya sa iyang t1ngug, badluk bidunggan, He lowered his voice, afraid of beiheard. S [Al; c2] reduce an amount. 
	joists sunk. Miubus na ang iyang tiyan. Hapit na manganak, Her baby has descended. She is about ready to have it. pa-v 1 [A; b (1)) travel, fly low. Ang banug talagsa ra nga magpaubus, Hawks-seldom fly low. 2 [A3] go to live in coastal areas. 3 [Al3] be humble. Magpaubus ta kay maba ra ta ug ranggu, We should be humble because we are of low rank. 4 [A; b7c] lower one's voice. Mipaubus siya sa iyang t1ngug, badluk bidunggan, He lowered his voice, afraid of beiheard. S [Al; c2] reduce an amount. 
	ng 

	Paubsan (ipaubus) sa prisidinti ang s{lut,
	The president will reduce the penalty. 6 [A; ale) put down, lower. Ug mupaubussiya sa iyang pusil ayaw ug tiruhi, If he lowers his gun, don't shoot him. Ipaubusang inyung bangkaw. Way kasu, Lower your wro. hi-v [B126; b3(1)] be offended, hurt. Nahiubus ku sa iyang sulti, I was hurt by what he said. kan condition or state of being inferior or low in rank. kahi-n hurt feelis. rnapaubsanun, mapahiubsanun, mapinaubsanun, rnapainub
	spears. There's nothi!
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	sanun a humble. taga-n people residing in 
	the coastal areas. t

	ubus v [AB12; al2] be all consumed. Kin-
	,

	• I 
	• I 
	'k h
	say nag-ubus sa ki ? Who ate t e cake? A-tung ubusun ang pagkaun, Let's eat all the food. 

	ubus = ALIBlJSBUS. 
	ubuub a low-roofed house, building. Ngitngit ning balaya kay ubuub kaayu ang atup, This house is dark because it has a very low roof. v [B6; cl] make a building or house low-roofed. 
	Ud = ULUD. 
	uday = uRAv. 
	udhak n deep cough or gasp for breath of the sort one gets from an asthma attack,over-exertion, a blow on the chest, or the like. Ang udbak sa tisisun milanug sa kaof the tubercular resounded in the night. v [A; a4] have a fit or gasp for breath. Mu rag dili srya makaginbawa ug muudbak (udbakun) siya, It is as if he can't breathe when he has his attacks. 
	gabbiun, The coughi
	ng 
	deep coughi
	ng 

	udhan a be mean enough to do s.t. Udban (udbanun) kang mulakaw bisag nagdaut ang imung anak? Can you bear to leave the house when your child is sick? -un = UDHAN. 
	udin extreme unction. v [A; b6] give the extreme unction. 
	yu 

	udiyung n arrow, dart. v 1 [A12 ; a2] make arrows. 2 [A; a12] hit with an arrow. -un(Ł) a slender, arrow-like. Udiyungun ug lawas 
	ang babayi, The lady has aslender body. udlut n 1 young leaf, leaf bud. 2 one who belongs to the upper class or top level of society. Ikaw kay udlut magpataas ug aku kay lay lay magpaubus, You, who are of the upper class, should stay on top while I, who am of the dregs, should remain down where I belong. v 1 [AN; b4] sprout leaf buds. 
	ang babayi, The lady has aslender body. udlut n 1 young leaf, leaf bud. 2 one who belongs to the upper class or top level of society. Ikaw kay udlut magpataas ug aku kay lay lay magpaubus, You, who are of the upper class, should stay on top while I, who am of the dregs, should remain down where I belong. v 1 [AN; b4] sprout leaf buds. 
	Miudlut (nangudlut, giudlutan) na ang a
	kung manan-aw, My orchid is budding. 2 
	[A3P; b4] for the flesh to swell in forming 
	scar tissue in a place where there was a 
	wound or boil. Kining samara ang giudlutan 
	sa prisku nga unud, This is the wound where 
	scar tissue formed. 3 [AN; b5] pick the 
	top of leafy plants. AnŁ kanding mauy 
	miudlut (nangudlut) sa akung agbati, The 
	goat chewed off the leaf buds of my alug
	bati. ting-n time for sproutinew leaves 
	ng 

	of plants, trees, etc. -an(➔) n the topmost 
	part of the tree in monocots. udtu n 1 twelve o'clock, for the sun to be 
	overhead. -nga laruk, tutuk, tuktuk high
	noon. 2 for the moon or s.t. else to be over
	head in the heavens at the noon position. 
	see also phases of the moon under BULAN. v 1 (B25; b8] be noon. Mularuk ang adlaw ug maudtu na, The sun reaches its zenith when it is noon. la [BJ for a heavenly body to get into the noon position. 2 [A13; b4 (1)) do s.t. till noon. Hiudtuban (naudtuban) siyag pagwapa atubangan sa ispihu, She primped in front of the mirror the whole morning until noon. 3 [B1256] do s.t. at noon time. Maudtu ray akung ipabuway, Itake a rest only at noon time. hiN-v 1 [B56]
	I
	be almost high noon. /nit kaayu ang adlaw 
	ug mubingudtu (mabingudtu) r.:a, The sun becomes hot when it's almost noon time. 2 [A; c] slice the terminal portion of a coconut bud to induce sap to flow regularly at noon. 2a gather coconut palm toddy at noon. panghiN-v [A2; b6(1)] do s.t. at noon one doesn't normally do at noon, e.g. have sexual intercourse. Dugay siyang miabut sa upisina kay .nangbingudtu pa man,
	He arrived late at the office, because he still had his noon intercourse. udtuhan n zenith. Ang buwan naa sa udtuhan, The moon is at the zenith. kaudtuhun n noon time. Ang kaudtubun init kaayu, At noon time it is very hot. pani-n lunch, lunch time. v [A2Cl2; b6(1)] have, eat lunch. udtuhun, udtuudtu n a tiny, poisonousblack snake having bright reddish-orange eyes, so called because its poison is said to kill the victim at noon. tali-n time just before noon. udtuhun n coconut palm toddy 
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	gathered at noon.udu = UNDU.ud-ud v 1 [AN; bS] dig up the ground with 
	1 
	1 
	, 

	,
	the snout Ang akung babuy ang nag-ud-ud sa imung nataran, It was my pig that plowed up the ground in your yard. 2 [A] for an unborn baby to squeeze its head into a position above the groin causing the mother to have difficulty in walking. n the condition where an unborn baby presses on its mother's groin. 

	ud-ud= ALD-UD. uduy =UNDU. 
	2 
	Ł

	ug short form: g. particle showing grammatical relation between two forms. 1 precedingnon-specific goals. Mipalit siya ug libru, Hebought a book. Gitagaan ku niyag kindi, Hegave me some candy. la preceding a noun referring to s.t. specific, but referring to it as s.t. general on any and all occasions. Di siya muadtug Manila, He refuses to go tc any Manila. lb asa -where is one to get. Asa man ka ug kwartang ibayad ana? Wherewill you get the money to pay for that? 2preceding infinitives (replacing a prefix 
	,
	ng 
	·
	ng 

	la si Huwan ug si Pidru ang mianhi, Johnand Pedro were the ones who came here. 
	la si Huwan ug si Pidru ang mianhi, Johnand Pedro were the ones who came here. 
	uga a 1 d, havino moisture. Uga na kaayu ang kupras, The copra is vedry now. Ugang ubu, A d(hard) cough. 2 lifeless,dryin personality. Uga kaayu na siyang ikaisturya, He is velifeless to talk to. n driedfish. v 1 [APB; clP] dry out; cause s.t. to do so. Nag-uga (nagpauga) ku ug isda, I am ding some fish. Muuga (mauga) ra na ugihayhay, It will get dry if you hang it up. Nagkauga na ang atabay, The well is di
	ry
	ng 
	ry 
	ry 
	ry 
	ry
	ry

	ng
	· 
	· 
	up. Hiughan na ang imung linadlad, Thehave gotten d.2 [ B ; c 1] get lifeless and dry in manner. Nauga na man ka run, You have become cool to us. 3 [b4( 1)] be affected by s. t. belabor. Naglisud pagpanganak ang babayi kay naugban, Thewoman had a difficult delivery because she had a dlabor. 3b for one's throat to beparched. -ang tutunlan needing a drink (of liquor).
	clothes you were bleachi
	ng 
	ry
	ing dry. 3a have a d
	ry 
	ry 


	ugahip• n a contagious skin disease which forms itchy pustules that pop and become painful, forming a crust, found most commonly around the mouth, but spreading over the body. -likuslikus n k.o. ugahipthat spreads over any part of the body. v [A123P; a4b4] get ugabip.
	ugahipun n k.o. very venomous snake, short dark�rayish body, yellowish front and black spots on the back. 
	and stout, havi
	ng 


	ugaling short form: galing. = GANi in all meanings except 5. ka-un 1 one's own. Aku ning kaugalingung kutsi, This is my own car. May kaugalingung banyu ang kwartu, The room has its own bathroom. Gigastuku ang kaugalingun kung kwarta, I spent my own money. la one's home. But-an ku nimu sa akung kaugaliun? You dare dictate to me in my own house? 2 oneself. Nagsulti siya sa iyang kaugalingun, She was talking to herself. panga-un v [A2] managea home. Hustu na siya sa idad nga mangugalfngun, She is old enough 
	ng

	3] 1 live on one's own. 2have one's meals on one's own. Di ta mangasfra. MagkinaugalingunLang ta, Let's not board. Let's have our meals on our own. kaugalingnan n independence of a nation. Nagpakamatay si Risa[ a,lang sa kaugalingnan sa atung nasud, Rizal gave his life for the independence of our count.
	3] 1 live on one's own. 2have one's meals on one's own. Di ta mangasfra. MagkinaugalingunLang ta, Let's not board. Let's have our meals on our own. kaugalingnan n independence of a nation. Nagpakamatay si Risa[ a,lang sa kaugalingnan sa atung nasud, Rizal gave his life for the independence of our count.
	ry


	ue and upper palate. v [A123P; b4] get ugam. 
	ugam n whitish substance coating the to
	ng

	1078 ugang -ugdu
	1 

	ugang n mother hen. 
	ugangan n parent of one's spouse. v 1 [B12 
	6) be, become one's father-or mother-inlaw. 2 [A; c) have as a parent-in-law. Muugangan ka nila nga pubri man, Would you like them to be your parents-in-law when they are poor? -un(➔) a one's prospective parents-in-law. 
	6) be, become one's father-or mother-inlaw. 2 [A; c) have as a parent-in-law. Muugangan ka nila nga pubri man, Would you like them to be your parents-in-law when they are poor? -un(➔) a one's prospective parents-in-law. 

	ugat n vein, blood vessel. -mayur penis(humorous). v 1 [A2NP) for the veins to come out from exertion or anger. Miugat(nangugat) ang iyang liug sa iyang pagkanta, 
	The veins on her neck bulged out when she sang. 2 [A23) do s. t. with serious inteŁt. 
	The veins on her neck bulged out when she sang. 2 [A23) do s. t. with serious inteŁt. 
	Nangugat giyud siyag hangyu nga muuban,
	He seriously asked to be taken along. paNv [A2; b) be angry. Paminaw ug katarungan. Mangugat ka man lang dayun, Just listen to reason. You must not get angry right away. pangli�f-) = UGAT, vl. ugat-ugat a leaves having lots of veins. v [B1456] for leaves to be veined. ka-an n blood vessels. -un a full of prominent veins. 
	, 
	, 


	ugauga = GAU GAU. 
	ugay v [A; al] fondle or stroke. Dugay na ku nga wa makaugay sa akung mga binuhi, 
	It's been a long time since I stroked my pets. Batang nag-ugay sa iyang tintin, A little boy playing with his thing. 
	It's been a long time since I stroked my pets. Batang nag-ugay sa iyang tintin, A little boy playing with his thing. 

	ugba v 1 [A; al] work arduously, earnestly. 
	Adlaw-adlaw muugba si Pidru sa iyang uma arun mabuhi ang pamilya, Pedro toils on his farm all day long so his family may survive. 2 [Al] establish, found, bring into be
	Adlaw-adlaw muugba si Pidru sa iyang uma arun mabuhi ang pamilya, Pedro toils on his farm all day long so his family may survive. 2 [Al] establish, found, bring into be
	-

	ing. Jiang gipasidunggan ang tawung nag-
	ugba sa kapunungan, They conferred an honor on the man who founded the organization. 3 [A; a] reconstruct, work again on 
	s.t. left to deteriorate or ruin. Mag-ugba ta sa karaan natung bay nga natun-as, Let's rebuild our old dilapidated house. 

	ugbati = ALUGBATI. 
	ugbp. abbreviation for ug uban pa 'etc.' see UBAN. 
	ugbuk v 1 [A; c] plant or stick s.t. uprightor erect. A1ag-ugbuk mi run sa mga pusti sa kural, We will now set up the fence posts. Kandiliru ang akung giugbukan sa mga kandila, I set the candles upright on a candlestand. la -ang, sa palu [A; c] have sexual intercourse with a woman (lit. implant the mast!-slang). 2 [A;!cl] construct,!build!a structure. Ugbukun (iugbuk) ba ang inyung balay dinhi? Will you build your house here? 3 [a3b8] stand still as if rooted to the ground. Naugbuk siya tungud sa kalisan
	ugbun n 1 mound, esp. a heap of finely-tex
	ugbun n 1 mound, esp. a heap of finely-tex
	-

	tured things. Usa ka ugbun nga abu ang nahibilin sa tawung nagsulit, Only a small mound of ash was left of the man who burned himself. 2 ashes. v 1 [B6] be, become a small mound. Miugbun (naugbun)ang dapit nga gilubngan sa patayng iru, The place where the dead dog was buried has formed a mound. 2 [B2) burn to ashes. Naugbun na ang bay pag-abut nila, The house was a heap of ashes when they arrived. 

	ugbus n young and unopened palm frond. v 1 [cl] do by fronds. 2 [A; b(l)] remove young fronds. Ayawg ugbusi ang lubi kay masalut, Do not remove the young frond from the coconut because it will be stunted. 
	ugbus n young and unopened palm frond. v 1 [cl] do by fronds. 2 [A; b(l)] remove young fronds. Ayawg ugbusi ang lubi kay masalut, Do not remove the young frond from the coconut because it will be stunted. 
	ugda, ugda v [A; b(l)] initiate, introduce s.t. by first doing it. Kinsa ninyu ang miugdaug kukabayu sa mf{a unlan? Who of you started this playing horse with the pillows? 
	Ang mga Amirikanuy nakaugda paggamit sa abunu, The Americans initiated the use of fertilizer. pasi-1 = UGDA. 2 [A; b(l)] sponsor. Prugrama nga gipasiugdahan sa sabung Laks, Soap opera sponsored by Lux soap. Bangga sa panugilanung gipasiugdahan 
	sa LUDABI, A short-story contest sponsored by LUDABI. tigpasi-n sponsor of a program, proJect. 
	-

	ugdang a 1 heavy for one's size. Ugdang kaayu ning bataa bisan gamay, This child is very heavy though he is small. Ugdang ning kasaga kay tambuk man, This is a heavy crab because it is fleshy. 2 serious, matured for one's age. Ugdang na kaayu siyag nilibukan, She acts mature for her age. 2a serious in demeanor. Ugdang nga paningug sa agalun, The master spoke seriously. 3 weighty, full of meaning. Ugdang kaayu tung buut niyang ipasabut, What she meant to imply had more meaning than would appear on the sur
	ugdaw v [A3P; a12] burn down completely to ashes with no flames left. Naugdaw na ang amung bay pag-uli naku, Our house was in ashes when I arrived home. n burnt to ashes. 
	ugdua 1 for a dry measure to be heaping. Maigu ug baratu kay ugdu ang takus, It comes out cheap because it is a heapingmeasure. 2 rounded in shape and full. Ugdukaayu siya ug dughan, She has very full 
	1 
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	breasts. v 1 [B; a12] be, become heaping, full, or rounded. 2 [ B 3; b6] be piled uphigh. Muugdu ang labbanan ug paugmaan, The soiled clothes will pile up if you leave them for tomorrow. pina-= PINAULBU. see ULBU. 
	breasts. v 1 [B; a12] be, become heaping, full, or rounded. 2 [ B 3; b6] be piled uphigh. Muugdu ang labbanan ug paugmaan, The soiled clothes will pile up if you leave them for tomorrow. pina-= PINAULBU. see ULBU. 
	ugdu = BUGDU. 
	ugdu' n 1 stake. 2 general name for eels of any sort. v [A; c] plant a stake in the ground. 
	ugdul a short, trimmed. Gipalabibag ugdul niya ang iyang bubuk, She had her hair cut very short. v [B12; cl] be trimmed short. 
	Naugdul ang mga mais kay gihariag tuhak sa manuk, The chickens pecked the corn plants right down. 
	ugdung = UGDU• 
	1

	ughad a for a throat to be sore. v 1 [8; b6]for the throat to get sore. Nag-ugbad ang akung tun/an. Ubbun tingali ku, I have a sore throat. I'm probably getting a cough. 2 [A N; cl] expel phlegm by coughing it out hard. 
	ughak = UDHAK. 

	ugingut n body odor of unwashed perspiration and dirt. Nanimabu Lang kang ugingut, You have a terrible B.O. 
	ugis a 1 having completely white feathers. 
	Limpiyu tan-awun ang ugis nga manuk, 
	Limpiyu tan-awun ang ugis nga manuk, 
	White-feathered chickens look clean. 2 fair of complexion. Ugis kaayu sila, They are very white. 2a people belonging to the white race. 2b albino. v [B26; b6] be, become white-feathered, white-skinned. 
	.

	ug1ut = IGUT· 
	, 
	1

	ugkad v 1 [A; a] dig, pull out s.t. that is completely or partly buried or contained inside s.t. else. Laing dyip ang miugkad sa dyip nga nalubung sa lapuk, Another jeep pulled out the jeep that got stuck in the mud. Ang nakaugkad sa bulawang budba, The man who dug up the golden Buddha. Giugkad sa kawatan ang akung kaban, The thief dug up the things in my trunk. 2 (Al 2; b8] find s.t. that was in s.t. or buried. 
	ugkal = UKAL. 
	ugkat v 1 [A; alb2] dig s.t. out from under s.t. Giugkat nila ang natabunan, They dugout the person who had been buried. 2 (A;a12] dig out or find out s.t. not known. Buut ba ninyung ugkatun ang akung kagahapun? Do you want to dig into my past? ugkay (from ukay) v 1 (A; ab2] dig out s.t. buried. Mga pulis ang nag-ugkay sa gilubngan sa gibunu, The policemen exhumed the murder victim. la (A; a12] ransack 
	,
	,
	things in looking for s.t. Akung ugkayun ang mga butang nimu basug tua didtu ang akung rilu, I'll ransack your things in case 
	my watch is there. 2 [A; a] stir s. t. thoroughly to mix it. Ang muugkay sa barina kinabanglang ugag kamut, Whoever wants to mix the flour must have dry hands. 2a • [B; b6] for a home to be broken. Naugkayang ilang panimalay tungud sa bisyu sa bana, The husband's vices finally broke their home. 
	ugma n 1 tomorrow. -puhun (paabutun pa) n tomorrow, God willing (if I am allowed to see it). Ugma pubun na ku mularga, I'll . 2 one's future. Kinsay nasayud sa atung ugma? Who knows what the future holds for us? -damlag n in the future, someday. Magkita ra ta ugma damlag, We'll see each other again someday. v 1 [B256; b4(1)] for it to be the next day. Miugma (naugma) na Zang wa gibapun siya muabut, Another day came and he still hadn't arrived. Di!na na siya kaugmaan (biugmaan), He won't 'live till thene
	leave tomorrow, God willi
	ng

	ugmad v [A; a12] 1 till the soil. Upawng yuta nga diU angayng ugmarun, ·aarren land not worth tilli. la develop or cultivate a talent. Ang mga magtutudlu mauy muugmad sa mga utuk sa mga bata, Teachers develop the minds of the children. Masapi ang talintu ug mauy maugmad, Talent that is developed is a source of livelihood. 2 build, establish. Siyay nag-ugmad sa drama balitaw, He wrote the first drama wherein the dialogue was in the balitaw form. Giugmadniya ang unang prindabanan, She established the firs
	ng


	ugnat -ugtas
	1080 
	attained by cultivation. Siyay nagpaluyu sa kaugmaran sa pruyiktu sa riklamasiyun, He was behind the development of the reclamation project. mag-r-n peasant. paN-n occupation of tilling. 
	attained by cultivation. Siyay nagpaluyu sa kaugmaran sa pruyiktu sa riklamasiyun, He was behind the development of the reclamation project. mag-r-n peasant. paN-n occupation of tilling. 

	ugnat v 1 [A; cl] stretch out s.t. somewhat elastic. Ugnata (iugnat) ug maayu ug di ba tagu nga biluba, Stretch the stri!out hard and see if it is strong. 2 [BJ loose elasticity from getting stretched out. Miugnat (naugnat) ang iyang switir nga gilubagan, His sweater is now all stretched out because he wrung it out when he washed it. Nagkaugnat ang lastiku sa akung bapslip, The garter of my half-slip is getting loose. pa-n exercise for the purpose of developing the body. v [A; cl] exercise. Mupaugnat (ma
	ng 

	. .
	. .
	exercISe every morni. 
	ng


	ugnuk v [B126P; b3} be stunned, suddenly surprised. Naugnuk (napaugnuk) siya sa kalit nga butu nga iyang nadungug, She was stunned by the sudden explosion that she heard. Naugnuk siya dibang gisultian siya nga karnis iru tung iyang gikaun, She did a double take when she was told that what she was eatiwas dog's meat. Ang iyang binanal,· nga kamatayun mauy nakaugnuk (nakapaugnuk) sa mga tawu, His sudden death stunned the people. 
	ng 

	ugnut = BUGNUT. 
	ugpak n cloth woven from abaca fi_ber. v 1 [Al3; b6] wear abaca-fiber cloth. 2 [b(l)] to stiffen the cloth. 3 [a12] weave into abaca-fiber cloth. 
	put abaca-fiber cloth as lini
	ng 

	=
	=

	ugpu!UPAS. 
	ugpu v 1 [Al2] leap up to defend oneself or escape. Wa makaugpu ang kawatan kay biabtan man sa pulis, The policeman caught the thief before he was able to get out of there. Wa makaugpu ang kuntra sa dibang milayat si Rubinsun arun pagribawun sa hula, There was nothithe other team could do when Robinson jumped to get the ball on the rebound. 2 [A; b(l)] for a child to . Miugpu na ang bata, The child has reached the stage he bounces. a characterized with abounce in walking. Ugpu ug linakwan ning tagabukid, 
	ng 
	bounce up and down when held standi
	ng

	ugpung v [A] for plants that die after matufruit. Mamusu na nang saginga kay miugpung na, That banana is about to flower be
	rity to bear their last leaves before beari
	ng
	-

	cause it has born its last leaf buds. ugput = IGPUT. 
	cause it has born its last leaf buds. ugput = IGPUT. 
	ugsad v [B36; b6(1)) land, touch the ground in a gentle manner. Sa dibang miugsad ang buwa sa sabun sa yuta, mibutu kini, When the soap bubble landed on the ground, it burst. Ayaw iugsad (ipaugsad) ang tumuy sa k urtina sa sawug, Don't let the end of the curtain touch the floor. ugsad-ugsad v 1 
	= UGSUD-UGSUD. see UGSUD. 2 [A;b6] 
	bounce or jounce in riding on a rough road or sea. Nag-ugsad-ugsad ang trak sa kabatsiban, The bus is bounciup and down on the potholes. -in-n footfalls. Klaru kaayu sa silung ang inugsad sa tiil sa naglakaw sa taas, The footsteps upstairs are very loud downstairs. 
	ng 

	ugsud n 1 stake, post. 2 firewood. v f A; c] 1 drive a stake into the ground. Mag•ugsud na ta sa mga baligi sa kural, Let's drive in the posts for the fence. la throw s.t. down with force to the ground as if driving a stake. 2 [A; b6] add firewood to make a 
	flame higher. Akung ugsuran ang akung gi
	-

	lung-ag arun malutug dali: I'll add firewood to the fire beneath the rice I am cookiso that it will get cooked soon. ugsud-ugsud v [A; cl] stamp the feet lightly, usually in childish refusal.Ayaw ugsud-ugsura (iugsudugsud) nang imung tiil ug suguun ka, Don't stamp your feet when you 're told to do s. t 
	ng 

	ugsuk = USUK in all meanis except n2. 
	ng

	ugtad v 1 [B236] for ropes or like materials to snap under force or abrasion. Miugtad(naugtad) ang pisi sa kak usug sa pagbira, 
	The rope snapped when it was pulled stroly. 2 [A2] get loose after the tether rope. snapped. Muugtad giyud nang kabaw kay gahuk na ang bikut, That carabao will surely get loose because the tether rope is weakened. 
	ng 
	·

	ugtak v 1 [A; b3] for chickens to squawk in fright. 2 [B2; cl] for the voice to be loud and abrupt. Miugtak ang iyang sinultiban karung kwartahan na siya, He speaks in a loud and gruff tone now that he has become rich. n action of squawking. a having a gruff and loud voice. 
	ugtas v 1 [B1; c 1] tire oneself out, be exhausted. Nagkaugtas siya sa nadugay nang languy, He was becoming exhausted after swimming for a long time. la get worn out emotionally. Naugtas na ku ug tambag nimu, I'm exhausted from trying to give you advice. 2 [B] for rope or wire to snap and break after heavy use or friction. Muugtas(maugtas) ang alambri sa siging bag-id sabatu, The wire will break from rubbing a
	-
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	ugtud!-u
	gu

	Artifact
	gainst the stone. 3 [B126; b] for a life to end, usually after long suffering. 
	gainst the stone. 3 [B126; b] for a life to end, usually after long suffering. 
	ugtud (from utud) v [B2; a12] break, chip off, break into pieces. Naugtud ang liug sa butilyang napangka, The neck of the bottle broke off when he banged it against s.t. Naugtud ang mga baligi nga gianay, The postbroke into pieces when the termites attacked it. n pieces broken off.
	.


	ugtuk a 1 still. Ugtuk karun ang dagat, Thesea is calm now. 2 slow, almost dragging. 
	Mas ugtuk mulakaw ang kabaw kay sa baka, 
	Mas ugtuk mulakaw ang kabaw kay sa baka, 
	The water buffalo walks more slowly than a cow. v 1 [B46] stand still, stop. Muugtukang rilu kun di yawihan, The clock will stopif it is not wound. 2 [A; b] do s.t. slowly, drag in one's work. Muugtuk (mag-ugtuk) sila sa ilang trabahu kun way magbantay, 
	They drag their work when nobody is watching. 3 [A; b3] mope or brood over s.t. 

	ugtus v [Bl; a12] exhaust oneself emotionally. Naugtus kug gastu sa imung pagtuun, I've worn myself out paying for your schooling. Ugtusun pa giyud ku nimu anang imung binuang, You still have to worry me to death with your shenanigans. a be exhausted emotionally. 
	ugud short form: gud. 1 particle accompanying a statement of explanation. Ang aku gung gianhi nlmu, The reason I came here. Nangutana Jang gud ku kay .!.. I'm asking you because ... Ang aku gud, ug mahibawan unya, The thing that I'm worried about is if he finds out. Misyagit. Tiaw mu gud sakit kaayu, He screamed. Because imagine, it was so painful. man -because. Wa ku palita kay mahal man gud, I did not buy it because it was expensive. la ugud ba particleinitial in a sentence explaining why one has· pu
	ugud short form: gud. 1 particle accompanying a statement of explanation. Ang aku gung gianhi nlmu, The reason I came here. Nangutana Jang gud ku kay .!.. I'm asking you because ... Ang aku gud, ug mahibawan unya, The thing that I'm worried about is if he finds out. Misyagit. Tiaw mu gud sakit kaayu, He screamed. Because imagine, it was so painful. man -because. Wa ku palita kay mahal man gud, I did not buy it because it was expensive. la ugud ba particleinitial in a sentence explaining why one has· pu
	,
	. 

	· 

	·
	·
	do you ask?' -'Oh,I just want to know.' 'Nganung nangutana kag, muadtu ku?' 'Ugud ba, naa tay akung ipada nimu,' 'Whydo you ask if I'm going?' -'I would like to have you take s.t. for me, if you would. lb particle affirming s.o. 's statement casting aspersions. 'Datu man kaba nganungnag-antus mag maistra?' -'Ugud,!' 'If she is rich, how come sh_e puts _up with teaching?'-'I've been wondering that myself.' 2 in questions or exclamations. 2a with interrogatives: in the world. Nganu gu4 na! Why in the world
	-
	· 
	· 

	What changŁ are you talking about? v·oudon't have any change coming .2c ha 
	-

	.
	how is it possible that [so-and-so] should happen? Kay wa pa ba guy halin? yOU mean to say therŁ haven't been any sales tillnow? Mangawat ba gud ku? You think Icould possibly steal? 2d in exclamations:particle exclaiming. about s. t. discovered· for
	the first time. Kadaku _nagud nimug idad!My! How old you are! Kadaghan gud nimug gihatag, Yoµ sure gave me a lot! 3 in commands: [do so-and-so] even thoughyou don't want to. Sigi gud. lhatud na Zang gud ku, Come on! Take me there already! Ihatag na gud na, Go on now, give it to him. 3a used sarcastic<1lly in commands: whydon't you just [do]. Buk-a na /ang gud nang tanan. Baratu bitaw, Why don't you just breakall!ofthem!.while you're at it? They're so cheap. lb ra -see RA. 
	.!
	ug-ug v 1 [A; cl] jog, inove bouncing up 
	I 
	I 
	, -,

	and down. Muug-ug na gant ning kabayua 
	timailban nga gikapuy na, Once the horse starts to jog it shows that it is tired. 2 [B3(1)6; b6] be jarring. Muug-ug (maug-ug) gani ang sakyanan pamaulan ku, If the vehiclejounces up and down, I'll get fatigued. 3 [A B; cl6] sha�e, cause to move up and down or back anq forth. Di'. mumata ang bata ug akuy muug-ug, The child won't wake up ifI shake him; Muug-ug (maug-ug) ang mga balay ug-maglinug; Thehouses will shake if there is an earthquake. Nakaug-ug ka na sa midisina? Have you sh�ken the bottle of medic
	·
	_!
	. 

	'
	·
	ang _dalan, _The_-ro_aQ·is.!.very bumpy. ka-n bounciness, jotincinesŁ. Tungud sa kaug-ug 
	·· 
	. sa dyip, _!Because of the!way the jeep 
	· 
	·!

	bounced.!_ 
	. 
	ug-ugv[B) for opŁn wounds pr sores to 
	i. 
	_

	_ 

	· putr1fy. · 
	. 
	. 
	,
	,
	,

	ug-ug = ULUG•ULUG.
	uguka short-necked ·due· to fat or thickness of the neck. v [BIN; b6] have .a short and fleshy neck. Ang baka nanguguk, The cow has a hump on its neck. Ang iyang katambuk mauy nakauguk (nakapauguk) sa iyang Hug, Obesity has caused his neck to look short. · 
	1 
	· 

	uk· a moronic, having-feeble mental capacities. v {Bl2; b6l be moronic. 
	gu
	2

	ugum v 1 [A; cl] hold or keep s.t. inside the mouthŁ Aya't!' uguma (iugum) ang kŁn_-un sa imung baba, Don't keep the food in your 
	. . .
	mouthŁ· 2[All; a12] enclose s.t. within it 
	· 

	.
	·as if contained in the -mouth. Nag-ugum ug putut ang bulak, The flower encloses a fruit 
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	bud. 3 [A; cl] harbor emotions. Ayaw uguma (iugum) ang imung mga kaguul, Don't keep your problems to yourself. 4 [A; a12]swindle contributions, funds entrusted to one. Ug siyay matisuriru, ugumun Zang niyag atung amut, If he is made the treasurer,he will just pocket our contributions. 5 [A; a12] answer or assume responsibility for a crime committed to keep accomplices from getting involved. Ayaw mu kabadluk nga masakpan ta. Tutal ugumun man naku ang tanan, Don't be afraid if we get caught. I'll take compl
	bud. 3 [A; cl] harbor emotions. Ayaw uguma (iugum) ang imung mga kaguul, Don't keep your problems to yourself. 4 [A; a12]swindle contributions, funds entrusted to one. Ug siyay matisuriru, ugumun Zang niyag atung amut, If he is made the treasurer,he will just pocket our contributions. 5 [A; a12] answer or assume responsibility for a crime committed to keep accomplices from getting involved. Ayaw mu kabadluk nga masakpan ta. Tutal ugumun man naku ang tanan, Don't be afraid if we get caught. I'll take compl

	ugung v 1 [A; al 2] spin a top. Ugunga ang kasing arun bibaw-an ta ug karagan ba, Spinthe top so we'll know if it spins well. 2 [B2 3(1); cl] be steady and without a wobble. 3 [A2; cl] run or drive very fast and at a steady speed. n action of spinning a top. a 1 spinning steadily, without wobbling. Ugung kaayu ang akung kasing, My top spins very steadily. 2 running fast at a steady speed. 
	,
	,
	Ugung siyang midagan kay nabadluk man, 
	He ran fast without stopping because he was afraid. 

	ut v [Al3; b3(1)] frown in distaste, or from not being permitted s.t. Di' ku magugut ug suguun ku ni Nanay, I won't frown if Mother sends me on an errand. 
	gu

	tv [A; b3] roll in suppressed laughter. 
	ugut-u
	gu

	uy v [ B2] for growth to be retarded or stunted. Miuguy (nauguy) ang mga bulak nga gitanum ilawum sa kasagingan, The flowers planted under the banana trees did not do well. Ang bug-at nga trababu makauguy (makapauguy) sa mga bata, Hard work can stunt a child's growth. 
	gu

	uguy v [A; al 2] rock a child slowly in the arms, sway the body gently as in time to slow music. Siyay miuguy (nag-uguy) pagpakatulug sa bata, She rocked the baby in her arms to sleep. Uguya ang bata, Rock the child in your arms. uy-uy v [A; bl dance to slow music (colloquial). n slow dance music with the partners close together (colloquial). uy-uy blus = UGUY
	gu
	gu
	gu
	gu
	-

	UGUY, n. 
	UGUY, n. 

	ugwad v [A; a] tum the earth over with a knife, bar, or s.t. similar. Ugwarun lang natu ang yuta sa kabatuban, We'll dig up the soil near the rocks with a bar. Ugwarun sa babuy ang tanum ug dt' kuralun, The pig will uproot the plants if you don't fence them. n har to dig the soil up with. ugwad-ugwad = IGWAD-IGWAD. see IGWAD. 
	ugyab v [A; cl] for a group to break into laughter. Miugyab sila ug katawa sa akung 
	sinina nga nabali, They broke into laughter upon seeing me with my dress on backwards. 
	sinina nga nabali, They broke into laughter upon seeing me with my dress on backwards. 
	uha v [A; b6] for a newborn child to cry. 
	Miuba ang bata sa pagguwa, The child cried 
	when it came out. n cry of a newborn baby. 
	uhag a restlessly moving about. v [A) move restlessly with bouncy actions. Way muubag kun kantabun na ang nasudnung awit, Nobody move when the national anthem is sung. Kun mag-ubag mu matikwang ang buti, If you move around restlessly, the rowboat will capsize. 
	uhaldris n k.o. cookie. v [A; a2) make, eat, or serve ubaldris. 
	uhalis n buttonhole. Ang dakung butunis dakug ubalis, High rank carries great responsibility. (Lit. Big buttons have big buttonholes.) v [A; b6] make buttonholes. 
	uhang n space between two things which are supposed to be touching or fitting each other. Di' ku makalusut sa ubang sa kural, I can't pass through the spaces between the fence. v [B; b6] for things that are supposedto be solid to have spaces in between them. Miuhang (nauhang) ang bungbung sa pagkulu sa mga kabuy, The wallboards developed spaces between them when the boards shrunk. uhang-uhang v [AN; b6] 1 eat snacks casually. 2 go to other people's houses to have meals. Ang tawung mangubang-ubang mu rag i
	uhas n 1 cuttior piercing instrument that is part of s. t. bigger: drill bit, saw blade, knife blade, barbs on a hook, et al. 2 matchstick. Manga_yu lang k u ug tulu ka ubas sa puspuru, I'll just ask for three matchsticks. 3 lead of a pencil. v [A; b6(1)] put in-a cutting or piercing instrument to its handle. 
	ng 

	uhas bulantis n leaflets. 
	uhaw a 1 thirsty. Maay tag naay tu.big kay ubaw kaayu, It would be nice if there were water because I'm very thirsty. la having a strong craving. Ubaw ku sa lawasnung kalipay, I'm hungry for pleasures of the body. 2 devoid. Kinabubing ubaw sa kaUpay, A life devoid of happiness. n thirst. v [Al23!. P; a4] 1 be thirsty. Ug akuy uhawun muugum Lang kug kandi, If I feel thirsty, I'll just put a piece of candy in my mouth. 2 feel a longing, craving. Giubaw aku sa pagpangga sa inaban, I thirst for a mother's lo
	uhawun n k.o. big parrot fish about 2' long 

	uhay!-ukas 
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	and 8wide, having blue-green scales on the dorsal region and whitish-yellow scales on the ventral region. 
	and 8wide, having blue-green scales on the dorsal region and whitish-yellow scales on the ventral region. 
	,, 

	uhay n seed-bearing panicle (e.g. as of rice but not corn). v 1 [al2) harvest s. t. by just takithe whole panicle. Ubayun natu ang pag-ani sa bumay, We'll harvest the rice by panicles. 2 [AN; b4] grow panicles. Miuhay(nangubay, giubayan) na ang· atung bumay,
	ng 

	Our rice is bearing panicles now. 
	uhipan = ULAHIPAN. 

	uhu word representithe sound of coughi.
	ng 
	ng

	uhu so, I caught you. Ubu, sayup na pud ka, Aha, you made a mistake again. Uhu, daan pa lagi ku, Aha! Just as I thought. Uhu, pi/di diay ka, Aha! So you lost! 
	uhu so, I caught you. Ubu, sayup na pud ka, Aha, you made a mistake again. Uhu, daan pa lagi ku, Aha! Just as I thought. Uhu, pi/di diay ka, Aha! So you lost! 
	.

	uhu as expected. Ug ubu da man, miguwang mananaug si llurdi, As expected, Elorde came out the winner. Ubu tuud, namatay ang masakitun, Just as one would expect, 
	. 

	the patient died. 

	uhu before [do]ing. Uhu ka mutubag, panigurua unag hustu ka, Before you give your answer, make sure you are right. -pa 1 wait 
	I 
	I 
	I 
	I

	a minute. Uhu pa kay nagkaun pa ku, Just 
	a minute. I'm still eating. 2 just a second, 
	I
	to change the subject. Uhu pa diay, nagda 
	ba tu kug bag? By the way, <lid I have my 
	"
	bag along? 
	I
	I
	I


	uhun = UHU. 
	uhung n k.o. white mushroom. mudugu pay -harder than getting blood out of a mushroom, said of women past child-bearing agewho are not likely to menstruate or of people who are cheap. Tibik siya kaayu. Mudugu pay uhung, He's terribly cheap. It's easier to get blood out of a stone (lit. mushroom). v [A2; b6] cook this k.o. mushroom. -an(➔) n place where mushrooms grow readily. 
	uhut, uhut n straw of rice or other grainbearing grasses. v [B6; b6) be reduced to straw, become all straw. Miuhut (nauhut, nag-uhut) ang bumay kay gikaun sa maya ang mga lugas, The rice plant became all straw because the ricebirds ate the grains. 
	uk= ULUK. 
	uka v [B; b6] split one's sides with laughter. Giukhan (nauka) giyud kug katawa sa imung binaylihan, Ijust about died laughing at.the way you dance. 
	ukab v [APB; bS] 1 open with an upward or liftimotion, get opened. Akuy miukab sa kaban, I opened the trunk. Wa siya makaukab sa lata, He could not open the tin. Librung nag-ukab sa lamisa, A book lying open on the table. Ukba (iukab, ukbi) ang imung baba, Open your mouth. 2 pry s. t. 
	ng 

	up, open. Akuy miukab sa batu, I turned the stone over. Dikabra ray makaukab sa mga salug nga ilisanan, Only a crowbar can pry the floorboards loose. 3 [B126]. for a 
	up, open. Akuy miukab sa batu, I turned the stone over. Dikabra ray makaukab sa mga salug nga ilisanan, Only a crowbar can pry the floorboards loose. 3 [B126]. for a 
	· part of the body, clothing to get a rip or slash. Naukab ang iyang lapalapa kay nakatunub ug bildu, His sole got slashes in it because he stepped on glass. n opened upwards, ripped off, slashed open. ukah-ukab a s. t. that can be opened and closed. n thegeneral name for bivalves. v [B1256] be 
	s.t. that could be easily opened and closed. ukban n tangerine, a loose-skinned orange that is easy to open. v [cl] plant tangerines.
	ukabhang = ALUKABHANG. 
	ukadyang v [A; cl] 1 turn things upsidedown to search. Ukadyanga (iukadyang)ang tanan arun makit-an, Search everything so that it can be found. 2 put things in utter disarray. Kinsay nag-ukadyang sa akung a
	.
	paradur? Whodisarranged the things in my cabinet? 3 [A123P; a3] be agog or put into frenzied action. Naukadyang sila pagkatribukar nga kulangan ang sapi, They were thrown into a dither upon finding out that the money was short. 
	ukal v 1 [AB; a] peel off, detach s. t. from a surface to which it is firmly attached, esp. over its entire surf ace; become so. Wa pamuukal (maukal) ang unud sa lubi, The coconut meat has not detached from its shell. Nag-ukal ang tikud sa sapatus, The heel is comioff the shoes. Nagkaukal na ang pintal sa daang balay, The paint of the oldhouse is peeling off. 2 [A3P; al 2) take outor away from s. t. as if detached Ukala na nang bata sa iyang inahan, Take that child away from its mother. Di" na siya maukal 
	ng 

	ukv 1 [AB2; cl] remove s.t. attached to asurface. Dilt' na siya makaukang sa kwadru nga gilansang sa bungbung, He can noloer remove the frame that he nailed to the wall. Maukang ning gipapilit ug mainitan, These this which are pasted on willcome off when the sun gets on them. 2 [AB2C; al] cease to do s.t. Dugay na silang muukang (mag-ukang) sa i1ang pag-inum, Itwill take them a long time to finish their drinkispree. Dugay naukang ang iyang panan-aw sa libru, It took him a long time to take his gaze off the
	ang 
	ng
	ng
	ng 
	people that are fighti
	ng

	ukas v [Al2; b8] 1 catch s.o. in the act. Naukasan sa bana ang iyang asawa sa makauu
	·
	lawng kahimtang, The husband caught his 
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	wife in an embarrassing position. 2 get a chance to do s.t. Mangawat siyag makaukas, He steals if he is given the chance. 
	wife in an embarrassing position. 2 get a chance to do s.t. Mangawat siyag makaukas, He steals if he is given the chance. 
	ukasiyun n 1 occasion, a favorable opportunity. Ukasiyun na nimu.•Pahimudsi, That's a chance for you. Take advantage of it. Wayukasiyun nga sarang kagamitan ning sininaa, 
	There's no occasion for which I can wear this dress. 2 trip of public transportation. Wa nay ukasiyun rung mga urasa, There are no more buses at this hour. v 1 [AN; cl) take advantage of an opportunity. Nangu-_kasiyun siya pagbisita samtang wa didtu ang ginikanan, He took the opportunity of visiting her while her parents weren't there. 2 [A12] get a chance to dos. t. Mangawat siya ug makaukasiyun, He steals if he gets a chance. paN· n action of taking an opportunity. Kining akung pagkuyug nimu pangukasi
	·


	ukat = UGKAT. 
	ukay v 1 [A; al] stir or agitate s.t Ukaya nu ang linugaw, Please stir the porridge. Rik ang iukay sa bumay nga gibulad, Use a rake to mix up the rice we are drying. la [A; a]blow lightly, esp. a second time, across existing furrows. Maayu giyud nga ukayun ang daruban usa tudlinga, It is wise to plow the field lightly a second time before you make the furrows. 2 [AN; a2] turn things upsidedown in searching. Naa ra na diba ug imu nang ukayun, If you turn everything upside down, you'll see it is there. 2a [A
	ukay O.K., Igive agreement. 
	ukba v [B; a] get detached from what it was 
	stuck to. Akung ukbahun ang panit sa ina
	stuck to. Akung ukbahun ang panit sa ina
	-

	sal, I'll peel off the skin from the roasted pig. a having come off. 

	ukhab = ABHAK. 
	,
	,

	uki a 1 o.K., all right. Uki kaayu ang imung trababu, Your work is all right. 2 in agreement. Dilt' ku uki ana, I won't go along with that. n approval. Nagpaabut pa sa {yang uki, Still waiting for his approval. v [A; a3b)give one's approval. Siyay miuki (nag-uki) sa akung ripurt nga gisumitir, He approved the report that Isubmitted. Wa mauki (maukwi) ang planu, The plan was not approved. 
	ukiduk, ukiduki emphatic expression of approval or agreement. ukika humorous for UKIDUK. 
	ukiduk, ukiduki emphatic expression of approval or agreement. ukika humorous for UKIDUK. 
	ukit v 1 [AN; a) peel off s. t. with the front teeth or take little things off or apart with the fingers. Ukitun pagkaun angpakwan,
	_
	You eat watermelon seeds by peeling.themwith your front teeth. Mahimu nga kuku 
	ang iukit, You can peel it off with your fingernails. 2 [AN; a12] pry into s.o.'s secrets. Nganung mangukit ka sa akung kagahapun? Why do you want to pry into my past? 3 [AN; cl] study s.t. in detail to find s. t. out. Nangukit siyag unsay dipirinsiya sa mutur, He's examining the motorcycle to see what is wrong with it. ukit-ukitan, ukit-ukitun, ma-un a curious or nosey. 
	Ukit-ukitun kaayu ning tawung libakira, 
	This gossip monger sure is nosey. 
	ukiuk v [A2; b6(1)] squeeze, penetrate deep into. Miukiuk sa {yang tanlag ang mga sudiya sa namatay niyang inahan, The words of reproach from his dying mother penetrated deep into his soul. Di ka makaukiuk diba kay baga kaayu ang tawu, You can't elbow your way through because the crowd is so thick. Humuk ang yuta nga giukiukan sa wati, The worm wiggled into the soft earth. 
	ukiut, ukiut = KULIKUT (but not kulikut).
	uklab = UKAB, v. 
	uklaba v [B126) fall down forward. Nauklaba ku dihang nasangit ang akung tiil sa tuud, I fell down forward when my foot got caught on a stump. 
	ukmil = UTMIL. 
	uknul v 1 [A3P; a3) be mildly surprised or startled. Mauknul (mahiuknul) giyud ang tawu nga makakita nimu, People will be surprised to see you. Nauknul ku pagkabalita naku, I was taken aback on hearing the news. 2 [B] hesitate to do s.t., esp. with the action of starting and then stopping suddenly. Nganung muuknul ka man sa pagsulud? Why do you stop suddenly before coming in? Muuknul kung mugamit ana kay dilikadu ang tag-iya, I hesitate to use that because the owner is fussy. uknul-uknul v (B; cl) move 
	ukpaw v 1 (A2] leap while in asquatting position or in a manner like the frog. Miukpaw ang baki ngadtus tu.big, The-frog leaped into the \Vater. 2 [B; cl] walk with a bounce. 

	ukra -ukul 
	toss 
	1 
	· 

	. Muukpaw ang linakwan sa tawung naanad ug puyu sa bukid bisan ug mapatag na ang laktan, People who are used to themoun
	· tains bounce when they walk, even on level areas. ukpaw-ukpaw v [A12) walk with a 
	· tains bounce when they walk, even on level areas. ukpaw-ukpaw v [A12) walk with a 
	bounce or gallop. Nag-ukpaw-ukpaw ug maayu ang kabayu, The horse was galloping wildly.
	ukran okra. 
	ukra(from rauk -slang) n money.
	1 


	uksiJyin, uksihina n oxygen. v [bS) use oxy
	-

	gen on s.o. uksihinada n hydrogen peroxide. v [b6) apply or clean s. t. with hydrogen peroxide. uksihfnu = UKSIDYiN. 
	uksilyu v 1 [A; a12) borrow s.t., esp. for imuse. Kun masakit · ang mga bata muuksilyu mig binatunan sa ka Mama, When the children get sick wetemporarily use Mother's maid. Uksilyuha ang iyang awtu sa Duminggu, Borrow hiscar on Sunday. 2 [A; cl] request or hire 
	mediate and tempora
	ry 
	· 

	s.o. to helpor assist in work. Nag-uksilyu kug kusiniru para sa pyista, I'm hiring a cook for the fiesta. 2a be an assistant. Ang akung mga anak ang muuksilyu naku sa nigusyu, My children are the ones who assist me in my business. n helper, assistant. 
	s.o. to helpor assist in work. Nag-uksilyu kug kusiniru para sa pyista, I'm hiring a cook for the fiesta. 2a be an assistant. Ang akung mga anak ang muuksilyu naku sa nigusyu, My children are the ones who assist me in my business. n helper, assistant. 
	. 


	uksinada = UKSDIINADA. agwa -= UKSDII· 
	NADA.
	NADA.

	uksirbar = UBSIRBAR. 
	uksu n acronym for oxo, a gang of Visayan hoodlums in Manila. 
	Ukt. abbreviation for Uktubri 'October'Ł
	uktaba v [AP; c16] postpone, put off to a later date. Wa nay Lugar nga uktabahun (iuktaba) pa ang inyung kasal, There's no more time for your wedding to be postponed. Mauktaba ang sibil sirbis ug naay likids, They will postpone the civil service test if there is a leakage. n postponement. Pila ka adlaw ang uktaba sa didlayin? Howmany days is the postponement of thedeadline. 
	uktaban octavŁ. v [c6] raise the pitch an octave higher. A tung iuktaba ang paningug kay ubus ra kaayu, We shall raise the pitch an octave higher because it is too low now. 
	2 

	Uktubri n October. see ABRn. for verb forms. 
	uku, uku expression uttered to babies three or four months old, the interpretation of the baby's cooing. v [A3] for a three-or four-month-old baby to coo in response when talked to, tickled, blown. Makalingawang bata basta makamau nang muuku, Ababy is a lot of fun when it starts to coo back at you when you talk to it. 
	•-'-
	•-'-
	, 
	,

	uŁu = UKUY. 
	2

	ukub v 1 [A; bl cling or hold on. firmly to. 
	Miukub ang bata sa iyang yaya dihang akuunta siyang kuha_un, The child held on firmly to her nursemaid when I was about to take her. Miukub na ang kula, The glue has set.Hiukuban giyud ka diha ug linta ug mu
	-

	ubug ka, If you go wading over there you will get leeches on you. 2 [B; a] for two convex things to fit together .at �heir brims. Muukub n:ing. duha ka kartun, These two .boxes are the�ame size because the edges match perfectly. Nag-ukub ang duha ka ngabil, Their two lips met and _!held to each other. 3 [A2; b.(l)l bite, letting the teeth sink in, .or for ari insect to bite. Miukub
	.
	. 

	..
	lang dayun ang i,iJ sa akungbitiis nga wa 
	.

	muusig, The dog sank its teeth in my legs 
	. 

	·
	v ,cupping on s.t. to suck_out unde-.sirable .matter� Naw�la ang sakit sa akunglikudnga gipaukuban, My backache disapcupping was applied ..ma
	.without barking at me; pa-
	[A; b(l)] 
	ap 
	ply d
	ry 
	.
	· 
	:
	peared after d
	ry 
	-


	. 
	un a penetrating� piercing (literary). Mauku
	un a penetrating� piercing (literary). Mauku
	. 


	. 
	. 
	bung pagsud;.ung, Apenetrating.look. 

	·
	·
	uk-ukv 1 [A23P;cl] draw!back, shrink back into. Miuk-uk ang ulu sa bau pag-agi n�ku, The turtle drew its head back when I passed by. Gustu na lang kung muuk-uk sa kaulaw. I wantedto shrink into the floorboards with shame. -ang butbut v {A23; b4) back out, decide not to do s. t. that one earlier showed interest in doing. Miuk-uk ang butbut ni Pidru. Karun nga pakantahun na unta, midumfli" na hinuun, Pedro chickened out. Now that we want to have him sing, he refuses. -ang dila v [B2456] be tonguetied. Wala
	. 


	value or worth. Miuk-uk ang prisyu sa palaUtun, The price of goods has gone down. 4 [A123P; a4b4) be infested with cockroaches. n cockroach. Pubripubri sa suuk naa gi-yuy uk-uk, No matter how homely a girl may be, s.o. will court her. (Lit. No matter how poor the corner, there is bound to be a cockroach.) Nganung nagminatay ka, mu ra· ka mag namatyag uk-uk, Why are you wailing? You're acting as if you lost a beloved cockroach (i.e. it's not worth crying 
	. 

	.
	.
	.
	about).

	ukul n 1 lump which is small enough to be 
	· 
	·held in the hand. 2 }ump of leftover rice. 

	1086 ukun-ukun -ulag 
	Nagbitbit ang bata ug ukul nga gisulaan niyag bulad, The child is carrying a lurnp of leftover rice which he ate with his dried fish. v [AB; cl] form lumps, cause s.t. to do so. iWuukul ang pawdird milk ug dili kutawun pag-ayu, Powdered milk will form lumps if you don't stir it well. 
	Nagbitbit ang bata ug ukul nga gisulaan niyag bulad, The child is carrying a lurnp of leftover rice which he ate with his dried fish. v [AB; cl] form lumps, cause s.t. to do so. iWuukul ang pawdird milk ug dili kutawun pag-ayu, Powdered milk will form lumps if you don't stir it well. 

	ukun-ukun v (A3P; cl] hesitate to do s.t. Di ku muukun-ukun arun ingnun nga isug ku, 
	I won't hesitate so that they'll say that I have guts. Ayaw ukun-ukuna (iukun-ukun) ang imung pagdawat, abi pa Jang wa ka kaayun, Don't hesitate to accept it or else they will think you don't appreciate it. 
	I won't hesitate so that they'll say that I have guts. Ayaw ukun-ukuna (iukun-ukun) ang imung pagdawat, abi pa Jang wa ka kaayun, Don't hesitate to accept it or else they will think you don't appreciate it. 

	ukupar v [A; b5) 1 occupy or take possession of by settlement or seizure. Wa pay nakaukupar anang islaba, No one has ever settled on that island. Ang Lugar nga giukupaban sa anni, The place occupied by the army. 2 take up most of a space. Ang lamisa miukupar sa gamayng lawak, The table took up most of the space in the small room. 2a take up time. Naukupar ang tanan kung panabun sa mga pitsipitsi, My time was taken up with trivialities. ukupadu a 1 for a space to be occupied. Ukupadu ning lingkuranana, Th
	ukupasiyun n 1 occupation. Wa ka bay laing ukupasiyun gawas sa pagyampungad sa tubaan? Have you nothing else to occupy your time than hangiaround the toddy st�nd? 2 the Japanese occupation in World War Two. 
	ng 

	ukut v (B456; b6] get stuck into s.t. deep such that it is hard to disengage. A1iukut ang dyip sa lapuk, The jeep got stuck in the mud. Mga libun nga nag-ukut sa dunggan sa to the dog's ears. ma-un a penetrating (literary). 
	iru, Ticks sticki
	ng 

	ukuy v [AN; a12] snoop, look about in a way. Atluukuy nang baybana sa iyang bana, That woman spies on her 
	sneaking pryi
	ng 

	,
	,
	husband. Akung ukuyun (ukyun) ang mga bata ug wa ba manglakaw, I'll spy on the children and see if they didn't go out. 

	ukuyn dish of meat, shrimp, and bean sprouts fried in dough. v [A; cl] have, make ukuy. 
	1 

	ukuy n a supernatural being in the shape of a small man, residing in the sea, said to drown people. v (a4] be drowned by an ukuy.
	ukyab v I [A23P] be suddenly excited or 
	startled. Miukyab ang akung ginbawaan sa pagkahibalu nga may dakung hiis nga nakasulud, I was startled to know that a bigsnake had entered the house. la [A23]make an uproar due to excitement and thrill. Miukyab ang mga tawu pagpangatawapagkakita nilang Dulpi nga nagbinabayi, 
	startled. Miukyab ang akung ginbawaan sa pagkahibalu nga may dakung hiis nga nakasulud, I was startled to know that a bigsnake had entered the house. la [A23]make an uproar due to excitement and thrill. Miukyab ang mga tawu pagpangatawapagkakita nilang Dulpi nga nagbinabayi, 
	The people laughed uproariously when they saw Dolphy dressed as a woman. 2 [B26; b 3] leave hurriedly in fright. Miukyab (naukyab) ang mga langgam pagkakita namu,
	The flock of birds flew away upon seeingus. a 1 talkiin an upsetting, overly-frightened way. Hapit na kunu matapus ang kali-
	ng 

	I
	, 
	I I
	butan, pung pa sa mga tawung ukyab kaa
	-

	yung manulti, The people who are nervously apprehensive say the world is going to end. 2 easily stirred into doing s. t. Ukyab kaayu nang mga tawbana kay dali ra kaayung -patuubun, Those people are easily stirred up because it's easy to lead them to believe. pa-v 1 [A; b6( 1)) cause excitement or thrill. Ang iyang pagsulti nga ubsirbaban ang tanang klasi nakapaukyab sa mga maistru, He got the teachers nervous bytelling them that their classes would be observed. 2 [A; al 2) flush a bird from hiding. 
	Akuy mupaukyab sa buntug. Listus pagt{ru, 
	I will flush out the quail. Be ready to shoot. n thrill, s. t. causing excitement. Punu sa mga paukyab ang isturyang ditiktib, A detective story is full of suspenseful episodes. ma-un a suspenseful. 
	ukyu v (A2P; b(1 )] shrink back into a hole or a place of hiding. Miukyu ang kagang dibang iyang gik uhit, The land crab shrunk back to the hole when he poked it with a stick. 
	uk-yut a 1 tapered, taperi. Ukyut ang tumuy sa lapis, The tip of the pencil is tapered. 2 body or form having irregularly shaped surfaces or sides. Ukyut ang paburut niya, His balloon has an irregular form. n the part of a body or f orrn that has sunk or depressed. A nha putla sa ukyut ang lubi, Cut the coconut tree on the part of the trunk that is narrow. v [B;cl) for part of a body or f orrn to become depressed or irregularlyshaped due to depressions, become tapered. n sweepstakes (humorous). 
	ng

	ula (not without l) v [A; c) shed blood as a sacrifice (literary). Muula ku sa akung dugualang sa yutang natawban, I'll shed myblood for my native land. 
	ulag v 1 [AN2;b(l)] for animals to copulate.
	Giulagan na ang bigal sa butakal, The boar served the sow. 2 [A2SN] be in heat, crave intercourse. Nag-ulag na ning irua kay bi
	-


	ulahi -ulang
	2 

	ngari Lang ug kuyug sa taki, This dog is in heat because it is going around with the male. 2a behave flirtatiously to evoke masculine attention (as if in heat -somewhat coarse). Kanang iyang kinataw-an ug linihukan way lain kun dili nag-ulag, She is laughing and acting no different from a bitch in heat. n = KAULAG. ulag-ulag v [Al 3) act immodestly by being forward to men. Angbabaying mag-ulag-ulag di' tahurun sa mga lalaki, An immodest woman is not respected by men. a = UL.AGUN. see also UWAGUWAG. -an
	ngari Lang ug kuyug sa taki, This dog is in heat because it is going around with the male. 2a behave flirtatiously to evoke masculine attention (as if in heat -somewhat coarse). Kanang iyang kinataw-an ug linihukan way lain kun dili nag-ulag, She is laughing and acting no different from a bitch in heat. n = KAULAG. ulag-ulag v [Al 3) act immodestly by being forward to men. Angbabaying mag-ulag-ulag di' tahurun sa mga lalaki, An immodest woman is not respected by men. a = UL.AGUN. see also UWAGUWAG. -an

	ulahi a 1 last in a group to do s.t. Ulahi siya kaayu nga nakahuman, He was the last to finish. 2 late. Ulabi ka na kaayu sa paniudtu, You are very late for dinner. 3 recent, latest. Mau niy ulahi nga gula, This is the most recent issue. karung -recently. Naayu na siya apan karung ulahi nabugbat, She had already recovered but recently she had a relapse. 4 later, not the early days of one's life. Sa ulabing mga panabun sa iyang kinabubi nabuang siya, In the later days of his life he became crazy. v 1 [B12
	You'll surely be late if you tarry over there. 3 [A; cl) leave s.t. for later. Ulahia (iulabi) na Lang ang uban nga di' na madala, Just leave those things you cannot take alongbehind. pa-v 1 [A 1; c) be the last, dos. t. as the last thing. Aku lay mupaulahi, I'll just be the last one to go. Ipaulahi ang pagplansa, Do the ironing as the last thing. 2 [A3]allow oneself to be left behind. Di giyud si Mariya magpaulahi sa urug, Maria won't al
	You'll surely be late if you tarry over there. 3 [A; cl) leave s.t. for later. Ulahia (iulabi) na Lang ang uban nga di' na madala, Just leave those things you cannot take alongbehind. pa-v 1 [A 1; c) be the last, dos. t. as the last thing. Aku lay mupaulahi, I'll just be the last one to go. Ipaulahi ang pagplansa, Do the ironing as the last thing. 2 [A3]allow oneself to be left behind. Di giyud si Mariya magpaulahi sa urug, Maria won't al
	·
	low herself to be left behind by the styles. paN-v [A23) 1 be way too late, be behind the times. Karun ka pa kadungug? Nangulabi ka diay, You just heardabout it? You are behind the times. 2 be at the rear of s.t. Nangulabi sila sa prusisiyun, They were at the rear of the procession. n the one at the rear. Pangulabing ligid, Rear wheel. ka-n delay, lateness. kaulahian n the last. sa -= SA KAULAHIAY. pangulahian = PANGULAHI, n, v2. kaulahiay sa -in the long run. OU
	.
	Tingali ug magbasul ka sa kaulabiayy

	' 
	might regret it in the long run (in the days to come). kinaulahian n the last one in the group.

	ulahipan n centipede. -sa baybayun n sandworm, any of numerous annelids which burrow in the sand. They are used as bait. 
	ulalag (not without /) n pus concentrated in 
	an infection coming to a head. v [A; b4]have pus coming to a head. Mangulngul ang hubag nga mag-ulalag, A boil that is coming to a head throbs. hiN-v (A23N; b] remove pus.
	an infection coming to a head. v [A; b4]have pus coming to a head. Mangulngul ang hubag nga mag-ulalag, A boil that is coming to a head throbs. hiN-v (A23N; b] remove pus.
	ulan n 1 rain. 2 rainwater. Lad-ang ang Jami' sa ulan, Rainwater tastes flat. v1 [A; a4b4] rain. Giulan ang bayli, The dance was rained out. Kaligu na Zang kun biulanan (maulanan) ka, Take a bath if you get caught in the rain. la [b4(1)} be crazy (as if having been caught in the rain -from the belief that being caught in the rain after too much fun or lack of food causes one to become crazy). Naulanan tingali na siya kay laig linibukan, He must be crazy because he is acting strange. 2 [A; b6(1)) rain on,
	. 

	12) give s.o. a treat or give cash in return for a favor. Makauwan-uwan ku ninyug tabangan ku ninyu sa akung ripurt, I'll give you a treat if you help me with my report. paulan-idan v (A; b6} give s.o. a treat or cash in return for a favor. Gipauwan-uwanan mi sa kandidatu ug usa ka kahun nga sirbisa, The candidate treated us to a case of beer. n treat or money showered on one in exchange for a favor. pasiN-v (A; b4} go out in the rain. Mipasingulan siyag hatud, He braved the rain to deliver it. ting-, tin
	t

	ulandis (not without /) n 1 white-skinned pig. 2 Hollander, Dutchman. v (AB; a] become bald and white; shave bald and white. Akuy muulandis anang imung ulu ug di" nimu paputlan nang imung lambungay, I'll shave you bald if you don't cut that mane of yours. see also UWANDIS. 
	ulangv (A; b3} for dogs to howl. Miuwangang iru gabii, The dogs were howling last night. n the action of howling.
	1 

	ulangv [A; al2) 1 separate, keep apart. Kurtina ra ang miulang sa duha, Only a curtain separated them. la separate s.o. or s.t. fighting. Ulanga ang iru nga nagbugnu, Break up the dogs that are fighting. 2 [A; al 2} stop a wedding ceremony on account of an objection. Giulang ang kasal kay miabut ang asawa sa pamanbunun, The wedding 
	z 


	1088 ulang-ulbu 
	3 

	was stopped because the real wife of the groom came on the scene. 3 [Al] bar, constitute a detriment to one's success. Kapubringa nag-ulang niya sa kalampusan, Povertythat was a bar to his success. n 1 s.t. used to 
	was stopped because the real wife of the groom came on the scene. 3 [Al] bar, constitute a detriment to one's success. Kapubringa nag-ulang niya sa kalampusan, Povertythat was a bar to his success. n 1 s.t. used to 
	block the way. Ang ulang itrangka sa pulta-ban, Bolt the door with the piece of wood. 2 age that separates people. -ug pitu ka lawud Heaven forbid! (lit. may it be separated by seven seas!) Ulang ug pitu ka lawud dili ta mudagsang nang sakitas atu, Heaven forbid that the sickness strike us here. ulang·idang n the space between the anus and the vagina. ulang-ulang sa ilung n cartilage dividing the nostrils. ka-an(�) n impediment,barrier. paN-n a concoction of oil and plants to protect one from natural or 

	ulangn fresh-water shrimp. v [A; b6( 1)) have, cook fresh-water shrimps. paN· v [Al 2; b6(1)] catch fresh-water shrimps. n trapused for catching fresh-water shrimps. ulang·ulang n fishing lure in the shape of a shrimp. 
	3 

	ulan-ulan = HUKillUK. 
	ul-ap n the situation in mahjong where one is ready to make mahjong without having opened any pieces. v [A12; a2] win with an ul-ap hand. 
	ulapi v [A3P; a4] shiver with cold or have chills. Giulapi ang bata kay gitas-an sa bilanat, The child has the chills because he's running a high fever. 
	ulasiman n purslane: Portulaca oleracea. 
	ulata ignorant of ways or facts. Uwat ku 
	1
	1
	dinbi sa Sugbu, I don't know my way around Cebu. v 1 [B1256] be ignorant of 
	s.t. 2 [A3P; cl] fool s.o. Giuwat ku sa tindira kay babaw ang akung napalit, The salesgirl pulled one over on me because it was leftovers I bought. (�) 1 = ULAT, v2. 2 [B126; a12] disappointed and embarrassed when s. t. is different from what one supposed and the whole world knows about one's error. Wa ku mabibalu nga giuswag diay ang adlaw sa ilang kasal. Nau/at Zang ku pag-adtu ku sa simbaban, l didn't know that their marriage had been postponed. I was embarrassed when I went to the church. 

	ulat, ulat n scar. v [B36; b4] form a scar. Miulat (naulat) na ang akung samad, Mywound has formed a scar. -un a covered with scars. Ulatun ug paa nang baybana, That girl has scars on her thigh. 
	7

	ulatiw= BALU· 
	2

	ulaw a ashamed of what people think, embarrassed. Hastang ulawa naku dibang nadiskubriban ku, How ashamed I was when they caught me! Hastang ulawa naku sa 
	ulaw a ashamed of what people think, embarrassed. Hastang ulawa naku dibang nadiskubriban ku, How ashamed I was when they caught me! Hastang ulawa naku sa 
	pagkadalispang naku, How embarrassed I was when I fell. walay -shameless. Wa ka bay ulaw pagbuhat sa ingun? Doesn't it shame you to do that? v [B126; b4(1)c5] be ashamed. Naulaw kung pakita niya kay sad-an ku, I'm ashamed to show myself to him because I am guilty. Kagahapun nga makaulaw (makapaulaw) sa tawu, A pastthat can cause one to be a.shamed. Naulawan ku niadtung pangutanaha, l was put to shame by that question. Ikaulaw ku ang pagpangayu ug pagkaun, I'd be ashamed to have to ask for food. ulaw-ulaw v 
	al 2] tease by sayi
	ng 
	ng


	Kanang maistraha kusug kaayung mupakaulaw sa mga bata, That teacher is good at making the children feel embarrassed. 2 bring shame on s.o. Ang imung pagpangawat nakapakaulaw sa imung ginikanan, yOU put your parents to shame when you stole. Nganung gipakaulawan mu man aku, Whydid you put me to shame? paka-(➔) v [Al
	Kanang maistraha kusug kaayung mupakaulaw sa mga bata, That teacher is good at making the children feel embarrassed. 2 bring shame on s.o. Ang imung pagpangawat nakapakaulaw sa imung ginikanan, yOU put your parents to shame when you stole. Nganung gipakaulawan mu man aku, Whydid you put me to shame? paka-(➔) v [Al
	3] do s.t. to put oneself to shame. -an(➔),manggi-un a bashful, shy. Uwawan siya. Wa makasulti, He's terribly bashful. He didn't say a word. v [B125] be, become shy, bashful. ka-n shame, embarrassment. ka-an n cause for shame. Gihatagan niyag kaulawan ang babayi kay wa pangasaw-a, He caused the girl great shame because he did not marry her. ka-un(➔> n shame as an end effect. Kay imu nang buhat, imu nang kaulawun, Because it is your doiit will be your shame. maka-r-a causing shame. Kanang imung batasan m
	ng 
	-

	, ' , '
	2= KIPIKIPL see KIPL ma-un a 1 character
	-

	ized by bashfulness. 2 be full of embarrassment. Nangatarungan siya nga maulawun, He offered reasons shamefacedly. 
	,
	iday a 1 virgin, chaste. Ulay nga pagkababa-
	,
	yi, A chaste woman. Ulay unta apan putling 
	anay diay, She's about as much a virgin as a 
	I 
	sow is chaste. Ulay nga lasang, Virgin forest. 
	,
	u ang akung 
	2 pure, free from sin. Ulay kaa
	:;

	gugma kanimu, My love for you is very pure. v 1 [B16; b6] remain chaste. 2 [Al3] for a woman to be so pure her body fails to decay. Nag-ulay si Inday Putinsiyana kay ang iyang lawas wala man malata bisag napulu ka tuig siyang gilubung, Inday Potenciana was so pure that her body hadn't decayed ten years after she was buried. ka-n chastity.
	ulbu v 1 [A; b28] flare up, burst forth or out as in a fire or explosion. Miulbu dayun ang taru sa gasulina, The can of gasoline 

	uldawun -uli 1089 
	burst at once into flames. la erupt. Ug muulbu ang bulkan, mulinug usab, If the volcano erupts there will also be an earthquake. 2 [B46; b4] for an emotion to flare up. Nganung miulbu ka man Zang dayun nga wa kaman masayud sa hinungdan? Why did you flare up when you didn't know the cause? 3 [B246) for war to break out. 4 [AP;cl] puff up the hair by teasing. Akung
	burst at once into flames. la erupt. Ug muulbu ang bulkan, mulinug usab, If the volcano erupts there will also be an earthquake. 2 [B46; b4] for an emotion to flare up. Nganung miulbu ka man Zang dayun nga wa kaman masayud sa hinungdan? Why did you flare up when you didn't know the cause? 3 [B246) for war to break out. 4 [AP;cl] puff up the hair by teasing. Akung
	ulbuhun (iulbu) ug diyutay ning imung bubuk arun mutaas ang imung nawung, I'll
	tease your hair a little to give length to the face. n the height of s.t. that rose up. Angulbu sa asu lapaws panganud, The pillar of smoke went beyond the clouds. pina-npuffed-up hairdo. v [B136; c6] do one's hair in a teased style. 

	uldawun n a hand in mahjong where all thepieces are open on the table except the one or two pieces which one is holding waiting to get mahjong.
	uldug a puffed-up, heaped-up. Uldug kaayu ang imung hirdu, You have a puffed-up hairdo. v [B3(1); cl] be, become puffed-up or piled up in a mound. Uldugun (iuldug) ku ang sagbut usa dauban, l pile the trash into a heap before I burn it. 
	ulhi = ULAHI. 
	ulhus v [C; cl] take turns doing s.t.; do s.t. by turns or alternately. Mag-ulbus ta ug kaun kay gamay ra ang lamisa, Let's eat in turns because the table i� small. Nagkaulbusmig anbi kay way mabilin sa bay, We are coming here one at a time so s.o. can be left home to watch the house. 
	uli n oil cloth. v [A; b6] cover with, use oil cloth. 
	(iii v 1 [A; c] return s.t. to s.o. Nag-uli ku aring libru nga binulaman, l am returning this book I borrowed. Kinsay giulian mu sa tigib, Whom did you return the chisel to? Juli ni ngadtung Tuni, Return this to Tony.la -ang lisinsiya [A; c6] for a couple to stop having babies because the wife is no longer able to or because they choose to. 
	Di' sa mi muuli sa amung lisinsiya kay wa pa miy babayi, We won't stop having babies until we have a gjrl. 2 [A; ale] return s.t. to its place, reassemble. Antigu kang muuli aning karburadur, Do you know how to put this carburator back together? 2a = ULI BALAY. 3 [C; a12] be reconciled after having quarreled. Nag-uli' na mi human sa amung panagbangtŁ We are on good terms again after our quarrel. 4 [A; b(l)] buy s.t. from s.o. which he had originally not bought for resale. Ullan ta ning imung sapatus, l'd li
	Di' sa mi muuli sa amung lisinsiya kay wa pa miy babayi, We won't stop having babies until we have a gjrl. 2 [A; ale] return s.t. to its place, reassemble. Antigu kang muuli aning karburadur, Do you know how to put this carburator back together? 2a = ULI BALAY. 3 [C; a12] be reconciled after having quarreled. Nag-uli' na mi human sa amung panagbangtŁ We are on good terms again after our quarrel. 4 [A; b(l)] buy s.t. from s.o. which he had originally not bought for resale. Ullan ta ning imung sapatus, l'd li
	you bought for yourself. S [A; b(l)] reimburse s.o. for what he had spent. Muuli ka naku sa gastu sa akung byabi, Will you reimburse me for my expenses on my trip? n amount paid for s.t. which was not originally for sale. (➔> v 1 [A2; al 2] come, go home. Di' ta makauli kay way trak, We can not go home because there's no bus. 2 [b8]regain consciousness. Naulian na ba ang tawu nga gikuyapan? Has the man that fainted regained consciousness? 3 [b8] be relieved of anxiety or emotional distress. Naulian k
	·
	[A; ac] = ULL 1. la [.c] bring s.o. backhome. 2 [A23] go back to the place one started. Mupauli ang prusisiyun sa simbaban, The procession will return to the church. 2a bisag unsa kataas sa prusisiyun mupauli giyud sa simbahan no matter how wayward a husband is he will eventually go home to end of 
	his wife. 2b [b6] be on the receivi
	ng 

	s.t. bad. Ang imung pagbubug mupauli sa imung lawas, Your drunkenness will affect your health. Akuy paulian sa iyang kapungut, l will be on the receiving end of his anger. 3 = ULi, 2. pa·(➔)= PAHi-(➔). pahi-( ➔) v [A;b( 1)] 1 play a prank on s.o. and set him straight afterwards. Pait siya nga mukumidiya, dill siya mupabiuli', He plays meanpranks and does not set you straight afterwards. 2 regain one's health. Mubakasiyunku kay magpabiuli ku sa akung lawas, I'lltake a vacation to regain my health. Pabiul
	. 
	ng 


	back to work. paha-ay = ULi, v3. sa-(➔> 
	. 

	1090 ulianun -uliut 
	v [b4] contact s.o. else's disease by treating him. Muhilut gant' kug hilantan saulian giyud ku, Whenever I massage s.o. with fever, I will always get the fever from him. hiniN-an, -in-an n s.t. one bought from s.o. who had bought it previously not intending to resell it again. uliuli kalag n a magicformula uttered three times while shaking a child that has been intensely frightened, to prevent him from getting boils. ka-un ( ➔> a feel like going home. pa-anan, pa-an n home, a place one goes home to. pum
	v [b4] contact s.o. else's disease by treating him. Muhilut gant' kug hilantan saulian giyud ku, Whenever I massage s.o. with fever, I will always get the fever from him. hiniN-an, -in-an n s.t. one bought from s.o. who had bought it previously not intending to resell it again. uliuli kalag n a magicformula uttered three times while shaking a child that has been intensely frightened, to prevent him from getting boils. ka-un ( ➔> a feel like going home. pa-anan, pa-an n home, a place one goes home to. pum

	ulianun= KULIANUN. see KULi. 
	ulib n olive. -drab n olive drab cloth. -uwil 
	n olive oil. 
	n olive oil. 

	uh"ba = PAIMA ULIBA. 
	•ulibu asayti di-n olive oil. 
	•ulib
	a, 

	uligark n the wealthy families and their mem
	-

	bers that run the Philippines. ulihad = KULIHAD. 
	ulihi = ULAHL 
	ulilang n 1 off-season planting of rice and com. 2 crop planted off season. v [b] plantan off-season crop. paN-v [A2] 1 plant an off-season crop. 2 do s. t. later than the usual or normal time for doing it. Nangulilang ka na sa paniudtu, You are late for dinner. Nangulilang ka sa nutisya, You got the 
	,
	,
	news late. n= ULll.ANG, n. 

	ulimpikir n achampion athlete who has been to the Olympics. 
	ulimpiyan n tennis shoes (from the brand name Olympian). a a simple wedding without much fuss (so called because it should be kept silent, like walking in tennis shoes). v [Al 1 wear tennis shoes. 2 hold a simple wedding. Ulimpiyanun (iulimpiyan) ku unta ang akung kasal, nabakya man hinuun, I want to keep my wedding quiet and simple, but the news has spread everywhere.
	ulin n stern, the rear end of a ship. v [AN;b6( 1)] steer a boat from the stem. 
	wing n charcoal. v 1 [APB26; cl] make charcoal; become charcoal. Pag-uling para iutaw, Make charcoal to iron with. Ang usa ka sakung bagul muuling ug duha ka taru, A sack of coconut shells will make two cans of charcoal. 2 [A12; b(l)] put, add charcoal into. 3 [A; b6(1)] use charcoal. -un n 1 things suitable to be made into charcoal. 2 
	k.o. tree of the secondary forest. 
	k.o. tree of the secondary forest. 
	ulingi, ulingig = TULINGI. 
	ulipad (from lipad) a 1 walking sideways. Ulipad ang linaktan sa lambay, A crab walks sideways. 2 -ang tinan-awan cross-eyed. v 1 [A] walk sideways. 2 [BJ be, become cross-eyed. 
	•uliping pa-v [A; b6] hide standing behind 
	s.t. with the head partially exposed for observation. Mupauliping ku sa sira arun makita kug unsay ilang gibubat, I'll hide behind the door so I'll see what they're doing.
	ulipun n 1 slave. 2 slave to some power. Ulipun sa salap,: Slave to money. -sa tamala n k.o. univalve seashell having its mouth covered wholly with some of its flesh, about 1 ¼" in length. v [AB 12; cl] enslave, become a slave to. Nagkaulipun ka sa imung bisyu, You are becoming a slave to your vices. pa-v [A; b(l)] let oneself become a slave. kaulipnan n bondage, slavery. Angkaulipnan sa Pilipinas ubus sa mga Katsila,
	The Philippines' enslavement to the Spaniards.t 
	ulisi n walking cane, staff. v 1 [A] carry, use a cane. Muulisi ku iniglakaw kay daghang buguy, I'll carry a cane when I go out because there are lots of thugs. 2 [A; cl}make a cane, staff. 3 [A; alb8] beat with a cane or rod. 
	ulit a desiring s.t. greatly in an indiscriminate way. Mukaun ug ransiyukay ulit, He'lleven eat spoiled food, he is such a glutton. Ulit sa babayi, Hungry for women. v [B2; b6] be, become greedy. (�) = UUT, v. ka-, ka(�) n gluttony, great desire. 
	ulit v 1 [A3P; b3cl] provoke s.o.'s anger. 
	A-faulit na siya ug kataw-an, She'll become angry if they laugh at her. 2 [B126; al] be frustrated or disappointed in one's expectations. Naulit kug buwat niya ug wa giyud mutunga, I waited for her but she didn't show up. 
	ulitawu (from tawu) n 1 bachelor, unmarried man. Ulitawung gulang, An old bachelor. 2 young man old enough to be married. Tapulan amung ulitawu. Magpunay lag panista, 
	Our son is lazy. All he does is sit around playing the guitar. Ayawg binata kay ulitawu ka na, Don't be childish. You're grownup now. v [b( 1)) court a girl. Kinsa may imung giulitawban run, Whom areyou courting now? paN-v [A2;b(l)] court a girl. Nangulitawu si Pidru ni /stir, Pedro is courting Esther. n courting, wooing. ulitawhay n boyabout to embark onto adolescence. v [B12 56; b6] be an adolescent boy. kaulitawhan n group of young men. 
	uliut (from liut) v [A2; b6(1)] squeeze, wrig
	-
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	gle through or deep into. Wa siya makauliut ngadtu sa unahan kay punu kaayu ang Lugar, He couldn't elbow his way to the frontbecause the place was full.
	gle through or deep into. Wa siya makauliut ngadtu sa unahan kay punu kaayu ang Lugar, He couldn't elbow his way to the frontbecause the place was full.
	ulput v 1 [B26) pop or bounce up. Miulput(naulput) ang tabun sa tirmus pagbutang naku, The thermos cork popped up when I put it on. la [A; b28] bounce the ball against s.t. else. o,· makaulput ang bula sa lapuk, The ball cannot bounce on mud. 2 [B
	2) start back with a jerk upon being surprised. Naulput ku pagkadungug ku sa kusug kaayung bagsa, I started when I heard the loud crashing sound. 2a [B46) for the heart to thump. Nag-ulput ang akung kasingkasing sa kabinam, My heart is thumping with expectation. -ang kabuhi = ULPUT, 2. 

	ulsir, ulsira, ulsira n stomach ulcers. v [A123 P;a4] get an ulcer. -un(➔)a having stomach ulcers. v [B1256] having stomach ulcers. 
	ultima n 1 last, final after all the others. Ultima na Jang ning akung pag-anbi dinbi, This will be my last visit here. 2 = ULTIMU, nl. -ura at the last minute. Ultima ura giyud nang idisidir ug Lakaw, She always decidesto go at the eleventh hour. v [A3; b6] ask s.o. to give his final decision. Giultimaban siya naku ug magpakasal ba siya u dfli, I 
	asked him once and for all if he was going 
	asked him once and for all if he was going 
	to marry me. 

	ultimatum n ultimatum, final offer or proposal. v [b6(1)] give an ultimatum. Giultimatuman siya nak u sa pagpabaLbin ug Layu dinbi, I gave him an ultimatum to move far from here. 
	ultimun l last, lowest price. -priu = ULTIMU, 1. 2 -[noun] even [so-and-so], when it is the most unexpected thing. Daginutan kaayu ning bayhana kay ang ultimung mumhu hipusun pa, This woman is very thrifty. She even saves the crumbs from the table. Grabing sugarula nimu, uLtimung sapatus gibaligya para pamuhunpn, You are an incorrigible gambler! You even sold your shoes in order to secure money for betting. 
	1 
	sy

	ultimun 1 private, the lowest rank of an 
	2
	2
	enlisted man in the Army. 2 an ordinaperson or small fry as opposed to one who is at the top. Padayun Lang mu sa inyung pagtugbaw sa taas, aku magpabiLin nga ultimu, Proceed with your rise to stardom while I remain here a mere nothing. v 1 [B16; al 
	ry

	2) . 
	be a private. 2 [B1256] be a small f
	ry


	{du n 1 head. la head as the source of thinking power. Gamita imung uLu, Use your head. 2 each person. Dus pisus da ang bayad
	' 
	' 
	I I
	sa kada uLu, The cost is only two pesos per 
	head. 3 head, forefront. Banda sa pulis ang 
	uLu sa parada, The head of the parade wasthe police band. -ug amu = INULUG AMU. -sa bagyu eye of the typhoon. -sa ha.ha the first onrush of floodwaters. -nga buhatan main (lit. head) office. -sa hilanatin folk medicine, a lump in the musclewhich bulges and when massaged, alleviates one's fever and pains. -sa sakit source of an ailment. -sa sibuyas the bulb of an onion. v 1 [AN; b(l)] lead, be at the head lalead s.o. to do s.t., usually bad. Ikay nangitlu sa tanang mga tinuntu, You led them into doing all
	The story is entitled 'Beyond Tomorrow'. n leader, chief. sag·(➔), sag-v [A; a12b2] 1memorize, learn s.t. by heart. 2 skip a meal. Sag-uluhun ku na Zang ang paniudtu, I'lljust skip lunch. siN-(➔)see SINGULU. uluhan, uluhan n s.t. at the top at the head:head of a bed, title of a song, et al v 1 [A3; 
	c] give s.t. a title. 2 [A13] have s.t. as a title. Balak nga nag-uluhan ug 'Luba', A poem that is entitled 'Tears'. -in-n shaped like a head. -in-ug amu waxing gibbous moon. inuluhan n having a head, e.g. a pin. kauluhan n capital city. kapanguluhan n editorial board or staff. 
	ulub v [Al; a2] cut even around the edges.
	Ulubun naku pagputul ang baba sa bariL, I
	will trim off around the mouth of the barrel. Ang iyang buhuk maayung pagkaulub, His hair was nicely trimmed all around. 
	{1lud n worm. v [a4b4] be infested with worms. Ginamus nga giuLud, Salted fish that was full of worms. hiN-v [AN; b6( 1)) pick out the worms from. A kuy mubingulud (manghingulud) sa tabaku, I'll pick out the worms from the tobacco plants. ighihingulud, ighilingulud n s. t. used to pick vvorms out from inaccessible parts. ulud-ulud n decayed teeth. v [A123P; a4] be decayed. Misakit ang akung ngipun nga giulud-ulud, Mytooth was decayed and caused me great pain.
	iilug v [A; c] put a burden on s.o. 's head for it. Iulug na nang bukag kay adtu na ta, Please put the basket on my head because we're going now. 
	him to car
	ry 

	ul-ug v [A; c] feed nestlings.
	ulugnan = UNLAN. see ULUN.
	ulug-ulug v [A; b6(1)] flatter s.o. to make him feel good or to get s.t. out of him. Akuy muulug-ulug niya arun ta kab-an ug tubig, I'll flatter him so that he'll fetch water for us. n flattery. -an(➔) a readily falling 
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	for sweet talk. 
	for sweet talk. 

	uluk, uluk n 1 glans penis. 2 -sa kasing bottom of a top that resembles the glans. ulukuluk n a rounded or knoblike extremity of 
	s.t. leasing nga inulukan n top with no nail but with glans-shaped bottom. 
	s.t. leasing nga inulukan n top with no nail but with glans-shaped bottom. 

	ul-ul v [A; a2b3] bark. Ul-ulun ka sa iru ug muJuul ka, The dog will bark at you if you go near. n bark.
	ul-ula 1 throbbing pain. Ul-ul kaayu ang akung samad, My wound hurts very much. 2 heavy, uneasy feeling due to muscular fatigue. Ul-ul kaayu ang akung lawas tungud sa kadaghan sa trabahu, My body is heavy from so mu�h work. v 1 [B; b6] be, become painful, heavy in feeling. 2 [b] have labor pains. Dad-un na si Pina sa matirniti kay giul-ulan na, Bring Pina to the hospital because she has labor pains. ka-n degree or intenseness of pulsating pain. 
	2 

	ul-ulv [A; a] masturbate, word play on 
	3 

	lulu.
	lulu.

	ulun v [A; c] lay one's head on s. t. Dili ku muulun anang bukugun mung buktun, I will not lay my head on that bony arms of yours. unlan, ulunlan, ulunan n pillow. -sa halas k.o. vine of waste areas bearired,shiny, rounded fruit, the size of a tennis ball, poisonous, smelly, and full of seeds. v [A; a] use for, make into a pillow. inunlan n placenta. 
	ng 

	(dung a for a measure to be very full or heaping. v [A12; cl] measure s.t. out with a full or heaping measure. -in-= ULUNG, a. 
	ulunglan == UNLAN. see ULUN. 
	ulungnan = UNLAN. see ULUN. 
	ulun-ulun n not fully developed rice grains. ulup a early morning at around sunrise. Ulupsilang muadtu sa simbahan, They will go to church at sunrise. v [A; ac] do early in the morning. Muulup ta sa lungsud ugma, We will go to town early tomorrow morning. 
	ulus v [A; b(l)] borrow s.t. Aku ang nagulus sa imung lapis, I borrowed your pencil. pa-v [A;a12] lend. Ayaw nag pausli, Don't let anyone borrow that. inuslan n s.t. borrowed. inuslan nga batasan put-on behavior. Dili malilung ang inuslan niyang batasan kay daghang nasayud nga siya aryat, Nobody is fooled by the way she puts on. Everybody knows she is a plain snob. pinauslan n s.t. lent.
	ulus = ULHUS. 
	ulusiman = ULASIMAN.
	ulut v [b(l)] have a boundary in between. 
	, \
	, \
	Giutlan ang duha namu ka balay sa usa ka 
	mutu, Our houses are separated by a hill. 
	(�), n outside edges or boundaries. v [C; c]ror pieces of land to be contiguous. Magulut tag yuta ug palitun nimu nang lutiha, 
	Our land will be contiguous if you buy that lot. ulut-ulut 1 = ULUT. 2 place between two things. v 1 = ULUT, vl. 2 [b12 
	56] for a space to develop �etween two things. utlanan n boundary. Akung gikural ang utlanan sa amung yuta, I fenced the boundary of our land. Butangan natug utlanan ang atung panag-amigu, Let's set a limit to our friendship. v [c1] be made into a boundary, limit. ka-n person whose land is contiguous to one's own. 
	ulutn stalk or stem of grasses, dry or fresh. ulutv [A;ac2] run after.Muulut sa mangagi ang iŁang iru, Their dog runs after passers-by.Uluta ang trak, Run after the truck. Iulut
	2 
	2 

	.ning payung sa nanay mu, Run after your mother and give this umbrella to her. 
	uluulu = ULUG-ULUG. uluuluhan a 1 susceptible to sweet talk. 2 tending to give sweet talk.
	uluy v [A; b6(1)] start doing an action or into a state. Miuluy nag kabugtu ang pisi, The rope started to snap. Giuylan (giuluyan) ku siyag ulisi, I raised my cane to whack him. 
	goi
	ng 

	ulyahut v [A; b3] complain loudly. Unsa pa may imung giulyahutan ug nabayran ka na? What are you griping about if you have already been paid? n loud complaints.
	ulyap = UYLAP. 
	um pronounced [mm'] or [;);):>]. particle expressing dissatisfaction or contempt. Um, mu rag mupalit nga nagtan-awtan-aw sa mga baligya, Humph, the way he is inspecting the this you'd think he was goito buy
	ng
	ng 

	s.t. Um, abi niya ug mahadluk ku, Humph,he thinks I'm scared. Um, kusiun ta giyud ka sa imung minalditu, Humph, I have to pinch you, you are so mischievous. 
	uma n a piece of land on which crops or animals are raised. v [A; a] cultivate or till a piece of land. Umahun ku ning yutaa, I'll cultivate this piece of land. Sa giumahan natu kanhi, On the land we cultivated in former times. umhan, umahan, kaumahan. kaumhan n cultivated piece of land. mag-r-(f)n farmer. paN-n occupation of farming.
	umag v [A2; b4J for colors to run. Giumagan ang puti niyang sinina nga naipun sa dikulur, His white shirt got stained because it was put together with the colored ones. a color that has run. Kining mantsa umag sa akung midiyas, This stain is where my socks ran. 
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	2 

	umagad see AGAD. 
	umagad see AGAD. 
	2

	umagak, umagak n mother hen. 
	umang n 1 hermit crab. -sus-an hermit crab in a shell having a barnacle, used as a medicine for mothers with a swelling breast. 2 kamangdaw-see KAMANG, vla. v 1 [A2N;b6] gather hermit crabs for bait. 2 [AN; al 
	2) ing to s.o. else. 
	use, wear s.t. belo
	ng

	,
	,
	umapun = AMAPULUN.
	umari ka see ARI 
	umat v [AC; ctf go over a series of events or geneologies to recall them. Miumat siya sa iyang kaagi sa gubat, He related his exthe war. Manag-agaw diay kami -kay nagkaumat man mi sa amung mga kagikan, We are cousins, as it turned out, when we traced our ancestral tree. 
	periences duri
	ng 

	umaw a having lost its fertility. v [B2] for soil to lose fertility. Magkaumaw ang uma nga pirrning tamnan unya way uabunu,
	Lands that are always planted without get
	ting fertilized become barren. 

	umay-umay v [A; bS] make funny imitationsof how s.o. does s. t. Nasuku si Tsiding kay giumay-umay (giumay-umayan) ni Kuring ang iyang sinultihan, Cheding got sore because Coring mimicked her manner of talking. -an(➔)a fond of teasing by imitating. 
	umbangul, umbangul v [A2S; b3) howl, bellow loudly. Nag-umbangul siya sa kasakit, She bellowed with pain. 
	umbaw v 1 [A13; b6] overlook, tower over. 
	Ang ilang balay nag-umbaw sa kasilinganan, 
	Ang ilang balay nag-umbaw sa kasilinganan, 
	Their house towers over the neighborhood. 2 [A; a] look down from a height over the edge of s.t. Nag-umbaw siya sa pangpang, He was looking down over the edge of the cliff. Umbawa ang mga bat a sa bungun, Look out of the window and see what the children are doing. 

	umbihas, umbihas = AMBlllAS.
	umid v 1 [A; cl] wallow, roll in s.t. that sticks. Iumid (umira) ang saging sa asukar, Roll the bananas in sugar. 2 [B; cl] be needlessly implicated in s. t. bad. Nai4mid ku sa kasaba bisan ug wa kuy sala, I wasincluded in the scolding even though I hadn't done anything. 
	umidu v 1 [B; b6] for s.t. designed to burn to be slightly moist. Ang libintadur nga muumidu (maumidu) di na mubutu, A firecracker that gets moist won't explode. 2 [B1456] for a wound or sore that appearshealed on the surface to fester or generatepus underneath. Giabrlban pag-usab ang fyang upirasiyun kay nag-umidu sa ilawum, Her operation was reopened because it was festering inside. 2a for an emotion to fester 
	in one's heart (literary). Pagdumut nga nagumidu sa dughan, Hatred that rankles in the breast. a 1 moist and not burning well. 2 festering.
	in one's heart (literary). Pagdumut nga nagumidu sa dughan, Hatred that rankles in the breast. a 1 moist and not burning well. 2 festering.
	. 
	,

	umigas = HULMIGAS. 
	umil a soft, having lost its crispness. Umil nakaayu n:.ng pinip{ga, The rice crunch has gotten all soggy. v [B2; b6] be, become soft, no longer crunchy. (Ł) v [B; a] forflat this to stick together from beimoist. Muumil ang mga playwud kun basa, The plywood sheets will stick together if they get wet.
	ng
	ng

	umintadu a having risen in amount. Umintadu ang mga palalftun run, Prices of goods are high these days. v [B126) rise in degree. Maumintadu ang bilanat mahapun, The fever goes up in the afternoon. 
	umintu v [AB; be] 1 become greater in degree or number, cause s.t. to do so. Angmga kumirsiyanti miumintu sa mga prisyu sa mga palftun, The merchants raised the prices of goods. Nagkaumintu ang gidagbanun sa mga sakyanan sa syudad, There are getting to be more and more cars in the city. 2 improve, progress. Muumintu (maumintu) ang inyung pagkabutang ug mutrabahu mu, Your situation will improve if you work. -sa kunhud v [ B] become worse, go down. Nag-umintu mi sa kunbud tungud sa kagastadur, We are gett
	umnis v [cl] skip, miss s.t. Sa kaapiki sa mgabuluhatun sa panimalay naumnis na lang ang akung paniudtu, l was so busy with thehousework that Imissed my dinner. 
	umpas v [A123P; b28] fall away, crumble down. Kusug nga ulan nga nakaumpqs (nakapaumpas) sa kimba, A strong rain that crumbled away the embankment. 
	umpawv [Al2; b8] be outclassed or out-stripped in comparison. Walay makaumpaw sa imung binuang, No one can match yourfoolishness.!Awtu nga bisan kanus-a wala hiumpawi, A car that has never been outclassed. 
	1 
	.

	umpawv 1 [A123P; b4(1)] come to afterhavifainted. Didtu na sa uspital m(Tumpawi ang nakuyapan, The man who fainted came to in the hospital. 2 [B12; b4(1)] for 
	2 
	ng 
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	1 
	1 
	one's anger to wear off. Maumpaw ang iyang kasuku ug imung amuy-amuyun, His anger will vanish if you play up to him. 
	umpu n 1 grandparent or a grandparent's sibling or cousin of the same generation. 2 term of address for a relation of the grandparents' generation. 
	umpul a cut short. Umpul kaayu ang mga sinina sa mga batan-un karun, Young people wear very short dresses nowadays. sayangsn k.o. shirred skirt with no tail, worn now only by old women. v [B12; cl] be, become short. Ayaw kaayug umpula (iumpul) pagputul ang imung buhuk, Don't cut your hair too short. 

	-um-r-1 prefix added to most verb roots which ref er to an action to form nouns which mean 'one who is about to [ do]'. Umuuli na ku, I am about to go home. Pumipirma na unta siya sa kuntratu, He was just about to sign the contract. la added to words ref erring to weather conditions. Umuulan tingali run da, It looks like it is going to rain. 2 prefixes added to a few verbal roots to form nouns referring to the agent who does [so-and-so]. Sumasakay, Passengers. Pumupuyu, Inhabitants. 
	umud v [A6; c] push the face or s.t. analogous down, bury the face or fall with the face into s.t. Naumud siya sa lapuk, She fell face first into the mud. Unlan nga iyang giumuran sa paghilak, The pillow she buried her face into when she cried. Aku fang iu-mud ang agipu sa abu arun mapawung, I'll sniffle the firebrand out by burying it in the ashes. -ang nawung!v [cl) bury one's face in work, preoccupation, hobby, and the like. Ug d,ku iumud (umurun) ang akung nawung sa trabahu wa miy makaun, If I don't 
	. 

	umuga damp, moist. Umug kaayu ang imungsinina sa singut, Your dress is wet with perspiration. v [B; b2cl) become moist. Nadaut ang kapi kay naumgan, The coffee spoiled because it got moisture into it. 
	umuk pa-v [A; ac] sleep late or lounge around in bed past waking hours. Paumuka Jang siyag katug kay Duminggu man run, Allow her to sleep in because it's Sunday. umul v [A; al2] 1 roll s.t. into a ball. Umula ang karni para sa bulabula, Roll the meat into balls to make meat balls. la mold into other shapes. 2 mold the personality and mind. Mga iskuy!ahan nga nag-umul sa mga 
	batan-un, Schools that mold the youth. n s.t. formed into balls or molds. -an(➔)n school as the molder of the youth. -in-= UMUL, n. 
	batan-un, Schools that mold the youth. n s.t. formed into balls or molds. -an(➔)n school as the molder of the youth. -in-= UMUL, n. 
	um-um v [A; al2] 1 put s.t. partly or wholly into the mouth or between the lips. Muum-um na siya dayun sa iyang kwaku inigmata, He immediately puts his pipe into his mouth when he wakes up. 2 -ug kalibutan v [Al3] for a woman to have a prolapseduterus. Nagbakaang ang babayi kay nag-umum man ug kalibutan, The woman is walking with her legs far apart because she has a prolapsed uterus. 
	umung v [AN; cl] pile up harvested rice together with the stalks. 
	umu-um = ALUM-OM. 
	umuy n bodily strength. Nawad-an si Samsun sa umuy dihang giputul ni Dilayla ang iyang buhuk, Samson lost his strength when Delilah cut his hair. v 1 [Al2] have the strength to do s. t. Di na giyud ku makaumuy paglakaw, I have no more strength to go out. 2 [b6] get strength. Giumuyan na ang akung buktun, My arm has gathered strength again. paumuy-umuy v [A; c6] keep the body still without motion. Paumuy-umuy lang, makat'tlg ka lagi, Just lie still and relax and you 'II fall asleep. 
	•unsee MARTS. 
	-undirect passive verb affix, future. (past: gi-subjunctive: -a. Potential forms: past: na-; future and subjunctive: ma-.) Palitun ku ang babuy, I will buy the pig. Gipalit ku ang babuy, I bought the pig. Wala ku palitaang babuy, I didn't buy the pig. Di ku mapalit ang babuy, I cannot buy the pig. Napa/it ku ang babuy, I managed to buy the pig. Wa ku mapalit ang babuy, l didn't get to buy the pig. 1 do directly to. Lutuun ku ang kik, I will bake the cake. Kuhaun ku kana, I will go get it. Patyun nila, Th
	1 

	s.t. [adj.], [noun]; or bring into [state). Pulabun ku ang akung ngabil, I will make my lips red. Hubgun ku siya sa mga saad, I will make her drunk with promises. Ulipunun ang Pilipinas sa Ispanya, Spain will enslave the Philippines. Karsunisun ku ning panaptun, I will make pants out of the cloth. Hutdun ku ang kwarta, I will use up the money.Upatun ang kik, The cake will be cut into four pieces. le with adjectives referring to manner: do it in [such-and-such] a manner. Ayuhun ku pagsilhig ang sawug, I w
	' 

	-un-una 
	2 
	1095 

	the floor carefully. Kalitun ku paglabni ang iyang kutsilyu, I will grab his knife away suddenly. lcl with words referring to time: [do] at [such-and-such a time]. Ugmaun na lang na naku, I will just do that tomorrow. Binulanun ku silag swildu, I will paythem by the month. ld with verbs referringto an action two things can do with each other (usually with a long penult), have the two [do] to each other. Sagulun ku ang itlug ug harina, I will mix the eggs and the flour. Abutun ku ang duha ka tumuy, I will 
	the floor carefully. Kalitun ku paglabni ang iyang kutsilyu, I will grab his knife away suddenly. lcl with words referring to time: [do] at [such-and-such a time]. Ugmaun na lang na naku, I will just do that tomorrow. Binulanun ku silag swildu, I will paythem by the month. ld with verbs referringto an action two things can do with each other (usually with a long penult), have the two [do] to each other. Sagulun ku ang itlug ug harina, I will mix the eggs and the flour. Abutun ku ang duha ka tumuy, I will 
	with words referring to a sickness or feeling: get [such-and-such] a sickness, feel [soand-so]!. Gitulug siyag maayu, He is very sleepy. Giatay ang manuk, The chickens got chicken cholera. 3 haiy, unsay [noun]-un, there is no [noun] ! (Lit. What is there tomake or call a [noun].) 'Tagai kug singku.' -'Unsay kwartabun ! ' 'Let me have a nickel.' -'Where am I supposed to get money?' 
	Gipang{ta ku si Tinyung sa dapit nga iyang gibarugan ganiha. Hain pay Tinyungun, llooked for Tenyong in th� place he had been standing. Tenyong was nowhere. (Lit. Where could there be s.t. to be called Tenyong? ). 

	-un1 suffix added to adjectives and nouns to form adjectives which mean 'of [suchand-such] a kind'. Usually, forms with this suffix have final stress. Yagpisun siyag lawas, He has a thinnish body. Duguun (duguun) nga hitabu, A bloody event. Baratuhung panaptun, Cheap sort of cloth. 2 added to numbers to form nouns meaning 'ones worth (so-and-so] much'. Pisusun (pisitsun) nga bayhana, Acheap woman (costing only a peso). Bayintibun, Costing twenty. 
	2 

	-un(➔) alternant of -unun, used with some of the bases which occur with -unun, but 
	not 'all of them. Duna pa kuy hatagun ni
	not 'all of them. Duna pa kuy hatagun ni
	mu, I still have s.t. to give you. 
	,
	una n 1 ahead, earlier. Akung turnu kay una 
	kaayu ku nimu, It's my turn because I was 
	here well before you. 2 the one that is first 
	,
	in position. Ang Unang Ginang, The First
	Lady. 2a sa -in former times. Sa!una waysuga, In former times there was no electricity. mga -ng tawu the people of former times. 2b first, not second. -sa tanan above all. sa -nga lugar in the first place. Di ka katagaan. Sa unang lugar pilyu ka, yOU 
	,
	can't get any. In!the first place, you'renaughty. v 1 (A; a2b 2] do s. t. the first thing,or ahead of s.o. else. Muuna ku ug tindug. Sunud lang, I will stand up first. Just follow suit. Unahun ku ni ug lutu, I will cook this 
	, 
	, 
	'

	first. la (Al23S; b8] beat s.o. to s.t. Aku 
	ning syaha. Akuy nakauna ani, This is mychair. I got it first. Hiunhan siyag mata sa adlaw. Alas syiti nang mimata, He woke up late (lit. the sun got up before him). It was already seven o'clock. lb [A; b6(1)] pay an amount in advance. Muuna ku nimug diyis,I will advance you ten. 2 (A2S; b( 1)] be at the head, go ahead of others. Muuna ku nimu kay nagdali ku, 1 will go home before you because I am in a hurry. Nag-una sila sa parid, They were at the head of the parade. 3 (A13N; b(l)] do s.t. to s.o. first.
	-

	,
	nate, occurring one after Łhe other. Una sin 
	utra ang lalakig babayi, The boys and the girls are put in alternate position (boy, girl, boy, girl). (➔) = UNA, nl; vl, la, lb, 2. v [A23; b] give unwanted advice. A1uuna mu naku? Ulahi ra mu kaayu sa duyan, Whatare you giving me advice for when you are way younger than me? pa-v 1 (A; ale] for a woman to have premarital relations. Di· maayu nga mupauna sa laki, It's not goodfor a woman to have relations with a manbefore marriage. 2 [A 13] let s. o. do s. t. to one first. Sa sumbagay digiyud siya pauna,He w
	,
	not proper or usual. Di ka!makaunaunaglingkud kay wa pa mulingkud ang pinasidunggan, You cannot sit down first becausethe honoreehas not taken his seat yet. Unaunaha nig lung-ag, Cook this ahead in a hur-ry. pasi-, pasi·(➔> v [A; c] 1 say s.t. by way 
	, 
	,
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	of introduction, before s.o. else. 2 say or convey s.t. in advance. Mupasiuna Lang ku nimu nga dt' ku makaanhi ugma, I'll tell you in advance that I can't come here tomorrow. 
	of introduction, before s.o. else. 2 say or convey s.t. in advance. Mupasiuna Lang ku nimu nga dt' ku makaanhi ugma, I'll tell you in advance that I can't come here tomorrow. 
	lpasiuna ku Lang ni nimung kwartaha, I'mjust giving you this money in advance. n 1 
	s.t. preliminary or a preface. 2 advance notice. unahan n 1 place up ahead. 2further. Ang ila unahan ra kaayus taytayarr, Theirplace is a considerable distance up beyond the bridge. pangunahan v [A2 3] be the leader in a novena. n 1 s.t. placed in front of s.t. else. Pangunahang Ligid, Front tires. 2 onewho is in the limelight. Pangunahang papil, Starring role. kinaunahan, kinaunahan n the very first. maunaunahun, unaunahun a 1one who provokes trouble. Kanunay siyang makakitag away kay unaunahun man, Heal

	una n juice of the salted fish. Pakapini kug una nga isubak sa utan, Give me additional salted-fish juice for my vegetable stew. v 1lB3(1); b6(1)] for salted-fish preserves to give out juice. 2 [A12] have juice to eat with the staple. 3 [A; b6( 1)) put salted-fish juice on. Giunaan niyag daghan ang utan, She put lots of salted-fish juice on the vegetable stew.
	t 

	, ' 
	, 
	' 

	una!= USA. 
	unanut v [A3P] do s. t. with difficulty or with great effort. Nag-unanut ku sa akungmga sabdyiks rung tuiga, l am having difficulty with my subjects this year. Nag-unanut ku pagbira sa pyanu, It was a great effort to move the piano. 
	unap v [Al; a2] peel off the thin outer layer of a dried,young nipa leaf for smoking. unas n dry banana leaf. v [AN; b6] rem!ove the dried banana leaves. hiN-v [AN; b6( 1)]
	,
	,
	= UNAS, v.

	unasis a very rich old man. Unasis kaayu ang 
	iyang nabana, She married an Onassis. 
	iyang nabana, She married an Onassis. 

	,
	unat = INAT.
	, 
	t 

	unaw n cassava or buri flour. v [A; a] extract cassava or buri flour. 
	unawup (from alup) a for light or vision to be dim. Unawup kaayu ang siga sa suga, Thelight of the lamp is very dim. v [B; cl] get dim. Muunawup (maunawup) ang akungpanan-aw, My eyesight becomes blurred sometimes. 
	unay n l mainland. Ang tagaisla adtu magkabu sa unay, The islanders fetch water from the mainland. 2 a deeply embedded sliver or foreign body. 3 s.t. solidly attached to or formia solid or contiguous part of s. t. DiU matangtang ning puthawa kay unay sa 
	ng 

	ihi, This piece of iron can not be removed because it forms a solid part of the axle. -sa lawas = TAPUT LAWAS. see LAWAS. 4instantly accessible. Sa nagtrabahu pa ku sa panadiriya unay ra ku sa pan, When I was workiin the bakery, I always had bread instantly accessible. v 1 [A; b6] go stay with a member of the family that is s.w.else. Muunay ku sa mga bata sa syudad sa ilang pag-iskuyla, l will go live with the children in the city while they attend schoolthere. 2 [AN; al 2) do some harm to amember of one's 
	ihi, This piece of iron can not be removed because it forms a solid part of the axle. -sa lawas = TAPUT LAWAS. see LAWAS. 4instantly accessible. Sa nagtrabahu pa ku sa panadiriya unay ra ku sa pan, When I was workiin the bakery, I always had bread instantly accessible. v 1 [A; b6] go stay with a member of the family that is s.w.else. Muunay ku sa mga bata sa syudad sa ilang pag-iskuyla, l will go live with the children in the city while they attend schoolthere. 2 [AN; al 2) do some harm to amember of one's 
	ng 

	s.t to s.t one is weariwithout takiit off. Giunay Zang nakug sursi ang gisi sa akung pulu, I sewed up the tear in my shirt without takiit off. 5 [AN; bN] do s. t. personally, not delegating it to s.o. else. Aku giyuy mangunay (muunay, mangunay) ini kay mga tapulan mu, I guess I'll have to do this myself because you are so lazy. Unayi nag trabahu kay kuti na, Work on thatpersonally because it is an intricate job. (�) n 1 s.t. fixed or attached to s. t. Sa mamiluka unay ang sinina sa karsunis, In a child'
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
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	undag v [B2; b(l)] sink, settle down to the bottom of a liquid medium. Lawum ang giundagan sa barkung nalunud, The ship sank in deep waters. 
	undag v [B2; b(l)] sink, settle down to the bottom of a liquid medium. Lawum ang giundagan sa barkung nalunud, The ship sank in deep waters. 

	undak v 1 (83(1)4; b6] jounce in riding. Miundak ning trak tungud sa batsi, This bus is jouncing because of the potholes. 2 [A; cl]stamp the feet, walk with heavy footfalls. 
	Ayaw undaka (iundak) imung tiil kay naay tawu sa silung, Don't stamp your feet when you walk because there are people downstairs. pina-ang tingug speaking in a rough, curt way. 
	Ayaw undaka (iundak) imung tiil kay naay tawu sa silung, Don't stamp your feet when you walk because there are people downstairs. pina-ang tingug speaking in a rough, curt way. 

	undan a a ware of what is happening around one. n awareness. Wa siyay undan nga gidala sa huspital, He was unconscious when he was brought to the hospital. v 1 [A 12; b28] know, be aware of what is going on. Wa pakumakaundan paghalin namu sa Mindanaw, 
	I was not old enough to know what was going on when we moved to Mindanao. Wa kumakaundan nga gikuut ang akung kwarta, l did not notice that s.o. had picked my pocket. la [A12] regain consciousness. lb come to understand fully s.t. about which one had misapprehensions. Hiundanan (naundanan) na niya ang iyang sayup, He has just realized his mistakes. 2 [A 13; b8] grow up under the conditions, environment of. Nagundan siya sa pagkaharuhay, She grew up in great comfort. -sa buut = UN DAN. seealso UNUD. 
	I was not old enough to know what was going on when we moved to Mindanao. Wa kumakaundan nga gikuut ang akung kwarta, l did not notice that s.o. had picked my pocket. la [A12] regain consciousness. lb come to understand fully s.t. about which one had misapprehensions. Hiundanan (naundanan) na niya ang iyang sayup, He has just realized his mistakes. 2 [A 13; b8] grow up under the conditions, environment of. Nagundan siya sa pagkaharuhay, She grew up in great comfort. -sa buut = UN DAN. seealso UNUD. 

	undangv [A; abl] stop doing s.t., come to a stop. Naundang ang amung pagpangaun sa pag-abut nila, Our meal came to a halt when they arrived. Giundangan namug daru ang iyang uma, We had stopped plowing his farm. Giundangan na siya sa iyang dugu, Her menstruation has stopped. walay -u nending, incessant. undang-undang a intermittent, on and off. Undang-undang nga kasakit sa tampihak, Intermittent migraine. v [ B; b SJ be intermittent, periodic, or on and of£ Giundang-undang (giundang-undangan) pagpaagi sa 
	undaunda. v [B; c16) for a process to be broken by short intervals, not going on smoothly. Mag-undaunda siyang musulti mu rag maghunahuna ug unsay isunud, He speaks haltingly as if he was thinking of what to say next. Pirmiha pagtulud. Ayawg undaundaa (iundaunda), Push continuously. Don't keep stopping now and then. a going on haltingly, not smoothly continuous. 
	undayag v [A2; b] step backwards, dodgingto avoid the blows of an attacking opponent. Muundayag siya kun dasdasun apan siging nagpika, He steps out of the way when he is attacked, but continues to deliver punches. 
	undayag v [A2; b] step backwards, dodgingto avoid the blows of an attacking opponent. Muundayag siya kun dasdasun apan siging nagpika, He steps out of the way when he is attacked, but continues to deliver punches. 
	undayun, undayun (from dayun) a spacewhich is contiguous or continuous with s.t. Ang kumidur undayun sa sala, The dining room is a continuation of the living room. pa-v 1 [A; bScl] continue, go on doing s.t. 
	Mipaundayun siyag lakaw bisan akung gitawag, She continued on walking away even as I called her. Wa siya makapaundayun ugiskuyla kay nasakit, He was not able to continue his studies because he got sick. 2 [A;
	b] go along with s.o.'s decision, wishes. Magpaundayun kami sa imung hukum, We will go along with your decision. Ayaw paundayuni sa tanan niyang gustu, Do not give him everything he wants. 
	undu short form: du. n 1 address of endearment for a boy. 2 familiar term of address to a man the same age or younger than the speaker. v [A; a12] call or address s.o. this way.
	unduk v [B6; cl] be piled high. Muundukang labhanan ug dili amnun paglaba, The laundry will pile up if you don't take care of it as it comes up. n pile, heap of s.t. Angunduk sa basura, The heap of garbage. 
	undul a for plants to have lost their crowns or leaves at the top. Mais nga undul kaayu human agii sa dulun, Corn that had its topseaten away by the locusts ..v [APB; a2] for plants to lose their crowns, cause them to doso. 
	·
	•

	unduy = UNDU. 
	undyan = UNYA. 
	u= ULUNG. 
	ng 

	unga v [A23P; b] stop sucking on s.t.; stop suckli. Di muunga ug supsup sa dugu ang limatuk ug di' mabusug, A leech won't stop aV [A; cl] loosen s.t. by working it back and forth. Nag-ungaunga ku sa haligi arun bumuk ibtun, I'm pushing the post back and forth so that it will be easy to pull it up. 
	ng
	sucking blood until it gets full. ungau
	ng

	unga = INGA. 
	ungŁ v [A; alb7] bite a big chunk off. Ug
	1
	ikaw •muungab, maburut ni, If you take a 
	bite of it, nothing will be left. Ang pliti muungab ug daku sa akung swildu, The fare takes a large chunk out of my salary. n 1 bite. 2 action of biting. Usa ka ungab maburut na dayun, That would all be g0ne in a bite. -in-an n the area from which a large chunk has been bitten. 
	-
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	ungabv [A; b36] cry aloud. Nakamata ku kay nag-ungab siya, I woke up because he 
	2 

	cried so loud. 
	cried so loud. 

	ungad v 1 [AN; a12] dig out with the snout or s.t. analogous. Di!na muungad (mangungad) ang babuy ug gawungan, The pig can no longer dig up the soil if a ring is attached to its snout. 2 [A23; c] bury one's face in. 
	Miungad siya sa dugban sa iyang minabal ug mibilak, She buried her face on her boyfriend's bosom and cried. 3 [A23] bury oneself in what one is doing. Matigayun giyud ang iyang uma kay m.uungad siyas trababu, His farm will do well because he applies himself assiduously. 4 [A12S3] stay 
	Miungad siya sa dugban sa iyang minabal ug mibilak, She buried her face on her boyfriend's bosom and cried. 3 [A23] bury oneself in what one is doing. Matigayun giyud ang iyang uma kay m.uungad siyas trababu, His farm will do well because he applies himself assiduously. 4 [A12S3] stay 
	s. w. for one's subsistence. Naa ra mag-ungad sa mga ginikanan ang mga anak nga nangaminyu, The married children are living with their parents. pa-v [B1256] fall down on one's face. Napandul siya ug napaungad siyas lapuk, He tripped and fell face first into the mud. inuaran n 1 soil that has been all dug up by a pig. 2 earnings, s.t. obtained for a work done. 
	ng


	ungal, ungal v [A] make a loud bellowing cry. Miungal (miungal) ang higanti pagkaigu sa agtang, The giant bellowed when he got hit on the forehead. 
	ungas n bad scratch. v [AB12; b6(1)] scratch 
	s.t. badly. Siyay miungas sa akung nawung, She scratched my face. 
	s.t. badly. Siyay miungas sa akung nawung, She scratched my face. 

	at n the joint between the upper and lower jaw and the muscles and jawbone in the vicinity. Gikapuy ang akung ungatungat ug kinaun sa inanag, My jaws \Vere tired from eating the broiled corn. 
	ungat-u
	ng

	ungaug = ALUNGAUG. 
	ungaw v [B 146; b6] 1 be on the brink of death. Nag-ungaw na siya sa kamatayun, She is on the brink of death. 2 be at the brink of some calamity. Mag-ungaw na gani ang akung kwarta sa kaburutun, mukaun na Jang ku ug buwad, When my money is nearly gone I resort to eating dried fish. 
	ungdan = UNDAN. 
	ungga v 1 [A; cl] break limbs, anything projecting off. Unggaun (iungga) ku ning ulu sa munyika, I'll break the head of the doll off. Naungga ang paku sa ayruplanu pagkahulug of the ailane broke off when it fell. 2 [B12; al2] for a sungkaplayer to lose all his pieces to his opponent. 
	niini, The wi
	ng 
	rp

	Di ab tag diyis minutus makaungga ku nimu, 
	Di ab tag diyis minutus makaungga ku nimu, 
	In less than ten minutes I'll have all your pieces. a 1 being broken off. Ungga nag kawu nang tasaa, That cup doesn't have a handle any more. 2 havilost all one's ga n = ANA· 
	In less than ten minutes I'll have all your pieces. a 1 being broken off. Ungga nag kawu nang tasaa, That cup doesn't have a handle any more. 2 havilost all one's ga n = ANA· 
	ng 
	pieces in sungka. unggau
	ng

	NANGGAL. v [a3] be detachable. 

	' 
	unggal = UNGGA. 
	unggu = PAMALAYI. see BAYI. 
	ungguwintu n ointment. 
	ungguy n monkey. -nga nahapunan crestfallen of countenance. Naunsa ka man nga mu ra ka man ug ungguy nga nahapunan, pri? What happened to you? You look crestfallen (like a monkey overtaken bysunset). dalunggan sa -= LAYAT. uguy-ungguy n k.o. card game where the players try to match pairs by drawing from each other's hands. v [A 1; al 2] play this game.
	2
	ng 

	kag v [A3PB12; cl] 1 scatter,be, become scattered or disarrayed. Kinsaynag-ungkag sa mga papil? Who scattered the papers all over the place? Naungkag ang mga tawu dihang miuwan, The people ran in all directions when it started to rain. 2 stir or disturb the peace or calmness of. Angdautang balita mauy miungkag sa mga lungsuranun, The bad news stirred up the townspeople. 2a break up a home or a peaceful or friendly relationship. Maungkag ang inyung pagpuyu tungud sa imung pagbisyu, Your home life will be 
	ungkad, u
	ng

	ungkat v [A; al] revive, bring back to one's consciousness s. t. that has long been-forgot
	-

	, 
	, 
	I 

	'

	ten. Akung ungkatun ang tanang nahitabu 
	arun mahibaw-an ang kamatuuran, I'll go over everything that happened so that the truth will come out. 
	unglan = UNLAN. see ULUN. 
	unglu n a person who is possessed of a supernatural force, which attacks from time to time causing him to change his form and go out, often to harm others, preying on their blood, livers, et al. The power which possesses the unglu is passed to him by salaban. v 1 [B126; b6] become an unglu. 2 [B126) be addicted to a despicable vice. Naungusiya sa madyung, He has become addicted to mah jong. paN-v [A2; b(l)] for a personwho is an unglu to get possessed and do his malicious acts. 
	ungnan = UNLAN. see ULUN. 
	' 
	' 
	, ' 

	ungu= UNGLU.
	1
	, ' 
	ungu= WAKWA,
	2
	f½

	ungud a giving serious and undisturbed atten-
	,
	tion to work or activity. Ungud siya sa trabahu, He is diligent in his work. v [A; c] do s.t. seriously and with rliligence. Mag-ungudmu sa pagtuun arun mu makapasar, You must be diligent in your studies so that you 
	-
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	can pass. lungud ang imung panahun sa imung nigusyu, Devote your time to your business. 
	can pass. lungud ang imung panahun sa imung nigusyu, Devote your time to your business. 

	ungul n stage of maturity of a coconut where the meat is getting hard but not completely mature. v [ B 2 5; b6] for the coconut to reach this stage.
	ungul v [A2; b3] object angrily upon being asked for s. t. or told to do s. t. because the person who did so does not have the right (slang). Ug miungul pa siya pagpangayu nakug dilihinsiya gubut unta, Had he objected when I asked for protection money, there would have been trouble. n angry complaint. Way ungul a·ng butanti nga amunggitirurismu, The voter we terrorized didn't dare complain. 
	ung-ung v [A; c6] appear partly in an opening or hole. Tawga dayun ang duktur ug mag-ung-ung na ang bata, Call the doctor immediately when the child appears in the vaginal opening. Ayaw iung-ung ang imung ulu sa pultahan kay mahadluk sila, Don't pop your head out of the door or they'll be scared. n 1 the buwa at an early stage of 
	1
	1
	development. 2 supernatural beings who appear to people showing only their human head above the ground in odd places. They frighten but are harmless. 

	ungus-ungus, ungu�ungus v [AN; a] sniffle or whine. Naghilak ka man tingali, kay nagungus-ungus ka man, You must .have been crying because you are sniffling. Nag-ungusungus ang iru, The dog is whining. 
	ungut v 1 [APB2S] get stuck and not be able to move forward, cause s. t. to do so. 
	Miungut (naungut) ang daru sa dakung batu, The plow got stuck on a big boulder. Siyaynag-ungut (nagpaungut) sa kambiyu, He caused the gears to jam. Lawum nga lapuk ang giungutan sa trak, The truck got stuck deep in the mud. la -ang ha.ha. lat getlockjaw. la2 be at a loss for words. Miungut ang iyang baba sa dihang gisukut siya, 
	Miungut (naungut) ang daru sa dakung batu, The plow got stuck on a big boulder. Siyaynag-ungut (nagpaungut) sa kambiyu, He caused the gears to jam. Lawum nga lapuk ang giungutan sa trak, The truck got stuck deep in the mud. la -ang ha.ha. lat getlockjaw. la2 be at a loss for words. Miungut ang iyang baba sa dihang gisukut siya, 
	She didn't know what to say when she was questioned. 2 [B23S6; b3] become stopped, detained. Miungut ang akung papilis sa imbasi, My papers got stuck in the embassy. 3 be puzzled, stuck so that one can't!-proceed. Muungut (maungut) giyud ku aning prublimaha, I'll be stumped by this problem. 4 [B2S3(1)6; b(l)] for s.t. long to pierce into s.t. Nag-ungut anf( kwaku sa baba sa tiguwang, There was a pipe stuck in the old man's mouth. Wa makaungut angpanasa kahuy, The arrow didn't stick into the tree. 4a be 
	She didn't know what to say when she was questioned. 2 [B23S6; b3] become stopped, detained. Miungut ang akung papilis sa imbasi, My papers got stuck in the embassy. 3 be puzzled, stuck so that one can't!-proceed. Muungut (maungut) giyud ku aning prublimaha, I'll be stumped by this problem. 4 [B2S3(1)6; b(l)] for s.t. long to pierce into s.t. Nag-ungut anf( kwaku sa baba sa tiguwang, There was a pipe stuck in the old man's mouth. Wa makaungut angpanasa kahuy, The arrow didn't stick into the tree. 4a be 
	glued to the young woman's breasts. 5= UNGUD, v. a 1 being stuck on tight. 2 = UNGUD, a. pina-n action that is prolonged, done without letting go. Ang iyang hinagkan pinaungut, He kissed her with a prolonged kiss. 

	unguy (word play on bungul) a deaf (humorous). Kusga pagsulti kay unguy nang gikaisturya nimu, Speak loudly because you are talking to a deaf man. 
	1 

	•unguyunguy-nguy v [AP; b(l)] malinger. Mag-unguy-unguy ( magpaunguy-unguy) dayun nang bataa basta naay sugu, That child pretends to be sick as soon as there is work to be done. -an a unable to endure work. Unguyan kaayu sa trabahu nang tawhana kay tapulan man gud, That man can'.t endure work because he is lazy. v [B12)get to be so one cannot endure work. unguy-unguyan a malingerer. v [B12; b] be, become a malingerer. 
	2 
	Ł
	,

	unibirsidad n university. v [AB126; a2] 
	found a university, become a university. unidu= UMIDU, 2, 2a. 
	uniduru = INUDURU. 
	unipurmi = YUNIPURMI. 
	unkuwartu n one-fourth. Unkuwartu ra nga karni ang akung palitun, I'll only buy a quarter (kilogram) of meat. v [B1256; a12] amount to a quarter. Unkuwartuha Lang pagpalit ang asukar, Just buy a quarter of a kilo of sugar. 
	unlan see ULUN. 

	unlud v 1 [AB23; cl] sink into s. t. so as to be submerged. Di' muunlud (maunlud) ang sakayan nga kinatigan, A boat with outriggers won't sink. Unlurun (iunlud) ta ka, I'll pull you under the water. la for s.t. solid to sink into the earth or land to sink. Nahikay nagkaunlud ang haligi, The house is crooked because the post is sinking. 2 [APB2; cl] for a business to go to pot, cause it to do so. Muunlud ang imung nigusyu ug di ikaw ang mangunay, Your business will go to pot if you don't manage it yourse
	wi ang bal
	ay 

	·
	·
	ute. v 1 [A2; cl] do s.t. for aminute. Muunminutu ra ku pagpakigsulti nbnu, I'll talk to you for only one minute. Wa pa ka makaunminittu ug sulti, You haven't talked for a minute. 2 [B56] be about a minute. A-1i
	unminutu (naunminutu) tingali tung akung pagkalipung, I was dizzy for about a minute. 

	unmumintu 1 wait a moment, excuse me a second. Unmumintu, maglipstik na Lang ku,Just a second. I'll just put my lipstick 
	1100 
	unra -unsa 
	on. Unmumiritu diay. Kinsa tuy imung ngalan? Just a minute. What did you say your name was? 2 wait a minute, be silent for a minute. ispira -= UNMUMINTU, 2. 
	on. Unmumiritu diay. Kinsa tuy imung ngalan? Just a minute. What did you say your name was? 2 wait a minute, be silent for a minute. ispira -= UNMUMINTU, 2. 

	unra = RILIP. 
	unras n honors for the dead, a special ceremony at a funeral where the priest accompanies the body from the house to the church, and from there to the cemetery. v [A; b6] perform the unras. -bihilya n this ceremony in which the body remains in the church for some time. 
	unsa interrogative 1 what? Unsay imung gibubat? What are you doi? Unsa man!na? What is that? Unsay uras'? What time is it? Unsay atu? What would you like? Unsa man diay? Ug di swilduban mubiyagiyud, 
	ng

	What do you expect? If you don't pay, of course she'll quit. Babin sa unsa? What is it about? la bisan (bisag) -whatever, anythiat all. Bisan unsay ibatag, dawata, Whatever they give you, accept it. Bisag unis expensive nowadays. lb -nga [time]-a at what [time]? Unsang urasa? At what time? le -ka[adj.]? how [adj.] was it? Unsa kadaku angilangbalay? How big is their house? Tiaw mu ba kun unsa kalisud, Imagine how difficult it is. ld -y aku? what do I care? Unsay aku ug mulayas ka? Na ha/a, What do I car
	What do you expect? If you don't pay, of course she'll quit. Babin sa unsa? What is it about? la bisan (bisag) -whatever, anythiat all. Bisan unsay ibatag, dawata, Whatever they give you, accept it. Bisag unis expensive nowadays. lb -nga [time]-a at what [time]? Unsang urasa? At what time? le -ka[adj.]? how [adj.] was it? Unsa kadaku angilangbalay? How big is their house? Tiaw mu ba kun unsa kalisud, Imagine how difficult it is. ld -y aku? what do I care? Unsay aku ug mulayas ka? Na ha/a, What do I car
	ng 
	sa mabal run, Everythi
	ng 

	·ka na? How about it? Did!. you get your job? 'Unsa na? ' -'Mau gibapun,!' 'How are things? ' -'Oh, just as usual.' 2e -na kahahow much more so if. Ug dagmalan ka na niya run, unsa na kahag maminyu mu? 

	If he is mean to you now, how will it be when you're married? 3 what do youabout? Unsaybaratu? Mahal uy! What do you mean cheap? It's expensive. Unsang kwartaba! about? It's all gone. 3a what's the matter with? Unsa ka bang sultian, mu ra ka mag bungul, What's the matter with you that when I talk to you you act deaf? 4 at the end of a phrase: it is so, is it not? short form: sa. Maayu, unsa (sa)? It was nice, 
	If he is mean to you now, how will it be when you're married? 3 what do youabout? Unsaybaratu? Mahal uy! What do you mean cheap? It's expensive. Unsang kwartaba! about? It's all gone. 3a what's the matter with? Unsa ka bang sultian, mu ra ka mag bungul, What's the matter with you that when I talk to you you act deaf? 4 at the end of a phrase: it is so, is it not? short form: sa. Maayu, unsa (sa)? It was nice, 
	mean? what are you talki
	ng 
	Nagastu na, What money are you talki
	ng

	wasn't it? S ug -pa kadtu, diha and so forth. Mga binu, tuba, Sit'bisa, ug unsa pa kadtu (diba), Wine, toddy, beer, and what have you. v 1 [A3; al] do what? Muunsa kag banaan ka niya? What will you do if he aims at you? Nag-unsa man mu samtang wa ku dinbi? What did you do while I wasn't here? Giunsa man ninyu ang batang nagbilak man? What did you .do to the child to make him cry? la [ale] how does one do. Unsaun ku pagpatay sa (ang) iru? How can I kill the dog? Junsa man!na naku pagtaud? How shall I attach
	sag 


	Maunsa man ang atung lawas ug patay na ta? What happens to our bodies when we die? Nag-unsa man ang patay? What was the position of the body? Makaunsa (makapaunsa) kanang tambala? What can that medicine do? 2a [B1256] what happened to ... ? Naunsa ka? Nabuang ka ba? What's the matter with you? Are you crazy? 2b ma-ha who cares. Atf aunsa ba ug di mabinayun, Who gives a darn if it doesn't go through? paN-v [A23] do harm. Di mangunsa ning irua, This dog won't do anything. Nangunsa man tu? Di wala? What di
	Maunsa man ang atung lawas ug patay na ta? What happens to our bodies when we die? Nag-unsa man ang patay? What was the position of the body? Makaunsa (makapaunsa) kanang tambala? What can that medicine do? 2a [B1256] what happened to ... ? Naunsa ka? Nabuang ka ba? What's the matter with you? Are you crazy? 2b ma-ha who cares. Atf aunsa ba ug di mabinayun, Who gives a darn if it doesn't go through? paN-v [A23] do harm. Di mangunsa ning irua, This dog won't do anything. Nangunsa man tu? Di wala? What di
	Wala giyud makaunsaay ang bagyu sa amit, 
	The storm didn't do a thing to our house. ka-v [A13] what will happen to. Ug magkaunsa gani ri, makapangasawa giyud ka, 
	Whatever happens to her, you will have to marry her. kina-, kinaunsaay v [A13] what it will become. Ug magkinaunsa, nia giyud ku, Whatever happens, I'll always be here. mag-how are they related? Mag-unsa man na sila? Magsuun ba? How are they related? Are they brothers? ig-n what relationship. lg-unsa ka naku? What relation are you to me? walay unsaunsa no more any
	-


	unsas -untup 1101 
	Artifact
	thing. Ug mamalayi ka run, largu ang kasal, wa nay unsaunsa, After you have asked for the hand, you can get married without any further ceremonies. 
	thing. Ug mamalayi ka run, largu ang kasal, wa nay unsaunsa, After you have asked for the hand, you can get married without any further ceremonies. 

	unsas n ounce. v [cl] measure by the ounce. 
	unsinumeral eleven. Unsi ka buuk bata, Eleven children. Unsi pisus, Eleven pesos. v see TRIS. unsiunsi v 1 [A; b] do s.t. on a tento-one basis. Unsiunsihan natug hakut ang mais, We will carry the corn to market on a ten-to-one basis (for every ten you carry,you get one for yourself). la [a12] pay on a ten-to-one basis (instead of some other way). Ug atung unsiunsthun ang swildu, iguigu giyud, If we give them a tenth share, that is fair enough. 2 [Al3; b(l)) beat s.o. by turns. Ang dinakpan giunsiunsihan 
	unsingalan (from unsay ngalan) a what? Unsingalan man!na? What is that? Unsingalan gud ning kagulyanga gud? What's all this ruckus about anyway? 
	unsiyalan = UNSINGALAN. 
	unsuy v [A3P; b4) be, become sick after exposing oneself to the cold or taking a bath after having sexual intercourse. Ang pagkaligu human mukayat makapaunsuy (makaunsuy), Taking a bath after having sexual intercourse can get you sick. 
	untasbort form: ta. 1 with requests or suggestions 'should, would like to'. Mubulam unta ku ug kwarta nimu, I would like to borrow some money from you. la may [so-and-so] happen. Mahulug ta ka, I hope you fall! DiU unta siya masaklit sa kamatayun, Maydeath not take him away. Dt' ta ka magbinuang, I hope you don't do anything foolish. hinaut -I hope. Hinaut unta nga diU ka magbubug, I hope you do not get drunk. 2 [so-and-so] was going to be the case, but it isn't; [so-and-so] might have happened, but it di
	Artifact
	gotten it done, if I were to have been the one to do it. Dili aku, kayg aku pa, nahuman na ta run, It wasn't me, because if it were, it would have been done now. Ug ugma pa giyud ang kasal nagbikay ta run, If the weddiwere really going to be tomorrow, he would be preparing now. Ug aku pay kaslun magkapulikt' ta ku run, piru siya bayabay lang, If it were me getting married, I'd be going crazy; but he's just taking it easy. 2b [so-and-sol should not be the case. 
	gotten it done, if I were to have been the one to do it. Dili aku, kayg aku pa, nahuman na ta run, It wasn't me, because if it were, it would have been done now. Ug ugma pa giyud ang kasal nagbikay ta run, If the weddiwere really going to be tomorrow, he would be preparing now. Ug aku pay kaslun magkapulikt' ta ku run, piru siya bayabay lang, If it were me getting married, I'd be going crazy; but he's just taking it easy. 2b [so-and-sol should not be the case. 
	ng 

	Nganung mutulu man ning bangaa nga wa man untay sulud? Why does this jar leak when it is supposed to be empty? Hain man siyang nia man ta tu run? Where•is he since he was supposed to be here? 2c -kay be
	Nganung mutulu man ning bangaa nga wa man untay sulud? Why does this jar leak when it is supposed to be empty? Hain man siyang nia man ta tu run? Where•is he since he was supposed to be here? 2c -kay be
	Nganung mutulu man ning bangaa nga wa man untay sulud? Why does this jar leak when it is supposed to be empty? Hain man siyang nia man ta tu run? Where•is he since he was supposed to be here? 2c -kay be
	·

	cause of [so-and-so), [such-and-such] should!have been done. Unta kay gawiun nimu samtang wa siya dinhi, nanangbid kang daan, Since you wanted to use it while he was gone, you should have asked before he left. 


	untu n one of the four top front teeth. v [b
	4] have one's upper incisors. Lima pa ka bulan ning bataa apan giuntuban na, The babyis only five months old but she alreadyhas upper teeth. 
	4] have one's upper incisors. Lima pa ka bulan ning bataa apan giuntuban na, The babyis only five months old but she alreadyhas upper teeth. 

	untuv [A2; c6] bear down hard as in delivery or defecation. 
	2

	untul v 1 [AP34; b6) bounce, cause s.t. to do so. Maayung muuntul ang gahing bu.la, Hard balls bounce well. 2 [A23) rebound, fail to register or to take a firm hold on. Miuntul ang akung gitun-an, di' na masulud sa akung ulu, The things I studied won't register in my head. 3 [A23; b4] for checks to bounce. Miuntul ang tsiki nga akung gipail{san sa bangku, The check that I cashed in the bank bounced. 4 [B2) be taken aback,stop in one's tracks due to sutprise. Miuntul (nauntul) ku pagkakita ku sa aninu, I 
	· 
	· 
	that are hard to husk when pounded. 

	untup a 1 cut close near the base. Untup kaayung pagputul sa dagami, The cornstalks were cut very close to the base. 2 curt, con
	-

	1102 untuy-
	1 

	cise. Untup kaayu siya ug tubag, His answers are very brief. 3 just the exact magnitude, amount. Untup kaayu ang bugas nga lung-agun para paniudtu, The rice is justenough for dinner. 3a exactly at a certain time. Untup kaayu nga alas sytti ang ,mung pag-abut, You arrived exactly at seven. v 1 [A; cl] cut s.t. close to the base. Nagpangpang binuun nang ,mung tingkuy kay giuntup man pagkatupi, The nape of your neck looks as if there was a cliff above it because the hair was cut short there, but not above 
	round plate. v [A; b6(1)] use this sort of 
	round plate. v [A; b6(1)] use this sort of 

	plate. untuyv [al2] be cuckolded and unaware 
	2 

	of it. Giuntuy Lang intawun ang inusinting 
	of it. Giuntuy Lang intawun ang inusinting 
	bana sa marunung ntyang asawa, The wife 
	was makia fool out of her trusting hus
	ng 

	band. 
	' 

	untuy = UNDU. 
	3 

	unu one ( used only in counting). Di pa ka 
	,
	,
	mulihuk? Unu, dus, ... You're notgoing to 
	do it? O.K. One, two ... a the best there 
	,
	is, second to none. Unu siyang musayaw, 
	He is the best dancer. -lus dus for there to 
	,
	be a fifty-fifty chance. Unu lus dus lag ma-bub,· ba ang naligsan, It's a fifty-fifty chance that the victim will survive. numiru -n number one, tops. Numiru unung palabubug, Number one drunkard. Numiru unung mananagat, The best fisherman. v [b6] give 
	,
	s.o. a first warni. Aku ta na kang giunuhan, ha, Watch out. This is your first warni. -ug igu, syat v [A; al2] hit in one shot. Unubun kug igu kanang langgam sa kabuy, I will hit that bird in the tree with only one shot. walay -v [b6] you can't win, have no way to win people's approval, for whichever way it is done, it will be wrong in their eyes. Wa giyud tay pagaunuban (giunuhan) kay ug magdaginut tag gastu nganlan tag tibik, ug kusug pud tang mugastu ingnun tag gastadur, You can't win. If you're care
	ng
	-
	ng
	· 


	unuk-unuk 
	you cheap. If you spend your money they 
	you cheap. If you spend your money they 
	call you a spendthrift. 
	unud n 1 flesh. Unud sa baka, Cow's flesh. 
	Unud sa imbaw, The flesh of the clam. Unud sa mangga, The flesh of the mango. -sa imung, iyang -one's offspring (lit. flesh of one's flesh). baligya sa -v [A; c] practice prostitution (lit. sell one's flesh). kalipay sa -sexual pleasure. 2 content, integralpart within s. t. Liking way unud, A cigarwith no tobacco in it. Impanadang gamay ug unud, A meat pie with very little meat in it. 2a content, meaning. Pangatarungannga way unud, Empty reasoning. v 1 [B23 N; b6] put on flesh, become fleshy. Nangunud n
	fleshy, muscular. 2 pithy, full of substance or meani. Undanun kaayu ang imung sulti, What you said is full of meaning. kaunuran n flesh, muscles collectively. Nangurug ang akung kaunuran sa kalagut, My flesh trembled in anger. pa-n filler, filling. BaZahibung gagma_y ang paunud sa unZan, Pillows are stuffed with fine feathers. v [A; cJ use as filler. -nun a pertaining to the flesh. -nung tinguha carnal desire. 
	ng

	unugan n place where wild animals or birds habitually stay or go. Ang babuy ihaZas didtu Lang ntla atangi sa unugan, They lay in wait for wild pigs at the place they habitually pass. v [A; b(1)] make a place into a lair. 
	*unuk-unuk pa-v [A13; be] keep silent and idle. Dilt" giyud mabuman nang imung trababu kay imu man Zang nang gipaunuk-unukan, You'll never get done with your work if you just remain idle with it. lpaunukunuk Zang nang imung labad sa ulu. Maayu ra lagi na, Just take it easy with your headache and you will get better. 

	unuk•unuk v [A3; bS] beset, bother persistently at a particularly inconvenient time. 
	Naatrasawu na man gani ku sa upisina, miunuk-unuk sab ning ulan pagbundak, I am already late to the office as it is, and here me up. Gipapha siyas trababu ug giunuk-unuk pag sakit, He was fired from his job, and that is when he had to get 
	Naatrasawu na man gani ku sa upisina, miunuk-unuk sab ning ulan pagbundak, I am already late to the office as it is, and here me up. Gipapha siyas trababu ug giunuk-unuk pag sakit, He was fired from his job, and that is when he had to get 
	the rain is tyi
	ng 


	unum!-unya 1103 
	sick of all times. ma-un a characterized with 
	sick of all times. ma-un a characterized with 
	annoying persistence. 
	unum numeral six. v see TULU. kan-uman sixty. 
	-unun suffix forming nouns similar in meaning to the direct passives. 1 added to bases which occur with direct passive verbal affixes: the thing to be [so-and-so}-ed, that is [so-and-so]-ed. Ang pangasaw-unun, The be. Mahal ang mga palitunun run, Things are expensive these days. Kan-unun, Things to eat. 2 added to roots which do not normally take the direct passive. Labhunun, Things to be washed. May hatagunun pa diay ku nimu, Oh, I still have s.t. to give you. 
	bride-to
	:..


	un-unn meat or fish stewed in vinegar. v [A; c] cook meat or fish in vinegar. -in-, 
	1 

	-in-an = UN-UN n•
	-in-an = UN-UN n•
	' 
	1


	un-unv [B2; b8] 1 for solids to settle, but 
	2 

	not in a liquid. Muun-un ang harina ug 1J1auyug ang sudlanan, The flour will settle if you shake the container. Nagkaun-un ang turi kay humuk ang yutang gitukuran, The tower is sinking because it is built on soft ground. 2for s.t. in the body to move downward. Ug magmabdus, dili mangalsag bug-at kay muun-un ang bata, A pregnant woman shouldn't lift heavy things because the baby will descend. n fine particles of milled or pounded rice, buri, or cassava flour. 
	not in a liquid. Muun-un ang harina ug 1J1auyug ang sudlanan, The flour will settle if you shake the container. Nagkaun-un ang turi kay humuk ang yutang gitukuran, The tower is sinking because it is built on soft ground. 2for s.t. in the body to move downward. Ug magmabdus, dili mangalsag bug-at kay muun-un ang bata, A pregnant woman shouldn't lift heavy things because the baby will descend. n fine particles of milled or pounded rice, buri, or cassava flour. 

	un-unn k.o. shrub of waste spaces producia dark red, juicy, edible, berry, about 1 cm. in diameter and furnishifirewood. 
	1 
	ng 
	ng 

	,
	,

	un-un= UN-UN, n. 
	2 
	2

	unung v 1 [AC2; b6(1)] stick to s.o. loyally, through thick and thin. Muunung ku nimu sa mga kalisdanan ug kaharuhayI'll stick to you through thick and thin. Aku siyang giunungan pagbilar, l stuck the wake out with him. 2 [ c6) involve or implicate s.o. in a misdeed. Iunung ku niya sa iyang mga sala, He wants to implicate me in his offenses. 3 [A; b(l)] stay with s.o. to take care of him. Muunung kus mga bata samtang nag-iskuyla sa syudad, I am going to the city to set up house for the children while they
	unung v 1 [AC2; b6(1)] stick to s.o. loyally, through thick and thin. Muunung ku nimu sa mga kalisdanan ug kaharuhayI'll stick to you through thick and thin. Aku siyang giunungan pagbilar, l stuck the wake out with him. 2 [ c6) involve or implicate s.o. in a misdeed. Iunung ku niya sa iyang mga sala, He wants to implicate me in his offenses. 3 [A; b(l)] stay with s.o. to take care of him. Muunung kus mga bata samtang nag-iskuyla sa syudad, I am going to the city to set up house for the children while they
	1 

	won't last. Kamu ray alkansi ug ungnun ninyuang mga tabit&b,: You only hurt yourselves if you mind idle talk. -an n = UNUNG, n2. ma-un a devotedly sticking to s.o. through thick and thin. 

	unur n one's honor, reputation. Unur sa pa-
	unur n one's honor, reputation. Unur sa pa-
	milya, The honor of the family. 
	,
	, , 

	unurr= ANUR. 
	unurabli a honorable, decent. Unurablingpagkatawu. Mutitman giyug saad, An honorable man that keeps his word. Pangita ug trabah-u nga bisag gamay rag swildu basta unurabli, Look for a job, even if it does not as it is decent. 
	pay well, as lo
	ng 

	unurari n honorary title. Si Miyur Buris gihimung unurari upisyal sa intirskulastik mit, 
	Mayor Borres was made the honorary officer for the interscholastic meet. v [B1256; 
	cl] be conferred an honorary title. 
	unuraryu n honorarium. 
	unus n a squall, sudden burst of heavy wind. -sa kinabuhi rigors of life. v [A; a4b4] for there to be a strong gust of wind. Nagunus nang daan paglarga sa barkung natundag, There were already squalls when the boat that sank left the harbor. Giunus (giunusan) mi sa taliwala sa lawud, We were caught by a squall in the middle of the sea. 
	unus see TRIS. 
	unus-unus a done alternately, not together. v [A; cl] do one after another. Mag-unusunus tag ibid, Let's sneak out one at a time. 
	unut = NUNUT. 
	unut v 1 [C2] for people or animals of the opposite sex to engage in horseplay with sexual overtones. Ang iru nga manguwag kanunayng mag-unut, Dogs in heat are conin horseplay. 2 [ C] for two women to claw at each other and pull each other's hair. Nagkaunut ang duha ka babayi
	stantly engagi
	ng 

	.
	tungud sa p·angabubhu, The two women are 
	clawing each other because of jealousy. 

	unya short forms: unya, nya. 1 at a later time. Mukaun ku unya, l will eat later. Unya ra na naku bubatun, I will do it later. -nga [word referring to time] this [day, month, etc.] coming up. Unyang hapun, This afternoon (coming). Unyang alas dus, At two o'clock (this coming afternoon). -sa [day of week, month, year] next [soand-so]!. Unya sa Martis, Next Tuesday. Unya sa sunud tuig, Next year. la matag karun ug -every now and then. Matag karun ug unya mult1i siya sa bintanil, He gets up every now and th
	unyas -upaw
	1 
	1104 

	out. 2a then, the next thing that happens, happened. Mitan-aw siya naku, unya midagan, He looked at me, then he ran. 2b also, the next thing in the conversation. Namisita mi nimu. Unya baligyaan ka namu ug tikit sa bayli, We came to visit you. And also we would like to sell you a ticket to the dance. 2c so? (urging speaker to continue).Unya, naunsa na man tung amaban? So,what became of the father? 2d nevertheless. Gidid-an siya sa duktur. Unya, muinum siya gihapun, The doctor for bade him to drink. But 
	out. 2a then, the next thing that happens, happened. Mitan-aw siya naku, unya midagan, He looked at me, then he ran. 2b also, the next thing in the conversation. Namisita mi nimu. Unya baligyaan ka namu ug tikit sa bayli, We came to visit you. And also we would like to sell you a ticket to the dance. 2c so? (urging speaker to continue).Unya, naunsa na man tung amaban? So,what became of the father? 2d nevertheless. Gidid-an siya sa duktur. Unya, muinum siya gihapun, The doctor for bade him to drink. But 
	ka sa imung asawa, kay ag unya, y


	unyas n 1 plectrum. 2 diamonds in playing cards (which resemble a plectrum). v [A; a]use or make a plectrum.
	unyun n union or organization. Unyun sa pamuu, Labor union. v 1 [ C; cl] form a union. Wa maunyun ang mga trababadur, The laborers were not united. 2 [C3; c] agree, be in accord. Unyunan na Lang natu ang iyang sugyut, Let's agree to his suggestion. Iunyun namu ang amung mga bu.bat sa amung gipamulung, We will act in accordance with what we said. 
	unyur see *MARTS. 
	upa off work, not on duty. Up na ku, I'm off duty now. v [B236; cl] be off duty. Muup (maup) ku sa alas singku, I'll be off at five o'clock. 
	1 

	upv [AB; cl] switch s.t. off, be switched off. Kinsay nag-up sa bintiladur? Who switched the electric fan off? Awtumatik ning punuba. Muup (maup) ra nig iya, This phonograph is automatic. It switches off byitself. a turned off. 
	2 

	upa v [ANC23; b26] for fowl to serve. Di makaupa ang ugis kay daug sa usa, The white cock cannot cover because it is afraid of the other one. inupahan n the chick that 
	upa v [ANC23; b26] for fowl to serve. Di makaupa ang ugis kay daug sa usa, The white cock cannot cover because it is afraid of the other one. inupahan n the chick that 
	results from a particular mating. King mga pisua inupaban ni sa ugis, These chicks are of the white cock. 
	the offspri
	ng 


	upa v 1 [A; cl] chew food for s.o. else, esp. for a child to eat. 2 [A; b6] spit s.t. out. Giupaan ku sa nukus sa iyani ata, The squid squirted its ink out at me. Akung giupa ang midisina kay pait kaayu, I spat out the medicine because it was very bitter. n pulp left after sucking the juice of s.t. chewed. -in-n chewed food for s.o. else to eat. 
	upa v 1 [A; cl] chew food for s.o. else, esp. for a child to eat. 2 [A; b6] spit s.t. out. Giupaan ku sa nukus sa iyani ata, The squid squirted its ink out at me. Akung giupa ang midisina kay pait kaayu, I spat out the medicine because it was very bitter. n pulp left after sucking the juice of s.t. chewed. -in-n chewed food for s.o. else to eat. 

	upak n a piece or part of s. t. in cake or bar form. Usa ka upak kamay, A cake of sugar. v 1 [AB; al] cut s.t. into bars or pieces; get broken. Upaka una ang mabariyal una ibaligya, Cut the candy into cakes before you sell it. 2 [A; b] break or cut off a piece for 
	s.o. Giupakan naku siyag duba ka babin sa tsukulit, I broke off two pieces of the chocolate bar for him. 
	s.o. Giupakan naku siyag duba ka babin sa tsukulit, I broke off two pieces of the chocolate bar for him. 

	upak n bark of trees. Ang upak maayung isugnud, Bark of trees make good fuel. Usa ka upak tungug, A strip of mangrovebark. v 1 [A; aJ gather, take the bark off of trees. 2 [AB2; a2] peel off, get peeled off. 
	,
	,
	Init sa adlaw ang nakaupak sa iyang pa.nit, 
	His skin peeled in the heat of the sun. Nagkaupak ang bapin sa diksiyunar!yu, The cover of the dictionary is working its way off. 
	upal n k.o. soft, fine-weave cloth. 
	upas v [B2; b6] 1 lose flavor from beileft uncovered. Muupas (maupas) ang sigarilyu ug byaan nga abyirtu, The cigarettes lose their flavor if you leave them around open. 2 lose fertility. Muupas ang yuta ug dui abuni,han, The land will lose its fertility if you don't fertilize it. a lacking in flavor or potency.
	ng 

	upas n banana leaf stalk. 
	upat numeral four. Upat ka buuk bata, Four children. v see TULU. -ug (ang) mata a having glasses (four-eyed) (humorous). -ang tiil for a wife to have clandestine relations with another man (humorous). Inigtalikud sa bana sa trababu, upat dayuy tiil saasawa, When the husband leaves for work his wife meets her lover (lit. gets four legs).ilea-fourth. kap-atan n forty. maka-, kafour times. tag-, tagup-at n 1 four apiece. 2 odds of four to three in betting. v [AC2; c] give four to three odds in betting. Gitag
	upaup = tALUPAUP. see ALUP, 1. 
	hair on the head. 2 bald,devoid of vegetation. Upaw nga mga bukid, Deforested mountains. 3 infertile. 
	upaw a 1 bald, lacki
	ng 
	I 
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	2 

	Upaw nang daan ang yuta sa Marigundun,
	Upaw nang daan ang yuta sa Marigundun,
	The land in Marigondon has always been infertile. v 1 [B; cl] grow bald. Naupaw ka sa bilabibang pininsar, You have grown bald too much. 2 (cl] be, become denuded of forest. 3 become barren, infertile. (�) v [A; cl) make s.o. bald or s.t. barren. Giupawan ku siya kay gikutu, I cut off her hair bald because she had lice. bisan pag mangaupaw come what may, by hook or by crook (lit. even if I go bald trying). 
	from worryi
	ng 

	Bisan pag mangaupaw magdatu giyud ku ug mag-idad kug kwarinta, By hook or by crook I'll become rich by the time I'm forty. 

	upawv 1 [A; b] block a shot in basketball. 
	2 

	Luksu inigsiyat arun di' ka upawan, Jumpwhen you shoot so that your shot won't be blocked. 2 [A2; b(l)] prove much better than s.t., putting it to shame. I, bag-u ka mag kutsi. Upawan mag akua, My, you've got a new car! It puts mine to shame. 
	Luksu inigsiyat arun di' ka upawan, Jumpwhen you shoot so that your shot won't be blocked. 2 [A2; b(l)] prove much better than s.t., putting it to shame. I, bag-u ka mag kutsi. Upawan mag akua, My, you've got a new car! It puts mine to shame. 

	upay, upay v [APB; al2) 1 heal a wound or sore. Nagkaupay na ang akung mga nuka, My scabies are healing. 2 relieve emotionally. Ang imung mga tambag mauy nakaupay (nakapaupay) sa akung mga kaguul, Youradvice has relieved my worries. ka-an(f-) n . ka-un( ➔> n healias a resultant state. Walay kaupayun sa akung mgakagul-anan, There is no relief for my sorrows. a at the verge of being healed. 
	relief, heali
	ng
	ng 

	up bit n off-beat, k.o. fast dance. v [A] do the off-beat. 
	uphag a 1 uninteresting. Nagpangbuy-ab ku nga nagtan-aw sa upbag kaayu nga sini, I was yawning looking at the boring movie. 2 havia d, not cared-for look. Upbagkaayu ang akung bubuk kay way bisu, Myhair looks drab and not groomed because I didn't put oil in it. v 1 [B156] be uninteresting. Wa nay manan-aw sa drama nga nagupbag, Nobody likes to see a stage play that is boring. 2 [ B; b6] be, become drab and not wellroomed.
	ng 
	ry
	-g

	uphak = HUP-AK.
	upin a 1 open, frank. Amigung upin kaayu nga dili maulawng mutug-ans iyang kagikan, Avery open person who doesn't feel embarr�ssed telling about his origins. 2 outspoken. Upin kaayu siyang musaway sa administrasiyun, He is veopen in his criticisms ofthe administration. see also KLUS. -kard = 
	ry 

	, ...
	, ...
	TINDIDA. see TINDIR.

	upiniyun n opinion, judgment. Paminawun ta ang upiniyun sa usag-usa, Let's listen to each person's opinion. 
	upin tsik n in chess, a situation where one's king or queen is open to checkmate. 
	upira v [A; b6(1)] perform an operation.
	upira v [A; b6(1)] perform an operation.
	1 
	1 
	,

	Upiraban ta ang tmung bubag, We'll have to 
	operate your boil. -siyun n operation. upiran opera. -tik(Ł) a havian operaticquality, with plenty of tremolo (humorous). 
	2 
	ng 

	upirarya n a dressmaker's helper who usuallydoes the finishitouches, e.g. sewing onbuttons. v [B156] work as a dressmaker's helper.
	ng 

	upiraryu n a barber or tailor who works ins.o. else's shop on a piecework basis. v [Bl6; cl] be, become an employee of this sort. paN-v [A2] work as a barber or tailor in 
	s.o. else's shop. 
	upirisyun n 1 operation to achieve some object. Upirisyun sa pagsik up sa numiru unung buk, Operation to capture the number one Huk. 2 surgical operation. v [A; b5] for an industrial enterprise to be in operation. 
	upirit v [A) 1 operate a machine or device. 
	Dakug swildu ang makamaung muupirit ugbuldusir, One who knows how to operate a bulldozer is highly paid. 2 = UPIRISYUN, v. -ur(�) n 1 one who operates or takes charge of machinery. Upiritur sa buldusir, Bulldozer operator. 2 one who owns a transportation line. Upiritur sa Atlas taksi, Theowner of the Atlastaxi. 3 radio or telegraph operator. v [B156; cl] 1 work as the operator of machinery. 2 be, become a radio or telegraph operator. 
	.

	upirita n operetta. v [Al; b6cl] have or stage an operetta. 
	upirturyu n offertory in the mass. v [A13] say the offertory. 
	, . 
	,

	up1s = LUPIS.
	upisina n 1 office. 2 office, work day..Mayupisina ba tas Lunis? Do we have office onMonday? v 1 [A23; b(l)] go to the office, be in the office. Muupisina ku ug pikas adlaw Lang, I'll be in the office only half day. la [A13] hold office. Mag-upisina ta maskig pista upisiyal, We will hold office though it will be a holiday. 2 [A; cl] make an office s.w. 
	upisir n officer of an organization or in the armed forces. v [B16; cl] be, become an officer. 
	upisiyal n 1 official, a person holding an office or position of authority. Upisiyal sa militar, Military officer. la any of the chess pieces other than the pawns. 2 official, comifrom the proper authority. pista -pub
	ng
	lic holiday, officially declared. kandidatu official candidate endorsed by the party. v1 [B16; cl] be, become, make into an official. 2 [B126; b6cl) be, become official. 
	-

	Maupisyal na gani ang imung apuwintmint, 

	1106 upisiyun -upusisiyun 
	Once your appointment becomes official. -is(f-) n = UPISIY AL, n1 (plural).
	Once your appointment becomes official. -is(f-) n = UPISIY AL, n1 (plural).

	upisiyun 1 = UPISYU, nl, 2. 2 = APISIYUN. upisyu n 1 occupation. Wa kuy laing upisyurun, panahi ra, I have no other job other than sewiat th is time. 2 s. t. to keep oneself busy with. Waka baylaing upisyugawas better to do than nose into other people's business? 3 religious office, set of prayersone has vowed to recite. v [Al3;!cl) 1 make 
	ng 
	sa pagpamantay? Don't you have anythi
	ng

	s.t. one's line of work. 2 occupy oneself with. 2a always do. Nag-upisyu fang kug trabahu. Wa na giyuy lingawlingaw, All I do is work. I never have fun. 
	s.t. one's line of work. 2 occupy oneself with. 2a always do. Nag-upisyu fang kug trabahu. Wa na giyuy lingawlingaw, All I do is work. I never have fun. 

	upluk a 1 lacking in ability, not up to what \Vould normally be expected of one. Uplukkaayu sa klasi, Very slow to understand in class. Upluk duktura, A half-baked doctor. tricks,pranking with a straight face. Up!uk kaayu siya ug di ka pahiulian sa iyang tistis, He is very fond of playijokes with a straight face, and he never lets on that he has played a joke. 3 fond of asking for things, but not willing to give when one has s.t. and is asked. v 1 [B12; b6] be, become half-baked, dull, or stupid. 2 [AN; bS
	la foolish, stupid. 2 fond of playi
	ng 
	ng 

	s.t. by hoodwinking him. Upluka ( upluki) lang sa kwarta apan ayawg pangasaw-a, Just cheat her out of her money. Don't marry her. 
	s.t. by hoodwinking him. Upluka ( upluki) lang sa kwarta apan ayawg pangasaw-a, Just cheat her out of her money. Don't marry her. 

	uprisar v [A; c) offer for sale. Dunay naguprisar ug sama niini nga baratu ra, Somebody offered s.t. like this for sale cheaper. Giuprisar ang ilang balay ug yuta, They puttheir house and lot up for sale. 
	uprisir v 1 [A; c] offer. Di ku muuprisir nimu ug pagkaun nga di maayung pagkalutu, l won't offer you food that is not well cooked. Giuprisihan ku niyag trabahu, He offered me a job. 2 [A3P; a] force, compel s.o. to do s.t. Kawad-un ang nakauprisir (nakapauprisir) niya pagpangutang, Poverty forced him to take things on credit. Uprisira siya pagpabayad, Force him to pay. 
	ups expression uttered on exerti!great effort, esp. in lifting weight. 
	ng 

	uptikal n optical store. 
	uptiku n 1 optometrist. 2 optician. v 1 [Bl 6; al 2] be, become an optometrist or optician. 2 [A12) take up optometry. 
	, , ' , ' 
	upu = KALABASANG PUTL see KALABASA. 
	upii v [A; b6( 1)) duck, dodge to avoid a blow or hide. Ug wa siya makaupu maigu giyud ang iyang nawung, Had he not dodged, he would have gotten it in the face. Wa niya iupu ang iyang ulu mau nga napangka, 
	He did not lower his head so he bumped it. 
	He did not lower his head so he bumped it. 

	upud as a predicate modifier: = USAB. v 1 [AC; ac] go, bring with. Nag-upud sila sasini, They went to the movies together. Unsa pa may updun mu? What are you goingwith me for? Giupdan ku siya sa pagsugatsa barku, I accompanied her to meet the boat. lupud na siya ninyu panuruy, Take him with you when you go out. 2 [A; cl] do s.t. again, repeat doing s.t. Duna giyuy nag-upud sa akung buhat unya nasayup ra ba binuun, S.o. did my work again, and has spoiled it instead. Di maayung updun (iupud) nang buhata, Do
	upung n bunch of stems or stalks, enough to grasp in the two hands. Pila ka upung ang imung naani? How many bunches have you harvested? v [A; b(l)] get a bunch of stalks, put in a bunch. Upunga ang bumay, Tie the rice into bunches. -in-, upung-upung v [A; b6] be all one of the same height. 1 for children to be so close they are almost of the same height. Mag-upung-upung (maginupung) ang inyung anak ug dili mu magkuntrul, Your children will be so close they'll be almost the same height if youdon't practice
	upung n bunch of stems or stalks, enough to grasp in the two hands. Pila ka upung ang imung naani? How many bunches have you harvested? v [A; b(l)] get a bunch of stalks, put in a bunch. Upunga ang bumay, Tie the rice into bunches. -in-, upung-upung v [A; b6] be all one of the same height. 1 for children to be so close they are almost of the same height. Mag-upung-upung (maginupung) ang inyung anak ug dili mu magkuntrul, Your children will be so close they'll be almost the same height if youdon't practice
	upunir v [A; b(l)] oppose, contend forcefully against. Nag-upunir gihapun sila sa imung paagi kay wala sila kagustu, They are still opposing your procedure because theydon't like it. Ayaw ug upunibi ang akungrisulusiyun, Don't oppose my resolution. 
	up-upa= ALUP-UP. see ALUP, 1. 
	upurtunista a opportunistic. Upurtunista kaayung tawbana, mubalhitzbalhin ug partidu, You are an opportunist, changing parties whenever it suits your purpose. v [B12; b6] be, become opportunistic. 
	·

	upus n 1 s.t. long used up until only a stub is left. Upus sa kandila, Stump of a candle. 2 cigarette or cigar stub. Nagpataka lag butangsa iyang upus, She just puts her cigar stub anywhere. v 1 [B12; al2] wear s.t. down. 2 [B 12] for one's years or patience to be used up. Naupus na ang akung pailub, Mypatience has come to an end. Nagkaupus na ang iyang kinabuhi, His life is slowly coming to an end. 
	upusisiyun n 1 opposition, resistance. Wayupusisiyun kanang balaura, There is no opposition to that bill. 2 opposition party in Congress. v [ B 126] be in, join the opposi
	-
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	tiqn. 
	tiqn. 
	upuy-upuy, upuy-upuy v [A3P) behavemeekly or timidly before s.o., usually from fear or lack of self-confidence. Miupuyupuy pagsulud arlg suluguun sa lawak sa iyang agalun, The maid entered her master'sroom timidly. pa-v [A13) keep to oneself. 
	Nagpaupuy-upuy lang siyas suuk ug wa muapil sa kukabildu, He kept to himself in thecorner and did not participate in the conversation. 
	upyu = AMPIYUN. urabang = UY ABANG. 
	2

	uradur n orator. v [B16; a2) be, become an orator. 
	urakan n hurricane, name reserved for strong typhoons. Ang urakan sa 1912, The Great Hurricane of 1912. 
	urakulu n 1 oracle, prophet. 2 prophecy.Nagnuud ang urakulu, The prophecy came true. 
	ural n s.t. oral. Puru ural ang amung iksamin, We had all oral exams. v 1 [A13; cl) communicate orally. la [A;a12) eat alone without anything to go with.it (humorous). Maayung klasis kan-un, maural, A good variety of rice that is good even if eaten all by itself. Uralun ta na lang ning sinugbang isda kay wala na may kan-un, Let's just eat the broiled fish alone because there's no more rice. 2 do s.t. relying on one's memory or knowledge without any other aid. Bilib ku mmug makaural kag uli niining makin
	would really be impressed if you could put the machine together without referring to the manual. 3 eat with the bare hands s.t. that should be eaten with silverware. Urala na Lang na ninyung pagkaun kay kapuy ipanghugas unya, Just eat with your fingers to save washing the silverware. 

	uran v [A; cl) put s.t. on for daily wear. Nag-uran kug daan kay mamanday k u, I amwearing old clothes because I'll do some carpentry work. n s.t. worn casually. Angsinina nŁas balay mau puy uran sa uma, 
	The clothes he wears around the house is what he wears in the fields. uran-uran v [A12; c6) 1 wear s.t. in a casual way. 2 use 
	The clothes he wears around the house is what he wears in the fields. uran-uran v [A12; c6) 1 wear s.t. in a casual way. 2 use 
	s.t. in a situation it is too good for. Anugunsa {mung dagway nga giuran-uran n{mug suruyg isda, You have a lovely face. What a pity to waste it on peddling fish! ig-1-/r-(�) n clothes usually worn for a certain job. 

	urang-utan, urang-utang n orang-utan. uran-uran for some time; for quite a time. 
	Uran-uran giyud namung paabut nimu, Wehave been waiting for you for some time. ura pru nubis phrase of the litany: pray for us. 
	uraray v [Al3; b6] be situated in a low place or elevation. Lungsud nga nag-uraray sa tiilans bukid, A town nestled at the foot of a mountain. pa-v [A; c] draw onese_lf close to, snuggle close to. Mipauraray siya sa akung buktun usa matulug, He nestled in my arms before going to sleep. 
	uraray v [Al3; b6] be situated in a low place or elevation. Lungsud nga nag-uraray sa tiilans bukid, A town nestled at the foot of a mountain. pa-v [A; c] draw onese_lf close to, snuggle close to. Mipauraray siya sa akung buktun usa matulug, He nestled in my arms before going to sleep. 
	uraryu n hand of a clock or watch. v (A; b6 (1)) attach the hands of a clock or watch. 
	uras n 1 hour. Pila ka uras ang byahi? Howmany hours does the trip take? 2 time of day. Unsay uras? What time is it? Unsangurasa siyang miabut, What time did he arrive? 3 time that s.t. is done. Alas utsu ang uras sa amung panihapun, Our supper time is at eight o'clock. 3a time that s.t. inevita-
	uras n 1 hour. Pila ka uras ang byahi? Howmany hours does the trip take? 2 time of day. Unsay uras? What time is it? Unsangurasa siyang miabut, What time did he arrive? 3 time that s.t. is done. Alas utsu ang uras sa amung panihapun, Our supper time is at eight o'clock. 3a time that s.t. inevita-
	' 


	hie will finally happen. Haduul na ang uras 
	hie will finally happen. Haduul na ang uras 
	sa masakitun, The sick man's hour is close 
	,
	at hand. Uras na tingali nimu kay nagsakit
	man ang imung tiyan, It must be the time now (for you to have your baby) because your stomach hurts. 3b point at which s.t. happened. Nag-uwan sa uras sa ilang pagabut, It was raining at the time of their arrival. Way mitabang naku sa uras sa akung kalisud, No one helped me when I was in trouble. 3c di -for s.t. to happen at anunsuitable time. Tingalig manganak ka ug di uras ning fmung pagkahulug, You'll probably give birth prematurely because you fell. 4 a period or time available for doing s. t. Wa kuy
	Giurasan ang akung pagtrabahu sa imungkalu, It took me one hour t;o make your hat. -an(➔) n clock, watch. -in-a by the hour. Inuras ang imung trabahu, You workby the hour. 
	urasanta n Holy Hour devotion, a one-hour devotion offered to the Sacred Heart of Jesus led by a priest and said once a monthin church. v [Al] offer a Holy Hour devotion. paN-v [A2] attend or offer a Holy Hour devotion. 
	urasiyun n 1 special set prayers in the liturgy.. laa magical formula in Latin or pseudoLatin which has curative or other magical powers, esp. as sumpa. It is applied by reciting or by putting written representations on or near whatever it is supposed to affect. The urasiyun is effective only in the hands of the owner. 2 the angelus prayer said by the family in the evening, and sometimes at dawn. 3 twilight (lit. the time when the angelus is said). 3a the bell announcing the 

	1108 uray-urinula 
	1 

	aelus. v 1 [A] pray the urasiyun in the elus. 2 [A; b(l)] treat with a magic formula. Giurasiyunan niya ang irit. Wa kapagbut, He uttered a magical formula at the dog and it couldn't bark. 3 (B12S6; b4] for evening to fall. Naurasiyun na Lang. Wala pa giyud muabut ang gisugu, 
	aelus. v 1 [A] pray the urasiyun in the elus. 2 [A; b(l)] treat with a magic formula. Giurasiyunan niya ang irit. Wa kapagbut, He uttered a magical formula at the dog and it couldn't bark. 3 (B12S6; b4] for evening to fall. Naurasiyun na Lang. Wala pa giyud muabut ang gisugu, 
	ng
	liturgy or the a
	ng

	and the boy we sent on an errand still hadn't arrived. -an n one who possesses an urasiyun, la. 
	It got to be eveni
	ng 


	urayn k.o. sickness of supernatural origin which causes women to abort, giving birth to an octopus or other sea creature (actually a misshapen fetus). v [A12SP; b4] become the victim of uray. Malagmit urayan ka ug pakabuntagan nimu ang imung panti,You 're likely to become a victim of uray if you don't take your panties in. 
	1 

	uray, uray title of respect for a related woman older than the speaker, esp. an elder sister, aunt, or cousin. v "[A; al2) address s.o. uray. 
	2

	urbanidad way -unrefined, unversed in urban ways. Way urbanidad. Di ka kamaung OU don't know to greet people. 
	mangayug kataburan, You are a boor. y 

	urbanisar v [B126] become civilized, polished in one's ways. Ang mga tulungbaan makaurbanisar (makapaurbanisar) sa tawu,Schools teach people refinement and civilization. 
	urdin n religious order. 
	urdin n 1 order given by a higher authority. Kinabanglan bubatun mu karun dayun. UrOU must do it immediately. Tpat's an order. 2 order, command. Urdin diaristu, Warrant of arrest. Urdin sa pagpangusisa; Search warrant. v [Al3;al2] 1 issue an order. 2 command s.o. to do s.t. -ansa n ordinance. v [al2] enact into an ordinance. urdinansabun n things to be made into an ordinance. 
	din kana, y

	urdinar v [A; b26] ordain into priesthood. urdinasiyun n ordination. 
	urdinu a ordinary, not especial. Urdinaryukaayu ang ilang mga butang sa bay, Theyjust have ordinary things in their house. v 1 [A; cl] use s.t. that should be special for ordinary wear. Di ku muurdinaryu ugmabalun nga sinina, l won't use expensive clothes for ordinary wear. 2 [B12; b6] be, become ordinary. Sa nadugay na, naurdinaryu na Zang ang taas nga buhuk, After!·some time it became an ordinary thito have lohair. 
	uy
	ng 
	ng 

	urdir v 1 [A; b6] command, give an order. 
	Kinsay nag-urdir ninyu sa pag-atras? Who
	Kinsay nag-urdir ninyu sa pag-atras? Who
	· commanded you to retreat? 2 [A; a2] or
	-

	der s.t. in a restaurant or cafe. Unsa may inyung urdirun? What will you order? n 1 order, command. 2 item ordered in a restaurant or caf e. pa-v [A; b6] buy by mail order. Magpaurdir ku ug bisikl{ta para nimu, l will buy you a bicycle by mail order. mini -n money order or telegraphic transfer. v [Al; a] send a money order or telegraphic transfer. mid tu -n made-to-order. urgan n electric organ, of the kind used by combos. v [A23] play the electric organ. urgandi n organdy. v [A; bS] wear, make 
	into organdy cloth. 
	urganisar v [A; al2] organize, bring s.t. into being. Nag-urganisar pa siya sa Libiyun ni Manya, She is organizing a Legion of Maryunit. urganisamyun n organization. 
	urganista see URGANU. 
	urgansa n embossed cloth. 
	urganu n organ, a large musical instrument. v [A12; b(l)] have, be accompanied by an organ. urganista n organist. v [B16; al2] be, become an organist. 
	urhinti a urgent, calling for immediate attention. Urbinti ba ka�u ang tuyu mu kaniya? Do you have a very urgent purpose in visiting her? 
	urig n intense sexual desire of a person or an animal, esp. women (euphemism for ulag). v [B; b6] be in a highly-sexed mood. Nagkaurig na nang baybana human makasuway, That woman became lustful after she had experienced sex once. 
	urihinal n 1 original, first copy of several struck at the same time. Ang uribinal ngaOU keep the original copy for yourself. 2 an original of a work of art. 3 script, copy of one's lines in a drama. 
	kupya mauy imung taguan, y

	•urimaw (colloquial) paN-1 = URIMUS, v2. 
	,
	2 = PANGURIMUS. 
	urimus word used in the novena asking the congregation to pray the final prayer. v 1 [A; b] say the concluding prayer. 2 [B1256N] be done in, killed (get so people will be saying 'urimus' for one). Ug matumbaban kas kabuy maurimus ka, If that tree falls on you, you will be done for. paN-V [A23] do oneself irreparable harm which sometimes results in death. Hala, inum arun rnangurimus ka, Go ahead, drink, so youcan do yourself in. 
	urins n 1 orae fruit or tree. 2 orae in color. v 1 [B125) become orange in color. 2 [Al3] wear s.t. orange in color. -dyus n orae 1u1ce. 
	ng
	ng
	ng

	urinula n chamber pot or bedpan. v [Al 3; c 
	1] use a chamber pot. 
	•

	unt -uruy 1109 
	urit = HALA. Urit! Adtu na mi, All right! 
	urit = HALA. Urit! Adtu na mi, All right! 
	We are going now. v [A2] cease doing s.t. and call it a day. Muurit kug sayu kay naglain ang akung lawas, I think I'll call it a dayas I'm not feeling well. 
	urkid n orchid. maripusa -butterfly orchid: 
	Pbalaenopsis amabilis. taygir -n variety of orchid with spotted leaves and petals. -tri n orchid tree, ornamental tree, the flowersof which resemble orchids. Various species have various colors: Bauhinia spp. walingwaling -see WALINGWALING. wayitdab white dove orchid: Dendrobium crumena
	-

	tum. 

	urkilyas = TRINSAS.
	urkista, urkistra n 1 orchestra, the main floor of a movie house. 2 a group of musicians usually playing string instruments. 
	urkiyu a 1 honest-to-goodness, genuine. Angurkiyu nga sugarul dili mupusta ug sinintabus, An honest-to-goodness gambler does not bet nickles and dimes. Kining kapiba urkiyu, dili puyay, This is genuine coffee not ersatz. 
	urlun n orlon. v [A; b6] wear orion. 
	urna n 1 glass case where a religious imageor s.t. precious is kept. 2 ballot box. v [cl] place or encase s.t. of religious importancein a glass case. 
	ursa v 1 [A] for dough to rise. 2 [A123P; b 
	4) for a disease that breaks out in s.t. to come out. Ang tuba makaursa (makapaursa) sa dalap, Palm toddy can make measles appear and hasten development. 3 [A2; c6] do s.t. with a great amount of force. /ursaang inyung tanang kusug arun na ninyu maalsa, Exert all your strength so you can lift that up. pa-n 1 leaven. Tuba usabay ang paursa sa bingka, Palm toddy is sometimes used to make the rice cake rise. 2 medicine used to make a disease appear and hasten development.
	4) for a disease that breaks out in s.t. to come out. Ang tuba makaursa (makapaursa) sa dalap, Palm toddy can make measles appear and hasten development. 3 [A2; c6] do s.t. with a great amount of force. /ursaang inyung tanang kusug arun na ninyu maalsa, Exert all your strength so you can lift that up. pa-n 1 leaven. Tuba usabay ang paursa sa bingka, Palm toddy is sometimes used to make the rice cake rise. 2 medicine used to make a disease appear and hasten development.

	•urti walay -without restraint, without stopping. Way urti ang bukasay ning salidang bumba, This dirty movie has love scenes without end. Ayawg panagana. Way urti ang kaun dinhi, Don't hesitate. No one holds back on their food around here. urtiurti walay -= WALAV URTI. V [Al; cl] do s.t. with restraint (usually in negativesentences).
	urtikaa n hives. Tambal kini sa sakit sa panit ug sa urtikarya, This is a treatment for skin diseases and hives. v [A123P; a12] have an attack of hives. 
	ry

	uru n gold. -, plata, mala gold, silver, bad luck: a formula for determining whether a household will have good or bad luck. As 
	one climbs the stairs the formula is recited one word for each step. If one reaches the top with uru, the house will have exceptionally good luck; with plata, fairly good luck;with mala, bad luck. -tsina 24-carat gold.buda di-see BUDA. v 1 [b(l)] cover teethwith gold capping. 2 [cl] be in gold. 
	one climbs the stairs the formula is recited one word for each step. If one reaches the top with uru, the house will have exceptionally good luck; with plata, fairly good luck;with mala, bad luck. -tsina 24-carat gold.buda di-see BUDA. v 1 [b(l)] cover teethwith gold capping. 2 [cl] be in gold. 
	urud a pregnant. v [B126; b6] be, become pregnant.
	urug, urug n fashion, style. v [B 126; b6] go into style, vogue. Naurug na run sa pagpalupad. ug tabanug, Kite-flying is the latest fad. 
	,
	,
	urug-urug = ULUG-ULUG.
	uruk v [A2S; b6] for a top to spin fast so as to stay exactly vertical. Di kauruk ang kasing ug hinay ang tuyuk, A top is not immobile when it spins slow. 
	urul v [A; a2] take all the hair or leaves off. 
	Akuy muurul sa imung bubuk, I'll shave your hair. Urulun sa kanding ang mga dahun sa tanum ug anha na nimu ihigut, The goat will eat all the leaves of your plants if you tie it there. 
	urum n nightmare, dream where one is extremely frightened but cannot move orshout. v [A123P; a4] have a nightmare. -un ( ➔) a prone to having nightmares. v [B126] get prone to having nightmares. 
	urung v 1 [B2S6; cl] stop, cause one to do so. Nag-urung ang puntirus rilu, 'fhe watch hand is not moving. lurung (urungun) naku ang akung pagtabaku, I'll quit smoking. 2 [A13] be idle, unemployed. Mag-urung lang una siya rung tuiga kay wa may bakanti para sa maistra, She will be out of work this year because there are novacancies for teachers. pa· v [A; a12] suspend or dismiss from work. Paurungun kas trabahu ug sadan kaYou will be dismissed from work if 
	. 
	, 

	you are guilty. urung-urung v [A 13; c 11 do 
	s.t. on and off. 
	,
	,
	,

	urung= URUM.
	2 

	Urupa n Europe. ilaga sa -n guinea pig. 
	urus v 1 [A2S3P] sizzle. Muurus ang unud ug Ługba sa kayu, Meat sizzles if you broil it over fire. 2 (b4] sizzle with sexual urges. Giurusan nang bayuta kay nanghikap, Thisfairy is sizzling for sex again. He grabbed me. n sound of sizzling. urus-urus v [B1456] be intense, as if sizzling. Kapugngan pa ang baba kay sa gugmang gaurus-urus, It iseasier to control a flood than a sizzling love. 
	urusn 1 suit of the Spanish cards in the shape of a gold coin. 2 suit of circles inmahjong. v (B1256; b6] draw an urus card or mahjong piece. 
	2 


	·!uruy 1 particle with a statement that dis
	-

	1110 •uruy -usa
	! 
	! 
	abuses the interlocutor of his misconcep
	the blunting effect of the 
	tions, softeni
	ng 

	contradiction. 'Wa pa mahuman ang traba
	hu?' -'Human na uruy!' 'They didn't 
	finish the work?' -'Yes, they did.' Buhi 
	pa uruy siya, He is still alive. (You believe 
	he died, but he is still alive.) 2 expressing
	contempt for s.t. the interlocutor did. Hi
	lakhilak uruy, mau rag dili siyay nakaingun 
	aning tanang kasamuk, Crying indeed! As 
	if she were not the cause of all these trou
	bles. Gibaratuhan ka uruy ana mu ra ug ikay 
	mubayad! Oh indeed. You think it is cheap. 
	Well, you can say that when you pay the 
	bill. 3 [noun]-a ba -what do you mean 
	[noun], when all there is is ... Bisitaha ba 
	uruy, si Pidru ra diay, What visitor! It is 
	only Pedro. 4 nganu ba -so what if ... 
	Nganu ba uruy ug dili siya muanhi. Di mag
	sakit ang akung tiyan, So what if he doesn't 
	come. I'm not going to get a stomachache 
	from it. S ada -particle expressing resigna
	tion to s.t. bad and indicating the speaker 
	doesn't care. Ada uruy. Mabuhi man giha
	pun ta aning trabahua, Oh, anyway, I can 
	still make a liviwith this work (even
	ng 

	though I might like to have s.t. better). Sa 
	contempt in dismissis.t. as in
	expressi
	ng 
	ng 

	consequential. uruy-uruy v [ C2; a3] be gen
	tle with one another, instead of treati
	tle with one another, instead of treati
	ng

	each other with the usual gruffness. Mag
	uruy-uruy ta kay wa na tay ginikanan, Let 
	us go easy on each other because we don't 
	have parents any more. Bisag bantugan siya 
	makig-uruy-uruy siya sa ingun natit, Though
	he is famous, he goes easy on people like us. 

	•uruy pa-n liquor made by distilling the juice from the nipa or coconut palm bud. 
	us= ULUS. see ULHUS. 
	usa numeral one. 1 -ka a one. Sa usa ka pu-
	•
	•
	lung siyay nidaug, In short, he won. b a cer
	-

	tain (unnamed) one. May usa ka hari nga 
	taas kaayu ug bungut, There was once a 
	king who had a very long beard. -niana ka 
	[word referring to time) one [time). Usa 
	niana ka adlaw, miadtu siya sa hari, One 
	day, he went to the king. 2 -nga the other 
	one of the two or more. Anhi ka aning ma
	nuka pusta? Adtu kus usa, Will you bet on 
	this cock? I will bet on the other one. Adtu 
	liku sa usan!{ iskina, Turn into the next cor
	ner. 2a the other day, week, month, year
	that passed. Dinhi siya sa usang adlaw, He 
	was here Łhe other day. 3 isig (isig) -each, 
	each one. lsig (isig) usa ninyu mubayad naku 
	ug singku pisus, Each (each one) of you will 
	pay me five pesos. 4 -ug -each and every 
	one. Usag usa ninyu magdala sa iyang gala-
	mitun, Each and every one of you must bring his own tools. Sa -usab, sad, upud [serand-so] is another one who will [do]. Usa sad siya sa mungadtu, He is also a member of the group going there. Sb -ka pa you're another one who does [such-andsuch a bad thing]. Usa ka pang danghag, You're another careless fellow. v 1 [A12; a 
	12] be, become resolved or decided. Ugmausa pa unta ang akung hunahuna pagbiya kaniya! If only I could make up my mind to leave her! 2 [b(l)] do s.t. with one hand where both hands are usually used. Gaan ra ning aswatun, usaan ra naku ni, This is easy to pick up. I'll do it with one hand. Sumbagay ta, usaan ta ka, Let's have a fight. I'll beat you with one hand. 3 walay ma-no one, not a single soul. Walay mausang mitabang kanaku, Not a single person helped me.!(�) v 1 [C; al2) group things together in one.
	·

	Nahiusa ang ilang hukum human makabati sa tinuud, Their decision became unanimous after they heard the truth. usausa n get-together party. v [C] have a get-together party. usahay sometimes, occasionally. Usahaydi ku makadungug, Sometimes I cannot hear. binagsa = TINAGSA, v1. inusara v I [A) be by oneself, alone. Ug manglakaw sila mag-inusara fang ku aning balaya, If they leave, I will be alone in this house. 2 [Al; a 
	12] do s.t. alone by oneself. Akung inusa
	-

	rahun lag daru, Iwill do the plowing alone. inusaranhun a characterized by being all byoneself. Kinabuhing inusaranhun, A life all alone by oneself. maka-, ka-, kas-a once. Kausa (kas-a) miadtu siya sa balay, He came to the house once. v [A 12; al 2) do s. t. to 
	s.t. all at one time. Maayu unta ug makas-a nig luti,, It would be nice if these could be cooked all at one time. kag-usa, makag-usa, tag-usa = TALAGSA. kahiusahan n 1 state of being united. 2 marriage. Karung adlawa mau ang kahiusaban nila ni Idyun ug ni Bilma, The wedding of Edion and Vilma will take place today. ulusahun a wondrous,unique or peculiar. Adtu nimu makita sa su ang mga mananap nga ulusahun ug mga hitsura, You will see strange and peculiar animals in the zoo. Si Sa1nsun sa karaangpanahun mau
	-


	usa-usab 1111 
	2 

	bung kusug, Samson of ancient times was a man of extraordinary strength. tagsa n 1one apiece. Tagaan ta mug tagsa, I'll give you each one. tagsa ray pulung of few words. Kun muingung dili, hustu ra, dili giyud. Tagsa ray pulung nianang tawhana, If
	bung kusug, Samson of ancient times was a man of extraordinary strength. tagsa n 1one apiece. Tagaan ta mug tagsa, I'll give you each one. tagsa ray pulung of few words. Kun muingung dili, hustu ra, dili giyud. Tagsa ray pulung nianang tawhana, If
	h.e says no it is no, period. He is a man of few words. 2= TALAGSA. tagsatagsa v [Al;
	cl] do s.t. one by one. Magtagsatagsa na lang tag pamauli, Let us now go home one by one. igtagsa n one's first cousin. magtagsa n being first cousins. talagsa a seldom. Talagsa ka ra man mamisita naku, yOU seldom visit me. talagsay but it will be along time before [so-and-so] happens. Talagsa lay bungut ug makigsulti ku niya, 
	ngu

	Don't expect me to talk to him for a long, long time. panalagsa a being at great intervals. Unya mihagtuk sa atup nga sin ang panalagsang ulan, Then a few scattered raindrops rattled on the tin roof. v [A; b6] do 
	s.t. once in a while, at infrequent intervals. Panalagsai akug du.aw, Come visit me once in a while. talagsaun a 1 rare, few. Talagsaun ra ang asawa nga makaagwanta sa iyang pagkabana, Few wives could bear the sort of husband he makes. Ang 1904 nga salapi talagsaun kaayu, The 1904 fifty-centavo coin is very rare. 2 extraordinary. Talagsaun kaayu ang iyang kaanyag, Her beauty is remarkable. -ra pud phrase said in reaction to s. t. unbelievable: 'that's unheard of!!' 'Mukanta na run na siya.' -'Talagsaun 

	,. usa short forms: sa, usa. 1 before [do]ing. 
	usa
	2 
	n doe

	I 
	I 
	I 
	\ I I

	Usa ka mulakaw hipusa ang tmung kwartu, 
	Before you go out, fix your room. 2 do [soand-so] beforehand. Mag-rlis usa ku sa di pata manglakaw, I'll change my clothes first before we go out. 3 for now, for the time being. Ibutang usa diri, Put it down here for the moment. Ayaw usag lakaw, Don't
	I 
	go for the while. -pa 3 a wait a minute. Usa 
	I
	pa gani, Wait a minute, will you? Usa pa kay akung tawgun, Just a second, because I'm going to call him. 3b just a second, to 
	I
	change the subject. Usa pa diay, kinsa tu ka? By the way, who did you say youwere? 4 -ka you just wait. Gihilabtan giyud nimu nang akung bu.hat da. Usa ka gi
	change the subject. Usa pa diay, kinsa tu ka? By the way, who did you say youwere? 4 -ka you just wait. Gihilabtan giyud nimu nang akung bu.hat da. Usa ka gi
	-

	yud run, You touched my work, did you?Well you just wait what's going to happen now. 

	usabshort forms: sab and sad. 1 also, in addition, as well, (after negatives) either. Gipatay usab ang mga bata, They killed the children, too. Jkaw sab, utru ka, You, too. You 're another one of the same ilk. Dili sab ku muadtu, I will not go either. Sa nagtubu siya, nagkadaku sab ang iyang kaun, As he grew, his food consumption. grew as well. la in turn. Ug ikiht,i ku niya, ikiha ku sab siya, If he sues me, I'll sue him in turn.lb na -lbl again. Nag-ulan na sab, It'sraining again. lb2 in turn. Human sa 
	Ug mahalun ang imung kuhaun, daku sab ug instulmin, If you buy an expensive kind, you '11 have to pay large installments, too. syaru -under the circumstances it is unbelievable. Syaru sag wa ka kahunabuna, It's impossible that you didn't even think of it. mau ra -hinuun = MAU RA PUDNUUN. see HINUUN, 6. ld dili lang -kay ... not only is (so-and-so) true. Dili Jang sad kay muinum siya, sugal pud, Notonly does he drink, healso gambles .. le 
	.[exclamation] -My! (so-and-so] is the case, isn't it though. Sus! Kapubrisita sad intawun niya! My! What a pitiful child, 
	don't you think? Kagwapu ba sad! Howbeautiful!-it is, though! 2 but then, when [so-and-so) happened, happens. Apan pagabut sab naku didtu, wa nag manuk, Butthen when I arrived, the thicken was gone. Di ku muinum. Apan · ug muinum sad ku, tingbanay dyud, I don't drink .But when 
	.

	.I do, l really drink. 3 do [so-and-so). when 

	. one should not Bida ·sad -nimu uy! Ci
	-

	.
	.
	.
	. .

	I
	tug-an man ntmu! Oh you! You went 
	and told. Si Mama sad! Mauy imung isulti pirmi, Oh, Mother! That's ,vhat you always say! 4 [adj.] -somewhat (adj.]. Mahimu man sad, It is quite possible. Gwapa man sad, She is quite pretty. Udtu na sad mingmigikan, It was already quite late when we left. S mail -anyway, (so-and-so] is OKbecause. Jbatag na Zang. Daut man sad,Might as well give it away because it's no good anyway. Sabug di siya mangasawa. Maayu man sag siya ray nagkarsunis, Who cares if he doesn't marry me? Anyway there is lots of fish in the
	· 


	1112 usad -usik 
	sad uy, Oh, come on! Do it. luban sad ku,magbinut-an lagi ku, Please take me. I'll be a good girl. 7 [interrogative] man -justout of curiosity, who, when, why, how much, etc. Tagpila man sad ni? By the way, just out of curiosity, how much is this? v 1 [A2C; c) do s.t. again. Mag-usab pa ta ug dula? Will we still play with each other again? Usbun kug basa, pamati, I will read it again. Listen. 2 [A; a12) modify, redo. Usha ring akung karsunis, Alter these pants of mine. Ang inbinyiru mauy muusab sa planu, Th
	sad uy, Oh, come on! Do it. luban sad ku,magbinut-an lagi ku, Please take me. I'll be a good girl. 7 [interrogative] man -justout of curiosity, who, when, why, how much, etc. Tagpila man sad ni? By the way, just out of curiosity, how much is this? v 1 [A2C; c) do s.t. again. Mag-usab pa ta ug dula? Will we still play with each other again? Usbun kug basa, pamati, I will read it again. Listen. 2 [A; a12) modify, redo. Usha ring akung karsunis, Alter these pants of mine. Ang inbinyiru mauy muusab sa planu, Th
	ng


	usad = USAB, 1-7 (but not as v). usahay see USA• 
	1

	usamud v [B126P; b6] stumble or fall forward flat on one's face. Nausamud (napausamud) siya sa pagdagan, He stumbled and fell flat on his face when he ran. 
	usap v [A2SN; a] 1 chew, grind with the molars. Usapun sa mga babuy 11ng mga saba sa saging ug di na kuralun, The pig will chew up the banana shoots if you don't fence the plantation. 2 chew up, crush between two moviparts like with the molars. Lindug sa tubu nga giusap SJJ ligsanan, Cane stalks that were crushed by the rollers. 
	ng 

	usar v 1 [A; a12) use, make of. Di siya muusar ug butang sa laing tawu, He does not \lie other people's things. 2 [A; cl] wear s.t. Di ku muusar ug lipstik, l don't use lipstick. lya pa ning usarun ( iusar) si-uinaa sa panarbabu, He'll still wear this shirt to work. usadu a 1 used up, worn-out. Magpalit kug bagung sapatus. Usadu na kaayu ning aku, I've got to buy a new pair of shoes. My old ones are all used up now. 2 a woman that has had sexual experience. Usadu na kaayug dagway nang baybana, That woman
	-

	usbaw v 1 [B2] improve, prosper. Ang iyang pagpaningkamut nakausbaw (nakapausbaw) niya gikan sa kakabus, He rose from poverty through hard work. 2 [AB2; cl] rise in dree or quantity. Ang manidytr mauynag-usbaw sa iyang swildu, The manager gave him a raise. Miusbaw ang kadagatan sa Miditiranyan, The Mediterranean Sea rose. Ang traktur makausbaw (makapausbaw) sa ani, A tractor can increase the rice production. ma-un a prosperous. ka-an n improve
	usbaw v 1 [B2] improve, prosper. Ang iyang pagpaningkamut nakausbaw (nakapausbaw) niya gikan sa kakabus, He rose from poverty through hard work. 2 [AB2; cl] rise in dree or quantity. Ang manidytr mauynag-usbaw sa iyang swildu, The manager gave him a raise. Miusbaw ang kadagatan sa Miditiranyan, The Mediterranean Sea rose. Ang traktur makausbaw (makapausbaw) sa ani, A tractor can increase the rice production. ma-un a prosperous. ka-an n improve
	eg
	-

	ments or progress. tingusbawan n improvements, either planned or accomplished. Unta iyang panalanginan ang atung mga tingusbawan, May He bless the things we plan to accomplish. Kining taytayana usa sa mga tingusbawan sa iyang pagkagubirnadur, This bridge is one of the improvements he brought about while he was governor. 

	usbung n 1 topmost part of plants or trees, Usbung sa kasagbutan, Topmost part of the shrubs. 2 s. t. formed into a mound. Usbung sa anay, Termite hill. v [B3(1); b6] 1 rise up, soar up to a higher level. Labibang nakausbung sa iruplanu nga dyit, How the jet plane soared. 2 = USDUNG. 
	usbung n 1 topmost part of plants or trees, Usbung sa kasagbutan, Topmost part of the shrubs. 2 s. t. formed into a mound. Usbung sa anay, Termite hill. v [B3(1); b6] 1 rise up, soar up to a higher level. Labibang nakausbung sa iruplanu nga dyit, How the jet plane soared. 2 = USDUNG. 
	usdak v 1 [A; c] let s.t. drop with a light 
	thud.Ayawiusdak ang malita kay naay mabuak sa sulud, Don't drop the trunk like that because there is s.t. breakable inside. la [CJ -ang tiil walk with noisy footfalls. Maglagut ku ug usdakan kug tiil, l get angry ifs.o. walks with heavy footfalls in my presence. 2 [B126; b8] slip and fall down on one's buttocks. Nausdak ku sa hagdanan, l fell down the stairs. n sound of thumpi. -in-= USDAK, n. 
	ng

	usdun two, esp. two pesos (sla).
	1 
	ng

	usdua filled heaping high so as to form a,n elevation. Usdu ra kaayu ang sulud sa kartun di na masira, The contents of the box are piled so high that the box can no longer be closed. v [Al3; cl] be heaping high. 
	2 

	usdug v [A; a] help s.o. lift Ł.t. to put it on his head. Usdugi siya sa taru, Help him lift the can onto his head. 
	usdung a filled or piled to heaping. Ang kanun usdung kaayu nga pagkabutang sa bandibadu, The hominy is piled high on the platter. n moundlike top or �eap. Ang usdung sa nilabban nga gisulud sa planggana tupung naku, The mound of clothes I put in the wash basin is as tall as I am. v [Al3; cl] be heaping high. lusdung (usdunga) pagtakus, Make it heapimeasures. 
	ng 

	u,ig, usig v 1 [A; a2] bark. Kinsay giusig sa iru? Who is the dog barkiat? 2 [A2S]cough (colloquial). Sayu pa na siyang miusince early morning. hiN-a given to barking. -1-un a proneto being ba.rked at. 
	ng 
	sig, He has been coughi
	ng 

	I
	usik a waste. Usik kaayung ilabay ning kan
	-

	una! What a waste to throw this food away. Usik, wa ku makapalit! Whc:1.t a pity,
	I couldn't buy it. n name given to a variety of types of sorcery all of which cause grave illness. 1 k.o. sorcery similar to voodoo, in which s.t. is done to a representation of the victim, which in turn hurts the victim. 2 
	• 

	, 1113
	usISae-usu k
	2 

	k.o. sorcery inserting insects into the victim. v 1 [A; a3b(l)) waste. Dr' ku mag-usik ug panabun, l won't waste my time. Wa naku usiki ang kwarta, l did not spend the money uselessly. la [b4) feel bad over the loss or waste of s. t. Giusikan ku sa mga kabigayunang lmung gipalabay, l regret all the opportunities you allowed to go by. 2 [Al;a3) spills. t. out of a container, thus wasting it. Dagbang kan-ung nausik sa lamisa, yOU spilled a lot of rice on the table. 2a -ang,ug dugu v [a3b3) spill blood. Kun
	k.o. sorcery inserting insects into the victim. v 1 [A; a3b(l)) waste. Dr' ku mag-usik ug panabun, l won't waste my time. Wa naku usiki ang kwarta, l did not spend the money uselessly. la [b4) feel bad over the loss or waste of s. t. Giusikan ku sa mga kabigayunang lmung gipalabay, l regret all the opportunities you allowed to go by. 2 [Al;a3) spills. t. out of a container, thus wasting it. Dagbang kan-ung nausik sa lamisa, yOU spilled a lot of rice on the table. 2a -ang,ug dugu v [a3b3) spill blood. Kun
	ry
	ry 
	ng
	ry 


	usisa v 1 [A23) ask, seek to be informed. 
	'Unsa, nakagustu ka sa lmung trababu?' mi
	'Unsa, nakagustu ka sa lmung trababu?' mi
	uslsa naku si Husi, 'How do you like your 
	work? ' Joe asked me. 2 [A; a12) study,
	examine closely to analyze. Nag-us{sa ang 
	piskal sa kasu sa pagpatay, The fiscal is con
	ducting an investigation on the homicide 
	case. Usisabun natu ug unsay nakapakun
	bud sa &tung baligya, Let us study what 
	made our sales drop. 3 analyze, test to de
	termine s.t. Nag-usisa silas yuta ug magkina
	banglan bag abunu, They are testing the soil 
	to see if it needs fertilizer. n investigation, 
	inqui. mausisahun a 1 questioning, inquis
	ry

	itive. 2 scrutinizing with full attention to 

	details. uska short for usa ka. see USA. 
	uslub v [B2; cl] for earth to fall in, either coll;psing or from a process of erosion. Nauslub (miuslub) ang lugar nga gisigfbag agi sa tubig, The place where the water constantly passes over has become dressed. n earth that has been eroded. Daku ang uslub sa pangpang nga gikan-an sa tubig, The water ate a large amount of dirt from the cliff. uslubv 1 [A; b6(1)) dip or immerse into a liquid. luslub sa duktur ang bata sa inadlaw nga tubig ug mutaas ang bilanat, The doctor will dip the child in warm water 
	ep
	2 
	ng 
	ng 

	where the substance that caused the disorder is boiled in a pot, and the patient is made to cover himself together with the pot in a blanket and inhale the vapors, following which he is wrapped in more blankets and made to sweat profusely. 
	where the substance that caused the disorder is boiled in a pot, and the patient is made to cover himself together with the pot in a blanket and inhale the vapors, following which he is wrapped in more blankets and made to sweat profusely. 
	Usminya n Sergio Osmefia, Sr., the second 
	· 
	· 
	president of the Philippine Commonwealth, and a native of Cebu City. pwinti -a park in Cebu. Usminyista n political followers or supporters of Osmefia (or, now, his family). 

	usmud = USAMUD. 
	usngad v [A; a) for a pig to dig out or push hard with its snout. Nayabu ang pasaw sa babuy kay lya mang giusngad, The pig pushed its feed hard with its snout and it spilled. 
	Nabubububu ang natad nga giusngaran sa babuy, The front yard which the pig dugout with its snout is full of holes. n a boat haviits top pointing at an angle ·above its body. inusngaran n diggings made by a pig
	Nabubububu ang natad nga giusngaran sa babuy, The front yard which the pig dugout with its snout is full of holes. n a boat haviits top pointing at an angle ·above its body. inusngaran n diggings made by a pig
	Nabubububu ang natad nga giusngaran sa babuy, The front yard which the pig dugout with its snout is full of holes. n a boat haviits top pointing at an angle ·above its body. inusngaran n diggings made by a pig
	ng 

	·

	with its snout. 

	uspag a d, unkempt of skin or hair. Uspagkaayu ug panit ang nagpuyu sa isla, People
	ry

	·
	living on islands have very dry skin. v [B; b6] for hair or skin to be dand unkempt.
	ry 

	uspital =HOSPITAL. 
	ustiya, ustiyas, ustiyas n host, the bread of the Eucharist. v [a2) make the host. usun 1 mode, fashion. Bilbatum ang usu karun, Bell-bottoms are the mode these days. 
	_
	1 

	,
	2 fad, thing in rage. Usu kaayu karun ang pangawat ug manuk, C�icken stealing has become the latest fad. Usu na man run nga angbana mauy b{lin sa bay, It is now the practice for husbands to tend the house. v [B; cl6] be the fashion, thing in vogue. Mausu na sab ang tabanug, The fad for flying kites will come back into vogue again. pa-v [Al; cl) start a fad, initiate a movement. Gipausuban nlmu ang {mung anak ugkallgu maduminggu. Na, manglta na binuun, 
	_ 

	You started bringiyour child to the beach on Sundays and now he expects it. pina-a according to the latest style. Bubuk nga pinausu, The latest style hairdo. v [B456; al] have, wear s.t. of the latest style. 
	ng 

	usu n bear. usuG = USAB, v. 
	usukv 1 [A; c) drive stakes into the ground. lusuk ang sundang diba sa yuta, Stick the knife into the ground. 2 [b(l)) put stakes 
	1 

	, 
	, 
	,

	around. Akung usukan ang mga tanum, I'll put (drive) stakes around the plants. 3 slam 
	s.o. or s.t. to the ground. n cigarette (slang).(➔> n stake. 
	usuv [Al for smoke to rush in a thick 
	'½ 


	, ,
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	ng 

	stream. Miusuk ang asu sa tambutsu, The smoke gushed out of the exhaust pipe. 
	stream. Miusuk ang asu sa tambutsu, The smoke gushed out of the exhaust pipe. 

	usung v [A; b6(1)] help s.o. lift and carry 
	s.t. on his head or shoulders. A kuy muusung nimu sa saku, I'll help you lift the sack for you to carry on your shoulder. 
	s.t. on his head or shoulders. A kuy muusung nimu sa saku, I'll help you lift the sack for you to carry on your shoulder. 

	usura n usury. v [B126; b6] be, become usury. Mausura na ug daku ang intiris, It would be usury if you charge excessive interest. usurira = USURIRU (female). usuriru n usurer. v [Bl2; b6] be, become a usurer. 
	us-us v 1 [A2; b6( 1)) slide down on s.t. holdion partially. Mius--us ang mga bata sa pasamanu, The children slid down the stairs. Makaus--us ka ug dali sa plagpul kay dangug, 
	ng 

	You can easily slide down the flagpole because it is slippery. la [B2; b6(1)] for s.t. to slip down lower. Nagkaus--us ang imung tiyan. Hapit ka nang muanak, Your stomach is slippidown. It won't be lonow and you'll have your baby. 2 [APB; b7] for quantities to go down; cause them to do 
	You can easily slide down the flagpole because it is slippery. la [B2; b6(1)] for s.t. to slip down lower. Nagkaus--us ang imung tiyan. Hapit ka nang muanak, Your stomach is slippidown. It won't be lonow and you'll have your baby. 2 [APB; b7] for quantities to go down; cause them to do 
	ng 
	ng 

	so. Muus-us (maus-us) ang prisyu sa bugas ug dagban ang abut, The price of rice will go down if there is a good harvest. Tambal nga muus-us (mupaus--us) sa bilanat, Medicine that will bring the fever down. 2a [A; 
	cl] reduce a sentence . Ang buwis miusus sa imung sintinsiya, The judge reduced your sentence. -ang, sa kabuhi v [A; cl]brithe kabub,• to just above the navel, where it is supposed to be. a 1 low, havislipped down. Us--us kaayu ang imung karsunis. Biraba sa taas, Your pants have slipped too far down. Pull them up. 2 lowered in quantity, degree. 
	.
	ng 
	ng


	usuus v [Al 3) 1 for s.t. hot to give off steam. 
	Nag--usuus pa nang kapi. Mapasu kag imung imnun, The coffee is still steami. \' ou 'll burn yourself if you drink it. 2 for a pain. to give a burning sensation. 
	Nag--usuus pa nang kapi. Mapasu kag imung imnun, The coffee is still steami. \' ou 'll burn yourself if you drink it. 2 for a pain. to give a burning sensation. 
	ng

	,
	,

	usuus = ALASUUS. 
	uswa v [A; b6] reprimand s.o. in a scolding way, harpion all his past faults. Uswahan ku siya inig-abut niya. Dugay nga muul,: I'll give him a good cussing-out when he comes home. He always comes home late. uluswahan n worthy of beireprimanded; a goodreason for beireprimanded. mauswahun a in a reprimandi, scoldiway. 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	uswv 1 [A; c] raise, move s.t. or oneself to a higher position. Ug muuswag ka ugdiyutay makabigda ku sa imung tiilan, If you move UP. a little I can lie down beneath your feet. Akung iuswag ang atup ug mga diyis pulgadas, I'll move the roofiupabout ten inches. la [BJ rise in quantity. Niuswag ang prisyu, The price has gone up. 
	ag 
	ng 

	2 [A2; b(l)] go upstairs, into the house. 
	2 [A2; b(l)] go upstairs, into the house. 
	Muuswag ta kay tugnaw dinhi sa silung, 
	Let's go into the house because it's cold down here. 2a [A; cl) bring s.t. upstairs. 1uswag ( uswaga) ang mga silya, Carry the chairs upstairs. 3 [A; c] turn a light on. Giuswagan niya ang suga kay hinay ra kaayu ang siga, He turned the lampwick upsome more because the light was too low. 4 [A; cl] postpone, put off to a future date. Dil,. na mahimung uswagun ang kasal, It is no loer possible to postpone the wedding. S [A23P; cl] improve, progress. Muuswagang inyung kabimtang ug makatrababu ka na, Your situ
	-
	ng

	usyus = ASYUS. 
	,
	,
	usyusa = ASYUSA. 
	,
	,
	usyusu = ASYUSU. 
	utak = UTUK, nl, 2 (slang). utan n vegetables. v 1 [A; a2] cook vegetables. Mautan ang kamansi, Seeded bread
	1
	-

	,
	fruit can be eaten as a vegetable. Akung u-
	tanan ang pritung isda, I'll cook the fried 
	fish with vegetables. 2 [al2] for young corn 
	plants to be eaten by fowl. Diyutay ra ang 
	mais manubu ug utanun sa mga manuk, Few 
	· · 
	of the corn plants will grow to maturity if 
	the chickens eat at them. paN-v [A2; a2] 
	pick, gather vegetables. -un(➔>, -1-un n un
	-

	cooked vegetables. 
	utang n debt. May utang ku nimung duba ka adlawng trababu, l owe you two days' work. -buut see BUUT, 4. -kabubut-un see KABUBUT-UN under BUUT. v 1 [AN; 
	a] get s.t. on credit. Miutang (nangutang) ku ug usa ka gantang bugas, I bought a ganof rice on credit. lnyu ba diay nang utangun? You mean you 're not paying cash· for it? la [AN; a2] get a loan. Kadtung muutang (mangutang) ug daku kinabanglan may garantiya, If you apply for a goodsized loan, you must have collateral. lb (sa hari) [a12] take a life. Ay kug badlukag bunu kay utangun ta ka sa bari (utangun ta ka), Don't try to scare me with a talk of a fight-because I will kill you. 2 [A3S; a3b6] owe s.o.
	-
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	2 [A] get in the last word in a dispute. Di' 
	2 [A] get in the last word in a dispute. Di' 
	siya mupautang (magpautang) ug sulti sa {yang bana, She won't let her husband have the last word. -an n one who owes one s.t. hiN-(➔>, pala-(➔) a always buying thi�gs on credit or asking for loans. -unun n goodsfor sale on credit. 

	utang-utang n k.o. slipmouth fish: Leiogna
	tbus sp. 
	tbus sp. 

	utap, utap n k.o. cooky made of flaky pas-try and formed into thin, tongue-like shapes, sold commercially. v [A; a2] make, have utap. 
	utas v [B126) faint due to a sickness, hunger. Nautas na sad ang masakitun, The sick man became unconscious again. -an(�) a prone to fainting spells. v [B 12) get subject to fainting spells. 
	utas v [A; b] do s. t. always or constantly. 
	Ug mag-utas Zang mu ug tabi' dinha wa muymahimu, If you keep on talking like that, you'll never accomplish anything. Di ku makautas ug bantay niana kay may lain kung buhat nga giatiman, l can not keep constant watch over it because I have other this to attend to. 
	Ug mag-utas Zang mu ug tabi' dinha wa muymahimu, If you keep on talking like that, you'll never accomplish anything. Di ku makautas ug bantay niana kay may lain kung buhat nga giatiman, l can not keep constant watch over it because I have other this to attend to. 
	ng


	utaw v [A; b6] iron, press. Wa niya utawa ang mga habul, She did not iron the sheets. n iron. -an(f-) n ironing board. •an(�) nga kinabayu n ironiboard with legs. -1-un (f-), -unun(f) n things to iron. -in-n pressed clothes. tiaN-, tig-1-(f) n person who does the ironing. 
	ng 
	gp

	utaw-utaw v [AP; b(l)] float or move gently in the air or on the surface of a liquid. Muutaw-utaw (mipautaw'-utaw) Zang ku kay kapuyng ilanguy, I will just float because it is tiresome to swim. Mga panganud nga nagutaw-utaw (nagpautaw-utaw) sa kahang{nan, Clouds that float gently in the wind. utay-utay, utay-utay v [AB12; cl] do S.t. 
	·
	·
	little by little, have s. t. happen to it a little 
	.at a time. Utay-utaya lang pagbayad, Payfor it little at a time. Utay-utaya paggamit 
	ang sabun, Use the soap little at a time. 

	utbu = ULBU, n, vl, la, 2, 3. 
	utbung n tender stalks with leaf buds. v [AN; cl] pick the tips of plants or their axillary shoots off. Mitambuk ang mga dahun sa tabaku nga giutbungan na sa salingsing, 
	The leaves of the tobacco plants grew stout after their suckers were picked off. 
	The leaves of the tobacco plants grew stout after their suckers were picked off. 

	utiku= DUTlJ. 
	utika n 1 phlegm of a person with TB. 2 TB. v [B16; a4] have tuberculosis. Nag-utika (giutika) na lang nang tawhana sa {yang kaabusadu, That man has got TB because he abused his health. utikahun n tubercular. v 
	[B1256] become consumpti_ve. util = HUTIL. 
	[B1256] become consumpti_ve. util = HUTIL. 
	·

	utin n penis. pubri nga -poor father as head of the family (humorous).eWala giyud siya makatilaw ug mga maayung pagkaun kayanak man siya sa pubring utin, He never tasted good food because he is a son of a poor father (lit. poor penis). v [a12l hit on the penis. Ug ut{nun n{mu siyag banyak makuyapan giyud, If you hit him on the penis with a kick, he will surely faint. utin-. utin n k.o. parrot fish. -an a having a penis. utingkad v [AN; a12] ransack, seŁrch tho-. roughly or examine every part. Akung u
	· 
	· 
	· 
	·
	-

	· 
	tingkarv.n ning mga butang sa kaban arun makit-an tung lyabiha, I'll search everything in this trunk so I can find the key. 
	utingkag v 1 = UTINGKAD. 2 [A3P; a3b6]for a home to be broken. Ang pagkababayidur sa bana mauy nakautingkag ( nakapautingkag) sa {Zang kaugalingun, Her husband's fondness for women bro�e up their home. 
	utingkay v 1 [AN; a12] disarrange s.t., usually in searchifor s.t. Di ku gustung inyung utingkayun �ng mga libru sa laybrari, 
	ng 

	I don't want you to disarrae the books in the libi:-ary. la [Al2; b8] find, come across s.t. in ransacking or searching through. Nakautingkay kug bulawan sa sulud sa kaban, 
	ng

	I came across a piece of gold in rummagithrough the trunk. 2 [A; a12] go into the details of s.t. to find out about it. Sa kurti utingkayun ang tanan nga nabitabu bahin sa kasu, In court all facts. surrounding the case will be examined in detail. 2a [Al2; b 
	ng

	8] find out by ransackidetails. Nautingkayan na binuun ang makauulaw n{yang kagahapun, They stumbled over the shameful details of her past. 
	ng 

	utitud n k.o. tiny, biting red ant. v [a4] be infested with this k.o. ant. utiturun a infested with red ants. v [B1256] get to be in
	-

	fested with red ants. 
	·
	udut v [A; c6] creak, squeak. Miutiut angsawug nga kawayan, The bamboo flooricreaked. Wa makautiut ang ligid, The wheel does not squeak any more. n creaking,squeaking noise. 
	ng

	u tlanan see ULUT° 
	I

	utlub v [A; ab2] bite s. t. off with the front teeth or for machinery to do an analogousthing. Muutlub Zang ku ug gamay sa {mung kindi, I'll just take a small bite of your candy. Nautluban ang akung tudlu sa galingan, The mill took a small piece off of my finger. paN-sa dila v [A13] bite one's tongue. 
	Nagpangutlub kus akung dila arun dili makakatawa, I bit my toue to refrain from 
	ng


	1116 utmil -utul
	2 

	. -in-an n s. t. a part of which has been bitten off. 
	. -in-an n s. t. a part of which has been bitten off. 
	laughi
	ng


	utmil n oatmeal. v [A; a2] eat, raise s.o. on oatmeal. Giutmil si Bubuy sa gamay pa siya, Boboy was raised on oatmeal when he was small. 
	umgav [A; c] emit a somewhat prolonged grunt is when one is liftis.t. heavy or has suffered pain. Miutnga siya sa pag-alsa sa usa ka sakung kupras, He grunted when he lifted the sack of copra. Nakautnga siya sa pagsuntuk sa iyang tiyan, He grunted when he received the blow in the stomach. utnga, utnga v [B26] CQme off, let go of 
	1 
	ng 
	2

	s.t. attached fim1ly to s.t. Di muutnga ang limatuk ug di mabusug, A leech won't let go until it is full. Miutnga na ang lansang sa sawug, The nail came out of the floori. 
	s.t. attached fim1ly to s.t. Di muutnga ang limatuk ug di mabusug, A leech won't let go until it is full. Miutnga na ang lansang sa sawug, The nail came out of the floori. 
	ng


	utra = UTRU, 1 (female).utrabis v [A] do s.t. a second time. Muutrabis pa pagminyu ang byuda kay nagdalaga, 
	The widow must want to get married againbecause she is primping herself up. Utrabis! Wa pa man ka mabungt', Do it again, why don't you. You didn't break anything the first time. n s.t. having been repeated. Utrabis na na niya sa pirst grid, This is his second time around in the first grade. 
	The widow must want to get married againbecause she is primping herself up. Utrabis! Wa pa man ka mabungt', Do it again, why don't you. You didn't break anything the first time. n s.t. having been repeated. Utrabis na na niya sa pirst grid, This is his second time around in the first grade. 
	_


	utru 1 [so-and-so] is another one of those bad people. Utru ka sab. Paribas mung buang, You 're another one. You 're both fools. 2 repeated action. Utru gani', ayg ingna a1_1a, The next time don't do it like that. v (A; a c] do s.t. again. Di ka na kautrug binuang 
	,
	,

	naku, You can't fool me again. Iya pa ningiutrug lutu, She's going to cook it again. utsing v [AC; a2] have sexual intercourse (humorous). 
	utsinta 1 number eighty. 2 humorous euphemism for utsing ta, let's have intercourse. v see DISIUTSU. 
	utsu number eight, confined to phrases with words of Spanish origin. v 1see TRIS. 2 [a
	12) for a bicycle tire to be deformed (lit. twisted into an eight). 
	12) for a bicycle tire to be deformed (lit. twisted into an eight). 

	utud v 1 [AC; a] cut s.t. loin two or s.t. off of it. Utdun niya ang pan alang ninyung duba, She will break the bread for the two of you. Giutdan niya ang biZu, He cut apiece off the thread. 2 [B2; b6] be, become short after s. t. has been cut off. Nagkautud ang pisi nga sigig kabugtu, The rope is gettishorter and shorter because it keeps breaking. a short after a part has been cut off. n sibling. (f-) = uruo, n. ka-n blood relation. 
	ng 
	ng 

	urug a for a penis to be erect. n the erected penis. Hikapa ang ak.ung utug, Touch my 
	hard-on. v [B; b4] 1 get erect. Sa suZti Zanggani' nag-utug na ang iyang utin, His penis erects even if he just listens to stories. Giutgan ku, I have an erection. 2 tauten or erect like the penis. Miutug ang pasuZ pagdagan sa isda, The fishline tautened when the fish lued away. pa-(�) v [A; b6] masturbate. n 1 masturbation. 2 s. t. that helps one have an erection. ulutgan a having a tendency to get erections. pala-n given to masturbation. 
	hard-on. v [B; b4] 1 get erect. Sa suZti Zanggani' nag-utug na ang iyang utin, His penis erects even if he just listens to stories. Giutgan ku, I have an erection. 2 tauten or erect like the penis. Miutug ang pasuZ pagdagan sa isda, The fishline tautened when the fish lued away. pa-(�) v [A; b6] masturbate. n 1 masturbation. 2 s. t. that helps one have an erection. ulutgan a having a tendency to get erections. pala-n given to masturbation. 
	ng

	utuk v [A; a2] cook land crabs with shreddedcoconut meat, spices, tumeric, but no water. 
	1

	utu, utuka a top that spins so fast and steadily that it appears motionless. -ug kinumua having the ability to deliver fast and 
	Ł
	1 

	,
	furious blows. Utuk kaayug kinumu nang 
	banaba kay kanunay Zang gipabubag ang nawung sa asawa, He is a husband with a fast and steady fist. His wife's face is constantly swollen. v [B26; b6] be fast and steady in . pa-ay n contest to see whose top spins most steadily. v [A13] hold such a contest. 
	spinni
	ng

	utukn 1 brain. 2 intelligence, mental ability. Gamita ang imung utuk, Use your brain. s. 4 -sa bukugmarrow. Hsu sa -= LISU SA BUUT. see LiSU. singtanun ug -a tendito get angry easily. -an a brainy, intelligent. -an(➔>, paNn intellect, mental ability. t 
	2 
	3 mastermind of evil doi
	ng
	ng 

	urul v 1 [A; a] sever s.t. long. Utla ang kawayan sa makaduba, Break the bamboo into two. la [A; a12] cut down. lb [A; ab7]
	,
	cut s.t. out of or off of s.t. Akung giutZan 
	ug diyutay ang tiil sa Zamfsa, I cut a small piece off the leg of the table. 2 [A; a] put an end to s. t. UtZun ku ang inyung pagtagbutagbu, I'll put an end to your secret meetis. Giutlan mig tubig, ·Our water connection was cut off. a s.t. cut off from s.t. Gisumpay ug balik ang utuZ sa iyang tudZu, 
	ng

	er back on. -sa adlaw half day. -sa pikas a quarter. (Ł)v[C; a] divide s. t. into two. Utlun natu ang imung tsukulit, We'll divide your chocolate between us. (f-) ug tinai, kinabuhi n sibling. 
	They sewed his severed fi
	ng
	1 

	,
	UtuZ siya naku ug tinai, She is my sister. 
	ka-(f-), ig-(�) n sibling. utul-utul a 1 broken,cut into pieces. 2 for stools to be hardened and small from constipation. v 1 [Bl; b6] be broken into tiny pieces. 2 [B; b6] for stools to get hard and small 2a [a4b�] suffer from constipation. 
	utulv [A13B12; bS] lose the leaves, hair, feathers. Kanding ang nag-utuZ sa kamunggay, A goat stripped the kamunggay treebare of its leaves. Nautul ang uZu ni Tasyu, 
	2 
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	Tacio's head became bald. (➔>a bald, stripped of most leaves. 
	Tacio's head became bald. (➔>a bald, stripped of most leaves. 

	utung v 1 [A2] hold one's breath. Miutung siyang misawum, He held his breath as he dived. Miutung siya sa kasakit, He couldn't .breathe for the pain. 2 [A; c6] bear down hard in delivering a child or defecating. Miutung ku ug kusug sa pagpaguwa sa dakung tubul, I bore down hard to get the hard stools out. 3 [cl] suffer, bear to the end. Utungun (iutung) ku na lang ning gastu sa akung anak sa pag-iskuyla, I'll have to bear it until I can get my son through school. n ability to hold one's breath. Taas siyag 
	ng 

	utut n fart, gas released from the stomach. bitik sa -see BITIK. -[gen.] expression of disbelief or denial: what [gen.] maintains is false! Utut nimu! lngun ka ug di" muanbi unya nia ka man lagi, yOU little liar! You said you were not comi, but here you are! v [A2N; c] break wind. Muutut (mangutut) ka man lang bisag naay mga tawu! Why do you break wind in front of people! (�) v [A13P] break wind frequently. Mag-utut ka giyug mukaun kag inanag, YOU'11 keep having to break wind if you eat broiled young corn
	ng
	t 

	ut-ut v [APB12; bS] lose all one's possessio� throughfoolishness; cause one to do so. Ang sugal ug babayi mauy nakaut-ut (nakapaut-ut) niya, Gambling and women has driven him to poverty. Giut-utan siya anang bayhana, That woman milked him dry. a having lost all of one's possessions foolishly.
	. 

	ut-utv [A; cl] boil rice in a small pot. Magut-ut ku kay aku rang usa ra, I'll cook rice in a small pot because it's only for me. 
	2 

	ut-utv [A; a12] for dogs to bark. Muut-ut nang irua ug naay tawu, That dog barks when there are people around. n bark. 
	3 

	, 
	, 
	,


	ut-ut see ULUT• 
	1

	utwang = HUTWANG· 
	utwang = HUTWANG· 
	2

	, ,

	uu short form: u. 1 yes. U, tua na ku, Y.es,I'm coming. 2 in narrations, rhetorical answer to an unasked question. Misulud siya sa langub, u misulud dayun siya, He went into the cave, yes, he went right in. aw of course, it is obviously so. Aw u, unya ra ka mubayad ug ibatud na naku dinhi, Of course, you only have to pay when I deliver it. -walay tiil, ikug expression inquiring as to the sincerity of one's intentions of doi
	-
	ng 

	s.t. (humorous). Łuari ka unya sa balay?' 
	s.t. (humorous). Łuari ka unya sa balay?' 
	, ,
	-'U' -'Uway tiil? ' 'Will you conic to the 
	house later?' -'Yes.' -'Is that yes meaning no (lit. yes without legs)?' 
	uu word said to induce youchildren to defecate. v rA: c] child's word for defecate . 
	ng 
	· 

	uun = UN-ON . . 
	, 
	. 
	, 

	. 
	1 
	, 
	, 

	uwag = ULAG. 
	uwag-uwag (from ulag) n 1 animal ovaries. 2 the two pockets of fat which are found on the top of the tail of chickens, so called because they are believed to stimulate sex urges.
	uwahi = ULAHI. 
	uwak n crow. mamuti (muputi) ang -[soand-so] is impossible (lit. the crow will turn white first). Muput,· pay uwak ug mubatag ku, It will be a snowy day in May before I contribute any. (�) n the sound of the crow. v [A13] say s.t. in protest, gripe. 
	Nag-uwak. ang mga trabahadur sa kadugay sa ilang swildu, The laborers were complaining about how loit took them to get their pay. kang-an(�) n place where crows abound.
	ng 
	t

	uwandis (from ulandis) n k.o. light-skinned cooking banana which looks like the sab-a,not commercially grown. 
	uwang-uwang = SALING-OWANG. 
	uwapay n k.o. parrot fish. 
	uwaping n a k.o. edible mushroom that grows on rotten abaca or banana stalks, with a thin pileus, brown on top, and a slender stalk. paN-v [A2; b(l)] gather uwaping. 
	uway n general name for rattans. -palasan n large brittle species used for furniture making. v [A; a12] cut rattan cane into strips. paN· v [A2; b( 1)) gather rattan. maN-Ł(f-) n rattan gatherer. 
	uway n address to aunts, female cousins of the parents' generation. 
	· 
	uwidu n music played by ear. v [A2; cl] play by ear .e
	. 
	uwigik v [A2S; b3] for pigs to squeal n 
	squealiof pigs. .. 
	ng 

	uwil v [A; b6(1)] l give s.o. sweet-talk to get s.t. out of him (colloquial). Ug akuy muuwil ana, musugut na, If I sweet-talk him, he'll agree. Giuwilan ni Pidru si Huwan sa pagpapalit ug sigarilyu, Pedro sweet
	-

	•
	talked Juan into buyicigarettes for him. 
	ng 

	2 lubricate, put oil on. n 1 flattery (colloquial). 2 lubrication oil. ·-ab wintirgrin n oil of wintergreen. 
	uy 1 particle initial to the sentence: la an impolite way of attractiattention. Uy,Pituy, dalia nang imung buhat, Hey! Pete. Hurry up with that work! lb exclamation 
	ng 


	, ,
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	1 

	s.t. UyPilang! 1ngun kug di na ta magkita, Why, Pila, I didn't think I'd ever see you again. le ex. Uy! Mal{pay ku ug bubatun mu na, My! Would I ever be happy if you did that! 2 particle final in the sentence. 2a contradicting the interlocutor's opinion or an opinion he might form: don't think it's not like this. -it is. Mahal uy! T,aw muy tag-utsu ang usa! It's expensive, for your information. Imagine! Eight pesos apiece! dili ku -I don't want to, don't think I do. 'Pagbubu.!' -'D{li" ku uy! • 'Get undre
	s.t. UyPilang! 1ngun kug di na ta magkita, Why, Pila, I didn't think I'd ever see you again. le ex. Uy! Mal{pay ku ug bubatun mu na, My! Would I ever be happy if you did that! 2 particle final in the sentence. 2a contradicting the interlocutor's opinion or an opinion he might form: don't think it's not like this. -it is. Mahal uy! T,aw muy tag-utsu ang usa! It's expensive, for your information. Imagine! Eight pesos apiece! dili ku -I don't want to, don't think I do. 'Pagbubu.!' -'D{li" ku uy! • 'Get undre
	of surprise upon notici
	ng 
	-
	ng
	clamation of delight or wor
	ry
	yet. We are goi
	ng 

	s.t. Sus, Mam, maayu giyud ka kaayu uy! Goodness, Ma'am. You sure are good. 2d particle expressing annoyance. Sus nis Iduk uy! Nakulbaan kug maayu, My goodness,Edok. You sure gave me a scare. ada -see ADA. 

	,
	uy = ULUY. 
	uyab n girl or boy friend. v (ANC; a2] be swe:thearts, get for a sweetheart, make into a sweetheart. Mag-uyab na sila kay sigi sa sini, They must be sweethearts because they to the show together. Byudaang ,yang giuyab, fle made a widow his fiancee. 
	keep goi
	ng 

	cocks clash for a short time for practice. Iuyab ang mga bicocks clash for practice. n cockfight for practice. Way uyab kining manuka, Th is cock has no practice. 
	uyab
	2 
	v (A; c] let fighti
	ng 
	niktan, Let the fighti
	ng 
	in fighti
	ng

	uyab v [A; b6(1)] rinse with clean water. 
	Iya nang giuyaban ang linabban, She has rinsed the laundry.
	Iya nang giuyaban ang linabban, She has rinsed the laundry.


	uyabad v [A13; b3] 1 bawl, cry out loudly. 
	uyabad v [A13; b3] 1 bawl, cry out loudly. 
	Nag-uyabad ang bata kay nangayu ug dulsi,
	Nag-uyabad ang bata kay nangayu ug dulsi,
	This child is bawling because it is askifor candy. 2 grumble to oneself. Unsa may imung giuyabaran nga daku ka mag babin? 
	ng 

	What are you griping about when you have a big share? 

	uyabang n fof river shrimps. Ang uyabang of river shrimps are tiny. 
	ry 
	mga p,nung ulang, The you
	ng 

	uyag 1 so that [such-and-such] a thing happen. Uban fang uyab kapalitan kag sapatus,Just come with me so I can buy you some shoes. 2 instead of doing [so-and-so] as one should have, he did s. t. else (and s.t. bad 
	I
	I
	happened). Uyag pa bitawng paiskuylahun 
	siya, nya wa giyud magtuun. Dan, wa nuuytitulu, He was supposed to go to school, but he didn't. So, he doesn't have a degree. 3 [so-and-so] was going to happen (or not ging to) but you did s.t. to ruin matters. U
	<;>

	yag nat�g unta tung bata, imu pa giyung gipukaw, The child was doing fine asleep but 
	you had to go and wake him up. Uyag wa 
	·!
	ta tu kabibawu sa akung sikritu, imu nuung gibuku, He would not have known about the secret, but you had to go and tell him. 
	uyagak = IV AGAK. 
	uyakut v [A3; b5] 1 mind talk not worth heedi. Makunsimisiyun ka Jang ug maguyakut ka sa mga suiting dugmuk, You'll only worry yourself to death if you mind that idle talk. 2 mind business, work which is not worth it, does not give a profit. DiU 
	ng

	ku mag-uyakut ug nigusyung di makabubi", 
	I won't kill myself for a business that doesn't even allow me to earn a living. 
	uyamut [adj.] -quite [adj.] I should say, rather [adj.]. Daghan uyamut silag kwarta, They had a rather goodly amount of money. Lahi uyamut ang iyang kinaiya kay sa iyang igsuun, She has a quite different personality from her sister. Pubring uyamut, Quite poor, I would say. Ngil-ad uyamut nga di na ka muatubang sa imung nautangan ug kabubut-un, It is rather unseemly, I should say, that you turn your back on s.o. you should be grateful to. a miserable, extremely poor. Uyamut kaayu ming mga iskwatir, We s
	uyang title for one's grandmother or a grandparent's sister or a female cousin of the grandparent's generation. (➔) 1 voe. of uyang. 2 address of respect for old women not related. v {A; cl] address s.o. as uyang.
	uyap n tiny salt-water shrimps. paN-v [A2; b6] catch, gather tiny shrimps. 
	uyas a past its usefulness or productiveness.Ang apuhan namu uyas na, Our grandparold. Uyas ang yuta sa bakilid, The soil on the slope is infertile. (�) v [B2; b6] be, become unproductive. 
	ents are already ve
	ry 

	Muuyas (mauyas) ang dagat kun kanunay dinamitaban, The sea will become bare if they constantly fish with dynamite. Nagkauyas ang mga lubi, The coconut trees are becoming unproductive. 
	uyatv [A; b] hang on s.t. to bend it down
	1
	ward. Nabali ang sanga kay iyang giuyatan, The branch broke because he hung on it with ŁJlhis weight. 

	, ,
	uyat-uyung 1119 
	2 

	uyatv [A; b] take hold of s.t. or hold s.t. lifting it. Siyay nag-uyat sa kapa sa rayna, She held the queen's cape. Nakauyat siyasa alambri sa kuryinti, He accidentally took hold of the electric wire. 
	uyatv [A; b] take hold of s.t. or hold s.t. lifting it. Siyay nag-uyat sa kapa sa rayna, She held the queen's cape. Nakauyat siyasa alambri sa kuryinti, He accidentally took hold of the electric wire. 
	2 

	uyat-uyat v [A; al] tease s.o. or annoy himbpersistent, irritating actions or remarks. 
	y 

	Aku siyang uyat-uyatun nga di na muuli ang iyang Mama, I'll tease her by saying her mother isn't coming back any more. 

	uyauya a good enough amount to do for 
	modest use or consumption. Gamay kaayung tindabana apan uyauya usab ang balin, lguigu giyung makasapal sa gastu, This store is very small, but it has a goodly sale, enough to cover the expenses. 
	modest use or consumption. Gamay kaayung tindabana apan uyauya usab ang balin, lguigu giyung makasapal sa gastu, This store is very small, but it has a goodly sale, enough to cover the expenses. 

	uyit = IWIT. uylab = UYLAP.
	uylap v [A; b6) 1 flare up, burst into flames. 
	Dali kaayung miuylap ang kalayu, The firequickly flared up. la for a light to flicker. 
	Dali kaayung miuylap ang kalayu, The firequickly flared up. la for a light to flicker. 
	Salipdi ang suga arun di muuylap ang siga, 
	Cover the lamp so that its light won't flicker. 2 for pain to pulsate. Nag-uylap ang kangutngut sa akung bubag, I have a pulsating pain in my boil. 

	uyuan n uncle: parent's brother or male cousin of the parent's generation. v [Al2)have an uncle. paN-v [A23] respect as one's uncle. Kun nanguyuan ka kanaku, patuu sa akung tambag, If you respect me as your uncle, heed my advice. 
	uyug v [AB2S; al] shake back and forth in any direction with quick motions, cause s.t. to do so. Miuyug ang balay paglinug, The house shook in the earthquake. Uyuga siya ug kusug arun mumata, Shake him hard to wake him up.<➔> n mature coconut, at the stage when the water sounds if it is shaken. ( ➔> ug utuk a feeble-minded. Uyug tingali ug utuk kay di makasabut dayun, He must be feeble-minded because he cannot understand right away. v [B25; b6] for a coconut to reach maturity. pa-n ceremony and party upon
	, 
	, 

	uy-ug = UYUG. 
	uyuk n s.t. in the center. middle part: 1 middle part of the place where the fire is builtinthe stove. 2 bone marrow. 2a young palmfrond, esp. coconut. 3 = ALUYUK. 3a thewhorl on the fingers made by the prints. -an <➔> n place where the uyuk is located. kinaan(➔)= KINAALUYUKAN. see ALUYUK. 
	uyuk n s.t. in the center. middle part: 1 middle part of the place where the fire is builtinthe stove. 2 bone marrow. 2a young palmfrond, esp. coconut. 3 = ALUYUK. 3a thewhorl on the fingers made by the prints. -an <➔> n place where the uyuk is located. kinaan(➔)= KINAALUYUKAN. see ALUYUK. 
	uyun n 1 s.t. long, parallel to, alongside. Mgabalay nga uyun sa karsada, Houses built along the!. road. 2 in accordance, conform
	-

	ance with. Uyun sa &tung gikasabutan, Inaccordance with our agreement. v 1 [AC; c
	1) put long things parallel to s.t. or each other, be put parallel. Mag-uyun tag bigda arun ta muarang dinbi, Let_ us lie down be-.side each other so that we can both fit on this place. Wa magkauyun ang mga bugba, The pieces of firewood weren't placed parallel to each other. la [A2; b6cl] stay,place oneself parallel to s.t. 2 [A2C3; bc3] agree, go along with s.t. Di ku muuyun sa inyung planu, I won't agree to your plan. Sumala sa gikauyunan, According to the agreement we came to. ( ➔> n = UYUN, n.( ➔> ug b
	yu

	c] 
	c] 
	c] 
	do s.t. lengthwise. Ipauyun pagbiwa ang patatas, Cut the potatoes lengthwise. n donelengthwise. pahi-, pasi-1 = UYUN, 2. 2 [A; 

	c] 
	c] 
	adjust oneself to s.t. or adjust s.t. so!others can agree to it. Pasiuyun na lang ku sa pagkaun dinbi, kay way lain, I'll just adjust myself to the food here, because there is nothing else. Gamay ra akung gibutang sili kay akung ipabiuyun sa tanan, I put in very little chili pepper so everybody could eat what I was fixing. ka-an n agreement reached. Ang kauyunan sa miting, Theagreement reached in the meeting. 
	· 



	uyung n title for one's grandfather or a grandparent's brother or a male cousin ofhis·generation. v 1 [B2; b6] become old. Miuyung (nauyung) lag kalit ang iyang nawung sukad mamatay ang iyang asawa, His face suddenly aged when his wife died. 2 [B126; b6] become a grandfather. 

	w 
	wa!expression of mild disappointment ut
	1
	1
	tered when s.o. fails to do what one wanted him to do. Wa, kalain di man diay mana sa sini! Gosh, why aren't you taking me to the movies with you! Wa, kini _ray imungihatag! Gosh! Is this all you're giving me? 
	,

	wa= WALA. 
	2 

	A ' 
	A ' 

	wasee WALA. 
	waayv [A.; c1] raise a weapon preparatory 
	1
	1
	to striki. Giwaayan niya sa bunal ang iru, He raised the club at the dog.
	ng


	2 -gid= WARAYnGID. see WARAY. 
	Ł
	y
	2

	wabul v [B6; b6] shake, wobble, move in an irregular and jerky movement. Kusug kaayung muwabul ning awtuha basig naay dipirinsiya niini, This car wobbles a lot. S.t. must be wrowith it. a shaki, wobbli. n wobbling motion. 
	ng 
	ng
	ng

	wadwad v [A; bS] 1 break the soil, as in tilli. Unsay itanum nianang dapita nga inyung giwadwaran (giwadwad)? What are you going to plant in the area you have plowed? la for a pig to dig around in s.t. with its snout. Giwadwad sa babuy ang liaround on the clothes put out to bleach. 2 [A; cl] take s.t. out of a container to display it. Akung
	ng
	nadlad, The pig d
	ug 

	iwadwad (wadwarun) ang akung mga butang arun nimu makit-an ug nia ba dinhi s out for is here. 3 [A2; b] work hard (slang). Kinabanglang muwadwad ug maayu ang draybir arung kabawi sa abang, A passenger jeepney 
	iwadwad (wadwarun) ang akung mga butang arun nimu makit-an ug nia ba dinhi s out for is here. 3 [A2; b] work hard (slang). Kinabanglang muwadwad ug maayu ang draybir arung kabawi sa abang, A passenger jeepney 
	ang imung gipangita, I'll take my thi
	ng
	so you can see if what you are looki
	ng 

	driver has to work like hell to make enbugh to recover his rent. 

	wagu n pure gold, not worked into jewelry. a pure, unmixed (literary). Wagas nga kamatuuran, The pure, unvarnished truth. 
	wagat a for root crops to be watery and somewhat lumpy to eat. v [B; b6] for root crops to become watery and lumpy. Muwagat (mawagat) ang palaw ug linghud pa, Pa
	law is watery and lumpy when it is cooked too young. 
	law is watery and lumpy when it is cooked too young. 

	wagtang v 1 [A; c] lose s.t. Diin man ka. Nawagtang ka man, Where were you? You disappeared! Ayaw giyud nag wagtanga ang imung bulpin! Don't lose your ball-point pen! 2 [AP; a] drive away, make s.t. vanish. 
	Alak ray makawagtang sa akung kaguul, 
	Alak ray makawagtang sa akung kaguul, 
	Only liquor can drive away my sorrows. 

	1120 
	wagut n fibrous, inedible portion of jackfruit. a for sweet potatoes to be small and fibrous. v [B126; b6] come out small and fibrous. Mawagut ang kamuti ug linghud pa kaayu, Very young sweet potatoes are small and fibrous. -un a 1 having a lot of fibrous inedible portions. 2 being small and fibrous. 
	wagut n fibrous, inedible portion of jackfruit. a for sweet potatoes to be small and fibrous. v [B126; b6] come out small and fibrous. Mawagut ang kamuti ug linghud pa kaayu, Very young sweet potatoes are small and fibrous. -un a 1 having a lot of fibrous inedible portions. 2 being small and fibrous. 
	wagwag v 1 [A13; c6] spill s.t. out of a con
	-

	1 
	,

	tainer. Nawagwag ang barina kay nabutbut ang saku, The flour spilled because the bottom came out of the sack. la [Al 3; al 2) rip or puncture a container so the contents spill. Ikaw diay nagwagwag sa saku kay imu mang gidahik, You made the sack rip because you dragged it. 2 [A; c] divulge information. Miwagwag binuun ku sa tanan kung I knew about her. 3 (A] go about with penis dangling freely. Wala giyud kay uwaw kun magwagwag kang mulakaw sa karsada, You sure are shameless if you can walk down the stree
	nasayran bahin niya, I spilled everythi
	ng 

	wagwagn a variety of white paddy rice with strong panicles maturing late and giving a heavy yield. 
	2 

	wahi v [A; c6] brush, push s.t. aside to clear the way or view. Ang nag-una mauy miwahi sa mga sangang nagbabag sa agianan, The guide brushed aside the branches which blocked the way.
	wahig n river. 
	wahig v [A; cl] move s.t. attached to s.t. aside or out of the way. Kamuy muwabig sa mga bangku nga nag-ali sa agianan, You move the benches aside that are in the way. Siyay nagwabig sa kurtina, He pushed the curtains aside. wahigwahig v [A; cl] scatter, strew s.t. around. Kinsa bay miwabigwabig niining mga papil sa sala? Who_strew.ed these papers all over the living room? 
	Basakang nawabigwabig sa dakung patag, 
	Rice fields scattered over the broad plain, 
	wahing v 1 [A; cl] move s.t. to the side without lifting it entirely. lwabing (wabingll) ang kurtina arun makalili ta, Pull the curtain to the side so we can peek. 2 [A2; c6] lay one's work aside. Muwabing siya sa iyang gitrababu kun naay magkinabanglan niya, He will lay whatever he is working aside if s.o. needs him. wahingwahing v [AN; c 1] flip through pages. 

	wais!-wala 1121 
	wais = WAYIS (slang).
	wais = WAYIS (slang).
	wait n 1 lip (not used in romantic contexts). 
	Mga libakira nga dagku, nanipis na Zang ang mga wait, They are a bunch of gossips with their thin lips. (Gossipers are said to have thin lips.) 2 lip-like edge, brim. Dunay buak sa wait sa banga, There is a nick on the lip of the jar.
	wak n word used in writing to represent the sound of a whack. 
	wakag v [B; cl] scattered all over not too large an area. Kun kit-an sa mga bata ning mga duwaan wakagun (iwakag) dayun ni sa bawanan, If the children get hold of these toys, they'll scatter them all over. 
	wakal v [B; cl] be, become unintelligible in one's speech. Wakalun (iwakal) gani nimug sulti di ka bisabtan namu, If you mumble your words we won't understand you. aunintelligible, mumbling in speech. 

	•wakang insik, tsibay -expression used to tease Chinese. lnsik wakang kaun kalibang,Ching chong Chinaman, eat and shit. 
	wakanga expression said to be used by Chi
	-

	. .
	. .

	namen 1n anger or surprISe. wakat v 1 [B6; cl] scatter, put in disarray. 
	Nagwakat Zang ang mga butang sa iyangkwartu, Junk is scattered all over her room. 2 [B6C3] intertwine, be intertwined. Nagwakat ang mga gamut sa bakbaw sa katunggan, The roots of the mangroves in the swamps are scattered about in an intertwining maze. n the prop roots of mangroves, so called because they scatter out in every direction, intertwining and forming an impenetrable mass. 
	Nagwakat Zang ang mga butang sa iyangkwartu, Junk is scattered all over her room. 2 [B6C3] intertwine, be intertwined. Nagwakat ang mga gamut sa bakbaw sa katunggan, The roots of the mangroves in the swamps are scattered about in an intertwining maze. n the prop roots of mangroves, so called because they scatter out in every direction, intertwining and forming an impenetrable mass. 

	wakay n k.o. ornamental fern that has large leaflets having a fine serrated margin, used to cleanse pots: Cyclosorus sp. wakaywakay = LUKDULUKDU.
	wakis v [A; cl] lift a cover up or push it sideways. Hangin ang miwakis sa akung sayal, The wind blew my skirt up. Magwakisna siyang matulug, Her skirt rides up her legs as she sleeps. Wakisa (iwakis) ang kurtina arun makasulud ang init, Pull the curtain aside to let the sun in. 
	waklay a tall and thin. Mikalit siyag tubu maung waklay, He grew fast. That's why heis lanky. v [B12; b6] become tall and thin. Kaun ug tuda kay nagkawaklay ka, Eat a tall and thin. 
	lot because you are getti
	ng 

	wakli v 1 [AN; c] push, brush s.t. away from one. Giwakli niya ang pagkaung gidunul, 
	·
	·
	He brushed the food they handedhim aside. 2 [A; c6] drive out from the mind (literary). lwakli ang mga hunabuna mung way binungdan, Cast aside your foolish ideas. 3 
	He brushed the food they handedhim aside. 2 [A; c6] drive out from the mind (literary). lwakli ang mga hunabuna mung way binungdan, Cast aside your foolish ideas. 3 
	[ c6] give away s. t. of little value to oneself. 

	Usabay wakliban pud mi niya madiyut,
	Sometimes he tosses a little something our way. n action of pushing s.t. aside. Sa usa ka wakli nabapaumud ang iyang kuntra, Onebrush of the arm sent his enemy sprawling. wakling v [A; cl] push s.t. aside, usuallycausing it to topple over. Waeka giyud makawakling anang mga kartun nga nakasamuk sa imung lamisa, Why haven't youpushed those boxes aside since they are in your way as you work at the table? Ayawna waklinga (iwakling) arun di mabulug,
	Don't push that aside or it will fall over. 
	wakwakn bird which comes out at night, socalled from its call. Its call signifies the presence of a vampire (unglu) or in somebeliefs, it is a form the vampire takes himself. v 1 [Al3] for the wakwak to be about. 2 [a12] victimizes.o. with vampire activity. 
	1 

	·!paN-v [A2] go about engaging in vampire 
	. . '
	act1v1ty. -un n = UNGLU, n. 
	wakwakn the West piece of mahjong = 
	2 

	WISTI.
	wala n 1 left hand. 2 left side. Liku paingun sa wala, Tum to the left. -ug tuu a spending right and left. Wag tuu mugastu mu rag unasis, Spendimoney right and left like Onassis. v 1 [B1256] be at the left side. 2[a2) do s.t. with the left hand. Walba pagkuput kay tuu may imung ipakang, Hold it with the left because you strike it with the right. Ug makigtinis ka naku walban ta ra ka, If you play tennis with me, I'll give you 
	ng 


	•
	the advantage by playing only with the left. pa-v [A; c] go or keep to the left. Sa lnglatira magpawa_la ang sakyanan, In England they drive on the left. walhun n 1 lefthanded. 2 implement for s.o. who is lefthanded. Awtung walbun, Automobile designed for driving on the left side. walhun nga tiki n southpaw (humorous and derogatory from the phrase walbung tiks tuubungmangibi, 'He's a southpaw tiki, but he uses his right hand to piss'). v [B12] become left-h!anded. 
	the advantage by playing only with the left. pa-v [A; c] go or keep to the left. Sa lnglatira magpawa_la ang sakyanan, In England they drive on the left. walhun n 1 lefthanded. 2 implement for s.o. who is lefthanded. Awtung walbun, Automobile designed for driving on the left side. walhun nga tiki n southpaw (humorous and derogatory from the phrase walbung tiks tuubungmangibi, 'He's a southpaw tiki, but he uses his right hand to piss'). v [B12] become left-h!anded. 
	wala short forms: wa, wi. no, not. 1 preceding verbs: did not, is not doing. Wala niya lutua, He did not cook it. Wa ku matulug, I wasn't asleep. -madugay not long after. Wala madugay miabut ang amaban, Not long after, the father arrived. -sukad never upto that time. Wala sukad aku makadungugana, I had never before heard that. 2 not be in a place. Wala dinbi ang maistru, Theteacher is not here. Wa"la pa (wap-a) sa Samar ang bagyu, The storm hasn't reached Samar yet. 2a not be in a certain condition. 

	1122 walay -walug 
	Wala siya sa maayung buut, He is not in a good mood. Wala ra siya sa kumingking itandi naku, He is nothicompared to me er).2b -y there isn't, wasn't any. Walay tawu, There wasn't anyone. Wala nay (wan-ay) tubig, There's no more water. 2bl -y [noun] [nom.J [nom.] does not have any [noun]. Way kwarta si Huwan, Juan has no money. Wala ku arun, I don't know anythiabout this. 2b2 phrases with walay: wa tay amiyou're not my friend (baby talk). -y ball, kasu [dat.] it doesn't matter to [dat.]. �ay bali naku ug m
	Wala siya sa maayung buut, He is not in a good mood. Wala ra siya sa kumingking itandi naku, He is nothicompared to me er).2b -y there isn't, wasn't any. Walay tawu, There wasn't anyone. Wala nay (wan-ay) tubig, There's no more water. 2bl -y [noun] [nom.J [nom.] does not have any [noun]. Way kwarta si Huwan, Juan has no money. Wala ku arun, I don't know anythiabout this. 2b2 phrases with walay: wa tay amiyou're not my friend (baby talk). -y ball, kasu [dat.] it doesn't matter to [dat.]. �ay bali naku ug m
	ng 
	{lit. he is not even up to my little fi
	ng
	ng 
	gu 
	Bin Abilyana, Our si
	ng
	ng
	ngug), He left without excusi
	ng 
	ng 


	walay 1 see WALA, 2b. 2= WARAY• 
	2

	waldu v [A3; bS] move the hands or s.t. held in the hands above the head. Nabadluk 
	kus bubug kay nagwaldas sa iyang pinuti I was scared of the drunk because he was wavihis sword in the air. walduwaldas v 1 = WALDAS. 2 [A; cl] gesticulate while speaking. Daw buang siya nga nagwaldaswaldas sa iyang mga kamut, He waves his arms around like a madman when he speaks.3· [A1; c6] spend money wastefully, squander money. Nagwaldaswaldas siyag kwarta nga dili iyang binaguan, He just squanders er for. 
	kus bubug kay nagwaldas sa iyang pinuti I was scared of the drunk because he was wavihis sword in the air. walduwaldas v 1 = WALDAS. 2 [A; cl] gesticulate while speaking. Daw buang siya nga nagwaldaswaldas sa iyang mga kamut, He waves his arms around like a madman when he speaks.3· [A1; c6] spend money wastefully, squander money. Nagwaldaswaldas siyag kwarta nga dili iyang binaguan, He just squanders er for. 
	ng 
	money that he didn't lift a fi
	ng

	wali n 1 sermon. 2 lecture read to s.o. who has done s.t. wrong. v [A; cl) 1 deliver a sermon. 2 lecture s.o. Ayaw gani akug walibi diba arun di ka masipa, Read me a lecture, woman, and your head will crack like it never cracked before. mag-r-(7) n preacher. 
	waling v [AP; cl) move s.t. to the side without lifti. Ang nagwaling ( nagpawaling) sa mga lingkuranan mau puy mag-uli, Whoever pushed the chairs to the side will have to put them back. Walinga (iwaling) kanang mga basahun kay basig naa sa luyu, Push the books aside. Maybe it's behind them. Walinga imung ilung ug kit-an nimu, Follow your nose around the first bend (lit. tum your nose) and you'll see it. walingwaling v [A; cl] 1 turn over from side to side. 
	ng

	Giwalingwaling sa ditiktib ang minatay arun pag-ila, The detective turned the corpse from side to side to identify him. 2 flippages of a book. 
	walingwaling n k.o. orchid, grown ornamentally: Vanda sanderiana. 
	walis v 1 [AB26; cl] push a flexible covering aside. May kamut nga miwalis sa kurtina, A hand pulled the curtain aside. la for the lipsto turn up in a smile. Nawalis ( niwalis) ang iyang mga ngabil sa usa ka maanindut nga pahiyum, Her lips turned up in a sweet smile. lb -ang kahilum [B26) for silence to break. 2 [Bl26] in volleyball, for the hand to be knocked back and fail to return a ball that was hit with force. 
	waits n waltz music or dance. v [AC] dance the waltz. 
	walug (not without l) n 1 valley. 2 -sa ginluhaan, pag-antus vale of tears (the world). v [B1256; b6] become a valley. kina-an n 

	walup -wangut 1123 
	the lowest place of a valley. 
	the lowest place of a valley. 
	walup, walup (not without!/) v [A; cl] wallop, strike with a hand blow. Lisud sagngun ang iyang sirbisyu kay kusug kaayilng muwalup (muwalup), It's hard to return his serve because he really wallops it. n wallop. 
	and work it around. Walwaga nang nakasampung sa tubu, Work s.t. around in the pipe to get out whatever is blocking it.
	walwag 
	v 
	[A; a] insert s.t. long in an openi
	ng

	walwal (from diwalwal) v [A] for the tongue to hang out in panting, or figuratively, for 
	s.t. to hang out like the tongue. Muwalwal ang dila sa iru ug hiinitan, The dog pants iout when he is in the sun. Nagwalwal ang kinatawu sa bu.bug, out of his pants.
	with his tongue ha
	ng
	ng 
	The drunk's penis is hangi
	ng 

	wanang n wide or roomy space, esp. a flat place. Dakug wanang ang ilang sala, Theyhave a spacious living room. v [AB; a2b2]be, become flooded with. Nawanang ang plasa sa tubig sa kusug nga ulan, The plaza became flooded in the heavy rain. ka-an n outer space. Misutuy ang rakit ngadtu sa kawanangan, The rocket ship shot into space. 

	wan-an-ihap a a one-and-a-half storey house. v [B1256; c6] be a one-and-a-half storey house.
	wan-aydyak n the jacks of hearts and spades, which are shown with only one eye. a blindin one eye (humorous). Magdarkglasis bisag gabii kay wan-aydyak man, So that's why he wears dark glasses even at night, because he is blind in one eye. v [B126) become blind in one eye. 
	.

	wandag v [A2; a2] roam, wander from place to place. Di makapuyu nang tawhana muwandag giyud, He never stays put, but hewanders from place to place. 
	wandas = WALDAS.
	wandirin dyu, wandiring dyu n k.o. ornamental spreading herb with purple, acuminate leaves: Setcreasea purpurea. 
	wandug v [cl] move unsteadily as from fatigue, drunkenness. Wa ka wandugi sa trak? Didn't it seem to you that bus was swaying? wandugwandug v [AB3; cl] move un;cause 
	steadily, stagger or sway while movi
	ng

	s.t. to do so. Miwandugwandug ang sakayan tungud sa dagkung balud, The boat rocked from side to side in the big waves. 
	s.t. to do so. Miwandugwandug ang sakayan tungud sa dagkung balud, The boat rocked from side to side in the big waves. 

	wanggu (word play on guwang -sla. seeGULANG.) n old man. 
	ng

	wangi v 1 [A; cl] bend, displace s.t. withoutmoving it entirely. Akuy muwangi sa tabla ug kuuta ang bula sa ilalum, I will bend 
	back the plank and :you reach for the ball inside. Kinsay nagwangi sa ubas sa sagangat? Who bent one of the tines of the spear? 2 [AB; cl] break off a piece of s.t. long, get broken off. Muwangi kug sangangpara ilatigus kabayu, I'll break off a branch to use for a horsewhip. Muwangi (mawangi) ang akung mga panit sa ngilit sa kuku usahay, The skin on the sides of the nail sometimes breaks. a 1 displaced. 2 broken off. Wanging kuku, Hangr:iail. wangiwa.ngi n corners of the mouth at the lips. v [cl] hit s.
	back the plank and :you reach for the ball inside. Kinsay nagwangi sa ubas sa sagangat? Who bent one of the tines of the spear? 2 [AB; cl] break off a piece of s.t. long, get broken off. Muwangi kug sangangpara ilatigus kabayu, I'll break off a branch to use for a horsewhip. Muwangi (mawangi) ang akung mga panit sa ngilit sa kuku usahay, The skin on the sides of the nail sometimes breaks. a 1 displaced. 2 broken off. Wanging kuku, Hangr:iail. wangiwa.ngi n corners of the mouth at the lips. v [cl] hit s.
	· 

	•wangis paN-v [A2] for a pig's canines to grow long because of age. Nangwangis na ang amung babuy apan di pa mangasawa ang amung ulitawu, Our pig has grown long man doesn't want to get married yet. 
	canines but our you
	ng 

	wangkata n shape of one's body (slang word play on katawan, Tagalog for 'body'). Mau nay wangkata. Pambatug bangga, My!What a body! A sure winner in a beauty contest!
	-

	wangluwanglu V [A; cl] stagger in one's walk, esp. of one who is drunk. 
	wangsa a bucktoothed, with the upper teeth sticking out and the mouth half-open. v JB1; b6] have this sort of characteristic. Abi nimug gwapu ka? Nagwangsa Lang ang nawung mu, Do you think you are handsome, you and your buck teeth? 
	· 

	wangsat v [A3P; cl] grin broadly (exposing the teeth). n broad grin. Daku kaayug wangsat kay daugan man, He's grinning broadly because he won.
	wangsi a 1 having one or both the lips turned up such that it is impossible to close themouth. 2 partly opened due to a cut with a side drawn up. Wangsi kaayu ang iyang samad, She has a very wide cut. v [B6] 1get a wide cut or for s. t. to get upturned. Nawangsi ang tibuuk kung kuku, My whole ernail got turned up. 2 get opened, ajar. 
	. 
	· 
	fi
	ng

	Muwangsi (mawangsi) ang sira kun maluag ang bisagra, The shutter won't close tight ifthe hinges are loose. 3 [A; al tear s. t. off, loose. Giwangsi niya ang bungbung, Hetore off the wall boards. 
	wangtigu n old man (word play on tiguwang-slang. see GULANG). 
	wangut v [A; cl] chew s.t. with the gums. 
	Magwangut gani ang masusu sa bibirun sa atu pa katul na ang lagus, When an infant chews the nipple, it means that his gum 

	1124 wangwang -wardin 
	itches. Wangutun (iwangut) sa akung apuhan ang maskada, My grandfather chews his tobacco with the gums. 
	itches. Wangutun (iwangut) sa akung apuhan ang maskada, My grandfather chews his tobacco with the gums. 
	wangwang v [AB; b5] enlarge an openibycuttior pushitwo things apart, be din sa mananabang ang agianan sa bata inigpanganak, 
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 
	lated, widely opened. Wangwa
	ngu 


	The midwife dilates the passage for the baby during delivery. Ayaw wangwanga (iwangwang) pag-abli ang git arun way makasulud nga babuy, Do not open the gatewide or stray pigs will come in. n wide made by pushitwo this apart. wani v [A12; c6] be put in a wroplace, be mislaid. Ayaw na siya padad-ag paypay. 1wani na pud unya na, Don't give her a fan to briwith her. She'll just misplace it again.
	openi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	-
	ng 

	•wani n mangga -k.o. wild mao that bears lofruit with a peculiar smell: Mangifera odorata. 
	ng
	ng 

	wanklik a in one instant, without any delay. 
	Wanklik ra ning laytira. Siga dayun. With one click this lighter lights. Wanklik ra nang bayhana. Way daghang hangyu, That woman can be had instantly, no fuss and bother. v [ c6] do s. t. in one full swoop. Giwanklik Zang ang iyang swildu sa sugal, He lost all of his money in one fell swoop in gambling.
	Wanklik ra ning laytira. Siga dayun. With one click this lighter lights. Wanklik ra nang bayhana. Way daghang hangyu, That woman can be had instantly, no fuss and bother. v [ c6] do s. t. in one full swoop. Giwanklik Zang ang iyang swildu sa sugal, He lost all of his money in one fell swoop in gambling.

	wantayim v 1 [A; b5] do s.t. just for once. 
	Muwantayim giyud kug palit niana bisag mahal, I'll buy it even if it is expensive, just this one time. 2 [A; b5] do s.t. all at one time. Wantaymun (wantayman) ta lag bakut arun usa ra ka byahi, Let's take it all at once so we only have to make one trip. a s.t. done just once or done all at one time. 
	Muwantayim giyud kug palit niana bisag mahal, I'll buy it even if it is expensive, just this one time. 2 [A; b5] do s.t. all at one time. Wantaymun (wantayman) ta lag bakut arun usa ra ka byahi, Let's take it all at once so we only have to make one trip. a s.t. done just once or done all at one time. 

	wantid n 1 needed for employment. Wantid kaayu ang trabahadur sa kunstruksiyun, 
	They need a lot of workers on the construction. la want ad. 2 one wanted for a crime. v 1 [A3; al] be in need of an employee. Kinsa kahay nagwantid ug tindira? Where was it they were needing a salesgirl? 2 [Bl26; al] become wanted for a crime. 
	They need a lot of workers on the construction. la want ad. 2 one wanted for a crime. v 1 [A3; al] be in need of an employee. Kinsa kahay nagwantid ug tindira? Where was it they were needing a salesgirl? 2 [Bl26; al] become wanted for a crime. 

	wan tu tri call sounded out in games to indicate player is ready for the next thing to be done. v [A; a] 1 escape or get away for s.t. (slang). May gats giyud ka kun makawan tu tri kas Bisayan, You've at the Visayan Restaurant. 2 do service poorly and hurriedly. Di ka makawan tu tri ug tupi basta istriktu, You can't cut hair poorly and hurriedly if the customer is fussy.
	from payi
	ng 
	got to have guts if you eat without payi
	ng

	wanwi n 1 one-way street, trip. Di ta makaagi diba kay wanwi na, We can't go that way 
	wanwi n 1 one-way street, trip. Di ta makaagi diba kay wanwi na, We can't go that way 
	because it's a one-way street. 2 a mode of bettiin jai-alai using two digits wherein only one specific combination wins (as opposed to the lyabi). v 1 [A13; cl] be, become one-way. 2 LAl 3; ac] bet on s.t. one way and not in a combination (lyabi)
	ng 
	Ł
	2


	.
	.
	waping = UWAPING. 
	wapir n wafer. v [A; a] make, have wafers. 
	warak v [A; b6(1)] 1 throw s.t. or s.o. down with force so that it breaks. Iya na unta nga iwarak ang kulun sa kalagut, She was about to smash the pot to the ground in anger. 2 spike a ball in volleyball. n a spike in volleyball.
	warakwarak v [A; cl] scold continuously and loudly. Kusug kq,ayung muwarakwarak si Mama ug madugay ming mupauli, Mother scolds us continuously if we come home late. n things said in scolding. 
	waraswaras v [A] 1 go back and forth. Nagwaraswaras pa ra ba giyud atubangas bisita, nanimahu ra ba! She walked back and forth in front of the visitors, and to think that she had B.O.! 2 go in all directions hastily. Miwaraswaras si Kuring pagpangita sa puldir nga nawala, Coring went around in a dither looking for the lost folder. 
	warawara v [A; c) wave the hands or s.t. held in the hands back and forth. Miwarawara siya pagpahunung sa awtu, He waved his hand to stop the car. 
	Warayn 1 the language of Samar and Eastern Leyte, so called from the form warayused in most dialects of this language analogously to the Cebuano wala and walay. 2 one who comes from the Waray-speakiregion. v 1 [Bl26; b6] be, become a Waray. 2 [A; cl] speak Waray. -in-, Waraywaray = WARAY, nl, V. -nunn= WARAY, n2. 
	1 
	ng

	waraya be gone, not in existence (colluial). 1'Varay na tay pagkaun, We have no more food. Ayaw na Zang tu pangitaa, waray na tu, Don't look for it anymore. It's already lost. -gid none at all (humorous for walay gayud -from Samar-Leyte Bisayan waray and Hiligaynon gid). 'Pilay kwarta mu?' -'Waray gid!' 'How much moneyhave you got on you?' -'Not a red cent!!' 
	2
	oq

	ward n hospital ward. see also PIWARD and 
	PRIWARD. 
	wardabahu warning shouted when s. t. heavy is going to fall: timber! gangway! 
	wardamids klim n war damage claim. 
	wardas = WALDAS. 
	\\·ardin n warden, a chief or principal keeper of a prison. v [B16; a2] be, become a warden. 

	wardiwardi -waslik1125 
	1 

	wardiwardi v [A; c] squander wealth, spend money thoughtlessly. Maayu Zang kamung muwardiwardi sa kwarta nga wa ninyu bagui, It's easy for you to squander moneywhich you didn't work for. 
	wardiwardi v [A; c] squander wealth, spend money thoughtlessly. Maayu Zang kamung muwardiwardi sa kwarta nga wa ninyu bagui, It's easy for you to squander moneywhich you didn't work for. 
	wargung v [A; c] go gallivanting around. Ugmuwargung mu, kanang mabuman na ugiksamin, You can go gallivanting around after the examination. 
	wari v 1 [A; acl] give up a possession. /wan· 
	ku Zang ang akung yuta kay nagkinabangZan kug kwarta, I will give up my lands because I need the money. 2 [A; c] give up one's job. Muwari ku ning trababua ug may mas maayu pa kung bikit-an, I'll leave this job if I find a better one. 
	wari v 1 [A; a2] confuse s.o. and mislead him. Wanun natu ang mga bata arun d{z,•makabantay inigpanZakaw natu, Let us mislead the children so they won't notice it when we leave. 2 [B12S6) lose one's way. Mawari giyud kus dawuntawun magab{i, I 
	get lost downtown at night. -an(➔) n in the game of tubigtubig, the line drawn where the defensive players stand (where the offensive team is confused as to how to getthrough).
	warm-ap v 1 [A; cl] warm up an engine. 2 [A; a12] warm up for sports or other activities. 

	warning v 1 [A; c] give a warning prior to punishment. Warn,ngan ka usa. D{Zi" ka muZtaban dayun, yOU're given a warning first. You're not fined the first time. 2 [A; b6] ring a warnibell in school. Nagwarning na ha? Has the warning bell ru? 3 [A] be two points away from winning in pingpong. n 1warning given not to do s.t. again. 2 warnibell in school. 3 player two points away from winning in pingpong. -bil n warning bell in school. 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	warung a dishevelled. v [B; clP] be dishevelled. (�), ka-(�) v [A13] be very dishevelled. Mu ra kag si Ayinstayin, nagwarung (nagkawarung) ang bubuk, You look like Einstein with your hair goievery which way.
	ng 

	•wasa hi-= ALIW.ASA. wasawasa, wasawasa v [Al; cl6] scatter, strew all about, not over a laige area. Asukar nga nawasawasa 
	na sa yuta, Sugar scattered all over the ground.
	. 

	wasa (from asawa -slang) n wife. 
	wasag, wasag = WAT AG .. 
	wasak v [A; cl] 1 scatter, put s.t. in disarray.Giwasak sa bata ang mga inutaw, The baby scattered the ironed clothes. 2shatter, break into many pieces. Nawasak ang basu sa si
	-

	mintu, The tumbler fell and shattered on the cement floor. wasakwasak v [ANB12; 
	mintu, The tumbler fell and shattered on the cement floor. wasakwasak v [ANB12; 
	.

	cl] scatter all over the place,.be scattered in disarray. 
	was-anwir n wash-and-wear. v [Al; b6] wear wash-and-wear. 
	wasay n large axe. <➔> v [Al3; al] cut or chop with an axe. Kawatan puy nagwasay sa aparadur arun maabZi, Some robbers also hacked the cupboard open with an axe. wasaywasay n 1 name of bivalves which are shaped like the head of an axe, e.g. some kinds of hammer oysters. 2 general name for small dragonflies. wasaywasn k.o. hatchet with a blade that is at right angles to the hatchet, the back of which is even with the handle. 
	ay 

	wasdak v [A; b6(1)] hurl s.t. down_ Ugikaw muwasdak anang Zubi mabuak giyud, 
	If you throw the coconut down, it will surely break. wasi v [a3] diverge from a path, go astray. 
	Nawasi ang {yang daZan. Mauy katungdanan ta ang pagZamdag kan,ya, He has strayed from the path of righteousness. It is our duty to enlighten him. wasiwasi v· [ABl; c] scatter this; be scattered. Ang iring mauynagwasiwasi sa inutaw, The cat scattered the newly-ironed clothes. 
	ng

	wasi v [Bl26) for the lips or a similar opening to be cut from violent impact. Nawasiang akung wait nga naigu sa batir, I gotan ugly cut in my lips because they were 
	hit with the baseball bat. 
	wasigwasig v [APB 1; cl] scatter s. t. small all around; be scattered all around. Nagkawasigwasig ang mga bugas sa pagkayabu, The rice was scattered all over the floor when it spilled.
	wasing n one who is a helper around a passenger bus, helpiloading, washing, or whatever needs to be done. v 1 [Bl56; cl] be a helper around a passenger bus. 2 [b(l)] wash a vehicle. 
	ng 

	waslikv 1 [A; b6(1)] push s.t. aside with an abrupt movement of the hands, throw 
	1 

	s.t. hurriedly down. Gikan sa iskuyZaban muwasZik lang dayun siya sa {yang libru dayung dagan sa gawas, As soon as he gets home from school he throws his books down and runs out to play. 2 [AN; b(l)]give s.t. as if it had no value. Usabay mu� waslik (mangwasZik) pud siyag diyisun naku,
	Sometimes he tosses a ten-spot at me. n pushing away with a rapid motion of the hands. -sa tabuk expression uttered upon hearis.o. sneezi(lit. go away to the other side of the river). 
	ng 
	ng 


	1126 waslik-wawug 
	2 

	Łn wife (slang). Batan-un siyag waslik, He has a youwife.
	ng 

	'
	'
	' 

	wasnga = WANGSA.
	' 
	' 
	..

	wasngi = WANGSL 
	waswas v [AN; c] rinse off soap and dirt with clear water in doithe laundry. Waswasi usag maayu usa ihayhay, Rinse it well before you hang it out to dry. -1-an(➔)n clothes to be rinsed. 
	ng 

	waswas v [A; cl) rip off clothes, bedding or anyating covering the body. Ug initan ka, waswasa (iwaswas) ang imung babul, If you feel hot, kick your blanket off. 
	waswasn wife (slang -from wasa). waswit n wife (sla-from wasa ).
	3 
	ng 

	wat command to make a water buffalo halt. (from buwat. see BULAT.)
	watag, watag V [ AB 1 ; C11 1 scatter s. t. fairlyagreat disorder, not over a large area. Nagwatag ang papil sa salug, Pieces of paper are strewn all over the floor. 2 for money to be dispersed without one realiziit. Mawatag lang ang atung kwarta ug magbiyahi ta, Your money goes like water when you travel. 
	good-sized causi
	ng 
	ng 

	watakwatak v [AB; cl] scatter!s.t. or splatter so that large splotches result, be scattered or splattered. Nagwatakwatak ang tai sa bata, The baby's feces are splattered all over the place. 
	wataswatas v [AB12; al2) 1 tear s.t. to small pieces, usually cloth or some fairly strong material; be, become torn to pieces. 
	Ang mapintas nga bangin miwataswatas sa to pieces. 2 break a large bill. Dili lang mabibaw-ang maburut ang imung bayintibun kun mawataswatas na ni, Once you break your twenty-peso bill, it will just disappear withhow it goes. 
	Ang mapintas nga bangin miwataswatas sa to pieces. 2 break a large bill. Dili lang mabibaw-ang maburut ang imung bayintibun kun mawataswatas na ni, Once you break your twenty-peso bill, it will just disappear withhow it goes. 
	atup, The violent wind tore the roofi
	ng 
	out your even notici
	ng 


	watin earthworm. v [ a4] be infested with 
	1

	earthworms. wati= ULAT(sla).wating v [b8] hit s.o. behind one's back by
	2 
	1 
	ng 

	accident in liftia machete or axe preparatory to striki. Pabawa diba. Tingalig biwatingan ka, Get out of there. I might hit you with my machete. 
	accident in liftia machete or axe preparatory to striki. Pabawa diba. Tingalig biwatingan ka, Get out of there. I might hit you with my machete. 
	ng 
	ng


	•watir -kan n rectangular gasoline container with a handle, holding five gallons. -kulur = WUTIR KULUR. -mllun n watermelon. -pam n water pump. v [Al] install a water pump. -puls n waterfall. -sil n water-seal toilet, made of cement. v [A; cl] use water-seal toilets. 
	watsamara what's the matter? (humorous).
	Watsamara? Nganung mihukyab mug pangatawa? What's the.matter? Why did you 
	Watsamara? Nganung mihukyab mug pangatawa? What's the.matter? Why did you 
	burst into laughter? 
	watsinanggu = GWATSINANGGU. see GWATSI. 
	watsir n 1 one who proctors an exam. 2 poll watchers. v LB1S6; b(l)] be a proctor. 
	.
	,
	watsumara = WATSAMARA. 
	watsung a 1 homely looking. 2 of inferior quality or workmanship. Watsung ning pagkagamaa kay wa maayung pagkasipilya, This was poorly done because it was not wellplaned. 3 not very bright, easily fooled. Ayaw pangumprag ikaw rang usa, kay watsung kaayu ka, Don't go shopping without briis.o. alobecause you are not bright enough. v 1 [B1256; b6] become homely. 2 [B; a2] come out inferior in quality or workmanship. 3 [B12; a2] turn out to be simple, not very bright. 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	watusi n 1 watusi dance. 2 k.o. small firecracker that crackles and sparkles when stepped upon. v [A] do the watusi. -barn = WATUSI, n2. 
	watwat v [A; cl] 1 open up �.t. that opensinto a slit. Akuy muwatwat sa imung mata arun makuba ang puling, I'll open up your eyes to remove the speck. Nawatwat ang gamayng lungag sa bungbung kay anha man sila magsigi ug lilt', The slit in the wall got quite wide because they keep peeping through it. 2 open up s.o. 's secrets for the whole world to know. Giwatwat ang iyang makauulawng kagabapun, They opened up her shameful past to public knowledge. 3 recount s.t. in detail. Giwatwat niya ang pagtaka� sa Hap
	,vaw wow! an exclamation of great delight, admiration. Waw, ligs! Wow, legs! -sabaw see SABAW. 
	wawa n in combos, an electrical device in an amplifier which produces the sound wawa when the guitar is strummed. 
	wawa v [AB26: cl] make a wide opening s. t. aside. Wawaa ang pultaban kay isulud ang aparadur, Open the door wide because we are going to get the dresser inside. n 1 wide openibetween two things. 2 straits between two bodies of land. 
	pushi
	ng 
	ng 

	wawug a 1 bent, curved, warped. Wawug ang linya, The line is crooked. Ang wawug ngatabla di maayung bimuung bagdan, A twistedboard does not make a good stair. 2 wobbly, unsteady in walk. Wawug ang linaktan sa bubug, Adrunk walks unsteadily. n bend, curve. Tuluy wawug sa kabuy. Di' magsilbi para baligi, The tree has three bends. It won't do for a post. Ang wawug sa bula, The curve of a ball. v [ B; a2] be, become 
	-


	waya -windblun 1127 
	bent, cuived, warped. n bow. wawugwawilga n strike. v [A; ab(l)) go on strike. Giv [Al moviin a zigzagging fashion. Nagwilgahan n,1a ang kumpaniya, They went on wawugwawug ug dagan kay gisunud sa bala, strike against the company. wilgista n strikRunniin a zigzagging fashion because he er. v [B1256) be a striker. Di' na makabalik was being chased by gunfire. sa trababu ang nawilgista, Those who had waya = WALA (dialectal). been on strike cannot return to their jobs. wayawaya n mosquito wrigglers. v [ a4b4
	wug 
	ng 
	ng 
	i
	ay 

	· 
	· 

	.
	nagpabilakhilak dibang lumsan unta, How. tuguntugun v [B1256) take a losly the turtle was when he pretended to cry leave a place for an errand or to get s. t. acwhen•he was threatened with drowning. 2 complished. Kadugay n{mung nakalakaw! sly, cheating. Wayis kaayu ang mga tindira Nawili ka sa tuguntugun? Why can't you sa Karbun. Kusug manayupi, The vendors leave right away? What's holding you? in the market are quite sly. They love to paN-(➔), panga-<➔> v [A13) having a feelcheat. 3 wise, in the know. Wa
	ng 
	time to 
	ng 

	white sidewall haircut, hair cut white· on pauli, He said good-night with reluctance. the sides. v [A; c) wear such a haircut. maka-r-a eendering a feeling of irreparwaypir n windshield wiper. able loss.
	ng
	. 
	t

	wayring n electrical wiring. v [A; bli. install wilik v [AN; b6( 1)) remove s.t. from oneself electrical wiri. · with a motion of .rapid shaki. Nangwilik wayway v [B6; cl) dale loosely .. Miway(miwilik) siya humag 1,unaw, He shook the 
	ng
	ng
	ng

	·
	·

	way ang buktun nga natikbasan, The arm water off hisihands after washi. n action 
	ng

	that was hacked daled loosely. Ayaw iof flicking s.t. off of oneself. Giwilik niya 
	ng

	wayway ang panaptun sa bintana, Do not ang {yang itsay nga mikulabyun niya, He 
	.
	hathe cloth over the window. shook off his girl as she was clinging to his wibv [A; c] 1 in boxing, wave the body to ·shoulders. evade a blow. 2 in basketball, zigzag drib•wilkam -adris n welcome address. -parti 
	ng 
	1 

	·.
	blithe ball. •ing n waving t.o avoid blows n welcome party .i
	ng 
	. 

	or zigzagging in dribbli. wiltsir·n wheelchair. v. [Al; a12) ride or conwt"bn waves in the hair. a wavy hair. v (B; vey s.o. in a wheelchair. 
	ng
	i 
	· 

	b6J for hair to become wavy. pinggir -n wilwigl v [A; c) 1 sprinkle s.t. on s.t. Wala fier wavi. v [cl) do fier waving. -ing ku makawilwig sa tanum, I haven't gotten lusyun n cold-wave lotion·. around to sprinkling the plants yet. Wilwigi"bn a pattern of weaving, a weavide-(wilwigi) una ug diyutayng klinsir una kus-S1gn. kusa, Sprinkle a little bit of cleansing pow*widing -anibirsari, dris, kik, ring n wed-der over it before you scrub it. la hand a
	ng
	ng
	ng
	Ł
	3 
	ng 
	. 

	dianniversary, dress, cake, ring. round money for bribes. Kun wala pa muwidir byuru n Weather Bureau. wilwig ug kwarta dili unta makadaug S(l ilikwidu = uwinu. siyun, If he had not tossed money around, wig n wig. v (A; b6) wear a wig. he would not have won the election. wigik = UWIGIK. wilwig v (A; al) smash s.o. in the face hard win n station wagon. v [A; a) ride a sta-enougli to distort it. Ayaw na lag supaksu
	ng 
	gu

	. ,
	. ,
	. . . 


	t1on wagon. JSUsyun -= WIGUN. pak diba kay wilwigun ku run nang nawung wik-ind n week-end. v [B1256) do s. t. on mu, You'd better stop talkiback like that 
	ng 

	week-ends. or I'll smash your face so no one can recogwiktansee WITIK. nize it. wildingv 1 [A; a] weld. [A; a12] set a diswinblun n windblown hairstyle, cut and curl
	·
	2 

	located bone in place (humorous). -in-an(➔) ed so that the ends turn outward and to the 
	n welded joint. front. v 1 [A13; c16) wear the hair or fix it 
	1128 winde-witik 
	in the windblown style. 
	in the windblown style. 
	wind= BINnJS. 
	windusyaping v [A; b(l)] go window-shop
	p
	mg
	. 

	wingig a deflected, crooked line or row. v 1 [B; cl] for a line to be deflected. Muwlngig(mawingig) ang linya kun tandugun ang ru
	lir, The line will be deflected if the ruler is nudged. 2 [826; cl) knock the face with a force hard enough to tum it to one side, be knocked. Muwingig (mawingig) giyud nang imung nawung ug akung bisagpaan, Your head will spin if I slap your face. 
	win well-developed muscles in the region around the scapula, toward the sides under the arm. Dagkug wings si Mistir Amirika, Mr. America has well-developed muscles on his back under his arms. v [A12) get goodsized muscles in this region. 
	ngs 


	wingwing v [A; cl) push the sides of s.t. apart forcefully with both hands to make an 
	opening. Atung wingwiun (iwingwing) 
	opening. Atung wingwiun (iwingwing) 
	ng

	ang baba sa bata ug di muinum sa tambal,

	Let's force the child's mouth open if he refuses to take the medicine. winirwinir n k.o. dodge ball game with two teams. v {AC; b) play dodge ball winirwinirv [A; al2] mistreat, step all over (humorous for daugdaug -. see DAUG). 
	2 

	Abi pubri man ku, imu Lang kung winirwinirun, Just because I'm poor, you step all over me. 
	Abi pubri man ku, imu Lang kung winirwinirun, Just because I'm poor, you step all over me. 
	-


	winsild n windshield. wintirgrin n oil of wintergreen. paN-v [A2)apply oil of wintergreen on oneself. 
	wir-anwir a garment that has been worn for some time without beiwashed (humorous -play on was-anwir).
	ng 

	, . . , 
	, . . , 
	,
	see LIRAW. 
	winds (bintus ). 2 the third player opposite the dealer. 3 third round in a game (see
	,
	RAWUN).

	wiris v (A; c] hit the volleyball with a spin. Walupa ang hula, ayawg iwiris, Hit the ball squarely. Don't put a spin on it. n hit the volleyball with a spin. wiriswiris v [Al; cl) scribble, write or draw squiggly lines. Adris nga giwiriswiris sa papil, An address scribbled on a piece of paper. Giwiriswirisan ku ritratu sa kalagut, In my aer I scribbled all over his picture.
	ang iya
	ng 
	ng

	wiriwiri v 1 [ B ; b6] for a light to flicker or for the vision to be blurred, as when one is dizzy. Nagwiriwiri ang akung panan-aw sa pagtindug naku, I kept seeing stars when I stood up. Hangin ang nakawiriwiri (nakapawiriwiri) sa sigas suga, The gust of wind caused the light to flicker. 2 [Al] twisting and wrigglilike worms, wrigglers. Ug ayuhun pagtan-aw daghang nagwiriwiri sa suka, 
	ng 

	If you look at the vinegar closely you'll see lots of wriggling things in it. a waveri,flickering vision or light. n wrigglithings, 
	If you look at the vinegar closely you'll see lots of wriggling things in it. a waveri,flickering vision or light. n wrigglithings, 
	ng
	ng 

	e.g. mosquito wrigglers. (f-) v [A2S; cl] move s. t. to and fro with a quick, jerky or shakimotion. lg-abut naku muwiriwiri dayun ang ikug sa akung iru, As soon as my dog sees me it wags its tail immediately. 
	ng 

	wis baskit = WIST BASKIT. 
	wisdam v [b(l)) have wisdom teeth. Pagka-bata pa nimu giwisdaman ka na? You have a wisdom tooth at your age? -tut n wisdom tooth. 
	wisik v [AN; c] make s. t. fly off in all directions. Nawiskan kug lapuk pag-agi sa trak, I got mud splattered all over me when the truck sped by.
	wisiwisi v [A; a] 1 shake s.t. violently in all directions to get it loose. Manuk nga nagwisiwisi sa ulud, A chicken pulling and shak� iat a worm. Nakawisiwisi ang iru sa iyang lawas gikan kining nagkahumud sa kanal, 
	ng 

	The dog shook its body after it got all wet in the canal. 2 be violently mauled, bested as if shaken violently. Platun sa kaaway nga 
	/
	giwisiwfsi sa· atung sundawu, An enemy pla
	-

	toon that was mauled by our soldiers. 
	wiski n whisky. v [Al3; a12) have whisky. 
	wislayin n waistline. v {Al] have a waistline of a certain dimension. 
	wislik v [AN; b2c] flick s.t. away with the hands, esp. to the sides. Ayaw iwislik ngari ang imung singut, Don't flick your sweaton me. 
	. 
	. 

	wispuwin n k.o. khaki fabric used for uniforms (from the brand name West Point). wistn 1 west piece, the name of one of the 
	1 

	•wist-baskit, kan n wastebasket. v 1 [Al 2; cl] make, use a wastebasket. 2 [A; a]throw into the wastebasket. Mawist baskit nang imung aplikasiyun ug wa kay bakir, They'll throw your application in the wastebasket if you don't have s.o. backiyou. 
	2 
	ng 

	WŁSŁ = WIST• 
	1

	wistim n western movie. 
	wist layin = WISLA YIN. 
	, . ,
	. 

	Wist puwtn = WISPUWIN. 
	witik v [A; b] 1 strike s.t. with a flick. Wikti sa latigu ang langaw nga naa sa bukubuku sa kabayu, Take your whip and flick away the flies that are on the horse's back. Wiktan ku nang dunggan mu, I'll flick you one on the ears. la sprinkle with a flicking motion. Wiktig tubig usa utawa, Sprinkle water on it before you iron it. lb (A; c] throw a 
	, . 

	wittng-wuyuwuyu 1129' 
	1 

	a spin to it). 2 [A2; be] give a hint. Akung wiktan ang iyang daang pawuntin pin inigpalit niyag bag-u, I'll drop some hints for him to give me his old fountain pen when he buys a new one. 2a make indirect, insulting remarks. Abusddu siya. Maayung wikran panagsa, He thinks he's so important. He needs a few digs every so often to keep him in line. 3 [AN2; c] give s. t. away of little value to oneself. Nakadaug ka man sa madyung. Wikti sab mi diha bi, How about tosswinnis our way? 3a [AN; c] bribe. Mib{l
	a spin to it). 2 [A2; be] give a hint. Akung wiktan ang iyang daang pawuntin pin inigpalit niyag bag-u, I'll drop some hints for him to give me his old fountain pen when he buys a new one. 2a make indirect, insulting remarks. Abusddu siya. Maayung wikran panagsa, He thinks he's so important. He needs a few digs every so often to keep him in line. 3 [AN2; c] give s. t. away of little value to oneself. Nakadaug ka man sa madyung. Wikti sab mi diha bi, How about tosswinnis our way? 3a [AN; c] bribe. Mib{l
	basketball by flicking it (putti
	ng 
	ing some of your extra mah jo
	ng 
	ng


	cause he was given a fiver. n 1 blow with a flicking action. la toss of a ball with a flicking action. 2 a hint or biting allusion. 
	, 

	witia 1 in cards or mahjong, be in a position where one needs only one more pieceor card to get mahjong or rummy. 2 one whose days are numbered because of an incurable condition (humorous). Ubang tigulang nga witing mupalit daag lungun, Some to die buythemselves a coffin in advance. v 1 (B136] get to be in the w{ting situation. 2 [b5) be the card or piece one needs to win. Wa mugawas ang kartang akung giwiting (giwitingan), The card I was waiting for simply refused to turn up. n � -AN<➔>--an(➔) n card
	witia 1 in cards or mahjong, be in a position where one needs only one more pieceor card to get mahjong or rummy. 2 one whose days are numbered because of an incurable condition (humorous). Ubang tigulang nga witing mupalit daag lungun, Some to die buythemselves a coffin in advance. v 1 (B136] get to be in the w{ting situation. 2 [b5) be the card or piece one needs to win. Wa mugawas ang kartang akung giwiting (giwitingan), The card I was waiting for simply refused to turn up. n � -AN<➔>--an(➔) n card
	ng
	1 
	old folks that are just waiti
	ng 


	games with a roulette fiaving 37 numbers, where the wheel is rolled twice and the gamblers bet on the winning combination (either istrit in the first and second or istrit ikis on the first and second in either order). 
	witing n k.o. gambli
	ng 

	witing lis n waiting list. v [c6] be put on the waitilist. Wa pay bakanti. Iwlting Lis ta Zang ka, There are no vacancies. I'll just put list. 
	ng 
	you on the waiti
	ng 

	wlting syid n waiting shed, place where pas-, seers take shelter while waiting for a vehicle. 
	ng

	witir n waiter. v [B156; a2] be, become a waiter. 
	witkan see WITIK. 
	witris n waitress. Nganung nangasawa siya nianang witris? Why did he marry nothibut a waitress? v [B16; b(l)) be, become a waitress. 
	ng

	witwit a drooping of lips, with the lower liphanging down. v 1 [B6; b6] get droopy lips.2 [A; c6] chirp. Langgam nga nagwitwit sa mga kakabuyan, Birds chirping in the trees. 
	3 [A 1; c2] complain about s.t., criticizing. 
	3 [A 1; c2] complain about s.t., criticizing. 
	Wa kuy kawitwltan (ikawitwit) sa imung agi, J can find nothito complain about,in your work. 4 [Al; cl spread bad things a'bout others. Ang giwitwitan, miwitwit pud. Di' nahibawu ang tanan, Whoever received the gossip passed it on, so eventually everybody learned of it. n 1 chirping of the birds. 2 senseless talk. Ang {yang isturya pulus witwit, Her story is all so much idle chatter. -an(➔)a 1 given to complaining and criticizi. 2 given to passing on gossip. 
	ng 
	ng

	wiwi v [A; al] push the sides apart to create an openior to widen an opening. Wiwia ang bugang arun mak aagi ta, Push the grass aside so we can go through. 
	ng 

	wudrus n a vine that grows in thickets or cultivated to grow on fences: Merremia tu
	berosa. 
	wukatun n walkicontest. wuk-awut v [A2; b6(1)] stage a walkout. , Muwuk-awut ang mga maistra ug dlli usba-
	ng 

	wan ug swildu, The teachers will stage a walkout if they don't receive their salary increase. 
	wuking n walking, a violation in basketball where a player takes more than two steps while holdia ball. v [B1256) be guilty of committithis violation. 
	ng 
	ng 

	wukir n men's briefs (from the brand name, Walker). v [Al3] wear briefs. wukituki n walkie-talkie. v [A; cl) communicate with a walkie-talkie. wuln woolen cloth. v [A 13) wear s. t. made of wool. 
	1 

	wuln 1 one's hand in mahjong. 2 = PAYIL . wulplawir n wallflower in a dance. V [bt&} wind up being a wallflower and not asked 
	2 

	to dance. 
	wungwung = YUNGYUNG. 
	wurdin lyrics to a song. v [Al; c] write 
	ng 

	, the lyrics to a song. wurking n student who works his waythrough school. v [B16) be, become a working student. Dugay kang mabuman basta magwurking ka, It will take you a long time to finish if,you are a workistudent. -istyudint == WORKING. 
	·n
	ng 

	wuswus v [A; c) dance with s.o. in a ,wild swayimanner. Nalipung ku kay giwuswus ku niyag sayaw, Igot dizzy because he danced wildly with me. 
	ng 

	•wutir -kulur n water color. v [A; b6] color with water colors. -prop n waterprooffabric. -ripilint n water repellent fabrics. -sarasay n coconut palm toddy (sla).
	ng

	wuyuwuyu = WAY AWAY A. 

	y particle showigrammatical relations. 1 subject marker in sentences with nominal, pronomial, numerical, or interrogative predicates. Kinsay muuban naku? Who will go with me? Siyay muadtu, He is the one who will go. Si Huway akung paadtuun, I'll send John. Dubay akung balay, I have two houses. la in sentences with adjective predicates where the adjective means 'one which is [adj.]!'. Pulay ,yang gip,li, He picked a red one. Dagku lay patan-awun anang salidaba, They only allow grown-ups to watch that pict
	ng 
	ng 

	yaak v [A; b6] step on s. t. with the feet treadiaround on it to squash or knead it. 
	ng 

	Akung giyaakan ang bulingun didtus sapa arun pagkuha sa prim,rung buling, lstomped on the soiled clothes in the river to get the dirt on the outside off. yaakyaak v [A; ac] roam around s.w. to look for s.t. Dakung bukid ang amung giyaakyaakan sa amung pagpamusil, We roamed around over for wild animals. yaangyaang v [A; b5] walk through the mud. 
	a huge mountain hunti
	ng 

	Lapuk nga kinahanglan yaangyaangan iniglabang sa basakan, Mud we have to wadethrough every time we cross the rice paddy. 
	Lapuk nga kinahanglan yaangyaangan iniglabang sa basakan, Mud we have to wadethrough every time we cross the rice paddy. 

	yabag a deviating from normal or proper ac-tions. 1 off key, out of tune. Di ku makigdyuwit nimu kay yabag ka, I won't siaduet with you because you're off key. Yabag nga pyanu, A piano that is out of tune. 
	ng 

	y 
	2 behaviin an improper, strae way. Tawung yabag nga magkamisins simbaban, Aneccentric person that attends church in his undershirt. 3 s.t. that is senseless. Yabag nga panagsulti nga wa kuy nasabtan, Conversation that was gibberish and made absolutely no sense. Y abag kaayu nang paagiha, That method is completely crazy. 4 giv. Yabag kaayu nga amahan ug talagsa ras ila, A father given to roamiabout and rarely home. v [B2;b6] deviate from normal or proper action: become out of key, improper in behavior, 
	2 behaviin an improper, strae way. Tawung yabag nga magkamisins simbaban, Aneccentric person that attends church in his undershirt. 3 s.t. that is senseless. Yabag nga panagsulti nga wa kuy nasabtan, Conversation that was gibberish and made absolutely no sense. Y abag kaayu nang paagiha, That method is completely crazy. 4 giv. Yabag kaayu nga amahan ug talagsa ras ila, A father given to roamiabout and rarely home. v [B2;b6] deviate from normal or proper action: become out of key, improper in behavior, 
	ng 
	ng
	en to roaming or wanderi
	ng
	ng 

	s off key) after he has had a little to drink. (�) v 1 [B156; a] deviate severely from what is proper or normal: be severely out of tune, be hopelessly senseless, completely eccentric or improper, wandering. Nayabag ang inahan pagkasunug sa i?ang balay, The mother went completely crazy when their house burnt down. 2 [Al3; a2] play a joke on s.o. Ayawg tuhui ang iyang gisulti kay nagyabag lang na siya nimu, Don't take him seriously. He's just playing a joke on you. 3 [ C3] having a great difference of age.
	He talks nonsense (si
	ng
	gu
	ag 

	3] = vA.BAG. -un a of a deviating, abnormal sort. 
	yabana = GWAYABANU. 
	yabi n 1 key for a lock or for a winding mechanism. 2 term for any wrench but a monkey wrench. -ng baliku box wrench. -tubu, -ditubu n pipe wrench. v 1 [A; b5] open or lock with a key. Yabibi ang kandadu, Open (close) the lock. 2 [b6] goad s.o. to anger with words. Wa ta tu siya mangisug apan giyabiban pung Putin, He wasn,t angrythen but Poten said s.t. to goad him. 2a [A; b(1)] wind an operating mechanism .. Yab,bi ang dulaan, Wind up the toy. yabihanan
	yabi n 1 key for a lock or for a winding mechanism. 2 term for any wrench but a monkey wrench. -ng baliku box wrench. -tubu, -ditubu n pipe wrench. v 1 [A; b5] open or lock with a key. Yabibi ang kandadu, Open (close) the lock. 2 [b6] goad s.o. to anger with words. Wa ta tu siya mangisug apan giyabiban pung Putin, He wasn,t angrythen but Poten said s.t. to goad him. 2a [A; b(1)] wind an operating mechanism .. Yab,bi ang dulaan, Wind up the toy. yabihanan
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	yabu -yagbut 1131 
	n 1 keyhole. 2 winding stud. yabira, yabiru 
	n 1 keyhole. 2 winding stud. yabira, yabiru 
	n key holder. 

	yabu v 1 [A; b7c) pour liquids or grains off, spill them over from a receptacle. Yab-ig dieyutayng tubig ang baZdi kay punu ra kaayu, 
	Pour a little water out of the pail because it is too full. Nayab-an ug k�pi ang akung libru, Coffee spilled onto my book. la [A; c) take out the garbage. Nakayabu ka na bas basura? Have you taken out the garbage? lb [c6) for vehicles to capsize or turn turtle. Gamayng sakayan nga sayung iyabu sa baZud, A small boat that easily capsizes in the waves. 2 (A123P; a3] flop, result in resounding failure. Su gal ang nakayabu ( nakapayabu) sa iZang nigusyu, Gambling caused his business to flop. Nayabu kus iksa
	Pour a little water out of the pail because it is too full. Nayab-an ug k�pi ang akung libru, Coffee spilled onto my book. la [A; c) take out the garbage. Nakayabu ka na bas basura? Have you taken out the garbage? lb [c6) for vehicles to capsize or turn turtle. Gamayng sakayan nga sayung iyabu sa baZud, A small boat that easily capsizes in the waves. 2 (A123P; a3] flop, result in resounding failure. Su gal ang nakayabu ( nakapayabu) sa iZang nigusyu, Gambling caused his business to flop. Nayabu kus iksa
	.

	.

	yab•u = UYAB (slang).
	yabun, yabunyabun n k.o. itchy eczema, similar to ringworm, which exudes a whitish serum when scratched. v [A123P; b4] get 
	yabun.
	yabun.

	yabyabv 1 [A; c] shake s.t. to remove foreign matter clinging to it. Iyabyab ang abug sa imung karsunis, Shake your pants to get the dust off. la send off a breeze (literary). 
	1 

	Huyubuy nga giyabyab sa kinaiyaban,
	Huyubuy nga giyabyab sa kinaiyaban,
	Breeze sent forth by Nature. 2 [AN; b6(1)] rinse laundered clothing in clean water. 3 [A; c] make public s. t. secret and unsavory. Mga ginamus nga iyabyab sa publiku, Dirtylinen to be washed in public. 3a [Al; al] chatter, indulge in idle talk. Nagyabyab Zang ang baba ning baybana. Di ka kapuyan? 
	You are always shooting off your mouth.
	Don't you ever get tired? 

	yabyabv [A; c] cause solids in a container to spill out and be strewn all over. Nayabyab ang bugas nga akung gidaZa kay wa ayubag putus, The rice I broughf spilled because it wasn't wrapped well. Akung giyabyab ang usa ka sakung santuZ sa salug, I emptieda sackful of santol fruit on the floor. 
	2 

	yad-ak v [B16) become sluggish, or slowmoving due to excessive obesity. Asa makabuman ugdali sa lyang bubat nga nagyad-ak man ang libuk? How could she ever finish anything fast when she is so fat she moves 
	yad-ak v [B16) become sluggish, or slowmoving due to excessive obesity. Asa makabuman ugdali sa lyang bubat nga nagyad-ak man ang libuk? How could she ever finish anything fast when she is so fat she moves 
	· 

	slowly? a 1 moving slowly because of obesity. 2 dull, uninteresting. Yad-ak kaayung pakigpulung, Avery uninteresting speech. yadakadtu short for iya ra kadtu it was his 
	(her) own (fault). Yadakadtu nga saZa ngagiZatigu siya, It was his own fault that he got whipped. 
	(her) own (fault). Yadakadtu nga saZa ngagiZatigu siya, It was his own fault that he got whipped. 
	yadba = B.AYAD, n, vl (slang).yadbut = B.AYAD, n, v1. (slang -word play
	on YADBA).yadtu = KADTU (dialectal).yad-uk v [A; cl] swallow down a liquid. 
	Yad-ukun (iyad-uk) ra niyag kaduba ang usa ka basung binu, He will swallow the glass 
	of wine in two gulps. 
	yagabyab = LAGABLAB. 
	yagatyat a fruit that is soft, lacking in firm
	., 

	I I
	ness of flesh. Kinsa guy mukaun anang ya-
	gatyat nga saging? Whofeels like eating that soft banana? v [B; b6] come out soft, lacking in ·firmness. -un(➔) n soft, not firmfleshed fruit. 
	.

	yagaw v [AB46] bein -noisy cŁmmotion, 
	· 

	confusi_on, bring s. t .into confusion. Nagka-
	. 
	. 

	.!
	. dalyang pangutana ang miyagaw sa iyang pangisip, All those different questions ·confused his mind. Nagyagaw ang mga tawus siniban pagsiyauks bumb{ru, The people in the movie house were in a tumult when the fire truck shrieked. ka-n confusion, din. Lupig pay tyanggis kayagaw, Worse than the market in noise and confusion. v [A13]be in great confusion. 
	. dalyang pangutana ang miyagaw sa iyang pangisip, All those different questions ·confused his mind. Nagyagaw ang mga tawus siniban pagsiyauks bumb{ru, The people in the movie house were in a tumult when the fire truck shrieked. ka-n confusion, din. Lupig pay tyanggis kayagaw, Worse than the market in noise and confusion. v [A13]be in great confusion. 
	.:. 

	yag-aw = DY AG-AW. 
	yagawyaw n general din, noise. Hasul kaayung pamatiun ang yagawyaw sa syudad, 
	The steady noise of the city is annoying. v = YAWYAW, v. -an(➔)a given to ranting. 
	yagayaga v 1 [A; b6(1)] ridicule,make fun of s. o. Jsumbung sa maistra ang muyagayaga sa bakuZ ninyung kZasmit, If anybody makes fun of your lame classmate, report him to the teacher� 2 [A; bS] bother, disturb. Ayaw kug yagayagai (yagayagaa) nianang imung prublima, Do not bother me with your problems. 3 [A; bet) do one'swork carelessly or shoddily. Kun magyagayaga ka sa imung bubat dugay nga mabuman, If you are careless with your work, it will take a long time to finish it. Giyagayagaan Zang nimu pagb
	. 

	yagbun v [AB3(1); cl] heap, pile s.t. up; be heaped up� Nakayagbun, na siZa sa mga daZag, They have gathered the dry leaves in a heap. Nagyagbun ang sagbut sa i1ang silung, Garbage is piling up beneath their house. 
	yagbut v {A; ell spill out through the bot
	-


	1132 yagkaw -yam-ang 
	· 
	· 
	· 
	tom of a container. Nagyagbut ang bugaskay nabutbut ang saku, The rice spilled-out of the bottom of the container because the sack got a hole in the bottom. 


	yagkaw a lanky. yagpis a thin or slender of build, or by extension, thin .from having lost weight. v 1 (B;
	a] become thin or slim. Ug muliwat nimu,mayagpis ang imung anak, If your son turns out to be like you, he'll be thin, too. 2 (B6; cl] slice or cut s.t. thinly. Yagpisa (iyagpis) paghiwa ang kasahusun, Slice the meat thinly for jerked meat. -un( ➔> a of a slim,thin sort. 
	a] become thin or slim. Ug muliwat nimu,mayagpis ang imung anak, If your son turns out to be like you, he'll be thin, too. 2 (B6; cl] slice or cut s.t. thinly. Yagpisa (iyagpis) paghiwa ang kasahusun, Slice the meat thinly for jerked meat. -un( ➔> a of a slim,thin sort. 

	yagubhub a1 loud put-put sound, as that produced by the engine of a motorboat close by one. 2 mutteri, murmuriin a low, inaudible voice. v [A3; c] mumble,mutter. Miyagubhub siyag pangadyiun, He murmured a prayer. Nagyagubhub siya pagkasaba naku, He muttered s.t. when I scolded him. 
	· 
	ng
	ng 

	yagubyub n 1 muttering, mumbling. 2 dull,thudding noises made by wind, water, machinery. v 1 [A; acl] make muttering noises in angry protest or displeasure. Giyagubyuban sa mga tawu ang mamumulung, The people muttered angrily as he gave his speech. 2 [AP; acl] make dull, continuous thudding noises. Nagyagubyub ang tingug noises from afar. 
	sa trak sa layu, The truck made thuddi
	ng

	yagungyung n continuous hummior dronisound, as of an ailane, engines. Mabati sa layu ang yagungyung sa ayruplanu, You lane from afar. v (A] make a continuous droning sound. 
	ng 
	ng 
	rp
	could hear the droning of the ai
	rp

	yaguyagu v [A; b6] move busily about. Di Zang makayaguyagu siNanay ug maglain anglawas, Mother always moves busily about except when she is not feeling well. 
	yaguyu v [A; c] pester s.o., asking for s.t.,but in an endearing way. Ganiha pang buntag siyang nagyaguyu ug kwarta sa iyangup to her father for money since this morning. 
	amaban, She has been playi
	ng 

	yagyag v [AB12; ac] 1 scatter small things around by spilling them from their container; for s.t. in a container to spill out and get scattered. Pagkagisi sa bulsita, nayagyag ang tore, the flour spilled all over. Yagyagun ku nang tinai mu, I'll stab you so your intestines hang out all over. 2 divulge secrets. Iyagyag ku ang imung ginamus, I'll let all the world know the dirty truth about you. 3 distribute s.t. in quantity with an ulterior motive. Kandi
	yagyag v [AB12; ac] 1 scatter small things around by spilling them from their container; for s.t. in a container to spill out and get scattered. Pagkagisi sa bulsita, nayagyag ang tore, the flour spilled all over. Yagyagun ku nang tinai mu, I'll stab you so your intestines hang out all over. 2 divulge secrets. Iyagyag ku ang imung ginamus, I'll let all the world know the dirty truth about you. 3 distribute s.t. in quantity with an ulterior motive. Kandi
	harina, When the paper b
	ag 
	-

	datu nga miyagyag ug linibu sa ilang distritu, Candidates who poured thousands into their districts. 

	yahat v 1 [A; ale] look up, raise one's eyesthe head. Miyahat siya sa nagtawag niya, She looked up to the man who addressed her. 2 [A2; c] openone's eyes. Di na muyabat ang iyang mga mata, His eyes will no longer open.
	yahat v 1 [A; ale] look up, raise one's eyesthe head. Miyahat siya sa nagtawag niya, She looked up to the man who addressed her. 2 [A2; c] openone's eyes. Di na muyabat ang iyang mga mata, His eyes will no longer open.
	up, usually without movi
	ng 

	yahigyahig v [AB; cl] scatter s.t. all over a place, be scattered all over. Kinsay miyabigyahig sa mga piryudiku? Who scattered the newspapers all over the place? 
	yahung n soup bowl or small bowl. 
	yaka v [A; b6(1)] 1 sit with the buttocks and legs flat on a surface. Nagyaka ang Buda,The Buddha is sitting flat on the ground.2 do s.t. to the finish. Giyak-an niya ang iyang trababu bangtud nabuman, He spent all of his time on his work until it was finished. Giyak-an niya ang kinilaw, da burut lagi, He sat down to a plate of raw fish and finished it off. 3 [B1456] for the nose to 
	, 
	, ,
	be flat (lit. squat). Asa kubaa ang kagwapa niana nga nagyaka nang ilung? How can you think that she is beautiful when she has such a flat nose? a havia flat nose. pa-v [B1256] fall into a sitting position. 
	ng 

	yakal n k.o. hardwood tree, producing extremely hard, first-class wood. 
	yakbut a for a mouth to be sunken. Yakbut kaayu na siyag baba ug way pustisu, His mouth · is sunken without his false teeth. v [B; cl] for the mouth to be sunken. 
	yakmu a 1 having a protruding pointed chin. 2 having a sunken mouth. v [B; b6] get to chin or sunken mouth. Nayakmu ka kay dili ka mupustisu, You developed a pointed chin because you would not wear your false teeth. -un( ➔> a being somewhat protruding, sunken. 
	have a protrudi
	ng 

	yakub a for the cheeks and the area around the mouth to be sunken. Ang mga tigulang yakub nag baba kay wa na may ngipun, Old people have sunken cheeks and mouths because they are toothless. v [B; b6] for the cheeks to become sunken.!(�)!= YAKUB, v. yakubyakub v [A; cl] for a person without teeth to move his mouth up and down. Muyak ubyak ub na ang mga tigulang nga way ngipun, Old persons that have no teeth keep moving their mouths. 
	yamada see vAMAR. 
	,
	,
	,

	yaman = MAY AMAN. 
	yam-ang v 1 [B; acl] do s.t. in a careless way, careless in one's behavior without regard to propriety. Siyay nagyam-ang nianang mgaplatu diba sa lamisa, She just tossed the 
	•
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	plates anywhere on the table. Ayaw ug yamanga (iyam-ang) ang imung sinultihan kay pikun ang mga tawu dinbi, Be careful about the way you talk because the people here are quick to take offense. 2 [AN; b(l)] destroy, besmirch. Siya ang miyam-ang (nangyam-ang) nianang istatuwa, He was the one who marred that statue. Makayam-ang (makapangyam-ang) ka pagsulti kuntra kaniya kay naa may imung gisal{gan, You can say bad this against her because you have 
	plates anywhere on the table. Ayaw ug yamanga (iyam-ang) ang imung sinultihan kay pikun ang mga tawu dinbi, Be careful about the way you talk because the people here are quick to take offense. 2 [AN; b(l)] destroy, besmirch. Siya ang miyam-ang (nangyam-ang) nianang istatuwa, He was the one who marred that statue. Makayam-ang (makapangyam-ang) ka pagsulti kuntra kaniya kay naa may imung gisal{gan, You can say bad this against her because you have 
	ng

	s.o. behind you. -an(➔> a 1 careless and not paying enough attention. Yam-angan kaayu nang baybana maglingkud. Makita ang p·anti, That woman is careless about the way she sits. You can see her panties. 2 careless,a hoot. 
	not givi
	ng 

	yamar v 1·5 = LY AMAR. 6 [A] call out in response. Muyamar ug 'nia 'kadtung tawgunang ngalan, If your name is called, answer 'here'. 6a [A23] respond, react to stimuli. 
	Patay na tingali kay di na muyamar ang iyang kamut bisan dut-uyan ug kalayu, He must be dead because his hand does not react even if you put fire to it. 7 [A; a12] attract, elicit attention or interest. Wa muyamar sa katilingban ang iyang pakigpulung,
	His speech did not attract the attention of the public. yamadav 1 [A; a] call out to announce s.t. Niyamada siyag usa ka libu alang sa pula, He called out a thousand-peso bet on the red cock. Nganung wa man ka magyamada nga gibug-atan ka na? Why did you not call out to let us know that it was too heavy for you? 2 [A23] demand, ask for s.t. in a bossy manner. Magdagandaganintawun ang .inaban kun muyamada na ang anak ug kwarta, The poor mother runs about everywhere whenever her son demands money. n 1 a call
	·


	yamas = vAMAT, as exclamation. 
	ya.mat 1 ex.<;lamation of pleasant surprise. 
	Yamat, abaanl My! It's a giant snapper. 2 exclamation of extreme annoyance at s.t. not being in order, working out, or beidone as ·expected. Yamat ning makinilyaba. Makalangan! Damn this typewriter. It sure holds you back! yamatyamat v [Bl) for s.t. that one accomplishes or a situation to be inchaos. Nagyamatyamat ning akung trababu kay wa sa akung bunabuna ang alwng bubat, My work was all chaotic because my mind was not on it. ka-, kayamatyamat v [Al3) = YAMATYAMAT. 
	Yamat, abaanl My! It's a giant snapper. 2 exclamation of extreme annoyance at s.t. not being in order, working out, or beidone as ·expected. Yamat ning makinilyaba. Makalangan! Damn this typewriter. It sure holds you back! yamatyamat v [Bl) for s.t. that one accomplishes or a situation to be inchaos. Nagyamatyamat ning akung trababu kay wa sa akung bunabuna ang alwng bubat, My work was all chaotic because my mind was not on it. ka-, kayamatyamat v [Al3) = YAMATYAMAT. 
	ng


	yamayama v 1 [A; c] talk without sense or factual basis. Unsa na sad tung iyang giya
	mayama? 
	What k.o. nonsense was he telli
	ng 

	this time? 2 [Al; bl] do work carelessly. 
	this time? 2 [Al; bl] do work carelessly. 
	, 
	' ' ,
	lya Zang giyamayamaan-ug tab, ang akungsinina maung nagbibat, She sewed my dress carelessly and so it_ is all crooked. -un aone 
	. 

	· 
	· 
	who does his work carelessly; 

	yamba a for a mouth or mouth-like opening to be distorted, crooked and misshapen. v [B; cl) become .crooked or miŁhapen,cause s.t. to become so. Muyamba ang baba sa basag ug lingkuran, The mouth of the clothes basket will become crooked if you sit on it. Ayawg yambaa (iyamba) ang i.:. mung baba kay musamut kag kangil-ad, 
	Don't distort your mou·th because you will 
	become more ugly. 
	yambi a 1 for two movable things which should be placed even, directly on top of one another, not to be so, with one protrudi. Yambi ang takup sa malitang daut,The suitcase is broken and the top hangs over the edge. 2 for the lower jaw or lip to protrude. v [B; cl) get to be, be uneven. ·inot closing tightly; pouting. Nagyambi ang nawung sa batang gisugsug, The child they are teasiis stickiout · his lower lip about to cry. Ug mayambi ang gun ting di na mudulut, If the blades of the scissors get apart, they
	-
	ng
	ng 
	ng 

	yamhang a carelessly inattentive or neglectful. Yambang kaayu nang baybana. Hugaw kaayug bitsura, That woman neglects her appearance, and she looks very untidy.Y ambang siyang magtrabahu. Dagbang sayup, She is careless in her work and makes lots of mistakes. v [B12; b6] be carelessly inattentive or neglectful. -an(i➔> = YAMHANG. 
	yam-id v [AN; b6cl] sneer, twist the lips in contempt, disapproval. Miyam-id ( nangyamid)ang bata sa pagkaun, The child pouted at the food. Babaying mubug lupad nga giyamiran sa katilingban, A woman of loose morals the whole society sneers at. paN-.n sneer. 
	.
	. . . •. . . .
	or pouting 
	yam-iran 
	a 
	given to sneeri
	ng 
	. 

	one's lips. mayam-irun a done in a contemptuous, sneering way. 
	· 
	-

	yamihidi.,.. TMiiH10. 
	yamiid = YAM-ID. 
	yamis n 1 foreskin. 2 other thin layers like the foreskin: 2a outer epidermis. Y amis ra sa iyang buktun ang nagarus, wala ang unud, She only scraped the outer skin oil her an;n, and not her flesh. 2b thin transparent meat of a young coconut in the butung stageŁ 2c the soft, upper layer of the mature meat -of a coconut. 
	yam-is a slightly sweet. Yam_-is ang ubangimbaw, Some clams taste somewhat sweet. 

	1134 yamitak -yangu 
	Artifact
	V [ B; b6] taste sweetish. Nagy am-is ang akung baba human makaim,m sa sikwati, I have a sweetish taste in my mouth after drinking the chocolate. -un(➔) n of a sweetish kind. 
	V [ B; b6] taste sweetish. Nagy am-is ang akung baba human makaim,m sa sikwati, I have a sweetish taste in my mouth after drinking the chocolate. -un(➔) n of a sweetish kind. 

	yamitak, yamitak v [B4; b6] 1 become muddy or messy. Basta mag-uwan, muyamitak giyud ang amung nataran, Whenever it rains, our yard becomes muddy. Kanang inyungpagwasigwasig sa kan-un mauy nakayamitak sa lamisa, The way you strewed the food around, the table has gotten to be a mess. 2 talk off the topic or nonsense. Saba diha. Nagyamitak ka Jang. Wa man gan, ka didtu, Be quiet. You don't know what you're talkiabout. You weren't even there. 2a sit around doinothing.
	ng 
	ng 

	yampungad v [A; b36] haaround a place idly, esp. where one shouldn't be. Nagyampungad sa tubaan, Hangiaround the toddy stand. Iru nga nagyampungad sa amu, A dog haiaround our house. yamtak a slow and sluggish in movement. Kayamtak gud nimung naurasan ka ana, How slow you are. It took you an hour to do that. v 1 [B; cl] get to be slow and sluggish in motion. 2 [A; b(l)) mope, hang or loaf around. Labiban mung nakayamtak! Buntag, bapun wa giyud kay nabuhat, You sure do loaf. The whole day loyou have not do
	ng 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 
	ng 
	ng

	yamug n 1 dew. la water droplets on leaves after rain. Humans ulan, nanidlaksidlak ang yamug sa kadahunan, After the rain, droplets of water sparkled on the leaves. 2= DALINUG. v (B236N; b(l)] be covered with dew.eNangyamuge(miyamug)sa sayu sa buntag, Dew which formed early in the morning.
	yamuk = LAMUK. see LAMUK. 
	•yamukat ka-= KALAMUKAT. see LAMU
	KAT. 
	KAT. 

	yamukmuk = MA YUKMUK. 
	yamumu a for food to be dry and crumbly in texture, as fine-grained com meal, cooked hard or steamed. Yamumu kaayung kan-un ang binlud nga sinakul, Fine-grained corn meal has a dry and crumbly texture when steamed. v [B; b6] get a dry and crumbly texture. 
	Artifact
	yamutyamut n 1 fine, slippery sediments that develop inside waŁer containers. 2 fine membranes that surround meat. 
	yamutyamut n 1 fine, slippery sediments that develop inside waŁer containers. 2 fine membranes that surround meat. 
	yamyam v 1 [A; ac] utter, articulate words rapidly and not for the purpose of communicati. Nagyamyam siya sa imung ngalan samtang natulug, She was uttering your name while she was asleep. Nagyamyam ug pangadyiun, Utteria prayer. lamumble, mutter. Muyamyam ka man lang. Sukul! You just mutter to yourself. Fight back! 
	ng
	ng 

	Klaruba nang imung sinultihan, ayaw yamyama (iyamyam), Say what you have to say distinctly. Don't mumble it. 2 [A; c] say s.t. Di ka kaakug yamyam sa imung tuyu, yOU can't get nerve enough to say what you want. Unsay giyamyam mu didtu sa atung agalun babin kanaku? What did you tell our employer regarding me? n s.t. uttered, esp. prayers and incantations. a loudmouthed. -unun n s.t. usually uttered, esp. prayers. 
	'
	' 
	yanae= KANAe• 
	1 
	yanang a sloppy and wet. Yanang kaayu ang agianan kay gisigibag uwan, The path is very sloppy because of constant rain. n watery mud. v [B; b6] be, become wet and sloppy.e(�) v [B6; b6] 1 become badly wet and sloppy. 2 be plentiful or abundant. 
	Nagyanang ang babayi ug alak sa ,balay sa kabilayan, There was no end to wine and women in the bawdyhouse. 
	yandak = V ANGGAK. yangag = DANGHAG. 
	yanggak v [B1256] fall on the ground landion the buttocks. Nakubaan ang burus kay nayanggak sa salug, The pregnant woman fell on the floor on her buttocks and had a miscarriage. 
	ng 

	yangbagv [A; cl] raise the head to look 
	1 
	up. Miyangbag siya sa pisami, He looked up at the ceiling. 
	yangbag= DANGHAG. 
	2 

	yangkaw a tall and lanky or too thin for the height. Balay nga yangkaw ug silung, House that has a disproportionately tall ground floor. v [B;b6] become tall and_ lanky. Nagyangkaw lang ang lawas ana apan bata pa na kaayu, He has a lanky body but he is still a child. 
	yangu v [A2; cl] 1 move the head upwards as a sign of assent or, by extension, as a signof s.t. else. Miyangu siya sa pagtugut, He nodded (lifted his head upwards) in assent. 2 nod downwards, bow. AngHapun muyangu agig pagtabud, A Japanese· bows as a sign of greeting. n movement of the head in assent or indication of s.t. else. Sa usa ka yangu mudagan dayun ang iyang mga sulu
	-
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	guun, With just one nod of the head his serang ilang bungun, The pigs made the spacevants run immediately. yanguyangu v [A; beneath their house muddy. ka-v [A13] 1 
	cl] 1 nod the head several times. 2 = GA· be full of small soil particles. Nagkayapak 
	' 
	' 
	I 

	NGU, vl. ang barina, The flour has got lots of soil 
	yand v [A2S; a] look upward. Nagyangud particles in it. 2 be all covered with mud. ang bata sa iyang tabanug, The boy is look-un a 1 having soil particles mixed in. Bugasing at his kite. (➔) v [A13] depend, rely nga yapakun, Cereal with lots of particles upon s.o. for support. Nagyangud ku sa aof dirt in it. 2 soiled, full or splotched with kung maguwang sa pagiskuyla, l rely on my mud. Yapakun ang imung gisul-ub, You are brother to support me in school. paN-v [A wearimud-splotched (soiled) clothes. 
	gu
	ng 

	2) peep up through the cracks in the floor. yapak v [A; b6(1)] step on, put one's foot KamaJditu. Gamay ka pa gani mangyangud on. May nagyapak ·sa bag-ung gitanum, S.o. na, What a naughty child. At your age you stepped on the thi1's I just planted. Giyaalready peep at girls through the floor. pakan nlla ang larawan sa Pangulu, Theyyangungu v [A; cl] make insistent and retrampled on the caricature of the President. peated requests. Muyangungu siya bangtud yapayapa v 1 [A; b36] wave both arms in batagan, He
	ng 
	ng

	yantak = yAMTAK. ang bandlra, When the wind blows the flyantas = Y ANTA. flutters. yanu a 1 simple, humble. Ang iyang amaban yapu a handsome, good-looking (slang). Ka
	ag 

	usa Jamang ka yanung iskribinti, His father sagaran sa mga artista yapu, Most actors are is just an ordinary clerk. 2 simple, without handsome. v [B2; b6] be, become handornate design. Yanung tabas sa sinina, Simsome. ple cut of dress. v [B; cl] be, become simyapyap v [A) cheep, chirp. Miyapyap angple, humble; do s.t. simply. Giyanu niya mga pisu nga nawad-an sa inaban, The ang iyang panJibukJibuk, She acted in a chicks who lost their mother are chirping. . Yanuba ang imung panimuyu, Live in a simyardan
	simple, humble way without putting on. n cheeping, chirpi
	ng
	1 

	.
	.
	.
	simple, ordinary manner. 2 [A; abc] do s.t. yards.


	to s.t. without proper consideration or defyardan lumber yard. 
	2 

	.
	.

	erence. Giyanuyanu Jang nimug gamit ang yari v [A; a]1 finish off, kill s.o. (slang). Wa akung mga butang, You dare use my this sila makayari sa pangulu sa tulisan, Theywithout permission. Iyanuyanu man Jang didn't manage to get the bandit leader. 2 nang mabaJun nga sapatus ug tamak sa Jaspoil a woman's virtue, abuse sexually. Tulu puk, He wears those expensive shoes any. ka tawu ang miyari sa dalaga, Three persons where, even in the mud. rapedthe maiden. a 1 dead, finished. Yari yanyan a sagging, droopin
	ng
	· 
	yanyan 
	na ang saJug tungud sa kadaghan 

	yapa v [A] lie flat, either on one's stomach usa ka yaruk, You can drink the rum in one or back, with the arms and feet spread out. 
	gulp.

	, ,
	, ,
	, 


	DiJi ku makayapag katuJug kay may bubag yasa = IASA. see ASA. ang akung likud, I can't sleep lying flat on yasmi v [B12) be destroyed, ruined, brought my back because I have a boil on my back. to a low condition (colloquial). Nayasmi
	yapa = yAPU, of females only. ang balay sa bain, The wind destroyed yapak n 1 soil in small pieces. 2 mud or mud the house. Nayasmi siya sa sugal, Gamblingpuddle. MiJunang sa yapak ang babuy, The ruined him. Nagkayasmi ang iyang lawas sa pig wallowed in the mud puddle. v [B; a12] nagkadagban ang iyang anak, Her figure is be, become muddy. Giyapak sa mga babuy goito pot as she has more and more chil
	ng
	ng 
	-

	, '
	, '

	1136 yŁasa-yawa 
	dren. a broken down, ruined. 
	dren. a broken down, ruined. 

	yuyas v 1 [A; b6(1)) slash wide open. Giyasyasan sa kawatan ang akung bag, Thethief slashed my bopen. 2 [B4; cl] for clothito hang loosely. Nagyasyas ang imung karsunis kay way bakus, Your pants loose on you because you don't have a belt. 2a haloosely in tatters. Adurnung patikan nga nagyasyas, Palm leaf decdown. 2b forthe entrails to hang out. a loose, hailoosely. -in-an n place slashed open. 
	ag 
	ng 
	are hangi
	ng 
	ng 
	orations that were hangi
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	yatak v [A; b6(1)) 1 step on s.t. forcefully. 
	Ang muyatak sa alambri maku,yintihan, 
	Ang muyatak sa alambri maku,yintihan, 
	Whoever st�ps on the wire .will be electrocuted. Yataki ang gasulinadur, Step on the gas. 2 kick usually in a forward direction. Yataki ang takup sa pultahan, Kick in the door. 3 violate an agreement, rule. Kapilaka makayatak sa sugu sa Diyus? How many times have you violated God's commandments? 3a violate a woman's honor. 

	yati n yacht. v 1 [A13; ale) ride, bris.t.in a yacht. 2 [a12) make into a yacht. 3[Al2; b(l)) have, obtain a yacht. yatihan a havia yacht. 
	ng 
	ng 

	yati(euphemism for yawa) 1 expression of disgust, annoyance. Yati ning bat-ana uy, Darn, this child is a nuisance. 2 as a pause word when one cannot think of the rightword. Kanang yating, unsingalang ... klats,The, um, what-do-you-call-it, the clutch. -ra 1 expression of disbelief. Yati ra, di giyud na musalirOh,yeah? That will never work. Yati ra! Iya ta kung gisultian, I don't bdieve it. He would have told me. 2 expression of great surprise at s.t. Yati ra. Lima ka libu! No kiddi! Five thousand! 
	l 
	1 
	ng

	yatin teak, a large tree of waste spaces, the value of which is little recognized in Cebu: 
	2 

	Tectona grandis. 
	Tectona grandis. 
	, . , 
	' 


	yatls = V ATl
	f 

	yatut n name given in Leyte to supernatural beis havinearly the same characteristics as the ingkantu's. However, they seem to be more closely associated with illnesses than the ingkantu's. 
	ng
	ng 

	yatyata slow in action, lackienergy and thinkipower. Walay mubulan nimu kay yatyat kaayu ka, Nobody will hire you because you are unenergetic and unintelligent. 
	1 
	ng 
	ng 

	Kayatyat nimu uy! Wa giyud ka makahunabunag pilu sa ngilit arun mulig-un? yOUsure cannot think. It never occurred ·to you to tum the edge over to make it stro? Yatyat nimu a! Tu,kuyugi diays Iyay! Boyare you slow! Eyay is just there waitiforyou! v [B145; b6) be, become slow and 
	Kayatyat nimu uy! Wa giyud ka makahunabunag pilu sa ngilit arun mulig-un? yOUsure cannot think. It never occurred ·to you to tum the edge over to make it stro? Yatyat nimu a! Tu,kuyugi diays Iyay! Boyare you slow! Eyay is just there waitiforyou! v [B145; b6) be, become slow and 
	Kayatyat nimu uy! Wa giyud ka makahunabunag pilu sa ngilit arun mulig-un? yOUsure cannot think. It never occurred ·to you to tum the edge over to make it stro? Yatyat nimu a! Tu,kuyugi diays Iyay! Boyare you slow! Eyay is just there waitiforyou! v [B145; b6) be, become slow and 
	ng
	ng 

	unintelligent. 

	yatyata loose and sagging due to lack of fullness. Yatyat nga unlan, A soft and sging pillow. v 1 [B) get to be soft and sag. Miyatyat ang iyang tutuy human siya manganak, Her breasts started to droop after she had her baby. 2 [B; cl] sag under aweight. Nagyatyat ang atup sa tulda, Theloosely. 2a [a12) it dale loose. Ayawyatyata (iyatyat) ang sanga sa mangga, Do not pull the branch of the mango tree down. 
	2 
	ag 
	gi
	ng
	roof of the tent is saggi
	ng 
	pull s.t. down maki
	ng 
	ng

	yaub v [AB6; c 1] turn s. t. over on its belly, turn over on the belly. Magyaub ang batang matulug, The baby sleeps on its.stomach. Iyaub ang basura, Throw out the garbage (lit. tum the can over). 
	yausa (from ayaw usa) = YUNA. 
	yawa n 1 devil. 2 devilish person. Ag yawa, mudayig nimu sa atubangan unya manglibak sa luyu, The devil praises you to your face but behind your back she stabs you. exclamation (somewhat coarse): expression of anger, annoyance, frustration. Yawa! Pukawun ta aning maayung pagkabinanuk! Hell! I was just sleepinicely, too! litsing -expression of extreme irritation or frus-
	ng 

	,
	tration. Litsing yawa. Imu na pud nang gi
	-

	bali, God damn! y OU broke it again! -ra la expression of strong disbelief. Yawa ra. Di giyud na musalir, Hell! That's not going to work. lb expression of surprise at s.t. found out. Yawa ra! Tinuud ba nga gitiruhan ang Prisidinti? Really! You m:ean they shot the President? 2 in exclamation$ at 
	s.t. surprising. Yawang ninduta ning imungbalay, Siyung! Jesus! What beautiful house you have, Siong! 3 pause word used when one cannot find the right term. Kanang yawang, kuan, unsingalan . . . That damn, what do you call it? v [B1256] be in or caught in a bad situation. Nayawa na ta ani nga nabutdag gasulina nga layu sa istasyunan, We are in for it runniout of gas far from the station. ( ➔) v 1 [bS) castigate severely, get hell. Yawaun (yawaan) ka run naku ug dili mu pasagdan nang makinilya, You will g
	_
	ng 

	s.o. with it). 2a [b4] be possessed of a blindiand uncontrollable fury. Sa iyang kasuku giyawaan siya, He was possessed of a blindi, uncontrollable anger. 3 [AB126] ruin, cause to flop; be ruined. Mga dulun nga muyawa sa tanum, Locusts that utterly 
	ng 
	ng
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	destroy a crop. yawayawa v 1 [B1256) be, become a hell. Nayawayawa ang ilang pagpuyu tungud sa pagkabisyusu sa iyang bana,
	destroy a crop. yawayawa v 1 [B1256) be, become a hell. Nayawayawa ang ilang pagpuyu tungud sa pagkabisyusu sa iyang bana,
	Their home life has become miserable because of the husband's excessive indulgence in vice. 2 [b4) be made devilish. Pari ang magbingilin sa panuway sa tawu nga yawayawaan, A priest exorcises evil spirits from a person's body. kayawayawa v [A13] be somewhat spoiled. Nagkayawayawa ang atung pangaligu kay nakalimtan ang sud-an, 
	Our picnic was kind of spoiled because we forgot the food. yawan-un a devilishly evil, diabolical. Yawan-un nga mga pangbunabuna, Diabolical thoughts. v [B12) be, become diabolical. 
	,

	yawan = AWAYAN. see AWAY. 
	yawas euphemism for YAWA. 
	yawata= IYAWAT. -bangil tinggutum a half a loaf is better than none (lit. s.t. to make do in times of starvation). Naminyu ang dagang guwang ug sugarul. Yawat bangil tinggutum, The old maid married a no.-good. Well, better than nothing. 
	yaway euphemism for Y AWA. yawi = yABI, nl, v. 
	yawi euphemism for YAWA. yawis euphemism for yAWA. 
	yawita= YAWYAW. 
	yawyaw v 1 [A; b3c] talking at length in complaints or scolding. Kun muyawyaw na siya, mabilum ang tanan, When he starts to scold, everybody keeps silent. 2 [A; cl]mumble or mutter words to oneself as in saying a prayer, memorizing a piece, and the like. -an(➔)a given to ranting. 
	yay short for AV AV. 
	yayan nursemaid or servant in charge of carifor a child. v [A; cl) work as a nursemaid. 
	1 
	ng 

	yaya, yaya = TIY A. 
	2

	yaya a 1 sluggish, slow movi. Amung gipapabawa ang mutsatsa namung yaya, We fired our maid. She was too slow. la slow, gentle in speech. Ang sinultiban sa Jlunggu yaya kaayu, People from Iloilo speak in a slow and gentle way. 2 loosely hanging. Yaya na ang imung tutuy, Your breasts are already sagging. Nagsul-ub si Tatay ug yaya nga karsunis, Dad is wearibaggy trousers. v 1 [B;
	ng
	ng 

	·
	·
	cl] be, become slow, not lively. Way kalaki ang bayli kay nagyaya ang urkista, The dance was no good because the orchestra was so slow and uninspired. 2-[B; clP) hang down or around unevenly or loosely. 

	yayay (child talk) n 1 pain, wound. Hain ang yayay mu Bibi? Where does it hurt you, Baby? 2 causing pain. Ayg gunit ana, day, 
	yayay (child talk) n 1 pain, wound. Hain ang yayay mu Bibi? Where does it hurt you, Baby? 2 causing pain. Ayg gunit ana, day, 
	yayay na, Don't touch that, darling. That'll h1,1rt. V (AP; al] give pain, be in pain. Bunalan ta ang nagyayay nimu ha, Bibi? Let's give that guy that hurt you a sound spanki. Nay4yay intawun ang Bibi ku, My poor little darli, you are in pain. 
	ng
	ng


	yayha v 1 (A3; cl) for one side of wearing apparel to be hanging loose. Luag nga blawus nga nagyaybas abaga, A loose blouse, one side of which has slipped off the shoulders. la open s. t. wide with one side hangiloose. Nangyayba ang iyang pitaka, Her 
	yayha v 1 (A3; cl) for one side of wearing apparel to be hanging loose. Luag nga blawus nga nagyaybas abaga, A loose blouse, one side of which has slipped off the shoulders. la open s. t. wide with one side hangiloose. Nangyayba ang iyang pitaka, Her 
	ng 

	I 
	I
	handbag was open. A tung yaybaun (iyayba) 
	ang saku, We will spread the mouth of the sack open. 2 (B6; cl) for solids to spill,pour out of a sack or a similar container. 
	Tabia ang gisi sa saku arun di mayayha ang sulud, Mend the tear of the sack so the contents will not spill out. Y aybaa ( iyayba) ang ginbawaan sa babuy nga aslunun, Take out the entrails from the pig before you roast it. 
	yayu n boy hired to watch a child. 
	yayung v [AC; b6(1)] carry s.t. together. Magkayayung ta ini kay bug-at, We will have to carry this together because it's heavy. -angb(dana= HAYA ANG BULAN. -ug tuig v lA13] for siblings to be born in different dates but in the same year. ( ➔) n a pole to hang a load from when two peo-
	,
	pie carry it. see also TAMBAYAYUNG. 
	yiba a shout of jubilation. Yiba! Magparti diay mi, Hurray! We are goito hold a party. 
	ng 

	yibar = viR BAR. 
	yibu n exclan1ation of joy.
	yilu n ice. v l (B2) be, become ice. Muyilu(m�yilu) ang tubig kun ibutangs prisir, The water will become ice if you put it in. the freezer. 2 [A; a2) make ice. Dali rang muyilu &tung pridyidir, Our refrigerator makes ice fast. 3 [A; b( 1)) put ice on s.t. Nagyilu kus mga isda arun dili muransiyu, I am putting ice on the fish so they won't spoil. litsi kun -n a sweet made of shaved ice mixed with milk and sugar.-v [Al) have, make such a sweet. 
	yilun yellow in color. v [B; a12] be, become yellow. Madugayan muyilu (mayilu) ang papil, After a time the paper will yellow. yiluhun a yellowish. 
	2 

	yilu bil = KAMP ANIL YAi· yipi expression of jubilation. yirba buyna = HIRBUBUYNA. 
	yir bar n year bar, a piece of metal fastened above the right pocket on the uniform of an ROTC trainee, indicating which year a student is. v (A13) use, wear a year bar. 
	yirs-uld ·a well-advanced in years, esp. said of 
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	a sile woman (humorous). Bisag yirs-uld basta maynm, pangasaw-a lang, She may be old, but she's rich, so marry her. v [B12S]be well-advanced in years. Anus-a ka pamagminyu? Unya nag mayirs-uld? When are you going to get married? When you are too far aloin years? 
	a sile woman (humorous). Bisag yirs-uld basta maynm, pangasaw-a lang, She may be old, but she's rich, so marry her. v [B12S]be well-advanced in years. Anus-a ka pamagminyu? Unya nag mayirs-uld? When are you going to get married? When you are too far aloin years? 
	ng
	ng 


	yiru n iron, steel. kaha di· n steel safe. yist n yeast. Ang yist para patubu sa pan, Yeast is a leaveniagent for bread. 
	ng 

	yu short for IYU. 
	yuad a having a protuberant belly and havia lower back curved forward. Kasagaransa mga mabdus yuad, Most pregnant women have big stomachs and a lower back curved forward. v [B; b6] walk with the stomach stickiout forward. 
	ng 
	ng 

	yubit v [AN; ale] look down on, despise with mockery. Ayaw yubita ang kabus, Do not despise the poor. Giyubit ang bungi sa isig niya ka bata, The harelip was teased by his playmates. n derision, words of contempt. -an(➔) a fond of heapiderision. Yubitan kaayu, mu rag way apan, He loves to heap contempt on others as if he were perfect. v [B12S] be, become fond of heaping contempt. ma-un a derisive, full of contempt.
	ng 

	yudipurmu n iodoform, a medicinal powder.
	v [A13; b6] apply iodoform powder. yudkap = YUGKAP. yudu n tincture of iodine. yudupurmu = YUDIPURMU. 
	yudyud v [A; c6] 1 push s.o. down into the dirt repeatedly. Iyudyud ang nawung sa iru sa iyang bugaw, Push the dog's face into his mess. la pull or push s.t. down in general.
	Giyudyud sa bata ang ak.ung buktun pagyangimgu niyag kindi, The child kept pulling on my arm asking for candy. 2 drag s.o. down into a low state. Giyudyud ta sa kakabus tungud sa imung pagkasugarul, We have been dragged into poverty because of your gambli. 
	Giyudyud sa bata ang ak.ung buktun pagyangimgu niyag kindi, The child kept pulling on my arm asking for candy. 2 drag s.o. down into a low state. Giyudyud ta sa kakabus tungud sa imung pagkasugarul, We have been dragged into poverty because of your gambli. 
	ng


	yun yoga. V [A) do yoga. 
	ga 

	yugkap a lifeless, sluggish from poor health, lack of sleep. v [B 1; b6] be, become sluggish. Nagyugkap ku rung adlawa kay nagbilar ku gabii, I'm sleepy today because I was up all night last night. 
	yugkung a tall and stooping. yugkungyugkung v [Bl; cl] walking in a bouncing but strides. 
	stooped way with lo
	ng 

	yugtu n episode, section out of a series of happenings. 1 a chapter in a story, act in a drama. Katapusang yugtu sa sugilambung, The final episode in the novel. 2 episode in one's life. Halandumung yugtu sa kinabuhi, 
	Memorable episodes of one's life. 3 moment that s.t. happens. Sa mga yugtu sa pag-inusara, During the moments of loneliness. v [A; cl] appear, write s.t. in episodes. 
	Memorable episodes of one's life. 3 moment that s.t. happens. Sa mga yugtu sa pag-inusara, During the moments of loneliness. v [A; cl] appear, write s.t. in episodes. 
	yugu n 1 yoke placed over the shoulder of a beast of burden for attaching the harness. 2 problem weighion the shoulders like a yoke. v 1 [A; a12] make into or use a yoke. 2 [A; b6(1)] mount a yoke. 
	ng 

	yugut v [Bl6; b3(1)c5] 1 feelia deep and indescribable sadness (literary). 2 feel angry indignation and resentment. Nagyugut sa pagbahin sa yuta, Was full of resentment at the way the land was divided. Gikayugutniya ang wa k u pagbawus sa sulat, She resented it that I failed to answer the letter. ka-n 1 feeling of extreme sadness (literary).
	ng 

	Tungud sa kayugut sa iyang buut, iyang gibalad ang lawas sa iyang anak nga patay na, 
	Because of the indescribable sorrow that overcame him, he offered up the dead bodyof his son. 2 feeling of angry resentment. mayugt.anun a characterized with resentment and indignation. 
	yugyug v [A; a12] shake back and forth or up and down in short, quick movements. 
	Yugyuga ang duyan arun matulug dayun ang bata, Rock the hammock so that the baby will soon sleep. 
	yuhu an expression of joy. Yu.bu! Hatagan diay tag bunus ni Sir! Yoohoo! We are going to get a bonus from the boss! 
	yuhu n a k.o. long-legged bird. 
	yuhum n 1 = PAHIYUM. see HIYUM. 2 dimple. v [A; cl] = PAHIYUM. ma-un(�) = 
	, ,
	MAPAHIYUMUN. see HIYUM. 
	yuhut v 1 [AB3; cP] go out, in through s.t., cause to do so. Ang pagyubut sa usa ka mabiaybiayung tamihid sa iyang mga ngabil, 
	When a smile of derision formed itself on his lips. Iyubut (ipayubut, payubuta) ang iyang mga pulung sa pikas dalunggan, Let his words go in one ear and out the other. 2 [A; a] go in or out of a place stealthily. Yubut ta sa miting, Let's sneak out of the meeting. 2a do anythisecretly without being observed. Nagyubut siyag kubag kindi sa lamisa, He sneaked a piece of candyfrom the table. 2b [A; c] smuggle. Wa madakpi ang miyubut sa sigarilyu, The fell ow who smuggled the cigarettes in was not caught. yuhu
	ng 

	The wind just blows freely through their dilapidated shack. 2 penetrate through. Di mi makayubutyubut sa kabaknitan, We can not penetrate through the thickets. mag-
	r-


	, . .
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	s in and out. 
	s in and out. 
	(f-) n smuggler, one who sneaks thi
	ng


	yuin n UN acronym for United Nations. yuka n yucca. 
	yukab v 1 [A2; al) drag on a cigarette, cigar, pipe. Yukaba (iyukab) ang abanu arun dili mapalung, Draw in on the cigar so it doesn't go out. 2 [A; b) light a cigarette, cigar, pipe. 
	yukalili = YUKI. yukaliptus n eucalyptus tree. yukaristika n Eucharist. 
	•yukaristiku kunggrisu -n Eucharistic Congress.
	yukayu answer to kingkiri 'who wants what I've got in my hand', expressithat the speaker wants it. 'Kingkiri?' -'Yukayu.n' 'Who wants what I've got in my hand?' 'I want it.' 
	ng 
	-

	yukbu v 1 [A; cl] bow down, bend low. 
	Muyukbu ang taas nga tawu nga musulud sa kupa nga pultaban, A tall man has to bend to enter a low door. 2 [A3; b] recognize s.o.'s power, pay homage. Ang mga tawu sa karaan nagyukbu sa adlaw, People of ancient times bowed down to the sun. Di sila muyukbu sa bukum sa ripiri, They will not submit to the judgment of the referee. 
	Muyukbu ang taas nga tawu nga musulud sa kupa nga pultaban, A tall man has to bend to enter a low door. 2 [A3; b] recognize s.o.'s power, pay homage. Ang mga tawu sa karaan nagyukbu sa adlaw, People of ancient times bowed down to the sun. Di sila muyukbu sa bukum sa ripiri, They will not submit to the judgment of the referee. 
	Langyawng gabum nga giyukbuan sa gagmayng nasud, Foreign power to which small nations submit. 

	y{iki n ukelele. v 1 [A; b(l)] play the ukelele. 2 [A; al2l make a ukelele. 
	yukilili = YUKL 
	yuku a bent way over. Tawu nga yuku na kaayu sa kagulang, A person who is already very much bent with age. v 1 [8; b6] be, become bent. Humay nga nagyuku sa kabinug, Rice bent over in ripeness. 2 [A; c] bend over. Miyuku siya arun pagpunit ug batu, He bent down to pick up a stone. yukuyuku sa buktun n crook of the arm. 
	yukug a havione's back bent forward, as under a heavy load or due to old age. v (8.;
	ng 

	cl) for the upper back to be bent forward. Nayukug siya sa kabug-at sa gipas-an, He was bent over with the load on his shoulders. Nayukug siya pagdinuku sa iyang trababu, She has become stoop-shouldered 
	cl) for the upper back to be bent forward. Nayukug siya sa kabug-at sa gipas-an, He was bent over with the load on his shoulders. Nayukug siya pagdinuku sa iyang trababu, She has become stoop-shouldered 
	cl) for the upper back to be bent forward. Nayukug siya sa kabug-at sa gipas-an, He was bent over with the load on his shoulders. Nayukug siya pagdinuku sa iyang trababu, She has become stoop-shouldered 
	cl) for the upper back to be bent forward. Nayukug siya sa kabug-at sa gipas-an, He was bent over with the load on his shoulders. Nayukug siya pagdinuku sa iyang trababu, She has become stoop-shouldered 
	. 

	from bending over her work too much. 


	yukum n dimple. v [A23) form into a dimple. Muyukum ang iyang aping ug mupabiyum siya, Her face forms a dimple when1
	_
	_
	she smiles. yukman a get dimpled. v [b8) .get to be dimpled. 

	yukyuk v [A; al2) stab and jiggle around. 
	Yukyuka ug maayu arun daling mamatay ang babuy, Stab the pig jigglithe knife around well, so it will die quick. 
	Yukyuka ug maayu arun daling mamatay ang babuy, Stab the pig jigglithe knife around well, so it will die quick. 
	ng 

	yumu a for tiny animals to be weak and sick-ly from overhandling. v [A12; al2] handle an animal until it becomes weak and sickly. Kinsay nagyumu sa pisu nga bimalatyun na? Who has been handlithe chick that it's about to die? 
	· 
	ng 

	yumud a having a frowning, pouting expression on the face from displeasure or aer. v [Al3; b3cl) pout and frown. Nagyumud ang nawung kay naatrasawu ang pagkaun, He's frowning in annoyance because dinner is late. yumuran a having a tendency to frown. 
	ng

	yumudmud v [A; cl) mumble unintelligibly.. Di ku gustung magyumudyumud ang akung mga anak ug kasab-an, I don't want my children to mumble under their breath when they are scolded. 
	yu

	yumyum v [A; a12] give s.o. a loand sensual kiss. Nawung nga way mangarastig yumyum, A face nobody could bear to kiss passionately. -ay(➔) v [C] kiss each other passionately.1. Di siya makigyumyumay ug babayi nga babu ug baba, He doesn't like to engage in passionate kissiwith a woman who has bad breath. 
	ng 
	ng 

	yuna, yuna (from ayaw una) 1 -pa la wait a minute, just a minute. Yuna pa, Rus, ayaw unag lakaw, Just a minute, Rose, don't go yet. lb expression used to change the tack of a conversation. Yuna pa. Anus-a tung pitsaba? Just a minute. On what date did you say it was goito be? 2 expression interruptia speaker to get the word. Yuna! Patiwasa ku arun mabibawu sila sa tinuud, Just a minute! Let me tell it so they will know the truth. 
	ng 
	ng 

	yunanimus n s. t. that has been done with unanimity. Yunanimus ang bukum, It was a unanimous decision. v (8126) be unanimous. 
	yungatyuatv [Al; b(l)) sit about idly1· puffing on a pipe or cigar. 
	ng
	1 

	,
	,
	yungatyunga1= UNGAT-UNGAT. 
	2 

	yungib n large hole in the side of s.t. v 1 [A3; b] dig a cave, tunnel. Miyungib ang mga Hilpun sa bukid,The Japanese dug tunnels in the mountain. la [al2] carry away dirt to form a cave. Nayungib ang kilid sa pangpang pagbaba, A cavity formed in the side of the cliff after the flood. 2 [A13) hole up in a cave. Nagyungib ang kaaway, The enemies are· holed up in a cave. ( 7) = vuNGIB, n. yungit a unable to pronounce consonants clearly. Yungit ang sinultiban sa Insik kay di makaluwas sa iri, The Chinaman st
	• 
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	pronounce r. v [B12) get to be unable to pronounce consonants clearly. 
	pronounce r. v [B12) get to be unable to pronounce consonants clearly. 

	yungki n anvil. Yungki ang dukdukan sa binagang puthaw, Red-hot metals are hammered on the anvil. 
	yungyung v [A; cl] 1 hang loosely down, droop. Muyungyung ang buhuk ug di masudlay, The hair will haloosely down if you don't comb it. Ang mga sanga sa kahuy nagyungyung, The tree branches are haing low. Giyungyung niya ang iyang kalu, He pulled his hat down over his face. 2 lower s. t. on a rope tied at one end. Yungyungig pisi ang tawu sa atabay, Drop the man in the well a rope. 
	ng 
	ng 

	yunik a unique in kind or excellence. Yunikkaayu ning bayhana ug mga idiya, This woman has very unique ideas. 
	nipunni a similar, identical in appearance. 
	yu

	Yunipurmi ug bitsura ang mga balay sa subdibisyun, The houses in the subdivision look exactly alike. n uniform. Utawa ang iyang yunipurmi, Press his uniform. v 1 [C; cl] have uniform looks. 2 [A; c6] wear a uniform. 
	Yunipurmi ug bitsura ang mga balay sa subdibisyun, The houses in the subdivision look exactly alike. n uniform. Utawa ang iyang yunipurmi, Press his uniform. v 1 [C; cl] have uniform looks. 2 [A; c6] wear a uniform. 

	nunu v 1 [A) shake, quiver with obesity. Tiyan nga nagyunuyunu sa katambuk, A stomach shakilike a bowlful of jello. 2 [A13] for steps to be shaky. Tigulang nga nagyunuyunu ang linaktan, An old man taking shaky steps. 
	yu
	yu
	ng 

	nyuna sagging, drooping. v 1 [A; bS] stand on s.t. and bounce up and down on it, bounce s.t. up and down. Ayaw yunyuni ang katri, Don't bounce up and down on the bed. Yunyuna (iyunyun) ang sanga kay iyang kabay-an, Bounce the branch up and 
	yu
	1 

	·
	·
	down because he wants to ride it. 2 [BJ hang down, sag. Nagyunyun ang sanga sa bunga, The branch is bent under the weight of the fruit. 

	yunyunn labor union. libur -= YUNYUN• 
	2
	2

	,
	,
	, .

	yupu = LUPIS. yupu, yupu a docile, tractable. Kining kabayua tun-ig pagkabayu kay yupu kaayu, 
	Learn how to ride on this horse because it is very docile. v [Bl2; b6] be, become doc-ile. Nagkayupu si Kurding human siya makaamgu nga mapalagput siya sa trabahu, 
	Learn how to ride on this horse because it is very docile. v [Bl2; b6] be, become doc-ile. Nagkayupu si Kurding human siya makaamgu nga mapalagput siya sa trabahu, 
	more docile now that she realizes she could be fired from her work. 
	Cording is becomi
	ng 


	pp v [A; a] 1 draw in smoke, air into the mouth. Yupyupag sigi arun di mapalung, Keep dragging on it so it won't go out. 2 suck on s.t. Nagyupyup lang gihapun siyas kumagku, He still sucks his thumb. 3 suck s.o. off. n action of inhali. Usa Jang 
	yu
	yu
	ng

	ka yupyup sa mariwana hubug ka na, One drag on the marijuana ang you'll be dizzy. 
	ka yupyup sa mariwana hubug ka na, One drag on the marijuana ang you'll be dizzy. 
	•anan n s.t. one smokes or draws on. 
	yusa (from ayaw u.sa) = YUNA. 
	yusapi, yusapi n acronym for USAFFE, United States Armed Forces in the Far East (of the postwar period). 
	yusi, yusig n cigarette (word play on sigarilyu -slang). 
	yusyus a loose; clothing not fitting tight or sacks havilittle content. Yusyus ang saku kay gikuhaan man sa sud, The sack is loose because they took some of the content out. v [BN; c 1] 1 be loose or not tightly packed. 
	ng 

	Nayusyus ang iyang sinina kay nidaut na siya, Her dress is loose because she lost weight. 2 for s.t. held up by a garter to slipdown from looseness. 
	yuta n 1 piece of land. Nakapalit siyag yuta d,uul sa syudad, He bought land near the city. la realm, country. Yuta sa mga biganti, Domain of the giants. -sa mga saad Land of Promise (name given to Mindanao). -ng tabunun the Philippines (lit. the land of the brown-skinned race -literary). 2 earth.
	Matuman ang imung pagbuut dinbi sa yuta maingun sa langit, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 3 soil. Tambuk ang yuta sa amung gardin, We have fertile soil in our garden. 4 ground. Nakuyapan siyaug natumba sa yuta, She fainted and fell to the ground. v [A12] obtain, acquire land. ( ➔) v 1 [A 13] farm, cultivate lands. 2 [B 1 
	256] for a question or suggestion to be disregarded and not entertained (as if thrown to the earth). Nayuta ang iyang pangutana kay may kasulti man ang iyang gipangutana, Nobody answered his question because the man he asked was busy talking to s.o. else. -an a landed, having lands. yutan-un a of the earth (as opposed to heavenly). Kita mga tawung yutan-un, We are earthly creatures. ka-an n 1 tracts of lands. 2 nations. mag-r-(➔> n 1 farmer. 2 landowner. yutayu• ta n k.o. snake, the size of an earthworm,
	yutawhan n native land (coined fromyutang natawban). -un, maki-un a patriotic.

	yutik a muddy, slushy. Yutik kaayu ang dalan ug ulan, The path is all muddy on rainy days. v [Bl; a12] be, become muddy or slushy. ka-v [A13] be all slushy. n state or degree of beislushy. Kayutik sa lapuk nga mu rag linugaw, Mud that has the 
	ng 

	·
	·
	slushy consistency of porridge.
	yutum n 1 u-turn. 2 sign prohibitia Uturn. v [A2; c6) make au-turn. 
	ng 
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	yutyuta 1 baggy and wrinkly around the waist. Yutyut kaayu nga karsunis nga dakuug pila ka sukud para niya, A very baggy pair of pants several sizes too big for him. 2 = YATYAT. •un(-) a of a baggy sort. 
	yutyuta 1 baggy and wrinkly around the waist. Yutyut kaayu nga karsunis nga dakuug pila ka sukud para niya, A very baggy pair of pants several sizes too big for him. 2 = YATYAT. •un(-) a of a baggy sort. 
	1 
	2

	yutyut= UT-UT1' 
	2 

	yuyu n 1 yoyo. 2 wristwatch (slang). v 1 [A; a12) play with, make into a yoyo. 2 [A; a) 
	wear, have a. wristwatch (slang). 
	, '\ 
	, '\ 
	'l\

	yuyu = TIYO. 
	, droopi. Yuyu ang abaga sa 
	, droopi. Yuyu ang abaga sa 
	yuyu a saggi
	ng
	ng

	· 

	pildiru, His shoulders are drooping because 
	he is sad after he lost. v [B126; c16] sag, droop. Nayuyu ang baybayan tungud sa kabug-at sa binaybay, The clothesline sagged under the weight of the wash. 

	ADDENDA 
	ab-ab v [B; b6] for a fire to be blazing. Miab-ab (naab-ab) na ang kayu pag-abut sa bumbiru, The fire was already ablaze when the firemen arrived. a chewed up, eroded, festering, blazing. 
	t

	abansadu a be close to the roadway. � sa buling a not showing dirt, masking stains well. Abansadus buling ang kalsunis nga itum, Black pants don't show dirt. v [B2) be, become close to the roadway. Maabansadu ang inyung balay kun padak-an ang kalsada,Your house will be close to the road if theywiden it. 
	abansawu = ABANS.ADU.
	abri -birat v [A; b6] yield to a man under threat (humorous -from the pidgin Japanese for abribi ang bilat used during theJapanese occupation). Abri birat (miabri birat) na lang si Kulasa kay gitiunan mag ribulbir, Colasa surrendered herself because they were pointing a revolver at her. 
	abri -birat v [A; b6] yield to a man under threat (humorous -from the pidgin Japanese for abribi ang bilat used during theJapanese occupation). Abri birat (miabri birat) na lang si Kulasa kay gitiunan mag ribulbir, Colasa surrendered herself because they were pointing a revolver at her. 
	t

	abrisiti, abrisyiti = ABRASITI.
	abung(�) n 2 being in a state where s.t. is likely to happen to one. Ayaw mug pana·way sa kaminyuun kay abung pa mu, Don'tscorn marriage because it won't be long before you, too, will be married. Ang tiguwang abung sa kamatayun, Old folks are in the state where death is likely to overtake them. v [Al 3] for an event to approach. Nag-abung na ang Pasku, Christmas is approaching.abungn the drunken feeling one gets from eating tainted food. v [A123P; a4] get this feeling. Giabung ku human makakaun sa dubuk
	t
	1 
	2 

	the tainted tuna. 
	abut ( Ł) a variety of grain that gives a big 
	t

	,
	yield or k.o. soil that yields well. Abut kaa
	-

	yu ang basakan kay sa kamad-an, Rice paddies yield more than the uplands. pa,(�) n expected delivery date for a mother. Karung simanaba ang paabut sa akung asawa, 
	Our baby is due this week. 
	t abyadur -sa lubi n palm toddy gatherer (humorous).
	adbinturar = ABINTURAR.
	adlaw -gabii doing s.t. all the time. Adlaw gabii ang akung trababu, l work day and night. may -rang -magabii the day will come when the tables will be turned (lit. Łhe day wŁll come ·that will turn to night). 
	t

	Imu kung gidaugdaug kay abi pubri man ku, apan may adlaw rang magabti, You are stepping all over me because I am poor, but the day will come when the tables are turned. -an(➔), hiN-an( ➔) n the share of palm toddy given to the owner of the tree, reckoned as the amount gathered on one particular day of the week. 
	-

	adlibv [A; b6] deliver s.t. extemporaneously without any script, Kinabanglan sa usaka anawunsir nga maayu muadlib, It's necessary for an announcer to be good at adlibbing. Giadliban na lang niya ang lima kaminutus, He just filled in the five minutes 
	1 


	admirar admiradur n admirer. Dagban siyag admiradur kay gwapa man, She has lots of admirers because she is beautiful. adult pur -for adults only (movie). aduptar v 2 [A; a) adopt a f orrr1 of govern-
	• 
	t
	by ad-libbing. 
	· 
	t

	Forms marked with a dagger have already been entered in the main portion of the dictionary, and what is listed here should be studied in conjunction with the main entry. 
	t
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	ment. Kun unsang matanga sa kagambanan ang aduptabun kana mag-agad Lang unya sa plibisitu, It depends on the plebiscite as to what form of government will be adopted. adwana n 2 place where the customs house is located or the port area near the customshouse. Didtus adwana dunggu ang bapur, The ship docked near the customs hoŁse. . Ag lay kan-un sa babuy, Pigs eat anythiand ev-
	t
	ag -lang anything and everythi
	ng
	ng 

	,
	,
	. Ag Zang trababu ang iyang gidat
	erythi
	ng
	-

	ug kanaku, She dumped whatever she had 
	to do on me. 

	agak v 3 [A; a12] guide s.o. in doing things.
	t

	A1usukul kus kasu ug dunay muagak naku, 
	A1usukul kus kasu ug dunay muagak naku, 
	I'll put up a fight in court if I have legal counsel. Agakun tikaw sa pag-atiman sa tanum, I'll show you how to tend the plants. 

	agalun paN-v [A23] for a long-lost thito be found again by its owner or for a sold by its owner to find its way back to him. Nangagawun ang akung singsing nga narimati kay aku ra gihapuy nakamust consider me its master, because after I pawned it and failed to redeem it, I still got it back at the auction. 
	t
	ng
	thing lo
	ng 
	palit sa pagsubasta, My ri
	ng 

	agaw ig-( Ł) ug ikatrayinta idus ug tunga(humorous) one's fiancee (lit. thirty-second and a halfth cousin).
	t

	agay-ayv [B346) for liquid to trickle down very slowly from a source. Nag-agay-ay angtubig sa punuan sa kabuy, The water is tricklivery slowly down the trunk of the tree. n slow trickling of water. -in-n 1 slow trickli!of liquid. 2 water which has trickled out. 
	2 
	ng 
	ng 

	agi (➔) anha mag-it will inevitably be so. Anba giyud ka mag-agi sa latigu kay buyato have to get whipped. You're so naughty. pa-v 2 [A; ab] go over s.t. with an instrument. Paagia kug kadiyut sa akung sinina, Let me just press my dress a second time. Gipaagian ku na ang mga babul nga gisiun, I have already run the tom sheets through the sewing machine. pa-(➔)= PA-, v2. 
	t
	gun ka man, It looks like you 're goi
	ng 

	agpas v S [ c] for medicine to cure an ailment. Dili maagpas (maagpasan) sa binisayaang sakit sa baga, Folk medicine cannot •· cure a lung disease. 
	t

	Łbyadu= AGRABYADU. 
	agwada agwadahan n 1 the pole carried on the shoulder with a can on each end. 2 the cans used to convey water. 3 the place where one fetches water. 4 the families to whom water is delivered by the carrier. 
	t

	agwadu a 2 for dough not to be baked 
	agwadu a 2 for dough not to be baked 
	t

	through. v 2 [B12) come out not baked through. Ang kakulang sa siga mauy nakapaagwadu sa bibingka, The rice cake came out half-cooked because the fire was too low. 

	ahan = KAYHA (dialectal).
	ahan = KAYHA (dialectal).
	t ahaw v la [B12S6] be without, lack. Hala,niay mil arun di ka maabaws igalastus syudad, Here is a thousand pesos so you won't money while you are in the city.
	lack spendi
	ng 

	akadimik n academic supervisor, the second highest official of a public school, next to the superintendent. v [B; cl] be, become an academic supervisor. 
	as a subject in schools. 
	akawunting n accounti
	ng 

	alabadu v 1 [A; cl] clasp the hands on one's breast. Ug mualabadu ang pari, sunud pud, If the priest clasps his hands on his breast, do the same. 2 [Al] say one's final prayers at the point of death. Nag-alabadu na ang his final prayers. alahibi = ALHIBI. 
	bitayun, The doomed man is sayi
	ng 

	alam may (walay) ( ➔) educated (havino education). Lisud ang pangimpliyu ug wa kay alam, You '11 have a hard time findia job if you have no education. 
	t
	ng
	ng 

	alanna v 3 [B12) be alarmed about s.t. Nagkaalarma ang mga tawu sa kabimtang sa concerned about the condition of the nation. 
	t
	nasud, The people are getti
	ng 

	alastar v [B12) for an anchored boat to get loose and drift away. Nagkaalastar na ang imung sakayan, Your boat is getting loose and is drifting away. 
	albumina n albumen. albuminahun a con
	-

	taining albumen. 
	alibanta command to heave s.t. Unu, dus, tris, alibanta! One, two, three, heave! 

	alibayv [A; c] drape s.t. over the shoulders. Alibayan ta kag tualya arun di ka tugnawun, I'll drape a towel over your shoulders so you won't feel cold. 
	2 

	talirdyik 3 having an aversion to s.t. Alirdyik kaayu ku sa bilak, I hate crying. v 3 [B12) be, become averse to s.t. 
	alis get out, scram ( colloquial). Alis diba bi. 
	Akuy naglingkud diba, Get out of my chair. 
	Akuy naglingkud diba, Get out of my chair. 
	alis n wake of a boat. v [A) produce a wake. 
	Mualis ug maayu ang ispidbut ug pakusgan, 
	The speedboat produces high waves in its 
	wake when it runs fast. 
	aliyunyun (from yunyun) n an insect similar to a spider, of light dirty-brown color,havilong spindly legs, so called because it moves its body up and down when it is dis
	ng 
	-
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	turbed. 
	turbed. 

	almahadun = AI.MUHADUN. 
	alpabit n the alphabet. 
	talup v la [ B24] for one's popularity to wane. Mialup na ang bituun ni Susan Rusis, Susan Roces' popularity has waned. 
	alupaup = ALUP-UP. 
	amamaylu = TABILUS. 
	amara v [A; a] brandish a weapon in a fight
	-

	ing stance or in anger. Misibat siya pagkaki
	ing stance or in anger. Misibat siya pagkaki
	ta sa lyang k untra nga nag-ama,a ug pinut,: 
	He got out of there when he saw his enemy 
	wavia sword. 
	ng 


	amatung n large boulder or pile of rocks formed into a boulder found in shallow waters, usually slightly exposed even at high tide. 
	ambak v 2 [A; c] go, climb down. Mihlnay siyag ambak sa kabuy, He climbed out of the tree slowly. 2a go out of a house. Bisaggabii na, muambak gibapun ka? It's already night. Don't tell me you're going out! 2b get, bring off a vehicle. Anbi ra ku dinbi ambak, I'm getting off here. Jambak ra ang akung dala, Take my baggage off. 3 [B6] for the seam between the shoulder and the sleeve to fall below the shoulder line. lpausab nang sinina kay miambak ang tab," sa abagaban, Let them redo that dress because th
	t
	ng 

	t ambas v 2 [AC] for two or more persons or things to arrive at almost the same time. Nag-ambas ug abut ang sulat ug ang tiligrama, The letter and the telegram arrived almost at the same time. 
	tambisiyun n 2 way · of playing mahjowhere one doesn't open as soon as he has mahjong but rather tries to parley his holdings into s.t. that gives a better return. v 2 [AP; b] play one's hand in this way. Mumadyung na ta ku, apan wa lang kay nagambisiyun (nagpaambisiyun) kug syiti paris, · I could have gone mahjo, but I didn't because I was holding out for sevenipairs. 2a [c 1] make it an ambisiyun hand. -ar v = AMBISIYUN, -ol. -adu a ambitious. Ambisiyunadu kaayu ning bataa nga makabuman sa iyang pagt
	ng
	ng
	· 

	ambisy6sa = AMBISYUSU (female). 
	ambrila kat n style of skirt with several triaular pieces flaring to the hem and narrow at the waist, roughly resembling an 
	ng

	umbrella. v 1 [A; cl] niake a dress in this style. 2 [A; c] wear a dress in this style. amimispis = PISPIS. 
	umbrella. v 1 [A; cl] niake a dress in this style. 2 [A; c] wear a dress in this style. amimispis = PISPIS. 
	tamin v 3 [A; a12] admit a wrong or mistake one has done and be held responsible. 
	}(un aminun nlmung tanang nabitabu, maminusminus pa ang imung sintinsiya, If you admit everything,your sentence will be reduced. 4 [A; a] kill (humorous). Akuy muamin anang bingusig nga iru, I'll put an end to that noisy dog. a dead. 
	tamping -in-an n 1 s.t. one must guard. 2 
	·
	·
	genitalia of a virgin (euphemism). 

	tamu maayu pay amu naa pay duha ka daku sa lubut poor as a church mouse (lit. a monkey is better off because at least he has two centavq pieces on his buttocks). 
	amuritis nlovesickness (humorous). v [B126; a4] be affected with 'amoritis'. -un(➔)a lovesick. 
	. 

	AmuyŁ n Amoy Chinese. 
	amuy-amuy v [A; bS] pacify, appease one's anger. Amuy-amuya (amuy-amuyig) kindi ang bata ug magbilak, Appease the child with a piece of candy when it cries. n act 
	, paŁifying. 
	of appeasi
	ng

	amyat a looking down on others and bei
	ng

	, , ' 
	. 

	pretentious. Amyat nang baybaŁa. Dils ma-
	kigbuybuy natu, That womari is stuck up. She won't go around with us. v [B12) be, become stuck up and pretentious. Lagmitang kadatu makaamyat ( makapaamyat) sa usa ka asawa, Usually wealth makes a wife think too highly of herself. -in-v [A; a2]
	·
	·
	behave in a conceited and affected way. 

	ani= ANG (dialectal). 
	tanak n --sa sala, pagpakasala illegitimatechild. -sa pagkaulitawu a man's child bŁ fore his marriage. -sa pagkadalaga a child born to a woman before her marriage. -sa Tawu Jesus ChristŁ -sa Diyus Jesus Christ. 
	-sa sakramintu legitimaŁe child. · 
	• 


	. tandir -grawun a done in secret. Andir-grawun ang mga kalibukan sa mga kaaway natu, Our enemies carried out their activities in secret. v [cl] do s:t. secretly. -wit a underweight. Andi, wit kaayu ning bataa kay niwang, This child is very underweight because he is thin. v [B12; b6]ibe, become 
	. 

	underweight. .. tangal v 2 [A; c] reveai a secret (slang). Muangal.nsiya sa ·pulis kun di natu bf:'binan, He
	underweight. .. tangal v 2 [A; c] reveai a secret (slang). Muangal.nsiya sa ·pulis kun di natu bf:'binan, He
	·i

	· 
	will sing to the police if wt:donotgive him
	·
	··

	;
	a share. 

	.· Łuy -ANHUY. angka v 3a [A23P; b3] change Łne's mind, back out of an .agreement. Di ku muangka. Angsabut, sabut, I will not back out. An 
	t
	· 
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	agreement is an agreement. pa-v [A; a] make s.o. quit or change his mind. n s.t. to make one change his mind. Ingun sa paangka ang ilang gipangayu nga bugay, Theyasked for that bride price just to get him to back out. 
	agreement is an agreement. pa-v [A; a] make s.o. quit or change his mind. n s.t. to make one change his mind. Ingun sa paangka ang ilang gipangayu nga bugay, Theyasked for that bride price just to get him to back out. 

	tanislag -un n a rooster feather coloration of shiny, light gold with streaks of dark brown. 
	tanit n 2 strip of leather attached to the ends of the rubber strips of a slingshot used to cradle the stone. v 2 [A; c] attach the shot. 3 [A; a] shave the head bald. (➔) a shaved bald. 
	sling to the sli
	ng

	tansuy v 2 get sick from getting oneself wet after sexual intercourse. Gikang mugamit di siya mubikap ug tubig kay mabadluk ansuyan, He doesn't go near water after sexualintercourse for fear of getting sick. 
	antldit v [A; c16] antedate, assign an earlier date to a document than the true date. Antiditun (iantidit) lang natu ang aplikasiyun kay ulahi na, Let's put an earlier date on the application because it is too late. 
	antititanus n anti-tetanus injection. 
	tantiyuhus -ug bika v [Al3] miss seeing 
	s.t. too big to be overlooked (lit. wearing glasses made of potsherds). 
	s.t. too big to be overlooked (lit. wearing glasses made of potsherds). 

	antrak, antraks n a big boil without a head, on the breast, the nape of the neck, or at the back. v [A123; bS] have a big boil of this sort. 
	usually growi
	ng 

	tanyil -sa lubut n a patch of blue skin found at the tip of the vertebral column of infants. 
	apartlr a located far from s.w. Apartar kaayu ang amung balay sa mirkadu, Our house is very far from the market. v [B; cl] be, become far from s. w. Apartaba (iapartar) pagtukud ang inyung balay sa karsada,Build your house far from the road ..du =
	•
	•
	APARTAR. 

	tapiktar -du(�) a affected by s.t. Apiktadu kaayu ang mga ginikanan sa mga batangmagbinuang, The parents are very much affected if their children misbehave. v [B12) be affected. Maapiktadu ang tibuuk lawas sa bisan unsang sakit nga atung batiun, The whole body is affected by any sickness one has. 
	tapindiks n 2 appendix of a book. 
	aplikŁun = APLIKASIYUN. 
	, . .
	, . .

	apr1S1r n appraiser.
	apsaydawun kik n upside-down cake. v [A)make upside-down cake. 
	aptudit a au courant, up-to-date on events. Aptudit kaayu ning baybana sa mga tabi, That woman is au courant when it comes to gossip. v [B126) be au courant. 
	apuntar v [A; c] record, list down s.t. Angiskurir mauy miapuntar sa iskur sa nagbaskit, The score-keeper recorded the score of the teams playing basketball. Iapuntar unya kiring ak ung giutang, List down the things Iam gettion credit. 
	apuntar v [A; c] record, list down s.t. Angiskurir mauy miapuntar sa iskur sa nagbaskit, The score-keeper recorded the score of the teams playing basketball. Iapuntar unya kiring ak ung giutang, List down the things Iam gettion credit. 
	ng 

	arangkav [C; b3] eage in a noisy quarrel. 
	2 
	ng

	Gubut kaayug mag-arangka na ang bana ugang iyang abubbuang asawa, All hell breaks loose when the husband and his jealous wife quarrel. 
	.
	.
	" 

	arastar = ALASTAR. 
	•araw-araw paN-a for one's daily and ordinary use (slang). Pang-araw-araw niya ang ilang mutsatsa, ang iyang uyab panagsa raniya dulgi, He has his maid for ordinary, everyday intercourse, and only rarely his fiancee. 
	· 

	tarbul -di = ARBUR DI. arbur di n Arbor Day. 
	aribashout of encouragement to a player or performer. Ariba, Kutya, usa na lang ka puwint, Come on, Cotia, you only need one more point. 
	4 

	Łip si n acronym for the Rehabilitation Finance Corporation, now known as the Development Bank of the Philippines. v [A; al2) make a loan with the R.F.C. 
	tarit n sexual intercourse (sla). pala-a havia great capacity for sexual intercourse. 
	ng 
	ng 

	tariyav Sa [A) for a boat to begin moving away from the wharf. Miariya na ang barku pag-abut namu sa pantalan, The boat had started to move away when we arrived at the wharf. 6 [B4) start to give way, collapse. Miariya ang payag nga nadagbanan sa tawu, The hut was so full of people it started to collapse. 
	1 


	armunida= AIMUNIDA. 
	arsinik n arsenic. v [al2] poison with arsenic . arsupu n word-play on arsubispu (humorous). asam-asam v [AN; b( 1)] 1 dare do s. t. diffi
	arsinik n arsenic. v [al2] poison with arsenic . arsupu n word-play on arsubispu (humorous). asam-asam v [AN; b( 1)] 1 dare do s. t. diffi
	-

	cult, beyond one's capacity to do. Magasam-asam kag pangusina nga di gani ka kamaung muhaling? Do you dare cook when you don't even know how to kindle a fire? 2 dare do s.t. one doesn't have a right to do. 
	Nag-asam-asam man siyag lingkud sa uluhan sa lamisa, di naulawan siya? He had the nerve to sit at the head of the table. So he was put to shame. 
	t asawa uluasawa n commonlaw wife. v [B6; cl) be, become; have a common-law wife. 
	asawaasawa, 

	asayin v 1 [A; a] assign s.o. to a position.Giasayin ku sa paniktikag baki, Iwas assigned to the backwoods. 2 [A; c] assign s.o. work. Wa kuy humwurk nga giasayin, I was 
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	not assigned any homework. -min n 1 assignment to a job. 2 assignment to do work. 
	not assigned any homework. -min n 1 assignment to a job. 2 assignment to do work. 

	asimbuluv [A; cl] assemble a contrivance, machine. Asimbul na ang radiyung ak.ung gipalit kay di ku maantigung muasimbul, I bought an assembled radio because I don't know how to assemble one.
	1 

	asimbulv [AC; cl] assemble together in aplace. Did tu ang parid mag-asimbul sa plasa, The parade assembled in the plaza.
	2 

	tasinda asindiru n 2 owner of salt beds (humorous). asindira = ASINDIRU (female).
	-

	t asirawu -ug buhuk having wiry hair. 
	asirkasu = ASIKASU. 
	tasistir v 3 attend a function, meeting. Asis. tiran (asistiban) ug banda ang ilang kasal, 
	There will be a band in attendance at their wedding.
	There will be a band in attendance at their wedding.

	tatay 4-sa abu the whitest part of the ashes made into lye, used as medicine to treat indigestion. S -sa suka the accumulated dregs of vinegar that f onn into a soft, slippery mass. v [A2] for vinegar to form asoft, slippery mass. Di pa aslum ang suka ug di pa muatay, Vinegar is not sour before it has formed a soft, slippery mass. 
	atitaw v [B3(1)4) for a boil to come to a good, clear head. Tusdika ang butbanan sa bubag ug muatitaw na, Prick the boil when it comes to a well-formed head. a having a sharply defined head. 
	tatras 4 stern, rear of a boat. v [A] la for a boat to back up. tatsa n 2 grade in the seventies (so called because a figure 7 looks like an axe). atsak = ATSAY• 
	-
	, 
	2

	,
	,

	atut= ATUD. awagan = ULAGAN. see ULAG. 
	tawhag n urge to do s.t. Ang awbag nga lawasnun, (Sexual) urges of the body. ay-ar it n a recently introduced variety of rice, the IR-8 miracle rice. 
	baag= BAI.AG. 
	2 

	baagn a small preparation of food for a: gettogether. Ug du.nay baag sa inyu muadtu ku, I'll go to your house when you have a little eating party. paN· v [A2; b6] attend a small eating party. 
	3 

	tbaang, baang ( �) n 1 the mouth opened to eat s.t. Kagamay nga tawu apan dakug baang, Such a small man, but how wide he can open his mouth to eat. 2 mouthful. Usa ra ka baang sa buaya, You are only one mouthful for a crocodile� tbaba daku ug -a talkative, noisy. 
	badiday n loving and tender address for little girls. Gikapuy ang akung badiday? Is mylittle sweetie tired? 
	badiday n loving and tender address for little girls. Gikapuy ang akung badiday? Is mylittle sweetie tired? 
	tbadigard n 2 one's fiance or spouse (humorous).
	tbag n 4 syuldir -shoulder bag. pansing,pantsing -punching b. ubirnayit -over.night b. ayis -ice b. pipar -paperbag. ham-, hand-handb. 
	ag
	ag
	ag
	ag

	bagnul a 1 dull, not sharp. Ang bagnul nga kutsilyu di limpiyu ug pinutlan, A, dull _knife will not make a clean cut. 2 for solids to be hard and compacted, not easily crumbling. Bagnul ang batu ik umparar sa anapug, Stone is harder than lime. 3 for skin to be calloused and tough. v [ B; a] 1 for a blade to become dull. 2 solidify or form into hard lumps. Ang kabugnaw makapabagnul (makabagnul) sa tu.big, Cold will make .water· solidify. 2a for the skin to f onn callouses. -un a lumpy, having hard lumps. v
	tbagting n 2 one of the three significant events in one's life for" which bells are rung: baptism, marriage, death. 
	tbagtuk a 2 having a sour expression on the face. v LB6] 2 wear a heavy �nd sour look. Di ka giyud makasugu nianang bayhana kay mubagtuk dayun ang nawung, You can never ask that girl to do anything because she immediately gets a �asty expression on her face. 
	tbag-u 2 -ng k�ayu, kandila, tubig blessingof the New Fire, Easter Candle, and HolyWater on the night of Holy Saturday. -ng kinabuhi new lease on one's life after it hasbeen spared from an accident or from a serious illness. Magpasalamat ta sa Diyus sa atung bag-ung kinabubi, Let us thank Godfor giving us a new lease on life. 'll 2 -sa kalayu, kandila, tubig [A13; cl] pe�orm the rite of blessing the Holy Water, New Fire and Easter Candles. 3 -sa kinabuhi (A12] give s.o. a new lease on life. -sa utang [A; a
	ag

	bagula poor. Di ku mutuu nga kun bagul kasa sinugdan, bagul ka na lang sa bangtud,. I don't believe that if you start poor, you must always remain poor. 
	2 

	bagurung BAGRUNG. 
	. 

	tbagyu -·sa kinabuhi misfortunes in life (literary). Taliwli sa imung kalipay muburus usahay ang mga bagyu sa kinabubi', Into every life some rain must fall.
	bahu paniN-lb -ng yuta for death to be 
	t
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	near (lit. smell of earth -humorous). Nagpanimabu nang yuta ang kansirun, The cancer patient already smells of the grave. 
	near (lit. smell of earth -humorous). Nagpanimabu nang yuta ang kansirun, The cancer patient already smells of the grave. 

	bait v [Al 3] walk the straight and narrow ). Di na siya muinum. Nagbait na siya, He doesn't drink anymore. He is followithe straight and narrow path. 
	path (sla
	ng
	ng 

	tbakgrawun -ir = BAKGRAWUN, n3, 4, 5. 
	bakhan n backhand slap, backhand stroke in tennis. v [A; a12] strike with a backhand slap or hit with a backhand stroke. Bakbanun ta ka rug magtubagtubag ka, I'll slap you with the back of my hand if you talk back to me. 
	tbaki -in-a 1 sitting squat with the legs crossed. 2 bikini panties. v lA; cl] 1 sit on the ground with crossed legs. 2 wear bikini panties.
	bakig= PAKl. 
	2

	tbakrayid v 2 [A; b6] share in what s.o. else has. Mabi!mu bang mubakrayid kus imung kan-un? May I share your food? 
	baksit n back seat of a bicycle or motorcycle. v [A; cl] ride on the back seat. 
	balala v 1 = BALALA. 2 [A; cl] fail in school. Balaun (ibala) tikaw sa klasi ug di ka magtuun, I'll fail you if you don't study. 3 [A2; b6] fall to the ground with a big thud. Mibala ku sa salug nga sinaw, l fell flat on the slippery floor with a thud. 
	t

	balay -sa lamigas ant hill. tag-call shouted upon reaching the house of a friend to announce one's presence. 
	t

	balbangahan = BALBANGAAN. 
	tbaldusa n 2 k.o. square-shaped white cracker. 
	baliv 7 [A] change goals in basketball at the second half. n exchae of goals. 
	t
	1 
	ng

	balin ballet. v [A; b] dance the ballet. 
	2 

	tbali a 2 -ug igu serves [so-and-so] right. Bali ug igu ang iyang gidangatan kay matinumanun sa gustu, It serves her right what happened to her because she is so headstrong.
	bali balibali n 3 in basketball, bending the upper part of the body far to the back while shootito make it difficult to block the ball. Maayu sa balibali si Bdrun, Baron is good in maki112 shots with his body bentback ward. v lA; c 1 J shoot the ball in this way.
	t
	ng 

	tbalibul v 2 [al2] toss s.t. about as if it were a volleyball. Gibalibul sa mga bugaung ang tubul nga nag-utaw-utaw, The jarbua fish are pokiat the hard stools that are floating in the sea. 
	ng 

	balikturyan n student who failed a grade (word play on balidikturyan and balik 
	-

	humorous).
	humorous).
	tbalisbis paN-an v 2 [A2; b6] for rain to be heavy enough to flow from the eaves. 'Ku
	-

	,
	sug ba ang ulan ?' -'lgu giyung nakapamalisbisan,!' 'Was the rain heavy?' -'It was heavy enough to flow from the eaves.' 
	-

	balista v 3 [A23] for wind or luck to change to an opposite direction. Mibalista ang bangin maung nanimbang na pud sila sa pikas, The wind blew in the opposite direction and so the people moved to the other side of the boat to balance it. Namawi na pud si Pabling. Mibalista na tingali ang iyang dimalas, Pabling is having a winningstreak. Maybe his luck is starting to change.-da = BALISTA, v3. 
	t

	balita walay (Ł) without any knowledge of what is going on or what had happened. Wa 
	t

	lay balita ang bana nga naglaki ang iyang asawa, The husband has no idea that his wife is playing around. 
	ha.lit prop a bullet proof. 
	balun pa-v 3 [A; c] give a pabalun, 4a, 5. n 4 the custom of throwiearth or gravel upon the coffin as soon as it is lowered into the grave as a sign of respect and also so that the soul of the dead person may not come back to haunt those he left behind. 4a soil that is thrown on the coffin in the pabalun ceremonies. S send-off gift for a newly-wed couple consisting of equal contributions from both sets of parents. 
	t
	ng 

	tbalur a dignified, having high prestige. Angpagmaistra balur kaayung pangitaa, Teaching is a prestigious calling. pa-v 2 [A; b7]give dignity to oneself or to one's office. 
	· 
	Magpabalur giyud ang buwis sa k urti, A judge should maintain his dignity in court. di-a carrying respect and high prestige. Dibalur nga tigum. Pulus imbabadur sa mganasud ang mitambung, A high-level meeti, attended by ambassadors of various nations. 
	ng

	baluskad = BALUSKAG. 
	bambuv [A; a12] hit s.o. in the body with a hard blow with a thumping sound. Bambuhun ta kag magtubagtubag ka, I'll giveyou a hard blow on the body if you talk back. 
	2 

	tbana pasi-v [A; a] call s.o. 's attention to, warn. Gipasiban-an (gipasibanaan) k u siyasa dili pagpunay ug kuyug adtung tawbana, 
	I warned her not to go out with that man all the time. 
	tbandun 2 place where a group of people united for a common purpose meet. Ban du Usminya, The place where the f oilowers of Osmeila meet. 
	2 


	addenda 1147 
	tbangdaybangday n 2 children's game of flicking rubber bands by turns wherein one wins a rubber band if it lands lying over the opponent's. v 3 [AC; b) play bangdaybangday.
	tbangbag v 3 [A23; b6) cut into a conversation. Di ka mubangbag ug naay magsulti, panabi, Don't join in a conversation suddenly. Ask permission. a cutting in a conversation even when one doesn't know the topic being talked about. 
	tbangku n toilet (humorous -cf. dipusitu, v 5). Buysit. Humag kaun, diritsus bangku! Darn! As soon as I had finished eating I had to rush to the 'bank'. 
	bangkuru n k.o. small tree of the seashore and thickets with a stinking fruit used medicinally: Morinda citrif olia. 
	tbanting v 2 [A; c) weigh s.o. down with an onerous task, impositions. Lima ka klasi ang gibanting sa usa ka maistru, The teacher was burdened with five classes. 
	t bantuk n land for upland rice as opposed to paddies. humay sa -upland rice. pulis -:a humorous and drecatory allusion to a policeman who is not quite up to standard or k.o. funny-looking. 
	t bantuk n land for upland rice as opposed to paddies. humay sa -upland rice. pulis -:a humorous and drecatory allusion to a policeman who is not quite up to standard or k.o. funny-looking. 
	ep

	tbanwag -in-an n 1 a newly-organized religious sect in Mindanao that patterns its religious practice after those of the Roman Catholic Church. 2 member of this sect. v (81S6] be, become a member of the binan-
	,
	wagan.
	barav [AB) clog s.t. up, be clogged up. May nuug nga mibara sa tubu sa bugasan, A piece of cloth clogged up the drain in the sink. Nabara ang isdang bubi sa akung tutunlan, The live fish stuck in my throat. Magkabara ang trapiku basta magkaalas dusi, Traffic gets clogged up at about twelve o'clock. 
	2 

	tbaran 4b -sa lspiritu Santu n a grievous sin originally committed by an ancestor to be paid subsequently by seven generations. v 2a [bS) suffer from having incurred the wrath of the Holy Spirit. Gibara (gibaraban)sa Jspiritu Santu nang pamilyaba, That familyhas incurred the wrath of the Holy Spirit. 
	1 

	bardse= PART. 
	barit euphemism for BARUT. 
	tbasa v la [b6] say the prayers for a dying person. Gibasaban ang bimalatyun nga nagtinga, Prayers were said for him as he breathed his last. 1 b -ug kumiks [Al 3; b (1)) for a prostitute to be so oblivious of 
	the sex act that she can read the comics 
	while she is being had. Basaban ka lag k umiks anang kapunga, daku na kaayu nag ba
	-

	ngag, That prostitute will hardly feel you (lit. will read the comics on you), she has such a huge hole. 
	tbakit bul n 2 k.o. dance characterized bymovements which suggest the dribbling and shooting of a ball. v 2 [A) dance the basketball dance. 
	batangginyu = BATANGGINY A (male).
	tbatbat v 2 [A; a) follow, traverse along the edges or outskirts. Mibatbat sila sa lapad nga bumayan, They walked-around edges of the wide rice field. Batbata ning· dalana ug muabut ka sa tubud, Follow this foot-pat, and you wilŁ reah the spring.,e· 
	?
	Ł

	tbat1 -I-an n 2a ep1dem1c. May balat,an karun sa Pasil, There's an epidemic in Pasil now. v [Bl] be, become sick. Nagbalatianang inaban, The mother has an illness. 
	•batingting hugut ang -see HUGUT, a5. 
	t batu batubatu n 4 testicles (humorousslang).
	bbayn k.o. dance in which partners embrace each other and swing the upper part of their body sidewisein rhythm with the music. v [AC; cl] dance the baybay.
	ay
	3 
	. 

	bayi kabahayin-an n 2= BAYIN-AN. v [Al2]belong to the group consisting of friends or relatives of the bride. 
	baylarina = BAYLIRINA. see BA YLL 
	bangn k.o. dark-colored hardwood. 
	yu
	1 

	tbibirun v 3 (A13] for a grown person to behave with childlike immaturity and dependence. Unsa, nagbibirun ka pa nga magpatabang ka pa mag pasul-ub sa karsunis? 2 baby that you ask for help in putting on your pants? 
	Are you still 

	t bibu n 1 in a card game of the bridge or whist type, the situation where the players must follow suit. 2 the card lead. v 2 [A; c 
	1) lead with a suit that must be followed or follow suit. Bibuhun (ibibu) giyud sa magburiskas ang iyang baraba ug duna siyayikabibu, The buriskas player follows suit if he can do so. 
	tbigutiln 2 wearing a mustache. Sa una bigutilyu na siya, He used to have a mustache. tbikarbunatu -disusa = BIKARBUNATU. tbilibid n 2 jail. v 2 (8126) be put in jail, imprison. Nabilibid sa sala nga panlugus, Imprisoned for rape. binhurun a women who are not highly esteemed, women left by their husbands, disgraced women, women of ill repute, and the like. Ayawg pangasawag binburun, Don't marry a cheap woman. v [b6] consider a woman cheap. binipuya v [A; cl] concoct medicine from 
	yu 
	·
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	herbs. Binipisyahun (ibinipisya) sa tambalan ang mga sagibunbun, The medicine man concocts medicine from herbs. 
	herbs. Binipisyahun (ibinipisya) sa tambalan ang mga sagibunbun, The medicine man concocts medicine from herbs. 

	bintaa ready-made clothes that are not finely-done. v 2 [cl] be cheaply and poorly made. bintulan expression of mild disappointment or disgust. Bin tul, wa man diay nak u kasirbi ang pultaban, My goodness! I forgot to lock the door. 
	t
	1 
	2 

	binug n 2 quicksand. birianadir a having adopted a haughty, standoffish attitude (colloquial). Basta iksamin birianadir siya kay di man pakupya, He is very different when it comes to exams because he doesn't let you copy. v [ B 126) develop a stand-offish attitude to others.Nabirianadir na siya sukad muasinsu, He has become quite distant since he got his promotion.
	t

	bisn military base. 
	2 

	bisti n s.t. that is typical of a place. Ang kuting ug lamuk mauy bisti sa Sugbu, Bedbugsand mosquitoes are an integral part of Cebu. v [B1256] for s.t. to be typical of a place.
	t

	bitirana = BITIRANU (female).
	bitiranu n 3 widower (humorous). 
	t

	bituun 6 -sa dagat the Blessed Virgin. paN-3 -ang panan-aw v [A2S3P] see stars. Namituun ak ung panan-aw pagkaigu sa akung mata, I saw stars when I was hit in the eyes. 
	t

	bluprint n blueprint. v [A; cl] make a blueprint of s. t. 
	bradi, bradi = BRAD, n1. 
	bu-in-v 2 [A13] misfunction. Nagbinuang na sad ning awtuba da. Dili na sadmuandar, This car is acting up again. It won't start. 
	t
	ang 

	bugalu n bugaloo dance. v [A] dance the bugaloo.
	bugas n 2a Ł bugtung a small boil without a head. v 2a [a4] have a small boil without a head. Gibugas bugtung ku, I have a small boil without a head. 
	t

	bugtik v 1 [B; a] for containers to stretch, too full. Mubugtik ( mabugtik) ang iyang pitaka kun tingsuwildu, His wallet bulges on payday. Bugtika pa'{sulud ang saku, Fill the 
	t
	bulge, and become tight from bei
	ng 

	bugu= BUGUN, nl, v. 
	3 

	ooak n 2 reclaimed area in Cebu City, so called from the spewing of mud duridredging.
	t
	gw
	ng

	oohat n 4a the Acts of the Apostles, one of 
	t

	the four Gospels.
	the four Gospels.
	buhia 2 -nga bakak obvious lie. -ug bakak obvious liar. Wa_y mupiyal sa mga tawung buhi ug bakak, No one believes an obvious liar. 
	t
	1 

	buing euphemism for buang, used as an endearicurse and not particularly as an insult. Kabuing nimu uy! Gipabulat ku nimug maayu, You sure made me wait, youhandsome S.O.B., you!
	ng 

	bukadu= ABUKADU. 
	? 

	bukaka v3 [A;cl] open s.t. up. Kinsay nagbukaka sa putus? Who opened the package up? 4 [B12; b6] be, become a tattler, talking too much. Nabukaka siya tungud sa pagpanumbalay, She became a gossip because she liked to go visiting. 
	t

	oolaktay n k.o. scaly fish with a silvery body, 2" in diameter and 3" long, found in brackish waters of bays. 
	bulasa, bulasa = LAMUDLAW. 
	bu.lis wala ma-[so-and-so] did not tail to happen, just as was expected. Giingnan ta kag musaka ka dinba, mabulug ka. Da, wa mabulis ag akung sulti, I told you you'd fall if you climbed up there. There, now you fell. 
	bulitlit v [A; a] make a small opening wide, push the sides apart with both hands. Akuy mibulitlit sa gamayng lungag sa bungbung, 
	I was the one who widened the small open
	-

	,
	iin the wall. Akung bulitlitan ang imung 
	ng 

	bubuk ug wa bay kutu, I'll go through your
	hair to see if there are any lice. 
	bupalu n buffalo. 
	burun mangga -salted green, sliced or shredded maoes. 
	t
	1 
	ng

	burumbu t = ALUNDRIS. 
	2

	busa nuba n bossa nova song, dance. v 1 [A]dance the bossa nova. 2 [cl] do the music in bossa nova time. 
	busting a show off, braggart (slang). Bustingkaayu siya, pakitakita dayun sa iyang bagung rilu, He is such a show-off displayinghis new wristwatch for everybody to see. v [B12) become a show-off, braggart (slang). 
	butakn in movie houses, the section at the back of the orchestra. 
	32 


	butangV Sa butangi [butangi] exclamation indicating that a taunt is so apt there is no answer possible (lit. hit him where it hurts). 'Primirang tibik ug mangayu lag sabaw nga dili mupalit ug unud.!' -'B/Jtangi,!' 'What a tightwad! He asks for gravy but won't buythe meat it's supposed to go with.' -'·OK, you win (I can't answer that).' 
	t
	l 

	addenda 1149 
	tbutar v 2 [A2; b6] favor or give one's ap-proval to s.o. or s.t. Mubutar ku kun duktura imung pangasaw-un, I would approve if you married a doctor. Dili sad ku makabutar anang idiya nga muwilga ta, I would not favor the idea that we go on strike. 
	.

	butikin n small drugstore. v [A; a] make a space into a small drugstore. 
	butikul n 1 pockmarks (humorous). 2 person with pockmarks (humorous). -un a having pockmarks (humorous). 
	tbutu paN-v la [A2) develop skin eruptions. Namutu ang akung liug, I developed skin eruptions. n eruptions of the skin caused by tuberculosis of the skin. 
	bnan black beret made of felt. v [A; b6)
	uy
	2 

	wear a beret. 
	wear a beret. 

	bwaybuway = BURAYBURAY. 
	bwisit, bwisit = BUYSIT. 
	tahi n 2a katapusang -2a1 last trip to the cemetery. 2a2 last chance to getmarried. v [B1256] marry at the last chance.
	by
	. 

	Bisag makatapusang byahi basta prantsit, uki, Even if it is the last trip, it is all right, as long as I get a good seat. (I.e. never mind if I marry late so long as it is agood catch.) tuda -aligri a flirtatious widow. Nagpalami uruy ang byuda aligri, Humph! The merry widow seems to be having fun. v [B1
	by

	3] be, become a flirtatious widow. 
	3] be, become a flirtatious widow. 

	tdagat paN·an( ➔) n 1 fishing boat. 2 fishinggrounds. v [a12) be made into a fishingboat or fishing ground.
	tdaghan v 2 [b8] put more than enough of 
	s.t. Nadagbanan ra sa asin ang ak ung· linatan, I put too much salt into my stew. 
	s.t. Nadagbanan ra sa asin ang ak ung· linatan, I put too much salt into my stew. 

	Daguhuy the leader of an anti-Spanish revolt in Bohol. kaliwat ni -people from Bohol. 
	tdagungdung a 1 heavy with fruit. 2 overcast. v [B; b6] 2 for the sky to be overcast.Nagkadagungdung ang panahun. Muulan tingali, It is getting overcast. It will probably 
	•
	•
	rain. 

	t dagway n 4= BAYHUN, n4. 
	dahuluy v [A23] for food to slide smoothly down the throat. Ang landang mudahuluylang inigtuu,, The buri starch sweet just slides down·the throat. dakang v [A; a] 1 = DAKUL. 2 hammer · s.t. down hardŁ Dakngun ku ang mga lansang ngananglabaw, I'll hammer down the nails 
	dahuluy v [A23] for food to slide smoothly down the throat. Ang landang mudahuluylang inigtuu,, The buri starch sweet just slides down·the throat. dakang v [A; a] 1 = DAKUL. 2 hammer · s.t. down hardŁ Dakngun ku ang mga lansang ngananglabaw, I'll hammer down the nails 
	· 
	that· are protruding. n s. t. used to · rap or 
	hammer s. Ł 
	t dakdak -an(➔) n -an ug Sabadu a face that is so flat it looks like the stone they pound their wash on on Saturdays. v [Bl.25) for a face to become flat. 
	dakug = PAKUG. 
	tdalaga (➔) v [A13] for a widow to primp herself up. Gustu na pud tingaling magminyu pag-usab ang byuda kay nagdalaga man, 
	The widow must want to get married again 
	because she is primping herself up. 
	t dalagan dandagan v [A2) 1 for money to· grow. Mudagandagan ang kwarta -ug inigusyu� Money will grow if you invest it in business. 2 not be used up for a certain period. 
	ag

	Maayu kay nakadagandagan ang amung bugas hangtud sa katapusan sa buwan, It's a good thing our rice lasted until the end of the month. 
	dalimasu (from pasu) n an insect about 1" by 3/4" in diameter, covered with green, kinky, hair-like growths, found on the underside of coconut leaves. They produce an itchy, burning sensation and affect fowl that consume them with extreme debility. 
	dalipasu (from pasu) n a k.o. skin protrusion like a pasu, n 1, in appearance, having a clear liquid content, caused by the bite of a mite found in loose, powdery soil. 
	dalipsut = DALIPSU. 
	damagana careless in doing one's work. Di 
	3 

	giyud magkadimau ning iyang buhat kay damagan kaayu, Her work is always a messbecause she is so careless .. v [B125) be careless in doing s.t. 
	· 

	tdamika, damika v 2 [A; b6) sit flat on the floor, usually with the legs crossed at the 
	·
	ankles. Gidamikaan nila ang bugaw nga sa
	.

	lug, They sat sprawled on the dirty floor. 
	damun = KAN.AMO (dialectal). see KAMI. 
	t danv 2 be unaware of what is going on round about one. Nagdanag lang ang bana sa dautang libuk sa iyang asawa, The husband is unaware of the terrible things his 
	ag 


	. wife is doing. tdanggit -in-n 2 position in sexual intercourse where the partners both Ii� on their sides and the man faces the woman's back. v 2 [A; a] do it in this position. · tdlak v 3 [B3(1)6) be lying flat .on the ground. Gianay ang trusu nga nagdaplak sa yuta, The log that is lying flat on the ground has gotten infested with termites. Nadaplakang batang nadugmu sa balas, The child stumbled and fell flat on the sand. dli, dli v [A; c] put, set aside. Midaplisiya sa iyang bulubatun pag-abut namu, Sh
	ap
	ap
	ap
	· 
	ap

	11S0 addenda 
	doing. Mipadaplin siya sa iyang gibasa ugnamati sa tabi, She put aside what she was reading and listened to gossip. 
	doing. Mipadaplin siya sa iyang gibasa ugnamati sa tabi, She put aside what she was reading and listened to gossip. 

	dipul bn duffel bag. 11 [cl] place in a duffel bag. Dapulbaga (idapul bag) ang tanang bulingun, Put all the soiled clothes in a duffel bag.
	ag 

	tdaru n 2 plowed field. daruhan n 2 animal used for plowing. 
	f•tsun n dachshund.
	datusakit ug, sa -n TB (from the notion that one who has TB should have a total rest).
	datusakit ug, sa -n TB (from the notion that one who has TB should have a total rest).
	1 


	datun k.o. crudely distilled medicinal liquor of local make. 
	3 

	dawa 11 [B46; b6] for the blood in a dish of dugudugu to curdle. 
	dawungdung a, vl, 2 = DAGUNGDUNG. 3 = DA YUNGYUNG. 
	tdayun -in-n 3 continuous in one piece. Dinayun ang karsunis ug kamisadintru, Theshirt and the trousers are sewn together. din word used to call pigs. 11 [A; cl] call a 
	2 

	ig by saying di, di, di. didi= Di. dibisiyun n 1a school division. -syupiri& 
	Ł
	2 

	tindint n Division Superintendent ofSchools. 
	tindint n Division Superintendent ofSchools. 

	diditi n DDT. didtllt = DIDTU.dfk = oi
	2
	• 

	dikyam = KYAMUY. 
	dimadu, dirnasyawu = MASYADU. 
	uy

	tdipirinsiya -du(�) a defective. Dipirinsiyadu siyag matris, She has a defective uterus. v [B126) develop a defect. 
	diprisyun n depression of atmospheric pressure. May diprisyun kunu kay may bagyu, They say that there's a depression because there is a storm coming. 
	tdiskarga v lb [A; b(l)] defecate or urinate (colloquial). Mudiskarga usa ta dinbi kay way mga tawu, Let's urinate here because there is no one around. 
	diskutsu = BISKUTSU. 
	tdispatsar v S [A; al 2] tell s.o. off, say s.t. curtly to s.o. Dispatsabun ka lag ingun nga wa kay kwalipikasiyun, They will just tell you curtly that you are not qualified. 
	tdispatsu n errand boy. v [B126; a12] be an errand boy. 
	tdispuwis 2 therefore, so. Miingun ka nagdamgu ka, dispuwis natulug ka, yOU said you were dreaming, so you must have been sleeping.
	tdistansiya v 2 [A23; a] given an opponent an advantage of a certain distance in a race. Mudistansiya ka niyag lima ka dupa? Willyou give him an advantage of five lengths? 
	distinar v [A; c] 1 assign s.o. s.w. for a job. 
	distinar v [A; c] 1 assign s.o. s.w. for a job. 
	Supirintindinti mauy nagdistinar nak u dinbis is/a, The superintendent assigned me to this island. 2 be destined to a certain fate. Gidisti!nar ku sa pag-antus, l was destined to suffer. 
	distribyutnr n distributor of an engine. 
	distrungkar = ISTRUNGKAR. 
	tdistsards urmrabuL dis-unurabul -honorable, dishonorable discharge. v [A; c] give an honorable, dishonorable discharge. 
	dramstik n ice-cream cone shaped like a
	drumstick. 
	dridyir n dredger, for clearing out or deepening channels, harbors. v [A; b6] dredge out. 
	drisiv [A; b6( 1)] dress a wound or sore. n dressing for a wound. 
	ng 

	duak = DUKA. 
	tdua v 2 [B] rot or wear down from exposure to the elements. Bisan ang dagkung batu muduas sa kadugayan, Even large rocks wear out with time. 
	dugsaw = DUGSAK. 
	tduha v 2 [b(l)] do s.t. with both hands. 
	Bug-at na. Kinabanglan duhaan nimu pagaswat, It's so heavy you have to lift it with both hands. 
	tduka v 2 [B14S6] for light to flicker or to burn unsteadily. Nagduka ang lamparilya kay wa na nay gas, The lamplight is flickering. It must be out of kerosene. tdulurusa -ug nawung, panagway a having a sad look on the face. Dulurusag dagway kay gibulagan sa tratu, She has a sad look because her boy friend left her. 

	dulyan2= DURVAN. umika = DAMIKA. 
	1

	dungug dungganun a 2 having the reputation of being a vampire (unglu). Dungganunkaayu nang pamilyaba, The people in that family are reputed to be vampires. v [B12 
	dungug dungganun a 2 having the reputation of being a vampire (unglu). Dungganunkaayu nang pamilyaba, The people in that family are reputed to be vampires. v [B12 
	6) get to be reputed to be a vampire.

	dyin 1 an American soldier during World War II. 2 a six-by-six lorry. 3 acronym for galvanized iron. 
	ay 

	dyu term of address to American men (from the WW II appelation of American Gl's). Mani, dyu, Give me money, Joe. 
	tgabii gabiigabhii:ma exactly last night. 
	tgabii gabiigabhii:ma exactly last night. 
	ng 

	Gabiing gabbiuna mukras ang ayruplanu, 
	The plane crashed just last night. 

	gabin a dependent that is an encumbrance. Makalakaw k u bis an asa k ay wa k uy gabing, lcan go out anywhere because thereis no one I have to stay home for. 
	ng
	2 

	gibing = GABLING. 
	addenda 1151 
	Artifact
	gai short for tagai. see •TA.GA. 
	Łagaka= BAKABAKA. see BAKA. galinggaling n 2 k.o. cicada that makes noise in the late afternoon. 
	gangstir n gangster. v [Bl6; b6] be, becoŁ a gangster. 
	tgangu v 2 [AB; a] for a small or slender object joined to s.t. else or a continuation of 
	s.t. to break off, get detached; cause it to do so. Migangu ang tiil sa lamisa, The leg of the table broke off. Wa siya makagangu sa sanga, He was not able to break the branch 
	s.t. to break off, get detached; cause it to do so. Migangu ang tiil sa lamisa, The leg of the table broke off. Wa siya makagangu sa sanga, He was not able to break the branch 
	off. 

	garantisar v [A] give assurance that s.t. is as asserted. Garantisaran ta kang mulampus ning bataa, I can guarantee you that this boy will succeed. 
	gardim = GA.DIM. 
	gardimit = GADIMIT. 
	garis n 1 k. o. itchy skin disease caused by a mite, usually spreadiover large areas of the body. 2 very light scratches, as one would get from brushiagainst s.t. v 1 [A 123P; a4] get this skin disease. Garisun giyud ka ug magsigi kag taak sa lapuk, You'll in the mud. 2 [B126; b8] be lightly scratched. -un a havithis skin ailment. 
	ng 
	ng 
	get scabies if you keep wadi
	ng 
	ng 

	•gats may -have the guts to do sŁ t. May gats ka ug makawan tu tri kas Wayt Guld, You have got to have guts to steal s. t. at the White Gold. 
	gay n intimate nickname among young men (colloquial). Muuban ka namug panuruy, gay? Won't you go out with us, buddy? 
	dlaw = GINLAW. 
	f

	gf lis (➔) v [A] for palm leaflets to separate. 
	gf lis (➔) v [A] for palm leaflets to separate. 
	Sa di pa makagilis ang lubi, piligru sa mga mananap, Before the leaflets of the coconut palm frond break apart, the plants are in daer of beieaten by harmful insects. 
	ng
	ng 


	gil iskawut n girl scout. v [B126; b6] be, become a girl scout. giniya n guinea fowl. 
	gfwaw v [B; b6] start to appear or come out from behind a hidiplace. Migiwaw na ang adlaw sa pagmata naku, The sun had started to appear when I woke up. Di pa makagiwaw ang turuk sa pugas humay sa duha ka adlaw, In two days the rice sprouts still won't have come out. n s.t. that has started to appear. 
	ng 

	t graba v [bS] pave with gravel. 
	tgradu n 5 degree of a fever. 
	tgratis -' 1t· amun = · GU'ns· ' 
	grayin n k.o. dance characterized by grinding action. v [Al do the grind. 
	tgulang ma-<➔) 3a -sa hatag, pangayu so 
	Artifact
	cheap it is practically bei1given away, beiasked for for nothing. Kanang imung hangyu maguwang lang sa pangayu, yOU're offering so little, you might as well just ask me to give it to you. 
	cheap it is practically bei1given away, beiasked for for nothing. Kanang imung hangyu maguwang lang sa pangayu, yOU're offering so little, you might as well just ask me to give it to you. 
	ng 
	ng 

	gus n gauze.
	gutia small. Ang mga guti kaayung mga sigay maayung isungka, The small cowries are good to play sungka with. v [B; b6] be, become small in amount, size. Muguti (maguti) ang inyung kapital ug sigihag utang, to run out of capital if you . keep extending credit. guwing istrit v [B146] go straight, follow the straight and narrow. Kaniadtu gibuguybuguyan· niya ang pag-iskuyla, karun nagguwing istrit na siya, He used to fool around with his studies, but now he is serious. a following the straight and narrow. 
	2 
	You're goi
	ng 

	habir sak n knapsack. 
	thagkut -ug kamut light-fingered. Ayaw isayasaya ang imung kwarta kay bagkut ra bag kamut artg mga mutsatsa din hi, Don't leave your money around because the maids around here are light-fingered. 
	haha v [A; b6] clean s.t. in water by swish-· 
	,
	ing it around. Aku nang gibabaan ang mga pinikas nga isda, l swished the split fish around in the sea to clean them. 
	bakut (➔)v [Al] for a boil to accumulate pus. Mag-ugnap ang hubag nga magbakut ug nana, A boil develops a throbbing pain when it begins to accumulate pus. 
	2 

	halag = HALAGHAG. 
	balahala n the halahala, a k.o. dance. v [A]do the halahala. haliya n jelly, jam. v [Al; a2) make a fruit jelly.
	haltir n women's upper garment designed like a halter. v [A; cl) make into this sort of garment.
	hambu = HAMBUK. 
	hamilsinga healthy, growing well. Hamilsing ang mga tanum sa walug, The plants in the valley are healthy. Hamilsing ang bata nga pinainum ug gatas, A child who � fed with milk is healthy. v [B] be, become healthy.
	2 

	harnuy = HAMLUY. 
	hantir a sharpshooter .. Hantir kaayu siya. Ma-kaigu ug langgam nga maglupad, He is a good shot. He can fell a bird on the wing. 
	2 

	hapaag v lA; bS) playfully jump on s.o. Natumba ming duba kay mibapaag man siya naku nga wala ku kabantay, We both fell to the ground because he jumped on me when I wasn't looki. 
	ng
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	thapmit a 2 for a mixture of solids and liquids to be smooth and stiff. v [B; al2] be, become smooth and thick. Muhapnut ang sikwati ug ayuhun ug kusukusu, Chocolate becomes smooth and thick if it is well stirred. 
	hapsak n hopsacking, a k.o. rough, loosely woven fabric used for clothing. v [A13] wear!s. t. of hopsacking. 
	haras V [A; a] harass. Pulis ang nagharas sa mga pumipili, The police harassed the voters. 
	hard libur n sentence to hard labor in prison. 
	thaum v 1 [A23] apply aptly. Pangartiyu sa balak sa ininglis nga muhaum sa pamalak nga binisaya, Techniques in writing English poetry that are applicable as well to Visayan poetry. 
	hawung v 1 [A; a123] rekindle s.t. smouldering to produce a flame. Hawnga tung kayu kay maglung-ag na ta, Rekindle the fire because we are going to cook rice now. 2 encourage s.o. 's burning interest or desire of s.t.Ang iyang pag-apil-apil sa drama nakabawung sa iyang tinguba nga maartista, Her parts in small plays fanned her interest in becoming an actress. 
	· 

	hibul v [AN; b6] dress a chicken. Akung bibulan ang manuk nga imung gnhaw, I'll dre�s the chicken that you killed. 
	hidlayin n headlines of a newspaper. v [B126; c1I be in the headlines of a newspaper.Nabidlayin ang kamatayun ni Kinidi, President Kennedy's death was in the headlines. 
	hikawn bracelet. 
	3 

	hikug n suicide. 
	t

	hinhina women refined and delicate in manners (colloquial). pa-v [Al] behave gently and refinely. Bagis kaayu nang bayhana apan magpahinbin dayun igpamisita sa iyang tratu, She's a rough· sort of woman, but when her boy friend calls on her, she is ever so delicate. 
	2 

	thitak hitakhitak v [Al3; b(l)) play around in the mud, jumping around in it or walking back and forth in it. 
	hitsu v 2 [a] do s. t to completion, to the finish. Hitsua ang usa ka buhat usa ka magsugud ug laing bulubatun, Finish one piece of work before you start s.t. else. Wa pa ku niya hitsui ug bayad, He has not paid me in full. 
	t

	hiya (�) 2 [B146) be gr.owing, produced in abundance. Baratu ang mangga karun kaynagbiya pagbunga, Mangoes are cheap because they are fruiting in vast quantities. 
	t

	thubag v 2a -ang pusud v [B4; b6] become pregnant (humorous). 
	huba.mubas a money coming and going at irregular intervals. Hubashubas ning panapi sa sugarul, For gamblers, money comes and goes at irregular intervals; v [A3] for money to come and go at irregular intervals. 
	huba.mubas a money coming and going at irregular intervals. Hubashubas ning panapi sa sugarul, For gamblers, money comes and goes at irregular intervals; v [A3] for money to come and go at irregular intervals. 
	hulam v 3 [A; b5] develop uncultivated land belonging to s.o. else and cultivate it without sharing with the owner. Hulamun (hulaman) naku ang imung lasang ug napulu ka tuig, I'll clear your forest and cultivate it for ten years without sharing. 
	t

	thulat v 4 [c6] set s.t. aside to have it in readiness for an event or suitable occasion. 
	Ayawg ibaligya! Ihulat ug maayung prisyu!
	Don't sell it! Keep it in readiness until you 
	can get a good price for it. 
	hulbut sinaw n sexual intercourse (humorous allusion -word play on English 'All boats are in the sea now' -lit. pull it out, it's glistening). Hu/but sinaw sa buntag? Doing 'it' in the morning? v [CJ do the bulbut sinaw. 
	hulstir n holster. v [A; b6] use a holster, put in a holster. 
	hulughulug = BUBUAY. see BUBU. thulungfhung v [a12] be rumored. Gibulungibung nga makadawat kitag bunus, 
	t

	There's a rumor going around that we're 
	going to get a bonus. 

	humal n a laborer!who does odd, heavy manual work. v [B6; b6] do heavy, odd jobs. Di ku maghurnal sa piyir kay bug-at kaayu ang pangalsahun, I can't be a laborer at the pier because they make you carry terribly heavy things. pa-v [A; b6] hire s.o. to do heavy labor. 
	· 

	huswav [A2; b6] leave the bed undone after waking up. Kining mga bataa mu rag mga umang. Muhuswa Zang sa ilang higdaanan inigmata, These children are like hermit crabs. They leave their beds undone when they get up.
	huswav [A2; b6] leave the bed undone after waking up. Kining mga bataa mu rag mga umang. Muhuswa Zang sa ilang higdaanan inigmata, These children are like hermit crabs. They leave their beds undone when they get up.
	2 


	hutuyn a reddish swelling on the skin due to a burn or disease, soft with water beneath. v [B2S3(1); b4] get this sort of swelling.Mihutuy ang iyang buktun nga nayab-an sa init tubig, She developed a big red blister on her arm when she spilled hot water on it. 
	2 

	thuwis -diprimir istansiya n judge in the Court of First Instance. 
	igurut 2 euphemism for ignuranti. ihv lb(l)] give s.o. a count to three to 
	t
	t
	ap 

	getgoing.Iphan ta ka kay bunalan ta kag di ka mulibuk, I'll count three. If you don't move, I'll whip you. 
	getgoing.Iphan ta ka kay bunalan ta kag di ka mulibuk, I'll count three. If you don't move, I'll whip you. 

	tihi n 2 liquid excretion of some worms and millepedes. Ang ihi sa labud makapasu ku
	-
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	nu, They say millepede excretions burn the 
	nu, They say millepede excretions burn the 
	skin.

	•ikman tigulang -a a very old person. 
	tikstra bagids n third party when there is acouple (humorous). v (B126] be a third party. Ayawg uban kay maikstra bagids ka, Don't come with us because two is a companyi three is a crowd. -lards n extra large size. 
	tnav 4a dBi, wala -[A23) not mind, takeinto consideration as s. t. worth noting. Trabahanti nga wala muilag ulag init paghuman sa taytayan, Workers that didn't mind the rain and heat in building the bridge. 
	l 

	ilidyitimit n illegitimate child. v (B1256] bean illegitimate child.t iligal -pusisiyun n illegal possession of firearms. v ( B 12S6] be booked for illegal 
	.
	.
	possession.

	ilik v (A; ct] elect or vote for s.o. for a position in school Nag-ilik mig mga upisyal sa amung klasi, We elected our class officers. 
	timbalsamar imbalsamadu n embalmed.impirmu n ill or wounded soldier. v (A; cl] for a soldier to be admitted to the infirmary. lmpirmuhun (iimpirmu) ang sundalung magdaut, Sick soldiers are admitted to the infirmary.
	-

	impiyirmu = IMPIRMU.
	inday= AMBUT (dialectal).
	2 

	indibag a in the bag, very certain that s.t. will come out as one wishes (colloquial). lndibag na ang imung kadaugan kay gipamalit man nimu ang mga butanti, Your election is in the bag because you bought lots of votes. v (B 126] be, become in the bag. anengine in a ship. v (Bl; cl] work as an engine oiler. Ingk n acronym for Iglisya ni Kristu. ingkargu v (A;cl) order s.t. by list. Nag-ingkargu na kug mga dapat sa balay, I have ordered the things we need to build the house. Inglis -ispiking n one who use
	inggrasadur n one in charge of lubricati
	ng 
	t
	1 
	t

	examination. -himurids n internal hemorrhage. 
	examination. -himurids n internal hemorrhage. 
	intrahinus n intravenous feedior injection. v (A; al] give an intravenous injection. 
	ng 

	. . .
	t

	'dintra an 6 h 1ng-1n o an accompany-
	t e comfing instrument. Sayup ang imung intrada. Nag-una ka ra sa tayming, You didn't come in right. You were ahead of the beat. 
	ip-is n surplus navy ships used for inter-island shipping (so called from the legend FSpainted on the sides). 
	iri = KIRI (dialectal).
	irpap n hair style of the early Twenties where the hair was tied into a knot in the back and puffed around the ears. 
	tisda-sa insik groupers (lapulapu),so calledbecause Chinese are fond of buying this fish. -sa mintiryu k.o. large, fleshy catfish (tambangungu) which in folk belief is said to be the body of a corpse turned into a fish by magic powers. 
	isin 2 metal bar or rod formed into a letter 
	3
	s, usually hooked on to a horizontal bar 
	and used for hanging objects. 
	iskramscram, get out of here. 
	2
	Łiktur = INSPIKTUR.
	t ispiritu n 3 walay -lifeless, without spirit. 
	Walay ispiritung ikasulti, A person who 
	doesn't react when one talks to him. 
	tispisyal -minsiyun having especial men· publicity for s.t. v [B126; al] get publicly mentioned. Naulaw siya nga naispisyal minsiyun ang iyang pagkaismaglir, He was embarrassed to hear his namementioned in connection with smuggling. 
	tion, getti
	ng 

	isplitv [A; cl] split a class or political party. Ang way pagsinabtanay mauy nakaisplit sa partidu, Lack of mutual understandingsplit the party. Isplitun (iisplit) ang klasi ug daku ra, The class is _split if it is too big.
	3 

	tispunsur n 4 sponsor of a wedding. v 4 (A; b(l)] be, become a wedding sponsor. 
	ispur is n acronym for 'smooth four sides' (S4S), a classification of lumber, all four surfaces of which have been planed. a beautiful girl (humorous). 
	isdnu n stenography. v [A; cl] write in shorthand.
	istraglir n an outsider who mingles with a group, one who doesn't belong to a group (humorous). Nakulang ang pagkaun sa parti kay dunay dagbang istraglir, There wasn't enough food at the party because therewere so many gate-crashers. v [B156] be a gate-crasher, go with a group one does not belong to;
	istritkat n straight cut pants. v [c16] tailor
	· 
	trousers in the straight cut style. 
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	istu is n acronym for 'smooth two sides' (S2-S), a classification of lumber, only the top and bottom surfaces of which have been planed.
	-

	iyaya asking for sympathy, affection by cry
	-

	, 
	, 
	, 
	, ,

	ing. lyay kaayung baybana. Gamay lang kaayu nga sakit mubilak dayun, She whines a lot The slightest thing and she has to burst into tears. 
	-


	kaMyu kabayukabayu n 3 a toy-horse race which determines winners by lottery. 
	t

	kadutral v [A; cl) for lands to be surveyed for tax purposes. Kadastralun (ikadastral) ang tanang yuta sa bukid, All the lands on the mountain will be surveyed for tax purposes.
	t

	kamagung v [B23) be, become dark-complexioned Nakamagung na ka sa pagkinaligu sa dagat, You have become dark because you always bathe in the sea. 
	kaman v [A) give a military command Nikaman ug atinsiyun ang sarbintu, The sergeant gave the command of attention. n military command. 
	kamanir = KAMANIRU (humorous). 
	kampihi n k.o. tiny crab of the sand with one pincer considerably larger than the other. 
	kant.ar v 1 [A; c6) call s.t. out loud to notify people within earshot. Kinsa kadtung ngalan ang ikantar duul, Whoever's name is called out, come forward. 2 [c6) for documents, letters or any official paper to state 
	s.t. Ang gikantar sa papilis mau nga akuy tag-iya sa yuta, The document states that I am the owner of the land. 
	s.t. Ang gikantar sa papilis mau nga akuy tag-iya sa yuta, The document states that I am the owner of the land. 

	kanugkug v [A) roar with a low, continuous rumble. Mga kanyun nga nagkanugkug pagbumbardiyu sa baybay, Thundering cannons shelling the shore. 
	karapkarap = KURAPKURAP. 
	karat n 1 carat, unit of weight of precious stones or metals. 2 may, walay -havi(not having) money. Gwapa unta siya apan way karat, She is beautiful but she doesn't have a cent 
	ng

	tkarbun n 3 a black speck in a diamond,
	considered a flaw in the stone. pieces (plural). ku-av [A; bS) tell s.o. frankly. Kas-aba 
	tkarta!-s cards, mahjo
	ng 
	2 

	(kas-abi) ug sulti arun di magdabum nga gastuban siya sa iyang pag-iskuyla, Tell him him to school because we don't have the money to do so. 
	(kas-abi) ug sulti arun di magdabum nga gastuban siya sa iyang pag-iskuyla, Tell him him to school because we don't have the money to do so. 
	frankly not to count on our sendi
	ng 

	kasir n cashier. v [B126; b6) have, be, become a cashier. 
	,
	ir = KASIR.
	uy
	k

	katir-ir(➔) n caterer of food and food service. v [B156) be, become a caterer. katla v [A2; a] cut with the tips of the scissors. Katlaa ang panaptun, Clip the cloth with the tip of the scissors. lkatla ang gunting, Use the tip of the scissors to cut it. katsuy = HA TSUY. 
	2 

	kaw-ing = KAB-ING. kidni n kidney ailment. batu sa -kidneystone. sakit sa -= KIDNI. kighud v [B4] for the tide to go out. Manginbas ta ug mukighud ang taubun, We will ins to ebb. n the receding of the tide. 
	gather shells when the tide b
	eg

	kimunu n k.o. sweat jacket used in judo or karate. v 1 [A; c] wear a kimunu. 2 [a12]make into a kimunu. 
	kiwat v [b8] be hit with the tip of a slender object Ayawg ikiwatkiwat nang rulir kay hikiwatan ta, Don't wave the ruler around. We might be hit. kiwatkiwat v [c) wave slender objects about. 
	kraka crack company in military traini. v [B; cl) be, become a crack company. 
	3 
	ng

	krakv [A; a) work a handgun mechanism
	4
	to make it ready for firi, usually with a clicking round n sound of the cocking of a rifle. 
	ng

	krismu v 2 [B146) put up Christmas decorations. Knsis kaayu ta karung tu{ga. Di lang ta magkrismas, We don't have any money this year, so let's not put up any decorations. 
	t

	KrBtu n Christ in his various roles. Ang!-ng Diyus Christ God. Ang -ng Bari Christ the King. -ng Hisus Jesus Christ. -ng manunubus Christ, the savior. 
	t

	kruwis v [A; a) take a cruise for pleasure. 
	kudlungun n k.o. marine crab, poisonous to to 4", having fine hair on the uneven bulges at the back. 
	eat, growi
	ng 
	legs and havi
	ng 

	kugi kinugihan n 2 one's children (humorous).kulasisi n 2 husband's paramour. v [Al; cl] maintain a paramour. kulinw = KWINTAS . 
	t
	-
	t

	kulur -dikami a flŁsh-colored. 
	t

	kumbinsiyun kunstituŁunal -n Constitutional Convention. kumpay= KUPAY. kumpisal v 3 [AN] defecate (humorous). 
	t
	-
	2 
	t

	-an(Ł), kumpisinaryu n 2 toilet (humorous).Tua pa sa kumpisalan, She's still out back. kumpus pit n compost pit.
	kunbinsyun = KUMBINSIYUN. 
	k11$irba, kunsirbar v [A; a) conserve s.t. 
	Ł
	2

	Akung kunsirbabun (kunsirbarun, ikunsir
	-
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	bŁr) ang mga karaang mga butang sa akungmga apuhan, I'll save the old this which belong to my grandparents. 
	bŁr) ang mga karaang mga butang sa akungmga apuhan, I'll save the old this which belong to my grandparents. 
	ng

	tkuntra -risfbu n document entered upon to nullify a previous document. v [b(l))execute a document of this sort. Amung gi
	-

	kuntra risibuhan ang dukumintu sa palit,
	We have executed a document nullifying 
	the sale. 
	kurasunada = KURSUN.ADA. 

	labanu = GWAYABANU. 
	laganga a woman who is completely bald. v
	2
	2
	[ B 12; b] for a woman to become bald. Gilagang an ang batang punuun arun sayun pagtambal, They cut all the hair off the child with scabies so that it would be easyto treat her. 

	lagpat v [A2; b8] do s.t. by chance, at random. Hilagpatan kug pili ang kukakula nga may lakinayin, I happened to choose the bottle of coke that had the lucky nine prize in the cap. pa-n s.t. done or said in guesswork. Tubag nga palagpat basun na lag swirtihun, Answer I just guessed at in the wild hope that it would come out to be right. 
	tls sa imung, iyang -expression of disbelief. Unasis sa {mung lagus nga wa gani tuy diyuy ! Onassis, my foot! He doesn't have a penny! 
	agu

	tltv 3 walay gi·not have anything to eat. 
	agu

	Bisag way gilagut mutan-aw giyud ug sini, 
	Bisag way gilagut mutan-aw giyud ug sini, 
	Even when there is no money for food, she 
	has to go to the show. 

	laksit = LAKSi. 
	tlala a 3 having destructive effects on plants. Lalang hayup ang kanding kay dili tubuan ang i1ang sinibsiban, Goats are destructive animals because they nibble at plants in such a way that they won't grow back. 
	tlamanu v la [AC3] for couples to join theire. hands or have their hands joined in the weddiceremony. Nagkalamanu na ang gikasal sa dihang may mibabag, The priest had already told the couple to take each other's hands when s.o. stopped the ceremony.
	ng 

	lampak v [A; cl] for a bamboo tree to bend and crack but not break. Lampakun (ilampak) sa hangin ang kawayan, The wind bends and cracks the bamboo tree. 
	tlana 2 -sa hBug n consecrated oil used for the extreme unction. 
	tlandig la -sa pantalan sa himaya v [A2; b (1)] ask a woman for coital access for the first time (euphemism). Kurdaping, makahimu bang mulandig ku sa pantalan sa bimaya? Cordaping, let us enter the bower of bliss together. 
	tlantaka n 2 k.o. cannon used by the Spaniards. 
	tlantaka n 2 k.o. cannon used by the Spaniards. 
	Lapulaputhe chieftain of Mactan who
	2
	fought against Magellan in 1521. dila ni the Cebuano language (literary). kaliwat ni -Cebuanos (literary). 
	-

	largit = LARGA, v, 1b. 
	law-it v [A; cl) 1 hook s.t., pick ·up with a hook. Nakalaw-it silag sapatus dunut, Theyhooked an old shoe. Law-iti ang saku, Pick up the sack with a hook. 2 hang s.t. on a hook, over s.t. like on a hook. Gwapa angmilaw-it ug lukung sa bulak sa iyang liug, A 
	beautiful lady hung a garland around his neck. Lansang ang law-iti, Hang it on the nail. n hook to catch things.
	lay short for AI.ALAY. 
	libud n k.o. very small fish having transparent flesh and dark-grey ris around its body.
	ng

	tligal -nga asawa, bana, anak a lawful wife, husband, legitimate child. -nga siparasiyun legal separation. v [A2; cl] make an agreement official. Ligalun (iligal) natu ning atung sabut, We'll make our agreement official. 
	tHgia paka-sa bulawan, plata v [a12] gold-, silver-plated. pinaka-sa bulawan, platagold-, silver-plated. 
	lihud n awl, a small slender metal hand instrument for piercing small holes. v [A; cl] use an awl, make into an awl 
	tliki n 2 female genitalia (humorous euphemism).
	liugat see UGAT. 
	Hup v [A; cl] be laid off from work. n 1 one who has been laid off. 2 action of laying off. tliwat ka-{Ł) n 2a -ni Adan men as a group. -ni fba women as a group. ka-an(Ł) n = KALIWAT, 1. 
	tlublub v 2a [Al3; b(l)] stay and live with 
	s.o. for some time. Tua na Lang giyud maglublub si Lusyu sa iyang badyikdyik. Wa nalay uliuli' sa ila, Lucio has finally gone to live with his woman. He doesn't bother going home any more. 
	lunghari v [cl] write s.t. in longhand, as opposed to shorthand or in typewritten form. tlupad v 4a -ang, sa ispiritu [B246; c2] be terribly frightened. i\1ilupad (gilupad) angakung ispiritu sa iyang dakung tingug, I was 
	. terribly frightened by his loud voice. 
	lupug a 1 weak and wobbly. Lupug siya kay bag-u pang naayu, He is weak because he just recovered from an illness. 2 crippled. v [B; b6] be, become weak, crippled. Nalupug siya human mahulug, He became crippled after he suffered a fall. 
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	luruv [AN; a] stare at s.o. with a sharp look. Giluruan niya ang bata, maung mihilak, He gave the child a sharp look, and it burst into tears. 
	2 

	luyu tagluyuan a be related to each other in two ways through both the maternal and paternal lines. Tagluyuan mi kay magsuun ang amung isig ka inaban ug amung isig ka ::11-naban, We are related twice through both our fathers and our mothers because our mothers are sisters and our fathers are brothers. v [B156] be, become related on both the paternal and maternal sides. 
	t

	maagmaag v [B; cl] talk or write without coherence. Nagmaagmaag ang diskursu sa incoherently.
	pulitiku, The politician is talki
	ng 

	madim = MUDIRN. 
	magkunu n 1 k.o. large forest tree furnishi!dark maroon wood, harder than stone, highly resistant to water, used for foundations of large buildings, ships, deadeyes, et al. 2 deadeye.
	ng

	magkut = HAGKUT. 
	tmaistru v 3 [A; b(l)] be an initiator of mischief. Way laing nagmaistru niining binuang kun di ikaw, No one else could have started this mischief but you. 
	tmakinilya v 3 [A; cl] use a windlass or winch to hoist s.t. Nagmakinilya siya sa pisisa angkla, He is windithe anchor line around the windlass. 
	ng 

	mamaw n bogeyman. Ayawg kanaug sa silung kay naay mamaw, Don't go out because there is a bogeyman. 
	Mandarin n Mandarin Chinese. 
	manipŁtu n manifesto of passengers or cargo on a boat or plane. 
	manday 2b instead of doing what is expected. Manday palitan ug sapatus, midill nuun. Mini, Just when I was about to buy him a pair of shoes he didn't want any. The fool! 
	t

	maw manumanu v la [A; b5] do s.t. by hand without the aid of mechanical devices. Gimanumanu (gimanumanuban) Lang namu ning pagpangbulma ug balu blak, We are moldithe hollow blocks by hand. 2 [A;bS] do s.t. alone by oneself. Aku ray mumanumanu sa akung balay, I'll build my house by myself. 
	t
	ng 

	maping-upirisyun v [Al] mop up after a out the rest of the enemy force. Nagmaping upirisyun ang Hapun sa -up operation in the mountains. n mopping-up operation. 
	2 
	battle wipi
	ng 
	bukid, The Japanese had a moppi
	ng

	tMariya -agwanta the personification of a 
	tMariya -agwanta the personification of a 
	woman who is resistant to heavy work, punishment, abuse. Ayaw ku paalsaba ug bug-at kay dili ku si A1ariya Agwanta, Don't make me lift heavy objects because I'm not Maria Agwanta. 

	martinis, martinis n variety of bisul with purplish, compact meat. 
	martinis, martinis n variety of bisul with purplish, compact meat. 
	masusuylu n rough, granular spots on the gums of a baby of several weeks. v [Al3;a 
	4] for an infant to have rough, granular spots on the gums. Gimasusuylu (nagmasular spots on the gums. masusuyluhun a having this sort of problem. 
	suylu) ang bata, The baby has rough, granu
	.: 

	matay ka-(�) n 2 epidemic, pestilence. Gubat, gutum, ug kamatay mauy mga katalagman nga kastigu sa Diyus, War, famine, and pestilence are the calamities which God sends as punishment. 
	t

	mawrnaw = MAMAW. 
	tmidiya -lutu n mournihalfway with black and white clothi!. v [A; cl] be in . Mag,nidiya lutu ku human sa tulu ka bulan sa pagkamatay sa akung amaban, I'll go out of full mourning three months after my father's death. 
	ng 
	ng
	halfway mourni
	ng

	, .
	mm1 = MINISKIRT. 
	t min-ibint -ir n 1 the boxer of the main bout. 2 the chief protagonist in a fight or quarrel (humorous).
	minimu!n minimum amount or quantity. v [A; c] do s. t. to a certain amount as the minimum. Kun muminimu (makaminimu) tag halig usa ka libu matag ad/aw dili ta maalkansi, If we could make a sale of at least one thousand pesos a day, we won't lose. 
	1 

	Sa byahi kinahanglang iminimu ang imung gastu bwahan dill ka mahutdan, When you travel, keep your expenses to the minimum so you won't run out. 
	miringgifemale genitalia of a child (humorous).
	2 

	mirku krum = MIKRU KRUM. 
	miya n acronym for the Manila International Airport. 
	. 
	n mo us operan 1, sys-
	mu us 'd -up1randi d d" 
	t

	s.t., esp. against the law. 
	tem employed for doi
	ng 

	t mutung paN-v [A2] be, become violent when desperate. Nangmutung ang ulitawu nga wa sugta, The young man became violent because he was spurned. 
	namun = NAMU (dialectal). see KAMI. narik n relief clothing, used or second-hand clothing from the States (humorous). 
	natural v 2 [cl] do s.t. in one's natural way. /natural (naturala) Zang pagkanta. A
	t
	-
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	yaw ipanundug ni Prank Sinatra, Just sing it your own natural way. Don't imitate Frank Sinatra. 
	yaw ipanundug ni Prank Sinatra, Just sing it your own natural way. Don't imitate Frank Sinatra. 
	nayitgawun n nightgown. v (A; cl] wear, make into a nightgown. 
	tngisi la nagngisi mu rag buhi v [B2S] grinstupidly. Wang kasabut sa gisugu maung nagngisi mu rag bub,: He didn't understand the order, so he is grinning stupidly. 
	t

	ninya bunita = NINYU BUNITU (female). see NINYU.
	ninyu -inusintis = INUSINTIS, n4.
	nipa n acronym for the National Economic Protectionism Association. 

	tnumfru di-a done by the number. Dinumiru ang ilang pagtawag sa ,lang mga binatunan, They call their servants by shoutingout a number. 
	tnutaryu -publiku n notary public. v [B16) be, become a notary public. 
	tpabur -abli a 1 favorable. 2 in favor. Paburabli kaayu ku sa imung mga planu, I'm very favorable to your plans. v (B12; b6] 1 beadvantageous or favorable to. Ug mapaburabli ang hangin sayu tang muabut sa pikas isla, If the wind is favorable we'll get to the other island quickly. 2 be in favor of s.t. tpak:i-la added to nouns to fonn verbs meani'assert oneself, act like a [noun]'. 
	ng 

	Kay di ka man kinda magpakaasawa ka, 
	Kay di ka man kinda magpakaasawa ka, 
	You are not a paramour, so assert your rights as a wife. Pagpakamagulang. Buyaga ang imung manghud, Show you're the older brother. Tell your youer brother to stop doiit.
	ng
	ng 


	pakbit n dish of vegetables and meat with gravy, originating with the llocanos. v lA; c 
	1) make, have pakbit. -in-= PAKBIT. 
	1) make, have pakbit. -in-= PAKBIT. 

	tpala.(➔) n eraser. 
	1 

	alas n Palace of Justice. palit (�) v 3 [C13] make a sale with a customer. Dt' ta magkapalit sa prisyu nga imung gitanyag, We cannot make the sale because I cannot give it to you for the price youoffer.
	f

	palsi walsi a be palsy walsy. v (B; b6] be, become palsy-walsy. 
	tpalu alulung -(not without l) expressionof derision said to s.o. whose request was denied. Alulung palu. Wa siya tugtis· pagsuruy, Nma, nma,nma.. You weren't allowed to go out. 
	, 

	tpaminaw v [A2] for a treatm�nt or medicine to give temporary relief. lgu Lang maminaw ug kadiyut sa sakit kini.ng akung tambal, This medicine just gives me temporary relief. 
	pamugkat v [A; b6] gos. w. very early in the morning. Nakapamugkat kug puspuru sa tindahan kay na.hutdan mig ubas, I went to the store very early in the morning because we ran out of matches. 
	pamugkat v [A; b6] gos. w. very early in the morning. Nakapamugkat kug puspuru sa tindahan kay na.hutdan mig ubas, I went to the store very early in the morning because we ran out of matches. 
	tpamuu pinamuhuan n compensation for work done. Dagban kag mais nga pinamuhuan, You managed to get lots of corn in compensation for your labor. 
	t pan -byina k.o. bread baked in a large, rounded loaf. cliagwa, dilitsi, dilmundu, ilmundu, ilpuwiblu n k.o. bread shaped like two large buns joined together. -dipasasraisin bread. -pransis French bread, a k.o. elongated hard bread. 
	panghalwan n barracuda. 
	parian n a small gathering of people in villages to engage in business on a small scale, gamble, take in entertainments. v 1 (Al] hold a parian. paN-v [A23] attend a pa
	-

	.
	nan.
	pariti n a law granting Americans equal rights with Filipinos in the Philippines. 
	pasgaw n a k.o. nongregarious wasp bigger than the lampinig and which gives a painfulsting.
	tpasis v 3 [AC; bS] for two or more people to hook their little fingers as a sign thattheir quarrel is settled. 
	tpasku -sa pagkatawu n the Nativity. 
	pasyandu v [A] take a leisurely walk when one is supposed to be doing s.t. Uy, mupasyandu. giyud ku. Di bitaw mudagan nang buhat, I'm going for a walk. Anyway, the work won't run away. -dulur pakita sa balur v [A) walk about for want of anything better to do. Human na mang iksamin, di magpasyandu dulur magpakita sa balur, Theexamination is over so now I can just stroll about.
	nur -n a captain of a small passenger or cargo boat. v [B6; cl]be, become a captain of this sort. 
	tpatrun midyur, m
	ay

	tpil-in-n hair style with the hair parted in the middle and laid flat to the sides. 
	ay 

	tpildi v 4 [A12; a3] break s.t., usually ofordinary value. Ayawg dulai na kay makapildi ka, wa kay ibayad, Don't play withthat because you have no money to pay for it if you break it. 
	tpilita 2 for mechanisms to hold or function efficiently. Pilit ug brik ang iyang awtu, Hiscar's brakes function efficiently. 
	pinakbit = PAKBIT.
	pitrun n patron of a benefit performance. -tikit n patron ticket. 
	•piutpiut panimahung -v (A2] smell unpleasant. Ang mga batang gipaningut nani
	-
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	mabung piutpiut, The children smell unpleasant because they are sweating. 
	mabung piutpiut, The children smell unpleasant because they are sweating. 
	planting rayis n aerial bombing where bombs are spaced to obtain contiguous but not overlapping burst coverage. v [Al 3; al2] bomb in this way. 

	primiru -ng buling dirt on the outside of 
	t

	s.t. -makinista n chief engineer. v [B6; b6] be, become a chief engineer.
	s.t. -makinista n chief engineer. v [B6; b6] be, become a chief engineer.
	tpuga v lb [A; b(l)] put s.t. into s.t. else action. Kinahanglan pug-ag asin ang paliya arun mawala ang kapait, You have to squeeze the ampalaya out with salt to get rid of the bitter taste. 
	coupled with squeezi
	ng 


	pukaw v 3 [Al2; c6] drink alcohol the morniafter a drinking bout to sober up. 
	t
	ng 

	Ug tuba ang makahubug sa gabii, tuba ra puy makapukaw, If you get drunk on palm that can sober you up the next morning is toddy. 4 [Al2; c6]cause the oil to come out of fermented cŁ conut extract by pouriboiliwater into it before cooking it. Ang {nit tubig mauy makapukaw sa tinang-ug nga bulalakawun, 
	Ug tuba ang makahubug sa gabii, tuba ra puy makapukaw, If you get drunk on palm that can sober you up the next morning is toddy. 4 [Al2; c6]cause the oil to come out of fermented cŁ conut extract by pouriboiliwater into it before cooking it. Ang {nit tubig mauy makapukaw sa tinang-ug nga bulalakawun, 
	toddy, the only thi
	ng 
	ng 
	ng 

	Hot water makes the oil come out of the fermented coconut juice when it has become all foamy.

	t pulsu v 3 [A] throb, pulsate. Nagpulsu ang akung dungandungan sa kasakit, My temple is throbbing with pain. 
	ungaw n k.o. owl. 
	f

	pungku = LINGKUD, v4. a squat (used only in set phrases). -ug ilung a for a nose to be squat. flung ray gadaku anang pututa kay pungku kaayu, Everything is diminutive in that midget except his squat nose. -ug tutuy a for breasts to be firm. Pungkuug tutuy ang babayi basta dipa manganak, 
	pungku = LINGKUD, v4. a squat (used only in set phrases). -ug ilung a for a nose to be squat. flung ray gadaku anang pututa kay pungku kaayu, Everything is diminutive in that midget except his squat nose. -ug tutuy a for breasts to be firm. Pungkuug tutuy ang babayi basta dipa manganak, 
	A woman's breasts are firm before she has a baby. v [B12) for breasts to become firm. 

	puphu v 2a [Al2; a3] acquire, get s.t. exclusively of the sort several people would normally share. Ang bugtung anak mauy nakapupbu sa pagkabutangs tigulang, The only son inherited the old man's estate. 
	t

	purbisung = PRUBISUNG. 
	purmm n Host, the bread of the Eucharist. pusdit v [A; cl6] postdate. Way dipusitu.
	,
	,
	Atu na Lang ipusdit (pusdttun) ang tst'ki, 
	There is no money in the bank so we'll justpostdate the check. -id a post-dated. 

	pusisit = PURIRIT. 
	uspurit n match (humorous). 
	f

	putru a a man who is a devil when it comes to women. Putru kaayu nang tawhana kay maibugun kaayug babayi, That man is a real devil because he easily falls for women. 
	putru a a man who is a devil when it comes to women. Putru kaayu nang tawhana kay maibugun kaayug babayi, That man is a real devil because he easily falls for women. 
	puyuka assuming and pretentious. v [B12)become assumiand pretentious. Napuyuksiyang namaistra, She has started to put on now that she has become a teacher. 
	2 
	ng 

	raking tsir n rockichair. v [A; a] make, obtain a rocking chair. rakrak v 3 [A; c] give s.o. a good cussing out. 
	ng 
	t

	ranir n one who is sent on errands. Aku ang ilang ranir, I am their errand boy. v [B16;
	a] be an errand boy. 
	things rapidly. v [A; cl] do s.t. hurriedly, rapidly. Nagrapid payir kug panglimpyu kay mulakaw ku, I'm cleanithe house rapidly because I'm going out. 
	rapid payir a doi
	ng 
	ng 

	= RAYBAN. 
	noan 

	ribili n reveille. v [A] have reveille. 
	ridyisttar n registrar in school. v [B16; b6] 
	be, become a registrar. 
	rikuhir v [A3; cl] mind idle talk. Makunsumisiyun ka ug rikubirun (irikubir) nimu ang tanan nimung madungug batuk nimu, 
	You'll get sick at heart if you pay attention to all the things they say against you. 
	rikula n objection, complaints about s.t. 
	t

	rikulitu n name of a church, run by the Recollect Fathers. rikulitanu n Recollect priest. -s n the Recollect order. 
	rili n relay race. v 1 [A13] have a relay race. 2 [A; c6] relay commands, orders. Wa makarili ang awutpus sa urdir, The outpost did not relay the order. 
	rilu -dipalsu n a wristwatch that gives incorrect time (from palsu, 1 -humorous).riluhirfya watch-repair shop. v [Al] establish a watch-repair shop. 
	t

	rimurimu v [A; al] try to fix s.t. with only a small knowledge of how. to do it Hidakan giyud ku sa mikaniku ug di naku rimurimubun ning akung dyip, The mechanic is going to charge me too much so I'll fix myjeep myself. 
	rindirpl's n rinderpest.
	ringlit n ringlet curls of hair. v [A; cl] wear rilet curls; form the hair into ringlets. riprap n riprap. v [A; cl] make riprap.ripu n faucet. riti1ir n retailer of rice or corn to the con
	ng

	sume, from a government agency. v [B16)
	be, become a retailer of this sort 

	rusaiyu -kantada n sung rosary. 
	t

	rusas pa-v [A] for a woman to beautify herself. 
	rusas pa-v [A] for a woman to beautify herself. 
	t


	ruska di-n attached with a screw. 
	t

	royal -blu n royal blue color. 
	t

	sabak o S [A; a12] give s.o. on-the-spot 
	sabak o S [A; a12] give s.o. on-the-spot 
	t
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	instruction on how to do s.t. A_yaw pagunauna kay sabakun tikawg drayib, Don't try to drive on your own. Wait till I show you how. 
	instruction on how to do s.t. A_yaw pagunauna kay sabakun tikawg drayib, Don't try to drive on your own. Wait till I show you how. 
	tsabat v 3 (A2] for muscles to react or respond. Musabat ang tiil kun tikdulan ang tubud, The foot will react if you knock the knees. 

	tsab-it la kasab-(tag kawit ang simud for the lips to be pouting Oit. one could hook a toddy container over them). 
	tsabud (➔)n 3 rice seedlings. 
	2
	2

	tsagang n la shield. sag-angv (A; b6] cook s.t. on the stove. 
	2 

	Wa ku makasag-ang ug sud-an kay way gas, 
	Wa ku makasag-ang ug sud-an kay way gas, 
	I have not cooked our meat and vegetables yet because there's no kerosene. 

	tsakramintu n 2 sacrament of matrimony. 2a wife, wedded in the Roman Catholic Church. v (a12] be wedded in the Roman Catholic Church. Gibuwis usa mi, usa mi masakramintu, We had a civil marriage before we were wedded in the church. 
	t sala n la -nga ikamatay mortal sin. 
	tsalama v la (81256; c6] for s.t. which is sQpposed to be a secret to slip out. Nasama ku kay nakalimut ku nga dt" diay unta tu ipatug-an, l let it out because I forgot that it was supposed to be a secret. Ayawg isalama pagsulti nang mga pulunga ha? Don't let those words slip from your mouth. 
	salamagan = SALUMAGAN .. 
	sali(tang n hips. -un a of s.o. having big hips. v (812; b6] get to have big hips.
	tsalud -sa gaba v (82S] be the recipient of gaba (a divine curse). Magsalud tas gaba ug 
	· 
	· 

	musukul ta sa &tung ginikanan, We will earn heaven's wrath if we defy our parents. salumagan (not without I) exclamation of mild anger shouted at s.o. 
	bagul = BAGUL. see BAGUL.
	bagul = BAGUL. see BAGUL.

	E
	sambul a 2 s.t. new which causes whoever has it to feel uneasy. Sambul ka&yu ang antiyubus basta bag-u pa, Eyeglasses are uncomfortable until you get used to them. 
	sambul a 2 s.t. new which causes whoever has it to feel uneasy. Sambul ka&yu ang antiyubus basta bag-u pa, Eyeglasses are uncomfortable until you get used to them. 

	t sampul v 2 [A; b(l)] take a bite or taste of 
	s.t. (humorous). Sampulan ta nang {mung kik, Are you giving away free samples of your cake? 
	s.t. (humorous). Sampulan ta nang {mung kik, Are you giving away free samples of your cake? 

	samsi n a Chinese dish of pork cut in thin long slices with shredded cabbage and sauteed. 
	tsamuk -in-(➔) v [A; a12] be bothersome. v,· mu magsinamuk ug naay bisita, Don't be bothersome when ther.e are visitors around. sinamuksamuk = -IN-. 
	san-antun short for San Antonio Saint Anthony. pa-v [c] light a candle and implore 
	san-antun short for San Antonio Saint Anthony. pa-v [c] light a candle and implore 
	St. Anthony's help in sending punishment to a person who wronged one. !yang ipasanantun ang nangawat sa {yang kwarta, She'll implore St. Anthony's help to bring retribution on the one who stole her money. 
	-


	sanaw a having an uncomfortable feelingof inferiority. San aw kaayung isagul sa punduk sa mga datu, l feel so uncomforta�le when I am thrown together with rich people.
	sanaw a having an uncomfortable feelingof inferiority. San aw kaayung isagul sa punduk sa mga datu, l feel so uncomforta�le when I am thrown together with rich people.
	tsansan v 3 (A; b] fill the sansan stove with sawdust. n k.o. stove composed of a tube stuffed tightly with sawdust. A hole is left in the center and underneath into which firewood is· inserted, causing the sawdust to catch fire a little at a time and burn with 
	· intense heat for a long time. -an = SAN
	-

	SAN, n. 
	santunina n santonin, a kŁo. anthelmintic in 
	candy form. tsapaw v 2b {A; b(l)] stake a mining claim on land where s.o. has already made a stake, uprooting the stakes. Duguun ang mabitabu ug·sapawan ang klfm, S.t. bloody will happen if s.o. stakes a claim on the same land 
	. 

	s.o. else has staked previously. 
	tsapinday a staggering, unsteady in footing. 
	sapud= APLUD. 
	3 

	sapunul a rough and not smooth to feel or swallow. Sapunul kaayu tunlun ang kanung mais, Corn grits are very rough to swallow. Sapunul kaayu ang imung nawung tungud sa bug as, Your face is very rough 
	.
	with your pimples. v [B; b6] be, become 
	.

	rough.
	saringsaring v [AP; b) go about in front or in full view of a group of people where one has no business being. Magsaringsaring ( magpasaringsaring) giyud ning bataa atubangan sa mga bisfta, This child prances up and down in front of the visitors when he should stay out of the way. 
	satu v [A; a] dip up or scoop out solids or liquids. Satui kug usa ka luwag nga linugaw, Give me a ladleful of porridge. n 1 scoopful. 2 action of scooping.

	sayantipiku n scientist. a scientific. 
	sayisn size, measurement of s.t. to be worn. Unsay sayis sa fmung sapatus? What size of shoes do you wear? 
	2 

	sayitsiing v [A13] go sight-seeing. n action of sight-seeing.
	saytid v [B125] be in sight. Nasaytid na angatung swildu, Our salary is already in sight.Nagkasaytid na ang atung kadaugan, Our victory is already in sight. a be in sight. 
	sib a be freed in a game of hide-and-seek or saved from punishment in other· kinds of 
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	games. v [A; al set s.o. free. v -bay da bil saved by the bell, i.e. just barely escapegettipunished. Nas{b bay da bil ku sa ksaba ni Nanay kay may mga bisitang nangabut, l was saved by the bell Mother didn't get to scold me because some visitors arrived. 
	games. v [A; al set s.o. free. v -bay da bil saved by the bell, i.e. just barely escapegettipunished. Nas{b bay da bil ku sa ksaba ni Nanay kay may mga bisitang nangabut, l was saved by the bell Mother didn't get to scold me because some visitors arrived. 
	ng 
	(!

	tsiba v 3 [A; a] load a firearm. 

	sibv [A; b6] 1 change a course, turn off. 
	ag 

	Di ta makasibag diba kay naa may du nat intir, We can't tum off there because there is a do-not-enter sign. 2 for the voice to go off key. Musibag ka man sa tunu ug ipataas na ang tingug, You'll be off-key if you go off on a higher pitch. 3 deviate from one's topic. Di ka makasibag ug sulti sa kurti, You can't get off your topic of conversation in court. a off-key, deviating from the topic.
	Di ta makasibag diba kay naa may du nat intir, We can't tum off there because there is a do-not-enter sign. 2 for the voice to go off key. Musibag ka man sa tunu ug ipataas na ang tingug, You'll be off-key if you go off on a higher pitch. 3 deviate from one's topic. Di ka makasibag ug sulti sa kurti, You can't get off your topic of conversation in court. a off-key, deviating from the topic.

	t sibat -in-n s.t. taken without permission. 
	,
	,
	Dili na iyang sinina. Iya nang sinibat, That 
	dress isn't hers. She snuck off with it from 

	s.w. sibay = t •TSiBAY. t sidbaks v [A; c] sow in a seedbox. Talagsa
	ray nabub," sa giluyung niyang lisu kay wa man isidbaks, Only a few seeds germinated because they were not sown in the seedbox. 
	ray nabub," sa giluyung niyang lisu kay wa man isidbaks, Only a few seeds germinated because they were not sown in the seedbox. 

	Łang = SALIG-ANG. t sigariŁu -sa ilung = INHILIR (humorous).sigarilyu= BUDBURUN. see BUDBUD. 
	2 

	sikan n 2 boxer's second. v [A; a) 2 act as boxer's second. Siyay misikan ni Ilurdi, He acted as Elorde's second. sikpat =· SIPLAT. 
	tsingurdi, wa ma-for an offensive odor to be unbearable. Dunay patayng ilaga dinbi kay di' masingu ang babu, There is a dead rat here because the odor is unbearable. 
	. 

	tsinsilyu a 3 for a woman to be careless in her ways and deportment. Sinsilyu kaayung baybana, magpahungaw lang nga maglingkud, That woman is careless. She sits in such a way that one can see her private parts. v [Bl; cl] 3 for a woman to act without proper reserve. 
	sintimingaw = SINTIMINTAL, v (humorous).sintimiruy = SINTIMINTAL, v (humorous). sintimiyut, sintimiyuy = SINTIMINTAL (hu
	-

	morous).
	morous).

	sintins n sentence in a language. 
	sinturira n loop attached to the waist of trousers through which the belt is passed. v [A; a] provide belt loops. 
	tsinyura Nwistra Sinyura n Our Lady (the Virgin).
	sipara, siparar v 1 [A3P; cl] separate, part ways. Ang mudyul musiparar sa rakit, The module separates from the rocket ship. Nag-
	sipara, siparar v 1 [A3P; cl] separate, part ways. Ang mudyul musiparar sa rakit, The module separates from the rocket ship. Nag-
	siparar ang magtiayun, The couple parted ways. 2 [A; cl] set s. t. aside. Magsiparar kug isud sa bangku, l set s.t. aside to deposit in the bank. 

	siparasiyun ligal n legal separation, a couplewith separate bed and board, but not divorced. v [C; al2] have a legal separation. 
	siparasiyun ligal n legal separation, a couplewith separate bed and board, but not divorced. v [C; al2] have a legal separation. 
	sipung(-) v [A; a] comer s.t. Tulu ka simana siyang nasipung sa langub, He was trapped inside the cave for three weeks. Sipunga ang manuk sa kwartu, Chase the · chicken into the room to entrap it. 
	t

	sirua for the eyebrows to be set close to each other at the center. Siru kaayu ang rmung kiZay, Your eyebrows are very close to each other. v [B6; b6] for the eyebrows to be set close to each other at the center. 
	2 

	' ' 
	t .
	Sll'Ung a 2 = SIRU. v 2 = SIRU· 
	2
	2

	siu n 1 the C.O., acronym for the Con1manding Officer in a military headquarters. 2 anyone in charge of an establishment (humorous). Aku na karuy s{u sa amu kay tua sa Mindanaw si Papa ug Mama, I'm the c.o. at home now because Dad and Mom are in Mindanao. v [B1256] get to be the C.O. 
	siudi n 1 C.OD., acronym for cash on delivery. 2 get s.t. on credit. v [A; cl] get s.t. on credit. Ug wa kay kwarta karun siudta (isiudi) na Zang, If you don't have any money just get it on credit. n debt. 
	tsiug (➔) v (A; a] 1 budge, move s.t. heavy. Batu nga di' masiug ug tulu ka tawu, A rock that cannot be budged by three persons. 2 move one's emotions. Ang Juba sa daZaga wa makasiug niya, The tears of the maiden did not move him. 
	siyuk, siyuk v [A; a] for the eyes to squint in bright light. Misiyuk (nagsiyuk) ang iyang mga mata nga nagtan-aw sa kalayu, He squinted as he looked at the flame. 

	tsubrikama v [A; cl] make, use as a bedspread.
	tsugat sugatsugat v [A; a12) accompany a soor melody with make-do chords. Sugatsugatun Zang sa magduduyug ang kanta nga di' kaayu niya sinatt', The accompanist uses make-do chords if he is not very familiar with the song. 
	ng 
	-

	tsugid sugilanun n 2 conversation. v [C2] converse. Di usa ta mangat°t4g kay magsugiZanun usa ta, Let's not go to sleep yet. Let's talk for a wh'ile. Ayaw usag lakaw kay makigsugilanun pa ku nimu, Don't leave yetbecause I want to talk with you. 
	sulisitar = SULISIT. 
	sulu -alun = SULU, v2. tsul-ung v 2 [B246) for heat or temperature to rise. Ug musu/-ung ang kainit sa imung 
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	lawas, bilantan ka, If your body gets hot, 
	lawas, bilantan ka, If your body gets hot, 
	you have a fever. 
	ts6ma pag· (inig·) pa but when it comes to a test. lngun kang kamau ka. Pagsuma (pagsumada) pa, di diay, yOU said you knew how, but when it came to a test, you didn't. 
	sumu· a the first litter of piglets a sow has. 
	3 

	Sa ka,aang tinubuan di kunu maayung bubiun sa tag-iya ang babuyng sumu, According to folk belief the owner should not raise the first litter of piglets a sow has (for they will die under his care). 
	·e
	sung-ad = SUN-AD. 
	sungkat = SUNGKAD. 
	sunlut ·an(➔) v [Al3; a3] prepare sunlutan 
	to eat. 
	supukar = SIPUKAR. 
	tsur n 4 south. Lanaw Su,, South Lanao. 

	tsulimbaw n 3 a large square or rectangular lift net operated with a scareline at night, using a lantern. paN• v [A2; c6-] go fishing with a surambaw. 
	suruz v [A2S; b6] start sizzling or bubbling with heat. Magsuru gani ang tumuy sa agipu kana timailban kunu nga may bisita, If the end of a firebrand starts. to exude bubbling juice, it is a sign that visitors are com� ing. n the sizzling or bubbling of s.t. liquid. 
	suruz v [A2S; b6] start sizzling or bubbling with heat. Magsuru gani ang tumuy sa agipu kana timailban kunu nga may bisita, If the end of a firebrand starts. to exude bubbling juice, it is a sign that visitors are com� ing. n the sizzling or bubbling of s.t. liquid. 

	suspindir = TIRANTI, 2. suy bins nsoy beans. 
	· 

	swab v [A; b6) swab s.t. with medicine or to clean it. Tunlang giswaban, A· throat that was swabbed. n swab. 
	swaing v [C13 ; c S] 1 to get tired of s.o.'s unpleasantness. Dili ikaswaing nang tigula
	·
	·
	nga kay buyu, vou don't get tired of that old man because he is tender. 2 have a misunderstanding and hurt feelings. Nagkaswaing ang mga magsuun tungud sa kabilin, 
	The brothers and sisters had a misunderŁ 
	Łtanding over the inheritance. 

	tswirti n -dikasahus bad luck or misfortune of a sort that shouldn't normally be happening to the person. Titulada nga naminyug buguy. Mu na nay nganlag swirting dikasabus, Agirl with a degree marrying a nogood. That's what they call jerked-meatluck. 
	tsyakuy 2 grades in the eighties (so called from the rough similarity of the figure 8 to a syakuy -slang).
	syatdawun v [A; cl] shut down operations in a factory, mine, logging, and the like. 
	I • I 
	I • I 

	M d i : e_ 
	· 
	·

	usyat awun ang mrna ug wa nay ur, Th mine will shut down operations when the ore 1s gone. 
	usyat awun ang mrna ug wa nay ur, Th mine will shut down operations when the ore 1s gone. 

	syugar dadi n sugar daddy, a man who keeps a woman. 
	syurthan n shorthand. v [A; cl] write s.t. in shorthand. 
	syurthan n shorthand. v [A; cl] write s.t. in shorthand. 
	tabagak n k.o. fisli similar to the malangsibut with a broader body, esp. around the abdomŁn. 
	tabatsuy a obese (humorous -from Tagalog taba 'fat').ttagudn 2 seeds of any fruit or vegetable 
	1 

	·
	·
	used for seedlings. 


	· tahada n toast made from sliced, stale pansubread, shaped into an oval. v [A; a] make tabada tidbits. tahiru = BY A 1'll.IS. takdas v [A; b6] jump. onto s.t. Mutakdas ang mga bata s� ilang inaban inig-abut, The children will jump on their mother when she comes home. takdul= TIKDUL. takiling, takiling v [B; cl] tilt, turn over on the sides. Dalia �ng masit'ira kay nagtakiling na, Hurry and fix the flower pot because it is tilting to one side. Ug takilingun (itakiling) sa pilutu ang iruplanu, mabadluk angm
	.
	2 
	.
	•

	, takmuz = TAKMUL. taksip = TAGSIP; ttaktak pa-·sa bukbuk -PAUVUG. see 
	,
	,
	UYUG. 
	talagtag . be thinly spread or distributed. 
	Talagtag kaayu ang mga balay sa bukid, The houses in the mountain are very sparse.;" v [B; cl] be thinly spread or distributed. Mitalagtag ang iyang bubuk nga nanglarut, His .
	· 
	hair is sparse because it is constantly falling 
	. t tali v 2 [a3) just be weaŁed from one's _mother's breast and too youngto do s.t. 
	out.e· 
	' 
	. 
	· 

	(humorous). Magminyu ka nga bag-u_ ka pa ganing natali? You're getting married when you're just weaned? 
	talingab v [A; b6] make a sharp point on s.t. 
	·
	a sharpened to a point.
	tampikas TAMP Bf AK . . 
	. 

	tampird a radio that has been poorly repaired. Di ku makagarantiya-anang radiyuhag pa'tingug kay tampird, I can't guarantee that radio will play because it has been repaired once and not very well. 
	ttampuk-sa, ang luyu, likud v [A; a12]
	1
	betra.y, stab s.o. in the back. Kun wa ku dinbi libak un k unu k u ninyu. Nganung inyu man kung ·:tampukun sa likud? You say
	.mean things about me when I'm not around. Why do you stab me in the back? 
	tamudlaw = LAMUDLAW. 
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	ttangantanpanahun pa sa -in the olden times, when people still used castor oil forlamps. Ang ilang gigamit nga libru panabun pa sa tangantangan, The books they are usigo back to the days of the horse and buggy.
	ttangantanpanahun pa sa -in the olden times, when people still used castor oil forlamps. Ang ilang gigamit nga libru panabun pa sa tangantangan, The books they are usigo back to the days of the horse and buggy.
	gan 
	ng 

	ttanggu-kriminal, makapiang n tango
	1
	dance characterized with difficult and fancy steps (humorous). 
	tanggua slow in understandisimplethis, incompetent in doisimple things 
	tanggua slow in understandisimplethis, incompetent in doisimple things 
	tanggua slow in understandisimplethis, incompetent in doisimple things 
	2 
	ng 
	ng
	ng 

	. 

	(from tanga and gagu). Tanggu kaayung tawhana, di Jang gibapun kamau ug asa pirma, He is an idiot, because he still doesn't know where to sign his name. v [B12] become stupid in this way. 


	ttangtang -utang n the state or condition where one pays off debts and incurs debts again. Mau giyud ning pubri ta, tangtang utang, This is the way itis when you are poor. You pay off one set of debts and incur another. 
	. 

	t tapang n successfully executed or accomplished out of sheer luck rather than due to skill or ability. 
	tardi a arrive late at a time set for s.t. Tardi OU are very late for the class. v [B12; b6] get to a place late. 
	ka na kaayu sa klasi, y

	ttaripa n rate, schedule of charges, esp. fare. 
	Naumintu na karun ang taripa sa mga salakyanan, The fares on transportation have gone up. v [A13] charge according to acertain schedule. 
	Naumintu na karun ang taripa sa mga salakyanan, The fares on transportation have gone up. v [A13] charge according to acertain schedule. 

	tibak v [A2; al2] make a killi, make a lot 
	ng

	·
	·
	of money (slang). Nakatibak silag maayu sapag-ismagul ug sigarilyu, They made a fortune in smuggling cigarettes. 

	tigiv [A; a] pour all the remainiportionof liquid from a container. Tigia ang patis sa butilya, Drain the last drop of soy sauce from the bottle. 
	2 
	ng 

	tikarul= TINGKARUL, n. 
	2 
	1

	ttiki -nga kwanggul n a stupid gecko (so called because of the fact that he hides but shouts to let the world know where he is). tik-ibis v (A] 1 in baseball, take a base. Mitik-ibis ang batir, The batter took a base. 2 for a teacher of long service to take an easy test to give her official eligibility. Di unta ku mailidyibul ug wa pa ku makatik-ibis, I wouldn't have made eligible status if I hadn't taken the promotional examination. ttikwi' 3 euphemism for wakwakor unglu.
	1
	1
	Mga tikwi nang pamilyaba, That is a family 
	of vampires. 

	ttimaan (➔) = TIMMN, vl, 2. 
	t timbrian 2 booby trap or any scheme or device for catching s.t. unaware. Gibuta
	t timbrian 2 booby trap or any scheme or device for catching s.t. unaware. Gibuta
	2 
	-

	ngan sa mga Murus ug mga timbri ang agianan padulung sa ilang kampu, The Moros placed booby traps on the trail that lead to their camp. v [A; b] 2 place, catch with a booby trap or a similar tricking device. Nakatimbri silag babuy ibalas, They trapped a wild pig.

	tingkarula= TIKARUL. 
	tingkarula= TIKARUL. 
	2 
	1

	ttiniblas n 2 ceremony held on the Wednesday before Easter. 
	ttipas paN-n a charm that renders one bullet-proof.
	tipli n soprano voice. v [A; b6] sing the soprano voice. 
	tiriring a havia slight mental derangement. v [B123] be slightly deranged. -un a slightly deranged. 
	ng 

	, . .
	. . . 

	nrmmlS}'un pt n terrn1nat1on pay. 
	, , ,
	trak1tu, trak1tuk = TALAKITUK. 
	ttrangka trangkilya n small _fastening stick or bar. v [A; cl] attach, make a small fastenibar or stick. Nagtrangkilya kus paradursa sud-an, I am making a small bar to lock the food cabinet. 
	ng 

	ttunu n 3 toilet (humorous). kug lingkud sa trunu kay gibibus, I keep sitting on the thrcn� because I have diarrhea. 
	Naghinga.ri Lang 

	tsariti n charity ward in a hospital v [cl] be placed in the charity ward. 
	•tsibay insik -, -wakang phrase said to in
	sult a Chinaman. see WAK.ANG. tsit n chit. 
	ttuba -nga balintung n tuba mixed with an adulterant that will cause one to get more drunk than normal. 
	ttubu -sa kunhud v [A2S; b7] for a thing to diminish when it should grow (humorous). Sa imung binaligyaan mutubu sa k unbud ang imung nigusyu, The way you do business it will grow -but downwards. 
	ttuhud (➔) v 3 [a12] have pains in the knees. Abi nakug tiguwang ray tuhurun, I thought only old people had rheumatism in the knees. 
	tuka Ł one's part in doing s.t., one's turn to do. !mu na rung tuka sa panghugas, It's your turn to do the dishes. v [A2; b(l)] for one's turn to come to him. Di makabalibad ang tawu ug mutuka na niya ang kagul-anan, When it is a man's turn to have sorrows he cannot refuse. tukatuka v [A; abc] do s.t. by 'turns. Gitukatukaban mig batag, We were given some in turns. 
	tukistukis n illegal cockfight on a small scale (slang). Dunay tukistukis sa ilang baryu ka.da adlaw, There is a small-scale illegal cockfight in their barrio every day. v [A; c] hold a small illegal cockfight (slang). 
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	t tumuy sa -sa dila be at the tip of one's tongue, but still one cannot quite remember it. Di giyud kung kahinumdum ug kinsa tu ka apan nia ra giyud sa tumuy sa akung dila, l cannot quite remember who you were, but you are so familiar, it is right at the tip of my tongue. 
	tupung 3 dili, wa mag-ang tudlu not everybody is the same. Wa magtupung ang tudlu sa tawu, Some people are rich and some are poor. (Lit. A man's fingers arc not the same.) 
	tusinu n salt pork. v [A; a] make salt pork. 
	ttuud [plant name] nga -n the most common variety of [such-and-such a plant]. Kamuting tuud, The common sweet potato. ,
	,
	ua = UI. 
	tubus pa• v 3 pa-kay laylay pa. v [A13] be humble because one is at the bottom of society (laylay, a 2a). Mau giyud, magpaubus kay laylay man, l should be humble because I am poor. (Lit. Amatured leaf is naturally found in the lower part of the plant.) 
	ui a acronym for over-acting: putting on airs,engaging in exaggerateŁ actions uncalled for by the situation. Uing muhilak arun tugtan, Putting on a big .show of crying so she would be allowed to go. v [B] overact. Naui siya arun himatikdan sa ulitawu, She started to put on a big act so the young man would notice her. 
	uiks u n OXO, a gang of Visayan toughs in Manila. 
	tulan n 3 diamond with some yellowish coloration. Bubaratu ang brilyanting ulan, A yellowish diamond brings a lower price. 
	tulipun (-) v [A; a12] enslave. 
	tuna v 4 [A13] be oozing with dirt. Hubua nang imung sinina kay nag-una, Take off your dress because it is oozing with dirt. tunat v 3 [Al; cl] do s.t. in a leisurely manner. Di ta makaunat sa atung trabahu kay mag-apas ta sa uras, We can't dilly-dally with our work because we are rushing things. 
	unir v [Al] 1 own s.t. Maayu nakung pagpahaluna sa kutsi sa akung higala, mu rag nakaunir, l made myself comfortable in my friend's car as if it belonged to· me. 2 = UNAY, v. 
	urihinal n 4 sala nga -a original sin. b adul
	-

	tery.
	tery.
	turus pa·, pina-v [A; b6] prepare s.t. by sauteeing, usually said of preparing s.t. special (by people who don't normal]y prepare food that needs to be sauteed). Aku siyang paurusan (pinaurusan) run kay Duminggu man, I'll saute some food for him today because it is Sunday.
	tutak -brio n one's brains as a means of thinking (humorous). Gamita ang imung utak brin, Use your head! -in-v [A2; cl) do s.t. from memory, not written. Inutukun (iinutuk) sa mga ispiya ang ilang mga kud, 
	Spies memorize their codes. 
	tutut -ug bapur n dark-complexioned.
	t uwak (Ł) gibalikas n a person who is such a nuisance that he keeps coming to a place he knows he is unwanted (like a crow that keeps coming back the more it is cursed). 
	Mu rag mga uwak gibalikas ning mga bataa. Di patuu ug badlung, These children are like crows you shout at. They just won't listen when you try to get rid of them. 
	'
	'
	' 

	wan-aa= WALA NA. see WALA.
	' ' 
	wap-a = WALA PA. see WALA.
	' 
	, ,
	.
	wasu = HUW ASU. 
	waway child talk for away. v [A; a12] quarrel with (child talk). t wiliwili v [AN; a12] lure s.o. to stay s.w. 
	Ang mga bag-ung bisyu sa akung bag-ung naglakaw mauy magwiliwili naku, My toddler has so many cute· tricks it lures me to stay home. 
	ya word shouted simultaneously with the execution of a karate chop, blow, or kick. 
	tyamu -ug never did, do, does. Yamug miduaw ang akung bi�alayi pagkauspital naku, 
	Never did my daughter-in-law visit me when I was hospitalized. Yamug mubatag naku, He never gives me any. n 2 none. 'Duna kay kwarta?' -'Yamu,' 'D_o you have money?' -'( I have) none.' 
	yatap (from patay -slang) v [A; al] kill. Ang kriminal nga nagyatap sa gitulisan, Then. criminal that killed the robbery victim. 
	yima n candied yolk. v [A; a) make yolk candy. 
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